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THE PENNY CYCLOPAEDIA
OF

THE SOCIETY FOR THE DIFFUSION OF

USEFUL KNOWLEDGE.

U N G

UNGULATA, Hoofed Mammals. Under this section

Linnaeus included the orders Belluee and Pecora.
The Belluee comprised the genera Equus [Horse], Hip-

popotamus [River Horse], Sus [SuTdjb], and Rhinoceros.
The Pecora consisted of the genera Camelits [Camel],

Moschus [Moschid.e], Cervus [Deer], Capra [Goat],
Ovis [Sheep], and Bos [Bison ; Ox].

Elephas, the only true proboscidian genus noticed by
Linnaeus, is placed by him in the order Bruta and section
Unguiculata, in company with Bradypus and Myrmeco-
phaga : but Elephas and its congeners, both living and
extinct, undoubtedly rather belong to the section of Hoofed
than Clawed Mammals ; and as far as their hoofs are con-
cerned, to say nothing of their general pachydermatous
structure, are more suited to the company of the Hippopo-
tamus, Rhinoceros, and Tapir, than to that of Sloths [Ai

;

Unau], and Ant-Eaters.
Here must be noticed one of those interesting discoveries

which we have now, thanks to the diligence of our func-
tionaries in foreign lands, so often occasion to record.

On the 1st November, 1842, Professor Owen communi-
cated to the editors of the Annals of Philosophy the fol-

lowing intelligence :

—

The Professor had received a letter, dated April 6, 1842,
from Sir Thomas Livingstone Mitchell, surveyor-general of
Australia, in which that active and zealous officer an-
nounced the discovery of large fossil Mammalian remains
in that continent. The specimens from the Wellington
Valley bone-caves, described in the second volume of Sir

Thomas's work on Australia, and noticed in the article

Marsupialia [vol. xiv., p. 4(58], were remains of extinct
species of marsupial genera now existing there, and of a
genus very nearly allied to those living in that locality at

present : the largest fossil, which had been supposed to
belong to a Hippopotamus or Dugong, indicating rather
an extinct gigantic Phascolome ; nor was there any con-
clusive evidence of a genus of placental mammal in that
collection : Mr. Pentland however had informed Professor
Owen that a bone of a large quadruped, apparently a
pachyderm, from the Wellington Valley, is, as Mr. Pent-
land believes, in the museum at Paris. No account of this

bone appears to have been hitherto communicated to the
scientific world.
The fossils which Sir Thomas Mitchell transmitted in-

contestable establish the former existence of Vngulafa in
Australia, in the shape of, at least, one huge proboscidian
Pachyderm, referrible, in Professor Owen's opinion, either

to the genus Mastodon or Dinothbrium. These fossils

consist if a portion of a molar tooth, and of the shaft of a
femur, with part of the spine of a scapula, and some smaller
fragments of a long bone. They were found on the Darling
Downs—those extensive plains marked to the south-west
of Moreton Bay on most maps of Australia, at the source
of the river Darling, and upwards of 4000 feet above the
level of the sea : Sir Thomas, in his letter, also states that

these huge bones are found in some abundance.

U M G

Professor Owen found that the fragments transmitted by
Sir Thomas Mitchell composed, when their broken surfaces

were re-adjusted, the very considerable part of the right

femur, and the subjoined cut (Fig. 1 ; here copied by per-

mission, together with the others) gives a view of the pos-

terior and most entire surface, one-fifth of the natural

size : the contour of the circumference at a illustrates, the
Professor observes, the principal characteristic of the

bone, namely, its being flattened from before backwards.

Put of the right femur of extinct AuttraUkB proboscidian Pachyderm.

Professor Owen remarks that, with reference to the

larger quadrupeds, the femur presents a similar antero-

posterior compression in the elephant, mastodon, and
rhinoceros ; but the latter animal is distinguished by a
second external trochanter, which is not present in the

Australian fossil. [Rhinoceros, vol. xix., p. 465.] In the

Megatherium and its congeners the flattening of the

femur and its transverse breadth greatly surpass, he ob-

serves, the proportions exhibited by the fossil under con-
sideration, or those of the femora ofthe proboscidian Pachy-
derms. [Elephant, vol. ix., pp. 349, 353.]

But the fossil from the Darling Range was found most
to resemble the femur of the Mastodon (vol. xv., p. 5), in

being flatter on the posterior than on the anterior surface.

Compared with the femur of the Mastodon giganteus, the

fossil presented the following differences ; it was broader

in proportion to its length :

—

Vol. XXVI.—

B
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Australian femur. Mastodon.
In. Lin. In. Lin.

From the lower part of the post-

trochanterian depression to the

prominence above the outer

condyle .... 18 0 24 0
Breadth of middle of shaft of

femur 5 0 5 9

Circumference of do. do. . 13 6 14 6

The surface of the bone below the post-trochanterian

depression 6 was more convex in the Australian fossil, and
the prominence above the back part of the outer condyle

was mure developed ; the small trochanter was narrower

and longer, and defined by a" groove along its anterior

part. The femur in the Mastodon giganteus, observes

Professor Owen, thins off almost to an edge at the outside

of the distal half of the shaft : in the Australian fossil the

corresponding part is broad and convex. The anterior

part rises higher above the level of that part of the femur
in the Australian fossil than in the Mastodon. The orifice

of the medullary artery was conspicuous in the Australian

fossil, at the back part, a little above the middle of the

shaft, and towards the inner side ; the canal sloping up-

wards. Professor Owen could not detect the correspond'

ing orifice in the Mastodon's femur, with which he com-
pared it. The Australian fossil exhibited a large medul-
lary cavity along the middle of the shaft, with dense

parietcs an inch thick. Total length of the fossil twenty-

two inches ;
greatest breadth across the upper or proximal

end, where the neck begins to bend inwards, ten inches.

Traces of the smooth pitted surface at the broken distal
' end indicated the place of junction of the articular epi-

physis, and prove that the entire shaft of the femur is, in

this case, preserved : a part of the epiphysis was anchylosed

to the shaft.

Two views of portion of molar tooth of extinct Australian Pachyderm.
Nat. size.

The portion of the molar tooth was obtained from the

same locality as the femur, and Professor Owen observes

that if it belong, as is most probable, to the same animal,

it proves that animal to be most nearly allied to Dinothe-
rium and Mastodon giganteus, in which the grinding sur-

face of the teeth is raised into broad, transverse ridges.

Parts of two of the anterior ridges, and a smaller or lower
one which runs across the base of the first, at the anterior

part of the crown of the tooth, are preserved in the speci-

men. The apex of both the higher ridges has been wom
by mastication, but not to the extent usually seen in the

small deciduous molars of the Mastodons: there is less

trace of a division of the summit of the ridge into mam-
milla*, the Professor observes, than would be presented by
a similar-sized molar, equally worn down, of the Mastodon
giganteus, in which the two mammillae would be indicated

by a median constriction. The transverse ridges, he
remarks, are still more subdivided in the other known

eciea, as M. longirostrit, M. latidens, M. angustidens, or
-'—*-

tfoides : the Australian tooth hi found to bear «

greater resemblance to that of the Dinotherium in the
simplicity of the transverse eminences ; but he notices a
deposit of cement, or crusta petrosa, at the bottom of the
intervening valleys, which he had not observed in any Dino-
therian molar.

Professor Owen refers to the additional proof of the close
relationship of the Mastodon to the Dinotherium, derived
from the discovery of the two tusks of the lower jaw in the
young individuals of the Mastodon, and the retention of one
of these as a sexual distinction of the male in Mastodon
giganteus; and he is of opinion that the highly interest-

ing member of the antient fauna of Australia revealed by
the remain* above described must be referred, on their

evidence, to the same natural family of gigantic Pachy-
derms as that which includes the Mastodons and the Dino-
theres, and to a species distinct from any yet determined :

but he, wisely as we think, abstains from the imposition oi

any generic or specific name, until the requisite characters

are obtained : these he has reason to expect will be forth-
coming from specimens about to be collected by the ener-
getic officer to whom zoologists are indebted for so mam
additions to the fossil fauna of New South Wales.
'The fossils above described,' says Professor Owen, in

conclusion, ' will be presented, in the name of Sir T. L.

Mitchell, to the Museum of the Royal College of _ Sur-
geons, London. They cannot be contemplated without
suggesting many interesting reflections. They tell us

plainly that the time was when Australia's arid plains were
trodden by the hoofs of heavy Pachyderms ; but could the
land then have been, as now, parched by long-continued
droughts, with dry river-courses, containing here and there

a pond of water ? All the facts and analogies which throw
light on the habits of the extinct Mastodons and Dino-
theres indicate these creatures to have been frequenters of

marshes, swamps, or lakes. Other relations of land and
sea than now characterise the southern hemisphere, a dif-

ferent condition of the surface of the land and of the

meteoric influences governing the proportion and distribu-

tion of fresh-water on that surface, may therefore be con-
jectured to have prevailed when huge Mastodontoid Pa-
chyderms constituted part of the quadruped population of
Australia. May not the change from a more humid cli-

mate to the present particularly dry one have been the
cause, or chief cause, of the extinction of such Pachy-
derms ? Was not the antient Terra Australis, when- to
populated, of greater extent than the present insular con-
tinent ? The mutual dependences between large mam-
malian quadrupeds and other members of the animal
kingdom suggest other reflections in connection with the

present fossil. If the extinct species ever so abounded as

to require its redundancy to be suppressed by a carnivorous
enemy, then some destructive species of this kind must
have coexisted, of larger dimensions than the extinct
Dasyurus laniarius, the antient destroyer of the now
equally extinct gigantic Kangaroos, Macropus Titan, &c.
whose remains were discovered in the bone-caves of Wel-
lington Valley. Extremely few coprophagous beetles

have hitherto, I believe, been found in Australia ; and the
scarcity of such is readily explained by the absence of

native species of large herbivorous mammals; but the

dung of the Mastodontoid quadrupeds which formerly
existed in Australia must then have afforded the requisite

conditions for a greater abundance of such Coleoptera.

These and other speculations are naturally suggested by
the highly interesting fossils here described. The great
importance of such organic remains will be obvious from
the few inferences which have been briefly noted; our
obligations to the enlightened collector and transmitter of

the Mastodontoid fossils are great, and the arrival of

additional facts and specimens will be most earnestly

welcomed.'
In conclusion, we would remark that Mylodon [Unau]

appears to be the singular link connecting the two great

groups Ungulata and Uxouiculata ; for Mylodon has

both hoofs and claws on the same foot.

UNICORN. ' Concerning the Unicorn, different opi-

nions prevail among authors,' says the author of ' Thau-
matographia NaturahV (1633), and he adds that some
doubt, others deny, and a third class affirm its existence.

Ctesias, the author probably whom Aristotle followed,

describes the Wild Asses of India (AW iygm) as equal to

the horse in size, and even larger, with white bodies, red
heads, bluish eyes, and a horn on the forehead a cubit in
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length. For the space of two palms from the forehead

this horn is entirely white, the middle part is black, and
the extremity is red and pointed. Drinking-vessels are

made of it, and those who use them are subject neither to

convulsions, epilepsy, nor poison, provided that before

taking the poison or after they drink from these cups
water, wine, or any other liquor. After some other par-

ticulars, Ctesias describes these animals as very swift and
very strong. When one of them begins to move, its pace
is slow, but as it advances the pace increases, and it runs

faster. Naturally these animals are not ferocious; but
when they find themselves and their young surrounded by
horsemen, they do not abandon their offspring, but defend

themselves by striking with their horns, kicking and biting,

and so slay many men and horses. The animal is also shot

with arrows and brought down with darts ; for it is impos-

sible to take it alive. Its flesh is too bitter for food, but it

is hunted for its hom and astragalus, which last Ctesias

declares that he saw. (Ctesias, ed^ Biihr, pp. 255, 329, 363.)

Aristotle notices the Indian Ass as a sohpede which has

a horn, and the only one of the solipedes possessing an
astragalus. (Hitt. Anim-, ii. 1.) He adds, in the third

book, on the parts of animals, that those beasts which have
only a single horn have it in the middle of their head

;

and evidently speaks of the Indian Ass from the accounts

of others.

Herodotus (iv. 191) mentions asses (ivoi) having horns
;

and Strabo (xv., p. 1009, Oxford, folio) refers to Unicorn
horses with the heads of deer.

Oppian {Cyneget., ii., line 96) notices the Aonian bulls

with undivided boots and a single median horn between
their temples, whereas the Armenian bulls have two.

Caesar Be/to (?(i//»'ro,vi.,26),when referring to the mul-
titude of animals bred in the great Hercynian forest, speaks,

probably from hearsay, of an ox with the figure of a deer,

from the middle of whose forehead a single hom stands out

higher and more direct than any horns known to him. He
adds that from the top of this horn branches like palms are

diffused, that the nature of the male and female is the

same, and that, the form and size of their horns are similar.

He then notices the Elk.

Pliny, who, to be sure, places it in the company of the

Mantichora, the Catoblepas, and the Basilisk, notices it

as a very ferocious beast (asperrimam feram), similar in

the rest of its body to a horse, with the head of a deer, the

feet of an elephant, the tail of a boar, a deep bellowing
voice (mugitu gravi), and a single black horn two cubits

in length standing out in the middle of its forehead. He
adds, ' Hanc feram vivam negant capi,' ' that it cannot be
taken alive ' {Nat. Hist., viii. 21) ; and some such excuse
may have been necessary in those days for not producing
the living animal upon the arena of the amphitheatre.

Out of this passage most of the modern Unicorns have
been described and'figured. But let us pause to scan it.

The body of the horse and the head of the deer appear to

be but vague sketches : the feet of the elephant and the

tail of a boar point at once to a pachydermatous animal

;

and the single black horn, allowing for a little exaggera-
tion as to its length, well fits the two last-mentioned con-
ditions, and will apply to one of the species of Rhino-
ceros.
Our limits will not permit us to follow out in detail the

descriptions of the numerous writers who have treated of
this subject, among whom are Lilian, Philostratus, and
Solinus, ./Eneas Sylvius, Marco Polo, Gesner, Cardan, Gar-
zias ab Horto, Andreas Marlnus, Andreas Baccius, Bartho-

linus, Aldrovandus, Jonston, &c. Some however of the

modern descriptions of the Unicorn may be excepted.

Garcias noted down a description of this marvellous crea-

ture from one who alleged that he had seen it. ' The seer

affirmed that it was endowed with a wonderful horn, which
it would sometimes turn to the left and right, at others

raise, and then again depress.* Ludovicus Vartomanus
writes that he saw two sent to the Sultan from Ethiopia,

and kept, in a repository at Mahomefs tomb in Mecca, and
he describes them as ' cancellis obseptos, minime feroces.'

Cardan describes the Unicorn as a rare animal, of the

size of a horse, with hair very like unto that of a weasel,

with the head of a deer, on which one horn grows, three

cubits in length (a story seldom loses anything in its

progress) from the forehead, ample at its lowest part

• Compare lhi» with lUe account of Uu< Ndioo dr.oo, in the article Rhino-
19, VOI. lit*., p. 473.

and tapering to a point ; with a short neclt, a wry thin

mane, leaning to one side only, and leg3 thin as those of
a young Roe (capreolus). But, not to weary the reader,

if he wishes to see what our ancestors thought Uni-
corns like, let him turn to Jonston's ' Historia, NaturahV
( 1657). There he will behold the smooth-horned Solipede,
' Wald Esel ;' and the digitated and clawed smooth-
horned 'Meer Wolff,' the latter with his single hom erect

in the foreground, but with it depressed in the back-
ground, where he is represented regaling on serpents.

Then there are the smooth-horned ' Monoceros, Unicornu,
Einhorn,' with the head, mane, and tail of a horse, and bi-

sulcate feet ; and another smooth-horned ' Monoceros, Uni-
cornu, Einhorn,' with ahorse'shead and mane.apig'stail. and
camel-like feet ; the ' Meer Steinbock, Capricornus mari-
nus,' with anterior bisulcate feet, posterior webbed feet,

and a kind of graduated hom like a modern flat telescope
opera-glass pulled out, in the foreground, and charging the
fish most valiantly in the water in the distance ; then there

is the digitated ' Wald Esel, Onager Aldrovandi,' with a
mule's head and two rhinoceros-like horns, one on his fore-

head and the other on his nose, and a horse's tail, with a
collar round his neck ; beneath we find the ' Monoceros.
seu Unicorna jtibatus—Einhorn mit mahnen,' with a neck
entirely shaggy, a twisted hom, anterior bisulcate feet, the
posterior being webbed, and a deer's tail ; and at the
bottom of the plate, ' Monoceros, seu Unicornu aliud—
Einhorn mit mahnen, ein andr art,' with a twisted horn,
mane, and shaggy gorget, curly tail, and camel-like feet.

The Unicorn seems to have been a sad puzzle to the
hunters, who hardly knew how to come at so valuable a

piece of game. Some, as we have seen, described the hom
as moveable at the will of the animal, a kind of small

sword in short, with which no hunter who was not ex-
ceedingly cunning in fence could have a chance. Others
told the poor foresters that all its strength lay in its horn,

and that when pressed by them it would throw itself from
the pinnacle of the highest rocks horn foremost, so as to

pitch upon it, and then quietly march off not a whit the
worse.

But, it seems, they found out how to circumvent the
poor unicorn at last. They discovered that it was fond of

rarities, and particularly attached to chaste persons ; so

they took the field with a virgin, who was placed in the
unsuspecting admirer's way. When the unicorn spied her,

he approached with all reverence, couched beside her, and,
laying his head in her lap, fell asleep. The treacherous
virgin then gave a signal, and the hunters made in and
captured the simple beast.

Modern zoologists, disgusted as they well may be with
fables of which we have only given a specimen or two,
disbelieve, generally, the existence of the Unicorn, such, at

least, as we have above referred to ; but the result of M.
Guettard's dissertation is an opinion that some terrestrial

animal bearing a horn on the anterior part of its head exists

besides the Rhinoceros. The nearest approach to a horn
in the middle of the forehead of any terrestrial mammi-
ferous animal known to us is the bony protuberance on the

forehead of the Giraffe: and, though it would be pre-

sumptuous to deny the existence of a one-homed quadru-
ped other than the Rhinoceros, it may be safely stated that

the insertion of a long and solid hom in the living forehead
of a horselike or deer-like cranium is as near an impossi-
bility as any thing can be.

The ' Monoceros home ' in Tradescant's collection was
probably that which, ordinarily, has passed for the horn of
the Unicom, viz. the tooth of a Narwhal. The horn of the

Rhinoceros has been supposed to possess the virtue of
counteracting poison when made into drinking-cups. Old
legends assert that the Unicom, when he goes to drink,

first dips his hom in the water to purify it, and that other

beasts delay to quench their thirst till the Unicorn has
thus sweetened the water. The Narwhal's tooth makes a
capital twisted Unicorn's horn, as represented in the old

figures. That in the repository of St. Denis, at Paris-, was
presented by Thevet, and was declared to have been given
to him by the king of Monomotapa, who took him out to

hunt Unicorns, which are frequent in that country. Some
have thought that this horn is a carved elephant's tooth.

There is one at Strasburg some seven or eight feet in

length, and there are several in Venice.
Great medical virtues were attributed to the so-calle

horn, and the price it once bore outdoes everything exc
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the Tulipomania. A Florentine physician has recorded
that a pound of it (sixteen ounces) was sold in the shops
for fifteen hundred and thirty-six crowns, when the same
weight in gold would only have brought one hundred and
forty-eight crowns.

We have no satisfactory reason for believing that man
ever coexisted with Mastodons ; otherwise Professor
Owen's discovery of the retention of a single tusk only by
the male Mastodon giganteus, as a sexual distinction,

might have afforded another form of Unicorn. [Rhino-
ceros

;
Whales.]

The Unicorn is a national symbol with us ; for it is one
of the supporters of the royal arms of Great Britain, in that
posture termed by heralds ' saillant.'

UNICUIRASSE'S, the French name for the Unipeltata
or UnicuirastedSlomapods. [Stomapods, vol. xxiii., p. 82.]
UNIFORM. Though this word means nothing more

than ' of one form,' it has a signification in mathematics
which might be better rendered by ' of one value ' or ' of
one degree,' when we speak to the mathematical proficient.

But it is a convenience, though only an accidental one,
that the word does not imply the idea of value absolutely

;

a circumstance which may serve us to elucidate a point of
great importance in the differential calculus. The com-
mencement is made in the present article : the continuation
will follow in Velocity.

In order to understand any application of mathematics,
whether to space or matter, it is necessary that a perfect
mathematical conception should be formed of the quality

of space or matter which is to come under consideration.

By a perfect mathematical conception, we mean that it

must be distinctly seen, first, that the object under consi-

deration is of the nature of magnitude ; secondly, that it is

of a measurable kind, that is, is capable of being measured,
and can actually have a mode of measuring it assigned.

Why do so many persons talk and write vaguely about
force, velocity, density, acceleration, &c. ? Simply be-
cause they are only conversant with the first consideration,

and have no precision in their ideas of the second : they
feel that they are speaking of magnitudes, of things which
they know may be more or less, but they have not that

familiarity with the precise way of ascertaining the how
much more or the how much less, without which deduction
cannot be made intelligible.

Now we say that in every instance in which mea-
surement is shown to be attainable, there is a notion of
uniformity which precedes, or ought to precede, that of
mensurability ; and that emphatic mention of this cir-

cumstance, and full development of its truth and meaning,
ought to be the preliminary step to actual measurement.
Moreover, we say that, inasmuch as this idea of uniformity

is to be gained previously to that of measurement, we must
forego the notion of ' uniform ' and ' of one value ' being
convertible terms, and illustrate the word by considerations

independent of value ; for this last term implies measure-
ment, as is easily seen.

If we were to take velocity as our instance, most readers

would be able to appeal to ideas of measurement and
value established in their minds, whether vaguely or pre-
cisely : we therefore prefer to choose curvature, a term
which will be quite new as meaning a measurable magni-
tude to all except those who have more than an elemen-
tary knowledge of mathematics. Curvature is, as the name
imports, the bending, the gradual bending, which dis-

tinguishes a curve from a straight line. It is a magnitude,
that is, it allows of the application of the idea of more and
less : one curve may bend more than another, or more in

one place than in another. So much every one can be
sure of at the first announcement : the next step would be
to imagine it possible that one curve might, say at and
about a point A, bend exactly twice as much as another
at and about a point B. But here the ordinary reader can
only imagine a possibility : no distinct criterion will at

once present itself for determining what proportion the
bending* or curvatures of two curves are to be stated as

having to one another at two given points. If two tan-

gents be drawn at the two given points, it is obvious that,

according as the curve bends more or less, there will' be
more or 'leas deflection from the tangent. Thus the curve
AP, at the point A, has as much curvature as AQ, or more

;

certainly not leas. Now as in other cases, if we measure
curvature, it must be by curvature, as length by length,

weight by weight, &c. ; and as a preliminary, it will be

desirable to have that curve which has everywhere the
same curvature. This curve is obviously a circle, which is

throughout its circumference bent in exactly the same
manner. Those who cannot imagine how curvatures are
to be measured can always see this much, that a true mode
of measurement will give the same result to whatever
point of a given circle it may be applied. A method of
determining value must be false which gives at one point
of the same circle a greater curvature than at another.
Here we say that any one may see that a notion of uni-
formity has a useful existence previously to that of any
mode of comparing the values of different cases of this
uniformity. The circle A may have a radius twice as

large as that of B : are we then to say that the curvature
of B is double that of A ? That the smaller circle bends
most is certain ; whence it is equally certain that curva-
ture or bending is a magnitude : it has its more and less.

Again, it is obvious that the circle B has the same curva-
ture in all its parts, and that the circle A has the same

;

though the parts of A have a curvature which is not the
same as that of the parts of B. Hence it is certain that
uniformity of curvature is perfectly conceivable. Now
what we nave to enforce is, that all this takes place in the
mind, before any mode can bs given of answering the
question how much the curvature of B exceeds that of A.
The greater the radius the less the curvature, and A has
twice as great a radius as B. If it be proper to say [Varia-
tion] that the curvature varies inversely as the radius, then
B is twice as much curved as A ; but if it be proper to aay
that the curvature varies inversely as the square of the
radius, then that of B is four times as great as that of A.
Here the object of this article ends, and we have referred
to Velocity the manner of making the next step. At the
risk of undue repetition, we state again, that a perfect idea
of a magnitude, as a magnitude, and of its uniformity, or
total absence of change of value, may exist in cases in

which the accurate comparison of values, or measurement,
is not attained, and may even exist in a mind which has
not the means of conceiving the possibility of such com-
parison or measurement being accurately made.
UNIGENITUS, BULL. [Bulls, Papal.]
U'NIO. [Naiades ; Unionid.e.]

UNION, IRISH AND SCOTCH. [Ireland; Scot-
land.]
UNIO'NIDiE. Mr. Swainson makes the Unionidar the

first family of his third tribe {Atraehia) of his order
' Dithyra, Bivalve Shells,' and thus defines and arranges
it:

—

Unionids. River Mussels, or Unios.

Animal fluviatile; shell solid, perlaceous; generally
with cardinal and lateral teeth.

Subfam. 1. Unioninte.

One valve, with two cardinal and two lateral teeth

;

cardinal teeth short ; the umbones, or bosses, smooth or
longitudinally undulated.

Genera :

—

Unio, Lam. (with the subgenera Unio, Cuni-
cula, Sw., Ligumia, Sw., Theliderma, Sw., and Mega-
domus, Sw.).

Mglia, Sw. (with the subgenera Mglia, Naidea, Sw.,
and Cathyria, Sw.).

Mysca, Turton (with the subgenera Potamida, Sw., and
Lymnadea, Sw.).

Subfam. 2. Hyriatiee.

Bosses longitudinally sulcated ; cardinal teeth long,

compressed, placed on one side of the bosses ; hinge margin
winged.
Genera :

—

Iridea, Sw. ; Castalia, Lam. (with the sub-
genera Naia, Sw., and Castalia, Lam.) ; Hyria, Lam. ; Hy-
ridella, Sw.

Subfam. 3. Iridininee.

Narrow and greatly elongated; hinge margin without
teeth, but sometimes granulated.

Genera :

—

Iridina, Lam. ; Calliscapha, Sw. ; Mycetopus,
D'Orb.

Subfam. 4. Anodontina.
Cardinal teeth none ; lateral tooth extending along the

hinge or entirely wanting ; hinge margin generally winged.
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Subgenera :

—

Lamproscapha, Sw.
;
Sym

Anodon, Lam.
; Hemiodon, Sw. ; and Patu'
Subfam. 5. Alasmodontince.

Lateral teeth entirely wanting; cardinal teeth one or

two.

Genera :— Calceola* Sw. ; Alasmodon, Say (with the
subgenera Uniopsis, Sw., Margaritana, Schum., and Com-
planaria, Sw.). {Malacology.)

Mr. J. E. Gray makes the Unionidte the eighth family
of his order Cladopoda.
Genera :

—

Anodon, Margaritana, Alasmodon, Damaris,
Vnio, Heterodon, Dipsas, and Monocondyta.
The Iridinida form the ninth family of the same order

in Mr. Gray's arrangement.
Genera -.—Iridina, Leila, Pleiodon, Hyria, Caslalia.

{Synopsis Brit. Mas.) [Naiades.]
UNIPELTATA, the Latin name for the Unictjtrasse's.
UTVISON, in Music, is a sound which is exactly the

same as another, in regard to pitch, i. e. to acuteness or
gravity.

Two or more strings agreeing in material, length, thick-
ness, and tension are unisons, as instanced in the strings
sounded by each hammer of a pianoforte. And two or
more pipes, or tubes of any kind, being of the same di-

mensions, &c., are also in unison. But strings or pipes of'

very different materials, as shown in the instance ot catgut
and wire, of wood and metal, may be, and commonly are,

tuned in unison. The organ of the human voice is a pipe,
and probably governed by the same laws, so far as sound
is concerned, as any other pneumatic instrument. Mem-
branous surfaces, likewise, as drams of all kinds, and me-
tallic bars, are equally obedient to the laws controlling
all sonorous bodies.

UNIT or UNITY, the name given to that magnitude
which is to be considered or reckoned as one, when other
magnitudes of the same kind are to be measured. It is not
itself one, but is the magnitude which one or 1 shall

stand for in calculation : it is a length, or a weight, or a
time, as the case may be, while 1 is only a numerical sym-
bol. This symbol 1 represents the abstract conception of
singleness, as distinguished from multitude, and is the unit
of abstract arithmetic : but all concrete quantities must
t,ave units of their own kind.

Unity, says Euclid (book vii., def. 1), is that according to
which each of existing things is called one : Mova'c ion,
naff r;v 'itaoTov rdv ivruiv iv Xiyerm. And, allowing some-
what for idiom, it would not be easy to mend this defini-

tion. Anything may be unity, for other things of its own
kind.

The common division of unities into abstract and con-
crete is merely the distinction between the unit of nu-
meration and that of measurement : the former implving
that reckoning or computation is to be performed, without
specific reference to any particular object of reckoning

;

the latter, that some certain unit of length, of capacity, or
whatever it may be, is to be signified by 1. On this point
the learner must take pains to see, that of all the funda-
mental operations of arithmetic, three are wholly indepen-
dent of this distinction, which cannot be said of the fourth.

Addition, subtraction, and division can be physically per-
formed, and without reference to units : two lines may be
put together into one line, a line may be cut off from
another, or a line may be carried along another time after

time, until it is seen how many times the greater contains
the less. But multiplication requires that number or mag-
nitude should be taken a number of times, and the idea of
multiplying a magnitude by a magnitude involves an ab-
surdity. [Multiplication

;
Rectangle.] Nevertheless

some enterprising writers on arithmetic profess to multiply
magnitude by magnitude ; and to make their doings more
striking, they generally choose for their instance to multi-

ply 99/. 19*. lljrf. by 99/. 19*. llf*. To take an humbler
case, let us examine the product of 5 shillings and 3
shillings : beginners educated in the common system of

arithmetic are generally loth to part with the idea that

this must be 15 shillings. The common rule of three, as

generally stated, and given without proof, is the cause of

much of the habit which leads to this unwillingness ; and
for those who cannot see any difference between 5 shillings

taken 3 times, and 5 shillings multiplied by 3 shillings, the
examination of a question in this rule will be worth while.

• N.H. This word u printed in Italia, the sign of a subgenus in Mr. Swaln-
sou't book.

P. C, No. 1617.

Let it be as follows :—If 10 apples cost 7 pence, how much
will 30 apples cost ? The computer proceeds in this man-
ner:—As 10 apples are to 7 pence, so are 30 apples to the
answer required. According to the rule, he multiplies
together 7 pence and 30 apples, and produces 210—of what
he does not say. They can hardly be simple apples, or
pence : probably they are 210 chemical compounds of an
apple and a penny. The result is to be divided by the
first term, 10 apples : here 210 divided by 10 gives 21, and
the apples in the divisor decompose this compound, free it

of all its fruit, and leave for the final answer 21 pence.
The confusion which is caused by the improper use of the
concrete unit can hardly be conceived by any but one who
has been used to teaching.

UNITARIAN. This term, in its strict and literal inter-

pretation, denotes simply a believer in one God ; and, when
thus understood, is a generic term, applicable to all Chris-
tians, for they all profess to reoeive the unity of the divine
nature ; and wit only so, but to Jews and Mohammedans
also, and even to those unbelievers commonly called Deists,

who, on the grounds supplied by natural reason alone,

admit the existence, providence, and moral government of
one Supreme Being. But it is more commonly understood
as opposed to Trinitarian, and is accordingly the received
denomination of those Christians who acknowledge one
God in one person, as distinguished from those who con-
ceive of him in three persons, characters, or relations, each
of which they regard as the proper object of a distinct and
separate religious worship. The Unitarian Christian believes

the Father to be the only true God, and Jesus his messenger
to be the Christ. {John xvii. 3.) This is the leading funda-
mental principle, which constitutes the true and complete
definition of the term ; under which are consequently in-

cluded all those who, receiving the divine authority or

commission of Jesus Christ, believe him to be a dependent
creature, deriving his existence from the Father, and there-

fore as the fit object of all the veneration, submission, and
obedience which can be offered to a creature, but not of
religious worship properly so called. Agreeing in this

great and leading principle, Unitarians differ in their

opinions as to the origin, nature, and dignity of the author
ot' their religion. Some believe him to have been a celes-

tial spirit of great power and dignity, existing before all

worlds, and employed by the Father as his instrument or

agent in the creation of the universe, or at least of this

portion of it in which we dwell. These are usually called,

and call themselves, Arians
;
though differing in various

particulars from the distinguishing tenets of that celebrated
heresiarch. Of this class was the late eminent Dr. Price,
and many of the principal English Unitarians in the earlier

part of tlie last century. Others believe Jesus to have had
no existence previous to his birth, and to have been simply
' a man, approved of God by miracles and wonders and
signs which God did by him.'* {Acts ii. 22.) These are

not unfrequently styled Socinians : but they themselves,

almost universally, reject this appellation; both because
it is usually given as a term of reproach (though in fact

there is no more reason why it should be so considered

than Lutheran, Calvinist, or Arminian), and also because
Socinus held certain opinions which they disapprove, par-
ticularly the duty of praying to Christ, contrary, as many
of them think, to his own express injunction (John xvi.

23) ; at all events, not authorized by any positive com-
mand or precept, and they allege that they cat! find no
direction in the New Testament to pray to Christ ; nor any
example of prayer, properly so called, which is not ad-
dressed to ' the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ.'

(Eph. i. 3, 17; iii. 14.) Unitarians believe that in Christ

dwelt all the fulness of the Godhead, inasmuch as the
spirit was not given by measure unto him, and as he was
invested with full power to make known to the children

of men the will and intentions of God concerning them ;

and they require no other evidence than his authority for

receiving all which he delivered as coming from God.
On this authority they believe that there will be a resur-

rection from the dead, both of the just and of the unjust,

when all shall be rewarded according to their works,
and when Christ himself shall come in the glory of his

Father to judge the living and the dead. They believe
that the truth of this declaration was ascertained and
exemplified by his own resurrection from the grave. They
believe that he was sent to include both Jew and Gentile

in the terms of a new and better covenant ; and to admit
Vol. XXVI.—

C
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the whole race of mankind to a participation in the privi-

lege* of the family of God. For this reason it is that the

death of Christ is described by himself as the blood of the

new covenant, shed for many for the remission of sins

;

and hence Unitarians receive him not as God himself, hut
as the image of God (2 Cor. iv. 4), and a ray of his

Father's glory—as the one Mediator between God and
man.

Unitarians believe in the Atonement; understanding that

term in the sense in which it is used in the only place where
it occurs in the New Testament, namely, reconciliation.

Men were enemies to God by wicked works ; they were
reconciled by the death of Christ, that is, by the new
covenant of grace and mercy ratified by his death, in as

far as they have been reclaimed from sin to a life of

righteousness. In this sense they think that Christ died

for us ; not in our stead, but on our behalf; to procure for

us the benefit of a new and better dispensation. Thus the

terms or conditions of salvation are ' repentance towards
God and faith in the Lord Jesus Christ.' And they deny
that these views are liable to the charge which is some-
times brought against them, of underrating the evil of

sin
;
considering that by repentance is meant not merely

sorrow for past sin, but a change of mind and heart,

leading to future amendment, and, when practicable, to

restitution.

Unitarians are sometimes charged with relying upon
their own merits, but erroneously. They profess to look

for everything tney have or can expect solely to the free

grace and mercy of God, manifested in the gospel of Jesus

Christ. This, and this alone, is the procuring cause of sal-

vation, of which conversion where necessary, and repent-

ance and better obedience in all cases, are only the pre-

scribed, but indispensable condition ; a condition, which
they believe that all men are competent to fulfil, by a
diligent and conscientious exercise of their natural powers
These powers, and the entire constitution which man in-

herits at his birth, they believe to be such as his Maker
intended them to be, not less capable in their own nature

of religious and moral improvement than those of his first

progenitor, when cultivated with due care, exercised under
an influential sense of the Divine presence, and an habitual

application for the Divine protection and blessing promised
in the Gospel of Jesus Christ.

Unitarians for the most part believe in the doctrine of

Universal Restitution ; considering punishment, both here
and hereafter, not as the expression of what is called vin-
dictive justice, but as the instrument of a remedial disci-

pline, destined ultimately to bring back the sinner from the
error of his ways. Others however are understood to be-
lieve in the final destruction of sinners. But it should be
observed that on this, as on all other points, it is difficult

to give any precise statement ; because in fact there does
not exist any Unitarian creed or standard, which the gene-
ral body have ever formally recognised as of authority.

No Unitarian will allow himself to be held responsible for

the opinions maintained by any other, let his talents, emi-
nence, or reputation be what they may. Thus, notwith-

standing the respect in which they universally hold the
names of Priestley and Belsham, they would protest against

the attempt to charge them either collectively or individu-

ally even with all the theological opinions maintained by
these eminent persons ; still less would they choose to be
considered as adopting implicitly all ^their peculiar tenets

in metaphysics or philosophy.

Without touching on the controversies whic h have arisen

respecting the history of Unitarianism in the primitive

church, it may be sufficient for our purpose to observe that

it quickly made its appearance among the leading re-

formers of the sixteenth century. The fate of Servetus,

who was burnt at Geneva for the profession of this obnoxi-
ous sentiment, is the foulest blot on the character of Calvin.

Several of the most eminent of the Italian reformers of that

period were anti-Trinitarians of different degrees, some of
whom became distinguished lights and founders of Uni-
tarian churches in distant lands. In this country, during the
reigns of Edward VI., Elizabeth, and James I., several per-

sons expiated the offence of this form of heresy at the stake

,

but the first religious society established in England
avowedly on this principle was gathered in the time of the
Commonwealth by Bidclle, who may therefore be styled

the father of English Unitarianism. The Unitarians of the

present day in this country are chiefly the descendants and

representatives of that branch of the early Non-conformisU
who received the denomination of Presbyterians ; and they
are still known by that name, though no Presbyterian form
of church-government, properly so called, has ever existed
either among them or their predecessors. A smaller body
are Baptists ; and a few societies now Unitarian original

y

belonged wholly or partially to the Independent denomina-
tion. In the proper sense of the word they are all CoiMfre-
gationalists ; inasmuch as every society is a distinct refigi-

ous community, acknowledging no external control upon
earth in spiritual concerns. In Ireland the Presbytery of

Antrim, a considerable body who seceded from the Presby-
terian church early in the last century, on refusing to sub-
scribe the Confession of Faith, are wholly or chiefly Uni-
tarian ; and the same may be said of a still larger secession

which has more recently taken place on a similar ground,
forming what is now called the Remonstrant Synod. The
first of these bodies consists of nine, the second of thirty

congregations, most of them very numerous. There are

also five Unitarian congregations connected with the
southern Presbyterian synod of Munster. Flourishing Uni-
tarian congregations have lately been formed in Edinburgh
and Glasgow, and several smaller societies exist in other
parts of Scotland.

The absolute number, either of congregations or of indi-

viduals forming what may be called the Unitarian body
in Great Britain and Ireland, it is scarcely possible to esti-

mate with any approach to accuracy. There exists no
authority empowered to exact returns of this kind ; and
though inquiries have been made with the view of ascer-

taining this point, no precise result has been obtained.

But it is thought the entire number would not be over-
rated at three hundred congregations, comprising upwards
of one hundred thousand persons.

In the United States of America there are at least four

distinct religious bodies who profess anti-Trinitarian opi-

nions :—1. A large portion of the Congregationalist churches
in Massachusetts, with a few in the adjoining states of

New England, to which may be added churches of th«

same denomination in several of the principal towns in

other parts of the Union. The strength of this denomina-
tion is understood to be at Boston and the neighbourhood

:

it numbers about 150 congregations. 2. The Universal-

ists.whose leading tenet is the doctrine of Universal.Restitu-

tion ; but who have in general adopted some modification

of Unitarianism. The churches of this sect are very nu-

merous. 3. A considerable majority of the American
Quakers, from whom their orthodox brethren have seceded
of late years, and formed a distinct community. In the

Epistle from the Yearly Meeting of Friends at Philadel-

phia, in 1831, their number was estimated at 43,000. 4. A
numerous denomination who call themselves Christian* by
way of distinction, refusing to be enrolled as the followers

of any other leader. They numbered some years since not

fewer than seven or eight hundred congregations.

At Geneva, once the fountain-head and stronghold of

Calvinism, the pulpits are mostly occupied by Unitarian
preachers, and similar views are generally prevalent among
the people. The same transition is said to have taken
place in various parts of the adjacent canton of the Pays
de Vaud.

In Transylvania the descendants of the followers of

Socinus, Davides, and others, in the sixteenth century, still

form a numerous community, estimated in 1839 at 47,0011.

They have a college at Klausenberg, containing about
100 students. We learn from a late traveller that they are

said to be distinguished for their prudence and modera-
tion in politics, their industry and morality in private life,

and the superiority of their education to the generality of

those of their own class. (Paget's Hungary: and Transyl-
vania.)

In this article no attempt has been made to exhibit the
Scriptural proofs on which Unitarians are aceustomed to

rely ; still less to give any minute critical examination of the

texts usually cited in opposition to their doctrines ; but

merely to state as concisely and distinctly as possible what
those doctrines are. Those who wish to obtain further in-

formation on this subject are referred (amoag other sources)

to Lindsey's Apology and Sequel ; Lardnert Letter oh th*

Logos ; Belsham's Calm Inquiry ; Carpenter's VmtUi-

riunisrn the Doctrine of the Gospel ; Yates's H*plie*-tt>

Hardline; and the Doctrinal Discourses of the late Dr.
Channing.
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UNITED BRETHREN. [Morayiaws.I
UNITED PROVINCES ofthe Netherlands. [Nkthek-

IAWPS.1
UNITED STATES OF NORTH AMERICA. The

geography, statistics, and local history of each state have
been given apart. The' object of this article is to trace

the process by which the United States became a nation,

and to describe briefly the extent of their territory, their

population and Hs character, and the organization of their

general government.
History.—The peace of Paris, concluded in 1763, broke

the strongest link of the chain which kept the American4

plantations subject to England. The hostilities between
the French and English colonists in North America, which
commenced in 1613, and were only interrupted by brief

intervals of truce till 1763, obliged the English settlers to

acquiesce in the sovereignty of the mother-country, in order

to insure its protection. When, by the peace of Paris,

Canada was ceded to England, and the settlements of
France confined to the town of New Orleans and a few
plantations on the Mississippi (which were soon after ceded
to Spain) one of the most powerful motives which induced
the Colonies to continue subject to the British government
ceased to exist

In 1763 the British colonies were in number thirteen

:

Virginia, the oldest, having been founded in 1607 ;
Georgia,

the newest settlement, in 1732. It is impossible to say

with precision what was at that time the amount of their

population. In 1749 it was estimated that the inhabitants

•f the colonies amounted to 1,046,000 souls. The increase

in the towns of Boston, New York, and Philadelphia
during the interval between that year and 1763, appears
to have been about 20 per cent. ; and from the amount
of new lands taken into cultivation, the general increase

cannot have been at a lower ratio, which would give the
population in 1763, at L2i6,000, probably an under esti-

mate. The value bf\ trie produce exported to Great
Britain in 1730 was 804,77<M. 5s. 6d. ; or the goods im-
ported from tjiat country in the same year, 1,313,076/. 1«.

lid. The Value of the goods exported in 1760 was
701,101*. lis. W. ; of those imported, 2,611,766*. 16*. lOd.

The falling off in the exports is accounted for by the

war then raging ; the increase of the imports, by the re-

mittance of warlike stores and goods as a means of paying
the regular army in America. This disturbance renders it

impossible to make use of the export and import tables to

check the estimate of the population.

The settlers in the British colonies of North America
were scattered in a straggling line, along the sea-board,

from the 31st to the 44th degree of North latitude. Al-
bany was the western termination of the settled country
in (he north; the Blue Ridge, in Virginia; in the Caro-
linas and Georgia the breadth of the settled countries from
the sea was still less. The varied circumstances under
which the colonies had been originally planted, and the
difficulty of intercourse between those which were at a
distance from each other, had promoted a striking diver-

sity of provincial character.

In Virginia, founded by adventurers who sought only to

better their fortunes, and augmented during the civil

wars of England by the resort of royalist refugees, the

opinions and sentiments of the population differed from
those which prevailed in England only through accidents

of local position. Subsequently to the year 1670 the
labour of negro slaves had superseded throughout the
colony the compulsory labour of indentured white servants

or convicts. The settlers were dispersed through the
colony, along the banks of the navigable rivers. They
were all agriculturists, engaged in the growth of tobacco,
the staple of the colony. Many of the lauded estates were
large and entailed. The richest planters cultivated their

own lands, with their own slaves, and consumed great part

of the produce in the exercise of a profuse hospitality.

They received in return for their tobacco articles ot foreign

luxury, but most of the estates were deeply in debt to the
English or Scotch merchants, who carried on the com-
merce of the province. The Church of England was
established, and gave the law in religion and morals,

though dissenters were numerous. Literature was neg-
lected ; and. in the absence of intellectual pursuits, and of
the elegant dissipation of cities, the leisure of the
wealthier classes was saved from ennui by field-sports,

cock-fighting, gaming, and drinking. It is among men of

this kind that the military character islnost apt to develop
itself; and accordingly we find the provincial troops of
Virginia, during the war which ended in 1763, not only
more numerous, but better organized and disciplined, and
producing more officers of talent than those of any other
colony. The general character of Maryland society

differed in no essential particulars from that of Virginia.
The social tone of the Carolinas and Georgia differed from
both only in a more close connection with the mother
country, owing perhaps to their comparatively recent
establishment, and the prevalent practice of sending young
men of fortune to be educated in England.
The inhabitants of the New England provinces, the next

settlements in point of
_
antiquity to Virginia, differed

materially from the societies which have just been passed
in review. The first settlers were driven to America by
religious and political motives : they came to organize a
civil society in accordance with their theoretical views,
which were Puritan in religion, and republican in politics.

There was a more scanty admixture of the aristocratical

families of England among them than among the southern
settlers. Their leas productive soil and less favourable
climate forced upon them habits of more unremitting
industry than prevailed in the south, and rewarded them
rarely with more than a competency in return. The
fisheries and the infant manufactures of these countries

promoted a less straggling mode of settlement than pre-

vailed in Virginia, and: the development of greater energy,

versatility, and promptitude in action. Their sectarian

and propagandist turn of mind was favourable to a certain

range of study ; and scientific education, as far as it could
be rendered subservient to worldly advantages or polemical
superiority, was zealously patronised. TheNew Englanders
were the politicians of the English colonies in North
America.
The midland colonies, from the western boundary of

Connecticut to Maryland, were peculiarly circumstanced.

That region had been originally colonised by the Dutch
and the Swedes, and the bulk of the original settlers re-

mained in the country after it had been ceded to Great
Britain. Their numbers were occasionally reinforced by
fresh emigrants from Holland and Sweden, and a consider-

able number of Germans joined them. Except in the

town of New York, the Dutch population predominated
throughout the country till a short time before the revo-

lutionary war. The favourable commercial position of
New York rendered it at an early period the great em-
porium of British America; and this, circumstance, co-
operating with the non-amalgamation of the Dutch and
English settlers, kept the citizens of New York lens deci-

dedly American than any of the other colonists- They
were neither zealous provincial politicians, like the New
Englanders, nor attached to the soil, like the planters of
Virginia: they were merely wealthy traders. The impor-

tant part taken by the Society of Friends in the settlement

of Pennsylvania, another of the central conquered pro-
vinces, had also tended to give it a more neutral and unde-
cided character than either the southern or northern group
of provinces. Quaker principles are a system of negations

;

no society could be maintained upon them ; and accordingly

the management of provincial business fell into the hands
of those who qualified the doctrines of the sect, of those

who left it altogether, and of immigrants who never had
belonged to it. But the proprietary hold upon the pro-

vince, vested in the family of Penn, in a great measure
neutralised the working of these elements down to the

period of the Revolution. There was personal industry

and affluence in Pennsylvania, a decent attention to intel-

lectual pursuits, but little public spirit ; neither the military

ardour of Virginia nor the political enthusiasm of New
England. Tlus systematic quietude was more respectable

than the mercantile Epicureanism of New York ; but their

consequences did not differ widely.

The institutions of all these colonies were calculated to

develop both the taste and talent for political business. In
all new settlements it is found expedient to task private in-

dividuals with the discharge of functions which in more
matured societies devolve upon professional men. The
range of jurisdiction intrusted to justices of the peace was
necessarily much wider in the colonies than in the mother
country ; the licence to practice as legal agents was more
easily obtained. In all the colonies, elective assemblies

participated largely in the legislative and financial autho-
C 2
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rity. An organized militia was required for defence against

the aggressions-of the Indians and French settlers. Under
the influence of these circumstances, a class of profes-

sional public men had grown up in the colonies : men
indisposed by their tastes, or incapacitated by their want
of powers of continuous industry, lor trade or agriculture,

devoted themselves to public business, not merely as ama-
teurs, but as a means of gaining a living, and sometimes
affluence and power. The narrow sphere in which they

acted heaped a number of incongruous employments upon
them: they were in general a strange mixture of the

lawyer, politician, and soldier, not entirely secluded from

mercantile and agricultural pursuits.

The almost incessant wars between France and England
had developed more comprehensive views and more am-
bitious aspirings among these men than could find sus-

tenance in the petty domestic business of one colony. The
remoteness of the central government not unfrequently

rendered it necessary for the local authorities to take mea-
sures which, in strict propriety, could only originate with

it, and employ the nearest and readiest agents in carrying

them into execution. Undertakings too- were at times

found necessary which surpassed the powers of a single

colony, and for which the combined efforts of several

were required. Cases of this kind are numerous, but
belong properly to the history of.individual colonies : the

enterprise however which led to the capture of Louisbourg,

in 1745, as the first in a train of operations which led to

a gradually extending federation of the colonies, belongs

to their common history.

From 1730, when the resolution of the French govern-

ment to unite its settlements in Louisiana and Canada by
a chain of posts along the Mississippi and the lakes became
apparent, every movement of that power had been jealously

watched by the English. In that year a treaty was con-

cluded with the Cherokees south and west of Carolina, in

which theyacknowledged themselves the subjects of King
George. The province of New York, apprehending an
invasion from the Indians under French influence, voted,

in 1734, 6000/. for fortifying the city of New York ; 4000/.

for erecting a stone fort and other conveniences for soldiers

at Albany ; 800/. for a fort and blockhouse at Schenectady

;

and 500/. for managing the Senecas, and, if possible, con-

structing military posts in their territories. In 1744 war was
declared by Great Britain against France ; and before the

intelligence reached New England, the governor of Cape
Breton sent 900 soldiers under Duvivier against Canso,

which they surprised and took. As a measure of retalia-

tion, and also as a measure of security against French
privateers, it was deemed by the English a measure of high
importance to reduce Louisbourg, a strong fortified town,
erected by the French on Cape Breton. Shirley, governor
of Massachusetts, proposed the enterprise to the members
of the general court, without waiting for authority from
England. The proposal was agreed to by a majority of

only one vote, and circulars despatched to the other colo-

nies, as far as Pennsylvania, requesting assistance : all

excused themselves from taking part in the adventure,

except Connecticut, New Hampshire, and Rhode Island.

Forces were raised, and a small navy equipped. Massa-
chusetts sent 3250 men, New Hampshire 304, Connecticut

516, Rhode Island 300 (who arrived too late) : these were
commanded by native officers. Connecticut and Rhode
Island consented that their colony sloops should be em
ployed as cruisers ; Massachusetts hired a privateer of 200
tons, and a snow of less burden ; Boston htted out a ship

and a snow ; the governor added a ship of 20 guns, a
snow, a brig, and three sloops : this squadron was placed
under Captain Tyng as commodore. The armament was
joined off Canso by Commodore Warren from England,
with one ship of 60 guns and three of 40 guns each. Louis-
bourg and a number of rich French vessels were taken by
Warren and the provincial forces. The Assembly of Penn-
sylvania, which had refused to participate in the expedition,

on hearing that Louisbourg was taken, voted 4000/. for the

maintenance of the troops.

The success of this enterprise emboldened Shirley to

project the conquest of all the French dominions in

America. The British ministry approved of the scheme,
and a circular was sent by the secretary of state to the

governors of Virginia and all the colonies to the north-

ward, requiring them to raise as many men as they could
spare, and form them into companies of 100, to be ready

to support the naval and land forces* to be sent from
England. The colonial assemblies voted, in 174©. very

unequal proportions of men :—New Hampshire, 300

;

Massachusetts, 3500; Rhode Island, 300; Connecticut,
1000 ; New York, 1600; New Jersey, 500; Maryland
300 ;

Virginia, 100 ; Pennsylvania, 400 : in all, 820O. But
the English troops and general, or iven orders from

England, were expected in vain the whole summer. At
autumn approached, Shirley and Warren resolved, rather

than allow the whole year to pass in inaction, to assemble
a sufficient force of provincials at Albany, and with rt

make an attempt upon the French fort at Crown Point
Before this could be effected, movements among the

French and Indians along the north frontier of New
England, and the arrival of a powerful fleet, with 4000
soldiers and military stores, from France, turned all their

attention to the defensive operations. In a few days 6400

of the inland militia marched into Boston; 600O held

themselves in momentary readiness to march from Con-
necticut ; old forts were repaired, and new ones erected.

A succession of storms, in which the French fleet sustained

much loss, and a pestilential fever, which broke out anions
the French troops, averted the danger. The colonists felt

that the mother country had left them to carry on its war

with their own unaided resources. No other operation;

of moment were undertaken in America till a treaty wai

concluded between Great Britain and France in 1748.
The treaty produced no peace, but only a hollow truce,

during which both parties were digesting and maturing
more extensive plans of war. There were also desultory

hostilities carried on along the whole frontier, and the

North American colonies, both of France and England,
were all frontier. The military organization of New
England and New York was kept up. Even in Pennsyl-

vania the sense of the necessity of a defensive establish-

ment, and the dexterous management of Franklin, had

introduced a respectably disciplined militia, erected forts,

and procured cannon. In 1751 Virginia was divided into

military districts, and an officer, called adjutant-general,

with the rank of major, appointed in each, whose duty

it was to assemble and exercise the militia, inspect their

arms, and enforce the discipline prescribed by the laws.

When Governor Dinwiddie arrived in Virginia, in 1752,

he portioned out the colony into four military divisions,

and George Washington, who had been chosen one of the

adjutants-general, had his commission as major renewed,

and was appointed to command the northern division.

In 1753 the French crossed the Ohio in force, and en-

trenched themselves on the upper waters of the Ohio.

This fact being reported by Washington, who had been
sent on an exploratory mission by Dinwiddie, a small force

was called out to watch the frontier, and placed under
the command of Washington, who established his head-

quarters at Alexandria. Orders from England had by this

time reached the governors of all the colonies, instructing

them, in the event of encroachments on the part of the

French, to repel force by force, and recommending union
for defence. In compliance with this recommendation, a

general convention of delegates from all the colonies was
summoned for the purpose of holding a conference with
the chiefs of the Indian tribes north of New York, called

the Six Nations. The convention met at Albany, on the

14th June, 1754 : it was composed of delegates from New
Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut,
Pennsylvania, and Maryland, with the lieutenant-governor

and council of New York, and it was met by 150 men of

the Six Nations. This assembly constitutes an epoch in

the history of the United States : a plan was presented to

it for a permanent union of all the colonies under one
government, so far as might be necessary for defence and
other important general purposes.

Several of the commissioners came prepared with plans

for a union of the colonies to be submitted to the congress.

A vote was taken whether a union should be established,

which passed unanimously in the affirmative ; a committee
was then appointed, of one from each colony, to report on
the different plans, and that which had been drawn up by
Franklin was preferred, and with a few amendments
reported. Franklin's proposal was, that application should
be made for an Act of Parliament to include all the
British colonies in North America within one govern-
ment, under which each colony might retain its own con-
stitution ; that this general government should be adminis-
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tered by a president-general, appointed and supported by
the crown, and a council nominated by the legislative

assemblies of the different colonies; that the general
government should have the power to purchase Indian
lands for the crown, to make new settlements on those
lands, to make laws for the new settlements till the crown
should form them into particular governments, to raise and
pay soldiers, build forts and equip vessels for the defence
of the colonies, to make peace or declare war with the
Indians, to regulate the Indian trade, to levy duties for

these purposes, and to appoint a treasurer. After
lengthened debates this plan was agreed to, and copies
ordered to be transmitted to the board of trade and the
assemblies of the several provinces. The board of trade
disapproved of it as too democratic, the assemblies as too
favourable to prerogative. That such a plan should be
proposed was, however, an indication of the direction
which the minds of the American leaders had taken, and
its discussion in the provincial assemblies riveted men's
minds upon a tangible and practical measure of union.
It formed public opinion ; for, with the exception of an
elective president, it embodies all the essential features of
the constitution ultimately adopted by the United States.

The British ministers devised a scheme of their own,
whereby the governors of the provinces, with some mem-
bers of their respective councils, were to meet and make
arrangements for the common defence ; they were to draw
on the treasury of Great Britain for the expense, which
was afterwards to be refunded by a tax levied in America
by act of parliament. No immediate arrangements were
made for realizing this project; but in the meantime
General Braddock was sent to America with two regiments
of regular troops. His progress towards the frontier was
arrested in Maryland for want of carriages, no commis-
sariat arrangements having been made either by the
British or colonial governments. Out of this dilemma the
general was extricated by the practical genius of Franklin.
Braddock advanced, utterly regardless of the advice of the
colonists familiar with Indian warfare, and led the ad-
vanced division of his army into an ambuscade, where it

was entirely defeated. Dunbar, who commanded the
second division, fled precipitately to Philadelphia. Wash-
ington distinguished himself in covering the retreat of the
routed party, and subsequently in protecting the Virginian
frontier. The Assembly of Philadelphia raised 60,000/. to
place their frontier in a state of defence ; and the erection
of forts and the calling out and organizing the militia was
intrusted to Franklin. In the meantime the provincial
forces of the New England provinces had struggled
against the French with varying fortune between Albany
and Fort George : their campaign ended with both parties
retiring within their respective frontiers and strengthening
their forts. . The result of the military operations of the
year was alarming to the British settlers, but a more last-

ing impression produced in their minds was, that it would
have been still more disastrous had their defence been in-

trusted to British troops entirely, instead of being left

mainly to their own exertions.

Though hostilities had been carrying on in America in
1754 and 1755, war was not formally declared between
Britain and France till 1756. In that year extensive arma-
ments were sent to America by both governments, and the
provincial regiments acted throughout the remainder of the
war as auxiliaries. They continued to form a majority of
the British forces, but their officers were kept in a sub-
ordinate condition extremely galling to those among them
who had acquired military experience in the frontier wars,
in the expedition of Vernon against Carthagena, and on
other occasions. The Test of the war therefore, as afford-
ing no further indications of the growth of a spirit of na-
tionality among the Anglo-Americans, may be passed over
with the intimation that it was ended in 1763 with the ces-
sion of Canada to Great Britain by France.
Immediately after the ratification of the treaty of peace,

the intention of the British ministers to quarter troops in
America and support them by taxes levied on the colonies
was announced. On the 10th of March, 1764, the House
of Commons adopted a resolution, ' that it was proper to
charge certain stamp-duties in the colonies and planta-
tions.' And on the 5th of April an act was passed grant-
ing certain duties in the colonies. This act was in sub-
stance only a renewal of the Sugar Act of George II., but
instead of the reason (commercial regulations) assigned in

the preamble of the old statute, the new was avowedly in-

tended for the raising of revenue. Instructions were at
the same time given by the British government to the
commanders of king's snips stationed in America to en*
force the law against smuggling. The conduct of the
British ministers was indicative of infatuation. Events
had impressed the colonists with the opinion (whether
correct or otherwise is indifferent) that with proper or-

ganization they were competent to defend themselves even
when threatened by the vicinity of French settlements

;

and now it was proposed to quarter soldiers upon them,
when that danger had been removed. Again, restrictions

upon their trade had always been a grievance with the
colonists. The Navigation Act, passed in 1651, and re-

enacted in 1660, had always been laxly enforced in
America. The New Englanders carried their fish to the
Mediterranean and brought back the produce of Southern
Europe in exchange

;
Spain was the best market for the

rice of Carolina ; the Dutch settlers of New York kept up
without scruple their commercial intercourse with their

parent country. ' It has been a maxim with me during
my administration,' said Sir Robert Walpole in 1739, ' to
encourage the trade of the American colonies in the
utmost latitude. Nay, it has been, necessary to pass over
some irregularities in their trade with Europe ; for by en-
couraging them to an extensive growing commerce, if

they gain 500,000/., I am convinced that in two yean
afterwards full 250,000/. of their gains will be in his ma-
jesty's exchequer by the labour and product of this king-
dom ; as immense quantities of every kind go thither ; and
as they increase in their foreign American trade more of
eur produce will be wanted.' But this leniency was per-
haps more unwise than a rigorous enforcement of the
navigation laws ; being generally left in abeyance; any
attempt to enforce them was in appearance (perhaps in

reality) a resuscitation of obsolete laws for purely vex-
atious purposes. One of the occasional attempts to enforce
them in Boston having led to the issuing of ' writs of as-

sistance ' to aid custom-house officers in the discharge of
their duty, according to the usage of the exchequer in

England, gave occasion to challenge the legality of these
writs in the provincial Superior Court of Justice. Mr.
Otis, at that time advocate-general, was requested by the
government to argue in support of the writs : he refused,

resigned his office, and appeared as counsel for the people
to plead against them. The decision of the court was, that
it

1 could see no foundation for such a writ ;' but this was
the least effect of Otis's argument. In the course of it he,
in the words of President Adams's summary of his speech,
' examined the acts of trade one by one, and demonstrated
that if they were considered as revenue laws, they destroyed
all our security of property, liberty, and life, every right of
nature and the English constitution, and the charter of the
province.' This was the theme that arrested the attention
of the public and dwelt in their recollection. * I do say,'

wrote Adams, long after, ' that Mr. Otis's oration against
writs of assistance breathed into this nation the breath of
life.'

The enactments of 1764 were met in the spirit which
Otis had inspired. The Assembly of Massachusetts pro-
tested against the Sugar Act and the quartering of troops as
unconstitutional ; and appointed a committee to sit during
the recess, to write to other governments to inform them
of the resolutions, apd to invite all the colonial assemblies
to join with them to obtain a repeal of the Sugar Act and
Srevent the enactment of a Stamp Act. In Virginia, the
Touse of Burgesses, on receiving information of the de-

claratory act, prepared an address to the king, a memorial
to the House of Lords, and a remonstrance to the House of
Commons. The confiscations of the naval commanders
ut a stop to the commerce which the English colonies
ad carried on with the French islands and the Spanish

settlements. The consequence of these acts and discus-

sions was a universal ferment throughout the colonies;

nevertheless the Sugar Act, being regarded as a com-
mercial regulation, was not openly disobeyed.

In the beginning of 1765 the British parliament followed

up the declaratory resolution of the preceding year by
passing an act for raising a revenue by a general stamp-
duty through all the American colonies. The Assemblies
of Massachusetts and Virginia protested against the act as

unconstitutional. On the 7th of October a congress, con-
sisting of twenty-eight delegates, from the Assemblies of
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Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Providence Plantations,

Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, the
Delaware counties, Maryland, and South Carolina, met in

the city of 'New York. The results of its deliberations

were, a petition to the king, a memorial to each house of
parliament, and a recommendation to the colonies to ap-
point special agents to solicit redress of grievances. Be-
sides the new measures, almost every colony was at that
time complaining of some particular grievance, some of
them of long standing : the Stamp Act had the effect of
making each colony adopt all the grievances of its neigh-
bours as its own. The Stamp Act was never enforced : in

every town local mobs obliged those who had been nomi-
nated collectors and distributors under it to decline the
employment. In 1766 the Stamp Act was repealed by
parliament ; but the repeal was accompanied by a decla-

ratory act, asserting the right and power of the British

legislature to bind the colonies in all cases whatever. In
conformity with this declaration an act was passed in 1767,
imposing a duty on paper, glass, paintere' colours, and teas,

to be paid by the colonists in the colonies. This act was
met on the part of the Americans with the same deter-
mined spirit of resistance as the Stamp Act. The Assembly
of Massachusetts addressed, in February, 1768, a circular

letter to the burgesses and representatives of the people
throughout the colonies, requesting them to unite to
obtain redress. In April of the same year the British

minister transmitted a circular letter to the governors, in-

structing them to use their influence to defeat the attempt
to combine the colonies, by prevailing upon the Assemblies
of their respective provinces to take no notice of the Mas-
sachusetts fetter. The colonial legislatures refused to give
any promise to that effect, and were dissolved. The mem-
bers of the Massachusetts Assembly, on being dissolved

by the governor, re-assembled under the name of a con-
vention, and continued to sit and act as a legislature in

defiance of his authority. When the new colonial legisla-

tures met, in 1769, they proved as intractable as their pre-
decessors. In 1770 Lord North, who had succeeded the
duke of Grafton as premier, prepared a bill to repeal as
much of the act of 1767 as imposed duties on glass,

paper, and painters' colours, and to continue that part
Which imposed a duty on tea. Such a trifling alteration

could have no effect on the sentiments of the Americans

:

they objected to the British parliament's right to tax
them, not to the amount of the tax ; and were not to be
conciliated by a remission of duties repealed, to use Lord
North's own words, ' because they had been found unpro-
ductive.'

From the meeting of the Congress of 1765 till 1774,
there was little appearance of concert among the colonies
in their opposition to the parliamentary measures of the
mother-country. The government of Great Britain could
enforce none of its mandates throughout the thirteen
colonies, except where its soldiers were present to enforce
them. But the resistance was everywhere local, spon-
taneous, unpreconcerted. Each colony, each assembly,
each township, each man, resisted in their individual or
corporate capacities, but without any appearance of pre-
vious arrangement or ulterior object. This desultory
struggle had the effect of making the opposition a personal
concern of every one engaged m it. An emulative spirit

made every man or corporation seek to outdo his or its

fellows in boldness. In 1771 the Regulators of North
Carolina shut up the courts of justice, and were only put
down after a pitched battle. In 1772 the colonists of
!lhode Island captured the armed government schooner
Jaspee. In 1773 the citwens of Boston threw the cargoes
of tea, which had been brought into their harbour notwith-
standing their non-importation resolutions, into the sea.

Every attempt on the part of the government officers to
enforce the obnoxious laws called forth petitions, protests,

and remonstrances from the colonial legislatures; and
when these bodies were dissolved, their members met as

congresses cr conventions without the authority of the
governors, and transacted business as before. Every col-

lision between the British soldiery and the colonists gave
occasion to public meetings, in which the popular wrath was
stimulated by glowing declamation. This chaotic period
of agitation is one which precedes all social revolutions : it

is giving popular leaders too much credit for inventive
genius and foresight to say they occasion it; at best
they car only use it. But the popular leaders in America

were not slack in their efforts to give form and organiza-
tion to this spontaneous movement. Soldiers had bee"
quartered upon Boston so early as 1768, under the im-

pression that its citizens were the originators of the disaf-

fection, ofwhich they were only the boldest utterers. Ttw
destruction of the tea in that town in 1773 was punished
in 1774 by an act of parliament ordering the port to be

shut up. The enforcement of this act converted the com-
munity of Boston into martyrs for American liberty. A:

Philadelphia a subscription was set on foot for the poorr
inhabitants: the Assembly of Virginia proclaimed
solemn fast to be observed on the day the port was dosed
the neighbouring ports offered the use of their stores and
wharfs to the merchants of Boston. Boston became >

central point towards which the sympathies of all Ametici
converged—the nucleus of a combination of all the colo-
nies. Committees of correspondence already existed i;

most of them. The first had been appointed at a towt
meeting in Boston, in 1772 ; another by the House of Bur-
gesses of Virginia, in 1773. In June, 1774, the Massachu-
setts House of Representatives appointed a committee o!

five persons to meet committees or delegates from tht

other provinces at Philadelphia on the 1st of September

.

and by the agency of the committees of correspondence i:

was brought to pass that delegates from eleven colonies
appeared at Philadelphia on the 4th of the month named.
The colonies represented were—New Hampshire, Massa-
chusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, and Virgirrii.

On the 14th the deputies from North Carolina arrived. Thi»
first Continental Congress continued to sit foreight weeks.
During that period it prepared and published— 1, A De-
claration of Rights, enumerating the acts by which the*
had been violated, and declaring a repeal of these acts in-

dispensable to the restoration of harmony between Great
Britain and the colonies. 2, A loyal address to the kin?.

3, An address to the people of Great Britain. 4, Letters ii^

the people of Canada, to the colonies of St. John's, Nov»
Scotia, and Georgia, and the Floridas, inviting them to

unite in the common cause of British America. 5, A m<-
morial to the people of British America, stating the neces-
sity of a firm observance of the measures recommended b\
Congress, as they valued the rights derived from their con-
stitution.

Having transacted this business, Congress dissolved, brf
not without expressing an opinion « that another congrc-»
should be held on the 10th of May next ensuing, at Phila-
delphia, unless the redress of their grievances should K
previously obtained ;' and recommending ' to all the colo-

nies to choose deputies as soon as possible, to be ready to

attepd at that time and place, should events make trier

meeting necessary.' The resolutions of the Continents
Congress received the sanction of the thirteen provincial
congresses and colonial assemblies, with the exception of

that of New York: that town, as the head-quarters of the
British army, and animated by the mere spirit of trade, was
more lukewarm than the rest of the country.
The assembling of the first Continental Congress was s

realization of the plan of union proposed by FrankJin
twenty years before. This became moTe apparent in 1775.
The second Congress met at Philadelphia on the 10th of

May, but before that time hostilities had been commenced
by the battle of Lexington in Massachusetts. The inti-

mation of this collision to Congress called forth a declara-
tion that hostilities had already commenced, and that the
colonies ought to be placed in a state of defence. On the
27th of May it was voted that 20,000 men should be im-
mediately equipped, and George Washington appointed
general and commander-in-chief; articles of war were
framed, and the organization of the higher departments o(

the army commenced ; and, most decisive step of all, hill*

of credit were issued to the amount of three millions of

milled Spanish dollars, to defray the expenses of the war,
and 'the Twelve United Colonies' pledged for their ro
demption. On the 25th of July it was voted that additional
bills, to the value of another million, should be struck, and
that a force not exceeding 5000 should be kept up in the
New York department. On the 26th, that a postmaster-
general be appointed for the United Colonies, and a line

of posts established under his direction from Falmouth in

New England to Savannah in Georgia. On the 29th nf
November a committee was appointed to correspond with
the friends of America in other countries : it was called
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the Committe* of Secret Correspondence, till April, 1777,

when the name was changed to that of Committee of
Foreign Affairs. On the 13th of December the report of
a committee appointed to devise ways and means for

fitting out a naval armament was adopted, and another

committee named to carry it into execution, these were
all acts of a central sovereign government, though the

title was not yet assumed. In the same spirit was the

answer of Congress to a letter from Massachusetts com-
plaining of the want of a regular form of government, in

which the colony was advised to consider the offices of

governor and lieutenant-governor as vacant, and to elect

an Assembly to govern them according to their charter.

Similar advice was given by the third Congress, in 1776,
to New Hampshire, South Carolina, New Jersey, and
Virginia, and was adopted by these colonies. Before the
second Congress dissolved, Georgia had elected delegates

;

and the members of Congress despairing of any of the
mainland colonies wrested from theTrench and Spaniards

joining their standard, had forbidden all exportations to

Quebec, Nova Scotia, and Bast and West Florida, and
prohibited the supply of provisions to British fisheries

on the American coast. Thus, before the adoption of
the Declaration of Independence, the United Colonies had
already all the essentials of their future general govern-
meat as well as states' governments. The want of i* chief

magistrate they suppued by appointing an Executive
Committee of twelve, one-third of whom were to retire

every year by rotation.

The Declaration of Independence was mainly useful as

affording a pledge, both to American citizens and foreign

states, that those who had seized the helm of affairs in

America would stand firm : that there was no longer any
chance of a compromise between the mother country and
the colonies. This step, though bold, was not so rash as

might at first sight appear on the part of a population
scarcely amounting to two millions and a half. Great Bri-

tain, though a powerful nation, had not then developed the
immense manufacturingresourceswhich, carried her through
the colossal ware of the French Revolution. On the other
hand, the leaders in the United States were not the simple
Arcadians, the men fresh from the plough and forest,

which it was then the fashion to represent them. For
example, Franklin by his long services in the Philadelphia
Assembly, by his discharge of the office of postmaster-

general, by his share in the commissariat exertions when
Braddock landed, by his participation in the Congress at
Albany, and by his residence in England as agent for more
than one State, had as much practical experience of states-

manship as any minister he might have to contend with.

Again, there were many officers in America who had ac-

quired a knowledge of tactics in the ware against the
French and Spaniards. The provincial bars and legislative

assemblies were schools in which many apt coadjutors of
the Franklins of America had been trained, and the whole
adult population had been trained not only to the use of
fire-arms, but to act together in companies. The result

of the war was a question of time : America had only to

stand on the defensive. The period for which Great
Britain could protract the struggle was limited by her
finances (and her financial necessities had forced on the
quarrel) ; and the utter ignorance of the strength and
character of the provinces which prevailed in England
caused measures to be adopted which never could bring
the war to a termination. In addition the Americans cal-

culated with right upon the wish of France to see Britain

stripped of its colonies, upon the desire of Holland to par-

ticipate in the trade of those colonies, and upon kindred

motives influencing other nations, as certain to procure for

them underhand if not avowed assistance.

In 1777 * measure was adopted with a view to increase

the coherence, of the Union. Articles of Confederation and
perpetual union between ' The United States of America'
were drawn up by Congress and sent to the legislatures of
the several States, with the request that, if they approved
of them, they would authorise their delegates to ratify the

contract in Congress. By these articles the States were to

bind themselves to a league for common defence ; the free

inhabitants of each state were to be citizens of the whole
Union ; each state was to retain its sovereignty, and every

power not expressly delegated to Congress. Congress was
to consist of delegates from all the States, no state send-
ing less than two or more than seven ;

Congress was to be

invested with the power of determining on peace and war

;

of sending and receiving ambassadors, and forming al-
liances ; of granting letters of marque, and establishing
courts of admiralty ; of deciding in all territorial disputes
between two or more states ; or striking money and regu-
lating weights and measures; of regulating the Indian
trade ; of regulating the continental army and navy, and
commissioning their officers. These articles, if adopted,
were to be binding until alterations were made by Con-,
gress and approved by the legislatures of every state.

Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, Vermont, New
York, Virginia, and South Carolina acceded to this con-
federation in 1777 i New Hampshire, New Jersey, Penn-
sylvania, North Carolina, and Georgia, in 1778 ; Delaware,
in 1779; Maryland, not before 1781. An essential im-
provement in the 'internal economy of Congress was the
substitution, in 1781, of three executive departments—of
Finance, War, and Marine, with a secretary at the head
of each, for the old executive committees. Under this

make-shift constitution, in which the legislative, executive,
and judicial functions were all vested in one body, the
United States brought the war with Great Britain to a suc-
cessful termination in 1783, and scrambled on for. six years
longer before they attempted to organize the general go-
vernment upon a better system. For a war of defence, the
independent action of the several states was of material

assistance to the continental army ; and the mingling of
France and Spain diverted great part of the power which
Britain would otherwise have concentrated upon her former
colonies. In 1778 the first public audience was given by
the king of France to the American ambassadors. In
April, 1782, Holland recognized the independence of the

United States. In 1783 peace was concluded between
Great Britain and the United States. Their independence
was recognized, in the course of the same year, by Sweden,
on the 5th of February ; by Denmark, on the 29th ; by
Spain, on the 24th of March ; and by Russia, in July. Trea-
ties of amity and commerce were concluded with all these

nations, ana thus the United States of North America took

their place among the nations of the earth. The original

extent of the territory of the United States was from the

British Possessions on the north to Florida, which had
again fallen to Spain, on the south ; and from the Atlantic

on the east to the Mississippi on the west.

The inadequacy of the Congress, as constituted under the
articles of Confederation, to exercise the functions of go-
vernment, soon became apparent. A common feeling of
the want of a more efficient frame of government united
Madison, Hamilton, and Jay, in 1786, in the composition

of the letters which were subsequently collected and pub-
lished under the name of ' The Federalist.' These publica-

tions gave form and direction to the vague wish for im-
provement which had pervaded the Union. A convention,

sanctioned by the recommendation of Congress, assembled
at Philadelphia, in May, 1787, to frame a constitution for

the United States. The great difficulty in this task arose

from the jealousies which existed between the large and
the small states : it was obviated by instituting a legisla-

ture of two chambers, the members of the one (the House
of Representatives) to be elected directly by the people in

proportion to the population. The members of the other

(the Senate) to be elected as each state should determine,

two for each state. A president was to be elected for

four years, and to be rewigible at the close of the term.

A supreme court of judiciary was also to be created. A
qualified negative on the proceedings of the legislature

was given to the president ; and a right of concurrence in

the ratification of treaties to the senate. The power of

taxation was conferred upon the legislature. In other

respects the provisions of the new constitution were a re-

cognition of those of the old confederation. On the 17th

of September, 1787, this constitution was signed by all the

members of the convention present, except three. It was
then sent to the state legislatures, for the purpose of being

submitted in each state to a convention of delegates chosen
by the people. It was nearly a year before the requisite

number of states had pronounced their decision. Before

the close of 1788 however all the states except Rhode Island

and North Carolina* had adopted the constitution. An
act was passed by Congress appointing the first Wednes-
day of February, 1789, for the people to meet and choose

* The*; dineatient itmtes ratified the Constitution on the 89th of M»r,
17«0.
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electors, and the first Wednesday of March following for-

the electors to meet and choose a president.

A quorum of the House of Representatives had met at

New York on the 1st of April, and elected a speaker ; a
quorum of the Senate had met on the 6th, and elected a
speaker pro tempore to count the votes for president.

George Washington, it was found, had been unanimously
elected President, and John Adams Vice-President of the

United States. Washington took the oath of office on the

30th of April, and opened the proceedings of Congress by
a speech. On theilst of May a resolution was adopted
by the House of Representatives to the effect that there

ought to be established : 1, a department of foreign affairs,

with a secretary at its head removeable by the president

;

2, a treasury department, with a secretary at its head,

removeable by the president ; 3, a department of war,

with a secretary at its head, removeable by the president.

Bills were brought in to give effect to this resolution,

which passed both Houses, and were sanctioned by the
president. The constitution was now completely in opera-

tion. Since that time down to the present day it has only
experienced a few immaterial modifications—in the mode
of voting for president and vice-president ; in the substi-

tution of an annual message from the president to Con-
gress instead of a speech delivered in person at the open-
ing of the session ; and in the addition of a secretary of

the navy, a postmaster-general, and an attorney-general to

the president's cabinet. The refusal of Washington and
Jefferson, the first and third presidents, to be elected a
third time, appears to have had the effect of establishing

it as a rule that no president shall continue to hold the office

for more than two terms. Even during the preliminary dis-

cussions upon the constitution, the two great parties which
assumed the names of Democrats and Federalists had ranged
themselves in opposition to each other: in transacting the
business of the senate, their differences soon became more
marked, and their organization more complete. This ra-

mification of two rival parties throughout all the States is,

perhaps, a guarantee for the peroetuity of their union.
Having now endeavoured to trace the growth ofthe Federal
Constitution, from its first development in Franklin's

scheme for a colonial union, to the commencement of the
operation of the Constitution of 1789, it will suffice in a
sketch like the present to subjoin a list of the chief magis-
trates, and to indicate briefly the most characteristic ex-
ecutive and legislative transactions of the government.

Presidents of the United States.

George Washington . . . 1789 to 1797
John Adams .... 1797 „ 1801
Thomas Jefferson . . . 1801 „ 1809
James Madison .... 1809 „ 1817
James Monroe .... 1817 „ 1825
John Quincy Adams . .- 1825 „ 1829
Andrew Jackson .... 1829 „ 1837
Martin Van Buren . . . 1837 „ 1841
William Henry Harrison . 1841.

President Harrison died a month after his inauguration,
and was succeeded by the Vice-President John Tyler.

The first term of Washington's presidency passed off

tranquilly. The very authors of ' The Federalist'—the au-
thors of the constitution—took, it is true, the lead in op-
posite parties ; but both felt that their form of government

. was an untried experiment, and this checked the warmth
of all disputants. So strongly was this feeling impressed
even upon so unquailing a democrat as Jefferson, that he
requested Washington to allow himself to be elected a se-

cond time in order to give greater assurance of perma-
nence to their young institutions. The season of tran-
quillity was usefully employed in completing the frame-
work of government, by creating the departments of state,

and organizing the judiciary of the United States. To-
wards the close of the second term this caution decreased,

and the wrangling between the democrats and federalists

waxed fiercer. When John Adams succeeded Washing-
ton, he was unshielded by the reverence universally paid
tu his predecessor, and the wrangling of party became
bitter in the extreme. Both of the two first presidents
belonged, from taste and from principle, to the Fede-
ralist party, and the Democrats of course constituted the

opposition. Their themes of attack were the alleged af-

fectation of monarchical etiquette on the part of the pre-

sidents and their retainers, and the tendency unduly to

favour England, and cherish a feeling of hostility against

France. This is apt to appear to us the pedantry of de-

mocracy, but they were right : there were no materials for

making a Icing or aristocracy in the United States ; thir>

was no possible alternative between a military despot
and democratic institutions: it was therefore neeesaan
that as warm a spirit of loyalty to democracy should t»

cherished in the United States, as of loyalty to kinely powr
in England. The sense of the nation was with the dem>
crats ; Adams was not elected a second time, and Jeffer-

son, the democratic leader, succeeded him. To the etonnj

Seriod of Adams's presidency, however, America is it-

ebted for the organization of its naval department.
' We will show,' said Jefferson writing to a friend imme-

diately after his election, ' how the ship will sail when laid

upon the democratic tack.' The prominent operations dur-

ing the eight years he held office were :—the extension d
the territory, and completion of the arrangements of its pro-

gressive settlement, and the organization of the diplomatic
and consular service. The danger likely to result from the

unequal territorial extent of the colonies had been foresees
by Franklin. The constitution confirmed to each state the

territory it already possessed ; but indirectly gave to Con-
gress the right of acquiring all new territories for the gene-
ral government, of persuading the larger states to allow new
ones to be erected on part of their territory, and of admit-
ting new states into the Union. The questions which soot
arose respecting the title of the United States to navigate
the Mississippi soon suggested the expediency of acquirv-
ing a title to the lands beyond it. This was accomplished
during Jefferson's administration by the purchase of Louisi-
ana from France, which was followed by the cession os

Florida by Spain. Jefferson took prompt measures for ex-

ploring the new domain, settling boundaries, and organiz-
ing territories and states. The continual adoption of new-
formed states into the Union, although recommended tn

the principles of justice, has a tendency to give an undue
strength to the uncultivated and rash tempers of the back-
woodsmen in Congress ; and Jefferson, in his loyalty to

democracy, erred on the side of mob-courtiership. It wis
one of his boasts that, in consequence of his financial ar-

rangements, ' no tax-gatherer would ever enter the house of

an American citizen.' The brag was a fallacy—and worse:
it encouraged in the popular mind the habit of dwellins
exclusively on their rights and neglecting the contemplation
of their duties. The power of making it was purchased bv

a breach of faith to the national creditor; and this example
of bad faith, and this encouragement of popular self-will,

have borne bitter fruits in the refractory conduct of Main*
regarding the north-east boundary, in the lawless conduct
of the sympathizers on the Canadian frontier, in the irre*u-
lar conduct of some senators regarding the Oregon bound-
ary, in the ' nullifiers ' of the southern states, and in the
' repudiation ' of their just debts by three states and one
terntory, and the neglect to make arrangements for the
honest payment of theirs by four other states.

The efficacy of the diplomatic service as organized by
Jefferson, and the adequacy of the naval and military or-

ganization for defence, was tried to a certain extent during
the eight years' presidency of his successor. But the little

war in which the United States were then engaged was i
trifle in comparison with the point of international lav
then raised and still unsettled—the right of search in the
form it assumed in the quarrel between Britain and Ame-
rica. The objection to concede the right of search on the
part of the Americans arose principally from their fear of
the British claim of right to impress pritish seamen out of
any merchant vessels in the time of war. There was an-
other unsettled point involved : the Americans adopt s
man as a naturalized citizen after a residence of a certain
number of years ; Great Britain refused to acknowledge
that the citizenship impressed upon a man by his place of
birth or parentage was dissolved by such an adoption.
The dispute is one of system, not of an isolated principle

;

the system of the new state sprung from the last social re-
volution is opposed to the system of the old-established
state. As yet America, if not able to establish the princi-
ples of international law, involved in her pleas upon
this complicated question of the right of search, has been
able to prevent the opposing principles being forced upon
her acceptance. Madison's administration is remarkable
also for the progress made under it in the practical en-
forcement of the views of those who seek to favour do-
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niestic industry by restrictive enactments : the more so

that his own enlightened opinions were hostile to their

theory.
The administration of Madison's successor, Monroe, was

remarkable only for the efforts of the United States go-
vernment to encourage the growth of independent states

over the whole of America, and to enter into diplomatic
relations with them.
The administrations of Presidents Jackson and Van

Buren have been principally characterized by the disputes
regarding banks, and the relations which ought to subsist

between these institutions and the state. This is the branch
of political economy which has hitherto been least assidu-

ously cultivated, and with the least satisfactory results. It

is therefore no discredit to the American government to
say that it has blundered in this matter as egregiously as
all other governments have done. But in the United States

there was a political element further to complicate the dis-

cussion. The Federalists (or Whigs, as the party has of
late been called) regarded a national bank as the means of
giving to the central government an additional power
which they thought it wanted, and they used the National
Bank in that way. The Democrats maintained that Con-
gress had exceeded its constitutional powers in chartering
a national bank. There was a motley mixture of incom-
patible opinions in the ranks both of the assailants and ad-
vocates of a national bank ; and the consequence has been
that the banking system of the United States has fallen

into a condition of perfect lawlessness and confusion. An-
other question which has been daily growing in importance
during the last few years, is that of domestic slavery. The
introduction of the new states has on the whole been un-
favourable to the progress of humane and just views of this

question, and, as far as the rights of the negro are con-
cerned, the public mind and morals in the United States

have lamentably retrograded. Here we close our brief

historical retrospect, convinced that there are elements of
endurance in the political institutions of the United States,

and a capacity of gradual improvement. The character of
the citizens, who have alternately formed and been formed
by their institutions, is undeniably entitled to respect for

its energy, enterprise, and many other excellent qualities

;

its defects are equally undeniable, and the more strongly

felt by Europeans as being alien to the prevailing habits,

opinions, and prejudices of Europe. The most glaring of
these defects, however, are less attributable to the institu-

tions of the Americans than to their position as settlers in

a wilderness.

Territory.—The territory of the United States of North
America is bounded on the east by the Atlantic, on the
west by the Pacific Ocean. The most southern point is

the south termination of Florida, about 25° N. lat. and 81°

W. long, of Greenwich. From this point to the mouth of
the river Sabine, about 29J°N. lat and nearly 94*W. long,
of Greenwich, the United States are bounded by the Gulf
of Mexico. The remainder of the southern boundary is an
arbitrary line, settled by the treaty concluded between
Spain and the United States in 1819, and since confirmed
by conventions with the republics of Mexico and Texas,
which now occupy the territory formerly belonging to
Spain. This line begins on the, Gulf of Mexico, at the
mouth of the river Sabine ; continues north along the
western bank of that river to the 32nd parallel of N. lat.

;

thence due north, till it strikes the Rio Roxo of Nachi-
toches ; thence along the course of that river, west to the
100th degree of longitude west of Greenwich ; thence by a
line due north to the river Arkansas ; thence along the
course of the Arkansas to the point on the 42nd degree of
N. lat. nearest to its source ; and thence along that paral-
lel to the Pacific. The northern boundary has been fixed
by treaties with Great, Britain, from the mouth of the St.

Croix, at the entry to the Bay of Fundy, at far west as the
point at which the 49th degree of N. lat. intersects the
ridge of the Rocky Mountains which forms the watershed
between the head-waters of the Columbia river and those
of the south branch of the Saakatchawan. Beginning at
the mouth of the St. Croix, the line ascends that river to
its source ; from a monument erected at the source it runs
north in a straight line till it meets the river St. John

;

then up along the mid-channel of that river to the > mouth
of the St. Francis ; up the St. Francis to the outlet of the
lake Tohenagameck ; it then curves round the north-east
edge of the basin to Hall's Stream, one of the head-waters
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j>f the Connecticut ; down the mid-channel of that stream
to a line surveyed and marked in 1774 as the 45th degree
of N. lat ; along that line westward to the St. Lawrence

;

thence along the middle of that river and of the lakes
Ontario, Erie, Huron, and Superior, to Fort Charlotte
in 48s N. lat. ; thence by Saganaga, Sturgeon, and Rainy
lakes to the north-west point of the Lake of the Woods

;

thence by a line due south to the 49th parallel of N. lat,

and along that parallel till it strikes the crest of the
Rocky Mountains. From this point to the Pacific the
boundary between British America and the United States

is yet unsettled. Neither government has yet stated arti-

culately the extent of its claims ; but American writers are

in the habit of asserting that from the most western point
alreadydetermined the boundaryoughttorun along the sum-
mit ridge of the Rocky Mountains to 54s 40' N. lat, and
thence along that parallel west to the most southern of the
Russian settlements on the coast ; British writers, on the
other hand, maintain that the boundary ought to run from
the most western point already determined to the mouth of
the Columbia river, in 46* IV. Neither state can rest its

claims upon priority of maritime discovery. If overland
expeditions of discovery and settlements by trading com-
panies can yield a title, the boundary elaimed oy the
British appears to be the most equitable, for it divides the

territory in part explored by MacKemde in 1793, and
occupied by agents of the North-west and Hudson's Bay
companies previous to 1811, from the territory traversed

by Lewis and Clarke, in 1803-4, and occupied by the agents
of Mr. Astor of New York, in 1811. The features and
general conformation of the territory contained within
these limits is very imperfectly known : even in the settled

districts there is a great want of accuracy and precision in

the maps and geographical descriptions. From this cen-
sure even the recent maps of Mr. Burr (topographer to the
House of Representatives) are not exempted. Some able

but partial coast surveys have been executed by the
officers of the United States navy. The physical geo-
graphy of the United States has been given under
the heads of the several States, of the rivers Colum-
bia, Mississippi, Missouri, &c. ; the mountains Alleghany,
Sec., the lakes Erie, Ontario, etc. Here it will suffice to

remark that this extensive region is naturally divided into

three parts, widely differing in their charateristic features,

by the Alleghany and Rocky Mountain ranges: in the
centre the enormous drainage basin of the Mississippi, and
on either side of it the eastern and western sea-boards.

There is a remarkable parallelism between the physical

structure of this part of the northern continent of America
and that part of the southern contained between the paral-

lel of the head-waters of the southern affluents of the
Amazons and the parallel of the embouchure of the river

Plata: the Rocky Mountains correspond to the Andes ; the
Alleghany range to the mountains of Brazil ; and both in

the northern and southern continents the parallel moun-
tain-systems are connected by a tract of undulating coun-
try of no great elevation, forming a watershed between
river-systems which flow respectively to the north and to
the south.

Population.—The last census, taken in 1840, enumerates
only the inhabitants of the settled districts, the territories

and. states, and in them only the white and negro popula-
tions. The most recent estimate we have seen of the num-
bers of the aboriginal copper-coloured . race within the

territory of the United States, rates them at no more than

200,000, mostly to the west of the Mississippi. In the fol-

lowing table the number of square miles each State has
been estimated to comprise within its boundaries has been
stated, along with the number of inhabitants; and also the
year in which each joined or was admitted into the Union.

Education, S^c.—In 1833 it was estimated that the propor-
tion of pupils in common schools was, to the whole popu-
lation,—in New York as 1 to 3*9; in Massachusetts,

Maine, and Connecticut 1 to 4 ; in all New England, 1 to

5 ; in Pennsylvania and New Jersey, 1 to 8 ; in Illinois, 1

to 13 ; in Kentucky, 1 to 21. According to the Census of
1840 there are in the United States 173 universities or
colleges, containing 16,233 students. The editors of the
' American Almanac ' (published at Boston) appear to think

this an over-estimate : they enumerate 103 colleges with
9936 students. 'By students,' they say, 'with the ex-

ception of a few in the colleges of the southern and west-

em states, is meant under-graduates, or member* of the
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NAMES OF STATES.

Maine .

New Hampshire
MatsacluuettJ

Rhode Island

Connecticut

Vermuiit

New York
New Jersey

Pennsylvania > •

Delawure • • •

Maryl.md
Virginia. • •

N. Carolina

S. Carolina

Georgia . . . . •

Alabama
Mississippi

Louisiana

Tennessee
Kentucky
Ohio. '.

lii'liana

Illinois

Missouri

Arkansas ••....*••
Michigan .........
Florida T
Wisconsin T
Iowa T
D. of Columbia

Admitted
into Uie
Union.

Extent in

So. Milci.

1820
1778

1777
1777

1777
1791
1777
1778
1778
1779
1781

1777
1778
1777
1778

1819
1816

1812
1796
1792
1802

181$

1818
1821
1836

1836

Totals

32,628
9,491
7,500
1,340
4,764
10,212
46,085
8,320

44.000
2,120
13,950
64,000
48,000
28,000
62,000
46.000
45,760
48,220
40.000
42,000
39,128
37,000
52,000
63,000
55,000
60,000
45,000
100,000
200,(100

POPULATION ACCORDING TO CENSUS OF 1840.

- •

Whites.

1,265,618

500,438
284,036
729,030
105,587
301,856
291,218

2,378,890
351 ,588

1,676,115
68,561
318,204
740,968
484,870
259,084
407,695
335,185
179,074
158,457
640,627
590,253

1,502,122
678,702
472,254
323,888
77,174

211,560
27,943
30,749

Free Coloured.

42,924
,65730

14,189,705

1,354
537

8,669
3,238
8,103

730
50,027
21,044
47,854
16,919
62,078
49,842
22,732
8,276
2,753
2,039
1,366

25.502
5,524
7,317
17,342
7,165
3,598
1,574
465
707
817
185

172
8,361

Slares.

366,293

1

»'
5
17

4

674
64

2,605
89,737
448,987
245,817
327,038
280,944
253,532
195,211
168,452
183,059
182,258

3
3

331
58,240
19,935

25,717
11

16

4,694

Tolai.

2,487,355

501,79?
284,57,
737, 69(>

1 08, Slu
309.9:-
291 ;»4;

2, '428, 921

878,JO
1,724,031

78,0S=>
470,OU

1,239,797
753,413
594,39=
691,39:
590.75C
375, 6jl

352,411

G-5.-
476.18.
38-1,70.
97,57^
212,2
54.47:
30,94
43,11.
43,712

17,068,35:

four collegiate classes, not including such as tire pursuing

professional education, or such as are members of a pre-

paratory department.' There are 3242 academies and

grammar-schools, containing 164,159 students. As in Eng-

land, legal and medical education in America is in great

measure conducted by bodies external to the colleges or

universities; and this is even the case to a considerable

extent with theological education. The colleges in ge-

neral contain only a Faculty of Arts. Several of the 103

enumera'ed in the 'American Almanac' are not in full

operation, and scarcely deserve a place in the list. The
libraries of none of them exceed 53,000 volumes, and

only 1!) have 10.000 volumes and upwards. There at e 28

medical schools, 3!) theological schools, and 10 law schools

in the Union. The schools for law are much less fre-

quented than those for the other learned professions. Of
the 103 colleges, 11 are under the direction of the Baptists :

7, of the Anglican Episcopalians; 12, of the Methodists:

8, of the Konian Catholics; 1, of the Univcrsalists : the

prevailing relipous influence in the rest is, in New Eng-

land, ( Congregationalism : in the other states, Presbyterian-

ism. Elementary education in many parts of the United

States is more generally diffused than is the case in

Great Britain; and the higher branches of education

are well taught in some colleges. The principal religious

denominations are :—Baptists, 8973 congregations, with

628,000 communicants; Presbyterians, 3744 congrega-

tions, with 355,000 communicants; Congregationalists,

13t>0 congregations, with 150,000 communicants; Epis-

copalians, 950 congregations, with 55,247 communi-
cants; Roman Catholics, 512 congregations; Me-
thodists, 906,303 communicants; Lutherans, 750 con-

gregations, u2.2ti(> communicants ; German Calvinists, 600

congregations, 30.000 communicants; Dutch Calvinists,

197 congregations, 22.515 communicants; Friends, QUO
cnnercgations : 10O0 congregations, with 150,o<Xi commu-
nicants, who designate themselves simply •Christians;'

15,000 Jews, and a number of Mcuonitcs, Moravians,

Mormonitea, New JeruaaLemites, Shakers, Tunkers, Unita-

rians, and Universalists.

To form a just estimate of the science and literature of

America, the social position of the nation must be taken

into account. Till 1770 the Stales formed part of the

British empire; and In their intellectual discipline and
imaginative associations they are Englishmen still. Their

older literature is that of England ; their modern literature

is a sister school formed under the influence of the same

models and examples. It has been too much the custom
to weigh the young literature of America against tin

whole literature of England : it is the current literature oi

the day in each country that ought to be compared with

thai of the other. The exertions made in America to pre-

serve the materials out of which its yet brief history nnw.
be extracted put to shame states of longer standing ami

greater resources. The private journals of Congress, Iht

secret debates of the Convention which framed the con-

stitution, the diplomatic correspondence of the Revolution
the journals, correspondence, and other papers of Franklin.

Washington, Jefferson, Adams, Jay, Madison, Gouverneur
Morris, and others, have either been published or are in

the course of publication. It is perhaps yet too early I

expect a history of the United States, although Mr. Spark*

is understood to be preparing one ; but there are many
valuable biographies of the distinguished revolutionary

characters by Marshall, Sparks, Tucker, and others.

Washington lrving's 1 History of Columbus and his Cotem-
poraries,' and Prescott's ' Ferdinand and Isabella," deserw
honourable mention. Jonathan Edwards and Franklin

occupy a high rank among metaphysicians and moralists.

In political economy Cooper (not the novelist i and Tucker
have published useful works. The Journal of
sor Silliman and the Transactions of several of the 1

societies of the United States bear witness to the zeal with

which natural history and science are cultivated. The poetry

of Bryant, Mis. Sigourney, and some others, is characterized

by considerable play of fancy, unexceptionable taste, and an

elevated yet kindly tone of morals. Miss Sedgwick and

Fennimore Cooper stand at the head of American novel-

ists : the former, for quiet graphic pictures of domestic life,

is equal to any other fair rivals on this side of the Channel

:

and the latter is unequalled for the, power with which he

depicts the elementary strife of the ocean and the interest

he lends to its adventures. To the head of miscellaneous

literature belong Washington lrving's inimitable ' Knicker-
bocker' and the poetical ornithology of Audubon. There
is an extensive reading public in America,
books cand in addition to the works of their own i

the best English publications are reprinted in the United
Slates as soon as imported), there were published within

the Union in 1840—138 daily, 1141 weekly, and 125 setm
or tri-weekly newspapers, and 227 literary, scientific, reli-

gious, and political periodicals appearing at longer inter-

vals. But the just boast of the United States is inTits bene-
volent institutions; more especially in the judicious yet
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indefatigable zeal with which all means have been Wed to

ameliorate the condition of the blind, the deaf and dumb.
Agriculture, Manufactures, and Commerce.—The raw

V'oducte of the industry of the United States may be
classed under the heads—Mines, agriculture and horti-

culture, fisheries, the forest. The products of their mines
consists of iron, lead, and other metals ; coal, kitchen
salt, and stone for building. In 1840 there were produced

' -ii.'XU tons of cast-iron, and 197.233 tons of bar-iron
; 30,497

persons were employed In this branch of industry, and the
a pital invested in it amounted to nearly 20,500,000 dollars.

In the same year 31.239,453 tons of lead were produced bv
the labour of 1017 men, and the investment of 1,346,756
dollars. The value of the gold collected in the Union
vas 529.605 dollars : the collection employed 1040 men,
and required a capital of 234,345 dollars : the other metals
were worth 370,614 dollars, and were raised by the labour
of 728 men and a capital of 238,989 dollars. Of bituminous
coal, 27,603,191 bushels were raised, and of anthracite
863,489 tons (of 28 bushels each) : this gave employment
to 6817 men, and set in motion a capital of 6,224,464
dollars. 6,179,174 bushels of domestic salt were produced
!>y the labour of 2365 men, with a capital of 6,998,045
dollars; granite, marble, &c. were quarried to the value of
3.695,884 dollars, by the investment of a capital of 2,540,159
dollars, and the employment of 7859 men. The most pro-
ductive iron-mines are in Massachusetts, Vermont, New
York, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and Ohio ; lead is most
abundant in Illinois, Missouri, and the district of Iowa;
:rold is confined to Virginia, North and South Carolina,
( ieorgia, Alabama, Tennessee, and Illinois. Pennsylvania
and Virginia are the great coal countries : next to them
is Ohio. Salt and stones are more equably diffused through
settled parts of the Union. The total agricultural produce
of the Union in 1840 was as follows :—horses and mules,
-1.335,699; neat cattle, 14,971,586; sheep, 19.311,374:
-wine, 26,301,293 ; and the estimated value of poultry,
'.1.344,410 dollars. There were 84,823,272 bushels of
wheat, 4,161,504 of barley. 123,071.341 of oats, 18.645.507
of rye. 7,291,743 of buckwheat, 377,531.875 of Indian corn,
35.802,114 pounds of wool, 1,238,502 pounds of hops,
628.303 pounds of wax, 108,298,060 bushels of potatoes,
10,248,108 tons of hay, 95,251 tons of hemp and flax,
210.163.319 pounds of tobacco, 80,841,422 pounds of rice,

/ -"1479,275 pounds of cotton, 61,552pounds of silk cocoons,
155,110,809 pounds of sugar were made, and 5,088,891
cords of wood sold. The value of the dairy produce of the
year was estimated at 33,787.008 dollars ; of the orchards,
7,256,904; of the market-gardens, 2,601.196 ; of nurseries
and florists, 593,534. It is estimated that 8553 men were

employed in nurseries and market-flower and kitchen gar-
den*, by a capital of 2,945,774 dollars: 124,734 gallons of
wine were made in the course of the year. The fisheries
yielded 773,947 quintals of dried and smoked fish

; 472,359
barrels of pickled fish; 4,764.708 gallons ef spermaceti
oil ; 7,536,778 gallons of whale and other fish oil : v
bone and some minor articles to the value 1,153.234 dol-
lars. A capital of 16,429,620 dollars and 36,584 men wore
employed in the fisheries. The forests of the Union
yielded lumber to the value of 12.943,507 dollars

; 619,106
ban-els of tar, pitch, turpentine, and resin

; 15,935 tons of
pot and pearl ashes ; skins and furs to the value of
1,065,869 dollars, and ginseng and minor articles for
526,580 dollars.

The whole capital invested in manufactures in the
United States was estimated, in 1840, to amount to
267,726.579 dollars. Of this sum 20,620,869 dollars were
invested in the manufactures of metals, granite, &c,
bricks and lime : the number of men employed was 33,218

:

65.858,470 dollars were in grain, oil, and saw mills;
7,404,562 barrels of flour were manufactured

; 60,788 men
employed. Capital to the amount of 41,917,401 dollars
was employed in building ; and 6,989.971 dollars in the
making of furniture : these two branches employed
103.504 men. The value of ships and other vessels built
in 1840 was 7,016,094 dollars. In the woollen manufac-
tures the capital invested amounted to 15,765,124 dollars,

and 21,342 men were employed by it : in the cotton ma-
nufactures the capital was 51,102,359 dollars: the number
of persons employed 72,119: in the silk manufactures the
capital was 274.374 ; the workpeople were 767 : in the
flax manufactures a capital of 208,087 dollars employed
1G28 persons ; and 4,368,991 dollars were invested in
mixed manufactures, giving employment to 15,905 persons.
Massachusetts alone contained more than one-third of the
cotton, and more than one-third of the woollen manufactories.
The states next in order in these two branches of industry
were New York, Rhode Island, Pennsylvania, Connecticut,
Maryland, and Virginia. Among the agricultural popula-
tion home-made goods were produced to the value of
29,023,380 dollars. The value of the machinery manufac-
tured during the year was 10,980,511 dollars; 13,001 men
were engaged in making it. In the manufacture of tobacco
a capital of 3,437,191 dollars was invested, and 8384
persons were employed ; in tanning, &c. 15.650,929
dollars, 26,018 men ; in manufactures of leather, 12,881,262
dollars ; in the manufacture of soap and candles, 2.757,273
dollars, 5641 men ; of hats, caps, and bonnets, 4,485,300
dollars. 20.176 persons

;
glass, 2,084,100 dollars, 3216

men ;
earthenware, 551,431 dollars, 1612 persons

;
sugar-re-

Value of Imports. 1840-41. Y'a uc of reports, 1S4C-4I.

States and Territories.
In American In Foreign Total. Domestic Produce. Foreign Produce. Total.

Vessels. Vessels.

Dollars. Dollars. Dollars. Dollars. Doll:.r». Dollars.

Maine • . . • 074,661 126,297 700,961 1,078,633 12,932 1 ,091 .505
New Hampshire , . 81,888 12,116 73,701 10,2«1 87 10,318
Vermont . , . 246,730 216,739 264,005 13,982 277,987
Massachussett* • 18,838.492 1,182,611 20,318,003 7,397,692 4,089.651 11.4^7,313
Kbude Island * . . 333, 9ii9 6,663 339,592 266,276 12,189 278,405
Connecticut . . 293,221 2,708 295,989 599,348 599.318
New York 66,688,750 9,021,676 75,713,426 24,279,608 [8,860,836 33, 189,833
New Jersey . • 1,919 390 2,315 19,166 19,166
Pennsylvania 9,840,354 506,214 10,316,098 4,401,863 717,638 5,152,501
1 Delaware . • » 1,188 2,088 3,270 38,585 38,585
Maryland , . . 5,318,806 752,147 0,101,313 4,789, 100 158,000 1,917,100
1>. of Columbia . . 53,863 23,400 77,2G3 704,835 4,490 709,331

5,030,286Virginia • 351,917
214,781

25,320 377,237 5,028,910 1,370
North Carolina . . 5,029 220,360 383,056 388 ,-056

South Carolina . . 1,217,955 339,476 1,557,431 8,011,392 31,892 8,013.281
<inorgia . . 299 977 149,030 149,007 3,696,017 496 3,690,513
Alabama ... 400,358 120,461 530,819 10,969,820 11,445 K>,981,271
Mississippi . . .

31,387.483Louisiana ' . . , 8,141,088 2,115,662 10,256,350 32,865,61S 1,AM, 886
Ohio •

f
. • 9,563 1,755 11,318 793,114 793,114

Kentucky . . . ••

Tennessee , . . 7,523 7.523 ;:

Michigan . . . 137,608 192 137,800 88,529 88,529
Missouri , . 33,875 33,875
Florida 116,712 28,469 115,181 33,628 '2,801 30 ,029

Total . 113,221, b77 11,724,300 127,940,177 100,382,722 15,409,081 121,831,803
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fineries, See. 1,769,571 dollars, 1355 persons; liquors,

9,147,368 dollars, 12,223 men ;
drugs, paints, &c. 4,507,675

dollars,1848 men ;
cordage, 2,465,577 dollars, 4464men ; 5492

men produced hardware to the value of 6,451,967 dollars

;

1744 men cast 274 cannons and made 88,073 small-arms.

The capital invested in powder-mills was 875,875 dollars

;

the men employed 496. There wereinvested in the manu-
facture of paper 4745 dollars, and 4726 men employed

;

in printing and binding, 5,873,815 dollars, 11,523 men ; in

the manufacture of musical instruments, 734^70 dollars,

908 men; of carriages, &c, 5,551,632 dollars, 21,994 men.

The 'American Almanac' for 1843, in its curious and

elaborate analysis of the census of 1840, gives a table

illustrative of the distribution of capital engaged in com-

merce through the different states of the Union. From
this table it appears that there are in the United States

1408 commercial nouses and 2881 commission houses

engaged in foreign trade, the joint capital of which

amounts to 119,295,367 dollars', that there are 57,565

retail establishments, with a capital of 250,301,799 dollars;

and 1793 lumber-yards, with a capital of 9,848,307 dollars,

and giving employment to 35,963 lumberers ; 17,594 men
engaged in internal transportation, and 4808 butchers,

packers, &c. To the same publication we are indebted

for the preceding table of the exports and imports of each

state and territory (as far as ascertained) during the year

ending on the 30th of September, 1841.

The deposits of gold and silver at the mint of the United

States and its branches in the year 1841 amounted to

2,166,723 dollars; the coinage to 2,240,321 dollars. The
aggregate coinage of the years 1831-40 was 26,344,454

dollars, while that of the preceding ten years was only

16,781,047. This gives however but an inadequate idea

of the circulating medium of the United States ; and un-

fortunately the state of the banks throughout the Union—
partly on account of their own reckless speculations, and

partly on account of continual legislative tampering with

vague and vacillating views, renders it impossible even to

conjecture its real amount and value. The immense ex-

tent of navigable river-way and the number and size of the

inland lakes materially facilitate the inland traffic of the

States. The roads are in most parts necessarily, with a

Jiopulation so inadequate to the extent of territory, indif-

ferent ; but surprising efforts have been made to complete

the lines of internal water-communication by canals, and a

great extent of railways is in actual operation. According

to Mr. Klein, the total mileage of railway chartered in the

United States, in 1840, was 9378, and 3430 miles were then

open and traversed by 475 locomotives. The most recent

complete account of the canals only comes down to 1838

:

according to it the aggregate length of the canals then in

operation was 2700 miles. The bankrupt law of the United

States, a new law passed in February, 1842, has scarcely

come into operation, and already an agitation for its repeal

is in progress, which seriously threatens its permanence.
The frequent bankruptcies, uncertainty of the law, and
spirit of worse than levity with which several states have
of late set an example of refusing to pay their debts

augurs ill for the commerce of the United States. They
have no capital of their own adequate to support their

Agriculture, manufactures, and commerce in their present

extent. Their canals and railroads have been constructed

upon credit, and not less than 212 millions of dollars have
been lent for this purpose by English capitalists. The
claims of English creditors on the States amount to

21 1,802,791 dollars, and these have been in great part ex-

pended upon internal improvements. In addition to this

the credits given by English manufacturers to the Ame-
rican importing merchants are so long, that a new debt is

always contracted before the old is paid. The average
value of the annual imports from England is in reality a
standing loan of capital for the Americans to trade upon.
Without these advances their manufacturing and com-
mercial activity must shrink and wither, and their equi-

vocal conduct is endangering their continuance.

Organization ofthe GeneralGovernment.—The president

is the depository of the executive power of the state : the

vice-president is ex-officio president of the senate, and suc-

cessor to the president should he die during his term of office

.

The President is elected for four years, and may be re-

elected. The electors meet in their respective states, and
vote by ballot for the president and vice-president. The
list of the ballot in each state is transmitted sealed to the

president, who opens them and declares his successor. The
president is commander-in-chief of the army and navy d
the United States, and of the militia of the several stain

when called into active service of the United States ; he

has power to make treaties, provided two-thirds of thr

senate concur ; he appoints the officers of state, ambet-
sadors, consuls, and judges of the supreme court ; he re-

ceives foreign ambassadors; he can grant reprieves acd

pardons for offences against the United States, except is

cases of impeachment.
The cabinet consists of five heads of department

and an attorney-general, who hold office during the pre-

sident's pleasure.

The department of state embraces the departmer.'j
of home and foreign affairs ; at its head is the secretary

of state, who conducts all negotiations with foreies

powers, and corresponds officially with the United State*'

ministers at foreign courts and foreign ministers in thr

United States; publishes and distributes treaties am'

Acts of Congress ; preserves the originals of laws, treaties

and public correspondence ; grants passports, preserves tht

evidence of copyrights, and has charge of the patent-office

and has charge of the seal of the United States. He ha>

under him a diplomatic bureau with three clerks ; a con-

sular bureau with two ; a home bureau with five ; a patent

office with a commissioner, examiners, draughtsmen, ami
mechanists.
The Treasury department is under a secretary, who

superintends all the fiscal concerns of the government
and recommends to Congress on his own responsibilifv

measures for improving the revenue. He has under him
two comptrollers and five auditors, with their respective
clerks, a treasurer's office, a register's office, a solicitor's

office, and a land office.

The secretary of war superintends every branch of mili-

tary affairs, the erection of fortifications, making of topo-
graphical surveys, leasing the national lead-mines, and the

intercourse with the Indian tribes. Under him are a bureau
of Indian affairs, a pension bureau, a quartermaster's bureau,
a clothing and equipage bureau, a subsistence bureau, a

pay bureau, a medical and surgical bureau, an engineer
bureau, a topographical bureau, and an ordnance bureau.
There are twelve military geographical departments in

the United States ; 57 general officers, and 83 medical
officers. The officers of engineers are 39, the topogra-
phical engineers 36, the ordnance 311. There are two re-

giments of dragoons, with 1444 men ; four regiments of

artillery, with 2593 men ; eight regiments of infantry, with
5843, and 779 recruits unattached. The aggregate militia

of the United States is 1,668,387 men of afl grades.
The navy department was separated from the general

war department in 1798. The secretary issues all orders
to the navy of the United States, and superintends the
concerns of the navy generally. A board of navy com-
missioners was established in 1815, and attached to the
office of secretary of the navy : it is intrusted with the

ministerial duties 'of the office. The department of the

navy consists of a secretary, the navy-boara, and the office

of the survey of the coasts of the United States. In the
active navy of the United States there are six commodores

:

seven commanders of navy-yards and two of station;:

68 captains; 11 ships of the line, 15 first-class frigates.

2 second-class ditto, 18 sloops of war, 4 brigs, 10 schooners,
4 steamers, and 3 store-ships.

The General Post-Office is under the superintendence of

a postmaster-general, who has the sole appointment of

postmasters and making of contracts throughout the
United States. The revenue arising from the General
Post-Office has been principally expended in improving
the establishment. Under the postmaster-general are a
contract-office, an appointment-office, an inspection-office,

and a chief auditor of the treasury for the Post-Office.
The judicial authority of the United States is vested in

one supreme court, thirty-five district courts, and nine cir-

cuit courts. The supreme court consists of one chief justice
and eight associate justices, who hold a court in Washing-
ton annually; an attorney-general, reporter, clerk, and
marshal. Each district court consists of one judge, an at-
torney, marshal, and clerk. The circuit courts are com-
posed of one associate justice, and the judge of the district

in which it is held. The supreme court has exclusive ju-
risdiction in all cases to which a state is party, except
cases between a state and its citizens ; in suits or proceed-
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ings against ambassadors, it has appellate jurisdiction from
1 he circuit courts, and authority to issue writs of prohibi-
* ion to the district courts. The circuit courts have original

jurisdiction in all suits of a civil nature at law or equity,

concurrent with the courts of the several states, where the
value in dispute exceeds 500 dollars, where the United
States or an alien is a party, or where the suit is brought
by- a citizen of one state against a citizen of another. The
circuit courts have appellate jurisdiction from the district

courts. They have exclusive cognizance of offences
against the United States. The district courts have juris-

diction in admiralty and maritime cases, in all suits against
consuls and vice-consuls, in some minor offences against
the United States, and in causes where an alien sues for a
tort in violation of the law of nations.

The legislative authority is vested in a Congress, consisting
of a Senate and House of Representatives ; it must by law as-

semble at least once every year, on the first Monday of De-
cember. The Senate is composed oftwo members from each
state

; they are chosen by the legislatures of each state for six

vears, one-third of them being elected biennially. The
Vice-President is President of the Senate ex-officio, and has
a casting vote in equal divisions. The House of Represen-
tatives is composed of members from the several states,

elected by the people for the term of two years. The re-

presentatives are apportioned among the different states ac-
cording to population. To the' present (twenty-seventh)
Congress they have been elected one for every 47,700 per-

sons ; for the twenty-eighth they will be chosen in the ratio

of one representative for every 70,680 persons, and one addi-
tional for every fraction of that number greater than the
half. The law of 1842 requires that the representatives
of each state shall be elected by districts composed of a
contiguous territory, no one district electing more than one
representative. The Congress has power to raise, maintain,
and regulate a navy and army; to declare war and grant
letters of marque and reprisals; to constitute tribunals

inferior to the supreme courts; to define and punish
piracies and felomes on the high seas and against the
laws of nations; to frame general laws of naturalization;

to establish post-offices and post-roads; to coin money and
make laws for punishing forgers ; to regulate commerce
with foreign nations, the Indian tribes, and among the
Slates ; to impose and collect taxes for the common de-
fence and welfare of the United States. All money-bills
must originate in the House of Representatives.

(Holmes's Annals of North America ; Journals of Con-
gress ; Diplomatic Correspondence of the American Revo-
lution; Hutchison's History of Massachusetts ; Marshall's

Life of Washington ; Sparkrs Life of Washington ; Frank-
1 in's Memoirs and Correspondence; Tucker's Life ofJeffer-
son ; Jefferson's Afemotrs, Correspondence, &c. ; John
Adams's Correspondence; Lives of Elbridge, Gerry,
Josiah Quincy, H. Lee, &c. ; Wirt, Life of Patrick
Henry ; Sparks's Life of Gouverneur Morris ; American
Annual Register; American Almanac, 1830-43; The
Federalist-. Clarke and Lewis, Travels to the Source of the

Missouri, etc. ; Biography of the Signers of the American
Declaration of Independence; Jay's Life of John Jay;
Parliamentary Debates, &c. &c.)
UNIVERSAL AND PARTICULAR (Logic). A pro-

position is universal when it makes its assertion or denial

aboutevery one ofthe things spoken of; and particular when
it makes such an assertion or denial of some as implies that

others are left unspoken of. Thus ' all men are mortal ' is

universal, and also 'no man is perfect' But 'some men
are born in England ' and ' some animals cannot live in this

climate' are particular. These are the direct logical

forms, "but it happens commonly that the universal and
particular characters are expressed by a great variety of

idiomatic turns, and even that forms of expression which,
literally speaking, imply universality, are used in a particu-

lar sense. Thus ' men do not willingly abandon life strictly

means that all men are unwilling to quit life : nevertheless

it would be generally understood to speak of most men

—

all but a few. Except when speaking of laws of nature or

necessary conditions of the mind, few writers have much
occasion for universal propositions, and consequently the

forms of speech which belong to all, pass into use when
tlieproposition is intended to be predicated only of most.

The particular proposition, in its pure logical form, is of

very rare occurrence. Trie reader must understand that all

which is not mentioned is, in the science of logic, consi-

dered as unspoken of: now the particular proposition of
common life generally denies of the rest what it affirms of
some, or affirms of the rest what it denies of some. Thus
he who should say ' some men are mortal ' would be held
to utter an untruth, because he would be thought to imply
that the rest are not ; and a naturalist, wishing to state

that some species ofa certain anima' have fur, in order to
state just what his argument requires, would think it neces-
tary to say 'some at least,' or to use some other form of
speech which would signify that, for anything he said to
the contrary, all the other species might have fur also.

But the logical proposition is always understood to make
all possible admission or allowance as to every matter which
is not directly spoken of; and 'some men are mortal' means
that nothingwhatever is either said or implied about the rest.

The most common form of speech perhaps is the one
compounded of the two particular propositions, the affirm-
ative and the negative, of which the emphatic part is

'expressed, and the rest implied. Thus, two men going
into a company, the first expecting to see all dressed in
mourning, and the second thinking none would be so,

would come away expressing the same fact in sentences of
very different meaning. The first would say ' some were
not in mourning,' the second would say 'some were in
mourning,' both meaning to say 'some were and some
were not,' but each giving only that part of the assertion
which contained the (to him) unexpected fact. It would
be desirable that writers on logic should make a closer
analysis of the common forms of speech, and a comparison
of them with the strict and true logical forms.

The universal proposition includes all cases in which
there is nothing left unspoken of, and therefore contains
all propositions in which the subject is an individual, or
cannot be divided into parts. Thus, 'Milton was an
Englishman ' is as much a universal proposition as ' all

men are mortal.' It was at one time a matter of discus-
sion whether propositions asserting matter of individuals

could be properly called universal ; but whether this term
were applicable or not, it was always seen that the rules of
deduction, applying to such propositions, were precisely

those which obtain in propositions about the appellation

of which no doubt could exist. But the preceding pro-
position is not universal because it includes all Milton,
but because it includes all Miltons : that is, all Miltons
who can answer to a description which is implied in the
word as there used. And if, by the closeness of the
implied definition, and the number of conditions which
are to be fulfilled, there be left but one of men alive or
dead whom it is possible to mean, the proposition is not
the less true. Thus, when every A is shown to be B, and
every B to be C, it follows that every A is C, even though
the description given of A is so close, that there can be
found but one object answering to it in the world.

And just in the same manner as all may, logically

speaking, be only one, so some, or those which are spoken
of as some, may be one only, or several, or nearly all, or

even all. Some As are Bs is logically true (such is the
convention of the formal part of that science) when there
is only one A which is B ; and also when every A is B.

If we look at the specific elements of propositions, we
find that, while the subject is defined, as to whether it is

universal or particular, by the express addition of words,

or by an implication which has the same effect, the
character of the predicate follows the nature of the propo-
sition, and depends solely upon whether it is affirmative or

negative. In all affirmative propositions the predicate is

spoken of particularly ; in all negative propositions, univer-

sally. Thus, 1 As are Bs ' in itself does not describe the

manner in which A is used : it may be some As or all As

;

but it does particularise the predicate, B. Here As (as

many as are spoken of, be it some or all) are Bs ; each one
of these As is a B, but other Bs may or may not exist,

about which consequently nothing is affirmed. ' All horses

are animals;' all the horses make up as many of the

animals as there are horses : under this form the particular

character of the predicate is expressed. But if we say
' As are not Bs,' even though only one A should be here
spoken of, yet every B is compared with it and rejected.

What is meant is, that ' this one A is not any one whatso-
ever of all possible Bs.'

Formal logic, though an excellent exercise, is in some
respects a dead letter unless the student take pains to trace

the numerous idioms of language in which the affirmathe
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or negative proposition is conveyed. So very nice are the

circumstances, frequently of mere position or of context, by
which the universal form is distinguished from the par-

ticular, that it would be easy to lay down an isolated

sentence, of which no one should be able to say which of

the two it is. For example. ' homicides are justifiable

which are committed in self-defence,' and ' homicides
which are committed in self-defence are justifiable.'

Though probably the leaning of a grammatical critic

would be to the supposition that the first should stand for

* All justifiable homicides are those which are committed
in self-defence,' and the second for ' Among the justifiable

homicides are^ &c.,' yet no person would be sure of an
author's meaning, whichever of the preceding forms he
might use, until he had examined the context.

UNIVERSALS. [Nominalists. |

UNIVERSE. This name is generally used, as the word
world once was, to signify the collection of all created

things. In modern language, ' the world ' generally refers

to the earth only, and the universe to all stars and planets.

Before the reception of the Copernican theory, ' the world,'

which signifies what we now call the universe, was
naturally a synonyme for 4 the earth,' which was supposed
to be the principal part of the universe, all the other

celestial bodies being only satellites. But since the time
when other planets have been advanced to the dignity of

being separate ' worlds,' the term universe has been gradu-

ally introduced into common language. It would almost

seem as if this last word might one day become more par-

ticular in its meaning, since modern discoveries seem to

point out that every nebula [Milky Wat; Herschel]
may be ' a universe,' that is, an organization as extensive

as the idea which was formed of the universe previously

to those discoveries. If such should ever be the case, and
if people should speak of thousands of universes as they
now speak of thousands of worlds, some new term must be
introduced under which to comprehend all those universes.

By the technical term theory of the Universe is always
understood what is known of the general arrangement of

planets, stars, &c, and of their connexion with one another.
UNIVERSITIES, lay corporations, to which, since the

twelfth century, the charge of educating the members
of what are called the learned professions has in a great

measure been confided throughout Europe and the colo-

nies founded by European states. [University.]
The three ofdest learned institutions to which the name

University can with propriety be applied are those of Paris,

Bologna, and Salerno.
It is impossible to fix a precise date at which the edu-

cational institutions of Paris can be said to have assumed
the form and name of a university. As for the name
(universitas), it was not confined in the middle ages to

scientific bodies ; it was used in a sense equivalent to our
word corporation. There were ' universities of tailors ' in

those days. It was long before the name settled down
into its present acceptation. The school of Bologna
was a 'universitas scnolarium,' that of Paris a ' uni-

versitas magistrorum,' because the former was a corpora-

tion of students, the latter of teachers. The oldest printed

statutes of the university of Bologna are called ' Statuta

et privilegia almae Universitatis Juristarum Gymnasii
Bononiensis ;' and in not a few universities we find an ' uni-

versitas juristarum ' and an ' universitas artistarum ' side by
side: from this it appears that 'universitas' at onetime
approached nearly to the_ meaning of our word ' faculty.'

What we now term a university was long designated in-

differently ' schola,' ' studium generale,' or 'gymnasium.'
The occasion of this vacillating nomenclature is explained
by the history of universities.

"The oldest document in which the designation 'univer-
sitas ' is applied to the university of Paris, is a decretal of
Innocent III., about the beginning of the thirteenth cen-
tury. But as early as 1180 two decretals had been issued

by Alexander III., the first of which ordained that in

France no person should receive money for permission to

teach. The glossa of Vicentinus says expresslv, that this

prohibition was directed against the chancellor of the
university of Paris; and the second decretal alluded to

exempts the then rector, Petrus Comestor, from the opera-
tion of the first ; and much earlier than any legislative

provisions of popes or kings we find the foundations of the
university laia.

To almost every cathedral and monastery of Europe there

had been, from a very early period, attached a school,
which all aspirants to priestly ofdination, and such h%ynk
as wished and could afford it, were instructed in the T-
vium and Qiiarfriyiuni. It appears from the lettt-

of Abelard (died 1142), and from other contemporr.-
sources, that the poorer establishments intrusted ti

conduct of this school to one of their number calk.
the Scholasticus ; and that the wealthier bodies ma»
tained a Scholasticus to instruct the junior pupils ;

grammar and philosophy, and a Theologus to instn .

the more advanced in theology. About the time of A! •

lard the great concourse of students who flocked to
episcopal school of Paris appears to have rendered
necessary to assemble the two classes of pupils in diflV.<:
localities; the juniors were sent to the church of St. Julis_
while the theologians remained in that of Notre Dam.
All who had studied a certain time, and undergone cert: -

trials were entitled to be raised by the rector of the sch<V-
to the grade of teachers. This was done by three succi-
sive steps. The candidate was first raised to the rau»
master, in which he acted for a year as assistant to .

doctor (or teacher) ; then to the rank of baccalaureus. i

which he taught for a year, under the superintendence c

his doctor, pupils of his own
; lastly, to the grade of ir.Jr

pendent doctor. The number of students rendered tk
profession of a teacher at Paris lucrative, and many fr.ic

all nations embraced it. According to the custom of th<>-

unsettled times, they gradually formed themselves into »

corporation for mutualsupport. The corporation consist*,

of the teachers of all the three grades, and stood under .

rector elected by themselves. According to an agreemtr
entered into in 1206, the rector was elected by tl,

residents of the four nations—French, English or Germai
Picards, and Normans. Before this time, in 1200, Phil-j

Augustus had confirmed the exclusive control of t: •

rector over all students and teachers. The local separa-
tion of the artists from the theologians would have bet',

of little consequence, but for the rapid progress which t!:

Aristotelian philosophy made during and immediauN
after the lijfe of Abelard. The speculations into v.huS
studious men were led by the writings of Aristotle neces-

sarily led them to deal with topics which had hitherto bee-

conceived to lie within the exclusive domain of theolort
The consequences were frequent and bold attempts ti)

individuals to modify the received doctrines of the church
clamours about heresy, persecutions, and count er-pe:

secutions. All these contributed to bring about a tat?

compromise between the professional theologians and tr.r

admirers of speculative philosophy : the former were !<.;•

in possession of the pulpit and chairs of theology; ilk

latter confined themselves ostensibly to literature a<
philosophy, and sought to avoid occasioning scandal b>

rarely overstepping the bounds of abstract inquiry. Tr',

progress of this tacit agreement may be traced in t!.<-

writings of the' learned from the time of Abelard dow n u
that ot Erasmus ; under it grew up a class of literati, \\!«

may be called, although many of them took orders, secuV
scholars. It was the same incompatibility of the f,u
spirit of speculative inquiry with the stability of a dog-
matic theology which led to this compromise, that em-
bittered the dispute about the claim of the mendk-ain
orders to establish chairs of theology in the University «t

Paris about the middle of the thirteenth century. TU-
controversy ended in the secession of the doctors ut

theology from the university, as it had for sometime beer-
called, and their incorporating themselves into a separate
college or faculty. Their example was followed not Ion:;

after by the doctors of canon law and medicine, wlw
formed themselves into separate faculties. These facultie.-

consisted exclusively of the actually teaching doctors
(doctores regentes) of these three branches of knowledge.
The masters and bachelors remained members of tTie

university proper, which, from the secession of the theo-
logians, canonists, and doctors of medicine, came in time
to be called the Faculty of the Artists. From this period
the university consisted: of seven bodies or sub-incorpora-
tions—the four nations under their procurators, and the
three faculties under their deans. The rector was the
head of the university ; he was elected by the procu-
rators of the old university : no doctor of theology, ca-
non law, or medicine could be elected or take part in the
election. At first the rector was chosen by the pro-
curators, but latterly by four electors, specially elected
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y each nation for that purpose. The Frevfit of Paris
!0 long as that officer retained any authority) was the
0 rise rvatoc of the royal privileges in the university; the
i>hopa of Meaux, Beauvais, and Senlis, of the papal pri-

i luges. In respect to criminal jurisdiction, the university

ood Immediately under the king,, till a.d. 1200, when
s members were transferred to the episcopal court of
'aris: about the middle of the fifteenth century they
ere transferred to the Parliament of Paris. In regard to

ivil jurisdiction the University was originally under the
iahop ; in 1340 it wag transferred to the court of the
'revdt of Paris; when the Chatelet succeeded to the
idicial functions of the prevOt, the university was trans-

•rred to that court. The rector, with the procurators and
eans, formed a court, which had jurisdiction in all

tq) plaints against teachers for incompetency or neglect
1' duty ; and against students for disobedience to their

"aches, the rector, or the discipline of the university,

nd in all cases between students, lodging-keepers, boqk-
Iters, stationers, &c. From the decisions of the rectorial

Durt there was an appeal to the university, and from it to

le Parliament of Pans. Each faculty (that of the artists

lcluded), had its own common school. In the faculty of
inonists there were six professors (or doctores regentes)

;

le number in the other faculties varied. At an early

eriod colleges were established within the University of
aids by private families or religious orders. Originally

ley were intended exclusively for poor scholars, who were
> live in them subject to certain rules of discipline. By
egrees however, as more numerous and able teachers
ere employed in these colleges, they assumed the cha-
icter of boarding-houses for all classes of students. In
ie fifteenth century the students who did not reside in

ny college bad come to be regarded as exceptions from
ie general custom, and were nicknamed ' martinets.' The
'ollege of the Sorbomie (founded in 1230) was commonly
jgarded as identical with the theological faculty, because
ie members of the one were most frequently members of
tie other also. The promotions however continued to be
lade by the officers of the university, although the charge
f education had been in a great measure engrossed by the
olleges. Degrees were conferred in the faculties of
Ecology, canon law, and medicine, by the deans, with
lie concurrence of the chancellor of the Cathedral of
iotre Dame ; in the faculty of artists, by the rector, with
lie concurrence either of the chancellor of Notre Dame
r the chancellor of St. Genevieve.

The oldest authentic document bearing upon the Uni-
ersity of Bologna is the privilege granted by the emperor
''rederie I„ at Roncaglia, in November, 1158, to all who
ravel in pursuit of learning, in which the professors of law
re mentioned in terms of high encomium. Bologna is

lot named in this instrument, but history mentions no
it her law-school as existing at that early period. The
ontents of this privilege are twofold : foreign scholars are

leclared to stand under the emperor's immediate protec-

ion, and a special jurisdiction (their teachers, or the
>ishop of the city) is constituted to judge in all complaints
gainst them. It seems universally admitted that the
arliest teacher of civil law at Bologna was Irnerius : he it

iaid to have been originally a teacher of philosophy, but to

lave acquired such a knowledge of Justinian's compilations
hat he was invited by the Countess Matilda to expound its

loc-trines from the professorial chair. Matilda died in

1 115: between 1113 and 1115 the name of Irnerius appears
n a legal document as ' causidicus' for the countess.

Prom 1116 to 1118 he appears to have been employed in

vcighty missions by the emperor Henry V. Under the
mperor Frederick * the four doctors' of Bologna were se-

eded to investigate the rights of the crown, in order to

letermine how far those claimed by the Lombard towns
.vere usurpations. These circumstances show that the

'•pufation for legal knowledge acquired by the law-
l achers of Bologna had proved an introduction to state

mplovntenta, honours, and emoluments ; and this attracted
i he city in which they taught a large concourse of the
most intelligent and aspiring minds of Europe. The repu-
tation of having studied at Bologna was a passport to

iiffice throughout Christendom. The earliest statutes and
i barters of the University of Bologna are compacts entered
into by the students for mutual support and assistance, and
immunities granted them by the popes and emperors. The
University of Paris was originally an association ofteachers;
it was a corporation of graduates : the University of Bo-

logna was originally an association of students who had
repaired from distant lands to avail themselves of the in-
struction of a few celebrated teachers; it was a corporaHpp
of students. Disputes between the magistrates of the
city, and between the students and professors, which, oc-
curred atout 1214, are the first occasions on which we h$»r
of a rector. From the history of these controversies it

pears that the students had previously been in the habiiu
electing the rector, and that the right was confirmed to
them for the future. At first there wju merely a school of
law in Bologna, and the jurists constituted the university,
or rather the two universities, of the CStramontani and Ul-
tramontani. In course of time teachers of philosophy and
medicine settled in Bologna, and the scholars of each class
attempted to form a university : their right to do so was suc-
cessfully contested by the jurists in 1295, but in 131t! they
were allowed to elect a rector oftheir own. They called them-
selves ' philosophi et medici,' or ' artistaei' In 1362 Inno-
cent VI. founded a school of theology at Bologna. From
this time therefore there were four universities in Bologna:
two of law (which however were so intimately connected,
that they are generally spoken of as one), one of medicine
and philosophy, and one of theology. Each of these bad
its own independent constitution. That of the law uni-
versity is best known, and agrees in its leading features
with the others. The ' universities ' consisted of the foreign
students, who were admitted upon the payment of twelve
soldi entry-money, and obliged to renew annually their

oath of obedience to the rector and the statutes of the uni-
versity. Hie Bolognese students could neither hold offices

in the university nor vote in its assemblies! The foreign
students were divided into Citramontani and Ultramontam

:

the former were divided into seventeen nations, the latter
into eighteen. The rector was chosen annually from
among the students by his predecessor in office, the rector's
council, and a number of electors chosen by the nations.

A rector was taken from each nation m rotation. The
council consisted of at least one representative of each
nation : some had two. The university also elected an-
nually a syndic, to act for them in courts of law; a
notary ; a massarjus, or treasurer (chosen from among
the town bankers); *nd two bidelli. The rector claimed
exclusive jurisdiction in all civil cases in which one or
both of the parties were students, and iu criminal cases
in which both were students. The professors were elected
by the students, to whose body they were reckoned, and all

whose privileges they enjoyed, except a vote at elections.

They stood under the jurisdiction ot the rector, who coul4
fine or suspend them. The degree of Doctor was conferred
by those who had previously obtained it : it was held to
confer the privilege of teaching everywhere, the power of
discipline over the doctor's own pupils, the right to take
part in the conferring' of all the degrees. At first there
were only doctors of civil law : the doctors of canon law
appear later, and were long less respected. In the thir-

teenth century the university began to create doctors of
medicine, of grammar, of philosophy and arts, and even of

-

the notarial art. Any student who had studied five years
might be licensed by the rector to expound a single title,

or, if he had studied six years, to expound a whole book of
the Pandects. He was termed a licentiate ; and after he
had performed his task, he was declared a baccalaureus.

Salaried professors appear in Bologna for the first time
about 1279. The doctors taught in their own houses or

in halls hired for the purpose ; their method of tuition was
by lectures, examinations, and disputations.

The history of the university of Salerno is much more
obscure than the histories of the universities of Paris and
Bologna. Ordericus Vitalis, whose annals close with the
the year 1141, speaks of Salemo as a place long eminent
for its medical schools. IU most celebrated teacher, Con-
stantine of Carthage (died 1087), was a privy councillor of
Louis Guiscard. This school was still flourishing in 1224,

when the university Qf Naples was established. All that

can be inferred from these scanty notices of the school of
Salerno is, that the scientific study of medicine was
making rapid strides about the same time that law began
to be more systematically studied, and philosophical and
literary pursuits to be regarded as the profession of a class

whose members might or might not be priests.

A sense ot the advantages of general knowledge had led to

the foundation of cathedral and cloister schools ; a sense of
the use of accomplished professional men led to the en-

couragement of the philosophical and theological schools
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of Paris, the law school of Bologna, and the medical school
of Salerno. The peculiar constitution of society and go-
vernment at the period led to the peculiar form of incor-

poration adopted by the schools of Paris and Bologna.
The same social necessities were working under the influ-

ence of similar social organization in many different places,

and must necessarily have led, even without communica-
tion, to similar results. But quarrels which broke out re-

peatedly between the universities of Paris and Bologna and
the civil authorities of these cities, induced the teachers and
students at different times to emigrate in a body and settle

in other towns. After the breach was healed, they re-

turned, but in some instances celebrated teachers preferred
remaining in their new place of settlement, and in others
the government created a new university after their tem-
porary visitors had left them. Other universities owed
their foundation to the desire of princes, ecclesiastics, or
municipal authorities to disseminate learning ; and others
to a desire on the part of these authorities to procure for

their territories a snare in the wealth diffused by the re-

sort of numerous foreigners to any celebrated school. Un-
der the influence of motives so various, the growth of uni-
versities throughout Europe was rapid. Before the Refor-
mation they were established in Italy, France, the Germanic
Empire, the Peninsula, Great Britain, and even among the
Sclavonic nations east of the Germans. The universities

established in Italy previous to the year 1500 were, besides
thethree already named :—Vicenza, a.d.1204; Naples,1224;
Padua, 1228; Piacenza, 1248; Arenza, 1255

;
Perugia,

1290; Macerata, 1290; Cesena, year uncertain; Rome,
1303; Pisa, 1308; Siena, 1350; Pavia, 1361; Ferrara,

1391 ; Palermo, 1394 ; Cremona, 1413 ; Florence, 1438

;

Catania, 1445. In France, besides Paris :—Toulouse, 1233

;

Montpellier, 1180; Orleans, before 1236; Lyon, before
1290 ; Vienne, uncertain ; Perpignan, 1340 ;

Angers,'
1364 ; Aix, 1400 ; Dole, 1426 ; Caen (founded by the En-
glish government under Henry VI.\ 1433; Bordeaux, 1441

;

Valence, 1452; Nantes, 1463; Bourses, 1464. Within
the limits of the Germanic Empire, which then extended
over many provinces- now incorporated into France, and
over the Netherlands :—Prague, 1348 ; Vienna, 1365 ; Hei-
delberg, 1387 ; Cologne, 1388 ; Basle, uncertain ; Erfurt,

1392; Leipzig, 1409; Rostock, 1419; Louvain, 1426;
Greifswalde, 1456; Freiburg, 1457; Trier, 1472; Ingol
stadt, 1472; Tubingen, 1477; Mayence, 1477. In Great
Britain:—Oxford, before 1149; Cambridge, uncertain ; St.

Andrews, 1412
; Glasgow, 1454; Aberdeen, 1494. In Spain

and Portugal:—Salamanca, 1240; Coimbra (originally esta-
blished in Lisbon

-

), 1290; Valladolid, 1346; Huesca, 1354;
Valenzia, 1410 ; Siguenza, 1471 ; Saragossa, 1474 ; Avila,
1482 ;

Alcala, 1499. In the Baltic States :—Upsala, 1476

;

Copenhagen, 1479.

In all of these institutions we recognise the leading fea-
tures of Paris or Bologna. All of them, apart from the con-
sideration of their academic character, are privileged cor-
porations, with an independent jurisdiction more or less

limited, and the power of making bye-laws. In most ofthem
the division of the members of the corporation into nations
prevails. In all of them the faculties of philosophy (or arts),

theology, law (civil and canon), and medicine, are more or
less fully developed. Some contain within them all the
faculties ; some only two or more. Almost all have a faculty
of arts, which, even where it is politically the most powerful
(as in the university of Paris), is regarded as in a great mea-
sure preparatory to, and therefore in its scientific character
inferior to the others. In the universities of spontaneous
growth the privilege of conferring degrees appears to have
been claimed only in those faculties which were completely
organized ; in the factitious universities created by govern-
ments, the right of bestowing degrees in all faculties ap-
pears to have been claimed, even where some of them only
were completely organized. In some of these bodies the
students constituted the corporation ; in. others, the masters
or teachers : the former appear to have assimilated them-
selves to the model-university of Bologna ; the latter, to
that of Paris. The Italian universities, and the greater
part, if not all, of the French universities, except Paris,

were corporations of students. The Parisian institutions
were adopted in England, the Germanic Empire, and the
states on the Baltic. Spanish universities nave the ap-
pearance of being a compromise between the two princi-
ples : in Salamanca the rector was elected by the scholas-
ticus of the cathedral from among the students, and the
rector appointed the professors and fixed their salaries.

This division of the old universities into two classes ap-

pears, like everything about those institutions, to have had

its origin in the social necessities of the time and coun-

tries. The legal faculty predominated in the Italian uni-

versities, and fne French universities were called 4 univer-

sites des loix.' The universities of this type will be found

to predominate in those countries in which the Roman
law prevailed, as contradistinguished from Teutonic Ger-

many and England, and the ' pays coutumiers' of France—
in the countries in which the old Roman civilization had
never been entirely extirpated, as contradistinguished from
those in which the Teutonic invaders formed the majority

of the population. In the former there was a civilization

apart from the church ; in the latter there was no civiliza-

tion but what came through the church. In the former a

secular and independent spirit prevailed : the universitie*

were incorporations of grown men seeking secular learning.

In the latter a spirit of clerical domination prevailed : the

universities were corporations of teachers seeking to exer-
cise the functions of missionaries.

The universities founded after the beginning of the

Reformation adopted the great outlines of the organization
of their predecessors: the political incorporation, the

privileged jurisdiction and power of making bye-laws, the

faculties and modes of conferring degrees which custom
had established. But the altered circumstances of societ y

modified considerably their external relations. The terri-

torial divisions of Europe had come to be more sharplj
defined, and the authority of the sovereign to be more ener-
getically enforced by more perfect civil and military or-

ganization. The day of feudal lords, of municipaiitia
and other privileged: corporations, each standing upon hi>

or its defence, and acknowledging a limited and precarious

subjection to the nominal fiege was past ; the day o!

great states, of territorial governments, had come. The
same political power could not and would not be conceded
to universities that had formerly been given to them. The
old were restricted in their privileges; the new never
received them. The protracted strife between the

Romish and Protestant churches also had its effect : uni-

versities, though no longer allowed to lay down the fair,

were cherished as advocates of a party. Roman Catholic
and Protestant universities were erected to do battle for

their respective creeds. Lastly, other sciences had had
their practical utility recognised, in the same way as the

sciences of law and medicine had had theirs at an earlier

period. The applications of mathematical science to the

purposes of war and navigation had given an impetus to

their cultivation : these new practical pursuits never pro-
duced a new faculty, but they lent greater importance to

the miscellaneous faculty known as the faculty of arts.

The number of universities founded in Europe, from the
time of the Reformation down to the French Revolution

|

was considerable. In Italy:—Messina, 1548; Fermo,
1589; Mondovi, 1600; Parma, 1601; Cagliari, 1606 (re-

established in 1764) ; Mantua, 1625 ; Urbino, 1671

;

Turin, 1725 ; Camerino, 1727 ; Sassari, 1765 ; Milan, 1766

;

Genoa, 1783. In France :—Rheims, 1558 ; Douay, 1561

;

Besancon, 1564; Pont-a-Mousson, 1572; Strasbourg, 1623,
Corte (in Corsica) after 1700. In Germany :—Wittenberg,
1502; Frankfort (on the Oder), 1506; Marburg, 1527 (and
again in 1653) ; Konigsberg, 1544 ;

Dillingen, 1549 ; Jena,
1558; Helmstadt, 1576; Altdorf, 1578; Olmiitz, 1581;
Wurzburg, 1582 ; Griitz, 1586 ; Giessen, 1607 ; Paderborn,
1615; Rinteln, 1621; Salzburg, 1623; Osnabriick, 1630;
Munster, 1631 ; Pesth (originally at Tyrnau, thence trans-

ferred first to Ofen, and afterwards to Pesth), 1635 ; Lim.
1636; Bamberg, 1648; Herborn, 1654; Duisburg, 1653;
Inspruck, 1672; Halle, 1694; Breslau, 1702; Gottingen.
1734; Fulda, 1734; Erlangen, 1743; Clausenberg, 1775;
Bonn, 1778. In the United Provinces :—Leyden, 1U75

;

Franecker, 1585 ;
Harderwyck, 1600 ; Groningen (uncertain .

;

Utrecht, 1634. In Great Britain :— Edinburgh; 1582,
Aberdeen (Marischal College), 1593 ; Dublin, 1591 . In Spain
and Portugal :—Seville, 1504 ; Toledo, 1518 ; Compostella,
1532; Baeza, 1533; Gandia, 1549; Ossuna, 1549; Alma-
gro, 1552; Orihuela, 1552; Oviedo, 1580; Ebora, 1600,
Onate, 1600. In the Baltic States :—Kiel, 1665; Lund.
1668 ; Abo, 1640; Dorpat, 1632 (transformed to Pemau in

1699). In Poland :—Vilna, 1597; Krakau, 1632. In
Russia :—Kiew (in the 17th century) ; Moskau, 1755.
Many events concurred during this period to lower

universities in the public estimation. The extension of

elementary and secondary schools had raised the standard
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of education among the classes which did not receive a
uni versity education. The invention of printing, increasing
the facilities of private study, had operated in the same
direction. The diminished privileges and restricted juris-

diction of universities had brought them to be regarded
merely as schools of a higher order. The increasing num-
ber of learned societies raised up a body of non-academical
literati, hostile in many instances to the academical ; and
the public, looking only to the transactions of these
-ocieties, forgot that their members were indebted for their
t raining to the universities. The presumptuous spirit of
iunateur dabblers in science undervalued these institutions

;

and, in the feverish spirit of innovation which occasioned
ur accompanied the French Revolution, they too were
denounced. In France the old universities have entirely

disappeared. In the rest of Europe, as soon as the storms
of the Revolution were passed over, they revived ; and
adapting themselves more to the social necessities of the

aire, have in many instances started with increased energy
on a fresh career of utility. An account of the present
condition of the Universities of Oxford, Cambridge, and
some others of the more important, will be found in the
articles devoted to the towns in which they are situated :

here the limits of a work like this admit of no more than a
list of existing universities, with the numbers of their

students and professors up to the latest period for which
authentic information has been obtained.

Italy.
StudVnU.

The two Sicilies' Catania (1840)
Messina

. 300

Naples (1840) ! 1365
Palermo (1840) . 400

Papal States . Bologna (1840) . 680
Camerino (1840) . 150

Ferrara (1840) . 150
Macerata .

Perugia (1840)
Rome (1840)

'. 200
. 400

Urbino . 200
Tuscany . . Florence (1840) . 200

Pisa (1840)

.

. 450
Siena (1840) . 259

Sardinia. . . Cagliari (1840) . 240
Genoa (1840) . 450
Sassari (1840) . 240
Turin (1840) . 811

. 410
Modena. • • •

Austrian Italy . Mantua
Padua (1840) ! 410
Pavia (1840) . 1300

The Peninsula.

Spain Alcala
Cervera .

Granada
Huesca
Onate
Urihuela
Oviedo
Palma .

Salamanca .

Saragossa (1828)
Santiago (1828)
Seville

Toledo
Valencia (1828)
Valladolid (1828)
Coimbra

France.

University of France ' is almost
' national system of education in

France.' The governing body is the council of public

instruction, of which the minister of public instruction is

the president. All educational institutions, from ele-

mentary schools upwards, are, with half-a-dozen excep-

tions, under the direction of this body. Under the coun-

cillors are inspectors-general of the university, whose office

it is to examine all schools and colleges once a year,

'flie educational functions discharged by Universities in

other nations of Europe are vested in twenty-six ncade-

P. C, No. 1619.

Portugal

The phrase Royal
equivalent to that of

Student*.

. 364
. 573
. 812
. 537

270
. 124
. 420
. 177
. 418
. 1165
. 1050
. wt
. 257
. 1550
. 1248
. 1609

mies, each of which has a territory of two or more depart-
ments allotted to it. At the head of each academy are
a rector, two inspectors, and a council : they have the
superintendence over all the schools in their districts.

The academy includes the faculties ; but all the faculties

are not organized in every academy, and some have none.
There are six faculties of Roman Catholic theology,—at
Aix, Bordeaux, Lyon, Paris, Rouen, Toulouse : and two of
Protestant theology, one Lutheran, at Strasbourg, and one
Calvinistic, at Montauban, under the academy of Toulouse.
There are nine faculties of law,—at Aix, Caen, Dijon,
Grenoble, Paris, Poitiers, Rennes, Strasbourg, and Toulouse.
There are three faculties of medicine,—at Grenoble, Paris,

and Montpellier, with seventeen secondary schools of medi-
cine. And there are seven faculties of literature,—Paris,

Strasbourg, Bordeaux, Toulouse, Caen, Dijon, and Besan-
con. The faculties consist of a variable number of profes-

sors, one ofwhom is dean, and a committee ofwhom examine
candidates for degrees. The students sufficiently advanced
to study the sciences taught by the faculties are instructed

in royal colleges, and are classified according as they reside

within or without the walls. The academies are :

—

Student!.

Royal Within the Without th*
Colli-gw. Frofesson. mils. walk.

Aix . , . 1 14 160 230
Amiens . . 1 12 121 180
Angers . 1 12 118 no
Besancon . . 1 12 110 160

Bordeaux . 1 13 170 120
Bourges . . 1 12 129 120

Caen . . . 1 15 212 290
Cahors . 2 22 90 160

Clermont

.

. 3 42 289 292
Dijon . . . 1 13 88 150

Douai . 1 12 131 110

Grenoble . . 1 14 133 141

Limoges . . 1 11 88 220
Lyon . . . 1 20 276 264
Metz . . . 1 15 190 240
Montpellier . 2 23 199 250
Nancy . . 1 14 110 260
NImes . 3 39 365 266
Orleans . . 2 24 241 286
Pans . . . 7 180 1629 3324
Pau . . . 1 12 57 90
Poitiers . . 1 15 130 201

Rennes . . 3 33 346 407
Rouen . 1 17 164 491

Strasbourg . 1 14 121 203
Tculouse . . 1 15 112 239

Great Britain.

Oxford (resident members in May, 1842)

Cambridge (resident members in Nov., 1840)

London
Durham ......
St. Andrews . . * . • .

Glasgow ......
Aberdeen ......
Edinburgh
Dublin

K13
175-1

Austria* .

Prussia

Bavaria

Baden .

Germany.

Gratz (1828) ".
.

Innspruck (1828) .

Lemberg (1833) .

Olmiitz (1833) . .

Pest!. (1834) .. .

Prague (1825) . .

Vienna (1838) . .

Berlin (1838) . .

Bonn (1838) . .

Breslau (1838) . .

Greifewald (1838) .

Halle (1838) . . .

Konigsberg (1838)

Erlangen (1840) .

Munich (1840) . .

Wiirzburg (1840) .

Freiburg (1840) .

321
352
1311
682
1610

55 1449

77 2620
94 1776
57 828
47 951
28 216
53 844
37 430
34 325
71 1440
31 447
35 315

• Willi the exwpt'on of Its Italian aDiyr»lti»^^-™^ab<nj
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Baden . . •

Hesse Darmstadt
Hesse Cassel . .

Saxony . . •

Hanover . . .

Wiirtemberg . .

Mecklenburg . .

U N T

Heidelberg (1840)
Giessen (1840) .

Marburg (1840)
Leipzig (1840) .

GSttingen (1840)

Tubingen (1840)

Rostock (1840) .

Switzerland.

Profcnon»

. 55

. 39

. 38
. 81
. 89
. 44
. 34

Student*.

622
377
276
925
675
729
115

Basel (1828) .

Zurich (1833)

Students.

114
200

Denmark

Professor*. Student!.

Belgium.
Brussels (1837) . . 210
Ghent (1837) . . 292

Liege (1837). . . 379
Louvain (1837) . • 350

Holland.
Groningen (1840) . . 274
Leyden(1840) . . 614
Utrecht (1840) . . 510

Baltic States.
Professor*. Students.

. Copenhagen (1838) .. 1301

Kiel (1838). . . 26 '300
Norway . . . Christiania (1838) ... 600

Sweden . . . Lund (1836) . . 50 645

Upsala (1838) . . 60 1350

Russia.
Professors. Students.

Charkoff (1838) ... 81 315

Dorpat(1838) .... 74 563
Helsingforse (1833) .... 422
Kasan(1838) .... 76 170
Kiew(1835) .... 88 203
Moscow (1838) ... 90 611

Petersburg (1838) ... 73 385
Vladimir
Warsaw (1835) 408

Greece.

Kingdom of Greece Athens
Ionian Islands . . Corfu (1839) . . 10 60

United States of North America.

As in England and Scotland, the medical and legal

professions are in the United States educated principally

in distinct schools ; and this is in the latter country the

case also in a great measure with the students of theology.

The colleges or universities contain therefore in general

only a faculty of arts.

According to the last census of the United States, there

were ,173 universities or colleges, with 16,233 students.

The ' American Almanac,' for 1843, enumerates 103, with
9936 students ; remarking that they are only distinguished

from academies by the privilege of granting degrees, and
that many of them are so imperfectly organized as
scarcely to deserve to be mentioned. By this remark is

to be understood rather a high character of the academies
than a low character of the colleges in the old States : the
imperfectly organized colleges are in the States mostly
admitted into the Union. From the list of colleges in

the United States given in 'The American Almanac for

1843,' it appears that there are in—Maine, 2 ; New Hamp-
shire, 1 ; Vermont, 3 ; Massachusetts, 3 ; Rhode Island, 1

;

Connecticut, 3 ; New York, 6 ; New Jersey, 2 ; Pennsyl-
vania, 8; Delaware, 1; Maryland, 3; District of Columbia,
3; Virginia, 7 ; North Carolina, 3; South Carolina, 2;
Georgia, 5 ; Alabama, 3 ;

Mississippi, 2 ; Louisiana, 5

;

Tennessee, 5; Kentucky,8 ; Ohio, 10 ; Indiana, 3; Illinois,

4 ; Missouri, 7 ; Michigan, 3. Total, 103 : total of stu-

dents 9936. As to the religious direction or influence
under which these colleges are conducted, see United
States, p. 14.

There are at present in the United States 28 medical
schools, with 172 professors and 2105 students ; 39 theolo-
gical schools, with 102 professors and about 1300 stu-
dents ; and 10 law schools, with 19 professors and 384
students.

Of the condition of the universities in the other republics
of North and South America, since the establishment of4

their independence, there is no authentio information.
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(Savigny, Geschichte des Romischen Rechtt im MittetaL-

ter; Ackermann, Institutionet Hittoriee Medicina ; Bu-
lseus, Historia Universalis Paritiensis ; Pasquier, IU-

cherches de la France; Edinburgh Review, June, 1831,

art. « English Universities—Oxford ;' Meiners, Geschickte
der Entstehung und Entwickelung der hohen Schulen
unsers Erdtheiles ; Quarterly Journal of Education;
Balbi, Abrigi de GSographte ; American Almanac for

1843.)

UNIVERSITY. This word is the English form of the

Latin universitas, which is often used by the best Latin

writers. The adjective ' universus ' signifies the whole of

anything, as contrasted with its parts ; the plural ' uniTersi'

also is often used to express an entire - number of persons

or things, as opposed to individual persons or things. The
uses of the word universitas may be derived from 'the

meaning of universus. Universitas is used by the Latin
writers to express the whole of anything, as contrasted with
its parts : thus Cicero speaks of all mankind as ' universitas

generis humani ;' and he proceeds to instance individuals

(singuli) as the ultimate elements of this universitas. It is

not necessary to the notion of universitas that all the ele-

ments should be alike ; 'universitas rerum' is Cicero's ex-

pression for the whole of things—for all things viewed as

making one whole. The word universitas applies either to

a number of things, or of persons, or of rights, viewed as a
whole. The Roman jurists expressed by the term * uni-

versitas bonorum ' the whole of a property as contrasted

with the parts (singulae res^) which composed it. Such a
universitas might be the object of a universal succession,

a term which signified the immediate passing from one
person to another of all that could be comprehended under
such a universitas of property. The Roman hereditas is

an instance of such universal succession.

Rights and duties are properly attached to individuals as

their subjects ; but a number of individuals maybe viewed
for certain legal purposes as one person or as a unity.

Thus the notion of a number of persons forming a juristical

person, or a universitas, obtained among the Romans, and
universitas was a general name for various associations of

individuals, who were also indicated by the names of col-

legia and corpora. The essential character of these uni-
versitates of persons, viewed as juristical persons, was the
capacity of having and acquiring property. The property,

when had or acquired, might be applied to any purposes
which the nature of the association required : but it was
the capacity of the association to have and acquire, like

an individual, that was the essential characteristic of the
body as a universitas ; and the purposes for which the pro-
perty might be had or acquired were no more a part of the
notion of a universitas, than the purposes for which an in-

dividual has or acquires property are part of his capacity to

have or acquire.

The universities or corporate bodies at Rome were very
numerous. There were corporations of bakers, publicani

or farmers of the revenue, of scribae, and others. The
name was also applied in the sense above explained to ci-

vitates, municipia, and respublicae ; and also to the com-
ponent parts of them, as curiae, vici, fora, conciliabula,

and casteUa.

From the Roman words universitas, collegium, corpus,
are derived the terms university, college, and corporation
of modern languages ; and though these words have ob-
tained modified significations in modern times, so as not
to be indifferently applicable to the same things, they all

agree in retaining the fundamental signification of the
terms, whatever may have been superadded to them.
There is now no university, college, or corporation which
is not a juristical person in the sense above explained

:

wherever these words are applied to any association of per-
sons not stamped with this mark, it is an abuse of terms
which requires no further comment.
The word university, in its modern acceptation, has often

been misunderstood. Its proper meaning is explained in

this article ; and the application of the term to associations

of teachers or pupils is explained in the article Uni-
versities.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, OXFORD, is said to have
been founded in the year 872, by King Alfred the Great

:

but this story, it is believed, is not older than the fourteenth
century. Smith, the historian of the college, has clearly
proved that it was created by the liberality of William of

Durham, rector of Bislvp-Wearraouth, who died in 1349,
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nient lor the maintenance of ' Masters,' with a preference
to persons born in the parts nearest to Durham. The first

purchase with this bequest was made in 1233, and the first

statutes are dated in 1280, which year may be considered
as that of the permanent foundation of the College. The
chief benefactors since that period have been King Henry
IV. ; Walter Skirlaw, bishop of Durham ;

Henry Percy,
earl of Northumberland ; Robert Dudley, earl of Leicester

;

the Rev. Robert Gunsley ; John Frestone, Esq. ; Sir Simon
Bennet, Bart. ; the Rev. Charles Greenwood ; Dr. John
Kadcliffe ; and Dr. John Browne.
The present foundation consists of a master, thirteen

fellows, sixteen scholars, some exhibitioners, and a bible-

clerk.

Of the fellowships, two, founded by William of Durham,
are open, with a preference, ceteris paribus, to persons
born m the parts nearest to Durham. Three were founded
in 1403 by King Henry IV. at the request of Walter
Skirlaw, with a preference to persons born in the diocese
of York or Durham, who are required to take holy orders be-
fore they can be admitted actual fellows. Three were founded
by Henry Percy, in 1442, for persons born iu the diocese of
Durham, Carlisle, or York, with a preference, ceteris
paribus, to natives of the county of Northumberland ; and
four were founded in 1631, by Sir Simon Bennet, to which
those only are eligible who are or have been scholars on

foundation. In 1714 Dr. Radcliffe attached to this

ege two fellowships ' for persons who are Masters of

s, and entered on the physic line ;' they are tenable for

years, during half of which time the fellows are re-

red to travel abroad. The appointment to this founda-
ion is vested in the electors for Radcliffe's Librarian.

In 1837 a civil law fellowship was founded in this college
by Mary Ann, Viscountess Sidmouth, in honor of her father

the late Lord Stowell, some time fellow of this Society.

This fellowship is open to all members of the University of
Oxford who have passed the examination for the degree of
Bachelor of Arts, and is tenable for seven years.

Of the scholarships, six are open to natives only of the
county of York, viz. : one founded in 1590, by the Rev.
Otho Hunt ; three in 1595, by John Frestone, Esq. ; and two
in 1764, by Dr. John Browne, some time Master of the
college, hour, founded in 1631 by Sir Simon Bennet, are
open to all persons born in the province of Canterbury.
Six are open without any restriction as to place of birth :

of these one was founded in 1580, by Mr. Hearne or Heron
;

two in 1586, by the Rev. Thomas Browne, since augmented
by the Society ; and three were established by the college

in 1837 and 1841.

Of the exhibitions, four, founded in 1618, were for natives
of Kent, to be elected from the grammar-schools of Maid-
stone and Rochester ; two, founded in 1587, by Robert
Dudley, earl of Leicester, are vested in his heirs ; and two,
founded by Lady Holford, are in augmentation of exhi-
bitions from the Charter-House. There are some others

of small value. An exhibition, established in 1840, is

annually given to the best proficient in mathematics.
The patronage of this college comprises the rectories of

Tarrant Gunvifie in Dorsetshire, North Cerney in Glouces-
tershire, Headbourne Worthy in Hampshire, Elton in Hun-
tingdonshire, Checkendon in Oxfordshire, Kingsdon in

Somersetshire, Beckley in Sussex, and Melsonby in York-
shire ; with the vicarage of Arncliffe in Yorkshire, and

. the curacy of Flamstead in Hertfordshire.

Among the more eminent persons educated in this college
were, Walter Skirlaw, bishop ofDurham, already mentioned,
Richard Flemming, bishop of Lincoln, Tobie Matthew, arch-
bishop of York, Archbishop Abbot, George Home, bishop
of Norwich, Leonard and Thomas Digges the mathe-
maticians, Sir Dudley Digges, Sir George Croke, Lord Her-
bert of Cherbury, Dr. Radcliffe, William Elstob, Carte the
historian, Sir Robert Chambers, Sir William Jones, Mr.
Wyndham, the Marquis of Hastings, and the late Lords
Eldon and Stowell.

The earliest locality in which William of Durham's
scholars first assembled was called University Hal), which
now makes part of the site of Brazenose College. From
this hall they removed to the present site in the High-
street, according to the most probable conjecture, in 1343.

Little information is now to be recovered respecting the
character of the buildings which this Society occupied pre-
vious to the reign of Henry VI. About that time the vari-
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ous tenements inhabited by the Society were pulled down,
and the whole re-edified in a quadrangular form, but with-
out exact proportions, as its progress depended on their
funds.

Of the present buildings of this. College, forming two
courts, the hall wa» begun in 1640, but was not completed
till the reign of Chaises II. The chapel was completed in
1665. The library, on the south side, beyond the principal
quadrangle, was finished in 1669. From the eastern side of
the principal quadrangle, the smaller court is entered by a
narrow passage. The grand front of this College, with two
gateways, each with a tower above, extends upwards of two
hundred and sixty feet, and is one of the principal ornaments
of the High-street. Statues of Queen Mary and Queen Anne
stand above the gateways of the courts toward the street, and
others of King James II. and Dr. Radcliffe above the
gateways withm. Some additional buildings toward the
High-street have been recently erected, in what is called
the Gothic style.

The king is the visitor of this College. The number of
members upon the books, at the beginning of the present
year (1843; was 249.

(Smith's Annals of University College ; Chalmers's Col-
leges and Halls of Oxford, 8vo., 1810

;
Ingram's Memo-

rial* of Oxford, 4to., 1837, vol. i.
; Oxford University

Calendar for 1842.)

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON, had its origin in
a project, which was first promulgated in the year 1825, for
founding a University in London by means of public sub-
scription. The promoters of this scheme had in view three
principal objects. In the first place they desired to bring
home to the doors of the inhabitants of the metropolis the
means of a complete education—to place the benefits of
enlarged mental cultivation for their sons, at the simple
cost of the instruction, within the reach of parents who
might be deterred from seeking those advantages for their
children by the additional expense and risks of residence
at the old universities ; or who might deem it advisable that
youths between boyhood and manhood, while pursuing an
academical course of study, should continue under parental
control. Secondly, they proposed to afford the opportunity
of receiving a university education to the various classes of
society in England who, not being members of the Church
of England, were excluded in a greater or less degree from
Oxford and Cambridge. A third purpose was the esta-

blishment in the metropolis of extended and systematic
courses of education for professional pursuits—for the Facul-
ties, namely, of Laws and Medicine, and for Civil Engineer-
ing.

The proposal was favourably received. In a few months
after its announcement, which was in March, the funds

sufficient to set the University on foot were raised by sub-

scriptions for loo/! shares, and by a few donations of 50/.

each. In the autumn the site on which the College now
stands was procured ; and before the close of the year a
Council consisting of 24 members was elected for the

management of the institution under the provisions of a
deed of settlement soon afterwards executed by the pro-

prietors, and bearing date in February, 1826. A design for

the building by the late Mr. Wilkins was approved in the

course of that year, and the first stone was laid on the 30th

April, 1827, by His Royal Highness the Duke of Sussex.

After the lapse of eighteen months, occupied in the erec-

tion of the building, in collecting books, apparatus, and
other necessary objects, in settling the academical system,

and in appointing professors, courses of instruction in the

three faculties of Arts, Laws, and Medicine were com-
menced in the months of October and November, 1828,

and the institution before the close of that year was in full

operation in all the usual branches of academic learning,

except theology.

The system of instruction differed from that in ordinary

use chiefly in the frequency of examination, both in the

class-rooms and at fixed times during the academical ses-

sion. It was also distinguished by courses of Lectures, ex-

tending through the session, on the Language and Literature

of England, and other modern languages, and on His-

tory. Tor the classes in Arts and Laws the session was
fixed to commence in the middle of October and terminate

at the end of June. For the Medical classes the session

was divided into two portions, a winter and a summer
term. Th« former begins on the 1st of October and

concludes in April : the latter commences on the 1st of

E 2
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May and terminates at the end of July. The subjects'of

instruction were to be treated more extensively than it

had been the practice to treat them ; and Comparative
Anatomy and Pathological Anatomy were for the first time

made subjects of courses of lectures in a London school of

medicine. All persons above the age of fifteen years

were to be admitted without restriction or examination to

any of the classes.

The remuneration of the professors was made to depend
on the fees paid by the students who entered their classes.

A certain amount however, varying according to circum-

stances, was guaranteed to them for the first three years.

If the amount of fees exceed a certain sum, a portion is

retained by the college towards defraying the expenses of

the establishment.

The omission of the subject of theology from the courses

of study in the proposed new University had from the first

given rise to much discussion, and it was eagerly seized as

a pretext for affixing a stigma on the project, by represent

ing it as a plan to found a University on the principle of

indifference to religion ; and it was urged against its claims

to support, that no system of education in which theology

was not comprised would be complete. But it was con-

sidered a sufficient answer to these charges, that the insti-

tution was intended for the instruction of students as lay-

men only ; to give an education for the ministers of

religion as such was no part of the founders' scheme

:

for young men designed for the Church of England, Oxford
and Cambridge existed already, and were sufficient; and
to agree on a system of theological instruction for ministers

of various denominations was obviously impossible. That
the omission of religious instruction was not owing to in-

difference, appeared from the fact that an earnest but not

very judicious attempt to reconcile the introduction of in-

struction in theology with the principle of the institution

—

the admission of all classes without the distinction of

creed—was the subject pf anxious deliberation ; and a pro-

posal was at one time entertained and nearly adopted, to

give theological instruction in three classes, viz. theology

by a member of the Church of England, ecclesiastical

history by a member of the Church of Scotland, and
Biblical criticism by a member of one of the dissenting

congregations. But the impracticability of such an arrange-

ment was foreseen, and it was wisely abandoned. The
determination not to be biassed by the imputations of their

adversaries was the more readily acquiesced in by the
many zealous supporters of the London University, who,
differing in their modes of worship, agreed in the sincerity

of their religious opinions, from the consideration that
since it was not proposed to found a College in which
young men should reside, but rather a Hall in which they
should meet during a certain portion only of every day to

receive instruction, it might be safely and properly left to

the parents and guardians of students to provide for their

religious education and devotional exercises.

It happened indeed that although the most strenuous
advocates of the University were found, as was to be ex-
pected, among the leading members of the liberal party in

politics, headed, as in other recent cases of popular mea-
sures which bad the extension of education for their object,

by Lord Brougham (then Mr. Brougham), and well sup-
ported by the most enlightened classes of dissenters, yet the
list of contributors to the funds for founding the institution

comprised persons, members of the peerage as well as
others, of so many various parties, and so considerable a
proportion of those who subscribed most largely were men
of rank and members of the Church of England, that their
names and well-known opinions were sufficient evidence
that the aims of the founders were of a catholic, and not
of a sectarian or party character. The number of persons
who became shareholders was about eleven hundred, and
the sum for which they subscribed was upwards of one
hundred and sixty-one thousand pounds. The amount
of donations was two thousand three hundred and fifty

pounds. The number of students who had entered the
classes during the first year were five hundred and fifty-

seven. Of these two hundred and sixty-nine were for
branches of general education, one hundred and twenty-
three attended the law classes only, and one hundred and
sixty-nine were medical students. The number in the
second year amounted to five hundred and ninety-six, but
the proportions had varied: the entries to the law classes
had diminished, while those of the medical school had

risen to two hundred and fifty-six, and there was an in-

crease in the classes in literature and the sciences.

It will not here be out of place to mention, that as soon
as the efforts of its friends had succeeded in raising capital

enough for the establishment of this institution, another
College, precisely similar in its nature, excepting that it

contained classes for instruction in the tenets of the Esta-
blished Church, was founded in the Strand, under tho

name of King's College, London, and under the auspice*
of the bishops and clergy of the Church of England.

In the year 1830 an application was made to the cro-.vn

for a charter of incorporation for the University of Lon
don. In the year 1825 indeed a bill had been introduced
into the House of Commons with a view to incorporate,
the proprietors by act of parliament, but an objection
having been raised that it could only pass as a private
bill, it had been allowed to drop. The charter as prayed
for had gone through nearly all its usual forms, when" it^

progress was stayed by the opposition of the Universities
of Oxford and Cambridge, and no further proceeding*
towards its completion were taken until the year 1833,

when the application was renewed, and the petition of tin-

Council of the University was on this occasion seconded by

an address to the throne from the city of London. It wit
again opposed by the two old Universities, but new adver-
saries had also taken the field : these were the Royal Col-
lege of Surgeons of London, and the teachers of medicine
and surgery in the hospitals of the metropolis, with other
members of the Faculty. The matter was referred to th<

Privy Council, before whom the case was argued durinr
three days in the months of April and May, 1834. All the

opposing parties agreed in one objection to the granting
of this charter. It was considered that the conferring on

the new institution the title of University would invest i:

with the privilege of granting degrees, asincidental to thai

title, and against its possessing this privilege they all pro-

tested, but the grounds on which their opposition was based
differed. The petition presented to the king by the Uni-
versity of Oxford expressed the alarm of that body « that

serious injury would accrue to numerous antient institution;

and much consequent evil to the public, if a right to

confer any academical distinctions designated by the same
titles or accompanied with the same privileges as the

degrees of the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge
should be given by royal charter, either expressly or tn

implication, to a society which had no immediate connec-
tion with the established church, and taught no system of

religion.' In the argument before the Privy Council it

was maintained by their advocate that the king could not

grant the charter prayed for : first, because the Universitj
would necessarily be subject to visitation by the archbishop
of Canterbury, and such visitation was not compatible
with the existence of an institution in which the doctrine
of the Church of England was not taught. To strengthen
this view of the case, not only was the charge against the

proposed University of indifference to religion strongh
urged, but its supporters were reproached with inculcatini
infidelity : they do not teach religion, it was argued ; there-
fore they teach no religion; therefore they teach infi

delity. Secondly, to grant the charter would be contran
to law—a violation of some of the statutes of the lani
and especially of the Act of Uniformity, which required
that the Book of Common Prayer should be used by all who
officiate in chapels and halls in both the universities ; and
thirdly, the charter could not be granted consistently with
the coronation oath, by which the king is bound to uphold
the church establishment. The petition of the University
of Cambridge was silent as to the grounds on which it>

objections to the London University conferring degree-
were founded, but these were stated in the arguments of

their counsel to be, the want of security that the degree
would be properly conferred by a body which, without due
authority, had assumed a name to which the privilege i>

attached. It was urged in support of the prayer again*!
the granting of the charter, that it would be derogatory to

the dignity of the crown to sanction by royal authority that
which in its commencement was a delusion. The joint

.

stock character of the association of subscribers to the in-

stitution was also objected against it; and it was con-
tended that the motive for desiring to confer degrees was
to enhance the market value of the property. The medical
and surgical opponents of the charter, both in their peti-
tions and through their counsel, alleged the danger oi
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injury to "their interests as teachers, from the advantage
over them which would be enjoyed by the University of
London as a school of medicine, if it should receive the
power of conferring degrees.
The Oxford objections were easily disposed of: the re-

ply to the reproach for the want of instruction in theology
has been anticipated. To the others it was answered :—first

land this proposition was assented to by the Privy Council
as indisputable), that a university is a lay corporation, and is

not, as a corporation, visitable by the archbishop of Canter-
bury ; secondly, that it was mere casuistry to construe the
expression in the Act of Uniformity, ' both the universitie*,'

to mean all universities that should ever be constituted

;

and thirdly, that the view taken of the coronation oath was
an exploded party sophism which had been treated on
several occasions as an absurd fallacy, both by the crown
and the legislature. The Cambridge objection, reiterated

indeed by all the petitioners against the charter, of the
joint-stock character of the association, was met by a re-

ference to the list of subscribers, and to the fact that the
benefit of the shareholders was limited to the receipt of 4
per cent, interest on the sum subscribed by them, in case,

which was a remote possibility, a fund should arise out of
which such interest could be paid. It was reasonably asked,
vt hether this fact, together with the character of the persons
who subscribed, and the amount of their subscriptions, was
not sufficient evidence that no spirit of mercantile specula-
tion had prompted the undertaking, but that the contribu-
t ions were to be viewed in the light of an advance of money
on loan, not for gain's sake, but for the attainment of an
important national object. Guarantees were offered for

securing the proper conferring of academical distinctions.

The objections peculiar to the College of Surgeons and
medical teachers naving practically more weight,—touching
indeed the so-cjlled vested interests of the petitioners,

w ere not to be set aside so readily. It could not be denied
(hat the institution of the medical school of the University
had operated somewhat injuriously to the pecuniary in-

terests of the teachers in the hospitals and other schools of
the metropolis: it might be true that its example had put
them to the inconvenience of introducing some new regu-
lations for the improvement of medical education gene-
rally, aud perhaps had imposed on them the necessity of
a greater degree of personal exertion than formerly : it

eould not be denied that the number of students attending
the old schools had been reduced, in consequence, in the
first place, of the mere entrance into the field of compe-
tition of a new school ; and in the second, of the preference
shown by a large proportion of the young men who were
preparing for the practice of medicine or surgery as a pro-
fession, for the system of instruction adopted at the Uni-
\crsity: it was certain that the proportion of University
medical students to the whole number of pupils resorting

1o the twelve schools of London was about one-fifth ; that,

as compared with particular schools, that of the university
was the largest in point of numbers in London, and ex-
ceeded by one-half that which stood next to it. The
medical professors of the University indeed, impressed with
these facts, and aware that the possession by the University
of the power of granting degrees in medicine might be
considered as placing the other schools of the metropolis
under disadvantage, were desirous that the claim to grant
medical degrees should be waived ; but on the part of the
University generally a different view of the question was
taken. One of the objects of the founders was to make
London a school of medicine worthy of the advantages for
such a purpose, which, as a large capital, it presented ; and
this object would not be accomplished unless, with the
means of giving a complete education to the medical stu-

dent, there existed the power of bestowing on him the usual
academical distinctions. To the objections of the College
of Surgeons it was answered, that their privileges would not
be interfered wi;h ; that their diplomas would be sought
as before as certificates to the qualification of a due pro-
fessional education merely ; while the degree of the Uni-
versity would only ba conferred on those who, besides their
medical education, had attained a liberal amount of know-
ledge in the othei arts and sciences; and that for this

degree the University possessed three great essentials not
to be found united in any other school in England, namely,
competent means of instruction in Arts, complete arrange-
ments for teaching the Medical Sciences, and opportunities
of Clinical Instruction : the great hospitals wanting the

first ; the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge being de-
ficient in the last.

After the hearing by the Privy Council of the petitioners
for and against the charter, the consideration of the matter
was adjourned, and before any decision was pronounced a
change in the administration took place. Sir Robert Peel
succeeded Lord Melbourne as prime minister in November,
1834, and the question remained in the same position until
March, 1835. On the 26th of that month a motion was
made in the House of Commons by Mr. W. Tooke for an ad-
dress to the King praying that a charter of incorporation
might be granted to the University of London, containing
no other restriction than against conferring degrees in di-
vinity. This motion was carried against the ministry by
a majority of 110 members: the ayes being 246, the
hoes 136. The reply of the King waB to the effect,

that the Privy Council should be called on without delay
for a report of the proceedings in the matter, in order
that his Majesty might be enabled to judge what might
be the best mode of carrying into effect the wishes of his
faithful Commons, and what might be the conditions with
which the grant of a charter to the University of London
ought to be accompanied.

After this vote in their favour by the House of Commons
some months elapsed, and yet no charter had been granted.
In the mean time Lord Melbourne and his friends had
been restored to power. At length, in August, 1835, Mr:
Spring Rice, then Chancellor of the Exchequer, acting for

the ministry, who were pressed by the Council of the Uni-
versity to give effect to the vote of the Commons and the
promise of the King, communicated to them a proposal to

incorporate by charter as a University in London a body of
gentlemen of eminence in learning and science, who should
nave the power of examining candidates and of conferring
degrees in Arts, Medicine, and Laws, on students of certain

Colleges in London therein named, and others existing
throughout the country to be afterwards recognised, as
well as the schools of professional education. This uni-
versity was to be supported by an annual vote of money
by Parliament, and the degrees were to be conferred on
persons of all religious persuasions without distinction, and
without the imposition of any test or disqualification

whatever. At the same time a charter was to be granted
to the then existing University as a College, and it was to

be recognised in the charter to the University as one of the
schools entitled to send up students for examination.

This proposal was accepted without hesitation both by
the Council and the proprietors at large of the University,

to whom it appeared calculated to accomplish, even more
comprehensively than the founders of the institution itself

had hoped for, the ends they had in view. They there-

fore readily abandoned all claims to exclusive consideration

which they might be held to derive from the vote of the
House of Commons in their favour. In carrying this

scheme of a University consisting of a Board of Exa-
miners distinct from the Institutions for Education, the
government received effective assistance from Mr. VVar-

burton, who had been a member of the Council of the Uni-
versity from its foundation. The Professors also lent their

cordial aid to the plan.

The proposal was carried into effect in the following

y»ar. In November the great seal was put to a charter

creating a University of London, of which a further ac-

count is given under University ov London. Previously,

but on the same day, namely, November 28, 1836 (7 Will.

IV.), this institution, after an existence of eleven years

under the name of ' The University of London,' had re-

ceived a royal charter of incorporation as a college, with
the title of ' University College, London,' for the purpose,

as expressed in the charter, ' of the general advancement of

literature and science, by affording to young men ade-

quate opportunities of'obtaining literary and scientific edu-
cation at a moderate expense.' In the mean time the

course of instruction had been steadily continued by the

College, and the classes in the several faculties had ar-

rived at. the points at which, with slight fluctuations, they

have since remained. At the end of the three years from

the opening of the College, the guarantees to the professors

ceased, and the income accruing from the portion of fees

reserved to it being found inadequate to defray the an-

nual expenses, the place of Warden, to which an income of

1200/. a year was attached, was resigned by Mr. Leonard
Horner, who held that office, and was abolished. The
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turn paid as guarantees to the professors had amounted in

1834 to about 6300/. In the year 1832 a plan had been
adopted for the improvement of the constitution of the

University. A Committee of Management of the Council,

consisting of six members, was appointed for conducting

'.he ordinary business of the college, and the professors

were divided into three faculties, with the intention that

there should be a dean at the head of each. That plan

having been embodied in the bye-laws under which the

College is at present governed, there is no need of saying

more of them here. <In January, 1832, an elementary

school for the education of boys under the age of fifteen,

with a view to prepare students for the College, and to im-
prove the opportunities of education for the children of re-

sidents in its neighbourhood, had been established within

the building, and placed under the professors of Latin and
Greek as head-masters. *

In 1834 an hospital erected on part of the ground be-

longing to the College, by public subscription, chiefly

among the proprietors, at the cost of about 10,000/., had
been opened, for the purpose of affording the medical stu-

dents clinical instruction under the superintendence of the

professors.

After the acceptance of the charter, no material altera-

tion took place in the academical arrangements, or in the

numbers attending the classes. During the seven years

which terminated with the end of the session 1842, the

average number of students had been as follows : in Arts

and Laws, including 16 for the latter, 145 ; in Medicine, 430.

The receipt for fees of students during the seven years had
been 61393/., of which 46,115/. were for the Medical

classes, and 15,279/. for the classes in Arts. In Arts the

highest number in any one year has been 156 (1839.) ; the

lowest 119(1837). In 1842 the number was 154. The at-

tendances on the most essential classes have varied during

the seven years as follows : Mathematics, between 54 and'

91 ; the last year (1842) the number was 73 : Natural Phi-

losophy, 29 to 58 ; the last year 49 : Latin, from 44 to 77 ;

the last year 66 : Greek, from 46 to 70 ; the last year 68.

In the Medical Faculty the greatest number of students

in any one year has been 497 (1838) ; the lowest 338 (in

the last year). The proportion to the other Medical schools

in the metropolis, speaking generally, has been uniformly

maintained, and the decrease is accounted for by the fact

that a great diminution in the number of medical students

throughout the country has taken place. The number of

the boys in the junior school are nearly 400 in the course

of a year ; the numbers in attendance at any one time va-

rying from 300 to 340. In August, 1842, they were 335.

The fact that since the opening of this Institution upwards
of 184,000/. has been ieceived by it in the shape of fees

for education, affords satisfactory evidence of a public de-

mand for such an establishment.

The ordinary annual expenses of the establishment, not

including the payment to professors and teachers, amount
to about 3500/. ; the portion of the fees of college-students

and school-pupils taken by the council generally amounts
nearly to that sum.
Endowments.—An endowment made to the college in

1836 by Mrs. Mary Flaherty has enabled the Council to es-

tablish four annual scholarships of 50/. a year for four years,

of which one is awarded every year to the best proficient in

mathematics and classical learning alternately. The sum
placed at the disposal of the Council by this benefactress

was 5000/. three and a half per cents., and was expressed

to be given ' out of zeal for the diffusion of knowledge and
the advancement of civil and religious liberty, and in the

firm conviction that this cause will in the end be triumphant.'

With the accumulations of dividends, which accrued while
the question as to the best application of this fund was
under consideration, and the addition of somewhat more
than 200/. by the Council, a fund yielding 200/. per annum
was created.

A second endowment enjoyed by the college is of the

value of 3000/. Consols, received at various times, from a
benefactor under the title of ' Patriot.' It is placed at the

disposal of Lord Brougham, who has applied the dividends

to the maintenance ot classes by the professors of Latin,

Greek, Mathematics, and Natural Philosophy, for the in-

struction of schoolmasters of unendowed schools and of
ushers, on the payment of a trifling additional fee. Attend-
ance on these classes for two years is a qualification to

be a candidate for degrees at the University of London.

The number of attendants on this class is usually between
thirty and forty. This employment of the funds wju
adopted on the recommendation of Lord Brougham.
The College is entitled to other endowment-fund*, only

a small portion of which is yet in actual possession, to the

amount of about 36,000/.

The Constitution of thb College, as now regulated bv
the charter, and bye-laws made in pursuance of it on the 7tn

of May, 1842, is as follows :—The government of the collegi

is vested in five bodies : 1, General Meetings of the Mem-
bers of the College (in other words, of the founders of the

institution, and the representatives of founders) ; 2, tbe

Council ; 3, the Senate ; 4, the Faculty of Arte and Law*

,

5, the Faculty of Medicine.
General Meetings.—The members of the college who

constitute the general meetings are proprietors and donorv
Proprietors are the holders, for the time being, as original

subscribers, or representatives of original subscribers, <>f

existing shares in the College—shares on which the full

sum of 100/. has been paid. Proprietors with the title or

Fellotcs may be created by the Council by conferring cer-

tain shares at their disposal on students of the College who
shall have taken a degree with honours at the University of

London, in the proportions of two-thirds of the shares to

conferred in one year among the graduates in arts or laws,

and one-third among the graduates in medicine. Donors
are persons who have given to the College 50/. in one sum.
The number of existing shares (January, 1843) is 1610;
that of individual subscribers for those shares, 1072 ; that

of donors, 38 ; of members of the College (total of donon.
and proprietors), 1110. The General Meetings have the

power of making bye-laws and regulations respecting all

the affairs and concerns of the college ; and they elect the

President, Vice-President, Treasurer, and other members of

Council, and the Auditors. Their decision of questions i*

by the majority of votes of members present. The mode
of voting, except at elections, is by show of hands, and, if

that be doubtful, by division. No business, except the

election of officers, and the reading the annual report of

the council, and the annual account of the auditors, can
be transacted unless thirty members be present. There
must be one General Meeting every year, for choosing the

President, Vice-President, Treasurer, and Members of

Council ; and at this meeting, on the last Wednesday in

February, the Report of the Council of the proceedings of

the College during the previous year and the account of

the auditors are read. Special General Meetings may be
convened by the Council. It is imperative on them to

convene such special meetings on receiving requisition so

to do in writing, signed by twenty members of the College,
also in cases of vacancy in certain essential offices. The
President, Vice-President, Treasurer, and six members of

Council and one Auditor at least, are elected everyyear by
ballot from among the members of the College. The Pre-
sident, Vice-President, Treasurer, and Councillors of the im-
mediately preceding and other former years are re-eligible.

The members of Council who are to vacate, in case of the
election of new members, are, previously to the election,

determined by the Council by ballot. Any member of the
College giving due notice, and also the Council, may no-
minate candidates for all the offices to be filled up. The
Council are required to nominate in cases in which the
members of the College fail to do so ; but of the six mem-
bers of the Council to be named by the Council, not more
than three can be selected from those appointed to vacate.
Une Auditor at least, and as many more as may be neces-
sary to make up the full number of four, must be elected
every year. It the number be complete, the Auditors
themselves, and in their default the Council, appoint one
of the number to vacate, and the person so appointed to

vacate is not re-eligible for the ensuing year. Members
of the Council and Auditors ceasing to be members of the
College, or deriving emolument from the College, vacate
their offices. A member of Council cannot be an Auditor.

A professor or holder of any place of emolument in the Col-
lege, if elected to a seat in the Council, or to be Auditor,
must vacate his former office if he do not resign his new
one. No person while a member of Council or Auditor, nor
for two years afterwards, can be appointed to a professor-

ship, or other place of emolument in the College.
The Council consists of the President, Vice-President,

Treasurer, and twenty-one other members. The number oi
the latter is limited to twenty-four, but must not be less
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than sixteen. Five are a quorum. The Council has the

superintendence and management of the College, with

power to regulate the teaching of the various branches of

literature and science ; to determine the times of opening
and closing the academical sessions yearly, and the times

and length of the vacations : subject to certain regula-

tions, to institute professorships, lectureships, and teacher-

ships, and to appoint and remove professors, tutors, and
other instructors ; to accept gifts and endowments for pro-

moting particular objects of education, or for general pur-

poses ; and to manage and dispose of the income and pro-

perty of the college, except that without the consent of a
general meeting no alienation or mortgage of the real es-

tate can be made. Of gifts and endowments special ac-

counts are to be kept, distinct from the other funds of the

College. A session of Council is held once a month ; but
the ordinary business is transacted by a Committee of Ma-
nagement, which meets every fortnight or oftener, and

' of six (not more than seven) members chosen by
icil by ballot out of their own body, and the Pre-
" the Senate : three are a quorum. All commu-

nications from the College to the government, or to

the University of London, are made by or through the

Council.
The Senate was created by the General Meeting, in ex-

ercise of the power to pass bye-laws, for the purpose of bet-

ter regulating the academic business of the College, and of

the better maintenance of discipline. It was first esta-

blished by the proprietors in the year 1832. It consists of

the professors of the College, with a President and two
Vice-Presidents. The President is chosen annually by the

professors by ballot from three members of Council, who are

selected by ballot by the Council, and presented to the pro-

fessors for their choice. The President appoints two other

members of the Council to be his Vice-Presidents. The
President or a Vice-President and six professors are a
quorum for ordinary purposes. The President has only a
casting vote. The Seriate determines, subject to approval
by the Council, the times of commencing the several

courses of lectures, the length of the courses, and the days
and hours of instruction : it exercises jurisdiction over pro-

fessors, lecturers, teachers, and students. No professorship

nor tcachership can be instituted or discontinued, and no
professor appointed by the Council, until the respective

matters have been submitted to the consideration of the
Senate : it also determines, subject to the approval of the

Council, to what faculty the professor of a newly-appointed
professorship shall belong.

The Faculties.—The Faculty of Arts and Laws consists

of the professors of Latin ; Greek : English ; French
;

Italian ; Hebrew ; Arabic, Persian, and Hindostani ; San-
scrit ; Chinese ;

Comparative Grammar: History; Political

Economy; Philosophy of the Mind and Logic ; Jurispru-

dence ;
English Law ; Mathematics ; Natural Philosophy

and Astronomy; Architecture: Civil Engineering; Che-
mistry; Zoology; Botany; and Geology. The head mas-
ter ot the junior school is also a member, ex-officio, of the
Faculty of Arts. The Faculty of Medicine consists of the
professors of Anatomy and Physiology

;
Anatomy and Prac-

tical Anatomy
;
Pathological Anatomy

;
Comparative Ana-

tomy
;
Medicine; Clinical Medicine; Surgery; Clinical

Surgery ; Midwifery ; Materia Medica
;
Chemistry ; Bo-

tany ; and Medical Jurisprudence. Each faculty is pre-

sided over by a dean, chosen by its members, by ballot,

from among themselves. The Dean acts as chairman and
secretary to his faculty. For transacting ordinary faculty

business the Dean and two professors are a quorum,
if the faculty consists of less than nine professors; if of
more than nine, the Dean and three professors are a

quorum. Each faculty has a limited jurisdiction over its

own members, over the lecturers and masters made sub-

ject to it. and over the students entered to the classes of

the respective professors and teachers. Each faculty

makes regulations, subject to approval by the Council, for

the examination of the classes of the professors and
teachers subject to it, and may appoint persons, in addi-
tion to the professor or teacher, to examine any class.

Professors, Lecturers, and Teachers.—Before a pro-

fessorship, lectureship, or teachership is filled up by the
Council, the names of the candidates, with their testimo-
nials, must be communicated te the Senate ; and the
Council can make no appointmeut until a report of the

shall have been made, or the time for making* such

report, which the Council may limit to a fortnight, shall
have expired. In emergencies the Council may appoint
a temporary substitute for a professor without consulting
the Senate. The Senate must likewise be consulted before
the Council can exercise the power of instituting a new
or of discontinuing an existing professorship, or of appoint-
ing any person to deliver an occasional course of lectures.
A professorship becomes forfeited if the holder be proved,
to the satisfaction of the Council, to have paid or agreed
to pay a retiring allowance to a professor. On such occa-
sions the Committee of Management of the Council have to
investigate the case, and report their opinion on it to the
Council. In other cases, whether of unbecoming conduct
or of neglect of duty, a professor cannot be removed from
his professorship, except after report by the Committee of
Management to the Council of the facts of the complaint
brought against him, and their opinion that he ought to
be removed. Previously to making such report the Com-
mittee must have investigated the complaint, and, if the
party so require, have referred it for investigation to the
Senate, and waited a fortnight for the report of that body ;

or the Senate must in the first instance nave investigated
the complaint by a quorum of half their body, and re-
ported the facts and their opinion on them to the Committee.
The Council must be convened to consider the report of
the Committee by seven days' notice, and a majority, con-
sisting of not less than nine, of the members present and
voting on the question, must have voted that the professor
be removed. The professors are besides responsible to
their respective faculties, to the Senate, to the Committee
of Management and to the Council, and subject to admo-
nition from either of those bodies ; but the Council and
Committee before dealing with a case of complaint against
a professor must refer it, if required, to the Senate for in-
vestigation and report.

Discipline.—The general maintenance of order among
the students of the College is committed to the Senate,
subject to the control of the Council ; but the students are
amenable also in various degrees to the professors indivi-
dually, the Faculties, the Senate, and a Court of Discipline.
Every professor, lecturer, or teacher has the power of

suspending a student from attendance on his class for dis-

orderly conduct in the class-room ; and if he reports the
case to the Faculty, before the next meeting of the class,

the student remains suspended until the Faculty, Senate, or
Court of Discipline has dealt with the case. A committee,
consisting of the professors of Latin, Greek, Mathematics,
and Natural Philosophy, may, on the report of the pro-
fessor of any of those classes, call a student of either of

them before it, admonish him, or suspend him for seven
days from attendance on all or either of the classes. The
Senate and Faculties have the power of punishing a student
for disorderly conduct, either m a class-room or in other
parts of the College or its precincts, by suspension from
attendance on classes ; the Faculties, for the whole or part
of the then current quarter of a year ; the Senate, for the
remainder of the academical session. The Senate may
moreover exclude students from competition for prizes,

certificates of honor, or scholarships.

The Court of Discipline consists of the Committee of Ma-
nagement and the Deans of the Faculties. It has the power
of inflicting the same punishments as the Senate, and more-
over that of expulsion from the College. Three members
of the Committee of Management and the two Deans are

a quorum, except for the purpose of expulsion : when such
a case is to be considered, the court must be specially

convened, and six members must be present, the presiding
member having a casting vote ; the non-attendance of
any member and the reasons for his absence must be
recorded.

,

The Junior School of the college is under the control of

Council, and conducted by a head master appointed by
them. The appointment of all the assistant masters rests

with him ; he has the rank and privileges of a professor in

the College, and holds his office by the same tenure as a
professor.

The Government of the Hospital is conducted under
regulations made by the Council of the College, by a Ge-
neral Committee annually appointed by the Council, and a
Medical Committee consisting of the Medical Faculty of the

College and the Physicians and Surgeons of the Hospital.

The fees received from hospital pupils, which amount to

sums varying from 2500/. to upwards of 3000/., are applied
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to the maintenance of the hospital, and to payments in
\

certain cases, not amounting to more than 250/. a-year, to

some of its medical officers.

The College is situated in the parish of St. Pancras,
towards the north end of Gower-street. According to the
original design it was to consist of a centre and two wings,

forming three sides of a quadrangle. Of these the centre

and portions only of the wings have been erected. These
extend a length of about 400 feet. The front is of two floors,

constructedm freestone, with a Corinthian order of pilasters

on the upper story. The grand entrance is by a pseudo-
triprostyle portico, of rich architectural character, of the|Co-
rinthian order, having ten columns in front. It is elevated
on a lofty stylobate ascended by flights of steps, and leads to

an octangular vestibule surmounted by a dome which ex-
ternally rises behind the pediment of the portico. The vesti-

bule was the ante-room to a grand hall 90 feet by 45, but
the latter was destroyed by fire in 1835, and has not been
rebuilt. The lecture-rooms are, four semicircular theatres,

each 65 feet by 50 ; four oblong rooms, each 46 feet by 24

;

with other class-rooms of smaller dimensions. Originally
there were two other gradinated lecture-rooms, of an
intermediate size, situated under the great hall, but they
shared the (ate of that part of the building. There are
two spacious laboratories for chemistry and pharmacy.
On each hand of the vestibule on the upper story is a
room 120 feet by 50 ; the one intended for a museum, the
other for a library. The former is at present in an un-
finished state, the latter has been divided into class-

rooms for the junior school. The books of the faculty

of arts are deposited in a room intended to be called the
small library, which forms the reading-room for the stu-

dents of that faculty. The library contains about 12,500
volumes. The medical library is distinct, and contains 3000
volumes. The law library contains about 1200. Z. The
Chinese library collected by the late Dr. Morrison is pos-
sessed by this college ; it contains about 10,000 volumes,
and is preserved in a room exclusively appropriated to it.

The museums of philosophical apparatus, of chemistry, and
of natural history, are amply provided for the purposes of
instruction. The principal museum of anatomy adjoins the
large unfinished museum, and is of the same dimensions
as a corresponding room at the other end of the building,

mentioned as the small library. The portion of the build-

ing on the south side of the portico is devoted to in-

struction in the subjects of the Faculty of Arts and Laws

;

that on the north side, to the subjects of the Faculty of
Medicine. In the east court of the north end is a spacious
well-lighted hall, 95 feet long, 28 wide, and 24 high, for

the study of practical anatomy, and adjoining is a labora-

tory fitted up for the instruction in practical chemistry
and in chemical manipulations, distinct from other labora-

tory pursuits. The sum expended in the purchase of land,

in building and furniture, and supplying the museums and
libraries, up to 1834, was about 141,770/.

Lord Brougham is the President of the College. The
Earl of Auckland, who has recently been elected as suc-
cessor to the Duke of Somerset, is Vice-President, and Mr.
John Taylor, F.R.8., is Treasurer. The Secretary to the
Council is the executive officer of the College.
UNIVERSITY OF LONDON. Constitution ofthe Uni-

versity rfLondon.—The original charter creating a Univer-
sity of London, above mentioned, was made during 'Royal
Will and Pleasure ;' and, in consequence, if at all legal
(which is very doubtful), it would by law have expired six

months after the demise of King William the Fourth, who
granted it. Queen Victoria was advised to cure this defect,
and in the first year of her reign revoked the first charter,
and granted a new one, not so determinable. By this second
charter, which bears date the 5th -December, 1837, and
was resealed on the 20th December, the University as it

now exists was constituted, with a view, as therein ex-
pressed, to the ' advancement of religion and morality and
the promotion of useful knowledge, by holding forth to
all classes of Her Majesty's subjects, without any distinc-
tion whatsoever, an encouragement for pursuing a regular
and liberal course of education, by offering to persons who
prosecute or complete their studies in the metropolis or in

other parts of the United Kingdom such facilities, and
conferring on them such distinctions and rewards, as may
incline them to persevere in their laudable pursuits ; and
for the purpose of ascertaining by means of examination
th« persons who have acquired proficiency in literature,

science, and art, by the pursuit of such course of educa-
tion, and of rewarding them by academical degrees «.-

evidence of their respective attainments, and macks c:

honour proportioned thereunto.' By this charter the uni-

versity consists of a Body of Fellows, including a Chan-
cellor and Vice-Chancellor, who compose a Senate. Tl«

king is the visitor, and to the crown is reserved the pone
of from time to time appointing any number of Fellows

;

but in case the number snail be at any time reduced belon

twenty-five, exclusive of the Chancellor and Vice-Chan-
cellor, the Members of the Senate may elect twelve ..

more persons to be Fellows in order to complete th.

number of thirty-six Fellows, besides the Chancellor ani

Vice-Chancellor. The Chancellor is to be appointed by tit

crown. The office of Vice-Chancellor is an annual on.

and is filled by election by the Fellows from their otv:

body.
In the Senate, six Fellows being a quorum, all question-

are decided by the majority of the members present ; tht

chairman has a second or casting vote. The Senate b*>

the power of making regulations respecting the examine
tion for degrees and the granting them, but such regula
tions require the approval of a Secretary of State. A.

examination for degrees must be heUJ. once a-year at least.

The candidates are to be examined in as many branches
of general knowledge as the Senate shall consider raw
fitting. The examiners are to be appointed by the Senate,
either from their own body or otherwise. The Senate con-

fers, after examination, the degrees of Bachelor of Art*
Master of Arts, Bachelor of Laws, Doctor ofLaws, Bache-
lor of Medicine, and Doctor of Medicine. At the conclu-
sion of every examination, the examiners are to declare iU
name of every candidate whom they shall have deemed
to be entitled to any of the degrees, and the department-
of knowledge in which his proficiency shall have bee'
evinced, and also his proficiency in relation to that <s

other candidates. The candidate is to receive a certi-

ficate under the seal of the University, and signed by tlx

Chancellor, in which the particulars declared by the exa-

miners are to be stated.

A candidate for degrees is entitled to examination or

producing a certificate that he has completed the course ci

instruction required by the University. For degrees in

Arts and Laws, the charter empowers University College
London, and King's College, London, to issue such certi-

ficates ; and it provides that they be issued by such othr
institutions at any time established for the purposes ol

education as the crown shall authorize to issue them. A-
to degrees in Medicine, the Senate is required from time to

time to report to one of the Secretaries of State what ap-
pear to them to be the medical institutions and schools >:.

the United "Kingdom from which either singly or joint:*
with other medical institutions and schools in this count r.

or in foreign parts it may be expedient to admit candidate-
for medical degrees. On the approval of such report bi

the Secretary of State, candidates for degrees are to be ad-

mitted to examination on presenting a certificate from
any such institution or school. Any institution or schot.
may from time to time be struck out of the report under
which they obtain authority to issue certificates.

The Senate of the University, subject to the approbation
of the commissioners of the treasury, are from time to time
to give directions as to the fees which shall be charged lw
the degrees to be conferred.

The first examination for degrees under this charter «i-
held in the year 1839. At the end of the year 1842 tin

graduates of the University were as follows :—Doctors in

Medicine, 15 ; Masters of Arts, 7 ; Bachelors of Laws, 1C

:

Bachelors of Medicine, 50 ; Bachelors of Arts, 95. At the

same time there were 250 under-graduates, of whom 64
had passed the first examination for the degree of bachelor
of medicine, and 186 had passed the matriculation examina-
tion.

The Regulations for Degrees at present in force
are as follows :

—

Arts.—A candidate must pass a Matriculation Era-
mination. This examination is held once a year, and com-
mences on the first Monday in July. The candidate mu±
have completed his sixteenth year. The subjects of exa-
mination are, Mathematics—limited to arithmetic, algebra,
as far as arithmetical and geometrical progression ana sim-
ple equations; and in geometry, the first book of Euclid .

Natural Philosophy, limited to such elementary knowledg*
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u may be attuned by attending a course of experimental
lectures ; the elements of chemistry and of botany and zoo-
logy; Classics—one Greek and one Latin subject, an-
nounced the year previously, from Homer or Xenophon for

t he former, and from Virgil, Horace, Sallust, Caesar, Livy, or
Cicero, for the latter; the grammatical structure of the
English language ; and the outlines of history and geo-
graphy. Candidates will not pass unless they show com-
petent knowledge in classics, mathematics, natural philo-

sophy, and one of the three subjects, chemistry, botany, or

zoology. An examination of a much, higher character for

honours is held subsequently—1, in mathematics and na-
tural philosophy

; 2, in classics; 3, in chemistry and natural

history. No person who has completed his twentieth year
is admitted to this examination.

Degree of B.A.—The examination for the degree of B.A.
is held once a year, and commences on the first Monday
in October. A candidate must have passed the matricula-
tion examination at least two years previously : he must
produce certificates from the authorities of one of the in-

stitutions in connection with the University of having
been a student during two years at one of such institu-

tions ; and also of good conduct, as far as their opportunities

of knowledge have extended. The subjects of examination
are :—In Mathematics and Natural Philosophy—arithmetic

and algebra, geometry, plane trigonometry, mechanics,
hydrostatics, hydraulics and pneumatics, and astronomy.
In Natural History—chemistry, animal physiology, vege-
table physiology and structural botany. In Classics—one
Greek and one Latin book, announced two years previously

;

Grammar
;
History, antient and modern ;

Geography ; the
French or the German language by translation and retrans-

lation
;
logic and moral philosophy. Candidates must show

a competent knowledge in the four branches—1, mathe-
matics and natural philosophy ; 2, natural history

;

3, classics ; 4, logic and moral philosophy. An examina-
tion for honours in each subject is held subsequently. No
person is admissible to this examination who has com-
pleted his twenty-third year, nor, without explanation to

the satisfaction of the examiners, who has delayed more
than three academical years in proceeding to the examina-
tion for the degree of B.A. after passing the matriculation
examination. The examination is much more extensive than
t hat for the pass examination. In mathematics and natural
philosophy, it comprehends the theory of equations, the
differential and integral calculus, the calculus of finite

differences; heat, optics, and astronomy. In classics the
list of authors takes a far wider range ; the examination is

not confined to subjects of which notice has previously
been given ; and the examination comprehends prose
composition in Greek, Latin, and English ; and in the last

of these, original composition upon questions arising out of
the classic authors selected for examination; with ques-
tions in grammar, history, and geography.
Degree of At.A.—An examination for the degree of

Master of Arts also takes place once a year, and com-
mences on the first Monday in May. While in the older
universities of this country this degree is conferred almost
as a matter of course after a certain period has elapsed
from the taking the B.A. degree, in the University of
London the examination is of a stricter character than any
of the preceding examinations. Every candidate must
have taken his degree of B.A. in the University of London
or the University of Durham at least one year previously,
and have completed the twentieth year of his age. The
examination is in three branches ofknowledge— 1, classics;
'-, mathematics and natural philosophy ; 3, logic, moral
philosophy, philosophy of the mind, political philosophy,
and political economy. A candidate will pass if he snow
a competent knowledge in one of the three. The exa-
mination in Branch 1 includes, besides the Greek and Latin

classic authors, prose composition in Greek, Latin, and
English ; antient and modem history. That in Branch 2
includes the differential and integral calculus, electricity

and magnetism, optics, plane and physical astronomy.
That in Branch 3 is left to the discretion of the examiners.

Certificate of Proficiency.—It is proposed from time to
time to hold examinations for proficiency in architecture

;

civil engineering; chemistry ; botany ; geology ; and mine-
ralogy

; zoology ; geography, political and physical ; and
navigation and hydrography.

•Scripture Examination.—An examination in the He-
brew text of the Old Testament, in the Greek- text of the

P. C, No. 1620.

New, and in Scripture history, k appointed to take place
once a year. Candidates must have obtained the degree
of B.A. in the university. The examination to be con-
ducted entirety by means of printed papers. Each exa-
miner has the power of putting a veto upon any question.
No question is to be put bearing upon any doctrrna.
point disputed among Christians: no question is to be
put so as to require an expression of religious belief on the
part of the candidate ; nor is any answer or translation
given by a candidate to be objected to on the ground of its

expressing any peculiarity of doctrinal view. The sub-
jects of examination are as follows :—1, The Hebrew text
of the Book of Genesis ; 2, the Greek text of the Gospel
of St. Luke; 3, Paley's 'Evidences,' and Butler's 'Ana-
logy ;' 4, Scripture history. Candidates will para who
show a competent knowledge in any two of the subjects.
The list of the candidates who have passed is to be pub-
lished. A further examination will be held in the He-
brew text of the Old, the Greek of the New Testament, in
the ' Evidences of the Christian Religion,' and in Scrip-
ture history, for those who have passed the former exa-
mination two years previously. It was proposed by some
members of the senate that the first examination should be
compulsory on candidates for the degree of B.A., but the
proposal was objected to by several members of the senate

;

and the secretary of state, Lord John Russell, at the in-
stance of the council of University College and the com-
mittee of Protestant dissenters, interfered to prevent its

being made so, on the grounds, as stated by him, that ' al-

though examinations in the Greek Testament and church
history might be so conducted as not to offend any class of
Christians, on the other hand it might be so pursued as to
force the scholar to a defence or apology for his religious

faith.'

Laws : Degrees of B.L.—This examination takes place
once a year, and commences on the second Monday
in November. Candidates must have taken, at least

one year previously, the degree of B.A. in the Univer-
sity, or in one of the universities from which the Uni-
versity of London is authorised to receive certificates ; and
persons who have taken the degree of Bachelor of Medi-
cine, at least eleven months previously, may in certain

cases be admitted as candidates. The "examination is in

the following subjects :—A. Blackstone's ' Commentaries,'
or the three last volumes of Kent's 'Commentaries;' B.
Rutherforth's ' Institutes of Natural Laws ;' or the two por-

tions of Dumont's edition of Bentbam's ' Morals and Legis-

lation,' which contain the principles of a civil code and the
principles of a criminal code.

An examination for honours subsequently takes- place.

No candidate who has completed his 25th year is admissi-

ble. The subjects are—Jurisprudence, Conveyancing. Law
of the Courts of Equity, Law of the Courts of Common Law,
Roman Law, the Law of the Admiralty, and Ecclesiastical

Courts, and Colonial Law.
LL.D.—Candidates for this degree must have taken that

of B.L. two years at the least previously. He will be required
to show a practical professional knowledge of the law of

the common law courts of England and Ireland, and of one
of the four following branches of positive law :— 1. Con-
veyancing as in England and Ireland. 2. Law of the

Courts of Equity of England and Ireland. 3. Law of the

Admiralty and Ecclesiastical Courts of England and Ire-

land. 4. Law of one of the English Colonies or depend-
encies.

Also a knowledge of one of the seven following sub-

jects :—Roman Law ; and the Science of Legislation as ap-
plied—to International Law ; to Civir Law ; to Criminal
Law ; to the Law of Evidence ; to Judicial Organization ;

and to Procedure.
Medicine.—Bachelor of Medicine.—Candidates for this

degree are required—1. To have been engaged during four

years in their professional studies at one or more of the

institutions or schools recognised by the University. 2. To
have spent one year at least of the four in one or more of

the recognised institutions or schools in the United King-
dom. 3. To pass two examinations.

The First Examination takes place once a year, and
commences on the first Monday in August. Candidates
must have—1. Completed their 19th year. 2. Taken a
degree in arts in the University, or in a university the de-

grees of which are recognised by the University (those

of all the universities of the United Kingdom): or
Vol. XXVI.—
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have passed the Matriculation Examination. 3. Have
been students during two years at one or more of the

medical institutions or schools recognised by the Uni-
versity, subsequently to having taken a degree in arts or

passed the matriculation examination. 4. Have attended

a course of lectures on each of four of the subjects in the

following list:—(Z) Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy;
GeneralAnatomy and Physiology; Comparative Anatomv

;

Pathological Anatomy ; Chemistry ; Botany ; Materia Me-
dica and Pharmacy ; General Pathology ; General Thera-

peutics ; Forensic Medicine ; Hygiene ;
Midwifery and Dis-

eases peculiar to women and infants ; Surgery ; Medicine.

5. Have dissected during nine months. 6. Have attended

a course of Practical Chemistry, comprehending certain

specified practical exercises. 7. Have attended to Prac-

tical Bharmacy sufficient time to have acquired a practical

knowledge in the preparation of medicines.

The examination is in Anatomy ; Physiology; Chemistry;
Structural and Physiological Botany ; Materia Medica and
Pharmacy, with an examination in Anatomy, if practicable

by dissection and demonstration. A subsequent examina-

tion for honours takes place : to this no student is admissi-

ble if he have completed his 22nd year. The examination

is on the following subjects :—Anatomy and Physiology,

in which answets may be illustrated by sketches ; Chemis-
try ; Materia Medica, and Pharmaceutical Chemistry.

The Second Examination for the degree of B.M. takes

place once a year, and commences on the first Monday in

November. The candidate must have passed the first

examination two years at least previously. He must pro-

duce certificates— 1. Of having subsequently to the first

examination attended a course of lectures on each of two of

the subjects comprehended in the list (Z) above given, for

which he did not present certificates at the first examination.

2. Of having subsequently to the first examination dis-

sected during six months. 3. Of having conducted at least

six labours. 4. Of having attended the surgical practice of

a recognised hospital or hospitals during twelve months,

and lectures on chemical surgery. 5. Of having attended

the medical practice of a recognised hospital or hospitals

during other twelve months, and lectures on clinical medi-
cine. 6. Of having subsequently to the completion' of his

attendance on surgical and medical hospital-practice, at-

tended to practical medicine in a recognised hospital, infir-

mary, or dispensary during six months.
Certificates will be received on the subject of midwifery

from any legally qualified practitioner, and on the subject of
practical medicine from the same, if he have the care of the
poor of a parish. The candidate must produce a certificate

of moral character from a teacher in the last school or

institution at which he has studied, as far as the teacher's

opportunity of knowledge has extended. The examination
is on the following subjects :—Physiology, including ques-
tions inComparativeAnatomy ; General Pathology ; General
Therapeutics ; Hygiene ; Surgery ; Medicine ;

Midwifery
;

Forensic Medicine. In the first week, by printed papers

;

in the second, by viv3 voce interrogation. Subsequently
an examination for honours takes place on the following
subjects :—Physiology and Comparative Anatomy (in which
the answers may be illustrated by sketches) ; Surgery

;

Medicine ; Midwifery ; Structural and Physiological Bo-
tany.

M.D.—This examination takes place once a year, and
commences on the fourth Monday in November. The
candidate must have taken the degree of Bachelor of Me-
dicine in the University, or a degree in medicine or surgery
at a University, the degrees granted by which are re-

cognised by the Senate ; in the latter case he must produce
also a certificate of having completed his 23rd year. He
must produce certificates of having attended subsequently
to having taken one of the above degrees in medicine (a)

to Clinical or Practical Medicine, during two years in an
hospital or medical institution recognised by the University,

(6) or to Clinical or Practical Medicine during one year in

an hospital or medical institution recognised by the Uni-
versity ; and of having been engaged three years in the prac-
tice of his profession, (c) or if he have taken the degree of
B.M. in the University, of having been engaged during
five years In the practice of his profession (one year of at-

tendance on clinical or practical medicine, or two years of
practice are dispensed with in the case of candidates placed
in the first division at the second examination for B.M.). He
must also produce a certificate of moral character signed

by two persons of respectability. The examination is con-

ducted by vivS voce interrogation as well as by papers. The

subjects of examination are—Elements of Intellectual Phi-

losophy, Logic, and Moral Philosophy; Medicine. Th-

examination for honours is on the subjects of Surgery ; Me-

dicine ; Midwifery.
For degrees of medicine, both B.M. and M.D., Candida 1

- -

who commenced their medical studies in or before J*

nuary, 1839, and practitioners in medicine and surgery, as-

admitted to examination on modified terms.
Mode of Examination.—The examinations are by print r.

papers, but the examiners may put viva voce quertirr-

upon the written answers when they appear to require ev
planation. On the pass examination for Matriculation, az-

for the degrees of B.A., B.L., B.M., and M.D., the cam!,

dates who nave passed are to be arranged in two division,

each in an alphabetical order ; but in the medical exam
nations such candidates only as are admissible to the exam;
nation for honours are placed in the first division. C»'

didates for honours must have passed the previous e\»

minations ; and as to the medical examinations, they m-j-

have been placed in the first division. After the e»i

mination for honours in the respective subjects, and also c
the pass examination for the degree of M.A., the candidati-

who have'acquitted themselves to the satisfaction of the r\

aminers are to be arranged according to their several sub-

jects in the order of proficiency : equals are to be bracketed
and in determining the relative position of the candidate
except in the subjects of natural history, the examiners ir

to have regard to the proficiency evinced by the candidal-
in the pass examination. Alter the examination in the O
and New Testament and scripture history, the candidate
are to be divided into.three classes according to proficier.n

and alphabetically arranged in each class. Every examini-
isto be present during, the time that the candidates are r.-

gaged in writing answers to the questions set by him. Eve-
member of the Senate and examiner may be present duns:
the viva" voce examinations, but only the examiners spcu
ally appointed to conduct the examination can put quo

|

tions. All the examiners to whom viva" voce examinatio- i

is intrusted must be present during the whole time of sur
examination.

Fees.—The fees for examination, and which are returr

able if the candidate does not pass, are as follows :—Mat-
culation, 21.

; B.A., 10/. ; M.A., 10/. ; B.L., 10/. ; LLP
251. ; B.M.,—first examination 5/., second examination 5/.

M.D., 10/. ; Certificates of Proficiency in Architecture, &c.

10/. if the candidate have taken the degree of B.A. in th

university ; otherwise 20/.

Scholarships and Rewards.—Candidates for decrw
who, in the examination for honours in the respective cla-sc

of subjects, or in the pass examination for the degree
M.D., shall have most distinguished themselves, if in tbr

opinion of the examiners they shall possess sufficient men:,

may receive the following rewards :

—

Matriculation : Mathematics ; Classics.—In each a:

exhibition of 30/. a year for two years, or during so row!
of that time as the exhibitioner shall continue a student h
one of the institutions connected with the University.

In Chemistry and Natural History respectively, a boo*
prize of 5/. value.

BA. Degree: Mathematics; Classics.—Each 50/. a vet-

for the next three years, with the style of University

Scholar.

Chemistry ; Animal Physiology; Vegetable Physiology .

and Structural Botany—respectively ; a prize in books o:

5/. value.

M.A. : each of the three branches.—A gold medal c.

the value of 20/.

Scripture Examination.—To each candidate placed in

the first class, a book of 5/. value.
B.L. : Jurisprudence.— 50/. per annum for the next three

years, with the style of University Law Scholar.
LL.D.—A gold medal of the value of 20/.

B.M. : First Examination.

—

Anatomy and Physiology
Chemistry ; Materia Medica, and Pharmaceutical Che-
mistry.—Each, an exhibition of 30/. a year for two years-

A gold medal of the value of 5/. to the first and second
candidate in each subject.

B.M. : Second Examination.

—

Physiology and Compara-
tive Anatomy ; Surgery ; Medicine.—Each, 50/. per an-
num for two years, with the style of University Medica)
Scholar.
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Also in each of those subjects a gold medal of the value
of 5/. to the first and second candidate.

M.D. : Pass Examination.

—

For the best commentary on
a ease in Medicine, Surgery, Midwifery,—each a gold
medal of the value of 57.

For a thesis on a subject of the candidate's own choice,

a gold medal of the value of 10/.

Examination for Honours : Surgery; Medicine ; Mid-
wifery,—each a gold medal of the value of 5/.

Examiners.— Classics, two; Intellectual Philosophy,
Logic, and Moral Philosophy, two, one of whom is an exa-
miner in Classics; Political Philosophy and Political

Economy, one ; Mathematics and Natural Philosophy,
two; Chemistry, one; Botany, one; French Language,
one ; German Language, one ; Scriptural Examination,
two; Anatomy and Animal Physiology, two; Materia
Medica and Pharmacy, one ;

Midwifery, one
;
Surgery,

two ; Medicine, two ; Laws, one. Of these seven only are

Members of the Senate. The examiners receive salaries,

the amount of which, subject to the approbation of the
government, is fixed by the Senate.

The expenses of the University were, during the year
1840-41, 5061/. ; the fees received of graduates were
783/. In 1841-42 the expenses were 5287/.; the fees,

988/. The loss to the country therefore in each year was
about 4300/. A reduction has been made in the salaries

of examiners, &c, and the probable future expenses will

be, for examiners and officers, 3370/. ; for exhibitions,

scholarships, medals, and prizes, 1000/. ;
printing and

other contingencies, 700/. : total, 5070/.—deducting 000/.,

estimated amount of fees in future, 4470/.

The Senate holds its sitting in Somerset House, in

apartments formerly occupied by the Royal Academy.
The earl of Burlington, appointed Chancellor by the
original charter, still holds that office. Mr. Lubbock,
now Sir J. W. Lubbock, was the first Vice-Chancellor, and
continued to be elected to that post until June last, when,
having resigned, Mr. John G. Shaw Lefevre was chosen as

his successor, and now fills the office. The executive officer

of the Senate is the Registrar.

The institutions empowered to issue certificates to can-
didates for degrees in Arts and Laws of the university are

:

—University College, London ; King's College, London

;

St. Cuthbert's College, Ushaw ; Stoneyhurst College
;
Royal

Belfast Academical Institution ; Bristol College ; Man-
chester New College ; St. Mary's College, Oscott ; Carlow
College; St Edmond's College, near Ware ; Homerton
Old College ; Highbury College

; Colleges of St. Peter and
St. Paul, at Prior Park, near Bath

;
Spring Hill College,

Birmingham ; Stepney College ; College of St. Gregory
the Great, Downside, near Bath ; Countess of Huntingdon's
College, at Cheshunt; Baptist College, at Bristol; Aire-
dale College, Undercliffe, near Bradford ; Protestant Dis-

inters' College at Rotherham; Presbyterian College at

Caermarthen.
The medical institutions and teachers recognised by the

University are—King's College, London ; University Col-

lege, London ; the principal hospitals, several private

schools, in all seventeen, in London. Two in Birming-
ham ; three in Bristol ; the Hull and East Riding of York
school : the Leeds School, Liverpool ; the school attached
to the Royal Institution ; the Royal Manchester School of

Medicine and Surgery ; the Newcastle-upon-Tyne School
of Medicine and Surgery ; the Sheffield Medical Institution

;

the York School of Medicine. In Scotland:—the Univer-
sity of Edinburgh, and six other schools; in Glasgow,
the Portland-Street School of Medicine, the Andersonian
Institution, and the College-Street Theatre of Anatomy.
In Ireland :—fourteen schools of medicine in Dublin ; four

in Cork; and the Belfast Academical Institution. Also
the University of Malta ; and the Military Hospital in the

Island of Ceylon.
The regulations of the University in full detail are

printed in separate publications for each Faculty, and from
these the particulars above given have been derived.

UNLAWFUL ASSEMBLY. [Riot.1

UNLIMITED. This term is frequently used by mathe-
matical writers, in the same manner as Indefinite, to

avoid the entrance of the word Infinite. It is also used
to describe a problem which may have an infinite number
of answers, and which is called an unlimited problem.
UNNA, a town in Prussia, in the government of Arns-

berg, in the province of Westphalia, is situated on the

little river Kottelbeck, in 51° 33' N., lat. and 7° 4ff fc.

long. It is surrounded with a rampart and ditch, and has
one Roman Catholic church and 4416 inhabitants. There
are considerable breweries, brandy-distilleries, and a manu-
factory of earthenware.

(Miiller, Worierbuch des Preussischen Staates.)

UNO'NA, a genus of the natural family of Anonaceae,
so called from unus, ' one,' the stamens being united with
the germens. The generic character is, sepals, 3 ; petals,

6, the three inner the smallest ; stamens numerous ; car-
pels numerous, one or many celled ; many seeded, seeds
in a single row. The species consist of trees, large shrubs,
or climbing plants, found in hot parts of the world, as

India and its islands, Africa, and South America. The
bark and fruit of many of the species are aromatic, with
some degree of acridity, and are employed as stimulating
medicines or as condiments. U. Atlhiopica, a native of
Ethiopia and Sierra. Leone, is a tree with ovate lanceolate
leaves, which are also acute, smooth, and have the under
surface glaucous ; it has roundish, torulose, nearly sessile

carpels. It has obtained more celebrity than other species,

from being supposed to be that which yields the seeds for-

merly well known under the name of Ethiopic pepper,
the filfil-al-Soudan of Arabian authors. They have been
also called Guinea pepper and Negro pepper, in conse-
quence of their having been employed as a substitute for

that condiment by the negroes, from their aromatic and
pungent taste. Tney must not be confounded with the
Amomum Granum raradisi, obtained also from the west
coast of Africa. U. aromatica, another species, which
is a native of or introduced by the negroes into Guiana,
is however considered by some to be the species
yielding the Negro pepper. It has oblong, acumi-
nate, and smooth leaves; peduncles axillary, 1 to 2
flowered; carpels oblong, terete, torulose, nearly sessile.

Every part of the plant is aromatic, and the fruit is used
as a condiment by the negroes of Guiana. U. undulata, a
native of Waree in Guinea, has aromatic fruit similarly

employed. U. Narum is one of the climbing species, a
native of Malabar, which Rheede describes as possessed of
medical properties, the roots being so used, as well as a
swee scented greenish-coloured oil obtained from them by
distillation. U. musaria has been so called from its bark
being used for making musical instruments, as is indeed
also that of the foregoing species. This is a rambling
shrub, a native of Amboyna, &c. ; the roots and bark are

also used medicinally. . U. tripetala, uncinata, odorata,
&c, natives of the Indian islands, are remarkable for the
sweet scent of their flowers. U. esculenta, a native of the
Indian peninsula, has fruit which is edible. Some species,

as U. sylvatica, are valued for their timber. U. longifolia is

an elegant tree, with smooth, pointed, and undulate leaves,

which is much cultivated in some parts of India to form
avenues and to afford shade. It is sometimes called Deo-
dara, which is properly the name of the celebrated Hima-
layan Pine, Pinus or Cedrus Deodara.
UNST. [Shetland, Isles of.]

UNTERWALDEN, a canton of Switzerland, and one
of the three Waldstatten which began the Helvetic Con-
federation, is bounded on the north by the Waldstatter See,

or Lake of the Four Cantons, which separates it from
Schwyz and partly from Luzern, on the west by Luzern, on
the south by the Bernese Oberland, and on the east by
the canton of Uri. The area of Unterwalden is about 275
square miles. It consists mainly of two great parallel val-

leys, each about 15 miles in length, running from south to

north, and terminating on the southern coast of the Wald-
statter See. The eastern valley is drained by the Engel-
berg Aa, a torrent which rises in the Surenen Alps on the
borders of Uri, flows by the abbey of Engelberg, and
enters the lake below Stanz. The western valley is drained

by the Sarner Aa, the outlet of the little Alpine lake of

Lungern, at the foot of the Briinig, near the borders of the

Bernese Oberland, and which, after passing through the

lake of Sarnen, enters a bay of the Waldstatter lake below
Alpnach. The lower part of the eastern valley consti-

tutes the district called Nidwald, or ' below the forest,' and
the western valley, with the upper part of the eastern val-

ley, forms the district called Obwald. These denomina-
tions relate to the Kernwald, or forest of Kerns, which lies

on the borders of the two districts. The Obwald and Nid-
wald have formed two separate communities ever since

1 150. They both joined Schwyz and Uri in the insurrec •

F2
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Hon of 1308, and when the first federal union was entered

into at Brunnen, in December. 1315, Obwald and Nidwald

were recognised as forming together one canton, by the

name of Unterwalden. They retained however their sepa-

rate existence as independent communities, but figured as

only one canton, having one vote in all federal affairs, and

this arrangement has continued in force to this day.

Unterwalden is surrounded, except on the north side, by

offsets of the Alps, which detach themselves from the

great central group of the St. Gothard, and divide the

basin of the Aar fiom that of the Reuss. One branch runs

along the southern border of the canton, separating it from

the Bernese Oberland. The pass of the Jochberg leads

from Meyringen in the Oberland to Engelberg and Stanz,

and the pass of the Briinig leads from Brienz to Sarnen.

Another ridge runs along the eastern parts of Unterwalden

and divides it from Uri, forming the summits of the Titlis

r 10.500 feet above the sea), and of the Wallenstock and

Rothstock, each above 8000 feet. Lastly, another offset

of minor elevation runs along the western border of Unter-

walden, dividing it from the canton of Luzern. Mount
Pilatus (about 7000 feet) is the highest summit of this last

offset. In the interior of Unterwalden there are no very

high mountains, but the surface or the country consists

chiefly of hills and terraces, several valleys, and some
tracts of p'ain bordering on the Waldgtatter lake. The
Unterwalden is chiefly a pastoral country ; the pastures are

mostly natural. There are about 12,000 cows, 3000 sheep,

6000 goats, 3500 pigs, but very few horses. About 20,000

cwts. of cheese are annually made. The cheese of Unter-

walden, of the first or best sort, is much esteemed in Swit-

zerland and Italy. The canton abounds with fruit-trees

;

little wine is made, and that of a very inferior quality.

The honey is excellent. The canton imports corn, wine,

salt, manufactures, and colonial articles ; it exports cattle,

cheese, butter (which is sent chiefly to Luzern), timber,

and hides. The canton is not favourably situated for

trade, being confined between the Alps and the lake, with

no high road passing through it, and none but mountain-
passes leading out of it. By the census of 1835 the popu-
lation was 23,600, ofwhom 13,120 were in the Obwald, and

10,480 in the Nidwafil. All the native .inhabitants, who
are of age, with the exception of a few heimathlosen, who
have no political rights, are members of the landsgemeinde

of their respective district, Nidwald or Obwald. Each of

these two small republics sends a deputy to the federal

diet, but their votes, when in accordance, count only for

one vote, and if discordant, they of course neutralize each
other. Each has its own landamman, its landrath,—in

short, its whole administration similar to that of the olher

small democracies of Switzerland, for which see Schwyz.
There is no printed code, but a MS. collection of laws,

which, together with custom, serve to regulate the judicial

proceedings. In 1835 there were as yet no prisons : serious

offences are punished by fines, corporal punishment, and
in certain cases by death. Each of the two divisions of

the canton has an hospital and a poorhouse. A dialect

of the Swiss-German is the language of the country. The
Roman Catholic is the religion of the whole canton. The
Benedictine monastery of Engelberg, whose abbot was once
lord of the valley of that name, is more than 3000 feet above
the sea : it is a foundation of the eleventh century. It

has a library of 20,000 volumes, and several valuable MSS.,
a collection of medals, engravings, armorial ensigns, and a
grammar-school.
The principal towns or villages are—1, Sarnen, the head

town of the Obwald, on the northern extremity of the lake

of the same name, has a fine town-house, with historical por-
traits of Nicholas von der Flue, Anderhalden of Melchthal,
who was deprived ofsight by order ofthe governor appointed
by A Ibert of Austria previous to the insurrection of 1308,

and of the series of the landammans of Obwald. Sarnen has
also a college, a theatre, an hospital, a poorhouse, a public

school, several churches and convents, and above 1000 in-

habitants. The arsenal of Obwald is on the hill called

Ijuidenberg. where was once the castle and residence of
the Austrian governors. 2, Kerns, on the Melcha, an
affluent of the Aa, and on the road from Sarnen to Statu,

is a pretty viUage, with a handsome church and tower,
several iron-works, mills, and a cotton-spinnery. 3, Stanz,

the head town of the Nidwald, situated in a fine plain at

the foot of mountains, has a splendid parish church with a
noble dome, and a fine square before it, with two foun-

tains, and a statue of Winkelried, the hero of Sempac'a
The convent of the Capuchins has a considerable libr&rr.

The town-house contains several paintings, among otben

one of Nicholas von der Flue. The arsenal was plundered

by the French in 1798, when the greater part of the popula-

tion was massacred. The population of Stanz itself » about

1200 ; that of the parish exceeds 4500. Stanzstad, which

is the port of Stanz, on the banks of the lake of the Wald-
slatter, is two miles from the town, and carries on consider-

able trade by water.

The canton of Unterwalden is one of the most interest-

ing districts of central Switzerland, on account of its his-

torical recollections, and also because the inhabitant*
owing to their remote locality, have retained more perhaps
than those of any other canton their old simplicity of man-
ners and pastoral habits. It has also produced some dis-

tinguished men, such as the engineer Miiller of Engelbcrr
who died in 1833, and has left several maps in relief of tht

mountain cantons, the painter P. M. Deschwanden, ft*

sculptor J. Christen, the organist J. Durrer of Beckenried.
and others, besides a number of military officers, either in

the service of their own country or in that of foreign state*

At present Unterwalden furnishes several companies to

the Swiss regiments in the pay of Naples and the pope.
(Leresche, Dictionnaire Geographique de la Suisse.)
UPAS. [Antiaris.] *

.

UPLAND. [Sweden.]
UPPERMAL; [Hindustan, xii., 214.]
UPPINGHAM. [Rutlandshire.]
UPSA'LA is a town in Sweden, situated in the province

of Upland, and in the LSn which bears its name, in 59° 51'

N. lat. and 17° 30* E. long. It lies in an extensive undo
lating plain, probably less than 300 feet above the set-

level. The town is rather small : the population, accord-
ing to Forsell, in 1839 did not exceed 4800 individuals:

but it extends over a great area, as there are large garde*
to most of the bouses. The houses are partly of stone ar»!

partly of wood, and mostly two stories nigh. The stress

are wide and straight, especially those which terminate is

the spacious square which occupies the centre of the tonn.
Die cathedral was erected between 1258 and 1435, and is

considered the finest Gothic building in the north of Eu-

rope. In this church monuments have been erected in

memory of many distinguished persons, among which ir»

those of Gustavus I. and of Linnaeus. Formerly the kin£>

of Sweden were crowned in this cathedral. The square in

which the church stands is surrounded by buildings be-

longing to the university: there is a library, containing-

nearly 100,000 volumes, a collection of coins, an anato-

mical theatre, an observatory, a chemical laboratory, arid

a very extensive collection of natural objects. There it

also a botanical garden. A great number of distinguished
naturalists have been professors at this university. Amonr
the most eminent are Waller, Bergman, Linnseus, Scheelc.
and Berzelius. The university was established in 1478.

but received its present constitution and a regular income
from Gustavus and from Charles Gustavus Adolphus, wlu
are considered as its real founders. The number of reeu-
lar professors amounts to twenty-four, and that of adjunct
professors to fourteen. They all have a fixed salary, either

in corn or calculated according to the price of that com-
modity. The salary of the adjunct professors is only about
one-third of that of the regular professors. The number
of students who attend the lectures varies between «m
and 1000, but there are usually 400 or 500 more on the

books, as many students interrupt their studies by entering
some rich family as private tutors, and in this way thev

firocure the means of pursuing their studies with more
eisure and better success. The university and its studies

are modelled on the German universities, but, by some
prudent arrangement, the pernicious effects ofthe societies

among the students which are felt in nearly every uni-
versity of Germany have been avoided. The Society cf

Sciences, which was instituted in 1719, has published seve-
ral volumes of ' Transactions,' which contain valuable re-

searches. There are in Upsala a grammar-school, two
elementary schools, and several other charitable institu-

tions. There is also a society for promoting agriculture.
Many persons belonging to the class of gentry m North
Sweden pass the winters in Upsala, on account of the
pleasant society which is created by so many well-instructed
persons. About six miles south-east of Upsala are the

|
morastonet, at which the electors met for the purpose of
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choosing their king when Sweden was an elective king-

dom (1140-1520).

(Schubert's Seise durch Schweden, Norwegen, Lapland,
«|-c.; ForselPs Antechningar O/ver Swerige ; and Journal

of Education, vol. viii.)

UPTON-UPON-SEVERN. [Worcestershire.]
U'PUPA. [Upupid*.]
UPUPHME, a family of Insessorks, or Perching

Bird*.
Linnaeus placed the genus Upupa between Meropt

tBK*-EATKRj and Certhia [Creeper], among his Pica, in

lis last edition of the ' Systema Naturae :' the species of
Upupa recorded by him are epops, promerops, and para-
dtsea.

Lacepede arranged the genus under his Passereaux, be-
tween Qlaucopis and Certhia, in that division which
includes the Passerine Birds with a bent bill (Bee arquf).

Dumeril's Tenuirostres, or Leptoramphes, form the last

family of his order Passereaux, and Upupa is placed at

the end of that family.

Meyer arranges Upupa between Oriolus and Cuculus, in

his second order, Cnraces.
Illiger's Tenuirostres form the third family of his Ambu-

latores ; Nectarinia, Tichodroma, and Upupa are the
genera comprised under that family. *

Cuvier makes Upupa the last genus of his Tenuirostres,
placing it immediately after the Colib-ris (Trochilus,
Linn.). Cuvier's Upupa comprises the following sub-
genera :

—

Fregilus, Cuv. ; the Hoopoes, properly so called

{Upupa); Promerops; and Epimachus.
Upupa and Promerops are arranged by M. Vieilkrt in

his second order, Sylvicolee, and in his second tribe (Ani-
sodactyli) of that order, among his Epopsides, the twenty-
third family of his Sylvicola, which stands between the
Anthomyzt and the Pelmatodes.
M. Temniinck also gives Upupa a place among his

Anisodactyles, and in his ' Manual of European Birds

'

arranges it next to Tichodroma.

_
In the method proposed by M. de Blainville, and car-

ried out by M. Lherminier, the Epopsides, with the genus
Upupa for the type, form the seventeenth family of the
first subclass, or ' Normal Birds,' and stand between the
Woodpeckers (Picus) and the Passeres.

Mr. Vigors, who places the Promeropidee, with a note
of interrogation, as one of the three aberrant families of
the Tenuirostres, remarks that the genus Promerops,
Biiss., appears to be that form of the tribe which ap-
proaches nearest to the Fissirostres. Retaining the slen-

der bill of the Tenuirostres, it exhibits, he observes, some-
what of the broad base of the bill of the Fissirostres, and,
at the same time, their gressorial feet. By means of
Merops, the curved bill of which approaches the structure

of its own, it appears, he says, to be immediately con-
nected with that group ; but of the limits of this family he
was unable to say anything when he wrote. (Linn. Tram.,
vol. xiv.)

Mr. Swainson arranges the ' subfamily ' (family) Pro-
meropidee between the Trochilidee and the Paradisiadee.
The following is his character of the ' Promeropidee,
Hoopoes :'—

Feet syndactyle ; the outer toe united for half its length
to the middle ; bill very long, greatly compressed.
The following genera are comprised under this family

—

Promerops, Briss. ; Upupa, Linn. ; and Epimachus, Cuv.
(Classification of Birds.)
The Prince of Canino (Birds of Europe and North

America) places the Upupidee between tjjp Alcedinidee
and the Trochilidee.

In 1840 M. Le Baron de la Fresnaye read to a meeting
of the Zoological Society of London his observations on
the situation which the genus Upupa, in his opinion,

should occupy in the classification of birds, judging from
the form of the feet and from the habits of the species.

The following is a translation of this author's observa-

tions :

—

* It is surprising, now it is generally known that the
classification of species and genera based solely upon the
form of the beak is often unnatural and vicious, that

modem authors should have continued to unite, as did the
old authors, the genus Upupa with that of Epimachus or

Promerops, and that they should constitute with these

genera a little family under the name of Promeropidee.
' It is evident that authors have been guided solely by

the structure of the beak in such an association ; and if

the feet of these genera be compared, we are struck with
the enormous difference which exist* in their conforma-
tion, and consequently, of necessity, with the habits of the
species.

4 The Hoopoe, in fact, in the shortness of its fore-toes, in
the almost straight form of the claws, and particularly in
the claw of the hind-toe, we perceive has evident affinities

with the Larks (Alauda) and other conirostral ground-
birds. Like them also, the Hoopoe seeks its food on the
ground, and especially on humid and newly disturbed
land. It is often seen in grazing-lands. where it seeks its

food in the excrement of cattle, in which coprophagous
insects abound. Its long and very slender beak is well
adapted for pulling out the larvae of these insects from the
small holes in which they live and undergo their trans-
formations : it serves well likewise to divide and disperse
the excrement when dried by the sun.

' It is seen that the Hoopoe, with its feet formed like
those of the Larks, also essentially resembles those birds in
its cursorial habits, but that it seeks its nourishment only
on the ground, and in humid lands, such as pasture-land.

' If, on the other hand, we consider the form of the feet

of the species of Promerops, with which the Hoopoe is

usually associated, it will he seen that there exists a very
essential difference in these organs. The feet of the Pro-
merops are as remarkable for their thickness as those of
the Hoopoe (though fitted for walking) are for their slen-
derness. In the first of these genera the toes are strong

;

the external toe is elongated as well as the back toe, as in

all those birds which are essentially perchers and which
procure their food upon trees, whether it be in the manner
of the species of Melliphaga, Paradisea, or Dendroco-
laptes.

' As in these genera likewise, the claws in Promerops
are very strong and much arched. The birds of this genus,
in fact, appear to us to be Cinnyridee, but on a large
scale.

' The genus Upupa, as at present constituted, consists

only of two or three species,—one from Europe, an Afri-
can species, and one from India : in these there is so great
t similarity in form, colouring, and habits, that upon a
cursory view they might be mistaken for one species. ,

' This genus therefore does not, as in most, other genera,
present certain species which recede from the type and
form a transition between it and other genera, with which
it is then natural to group them.

' From these considerations the genus Upupa appears
to us to be one of those isolated genera, like many others
in the class, which cannot be naturally placed in any other
group, but which ought to be regarded as constituting by
itself a family or subfamily, under the name of Upupidee
or Upupinee, its situation being in the section Tenuiros-
tres ; and if it be only regarded as a subfamily, it te with
another subfamily of the cursorial Tenuirostres it should
be grouped, which division should contain the genera
Upucertnia of M. Isidore Geoffroy St. Hilaire, and some
other genera peculiar to Chili, described by Killitz and by
Mr. Gould in the ' Voyage of the Beagle, and the species

of which, in the form of their beak and feet, as well as in

their cursorial habits, afford a positive analogy with our
genus Upupa, from which the genus Promerops is so iso-

lated.' (Zool.Proc.)
Mr. G. R. Gray makes the Upupidee (Upupa, linn.),

the first family of the Tenuirostres, consist of the following

subfamilies and genera-:

—

Subfam. 1. Upupinee.

Genera : Upupa, Linn. ; Fregilupus, Less. ; Falculia,

J. Geoffr. ;
Neomorpha, Gould ; Seleucides, Less. ; Crat-

pedophora, G. R. Gray'; Ptiloris, Sw.
Subfam. 2. Promeropime.

Genera : Promerops, Briss. ; Rhinopomastus, Smith

;

Epimachus, Cuv.
The Upupidee, in Mr. Gray's arrangement, are immedi-

ately succeeded by the Nectarinidee.

Our limits will not permit us to notice particularly in

this article more than the genera Upupa, Promerops, and
Epimachus.

Upupa. (Linn.)

Generic Character.—Bill very long, slightly arched, slen-

der, triangular, compressed ; nostrils basal, lateral, ovoid,
open, surmounted by the feathers of the forehead ; feet

w^th three anterior toes ; the external joined to the middle
toe up to its first joint ; one posterior toe ; claws short and
slightly curved, that of the hind-toe nearly straight ; tail
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squared, composed of ten feathers ; wings moderate, fourth

and fifth quills the longest
;
tongue very short, triquetral.

Example, Upupa epops.

Description.—Old Male.—Two parallel rows of long
feathers form an arched crest upon the head ; these fea-

BiU of Hoopoe.

thers are of a ruddy buff colour, terminated with black :

head, neck, and breast, vinous buff; upper part of the
back vinous grey ; on the back a large -transversal band

;

wings and tail black; on the wings are five transversal
bands of yellowish white, and on the tail is a very large
white band, about the middle of the feathers ; at about
three-fourths of the length of the quills is a large white
band ; abdomen white, with some longitudinal spots on
the thighs ; bill flesh-colour at its base and black towards
the point ; feet and iris brown. Length, 12J inches.
Female less than the male, her crest shorter, and the

tints of her plumage less vivid.

The Young when they leave the nest have the bill short,
nearly straight, and slightly cylindrical towards the point

;

the feathers of the crest short and often terminated with
black, without the white spot which is immediately below
it in the adult ; the white band of the tail nearer to the
rump ; the plumage washed, as it were, with ash-colour

;

the bands on the wings less distinct and more yellowish,
and a greater quantity of longitudinal spots upon the
belly and thighs.

This is the lic<4 (Epops) of the Greeks (Aristot., Hist.
Anim.. i. 1 ; ix. 11 ; ix. 15, 49 ; Arisloph., • Birds,

-

228, et
seq. ; Pausanias, x. 41 ; Upupa and Epops of the antient
Italians (Pliny, Nat. Hist., x. 29; xxx. 6; Ovid, Metam.,
vi.1. [n Ovid's lines descriptive of the transformation of
Tereus the bird is drawn to the life :—

Tereua
VerUtur ia Toluerom, cui stint io Tertice rristv.
Prnnaiaet immodicum pro loaifa cuepide rostrum,
Noroen Epupt volucri, facie urinate vidctur.'

' Ttrcw, through *rief. ami liaste to he reveng'd.
Shares the like talc, ami Io a hird is chang'd.
FiiM oo his head the crested plumes appear

;

Long is his beak, aud sharpen'd as a spear.'

—

CroxalL

It is the Buba, Upega, Gallo del Paradise. Gatleto de
magio, Pubuia, Bubbola, Pupita, and Upupa of the modern
Italians; Hupe, Hume, Putput. Huput, and Lupoge of the
French ; El abubilla of the Spanish

; Wiedehopf of the
Germans ; De Hoppe of the Netherlander*

; Haz/ogel of
the Swedes; Her-fugl of the Danes; Smerda Kaura of
Scopoli

; Dung-bird and Hoopoe of the modern British
;Y Goppog of the antient British.

Geographical Distribution,—As far north in the sum-
mer as Denmark, Sweden, and Russia, and southward in
continental Europe, in Germany, Holland, France, Spain,
and Italy. It has been seen both at Gibraltar, Ceuta, and
in Egypt (where it breeds) : it is probably an inhabitant of
the whole of North Africa. It has been also observed at
Madeira, Hushak, and Trebizond, from which last locality
it has been sent to this country.

It is generally found in the British Islands in autumn ;
but Hoopoes have_ been known to build and hatch their
youne with us.

Habits, Nidification, #c.—In the • Magazine of Natural
History' it is stated that on the Bourdeaux side of the
Garonne and near the city are large spaces of marshy
ground, intersected by broad ditches and creeks terminat-
ing in the river, where poplars and willows are planted for
the sake of their twigs used for tying the vine*. These
trees being topped become very stout, and as they decay
at the centre in a few years, they are attacked by numerous

insects, particularly the Formica fuliginosa. Here tb*

Hoopoes are frequently seen examining the rotten wooc

and feeding on the insects which abound therein. It :•

further remarked, that the Hoopoe flies low and seldom,

unless disturbed, its food being so abundant as to requiit

but little search, and that it breeds in a hollow wulcv
about the end of May, the young coming out in June.

Indeed they breed, generally, in hollow trees, and, do'

withstanding the accounts of the disgusting materiio
which they were said to use, noticed by Aristotle in one o

the passages above quoted and in the old quatrain herein-

after given, form a nest of a few dried grass-stalks kc
feathers, laying eggs ranging from four to seven in num-
ber, of a pale lavender grey, about an inch and a half Ion;

and about eight lines broad.

In a state of nature the Hoopoe is much upon the

ground during the day, generally in moist situations, n hm
it may meet with its insect food. Bechstein gives the fol-

lowing interesting account, written by M. von Schauruth
in his Cage Birds : ' With great care and attention I was

able last summer to rear two young hoopoes, taken from i

nest which was placed at the top of an oak-tree. Tht*
little birds followed me everywhere, and when they hea l

me at a distance showed their joy by a particular chirpinc
jumped into the air, or, as soon as I was seated, climUu
upon my clothes, particularly when giving them their Ax^
from a pan of milk, the cream of which they swallows
greedily; they climbed higher and higher till at last thti

perched on my shoulders, and sometimes on my hta,
caressing me very affectionately : notwithstanding this, i

had only to speak a word to rid myself of their compans
they would then immediately retire to the stove. Gene-

rally, they would observe my eyes to discover what m\

temper might be, that they might act accordingly. I iti.

them like the nightingales, or with the universal paste, v

which I sometimes added insects : they would never tour,

earth-worms, but were very fond of beetles and May-bur-
these they first killed, and then beat them with their btai

into a kind of oblong ball ; when this was done, they thrc

»

it into the air, that they might catch it and swallow i:

lengthwise ; if it fell across the throat, they were oblige

to begin again. Instead of bathing, they roll in the sami

I took them one day into a neighbouring field, that thty

might catch insects for themselves, and had then an oppor-

tunity of remarking their innate fear of birds of prey, anJ

their instinct under it. As soon as they perceived a raur..

or even a pigeon, they were on their bellies in the twink-

ling of an eye, their wings stretched out by the side t.

their head, so that the large quill-feathers touched
; thr;

were thus surrounded by a sort of crown, formed by tbr

feathers of the tail and wings, the head leaning on the bad
with the bill pointing upwards: in this curious postun
they might be taken for an old rag. As soon as the bin.

which frightened them was gone they jumped up imme-
diately, uttering cries of joy. They were very fond of lyiiif

in the sun ; they showed their content by repeating in i

quivering tone " vec, vec, vec ;" when angry their notes air

harsh, and the male, which is known by its colour be in;

redder, cries " hoop, hoop." The female had the trick c:

dragging its food about the room : by this means it un-

covered with small feathers and other rubbish, which, by

degrees, formed into an indigestible ball in its stomach,
about the size of a nut, of which it died. The male livid

through the winter ; but not quitting the heated stove, it>

beak became so dry that the two parts separated, and
remained more than an inch apart : thus it died miserably.'
This was a ngjancholy end for the poor pet, and might,
we think, have been avoided with a little care, tame as tbt

bird was, and therefore accessible.

Mr. Yarrell has recorded the manners of a Hoopoe io

the possession of Mr. Bartlett, the preserver of birds in

Museum Street. ' This bird,' says Mr. Yarrell, ' is quitr
tame, and, when unexcited, the high crest falls fiat o\er
the top of the head and covers the occiput ; it takes a
meal-worm from the hand very readily, nibbles and
pinches it between the ends of the mandibles, then putting
it on the ground, strikes it several blows with the point u
the beak ; when the insect is apparently dead or disabled
it is again taken up, and by a particular motion of the
head, which is thrown backward, and the beak opened, the
meal-worm drops into the gape of the mouth and is swal-
lowed. The call for another is a sharp note ; but it alw
utters at times a sound closely resembling the word hoc,j>.

hoop, hoop, but breathed out so softly, but rapidly, as to
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remind the hearer of the note of the Dove. This bird con-
stantly rubs himself in the sand with which the bottom of
his large cage is supplied, dusting himself like the larks,

but takes great care to shake off any sand or gravel that
may adhere to his food, which is raw meat chopped and
boiled egg. He hides superfluous food, and resorts to his
hoard when hungry. When allowed to come out of his
cage, he takes short flights about the room ; but would not
be considered a bird of great power on the wing

;
yet the

bishop of Norwich has recorded that " one approached a
\ esse) in the middle of the Atlantic, and kept company
with it a good way, but did not settle on board, which it

probably would have done had it been tired."
' At the moment of settling on the floor of the room,

Mr. Barllett's bird bends the head downwards till the point
of the beak touches the floor, after which, as well as occa-
sionally at other times, the long feathers forming the crest
are alternately elevated and depressed in a slow and graee-
tiul manner, the bird assuming an appearance of great vi-

vacitv, running on the ground with a very quick step.
M. Neeker, in his " Memoir on the Birds of Geneva," says
Hoopoes fight desperately, and leave the ground covered
with their feathers.' (British Birds.)

Pennant, alter stating that the Hoopoe breeds m hollow
bees, and feeds on insects, which it picks out of ordure of
all kinds,* thus continues :—'The antients believed that it

made its nest of human excrement
J
so far is certain, that

its hole is excessively foetid from the tainted food it bri

to its young. The country-people in Sweden look on
appearance of this bird as a presage of war

—

Fades armata videtur :

and formerly the vulgar in our country esteemed it a fore-
runner of some calamity . . . The Turks call it Tir Chaous,
or the messenger-bird, from the resemblance its crest has
to the plumes worn by the Chaous, or Turkish couriers.'

The old quatrain in the Portraits itOyseaux thus alludes
to the disgusting materials which the antients believed to
enter into the composition of the Hoopoe's nest, and the
initiatory habits of the bird:—

' Dedans un creux avec fanqc et ordure.
La Huppe lait ses ojuls et 8a matron.
Mats rpinnd d'hyver arrive le saisen,

EUe s'en va cvitiint la truidnre
'

Utility to Man.—We who would inquire into the medi-
cinal uses of the Hoopoe according to ancient credulity
must refer to Pliny, Aldrovandus, .lonston, &c, our limits
forbidding us to notice these absurd, but amusing fables.

The flesh of the bird in autumn is said to be well fla-

voured.

Hoopoe.

Promerops. (Briss.)

Generic Character.—Bill with the under mandible, at its

• Pliny ha. noticed it •« 1 obrrotna pastu .Tla.' (Nm. Hist., x. 2».)

base, thicker than the upper ; the margin acute. Nostrils

corneous; the aperture lateral and oval. Hind claw curved.

Tail long, cuneated. (Sw.)
Example, Promerops erythrorhynchus (Vpujia erythro-

rhynchus. Lath.).

Description.—The whole plumage varying with metallic

blue and green. The bill coral red.

Locality, &-c.—This brilliant bird, the Promerops Moqiieur
of the French., lives in small troops in South Africa ( inte-

rior of the Cape of Good Hope). It is said that there is a
variety from Senegal, which has two large white stripes on
the wings and on the external tail-feathers.

rromcroi* en throrhynchm.

Epimachus. (Cuv.)
Generic CtSatactcr.—Bill resembling that of Promerops ,

but the mat^ins are obtuse and somewhat inflected.

Wings, tongue, and feet unknown.* Tail very long. Side
leathers of the body greatly developed. (Sw., 1837.)
Cuvier remarks that the Epimachi have, with the bill of

I

I 'pupa and Promerops, scaly or velvety feathers which
cover apart of their nostrils, as in the Birds ok Paradise:
they come, he observes, from the same country, and like

those Dims shine with the brilliancy of their plumage.
The feathers of the sides are also, he adds, more or less

d in the males ; and the birds which come from
nea, and are rare in cabinets, are often deprived of

et, which is an obstacle to their certain classifica-

roldn

the

tid_

Jxample, Epimachus magnus {I'pupa magna, Gm.,
tfpiupa superba, Lath.).

Description.—Body, generally, black or brownish-black
;

tail graduated, thrice as long as the body (Lesson says

three feet in length, French) ; feathers of the sides elon-

gated, raised, curled, glittering on their edges with steel-

blue, azure, and emerald-green, like precious stones; the

• But see SonneraCs description, post, that of Lesson, etc
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head and the belly lustrous also with steel-blue, &c.
In truth language fails to convey any just idea of the mag-
nificence of this species: we shall, however, let Sonnerat,

who figures the bird, and who wrote in 1776," speak for

himself.
' There does not perhaps exist,' says Sonnerat, ' a more

extraordinary bird, or one more aberrant from the idea

after which Nature has wrought in this genus, than the

Grand Promerops of New Guinea. It is four feet in length

from the extremity of the bill to that of the tail. Its body
is delicate, slender, and, although it is of an elongated

form, appears short and excessively small in comparison
with the tail. To add to the singularity of this bird,

Nature has placed above and below its wings feathers of

an extraordinary form, and such as one does not see in other

birds: she seems, moreover, to have pleased herself in

painting this being, already so singular, with her most
brilliant colours. The head, the neck, and the belly are

glittering green ; the feathers which cover these parts

nave the lustre and softness of velvet to the eye and to the

touch; the back is changeable violet; the wings are of
the same colour, and appear, according to the lights in

which they are held, blue, violet, or deep black, always
however imitating velvet. The tail is composed of twelve
feathers, the two middle are the longest, and the lateral

ones gradually diminish : it is violet or changeable blue
above, and black beneath. Die feathers which compose it

are as wide in proportion as they are long, and shine both
above and below with the brilliancy of polished metal.

Above the wings, the scapulars are very long and singu-

larly formed ; their barbs are very short on one side and
very long on the other. These feathers are of the colour

»f polished steel changing into blue, terminated by a large

spot of brilliant green, and forming a species of tuft or ap-
pendage at the origin of the wings. Below the wings

Bpinuhm omcdiu: Grind Promeropt.

spring long curved feathers directed upwards. These are

black on the inside, and brilliant green on the rrotsiA

The bill and the feet are black.' {Voyage d la KouceL
Guinfe.)

Locality.—M. Lesson states that he procured several i:

dividuals of this beautiful species on the coasts of N«>
Guinea, where it appears to be common.
URAGUAY. [Banda Oriental.]
URAL is the name of a river which runs along it-

eastern boundary-line of Europe, and divides it from Asi
It originates in the Southern Ural, at the foot of Moor
Kalyan, near 55s N. lat, at an elevation of 2132 feet abof
the sea-level. It first runs south about 200 miles is

»

straight line to the fortress of Orskaya, where it turns '.

the west, in which direction it passes south of the town
Orenburg, and continues to now about 300 rrule* is

straight line to the fortress of Uralsk. Near this place .

again turns to the south, and reaches in that direction tt*

Caspian Sea after a course of 300 miles, measured in i

straight line. The whole course of the river, when is

numerous windings are included, probably does not fiT

short of 900 miles, and may exceed that amount. It ms<

be compared as to its length with the Rhine. The first d'

miles it runs in a narrow valley, between the prinapi
chain of the Ural Mountains, the Ural Tau on the west, am
the llmenes Mountains on the east. The last-mention*,

chain sinks down to the level of the plain south-east free

Verkh-Urask, where the level of the river is still abce.-'

1248 feet above the sea, and where it begins to be oiv<-

gable for small boats. South of Verkh-Urask the Ur*

flows along the eastern base of the table-land of S*knw..i

and on the east of it extend the steppes of the Kirghbo.
At Orskaja, where the river turns westward, its level r

about 550 feet above the sea. From this place it may U
navigated by large barges, as it has no rapids and a cos-

siderable depth ; but the want of timber in the adjact;

countries, and other circumstances, prevent the river bein;

much used for navigation. Below Orskaja the Ural flem

in a bottom from one to three miles wide, which is en-

closed by higher grounds rising from 60 to 100 feet abox;

it.. These higher grounds are the edges of the steppo

which extend south of the river. The bottom is chicfi-

covered with woods, composed of alder, ash, wLKow, as.

lime-trees, but in many parts there are extensive meadow-.

The greater part of it is annually inundated, and onlj >

few tracts, which are not subject to be overflowed, are ac-

tivated or converted into gardens. In its middle couw
the Ural is joined by the Sakmara from the north and th<

Ilek from the south. On the banks of the last-mentionei

tributary, about 15 miles above its mouth, is a great moun-

tain of rock-salt, which was formerly worked. In the lower

part of its course, or south of Uralskaja, the river is en-

closed by steppes, and flows in a bottom varying in width

from half a mile to two miles and a half. This bottom is

partly covered with wood and partly with' swamps : it u

annually inundated in its whole extent. About forty

miles from its mouth the Ural divides into two channels, oi

which the eastern preserves the name of Ural, and the

western is called Mokroi Backsai. Lower down the Ural

again divides into two channels, of which the western i*

called Ural, and the eastern Bukharka. The last-men-

tioned channel is the most convenient for vessels, and oo

its banks are the fortress and town of Guriew. The island.-

forming the delta of the Ural river are covered with salt-

swamps, and entirely unfit for cultivation or pasture. The

population of this district derive their subsistence from the

fisheries. The quantity of fish which is annually taken in

the river is nearly equal" to that which is caught in the

Volga. The fish ascend the river to the fortress of Urask-

when their course is stopped by a weir. The same kirxK

of fish frequent the Ural which are taken in the Voln.

but it is said that some of them are of larger size. Be-

lugas (accipenser huso) have been taken weighing 1000

lbs., and yielding 200 lbs. of caviar ; and sturgeons weieti-

ing 200 lbs., and yielding 40 lbs. of caviar. Besides the

caviar and isinglass, a great quantity of fish are sent to

various parts of Russia. In summer the fish k Halted, but

in winter it is exported in a frozen state.

(Pallas, Reiten durck versckiedene Provinzen det Rus-

sitchen Reichet; Georgi, Besrhreibung det Ruttischm
Reichet ; Erdinann, Beitrage zur Kenntnitt det Inner*

von Ruxtland.)

URAL MOUNTAINS. The Ural Mountains extend

along the eastern -border of Europe, which is divided

by that range from Asia. The whole of the range lies
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vitliin the dominions of Russia. Its most southern ex-

remity is on the banks of the river Ural, where that river

uivs from east to west, near 51° N. lat., and on both sides

>f 55° E. long. The most northern extremity reaches the

Vrctic Ocean on the Straits of Waigatz, and terminates op-
posite the island of Nova Zembla, which is considered by
,'eologists as a continuation of the range. This most
northern point is in 70° N. lat. and near 60° E. long. As
lie highest portion of the range is near the meridian of
.0" E. long., or at least at no great distance from it, and
is it therefore extends from south to north, it is classed

inionjr the meridional ranges of mountains.
The length of the range is about 1250 miles and more

han that of the Appalachian Mountains in North America,
i" taken in the widest extent : but in width it is inferior to

hat chain. It is only towards the southern extremity,
i ear 53* N. lat., that the ridges spread over a tract which
s about 100 miles wide, but farther north it narrows to

ess than half that space, and nearly in the centre, between
0" and %0* N. lat., the mountain-range is hardly 20 miles
across. Farther north it grows wider, but this portion of

he mountains is very imperfectly known. According to a
jugh estimate, based on the most recent maps, the whole
rea of the Ural Mountains does not much exceed 120,000
ijuare miles, or not more than the extent of the surface of

he British Islands. The general elevation of the range is

i ot great, none of the summits rising to more than 6800
i-et above the sea, and the highest parts of the range often

all short of 2000 feet. The eastern slope of the chain is

at her rapid, as it descends with steep declivities to the

rreat plains of Asia, which are contiguous to its base. On
he west the mountains do not immediately border on the

n eat plains of Eastern Europe, but are separated from
hem by a hilly tract from 20 to 40 miles wide, whose ge-
leral level decreases gradually as it approaches the plains.

I'he whole range of the Ural Mountains may be divided
uto three portions, the Southern, Central, and Northern
Jral; and this division is founded on the physical cha-
acter of the mountains.
The Southern Ural extends from the banks of the Ural

l\ivcr to 55° 30' N. lat. There are indeed hills of moderate
,-levation south of the river, but they are isolated and can-
not be considered as a continuation of the range. On the

northern side of the river, where it runs from east to west,

the high ground approaches its banks so as to leave only a
lomparatively small tract of low and level ground along
ts course. The ascent of these high grounds is very much
Ji oken and rapid, but not long, as in general the summit
jf the high ground is only from 600 to 700 feet above the

.urface of the river. When this elevation is attained, it is

found that the country extends in a kind of table-land, which
gradually rises higher, and near 53° N. lat. may be from
1200 to 1800 feet above the surface of the sea. This tract

is called the table-land of the Sakmara, from an affluent of

the Ural river which drains nearly the whole of it. On the

i-ast the table-land declines with a steep descent to the

river Ural, where it flows from north to south, but on the

west its slope is very gentle, and it is connected with the
low ridge called Obstshei Sirt, which traverses the steppe
which is farther west, and terminates on the banks of the
V olga, opposite Kamyshin (between 50° and 51° N. lat.).

t he surface of the table-land is very much broken, and in

many parts there are rocky hills of moderate elevation,

but they do not constitute ridges except on the banks of
the small river Ick, an affluent of the Sakmara, where on
t he most recent maps a continuous ridge of hills is marked.
A considerable portion of the table-land is wooded and
w ell stocked with animals, which supply the Bashkires

with a part of their subsistence. There are some large

swamps.
On the north side of the table-land of Sakmara are two

ranges of mountains, of which the eastern is called the

lrendik Mountains, but farther north it takes the name of

I : ral-Tau (or Girdle Mountains). It runs north by east to

55* 30* N. lat. In a few places it contains elevated summits,
lor instance, near its southern extremity, east of Lake Tol-
kash, where it is more than 2900 feet above the sea ; but in

general the summit is a level plain about 2000 feet high and
seven or eight miles wide : it is mostly covered with
swamps. The western chain has no general name. It

rises in the most southern bend of the river Bialaya, which
flows first to ^he east and afterwards to the west of it, and
runs nearly north-east, gradually approaching the Ural

P, C, No, 1621,

Tan. Near its southern extremity, which is less than 50
miles distant from that of the Ural Tau, it does not rise

much above the general level of the table-land of Sak-
mara ; but as we proceed farther north it increases in ele-

vation, and exhibits several high summits, among which
are the Yaman-Tau, at the source of the Bialaya, and the
Iremel-Tau, north of it. The last-mentioned mount is the
highest in the Southern Ural, and rises more than 4700
feet above the Bea-level ; and snow is found in some ra-

vines near its summits all the year round. The whole
western chain is thickly wooded, but many of the slopes

are nearly inaccessible, owing to the deep swamps on their

sides. Wild animals are very numerous, especially bears,

deer, and elks. The valleys between the ranges are either

destitute of trees and covered with thick grass, or swamps.
In some places however there are extensive woods, con-

sisting of fir, birch, larch, elms, and lime-trees : there, is

also oak, but on account of the wetness of the soil the

wood is unfit for economical uses.

The two chains just mentioned approach one another at

the place where the rivers Ural, Bialaya, and Ai, an
affluent of the Ufa, originate, but they do not join. They
run parallel to one another from 54° 30' to 55° 30' N. lat.,

being hardly 10 miles distant from one another. The
eastern, which preserves the name of Ural Tau, is a con-

tinuous range, but not so high as the western, which is

composed of three ridges, called from. south to north

Oorengai Tau, Tagannai Tau, and Yeorma Tau. Between
these ridges are depressions, through which the rivers flow

westward to the Ufa and Bialaya. The Oorengai Tau is

stated to rise 3000 feet above the sea-level, the Tagannai
to 3500 feet, and the Yeorma to a still greater elevation.

The Ural Tau does not rise in these parts above 2000 feet,

and is frequently much lower. Its summits are also less

precipitous than those of the western chain. The valley

between the two chains is about 1000 feet above the sea-

level, and occupied by a considerable number of in-

sulated hills. In this valley are the principal mines of

Slatoust.

A third range lies farther east, and runs parallel to the

Ural Tau, but is not connected with it. Between 55° 30'

and 54° 30' N. lat. it is not inferior to the tJral Tau in ele-

vation, but in advancing farther south it decreases con-

siderably in height, and terminates between 54° and 53"

in isolated hills. It bears the name of Ilmenes Tau, and

appears to be sterile and destitute of trees, but its re-

sources have not yet been examined.
The Central Ural extends from 55° 3ff to 58° N. lat.

Near the source of the river Ufa the ranges which we have

noticed hitherto disappear entirely, and no elevated ridge

or summit is to be seen. This part of the Ural Mountains

may be considered as a wide swell, which begins on the

west on the banks of the river Kama, an affluent of the

Volga, and rises continually but gradually for 50 or 100

miles more, until it attains its highest level, whence it ex-

tends in an uneven plain, and then descends on the eastern

side, likewise with a rather gentle but much shorter slope.

The lower edge of the western slope at the town of Perm,

on the Kama, is only 378 feet above the sea-level, the

highest point on the road leading from Perm to Ekatarin-

burg between Bilimbayewsk and Reschotui, is 1638 feet, and

Ekatarinburg, on the plain east of the eastern declivity, is

858 feet above the sea-level. The wide western slope pre-

sents hardly any other inequalities except those produced

by the rivers which, descending from the crest of the

mountain system, run to the Kama, and have worn out

deep channels. The higher ground between the water-

courses consists of undulating plains, which in most parts

are covered with swamps destitute of trees, but in other

places are overgrown with woods, which however do not

present the vigorous growth which is observed in the

forests of the Southern Ural. This part of the Ural

Mountains is better known than any other, as it is traversed

by the great commercial road between Russia and Siberia,

and most of the mines which are worked are in this por-

tion of the range.

Between 58° and 61° N. lat. are the mountains called

the Ural of Verkhotoori, which some writers consider a

part of the Central Ural, and others as attached to the

Northern Ural. In these parts the higher portion of the

range is covered with rocky mountains, which usually form

elevated summits. The most southern of these summits

is the Pawdinskoi Kamen, which, according to some
VOL. XXY I.—fci
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authorities, rises to the height of 682§ feet above the sea

but, according to others, only to about two-thirds of that

elevation. This summit is near the village of PawdinskoT
west by north of Verkhotoori, and on the north of it are

other summits, which rise to between 5000 and 6000 feet

above the sea. The low depressions by which these sum
mits are separated from one another are very swampy, but
generally covered with woods, which also extend over the

lower declivity of the summits, whilst the higher part is

above the line of trees, and presents either bare rocks, or,

where it is covered with soil, swamps of great dopth
Though none of these summits appear to be covered with

snow all the year round, masses of ice are found even at

the end of the summer in the ravines which furrow the
northern declivities.

The Northern Ural occupies that portion of the range
which extends from 61° to 70° N. fat. It is very little

known, being rarely virited by the Russians themselves,

who call it the barren Ural, in opposition to the Central

and Southern Ural, which are rich in mines and covered
with wood, whilst the Northern Ural consists of rock des-

titute of trees. These rocky masses are nearly always
covered with clouds, and composed of large pieces of

broken rocks, which are apparently unconnected. The
lower tracts between them are occupied by moors or

covered with mosses. There are forests of large pines as

far north as 63° N. lat., but farther north the growth of
these trees is stunted, and near 65s N. lat. they disappear.

This tract of the mountain-system is only visited in sum-
mer by the Vogules and Samoyedes. It does not seem to

rise to a great elevation, and where it terminates on the
Arctic Ocean it is composed of broken rocks covered with
swamps.
The Ural Mountains abound in ores more than any other

mountain-range in the eastern continent, so far as. it is

yet known. It is probable that a very small portion of

this wealth has been discovered, as most of the mines of
this mountain-system have been opened within the last

seventy or eighty years ; and hardly a year passes without
new deposits being discovered.

(Pallas, Reisen durch verschiedene Provinzen des Rus-
sischen Retches ; Georgi, Bemerkungen auf einer Reise im
Russischen Reiche ; Hofmann and Helmerson, Geog-
nostische Untersuchungen des Siid-Ural Gebirges ; Kupffer,
Voyage dans fOural.)

It has been observed that the Ural slopes much more
gradually on the western than on the eastern side. The
northern portion is bare and naked : the basis is granite,
and the superior stratifications are limestone and quartz, and
many erratic blocks are scattered over the surface. The
central and southern portions abound in wood, chiefly
pines, cedars, larches, and other natives of a northern
climate; but the oak and ash are found in the south'
western parts. There are many rich valleys and fine pas-
tures, where great numbers of cattle are bred. Number-
less rivers abounding in fish issue from both sides of the
chain, the principal of which are the Sosva, the Isset, the
Tobol, the Emba, the Ural, the Belaia, the Kama, and the
Petchora. There are seven passes over these mountains
the five that are the most easy to cross are—the road from
Perm to Ekatarinburg ; that to Petropauloskaja, and the
three roads to Orenburg. Besides the principal fair, which
is held annually at Irbit, for the productions of the mines
and manufactures of Siberia, the chief staple place in the
interior is the fair at Nischnei-Novogorod ; and for the
communication with foreign countries the harbours of
Petersburg, Archangel, and Taganrog.
Mention has been made in several preceding articles

[Ekatarinburg
; Orenburg; Perm; Russia, Mineral

Productions of ] of the quantities of iron, copper, gold,
and platinum obtained from the mines of the Ural, but the
continually increasing quantity of gold obtained in the
Russian empire seems to require more especial notice,
which we are enabled to give from authentic and official

sources.

The iron and copper mines of the Ural Mountains had
long been considered among the most valuable sources of the
national wealth, when, in the middle ofthe eighteenth cen-
tury, it was discovered that gold-mines also existed there;
and in 1754 an essay was fin* made to work tfcem. The
quantity obtained was small. The first mines discovered
and worked were those of Ouktoussa, on the banks of the I

Isset, and those of Beresof, 15 miles north-east of Ekata- I

rihburg. For several years Hie result of the wotkxeg 1

the mines was far from being so advantageous as it it

since become : up to 1820, inclusive, the quantities of go-

procured by washing the sand of the district of EkatiV-
burg never exceeded 10 poods in one year; bat su:
1823, when works were opened in the districts of Bor>
slowsk, Goroblagodatsk, and Zlatousk, the anntiaJ prodc.
of the mines of the Ural has rapidly increased. The larr-
quantitv obtained in one year was in 1831, since which thf
was a decrease to 270 poods in 1836 ; subsequently it he

fluctuated, but on the whole increased, 'from 1754 .

1822 inclusive, the total quantity of gold Obtained appear
to have been about 300 poods ; but from 1822 to IH
both years inclusive, the total amount was 4996 poods &a
11 pounds : viz. 2043 poods 33 lbs. from the worn of to

crown, and 2952 poods 18 lbs. from those belonging '.

Srivate persons, the principal of whom are the imi*s-
'emidoff, Jakowleff, Strogonoff, and the mercantile hoia

ofGubin.
But besides the gold of the Ural mountains, a veryla?

and constantly increasing quantity has been obtained ski
1829 from Eastern Siberia. In the 16 years from ft'

beginning of 1823 to the end of lt>38 there were pr-
duced

—

I. Gold with a mixture of silver ([about 88 per cent c

pure gold) from the mines and washings.

, _ ., _ . Pood. it*. Pmb <>

A. From the Crown works :—
a. In the Ural Mountains . 1592 14
b. In the district of the Altai 11119
c. In the district of Nertschinsk 3 5

Total from the Crown works
B. From the private works ;

—

a. In the Ural Mountains . 2543 24
6. From the interior of Siberia 466 6

1706!

3009 1

General total

II. Raw platinum from the Ural chain:

—

a. From different Crown works
b. From the private works ,

4716 .

29

1230

Total law .

The gold-mines (or rather auriferous sands, from whie
the gold is procured by washing), discovered since IS?
extend along the whole northern declivity of the cnoc
tains that bound Siberia on the south, from the Obi \
beyond Nertschinsk, especially on the eastern side of Cr
Kusnetsk range, which extends on the east side of tif

Altai from Sandypshoi northward, past Kusnetsk to r>
Kija, in the tract between the Upper Tom and the JJpte
Tschulym, on the Yenissei near Minusinsk and Abakan*
thence eastwards to the Kan and the Birussa, and ates
the whole upper course of these tributaries ofthe Yenr**7
farther on the south-west side of Lake Baikal and of rh
Angara, which issues from it, as also on the east side of *jV

Jablonoi Chrebet, in the valley of the Schilka, above is
below Nertschinsk. Now as gold is found as well to rb
west of the Ural Mountains towards Perm as about Udste
near the sea of Ochotzk, we see that an auriferous sort
though interrupted here and there, included between A:
50th and 60th degrees north latitude, traverses the whclr
of the antient continent in a line which is one-half lonrr
than the greatest breadth of Africa. The quantity of go!e
obtained m the interior of Siberia is progressively increzs-
ing, for in 1840 it amounted to 252 poods, which is K
poods more than in 1839. In 1841 there was a further in-

crease, as follows :

—

I. In the Ural Mountains

:

Pood« It*. Ponb E»
a. From the Crown works . 134 33
b. From private works . 168 33

Total

II. In the rest of Siberia

:

a. From the crown works
b. From private works

In the whole empire

303 36

355 0

658 X
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To these must be added—
Gold from the silver in the mines

Total ....
atinum :

—

In the Crown works . .

In the private works

Total

Poodi lbs. rood* lbs.

31 20

690 6

3
105

13

Hence it appears that while the quantity of gold pro-

uced in the Ural Mountains remains nearly the same, that

btained in the interior of Siberia is rapidly increasing,

laving been, in 1839, 190 poods ; in 1840, 252 poods ; and

n 1841, 355 poods. It is therefore not improbable that

,'ears the gold obtained in the whole empire

i 1000 poods in a year,

iron, and salt produced in the Ural Moun-
are*6f great importance and value. [Perm.] A

'ariety of other mineral productions are also found there,

unong which there are topaz, iridium, malachite, the

>nyx, topaz-emerald, beryl, and agate. Diamonds have

;n found within these few years (first in 1829), but few in

iber and of small size : they were of very pure water,

peculiarity in the Russian mineral productions is

ly of notice, viz. the extraordinary size of some spe-

__tens. Thus, in 1825, there were found 25 lumps of

jure gold, weighing together 2 poods 26 lbs. ; one of them

ivas 14 lbs. weight. Afterwards a lump weighing 24

bs. was found ; and ou the 7th of November, 1842, a

lump weighing 87 Russian pounds was discovered. Pieces

jf platinum have been found which weighed 10, 19, and

20 lbs.

In the collection of the Institution of the Mines at St.

Petersburg, is the celebrated specimen of malachite

from the Ural, which is 3 feet 6 inches high, and nearly as

broad : it is of a beautiful emerald-green colour, and is

valued at 525,000 rubles. A very pure beryl, of a bright

green colour, weighing six pounds, was found at Ekataiin-

burg.
(Russian Official Journals ; Stein, Handbuch der Geo-

graphic und Statistik, edited by HSrschelmann ; Canna-

bich, Lehrbuch der Geographie ; Hassel, Handbuch der

Erdbeschreibung ; das Sussische Reich in Europe ; Schu-

bert, Handbuch der Allgemeinen Slaalskunde, vol. i.

;

das Russische Reich ; Brockhaus, Conversations Lexicon ;

Adolph Erman, Reise durch Nord-Asien ; Rose, Reise nach

dem Ural, dem Altai, und dem Kaspischen Meere, von Alex-

ander von Humboldt, G. Ehrenberg, und Gustav. Rose,

vol. 1'., 1837 ; vol. ii., 1842. These volumes contain the

mineralogy and geology, by Mr. Rose.)

URAMIL. When a hot saturated solution of thionu-

rate of ammonia is treated with hydrochloric acid in ex-

cess, the mixture is converted into a semifluid mass. The
uramil thus obtained is in the form of plumose acicular

crystals, which are permanent in the air, and become of a

pink colour when heated ;
they are insoluble in cold and

but slightly soluble in boiling water. The alkalis am-

monia, potash, and soda dissolve uramil, and acids pre-

cipitate it from them unchanged. The solutions in am-

monia and potash become of a purple colour by exposure

to the air, and deposit green acicular crystals of a brilliant

metallic lustre. If potash solution be boiled, ammonia is

evolved and uramihe acid is formed, and dilute acids pro-

duce similar decomposition. It is soluble in concentrated

sulphuric acid, and is precipitated from it by water
;
by

concentrated nitric acid it is resolved into alloxan, with the

evolution of hyponitrous acid, and the formation of nitrate

of ammonia.
Uramil is composed of

—

Five equivalents of hydrogen . . 5

Eight equivalents of carbon . . 48

Six equivalents of oxygen . . 48

Three equivalents of azote . . 42

Equivalent . . 143

URAMILIC ACID. This is obtained by decomposing

uramil : when a saturated solution of thionurate of am-
monia in cold water is added to a small quantity of sul-

phuric acid, and the mixture is evaporated by a gentle

heat, uramilic acid is slowly deposited:

The properties of this acid are, that it has the form of

four-sided prisms, which are transparent and. of a glassy

lustre, or in the state of fine silky needles ; it is soluble in

about six to eight parts of cold and in three parts of boil-

ing water ; its acid properties are feeble. This acid loses

no weight when heated to 212°, but becomes of a slight

pink colour.

It forms soluble crystalline salts with ammonia, potash,

and soda. It consists of

—

Ten equivalents of hydrogen .

Sixteen equivalents of carbon
Fifteen equivalents of oxygen .

Five equivalents of azote

Equivalent . .

URAWIA, a genus of plants belonging to the natural

order Musacese. This name, which is that of one of the

Muses, was given rather fancifully by Schrseber to this

genus, on account of its natural order. The name which
the plant bears in Madagascar is Ravenala. This genus
has but one species, the Urania speciosa, which is a native

of Madagascar. It has a superior, coloured perianth, con-
sisting of three petals ; a two-leaved nectary, and one of
the leaves bifid ; a 3-cellcd many-seeded capsule, and the

seeds in two rows covered with an aril. The flowers are

arranged upon a spadix, which are nodding, very similar to

the bananas, which belong to the same family. The
leaves are arranged in a fan-shape. The seeds of this

plant are said to constitute a wholesome food. In its cul-

tivation in this country it requires a strong heat and an
abundant supply of moisture. It must be propagated by
seeds, which will grow freely in a loamy soil, if planted

when they are recently imported. It may be numbered
amongst the most splendid of our hothouse plants.

URANIC ACID. [Uranium.]
URANIENBURG, built in 1576 as an observatory for

the astronomer Tycho Brah6, is now in ruins. It is situated

in 55° 55' N. lat. and 12° 41' E. long., in the small and
fruitful island of Hvecn or Ween, in the Sound, opposite

Landscrona. It formerly belonged to Denmark, but was
ceded in 1658 (57 years alter Tycho's death) to the Swedes,
who destroyed Uranienburg. [Brahe', Tycho.]
URANITE. [Uranium.]
URA'NIUM, a metal discovered by Klaproth, in 1789,

who named it alter the planet Uranus, the discovery of

which had previously occurred in the same year : the

mineral from which it was first obtained is called pech-
blende, and this we shall presently describe. We shall not

state the properties which are attributed to this metal by
its discoverer, because some very late researches by M.
Pfiligot have rendered it more than probable that what
Klaproth considered as metallic uranium was in fact an
oxide of that metal.

M. P61igot obtained this metal by decomposing its

chloride by means of potassium, a process which had been
successfully adopted for procuring aluminum and mag-
nesium : the metal so separated is partly in the state of a
black powder, and partly agglomerated

; by carefully

detaching the portions which adhered to the sides of the

crucible, plates of a metallic lustre, comparable to that of

silver, were obtained ; these were susceptible of being filed,

but possessed a certain degree of malleability, and had evi-

dently undergone incipient fusion. Uranium is very com-
bustible; at a moderate degree of heat, in contact with the

air, it burns with a remarkably white and shining light

;

the combustion occurs at so low a temperature, that it

may take place on paper without causing it to burn. If

small particles be shaken from the filter on which the

metal in powder has been collected, portions so minute as

to be scarcely visible burn with brilliant sparks on coming
near the flame of a candle. When heated in a capsule,

uranium burns brilliantly, and is converted into a deep
green-coloured oxide, the bulk of which is considerably

greater than that of the metal employed.
Uranium does not appear to sutler any alteration by ex-

posure to the air, nor does it decompose water at common
temperatures, but when put into diluted acids it dissolves

in them with the evolution of hydrogen gas.

We shall now describe such minerals as contain ura-

nium :

—

Pechblende, Pitchblende, Oxide of Uranium.—This, as

already noticed, is the mineral from which the metal was
first obtained by Klaproth. It occurs in amorphous and
reniform masses, and also pulverulent. Structure granular,

compact. Fracture uneven, conchoidal. Hardness : scratches

G2
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phosphate of lime, is scratched by felspar. Colour greyish,

brownish, and iron-black. Opaque. Lustre imperfect me-
tallic. Specific gravity 6*468. Before the browpipe in-

fusible per te, but colours the exterior flame green ; with
borax it fuses into a dull-yellow glass, which becomes green
in the reducing flame. In powder, it dissolves slowly in

nitric acid.

Pitchblende occurs in Saxony, Bohemia, &c., and in

Cornwall.
Analyses by Haproth (J) and Pfaff (2)

—

(1)
86-5Oxide of uranium

Oxide of iron .

Silica .

Sulphuret of lead
Oxide of cobalt

2-5

50
6-0

00

(2)
84-52
8-24
2-02

4-20
1-42

100- 100-4

This mineral is evidently a mere mixture of oxide of ura-
nium with other substances, and, besides those above enu-
merated, Arfwedson found the oxides of arsenic, zinc, and
copper in the pitchblende of Joachimsthal.

Uranite, Uran Mica, Cakareo-phosphate of Uranium.—
Occurs crystallized. Primary form a square prism. Cleav-
age parallel to the terminal planes, very distinct. Fracture
foliated. Hardness: scratches sulphate of lime, and is

scratched by the carbonate. Colour lemon or golden yellow,
and yellowish-brown. Lustre adamantine. Transparent,
translucent. Specific gravity 3-12 to 3-33.

It is found in veins in granite at St. Symphorien near
Autun, and at St. Yrieux near Limoges in France, and
also in several places in Saxony.

Analysis of a specimen from Autun by Berzelius

—

Phosphoric acid . . 14*63

Oxide of uranium . . 59*37
Lime . . . 5-66
Silica and oxide of iron . 2*85
Magnesia and oxide of manganese 0*19
Baiytes . . . 1*51

Water . . . 14*90
Fluoric acid and ammonia—traces

9911
'' This mineral appears essentially to consist of the phos-
phates of uranium and lime.

Chalcolite, Green Uranite, Cupreo-photphate of Ura-
nium.—This mineral agrees with the preceding in crystal-
line form, but differs in colour, it being grass or emerald
green, owing to the presence of phosphate of copper instead
of phosphate of lime.

It occurs in Cornwall, was first shown to contain uranium
by the Rev. Mr. Gregor, and analysed afterwards by R.
Phillips (1) and subsequently by Berzelius (2): the results
of the experiments gave r° * ——

—

:« :—
Phosphoric acid
Oxide of uranium
Oxide of copper
Water
Stony matter .

(1) (2)
160 15-56

600 60-25

90 8-44

. 14-5 1505
05 0*70

100* 100*

Carbonate of Uranium, Uran Bloom, Uraconue.—
Occurs in small indistinctly crystalline flakes. Lustre but
slight. ' Colour bright yellow.
Occurs in silver-veins at Joachimsthal in Bohemia, form-

ing a coating on pitchblende.
Sulphate of Uranium.—This occurs as a thin botryoidal

yellow-coloured coating over the surface of the minerals
on which it is found. It is friable and soils the fingers.
Partially soluble in water, and the remainder in nitric acid :

both solutions contain sulphate of uranium, and are of
a yellow colour.

Occurs at Joachimsthal in Bohemia.
Sulphate of Uranium and Copper, Johannite.—Occurs

crystallized. Primary form an oblique rhombic prism.
Crystals very minute. Fracture imperfect conchoidal.
Hardness 2 to 2*5. Taste slightly bitter. Partially soluble
in water. Colour deep grass-green. Streak paler. Lustre
vitreous. Translucent. Specific gravity 3*19. It occurs
at Joachimsthal in Bohemia, and has not been quantitively
analysed.

Having now described the properties of uranium and the

minerals which yield it, we proceed to consider the com-
pounds which it forms with other bodies.

Oxygen and Uranium.—According to M. Peligot, then

exist, or may be formed, three oxides of uranium : the per-

oxide, formerly considered as metallic uranium ; that pre-

pared by calcining the nitrate, known by the name of deu'.-

oxide of uranium, or uranous acid ; lastly, the pecoxidf

.

uranic acid, which enters into the composition or the yel-

low salts. Besides these oxides, it is stated, by the chcou-:

above named, that there are two suboxides of uranic=
produced by the decomposition of the subchloride by an-

monia, and an oxide intermediate as to protoxide and pe-

oxide of uranium, which is formed when the oxide obtain*,

by calcining the nitrate is submitted to the action c

oxygen.
Suboxide of Uranium.—When ammonia is added to :

solution of subchloride of uranium, a brown precipitate s

formed, which undergoes various changes of colour aac

composition by absorbing oxygen. In the first instance c

is probably composed of—
Three equivalents of oxygen 24
Four equivalents of uranium 240

Equivalent . . 264
Its extreme instability however renders its analysis rtr

difficult. It decomposes water, to combine with its oxygr:
to form the apple-green suboxide, the analysis of which t>

equally difficult.

Protoxide of Uranium, formerly regarded as metalL-
uranium. This may be prepared by several processes ; (ro-

of the best consists in decomposing the yellow oxalate s

uranium by hydrogen : the process requires several precac-
tions. Prepared in this manner the protoxide is extreme';
pyrophoric, the access of air causing it to burn with feebk

incandescence and converting it into black peroxide : it

of a cinnamon-brown colour. When the protoxide of mi-
nium is obtained by reducing the double chloride a
potassium and uranium, not by means of hydrogen, it

obtained in crystalline scales possessing a high degree 4
lustre, and being then in a higher state of aggregation, it a

not pyrophoric ; and when procured by decomposing u*
nitrate, the protoxide is of a maroon colour. When thu>

prepared in the.dry way, it is not acted upon either h
hydrochloric or sulphuric acid when diluted ; but diseohrn
in the latter, when concentrated : nitric acid also dissMfro
it, but nitrate of peroxide of uranium is obtained.

This oxide may likewise be obtained in the moist wsj.

and then it is soluble in dilute acids : it is precipitated

in the state of hydrate, by adding ammonia to the grec
solution of chloride of uranium ; the precipitate is of i

reddish-brown colour, which by ebullition becomes blsrt

and dense, probably because it is dehydrated. It nn
also be procured by putting fragments of marble into tin

green solution of chloride of uranium.
It is composed of

—

One equivalent of oxygen . 8
One equivalent of uranium . 60

Equivalent . . 68
Deutoxide or Black Oxide of Uranium is obtained b»

calcining the nitrate at a high temperature. It is not de-

composable by heat; when added to acids they do not

directly combine with it, but a mixture of salts of the pro-
toxide and peroxide is formed. This oxide has been nsuaUT
called the protoxide : it is composed of—

Five equivalents of oxygen . 40
Four equivalents of uranium 240

Equivalent . . 280
Tritoxide 'of Uranium, or Olive Oxide.—When any of

the preceding oxides are submitted at a low red heat to tb«
action of oxygen, the olive-coloured oxide is formed, li

has a velvety appearance, and when strongly heated it lose!

oxygen and is converted into the black oxide, and when
acted upon by acids .there is formed a mixture of yellow
and green salts, in which the salts of the peroxide exist in

the larger proportion, and this is an advantageous proce*
for preparing them.

It consists of—
Four equivalents of oxygen . 32
Three equivalents of uranium 180

Equivalent 212
i
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Peroxide of Uranium, or'Oxide of the Fellow Sdttt.—
This oxide, which is of all the most important, and obtained
with the greatest facility, has not hitherto been obtained in

a separate state : when nitrate of uranium is decomposed
with a gentle heat, an orange-coloured subsalt remains,
which by the application of a stronger heat becomes
olive and then black oxide ; when an alkali is poured into a
saline solution of this oxide, the yellow precipitate formed
retains alkali in combination ; even uranate of ammonia
resists the prolonged action of boiling water and also of a
vacuum

;
by heat the ammonia and water are not expelled

tillperoxide itself undergoes decomposition.
This oxide consists of

—

Three equivalents of oxygen 24
Two equivalents of uranium 120

Equivalent . . 144

Chlorine and Uranium.—The protochloride is obtained
by passing a current of dry chlorine gas over an intimate
mixture of equal parts of any oxide of uranium and char-
coal submitted in a glass tube to a high temperature. The
chloride of uranium formed appears in the state of a red
vapour, and condenses in the cool part of the tube in very
regular octohedrons of a metallic lustre, and of a black or
green colour according to their size.

Chloride of uranium is volatile, and attracts water so
strongly that it very soon becomes fluid by exposure to the
air, the moisture of which also decomposes it. It con-
sists of

—

One equivalent of chlorine . 36
One equivalent of uranium . 60

Equivalent . . 96

Subehloride of Uranium.—This compound is obtained
by passing a current of dry hydrogen gas over the chloride

of uranium moderately heated in a glass tube. The resi-

due of this operation is of a deep Drown colour, in fine

filaments which are but slightly volatile at the tempera-
ture at which it is formed : it is very soluble in water ; the
solution is purple at first, but in a few seconds it becomes
screen ; it gives out hydrogen gas, and at the same time
deposits a red powder, which is very probably oxide of
uranium, yielded in consequence of the transformation of
this substance into chloride of uranium. It is com-
posed of

—

Three equivalents of chlorine 108
Four equivalents of uranium 240

Equivalent 348

Sulphuret of Uranium of a black colour may be ob-
tained by adding the alkaline sulphurets to solutions of
uranium, or by passing the vapour of sulphuret of carbon
over the oxide at a high temperature.
We shall now briefly notice some of the oxysalts of

uranium.
Sulphate of Protoxide of Uranium.—This salt is ob-

tained by adding sulphuric acid to the protochloride of
uranium, and heating the mixture, by which hydrochloric
acid is expelled, and sulphate of uranium remains; by
dissolving the residue in water, and evaporating the solu-
tion, green prismatic crystals of the sulphate are formed.

It frequently happens that the crystals possess a silky
lustre, are greenish, and but slightly soluble in water ; in
this case they contain excess of base. This salt yielded by
analysis

—

Sulphuric acid . . 28-0
Protoxide of uranium . 46* 1

Water . . . 25-9

1000
Oxalate of Protoxide of Uranium.—This salt is of a

f-reenish-white colour, and very slightly soluble in water
either cold or hot. It may be prepared by mixing solu-
tions of oxalic acid and chloride of uranium ; the precipi-
tate formed is to be repeatedly washed with boiling water,
in order to dissolve the yellow oxalate of the peroxide,
which is more soluble, and which is first precipitated.
The protoxalate of uranium, after being dried, may be
exposed to the air without undergoing any perceptible
change.

It is composed of—
Oxalic acid
Protoxide of uranium
Water .

28-5
81-2
203

100-

Nitrate of Peroxide of Uranium.—This salt is easily ob-
tained in fine regular crystals. It is composed of

—

Nitric acid . .21-5
Peroxide of uranium . 57*1
Water • . .21-4

100-

This salt is of a yellowish colour, effloresces in vacuo, and
loses half its water of crystallization.

Uranium forms a considerable number of double salts;

which we have not thought it requisite to describe.

Protoxide of uranium is employed i . colouring glass, to

which it imparts a fine lemon yellow.
According to the experiments of Dr. Eisner, ultramarine

must contain sulphuret of iron as well as sulphuret of so-

dium, and he has given the mean of several analyses of
artificial ultramarine, of natural lapis lazuli, and of an
artificial product by Varentrapp :

—

UpU ArtiScfad,

Lazuli. from MeitMn, Elmr.

'

Potash. . .. 1-75

Soda-r.,. . .9 09 21 47 40- 1

Alumina . 31-67 23-30 29 5
Silica .' . 45-50 45-00 40 0
Sulphur. . 0-95 1-68 40
Lime . . 3-52 0-02
Iron . . 0-86 1-06 1-0

Chlorine . 0-42
Sulphuric acid 5-89 3-83 3-4

Water . . 0- 12

TJHANUS, the name which is now universally given to

the planet discovered by William Herschel, while engaged
in the telescopic comparison of a large number of stars, as

stated in bis life. On the evening ofTuesday, March 13,

1781, between ten and eleven o'clock in the evening, while

engaged in examining some small stars in Gemini, he saw
one which appeared to have a more sensible amount of

diameter than the others. A higher magnifying power
rendered this circumstance still more perceptible : and
micrometrical comparisons with neighbouring stars soon
showed that the object of attention was in motion. It was
accordingly announced to the Royal Society as a comet,
and speedily became an object of attention to the conti-

nental observers. As soon as a sufficient number of ob-
servations were obtained, attempts were made to calculate

an approximate orbit upon the supposition that the body
was a comet, and revolved in a nearly parabolic curve.

No success attended this first effort, and it was gradu-

ally seen, first, that if a comet at all, it was one which never
approached so near the Sun as Saturn ; next, that a nearly

circular orbit would better represent the observations than

a planetary one ; and finally, that the supposed comet was
a planet, resembling the antient planets in every point in

which it was possible to compare them.
The name given by Herschel to his new planet was

Georgium Sidus, in honour of the reigning king, George
III. But this name gave no satisfaction to astronomers

:

Laplace and others contended that the name of the dis-

coverer should be borne by the planet; and many were

found to adopt this suggestion. But the general feeling

was that neither the king of England nor bis astronomer

was altogether in his right place, as coming after Mars,

Jupiter, and Saturn; and after Neptune, Astrea, and
Cybele had been severally suggested without success,

Uranus (at the proposal of Bode) was adopted. The last

name was appropriate, in as much as Uranus is the father

of Saturn in mythology, as Saturn is of Jupiter, and

Jupiter of Mars : but what will be done if a new.planet

should be discovered still more distant than Uranus r

The planet Uranus looks like a star of the sixth magni-

tude, and requires a considerable magnifying power and
favourable circumstances to be observed. As soon as it

was known to be a planet, a reference to old catalogues

showed that it had been seen and noted as a star five times

by Flamsteed, once by Bradley* once by Mayer, and

twelve times by Lemonnier, the last of whom (says M.
Arago) must have been the discoverer of the planet, if he
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had only arranged his observations so as to look at all

those of the same star at once.

The early observations of Herschel gave the planet a

perceptible ellipticity of form ; and he thought at first that

rt was surrounded by a ring, but subsequently found out

that this appearance was due to the telescope. But on the

llth of January, 1787, he saw several little stars about the

§lanet ; and the next day found two of them gone. By
le 9th of the next month he had fully established the

existence of the second and fourth satellites, had obtained

their approximate times of revolution, and had ascertained

that their orbits made a considerable angle with the

ecliptic. It was not till the end of 1797 that he announced
the existence of four more satellites, one ofthem nearer to

the planet than either of the first two, and one between

those two. Of these four new satellites, there is nothing to

be said except that Herschel only saw them with great diffi-

culty, and on the occasions when circumstances were very

favourable ; and that no one else has ever been able to see

one of them, except Mr. Lamont, of the observatory of

Munich, who saw the sixth satellite in October, 1837. But
both Sir John Herschel and Mr. Lamont have carefully

observed the second and third satellites ; and the times of

revolution which they assign to these satellites agree very

well with those given by W. Herschel himself. Many
have doubted the existence of the four other satellites, but
those who know the writings of Herschel, and remember
that if there be anything more remarkable in the history

of observation than the power of the instruments which he
put together, it is the skill with which he used them, will

pause before they doubt of results which he announced
with great deliberation,* and which, after all, only add one
more to the cases in which a planet very distant from the

sun has a considerable number of satellites.

The following are the periodic times of the best known
satellites, the second and fourth, according to W. Herschel,

Sir J. Herschel, and Mr. Lamont :

—

W. Harachel. J. Honchel.

d. h. m. i. d. b. m. i. d. h. m.

Second 8 16 56 5 8 16 56 31,3 8 16 56 28,5

Fourth 13 11 8 59 13 11 7 12,6 13 11 7 6,3

and the mean distances from the planet, in semidiameters
of his equator, are stated by W. Herschel to be 17*022 and
22752.
The remaining satellites, the existence ofwhich depends

on the sole authority of their discoverer, have their periods

and distances, the latter also in equatorial semidiameters
of the planet, given by him as follows :

—

First

Third
Fifth

Sixth

Period,
d. h. m.

5 21 25
10 23 4
38 l 48
107 16 40

Distance.

13-120
19845
45507
91008

The orbits of all these six satellites differ in two material
particulars from those of every other body in the solar
system. They are nearly at right angles to the plane of
the ecliptic (78° 58'), and their motions are retrograde, or
from east to west. As far as has yet been ascertained, their
orbits are nearly circular, and the motions of their nodes
and variations of their inclinations, if any, very small.
The only circumstance which is known of the physical

constitution of Uranus is one noticed by W. Herschel,
namely, that the satellites and small stars in the neigh-
bourhood of it disappear when they come very close to
the planet, but in a manner which cannot depend on the
atmosphere of the planet, since the phenomenon happens
whether the satellite is before or behind it. No probable
cause has been assigned for these disappearances.
The apparent diameter of Uranus is about 4", and

changes very little ; the real diameter, that of the earth
being 1, is about 4 3, which gives a bulk of 80 times that
of the earth. The mean density is about ll-10ths of that
of the sun, or one-fourth of that of the earth ; and the mass
ofthe planet is about l-17918th of that of the sun. It is
not known to revolve about its axis. Its light and heat are
to those of the earth as 3 to 1000.

• Six John ifenchel (• A.tronomy,' Cei. Cyci) tpealu with little confidence
ou thie point, beiut pnhepe unwilling to be positive in * nutter in which a
•uirwton of B1U1 buu mirlit exiet againit hit judgment. ' It U attended by
aatoUMae, two at leut, pethapt Hie or six' (p. 280). ' Two undoubtedly
•slat, and tftut mm BareWan aupeefed '

(p. «£),
uauouuwuy

Elements of the Orbit of Uranus.

Epoch 1801; January 1, 0h mean astronomical tine t

Greenwich.
Semiaxis major, 19*18239, that of the earth beiny ir

sumed as the unit.

Excentricity, -04667938 ; its secular variation not j*
known. Inclination of the orbit to the ecliptic, 4C 28*-4»

its secular increase>(or increase in 100 years), 3".
Longitudes from the mean equinox of the epoch (V :

the ascending node, 72° 59' 35"-3 ; its secular increu
(combined with the precession), 1416"; (2) of the p>

rihelion, 167° 31' 16"* 1 ; its secular increase (combine
with the precession), 5250"

; (3) of the planet (met,
177° 48' 23" 0.

Mean sidereal motion in 365J days, 15425"*64 ; sidera
revolution, 30686 8208296 mean solar days.
URAO, a variety of sesqui-carbonate of soda [Sodit*

which occurs in Colombia.
URAHIA, a genus of plants of the natural famik :

Legutninosae, so named by Desvaux, probably firom it*
' a tail,' from the long, tufted, cylindrical racemes, wlus
when the flower has dropped are not unlike the tan

of some animals. The calyx is deeply 5-cleft, with se?»

ceous segments. Legume, with a few ovate single-seed-,
joints, bent back into plaits, and nestling within the eslri

The species are chiefly natives of India : U. picta is foi.
both in that country and on the coast of Guinea, tu.

U. lagopoides both in India and China. They form herr-

rarely shrubs, with simple, trifoliate, or impair pinoi.
leaves, with the leaves and leaflets supported by stipu>
and stipels. Several are highly ornamental, but requ-
heat for their cultivation.

URBAN I. succeeded, a.d. 222, Calixtus I. as bisho; -

the Christian congregation at Rome, under the reign •

the emperor Alexander Severus. It was about this tie-

that Mmucius Felix wrote at Rome his dialogue entity
' Octavius,' in defence of Christianity. [Minucius F»ia
We have no biographical particulars concerning; UnV
except that he died, some say a martyr's death, in the *.«

230, and was succeeded by Pontiamis.
URBAN II., Otho, bishop of Ostia, and a native

.

France, succeeded Victor III. in the Papal chair, i-
1088, being elected in a council held at Terracina. Guibe
antipope, under the name of Clement III., who had be-
set up by Henry IV. of Germany, in opposition to Greg?
VII., was still acknowledged as pope by a part of 'J

Christian world, and he had possession of some stronghc^i
in the city of Rome. But in the following year the peo; •

of Rome, encouraged by Pope Urban, rose against the rat

pope and obliged him to evacuate the city. Meantime >

marriage was negotiated, through Pope Urban, between si-

Countess Matilda, who was the great supporter of the pt>*«

against Henry, and Welf, son of the duke of Bavaria at

grandson of the Marquis Alberto Aao II. of Este. H«r*
of Germany, alarmed at this alliance, which strengthesr'
the power of the pope, went to Italy with an arm
and scoured the territory of Mantua, which belonged *.

Matilda, who was obliged to take refuge with her husbts.
in the Apennines of the Modenese. Mantua surrendered '.

Henry. The people of Rome, excited by Henry's suc«&
turned against Pope Urban, and recalled the antipajr
Guibert,A.u. 1091. In the following year Henry continue
to devastate the territories of Matilda, and the Papal parti
was evidently on the decline, when the countess contriiK
to induce Conrad, eldest son of Heniy, who was with ths

army in Lombardy, to revolt against his father by holdjw
before him the prospect of becoming king of Italy. I*

appears that Conrad was dissatisfied with his father's brut*
conduct towards himself as well as towards his step-motbc?
Adelaide. However this may be, Pope Urban receive
Conrad with great kindness, and caused him to be crowned
king at Milan, a.d 1093. The pope, who had been •
Anagni and other places, also regained possession of Rome
except the castle of S. Angelo and the Lateran palace, ir,

which the antipope kept garrisons ; the antipope hinueJf
was staying with Henry at Verona. In the following yes*
the keeper of the Lateran palace gave it up to Urban fa-

a sum of money, and some time alter the pope repaired to
Tuscany, where he was met by the Countess Matildt.
About this time Henry's wife Adelaide, who was kept ir
confinement by her husband at Verona, contrived to escape
and sought the protection ofthe Countess Matilda, and there
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disclosed all the particulars of her husband's brutality

rards her. In 1095 Pope Urban assembled a council sit

:enza, at which two hundred bishops were present, as

as Queen Adelaide, who made a solemn exposure of
usband's conduct towards her. The antipope and his

•nts were excommunicated. There were also present
from the emperor Alexius Comnenus, requesting

ice against the Turks. It was in this Council that

Urban first proclaimed the Crusade, but the further-

: of that object was put off till the next Council, which
convoked at Clermont in Fiance, in the autumn

le same year, and where multitudes took the Cross
it the general exclamation of ' Dieu le veut,' ' God

Is it.' In the following year, 1096, Pope Urban
ambled two more Councils at Nismes and at Tours for

he same object, and various bodies of the Crusaders,
ie principal of which was commanded by Godefroi de
kniillon, set out on their march through Germany and
limitary towards Constantinople. Another corps under
le orders of Hugh, brother of Philip L king of France,
ook the road by Italy, and were met by Pope Urban in

XIBcanv, who gave them his solemn blessing. They then
rOceeded to Rome, from whence, with the exception of
he castle of S. Angelo, they drove away the antipope and
is partizans. They then proceeded to Apulia, from
rhence they crossed over to Greece. Pope Urban returned
0 Rome, where he celebrated the Christmas festivals with
[Teat splendour.

"n the following year, 1097, Henry IV. left Italy, where
wty was reduced very low, and returned to Germany.
Pope Urban and the Countess Matilda at last obtained
object. His rebel son Conrad, who had married a

jhter of Roger, count of Sicily, was acknowledged king
taly, although his power was little more than nominal,
the great feudatories, such as Countess Matilda, the

tarquises of Este, Monferrato, Susa, &c, acted as sovereign
rrinces, and the great towns of Lombardy and Tuscany
lad already established their independence.
In the year 1098 Pope Urban repaired to Campania,

vhere the Norman princes, Roger, duke of Apulia, his

incle Roger, count of Sicily, and Richard, count of Aversa,
frere besieging Capua, which had revolted against Richard.
Hie pope endeavoured to induce the citizens to capitulate,

jut not succeeding, he repaired to Beneventum. Capua
laving at last surrendered, Duke Roger, and his uncle the
;ount of Sicily, went to Salernum, whither Pope Urban
.vent also to have an interview with Count Roger, who was
ibout returning to Sicily. It was on this occasion that the
jope appointed by a bull the count and his successors

jerpetual apostolic legates in Sicily. This was the origin

)f the immunities of the church of Sicily, which were
ifterwards a subject of dispute between the kings of Sicily

ind the see of Rome, and for the maintenance of which
1 court, called the Tribunal 'de Monarchia,' was esta-

jlished.

From Salernum Pope Urban repaired to Bari, where he
leld a Council, which was attended by one hundred and

~ive bishops, including several Greek prelates. The
'ersy about the word ' filioque,' in speaking of the

;edmg of the Holy Ghost, which the Greeks rejected,

agitated, and Anselm, archbishop of Canterbury, sup-
ported with much eloquence and erudition the part of
the Western Church. The Greeks however would not
give up the point. From Bari Pope Urban returned to

Rome, where he celebrated the Christmas festivities. He
llso succeeded at last in obtaining possession of the Castle
St. Angelo. About Easter in the following year, 1099, he
held another Council at Rome, in which the antipope
Guibert and his adherents were again excommunicated,
and the censure of the church was pronounced against

those priests who lived in a state of concubinage. In the
following July Pope Urban died, just about the time that

thi ( 'rusaders took possession of Jerusalem, and was suc-

ceeded by Paschal II. Urban II. was a man of consider-

able abilities and activity ; his personal character appears
to have been generally esteemed. By his perseverance
and timely policy, and through his connection with the
Countess Matilda in the north, and the Norman princes in

the south, of Italy, he confirmed and strengthened the
Papal supremacy which Gregory VII. had laboured to

establish.

^Muratori, Annali Malta, and the authorities therein

URBAN III., Uberto Crivelli, archbishop of Milan, sue-
ceeded Lucius II., in November, 1185. He strove hard to
send assistance to the Christians in Palestine, who were
hard pressed by Salah-ed-deen, and he repaired to Venice
for the purpose. But he fell ill and died at Ferrara, in
October, 1187, after a pontificate of less than two years.
URBAN rV., James, Patriarch of Jerusalem, a native

of Troyes, in France, succeeded Alexander IV. in 1261.
Manfred was then on the throne of Sicily and Apulia, and
was the acknowledged head of the Guibelines of all Italy,

whilst the popes were at the head of the Guelph party,
hostile to Manfred and the whole house of Suabia.
[Manfrkdi.] Urban persevered in the policy of his
predecessors, and went even farther in his determined hos-
tility against Manfred. He summoned him to appear
before him to answer numerous heinous charges which he
stated against him, and as Manfred refused to appear,
unless accompanied by a sufficient escort for his own pro-
tection, the pope excommunicated him as a tyrant, a
heretic, and an enemy of the Holy Church. Manfred sent
troops to attack the Papal state, and the pope proclaimed
a crusade against Manfred, and induced Robert, count of
Flanders, to come to Italy with a number of French knights
and men-at-arms, who, after defeating the Guibelines of
North Italy, and restoring the ascendency of the Gtielph
party, marched against Manfred himself, who was en-
camped on the frontiers of his own kingdom. But one of
those insurrections, so frequent among the people of Rome
in the middle ages, obliged Urban to recall the count of
Flanders in order to support him against the insurgents.
This gave some respite to Manfred, but Pope Urban, who
was determined in his purpose, sent a legate to Charles,
count of Provence and Anjou, brother of Louis IX. of
France, offering him the crown of Sicily and Apulia as a
fief of the Roman see. Charles accepted the offer, and
his brother, Louis IX., gave also his consent, though with
reluctance, a9 that good king had great doubts concerning
the justice of the measure. From this fatal convention
originated all the wars of the Anjous for centuries after,

for the possession of Naples and Sicily, and the subsequent
invasions of Italy by the French kings, who derived from
the house of Anjou their pretensions to the crown of the

'

Two Sicilies. Charles was making his preparations for

attacking Manfred, when Pope Urban fell ill and died, at

Perugia, in 1264, and was succeeded by Clement IV.
URBAN V., Guillaume de Grimoard, a Frenchman, and

abbot of St. Victor of Marseille, succeeded Innocent VI.,
a.d. 1362. Like his predecessor, he took up his residence
at Avignon, leaving to the legate Albornoz to defend the
temporal interests of the Roman see in Italy. [Albornoz,
Gil de.] Bernabi Visconti, lord of Milan, a brutal but
determined man, who oppressed his own subjects and
encroached upon all his neighbours, paying no more regard
to churchmen than laymen, was excommunicated by the
pope for having usurped several territories of the Roman
see. In 1364 however a reconciliation took place, and
Bernabd was relieved from the censures of the church ; but
the reconciliation did not last long, as Bernabo was too
restless to remain at peace. In 1367 Pope Urban took the
resolution of restoring the pontifical court to Rome, to

which he was urged by the Romans themselves. Petrarch
also wrote him several hortatory letters to the same pur-
pose. Urban landed on the coast near Corneto, and from
thence repaired to Viterbo, where Cardinal Albornoz had
prepared everything for his reception. After some time
the pope proceeded to Rome, in the month of October,
escorted by Niccolo of Este, marquis of Ferrara, Amadeus,
count of Savoy, Malatesta, lord of Rimini, and other great
feudatories, and by the ambassadors of the emperor, of the

king of Hungary, and of Queen Joanna of Naples, and a
numerous retinue of men-at-arms. He was met outside of

the gates by the Roman clergy and people, who accom-
panied him in the midst of acclamations to the Basilica of

the Vatican. The pope found the city of Rome in a very

dilapidated condition, many churches, palaces, and houses

in ruins, a population scanty and poor, and other marks of

the long absence of a central government and court.

Nearly the whole of Italy was at that epoch in a deplorable

condition. The various princes and republics were con-
tinually at war with each other, and kept for the purpose,

at a great expense, mercenary bands of Germans, Hun-
garians, English, Bretons, and other foreigners, led by their

respective condottieri, who committed all kinds of atroci-
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tie* in the territories which they scoured. Ambrosio
Visconti, one of the numerous bastard sons of Bernab6,

who was desolating the Abruzzi at the head of several of

these bands, amounting to nearly 10,000 men, was defeated

by the troops of Queen Joanna, united with those of the

pope. Most of Ambrosio's men were killed, either in or

after the fight, and 600 of them were taken prisoners to

Rome : the pope caused 300 to be hung, and the rest were

sent to Montefiascone, whence having attempted to escape,

they were hung likewise. Similar scenes occurred in

Lombardy and in Tuscany, where Florence, Pisa, and Siena

were continually making incursions into each other's terri-

tories by means of the mercenary bands. And yet this is

the age represented by some historians as one of inde-

pendence and prosperity for the republics of Tuscany.

In 1368 Joanna, queen of Naples, and Peter, king of

Cyprus, went to Rome on a visit to Pope Urban, who
received them most 'kindly. In the month of April the

emperor Charles IV. went to Italy with a large force,

which was joined by the troops of the pope and of Queen
Joanna, for the purpose of chastising Bernabo Visconti,

who paid no more respect to the emperor than to the pope.

But all these preparations ended in nothing; Charles

signed a truce with Bernabb, some say after receiving from
him a sum of money, dismissed most of his troops, and
then proceeded through Tuscany to Viterbo, where ne met
the pope, and they proceeded together to Rome, where
Isabella, Charles's wife, was crowned empress by the pope
with great solemnity.

In the following year, 1369, John Palseologus, emperor of
Constantinople, repaired to Rome, where he abjured those

peculiar tenets of the Eastern church in which it differs

from that of Rome, and acknowledged the supremacy .of

the pope over the whole Christian church. The great

object of the journey of Palseologus was to obtain the

assistance of the Western states against the Turks, in

which however he did not succeed. The pope was not

always at peace in his own dominions. He was obliged to

send an army against the people of Perugia, who had
revolted, and the people of Rome proved at times restive,

which probably induced the pope to reside chiefly at

Viterbo and Montefiascone. In 1370 Urban determined to

return to Avignon. The reason alleged for this was to

mediate between the kings of France and England, who
were at war. But Petrarch, who greatly lamented this

step, attributed it to the importunities of the French cardi-

nals, who preferred the easy life which they used to lead
m their own country, to the formality and discipline which
were enforced at Rome. In the month of September the
pope embarked at Corneto, and returned to Provence, but
shortly after his arrival at Avignon he fell ill, and died in

December of the same year. He was generally regretted

for his personal character, his disinterestedness, charity,

and pious zeal. He was succeeded by Gregory XI. A
life of Urban V., in Latin, is inserted in the third volume
of Muratori's ' Rerum Italicarum Scriptores.'

URBAN VI., Bartolomeo Prignano, archbishop of Ban,
was elected, after a stormy conclave, in April, 1378, to
succeed Gregory XI., who had again restored the Papal
see to Rome. Of the sixteen cardinals who were at Rome,
twelve were French and four Italian. The former wished
for a French pope, but the people of Rome assembled
tumultuously, crying out that; they would have a Roman
pope, and the magistrates of the city sent envoys to the

cardinals in conclave assembled entreating them to elect,

if not a Roman, at least an Italian pope. As none of the
four Italian cardinals was thought fit for the office, it was
at last agreed to elect the archbishop of Bari, a native of
the kingdom of Naples, who happened to be at Rome at

the time. But before his election was made known, the
impatient populace broke into the hall of the conclave
and the frightened cardinals ran away. The following
day, 9th of April, peace being restored by the magistrates,

the cardinals assembled again, and confirmed the election

of the archbishop of Bari, who then accepted the Papacy,
and assumed the name of Urban VI. He was solemnly
crowned on the 18th of April, attended by the sixteen
cardinals who were at Rome, and who communicated the
news of the canonical election of the new pope to the
other cardinals, who were still at Avignon, as well as to

all the kings, princes, and republics of Christendom.
There appears therefore to be no truth in the subsequent
allegation of the French cardinals, who began the schism,

that the election had not been free, and was a fiction i>

ranged with the consent of Prignano himself, in order
escape from the violence of the Romans. It was not cr
the following July that the French cardinals, having: >

after the other left Rome on the pretence of the suir
heats, assembled at Anagni for the purpose of revoking -j

election of Urban, and they invited the Italian cardinal
join their convention. One of the latter, Francis Teh
deschi, cardinal of S. Pietro, fell ill, and died in the for >

ing August, after making a solemn declaration that I'rU

had been legally elected, and that he acknowledged t_

as the true successor of St. Peter. The true reason of
-

secession of the French cardinals, besides their onr-
desire of having a French pope residing at Avignon. »•

that Urban, who had the character of an austere, iet-

churchman, but destitute of all spirit of charity or
ciliation, began his pontificate by assuming; a haj
haughty tone towards the cardinals, upbraiding them «ci

their dissolute lives, their simoniacal practices, c
threatening them with severe measures of reform, wii

were certainly wanted, but which, after the invetm
habits of relaxed discipline contracted during the V?

absence of the Papal court from Rome, could only ta !

been effected gradually and with caution. As it «v
Urban by his intemperate conduct, instead of a re/ci

effected a schism in the church. He also contrive*;

offend, by his imprudent words and uncourteous behavv.
Joanna of Naples, his natural sovereign, who had sent t
husband, Otho of Brunswick, with a splendid retinue

'

congratulate him on his exaltation. The consequence rs

that Queen Joanna, as well as King Charles V. of Fttv
gave their countenance to the French cardinals at Anar.
who on the 9th of August declared Urban to be a usont
and excommunicated him. On the 20th of SepUn
they elected as pope, Robert, cardinal of Geneva, a ei

notorious for his unclerical habits, and for the atrot;^

which he had committed at the head of the band-
foreign mercenaries in the Romagna, and especial!*
Cesena, a few years before. He assumed the nam:
Clement VII., but he is placed in the list of antipot*
for although Urban's subsequent conduct was far he
laudable, there is no doubt of his having been legal]; t-

canonically elected.

Pope Urban, seeing himself forsaken by all his cardial,

for even the few Italian cardinals had left him, promt' '-

twenty-six ecclesiastics, mostly persons of merit, to 'j

rank of cardinal, and excommunicated the others as rt>

against the head of the church. Thus began the pt.

Western schism, as it is called, which lasted nearly hi:

century, and was the occasion of the famous Counoi
Constance. France, Savoy, and Naples sided with t

antipope Clement ; the rest of the Catholic world %T.

Urban. Both issued bulls and decretals ; both confer
livings and sees, causing thereby great contention t-

confusion in church and state. Clement took up his rr-

dence at Avignon. Urban remained at Rome, when.
1379, he proclaimed a crusade against the antipope c-

Queen Joanna, and took into his pay the mercenary tnc
called the Company of St. George, commanded by Aj»
rico da Barbiano, an Italian condottiere, who defeatr
near Marino, in the Campagna, the Breton company
troop in the service of Queen Joanna. In the follow;

:

year Pope Urban deposed the queen, by a bull, asber:
schismatic, heretic, and guilty of nigh treason, and release

her subjects from their allegiance. He also excommu^
cated and deposed the archbishop of Naples for hsra
acknowledged the antipope, and he appointed another

:

his place. Lastly, he wrote to Louis, king of Hunga-
and offered him the kingdom of Naples. Louis, bo-
old, gave up his claims to his cousin Charles of Dune
who, having raised an army in Hungary, went to Italy

1381, and after being crowned at Rome by Pope Urbt
marched to Naples, which he occupied without mac
fighting, and took Queen Joanna prisoner, and some tc
after put her to death. Urban had stipulated with Char -

that he should give to Francis da Prignano, surnaa.-
Butillo, the pope's nephew, the duchy of Capua,
Nocera, and other territories ; and as Charles, now sett*
in the throne of Naples, delayed performing his proton
the pope set out for Naples, and saw his nephew put j
possession of his duchy in 1383. From Naples Crbu
went to Nocera, where ne remained for a long time wiii

no apparent object. There he had disputes with Kiaj
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Charles, and also with the cardinals of his retinue, who,
ired of their uncomfortable and forced residence at Nocera,
ieggan to express their opinion of the wayward obstinacy

uid strange caprice of the pontiff. A series of questions

.vere published about that time by Bartolino, a jurist of

Piacenza, about the propriety of appointing curators to

he pope in case he snowed neglect or incapacity in the

>ert'ormance of the duties of his high office. It was rc-

>orted to Pope Urban that six ef his cardinals had dis-

cussed these questions and held the affirmative, and in

act that there existed a conspiracy to arrest him and con-
temn him as a heretic. Urban became furious at this

eport, which appears to have been greatly exaggerated
;

ind in January, 1385, he had the six cardinals seized and
oaded with chains, and gave them in charge to his

lephew Butillo, who put them to the torture. One of
hem, the bishop of Aquila, was induced, by the acuteness

>f the pain, to acknowledge all that he and his colleagues

vere accused of. Meantime the pope, dissatisfied that

Cinij Charles still kept a garrison in the fortress of Capua,
(rhich place had been given to Butillo, the pope's nephew,
eproached him for not fulfilling this and other conditions

if the investiture, and threatened to resume the kingdom
is a fief of the Roman see. King Charles sent a force,

mder the great constable of the kingdom, to besiege

Nocera, upon which the pope excommunicated Charles,

ind he used to show himself daily on the town-walls, and
hen at the sound of a bell he loudly repeated his ana-
hemas against Charles and against his troops that were
sncamped around the town. At last the pope was relieved

rom siege by Sanseverino and other barons, and escorted

0 the coast of Psestum, where he embarked on board a
xenoese squadron which lay in waiting, and went to

3«noa, taking along with him the cardinals as prisoners,

>xcept the bishop of Aquila, who died or was put to death
>n the road. The others were privately put to death by
Jrban's order in Genoa ; some say that they were drowned
n sacks, others that they were strangled in his own palace.

The citizens of Genoa were highly offended at this abuse
>f authority, and Urban left Genoa for Lucca, where he
spent the Christmas of 1385. Meantime Charles of Du-
razzo was murdered in Hungary, whither he had gone to

L-laim that crown, and his infant son Ladislaus was pro-

claimed at Naples. He had a competitor in Louis II. of

Anjou. Pope Urban, being applied to by the queen-
Jowager, countenanced the claims of Ladislaus, whilst

Louis of Anjou was supported by the antipope Clement,
pvho gave him the investiture at Avignon. The kingdom
ivas divided between the two parties. Pope Urban, having
aised troops, removed from Perugia, where he then was,

to Ferentino, near the frontiers of Naples, but on the way
he fell from his mule and was much bruised. He was car-

ried to Rome, and died in October, 1389. His violence,

which boidered upon frenzy, his excessive pride, his ob-
stinacy, his cruelty, his vvorldliness, disgraced his pontifi-

cate, and were the cause of many crimes and many cala-

mities. His character and doings bear considerable resem-
blance to those of Boniface VIII. Theodore von Niem,
who was Urban's familiar and an eye-witness of his deeds
at Nocera, has given many particulars in his ' Historia de
Schismate sui temporis.' Thomas, bishop of Acerno, wrote
1 Opusculum de creatione LTrbani VI.' Muratori, in his
' Annals of Italy,' gives several other authorities for his

account of Urban's pontificate. He was succeeded by
Boniface IX.
URBAN VII., Gio. Batista Castagna, born at Rome, of

n Genoese family, was elected after the death of Sixtus V.,

in September, 1590, and died a few days after. Gregory
XIV. was then elected in his place.

URBAN VIII., Cardinal Maffeo Barberini, succeeded
Gregory XV. He was born at Florence in 1568, of a
noble family, and alter studying with great success at

Rome, w here his uncle Francesco Barberini filled an office

in the Papal administration, he was promoted successively
to several important offices, was made referendary of jus-

tice, protonotary of the Papar court, legate in France to

Henri IV., cardinal bishop of Spoleto, legate of Bologna,
and lastly pope, and was crowned in September, 1623. He
displayed from the beginning of his pontificate a liberal

inind,"being generous, affable, fond of literature, and of
classical studies, in which he was well versed, and well
acquainted with state affairs. He round the court of

' nvolved in the tedious and perplexing affair of the

Valtellina, which, from being originally a war of religion

between the inhabitants of that country and the Grisons,
had become an intricate political question, in which the
courts of France, Spain, Austria, Savoy, and Rome took a
lively part, and which endangered the peace of Europe.
[Vai.teli.ina.] Urban, whose policy was rather com-
prehensive than narrow, was not inclined to add to the
already overgrown Spanish power in Italy, and he leaned
rather to the side of France, but he was obliged to ma-
noeuvre and conceal his real sentiments, until the treaty

of Moncon, in March, 1626, between France and Spain,

set the question at rest, at least for a time. The next
affair of importance was that of the duchy of Urbino, a fief

of the Roman see, whose duke, Francesco Maria II. della

Rovere, was nearly eighty years old, and had lately lost his

only son, who left no male issue. Pope Urban induced the
duke to make a donation, ' inter vivos,' of his duchy to the
see of Rome, after securing for himself a competent in-

come. Thus that, fine country, which stood between the

Papal provinces of the Marches and Romagna, was incor-

porated with the Papal state in 162G. Next came the war
about the succession to the duchy of Mantua, between the

emperor Ferdinand and the court of Spain on one side, and
the French on the other, which lasted several years, and
which spread desolation all over North Italy and brought
in the plague into Lombardy. Pope Urban endeavoured
repeatedly to restore peace to Italy, but did not succeed
till 1631, by the treaty of Cherasco,"concluded between the
king of Fiance, the duke of Savoy, and the emperor.
Meanwhile the great war, called 'the Thirty Years' War,'
was raging in Germany, and Gustavus Adolphus, at the

head of the Protestant party, was in the full tide of success.

Italy began to feel alarmed, and several princes urged
Pope Urban to assist the emperor by all the means at his

disposal as the head of the Catholic world. Urban how-
ever showed himself rather cool on the subject; he did not
feel very friendly towards the house of Austria since the

war of Mantua, and once in full consistory he imposed
silence on and ordered away Cardinal Borgia, the Spanish
ambassador, who was remonstrating loudly with lum on
his duties as pontiff.

In 1633 Giacinto Centini, nephew of Cardinal Centini of
Ascoli, wishing to see his uncle pope, betook himself to

sorcery in company with other infatuated men, in order to

effect the destruction of Urban. The absurd conspiracy

beinsr revealed, the judges, who themselves believed in

magic, made it a capital case : Centini was beheaded,
others were burnt, and others sent to the galleys. In the

same year, Galileo, being summoned to Rome by the court

of the Inquisition, was obliged to abjure solemnly his

solar system, after which he was allowed to return to his

country-house near Florence. In 1635 war broke out again

in Italy between the French and the dukes of Savoy and of
Parma on one side, and the Spaniards, who ruled in Lom-
bardy, on the other. Pope Urban, in order to allay the

storm, sent to Paris the nuncio Giulio Mazzarino, a young
man of abilities, who was then pushing forwards in the

world. This embassy was the beginning of the extra-

ordinary fortune of Mazzarino, for Cardinal Richelieu

found him to be a man after his own mind, and took hira

into his confidence ; but the ostensible object of Mazza-
rino's mission, that of peace-making, was forgotten or set

aside, and the war continued in North Italy.

In 1642 the Papal state itself was the scene of a petty

war. Odoardo Farnese, duke of Parma, was possessed also

of the duchy of Castro and Ronciglione, a fief of the Roman
see. The Barberini, nephews of Pope Urban, were at va-

riance with the duke upon matters of precedence, and they

also wished to have the duchy of Castro for their own
family. The duke made preparations for defence. The
Barberini persuaded their uncle, who was old and infirm,

to take military possession of the duchy of Castro. The
duke of Parma made a defensive alliance with the duke of

Motlena, the grand-duke of Tuscany, and the republic of

Venice, against the ambition of the Barberini, who, dis-

posing at their pleasure of the Papal treasury and in-

fluence, had moved an army to the northward to attack

the state of Parma. Several combats took place on the

hanks of the Po between the Papal troops, commanded by
Cardinal Antonio Barberini, and the troops of Modenaand
Venice. The troops of Tuscany also took part in this de-

sultory but destructive warfare, which lasted till 1643,

when by the mediation of France peace was made and
Vol. XXVI.—
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Pope Urban promised to restore the duchy of Castro to the
duke Farnese on the latter making an humble apology.
Vittorio Siri wrote a diffuse history of this war, called
4 Guerra di Castro.'

On the 29th of July, 1644, Pope Urban VIII. died, after

a pontificate of nearly twenty-one years. He was suc-

ceeded by Innocent X. Urban encouraged learning and
the arts ; he founded the college of Propaganda ; he com-
pleted the aqueduct of the Acqua Felice ; built the

country residence of Castel Gandolfo, enlarged and em-
bellished the Quirinal palace, and increased the Vatican
library. He was himself a good classical scholar, and no
mean Latin poet. The principal charge against him is

his weak partiality towaids his nephews, who abused
his old. age and credulity. (Muratori, Anndli d'Italia;

Botta, Storia d'ltalia.)

URBANIA. [Pesaro b Urbino.]
URBl'NO, a town of the Papal state, in the administra-

tive province of Pbsaro k Urbino, is situated partly on a
hill which is an offset of the Tuscan Apennines, dividing
the valley of the Metauro from that of the Foglia. It is

about 20 miles from the coast of the Adriatic. Urbino is

a walled town, and has several fine buildings, among others
the ducal palace, now the government-house, of very
good architecture, which contains a collection of an-
Bent inscriptions and sculptures, the palace Albani, the
cathedral, and several other churches and convents. Ur-
bino is an archbishop's see : it has a college, an academy
of sciences and literature, and about 4500 inhabitants.

They show at Urbino the house in which Raffaelle was
born. (Calindri, Saggio Statistico dello Stato Pontiflcio /

Rampoldi, Corografia delf Italia.')

Urbino was for three centuries the capital of a princi-

pality with the title of duchy, and some of its dukes
figure in a conspicuous manner in the history of Italy,

especially as patrons of learning. The court of Urbino
was at one time the most refinedin Italy. The family of
the counts of Montefeltro founded the dukedom of "Ur-

bino in the fourteenth century. Guidobaldo, the last of
the Montefeltro line, having no sons, adopted Francesco
Maria del la Rovere, nephew of pope Julius II., who suc-

ceeded him as duke of Urbino in 1508. In 1626 his de-
scendant, Francesco Maria II., being old, and his only son
having died without male issue, gave up his dominions,
which were a fief of the Roman see, to be incorporated
with the Papal state, agreeably to a written cession which
he made to Pope Urban VIII. The duchy of Urbino com-
prised the towns of Pesaro, Fano, Fossombrone, Sinigaglia,

Gubbio, Cagli, San Leo, Castel Durante, since called Ur-
bania, and about 300 villages or hamlets scattered over a
very pleasant territory.

Urbino is the birthplace of Raffaelle, Bramante, Barocci,
and other distinguished artists ; of the military engineer
Paciotti ; of Bernardino Baldi, Fabretti, and other men of
learning ; and of Pope Clement XL, and several cardinals
of the Albano family.

URBINO E PESARO. [Pesaro k Urbino.]
U'RCEOLA, a genus of plants of the natural family of

Apocynaceae, so named by Dr. Roxburgh from urceolus,
' a pitcher,' in consequence of the form of Its corol. The
genus Urceola is confined to the Malayan peninsula, and
the islands of Sumatra and Penang ; but as it is by some
botanists considered not to differ from the Vahea of Mada-
gascar, the genus may have a wider distribution. It has
the calyx small, 5-partite. Corol urceolate ; tube elongated,
ventricose, 5-cleft. Stamens 5, anthers sagittate. Fol-
licles 2 ; seeds numerous, glabrous. The species U. elastica,

or Caoutchouc-vine, is shrubby and twining, climbing over
trees to a great extent, sometimes as much as 200 paces

;

with ova! opposite leaves, and terminal panicles. Fiom
wounds made in the bark of this plant there oozes out a
milky fluid, which on exposure to the open air separates
into an elastic coagulura, and watery liquid apparently of
no use. Alter the separation takes place, this coagulum
is not only like American caoutchouc, or Indian-rubber,
but possesses all the same properties as first ascertained by
Dr. Roxburgh. {Altai. Res., v. 171.) He states that a ball

of it externally has the appearance of American caout-
chouc ; when cut into, it is of a light brown colour, till the
action of the air darkens it. This ball, measuring

9.J inches
in circumference, and weighing 7£ ounces, in simply fall-

ing from a height of 15 feet, rebounded about 10 or 12
times, which i» of itself an indication of the goodness of

the caoutchouc. Dr. Roxburgh also found that tl;p

of it Were capable of bearing a greater degree of extensi
and contraction than the American. When they broi-

the elasticity was so great, that each end returned to :.

respective mass. The least pressure with the finger sr.

thumb united different portions as perfectly as if they hi.

never been separated : this proptrty of caoutchouc hi

been considered a mnch more modern discovery.

This plant was first discovered by Mr. Howison, a surxrc-

who states, in the same volume of the ' Asiatic Research",
that, in cutting their way through the underwood of P-

nang, they were much surprised on finding their cutlass

covered with a substance which had all the properties

American caoutchouc. Mr. Howison says that the m"
which is obtained by making incisions into the stem yieb

about two-thirds of its own weight of caoutchouc. It ••

curious to observe how many of the modern applicatic
of this remarkable substance were anticipated by this p

:

tleman, such as the making of waterproof boots, the cci

ing of gloves and stockings with the juice, &c. ; as he ss; •.

' Besides an effectual clothing for manufacturers employ,
with the mineral acids, which had long been a desiderati-

this substance under different modifications might be im-

plied to a number of other useful purposes in life, such s

making hats, greatcoats, boots, &c. for sailors, soldifr-

fishermen, and every other description of persons wV
from their pursuits are exposed to wet stockings ; for a
valids who suffer from damps

;
bathing-caps, tents, cotc

ings for carriages of all kinds, for roofs of houses, trust-

buoys,' &c. (Asiatic Res., v., p. 164, 1798.)

URCEOLA'RIA, a genus of crustaceous Lichens, beloc
ing to Fefi's family Lecanorese. The characters of tl.

genus are as follows : thallus crustaceous, spreading, adna'.

uniform ; the apothecia, reproductive organs, are orbicu ;

L-

with the disk concave, coloured, and immersed in tb

crust ; the border of the apothecium is formed of the ens
and has the same colour. Hooker, in his ' British Fl r»

enumerates six British species of Urceolaria. They r.

generally found on rocks, and stones and walls. Two '
_

the species, U. scruposa, the common, and V. cinerea, &
grey Urceolaria, are used for dyeing. The V. Acharii ;

frequently of a pale brick colour, sometimes dark, ar

differs little from U. cinerea but in this respect ; Hooii
attributes its colour to the oxide of iron, which it take-, r.

in the places where it grows. This agent is found also

'

tinge other species that grow in the same districts. \

species called U. esculenta, a native of Tartary, is used t

an article of diet.

URCHIN, SEA. [Echinims.]
U'REA is a principle proper to the urine of man sr.

quadrupeds, and perhaps of all animals. It was first C
tected by Rouelle, and afterwards more fully examined S
Fourcroy, Vauquelin, and Prout. In its solid and ptr-

state, urea crystallizes in the form of long prismatic r*v

dies, which are white, transparent, having somewhat th.

lustre of mother-of-pearl, with a taste approaching that •

nitre, and none at all of the fluid which furnishes It. It ..•

neither sensibly acid nor alkaline. The specific gravitv
the crystals is l'SS. It fuses at 250° into a colourless, flu.i

and at a higher temperature is converted into ammoni-
cyanite of ammonia, and dry solid cyanuric acid. It i» x

luble in its own weight of cold water, and still more seis-

in hot water. Alcohol of specific gravity 0 -816 disso!*.-

one-fifth of its weight of urea at 60° Fahr. It is \t:

sparingly soluble in aether and turpentine. The cau*-
.

alkalis decompose urea, and with the assistance of lit:

convert it into carbonate of ammonia. The nitric ar-

oxalic acids combine with urea, forming salts more or It --•

insoluble.

The following process is, perhaps, the best for proeuriru
this principle in a separate form :—Evaporate urine to tr-

consistence of a strong syrup, and then add pure concen-
trated nitric acid, until the whole mass becomes more
Jess solid. The crystalline matter which is now observ3t'-
consists of nitrate of urea. This must be Washed from in-

herent impurities in ice-cold water, and then pressed be-

tween bibulous paper to dry. These crystals are now >

be dissolved in lukewarm distilled water, and neutralist-:

with carbonate of barytes. This mixture is to be evapo-
rated to dryness, and alcohol boiled on the dry mass. !•

this way the urea may be extracted from the barytic sal'-

It may be obtained in colourless crystals, by digesting th
alcoholic solution with animal charcoal, then filtering, an:
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illowipg the urea to crystallize by spontaneous evaporation
if the alcohol.

(Analysit of Blood and Urine, by G. Q. 5pe* ; On
Stomachand Urinary Diseases, by t|r. Prout, p. lxxii.,

Jrd edition; and Turner's Elements of Chemistry, Part
ri., p. 758, edited by J. Liebig and W. G. Turner.)
URETDO (from uro, to burn), a genus of Cryptogamic

plants belonging to the natural order of Fungi, and to the
livision Hypodermii of Fries, included in this division

ire also the genera jEcidium, Puccinia, Podisoma, and
Iry-mnosporangium. This division of plants is jmportant
md interesting, poth in a botanical ana economical point
n view. These productions are' interesting to the bota-
rist, as they seem to stand on the verge of the vegetable
kingdom, or that point where the individuality of a lower
organic being is lost in its dependence on a higher.
Viewed economically they are of the utmost importance,
vi producing or being indicative of the fatal diseases of
-orn, known by the names of smut, brand, bunt,' rust, mil-
lew, blast, brand-dew, dust-brand, scorch-blast, brand-
bladders, pepper-brand, canker-brand, burnt-ear, &c.
AH the Hypodermii (Trom i»<5, ' under,' and i'tppa, ' skin')

Li e known by haying their sporidia, or spore-cases, free or

tipitate, and situated beneath the cuticle of living plants.

>n examining anyone of the productions thus constituted,

t will be found that the part of the plant on which they are
> ! aced has lost its natural colour and other characters. The
uticle, under which they grow, is discoloured, frequently
aised, and bursts ia the process of time. The bodies
-ailed sporidia, tfhich constitute these productions, are

•ellular bodies, having an ovqid or elliptipal form, and are

roquently seated on a kind of receptacle. The tissue

i round these bodies is frequently modified in character and
ippcarance, sometimes approaching that pf the bpdies
hemselves. The sporidia, or cells, are generally filled

\ ith granules, which are supposed to be the sporules of the
>lant. Having these appearances, many botanists have
I enied that these cells furnished with interior granules are

ruly individual plants, but that they are transformed cells

(suiting from disease in the tissue in which they occur.

Tries, who has paid more attention to cryptogamic plants

han any other writer, defines the hypodermii as plants
laving no proper vegetation, the sporidia arising from the

anamorphosis of the cells of living vegetables. Unger, a
Clerman botanist, has also written a very elaborate work
>n the nature of these subcutaneous fungi, in which he
races their origin to a development pf tissue in plants

aider the influence pf disease. He calls them the exan-
'/temata of plants, and attributes their forrnation to a dis-

eased condition of the stomates, which he calls the organs

A' respiration pf plants. He says they are always produced

>y external circumstances that would derange the function

jf stomates ; and, by a lengthened series of observations

>n a large number of species of these plants, he found that

Ihe development of the diseased tissue always commenced
in the tissue under the stomates. The external circum-
stances which he found most favourable to the develop?
me nt of these productions, were :—1, a very humid state

of the atmosphere, long-continued ; 2, an epidemic state

of the atmosphere, in which these bodies are produced
over large districts ; 3, a want of sufficient light ; 4, alter-

nations from hqt to dry and moist weather ; 5, long-con-
tinued hot and dry weather; 6, a want of a due supply of
air; 7, the cuticle becoming covered with dust, &c.

;

8, accidental mutilations ; 9, change of climate ; 10, undue
supply of moisture. There is no doubt that under all these

circumstances the bodies in question are most abundantly
produced, but the question as to whether the cells with

cr-anules are individual plants or diseased tissue cannot
thus be settled. Is there any evidence to prove that the

granules, contained in the cells are capable of producing
other cells? As this is an important practical point, we
shall quote the evidence that is brought forward in support

of this view. If the granules are capable of reproducing

the cells, then the cells must be regarded as the sporidia,

and the granules as sporules of a plant which has an inde-

pendent existence. Bauer instituted a series of experi-

ments, in which he diffused the granules of a Uredo in

water, and poured it over the soil in which wheat was
growing, and it was found that the wheat became attacked

with Uredo. Fee ' collected some leaves pf a Rosa centi-

folia, which were entirely covered with Uredo rubigo : he
took three rose-trees of the same spepjesj the leaves pf

which showed no, trace of Uredo, and having put them in
separate boxes, removed them from the neighbourhood of

the affected plant, but still kept them in a similar aspect.
One part of thp rose-leaves covered with the Uredo was
mixed towards the end of the winter with the mould in the
box of one of the rote-trees, and the remainder subse-
quently used in the manner to be detailed. When the
second tree was in full vigour and near blossoming, some
of the affected rose-leaves were frequently shaken ever the
soil to detach the sporules of the fungi, the remaining
portion of which continued attached to the leaves. The
branded rose-leaves were then steeped in water, and the
third rose-tree watered with the mixture during the whole
of the spring. The three insulated plants exhibited no-
thing particular until the autumn : then the rose-tree in

whose soil the brand-bearing leaves had been mixed be-
came profusely covered with the Uredo, the other two still

remaining free ; but the succeeding season the whole three
plants were branded with myriads of Uiedines.' These ex-
periments seem to prove that the Uredo has the power of
reproducing itself, and that the means by which the spo-
rules are introduced into the plant are its roots. It is not
however improbable that they may sometimes be intro-

duced to the plant through the stomates, and thus account
for Unger's observation of their constant presence in this

part of the plant". Although there seems to be little

doubt from the above and other experiments that the spo-
rules of these fungi may be introduced into plants by the
soil, yet there can be no doubt, from the observations of
Unger and others, that when plants are in a state of disease
produced by external circumstances the fungi are deve-
loped most rapidly and in greatest numbers ; and indeed
it is a question altogether as to whether some disordered
action of the tissues of the plant does not always occur
previous to the development of any of the species of
fungi.

Thp sppcies of the genera of Puccinia, jEcidium, and
Uredo are exceedingly numerous. In fact they seem to

vary with every plant they attack, and have thus given
rise to specific names according to the plants on which
they are found, as Puccinia Primulae, /Ecidium Berberidis,

Uredo Violarum, &c. This fact might lead to the sup-
position that many of these recorded species are merely
varieties produced by the same sporules being developed
in different plants. Few experiments have been made on
this subject, although some late inquiries of Professor
Henslow have proved the identity of two species, before
supposed to be remote, viz. Puccinia graminis and Uredo
rubigo. He also states his belief that two other species,

Uredo Ross and Aregma mucrbnata, are identical. The
Uredo rubigo is the species which produces the disease

called rust, whilst the Puccinia graminis [Puccinia] is

found on plants affected with mildew. The distinction

between Uredo and Puccinia is that the latter possess

pedicels and its sporidia are elliptical, whilst those pf
Uredo are round, without pedicels. In specimens pf
blighted wheat Henslow found both these forms of sporidia,

and not only what were supposed the peculiar forms of
each genus, but all intermediate ones. Previous to this

observation the two forms of sporidia were frequently

found together, but were thought by Berkeley and others

to be still separate plants.

As the diseases of corn indicated by these fungi are of
most importance, we shall describe these particularly.

Under the head of Burnt-Ear, a diseased state pf wheat
in whiph the Uredo sfgetum ({/. carbo, De Cand.) appears,

this disease, which is also known by the names of smut
and dust-brand, has been described.

Uredo Caries, De Cand. (U.jfcetida, Bauer), is found on
wheat : the sporidia fire included within the ovary of the
fruit, the sporidia are exactly spherical, rather large, glo-

bose, and b)ack. When this plant appears on wheat it is

said to have the Bunt, Smut-balls, or Pepper-brand. The
sporidia may be detected in the young seed in the very

earliest states of the flower-bud, and when perfectly ripe it

occupies the whple interior of the grain, but does not burst

the skin, so that thp grain retains the charapter of being

Serfectly sound. The sporidia are frequently mixed with
plicate fibres, which seem to constitute the mycelia of

the plant. Henslow calculates that a single grain of wheat
may contain more than 4,000,000 of sporidia. Each of
thpse sporidia probably contains millions pf sporules,

hence some idea may be formed of their minuteness^ as wed
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as iheir capacity for spreading themselves in every direc-

tion. Another peculiarity of this fungus is that it has a

very disgusting smell, and the consequence is that flour

made from grains containing it cannot be eaten. Flour

thus spoiled is however sold to gingerbread-makers, who
have found out that mixing it with treacle conceals its

disagreeable odour. It does not appear to act injuriously

when taken. In raising wheat for seed the greatest care

should be taken that none affected with the smut-fungus

is used, as it seems proved that where the sporules of the

fungus are present in the seed sown they will grow up
with the plant, and be developed at the period of its

ripening its fruit. Many remedies have been proposed

for getting rid of the sporules from wheat about to be
sown. Washing with clean water has been found effec-

tual, and with lime-water much more so, but of all appli-

cations a solution of sulphate of copper (blue vitriol)

seems to answer best. The following is a good instance

of the effect of dressing wheat :—' Mr. John Woolnough,
of Boyton, sowed a large field in alternate breadths with

wheat taken from a good sample without dressing, and
wheat that had been dressed. Long before the corn was
ripe the difference was most distinguishable. Upon those

stretches sown with dressed wheat it was difficult to find

any branded ears, whilst the others were so branded as to

make him determine to carry the corn at sepaiate times to

different places.' (Linn. Trans., vol. v.)

Uredo rubigo and linearis form yellow and brown oval

spots, and blotches of an orange and yellow colour upon
the stem, leaf, and chaff of corn, and various grasses. The
sporidia of U. linearis are more oblong than those of U.

rubigo, but they are frequently found together. When
these plants are present the disease of the corn is called

Rust, Red-rag, Red-robin, and Red-gum. This is the
plant which Henslow believes to be identical with the

Puccinia graminis, which occurs in corn affected with
mildew. The mildew and the rust are often confounded
together by farmers, and, as shown by Henslow, there is no
difference in the essential character of the plant which is

the offspring of the disease. Some beautiful drawings of
the Puccinia by Bauer, with an account of the mildew,
were published by Sir Joseph Banks in 1805. There are

also some admirable delineations of the plants of both
smut and bunt by Bauer, in the 'Penny Magazine' for

1833. Rust and mildew are not so certainly prevented as

smut, although there is reason to believe that the sporules
of the U. rubigo are taken less up by the roots, in the same
manner as those producing smut. As a dressing, the Use
of the lime-water or sulphate of copper should never be
neglected

;
although it may not always prevent rust, yet

there are instances recorded in which undressed wheat
has had rust, when dressed wheat from the same sample
has not had it.

Connected with the question of blight in corn is one
that has produced much discussion, and that is, how far

the Barberry (Berberis vulgaris) is the cause of it. There
is a very general impression amongst farmers that the
barberry-bush produces rust in corn, and there are numer-
ous well-authenticated instances of blight occurring in the
vicinity of barberry bushes and hedges. Botanists, not
seeing how this could occur, have generally treated the
fact as a coincidence, and acquitted the barberry alto-

gether of the crime of producing blight ; but the evidence
of blight occurring as the consequence of the presence of
the barberry is constantly increasing. One of the best

explanations of this curious circumstance is, that the
barberry itself is subject to the attacks of a fungus, the iri-
dium berberidis, similar to that which produces the disease
in wheat. The specific characters of the two however
are very different, and it is only by having recourse to the
supposition that many of the recorded species of iEcidium
are merely varieties changed in character by change of
position, that such an explanation of the fact can be ad-
mitted.

Besides the species of Uredo mentioned, corn and all

other plants are subject to the attacks of a large number
of these fungi. On whatever plant they are found they
are indicative of disease, and the produce of the plant will

not be so great as when in a state of health. Sir H.
Davy found that a thousand parts of good wheat yield, on
an average, 955 parts of nutritious matter, whilst specimens
from mildewed wheat yielded only from 650 to 210 parts

in the same quantity.

The recorded species of the genera of Hypodermii i

almost as numerous as the plants on which (hey are fin

The following analysis of the character of the gentre -j

assist in their distinction :

—

Hypodermii.
Sporidia not having a sac.

Sporidia stalked.

Stalks united. Podisoma.'
Stalks free. Puccinia.

Sporidia free. Uredo.
Sporidia in a sac. yEcidium.

For further information on the subject of this articl? -

1

reader should consult Henslow's papers ' On the Di>(- ;

of Wheat,' in the second volume of the Journal cf <.

Royal Agricultural Society of England; The Pc.
Magazine, 1833 ; Unger, Die Exantkcme der Pflc^-
Wien, 1823; Sir Joseph Banks's Account of the Caur
Diseases in Corn, with drawings by Bauer, 1805 ; L
don's Cyclopesdia of Agriculture ; Metzger'a Getr- I

arten ; Berkeley, in Smiths English Mora, vol. pt. -

Burnett's Outlines of Botany ; also.articles Brand, Bte-I
ear, Puccinia.
URE'NA, a genus of plants of the natural order Mi

vacese, so named from uren, the name of one of the spr. >

on the coast of Malabar. The genus is characterise .

having a 5-cleft calyx, which is girded by a 5-clert

volucel. Anthers numerous on the top of the tube. SfJ
mas 10; carpels 5, forming single-seeded capsules, ru-
rally echinated from prickles, which are .rayed at the «p-.

The species form small shrubs, which "are indigent

;

India and the Indian islands, China, Mauritius, Sj.

America, and the West Indies. U. scabriuscula is said

be found both in India and Brazil. The flowers of all v
red, but few of the species are sufficiently ornamental
be worth cultivation, with the exception of U. spec*-:

figured by Dr. Wallich, PI. As. Rar., t. 26. The leaves of l

several species are either undivided, or slightly or pr-

foundly 3-5-lobed, and furnished with glands on the wb
on the under surface. Like other Malvaceous plants, v

species of Urena abound in strong and serviceable
like fibres, which are well fitted for conversion into etc.'

age. U. lobata and sinuata are specially mentioned
employed for this purpose in India.

URETHRA. [Bladder.]
URFE', HONORE' D\ author of the pastoral romar-

« L'Astree :' an anti-Gallican satirist might call him it-

French Sir Philip Sydney. He was born in 1567, a
younger son of a noble family originally from Suabia, v.

allied with the houses of Lascaris and Savoy. There s:

perfect harmony between his life and the tinsel sentics'

of his romance. In 1583, when studying in the collie s

Tournon, he composed a drama, which was acted by hit-

self and his schoolfellows, he playing the part of Apo!>.
' in a wide taffety robe of crimson and orange, his hni
surrounded by sunbeams.' On leaving college he obtain*
a company of fifty men, and served bravely in the wars <

Henri IV., whose party was embraced by the faim><

D'Urfe. In 1598 or 1599 he married Diane de Chit*
Morand ; this lady had been married in 1575 or 1577 :.

Anne d'Urft, elder brother of Honore, then in his twentiet:

or twenty-second year ; it was a juvenile passion, so ardei:

on both sides, that their parents found difficulty in [in-

venting their marrying before the lady was of marriagfabi-
age. After more than twenty years of married life Ac*
d'Urf6 and Diane were divorced by mutual consent, m.
Honors' married the lady in order that her estates naz\:

not go out of the family. Diane's passion for the chaw

kept her continually surrounded by numbers of large aoss
which she allowed to share her own and husband's stag-
ing apartment. Stunk out of his bed by his wife's caniw
attendants, Honor* retired to a small property which K
owned in the neighbourhood of Nice, and amused him*')'

with the composition of ' L'Astree,' the first part of which

was published in 1610, and received so favourably, that >

second part appeared in 1612, and two more in 161&

Honor* d'Urff died in 1625, of a breast complaint ; hs

secretary Baro compiled a conclusion to the work from hs

master's manuscripts. For upwards of half a eenturr
' L'Astree' enjoyed an unmeasured popularity ; it was i

storehouse of subjects for the playwright, the painter, ami
the engraver. La Fontaine placed it next to the works o"

Maret and Rabelais. The best editions of * L'Astree' aif

that of Paris, 1637, and that of Rouen, 1647; Honeri
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Urffc m.so published ' La Syreine ; avec d'autres Piices,'

ill and 1618; 'Epttres Morales,' 1598, 1603, and 1620;
id ' La Sylvanire, Fable bocagiVe.' His brotherAnne, after

^•ttine rid of his wife, declined the order of St. Esprit
tiered him by Henri IV. in 1598, for his warlike services,

>d took priest's orders in 1599. He died in 1621, with the
' putation of a gentlraan and scholar. When young he
imposed one hundred and fifty sonnets in honour of
iane de Chateau Morand, which remained in MS. ; in

aturer years he wrote hymns, which he published in 1608.

c also published, in 1592, ' Deux Dialogues : l'Honneur
la Vaillance.'

URI, one of the cantons of the Swiss Confederation, is

funded on the north by Schwyz, west by Unterwalden,
era, and the Valais, south by the group of the St. Goth-
d, which separates it from the canton Ticino, and east

v- the cantons of the Grisons and of Glarus. Uri consists

liefly of a great valley, about thirty miles long, through
hich flows the river Reuss, which has its sources on
tount St. Gothard about 6000 feet above the sea, and
divs northwards until it enters the southern extremity of
ie Waldstatter lake.- The southern branch of the lake is

tiled the Lake of Uri, being enclosed for a length of

>out six miles within the territory of that canton. Several
i nor valleys branch out right and left from the valley of
ie Reuss : the principal are the Gosehenenthal, the Meyen-
uil, the Schachentnal, and the Maderanerthal. The
vussthal, properly so called, begins at the narrow defile

r Schellinen, above which is the Ursernthal, a high val-

y which runs from north-east to south-west nearly at right

l^les with the Reussthal, being parallel to the main ridge

t' the St. Gothard. It is in the Ursernthal that the several

reams which contribute to form the Reuss unite into one

The surface of the canton of Uri is mostly covered with

dires of the Pennine Alps, several of which exceed
i >.000 feet in height. There is a tract of open country,

ailed Bodengemeinden, in the lower part of the valley of

if Reuss, near the shores of the Waldstiitter lake, where
re the communes of Altorf, Fluhlen, Seedorf, Attinghau-
•n, and Schaddorf. Uri is essentially a pastoral country

:

lore arc about 11,000 head of horned cattle, about the
urie number of sheep, and 15,000 goats.

The population of the canton, by the census of 1836,

mounted to 13,519. Uri is a pure democracy, like Schwyz
ml Unterwalden, with annual landsgemeinde, and a land-

it h or executive council, presided by the landamman.
lie religion is the Roman Catholic. Of late years more

t tention has been paid to the education of youth. Schools

a v e been established in most of the communes. The head
)\vn, Altorf, has some good streets, several churches and
.invents, a fine town-house, a gymnasium with four pro-

•ssors, an hospital, the cabinet of mineralogy and ornitho-

iiry belonging to Dr. Lusser, a casino or club-house, and
bout 1700 inhabitants. The high road to Italy by the

:t. Gothard begins properly at Altorf. Fluhlen, a little

mire than a mile from AKorf, on the shore of the Wald-
t litter lake, is the port or landing-place where the boats

rem Luzern stop, and from whence the passengers and
roods are removed to Altorf on their way to Italy. There
.re some good inns both at Fluhlen and Altorf. Biirglen, a
artce village at a short distance from Altorf, at the en-
l anee of the Schachentha), 'is said to be the birth-place

>f Wilhelm Tell.

( Leresche, Dictionnaire Gcographique de la Suisse.)

U'RIA. [Guillemots.]
TJKIC ACID. This substance, sometimes called lithic

a id, was discovered by Scheelc
;
Vauquelin afterwards

ound it in the excrements of serpents, Brugnatelli in that

>l' silkworms, and Robiquet in cantharides.

Uric acid is secreted by carnivorous animals, birds, and
iv several insects. It is deposited from human urine, as

it cools, as a yellow, brownish-yellow powder, which is usu-

illv a compound of uric acid and ammonia. It occurs, in

combination with soda or ammonia, in those gouty concre-

tions commonly called chalk-stone*, and it constitutes the

principal portion of the calculi deposited in the human
bladder. The semi-fluid urine of serpents and birds is

< hiefly composed of urate of ammonia; and guano, which
has lately been imported from some islands in the South
Sea and. extensively used as a manure, contains a large

(
i uantity of urate of ammonia : this substance is the decom-
posed excrement of aquatic biros.

This acid is obtained, we believe, in the greatest plenty
and purity, by dissolving the excrement of serpents, the
boa constrictor for example, in a solution of soda, and de-
composing the clear solution by the addition of hydro-
chloric acid ; but, in order to have it quite pure, the urate
of potash should be crystallized. It may also be obtained
from the excrement of pigeons and other birds by the same
Ccess ; but according to Liebig it is better to employ

ax as a solvent than a caustic alkali, it dissolving less

of the animal matter.

The properties of this acid are, that it has the form of
fine, white, silky, crystalline scales ; it is inodorous and
insipid, heavier than water, and nearly insoluble in it when
cold, and only slightly dissolved by it when hot ; the solu-
tion reddens litmus-paper, but feebly. It is insoluble in
alcohol or tether.

It is composed of
Four equivalents of hydrogen ... 4
Ten equivalents of carbon 60
Six equivalents of oxygen .... 48
Four equivalents_cf azote .... 56

Equivalent 168
Nitric 'acid, even diluted, dissolves uric acid with brisk

effervescence ; the gases evolved consist of equal volumes
of azote and carbonic acid. The solution contains allox-
ans, alloxantine, urea, paraboric acid, and ammonia.
When the solution is evaporated to dryness, the residue is

of a fine purple colour : the formation of this residue is a
test of the presence of uric acid.

Sulphuric acid when concentrated dissolves uric acid,

and is stated to form a crystalline compound with it ; it is

precipitated from it by the addition of water ; concentrated
hydrochloric acid dissolves it in greater quantity than water.

Uric acid, when submitted to destructive distillation,

yields the same products as urea, namely, cyamelide, cy-
anic acid, hydrocyanic acid, a little carbonate of ammonia,
and a brown carbonaceous residue containing much azote.

In this decomposition the hydrated cyanic acid and am-
monia combine in the neck of the retort and form urea.

The cyamelide dissolves in potash, and yields cyanurate of
potash.

When uric acid is heated with a little water to 392°

Fahr. in a closed tube, it is converted, without any disen-

gagement of gas, into a yellow transparent liquor, which
becomes a yellow gelatinous mass when it cools ; this is

soluble both in cold and hot water : the alkalis evolve
ammonia from it, and with the acids it produces gelatinous
precipitates ; with hot nitric acid it effervesces, and the
solution by evaporation yields a reddish yellow mass, which
ammonia renders purple.

Hydrate of potash when fused with uric acid produces
carbonate of potash, cyanate of potash, and cyanide of po-
tassium. When boiled in water with peroxide of lead, it

is converted into allantoin and oxalic acid, urea being set

free.

Saline combination* of Uric Acid.—These are called

Urates. According to Liebig (from whose work this article

is almost entirely taken), uric acid, unlike most other acids,

combines with metallic oxides without losing its water.

The urates of the alkaline metals and of the alkaline

earths are but slightly soluble in cold water, but very
soluble in boiling water ; an excess of alkali increases the

solubility ; the urates are generally colourless, and are all

decomposed by acids, even by the acetic acid ; the uric

acid, which is set free, is at first gelatinous, but soon as*

sumes the form of fine brilliant laminae.

Urate of Ammonia.—Urinary calculi occasionally con-
sist of this compound. [Calculi.]

Urate of Potash.—This salt is prepared by dissolving

the excrements of serpents in a weak boiling solution of

potash ; the insoluble portion being separated by filtration,

urate of potash is obtained as a white crystalline mass by
evaporating and cooling the solution ; this, after washing
with cold water, is converted by drying into a silk brilliant

powder, composed of very fine needles. This salt is very

slightly soluble in cold water ; the solution has an alkaline

reaction.

It is composed of
One equivalent of Uric Acid ... 168
One equivalent of Potash .... 48

216
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Uratt qf Soda.—According to Dr. Wollaston, gouty con-

cretions consist principally of this salt. It may be prepared

in the same way as urate of potash ; the reaction is similar.

It is also formed when uric acid is bqiled with borax.

URINARY CALCUfcl. [Calculj.]

URINARY ORGANS. [Kidneys.]
URINE is a fluid secreted from the blood by the kid-

neys. Every excretory organ performs some special office

:

the lungs clear the system of its excess of carbon ; and the

kidneys purify it of azote and saline matter. Besides secret-

ing a peculiar azotic substance, the kidneys have an oxyge-

nating power, for the sulphur, phosphorus, calcium, &c. of

the blood are changed to acids and oxides, or earths, by
the glandular energy of these organs. This secretiqn is of

a very varied character, and, from the variety of the sub-

stances extracted from the body through the medium of
the kidneys, the urinary system may properly be regarded
as the eniunctqry of the entire animal economy, in which
we meet with every principle and constituent that analysis

has discovered forming the solids ajid fluids of the

body. A knowledge of the urine in health, and of the

variations to which it is subject in disease, is of the utmost
importance to the medical practitioner; the different

appearances of this fluid frequently indicating not merely
the state of the urinary system, but the changes which
have taken place in other parts of the animal economy.
It is not however until a comparatively recent period that

this secretion has received from the profession the atten-

tion which it deserves. In former times, the Uromantes, or

Urine-casters, pretended to be able to describe, from the

appearance of the urine only, the nature of the disease

under which a patient laboured, and by thus practising on
the credulity Qf mankind made the subject of the urine a
source of imposition and gain. The examination, or rather

inspection of the urine, was abandoned in great measure
by regular practitioners, and confined to illiterate charla-

tans. Since the year 1777, when Scheele discovered the
existence of uric acid, the attention of the most en-
lightened chemists has been bestowed on this fluid, and at

the present time the constituents of healthy urine are well
known, as well as most of the changes to which it is liable

in disease.

The urine of a healthy person when recently voided is

acid, transparent, usually of a pale amber or straw-colour,

a brackish taste, peculiar odour, and of a specific gravity

varying from 1'OIQ to 1030. The character of the urine
however is apt to be altered by a variety of circumstances

:

it differs, for instance, according to the time of the day at
which it is passed, whether before or after a meal, and
according to the quantity and quality of the -food and
drink consumed. Urine has therefore been divided into
two kinds, that of assimilation, and that of the blood.
The urine of the blood is that voided at a considerable
time after food has been taken, when the process of diges-
tion is complete, and the chyle has entered the blood : it

has the properties of urine in an eminent degree, and
from it we are enabled to learn the state of the kidneys
and system in general. The urine of assimilation varies,
being sometimes limpid and colourless, when a great
quantity of fluids has been taken ; at other times, after a
fOll and solid meal, of a deep colour, and becoming turbid
on cooling. By the urine of assimilation we judge of the
state of the digestive organs.
The character of the urine is affected by the seasons ; in

winter the kidneys are excited to greater activity than in
summer, nor is the reason of this difficult of explanation.
All the emunctories of the body act, as occasion may re-
quire, as mutual suppeditories : now in cold weather the
perspiration is more or less suppressed ; and were it not
that the action of the kidneys was increased, we should be
liable to plethoras, or repletions of the most dangerous
nature. Hence it happens that when the perspiration is

abundant, the urine is scanty and high coloured, and con-
tains a strong impregnation of saline ingredients ; when the
perspiration is checked by any cause, the urine is copious,
limpid, and its proper salts more diluted. The state of
the mind has also a great influence on the urine : any
sudden shock usually increases the quantity of this fluid,

and it is then almost without odour or flavour, like water.
The colour of the urine of persons in health is usually of

a pale amber colour, becoming slightly turbid towards the
centre, seven or eight hours after having been passed,
and shortly depositing a sediment, that rises up in the form

of a cone from the centre of the fluid- This depo*

.

which at first is in small quantity, increases until j. _

faction renders' the whole of the urine turbid. W t
,|

still in great uncertainty as to the properties of the -i

ciple pn which the colour of the urjne depends

:

doubtful whether chemists have succeeded in isolating
j

colouring principle of the urine, and whether it has >•

been examined free from foreign admixture. The cc' i

of urine varies, and it is essential to distinguish wbc
i

the variation be owing to the food that may have 1

1

taken, or to any medicine that has been adminuu -j

Urine, for example, becomes almost colourless if c.|

drink has been swallowed ; red after a heating diet.
\

fasting, the use of water-cresses, beet, sorrel, and matLJ
it is tinged blackish by chalybeates

;
yellow by sagr.

turmeric, and rhubarb : the astringent principle of gaik

.

other substances containing tannin is detected in the nr

by this fluid assuming a bluish or greenish tint on ar.

the salts of iron being added to it. In short, no secrv

is more variable in its physical attributes than urine.
The state of the body greatly modifies the colour o!

.

urine. We know, for instance, hqw limpid, colourless. _
watery it becomes after any spasmodic paroxysm, as.

the cold stages of agues ; turbid, yellowish, and .

at the termination of pituitous or catarrhal affect,
golden yellow and turbid, in jaundice ; turbid, and ac.

panied with deposition of mucus, in catarrhal affecti. >

the bladder. Colourless, limpid urine, resembling sp.

water, is called nervous urine. The urine is clear ami
sipid in spasmodic affections, in hysteria, hypochondria
and epilepsy. It is equally transparent, but usualU ..

abundant, in diabetes. The urine is of the colour of \r.

.

dust, and turbid, in almost all intermittent fevers, in .

tain dropsies, in rheumatism, gouty affections, My-
atrophy, and some kinds of stone. The urine is

orange-yellow colour, or saffron-yellow, in bilious c-

eases ; but the yellowness is of amuch deeper hue in sir.

tomatic jaundice than in critical febrile or simple cni. -

jaundice. Urine has been voided of a jet-black cc
'>

instances of which are related by Dr. Marcet and the -

Dr. Babington. In pregnancy there is a peculiar sedic--

resembling flakes of wool or cotton, which has received

name of kiestine. It is whitish, opaline, slightly grai-

and resembles very much the layer of fat which swioi

the surface of fat broth when cooled.

The odour of healthy urine is somewhat aromatic, *t

out acidity, anunoniacal smell, or fetid taint, and ri-<:

bles in a great degree the odour of the perspiration a

healthy man. The urine of persons affected with ston;

the bladder often acquires a highly offensive odour. -
the urine of diabetic patients has usually a sweet vlv;

smell ; indeed their whole persons exhale a similar ap-
pertain substances when eaten, or even when resp..;

impart a peculiar odour to the urine. Garlic and >'..

strong-smelling substances impart their peculiar odour •

the urine, and the odorous principles of asparagus, c.-.

flowers, fennel, juniper berries, valerian, castor, ba).-a=

Peru, copaiba, cubebs, and many other substances, •

pass through the blood into the urine. lu persons ui

licate constitution, and those of a weak digestion, we
often recognise by the odour of the urine the natun. ^-

character of the food they have eaten.

Healthy urine is always acid ; it becomes ammom^-
only by a prolonged exposure to the atmosphere, for ii re-

mains perfectly unchanged if kept in a vessel well slot-
hs ammoniacal transformation is owing to the spontaDtt>

decomposition of the urea. It appears that this convert'

may even take place in the kidneys under the influent

disease, especially in putrid and other adynamic feus

then theunne is alkaline as it passes from the bladder,

proportionally so as it contains less urea. Litmus-paptf *

the best immediate test for detecting acidity in uri>

When the urine is acid, the blue colour of the paper •

changed to a red. Turmeric-paper, or reddened litmw-

paper, is the best test for ascertaining whether uriue :«

alkaline or not. Alkaline urine turns the yellow colour

the turmeric-paper brown, and changes the colour of ti<

red litmus-paper to a blue : this latter is a much more <ir

licate test than the former.

In health the quantity of urine passed in twenty-^
hours is subject to variation from the temperature, du'

and exercise of the individual, as well as other circus

stances, and it is therefore impossible to fix a sjandanl »P
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:able to every ease. Haller estimated the quantity

led in twenty-four hours to be as high as 49 ounces;
i considered 40 ounces an average quantity in the same
e; whilst Dr. Prout says that, if we consider that the

ntity varies in this country from 30 ounces in the suni-
• to 40 ounces in the winter, we should probably be very

r the truth as regards a person in good health, and who
s not drink more than nature requires,

he specific gravity of healthy urine varies in dif-

ht individuals from 1-010 to 1-030. The late Dr.

les Crawford Gregory found the mean specific gravity

irine in fifty apparently healthy subjects in Edinburgh,

ing the months of September, October, and November,
wo o'clock in the day, to be 1-02246. Dr. Prout con-

rs that, if we estimate the average specific gravity to

re from 1-015 in the winter to 1-025 in the summer,
shall be near the truth.

he following table was constructed by Dr. Henry for

srtaining, without the trouble of evaporation, the quan-
of solid extract contained in the pint (.16 ounces) of
le of different specific gravities from 1 -020 to 1-050 :—

Specific Glavity
at 60" r.

Solid Extract In a
nine pint, in grains.

Solid Extract in a
wine pint, in ounces.

or., art. KT. Era.

1 ' !•'<
11 u~u QOO. tJQ£ ** 0 6 1 2

1 • [I'M ml • r 0 (i 2 1

1-022 420-8 0 7 0 0
1023 440 0 0 7 1 0
1-024 459-2 0 7 1 19

1025 478-4 0 7 2 re
1 020 497-6 1 (i 0 17
1-027 516-8 1 0 1 16
1-028 536 0 1 0 2 18

1 029 555 2 1 1 0 15

1030 574-4 1 1 1 14

1031 593-6 1 1 2 13
1-032 6128 1 2 0 12
1-033 632 0 1 2 1 12
1034 651-2 1 2 2 11

1-035 670-4 1 :! 0 10
1036 689-6 1 3 1 9

1-037 708-8 1 3 2 8
1-038 728-0 1 4 0 8
1-039 747 2 1 4 1 7
1-040 766 4 1 4 2 6
1041 7a5-6 1 5 0 5
1-042 804-8 1 3 1 4
1-043 824-0 1 5 2 3
1-044 843-2 1 6 0 3
1-045 862-4 1 6 1 2
1046 881-6 1 (i 2 1

1047 900-8 1 7 0 0
1-048 920-0 1 7 1 0
1049 939-2 1 7 1 19
1050 958-4 1 7 2 18

i order to ascertain the quantity of solid matter in 16

i ounces of urine of a given specific gravity, it is only

essary to refer to the above table,

ierzelius, whose analysis of urine is still considered the
it complete, describes the following substances as en-

ng into its composition, viz.—in 1000 parts of healthy

Water .... 933-00
Urea . . . .3010
Lithieacid . . . .1-00
Free lactic acid, lactate of ammonia,

and animal matters not separable

from them . .

I 15. Mucus of the bladder

6. Sulphate of potash .

: : :

9. E

ammonia
te of soda

ammonia-

.

, with a trace of

17-14

0 32

3- 71
316
2-94
1-65
4- 45
1-50

thy phosphates,

filiate of lime
Silex

1-00

003

1000-00

In addition to these matters, which constantly exist in

healthy urine, the fluid occasionally contains a variety of

other substances, as sugar, bile, albumen, fibrin, fat, blood,

&c. The following is a tabular view of the matters found
in urine, in addition to those specified in the above
table :—

10. Albumen. •

Fibrin.

Iled particles.

1 1 . Various acids, colouring-matters,

)

accompanying the hthic acid.

Nitric acid.
ir, -V ill! lii
12. Xanthic oxide.

13. Cystic oxide.

14. Sugar.
Oxalic acid.

Carbonic acid.

15. Hippuric acid? Benzoic acid ?

We shall proceed to notice most of these substances se-

parately in their special relation to urine.

Water is the basis of all animal fluids, and forms a very
large proportion of urine. Sometimes an increase of the
watery portion takes place, whilst the other principles

remain the same, or become diminished. In this state of

the urine, the urea and the salts bear to each other nearly

their ordinary proportion, but are considerably deficient

in their absolute quantity. Sometimes the increased flow
of urine, as Dr. Prout observes, involves an increased pro-
portion of a natural ingredient, as of urea, or of unnatural
ingredients, as of albumen or sugar. On the other hand,
the proportion of water is not unfrequently diminished
below the natural standard, as in various forms of urinary
suppressions ; and sometimes, when the cause of this sup-
pression is mechanical, the urine is simply diminished in

quantity, whilst its composition remains the same. At
other times the suppression is connected with deranged
action of the kidneys, and while the proportion of water is

diminished, the other ingredients are relatively much
increased, as in various forms of gravel and calculus.

Urea, the chemical properties of which have been already
described [Urea], is the principal solid element of the

urine of mammalia. There is sometimes an excess of urea
in the urine, and this excess may exist without or with an
increase of the watery portion of the urine. In the first

form, observes Dr. Prout, ' the quantity of urine passed
seldom much exceeds the healthy standard, and in this

case the quantity of urea is both absolutely and relatively

greater than in health. In the second form, the quantity

of urine is sometimes excessive, and in this instance the
quantity of urine, in a given specimen of urine, may be le*s

than in health, though the quantity of urea relatively to

the other ingredients may be greater than natural, and the

absolute quantity of urea passed in a given time may thus,

as in the first form, exceed the natural standard.' Urine
containing an absolute excess of urea is of high specific

gravity, varying from 1-015 to 1-030, acid, prone to

decomposition, and usually becomes alkaline. The mode
which Dr. Prout commonly employs to detect an excess of

urea is to put a little urine into a watch-glass, and care-

fully add to it nearly an equal quantity of pure nitric acid,

in such a manner that the acid may easily subside, from its

greater specific gravity, to the lower part of the glass, and
allow the urine to float above it. If spontaneous crys-

tallization takes place, an excess of urea is indicated : and
the degree of excess can be inferred, nearly enough im-

practical purposes, by the greater or less time which
elapses before the crystallization takes place, and which
may vary from a few minutes to two or three hours. Such
urine is commonly, but not always, of a pale colour. We
find in many of the most important diseases connected
with the urinary system great diminution, both absolute

and relative, of the quantify of urea ordinarily existing in

urine ; the urine in these cases is usual limpid and colour-

less, and is passed in large quantities by nervous, hysterical

persons or those advanced in years.

Uric Acid invariably exists in healthy urine, and can be
easily precipitated by the addition of any acid. As the

production of this acid in the system is intimately con-

nected with the nature of the tood and the powers of

digestion, deposits of this acid, as might be expected, are

of frequent occurrence. This acid is either deposited in

the form of powder, or, as it is usually called, amorphous
sediment, or in the form of crystals and large concretions.

le
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The amorphous sediment varies extremely in its colour, from
snow-white to fawn-colour or reddish-brown, occasionally

assuming a series of beautiful tints, varying from the most
delicate pink to the brightest carmine, or very nearly, to

the deepest crimson. These varieties of colour depend on
the greater or less proportion of the colouring-matter of

urine, and a peculiar principle (phosphate of ammonia)
developed in the kidneys. In this form the uric acid is

usually in combination with ammonia. Healthy urine

contains urate of ammonia to the amount of about 1 • 800th

part, and the salt requires about 480 times its weight of

cold water to dissolve it : we Bee therefore that if, by any
derangement in the digestive organs, the quantity of urate

of ammonia should be increased in the unne, a portion of

it would of necessity be thrown down, as the urine would
not be sufficient to hold the whole of it in solution.

Urine containing this amorphous deposit varies in colour

according to its sediment : it is always acid, and usually of

high specific gravity, and is rendered transparent by the

application of heat, unless the urine be albuminous or

contain mucus.
We are indebted to Dr. Golding Bird for the following

account of the microscopical appearances of urinary de-

posits :—When a deposit of urate of ammonia is examined
under the microscope, it is found to be made up of a
series of amorphous granules, presenting no approach
to a crystalline arrangement, unless, as very frequently

occurs, free uric acid be present. On gently warm-
ing the drop of urine submitted to examination, the deposit

vanishes, and then any crystals of uric acid. Dr. G. Bird

has informed the writer of this article that, since the pub-
lication of his previous investigations, he (Dr. B.) has de-

tected deposits of urate ofammonia occurring in albuminous
urine, in the shape of nearly spherical globules.

Uric acid is often deposited in a crystalline form, and is

found most generally of a yellow, orange-red, or brick-dust

colour, never however presenting the beautiful carmine
tints occasionally possessed by urate of ammonia. It is

sometimes met with isolated and unmixed with any
amorphous deposits, but more generally is found in

company with the urate of ammonia : on being allowed to

subside, two distinct layers are formed, the lowest consist-

ing of uric acid, often in crystals sufficiently large to he dis-

tinguished by the unassisted eye ; and above this a dense
stratum of amorphous urate. Dr. G. Bird has described
several varieties of these crystals, as seen with the micro-
scope, but the rhomboid of a tolerably distinct lozenge-
shape is the most frequent form. Several secondary forms,
probably depending on a variable portion of colouring-
matter being present, frequently occur ; among these are
the table, the flattened cylinder, sharply serrated lozenges,

and stella formed by the cohering of elongated rhombs.

Uric Add OjtUIi.

Free lactic Acid, Lactate ofAmmonia,andAnimalMatter*
not separablefrom them.—Berzelius regards the lactic acid
as the free acid of the urine, and that it is destined to hold
the earthy phosphates in solution, and probably to obviate
the dire effects of their deposition in a solid mass. Dr.
Prout says, that in the greater number of instances of uric
acid gravel, the lactic acid is secreted in great abundance,
either alone, which is comparatively rare, or in a state
of combination with urea, which ordinarily occurs. As
urea hiu little or no neutralizing power, the lactic acid in
the lactate of urea exerts its acid powers, and, by detracting
the nnc acid from its natural state of combination with
ammonia, precipitates it in the form of crystallized gravel.
Mucus always exists in healthy urine in minute quan-

tities, and the following are the appearances which it as-
sumes :—After the urine has stood for some time in a tall

glass vessel, the lower strata of the fluid will be foaa

nave lost their transparency, and an exceedingly i

nebulous-looking substance will be found floating a
vessel. If collected in a filter, mucus, -when mou
always more or less transparent ; and when dried, st 1

shining appearance. Mucus is not coagulated by bed

which distinguishes it from albumen ; it is in gw
soluble in the acetic and nitric acids, but not in the

phuric acid ; it is also soluble in caustic potass. In er-

states of disease the character and quantity of mucus
sometimes the quantity is small, at other times it b

siderable, and cases are recorded in which several pri

were passed during the twenty-four hours. Small ^
titles of the mucus thus coming away, render th* .

muddy, pale, and flaky, and afterwards settle to the t>r

of the vessel. The mucus however is sometimes i

panada, and, being shaken, colours the urine without iv
at other times it is stringy, flaky, and of a lumpy ckj

ence. It has been seen so glutinous, as, on pounnc '

,

of one vessel into another, to be drawn out above a u

:

length, without rending. Sometimes it is trsnsji-.

white, yellow, green, with streaks of blue, often m-i
smell ; sometimes, on the contrary, it is dreadfully k~
Sulphur ; Sulphuric Acid; Sulphates.—No fact u >-<

established than the existence ot sulphur in the blood. -.

is its existence less certain in urine. There is ho«
this remarkable difference between the two : in the t -I

very little is in the state of sulphuric acid ; while s 'J

fluid derived from that same blood and passed by tb* -

neys, the greater part of the sulphur is found to be out.

to its maximum—that is, converted into sulphuric
and neutralized. The question then arises, whence a

requisite oxygen supplied ?

During the circulation of the blood through the t=

one of the changes there effected is the conversion ot

-

of its carbon into carbonic acid, which is expelled wit -

1

breath. In that case, the necessary oxygen being o>-

from the atmosphere in respiration, and not by the sc I

might be asked whether, at the same time, there mi; 1

be a surplus of oxygen gas taken up and retained c '

.

blood for appropriation in the glands, and particuk-- !

the kidneys f The experiments of Allen and Pcpy r \

Trans., 1807-8-9) ascertained a fact which decide - I

question. They proved that the oxygen received h
lungs is all again expired, including that portion

which is formed into gaseous carbonic acid. The or.

therefore, for the acidification of sulphur within the fcl

must be derived from the blood itself; and if r« r

hazard a conjecture, probably from substances conuua.'.

it, but of no further use in the animal economy. Bf. ,

decomposition of these substances, by the abstrsetiot
{

part of their elementary oxvgen, must convert them >

into new compounds. In this way, possibly, thu be
azotized body, urea, may be formed ; for it seems ic-

bable, in a healthy condition of the glands, that a subsr

ofexcrementitious character should be created immeds
from the albuminous portion of the blood, unless in a-

where albumen is formed in excess.

It has been a controverted question, whether urine

'

tains sulphur in any other state than that of sulphuric m-

Berzelius was the first to show that it does, because *

acidulation with muriatic acid, and precipitation »

chloride of barium in very slight excess, and then deer

ing the clear supernatant liquid, there still remains ic f
feet solution some combination of sulphur ; which ov
detected by evaporting to dryness along with nkn-'t

barytes, and incinerating the residuum. In that read-'

sulphate of barytes was discovered by Berzelius.
Phosphorus ; Phosphoric Acid; Phosphates.—Ths>-

ment of the urine—unlike sulphur—exists only in the <-

of acid, that is, oxidated to its maximum : at least, r

not been found in any other state in healthy urine. E
acid is but partly neutralized by the bases present.
The connection of phosphorus with the animal ecorer

is interesting, because it forms an essential constitoe*
the earthy part of bone, fully four-fifths of which cons

of basic phosphate of lime. It is the phosphate of ts

too, which, becoming deposited within the bladder.
one species of urinary calculi. There is another im»"
calculus in which the phosphoric acid is combined «r

magnesia and ammonia, usually called the triple phocphi
'•

and sometimes both these phosphates are present in

'

same stone, constituting a third species, denominated '
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fusible calculus. The formation of these particular de-
posits is attributed to a deficiency of free acid in the urine.

Urine containing an excess of phosphates is almost
always pale, often presenting scarcely more colour than
mere water: when the contrary occurs, and the urine pre-
sents a near approach to the usual amber tint, it generally
happens that the presence of an excess of earthy salt is

but temporary. Whenever a deposit of phosphate of lime
exists, the urine is generally alkaline, rarely neutral,

although often slightly acid at the moment of emission.

Urine containing phosphate of lime in a state precipitable

by heat is always more or less acid.

Ammonio-Magnesian Phosphate.—The urine is some-
times neutral, often acid, ana never alkaline, unless the
deposited phosphate is really a secondary result. On ex-
posing to heat urine of this kind, the triple salt is deposited,

the precipitation often being attended with an evident
evolution of carbonic acid. Dr. Bird has figured two dis-

tinct forms of triple phosphate, each containing a different

proportion of ammonia, and readily distinguishable by the
shape of their crystals. The first appears under the mi-
croscope of a weak magnifying-power as a series of beauti-

fully-defined transparent crystals, being either prisms or
some modifications of them. The second forms elegant
stellar crystals, or thin crystalline laminae, resembling
foliage.

Triple Phosphate CrytUU.

Where this salt exists in combination with phosphate
lime, forming the well-known fusible compound, the cha-
racters of the urine scarcely differ from those met with in
simply phosphatic secretion.

Chlorine.—Chlorine, as such, is never developed in
animal bodies. Where it exists in them it is usually in
combination with sodium, forming common salt; but
sometimes also in minute quantity with potassium, forming
the chloride of that metal. It also exists in union with
hydrogen and ammonia, forming common sal-ammoniac.
All these neutral combinations are held dissolved in the
urine, and never constitute morbid deposits; because
neither with lime, with magnesia, nor with any other ele-
mentary substance present there, does chlorine form an
insoluble precipitate. If however free hydrochloric acid,
of which chlorine is an elementary part, be habitually
evolved within the stomach, as in dyspepsia, one of the
consequences may be the formation of calculi or gravel, by
the precipitation of the uric acid which the urine should
retain in solution.

.Soda ; Potash ; Ammonia.—The two fixed alkalies exist
in the urine in combination with the sulphuric, phosphoric,
muriatic, and lactic acids; whilst ammonia is found in
combination only with the hydrochloric, phosphoric, and
uric acids.

Lime.—Ai to urine, deprived by filtration of its vesical
mucus, an excess of caustic ammonia be added, a very
bulky precipitate is thrown down. This precipitate (be-
sides a minute quantity ofammonio-phosphate of magnesia)
contains the lime in union with phosphoric acid." The
supernatant fluid, if evaporated to dryness and incinerated,
will be found to yield no more lime : whence it is obvious
that if, according to Berzelius's experiment, calcium exists
in blood in some other state than lime, this metallic base
must become oxidated during its excretion by the kidney.

P. C. No. 1623.
'

Magnesia, like lime, in combination with phosphoric
acid, is one of the constituents of bone earth ; but it forms
a very small part. It is also a principal ingredient of cer-

tain urinary calculi, into two species of which it enters.

These are the ' triple phosphates,' or ammonio-phosphate
of magnesia ; ana the fusible calculus, consisting of that

salt and the phosphate of lime.

Silica, or Silic Acid, is reckoned by Berzelius amongst the
constituents of healthy urine, and it has been occasionally

detected in urinary calculi. It is most likely that the
silica which exists. in the urine finds its way into the sys-

tem in the water or food, which is consumed, and escapes

through the medium of the kidney. It is scarcely neces-

sary to observe that siliceous deposits are of very rare oc-
currence.

Albumen is not characterised by any particular physical
appearance : it often is of a natural colour, sometimes a
little paler, at other times it is obviously tinged with blood.
For the roost part albuminous urine is transparent at the
instant it is voided, but on cooling it becomes turbid : its

odour is ordinarily less urinous than the urine of health.

The tests for detecting albumen are various. Nitric acid
is one of the best ; for if a few drops be added to the
urine containing albumen, a precipitate is formed, which
we cannot re-dissolve by an excess of the acid, but which
is readily dissolved by the addition of a sufficient quantity
of alkali. Heat, from its property of quickly coagulating
albumen, is an excellent test for recognising this principle,

as it has the advantage of not coagulating the other ele-

ments of urine. Albuminous urine, on being exposed to

a temperature of about 150°, becomes opaque, and deposits

the principle in a coagulated state. The precipitate varies

considerably in appearance in different instances, being
sometimes firm, ana similar to that formed by the serum of
the blood, from which it may then be supposed to be
derived ; while at other times it is delicate, fragile, and
somewhat resembling curd, when it may be supposed to be
of chylous origin.

Xanthic {Uric) Oxide was first described by Dr. Marcet,
and subsequently by Professor Stromeyer. It is said by
Liebig to differ from uric acid by containing one proportion
less of oxygen. The characters of urine containing this

substance are not known, as the urine of the persons from
whom the xanthic oxide calculi hitherto met with were
taken was not analysed.

Cystic Oxide does not exist in healthy urine, but is oc-
casionally found in certain states of disease. It contains

a considerable proportion of sulphur, no less than two
atoms being present in each equivalent of the oxide. This
substance, when present in the urine, is always in a white
crystalline state, never being found amorphous. When
urine which contains a deposit of this kind is mixed with
hydrochloric acid, it is not rendered clear : on the applica-

tion of heat however the cystine slowly dissolves.

Dr. Bird says that when a deposit suspected to contain
cystine is examined, it should be washed with boiling-water

to remove the urates and any crystals of common salts

which might be present, and then placed in a drop of

water on a slip of glass under the microscope. Crystals of
cystic oxide will then be readily distinguished, by their

presenting one or other of two forms under which it occurs.

In the first of these it appears under the form of tolerably

regular six-sided tables, sometimes transparent throughout,

but more generally opaque in the centre : in the second
it occurs as roundish tables, opaque in the centre, and
often quite so, somewhat crenate at the edges.

Cyittc Oxide CryitaU.

Cystic oxide may be distinguished by its solubility in
alkalines and most acids, and by the characteristic odour

Vol. XXVI.—
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it yields when burnt. It is however very little soluble in

acetic acid: hence when cystic oxide exists in the urine,,

it may be readily precipitated from that fluid by vinegar.
Sugar does not exist in healthy urine, but in certain

states of disease it is found in large quantities. Sugar of
diabttic urine differs in appearance from common sugar,

and approaches in its properties to the sugar of grapes,

with which it is identical in composition. Urine contain-
ing sugar is generally pale-coloured, of specific gravity

above 1-030, and its natural ingredients are often relatively

much diminished in quantity.

A ready mode of ascertaining the presence of saccharine
matter in diabetic urine is to add to it some yeast, which
gives rise to vinous fermentation, a most delicate test, as it

can detect one part of sugar in a thousand parts of urine.

Every cubic inch of gas given off nearly corresponds in

round numbers with one grain of sugar : 47 of gas to 45 of
sugar.

Oxalic Acid; Oxalate ofLime.—Oxalic acid is never found
in healthy urine, although, according to the important in-

vestigations of Dr. Golding Bird, deposits of oxalate of lime
are of common occurrence. Where the acid does not result

from the peculiar character of the ingesta containing it, as
rhubarb or sorrel, the occasion of this morbid deposit is the
formation of oxalic acid in the living body, possibly from
some undue oxidation of carbon within the kidney. So
strong is the affinity between lime and oxalic acid, and so

great the insolubility of the resulting compound, that the
addition of a very minute quantity of oxalic acid occasions
in the urine a precipitate of oxalate of lime, because the
oxalate, unlike the phosphate of this earth, is not at all

soluble in the natural acid of the secreted fluid. Dr. 6.
Bird says that when deposits of oxalate of lime exist, the
urine is acid, in tint varying from a pale straw-colour to

deep amber; sometimes nearly limpid, much more ge-
nerally containing a copious deposit of urate of ammonia
of a very pale colour, rarely being tinged with pink ; and
frequently mixed with urie acid and numerous fragments
of epithelium : the specific gravity generally exceeds the
average density of healthy umie, but sometimes is below it,

varying from 1016 to 1 029. < n excess of urea is fre-

quently present, so that when the urine is above the density
of 1-020 it crystallizes verv quickly after the addition of
an equal bulk of nitric acid:. When the urine contains no
urate of ammonia, the deposit of oxalate of lime, on account
of its transparency, is generally nearly imperceptible ; but
on decanting the supernatant fluid, after a few hours' repose,
and placing a few drops of the lowermost layers in a capsule,
a white crystalline sediment is very readily distinguishable

;

and this when examined under the microscope presents a

CAUSES.

1. Errors in Diet
2. Fatigue.
3. Dyspepsia.

4. Arthritis.

6. Dentition.

>I. The Lithlc—

I. Diathesis.

II.

very beautiful appearance. The crystals are «nvar._
sharply defined and always entire, in figure perfectly «
hedral, differing however materially in the acutene*
the terminable angles : if these are very acute, the city,

are seen lying on their sides with their angles taad t
exceedingly distinct.

Amorphous Deposits.

|IU. Crystals er Gravel.

[
IV. Concretions or Calculi.*

Oxalate of Lime Crystals.

Carbonic Acid; Carbonate of Lime.—Carbonic acid
long ago supposed to exist in urine, although its exirfe-
in this fluid is doubted by Berzelius. Dr. Prout says -.

he has frequently met with this acid in urine, and u in-

frequently derived from the decomposition of urea, wt
with water is readily converted into carbonate of amrocc
Carbonate of lime is occasionally found in the urine. v
is probably formed by the reaction of carbonate of an-£-
nia on the phosphatic salts : the urine in these case* h

»

kaline. Carbonate of lime dissolves with effervescem-
dilute acid.

Pus is often found in great abundance in the urine. Up-
standing, the pus subsides to the bottom of the vessel, c
state more or less pulverulent, and the fluid resume! .

transparent character. If pus be present as well as rn*--
the former is found lying on the latter, and presect-
much yellower tint ; it is also quite opaque, whereas mce

.

is more or less transparent. A ready test for detemuEr
whether the deposit from the urine be of a purulent nat-r-

is to add liquor potassse to the sediment collected in a pfc
or test tube. If it be purulent, it will, on agitation, kr
with the alkali a transparent viscid compound.

.... TREATMENT.
I Urine Add, from the Super-,, ._.

,

I lithate of Ammonia. |'- ^°'<*™>e Diet

[ I. Lithate of Ammonia, fre-l
2, T,,*?™"'' •spesriall? I

< quently mixed with the ' chelleSalt.

(II. Lithatas of Soda and Lime.
Lithic Acid, nearly pure.

- I. The Lithlc Acid. ,, „
The Gum Lancet.in. The Lithate of Ammonia.

{3.
Mild Mercurials.

4. The Alkalis.
5. Magnesia.
6.- ~

Ad intermediate station f ,}• Pj^"T*:, _ ..

i. .„ k» —.i.J II. Amorphous Deposit.
is to be allotted to the

'

Oxalate of Lime-

s'
I. Irritability t oftheS}!
i. Deuilitv t Ian.
3. Sickly Childhood. ,,, ,_ .

4 • Breakiugup- of lhc>" ^ Phosphatie-

System.
|

6. Injuries of the Spine.
]

III. Crystals or Gravel.
IV. Calculus.

I. Diathesis.

II. Amorphous Deposits.

III. Crystals or Gravel.

V IV. Concretions or Calculi.*

Urine nearly natural.*

The Mulberry, or Hempseed.

/Urine Alkaline and abounding
' in the Phosphates.

ii.
Triple Phosphate (of Magne-

sia and Ammonia), mixed with.
II. Phosphate of Lime.
Triple Phosphate.

r I. The Triple Phosphate.

J p. Triple Phos-1

V'^^j^g^of)

1. AntiphlogUtjcs.
2.. MUd Aperients, art the RarW-

Salt.

3. Mild, wholesome Diet.
4. The muriatic Acid.

1. Strict Regimen.
5. Mild Aperients— as Rhuhar .

». Opium ; Hyoacyamus, Arc.
4. The IK a Ursi; the AJeheJlC.

arvensis. &c.
5. Rhenish or Preach Wi-r<

Cider. Perry, Lemonade. s>

Avoiding.
IX. Alkalis

or the 1 3. baits with a vssreta
1

-'
dothles. / A^iJ arm* .Fusible < Acid,
Calculus. I Salt.

"3. Mercury.

aa Boahr •

* To these must be added

—

I. The Alternating

;

generally consul"
I
A Lithic Acid^or Mulberry ttudeta

II. The Wired;

Principles rfujo/eeo- in

the Urine.

in* of V»ni^/CVar,.fU«^-pho.'phates. '"TFo^iRrgSZt""**'
*^o^teUtoU !^^««UoC^li.{The«~n^of— „ , „ . ,

u"*Tay' . . „ , I Phosphate of Lime alone.
Lastly—The Cystic Oxide; the Xanthic Oxide; the Carbonate of Ume ; the Fihrine Calculi, are all extremely rare
I
Urea in excess. Diabetes insipidus; Urine of high Speciftc Gravity ; as 1-02&. | Bloodletting.

' Sugar. Diabetes.

I Albumen. Frequently Disease of the Kidney. Urioe coagulates by heat.

{Mucus i
Sc,,*y wn«n ff" 1" the Kiduey.

„ ' t Profuse when from the BUdder

viiuom iiiku jpeciuc uravny; as 1 TOO. 1 Wood-letting.
S Urine profuse ; sp. gr. very high ; as 1-050. | Mild Animal Diet.
* .,5

aoc-Mrin*-
. . j^jP""" Du*"'«PPowder.

Carbonate as* Ip

Blood. } From Cstathw, Difcase, of the Kidney or Bladder.
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Blood is often poured out in abundance from the mucous

membrane lining the urinary passages, and is generally
diffused through the urine, or is passed entire. In other
cases small quantities of blood are passed, mixed with pus
or mucus, or alone, after the urine has been voided
Wf»en large quantities of blood are passed, especially with-

out pain, it is probably a simple exudation from some part
01 mucous surface of the urinary organs ; on the other
hanu, when the blood is mixed with pus or mucus, and
passed with pain, it denotes ulceration of the kidney or
bladder, and may be combined with the existence of a
foreign body in the bladder. Dr. Willis, and other writers,

quote several authorities to show that hematuria is ende-
mic in some countries. M. Chapotain, for instance, informs
us that in the Isle of France children from their infancy are
liable to hematuria without suffering any pain from it, or
its appearing to prejudice their general health. M. Salesse,

a native of the Isle of France, and now a practitioner of
medicine there, states that three-fourths of the children

are affected with hematuria at one time or another. In
these cases the bloody urine is generally observed to alter-

nate with that which is chylous or oleo-albuminous. Dur-
ing the invasion of Upper Egypt by the French, many of
the men suffered from an epidemic hematuria.
The preceding table, constructed by Dr. Marshall Hall,

gives a-good synoptical view of the diseases of the urine,

their causes, and the most appropriate remedies.
(Traite des Maladies des Rein*, par P. Rayer, tome pre-

mier, Paris, 1839; On the Nature and Treatment of Sto-

mach and Urinary Disease*, by William Prout, M.D.,
third edition, London, 1840; 'Observations on Urinary
Concretions and Deposits,' by Golding Bird, A.M., M.D.,
in the 7th vol. of Ouy's Hospital Reports ; On Diseases of
the Bladder and Prostate Gland, by William Coulson,

third edition, London, 1842; Observations by John T.

Barry On Sulphur, Phosphorus, &c., in the same work

;

On the Chemical Discrimination of Vesical Calculi, by E.
A. Scharling, A.A., LL.H., translated by S. Elliott Hoskins,

M.D., from which work the synopsis of the diseases of the

urine is taken.)

URINO'METER, an instrument for ascer-

taining the weight of urine. It is constructed

on the principle of a common hydrometer,
and consists of a glass-tube, which at its

lower extremity has two bulbs, the lower
one very small, containing a heavy sub-

stance, such as mercury, and the other im-
mediately above it much larger, and filled

with air. The tubular portion contains a scale

denoting with certain figures the specific

gravity, the use of which will be illustrated

by the following example:—Suppose the

water's edge cut the scale at figure 25, then

add that number to 1000, and the specific

gravity will be 1-025.

URIYAN LANGUAGE. [Hindustan,
xii. 227.1
URKHAN. [Turkey, **v. 396.]

URMIAH, LAKE. [Azerbijan; Per-
sia.]

URN. [Vases.]
UROMAST1X. [Stellio.]

URSA MAJOR and URSA MINOR (the

Greater and Lesser Bear), two of the most

remarkable constellations of the northern

hemisphere : the latter as containing the pole star, or

the visible star which is nearest to the northern pole of

the heavens; the former from its well known seven

stars, by two of which the pole star is always readily found.

These seven stars, which are a, ft, y, i, «, ?, and n of the

constellation Ursa Major, are disposed in the form of a
quadrangle joined by one of its corners to a triangle, and

with this description it would be difficult to avoid finding

them out. A line drawn from 0 to a, the two pointers, as

they are called, passes through the Pole star when con-

tinued : these two pointers being the stars of the quadran-

gle which are farthest from the triangle. This Pole star

; a Ursa Minoris) is the principal star in Ursa Minor, which

has seven stars placed together in s manner very much
resembling Ursa Major, the Pole star being the corner of

the triangle which is farthest from the quadrangle.

The common people pf most countries call the seven

tin of the Great Bear by the name of ' the waggon,' some-

times by that of ' the plough.' Aratus most distinctly says

that both the bears were called waggons by the Greeks :

liu li uiv afific Ixpvarn

*Apcrot upa rpox^a"", t6 ii) xaXlfvrat u/ia^ai
;

and ' Charles'sWain' is familiar to all our readers. The later

stories of Grecian mythology are hardly worth recording 5

the nymph Calisto was transformed by Diana into the
Great Bear for an amour with Jupiter ; while the' Lesser
Bear it Cynosure. [Cynosure], one of the nymphs who
nursed Jupiter.

The following are the principal stars in these constella-

lations

:

Ursa Major.

It

No. ia

Catalogue of

•

1
1
a

.6.

f
s

Jt 9

No. la

CoMoguo of

|
S
?
a

1c
«_

II
2 5

3°<v> ii
£1

«. l 1020 44 a 50 1305 14
ir 4 1042 5 * 52 1315 34
i 9 1092 4 i 53 1329 4
e 18 1118 5 V 54 1330 4
h 23 1146 4 r

r) 55 1331 5
d 24 1148 4* X 63 1370 4
e 25 1152 34 y G4 1379 2
V 29 1179 4 i 69 1407 24

30 1181 5 t 77 1489 3
X 33 1219 34 : 79 1534 3
u 34 1230 3 g 80 1537 5

36 1244 5 n 85 1575 3
(m) 37 1255 5 vl26) 1266 5
<> 45 129-1 44 K (230; 1099 44
P 48 1301 2

Ursa Minor.

t

it
ux

No. In

Couloguo of

o
o
3

a
on

a

1c
§a
CS II

a 1 115 3
(A) 5 1652 4

7 1700 3

y 13 1754 3
e 15 1792 5

I 16 1824 4

n 21 1895 5

22 1964 4
t 23 2148 3

(111) 1359 6

URSERENTHAL. [Uri.]

U'RSIDvE. The genus Ursus is placed, in the last edi-

tion of the Systerna Natures that underwent the revision of
Linnaeus, between Mustela and Didelphis, and includes

the following species

—

Arctos, meles, lotor, and luscus: in

other words, it consists of the true Bears, the Badger, the
Raccoon, and the Wolverene or Glutton.

The genera which form Cuvier's Plantigrada will be
found under that article.

Mr. Swainson makes the Bears a subfamily, Ursinte, of
his family MuMelidce, placing them immediately after the
Mustelines. Mr. Swainson's Ursinee are thus defined :

—

Walk plantigrade ; grinders more or less tuberculated :

stature generally large ; carnivorous and frugivorous

;

claws formed for digging ; tail generally short.

Genera : Meles, Briss. ; Ursus, Linn, (with the subge-
nera Prochilus, II). and Helarctos, Horsf.); Prochyon
(Procyon), 8torr ; and Nasua, Storr.

Organization.

Ursus. (Linn.)

The cylindrical bones of bears come nearer to those of
man than the same bones in any other quadruped : the
femur especially, although there is but a slight depression
for the tigamentum teres, is closely approximated to the
same bone in the human skeleton ; and hence the faculty

possessed by the bear of rearing itself on its hind-leirs and
dancing. The caudal vertebre in every well-preserved

12
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skeleton—those in the Museum of the College of Surgeons,
for instance—extend beyond the pelvis.

6 1-1
Dental Formula :—incisors, -g- ; canines, ; molars,

6-6
7-7

= 42.

TMkofBwr.

Skeleton it Polu Beu.

Digestive Organs.—The digestive organs of the Ursida
correspond, as might be expected, with their dentition,

which is indicative of their omnivorous nature, modified

however, according as the vegetable or animal diet pre-

vails in each species. In the Museum of the Royal Col-

lege of Surgeons, Nos. C98 and 699 {Physiological Series)

are longitudinal sections of the small intestine, injected, of

Ursus arctos, in which the mucous membrane, as in the

lion, is not produced into valvule conniventes, but the villi

are longer and coarser, and of a flattened instead of a cy-

lindrical form. No. 700 is a smaller section from a lower

part of the intestinal canal of the same bear, showing that

the villi have here disappeared, and that the mucous coat

is raided into slight transverse rugae : some small patches

of glands may be also noticed in this part of the intestine.

No. 781 exhibits the duodenum and pancreatic duct of the

same species. No. 543 D. is the pyloric end of the stomach

of the labi&ted bear, Ursus labtatus, with the muscular

fibres proportionably augmented at that end. The pylorus

is shut up towards the stomach by a valvular protuberance,

as in the manis and armadillo, like which animals Ursus

labtatus is, in its natural state, insectivorous. No. 760 B.

is a portion of the ileum injected of this last-named species,

hewing a long narrow patch of aggregated glandule.

Brain, Nervous System, and Senses.—The brain is fairly

developed, and the senses, generally, are acute : but there

is nothing that would justify our occupation of space by a

particular description. We would refer however to the

two preparations 1515 A. and 1515 B., in the College Mu-
seum, the former being the os hyoides of a Polar bear, sad

the latter the dilated extremity of the tongue of the same

species. The upper surface of the tongue is characterised

by a mesial longitudinal groove, ana by the close-set,

small, equal-sized papilla : the papillae on the sides of the

under surface are coarser.

Circulating and Respiratory Systems.—Nothing re-

quiring particular notice.

Urinary and Generative Systems.—The kidney of the

bear is divided into distinct lobes or renules. No. 1259 in

the series above quoted is one injected which belonged to

Ursus arctos. The lobes or renules are separated from

each other by the removal of the delicate capsule and in-

tervening cellular tissue, and they are then seen to be sus-

pended from the trunks of the vessels and excretory duct

like a bunch of grapes. No. 1260 is one of the lobes or

renules of the same kidney, divided to show the cortical

and medullary substances, the mammilla, and infundi-

bular process of the ureter, the whole representing a kidney

of simple structure. No. 1260 A. is the injected kidney of

Ursus labtatus. The renules are separated to show the

principal branches of the ureter, and some of them are laid

open to show the two mammillae and corresponding cones

of tubuli which they contain. No. 1261 is the kidney of

Ursus Americanos, with the capsule and connecting cel-

lular substance removed on one side, but left on the other.

No. 1262 is the kidney of the polar bear with the capsule

removed and the renules partially separated. No. 1283 u

one of the lobes of the kidney, and the supra-renal gland

of Ursus arctos.

The bears have no vesicular seminsJes ; they have a bone

in the penis. No. 2515 of the series above quoted shows

the neck of the bladder and commencement of the urethra

and vasa deferentia of Ursus arctos. The vasa deferentia

are injected with mercury to show the cellular or follicular

structure of their terminal dilatations, which, though in

contact, are quite distinct from each other, both as to their

cavities and proper substance : the continuation of the

vas deferens beyond the dilated part is at first wide, but

contracts as it converges towards its fellow to terminate on

the verumontanum.
No. 2805 exhibits the female organs of a Polar bear.

The ovaria are completely enclosed in a reflected capsule

of the peritoneal membrane, like the testes in their tunica

vaginalis : a small opening however leads into the ovarian

capule at the part next the horn of the uterus. The fim-

briated orifices of the Fallopian tubes are situated close to

this aperture : the tubes pass round the capsule in a tor-

tuous course to the uterus. The two cornua uteri com-
municate with a short and wide corpus uteri, between
which and the vagina there appears, in the preparation, to

be no very distinct boundary ; a broad, transverse, rugous

projection of the lining membrane holds the place of the

os tincae. The vagina is separated from the urethro-

sexual canal by two transverse semilunar folds continued,

one from each side of the longitudinal eminence upon
which the urethra opens. The lining membrane of the

urethra-sexual canal is chiefly remarkable for its dark

colour and sharply-defined rugae, which are mostly longi-

tudinal, but in some places have an oblique or penniform

arrangement. The clitoris lies concealed in a deep pre-

putial cavity, attached throughout its whole length to the

anterior or under part of the urethro-sexual canal. Bris-

tles are inserted into the right horn of the uterus and into

the urethra. No. 2805 presents the female organs of

Ursus labtatus. The ovarian capsules are artificially dis-

tended, and that on the left side is laid open to show its

large size as compared with the ovarium. This organ u
bisected, showing the different colours of its central and

superficial stroma, and the small ovisacs imbedded in the

latter. The left horn of the uterus has the whole of it*

cavity exposed, showing the obtuse, depressed, irregular

processes of its lining membrane. The body of the uterus

offers a very contracted area : it terminates by a small,

circular, papillose ridge, in a short but wider canal, which

traverses a similar but much larger prominence or os

tineas : these valvular projections are longitudinally bi-

sected in the preparation : their surface is minutely pli-
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cated. Tile lining membrane of the vagina presents many
small, irregular, transverse rugse at its commencement,
but these gradually pass into the longitudinal direction at
its termination in the urethro-sexual canal, which is by a
large, corrugated, valvular fold. Immediately beyond
this fold is the opening of the urethra, situated between
two thick, longitudinal rugous ridges. The greater part
of the urethro-sexual canal has a smooth internal surface.

The natural history of the various species of Bears will

be found under that title.

Meles. (Brist.)

0
*

1 '

' 1— 1
Dental formula:—incisors, — ; canines, ^IZ\ ' m°lar8>

4-4
*

Teelh of Bulger.

For the natural history of this genus, sie the article

Badger.
Gulo. (Retz.)

For the dental formula and natural history of the genus,

sec Gulo.
Procyon. (Storr.)

Generic Character.—Three last molars with blunt tuber-

cles on their crowns. Muzzle pointed. Ears small.

Tail very long and hairy. No anal follicules. Six

ventral mammae. Feet pentadactyle : claws sharp ; the

entire sole of the foot applied to the ground, when the

animal is stationary only ; in progression the heel is raised.

Dental formula :—incisors, -g- ; canines, y—j ; molars,

0-0

Example, Procyon lotor (Ursus lotor, Linn.).

No. 755 of the series above quoted shows the anus, with

the ana) glands of a Raccoon. The excretory orifices of

the glands open on each side, within the verge of the anus.

They are surrounded by a strong capsule of muscular

fibres, necessary for the expulsion of the unctuous secre-

tion ; these fibres have been removed from one of the

glands. No. 1222 is the kidney of a Raccoon minutely

injected by the arteries, showing its simple conglobate

form, as contradistinguished from the same organ in the

Bear. The vascularity of the cortical substance, and the

form of the mammilla, in which the medullary part termi-

nates, are also well displayed in this preparation. No.
1824 is the great omentum of the same animal, showing
the reticulate deposition of the adipose substance in that

Teeth of Raccoon.

part. No. 1954 shows the two kinds of hair with which
this animal is furnished. No. 2515 C. shows the glans and
os penis of a Raccoon. The distal end of the ossicle is an
expanded subcircular, convex, imperforate disc, which i«

simply covered with the skin of the glans, of which it

forms the most prominent part : the erectile tissue of the
glans and the urethral orifice are below the terminal disc.

There is also a small bone in the clitoris of the female.
Description.—Head round, with a narrow tapering nose

projecting beyond the mouth, black at the end, and
flexible : the lips black. Eyes moderately large and
round, with a circular pupil. Elliptical ears, low, but erect

with rounded tips, dirty white. Whiskers strong. Short-
haired muzzle, dirty white, the colour extending round the
cheek and over the eyes. A dark brown mark across the
eyes and cheek, and another between the eyes, extending
from the forehead. Back grizzled. Belly paler than the
back. Tail bushy, not unlike a fox's brush, dirty white,

annulated with dark rings. Length of head and body, 2
feet ; of tail (vertebrae), 94 inches.

This is the Raton of the French ; Raccoon {'Coon in

clipped language) of the Anglo-Americans ; Mapach,
Yliainaton, Maxtle, and Cioatlamacazque* of the Mexi-
cans ; and Raccoon Bear of Pennant.

Geographical Distribution.—'This animal,' says Dr.

Richardson, ' inhabits the southern parts of the fur dis-

tricts, being found as far north as Red River, in lat. 50°,

from which quarter about one hundred skins are procured
annually by the Hudson's Bay Company. If there is nc
mistake as to the identity of the species, the Raccoon
extends farther north on the shores of the Pacific than it

does on the eastern side of the Rocky Mountains. Dixon
and Portlock obtained cloaks of Raccoon skins from the
natives of Cook's River, in lat. CO", and skins supposed to

be of the Raccoon were also seen at Nootka Sound by
Captain Cook. Lewis and Clarke expressly state that the

Raccoon at the mouth of the Columbia is ihe same with

the animal so common in the United States. Desmarest
says that the Raccoon extends as far south as Paraguay.'

Habits, <^c.—The negroes of Georgia, near Savannah,

declare, at the present day, that at low tide the Raccoons
go down to the shore, open and eat oysters, and that occa-

sionally when they put their paw in to take out a large-

sized oyster (those mollusks are often of great size in that

locality), the oyster closes his shell, and holds the Raccoon
in this living trap till the flowing tide drowns the four-

footed burglar, unless the 'coon manages to bite off his

* Uernandei, I., e. 1.
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paw and escape in time. The planters laugh scornfully at

this Negro narrative, treating it as an idle and groundless

:ale. But zoologists well know that the information

obtained from unlettered natives in newly discovered coun-
tries, and from those whose condition of life requires them
to be much in the open air a"nd abroad in more civilized

places, is not to be despised, and, in the last-mentioned
case, is generally far more valuable than their indolent and
luxurious masters can impart. We think that we shall be
able to bring forward evidence which will lead our readers

to the conclusion that, with regard to this Raccoon story,

the planter deserves to be laughed at more than the Negro.
We will begin with Lawson, who was surveyor-general

of Nortli Carolina, and who. in his ' History,' containing
the exart description and Natural History of that country,

together with the present state thereof. And a Journal of
a Tfiotisand miles. Travelled through teveral Nations of
Indians, &c, (1714), thus writes :

—

1 The Raccoon is of a dark grey colour ; if taken young
is easily made tame, but is the drunkennest creature living,

if he can get any liquor that is sweet and strong. They
are rather more unlucky than a monkey. When wild they
are very subtle in catching their prey. Those that live in

1 ho salt-water feed much on oysters, which they love.

They watch the oyster when it opens, and nimbly put in

1 heir paw and pluck out the fish. Sometimes the oyster

shuts, and holds fast their paw till the tide comes in, that

they are drowned, though they swim very well. The way
that this animal catches crabs, which he greatly adrr"res,

and which are plenty in Carolina, is worthy of reruark.

When he intends to make a prey of this fish, he goes to

a marsh, where, standing on the land, he Jets his tail hang
in the water. This the crab takes for a bait, and fastens

his claws therein, which, as soon as the Raccoon perceives,

he of a sudden springs forward a considerable way on the

land, and brings the crab along with him. As soon as the

fish finds himself out of his element, he presently lets go
his hold ; and then the Raccoon encounters him, by getting

him crosswise in his mouth, and devours him. There is

a sort of small Land-Crab, which we call a Fiddler, that

runs into a hole when anything pursues him. This crab
the Raccoon takes by putting his fore-foot in the hole, and
pulling him out. With a tame Raccoon this sport is very

diverting. The chief of his other food is all sorts of wild

fruits, green corn, and such as the bear delights in. This
and the Possum are much of a bigness. The fur makes
good hats and linings. The skin dressed makes fine

women's shoes.'

Now Lawson's authority is very good. He was a sharp
observer, and there is an air of truth about his book that

places it above suspicion. Mr. Lyell, when lately in Ame-
rica, saw the prints of the Raccoon on the sands at

Georgia, near Savannah, and traced them fresh to the beds
of oysters exposed at low-tide. It is worthy of remark that
the crabs called Fiddlers still abound in the same locality,

and the turkeys are known to devour multitudes of them :

nor is it too much to suppose that the Raccoons which
haunt thereabout come in for their share. The Procyon
cancrirorus of Geoff'roy, Raton Crabier of Butfon, Chien
Crabier of La Borde and the inhabitants of Cayenne,
seeks on the shores the crabs from which it derives its

name.
Pennant notices the Raccoon as ' an animal easily made

tame ; very good-natured and sportive, but as unlucky as
a monkey ; almost always in motion ; very inquisitive, ex-
amining everything with its paws ; makes use of them as
hands ; sits up to eat ; is extremely fond of sweet things
and strong liquors, and will get excessively drunk ; has ail

the cunning of a fox ; very destructive to poultry, but will

eat all sorts of fruits, green corn, &c. ; at low-water feeds
much on oysters; will watch their opening, and with its

paw snatch out the fish ; sometimes is caught in the shell,

and kept there till drowned by the coming in of the tide

;

fond also of crabs ; climbs very nimbly up trees ; hunted
for its skin ; the fur next to that of the Beaver, being ex-
cellent for making hats.'

Now let us turn to Catesby, who says of the Raccoons,
• they are numerous in Virginia and Carolina, and in all

the northern parts of America, and are a great nuisance to
corn fields and hen-roosts ; their food is also berries and
all other wild fruit. Near the tea and large rivers, oys-
ter* and crabs are what they very much subsist on ; they
disable oysters when open, by thrusting in one of their

paws, but are often catch'd by the sudden clotin^

and held sofast {the oyster being immoveably fij-i

rock of others), that when the tide comes in th*.

drowned. They lie all the day in hollow trees arc'

shady swamps ; at night they rove about the wi«-.

prey. Their flesh is esteemed good meat, exetp'

they eat fish.'

Dr. Richardson, speaking of the Raccoon, sayv •
1

wild state it sleeps by day, comes from its retreat •

evening, and prowls in the night in search of root-,

green corn, birds, and insects. It is said to eat nun

brain or suck the blood of such birds as it kills. A:

water it frequents the seashwre to feed on cral*

oysters. It is fond of dipping its food into water l*i

eats, which occasioned Linnaeus to give it the .j<

name of lotor. It climbs trees with facility.'

So much for the statements relative to the Raccocr

state of nature. We have now to present the aiun.

the reader in a state of captivity, and here again *r

find confirmation of the habits ascribed to it when rot

free..

In Mr. Bennett's ' Tower Menagerie ' we find a
;

vignette of two Raccoons, one of them intent upon c

spider, and the other in the act of opening an oyttn

captivity,' says Mr. Bennett, ' they are easily tamri

even appear susceptible of some degree of attachment

they never entirely lose their sentiment of indeper.:;:

and are consequently incapable of complete domestics

When placed under a certain degree of restrain'.. ';

appear contented and happy, are fond of play, and'!

pleasure in the caresses of their friends and etc

strangers ; but however long this kind of domestoa

may nave continued, and how much soever they na\ *

reconciled to their confinement, the moment the m' -

is withdrawn and they feel themselves at liberty, the

of freedom prevails over every other consideration- J

they become as wild as if they nad never been rtcto

In eating they commonly support themselves on -i

hind-legs, and carry their food to the mouth betweet i

fore-paws, having first plunged it in water, if the 1".

element, of which they are remarkably fond, is «vi

reach. This singular peculiarity, the object of whi>-

1

not very obvious, but from which the animal demo

'

specific name, does not however appear to be coc-
1

and uniform, being frequently entirely neglected,

same may be said of their fondness for shell-fish ami!'

lusca, for which they are generally stated to have i r

partiality, some of these, like the handsome pair nor !>'

in the Menagerie, displaying the greatest addrm

dexterity in opening the shell of an oyster andatn"

its contents, while others absolutely refuse to touch

(1839.)

Hie Raccoon. (E. T. Bennett.)

For the readiness with which the Raccoon ttk^

strangers, we can answer from persona) observ*"0'1-

,
•

which had probably escaped from a menagerie, "*?

in a preserve in Dorsetshire by one of the u
tbee'

The animal became at once familiar with him, lzLai*
his shoulders, put his paws in his pockets, and *Pr"
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at home as if he had been his companion ibr

Utility to Man.—The fur is used in the hat-iuanufac-
ire, and the flesh, when it has been fed on vegetables, is

tid to be well-flavoured. In the ' Perfect Description of
irginia' (1649), among the beasts are enumerated
3 ttaconrtfs, as good meate as Lambe.'

Mellivora. (Storr.)

Gtneral characters corresponding with those of Gulo.

Dental formula :—incisors ^ ; canines, |—j ; molars,

-4 = 32.

1Mb of llatel. (?. Cot.)

In some points this genus approximates the Hyaenas : in

thers, the Polecats, Zorillas, and Martins.

IMo. 1414 of the ' Physiological Series [Mux. Coll. Chir.)
the left fore-foot of the Ratel, showing the naked skin
overing the soft cushions on the under surface of the toes,

io 1610 is a portion of the integument of the same animal,
lcluding the external orifice of the meatus auditorius,

hich is here suddenly expanded, and the cavity provided
ith slightly elevated margins and some internal folds or
sings; but there is no projecting external concha in this

nimal, which, as it burrows for temporary purposes, has
ne apparatus for collecting the rays of sound only so for

eveloped as was compatible with subterraneous progres-
ion. No. 2804 shows the female organs in this species,

"he ovaria are completely inclosed in peritoneal capsules

;

. portion of the right capsule has been removed to expose
he ovary, which presents a smooth and even exterior ; a
iristle is placed in the opening of the opposite capsule,

rhe cavity of, the left horn of the uterus is partly exposed,

o show the thick, longitudinal, and oblique folds of the

oft lining rnembrifhe. The os tinea; is formed by a double
:ircular prominence ; the internal surface at the com-
nencement of the vagina is beset with numerous and
ninute oblique ruga;, which become larger and more
ongitudinal as they approach the urethro-sexual canal

;

he vagina opens into this canal by a bilobed fold or pro-

ection. resembling a second os tinea; ; the urethra opens
upon the anterior lobe or prominence of this fold. The
inner surface of the urethro-sexual canal is very smooth.
Bic left anal gland is laid open to show the smooth and
gli»tening epithelium which lines its cavity.

Mellivora Capensis.

Uwripiion.—Hmr rather smooth, but stiff and wiry.

Body above from the top of the head to the root of the

tail dull ash-grey, whitest towards the head. Muzzle,
space round the eyes and ears, limbs, all the under parts,

and rest of the tail black. Claws on the fore-feet long, the
middle three longest, the internal claw placed much more
backward than the rest. Sulk about that of a Badger.
Total length three feet, the tail about a sixth of the length.

Height about ten or twelve inches.

This appears to be the Viverra Capensis of Schreber,

Gulo Capensis of Desmarest, Mellivora Capensis of F.

Cuvier, ilverra mellivora and Ursus mellivorus of Blum-
enbach, Taxus mellivorus of Tiedemann, Meles mellivora

of Thunberg, Stinkbinksen of Kolbe, ? Ratel of Sparrmann,
Fizxler Weesel and Hotel of Pennant, Honey Weestl of

Shaw, Honig freter of the Dutch Cape colonists, and
Blaireau Puant of La Caille.

Mr. Bennett observes that this animal was first clearly

described by La Caille in his ' Voyage to the Cape,' under
the misapplied designation given above as the last

synonym. This unmerited epithet, he remarks, has, in all

probability, given rise to the general opinion that it is also

the animal referred to by Kolbe as the Stinkbinksen of the
Dutch Colonists ; but there is scarcely any part of his

account of that disgusting creature which fairly warrants

the inference. It is far more likely, Mr. Bennett thinks,

that his beast was the Zorille, to which alone, of all the

animals of Southern Africa, its manners bear a close

resemblance. Sparrmann described it with tolerable ac-

curacy, under its Hottentot and Colonial designation, which
it still retains. Gmelin and Shaw have subdivided these

synonyms and formed two species, Viverra Capensis and
Viverra mellivora. Pennant, who gives the designations

of La Caille, Sparrmann, and Kolbe, under his title Ratel,

saw John Hunter's living Indian specimen, treated it as

distinct from the African animal, and called it the Indian
Badger, out of which Shaw made his Ursus Indicus.

' The only visible difference,' says Mr. Bennett, ' which
we have been able to detect between the Asiatic and
African animals consists in this, that the latter is described

as possessing a stripe of lighter gray, about an inch in

breadth, passing from behind the ears along each side, and
forming the boundary of the two colours, which is entirely

wanting in our specimen, and in the figure of the Indian

variety given by General Hardwicke.'
Geographical Distribution.—South Africa and India.

' Habits, $-c.—The hide of this quadruped is so tough and
loose, that, according to Sparrman, if anybody catches hold

of it by the back part of the neck, it is able to turn round,

so to speak, in its skin and bite the offending arm. The
claws of the fore-feet are longest and well formed for

grubbing. The bees, according to the description of the

author fast quoted, who drew his information from the

Hottentots, furnish the principal means of subsistence to

the Ratel. These insects, in that part of South Africa

where the Ratel is found, usually inhabit the deserted

lain and burrows of the Ethiopian Boar, the Porcupine.

&c, and, according to the accounts given, the Ratel.

which preys in the evening, ascends to the highest parts

of the deserts to look out, and will then raise its paw before

its eyes to prevent their being dazzled by the sun. Here
he watches and listens for the Honey-Guide Cuckoo [Indi-

catoiuNjK], which serves both the Hottentot and quadruped
as a conductor to the bees' store, or for the flight of the

bees themselves. If the beast have luck to trace the guide

or the insect it follows, and if the nest be on the ground or

near it. undermines it with its natural digging instruments,

and secures the contents. If the nest be in the tree, the

Ratel, which cannot climb, gnaws the trunk in its unavail-

ing rage, leaving marks which the Hottentot well knows as

indicative of the treasure above.

Mr. Bennett well observes that the dentition of the

Ratel is much at variance with the diet above attributed to

him, and that the accuracy of these accounts may be

doubted. 'It requires,' says he, 'the most positive evi-

dence to convince us that an animal, the number and dis-

position of whose teeth correspond more closely with those

of the cats than any other quadruped with which we are

acquainted, and exhibit a carnivorous character scarcely,

if at all, inferior to that which is evidenced by the same
organs in the Hyaenas, should subsist entirely, as from

these accounts we are left to believe, upon the petty rapine

of a hive of bees and the honied produce of their comb.

Still there exist such decisive marks of a diminished

Digi
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capacity for' preying on animal food in Hie thickset and
clumsy form of its body, the shortness of its limbs, its

partially plantigrade walk, the structure of its claws, the

elongation of iU muzzle, and even in the form of the teeth

themselves, as to induce us to pause before we determine

to reject the popular testimony as unworthy of credit,

although we must regard it as doubtful on some particular

points, and insufficient and imperfect on the whole.'

Of the habits of the Indian animal General Hardwicke
gives a very different account. He notices it as found in

several parts of India, on the high banks of the Ganges and
the Jumna, whence it rarely comes forth by day, but

prowls at night round the dwellings of the Mohammedan
natives, and scratches up the newly-buried dead bodies,

unless the graves are protected by a covering of thorny

bushes. So quickly does it burrow, that it will work itself

under cover in the hardest ground in ten minutes. The
natives sometimes dig them out and take them alive ; but

the old ones are secured with difficulty and seldom live

long in captivity. The young however are docile and
playful. Their food is flesh in any state, but birds and
living rats appear to be very acceptable. They are fond

of climbing, out climb clumsily, although they will ramble
securely along every arm of a branching tree, if it be suffi-

ciently strong to bear their weight. Much of the day is

passed in sleep, but at night they are watchful, and pro-
claim their uneasiness by a hoarse call or bark from the

throat.

The specimen described by Mr. Bennett came from
Madras : it was for a time an inhabitant of the menagerie
of the Zoological Society of London, and we can vouch
for the accuracy of the following description :

—

' As far as its manners have yet been developed, it

appears to be, with regard to man at least, one of the

most playful and good tempered of beasts, soliciting the
attention ot almost every visitor by throwing its clumsy body
into a variety of antic postures, and when noticed, tumbling
head over heels with every symptom of delight. But
towards animals it exhibits no such mildness of temper;
and it is curious to observe the cat-like eagerness with
which it watches the motions of any of the smaller among
them that happen to pass before its den, and the instinctive

dread manifested by the latter on perceiving it. Its food
is of a mixed nature, consisting, like that of the bears and
oilier less carnivorous beasts, of bread and milk in the
morning, and flesh in the latter part of the day.' {Zoolo-
fagicxl Gardens.)

The Rjtel.

Fossil Ursid.e.

To the list of fossil Bears enumerated in the article

Bkars, and the fossil Giu*t->na noticed in the article Gulo,
we have to add the Raccoon, figured by Dr. Buckland
among the recent and fossil animals of the first tertiary

period (Eocene of Lyellt and described as found in the

gypsum of the Basin of Paris.

The resort of the Raccoons to the seashore in search of

oysters, &c, and of the Turkeys to the same locality for

the purpose of feeding upon the Fiddler Crabs above

noticed, should be borne in mind by those who stud;

subject of fossil footsteps, ripple-marks, &c.

The great geographical range of the far-clad a

Urmt, m the coldest and hottest regions, suggest-

notion that extinct Elephants and Mastodons might \

been equally adapted to extremes of climate. The i

fur of the frozen Elephant of Siberia will at once a

to those who think on this subject.

URSINS, ANNE MARIE DE LA TREMOII
PRINCESSE DES, was remarkable in her day fa

daring and restless spirit of political intrigue.* St*

daughter of Louis de la TremouiUe, duke of Noirmov

was born before 1642, and married, in 1659, Admit Hi

de Talleyrand, prince of Chalais. Her husband

banished, in 1663, for being engaged in a duel:

she, following him to Italy, was left by his death a *J

in a foreign land. In 1675 she married the old i

rich duke of Bracciano, head of the Orsmi family, i

whose death she sold the duchy, and, retaining onh

family name, was called ' la Princesse des Ursa

which name she is known in history. Rome was is I

time looked upon as the best school of state intrigue i

the voluptuous, haughty, subtle, and dexterous prci

was "soon recognised as one of the leading spirits of"

court. In 1701, when Philip V. of Spain was mam*

the princess of Savoy, the choice of a camerui-nq

occasioned considerable embarrassment. Louis I

neither dared to confide the post to a Spanish ladjr, m
give umbrage to the Spaniards by the appointment i

French lady. Madame des Ursins, an Italian pnM

though a Frenchwoman by birth, was ultimately

upon, and in 1701 she joined her royal mistress at Ni

With the exception of a brief interval (in 1701. i

princess retained the post of camerara-major til
~>

queen's death in 1714. Previous to ber ephemenl a

grace the princess courted the alliance of the Spa

party at court ; after her return she appears to have w
entirely by the direction of Madame Maintenon. Ji

the death of the queen the chief solicitude of Mada»*

Ursins was to select a new wife for Philip, over whoa <

might exercise as unbounded a control as oyer kerf

decessor. Alberoni, by his false representations cf •

character of Elizabeth Famese, persuaded her to pros"

the king's union with that princess. The first step
«J

new queen was to drive the camerara-major froo
^

with indignity ; a step to which the king submitted*^

remonstrance, and against which the court of f»

offered no objection. Hopeless of returning to Spin •

Princess des Ursins retired to Rome, but, unable ur>

without the excitement of political intrigue, ahe tbre^

services upon the Pretender James Stuart, who aw*

her to do the honours of his house, till her dettt •

December, 1722. Madame des Ursins was a mere torn*

her political struggles were exclusively personal-
*

could make and unmake friendships—supplant favor*

—recover power when undermined herself—but of f>'^

ing a state she does not appear to have had <tM r

shadow of an idea. She was merely one of tho*

-

though gaudy weeds which grow up m courts, and/-

no use even when they supplant triflers as wort
'!r.,

themselves. The memoirs and letters of the Pwjctf ",

Ursins interest us in the same way that * Gil Bias' ""^

their mixture of passion and adventure. In this W»

view her correspondence with the Marfchal
"J. jr

-

and still more her correspondence with Madame ^
(both have been published), are very edifying-

from those letters that all her unquestionable e

J

ier
^:..

versatility only enabled her to make her power tne^

of more embroiling the perplexed affairs of'Sp8"1

the War of Succession. 9 . . ihhr

URSI'NUS, FU'LVIUS, one of the most emme«
b**

scholars of the sixteenth century, was bom on tne
'

December, 1529, at Rome. He was the natural»" v
commander of the order of Malta, who belong"* .

noble family of the Orsini. During his early

education was conducted with great care,
"

3U*
:„ (c

a dispute arose between his mother and his 'a
''l

er'

M|| t);

sequence of which she and her child were cast uj»
w

world without any means of subsistence, and ^
obliged to seek support by begging. However, so

^
indications of talent which the boy evinced prof ^ t

[,

a place as ' clericus ' in the church of St.
j
0^^ it

Lateran. Here he attracted the attention and g*
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attachment of a canon of the name of GentUio Delfini, who
.lot only took him into his house, but also instructed him
in the Latin and Greek languages. The amiable character
of Ursinus, his industry, and his talents, induced the canon
to use all his influence in his behalf; and after Ur-
sinus had been ordained priest, he obtained successively
several preferments in the church, and became at last the
successor to his benefactor. He now formed the acquaint-
ance and friendship of the most distinguished and learned
men in Rome and Italy. Cardinal Rainutius made him
his librarian ; and, after his death, Cardinal Alexander
Farnese engaged his services for the same purpose. In
these positions

_
he was very liberally rewarded, and had

also opportunities of becoming acquainted with all the
treasures of antient literature and art which were then
known. Cardinal Caraffa recommended him to Pope
Gregory XIII., and procured him an annual pension of 200
ducats. The ample income which he now enjoyed enabled
him to spend considerable sums on books, MSS. of antient
authors, and a valuable archaeological museum, and to
support his mother, for whom he always showed a tender
affection.

_
When he was advanced in years he made his

will, in which he bequeathed his museum to Cardinal Odo-
ardo Farnese, his MSS. to the Vatican library, his printed
books to Horatio Lancelotti, and the sum of 2000 crowns
to Gentilio Delfini, bishop of Camarino, who was probably
a near relation to his early benefactor. He died at Rome
on the 18th of May, 1600.

Fulvius Ursinus possessed very extensive learning, and
he was a man of good sense and talent. His knowledge of

antient MSS. was very great, and he was particularly skilled

in deciphering them. Of this art he appears to have made
a sort of secret, upon which he avoided giving any informa-
tion when he was asked. His works, which are very nu-
merous, consist of commentaries, critical and exegetica), on
antient writers, editions of them, and original treatises on
antiquarian subjects. Among his commentaries, which
are usually very short, but useful for the critical study of
the antients, the most important are those on the ' Scriptores

Rei Rusticae ;' on the Roman historians, such as Sallust,

Caesar, Livy, Velleius, Tacitus, Suetonius, Spartianus, and
others. These notes on the Roman historians are reprinted

r.t the end of his ' Fragmenta Historicorum Romanorum,'
Antwerp, 1595, 8vo. His notes on Sextus Pomponius
Festus are printed in several subsequent editions of this

grammarian : those on all the works of Cicero appeared
at Antwerp, 1581, 8vo., and are also contained in Lambi-
nus's edition of Cicero. Besides the fragments of the Ro-
man historians, he edited a collection of the lyric and ele-

giac poets of Greece ; and in 1582 he published the first

edition of the ' Eclogae de Legationibus, which contained
various parts of the works of Polybius, Dionysius, and
Appian, which had until then been unknown. Among
the original dissertations of Ursinus we may mention :

—

1, « Familiae Romanae, quae reperiuntur in antiquis nu-
mismatibus,' of which an improved and enlarged edition

was published by C. Patin, 1663. It is also printed in vol.

vii. of Graevius's ' Thesaurus Antiquitatum Romanarum.'
2, ' Imagines et Elogia Virorum illustrium, e marmoribus,
numis, et gemmis expressae.' The best edition is that of
J. Faber (1606), with a commentary. 3, An appendix to

Ciaconius's treatise ' De Triclinio Romano.' A Life of
Ursinus, in which his will also is printed, was published
by Joseph Castalio, Rome, 1657, 8vo. It is reprinted in
the * Vitae Selectae eruditorum quorundam Virorum,* pub-
lished at Breslau, 1711.

(Compare Tomasini, Elogia; Niceron, Mfmoires de*

Homme* IUtutreg, vol. xxiv. ; Jocher, Allgem. Gelehrten-

Lexie.)

URSPNUS, ZACHARI'AS, a celebrated German divine

of the sixteenth century, was born at Breslau on the 18th

of July, 1534. He studied at Wittenberg, and as he was
very poor, he was obliged to live on gratuities and on what
he could earn by private lessons. Hb uncommon perse-

verance and industry gained him the friendship of Me-
lanchthon, who, in 1557, took him with him to the con-
ference at Worms. From Worms Ursinus went to Geneva,
and thence to Paris, for the purpose of acquiring a know-
ledge of French and of studying Hebrew under Mercer.
Almost immediately after his return to Wittenberg he was
appointed rector of the Gymnasium Elisabethanum at

Breslau, in 1558. Being a follower of Melanchthon, he
soon became involved in theological controversies with

P. C, No. 1624.

the strictly Lutheran divines of Breslau respecting the
nature of the Lord's supper and baptism, and he was desig-
nated by the name of ' the Sacramentarian.' He explained
his own views on these subjects in a dissertation, but as he
could not silence his adversaries, and as he himself was
not inclined to continue the controversy, he asked leave to
resign in 1560, and went to Zurich, where he met with a
kind and hospitable reception from Peter Martyr, Gesner,
Simler, and others. He had not been much more than a
twelvemonth at Zurich, when he was invited to a professor-
ship in the Collegium Sapientiae at Heidelberg. In the
year 1562 he was made Doctor of Divinity, and, at the
command of the elector palatine, Frederic III., Ursinus
drew up the famous Heidelberg Catechism, which was sub-
sequently adopted by all the German Calvinists as the ex-
position of their creed. It was fiercely attacked by the
Lutherans, such as Flacius, Heshusius, and others. The
elector ordered Ursinus to write a defence of it, which ap-
peared in 1563, in German. The attacks upon the elector
and his protege however did not proceed from Lutheran
divines alone ; and the elector was charged by some princes
of the, empire with protecting and propagating doctrines
contrary to the Augsburg Confession. Ursinus was again
called upon to write a defence of his doctrines. This he
did in 1563, in a work called ' Exegesis Verae Doctrinae de
Sacramentis contra Bacmeisterum.' In 1564 Ursinus at-

tended the colloquy at Maulbrunn, at which he spoke
with great energy against Brentius and Schmidlinus, and
the doctrine of Ubiquity maintained by them. About the
same time the elector founded some new educational esta-

blishments at Amberg, Heidelberg, and Neuhaus; and
Ursinus, at his request, drew up the rules for their adminis-
tration. The manner in which he discharged this and
other duties raised Ursinus so high in the esteem of his

prince, that in 1571. when the professorship of theology
in the university of Lausanne was offered to him, and he
seemed inclined to accept it, the elector took the pains to
persuade Ursinus to remain at Heidelberg. The elector

palatine Frederic III. died in 1577, and was succeeded by
his son Ludwig, on which a great change took place in
the palatinate ; for as this prince tolerated only strict Lu-
therans among his clergy and in the university, Ursinus and
his disciples were obliged to quit Heidelberg in 1578, and
went to Neustadt, where he was immediately appointed
professor of theology at the gymnasium which was just

established there. Here Ursinus taught theology and
logic, and continued his studies without any further dis-

turbance until his death, on the 6th of March, 1583.

Ursinus was a modest, though very passionate man ; but
he exercised great control over his passions, and he is said
never to have answered an objection immediately. He
had no talent for preaching, and he discontinued it as soon
as he discovered nis unfitness. His diligence and appli-

cation were extraordinary : and in order that he might not
be disturbed by intruders, ne put the following inscriptitn

on the door of his study :

—

* Amice, quiiquis hie Trail,

Autagito paucu, autabi,
t me labor!Autl oraatem adjuYat'

Some of his works were at the time translated into English

:

for instance, his exposition of the Heidelberg Catechism,
under the title of ' Summe of the Christian Religion,' trans-

lated by Henry Parrie, 1587, 4to. All his works were col-

lected and published after his death, at Neuitadt, 1587 ; but
the best and most complete edition is that which was
edited by his former pupils, David Pareus and Quirinus

Reuterus, at Heidelberg, 1612, 3 vols. fol.

(M. Adamus, Vitae Germanorum Theologorum ; Bayle,
Dictionnaire Hist, et Critique, under ' Ursinus.')

URSPNUS, BENJAMIN, a descendant of the cele-

brated Zacharias Ursinus, distinguished himself as a Lu-
theran preacher during the latter part of the seventeenth

and the beginning of the eighteenth century. He was at

first court preacher to the elector of Brandenburg. In

1701, when Frederic I. assumed the title of king of Prussia,

he made Ursinus bishop, and raised him to the rank of no-

bility. Ursinus used to begin his sermons with the words
' Once upon a time.' When Frederic I. died, in 1713, bis

successor, Frederic William I., who employed himself in

regulating the finances of his kingdom and reducing the

public expenditure, also reduced the salary of his bishop,

Ursinus. The bishop petitioned that his former income
might be restored : the king replied by a letter, whion

Vol, XXVI.—K
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contained only these words, 4 All that was once upon a

time.' The sermons preached by Ursinus on various great

court occasions are said to be superior to those of other

preachers of the time, both in style and matter.

(Jocher, Allsem. Gelehrten-Lexicon, iv., p. 1735.)

URSULINES, an order of nuns in the Roman Catholic

church, founded about the year 1537, by Angela Merici,

commonly called Angela of Brescia, who was born in 1511,

at Desenzano, on the Lago di Garcia, and died at Brescia,

21st March, 1540. The institution was formally approved
of and confirmed by Pope Pajul III., in 1544, and it was
upon this occasion that the name of Ursulines was given

to the order, after the famous British Saint Ursula, respect-

ing whom and her 11,000 (or, as others say, 71.000 virgins),

the reader may consult, besides the Martyrologies, Selden's

note on the eighth song of Drayton's ' Polyolbion.' It

appears however that Angela, who, young as she was, had
been elected the first superior of her order, and had ruled

it with preat wisdom for the two or three years she lived,

had selected or suggested this designation for it before she

died. The approbation of his predecessor was renewed by
Pope Gregory XIII., in 1571, with additional privileges,

which were afterwards confirmed by Sixtus V. and Paul V.
The order of the Ursulines was designed mainly for the

succour of poverty and sickness, and for the education of the

younir ; and wherever it was established the nuns principally

devoted themselves to these services, in rendering which
they mixed freely with the world, much in the same man-
ner as the members of the vaiious orders of Charity have
always been accustomed to do. At first indeed they neither

)ound themselves by the usual irrevocable vows, nor even
lived together in communities ; and there appear to have
been always some members of the order who continued to

reside with their families or by themselves at their own
houses. In course of time however the Ursulines, like

the other religious orders, came for the most part to be
distributed in monasteries, especially in France, where they
chiefly flourished. The first house of Ursuline nuns was
founded at Paris, in 1604, by Madame de Sainte Beuve,
and the members first took the three solemn vows in 1614,
in conformity with a bull of Paul V., granted 13th June,
1612. A note on the article 'Angela Merici' in the Supple-
ment to the ' Biographie Universelle ' states that there

were before the Revolution 115 dependencies on the chief

house of the order at Paris, including one established at

Quebec in Canada. But Helyot, in his ' Histoire des Ordres
Monasl iques,' says that when he wrote (1715) there were
more than 350 Ursuline convents in France. For further
information respecting the Ursulines, both of France and
other Roman Catholic countries, the reader may consult
:his last-mentioned work, vol. iv., chapters 20 to 32 in-

clusive, pp. 150-223. Helyot gives twenty plates of the
costume of the order, which appears to have been black in

some countries and white in others, and to have varied
in other respects, as well as in colour.
URSUS. [Bbars; Urshms.]
URTI'CA (from uro), a genus of plants known under the

common name of Nettle. Nettle is the same word as the
Anglo-Saxon netel, or nadl, a needle, which is applied to
these plants on account of their possessing small bristles or
prickles which have a stinging property. This genus is

the type of the natural order Urticacee. The flowers are
either monoecious or dioecious. The staminiferous flowers
have a single perianth of 4 leaves, containing the rudiment
of a pistil. The pistilliferous flowers have a single perianth
of 2 leaves ; a sessile stigma, and a dry fruit containing a
single seed. Most of the species are herbaceous plants
or under-shrubs, and are found in Europe, Asia, and
America. Three of the species, of which there are about
forty, are British.

Urtica piluifera, the Roman Nettle, has opposite, ovate,
serrated leaves, with transverse nerves, and the pistilliferous

flowers pedunculated, and arranged in globose spikes.
This plant is found in England, under walls and amongst
rubbish, principally near the sea, in the counties of Nor-
folk and Suffolk. It has also been found in the south of
Ireland. This is the most virulent of our native nettles.
Hi slingintt properties depend upon the possession of a
form of hair, winch has at its base a bag of poisonous
secretion, which is forced into the hair when pressed, and
produces the ntiuging effects which are common to several
species of the genus. [Stings.]

U. dtoica, the Great Nettle, lias ovate-acuminate leaves.

cordate at the base ; the flowers are dioecious in civ

much branched, and the clusters in pain. This i> i

common plant throughout Europe, in waste place-.

.

walls and hedge-banks. The tops of this plant, when y

in spring, are sometimes eaten as a potherb, e»pt-..

amongst the humbler classes in Scotland. Walter So:

his ' Rob Roy,' alludes to this practice when Faint-

says, * Nae doubt I should understand my ain tr«_-

horticulture, seeing I was bred in the parish of Dretp.

near Glasco', where they raise lang-kail under g\tn

force the early nettles for their spring-kail.' They t

often now cultivated. The stalk of this plant yk

strong woody fibre, like that of hemp, and is cape-

being manufactured into cloth, ropes, paper, &c.

root, when boiled with alum, yields a colouiing-D

which will dye yarn of a yellow colour. A deccki

this plant salted will coagulate milk very readily

giving it any disagreeable flavour. The caterpti

many butterflies and moths feed upon its leave* .'.

medicinal agent, it is said to possess diuretic and astrv.

properties, and ' nettle-tea' is a popular remedy for =_|

diseases. In the green state few animals will eat th-

.

mon nettle, but when dried it is readily eaten by she>;

.

oxen.

U. urens, Small Nettle, has opposite elliptical lei>r

about 5 nearly parallel ribs, with nearly simple cluf-

flowers. This plant possesses the stinging properv

the two last. It is common in cultivated ground, esptc

gardens throughout Europe.
Though nettles are so common in Europe, the f-

species are found in tropical countries : some ester;

the Malayan Peninsula all along the Himalayan Main
and some ofthem, from the beauty oftheir foliage, mitf,'-

be ranked among ornamental plants. Indeed Dr. Roi

has named one of his species U. pulchcrrima, as it isrt:

able for its long and tapering, narrow lanceolate. W..

fully serrate, elegantly-veined leaves, which are hoi-

the under surface. Some of the Indian species i.

sting, but others possess this property in a very c-

cuous degree : as for instance U heterophylta, crei.

and stimulans, the first of which is a 'most few.

looking plant,' and may be seen in the Calcutta H
Garden always surrounded with a fence, as the leas '.

of any part produces most acute pain. One sptc.p:

been called II. tuberosa, as it is remarkable for its tuV

rootstocks, which are eaten by some of the nstm-

India, either raw, boiled, or roasted. The plant w "

duced into this country, and bore its tuber-like roc
-
-- •

which was bland in taste, and might no doubt ha« -

nished food for cattle, as it might have grown wither' •

ture under hedge-rows ; but the winter was too *
and destroyed the plants. The most important sjxn

-

this genus however is U. tenacissima, which, liketui-

the other nettles, as well as the hop and the hemp, be -

ing to the same natural family, abounds in ligneous
'.'

which may be converted into very strong cordaje
is ' the Caloee of Marsden, Rami of the Malays, a" car;

'

Sumatra, also of Rungpore, where it is called kunkr

and which Dr. Roxburgh found one of the strongest .. •

the vegetable fibres which he subjected to expend
The average weights with which lines made of tbedirV
substances broke were, Asclepias tenacissima, jetee oi -

Rajmahl mountaineers, 248 ; Urtica tenacissima, ci

240 ; the strongest sunn, Crotolaria juneea, 160 ; l>s

Cannabis saliva, grown in the year 1800, in the East L-

Company's hemp-farm, near Calcutta, 158, but rc

stronger when tanned. European hemp was bo»w 1

ways found stronger than sunn, though not more so
'

the others. Dr. Roxburgh speaks of the beauty, fin,-

and softness of the fibre of the Caloee. It is cultiva^
Sumatra for the fibres of its bark. The Malays use it

sewing-thread and twine, and for making fishing-net*
is as readily cultivated as the willow from cuttings, p.

luxuriantly in the northern as in the southern parts o't

dia, throws up numerous' shoots as soon as they an >

down, whiehwnay be done about five times a year. -

Roxburgh however found some difficulty in cleaniru:

'

fibres of this plant, notwithstanding his anxious desu<

succeed with this substitute for both hemp and fi>

(Royle, Himal. Bot., p. 334.)
URTICA'CE/E, a natural order of plants, placed

Lindley in his Rectembryose group of incomplete Di«t>
dons. The plants belonging to this order are trees, thru!
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and herbs, yielding in some instances a milky juice.
_
The

leaves ace alternate, and usually covered with asperities or

with hairs furnished with a stinging secretion ; the stipules

are membranaceous, and are deciduous or convolute in

vernation. The flowers are monoecious or dioecious, either

•scattered or collected together in catkins or in close heads.

The calyx is membranous, lobed, or persistent. The
stamens are definite in number, not united, and inserted

into the calyx opposite its lobes ; the anthers during aesti-

vation are curved inwards, but are turned backwards with

elasticity after bursting. The ovary is superior, containing

a solitary erect or suspended ovule with a simple stigma.

The fruit is either a simple indehiscent nut, surrounded
by a membranous or fleshy calyx, as in Boehmeria, Fig. 1

;

or it is a fleshy receptacle, either covered by numerous
nuts lying among the persistent fleshy calyxes, as in Dor-
>teina, or the nuts are enclosed in the cavity of the recep-

tacle, as in the common fig, Fig. 2; or it may consist ofa
single nut covered by a succulent involucre. The embryo
is straight, curved, or spiral, sometimes without albumen

;

the cotyledons are flat and the radicle points to the hilum.

Fig. 1.

Boehmeria cordate.

<i Brnucli with ftowera; I, ainglo Sower ; e. cnilection of fralti

;

fi a it, lying la which U Men the wed and embryo.
d, section of

The order, as thus 'defined, includes several groups of
plants which are frequently separated, as the Artocarpeaa
ni' Robert Brown, the Batideae of Martius, and the Moreae
of Endlicher. This order is closely allied to Chenopodiaceae,
as is shown by its occasionally curved embryo, and almost
all other characters, with the exception of the rough surface
of the leaves, the possession of stipules, and elastic stamens.
From Euphorbiacese they are distinguished by their fruit-

nut being tricoccous; from Ulmaceae, by their monoecious
flowers and simple fruit ; and from Polygonaoeae, by their

not having ochreate stipules. The arrangement and name-
in? of the genera of this order have been much neglected

;

t lie best attempt is that of Gaudichaud: Endlicher how-
ever objects to several of his genera.

The plants belonging to this order have a very,general
dispersion over the world. Some of them grow" in the
most northern regions of the globe, whilst others are found
in the tropics; some of them will grow amongst rubbish
and dry walls where hardly a speck of other vegetation
occurs, whilst others only inhabit the damp recesses of
irloomy forests. The species are very numerous, many of
i hem being mere weeds, whilst others are large trees yield-

in k useful and delicious fruits.

This order brings together plants possessing very differ-

ent properties, and yielding very various and useful pro-
ducts. The stinging nettles [Ubtica] form the type of the
order. To it belongs also the deadly Upas. [ Antiaris.]

Fig. 2.

Ficue Carica.

a. Branch with leave* and nee ; b. auction of a fig, (bowing the flowere en-
closed within the fleahv receptacle : c, male flowert teparaied; d, eection of
ovary ; t, teetiod of seed, ehowing curved embryo.

The wholesome fig, the celebrated banyan, and species
yielding deadly poisons, belong to the genus Ficus. [Ficus.]

The bitter hop [Humulus], the acid mulberry [Morus],
and the narcotic hemp [Cannabis], are also found here.

The famous cow-tree, or Palo de Vacca of South America,
which.yields a copious supply of rich and wholesome milk,
is supposed to belong to this order. [Cow-trse.] The
sap of many of the species, especially those belonging to
the division Artocarpeae is milky. [Autocarpk.b.] This
depends on the presence of caoutchouc, which in many in-
stances is procured from the plants of this order. The
Cecropia peltata, a tree found in Jamaica, is said to yield
the caoutchouc called American. Cecropia comes from a
supposed Greek word, • to cry out,' a sort of translation of
its English name. Trumpet-wood. It has this name because
its hollow stems and branches are used for the purpose of
forming wind-instruments. The wood is light, and it is often
used for making fishing-floats, and the batk is manufactured
into cordage. The ligneous part is very dryand will catch fire

bv attrition; and of this the native Indians take advantage
fo. producing fire by rubbing the Cecropia against some
harder wood. The spontaneous combustion of forests is in

some instances attributed to the attrition of branches of this

tree during a high wind. The fruits are crowded together

like the acini of the common raspberry, and are not unlike

that fruit in flavour. They are a favourite food of pitreons

and other birds. The seeds of a plant nearly allied to

Cecropia, called Musanga by the Africans of the Gold
Coast, are eatable as nuts. The Osage Orange, Maclura
aurantiaca, belongs to this order. This plant is a tree with

deciduous leaves, and spreading spiny branches, attaining

a height of from 30 to 60 feet. The leaves are ovate,

acuminate, of a bright shining green, broad, with a cuspi-

date point, and about 3 inches long and 2 inches broad.

The spines are simple, rather strong, and about an inch in

length. The flowers are small and greenish, with a slight

tinge of yellow. The fruit has the size and appearance of
a large Seville orange. It consists of radiating, elongated

cells, terminating in a tuberculated surface, and containing

numerous seeds. When pressed a considerable quantity of

a sweetish mUky fluid exudes, which coagulates on expo-
sure to the air. This tree is a native of North America, and
is found on the banks of the Red River and the adjoining
valleys. It was first obtained fiom the Osage Indians, from
which it has derived the name of Osage orange. Seeds of

this plant were first sent to England in 1818, and there are

M'vt ral plants now growing in this ffountry (1843). The
trii.t of this plant, when ripe, is of a golden colour; and

K 1
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although it possesses no injurious properties, it is not any-

where used as an article of diet. In some cases the fruit

has been brought to perfection in Europe. The wood of this

tree is of a bright yellow colour, and is very fine-grained

and elastic, and on this account it is used by the American
Indians for bows. Hence it is called in America yellow-wood
and bow-wood. Attempts have been made on the Continent

to feed silk-worms on the leaves of this tree, instead of

those of the mulberry, but the attempt has not been found
to be successful. It seems to bear the climate of Great

Britain well, and promises to become a valuable addition to

- our timber trees. It is easily propagated by cuttings of

the roots or by layers, and it will grow in almost any kind

of soil. The name Madura was given to this plant by
Nuttall, in honour of Mr. Wm. Maclure of the United
States, who is well known for his labours in the natural his-

tory of North America. The genus Borya, named after Bory
St. Vincent, a French naturalist who investigated the

botany of the Mauritius and the Island of Bourbon, yields

several shrubs which are cultivated in Europe. They are

deciduous shrubs, growing to the height of from 6 to 12

feet, and having a dark brown or purple bark, and small

dark green opposite leaves. About six species have been
described : they are all of them natives of North America.

(Lindley's Natural System; Loudon, Arb. et Frut.
Brit.; Cyclopeedia of Plants ; Burnett's Outlines.)

URUBU. [Turkey Buzzard.]
URUMIYEH, LAKE. [Azkrbuan ; Persia.]

URUS. [Bison, vol. iv., p. 463; Ox, vol. xvii., pp.
77-78.1

URVILLE, J. DUMONT D\ a French navigator and
naturalist. He is known in the scientific world as having
made several valuable contributions to the science of
botany. One of his earliest contributions to botany was a
memoir on the plants which he had himself collected in

the Grecian islands, and which was published at Paris in

1822, with the title ' Enuraeratio Plantarum quas in insults

Archipelagi aut Littoribus Ponti Euxini, annis 1819 et

1X20, collegit atque detexit.' In the Memoirs of the Lin-

nwan 8ociety of Paris in 1826, he published a Flora of
Falkland's Island, with the title * Flore des MaJouines.' In
the sixth volume of the ' Annales des Sciences Naturelles

'

he published an essay on the distribution of the ferns over
the surface of the earth. These are his principal labours
as a botanist, but D'Urville will be better known to poste-
rity as an able, persevering, and successful navigator. In
1826 he was appointed by the king of France to the com-
mand of the frigate * Astrolabe,' for the purpose of making
a voyage in search of information with regard to the un-
fortunate La Perouse and his companions. The vessel

left Toulon in March, 1826, and continued out till 1829.

During the first part of his voyage D'Urville failed of
attaining the object of his voyage, but having put in at

Hobart Town in Van Diemen's Land, he heard that Cap-
tain Dillon had obtained information with regard to the
object of his search at the island of Vanikoro, or Malicolo.
He accordingly sailed for that island, and reached it in

January, 1828. Here he found undoubted evidence of the
wreck of the two frigates, on the breakers of this island,

which were under the command of La Perouse. This
island is one of the group called Solomon's Islands, in

11° 41' S. lat. and 167° 5' E. long. Having ascertained

that the lives of many of the sailors had been saved from
the wreck, but that they had built another vessel and
sailed from the island, D'Urville erected a monument to
the memory of those who perished, and returned home.
Some of the portions of the wrecks of the two vessels were
recovered. During this voyage very important surveys of
coasts and islands were made ; among them a survey of
the north part of New Zealand, Tongatabou, Fidjee Archi-
pelago, Loyalty, Deliverance, New Britain, New Ireland,

Ne* Guinea, Fataka, Vanikoro, Hogollu, Guam, and the
Moluccas. A full account of this memorable voyage was
published in 1830 and successive years, by D'Urville.
This work is a splendid contribution to science. The five

volumes descriptive of the voyage were written by D'Ur-
ville ; one volume, on the botany of the islands of the
South Seas, was written by Lesson and Richard ; one
volume, on the entomology, by Boisduval ; and four vo-
lumes, on the zoology of the same districts, by Quoi and
Gaimard. The work was accompanied by an atlas of
45 maps, 243 plates of views, portraits of natives, Sec.,

and above 100 plates of objects in natural history. The

title of this work is • Voyage de la Corvette rAstrolabe,
execut£ par ordre du Roi pendant les annees 1826, 1827.

1828, 1829,' Paris, 8vo., plates folio.

In 1837 D'Urville had placed under his command the fri-

gates • Astrolabe ' and ' Zele,* for the purpose of makinr.

a voyage to the South Pole. In a first attempt he reached
the latitude 64°, and explored to some extent what he

thought to be a new coast ; he was obliged however to

retire on account of the icebergs. Having remained for

some time at Conception, he made a second attempt, and

discovered a coast at 66* 33' S. lat. and 138* 21' E. long.

He found himself here close to the south magnetic pok,
the magnetic needle becoming nearly vertical. The cos*
thus discovered appeared one mass of ice, but portions of

rock here and there projected, from which specimens were

obtained by means of a boat's crew. It appears that the

same land was discovered the same day by an American
vessel in lat. 64° 20', and 154° 18' E. long. It is also stated

that the expedition now in the South Sea, under the
mand of Captain Ross, has reached the south latitude 71°.

The land thus discovered by D'Urville he named after hu
wife Adelie. He was of opinion that ' this land surroundi
the greater portion of the polar circle, and will present

itselfat all points to the manner who is bold enough aud
fortunate enough to clear the mass of ice which usualh
girdles it.' On his return to Paris he published an account
of this expedition with the official reports of the minister

of marine, under the title ' Expedition au Pole Austral d
dans l'Oceane des Corvettes de sa Majesti,' Paris, 1839.

This t>rave sailor and excellent man met with his death
on the 8th of May, 1842, by the unfortunate railway acci-

dent that occurred between Versailles and Meudon, by

which himself, with his wife and son, and nearly fifty

fellow passengers, were killed. Kunth's genus of sapinda-

ceous plants, Urvillea, was named in honour of him.
(Nautical Magazine, 1832 to 1840 ; Bischoff, Lehrbutk

der Botanik.)
USANCE. [Bill ok Exchange.]
USBEG, or USBECK. [Tartars, p. 75 ; Turkista-s.1
USE. A use, at common law, was a beneficial interek

in land, distinct from the legal property therein. The ori-

gin of uses is derived by Gilbert (Law of Uses, 3) from s

title under the civil law, which allows of an usufructaart
interest, distinct from the substance of the thing itself, and

which was called in that law the fidei commissto. He sau
it was introduced by the clergy, who were masters of the

civil law, and who, ' when they were prohibited from takinc
anything in mortmain, after several evasions by purchas-
ing lands of their own tenants, suffering recoveries, pur-

chasing lands round the church and making them church-
yards by bull from the pope, at last invented this way oJ

conveying lands to others to their own use ; and this be-
ing properly matter of equity, it met with a very favour-
able construction from the judge of the Chancery court,

who was in those days commonly a clergyman. Thus th»
way of settlement began ; but it more generally prevailed
among all ranks and conditions of men by reason of the
civil commotions between the houses of York and Lan-
caster, to secrete the possessions, and to preserve them
their issue, notwithstanding attainders ; and hence began
the limitation of uses with power of revocation.' But
whatever may have been the origin of uses, it is certain
that the desire of effecting frequent and secret transfers of

"property without resorting to the simple and public modes
of conveyance of the common law, as well as the natural
desire to dispose of property by devise, which the common
law did not allow, led to an early adoption of the system.
The requisites and qualities of a use, as existing previous

to the statute 27 Hen. VIII., c. 10, will be best understood
by a reference to the definition given of it by Lord Coke,
namely, ' a confidence reposed in some other, not issuing
out of land, but as a thing collateral, annexed in privity to

the estate of the land, and to the person touching the land,

for which cestui que use has no remedy but by subpoena in

Chancery.' (Co. Lit., 272 b.) (1) It was a confidence, and
therefore, with respect to the feoffee to uses, it was
held indispensable that there should be confidence in the
person. For want of this requisite it was held that a cor-
poration could not be seised to a use. (2) A use was not
issuing out of the land, but as a thing collateral to it. A
legal charge, as a rent, issues directly out of the land, but
a use was not a part of, but an incident to, the land,
depending on certain adjuncts; for it must have been
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(3) annexed in privity to the estate, that is to'say, it must
stand or fall with the legal estate of him who stands seised
to the use, and is not binding upon persons coming in by a
superior and independent title. Thus if a feoffment had
been made to A for Hfe to his own use, with remainder to
B in fee for the use of C, and afterwards A had enfeoffed
D in fee—in this case D, as he did not take the identical
estate in the land to which the use in favour of C was at-

tached, would not, unless he took the estate with notice of
the use, have been bound by C's equitable claim. And for

the same reason neither the lord coming in by escheat nor
a disseisor could be liable to the execution of a use : the
lord, because he claims by title paramount ; a disseisor, be-
cause his" possession is adverse. (4) A use is also said
to be annexed in privity to the person. In order to en-
title the cestui que use to relief m equity, he was obliged
to show that the person against whom he proceeded had
notice ofthe use, or, as it is now called, of the trust, at the
time of his taking the estate. With respect to the original
grantee to uses, this privity must of course exist ; and with
respect to assigns, if they took the estate with actual no-
tice of the use, they were of course privy to it, and bound
to give it effect, whether they had paid a valuable consi-

deration or not ; while if they were volunteers, t. e. if they
took_ the estate without consideration, they were always
considered as affected with notice oy presumption of law,
and therefore bound. (5) The cestui que use had no re-
medy but by subpoena in Chancery. Originally the only
pledge for the due execution of a use was the faith and
integrity of the feoffee to uses, as the cestui que use could
obtain no relief in the courts of common law ; but John
Waltham, bishop of Salisbury, who was chancellor in the
reign of Richard II., invented the writ ofsubpoena, whereby
the feoffee or trustee was liable to be summoned into Chan-
cery to answer upon oath as to the execution of his trust.

A use was descendible, according to the rules of the
common law respecting estates of inheritance ; the courts
of equity having in this case followed the maxim that
equitas sequitur legem. It was also alienable by deed, and
devisable Defore the statute of wills, the courts of equity
having favoured this method of evading the strictness of
the common law, which allowed no transfer of land with-
out the ceremony of livery of seisin. But the cestui que
tine, with respect to the legal ownership, had still neither
his in re nor ad rem. The feoffee was still complete
owner of the land at law. He performed the feudal duties,

his wife had dower, and his estate was subject to wardship,
relief, &c. He might sell the lands, and forfeit them for

treason or felony.

By the 15 Rich. II., c, 5, it was enacted that lands con-
\eyed to the use of religious houses or bodies corporate
should be subject to the statutes of mortmain ; and this sta-

tute was afterwards extended by the 23 Hen. VIII., c. 10,

t>o as to render void declarations of uses for parish churches,
chapels, churchwardens, companies, &c, erected by com-
mon consent, and not being bodies corporate. By the 21
K. II., c. 3, forfeitures for treason were extended to lands
whereof the person was seised as cestui que use. But the
tint important statute with respect to uses was the 1 Rich.
III., c. 1, which gave the cestui que use the power to ali-

enate the possession as well as the use, and was evidently
intended for the benefit of purchasers; but so far from
being effectual for that purpose, it rather increased the fa-

cilities for frauds upon them : for as it did not deprive the
feoffees of the power of alienation, they had it still in

their power, by alienating the land for a valuable con-
sideration and without notice, to defeat the conveyances of
the cestui que use ; besides which the feoffees and cestui

que use often colluded together, and, by making separate

conveyances, purposely defeated each other's alienation

for the purpose ofdeceiving purchasers. The 1 Hen. VII.
made an action of formedon .maintainable against the
pernors, f. e. the persons in receipt of the profits of lands
enfeoffed to uses. It having been found that by the intro-

duction of uses lords lost the benefit of wardship, it was
provided by the 4 Hen. VII., c. 17, .that the heir of cestui

que use of lands held by knight-service, being within age,

should be in ward, and, being of full age, should pay re-

lief; and, for the benefit of the heir of cestui que use, it

was also provided that he should have an action against
his guardian for waste. By the 19 Hen. VII., c. 15, the
lands of cestui que use were .made subject to execution
for debts by judgment, recognizance, statute merchant,

and of the staple. The lands of cestui que use held in

socage were also made liable to satisfy to the lord his re-

lief, neriot, and other duties. Cestui que use was also al-

lowed to have the same advantages as if he had been
tenant of the land. And, lastly, the lands of cestui que use,

being a bondman, were made seizable by the lord.

The system of uses having been found to produce many
inconveniences, notwithstanding the statutes which had
been passed from time to time to modify them, it was
thought a remedy would be found by joining the possession

to the use, or, as it is usually termed, transferring uses into

possession. With this view the statute of 27 Hen. VIII.,

c. 10, commonly called the Statute of Uses, was passed,

which enacted, that where any person or persons stood or
were seised, or at any time thereafter should happen to be
seised of any honours or other hereditaments to the use,

confidence, or trust of any other person or persons, or of
any body politic, by any manner of means whatsoever it

should be, that in every such case all such person and
persons, and bodies politic, that had or thereafter should
have any such use, confidence, or trust in fee simple, fee

tail for term of life, or for years or otherwise, or any use,

confidence, or trust in remainder or reverter, should from
thenceforth stand and be seised, deemed, and adjudged in

lawful seisin, estate, and possession of, and in the same
honours and hereditaments with their_ appurtenances, to

all intents, constructions, and purposes in the law, and in

all such like estates as they nad or should have in use,

trust, or confidence of or in the same ; and that the estate,

title, right, and possession that was in such person or

persons that were or thereafter should be seised of any
lands, tenements, or hereditaments, to the use, confidence,

or trust of any such person or persons, or of any body
politic, should be from thenceforth clearly deemed ana
adjudged to be in him or them that had or should have
such use, confidence, or trust, after such quality, manner,
form, and condition as they had before in or to the use,

confidence, or trust that was in them.
The statute then provides for the case of several per-

sons being jointly seised to the use of any of them;
and contains two savings, 1st, To all persons (other than
persons who were seised or thereafter should be seised of
any lands, tenements, or hereditaments, to any use, con-
fidence, or trust) all such right, title, entry, interest, pos-

session, writs, and action, as they had or might have had
before the making of the Act ; and 2nd, To all persons

seised to any use, all such former rights as they had to their

own proper use in, or to any manors or hereditaments

whereof they should be seised to any other use.

It has been questioned whether or not the legislature

intended by this act to put an end to the system of uses

;

nevertheless it was soon settled that it had not that effect,

but that uses might still as formerly be raised, upon which
the statute would instantly operate. However, some modi-
fications of the system were introduced. Before the statute

a mere agreement for sale, without words of inheritance,

was sufficient to pass the equitable fee to the vendee ; but

by the 27 Hen. VIII., c. 16, it was enacted that no con-

tract should transfer the legal estate in the fee, unless it

were made by deed enrolled. [Bargain and Sale.] And
it was resolved by the judges that words of inheritance

were necessary to pass the fee at law. Indeed no contract

importing a future conveyance, even though made by deed
enrolled, and containing words of inheritance, would now
be held to transfer the legal estate under the Statute of
Uses, though it would entitle the vendee in equity to call

for a regular conveyance. A further modification of the

system of uses was introduced by the seventh section of the

Statute of Frauds (29 Car. II., c. 3), which required that

all declarations of trusts or confidences of lands, tenements,

or hereditaments (which might formerly have been created

by parol), should be manifested and proved by writing,

signed by the party by whom it is declared. JTrust.]]

In order to.raise a use which the statute wul turn into a
possession, it is necessary that there should be, 1st, one
person seised to the use of another, in esse ; 2nd, a use
in esse, limited in possession, reversion, or remainder.

The use may be either express, as where lands are con-

veyed to A and his heirs in trust for B and his heirs, or in

confidence that he and they shall take the profits, or where
a vendee, for a valuable consideration, conveys by bargain

and sale enrolled, in both which cases the legal estate

vests in the grantee or bargainee by the statute; or it
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may be implied, as where a feoffment is made without con-
sideration or declaration of the use, in which case the use
results, and the estate returns to the grantor.

It was settled by the courts of law that the statute could
not operate except upon an estate of freehold, and that

therefore copyhold and leasehold estates are not affected

by it. A term of years may of course be created out of a
freehold estate by way of use, but when once subsisting

cannot be conv.eyed to uses. If, therefore, a term were
assigned to A to the use of B, the legal estate would re-

main in A, who however would be considered in equity as
a trustee for B.
By the operation of the Statute of Uses, a man may,

through the medium of a feoffee or releasee, make a con-
veyance to his wife, which he could not do at common
law (Litt., s. 168; Co. Litt., 112 a.). In like manner a
married woman, having a power, t. e. a right to limit a
use, may appoint to her husband.
At common law a man could not limit a remainder to

himself, nor could he limit it to bis heirs so as to make
i.iem take as purchasers, without departing with the whole
fee simple out of his person (Dyer, 156 a, fol. 24 ; Co. Litt.,

22 b.\ but he may do so by means of a conveyance
operating under the Statute of Uses.

It is a rule of the common law that joint tenants cannot
take at different periods. (1 Co., 100, b. 2.) Again, by its

rules, a fee could not be limited upon a fee ; a freehold
could not be made to commence in futuro, and an estate

could not be made to cease by matter ex post facto, so as

to let in another limitation before the expiration of the
former. [Remainder.] But limitations of the above
kinds may be made to take effect under the statute of
uses. Such limitations are called shifting or secondary
<ui I springing uses; and future or contingent uses.

Shifting or Secondary Uses are properly such as take
effect in derogation of some other estate, and are either
limited expressly by the deed, or are authorised to be
rivaled by some person named in the deed: as if an es-

tate were limited to the use of A and his heirs, with a
proviso that if B pay 10/. the estate shall go to B and his

heirs. Shifting uses seem to have existed before the sta-

tute, when, as the legal estate remained in the feoffees, the
rule of the common law, which did not allow the fee to

eliange from one to another except upon breach of a con-
'iitioii annexed to the estate at its creation, was not vio-

lated. They are now of constant occurrence in settle-

ments of property. [Settlement.} The rules against

j
eipetuitiea in settlements of property are applicable to

shitting uses, which must be limited to take effect within
the same period, namely, that of a lite or lives in being,

and twenty-one years afterwards, unless where they are to

take effect after an estate tail, in which case, as the tenant
in tail may defeat the use by barring the estate tail, such a
limitation has no tendency to a perpetuity.
Springing Uses, though often confounded with shifting

uses, are more properly such as are limited to arise in a
future event where no previous use is limited ; as in the
case of a bargain and sale to take effect ten years hence,
where the use in the mean time remains in the grantor.

They are subject to the same limits as shifting uses.

Future or Contingent Uses are properly such as are li-

mited to take effect as remainders ; such as a use to the
first unborn son of A, after a limitation to him for life or
for years determinable with his life. The ride of law, that
a vested freehold must precede a contingent remainder,
did not apply before the statute to contingent uses, because
the freehold remained in the feoffees ; but, since the sta-

tute, they are subject in this respect to the rules of con-
tingent remainders. [Remainder.]
A right to create a shifting or future use given to some

agent or person nominated in the deed is called a power.
Every power of this kind is a power of revocation and new
appointment ; for the new uses and estates created by the
execution of the power must necessarily in so tar revoke
and defeat the previously existing uses. Sometimes an
express power of revocation is given to the donee of the
power, but this is unnecessary.
Powers deriving their effect from the statute of uses are

of three kinds. 1st, powers appendant and appurtenant,
which are so termed because they strictly depend upon the
estate limited to the person to whom they are given, and
lake effect, when executed, either wholly or in part out
of that estate : as when a man is tenant for life with a

power of granting leases in possession for terms of yean
2nd, powers collateral or in gross, which are power* giv™
to a person who had an interest in the estate at the tic-

of the execution of the deed creating the power, or •

whom an estate is given by that deed, upon which the e-

tates to be created Dy the power will not attach. A po*r
reserved by a person who being seised in fee simple sett*

his estate upon others, and a power to a tenant for life v

appoint the estate after his death among his children, or :

jointure his wife out of it, are powers of this kind, i

seems also that a power given to a stranger, who has s.

estate to charge the estate for his own benefit, is a po»r
in gross ; 3rd, powers simply collateral, which are po*<?
given to a person who has no interest in the land, and •

whom no estate is given, to dispose of or charge the t>

tate for the benefit of some other persons. The most »
miliar instance of such powers is that of a power given <

a stranger to revoke a settlement, and appoint new uses t.

other persons named in or pointed out by the deed.
The law relating to the creation, execution, and extn-

guishment of powers forms in itself a most extensive an
important branch of law learning, of which it is iinposab*
to give even an outline within the limits of this artio-
but which will be found fully discussed in Sugdeos Trea-

tise of Powers.
Much discussion has arisen as to the mode in which tin

statute is to be considered to operate in the case of furax
and contingent uses. Thus, if a feoffment were made *.

A and his heirs, to the use of B and his heirs, until t

should pay a sum of money, and then to the use of Cu.
his heirs, the use is executed in B and his heirs by tlx

statute ; and this use, being co-extensive with the seisin i'

A, there can be no actual seisin afterwards remaining c
him : but when C pays the money, the use is executed a
him, and the question then is, out of whose seisin t!»

shifting use is served. To avoid this difficulty it was mii

that though no actual seisin remained in A, yet, upon ti*

cessor of the use to B and his heirs, the original seisin re-

verted to A for the purpose of serving the secondary ua.

and this supposed possibility of reverter, upon payment d
the money, was called the possibility of setsin, or sciniuu
juris. The same principle was applied to limitations, sua
as that to the use of A for life, remainder to the use of lib

unborn son in tail, remainder to the use of B in fee. In-

consequence of this doctrine was considered to be thai s

a contingent use were divested, an actual entry must tx

made to revest it, although a right of entry is sufficient t:

support a contingent remainder at common law : froc

which it would result that as, by force of this scintilla, \i*

feoffees might enter to revest the contingent uses, tlwt

might also divest themselves of this right of entry by feofr

ment, release or otherwise, and so prevent the uses froo

ever arising. But the better construction of the statuti

seems to be that, upon a conveyance to uses operating b>

transmutation of possession, as a feoffment or lease soil

release, immediately after the first estate is executed, the

releasees to uses are divested of the whole estate ; the

estates limited previously to the contingent uses take effect

as legal estates ; the contingent uses take effect as ther

arise, by force of and in relation to the seisin of the re-

leasees under the deed ; and any vested remainders talr

effect according to the deed, subject to open and let in thr

contingent uses. (See Sugden, Treatise of Powers, 2nd
12-47.)

As the Statute of Uses was made previously to the Sta-

tute of Wills (32 & 34 Hen. VIII.), it has been questioned
whether the former can be held to apply to the latter

;

but as, before the statute, devises of the use were permitted,
so, since the statute, the courts have uniformly held that,

where a devise is made to a use, the intention of the testa-

tor must be taken to be that the devisee of the use shouki
have the legal estate.

By a construction of the* Statute of Uses, adopted sooa
after it was passed, the grounds of which it is not easy to

understand, it was settled that a use could not be limited
on a use, that is, that the statute would operate on the first

declaration of use only : so that if, by bargain and sale, a
use in lands were limited to A and his heirs in trust, or to

the use of B and his heirs, the statute would vest the legs,

estate in A without adverting to the use declared in favour
of B. The Court of Chancery availed itself of this con-
struction to revive Uses under the name of Trusts ; and
it was determined that A was, in the case above mentioned.
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a trustee lor B of the beneficial interest in the land. It is

not true however, as has been said by Lord Hardwieke,
that the Statute of Uses ' has had no other effect than to

add at most three words to a conveyance ;' for the Court
or Chancery, availing itself of its exclusive jurisdiction over
trusts, and aware of the mischiefs attendant upon uses
before the statute, has gradually established a system well

adapted to answer the exigencies of family settlements and
ri which the

•
[TRUST

.tely treated in San-
Gilbert, ' On Uses,' by

provisions, without producin
statute of Henry VIII. was
and Trustee.]
The subject of this article .

ders, ' On Uses and Trusts ;' ai

Sugden.
USES, CHARITABLE AND SUPERSTITIOUS. The

term ' Charitable use,' as understood in law, is of very ex-
tensive application, and includes dispositions of property
which cannot with any propriety be described as charitable,

but which are so called with reference to the purposes enu-
merated in the statute .43 Eliz., c. 4, or such as are con-
sidered analogous to them. That statute enacted that the
Commissioners thereby empowered should inquire as to

the lands, &c. given by well-disposed people ' for relief of
aged, impotent, and poor people ; for maintenance of sick

and maimed soldiers and mariners ; schools of learning,

free-schools, and scholars in universities ; for repair of
bridges, ports, havens, causeways, churches, sea-banks,
and highways ; for education and preferment of orphans

;

for or towards the relief, stock, or maintenance of houses
of correction ; for marriage of poor maids

;
forsupportation,

aid, and help of young tradesmen, handicraftsmen, and
persons decayed ; and for relief or redemption of prisoners

and captives, and for aid or ease of any poor inhabitants
concerning payment of fifteens, setting out of soldiers, and
other taxes." Many gifts not within the letter have been
held to be within the equitable construction of this statute

;

and when the gift is to charity in general, without any
particular purpose being specified, it will be carried into

effect either by the Crown or the Court of Chancery, upon
principles which the determinations of that court have
established. The term ' Charitable use,' in law, is applied
exclusively to gifts for what are called public charities,

the objects of which are not .particular individuals, but a
class or the public in general.

A superstitious use, in its original sense, was where
lands, tenements, rents, goods or chatties, were given,

secured, or appointed for or towards any of the following

purposes, viz. : the maintenance of a priest or chaplain

to say mass; for the maintenance of a priest or other

man to pray for the soul of any dead man in such a
church or elsewhere ; to have or maintain perpetual
obits, lamps, torches, &c, to be used at certain times,

to help to save the souls of men out of purgatory.
See the 15 Rich. II., c. 5 ; 23 Hen. VIII., c. 10; and
1 Ed. VI., c. 14. The statute of Richard II. was passed
for the purpose of subjecting lands conveyed to uses to

the law of mortmain. The statute of Henry VIII. relates

only to assurances of lands to churches and chapels, which,
if for a longer term than 20 years, it declares to be abso-
lutely void. By the 1st of Edward VI. certain supersti-

tious uses then existing were forfeited to the king, but the
statute has no prospective operation. There is no statute

making superstitious uses void generally, but the king as

head of the commonwealth, and as intrusted by the com-
mon law to see that nothing is done ill maintenance or

propagation of a false religion, was considered entitled

to pray a discovery of a trust to a superstitious use, and to

order the property to be applied to a proper use. The
same principle has been applied to many cases of gifts of

property for purposes which cannot properly be classed as

superstitious uses, but are either expressly prohibited by the

law of the country or contrary to its policy. A change in

the doctrine of superstitious uses has been made by the

2 and 3 Win. IV., c. 115, which puts persons professing

the Roman Catholic religion upon the same footing, with

respect to their schools, places for religious worship, edu-
cation and charitable purposes, as Protestant dissenters

;

with respect to whom the doctrine of the court is, that it

will administer a fund to maintain a society of Protestant

dissenters promoting no doctrine contrary to law. though
at variance with that of the Established Church. The 2 and
3 Wm. IV., c. 115, is retrospective. (2 M. and K., 225.)

The Court of Chancery has a general jurisdiction over

r use
property given for charitable purposes, and the regular
mode in which matters relating to charities are brought
before it is by information by the attorney-general on be-
half of the crown.
The Court of Chancery adopts a very liberal construction

of gifts for charitable purposes; and there are numerous cases
of gifts for objects not within the letter of the statute of Eli-

zabeth which have been considered to be within the equit-
able meaning of the word charity as understood in that
court, and have been administered accordingly. And
when a gift is made for charity generally, without any
purpose specified, if the girt be to trustees, the court
will order a scheme to be prepared for the direction of the
trustees in the administration of the trust; and where the
declared object is charity, but no trust has been interposed,
the right to dispose of the property, and to declare the
particular charitable purposes to which it is to be applied,
belongs to the Crown by sign manual. Where the par-
ticular objects which the donor had in view fail, either
wholly or in part, the court adopts what is called the prin-
ciple of administration cy-pres, that is, it directs the pro-
perty to be applied to worthy objects in its judgment most
nearly resembling those which have failed, or when more
than one charity has been named by the donor, to such of
the others as are still subsisting. When the revenue of the
property increases from any cause, the increase goes to the
charity, if it appear to have been the intention of the donor
that the whole should be disposed of in that manner ; other-
wise the increase will go to the legal representative of the
donor. In cases where the ievc::ue of the property was dis-

tributable among several charities, tne question has been, in

what manner the increase of income was to be disposed of
among them. The principle established by the cases
seems to be, that a charity to which a fixed annual sum
has been given has no right to participate in the increase,
but that one entitled with the other charities to a propor-
tionate part of the original income will have a right to a
similar proportion of the increase.

When property is given to a superstitious use, or for a
charitable purpose which the law will not allow to be car-
ried into effect, the court, upon the not very satisfactory

ground that the property was meant for a charity, will

apply it to some other charity of which it approves. In
the words of Sir William Grant, 'Whenever a testator is

disposed to be charitable in his own way and upon his own
principles, we are not content with disappointing his inten-
tion, if disapproved by us : but we make nim charitable in

bur way and on our principles. If once we discover in

him any charitable intention, that is supposed to be so

liberal as to take in objects not only not within his inten-

tion, but wholly adverse to it.' (7 Ves., 495.) If the supe -

stitious use be one which the court considers charitable,

the fund goes to the king to be disposed of to such cha
table uses as he shall direct by sign-manual : if the use
not charitable, the gift is merely void, and the property wi 1

go to the donor's representative. (2 M. and K., 684.)
The regular mode of proceeding in cases of abuse of

charitable funds is by way of information in the name of

the attorney-general on behalf of the crown. In informa-

tions with respect to charities the Court of Chancery always
requires a person to be joined with the attorney-general,

who is styled the relator, and is answerable for the con-

duct and costs of the suit. This is done because Un-

crown never pays costs, in order to protect the defendants
by making the relator pay the costs, should the suit appear
to have been improperly instituted.

The above-mentioned Act of the 43rd of Eliz. empowered
the Court of Chancery to issue commissions to inquire

into the abuse or misapplication of property given for

charitable purposes, but tne proceedings under this act were
found so unsatisfactory that they gradually fell into disuse,

and recourse was again had to the original method of pro-

cedure by information.

By the 52 Geo. III., c. 101, commonly called Sir Samuel
Romilly's Act, the legislature provided a summary remedy-
in cases of abuses of charitable trusts, or where the aid of

the Court of Chancery was required for the administration

of them. That act empowered any two or more persons

ourt of equity praying the requi-

might thereupon grant in a sum-
to present a petitu

site relief, which the

mary maimer.
By the 59 Geo. III., c. 91, continued by the 2 Wm. IV., c.

57, the attomey-general was empowered to institute a suit
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by information without a relator, upon fire or more of the

commissioners of charities thereby appointed certifying

that the case was one requiring the interference of the

court.

The jurisdiction of the Court of Chancery over property

given to charity must be distinguished from the authority

frequently exercised by the lord chancellor or lord keeper

as visitor of charities. Charities are either under the ma-
nagement of individual trustees, or are established by charter

as eleemosynary corporations. On the institution of a cor-

porate charity, a visitorial jurisdiction arises ofcommon right

to the founder and his heirs, whether he be the king or a
private person, or to those whom the founder has appointed

for that purpose ; and the office of visitor is to determine

the differences of the members of the society, and to superin-

tend generally the government of the body, in accordance

with the statutes originally propounded by the founder.

With this visitorial power the Court of Chancery has no-

thing to do, its right of interference being confined entirely

to the administration of tiie property. When the charity

u of royal foundation, the visitorial power of the king is ex-

ercised by the lord chancellor as his representative ; and

even where the founder of the charity was a private person,

.f he has made no appointment of a visitor, and if his heir

cannot be discovered, or has become lunatic, the visito-

rial power, rather than that the charity should not be visited

at all, results to the crown, and, as in the case of royal

foundations, is exercised by the lord chancellor. The
mode of application in these cases is not by way of in-

formation, but by petition addressed to the Great Seal.

Certain restrictions have been put upon the power of

making gifts of property to charitable uses by the 9th of

Geo. II., c. 36, commonly, though improperly, called the

Mortmain Act. By it devises of land and bequests of

money to be laid out on land or in any interest .in land are

declared void. For an explanation of the provisions of this

act, see Mortmain.
(See Duke's Law of Charitable Uses; Boyle, Law of

Charities.)

USHER (in Latin Usserius), JAMES, a most learned

and distinguished Irish prelate, was born at Dublin, 4th

January, 1580. His father, the descendant of an antient

family, founded by an Englishman of the name of Nevil,

who in exchange for that had assumed the name of his

office on coming over to Ireland with Henry II.'s son John
in the quality of usher, about 1185, was Arnold Usher, one
of the six clerks of the Irish court of chancery ; his mother
was a daughter of James Stanyhurst, who was thrice

elected speaker of the Irish 'house of commons, and held
the offices of one of the masters in chancery and recorder

of the city of Dublin. A brother of his father's, Henry
Usher (about whom there is an article in Bayle), was
archbishop of Armagh from 1595 to 1613 : a brother of his

mother's was Richard Stanyhurst, who (as well as his sister

and his father) latterly became a Roman Catholic, and is

the author of a translation of the first four books of the
'jEneid' into English hexameters, besides several learned
theological and historical works, of one of which, his

'Descnptio Hiberniae,' an English translation is printed in

Holinshed's Chronicles.

Usher, who was his fathers eldest son, is said to have
been taught to read by two aunts who had been blind

from their cradle. He was then sent, at eight years of age,

to a school kept in Dublin by two secret political emissaries

of King James of Scotland, Mr. (afterwards Sir) James
Fullerton and Mr. James Hamilton (afterwards created
Viscount Clandeboye in the Irish peerage). The con-
cealed political agents were excellent scholars and teachers,
and Usher In after life used to attribute whatever pro-
ficiency he had made in learning mainly to the five years
during which he had the benefit of their instructions.

From their seminary he proceeded in 1593 to the newly-
opened university of Trinity College, Dublin, of which he
was one of the first three students that were admitted.

He had already acquired a high academic reputation,
when in 1598 the death of his father, who had intended to

educate him for the law, left him at liberty to follow his

own inclinations, which led him to the study of theology.
Upon coming to this determination he made over his
paternal inheritance to his younger brothers and his sisters,

only reserving a small annuity from the rental of the
property (which it seems was much involved by lawsuits,

as well as otherwise encumbered). Having then taken

his degree of M.A. in 1600, he was the next y
both deacon and priest by his uncle, the arch'
Armagh.

His first appointment, which he received very
was of Sunday afternoon preacher before the
was called, in Christ Church, Dublin. Two v
he made to England in 1603 and 1606, to pure!
the first time for the library of Trinity College,
time for himself, brought him into acquaintan
Thomas Bodley, Sir Robert Cotton, Camden,
distinguished persons of the day, whose admiratioi
to have been strongly excited' by the extensive
menta he had made at so early an age. From
he usually made a journey to England every tr

years, when his practice was to spend one
Oxford, another at Cambridge, and the rest of
London, principally in the Cottonian Library-

having proceeded bachelor of divinity, he was
fessor of that faculty in his college, and this post
for the next thirteen years. This same year al

made chancellor of the Cathedral of St. Patrick
he was unanimously chosen provost of Trinity Coll
declined the office, through an apprehension, it

its duties interfering with nis studies. In 1612
degree of D.D. ; and the next year, being at

there published in 4to. his first work, entitled
siarum Christianarum Successione et Statu :' i

tinuation of Bishop Jewel's 'Apology for the Church
England ' (also written in Latin) ; but it remains itself c
finished both in this first edition and in the reprint* .

Hanover in 1658, 8vo., and at London in 1687, 4to. vs1k:

with his ' Britannicarum Ecclesiarura Antiquitates ' ,

»

though in the last impression falsely described on the tr

page as ' Opus integrum ab auctore auctum et recoguitu;
Usher had from the first been a zealous opponent •

popery, which he maintained the law ought to disco.

tenance not only as politically objectionable, but as idc':-

trous ; he was also in doctrine a decided Calvinist and
destinarian ; and, besides being opposed to the Anoint:
principles, which were now coming into vogue, he did r.

profess in the matter of church government to hold '.-

same high notions as to the divine right of episcopacy n
many of the clergy. In consequence of ail this he h.

obtained the reputation of being inclined to Puritaius
and some pains had to be taken by his friends toW
the king's mind on this point ; but the representation* ti.

were made by influential persons in Ireland, and by I'tf*

himself, were so successful, that in 1620 James nomira.'-
him to the see of Meath. In 1623 he was made a meinU
of the Irish privy council ; and in January, 1624, while j
was in England (where he was detained by illness r

August, 1626) he was raised to the archbishopric
Armagh and the primacy of the Irish church. For sci
years after this his life was passed tranquilly in the u-

ministration of the affairs of his see and the prosecutio: •

his studies. In 1631 he published, all at Dublin, in 4v
certain writings of the old theologian Godeschalc. a

defence of predestination, with illustrations, under theui»
of ' Godeschalci et Predestinarianae Controversiae ab r

mots Historia ' (said to have been the first Latin bo >

printed in Ireland) ; in 1632 a collection of letters of lu
bishops from the sixth to the thirteenth century, under th»'

of ' Veterum Epistolarum Hibernicarum Sylloge ;* in 1G>
his ' Emanuel, or a Treatise on the Incarnation of the S.

of God,' reckoned one of his greatest performances. «.
reprinted in 1643 at Oxford, in 1645 and 1648 at Londcc
in 4to., and again at London in 1670, in folio ; and in 10
his celebrated ' Britannicarum Ecclesiarum Antiquitatr*
also several times reprinted.

In the beginning of 1640 he came over to England,m J

the intention of staying a year or two at most ; but t

never again saw his native country. He took up his re*

dence in the first instance at Oxford, and there publulxv
in 1641, a 4to. volume of theological dissertations, uini.

the title of ' Certain Brief Treatises.' The same year 1

was plundered of nearly everything he possessed in Irclia
by an attack of the rebels upon his house at Armagh ; »-
in the state of that country, it seems to have been thou; 1

'

needless for him to return to his archbishopric. Upon th-

the king, Charles I., conferred on him the bishopric •

Carlisle, to be held in commendam ; but of this he is

to have made very littl* ; and when soon after the revenua
of the bishops were confiscated by the parliament, he di.
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receive the pension of 400/. a year that was allotted
his support above once or twice. Meanwhile, con-

tinuing to reside mostly at Oxford, where he preached
every Sunday at one or other of the churches, he published
there, in 1644, in 4to. an edition, in Greek and Latin, of
the Epistles of Polycarp and Ignatius, reprinted at London
in 1647. Soon after this he left Oxford, and retired first to

the house of his son-in-law, Sir Timothy Tyrrell, at Cardiff

;

thence, after a stay of six months, to the castle of St. Donate,
on the invitation of the dowager Lady Stradling ; thence in

1040 to London, to the house of his friend the countess of
Peterborough, near Charing Cross. In 1647 he was chosen
preacher to the society of Lincoln's Inn, upon which he
took up his residence in a suite of apartments provided for

him in the inn, and had his library, the only part of his

property he had saved, removed thither. He preached
regularly during term time in the chapel of the inn for

nearly eight years. In 1647 he published his treatise
' De Konmua> Ecclesiae Symbolo,' and the next year his

learned ' Dissertatio de Macedonum et Asianorum Anno
Solari.' In the end of the year 1648, during the negotia-
tion between the king and the parliament about the settle-

ment of the church, his majesty sent for Usher to come to

him at the Isle of Wight ; and here a scheme which had
been drawn up by the archbishop seven years before, and
then rejected by Charles, was now proposed by him anew,
but, although accepted by the king, was rejected by the

parliamentary commissioners. It was published by Dr.

Bernard at London in 1658, under the title, by which it is

commonly known, of ' The Reduction of Episcopacy to

the Form of the Synodieal government in the Antient
Church.' In 1650 Usher published at London, in folio,

the first part of his great work, his ' Annales Veteris et

Novi Testamenti,' which was followed by the second part

in 1654 : other editions of both parts, all in folio, appeared
at Paris in 1673, at Bremen in 1675, and at Geneva (the

best) in 1722. The only other works he sent to the press

were his
-

' Epjstola ad Ludovicum Capellum de Variantibus
Textus Hebraici Lectionibus,' 4to. London, 1652 ; and his
' Syntagma de Grsca LXX. interpretum Versione,' 4to.

London, 1655, and again Lipsiae, 1695. He died at Lady
Peterborough's house, at Ryegate in Surrey, after a day's

illness, on the 21st of March, 1656 ; and his remains were
interred in Westminster Abbey by order of Cromwell, who
is said however to have left the relations of the deceased
prelate to pay the greater part of the expense of the public

funeral. By his wife Phoebe, daughter of Dr. Luke Chal-
loner, whom he married in 1613, and who died about a
year and a half before him, Usher left only one daughter,

Elizabeth, who became the wife of Sir Timothy Tyrrell.

[Tyrrell, James.] In addition to the works above men-
tioned, several others were printed from his papers after

his death : I, * The Judgment of the late Archbishop,'

&c, published by Dr. Nicholas Bernard, 8vo. Lond. 1658
;

2. ' Chronologia Sacra,' &c, published by Dr. Thomas
Barlow (afterwards bishop of Lincoln), 4to. Lond. 1660

;

3, ' The Judgment and Sense of the present See of

Rome,' also by Dr. Bernard, 8vo. Lond. 1659
; 4, ' The

Power of the Prince and Obedience of the Subject stated,'

by his grandson, James TyTrell, 4to. Lond. 1661 ; 5, A
volume of Sermons ; 6, ' Historia Dogmatica Controversial

inter Orthodoxos et Pontificios de Scripturis et Sacris

Vemaculis,' by Henry Wharton, 4to. Lond. 1690 ; 7, 'A
Collection ofThree Hundred Letters written to James Usher,

lord archbishop of Armagh, &c, collected by Richard

Parr, D.D., his lordship's chaplain at the time of his death,'

folio, Lond. 1686. To this collection Parr has prefixed an

ample biographical memoir of the archbishop ; and there

are lives of Usher, in Latin, by Dr. Bates (in the ' Collectio

Batesiana'), and by Dr. T. Smith (in his 'Vitse Eruditis-

simorunv and also prefixed to the Geneva edition of the

' Annales'). Bayle, who has a short article on Usher, re-

fers to what he calls a good abridgment of his life in a

Knew of Parr's collection in the ' Biblotheque Universelle,'

vol. ii., pp. 219-244. There is a very full account in the
1 Biosrraphia Britannica,' vol. vi., part i., pp. 4062-4081.

USICZA. [Servia.]

ISK. [Monmouthshire.]
U'SNEA, a genus of plants belonging to the natural

family of Lichens. This name is said to have originated

in the Arabic name Sehneh, or dchnfn, a name given to all

lichens. The whole plant is much branched, filiform,

pendulous, and furnished within with a bundle of I

P. C, No. 1625.

elastic fibres ; the reproductive organs (apothecia)

orbicular, terminal, peltate, and often ciliate at the bo
The Usnea plicata. in common with the Roccella tine

and other lichens, is used as a dye.

USPALLATA. [Plata, p. 218.]

U'STICA. [Palermo; Sicily.]

USTIUG VELIKI {i.e. Great Ustiug) is a considerable

town in the government of Wologda in Russia in Euroj.c,

situated in 60" 47' N. lat. and 46" 5' E. long., at the con-
fluence of the Suehona and the Jug, which two rivers,

by their junction, form the Dwina, which falls into the
White Sea at Archangel. It is an antient town, built in

the Russian fashion ; the houses arc for the most port of

wood ; there are two cathedrals, twenty-three churches,
five convents, and several buildings and warehouses be-
longing to the crown. The climate of the circle of which
it is the capital is very raw and cold, so that it has not
much superfluity of natural productions for commerce ; but
the town, being situated on the direct road from Archangel
to Siberia, and to the southern provinces, may be considered
as one of the most important commercial towns of north-

ern Russia. The inhabitants have a considerable trade

with Archangel, St.. Petersburg, Casan, Costroma, Yaro-
slav, and Novogorod, which is greatly facilitated by many
navigable rivers. The chief articles which pass in transit

are Russian productions from the other governments, the
furs of Siberia, silks and tea from China, and fish from the
North Sea. The inhabitants have also manufactures of

linen, woollen, leather, soap, candles, hosiery, and wooden
utensils, and there are in the town many gold and silver-

smiths, whose works in enamel and bronzed silver are
much esteemed.

(Hassel, Hundbuch, vol. xi.
;
Stein, Lexicon, by Horschel-

mann ; Cannabich, Lehrbueh.)
USUCA'PIO. Gaius (ii. 40-42) states that if a Res

Mancipi was transferred by bare tradition, without the
forms of Mancipatio or in Jure Cessio, the original owner
retained the Quiritarian ownership, and the person to
whom the thing was transferred had only the right to the
enjoyment of the thing until by possession he had acquired
the ownership (possideudo usucapiat). For the effect of
such enjoyment was to give him the same rights with
respect to the thing as if it had been transferred in due
legal form. In the case of moveables the Twelve Tables
fixed one year as the term of Usucapio ; in the case of
land and houses, two years. The acquisition of the Quiri-
tarian ownership of a thing by enjoyment of it. under the
circumstances above stated for these several periods was
called Usucapio.

Gaius states that there might also be Usucapio in the
case both of things Mancipi and things Nec Mancipi which
had been transferred by bare tradition from a person who
was not the owner, provided the transferree received them
in good faith (bona fide\ or, in other words, believed that
he received them from the owner. It seems probable that
this rule of law was established by analogy to the rule of
the Twelve Tables as to Res Mancipi which had been
transferred by defective modes of conveyance. But the
Twelve Tables may have fixed only the time of Usucapio

:

the origin of Usucapio may be anterior to the Twelve
Tables.

When Gaius wrote (in the second century of our a?ra),

Usucapio, as it appears, had become a regular mode of
acquiring ownership ; for property of all kinds might be
so acquired which had been received by tradition and
bonii fide from a person who was not the owner. The caae
of things stolen, or the possession of which had been ac-

quired by violence (vis), was an exception, for even if re-

ceived bonfi fide they could never become the property ot

the receiver by Usucapio. The Res Mancipi of women
also, who were in the tutela of their agnati, could not be
objects of Usucapio unless they had been received from
her by traditio with the proper consent (auctoritas) cf her
tutor ; and the hereditas of a woman who was in tutela

legitima could not be an object of Usucapio. As land
(fundus) could not, according to the best opinion, be an
object of furtum, a bona fide purchaser of land from a man
who was not the owner, and knew he was not the owner,
might acquire the property of it by Usucapio, provided the

seller had not acquired the possession by violence, but had
either taken possession of land which was vacant through
the carelessness of the owner, or from the owner dying

I without a successor, or having been long absent.
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Besides individual objects of property, Usucapio could

exist in the case of servitutes, and marriage, and in the

case of an Hereditas. Originally such Servitutes as fol-

lowed the rule of law as to Res Mancipi could only be
transferred like Res Mancipi ; and therefore Usucapio
could only apply to such servitutes. But by analogy to

Res Mancipi, they could be acquired by bare contract,

to which Usucapio was superadded ; and when Man-
cipatio at a later period was replaced by bare tradition,

they could be acquired by contract simply. In the case of

marriage, when there was no co-emptio, the woman might
come into the power of her husband by virtue of uninter-

rupted cohabitation for one year ; and she was then said

to become a part of his Famifia by usucapio founded on a
year's possession. (Gains, i. 111.) In the case of the

Hereditas, when the testator had not disposed of his pro-
perty by the necessary forms of the Mancipatio and Nun-
cupatio, the person who was named heres in the will

could only acquire his legal title as such by Usucapio.
These various instances will show the original notion of

Usucapio. It was a legal effect given to bonS fide pos-
session and enjoyment for a fixed time, by which defects

in the transfer of a thing were made good : it was not ori-

ginally a mode of acquisition. It was founded on a title

good in substance, but defective in form ; and this defect
was supplied by the proper period of enjoyment (usus).

When this usus had continued for the legal time, it gave
its auctoritas (as the Romans expressed it), its efficiency and
completeness to what was in its origin incomplete ^and
the phrase Usus Auctoritas was older than the ex-
pression Usucapio, which was afterwards the ordinary
term. But Usus by itself never signified Usucapio ; for

Usus alone could not give a title to the ownership ofa thing.

In the case of public land the possessor had the usus, but
this was all that he could be entitled to as possessor.. Such
usus could not from the nature of the case have an auc-
toritas, for the possessor did not occupy the public land as
a bonfi fide purchaser. A man might also have the usus of

private land without having a title to anything further : in

which case also the usus could never have an auctoritas.

In the Roman law, as known to us in the Pandect, Usucapio
appears as a mode of acquisition, which must have been
owing to the circumstance of Mancipatio ceasing to be re-

garded as important : for bare tradition in all cases, fol-

lowed by the proper usus, gave complete ownership.
Finally, when the difference between Res Mancipi and
Nec Mancipi was abolished, Usucapio in its original sense
ceased. But as in the time of Gains we find usucapio
applicable to the case of things Nec Mancipi, which a
person had possessed bonS fide, this rule of law still con-
tinued, and various limitations were in course of time esta-
blished as to the mode of acquiring the ownership of a
thing by the enjoyment of it. Thus Justinian, in his ' In-
stitutes ' (ii., tit. 6), after reciting the old law, refers to
one of his Constitutions, by which the ownership of
moveables might be acquired by use (usucapiantur), pro-
vided there was a bonfi fide possession (justa causa posses-
sions praecedente) for three years, and that of immovable
Ihings by the 'longi temporis possessio,' which he ex-
plains to be ten years ' inter praesentes,' and twenty years
'inter absentes;' and the Constitution applied to the
whole empire. Usucapio is defined in the 'Digest'
(xli., tit. 3, s. 3) to be the 'addition of ownership by
the uninterrupted possession for a time fixed by law.'
As it was the addition of ownership, something is here
implied to which this addition was to be made ; and this
something was a bonSfide possession.
The subject of Usucapio admits and requires a much

more complete exposition. The reader may refer to the
following works:—Eneelbach, Ueber die Usucapion zur
suit der zwntf Tafeln, Marburg, 1828 ; and Miihlenbruch,
JJoclrina Pandectarum.
USUS. [UstlFRUCTUS.]
USUFRUCTUS, or USUSFRUCTUS, and USUS,

oelonged to the class of Servitutes Personarura among
the Romans. Ususfructus is defined (.Dig., 7, tit. 1, s. 1)
to be ' the right to use and take the fruits (fruendi) of
what belongs to another without impairing its substance.'
Usus is defined (/>/«., 7, tit. 8, s. 1, 2) to be the right
• to use, but not to take the fruits (i'rui).'

The objects of ususfructus might be land (fundus),
houses (aedes), slaves, beasts of burden, and other things.
He who was entitled to a Ususfructus was called Usufruc-

tuarius, or Fructuarius. A right to a Ususfroctu- -

be given to a person by testament, or it might be

blished by contract.

Generally, it may be stated that all the ' fructus.' >

-

duce of a thing that accrued during the time of eojo-

:

belonged to the Fructuarius ; but his title to frucf

not complete till he had taken them, and it was a

rule that any ' fructus ' which had not been got in m
at the time when the Ususfructus ceased did not beli

him. The law as to things that yield an increase. »•

fruit-trees and animals, did not present many dife

questions. As to houses and lands, the question!

sometimes more difficult. The Fructuarius was e-'

to the rents and profits of houses during his time o.

joyment, and he was bound at least to keep them in •
-

cient repair, but probably not to rebuild them, if the*

in a ruinous condition. He was bound to cultivate

in a proper husbandlike manner. He could work en>

mines and quarries for his benefit* and he could alio
-

new mines and work them. The fructuarius could r

tain his rights to the ususfructus by actions and interc-

The period of ususfructus might either be for a fii«:
•

or for the life of the fructuarius. At the termini):

the period of enjoyment, the thing was to be given

the owner, who could generally require security i-

being properly used and given up in proper condition

The usus of a thing, as already explained, was a nr
the enjoyment of a thing, but not to the produce or pv

of it. Yet in some cases the usus of a thing imp

right to a certain amount of produce. Thus the us.

cattle implied that the usuarius was entitled to s mot
allowance of milk ; and a man who had the usuj c

estate could take wood for his daily use, and could •

the orchard and other things in moderation. If a k> •

the usus of oxen, he could employ them for all pur;

for which oxen are properly used. The duties of tht

arius resembled those of the fructuarius.

The rules of law which related to the Ususfructu-

Usus were numerous. Many of them are collected

Digest, lib. 7 ; see also ' Fragmenta Vaticana," Dt
fructu ; and Miihlenbruch, Doctrina Pandectarum.
USUMASINTA. [Mexican States.]
USURPA'TIO is sometimes used by the Roman ;;•

in the sense of interruption of Usucapio. But th<

' usurpo ' and its derivatives are commonly used in uV -

of ' using,' or ' employing,' in any way that is suitable 1

character of the object used or employed. The part;

' usurpatus ' sometimes signifies the acquisition of a

by use : thus ' usurpatara mulierem ' (according t-

ordinary reading in Gellius, iii. 2) means a woman -

had come into the power of her husband by unintenv
matrimonial cohabitation for one year. (See &>>.

System des Heutigen Romiscken Rechts, iv., p. 365, c
passage of Gellius, which is a quotation from Q. M-

Scaevola, the pontifex.) The word is also used
™

sense of taking possession of a thing ; and in coutv

time the notion of wrong was attached to the word. -
:

mianus Marcellinus (xxvi. 7, ed. Gronov.) use* '

pator' in a sense somewhat like the modern 'usti"

when he says ' usurpator indebitse potestatis.'

USURY. [Interest.]
UT, in Music, the name given by the French to tht

the diatonic scale, called Do by the Italians and Eur

UT1CA, a city of Zeugitana, in Africa, near the m-

of the river Bagradas. It was one of the oldest T>'

colonies on the coast of Africa. In the Second Puim
'"

it stood a siege by Scipio. At the beginning of the
1'

'

Punic War it surrendered to the Romans ; and when

Roman province of Africa was formed out of the t

quered territory of Carthage, the seat of proconsulu

vernment was fixed at Utica. It was the scene of
«>'

'

great events during the civil wars of Rome, and it bt« :

especially famous as the death-place of the younger' »

[Cato.] It was made a colony by Augustus, and
as the second city of Africa after Carthage. Utic* =•

built on the sea-coast, but by the alteration of the n»-

site has been left some distance inland. Its ruins an «'

at Bow-Shater. (Shaw's Travels, p. 79, 4to. edition.

UTRECHT, one of the ten provinces of the lined

the Netherlands, situated between 51° 55' and 5'-

N. lat., and 4° 40' and 5° 3C E. long. It is booDde-l I

the north by Holland and the Zuiderzee ; on the e*>'
J

Gelderland ; on the south by Gelderland and HoU"'
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id on the west by Holland. Its area is 510 square miles ;

lid the population, according to the latest return, 147,681.
l the northern and western parts, and on the banks of the
eck, the surface is level and low ; and only towards the
>uth-east, between Utrecht and Amersfort, there are some
>vv hills, which slightly vary the monotonous appearance
f the country. The soil in the low parts is rich and fertile

;

i the more elevated tracts sandy, with here and there
>mc low thickets, extensive heaths, and' peat-moors. It

watered by the Rhine and its branches, and by several
inals. The climate is not so damp as that of the
rovince of Holland: the air is pure and healthy, and
lere is good fresh-water. The natural productions are
ie common domestic animals, poultry, fish, bees, corn,
ulse, garden-fruit, culinary vegetables, flax, hemp, and
»bacco. The manufactures are chiefly in the towns of
[trecht and Amersfort, and the Moravian settlement at
eyst : these are principally woollen, cotton, silk, linen:
lere are also breweries and distilleries. The exports are
porn, cattle, swine, butter, cheese, some manufactured
oods, bricks, and tiles.

UTRECHT, me capital of the province, is situated in
2° 7' N. lat., 5° 6' E. long., in a pleasant country, at the
furcation of the branch of the Rhine called the Old
Lhine. and the Vecht. The Rhine divides the city into
wo parts, and there are likewise two canals with thirty-six

rawbridges. The position of the city is healthy, and free

Dm the inconvenience of damp, so common in Holland, it

eing situated on a dry and rather elevated soil, with a de-
't'lit towards the river. The approaches to the city are

beautiful, especially that from Amsterdam, which
sts of a broad avenue, bordered with rows of trees,

appearance of the city itself is antique, many of the
s being in the Gothic style. It was formerly strongly

led, but the ramparts have been converted into public
There is a beautiful walk called the Maliebann

II), above half a mile in length, planted with eight
i of lime-trees. It is one of the finest in Europe, and

lOuis XIV. expressly commanded it to be spared, when
is army destroyed everything else. The cathedral, a con-
idcrable part of which is in ruins, is worthy of notice on
ccount of the tower, 388 feet high, from the summit of
rhich there is a most extensive prospect, embracing 20large
nd 30 small towns. There are besides 7 Dutch Calvinist
hurches, 1 Lutheran, 1 Anglican, 1 French Calvinist, 1

loravian, and 3 Roman Catholic churches. The town-
ouse is a handsome modem building. The university,

funded in 1634, enjoys considerable reputation, though it

> not so celebrated as that of Leyden : it has five facidties,

nd is amply provided with all the necessary appendages, a
otanic garden, observatory, &c. This is the head-quar-
Bra of the Jansenists, who have here an archbishop and
hapter. The city has many charitable institutions, a
ociety of aits and sciences, a society of painters, and a
Sible Society. The population is about 45,000 : the inha-
litants manufacture woollen-cloths, silk, lace, needles,
nd have some sugar-houses and bleaching-grounds.
(Hassel, Handbuch, vol. ix. ; Stein, Lexicon ; Murray,

dbook for Travellers in Holland; and Brockhaus,
tersations Lexicon.)
IECHT, A. VAN. [Van Utrbcht, A.]
tECHT, TREATIES OF. [Treaty, p. 174.]

UCULA'RIA, a genus of plants belonging to the
1

order Lentibulariw. This name is derived from
Uus, 1 a Utile bladder,' in reference to the structure of

s appendage of the root. The genus is known by the calyx
laving two equal leaves, a personate spurred corolla, a two-
ipped stigma, a globose capsule of one cell, and several seeds
ixed to a central receptacle. There are only three species

>f this genus described, and they are all inhabitants of
3reat Britain. The metamorphosed leaves attached to the
"dots of all the species are furnished with little bladders,

ifllich, when the plant is growing at the bottom of a ditch

jr pond, are filled with water. Bet as it is necessary that
.he plant should flower and ripen its seeds at the surface of

.iter, these little bladders, at certain seasons of the

[rear, become filled with air instead of water, and the plant
is borne by their buoyancy to the surface of the water.
When the ripening of the seed is perfected, and it is neces-
sary for the planting of the Beed that it should be carried

to the bottom of the water, the air in the bladdera is

replaced by water, and the whole plant sinks to the bottom
T the water again.

U. vulgaris, Greater Bladderwort, or Common Hooded
Millfoil, has a conical spur, with the upper lip as long aa
the entire palate ; the leaves finely divided. Not unfrequent
in ditches and deep pools. It flowers in June and July.

U. intermedia, Intermediate Bladderwort, has the upper
lip twice as long as the palate, and the leaves tripartite.

It is a much less frequent plant than the preceding. It

may be mistaken for the last species, but its flowers are
smaller, of a pale yellow, and have a longer lip : the steins
also are more leafy.

U. minor, Lesser Bladderwort, has a spur extremely
short, obtuse, and keeled, with an upper Hp as long as the
palate, and the leaves subtripartite. It is a smaller plant,

than the last. The flowers are a very pale yellow, and
small.

These plants are not susceptible of cultivation. They
are more numerous in hot than in temperate climates,
forming an elegant ornament in the pools and streams
wherein they grow. The flowers soon perish, and are so
veiy delicate, that they cannot be dried for the herbarium.
UTRFCULUS, in Botany, a form of fruit. It is charac-

terised by being one-celled, one or few seeded, superior,
membranous, and frequently dehiscent by a transverse in-

cision. It differs from the pyxidium in having originally

a simple structure, and does not proceed from an ovarium
with obliterated dissepiments. The utricle is seen in the
fruits of the Amaranthus and Chenopodium. This form of
fruit is called a cystidium by Link.

UTTOXETER. [Staffordshire.]
UVA'RIA, a genus of plants of the natural family of

Anonaeeae, so named from uva, ' grape,' its fruit growing
in bunches like grapes. This genus is nearly allied to

Unona. The carpels are numerous, fleshy: many celled
;

many seeded, with the seeds disposed in a double row.
U. zeylanica is a rambling shrub, a native of Ceylon, with
scarlet; starry flowers, and eatable fruit. Several of the
species are ornamental, and others have berries of a
sweetish taste, which may be eaten. The species form
trees or shrubs. Natives chiefly of India and the Indian
islands, with a few in Africa. Several of those formerly
placed in this genus are now considered to belong to

Unona.
UVIGERI'NA. [Forami.vifera, vol. x., p. 348.]
U'VULA is the small cylindrical body which hangs at

the middle of the posterior margin of the soft palate. It is

covered by a continuation of the mucous membrane of the
palate, and contains in its interior some minute glands,
like those of the palate and the root of the tongue, and a
muscle named azygos uvula, which passes from the pos-
terior spine of the hard palate to the end of the uvula, and
has the power of elevating and shortening it. These, with
a loose and fine connecting fibro-cellular tissue, make up
the whole substance of the uvula.

The only purpose which the uvula is known to serve is

that of filling up the gap which remains between the
arches of the palate even when they are most approxi-
mated. It is subject to no peculiar diseases, but almost
always participates in the inflammation of a sore throat.

That which is called a relaxed sore throat consists chiefly

in an enlargement, with oedema of the uvula. In this state

it is long enough to come into frequent contact with the
root of the tongue, so as to produce a sensation as if there

were something to be swallowed, or a sense of choking
when it reaches to the epiglottis. The best treatment for

this annoyance is the application of stimulants and astrin-

gents in gargles, such as are used in chronic cynanche.
[Cynanche.] If these fail, the uvula should be cut off

-

;

an operation neither painful nor dangerous. The uvula
should be seized with a double hook, and cut off close to

the palate with a pair of curved blunt-pointed scissors.

The excision of the uvula has been employed for the
cure of stammering, and has often produced a temporary
improvement of the speech : but no lasting benefit fol-

lows the operation, and its only advantage seems to be that

it is less painful and dangerous than the other equally use-

less, proceedings which have been adopted for the same
purpose.
UVULATIIA, a small genus of the natural family of

Melanthaceae, so named from the diminutive of uva, a
bunch of grapes. The perianth is corol-like, composed
of six leaflets, each with a nectariferous depression at the

ba»e. Stamens 6, anthers opening outwards. Ovary three-

celled, with many seeds in two rows. Style simple. SUg-
L 2
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mas three, revolute. Capsules three-celled, three-valved,

valves bearing the partitions in the middle. Seeds with a
fleshy umbilicus. Embryo small, cylindrical within the
fleshy albumen. This is usually accounted a North Ame-
rican genus, with some doubtful species in China and
Japan. So those found by Dr. Wallich in the Himalayas,
and referred by him to this genus, were considered by the
late Mr. Don to belong to Diosporum ; but the characters

of both genera require more minute examination. The
species of both genera are very similar in habit ; all are
easily cultivated, but have little beauty to recommend
them.
UXBRIDGE. [Middlesex.]
UZ. [Germany, p. 196.]

UZEL. [C&TES DU Nord.]
UZERCHE. [Correze.]
UZE'S, a town in France, capital of an arrondissement,

in the department of Gard, about 430 miles south-south-
east of Paris, through Auxerre, Lyon, Valence, and Le
Pont St. Esprit. It was evidently a town in the time of
the Romans, from the remains which have been discovered

;

and the name ' Ucetia,' not mentioned by any antient geo-
grapher or historian (unless it be the same as the Castrum
Uceciense in the 4 Notitia Provinciarum Galliae '), but
found in an inscription dug up at Nimes, probably be-
longed to it. It was the seat of a bishopric, suppressed

at the Revolution ; but the townsmen embraced in the six-

teenth century the cause of the Reformation. They w«r»
obliged to submit to the royal forces in 1629, when th*

ramparts of the town were razed and its privileges takes

away.
It stands on an eminence not far from the little'river Sera-,

which flows into the Gardon. It is ill laid out and ill built.

The principal object of attention is the ex-episcopal palace,

with its handsome terrace and park. The population «r

the commune, in 1826, was 5622 ; in 1831, 6162 (of whom
5079 were in the town itself) ; and in 1836, 5049. Hosier,,

coarse woollens, and silk goods, paper and cardboard, ait

manufactured. The bread is very light, and is remarkable
for its whiteness. Trade is carried on in silks, brandy, wnv.
oil, and grain. There are three fairs in the year. Uz>
has a subordinate court of justice, one or two fiscal govert-

ment offices, a communal school, and an agricultural so-

ciety. The theologian Abauzit was a native of Urea.
The arrondissement of Uzes has an area of 573 square

miles: it comprehends 98 communes, and is subdivide,
into 8 cantons or districts, each under a justice of th-j

peace. The population, in 1831, was 83,752; in 183)',

85,701.

{Dictionnaire Giographique Universel ; Vavsse de Vf-
liers, Itiniraire Detcriptif de la France; D'Anville, A>
tice de FAneienne Game.)
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Urville, J. D. d', 64
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413]
Umpire ; Award; 501
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Uncaria, 508
U'ncia, 509
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Undecagon, 509
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tious, 67

Usher, 68
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U'snea, 69
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Usucapio, 69
Usufructus and Usus, 70
Usumasinta [Mexican State*]
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Ut, 70
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Utrecht, A. van [Van Utrecht]
Utrecht, Treaties of [Treaty.
Utricularia, 71 fn. 171
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V.
V. as pronounced by the English, is the pressed or medial
abial aspirate, bearing the same relation to / that b

•iiu's to p. Its form is only a variety of the character by
which the vowel u is denoted, the latter being in its origin

the cursive character employed with soft materials, while
4> is better adapted for writing on stone. The Roman
letter v was probably pronounced as a w, a supposition
which would explain the fact that in the alphabet of that

language one character is employed for both u and v.

""he converse of this appears in the German alphabet, where
i has nearly the power of v, while the latter symbol is

1 to designate the sound of the English /, as is the case
in Welsh. *

r is interchangeable with b and m : see these letters.

It is also inU'rchangcable with /, and hence the confusion
between the characters, as just observed. The changes
with u\ git, du, will be considered under the letter W.
VAALS. [Limburg.]
VACAHIUS, a civilian, who taught the Roman law at

Oxford in the reign of Stephen, about the middle of the
twelfth century. Of the personal history of Vacarius little

is known. In the anonymous Norman Chronicle, which
mentions him, and briefly notices a work written by him,
he is described as ' gente Longobardus, vir honestus et

jurisperitus, qui leges Romanas anno ab incarnatione

Domini 1149 in AngliS discipulos doceret.' Being a

Lombard by birth, it is highly probable that he was brought
up at the University of Bologna, which at that time was in

high reputation, and it is possible, as far as dates are con-

cerned, that he may have studied in the school of Irnerius.

Selden has fallen into an error respecting Vacarius, which
has been adopted from him by Heineccius, Duck, Mont-
faucon, and many other eminent writers. He calls him
Rofferius Vacarius, and supposes him and Rogerius, abbot
of Bee in Normandy, and also Rogerius Beneventanus, a
w ell-known glossator, to be one and the same individual.

(.Selden, Diss, ad Fletam, cap. vii., sec. 3-7.) It has

been clearly proved by recent German writers that Selden
has in this respect confounded three separate persons, and
that the mistake originated in the false punctuation of a
passage in the anonymous Norman Chronicle, cited by
Selden, in which both Vacarius and Rogerius, abbot of

Bee, are mentioned. (Wenck, Magister Vacarius Primus
Juris Romani in AngliS Professor, p. 3 ;

Savigny, Ge-
schichte des Romischen Rechts im Mittelalter, vol. iv.,

348.) The time and occasion of Vacarius's appear-
: in England are related by Gervase of Dover, who is

ed by Selden to have written his Chronicle at the

ing of the thirteenth century. Theobald, archbishop
nteibury, relying upon the aid and advice of Thomas

3ecket, who had himself studied the Roman law at

ologna. appealed to Pope Celestin II. against the king's

brother, Henry, bishop of Winchester, who was legate to

the apostolical see, contending that, as archbishop of Can-
terbury, he was legatus naius, and entitled of right to the

legatine authority. This appeal occasioned great litiga-

tion. ' Oriuntur hinc inde,' says Gervase of Dover, ' dis-

cordiae graves, lites et appellationes antea inauditse.

Tunc leges et causidici in Angliam primo vocati sunt,

quorum primus erat Magister Vacarius. Hie in Oxone-
fordiS legem docuit,' &c. (Twysden, Hist. Angl. Scrip-

tores, vol. ii., p. 1665.) As Celestin II. died in Sep-

tember, 1143, within six months after his election to the

papacy, and u Pope Eugenius III. disposed of the subject

of the above appeal in 1146 in favour of Archbishop
Theobald, the period of the introduction of Vacarius and
the Roman laws and lawyers into England, as noticed by
Gervase of Dover, must have been between the years 1143
and 1146. In the Chronicle of Robertus de Monte (of

which the above-cited Norman Chronicle appears clearly

to be merely an imperfect abstract) it is expressly stated
^ l Vacarius continued to teach the Roman law in

gland in 1149, and that 'many, both rich and poor,

orted to him for instruction.' The same authority goes

i to say that, ' at the suggestion of the poorer students,

rius composed nine books from the Code and Digests,

'

, for any person perfectly acquainted with them, were

sufficient to decide all disputed points of law which
usually came to be discussed in the schools.' (Savigny,
Geschichte, &c.) This latter expression no doubt refers

to the controversies on supposed propositions of law,
which we know prevailed as juridical exercises in the
universities during the middle ages, and which were pro-
bably derived immediately from the scholastic disputa-
tions, though the general notion of them might possibly
have been handed down by tradition from the schools of
rhetoricians at Rome. The only other mention of
Vacarius to be found in the meagre histories of those times
is by John of Salisbury, in the book entitled ' Policraticum,
sive' de Nugis Curialium,' which is supposed to have been
written about the year 1159. This writer, after inveighing
against kings who assumed to command the church and
interfere with ecclesiastical matters, says, ' I have seen
some who have thrown the books of law into the fire,

and have not scrupled to cut the laws (Jura) and canons to

pieces if they fell into their hands. In the time of King
Stephen the Roman laws, which the house of the venerable
Father Theobald, primate of Britain, had brought into

England, were ordered out of the realm. Every man was
forbidden by a royal edict to retain the books of that law,

and our Vacarius was enjoined to silence. Nevertheless,
by the help of God, the virtue of that law more prevailed
in proportion as impiety sought to weaken it.' (Policrat.,

lib. vhi., c. 22.)

A notice of Vacarius is chiefly important as connected
with the introduction of the Roman law into England at

this early period, and the great attention which it seems to

have attracted. From the passages above cited from con-
temporary writers, it is clear that a foreign professor taught
the civil law at Oxford in the reign of Stephen,—that his
teaching was attended by great numbers of rich and poor
students,—that for the use of the latter he composed a
work consisting of an abstract of the Code and Digest,—that
the effect of his teaching was sufficiently important to call

for its suppression by a royal edict,—and that, notwithstand-
ing that edict, the study of the Roman law continued to

flourish exceedingly. With the slender information we pos-

sess respecting the history of this period, it is not easy to
,

ascertain with precision either the motives which induced
this zealous and persevering attention to a foreign system of

jurisprudence, or the practical uses to which the know-
ledge of it was applied. No doubt the judges, delegates,

advocates, and procurators in the episcopal consistories

must have been civilians ; but the number of those who
for this purpose required an acquaintance with the Roman
law could not have been sufficiently great to have con-
stituted so large and flourishing a school as that of Vaca-
rius at Oxford. The fact may perhaps be ascribed to a
more general cause. We know that the extraordinary
impulse which had then recently been given to the study
of the Roman law at Bologna had been communi-
cated to the Continental universities of Europe, and
that in all of them the juridical disputations in the schools

were pursued by great numbers without any practical

object, though with a degree of interest, and even en-
thusiasm, which it is difficult for us to understand at the

present day, but which may in great measure be ac-
counted for by the paucity of other objects of polite learn-

ing in those ages. This feeling was probably imported
into England, and operated in the same manner at Oxford
as in foreign universities. That the civil law was not used
as an authority in the English common law courts is evi-

dent from the records of the Curia Regis which are in

existence from the time of Stephen, and which demon-
strate that the law of the land was the antient customary
law. Nevertheless the extent to which the Roman law
was studied and understood, and the manner in which it was
employed by writers in illustrating the common law and sup-
plying its deficiencies, are exemplified in the treatise of
Glanville, and still more remarkably in those of Bracton
and Fleta. And indeed Vacarius himself, who wrote in

England and for English pupils, seems, in an obscure
passage of his work, to indicate the mode in which
these writtrs subsequently made use of the Roman law

:
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' Quid prohibet. pauca veluti in collem aliquem, eis maxime,
qui legibus istis non utuntur, cumulare, ut infra septa jus-

tithe quasi ex loco eminenti conspiciendo, discant sine

mngno labore accedere ad optata.' (.Wenck's Magister
I'afiuriiis, p. 87.)

Several copies of Vacarius's work are still extant in

manuscript. The cathedral library at Prague contains a
copy which Savigny says he has seen, and of which Pro-
lessor Wenck gives an account. Another copy is in

the town library at Bruges; a third is in the library

.it Konigsberg ; and a fourth is the property of Professor

Wenck at Leipzig, and is particularly described in his

work respecting Vacarius. The book probably exists

in other collections, and one would expect to find it at

Oxford ; but as yet no other copies have been discovered.

The original title appears to have been as follows :—' Liber
ex universo enucleato jure exceptus, et pauperibus prteser-

tim destinatus.' The whole work consists of nine books, as
stated in the Chronicles. These books correspond as to
their general subjects with the first nine books of the Code,
but the subdivisions are different, some of the titles being
taken from the Digest or from other books of the Code.
The words of the Code and the Digest are retained as
the substance or text of these titles, and a copious gloss

accompanies it, composed partly of passages taken from
other sources of Roman law and partly of the explanations
and illustrations of the author. The work has little value
at the present day, except as the only remaining trace of
an English school of Roman law at the early period at

which it was written. It is described by Savigny in

his history ; and Professor Wenck has published a very
copious abstract of it in his ' Magister Vacarius.'
VACCINA'CILE, a natural order of plants belonging to

Lindley's polycarpous group of Monopetalous Exogens.
The species of this order are shrubby plants, with round
irregularly angled stems and branches

; simple, entire, alter-

nate, coriaceous leaves, with a solitary or racemose in-

florescence. The calyx is superior and entire, or with
4, 5, or 6 lobes, sometimes deciduous. The corolla is

monopetalous, and its lobes correspond to those of the
calyx and are alternate with them. The stamens are free

and are generally double the number of the lobes of the
calyx, and are inserted into an epigynous disk ; the anthers
arc terminal, 2-celled, bursting by pores, and furnished
with two horns. The ovary is inferior, surmounted by the
epigynous disk, 4 or 5 celled, with one or many seeds in

each cell ; the style and stigma are both simple. The
• seeds are very small, with a straight embryo in the midst of
a fleshy albumen ; the cotyledons are very short, and the
radicle is long. This order is made by many botanists a
section of Ericaceae. It was separated by De Candolle,

VaKininm Myrtilliu.
"

1. rtraooh with fruit; S. aiaw.ro fltrnwing homed and
3, lUoetik aealrd ua diak ; 4, action of fruit ; 6, aectl with embryo.

and he is followed by Lindley and others. It differs from
Ericaceae in possessing an inferior ovary and a succulent
fruit. It was placed by Richard in Escalloniacefe, but it

differs from this order in being monopetalous, and iti

anthers bursting by pores.

The plants of this order are not common in Europe, bat
they are abundant in North America, extending to venr
high northern latitudes, and are not uncommon on high
land in the Sandwich Islands.

The properties of this order closely resemble those oi

Ericaceae. The bark and leaves of many of the species
possess astringent properties, and are slightly tonic and
stimulating. The fruit of many of the species possess**
acid and saccharine properties, and are used as articles of

diet under the names of Cranberry [Cranberry], Bilberry,

and Whortleberry. [Vaccinium.J Many of the species
are elegant garden shrubs, as those belonging to the genus
Gayltumcia. The species of this genus are evergreen or
deciduous shmbs, with scattered coriaceous leaves, each
terminated by a mucrone or gland. The flowers are com-
posed of a 5-cleft calyx and tubular corolla, ventricoee
at the base and of a scarlet colour, and are arranged in axil-

lary racemes. There are above twenty species belonging
to the genus : they are all of them natives of South America,
chiefly in Brazil and Peru. This genus was named after

Gay-Lussac, a celebrated French chemist and physician,
and a member of the Academy of Sciences. In cultivat-
ing the species they require a soil of peat and sand. They
may be propagated by cuttings, which will root freely

under a hand-glass with a moderate heat. Thibaudia,
named after M. Thiebaut de Berneaud, secretary of the
Linnaean Society of Paris, is a Peruvian genus, yielding a
number of elegant shrubs. They have evergreen, coria-
ceous, quite entire, and nerved leaves, with drooping brac-
teate flowers arranged in lateral corymbose racemes. The
flowers of one of the species, Thibaudia Quereme, have a
very sweet scent, which is easily communicable to water
or spirit, and may be made use of as a perfume or stimu-
lant. In cultivation they require the same treatment as
the species of Gay-Lussacia. The Pyrolacese are allied to
this order. [Winter-green.]
VACCINATION. [Jknnkr ; Small Pox.]
VACCI'NIUM, a genus of plants, the type of the natu-

ral order Vaccinacese. This genus consists of shrubby
plants with alternate membraneous leaves, often beset
with resinous dots, and are either permanent or deciduous.
The flowers are seated on pedicels, and are either solitary

or arranged in simple racemes, generally drooping, without
any odour, and tinted with various shades of red or pink.
The calyx is 4-5-toothed ; the corolla urceolate or caro-
panulate, more or less deeply 4-5-cleft, with the limb re-

flexed ; the stamens are 8 or 10, not attached to the co-
rolla, with 2-horned anthers dehiscing at the summits, and
sometimes furnished at the back with two spreading spurs
or bristles ; the style is longer than the stamens and the
stigmaobtuse ; the fruit is a berry, globose, depressed at the
top, 4 or 5-celled, many seeded, of a black purple, bluish,

or red colour, generally eatable, though not always plea-
sant or wholesome in an uncooked state. The genus con-
sists of about 50 species, which are known by the common
names of Bilberries, Whortleberries, Bleaberries, &c.

V. Myrtillus, the Common Bilberry or Bleaberry, has so-
litary pedicels, 1-flowered, the leaves are serrated, ovate,
smooth, the stem is acutely angular, and the calyx hardly
divided. It is a small shrub about a foot high, and is a
native of heaths, stony moors, and mountain-woods through-
out Europe. It is abundant in Great Britain, especially in

the north, and in hilly districts of the south. The blossoms
of this plant are elegant as well as its fruit. It flowers in

May, and its berries are ripe in the autumn. In the north
of England and Scotland the berries are gathered and
used for making tarts; in Devonshire and in Poland
they are eaten with clotted cream. Children are very
fond of them, and they make a wholesome diet. They
may be eaten with milk or preserves, and made into
tarts. Goats are fond of the leaves, but sheep, horses, and
cows refuse them. Moor-game feed upon the berries. The
fruit is both acid and astringent, and in the north it is a
popular remedy in diarrhoea, dysentery, &c. In the High-
lands they are made into a jelly, which is commonly mixed
with whiskey to form toddy. It is supposed to be used to
cover the smoky flavour of whiskey. The juice of the
berries is used for staining paper and linen purple.
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V. uliginosum, Great Bilberry, or Bog Whortleberry,

has 1-flowered peduncles, with obovate, entire, veined, and
deciduous leaves, with rounded stems. Like the last it is

a small shrub, and attains a height of two feet. It is a na-
tive of Great Britain, and is found in mountainous bogs in

Cumberland and Westmoreland, but is more frequent in

the Highlands of Scotland, being found nearly on the sum-
mits of the highest mountains. Its berries are very similar
to those of the common whortleberry, but their flavour is

not so agreeable. It is a native of Iceland, and the inha-
bitants gather its leaves, with those of Lycopodium
alpinum, in order to procure a yellow dye for colouring
woollens. The fruit is also said to have narcotic pro-
perties, and is added to beer for the purpose of making it

heady. When taken in large quantities both Linnaeus and
Withering state that it produces giddiness and headache,
especially it' the fruit is quite ripe. Withering also states
that the berries are used by the vintners in France for the
purpose of colouring their wines red.

y. Vitil-idaa, Red Whortleberry, or Cowberry, has ter-
minal racemes of drooping, campanulate flowers, with
evergreen obovate leaves, dotted beneath, and their mar-
gins slightly revolute, and nearly entire. It is a low strag-
gling shrub, with leaves resembling those of the Box, and
pale flesh-coloured flowers. It is a native of dry places on
heaths, mountains, and in woods, throughout Europe. It

is plentiful in the north of England, Westmoreland, Der-
byshire, and Wales. This plant is the badge of the clan
Macleod. The berries have a red colour, and possess acid
and astringent properties. They are hardly eatable raw,
hut they are made into pies in Derbyshire, and eaten by
the common people. They make an excellent jelly, which
for eating w ith venison is said to be much preferable to
currant-jelly. It is also used as a demulcent medicine in

colds, sore throats, and irritation of the mouth or fauces.
Linnseus says that large quantities are sent from West
BothriiaJo Stockholm, where they are sold for the purpose
of piekmg. This species, according to Pursh, is an in-

habitant of North America from Canada to New England
;

but the American is a much larger and stronger plant than
the European, A dwarf variety is cultivated in gardens
under the naflte of V. buxifofium, and has been found
native on the Campsie and Arran hills in Scotland.

V. ttamineum, the Green-wooded American Whortle-
ttv, has the flowers arranged in racemes and covered

with down ; bracts as long as the flowers ; the anthers bi-

aristate, twice as long as the corolla; elliptical, acute,

entire glaucous leaves, rather downy beneath. This plant
has a trunk two feet high, giving out numerous green
branches, which are downy while young. The flowers are

white, with ten stamens, and are succeeded by greenish or

white berries, which are called dewberries. It is a native

of North America from New England to Florida. A
variety is found in Mexico. It is a pretty garden shrub,

and otten cultivated.

V. eorymbosum, the Naked Flowering Whortleberry,
has its flowering branches almost leafless; the racemes
are corymbose, drooping, and furnished with membranous
bracts, which are shorter than the flower-stalks ; the leaves

are elliptical, acute, minutely serrated, smooth, with downy
ribs. This plant is one of the largest of the species, attain-

ing a height of seven or eight feet. It is a native of

Wwunps and wet woods in North Ameiica from Canada to

Carolina and Georgia. Its fruit is insipid. Two or three

varieties have been recognised by Aiton and other botanists.

V. /rondosttm, the Blunt-leaved Whortleberry, or Blue
Tangles, has its flowers arranged in loose racemes ; the

bracts are obovate, and not half as long as the pedicels,

which Unr two smaller bracts ; the leaves arc obovate-
oblong, obtuse, entire, smooth. A native of America from
New Jersey to Carolina, in open woods. It is a shrub
about three feet high, and Dears small white globular

flowers, with large blue globular berries, which are eatable.
/

". Arclostuphylos, Oriental Bearberry, or Bear's-grape

Whortleberry, has its flowers in lateral racemes, with all

the bracts at the base of the pedicels ; the leaves are acute,

elliptical, minutely serrated, and hairy beneath ; the sta-

mens are as long as the corolla, with hairy filaments; the

calyx is slightly 5-lobed. This shrub attains a height of

five or six feet, and is a native of the coast of the Black

Sea, where it was originally gathered by Tournefort, who
was of opinion that it was the tipKronra^iuXoc, or Bear's-

grape of Galen.
(
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V. padifolium, the Madeira Whortleberry, or Bird-

cherry-leaved Bear's-grape, has its flowers arranged in
lateral racemes ; the bracts all at the base of the pedicels

;

the leaves ovate-lanceolate, acute, serrated, smooth on both
surfaces, except the midrib ; the stamens are nearly as long
as the bell-shaped corolla, with smooth filaments : and the
calyx 5-lobed. This shrub attains a height of from .-ix to
ten feet, and is found on the loftiest parts of the island of
Madeira, where it forms impenetrable thickets. Pallas de-
scribes the berries asblack, juicy, eatable, and gratefully acid.
The species of Vaccinium may be propagated by seeds,

offset root-suckers, creeping roots, ana trailing steins.
When the seeds are employed, they should be gathered in

the autumn, as soon as the fruit is ripe, and sown in a
shady border. When removed, a portion of the earth in

which they have grown should be taken with them. When
propagated from offsets, &c, they may be at once planted
out in the situations where they are intended to remain, and
should be placed in soils adapted to their habits. Most of
them prefer peat soil or a sandy loam. They differ much
in requiring moist or dry situations. Many of the species
are admitted into gardens for ornament, and sometimes
they are grown for the sake of their fruit. Some of the
species require cultivation in the stove and greenhouse :

they will strike readily by cuttings under a bell-glass.

(Don's Miller
;
Cyclopced. ofPlants; Hooker's Brit. Flora.

\

VA'CUUM, or VOID, the name given in physics to the
idea of space wholly free of matter, or perfectly empty. In
the common phrase, space is called empty when, so Far as
air can fill space, it is full of air ; and even in a more
scientific form of speech, there is said to be a vacuum when
there is only such an approach to a vacuum as the operations
of phil—ophy can procure. Thus in the vacuum of the
air-pump, however long the attempt at exhaustion may be
continued, there is always air left, though in a highly atte
nuated state ; and even in the mercurial vacuum, or in the
space which is left over the mercury of the barometer,
there is not unfreqiiently a slight portion of air, and always
an atmosphere of the vapour of mercury. Physically
speaking, it is perhaps impossible to procure a vacuum : it

is most likely that, even if a real vacuum could be pro-
cured for an instant, air or other vapour would at once be-
gin to be disseminated from the sides of the vessel in

which the vacuum was made and that the vacuum would
thus instantly cease to exist.

But the question of the existence of vacuum, in its

strict and absolute sense, and as to whether such a thing
were possible or not, was a subject of controversy from be-
fore Aristotle to after Newton. It was meant, like other
questions of physics, to receive its solution from the exer-
cise of the intellect employing itself upon the apparent
properties of material bodies. Aristotle and others denied
the actual existence of a vacuum, from a want of exact
knowledge of the laws of motion. In a vacuum, says
Aristotle {Physic, 1. iv., c. 8), there would be no reason
why motion should be to one part rather than another.
He apparently attributes all motion to the pressure of ad-
jacent matter, not only in its commencement, but in its

continuance. A modern philosopher would say that, even
if the creation of a vacuum destroyed the cause of gravi-
tation, still a body falling downwards into a vacuum would
move through it with the velocity which it had at its en-
trance. Democritus, Epicurus, and others, assert the exist-

ence of a vacuum ; and most of the different sects among
the Greeks seem to admit the possibility of such a thing,

though some of them deny its actual existence.

Descartes denied the very possibility of a vacuum, and
upon such grounds as will make most persons feel that if

Newton had not come, it would have been better to have
kept to Aristotle. There is in his writings an absolute and
palpable confusion between space and matter, to the extent

of an assertion that the destruction of all the matter in a
certain space would be the destruction of the space itself.

He places the essence of matter in the occupation of space,

and thence infers by a wrong conversion that there cannot
be space without substance (by which he means matter).

As follows :—
' Vacuum autem philosophieo more sump-

tum, hoc est, in quo nulla plane sit substantia, dari non
posse manifestum est ex eo quod extensio spatii vel loci

externi, non ditferat ab extensione corporis. Nam cum
ex eo solo quod corpus sit extensum, recte concludamus
illud esse substantiam ;

quia omnino repugnat ut nihili sit

aliqua extensio ; idem chain de spatio quod vacuum sup-
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ponitur, est concludendum : quod nerape cum in eo sit ex-

tensio, necessariiS etiam in eo sit substantia.' (Principia
Philosophies, part ii., § 16.) 'So that,' he proceeds ($ 18),
' if God were to destroy all the matter (corpus) in a certain

vessel, and to permit no other to come info the place of it

(locum ablati), the sides of the vessel -would be conti-

guous
; /or when nothing (nihil) comes between two bo-

dies, they must touch each other.' Matter and space are

both things; but Descartes falls into the extraordinary

confusion of ideas which is implied in first adopting the
common sense of the word nothing, as when we say a va-

cuum is full of nothing, and then arguing from the strict

meaning of the word ' nothing,' and denying that ' nothing'

can have extension. It is not true, properly speaking,

that there is ' nothing ' in a vacuum, for the very notion of

a vacuum is space void of matter.
The idea of Descartes on the essence of matter was carried

by his followers to the full extent of using matter as a sy-

nonyme for extension. Le Grand says that a vessel filled

with gold has not more matter than one filled with water.
There is more weight, he says, more hardness, Sec., but not
therefore more matter ; for the essence of matter is not in

weight, nor in hardness, &c., but in extension. And he
objects to the adage that ' Nature abhors a vacuum,' be-
cause he considers such an assertion merely to amount to

saying thatNature abhors a contradiction in terms. Newton
(Principia, book hi., prop. C. cor. 4) expresses his opinion
of the vacuum question in this way :

—
' If all the solid par-

ticles of bodies are of the same density, so that rarefaction

cannot take place without the creation of pores, there must
be a vacuum.' Since matter is of different density in dif-

ferent substances, and since the same substance may be
compressed into smaller space or expanded into larger, it

must either be that .the solid particles are contracted or
expanded, or that vacuous pores exist. This alternative
does not do much. A person trained in the sciences as
they now exist, thinks the idea of solid matter (that is, en-
tirely solid, without any vacuum) being compressed into
more solid matter, to be most incongruous and improba-
ble ; but impressions derived from habits are not argu-
ments. The strong part of the Newtonian argument arises

however from the results of the planetary theory. These
celestial bodies have moved, during two thousand years of
recorded observations, with exactly the same mean mo-
tions as at present, which they could not have done if they
had moved in a medium of any sensible resistance. If

then the celestial spaces be full of matter, it is matter of
such a degree of tenuity that two thousand years is not
enough to make it show any visible effect in altering the
planetary motions. But again, though this argument has,
almost up to the present time, induced astronomers to
suspect an absolute vacuum, yet very recently the feather
has shown a resistance which was not manifest against the
guinea. A Comet has been strongly suspected— all but
proved—to be undergoing precisely the same sort of
changes in its mean motion which it is known would result
from a resisting medium. The undulatory theory of light,
moreover, which is now pretty generally received, sup-
poses the whole of the celestial spaces to be filled with the
luminiferous sether. The astronomical argument, there-
fore, in favour of absolute vacuum has fallen ; but the views
of the constitution of matter which have grown with the
rise of the molecular sciences of chemistry, .light, heat,
electricity, &c, have supplied its place with much more
effect. We cannot enter into the various probabilities in
favour of the molecular theory, which supposes matter to
be atomic, the atoms being perhaps separated by distances
which are many times their own diameters. If any one
were to assert that the densest substance has in it many
millions of times more of vacuity than of solid matter, the
assertion could not be disproved, nor even shown to be im-
probable. ' There are difficulties,' said Dr. Johnson, • about
a plenum, and there are difficulties about a vacuum, but
one of them must be true ;* that is, either all space is full

of matter, or there are parts of space which have no mat-
ter. The alternative is undeniable, and the inference to
which the modern philosophy would give the greatest pro-
bability is, that all space is full of matter in the common
sense of the word, but really occupied by particles of mat-
ter with vacuous interstices

; showing all degrees of density,
from that of the aither of light, which is wholly unappreci-
able, to that of hammered platinum, which is twenty-two
times as heavy as water.

Probably the manner in which the reader is most familiar

with the use of our leading word is in connexion with what
he may have seen written on the maxim which we baTe
already quoted—' Nature abhors a vacuum ;' a doctnn*
which, though common among the followers of Aristotle,

must not, any more than many others, be therefore taker
as emanating from that philosopher himself. This is usu-

ally cited as a proof of the puerility of the antient arvd

middle philosophy—we think, somewhat unjustly. The
personification of Nature is common to all times, and «t
are in the habit of saying that Nature exhibits phenomena,
conceals her operations, uses the simplest means, &c.
Now Nature may as well abhor, as exhibit, conceal, tr

employ ; and where intelligence is understood, all who us-

the word Nature mean the God of Nature : while wh»s
the mere operations are referred to, Nature is only the per-

sonification of the collective body of second causes. A_-

the statement of a fact, it is true : Nature does, to the be*:

of our knowledge, abhor a vacuum ; she (if we may p<r-

sonify her) never suffers it to exist to the extent f'

allowing any space which is perceptible to our sen**:

to be vacuous. But if the adage were meant to supplv
a reason for the fact, those who used it were deceiving
themselves, but not so that the most of those who
would laugh at them would have any reason in their mirth.

It is the error of every period to use words expresshr
of a fact observed in the sense of assignment of a rea-

son for that fact; and the centuries which have a]way-
been ready with theirfluids to stand for the causes of bear
electricity, magnetism, &c, should not be too hard upon
the preceding ages, which put the feelings of nature in th-.

place which they rather prefer to occupy by hypothetic*]

gases. The very word Attraction, in the sense general lj

assigned to it, is precisely of the same nature as the na-

tural abhorrence of the Aristotelians : namely, a word in-

vented to supply the place of a cause. Those who can me
the former word in a really philosophical sense are pre-
cisely those who can see that some of the antifjnta may
have done the same with the latter.

VADDER, LOUIS DE, a celebrated Flemish landscape
painter, born at Brussels in 1560. He excelled in repre-

senting the misty atmosphere of his cowtry, especial a
sunrise scenes : his foliage also was managed with grvit
skill and truth, and he was very successful in represents:
reflections in water,- which he painted with remarkablt
transparency. He etched some spirited plates after bl-

own designs. He died in Brussels in 1623. Vadder ws>
the master of Lucas Achtschelling, who was also a clever
landscape painter. (Houbraken

; Descamps.)
VAGA, PERI'NO DEL, or Pierino Buonaccorsi, a cele-

brated Italian painter, was born at Florence in 1500. H«
lost his parents when very young, and was brought up ir.

extreme poverty, but he found a useful protector in the
painter Andrea de' Ceri, who took him into his boust
and gave him employment. He worked afterwards for

Ridolfo Ghirlandaio, and finally with a Florentine painter
of the name of Vaga, who took him to Rome and recom-
mended him to the notice of Giulio Romano and Penni,
whence he acquired his name of Pierino del Vaga. Giulio
Romano spoke favourably of Pierino's ability to Raphael,
who appointed him to assist Giovanni da Udine in tin-

arabesques and stucco-work of the loggie of the Vatican.
He assisted also Polidoro da Caravaggio in his chiaro'scuii.

and exhibited so much ability that he became a great
favourite with Raphael, who intrusted him with the exe-
cution of some of his designs in fresco, and they arr
amongst the best painted in the loggie. Pierino painted
the Taking of Jericho, the Passage of the Jordan, the Offer-
ing of Abraham, Jacob and the Angel, Joseph and hv»
Brethren, and many others. Del Vaga, with the exception
of Giulio Romano and Penni, surpassed all the assistants
of Raphael. He was a great draughtsman and executed
with rapidity. Vasari considered him the best designer
among the Florentines after Michel Angelo, and the most
able of the scholars of Raphael. His design resembles
more that of Michel Angelo than that of Raphael, but he
coloured much in the style of Raphael. He painted manv
works in Rome: the best is generally considered the
Creation of Eve in the church of San Marcello. There are
numerous works by him also in various cities of Italy, in
Tivoli, in Florence, in Lucca, in Pisa, and in Genoa, wheie
he painted his greatest works, and held the same position
that Giulio Romano held at Mantua

; they were respect-
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„
the founders of the schools of Genoa anil of Mantua,

el Vaga \e(l Rome at the sack of that place in 1527.
when he lost all his property, and repaired to Genoa, where
Prinee Doria took him immediately into his service, and
employed him to superintend the decoration of his new
palace. The great works executed by Vaga in this
palace were amongst the finest paintings in Italy, but
most of them are now destroyed. The subjects were
chiefly from Roman history and the Heathen mythology.

he ceiling of the great hall he painted in oil the Ship-
wreck of /Eneas and his comrades, but it has since been
whitewashed. On the ceiling of a neighbouring apart-
ment he painted in fresco Jupiter destroying the Giants

;

a work, which alone, says Soprani, is sufficient to im-
mortalize its author, and to render the palace valuable.
Vaga returned to Rome after staying some years at

Genoa, and was much employed by Pope Paul III., who
granted him a pension for life of twenty-five ducats per
month. Shortly before his death his reputation was so
preet in Rome that nearly all the great works in paint-
ing were executed under his direction or from his designs,
and he was so much occupied that he made only the car-
toons of his works, the painting of them being intrusted
to his scholars and assistants, who were very numerous.
By incessant application, combined with intemperate habits,
he hastened his death ; he died in 1547, in his forty-seventh
year, and was buried in the Rotonda, where Raphael and
other great painters were buried.

His principal scholars were Luzio Romano, Marcello
V ennsti, Girolamo da Sermoneta, and the Spaniard Luis
tie Vargas. Caraglio, Bonasone, Hollar, and others have
engraved after his works.

(.Vasari, Vite de' Pittori, &c. ; Soprani, Vite de' Pittori,
Sid.)

VAGABOND. [Vagrant.]
VAGPNULUS. [Limax, vol. xiii., pp. 485, 486.]
VAGINULI'NA, a genus of Foramisijkra, to which

belongs the Nautilus legumen. Linn.
VAGRANT. This term, which in its etymological

meaning simply denotes ' a wandering person,' is obviously
derived from the Latin rago. It was probably introduced
into our law language from the Norman French ; the
phrase 4 vagerantz de lieu en lieu currantz per paiis'
occurring in our early statutes in the sense in which the
word • vagrant ' is used in common language at the pre-
sent day. (Stat. 7 Ric. II., c. 5.) The persons to whom it

is applied in antient documents are usually classed with
• faitours' (a word of doubtful origin, but meaning an idle

liver or slothful person: G'oweH's Interpreter; Kelham's
Dictionary), ' travelyng-men," and ' vagabonds.' The
latter expression, ' vagabundus,' was known throughout
Europe in connection with feudal law, and is interpreted
to mean ' crebro vagans, cui nec certum domicilium, nee
constans habitatio est.' (Calvini Lexic. Jurid.) It was
used in this sense in English law as early as the reign of
Henry II. (CowelPs Interpreter.) Modern laws have
however given to the word ' vagrant ' a much more ex-
'^nded meaning, in the application of which the notion
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t wandering is entin

In the course of
I lost.

fie transition made by the lower
asses of society from the condition of feudal villeins to

t of free labourers, vagrancy and mendicity neces-
sarily ensued from the unsettled state of the poor;
and in most countries where feuds had prevailed, severe
law* were made to repress the evils which sprung from
this source. In England various statutes and ordinances

d from time to time to obviate the inconveni-
ences arising from wandering mendicancy. The earliest

of these was a statute of ordinance, made in the 23rd year
of Edward III. (.1349), commonly called the Statute of
Labourers, which, after reciting that ' many sturdy beggars
(validi mendicantes) were enabled by the gains of begging
to Jive, and to devote themselves to pleasures and sins,

and sometimes to thefts and other crimes," forbade ' all per-
sons, on pain of imprisonment, to give anything under
colour of piety or charity to such as were able to labour.'

In 1300 there is a petition of the Commons complaining of
wandering artificers and servants becoming beggars in

order to support an idle life, and praying that it might be
forliidden under a penalty for any one to give alms or sus-

tenance to any such idle beggars ; and that they should
be apprehended and put in the stocks or sent to gaol until

they found surety for their return to their own country.

P. C, No. 1020.

(Rolls of Parliament, vol. i., p. 340.) The answer to Ulis
petition does not appear : but a few years afterwards a
statute was passed making it i,almost in the language of
the petition) penal for artificers, servants in husbandry,
and others, without a special licence, to quit the town, hun-
dred, or wapentake in which they lived, to live and work
in another town, hundred, or wapentake ; and persons
found vagrant (vagarant) without such licence might be
placed in the stocks and imprisoned by the local autho-
rities, until they found security for their return to the place
to winch they properly belonged. (Stat. 12 Ric. II., c. 3.)
It was also enacted tliat ' those who were able to work
and went begging shoidd be dealt with as persons travel-
ling without a licence, and that beggars unable to work,
dwelling in cities or towns, should remain in such cities or
towns ; that if such cities and towns were unable to sup-
port them, they should be taken to other places within the
same hundred or wapentake, or to the place of their birth,

and there remain during their lives.' (Stat. 12 Ric. II.,

c. 7.) And it was probably upon the principle declared by
these laws, that in the fifteenth century it was held to be law-
ful for any person to arrest and send to gaol a man ' found
wandering {vagarant) in such manner that it is unknown
how he gets his living.' (Fear Book, 9 Edw. IV., 27.) A
statute w hich was passed in 1494 declared that all 1 vaga-
bonds, idle and suspected persons, should be set in the
stocks three days and three nights, and have none other
sustenance but bread and water, and then should be put
out of the town ; and that whosoever shoidd give such
idle persons more should forfeit 12 pence ; and that every
beggar not able to work should resort to the hundred
where he last dwelt, was best known, or was born, and
there remain, upon the pain aforesaid.' (Stat. 11 Hen. VII.,

c. 2.) This vague enactment was followed by the more
definite provisions of the Stat. 19 Hen. VII., c. 12, which
declared that impotent beggars should go to and abide in

the city, town, or hundred where they were born, or else

the place where they had made their last abode for tliree

years ; and this rule of settlement was adopted in the sta-

tutes subsequently passed against vagrincy in the reigns

of Henry VIII., Edward VI., Mary, and Elizabeth. (Nolan's

Poor Lair, chap, xv.) By Stat. 22 Hen. VIII., c. 12, the

justices of the peace in every county were empowered to

grant licences under seal to ' poor, aged, and impotent
persons,' to beg within a certain precinct ; and persons

begging without licence or out of their precincts were to

be whipped or set in the stocks for three days and three

nights, with bread and water only. This provision applied

to impotent vagrants. On the other hand it was provided
that if any person, ' being whole and mighty in body,' and
able to labour, should be found begging or vagrant, he
should be taken before a magistrate, who might direct him
to be whipped out of the place at the end of a cart ' till

his body was bloody,' and should then be sworn to return

to the place where he was born, or last dwelt by the space

of three years, and there to put himself to labour as a true

man ought to do. He was to be provided with a certifi-

cate of his punishment, stating the place to which he was
going and the time allotted for his journey; and during
that time he might beg by the way. Another law passed

against beggars and vagabonds was the 27 Hen. VIII.,

c. 25, which, though severe in its terms against such per-

sons, approached more nearly to just principles than pre-

vious enactments on the same subject, inasmuch as it

provided a legal mode of supporting the poor, and thus

took away the common apology for vagrancy. This law-

directed the governors of shires, cities, towns, hamlets, and
parishes, to find and keep every aged, poor, and impotent

person, by way of voluntary and charitable alms, with such

convenient alms, that none of them should be compelled

to go openly in begging : children under fourteen years of

age and above five, taken begging, were to be put to

work :
' a valiant beggar or sturdy vagabond ' was to be,

for the first offence, whipped and sent to his place of set-

tlement; and if he continued his roguish life, to have the

upper part of the gristle of his right ear cut off; and if

after that he was taken wandering in idleness, or did not

apply to his labour, or was not in service with any master,

he was to be indicted and tried as a felon, and if found

guilty, to suffer death.

Notwithstanding the above laws, vagrancy appears to

have greatly increased at the commencement of the reign

of Edward Vl., of which effect the abolition of monasteries

Vol. XX\ L—
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was one main cause. Previously to the Reformation

churches wore bound by law to contribute a portion of

their income to the living and sustenance of the poor (Stat.

15 Ric. II., c. 6), and the gates of the religious houses were

thronged by beggars, who daily received a donation of food,

and sometimes of money. This practice contributed no

doubt to increase the number of idle beggars, who, upon
the withdrawal of their accustomed means of support by

the dissolution of the monasteries, became vagrants. To
remove the pressure of the evil thus occasioned, an enact-

ment of unexampled severity was devised. The Stat.

1 & 2 Edw. VI., c. 3, after reciting that 'the multitude of

people given to vagabondrie and idleness had always been

within this realm very great, and more in number than in

other regions,' and that the laws of preceding reigns had

been found ineffectual, repealed all statutes previously

made for the punishment of vagabonds and sturdy beggars.

It then enacted that all able-bodied persons, without

property sufficient for their support, who should, ' either

like serving men wanting masters, or like beggars, or

after any other such sort, be lurking in any house, or loi-

tering or idle-wandering by the highway's side,' or who in

towns should not apply themselves to any service or art,

and should so continue for three days without offering to

labour for meat and drink (if no man otherwise will take

them) ; or who, having been taken to service, should leave

their work or run away, should be taken to be vagabonds

;

and that it should be lawful for any person having offered

or given work to any such idle person, and for any other

person espying the same, to bring such idle person before

two justices, who should immediately cause him to be
marked with a hot iron on the breast with the letter V,
and adjudge him to such presenter ' to be his slave ; to

hare and to hold the said slave unto him, his executors, or
assigns, for the space of two years then next following,
and to order the said slave as lolloweth (that is to say), to

take such slave with him, and only giving him bread and
water, or small drink and such refuse of meat as he shall

think meet, cause him to work by beating, chaining, or

otherwise in such^vork and labour (how vile soever it be)
as he shall put him unto.' The statute also provides that

an action of trespass may be maintained for a runaway
slave, and that the runaway himself shall, upon his appre-
hension, be adjudged by two justices to be his master's

slave for ever. If he ran away a second time, the slave

became a felon, and might be tried and executed as such.
This singular enactment further declared that a master
might ' let, set forth, sell, bequeath or give ' the service

and labour of such slaves, upon such condition and for

such term of years as he might do with any other of his

moveable goods or chattels. * Some thought,' says Burnet,
' this law against vagabonds was too severe, and contrary
to that common liberty of which the English nation has
always been very sensible. Yet it could not be denied
but extreme diseases required extreme remedies ; and per-
haps there is no punishment too severe for persons that
are in health, and yet prefer a loitering course of life to
an honest employment.' {History of the Reformation,
vol. ii., p. 45.)

The consequence of the absurd severity of this law was
that its provisions were not carried into execution ; and
being found wholly ineffectual, it was repealed by the
statute 3 and 4 Edw. VI., c. IC, which also repealed all

former laws upon the same subject excepting the 22
Hen. VIII., c. 12. Another statute of the same reign
(5 and C Edw. VI., c. 2) slightly modified the preceding
laws ; but the regulation of vagrants and mendicants stood
in effect upon the looting of the three last-mentioned sta-
tutes until the latter part of the reign of Elizabeth.
About the beginning of the reign of Elizabeth, a de-

scription of persons called rogues first appear in the ge-
neral class of vagrants. The derivation of this word is

variously given by etymologists. Home Tooke derives it

from a Saxon word signifying ' cloaked,' or covered. (Di-
versions of Parley, vol. ii., p. 227.) Webster takes it from
another Saxon word, and Dr. Johnson admits its derivation
to be uncertain. Lambard says 'the word is but a late
gue>t in our law ; for the ancient statutes call such a one
a valiant, strong, or sturdy beggar, or vagabond, and it

seemeth to be let died from the Latin "rogator," an asker
or beggar.' (Eireuarcha, book iv., chap. 4.) Dalton also
says 'a rogue may be so called quia ostiatim rogat.'
Country Juitke, chap. 83.) It is believed that the word

does not occur in the English language before the middlr

of the sixteenth century ; and if so, it is probably one a
those numerous cant words by which, at that period, n-
grants,in counterfeiting Egyptians or gipsies, began to dt-

signate different classes of their own ' ungracious rabble,

and of which Harrison enumerates twenty-three degn-t,.

(Harrison's Description of England, prefixed to Hohu-
shed's Chronicles.)

In the course of the reign of Elizabeth the evils of •. -.-

grancy increased to an alarming extent ; and although the

accounts given by historians of the multitude of vaga-

bonds in England are founded upon rude estimate*, anJ

are probably somewhat exaggerated, there is undoubted
evidence that the numbers and attitude of these perara>

at that period constituted an evil of dangerous magnitude
Strype relates that in 1569 circular letters were issued )•>

the privy council to the sheriffs of the different connticv

directing them to search for and apprehend ' all vaga-

bonds and sturdy beggars, commonly called rogues in

Egyptians and he says that on the search through tb?

nation 13,000 ' masterless men ' were taken up. (Stryp*'.

Annals, vol. i., part 2, pp. 295, 296, 554.) Harrison, who
wrote towards the end or Elizabeth's reign, states that th<

number ofvagrants in England in his time amounted to abo\«
10,000 {Description of England) ; and Strype publishes t

paper, written, in 1596, by a justice of the peace of Somer-
setshire, which affirms that there were 300 or400 wandering
idle people in every county, who met at fairs and marker
for purposes of theft and rapine, and who sometimes assem-

bled in troops to the number of 60, and completely overawtc
the magistrates and constables by their audacious threat*.

(Strype's^HnaAs, vol. iv., p. 405.) The recorder of London
in a letter to Lord Burleigh, written in 1581 (Ellis's Letter t

vol. ii., p. 283), gives a remarkable account of the preva-

lence of vagrants in the metropolis at that period. H<
says, that being informed that the queen, ' in taking of ttv;

air in her coach at Islington, had been environed with

rogues,' he went abroad himself and took seventy-four
rogues, 'whereof some were blind, and yet great usur*:-

and very rich.' A day or two afterwards he says that, ir

consequence of warrants issued by him, he received
shoal of forty rogues, men and women, from Southward
Lambeth, and Newington,' and after bestowing them i:

Bridewell, he ' perused ' St. Paul's, and took about twentv
' cloked rogues that there used to keep standing.' Nci
withstanding this zeal and activity, vagrants still mcreaxJ
in the metropolis, both in numbers and in audacity ; tu-i

the efforts of the ordinary magistrates having failed V
prevent the frequent and dangerous disorders and tumuh-
occasioned by otfenders of this description, they were, a.

1595, placed under martial law. The instrument appoint
ing a provost-marshal for this purpose authorises th*.'

officer ' to repair with a convenient company to all com-
mon highways near to the city of London, where he shocil
understand that any vagrant persons did haunt ; ami

calling to his assistance some convenient number of jus-

tices and constables, to apprehend all such vagrant anJ
suspected persons, and deliver them to the said justices, to

be by them committed and examined of the caused of tbtir

wandering.' It then directs him that ' if such persom
should be found notoriously culpable in the unlawful man-
ner of life, as incorrigible, and should be so certified to

him by the justices, he should by law-martial cause some
of them to be executed upon the gallows or gibbet.
(Rymer's Foedera, vol. xvi., p. 279.)
The means of suppressing or diminishing vagrancy »nj

mendicancy were constant subjects of discussion in IW
parliaments of Elizabeth. With this view, extraordinary
means of relief were devised. Voluntary subscriptions vi

sums of money, varying in amount according to the rani
and supposed ability of the contributors, were made in bed
Houses to relieve ' the great number of poor people pressu>£
in the streets to beg.' (D'Ewes's Journals, pp. 402, 463, 4V.<

503.) Orders were also made that those who preferred pri-

vate bills in the House of Commons should pay 10/. or V.
according to the subjects of their bills, to the relief of thf
poor, to be distributed as the House should appoint.
(.D'Ewes's Journals, p. 605.) Several statutes were al>«>

passed, at one time increasing the punishment for vagrancy,
and then repealing it, without any settled principle of le-

gislation. In some of these statutes, however, the noboa
of a parochial fund for the relief of the poor, and the prin-
ciple of taxing the parishioners for that purpose, are dis-
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ctly recognised. (Stat. 5 Eliz., e. 3 ; 14 Eliz., c. 5 ; and
Ehz., c. 3.) At length, in 1597, alter experience had

shown that temporary expedients and ill-directed charity

only increased the amount of vagrancy, and that severe
punishments and penalties were wholly ineffectual in pre-
venting it, the House of Commons appointed a committee
to whom most of the existing laws relating to the condi-
tion of the poor, as well as certain bills for their amend-
ment, were referred. (D'Ewes's Journals, p. 561.) This
committee, of which Sir Francis Bacon was member, and
which was composed of all the practical men of the House,
seems to have perceived and to a certain extent acted upon
the principle that, in order to justify severity against va-

grancy and mendicity, it was necessary to provide the

means of relieving that destitution which was the ready
and plausible excuse for both. They therefore prepared
the stat. 39 Eliz., c. 3, which for the first time organized
that machinery for the legal relief of the poor, which was
A few years afterwards completed and made perpetual by
the stat. 43 Eliz., c. 2. The same committee also recom-
mended measures for encouraging the building of ' hospi-

tals, or abiding and working nouses' for the poor, and for

improving and reforming such as were already in existence,

but had been misapplied or abused. And at the same
time they introduced a more rational enactment for the

correction and suppression of fraudulent vagrancy than had
previously existed. (Stat. 39 Eliz., c. 4.) ' Many statutes,'

says Sir Edward Coke (2 Inst., 728), ' have been made for

the punishment of rogues, vagabonds, and sturdy beggars,
but very few to find them work and to enforce them there-

unto.' The statute 39 Eliz., c. 4, supplied this deficiency

by providing houses of correction, with stocks and mate-
rials for the employment of the inmates, and by enforcing

the use of the means thus placed in the hands of the poor
by severe penalties against the idle. The provisions of
this statute, with some alterations made by the stat. 1 Jac.

I., c. 25, continued in force during the whole of the 17th
century; and, when repealed by the stat. 12 Ann., stat. 2,

c. 23, still served as the model and foundation for future

acts. It declared that the following persons should be
deemed rogues, vagabonds, and sturdy beggars:—1, per-

sons calling themselves scholars going about begging

;

2, sea-faring men, pretending losses of their ships or goods,

going about begging; 3, idle persons going about the
country, either begging or using any subtle craft or un-
lawful games or plays, or feigning themselves to have
knowledge in physiognomy, palmistry, or telling fortunes

;

4, persons that were or uttered themselves to be procurers

or collectors for gaols or hospitals ; 5, fencers, bear-wards,

common players of interludes and minstrels wandering
abroad, other than players of interludes belonging to any
baron of the realm, or any other honourable personage of

greater degree [Theatre] ; 6, jugglers, tinkers, pedlars

and petty chapmen, wandering abroad ; 7, wandering per-

sons and common labourers, able in body, using loitering,

and refusing to work for reasonable wages, and having no
other means of maintenance ; 8, persons delivered out of

gaol who begged for their fees, or otherwise travelled beg-

ging ; 9, persons who wandered abroad begging, pretend-

ing losses by fire or otherwise ; 10, persons, not being

felons (i.e., by a late statute, 5 Eliz., c. 20 ), wandering and
pretending themselves to be Egyptians. A person who
committed any of the above offences might, by the ap-

pointment of any justice, constable, headborough, or tyth-

int'-inan (the headborough or tything-man being assisted

therein by the advice of the minister and another of the

parish), be openly whipped till he was bloody, and then

sent from parish to parish till he came to the parish where
he was born : if that was unknown, to the parish where he
last lived for a year ; and if that again was unknown, to

the parish where he last passed without punishment. He
was provided with a testimonial of his punishment, and of

the place whereunto he was to go, stating the time limited

for that purpose ; and if he was found loitering by the way,

he might again be whipped. If any rogue appeared to be

us to the inferior sort of people, or not likely to

"d (an expression which seems to have led to

>se ' incorrigible rogues'), two justices might com-
t him to gaol till the next quarter-sessions, and then he

'«"ht by the justices there be either banished out of the

m, or adjudged perpetually to the galleys of the realm
;

any banished rogue returning without leave became a

The several judicious measures which were enacted at
this period for the relief and employment of the deserving
poor, and the punishment of idle and profligate beggars and
vagrants, effectually checked for a time the evil, which had
only increased in magnitude under the previous inefficient
and inconsistent laws. Sir Edward Coke, whose testimony
as a contemporary is valuable, says, that ' upon the making
of the statute of 39 Elizabeth, and a good space after,

whilst justices of peace and other officers were diligent and
industrious, there was not a rogue to be seen in any part of
England; but when justices and other officers became
tepicti or trepidi, rogues, &c. swarmed again.' (2 Inst.,

729.) This disposition on the part of magistrates to neglect
or relax the laws relating to vagrants is noticed in a pro-
clamation made soon after the accession of James L, in

September, 1603, which, after reciting the stat. 39 Eliz.,

c. 4, and that great benefit had at first ensued from its

due execution, but that, by the remissness, negligence,
aud connivancy of justices, vagrants again swarmed and
abounded everywhere more frequently than in times past,
calls upon all justices of peace, mayors, and other officers

whatsoever, to see that the said ' profitable and necessary
law ' should be carefully, duly, and exactly executed.
(Rymer's Feed., vol. xvi., p. 554.) The continued unwil-
lingness of magistrates to enforce the statute of Elizabeth,
notwithstanding the above proclamation, occasioned the
passing of the stat. 7 Jac. I., c. 5, which compelled the jus-
tices of every county under heavy penalties to erect proper
houses of correction for setting rogues, vagabonds, and other
idle and wandering persons to work, and also required them
to meet twice a year or oftener, if occasion required, for

the better execution of the law. The justices were also

directed to cause a general privy search to be made before
each of their meetings for finding out and apprehending
vagrants, who were then to be brought before them for

punishment ; and all constables and tything-men were re-

quired to make a return on oath to the justices of the num-
ber of vagrants apprehended by them. By this statute it

was also enacted that persons running away and leaving
their families upon the parish should 'be deemed and
taken to be incorrigible rogues, and endure the pain of
incorrigible rogues.' This phrase was therefore at that
time become familiar, though it does not occur in any ear-

lier statute. In all probability however it denoted the
class of persons mentioned in the stat. 39 Eliz., c. 4, w ho
are there called ' dangerous rogues, or rogues not likely

to be reformed,' and who were liable to be committed to

gaol until the sessions, and then banished.

The laws relating to vagrants continued substantially

upon the footing of the statutes of 39 Eliz. and 7 Jac. I.

for more than a century, until, in 1744, they were recon-

sidered and remodelled by the stat. 17 Geo. II., c. 5. This
was the first legislative measure which distributed vagrants
into the three classes of idle and disorderly persons, rogues
and vagabonds, and incorrigible rogues. Although this

statute is now wholly repealed, it continued in force nearly

a century ; and as its provisions, as well as those of two
supplemental statutes on the same subject, are material

with respect to the general history of the laws respecting

vagrants, it may be desirable briefly to state them. It

may be remarked that the several offences comprised in

these classes still bore the character of wandering, in con-

formity with the object of all previous enactments upon
this subject.

By the stat. 17 Geo. II., c. 5, and the supplemental
statutes passed previously to the new Vagrant Act, 5 Geo.
IV., c. 83, idle and disorderly persons were defined to be
— 1, those who threatened to run away and leave their

families upon the parish ; 2, those who returned to a
parish from which they had been removed as paupers

;

3, those who refused to work for usual wages ; 5, those who
neglected work or spent their earnings improperly, so that

their families became chargeable to the parish (stat. 32
Geo. III., c. 45, s. 8). And all such persons might be sum-
marily convicted by a magistrate, and committed to hard

labour in the house of correction for a month.

Rogues and vagabonds were defined to be—1, those

who went about as gatherers of alms under pretence of

loss by fire or other casualty, or as collectors for prisons or

hospitals ; 2, fencers and bear-wards , 3, common players

of interludes, and all actors for hire not authorized by law

[Theatre] ; 4, minstrels and jugglers ; 5, those who pie-

tended to be gipsies, or to have skill in physiognomy,
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palmistry, or like crafty science, or to tell fortunes, or who
used any subtle craft to deceive people, or played at un-

lawful games ; 6, those who ran away and left their fami-

lies chargeable to the parish ; 7, petty chapmen and ped-
lars wandering abroad without licence ; 8, those who wan-
dered abroad and lodged in alehouses, barns, outhouses, or

in the open air, not giving a good account of themselves
;

9, those who wandered abroad and begged, pretending to

be soldiers or sailors, or pretending to go to work in har-

vest ; 10, all wandering beggars; 11, those who should be
apprehended having upon them any picklock key, crow,

jack, bit, or other implement with intent to break into

houses, &c. ; or any pistol, hanger, cutlass, bludgeon, or

other offensive weapon, with intent feloniously to assault

any person ; 12, those who should be found in any dwell-

ing-house, warehouse, coach-house, stable, or outhouse, or

any inclosed yard or garden, or area belonging to any
house, with intent to steal. The two classes last enume
rated were added by the stat. 23 Geo. III., c. 88.

Incorrigible rogues were defined by the stat. 17 Geo.
II., c. 5, to be— 1, end-gatherers offending against the stat.

13 Geo. I., c. 23, for the regulation of the woollen manu-
facture ; 2, those who being apprehended as rogues and
vagabonds escape from those who apprehend them, or re-

fuse to go before a magistrate, or to be examined on oath,

or to be conveyed by a pass, and those who knowingly
give a false account of themselves ; 3, those who escape
from the house of correction before the expiration of their

term of imprisonment as rogues and vagabonds ; 4, those
who after punishment as rogues and vagabonds again com-
mit offences in the same class.

Rogues and vagabonds and incorrigible rogues were, by
the stat. 17 Geo. II., c. 5, to be committed by magistrates

to the house of correction until the next quarter-sessions,

when the justices were empowered to order rogues and
vagabonds to be further confined in the house of correction
for any time not exceeding six months ; and incorrigible
rogues for any time not less than six months, nor more than
two years, and to be whipped.
The statute 17 Geo. II., c. 5, was by no means a well

considered or a well-expressed law. It has been justly said

that 'in the long catalogue of actions which it holds up,
many are of a dubious nature, and nice legal acumen
would often be required to distinguish whether a person
had incurred any and what penalty under the statute.'

(Eden's Stare of the Poor, vol. j., p. 306.) The courts too
complained of the inaccuracy of its expression and the
consequent difficulty of understanding its meaning. (Rex
v. Rhodes, 4 Term Reports, 222.) Repeated attempts
were made in parliament to modify and improve its pro-
visions.

_
A committee of the House of Commons, ap-

pointed in 1775 to review and consider the Poor Laws and
the laws relating to vagrants, resolved ' that the stat. 17
Geo. II., c. 17, should be explained and amended in such a
manner as to enforce the execution thereof, and prevent
the practice of begging in the streets and highways, per-
nicious in its consequences and highly disgraceful to this
country.' Nevertheless this statute continued in force
until the year 1822, when a temporary act, stat. 3 Geo. IV.,
c. 40, passed, repealing all former laws and re-enacting
most of the provisions of the stat. 17 Geo. II., c. 5, with
many additions and modifications. The provisions of the
stat. 3 Geo. IV., c. 40, were however entirely superseded
by the stat. 5 Geo. IV., c. 83, which now (1843) constitutes
the law respecting vagrants. By the third section of this
statute the following persons are declared to be idle and
disorderly persons, and may be committed by a single ma-
gistrate to hard labour in the house of correction for any
time not exceeding one month :—1, every person able to
maintain himself and his family, refusing or neglecting to
do so, whereby he or his family become chargeable to the
parish ; 2, every person returning and becoming charge-
able to a parish trom which he has been legally removed
by order of two justices without having a certificate of his
settlement in some other parish from the officers of such
parish ; 3, petty chapmen or pedlars wandering abroad
and trading without licence ; 4, prostitutes wandering in
the streets or highways, or in any place of public resort,
and behaving riotously or indecently; 5, every person
wandering abroad or placing himself in any public place to
beg and gather alms, or procuring any child to do so.

The 4th section of the 5 Geo. IV., c. 83, declares the
following persons to be rogues and vagabonds, and em-

powers a sing.e magistrate to commit them to hard In!

in the house of correction, for any time not exceeding ll>;

.

months:—1, Every person committing any offence «liu'
would constitute him an idle and disorderly pern.
2, Every person pretending to tell fortunes, or usmsr a-

device, by palmistry or otherwise, to deceive and impo*
upon the people. 3, Every person wandering abroad z<

lodging in any barn or outhouse, or in any deserted bin'.',

ing, or in the open air, or under a tent, or in any cart
waggon, not having any visible means of subsistence, zv~

not giving a good account of himself. 4, Everv per~
wilfully exposing to view in any street, road, highway. •.

public place, any obscene print, picture, or other indJo.-

exhibition. (By 1 and 2 Vict., c. 38, this provikion -

declared to extend to exposing such articles in a shop »

dow.) 5, Every person wilfully and obscenely expcwi
his person in any street or highway, or in the view then.-'

with intent to insult any female. 6, Every person wandr
ing abroad and endeavouring by the exposure of worn ...

or deformities to gather alms. 7, Every person goi •

about as a gatherer or collector of alms, or endeavounr

.

to procure charitable contributions under a false preter.i

8, Every person running away and leaving his wife at ti.

ally or probably chargeable to the parish. 9, Every p»-

son playing or betting in any street, highway, or put*

place with any table or instrument of gaming, at any gan

.

of chance. 10, Every person having in his possession a:-,i

picklock-key, crow, jack, bit, or other implement, with i-

tent feloniously to break into uny house, &c, or bt-n

:

armed with* any gun, pistol, hanger, cutlass, bludgeon.
other offensive weapon, or having upon him any in«tr -

ment with intent to commit any felonious act. 11, Eur,
person, being found in any dwelling-house, warehot^
coach-house, stable or outhouse, or in any inclosed v»r.-.

garden, or area for any unlawful purpose. 12, E\im
suspected person or reputed thief frequenting any ri\

.

canal, or navigable stream, dock, basin, or any quay, xt\n:\

or warehouse near or. adjoining thereto, or any street, hu
way, or avenue leading thereto, or any place of put'ii.-

resort, or any avenue leading thereto, or any street, hi:;': •

way, or place adjacent, with intent to commit felon,.

13, Every person apprehended as an idle and disordi; \
person, and violently resisting any peace-officer so appri
hending him, and being subsequently convicted of tt.

offence for which he shall have been so apprehended.
The 5th section of the stat. 5 Geo. IV., c. 83, authoii: •

a single magistrate to commit incorrigible rogues to »•-

house of correction until the next sessions, during win. i

interval they are to be kept to hard labour. The 1(«!>

section of the act then authorizes the justices at session* I •

continue the imprisonment of this class of offenders wi't'

hard labour for any time not exceeding a year, and i

order whipping, if they deem it to be expedient. Incor-
rigible rogues are defined by the statute as follows —
1, Every person breaking or escaping out of any place o:

legal confinement before the expiration of the term li .-

which he shall have been committed. 2, Every pei>or
committing any offence against the act which would »tt!-

ject him to be dealt with as a rogue and vagabond, ha\m_-
been at some former time adjudged so to be and convict*-,:

thereof. 3, Every person apprehended as a rogue su»i

vagabond and violently resisting any peace-officer so ap-
prehending him, and being subsequently convicted of tin-

offence for which he shall have been so apprehended.
The statute, besides the definition of the facts and cir-

cumstances which are to constitute offences in the severs!
classes above enumerated, contains various provisions in:

the prosecution of vagrants and the regulation and disposal
of them. Thus it is enacted that any person may appn-
hend a vagrant and bring him before a magistrate. The
persons as well as the carriages or luggage of the sever*',
descriptions of vagrants maybe searched, and raoma
goods found upon them may on their conviction be "ap-
plied towards the costs of apprehending them and main-
taining them in prison. If proceedings at the sessions arc
contemplated, either by reason of an appeal against a sum-
mary conviction or the commitment of an incorrigible
rogue, the committing magistrate may bind over witness
to prosecute, and the justices at sessions may order tin-
payment of costs to persons so bound. And an appeal is

given to the next sessions to any person aggrieved br an
act or determination of anv magistrate out of sessions con-
cerning the execution of the act.
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Although the modern statute constitutes in many respects
an improvement of the law, it is liable to some of the
objections which were made to the 17 Geo. II., c. 5, and
to others of a graver character. It is by no means exclu-
sively a Vagrant Act, though popularly so called ; but its

provisions extend to various offences not necessarily con-
nected with vagrancy, which the legislature has thought

aper to place within the summary jurisdiction of justices
the peace. Under the former statute, a single magis-

was only intrusted with the power of summary com-
-nt for a month in the case of idle and disorderly

ersons, or to the next sessions in case of rogues and vaga-
onds and incorrigible rogues. Whereas, under the recent

act, a single magistrate has the power of at once commit-
ting rogues and vagabonds to prison with hard labour for

three months. If the offences to be punished had been
reciiely defined by the statute, this large extent of sum-
ary jurisdiction might have been less objectionable; but
language of the law is peculiarly loose and inaccurate,

instance, who are to be considered ' suspected persons,'
' reputed thieves,' or what is to be taken for an ' un-
ful purpose,' or ' frequenting a street,' in the true
al construction of this statute, so as to render the per-
s to whose acts these phrases are applied rogues and

agabonds? are often questions of doubt and difficulty to

practical lawyers, and may reasonably occasion hesitation

and difference of opinion even among those to whom the

final interpretation of penal laws belongs. This latitude

and vagueness of expression are peculiarly dangerous in a
Jaw which gives large judicial power to unprofessional per-

ns, who are for the most part withdrawn from the con-
of public opinion in the exercise of it; where the

jects and objects of the law are nearly connected w ith

excitements and prepossessions, and where the

ies who suffer from misdecision are commonly the

and helpless, to whom an appeal is wholly inacces-

e.

VAUEA, a genus of plants of the natural family of

Apocynaeeae, so named from Vahe, the name of one of

the species, V. gummifera, in the island of Madagascar,
where it is said to yield an excellent kind of caoutchouc.
This species is thought by some to be the same plant as

Urceofa elastica [Ukceola], but this is doubtful. One or

two other species are found in Africa, which are said to

yield edible fruit.

VAHL, MARTIN, a botanist, was bom 10th of October,

1749, at Bergen in Norway. Having received his pre-

liminary education at Bergen, he was entered a student of

the university of Copenhagen in 1766, and resided in the

house of the Rev. Hans Stroem, a distinguished naturalist.

It was here that he imbibed his taste for botany, and
having lived at Copenhagen two years, he left for Upsal,

in order that he might study under Linnaeus. Here he
became one of the most distinguished pupils of the great

botanist, and remained at Upsal for five years. His inter-

course however with Iris preceptor was suddenly inter-

rupted by a domestic occurrence, for ' it was scarcely to be
expected,' says Smith, ' that the dignified professor, then

in the zenith of his prosperity and honours, could favour-

ably regard the inclination of one of his daughters for a

student who had his own fortune to seek ; nor is anything

recorded of this daughter which might have justified a

romantic attachment or adventurous pursuit on the part of

the young man.'

In 1779 Vahl was appointed lecturer at the Botanic

den of Copenhagen, where, having remained three

re, he was appointed by the king of Denmark to under-

a scientific tour, during which he visited Holland,

ce, Italy, Spain, Barbary, Switzerland, and England,

these various countries he made large collections of

and visited their principal museums. Whilst in
" he was in constant intercourse with Sir J. Banks

and Sir J. E. Smith, to whose herbaria and libraries he had
constant access, and he availed himself extensively of this

privilege.

On his return to Copenhagen in 1785, he was appointed

professor of natural history in the university, and was in-

trusted with the continuation of the 'Flora Danica,'

already commenced by CEder. This work was completed
twenty-four fasciculi, seven of which were done pre-

us to its having been undertaken by Vahl. He made
eral journeys to the coasts and mountains of Nor-
for the purpose of getting materials for this work,

1790 he commenced a
It appeared in three

which was completed in 1810. In
work entitled ' Symbolic Botanicae
folio fasciculi, each fasciculus containing twenty-five
plates. The principal object of this work was to illustrate
Forskiil's discoveries ; but Vahl gave descriptions and
drawings of many plants from his own collections. In
1796 he commenced the publication of his ' Eclogae Ame-
ricanae,' which was a sequel to the ' Symbolae,' and con-
sisted of three fasciculi containing in all thirty plates.

In 1799 and 1800 the government again paid his ex-
penses in visiting Holland and Paris, for the purpose of
examining botanical specimens, to enable him to bring
out a great work which he had in contemplation on the
whole vegetable kingdom. On returning to Copenhagen
from this visit, he was appointed professor of botany in the
university. He lived to complete only one volume of his
great work entitled ' Enumcratio Plantarum.' This was
published in 1804 : he died on the 24th of December of
the same year. Since his death, five more volumes have
been published. His extensive library, consisting of 30(H)
volumes of books, his herbarium, and manuscripts, were
purchased by the king of Denmark for 3000 dollars (about
675/.), besides an annual pension of. 400 dollars to his
widow, and of 100 dollars to each of his six children.

Vahl also paid attention to zoology : he communicated
remarks on the carnivora to Cuvier, and also some obser-
vations on insects to Fabricius, and assisted in the com-
pletion of the ' Zoologia Danica,' a work that had not ap-
peared at his death. He was a learned and zealous
botanist, and his works will remain a monument of his
accurate acquaintance with a large portion of the vege-
table kingdom. Vahliu, a genus of Saxifragaceous plant*,
was named in honour ofhim by Thunberg.

(Biographie Universetle Sir J. E. Smith, in Rees's
Cyclopeedia.)

VA'HLIA, a genus of plants of the. natural order of
Saxifrageae, so named in honour of Martin Vahl, a pupil
of Linnaius, afterwards professor of botany at Copenhagen,
and author of several botanical works, and one of the
editors of the ' Flora Danica.' Though the genus Vahlia
belongs to a family of plants indigenous in cold and
temperate climates, it is itself found only in hot parts of
the world, as Egypt, Scnegambia, the Cape of Good Hope,
and the peninsula of India. The characters of the genus
are—tube of calyx adherent to ovary, limb superior,

5-parted
;

petals, 5, spreading and undivided ; stamens 5,

alternating with petals
;
styles 2

;
stigmas capitate

;
cap-

sule 1-celled, 2-valved at the apex, 5-furrowed, crowned
by the lobes of the calyx ; seeds convex on the outside.

The species are small, usually hairy, subdichotomous.
Leaves opposite, without stipules, linear or lanceolate

;

pedicels axillary, twin, single-flowered, with the flowers of
a white colour.

VAILLANT, JEAN FOY, was born at Beauvais on
the 24th of May, 1632. He lost his father at the age of
three, and was educated by an uncle, who wished his

nephew to study the law, in order that he might become
his successor in some offices which he held. The uncle
however, who left all his property to Iris nephew, died at a
time when Vaillant was not yet old enough to become his

successor ; and being now in the possession of a consider-

able fortune, he followed hisowTn inclinations, and devoted
himself to ttuBQtudy of medicine, of which he was made
doctor at the age of twenty-four. Vaillant's name has

become celebrated, not for what he did in his profession, but
for what he did for numismatics : he is one of the first

men who showed the importance of antient coins for his-

tory. The circumstance which led him to the pursuit of
these studies is related as follows :—A farmer in the neigh-
bourhood of Beauvais, while working in his fields, dis-

covered a great quantity of antient coins, and not knowing
what to do with them, he took them to Vaillant, and con-

sulted him about the use that could be made of the coins.

Vaillant looked at them at first very cursorily, but on
further thoughts his curiosity became excited, and he be-

gan examining them carefully. The discoveries which he
made afforded him so much pleasure, that henceforth he
devoted nearly all his time to the study of this branch of

antiquity. Some years after this occurrence he had occa-

sion to go to Paris, where he became acquainted with

Pierre Seguin, who had a fine collection of antient coins,

and was very fond of the study. Vaillant visited him fre-

quently, and made also the acquaintance of several other
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eminent men, who soon perceived that he possessed extra-

ordinary talent and more than an ordinary knowledge of
antient medals, until at length he also attracted the atten-

tion of Colbert. This minister was then about removing
the numismatic cabinet of Gaston de Bourbon to Versailles,

and he wished to increase it. He therefore commissioned
Vaillant to travel through Italy, Sicily, and Greece for the
purpose of collecting antient medals for the king's cabinet.

Vaillant spent two years on this journey, and collected a
great quantity of beautiful and rare coins, which made the
cabinet of Versailles one of the most splendid collections

of medals in Europe. In the year 1674 Vaillant published
his first work, on the coins of the Roman emperors, under the
title ' Numismata Imperatorum Romanorum praestantiora,

a Julio Caesare ad Postumum et Tyrannos, of which a
second and much improved edition appeared in 1692,

2 vols. 4to. The last and best edition is that of Baldinus,
Rome, 1743, 3 vols. 4to. In the same year in which Vail-
lant published his first work, he was sent out a second time
by Colbert, in search after antient coins. He embarked at

Marseille for Rome, bul on the second day after leaving
the port the French vessel was captured by an Algerine
corsair, and all persons on board were taken to Algiers as
slaves. Vaillant was kept in slavery for upwards of four
months, until, after some energetic remonstrances on the
part of the French government.he was restored to freedom.
After having recovered a number of gold coins which the
Algerines had taken from him, he embarked for Marseille.
On the second day of the voyage the vessel was again pur-
sued by a corsair, and when Vaillaint saw that the danger
became threatening, he resolved to secure at least his gold
medals, and he swallowed them. However a sudden change
of the wind delivered the vessel from the enemy, and after
several adventures it was thrown among the sands at the
mouth of the RhOne. Vaillant got on shore in a skiff, but
suffered very much from the medals till he was relieved
of them. Soon after his arrival he was sent out on a third
expedition, during which he travelled through Egypt and
several parts of Asia. His exertions were richly rewarded

;

he returned to Paris in 1680, and brought with him a very
large collection of coins, which were again incorporated in
the king's cabinet, the whole arrangement of which was
now intrusted to him. Immediately after his return he
was chiefly occupied with studying the coins and the his-
tory of the Seleucidae in Syria, and in 1681 he published
the results of his labours in his ' Seleucidarum Imperium,
seu Historia Regum Syriae ad fidem Numismatum accom-
niodata,' 1 vol. 4to. The remaining years of his life Vail-
lant spent at Paris, in the uninterrupted study of numis-
matics and the composition of his works. During this
period he also paid a visit to England to see the most
valuable collections of medals. In 1702, when Louis XIV.
gave a new constitution to the Academy of Inscriptions,
Vaillant was made a member, and soon after a pensionary
of it. He died on the 23rd of October, 1706.

In estimating the merits of Vaillant, we must bear in
mind that he cultivated numismatics at a time when the
subject was yet in its infancy, and his labours, if estimated
under these circumstances, are highly meritorious. Although
most of his works have been superseded by the more recent
investigations of Eckhel and Sestini, some aro still of great
value. Besides those mentioned above, the Mlowing works
deserve notice :—1, ' Numismata aerea fflfperatorum et
Caesarum in Coloniis, Municipiis, et Urbibus jure Latio
donatis, ex omni Modulo percussa,' Paris, 1688, 2 vols., fol.

;

2,
' Numismata Imperatorum et Caesarum a Populis Ro-

manae ditionis Graece loque'.tibus ex omni Modulo per-
C
u
ssa''

,
** 1698- 4t0- a second and enlarged edition of

this work appeared at Amsterdam, 1700, fol. ; 3, 'Historia
Ptolemaeorum, vEgypti Retrum, ad fidem Numismatum
accommodata,' Amsterdam, 1701, fol. ; 4, ' Nummi An-
tiuui Familiarum Romanurum perpetuis Interpretationibus
lllustrati,' Amsterdam, 1703, 2 vols. fol. After his death
there appeared—5, ' Arsacidarum imperium, sive Regum
Parthorum Historia ad fidem Numismatum accommodata,'
Paris, 1725, 4to. ; and 6, ' Achaemenidarom Imperium,
aive Regum Ponti, Bosphori, Thraciae, et Bithyniae His-
toria ad fidem Numismatum accommodata,' Paris, 1725,

i»
0
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16 ' ^Iimo'rcs de l'Academie des Inscriptions et
Belles Lcttres' also contain several interesting papers br
Vaillant. 1

(Niceron, Memoires des Homme* Ulustres, vol,
Chaufepi6, Dicttonnaire Historique et Critique.)

ill.

VAILLANT, JEAN FRANCOIS FOY, a son ©f t'

celebrated numismatist, Jean Foy Vaillant, was bom i'

Rome qn the 17th of February, 1665, when his father w
travelling for the purpose of collecting antient coins. At

the age of three years he was brought to Beauvais, and -

twelve he was sent to a college of the Jesuits at Par,-

His father wished him to follow the medical profession
but at the same time made him familiar with numismatic?
and usually took him with him to the royal cabinet <

:

medals during the time that he was engaged in arrangirc
them. Young Vaillant accompanied his father on 1 -

visit to England, and after his return to Paris he be;;; 1

seriously to apply himself to the study of medicine. >

which he was made a doctor in 1691. His reputation a> •.

numismatist however appears to have been much great'

-

than that as a physician, and in 1702 he was made a nit ir

ber of the Academy of Inscriptions, to the M£moim.
which he contributed several papers on antiquarian ar j

numismatic subjects, which raised great expectations, «• •

show that he would perhaps have surpassed his father, i i .

his life been spared longer. He died on the 17th of No-
vember, 1708, in consequence of a fall which produced .-.>

abscess in his head. The only medical work of VailIan: *
a treatise on the virtues of coffee.

(Niceron, Memoires des Hommes Ulustres, vol. x\ :

Chaufepit, Dictionnaire Historique et Critique.")

VAILLANT, SEBASTIAN, botanist, was born on tin

26th of May, 1669, at Vigny, near Pontoise, being 1I>.

eldest son of a shopkeeper in that town, At a very eari

,

age he acquired a taste for botany, and when only six ye;-.-,

old had made a collection of the wild plants of the countn.
which he cultivated in his father's garden. But his father,

fearing that his love of plants would be the ruin of him.
directed his attention during his leisure hours to music
and so great was his progress on the organ, that, at tin

age of eleven, on his tutor dying, he was appointed organ--
in his place in the Benedictine convent of St. Macloud. 11
also was distinguished by his attention to his general studio
at the grammar-school of Pontoise. He was afterwards a(-
pointed resident organist in a nunnery near his native ton-;,

and having a strong inclination for the study of medicine. I.,

took every opportunity to visit the sick in a neighbouring
public hospital. His progress in anatomical and medial
reading having been great, he was appointed assistant
surgeon to the hospital. At the age of nineteen he Ii

this position to pursue his medical studies at Evretu. i,.

Normandy ; and having been introduced to the Mary -

de Goville, a captain of the royal fusileers, he was appoint

.

by him surgeon to his company, with the rank of lieutenai •

In this position he was present at the battle ofFJeuros, whe.-i
his patron having been killed, he left the army and cm'
to Paris in 1691. His intention was still further to pur> .

medicine, but in the course of his studies he attended ti

.

lectures of Tournefort, who was then at the height of I:.,

popularity as a botanical teacher. His long-forgotti;i
passion for plants again broke forth, and he resolved t.-

abandon himself entirely to the study of botany. Tlv
period was favourable for this determination ; the genius
Tournefort had just shed a brilliant light on many of th,

obscure departments of botany, which served to show ho-<

much was yet to be done. Vaillant soon gained the friend-
ship of Tournefort, and was afterwards introduced to M.
Fagon, first physician to the king, and professor of botam
and subdemonstrator of plants in the Jardin du Roi. Fairon
made him his secretary, and appointed him, under himj*-!:'.

a director of the Jardin du Roi, and, in 1708, resigned in

his favour hisprofessorship and subdemonstratonship, situ
ations which Tournefort was known to have been anxiov'
to obtain. Soon after his

anxiov -

appointment to these po-
sitions, many improvements were made in the gardens
and Vaillant was commissioned by the king to form a mr-
seum of materia medica. In 1716 he was elected a mem-
ber of the Academy of Sciences, an honour which lie h»d
never sought, and which he at first refused to accept.
As a lecturer Vaillant was successful, and for many

years he did little else than publish his views through thl
medium of his lectures. Although a pupil, an Admirer,
and a friend of Tournefort, he was opposed to many i,t

his views, and especially the system on which he had" ar-
ranged the vegetable kingdom ; and in 1721 he read beforr
the Academy of Sciences a criticism on the method «

i

Tournefort, which was published in the Memoirs of the
Academy for 1723. He did not however succeed in esta.
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ig any classification of his own ; and it is not pro-
ible, even if he had lived to have carried out his own
ws on systematic botany, that he would have produced
stem that could have supplanted the one which was

.e basis of the ' Institutiones Kei Herbaria,' and which
laid the foundation for the labours of Adanson, the Jussieus,
and De Candolle. The most successful portions of his

criticisms directed against Tournefort were those with
regard to the functions of the stamens and pistils, which
Tournefort looked upon as only excretory organs, and
held to be of very secondary importance in the structure
of the Hotter. Vaillant published his views on this subject
in a paper, entitled ' Sermo de Structure Florum, horum
differentia usuque partium eos constituentium,' &c, Ley-
i It'll, 1718. It was also published at the same time in

Fl inch. Between the years 1718 and 1722 he read several
papers before the Academy of Sciences on the genera and
•species of the natural order Composita?, which were very
valuable contributions towards the elucidation of the struc-
ture of that difficult order of plants. He did not publish
remarks on the foreign species of other orders, but Sir J.
E. Smith states that the remarks in his Herbarium, pre-
served at Paris, ' display astonishing instances of his profound
'nowledge and acute judgment with respect to the genera,

, and synonymes of plants.'

lant had evidently during his life been preparing for

ie great work, but before he had arranged his materials
was attacked with the symptoms of pulmonary consump-

ion, which obliged him to abandon his design. There
one work however on which he had spent a great deal

time and labour, and which he was anxious to have
published, and that was on the plants growing around
Paris. Tournefort had, in his ' History of Plants which
STOw in the Neighbourhood of Paris,' attempted the same
thing; but this was admitted to be the least successful of
lus efforts, and Vaillant obtained for his work the assistance
of Aubriet, the first botanical draughtsman of the day, who
'

(1 made upwards of 300 drawings : the description of
the species were very carefully made, with an accurate

account of the synonymes, in which Tournefort's work was
very deficient

; and, in addition, he had also examined to
some extent the cryptogamic plants. Finding that he
Could not publish this work before his death, he wrote to
the celebrated Boerhaave, requesting that he would con-
sul to publish it : a negotiation was carried on between
the two by means of our countryman Dr. William Sherard
[Sheraud], and ended in the consent of Boerhaave to
ublish the work. Vaillant, having been thus relieved

this last earthly anxiety, prepared composedly for his
' which took place on his birth-day, May 26, 1722.

posthumous work, entitled ' Botanicon Parisiense,'

ublished at Leyden in 1727, forming a large folio
" plates, containing between 300 and 400 figures of

The figures are uncoloured, and the plants are
nged in an alphabetical manner. The definition of
species is in Latin ; the rest of the text is in French.

Vaillant was a man of no ordinary talent and integrity.

His botanical works display the accuracy and originality

of his mind, and it is probable that had not his plans been
too gigantic for his enfeebled constitution and the short-

B6bs of his life, he would have left behind him more
abundant proofs of his genius. He began to tread in the
path which was so successfully followed up by Linnaeus

;

and his attempt at improving the nomenclature of botany
is nn indication of his perception of the necessity of that
Change which was effected by the subsequent efforts of
Linmtus. He was also one of those who, before the time

i.innams, distinctly taught and upheld the doctrine of
• he sexuality of plants. He has been sometimes censured
l'"r liis attacks on Tournefort, but these were directed, not
("wards the man, lor whom he entertained a profound re-

gard, but towards what he deemed his errors. When his

friend and patron Fagon was on his death-bed, Vaillant

unremitting in his attentions throughout a painful

disease ; and when pressed to receive a sinecure under go-
vernment enjoyed by Fagon as a reward for his attentions,

be refused. He left a widow, but no offspring. The genus
faillantio of De Candolle was named in honour of him.

Bisehoff, bekrbuch der Botamk ; Haller, Bib. Bot.

;

Biog. f'mr. ; Sir J. E. Smith, in Rees's Cyclopa-dia.)

\ VAILLANT, FRANQOIS LE, was born in 1753, at

Paramaribo, in Dutch Guiana, where his father, a rich

lerchant and native of Metz, was French consul. His

A I

parents had a taste for collecting objects of natural his-
tory. They were also in the habit of making frequent
excursions to the less settled parts of the colony, always
carrying the boy along with them. Le Vaillant at an early
age had thus not only contracted the tastes of his parents
and the habits of the backwoodsman, but at the age of
ten years had acquired considerable experience in col-
lecting, and arranging after a system of his own, insects
and birds. '

In 1765 the family of Le Vaillant left Surinam to return
to Europe. They landed at the Texel, and alter spending
some time in Holland proceeded to Mete. Here Le Vail-
lant found a fresh stimulus to his favourite pursuits in the
ornithological cabinet of M. Bfcoeur. In Surinam he had
been accustomed to dry and preserve the skins of birds : he
now set himself assiduously to acquire the art of preserving
the form and attitude of life by stuffing them. A pas-
sionate hunter, he tells us that during a residence of two
years in Germany and of seven in Alsatia and Lorraine, he
killed an immense number of birds. But he had also a
taste for observing their habits, and spent whole days and
even nights in watching them. These pursuits were in
him the indulgence of a passion. What plan of education
his parents adopted, or whether they destined him for

any profession, is unknown. The only hint preserved on
this subject is an incidental observation in his Travels,
that his father insisted upon his acquiring a number of
languages. Dutch he spoke fluently—probably learnt

in childhood ; German and French, it is said, well, though
his writings are alleged by critics to want the idiomatic
precision of a native.

In 1777 he came to Paris, where the rich collections of

birds and the writings and conversation of naturalists at

first attracted and then repelled him. He felt and ac-

knowledged the genius of those in whose hands observa-
tions such as he had made self-taught after the desultory

fashion of an amateur had become a science. He was de-
lighted with the varied wealth of collections from all quar-

ters of the world which were opened to his inspection.

But accustomed to pry into the habits and economy of the
living bird, the mere cataloguing and classifying of skins

and skeletons soon became repulsive to him ; and the inac-

curacies of mere closet speculators nourished a perhaps
overweening estimate of nis own more living knowledge.
This feeling, his sportsman habits, the pleasant recollec-

tions of his boyhood in the forests of Guiana, all contri-

buted to make him dwell with pleasure on the project of
ransacking the yet unexplored regions of the earth in order
to drag to public view tneir feathered inhabitants. With
this object he quitted Paris, unknown to his friends, in

July, 1780. He repaired to Amsterdam, where he formed
an intimate acquaintance with Temminck ; and after five

months spent in preparations, embarked, in December, for

the Cape of Good Hope, where he arrived in March, 1781.

Le Vaillant remained in the colony till July, 1784. War
had just broken out between England and Holland ; the

vessels at the Cape were ordered to Saldanha Bay, to

conceal them from English cruisers : Le Vaillant accom-
panied them. An English squadron discovered their place

of refuge, and the captain of the one on board of which
LeVaillant's travelling equipage was embarked, blew it up
to prevent its falling into the enemy's hands. Le Vaillant.

thus stripped by an accident of all the property he carried

with liim, was hospitably treated by the colonists ; the

fiscal Boers advanced everything that was necessary to fit

him out for the expeditions he contemplated, and the

other government officers did all in their power to promote
his enterprise. During the three years which he spent in

the colony he made two principal excursions. In the first,

which occupied him from the 18th of December, 1781, to

the 2nd of April, 1782, he advanced westward, at no great

distance from the coast, to the Great Fish river ; ascended

its most western branch to the frontier of the Gonaquois

and Caffres (apparently near to where Beaufort now stands),

and from thence made an excursion into the country of the

Caffres. He returned by a more northerly route to Cape
Town. His second excursion appears to have commenced
in April, 1783, and lasted sixteen months : in this time he
advanced northward beyond the Orange river—how far is

uncertain, probably not "so far as the map which Laborde

constructed from his journals represents, but farther than

his rival travellers admit. On his return to the Cape, Le
Vaillant contemplated a voyage to Madagascar, but sool>
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relinquished the idea, and embarked for Europe, on the
14th of July, 1784. In 1785 he returned to Paris.

Le Vaillant's first care on returning to Europe was to

arrange his cabinet and prepare his journals for publica-

tion. The narrative of his first expedition from the Cape
was published in 1790. In 1789, and again in 1795, efforts

were made to have his cabinet purchased by government,
but a price could not be agreed upon. In 1796 the second
part of his Travels appeared. The first volume of the

'Natural History of the Birds of Africa' was published the
same year ; it was followed at intervals by four others ; the

sixth appeared in 1812 ; and Le Vaillant at his death left

two additional volumes in MS. The ' Natural History of
Parrots,' in 2 vols., was published 1801-5; 'The Natural
History of Birds of Paradise,' 1801-6 ; ' The Natural His-
tory of Cotingas,' 1804; 'The Natural History of Calaos,'

1804.

The veracity of Le Vaillant has been questioned by
Barrow and Lichtenstein, but on very insufficient grounds,

—

the loose statements of colonists speaking from recollection

after a lapse of twenty or thirty years, or the non-appear-
ance of a particular horde at the place where it was met
by Le Vaillant after a similar interval. It may be conceded
to Barrow that Le Vaillant was not an accurate geographer
—he made no pretensions to the character. In his orni-

thological works he describes the appearance and habits

of birds ; in his travels he narrates his adventures while in

pursuit of them. His accounts of birds are such as could
only be supplied by one with whom it was a passion to

follow them into their most secluded haunts and watch all

their actions. The narrative of his travels throws light

upon his character, and explains how he came to be capa-
ble of such persevering and minute observation. It is

allowed by all who have had opportunities of observing,
that he has described the character of the Hottentot with
{•erfect fidelity. The narratives of Barrow, Campbell,
'ringle, and events still in progress, show how truthfully

he has delineated the robust recklessness of the Dutch
colonists. Mistakes there are doubtless many, but the his-

tory of his travels is essentially a truthful book. It is a
sincere faithful record of his impressions, of things in the
light in which he viewed them ; and the author delineates

himself so unreservedly and so unconsciously in his eager-
ness, buoyancy, enterprise, vanity, warmth of affection,

and unregulated enthusiasm, that it is easy to estimate the
colouring effects of the medium through which all objects
are viewed. There is a graphic power and life in Le Vail-
lant's descriptions, that give all his writings the charm of
romance. He is great in the description of an elephant or
rhinoceros chase : his faithful monkey Klees is a most feli-

citous picture ; and there is scarcely a more delicate crea-
tion in poetry than hisGonaquoi girl Narina. Le Vaillant
stands high in a class of writers, of which St. Pierre, Wilson
(the ornithologist), and Audubon may be considered the
types.

Neither Le Vaillant's entire devotion to his favourite
pursuits, nor his innocent boyish enthusiasm for that kind
of liberty which the possessor of the wealth and acquire-
ments of civilised life can command in a genial climate
among a rude and simple people, could enable him to
escape entirely the dangers of the Revolution. He was
only saved from the guillotine by the opportune death of
Robespierre. After his liberation he retired to a small
property which he possessed at La Neve, near Lauzun

;

and there, except at brief intervals, during which he was
obliged to visit Paris to superintend the publication of his
works, he spent the remaining thirty years of his life.

There he lived through all the wars of the Revolution,
hunting as eagerly, and with as little distraction from the
turmoil around him, as if he had been among the woods of
Surinam or in the valleys of the Cape. He died on the
22nd of November, 1824.)

(Le Vaillant, Voyage dans FIntSricur de I'Afriuue, and
Second Voyage duns VInlirieur tin I'Afriqtie, and also in-
cidental notices in his ornithological works ; Travels in
. l/rica, by Barrow, Lichtenstein, and Campbell

; Bivgraphie
L'nicertelte.)

VAISESHICA, or VAISESHIKA. [Sanscrit Lan-
guage and Literature, p. 402.]
VAISON. [Vavclusk.]
VAKHTANG, the name of several kings of Georgia.
Vakhtang thk First, surnamed Goor Asian, was, ac-

cording to the chronicles of Georgia, the thirty-third k:r>r

of that country, and a descendant of Sapor the First, k.»i.-

of Persia, who ascended the throne in a.d. 238, a:, i

having conquered Iberia, gave it to his son Mirian, *»!

founded the third dynasty of Georgia. Vakhtang the Fn-
died about the end of the fifth century. He was a gn,:
warrior, and extended the frontiers of his empire, a:/

strengthened them by the construction of many fortress-.
The Georgian chronicles of that period are however vc :..

uncertain, and contain much fable mingled with truth.
Vakhtang the Second, of the dynasty of Bagraticl<

ascended the throne of his country in 1289, with the i>-

sent of the Mongols, whose dominion at that time extern!. :

over a great part of Asia. He died after a rei^n of thn
years, regretted by his subjects on account of his virtue>.

Vakhtang the Third, of the same dynasty as the v

cond of the same name, ascended the throne in 1301. Tt.

Mongols wishing to compel him and his nation to eml>r :

Mohammedanism, he went to the court of the khan, in oiu.

to induce him to desist from his design against the Chri-
tians of Georgia. He did not succeed in his object, w •

imprisoned, and afterwards murdered in 1304. He ••

revered as a martyr.
Vakhtang the Fourth belonged to the same dynast-

as the preceding. He succeeded his father, Alexandi '..

who became a monk in 1442. Having granted sever.i

Erovinces to his younger brothers, who governed them
is vassals, he assumed the title of king of kings. He du j

after a reign of three years, without issue.

Vakhtang the Fifth, king of Kartli,* is also knovr>
under the name of Shah Nawaz, which he assumed •

•

being obliged outwardly to conform to Mohammedaniirr

.

He ascended the throne in 1665. He lived a long time i

.

Persia, at the court of Shah Abbas the Second, with who;:,

he enjoyed great favour. This and other favourable cir-

cumstances enabled him to reunite under his dominior.
with the approbation of the Shah of Persia, the disjoint.!,

parts of Georgia, and this country enjoyed under his ruii-

a repose of which it had been long deprived. He died i:.

1676, having during his lifetime divided his dominion,
between his two sons.

Vakhtang the Sixth, the legislator of Georgia, and tfu

grandson of the preceding, ascended the throne of Kartj
in 1703, after his brother Khosrew, who had become a

Mohammedan, and during the lifetime of his father Leo

.

who was detained in Persia. Vakhtang assumed the eo-

vernment in the name of his father, and went to the cour
of Persia in order to obtain the confirmation of hisdigni!-.
The Shah would not grant the confirmation, except on

condition of Vakhtang embracing Mohammedanism, whici
having refused to do, he was imprisoned, and his brothir
Jesse, who complied with the condition, was put in hi,

place. Jesse governed Kartli two years, during which u
suffered from internal troubles and the inroads of the Le?-
ghis. Vakhtang, who had been imprisoned all this Xxvx
at Ispahan, resolved, in order to restore tranquillity to hu
country, outwardly to conform to Mohammedanism. H?
thus conciliated the Shah, who nominated Vakhtang b>
sirdar, and appointed him governor of the province < f

Azerbijan, and sent his son Bakar to govern Kartli, whence
Jesse, having abjured the Islam, had retired. Vakhtar.s
remained seven years in Persia before he was permitted t.>

return to his own country. His first care was to improve
the laws and the state of religion. He therefore assembled
such learned men as he could find, translated from the
Greek the statutes of the emperor Leo the Philosopher,
accommodated them to the regulations of different Ar-
menian and Georgian kings, added to them several of lit

own, and thus formed the code which is known by h:>

name. He also undertook the printing of the Bible, which
had been, as it is believed, translated as early as the fourth
century from the Greek into the Georgian, and corrected
in the eleventh by three Georgian princes, monks of the
Iberian convent on Mount Athos. This version, being cor-
rupted by successive copyists, required great emendation*

:

the version of the books of the Ecclesiasticus and of the
Maccabees had been entirely lost. These were howeMr
supplied before the printing was undertaken, by Vakhtanc

»

uncle, Archil, king of Imiritia, who, being expelled from
his country, died in Russia. Vakhtang established »i
Tiflis a printing-press, and printed the Gospels, the Acts.

• Oeorgia ».n rtirlilni into «oveml imlepcudcut prinoipa]ilicj, tome tt
which »«»oroniomlljr united. [Ucoboia.]
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Psalms, and several liturgies and prayer-books; but
court of Persia, perceiving that Vakhtang, instead of
owing the Koran, promoted Christianity, sent an armv

against him. Vakhtang, after having defended himself
for some time at Tiflis, was finally expelled ; his printing
establishment and all the published books which could be
found were destroyed ; and his brother Constantine, who
had become a Mohammedan, was established in his place.
Vakhtang called the Turks to his assistance, and submitted
to the authority of the Sultan ; but these protectors, hav-
ing occupied the country, gave the throne to his brother
Jesse, who again became a Mohammedan.

In the invasions and wars between the Turks, Persians,
and Afghans, three-fourths of the population of Georgia
were destroyed ; and Vakhtang, after having wandered a
long time with his most faithful adherents in the mountains,
ought protection from Peter the Great, who invited him
to Russia. Vakhtang went to Russia, in 1725, with his
family, five bishops, and many inferior clergy of Georgia.
Peter had just died, but his successor, Catherine the First,

granted Vakhtang a large pension and considerable estates.
Vakhtang resided in Russia till 1734, but in that year he
resolved to make an attempt to recover his dominions by

1 the co-operation of the Shah of Persia. The empress
Anna consented to Vakhtang's project, but gave him in-

structions how to act in Persia, and in what manner he
shoidd induce the Georgians as well as the Caucasian
highbinders to enter the Russian service, in order to bring
about their entire submission to the authority of Russia.
\ akhtang started for his diplomatic journey, in company
With a Russian general, but fell ill on his way, and died at
Astrakhan. His descendants exist to the present day in
Russia under the name of the Georgian (Gruzinski) princes.
Vakhtang the Sixth was a man of considerable talents

and attainments, which is shown by his engaging in literary

pursuits amidst all the troubles with which his life was
agitated. He wrote the history of Kartli, which is con-
sidered to contain very important materials for the history

of Georgia, and is known under the name of the ' Chronicle
of Vakhtang the Sixth.' One manuscript copy of this

chronicle exists at Rome, and another at St. Petersburg,
in the Rumianzoff Museum. Des Guignes employed it

for the names of the kings of Georgia in his ' Histoire des
Huns,' &c. It has been also mentioned by Guldenstadt
and Klaproth.

(Klaproth, Tableau du Caucase ; Encyclopedical Dic-
tionary of St. Petersburg.)
VAKHUSTA, a natural son of Vakhtang the Sixth, king

of Kartli (Georgia). He completed, with his brother,

Prince Bakar, the printing of the Bible in Georgian, which
had been only partly done by their father, Vakhtang the
Sixth. He established for that purpose, in his house near
Moscow, a printing-press, taught the art of printing to

several Georgian clergymen, and completed the first edition

of the Bible in the language of his country in 1743. The
printing-press was afterwards transferred to Moscow, where
several religious works in Georgian were printed. Vak-
husta wrote a history of Georgia, which still remains in

manuscript.
VAL DE PEfiAS. a town of Spain, in the province of

La Mancha and district of Ciudad Real, is situated in a
fertile plain, on the road leading from Madrid to Anda-
lueia. in 38° 45' N. lat. and 3" 54' W. long. The town is

well built, and the streets, though narrow, are clean and
well paved. The mansion of the marquis of Santa-Cruz,
and the Tercia, or warehouse of the royal tithes, are con-
spicuous among many other good edifices. The environs
of the town are mostly planted with vines, which produce
the excellent red wine known as ' vino de Val de Pefias,'

which is much in request at Madrid, and approaches in
quality to some of the stronger Bordeaux wines. Corn,
oil, and saffron are also grown in the neighbourhood.
Sonic coarse linens and soap are manufactured in the
town, which is also celebrated for a peculiar yellow dye
for woollens, made with the flowers of the saffron plant.
The town holds a fair on the 7th of January, which is

greatly attended by the inhabitants of the province. The
population, according to Mifiano (vol. ix., p. 155),
amounted in 1828 to 10,248 inhabitants.

\ ALA'IS (Wallis, in German), a canton of the Swiss
Confederation, consists mainly of a great longitudinal
valley, the largest in all Switzerland, running in a general

ction from east to west for nearly a hundred miles be-
. C, No. 1C27.

tween two lofty and massive chains of alps, one of which,
on the south side, divides it from Italy, and the other from
the canton of Bern on the north. Both chains are con-
nected at the eastern end of the Valais with the central
group of the St. Gothard by means of the Gallenstock, the
Furka, and the Mutthorn. The Rhone has its sources in
a glacier which lies on the west side of the Gallenstock
and the Furka, whence it flows westward through the
whole length of the Valais, receiving numerous affluents

on both banks. These streams are the drains of the two
great chains, the offsets of which form sixteen transverse
valleys, some of them more than twenty miles in length,
which slope down into the great valley «f the Rhone.
Near St. Maurice the valley of the Rhone becomes con-
tracted between two lofty masses, the Dent de Morcles,
which forms part of the northern chain, and the Dent du
Midi, a projection of the southern chain, which divides the
Valais from Savoy, leaving between them at the bridge of
St; Maurice merely space enough for the river. This is

the geographical termination of the Valais, but the canton
continues to stretch over a narrow aud partly mountainous
tract along the left bank of the RhQne, and between that
river and the Alps of Savoy, for about 16 miles farther
down, to the entrance of the river into the Leman Lake :

the opposite or right bank below the bridge of St. Maurice
belongs to the Canton de Vaud.
The area of the Valais is estimated at about 1980 square

miles, of which more than one half consists of high alps
and glaciers, and the remainder of lower offsets and inter-
mediate valleys. The breadth of level ground in the valley
of the Rhone varies from a quarter of a mile to three miles.
The heat in the summer is very great in the valley, espe-
cially in the neighbourhood of Sion and Siders

(,
Sierre, in

French), where the fig, mulberry, almond, and pomegranate
thrive in the open air. The level of the Rhone at St.
Maurice is about 200 feet above that of the Leman Lake,
and about 500 feet between Sion and Sierre. The lake
itself is 1150 feet above the level of the sea. The vine and
Indian corn are cultivated up to the height of 1000 feet

above the level of the lake, barley to 2500, and potatoes
to 3000. Walnut, chestnut, cherry, apple, and pear trees

are abundant. In several localities excellent wine, both
white and red, is made: the 'malmsey of Sion and Sierre ri-

vals that of the southern coasts of Italy and Spain. Cider
is made in other districts. In common years the crop of
corn is sufficient for the consumption. The forests are

extensive : great quantities of timber have been cut down
of late years and sent by the Rhone into France. The
horned cattle are reckoned at 47,000 head, and the sheep
and goats at 55,000. There are about 2200 horses and 1500
mules. Mines of iron, copper, lead, silver, cobalt, and
zinc have been found. There is little manufacturing in-

dustry in the country.

The population of the Valais amounted, in 1837, to

75,798 individuals: in 1816 it was only 62,900. The in-

habitants. of the highlands are stronger and healthier than
those of the banks of the Rhone. In the Lower Valais
cretinism is a common infirmity. The Valaisans ate strict

Roman Catholics, and much attached to their devotional

practices; but they are neither fanatical nor intolerant

towards strangers. A patois of the Romance is spoken in

the lower or western part of the canton ; German in the
upper or eastern part.

The canton is divided into thirteen communities or little

republics, called dixains, every one of which has its council,

the members of which are appointed by the respective

communes, and which regulates all local affairs. Each
dixain sends four deputies to the diet, or legislature of the

whole canton, which meets every year at Sion. The diet

appoints the members of the council of state, or cantonal

executive, and sends also the deputy or deputies to repre-

sent the canton in the federal diet of all Switzerland. The
bishop of Sion is president of the diet of the Valais, and
has four votes.

In the middle ages the Valais was an independent re-

public, in which the seven dixains of the Upper or Eastern

Valais, in conjunction with the bishop of Sion, ruled by
right of conquest over the districts of the Lower or Western
Valais. The bishop of Sion had the jus gladii, the power of

life and death, and money was struck in his name. The Va-
lais was allied to the cantons of Switzerland, and more par-

ticularly to the WaldstaUen. At the time when the French
invaded Switzerland, in 1798, the Lower Valais claimed
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equal political rights with the upper country : the French
hastened to interfere in the quarrel, and the consequence
was a destructive warfare, which continued during the year

1799, and in which the Upper Valaisans made a desperate,

tnmigh in the end ineffectual, resistance against the trench,

who forced their way by massacre, plunder, and fire into

those remote districts. Afterwards, when Bonaparte,

having assumed the government of France, acted as me-
diator^ the affairs of Switzerland, he detached the Valais

from the Swiss Confederation, and formed it into a distinct

republic under the protection of France. He then began
to make the new military road through the Valais and

over the SimpHm into Italy. The road ~being finished, he
united by a decree, in 1810, the Valais to the French em-
pire by the name of the department of the Simplon. The
Valais was subject to the conscription, and furnished about

800 men yearly to Napoleon's army. In 1814 the country

was restored to its independence, and made a canton of

the new Swiss Confederation. A constitution was formed,

in which the political distinction between the Upper and
the Lower Valais was obliterated, but the aristocratic prin-

ciple was maintained in the elections. Many of the mem-
bers of the communal councils were appointed for life

;

others were appointed for twelve years, at the expiration of
which they were often re-elected. Since 1830, after much
remonstrance and disturbance, more democratic forms have
been introduced.

The principal towns of the Valais are :—1, Sion (Sitten,

in German), an old-looking town, surrounded with walls and
towers and a ditch, in a picturesque situation at the foot

of two insulated rocks, on the right bank of the Rh&ne : it

has a large cathedral, several other churches, a fine old

town-house, a college of Jesuits, a curious old tower, said

to have been raised by Charlemagne, two ruinous old

castles on the summit of the two hills, an hospital, an ar-

senal, and about 2400 inhabitants. It is the border district

between the French.or Romance patois, which is spoken in

the Lower or Western Valais, and the German, which is

the language of the Upper or Eastern country : both lan-

guages are spoken in the town. Sion is the antient Sedunum,
a Roman military station : it is called ' Civitas Sedunorum

'

in an inscription in honour of Augustus, which is preserved

in the cathedral. It was the birthplace of Cardinal Schinner,

bishop of Sion, who figured in the Italian wars in the early

jmrt of the sixteenth century. 2, Siders(in French, Sierre),

t«n miles east of Sion, is a large village in a beautiful and
fertile country : it has some fine houses, belonging to some
of the wealthiest families of the Valais ; and an old castle

with towers in the neighbourhood. 3, Brieg, in the Upper
Valais, a handsome village near the foot of the Simplon,
has a college and church belonging to the Jesuits, with a
library, a convent of nuns, and some other good buildings.

4, Martigny (Martinach, in German), the chief town of the
Lower Valais, built on the site of the antient Octodurum,
a Roman military station, has several good buildings, inns,

and shops, and above 3000 inhabitants, including the teni-
tory of the commune. The high-road of the Simplon, and
that leading over the St. Bernard into Italy, pass through
Martigny. and give a bustling appearance to the place.

The Dranse, an impetuous torrent coming from the group
of the St. Bernard, joins the Rh6ne near Martigny. 5, St.

Maurice, on the left bank of the Rhone, ten miles below
Martigny, a small town of 13(10 inhabitants, is remarkable
for its antient abbey, belonging to the canons of St. Au-
gustin. whose mitred abbot bears the title of count, and is

immediately subordinate to the pope. The abbot and chap-
ter have the gilt of ciirht benefices, which are filled Ly the
ranons. There is a college annexed to the abbey, in which
the classical laniruasres, niathematifs, physics, history, and
geography arc taught. This and the Jesuits' colleges at
Sion and Brieg arc the only upper schools in the canton.
The abbey of St. Maurice has a library with some valuable
MSS. The well-known convent and hospice of the St.

Bernard is in the territory of the Valais. [Bernard, St.]

The Valais is a very remarkable country for its stu-

pendous scenery, the variety of its climate and of its ve-
getable productions, and for its geological and minernl-
ogical phenomena. The bridge of St. Maurice affords

the only level entrance into the country: on every other
>ide it is not accessible except by passes over the lofty

Alps.
(Lercschc, Diclinnnairc Gfngranhique de la

VALANCAV, or VALENCJAY. [Indue.]

VALCKENAER, LOUIS CASPAR, a celebrated Dntr-
scholar, was bom in 1715 at Leeuwarden in Frieslui-1
He studied at Franeker, and although he had cht*»,i

philology as his department, he devoted cotwiderai-

>

time to philosophy and theology. After the compVetr ».

of his studies he was for a time master in a school, until, n
1741, he was appointed professor of Greek at Franeker. i

the place of Hemsterhuis. In 1755 he obtained the pro
fessorehip of Greek and of archaeology in the university t

Leyden, which office he held until his death in the jea.-

1785. The life of Valckenaer, like that of moat achokn
presents few incidents worthy of note, and all that we es-

say of him is that he was a very modest man, and eontr.

buted greatly to maintain the high reputation of t; •

university of Leyden. He possessed a very extensive kucr*-

ledge of all matters connected with antiquity, but ti •

department in which he excelled was his critical sr
grammatical knowledge of the Greek language ; and why
he has done in this respect, partly in his editions of Grett
writers and partly in separate dissertations, has secim-:
him a distinguished place among the illustrious scholar* -

his country. Among his editions of Greek authors, (!•

following deserve especial notice:— 1, The work of t<.

grammarian Ammomus, ' De Differentia adfinium Voc*-
bulorum,' to which are added some other antient gram-
matical works, Leyden, 1739, 4to. (reprinted with teat
additions at Leipzig, 1822, 8vo.) ; 2, the * Phoenissae ' <•

Euripides, with a very excellent commentary, the Gw*
scholia, and a Latin translation by H. Grotrus, Franeker.
1755, 4to. (reprinted at Leyden in 1802, 4to., and i
Leipzig, 1824, 2 vols. 8vo.)

; 3, the ' Hippolytus ' of Ein
pides, with a Latin translation by Ratallerus, and notes h-.

the editor, Leyden, 1768, 4to. (reprinted at Leipzig, l.«2i

8vo.); 4, the ' Idyls 'of Theocritus, with a Latin vera,'
by Wetstein, Leyden, 1773, 8vo. Th« commentary. e>p
cially that on the idyl called the * Adoniaiusae,' is fufi of th-

most exquisite grammatical remarks. Valckenaer ai-
wrote notes on other writers, such as Herodotus and Cali.-

machus, which were inserted in the editions of othcr-
Those on Herodotus are contained in the edition* ,

Wesseling and Schweighaiiser. Among his separate tro-
tises, his ' Diatribe in Euripidis Perditorum Dramatum Hp
liquias,' which is contained in his edition of the * HippoV
tus,' was printed separately at Leipzig, 1824, 8vo. This\>

one of the most masterly treatises ever written on mattrr*
of antiquity, and should be studied by every scholar. Ii.-

smaller essays were collected and published at Leipzig, r
1808, 2 vols. 8vo.

VALCKENAER, JAN, the only son of Louis Ca*r4-
Valckenaer, was bom at Leyden, 1759. He studied jurr-
prudence in the university of Leyden, and was aftenrart'
appointed professor of the same department in the ur.:-

verslty of Franeker. His reputation as a distinguish"
jurist, and still more his political sentiments, for'news*
one of the leaders of the anti-Orange party, procured run-

in 1787 the professorship of jurisprudence in the universe
of Utrecht. But in the same year the rights and claim*
the hereditary Stadtholder of the Netherlands, William V
were victoriously established by the armed assistance i

Prussia, and Valckenaer was obliged to quit Holland. T;
Dutch patriots, to whom Valckenaer belonged, were on.i
intimidated, but not annihilated. They looked to Franr
for support, and on the 6th of February, 1793, Valckemv:
together with other representatives of the patriots, present v
himself at the bar of the National Assembly of France, »'.

requested them to send an army into Holland to supper*
the party of the patriots. In 1705 a French army undrr
Pichegru made its appearance in the Netherlands, an'
Valckenaer returned to Holland and was appointed pro-
fessor of public law in the university of Leyden. He m™
started a patriotic journal called ' The Advocate of Bs'i
vian Liberty,' which however did not last long, for in tK
beginning of the year 1796 he was sent as ambassador r
the Batavian republic to Spain. He returned to Holland i"

1799, but was sent again in the same year as minister pleni-
potentiary to the court of Madrid. He remained there t"
1801, and after his return he withdrew for a time nltogclh-
from public life. But soon after he was sent on a specif.'
mission to Berlin, to settle some financial matters, which
however had not the result which was anticipated. On th-
16th of March, 1810, Louis Napoleon, king of Hollsr.c'.
sent Valckenaer on a mission to Napoleon, to avert i
runture with the French emperor, and to prevent, if po»
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sible, the contemplated incorporation of the Netherlands
ith France. A few months later Louis Napoleon abdi-

and the ev ents which followed induced Valckenaer
aw from public life. He spent the remainder of

; in study and in the enjoyment of the company of
circle of friends, partly at Amsterdam and partly

i country-seat near Haarlem, where he died on the 25th
1 January, 1821, at the ape of sixty-two. Valckenaer was
i able politician and statesman, but he had the misfor-

to see nearly all the plans for which he had struggled
' »d by the circumstances of the time. He wrote

political pamphlets, which have, been praised for I he
>undness of their argumentsand the eloquence with which

they are treated.

VALDAI. [Russia.]
VALDENSES. [Vaudois.]
VALDES, or VALDESSO, GIOVANNI, a native of
lain, studied law, was employed in several missions by

emperor Charles V'., and appeai-s to have lived to an
iced age in retirement at Naples. He died in

He carried from Germany to Italy several works of
:hthon and other reformers, and adopted several

tinions condemned by the Roman Catholic church, to
hich he converted some of his familiar friends. Neither
aides nor any of his disciples during his life separated

themselves from the Romish communion ; and he remained
unmolested on account of his opinions, although they ap-
pear to have been generally known. A similar spirit of
negative oi latent heresy prevailed at the same time in

different parts of Italy, in Piedmont, at Bologna, lVlua,
and Vieenza. In 1542 the Italian government*, especially
that ot Naples, took the alarm, and the friends of Valdes
were obliged to fly or recant. Valdes has been claimed
by the Socinians, but it is difficult from the few works at-

tributed to him, and published after his death, to glean
what his doctrinal opinions really were. That which was
published at Basle in 1530, with the title ' Le cento dieci

Considerazioni del S. Giovanni Valdesso, nelle quali si ra-
giona delle Cose piu utili, piu necessaiii, e piu perfette
della Cristiana Professione,' consists of commentaries on
the gospels of St. Matthew and St. John, the Epistle to the
Romans, and the Epistle to the Corinthians. It is exclu-
sively practical. Bayle attributes to Valdes two dialogues
printed at Venice without date or author's name, which,
judging from their titles, must be rather histoiical than
polemical.
VALDI'VIA is a jown in Chile, situated in 39° 49' S.

and 73° 18' VV. long., at the inner extremity of an
ifnary formed by the confluence of several rivers, among
rhich the Calla-Calla and the Cruees are the largest. The
>wn is built at the mouth of the first-named river : it con-
its of a number of scattered wooden houses surrounded

>y a forest of apple-trees. According to Darwin, no
•ouiitry on the globe is more favourable to the growth of

le than the vicinity of Valdivia. Its population,

g to some statements, does not exceed 800 indi-

whilst others increase it to 2000. This might be a
ter of surprise, when it is considered that the harbour
Valdivia is the best harbour on the west coast of

America between S. Carlos de Chiloe and Guyaquil, if we
did not know that the whole surrounding country is still in

possession of independent tribes, and covered with large

(Meats. A few spots only are cultivated. The town owes
its origin to a colony of Dutchmen, who settled there

about I he middle of the seventeenth century for the pur-
pose of carrying on a smuggling trade with the Spanish
colonies. The Dutch were soon expelled by the

who expended great sums in fortifying the

and rendering it impregnable. It remained in tbe

rf the Spaniards up to 1820, when the Chilians,

>mmanded by Lord Cochrane, took it from them. Since

it time the numerous fortifications erected by the

iniards have been neglected and have fallen into decay,

mouth of the actuary, which is 15 miles from the

>wn, is oore than two miles wide, and the channel by
which it is entered has from 14 to 19 fathoms of water,

which decreases gradually to eight fathoms at the nar-

rowest part, which is three-quarters of a mile wide. Near
this strait, along the southern shores of the aestuary, is the

best anchorage for large vessels, under the high rocks

which surround the castle of Coral. Farther cast the aestu-

ary is crossed by a bar, produced by the mud brought down

apple

bar is less than four fathoms deep, and decreases at the
shallowest part to less than two fathoms. Only vessels of
moderate size therefore can sail up to the town. Captain
Fitzroy states that the safe anchorage of this port is very
limited, on account of the extensive banks which are
formed by the mud and sand brought down by the rivers

;

and that these banks increase yearly. The commerce of
Valdivia is limited to the exportation of boards, which
are brought to this place by the Indians from the interior,

and find a ready sale in all tile ports of South America
bordering on the Pacific.

(Mi«n, Travels in Chile and La Plata; Filzroy and
Darwin, in the Narrative of the Surveying Voyages 'ft lie.

Adventure and BeagleS)
VALENCE, a town in France, capital of the depart-

ment of Drome, 295 miles in a direct line south-south-
east of Paris, or 352 miles by the road through Melun,
Auxerre, ChAlons-sur-Saone, and Lyon ; in 44" 50' N. hit.

and 4° 54' E. long.

Valence existed in the days of the Romans, by whom it

was called Valentia, and was the capital of the Segalauni,
or Segovellauni. It is mentioned by Ptolemy (who writes
the name OiiaXivria) as a colony. It was included in the
province of Viennensis, asubdivision ofGallia Narboncnsis.
In the time of the later Western emperors it was a place
of considerable strength, and afforded a refuge to Constan-
tine, who had assumed the purple in Britain, and was fruit-

lessly besieged here by Sarus the Goth, whom Stilicho had
sent against him. Jovinus, another usurper, sought refuge
here, but the town was taken by the Visi-Goths, who, under
their king Ataulfus, had taken part against him. It was
afterwards subject to the Burgundians, and passed from
them to the Franks. In the middle ages it formed part of
the kingdom of Aries, and was the capital of the Valen-

'

tinois, a district of Dauphine : this district was included
in the Marquisate (not the county) of Provence, held by the
counts of Toulouse, and was after some changes united to

the crown. The territory of Valentinois was made a duchy
and conferred by Louis XII. on Caasar Borgia, a natural son
of Pope Alexander VI. It was conferred by Henri II. on
his mistress, Diana of Poitiers.

The town is in a fertile plain on the left bank of the
Rhone, a few miles below the junction of the Isere, and is

united by an iron suspension-bridge with the opposite
bank. It is ill laid out, with winding aud narrow streets,

and ill built : and is surrounded by old walls, out of con-
dition, flanked with towers, and having few gates. The
high road from Paris and Lyon to Marseille and the adja-
cent parts of the south of France does not pass through the
town, but skirts the wall on the outside and passes through
the suburb of Sauniire, adjacent to the town on the south
side. On the north side of the town is a citadel called
' Le Gouvernement,' fronting a parade or exercise-ground
planted with trees. The buildings of the town have little

claim to notice. The principal are—the cathedral, dedicated
to St. Apollinaire; the former residence of the bishop;
the prefect's residence, formerly an abbey, with extensive
gardens; the house in which Pius VI. resided, also having
delightful gardens ; and a private house, the front of which
is accounted by Vaysse de Villiers one of the richest spe-
cimens of Gothic architecture in Fiance. There are two
public walks. There are scarcely any Roman remains ex-
isting.

The population of the commune of Valence, in 182G,
was 10,283 ; in 1831, 10,400 (8898 of them in the town
itself) ; and in 1830, 10,907. The townsmen manufacture
cotton-yarn, printed cottons, silks, gloves, hosiery, and cut-
lery ; there are dye-houses, tan-yards, rope-walks, saw-
yards for marble, tile-yards, potteries, lime-kilns, and a
great number of cartwrights' shops. Trade is carried on
in the wines, fruits, and silks of the south of France; in

brandy, liqueurs, corn, and manufactured goods : there

are six fairs in the year. The well-known Hermitage
and St. Peray wines are grown in the neighbourhood of
Valence.
There are in the town two Catholic churches besides the

cathedral, a Lutheran church, a nunnery, two seminaries
for the priesthood, a high school or college for the com-
mune, a drawing-school, and a public library of 14.000
volumes ; two hospitals, one of them for foundlings ; a
theatre and baths, barracks, a school of artillery, and an
arsenal. Near the town are a chateau and park, formerly
belonging to the dukes of Valentinois, A number of au-

N2
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tient families are resident in Valence, and the society of

the place is very good. There are a subordinate court of
justice and some fiscal government offices.

Valence had a .university, founded by Louis XL, while
dauphin, a.d. 1452, and confirmed in its privileges by him
after his accession to the throne, a.d. 1475. According to

Piganiol de la Force, the university of Valence was not a
new establishment, but was the university of Grenoble
(founded a.d. 1339, by Humbert II,, dauphin of the
Viennois) transferred to Valence in a.d. 1452. The first

buildings were erected at the cost of the town ; but the
university having acquired wealth, the old buildings were
replaced by new ones, neat and convenient though not
magnificent, built with the university funds.

The bishopric of Valence comprehends the department
of Drome ; the bishop is a suffragan of the archbishop of
Avignon.
The arrondissement of Valence includes 101 communes,

and is subdivided into ten cantons or districts, each under
a justice of the peace ; the population, in 1831, was
135,193.

(Malte-Brun, Geographic ; Vaysse de Villiers, Itinfraire

Descriptif de la France ; Millin, "Voyage dims let Dcparte-
mens du Midi de la France ; Dicttonnaire Geographique
Universel.)

VALENCE. [Tarn.1
VALETJCIA, formerly a kingdom, now a large pro-

vince of Spain, in the eastern part of the peninsula, between
37" 50* and 40° 46' N. lat. and 12' E. long, and 1° 25'

W. long,, consists of a long and comparatively narrow
strip of land extending along the Mediterranean, and bor-
dering to the south on the province of Murcia, to the west
on the provinces of Cuenca and Teruel and the Sierra de Al-
barracin ; and to the north on the province of Lerida. Until
the year 1832 Valencia was called a kingdom (Reyno de
Valencia), having once formed part of the crown of
Aragon ; but since the late division of the Spanish
territory, this district has been subdivided into three
provinces, Valencia, Castellon de la Plana, and Alicante.
Although considerably reduced in extent, Valencia is still

one of the finest and most productive provinces of the
peninsula. A large proportion of the surface, particularly
in the north and west, is mountainous, but the plain
country, which stretches along the coast, and is watered by
the rivers Xucar, Guadalaviar, and Scgura, is one of the
most fertile and best cultivated spots in Europe. The
plain or vega of Valencia, especially, is a delightful spot

;

it is about thirty miles long and twenty wide : on three
sides it is bounded by the mountains of Segura, and on the
fourth by the sea. The whole of this vast extent is

planted with olive, mulberry, ilex, algaroba, orange, and
palm trees, and has the appearance of an immense garden.
Such is the fertility of the soil, that two and three crops
in the year are generally obtained, and the greater part of
the land returns eight per cent. The rice crops are the
most valuable, and are chiefly produced in the tract which
is irrigated by the Albufera, a large lake in the neighbour-
hood of Valencia. Ric e being the principal food of the
lower classes, the crop is generally consumed in the pro-
vince, with the exception of a small quantity which finds
its way into Castile and Andalucia. The annual produce is

estimated at 12,000,000 arrobas, the average price of which
may be taken at 3$. the anoba, or about 1JJ. per lb.

The other chief product is the white mulberry, once the
source of great wealth : it was worked in the silk-factories
of Valencia. In 1828, when Miiiano wrote, the produce of
silk from the vega of Valencia only amounted to one mil-
lion of pounds yearly, the greater part of which was ex-
ported m its raw state, at an average price of from 8*. to
lOv. per pound. But, according to the last official returns,
the produce has greatly increased since, owing to demt'iids
from the manufacturers o:' j,yon tnd other towns in the
south of France. The export of fruit from Valencia is

also considerable, particularly of raisins. The raisins are
of two kinds, the muscatel, and an inferior and smaller
raison, called jxim d? legia ; but neither is equal to the
tuisins of Malaga. In 1829,47,000 quintals of the best,
and 42,000 of the inferior sort, were exported, exclusively
for the English market. The export of tigs, oil, and wine
from the province and different ports of Valencia is also
very sieat, particularly the wine, called Beni Carlo, which
conies from a town of that name. This wine is chiefly
shipped to Cette, whence much of it comes by the canal

of Languedoc to Bordeaux, and is used to give body a.

colour to the clarets.

No great number of cattle or horses are kept by tl

Valencians ; and the sheep, though numerous, yield

of indifferent quality. Mercury, copper, sulphur, asei'.

argentiferous lead, iron, coal, &c. are among the tninrn.

products, but they are procured only in small quautitn.-

The manufactures are unimportant; woollen and iu>-

stuffs are indeed made in several towns of the provusc
and silk goods in Valencia, Gandia, and other plar>-

but they are chiefly consumed within the province. Tl

fabrication of satins, silk ribbons, and velvets has of lal< a
much improved and increased as to render a supply fa

France no longer necessary. Cloth of superior qualfo .

also made at Alcoy, and silk is no longer exported in .

raw state, but spun at Valencia and other places by steaz

Cordage is made from the fibre of the esparto ( stipu tf.

cissima), aloe, juncus, Sec. ; and tiles (azulejos ), soap, glar.

paper, pottery, and earthenware are exported to all pa.-:

of Spain.

In 1828, before the division, the population of the ki.w

dom of Valencia amounted to about one million of inha-

bitants ; but it is supposed that what is now called t'u

province of Valencia does not contain much above ci -

fialf of that number. The dialect spoken in the provin -.

though much akin to the Catalonian, differs considered
from it, as it retains more of the Provencal. Upon'
annexation to the Spanish monarchy, Valencia, like v.-

other provinces composing the kingdom of Aragon, jrt

served its representative body and its privileges ; but t.,

inhabitants having taken an active part agairot f
Bourbon dynasty during the war of the succession. Phi -

V. deprived the province of its old constitution, and obiir>

the inhabitants to conform in every respect to the laws .

Castile.

Those who wish for information on the geography, r"

mate, and natural productions of the kingdom of Vafen
may consult Cavanilles, Observaciones tobre /« Hitt >.

Natural, Geografia, Agricultural Poblacion, y Frutoi c

Ret/no de Valencia, Mad., 1795-97.

VALE'NCIA DEL CID, a city of Spain, capital oft:

province of Valencia, on the Guadalaviar, about four vr;'-

from its mouth, and 188 miles east-south-east from Mad.
in 39° 28' N. lat. and 0" 24' W. long. Valencia stacA*

a wide plain, called La Huerta, or the Garden, on n.

bank of the Guadalaviar, which washes its walls and
rates it from its suburbs, with which it communicatee \
five stone bridges of from ten to thirteen arches. Vales.

.

was a city of some importance under the Romans, bei.".

colony and the capita) of the Edetani (Valentia- Edeiz--

mm). The Arabs under 'Abdu-l-'aziz, son of Musa ]'

Nosseyr, took it in a.d. 712. From that time it contiiw

'

annexed to the empire of Cordova. On the overthrow •

the dynasty of the Beni Umeyyah, in a.d. 1452-C, An
l-hasan 'Abdu-l-'azlz, grandson of the celebrated Al-irai-

sur, who was then governor of Valencia and the dut™:-
appertaining to it, declared himself independent, «:.

reigned until a.d. 1000, when he was succeeded by bit «
'Abdu-r-rahman (others call him 'Abdu-l-malek\ ni

became in time the son-in-law and the vassal of Al-mimn -i

king of Toledo. Having offended his liege lord by tru-
ing to join him with his forces in an attack upon Cordon.
'Abdu-r-rahman was dispossessed of his dominions, ana i

governor appointed in his stead. Soon alter however I.

friends of 'Abdu-r-rahman stirred up a revolution in \ ak"
cia, and having expelled the governor appointed by
niamun, re-established 'Abdu-r-rahman on the thru;.

When, in a.d. 1085, Yahya Al-kadir, the grandson of A -

mfimdn, surrendered his capital, Toledo, to Alfonso VI •

Leon, it was stipulated between the two kins* thai :'

Christian would assist Yahya in regaining pussessiot.

Valencia. Alfonso did so ; but scarcely had Yal •

reigned two yeais when a portion of his subjects revol' .

against him. and at the instigation of an influential cb.
named Ibn Jehaf, loudly called upon him to disuiiv tl

Castilian bauds which he still retained in his pay. Yuh.j
was obliged to yield, and the Christians under Atvar Ys«>

.

were accordingly expelled from his dominions. This bei:.-

done, Ibn Jehaf, who was in con-espondence with the Aluv-
ravules, attacked the royal palace, slew Yahya, and
rendered the city to them. The news of tin's revolutii-
having reached Rodrigo Diaz de Bivar, better kuunn i»

the Cid, who about that time was indiscriminately ai>iJ-
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mg the Moorish dpminions, he marched to Valencia, and
besieged the place, on the plea that the murdered Sultan
was his friend and ally. Alter a siege of several months
Valencia was taken, and Ibn Jeh&f was burnt alive in the

principal square of the city. The Almoravides, however,
hastening from all parts of Spain, Rodrigo was compelled
to evacuate the place. Owing to this momentary occupa-
tion of Valencia by the bands commanded by Rodrigo de
Bivar, the city received the name of Valencia del Cid.

Valencia continued in the hands of the Almoravides, and
after them of the Almohades, until Jayme I. of Aragon
took it from Zeyyan Ibn Mardanish on the 20th of Sep-
tember, a.d. 1238. Valencia was taken by the French
under Buchet, in 1812, and held by them till June, 1813.

Valencia is nearly circular, and about miles round :

it is enclosed by massive walls built by the Moors, flanked

at intervals by round towers. The gates are four ; that of

the Cid (la puerta del Cid) being very remarkable for its

architecture. The streets, like those of most Moorish-built

cities, are narrow, crooked, unpaved, and frequently desti-

tute of thoroughfares ; but those which have been lately

built on the site of demolished convents and churches are

w ider and tolerably well paved. The city is furnished with

public sewers of great solidity, which are said to be the

work of the Romans : it has also good quays, faced with
stone and planted with trees, which line the whole length

of the Guadalaviar. The cathedral is of mixed archi-

tecture, with a very lofty tower called 'el Miquelete,' from
the top of which a commanding view of the whole plain

or 'huerta' of Valencia is obtained. It contains nume-
rous altars richly decorated with gilt-work and the finest

marbles obtained from the quarries in the province, as

well as with paintings by Juan de Juanes, Espinosa,

Ribalta, Victoria, a pupil of Carlo Maratti, and other paint-

ers of the Valencian school. The Lonja (Exchange!, the

custom-house, el Temple, a palace built by Charles III. for

the military order of Montcsa, the archbisliop's palace, the

college of Pius V., and several noble residences, are worthy
of notice. The university, founded in 1411, was formerly

considered the best in Spain, particularly for the study of

medicine. In 1830 it had nearly 2500 students. There
was once a magnificent library attached to it, which con-
rained a valuable collection of antient manuscripts, made

"
ie celebrated Perez Bayer, the author of the work ' De
imis Samaritanis,' Valencia, 1781, and other learned

•ks ; but it was entirely burnt by the explosion of a
11 during the Peninsular war : another library has since

ieen formed with the books of the suppressed convents,

as w ell as a gallery of paintings and sculpture, collected

from the various religious houses in the province. Besides

the university, there are at Valencia six colleges and many
inferior academies ; as well as a public school where the

fine aits arc gratuitously taught.

To the west of Valencia is a large lake, called Al-bufera,

the waters of which are used in irrigating the rice-grounds

in the plain. The port of Valencia'is at Grao, about two
miles distant. It is connected with the city by a broad
danted avenue, which constitutes a favourite promenade

the inhabitants. The harbour is suitable only for

and the roadstead is exposed to the south and south-

west gales. Vaiious plans have been suggested to render

it more commodious, but hitherto they have produced
lillli' or no effect. There are several histories of Valencia,

among which that of Martin Vi^yana {Crnnycn de In In-

rtyta y Coronadu CiuJail, &c, Valencia, 1564, fol.) is con-

sidered the best. There is another, by Escolano {Hntoria

ta Intignc Ciudad y Reynnde Valeria, Val., 1G10-11,

According to Minano, the population of Valencia,

1828, amounted only to 65,840 ; but it is generally he-

ed to have considerably increased since. The inhahit-

are chiefly devoted to agriculture, although many
inches of trade flourish in the city. Velvets, taffetas,

flowered damask, and other silk-stufts are still manufac-
tured, though not to such an amount as when the

markets of Spanish America were open to them. Wool-
lens, camlets, hats, table-linen, gauzes, artificial flowers, pot-

tery and earthenware, glass, paper, are also made in small

titles.

are in Spain several other towns called Valencia :

alencia de Alcantara, in the province of Estrema-
ra, not far from the frontiers of Portugal ; Valencia del

Ventoso, also in Estremadura, Valencia de Don Juan, in

province of Leon, &c.

VALENCIENNES, a town in France, capital of an ar-
rondissement in the department of Nord, 114 miles in a
direct line north-north-east of Paris, or 125 miles by the
road through Senlis, Roye, Peronne, and Cambray ; in
50° 21' N. lat. and 3° 31' E. long.

The name of this town (which is Latinized Valentianae)
seems to indicate a Roman origin, but it is not mentioned
by any antient writer, nor does any historical interest

attach to it until quite modern times. It was taken by
Louis XIV. a.d. 1677, and was fortified by Vauban ; and
by the treaty of Nimeguen, a.d. 1678, was ceded to
France. It was taken by the allies after a brave defence
in the early part of the revolutionary war (1793), and re-
taken easily by the French the next year. The town is

situated on the river Escaut or Schelde, by which it is

divided into two unequal parts, the greater part being on
the south-east or right bank of the river. The town is

irregularly laid out and ill built. The fortifications are
extensive, and on the west side of the towr. is a citadel in

an island formed by the Escaut. There is a good place
or square, and the front of the town-house deserves
notice.

The population of Valenciennes, in 1826, was 19,841 ; in

1831, 18,953; in 1836, 19,499. The chief manufactures
are of linens and lawns ; but lace, cambric, earthenware,
children's toys, and powder-blue are made ; and wire-
weaving, dyeing, and tanning are carried on : there are
a number of mills and a great number of forges for iron.

Near the town are the important coal-vvbrks of Anzin or
Anzain. [Anzin.] Trade is carried on in coal, fire-

wood, timber, corn, and seeds for oil.

Valenciennes has a subordinate court of justice and a
commercial tribunal, and one or two government offices,

military or fiscal. There are a high school for the com-
mune, a public library of 8000 volumes, a society of
sciences, arts, commerce, and industry ; a gallery of pic-
tures and an academy for painting

; a museum of natural
history ; three hospitals, one of them for foundlings, another
for the military, and the third a general hospital ; and four
establishments of the Sisters of Charity.

The arrondissement of Valenciennes has an area of 244
square miles, and comprehends 80 communes: it is divided
into seven cantons or districts, each under a justice of the
peace: the population was 123,272 in 1831, and 130,001

in 183G.

(Malte-Brun, Gcngraphie ; Dupin, Forces Productive!,
$c. de la France; Dictionnaire Geographique Uni-
versel.

)

VALENS, FLA'VIUS, emperor of Constantinople,

reigned from a.d. 364 to 378. He was a brother of Flavins

Valentinian, who, after being proclaimed emperor in a.d.

364, made Valens his colleague, and gave to him the

government of the Eastern empire, and Constantinople as

his capital. The year after his accession, while he was
staving at Caesarea in Syria, he received intelligence of a
rebellion, which was headed by Proeopius, aCilieian, who
assumed the purple at Constantinople. Valens himself was
in despair at the news, and would have resigned himself
to his fate, but the courage and resolution of his generals

saved him ; and in the two engagements of Thyafira and
Nacosia, Proeopius was deserted by his troops and con-
ducted by some of his own followers to the camp of the

enemy, where he was immediately beheaded, a.d. 3(iG.

The year after this victory Valens marched with an army
across the Danube against the Goths, who had supported

the usurper Proeopius. During the war which now en-
sued, and lasted for upwards of two years, the Goths acted
on the defensive. In the third year the Goths suffered a .

great defeat, and Athanaric, the judge of the Visigoths

sued for peace and obtained it, a.d. 369. Valens returned

to Constantinople in triumph. About the same time he
was threatened with a war by Persia, but he confined him-
self to the protection of Armenia, without letting matters

come to an open war. His empire now enjoyed peace for

several yean, during which some wise regulations in the

administration and legislation were made. In a.d. 375 his

brother Valentinian died, and Valens was thus deprived of

a wise adviser at a time when he was most in need of him.

In the year following the Huns entered Europe from Asia,

and after having subdued the Alani, pressed upon the Goths
north of the Danube, some of whom were likewise sub-

dued. About 200,000 Visigoths took refuge in the Roman
territory as suppliants, and obtained permission to settle in
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it. They were soon followed by hosts of Geuthrungi, or

Ostrogoths, who crossed the Danube without having asked
the permission of the Romans. The Goths soon found
themselves exposed to all kinds of vexations from the

Roman officers : in consequence of which a part of them,
headed by Fritigern, took up arms, defeated the Romans
near Marcianopolis, and began ravaging the country.

Valens had been staying during the last years at Antioch,
watching the proceedings of the Persians, and was still

there when these events occurred. Two generals whom
he sent to Pannonia were unable to effect anything against

the Goths. Fritigern secured the assistance of the cavalry

of the Huns and the Alani, and at last Valens himself
hastened with an army of veterans from Syria against the

Goths. A slight advantage gained by his general Sebas-
tianus emboldened him so much that he hastened to fight

a decisive battle in the neighbourhood of Adrianople
before the emperor of the West could come to his assist-

ance. The victory of the Goths on that memorable day in

a.d. 378 was so complete, that scarcely the third part of

the Roman army escaped. Valens himself was wounded
and carried to his tent, which, according to some accounts,

was set on fire by the barbarians, and the emperor ended
his lite in the flames.

Valens, who at the time of his elevation was in his thirty-

sixth year, was a man of a passionate and also of a cruel

character, and always lent a ready ear to informers. Most
of the noble acts of his reign, such as his legislative mea-
sures, the establishment of schools, and the reduction of
taxes, were owing partly to the influence of his brother, to

whom he was sincerely attached, and partly to the wisdom
and virtue of his prefect Sallust. During the first year of
his reign he imitated the toleration of his brother; but
after he had received baptism at the hands of the Arian
bishop Eudoxus, he adopted his theological views, and
persecuted those who differed from him.

Cola of Vali-nj.

Brittah Museum. Actual nze.

(Ammianus Marcellinus, xxvi.-xxxi. ; Aurelius Victor,
Epitome, 46; Orosius, vii. 32; Sozomen, vi. 8: compare
Gibbon, Decline and Fall, chaps. 25, 26.)

VALENTIN, MOi'SE, a French painter of great ability,

born at Coulomiers, in Brie, in 1600. Writers differ as to

the Christian name of Valentin ; some call him Moses, and
others Peter. He was first educated in the school of
Vouet ; he afterw ards visited Italy, and adopted the style of
Michel Angelo Caravasrgio, in which he painted several
admirable pictures, and he became one of the best of the
naiuralistt, or followers of Caravaggio, at Rome, although
he died in 1632, aged only thirty-two. Valentin died of a
fever in consequence of taking a cold bath on a hot sum-
mer's evening, after smoking and drinking wine to excess.
Cardinal Francesco Barberini, nephew of Pope Urban VIII.,
was a great patron to Valentin, and employed him to
paint several pictures for him, a Death of John the Bap-
tist, and others: it was also through his interest that
Valentin was commissioned to paint an altar-piece for St.

Peter's, of the Martyrdom of SS. Processo and Martiniano.
There is also in the Corsini palace an excellent picture by
him of the Denial by Peter. He did not often paint reli-

gious subjects: his favourite pictures were scenes from
common life, as soldiers playing at cards, fortune-tellers,
concerts, and tavern scenes, tic. He painted with ease
and rapidity, generally from nature, had a light touch, and
coloured well and forcibly, but hisdrawing is often incorrect,
and his forms are vulgar. There are eleven pieces by
Valentin in the Louvre at Paris, but his works are not
numerous: several of them have been engraved. N. Pous-
sin and Valentin were contemporaries at Rome, and were
great friends.

(Baglione, J'ite aV Pitiori, &c.
; D'Argenville, Abrige"

de la i'ie dm phi* fameux Peintret.)
VALENT1N 1AN I., FLA'VIUS, a Roman emperor,

who .".'igned from a.d. 364 to a.d. 375. He was a son of

count Gratian, and a native of Cibalis in Pannonia. H
distinguished himself as a gallant warrior in various c*r.

paigns : his mind was uncorrupted by the sophistries of t i

age, and his body was strong and healthy. After the dts.*.

of Jovian in a.d. 364, Valentinian, then at the age of 4.

was proclaimed emperor at Nicaea, although he himv
was absent at Ancyra, and had never employed any racar
for the purpose of raising himself to that high stain
Shortly after his accession he divided the empire betwer
himself and his brother Valens, reserving for himself tl«

western portion. [Valens.] The frontiers of the emr.h
were successively exposed to great danger din-ins: > <.

reign. The Alemanm and Burgundians penetrated in*

Gaul from the east, the Franks from the north, and t'.>

Saxons made inroads from the sea. The Picts and Sec'..

pressed forward from the north, and ravaged the provin -

of Britain. Valentinian chose Paris as the central pci:

for his operations against the barbarians, and through U-

general, Jovinus, he gained a great victory over the Al<
manni in a.d. 366. The year following he was attack,
by a dangerous illness, and on his recovery he raised h:<

son Gratian to the rank of Augustus. Britain was in ti.<

meantime delivered from the inroads of the Picta ai,-:

Scots by count Theodosius, who recovered the country i=

far as the wall of Antoninus. In a.d. 368 the Alenoai.-
renewed their attacks upon eastern Gaul, and plunde. : i

Moguntiacum (Mainz); but Valentinian drove them bail
crossed the Rhine, and defeated them in their own coun-
try, near Solicinum (Schmetzingen or Sulzbach\ and ^
they retreated into their forests, the emperor recro*sed ti".i

Rhine, and took up his residence at Treves. With U
view of securing the eastern frontier of Gaul against fur

ther inroads of the neighbouring Germans, Valentiniiv
built a line of fortifications along the banks of the Rhi.-t

.

and a bridge of boats on the Rhine at Moguntiacv-
Peace was also concluded with Macrianus, king of t ..

Alemanni, and security on that side was for the pre:-' :

firmly established. The Saxons, in one of the predat.-,

.

inroads on the coast of Gaul, were likewise defeated, a .

all who fell into the hands of the Romans were cut
pieces. After these victories and the establishment •

•

peace, Valentinian celebrated a splendid triumph at Ttv\ •-.

and the orator Q. Aurelius Symmachus proclaimed '

valour and enterprising spirit of the emperor. Theodoaiii*
who after the recovery of Britain had been raised to th-.-

rank of magister equitum, was sent, in a.d. 37*2, in'

Africa, where Firmus had revolted and set himself up l-

an independent prince. Firmus was conquered by Th«-v-
dosius, and reduced to such extremities that he put an ci-J

to his own life, a.d. 373. While peace was thus restore j

in Africa, the Quadi and Sarmatae rose in arms and ri-

valled Pannonia. Valentinian himself set out from Tre-. < -

at the head of his army, drove the barbarians across \in
Danube, and pursued them into Hungary. He ravagv'
the country, and put to death all the Quadi who fell int.-

his hands. The barbarians, despairing of success, *•**.•*.

ambassadors to the emperor to sue for pardon and peace
Valentinian, who was staying at Bregetio when they a--
rived, poured out against them all his indignation. Durinr
this excitement he broke a blood-vessel and was choU -

a.d. 375. Valentinian was a man of sober and temper*:,
habits, and observed a general toleration towards person*
of all creeds, without however entertaining any indiftVreuci
or contempt for the Christian religion. But he was of i

passionate character, which often led him to acts of cruell v

.

The condition of his subjects, and of Italy in particular,

was greatly improved by his wise legislation.

(Ammian. Marcellin. xxvi.-xxx. ; Zosimus, iii. 36, &<-..

iv. 1, &c. ; S. Aurelius Victor, Epitome, 45 : corop.-t.-v

Gibbon, Decline and Fall, chap. 25.)

VALENTINIAN II., FLA*VIUS, also called Valen-
tinian the Younger, was a son of Valentinian I. by lu>
wife Just ina, and was only four years old at the time when
his father died. Gratian, who had been raised to the rank
of Augustus in a.d. 307, succeeded Valentinian I. in A.n.
375, and made his brother, Valentinian the Younger, In*
colleague in the government of the empire, assigning to him
the praefectnre of Italy and the western part of IHyricum.
His mother Justina was to reign in his name, until he&houM
become of aife. Gratian was trrtatly attached to youni:
Valentinian. but his government was more nominal than
real, since Gratian in fact governed the whole of the West-
ern empire. The education of Valentinian was left to liu
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mother, who, being an Arian, endeavoured to instil the
same opinions into the mind of her son. Their residence
was at Milan, and when Justina requested the archbishop
Ambrose to assign a church lor the use of herself and her
son, that they might exercise divine worship according to

the Arian forms, Ambrose strenuously refused to comply
with her request. This gave rise to tumults at Milan, in

which the life of the young emperor himself was endan-
gered. The court however was at last obliged to give way
to the archbishop ; but an edict was promulgated in the
name of the emperor, which granted the free exercise of
religion to all Christians, which again created great dis-

turbances. [Ambrose.] Maximus, who after the death
of Gratian, in a.d. 383, had been recognised as the lawful

sovereign of Gaul, Spain, and Britain, on condition that

he should leave Valentinian unmolested in the government
of Italy, was tempted by the religious disputes in Italy to

make himself master of that country also ; and while he
feigned a faithful attachment to Valentinian, he invaded
Italy. The affrighted Justina fled with her two children,

Valentinian and Galla,to Thessalonica, to implore the pro-

tection of Theodosius. The usurper was conquered, and
Valentinian was restored to his throne, a.d. 389. [Theo-
dosius.] Justina did not long survive this event, and after

her death Valentinian gave up his Arian heresies, and
thus gained the attachment and admiration of his subjects.

•Peace was thus restored in Italy, but another usurper arose

in Gaul. Count Arbo^astes strove to gain the sovereignty

of the West. A'alentinian allowed himself to be persuaded
to go to Gaul himself, a.d. 392. While staying at Vienne,
in the midst of his secret enemies, he ventured to oppose
the arrogance of Arbogastes, and a few days afterwards, on
tli" 15th of May, 392, he was found strangled in his own
apartment. His body was conveyed to Milan, and the tu-

la] oration which Ambrose delivered over it is still cx-

Coln of Valenttnian II.

British Museum. Actual size.

Paul. Diacon., ii.
;
Pomponius Laet. in Valent.; Oro-

vii., 35 ; S. Aurelius Victor, Epitome, 48 : compare
Decline and Fall, chap. 27.)

VALENTINIAN III., PLACl'DIUS, a Roman em-
r, son of Constantius by Galla Placidia. In a.d. 425,

he was only a boy of six years, his uncle Theodosius
lised him to the rank of Augustus, and assigned to

the western portion of the empire, which his mother
:idia was to govern in his name. She wnslittle fit. for

ich a task, and the contemptible character which her son
afterwards displayed was probably the result of the dissolute

manner in which she brought him up. Her two generals,

Aetius and Bonifacius, who have justly been called the last

of the Romans, might yet have saved the sinking empire
had thev acted in concord, but the enmity between them
hastened its downfall. Gaul was constantly invaded by

hosts of barbarians, but Aetius compelled them to

peace. Africa, where Bonifacius had the eom-
ld, was lost, and fell into the hands of Genseric, king of

Vandals. In a.d. 437, Valentinian went to Constanti-

le, and married Eudoxia, the daughter of Theodosius II.

and Eudocia. When he had reached the age at which he
might at least have taken a part in the administration of
bis empire, he passed his time in acts of wanton cruelty

and debauchery, leaving the administration in the hands of
his mother, anil the conduct of the wars to his generals.

After the dealh of Theodosius II., in whose reign the East-
ern empire had been ravaged and ransacked by the Huns,
Attila, their king, invadedGaul and destroyed many of the
most flourishins cities. But in a.d. 451 they were defeated
in the plains of Chftlons by Aetius, and driven back across
the Rhine. In the year following however they invaded
Italy, and, as Aetius had not sufficient troops to meet them
in a decisive battle, the freedom of Italy was purchased by
humiliation and great sacrifices. The greatness of Aetius

long nourished the secret envy and jealousy of the

impotent Valentinian, and in a.d. 454 he assassinated him
with his own hand. But the emperor himself did not long
survive this atrocious act : on the 10th of March, 455, he
was murdered by the patrician Petronius Maximus, whose
wife had been violated bv Valentinian, and who now
usurped the throne of the West.

Coin of Vnlentinlun III.

British Museum. Actual liu.

(Paul. Diacon., v.
;
Pomponius Laet. in Valent.: com

pare Gibbon, Decline and Fall, chap.-. 33 and 35.)
VALE'NZA, a town of Piedmont, in the province of

Alessandria, situated on the right bank of the Po, in the
district known by the name of Monferrato, and on the
road from Alessandria to Casale. It is a fortified town, and
has sustained several siege3. It has a communal college,
several churches, and about 6000 inhabitants. CCalendariv
Sardo.)
VALERIAN? [Valeriana.]
VALERIA'NA, a genus of plants, the type of the natural

order Valerianaceee. This name has a somewhat doubtful
origin. Linnseus supposed, like Gentiana, Eupatorium,
Teuc.riam, and other names, that it was derived from some
distinguished individual of the name of Valerius

; whilst
Caspar, Bauhin, Ambrosinus, and others derive it from
valere, on account of the medical virtues of some of the
species.

The species of this genus are herbs or undershrubs, with
very variable leaves, and mostly reddish-white corymbose
flowers. The limb of the calyx is involute during flower-
ing, but it at last unfolds itself in the form of a"feathery
pappus, which is seated on the inferior ovaiy. The corolla

is infundibuliform, gibbous at the base, and 5-cleft. The
stamens are 3, and the fruit is indehiscent, 1-celled, and
1-seeded. This genus presents many diversities of form,
although its species are obviously closely related. Lin-
naeus, in remarking on the want of constancy in the cha-
racters of this genus, under which he included the modern
genera Fedia and Vulerianella, observes, 'The calyx in

some is a scarcely discernible border ; in others 5-cleft.

Tube of the corolla in some oblong ; in a few furnished
with a spur-shaped nectary : in others very short. Its limb
in some equal ; in others two-lipped, the upper lip divided.

Stamens in several three ; in some two ; in others one or
four; in some removed to a different flower from the

pistil. Stigma in some 3-cleft ; in others emarginate ; in

others globose. Pericarp, in some scarcely any ; in others

a thick capsule ; in others of two cells. Seed sometimes
crowned with feathery down, whose form is various ; some-
times without any.' Nearly 100 species of Valeriana have
been enumerated, of which 12 are European, and 4 are

British. Thev are found in abundance in many districts

both of the Old and New World.

V. officinalis, the Officinal or Great Wild Valerian, is a
smooth erect plant with furrowed stems, with all the leaves

pinnated, the leaflets being serrated and lanceolate, in 7
or 8 pairs with an odd one. The inflorescence is at first a
corymb, but by growth becomes a panicle. The fruit is

glabrous. This plant is a native of Europe, and by the sides

of rivers and in ditches and moist woods is abundant in

Great Britain. This plant was introduced into medicine, and
admitted into the Pharmacopoeia, on account of its being
supposed to be the Phu (po5) of Dioscorides. The V. Pint

of Linnseus was afterwards supposed to be the genuine Phu,
but Dr. Sibthorp discovered another species of Valerian in

Greece, which Smith has named V. Dioscoridis, and which
is probably the plant of Dioscorides. The root has a very

strong smell, which is dependent on a volatile oil. It is

very attractive to cats, and also to rats, and is employed by
rat-catchers to decoy rats. It is much employed also in

medicine at the present day. [Valeriana Officinalis
—Medical Properties of.]

V. rubra, the Red Valerian, has ovate or lanceolate

leaves, with a spur to the corolla half as long as the tube,

and one stamen. This is a native of the south of Europe,
the Levant, the north of Africa, and of Mount Vesuvius.
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It is admitted into the English Flora on account of its

being found occasionally wild ; but as it is a very com-
monly cultivated plant, there is no reason to suppose that

it is anything more than an outcast of gardens. This plant

with four other species from the genus Valeriana nave
been made by De Candolle to form the genus Centranthus.
The leaves have a glaucous aspect, and the flowers are of

a dark-red colour. A variety is recorded with narrow
leaves, and another with white flowers. The root of this

plant lias a sweet scent. This and the other species of

Centranthus are elegant flowers for the garden, and may
be easily propagated by seed : they will grow in any com-
mon soil or on rockworlc.

V. dioica, the Small Marsh Valerian, is a glabrous erect

plant, with a striated stem ; the radical leaves ovate, un-
divided ; those of the stem pinnatifid, with linear oblong
leaflets ; the stamens and pistils are on separate flowers in

different plants, the corymbs of staminiferous flowers are

loose, those of the pistilliferous flowers are contracted ; the

lobes of the stigma are almost united ; the fruit is smooth.
This plant is a deciduous herbaceous perennial, very com-
mon in moist meadows, by the sides of rivers, and in

ditches throughout Europe. It is abundant in some parts

of Great Britain. Its roots are often substituted for those

of the V. officinalis, but they possess little medical value.
V. pyrenaica, the Pyrenean or Heart-leaved Valerian,

has the corolla gibbous at the base, the leaves all pin-

nated, the leaflets lanceolate, nearly uniform and serrated,

litis plant is a native of the Pyrenees, but has been abun-
dantly cultivated in British gardens. It is probably from
this source that it has become to be a wild plant in Scot-

land, growing in woods about Glasgow and Edinburgh.
Most of the Valerians, on account of the feathery nature
of their calyx, may have their fruit conveyed to a distance,

and thus germinate far from the spot where they were
originally planted.

V. Dioscoridis, the antient Grecian Valerian, is an erect

f

glabrous plant, with the lower leaves pinnated, and the
caflets toothed and ovate, the terminal one largest ; the
upper leaves with equal lanceolate toothed leaflets ; in-

florescence paniculate. This plant was first described by
Smith, in the ' Flora Grwca,' Dr. Sibthorp having dis-

covered it near the river Lirayrus in Lycia. Professor
Edward Forbes, in his late visit to Lycia, met with this

plant in great abundance over a large district. It is a
deciduous perennial about two feet high, and is a very
distinct species and typical of the genus. The V. Italica

of I<amarck closely resembles this species", and Smith
thought it might be the same. It is said to have four

stamens.
V. Phu, the Garden Valerian, is an erect glabrous plant

with square smooth stems; the root-leaves entire, oblong
or elliptic ; those of the stem pinnatifid, with oblong lobes

;

the corymbs panicled ; lobes of the stigma 3 ; fruit smooth,
except in two hairy lines. This plant is a native of Europe,
in Belgium, Alsatia, Switzerland, Silesia, &c. it has a
thick matted pale-green root. The flowers are white and
give out a pleasant smell. It was supposed by Linnaeus to

be the antient Phu. Phu is the Arabic name of this species.

The preceding species are for the most part exclusively

European : about 28 species have been described as in-

habitants of the New World, resembling generally in struc-

ture and in properties the European species.

V. Celtica, Celtic Nard, or Nard Valerian, is a glabrous
plant with entire obtuse leaves, the radical ones being
obovate, those of the stem linear ; the stems are simple

;

the flowers disposed in racemose spikes, and the fruit hair)'.

This plant is a native of France, Italy, Illyria, and Switzer-
land, in alpine districts. Its roots are sweet-scented and of
a black colour. The roots of this plant are still imported
into E^ypt, for the purpose of perfuming the water used
in baths. They very closely resemble in form and smell
those of the Nardostachys, which there is every reason to
believe yields the spikenard of the antients. [Siukkna.ru.]

/'. llurdirirkii, Hardwick's Valerian, is an erect downy
plant, with striated villous stems; root-leaves cordate, un-
di\ ided, those of the stem sessile, remote, pinnate

;
corymbs

at length panicled ; stamens inclosed ; fruit tetragonal,

hairy; &ti^ma 3-lobcd. This plant is a native of Nepaul.
Il attains a height ofabout three feet. The root has a strong
sri'tii. like the common Valerian, and is used by the Hin-
dus in medicine in the same manner as the common
Valenan in this country. This is the plaut which Sir

William Jones, in his ' Asiatic Researches,' supposed •

yield the Spikenard, or Jatamansi of the Hindus. [Spi»:

nard ; Valerianaceas.] There are about eight otr.-:

species of Valerian natives of Asia, all of them having hi

baceous stems, and with the peculiar aromatic proper*
of the genus more or less developed.
Many of the species of Valeriana are introduced i: •

the garden, for which their ornamental flower*, ei-

culture, and hardy habits well adapt them. Thoae l.

warmer climates should be grown in pots, in order ti -

they may be removed to the greenhouse during the w:i .

months. Most of the species may be propagated by pil-

ing their roots and planting them out in the autumn -

spring season where they are to grow ; or they may
raised from seed sown at the same seasons and in the >u
situations.

(Don's Miller; Cyc. of Plants ; Hooker's British Flw
Koch, Flora Germanica.)
VALERIA'NA OFFICINAUS—Medical Proper!-

of. The root, or more properly the rhizoma with its ro •

fibres, of this species, particularly the variety tern:'

.

sylcestris, is used in medicine. It should be collected
spring before it shows flower, or late in autumn. It

best from plants of two or three years old.which grow in e •

vated stony places, rather than in very moist meadow *. !

varies consideiably in appearance and in its sensible l~-
perties, according to the age of the plant, its plao
growth, and the length of time it has been kept. 1

:

rhizoma is small, short, rounded or oblong, truncated, i

nished with very many root-fibres, which are about '

thickness of a straw, and from two to six inches long ; • •

colour of the freshly obtained root is a dirty yellow ••

white ; the consistence fleshy
; by drying, which is ca- '.

effected, it becomes wrinkled, more yellow or browns,
and in time dark. The root gathered in spring becuL---
most wrinkled. The odour is heavy, penetrating,
very characteristic, and said to resemble that of the im
of cats. This odour is stronger in the dried than the ft.••:

root, and is scarcely impaired by time, even when t;-

acccss of the air is freely allowed. The taste is acri. ;

aromatic, camphoraceous, and bitter. The English Va-

lerian is the most esteemed : it is abundant in Kent a-

Essex, and the wild plant is to be preferred to that whi
is cultivated for medical use at Ashover in Derbyshire. 1:

is to be regretted that this root is often confounded .
•

fraudulently adulterated with that of the Valeriana diox v
which is smaller and of much feebler odour, and that <

the Geum urbarmm or are/is, which is pleasantly aromsi'.-.

Much more serious is the confusion, probably always ao. •

dental or merely from ignorance, of the genuine root w::'.

those of several species of ranunculus, or crowfoot, viz. K.

repens, acris, and even polyanthcmos, also those of &un
angustifolium and S. latifohum, or more rarely Hellebore
niger and Asclepias Vincetoxicum ; but the absence v!

the peculiar odour of valerian, or the presence of a vcrv

repulsive one, may always distinguish them with modem-
attention.

According to the analysis of Trommsdorf {Journal an
Pharmacie, xviii., p. 3), 100 parts of the dried root Mr J

of volatile oil 1-2, peculiar resinous extractive 12*5, gvimmi
extractive 9-4, soil resin 6-2, woody fibre 70-7; by distii;>-

tion a volatile fatty acid termed valerianic acid is obtaimti
besides the volatile oil. The medicinal action is chitfh
due to the volatile oil and extractive. Valerian is coii-

sidered a cerebrospinal stimulant, large doses of it caiuirx
marked excitement of the nervous system, not only of Hit

human race, but also of cats, which are remarkably fend .> f

it. In the slighter forms of nervous diseases not de-

pendent on any change of structure of the brain or spin*
chord, valerian is of considerable utility. In seveial in-

stances, especially if there be much acidity of stomach, iU
beneficial effects are increased by combination with am-
monia. In other instances valerian (in powder) great!}
heightens the tonic power of the dixulphate <f quinia. Wit
absence of all aroma from which renders it inferior a> x

tonic to marry of the other forms of administering b«i'».

[Cinchona.]
VALERIANA'CE^J, a natural order of plants belons-

ing to Lindley's Aggregose group of Monopetalous E\v-
g"iis. The order is composed of annual or perennial herd-
<. undershrubs with opposite exstipulatc leaves. All \'.x

perennial species have roots more or less strongly scent to ;

the annual arc mostly inodorous. The flowers are cither o.-
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nbose, panieled, or in heads : sometimes dinging from
- form into the other. The calyx is superior, the limb
er membranous or fanning a feathery pappus. The co-

at) is tubular, 3-0-lobed, regular or irregular, and some-
nes spurred at the base. The stamens vary in number from
to 5, and are inserted into the tube of the corolla alter-

fely with its lobes. The ovary is inferior and 1-celled,

th sometimes 2 imperfect and aborted cells; the ovule
is solitary and pendulous, the style simple, and from 1 to

3 stigmas. The embryo is straight and without albumen,
with a superior radicle. These plants are most nearly
allied to Dipsaceae ; from which they are distinguished by
their looser inflorescence, sensible" properties, want of

men, and the absence of an involucellum. They are
remotely related to Rubiacese. They are natives of

operate climates or elevated positions in both the Old
1 New VVorld. They are more abundant in the north
Asia, Europe, and South America, than in Africa or

'i America.

ana dioicn.

1, Catling with pistillif.'rmi* flower*; 2, do. Willi stnminiferoua flower*:

. Mellon of pistillifcrou. flower with ferine cell ; 4. lection of stnmimfeiom
;
S, lection of slerile cell: 6. fruit »ilh perm.meut feathery cal; x.

The principal uses of this order will be found referred

to under the articles Valeriana ; Valerianella ; and
Spikenard. The genus Nardottachys is known by the
following characters:—the limb of the calyx 5-parted,
with the lobes ovate-oblong, acute, slightly toothed ; the
corolla is regular and bearded in the throat; the stamens
4; the capsule 3-celled, surmounted by the lobes of the
calyx. Of this genus there are two species,- the N. Jata-

msi, the spikenard, and the N. granaiflora. The former
3 a villous stem, downy leaves, of which the radical ones

olate, whilst those of the stem are sublanceolate

;

:icles of flowers are opposite, pedunculate, and ter-

The smell of the roots of this plant, as well as

of others of the order, is not at all agreeable to European
tn to, so much so that some have doubted as to whether
this can be the true spikenard which was so valued as a
perfume by the antients. Dr. Francis Hamilton says, 'As
there can be no disputing about taste, I cannot take upon
Inyself to say how far the encomiums bestowed on the
spikenard arc applicable to this valerian (Nardostachys),
and the native women, no doubt, consider the smell very
^reeable, because most of such as can afford it use oil

preguated with this root for perfuming their hair. All
an say is, that if this root is the spikenard of the Roman
lies, their lovers must have had a very dilferent taste

i the youth of modern Europe. Notwithstanding the
jections that might be raised against the .latamansi, on
ground that the perfume produced by its roots would

Hot prove perhaps so grateful to our modern ladies, yet to

tin- ladies of antieut Rome it might have been liighly

efuj. as it is lo^hose of Nepaul at the present day.'

The genus Patrtnia was named by Jussieu after M.
Patiin, a traveller and collector of plants in Siberia. It

has the limb of the calyx truncate, verv short ; corolla
regular, without any spur, and bluntly 5-lobed ; four sta-

mens ; a 3-celled capsule. The flowers are corymbose,
and of a golden yellow colour. P. Sibirica has a very
strong-scented root ; whilst the P. eeraiophylla, an Ame-
rican species, has a root that is eaten by the Indians. The
root of this plant has at first some of the smell of the
order, but previous to being eaten by the Indians il is

baked on heated stones, by which process it is convcVtcd
into a soft and pulpy mass, which has a sweet taste, re-

sembling that of treacle, and appears to be a wholesome
article of diet. The process of heating expels the volatile

oil that gives to all these roots their peculiar odour ; and
the starch that is left, which is similar to that in other

roots, is nutritious. This plant is a native of the north-

west of America, and on the west side of the Rocky
Mountains.
VALERIANELLA, a genus of plants belonging to the

natural order Valerianacese. This name is a diminutive of
Valeriana, but was rejected by Smith, Hooker, and others,

as not being in accordance with the Linnaean laws of no-
menclature ; and accordingly they have described its

species under the Adansonian genus Fedia. Dc Candolle,

Lindley, and other systematic botanists however still retain

Valerianella, and confine the genus Fedia to a single

species, the F. cornucopia.
Valerianella, as at present constituted, consists of annual

herbs, with oblong or linear undivided toothed or pinna-
tifid leaves, and small white solitary or corymbose flowers.

The limb of the calyx is toothed and permanent ; corolla

regular, 5-lobed ; stamens 3 ;
stigma nearly entire or

trifid; fruit 3-celled, membranous, indehiseent.

This genus includes about twenty-five species. Their
distinctions are not easily made out, on account of the

variable character of the different parts of the plant. I)e

Candolle has divided them into four subgenera, depending
on differences existing between the structure of the fruit,

which is sometimes 2-celled and sometimes 3-celled ; but
only one of the cells ever contains the seed. Varieties in

the structure and form of the fertile and sterile cells are

the foundation of De Candolle's subgeneia. Koch, in his
' Flora Germanica,' divides the German and Swiss species,

which are only eight in number, into four sections, depend-
ing principally on the structure of the calyx. Four of the

species are .British, belonging to three of De Candolle's

subgenera.
V. olitoria, Common Corn-Salad, or Lamb's Lettuce,

has globose, compressed, inflated, glabrous, oblique,

2-lobed fruit ; the limb of the calyx almost wanting; the

two sterile cells of the fruit in one produced by an incom-
plete dissepiment ; the flowers capitate ; leaves linear, and
angles of stein scabrous. This plant is an annual, from
four inches to a foot high. It is a native of Europe, in

corn-fields and cultivated ground, and is found abundantly

in such situations, especially in a light soil in Great
Britain. In France and Germany it is much eaten as a
salad, and is frequently cultivated for that purpose in this

country. It attains a much greater size in gardens than in

the fields. In France it is called Mache salade de prftre

doi/retle; and in Germany, Acken-saUit. Its English
name, Lamb's Lettuce, refers to its appearing at the linn-

that lambs are dropped. The following directions are

given for cultivating it by Don :—'It is raised from seed,

of which a quarter of an ounce is sufficient for a bed four

feet by fi\ e. To answer the common demand, two, at most
three, sowings will be sufficient, viz. a principal sowing at

the beginning or towards the middle of August; a se-

condary sowing early in September, to furnish together

crops in winter and early spring; and a smaller sowing in

spring, at the close of February or in the course of March,
if the plants are required in continuation throughout that

season, though they are apt to get rank-tasted in warm dry

weather. If wanted throughout summer, sow once a
month, and cut the crop quite young. Sow the seeds in

any bed of common mellow earth, broad-cast, and rake in

the seed. When the plants are up, thin them to two or

three inches asunder, that they may have room to acquire

some small stocky growth for gathering. For seed leave

some plants in spring.' (Don's Miller, vol. hi.)

The other British species of the genus are V. den tata,

Smooth Narrow-liuitcd Corn-Salad ; V. mixta. Sharp
Vol. XXVI.-O
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Rough-fruited Corn-Salad ; V. eriocarpa, Blunt Rough-
fruited Corn-Salad. All the -species are innocuous, and
may be eaten as salads.

VALERIANIC ACID, an acid obtained from valerian

root bv heating it in water as long as it reddens litmus.

The liquid is afterwards neutralized at a gentle heat with
magnesia or carbonate of soda, and the solution of the re-

sulting salt is to be evaporated to dryness in a water-bath.

The (Try mass is to be mixed with a proper quantity of

sulphuric acid diluted with half its weight of water ; when
the mixture is gently heated, valerianic acid is set free, and
it separates in the state of an oily stratum; it is to be
poured off and submitted to distillation, the receiver being
changed as soon as the acid passes over unmixed with
water.

According to Dumas and Stas, this acid may be pre-
pared from the oil of potatoes by adding to it ten times its

weight of a mixture of equal parts of the hydrates of pot-

ash and of lime, and heating the mixture to 342° Fahr. The
mass is to be allowed to cool excluded from the air, then
to be moistened with water, and to be mixed with a slight

excess of diluted sulphuric acid and distilled : the product
distilled is to be saturated with lime or soda, as already
mentioned, and the resulting salt is to be decomposed by
distillation with sulphuric or phosphoric acid.

Valerianic acid forms two hydrates. When it is sepa-
rated from the aqueous solution of a valerianate by a
stronger acid, it contains, according to Liebig, three atoms
of water, of which two may be separated, by distillation, in

the state of pure water, which afterwards becomes milky,
and at last the colourless monohydrate passes over in dis-

tillation.

This monohydrate is oleaginous, very fluid, of an acid
penetrating odour, like the valerian root ; its taste is acrid
and sharp with a sweetish after-taste ; it produces a white
spot on the tongue. It does not become solid at 4°

rahr.

According to Dumas and Stas, its density is 0-937, and
it boils at 347° Fahr. ; while Trommsdorf states its density
to be 0 944, and that the terhydrate boils at about 270°
Fahr. The monohydrate dissolves in 30 parts of water at
about 53° Fahr. : it dissolves in all proportions in alcohol,
aether, and crystallizable acetic acid ; and sulphuric acid
when heated carbonizes it ; but nitric acid, whether cold or
hot, appears to have no action upon it. It dissolves iodine
and camphor.

Valerianic acid combines with bases to form salts, which
are called valerianates ; the potash and soda salts are very
soluble, deliquescent, and crystallize with difficulty. The
valerianates of lime and barytes are also very soluble, but
they are crystallizable and unalterable in the air; the
magnesian salt crystallizes in efflorescent needles. Several
of the metallic oxides have been combined with this acid,
but the resulting compounds are not of sufficient im-
portance to require minute description.
Anhydrous valerianic acid is probably constituted of—

Ten equivalents of carbon . CO
Nine equivalents of hydrogen . 9
Three equivalents of oxygen . 24

Equivalent . 93
VALERIA'NUS, PIFBLIUS LICI'NIUS, a Roman

emperor, who reigned from a.d. 253 till 2C0. He was a
Roman by birth, and descended of a noble family. He
rose gradually from one office to another, and at the time
when Decius was carrying on the war against the Goths
Valerian held a distinguished post in his armies. In a.d.
251, Decius, in his desire to revive the ancient political
virtue of the Romans, conceived the idea of restoring the
censorship, which had been extinct since the days of Titus
and Vespasian. The election was left to the senate, and
the senators unanimously elected Valerian as the most
worthy. A speech in which the emperor Decius is said to
have announced to Valerian his elevation to the censor-
ship, and described to him the powers it conferred upon
him, is pie-erved in Trebellius Pollio's history of Valerian
(,c. 2\ Valerian urged his incapacity to perform the
arduous duties of such an office ; and while the negotiations
were still going on, a new war with the Goths broke out,
and the censorship of Valerian remained a mere title, as
Decius and his generals had to use all their energy against
the enemy. In a.d. 253, when Gallus was murdered by
A:milianus, Valerian had the command of the legions in

Gaul and Germany, and with them he hastened to Italy to

avenge the death of his sovereign. j£milianu* however
was put to death by his own soldiers in the plains u(

Spoleto, before Valerian had time to strike a blow, aw
Valerian was called to the imperial throne by the unani-
mous voice of the Roman world. His mild and unblemishf i

character, his prudence, experience, and learning, inspimi
both the senate and the people with confidence. Tbs
Roman empire was threatened at that time by forraidallt
enemies on all sides, and required the emperor to be n
energetic general as well as a wise ruler. Valerian, whe
on his accession was at least sixty years of age, imme-
diately appointed his son Gallienus his colleague in tl.r

empire. This choice was very unhappy, for Gallienus wt>
an effeminate and careless man, and the whole period c'

their joint reign was a series of calamities, interrupted ooij

by one great victory of Postumus, a general of Gal hen ci.

over the Franks, in a.d. 256, while his master was revelhnr
in the pleasures of his court at Treves. Some Germu
tribes ravaged Gaul and Spain, while the Goths crossed th*

Danube and invaded the countries south of that river. At

the same time, Sapor I., king of Persia, who had alread-
made himself master of Armenia, disturbed the peace c.

the eastern provinces. Notwithstanding his advanced age.

Valerian left the care of the northern provinces to his gent -

rals, and marched in person against the Persians, lie

crossed the Euphrates, and met his enemy in the neiei-
bourhood of Edessa. The Romans were vanquished, aril

the treachery of Macrianus, the praefectus praetorio, d< -

livered Valerian into the hands of Sapor, a.d. 2GO. TV
Roman soldiers laid down their arms, and Sapor him*?
filled the vacant throne of the empire with one Cyriades ot

Antioch, who received the acclamations of the army, h
order to gain the favour of his conqueror, Valerian betrsrti
his own country, and conducted Sapor to Antioch ; which
was taken by surprise and destroyed, and Syria and Cilicii
fell into the hands of the victor. But notwithstanding thi&
Valerian was dragged about by Sapor as a slave, dressed in

the imperial purple, and treated in the most humiliattn;
manner. It is related that whenever Sapor mounted hi.

horse, Valerian had to kneel down and serve as a stepping-
stone to his master. Valerian soon sank under the weigh:
of grief and shame : after his death his body was flkvVi
his skin was stuffed with straw, and set up in a temple i;

Persia as a monument of Sapor's victory.

Valerian deserves both the praise and censure which ha«
been bestowed upon him : he was a well-meaning but
feeble governor. In his conduct towards the Christian* hr
was at first mild and tolerant, but during the latter half c:

his reign the influence of Macrianus, a zealous upholder of

paganism, induced Valerian to begin as bitter a persecution
of the Christians as that which had taken place in the
reign of Decius.

Coin of VateriMut.

British Museum. Actual Size.

(Trebellius Pollio, I'alerianus ; S. Aurel. Victor, ^>i-
tomc, c. 32 * Eutropius, ix. 0 ; Zonaras, xii., p. 625 ; Eitse-
bius, Hist. Eccles., vii. 10 : compare Gibbon, History r.f

the Decline and Fall, c. x.)

VALE'RIUS A'NTIAS, QUINTUS, or Valerius cf
Antium, wrote Annals of Rome from the foundation of th.-

city to about the time of Sulla, in foity-five books at leas'.

Gellius (vii. 9) mentions the forty-fifth book. He is ofl«n
cited by Livy; but Livyused his Annals with caution. an*i

observes on his exaegerations in numbers.
VALE'RIUS FLACCUS. [Flaccus, Caius Vazertcs 1

VALE'RIUS MA'XIMUS was, according to an anonv'-
mous Latin life of him, of a Patrician family, and of th,-

Gens Valeria: on his mother's side he belonged, accoid-
ing to the same authority, to the Gens Fabia, and frrm
these two families derived his name of Valerius Maximum
But this account of the origin of the name Maximus mar
be safely rejected. The anonymous Life states that Va-
lerius Maximus spent his youth and parfcof his early man-
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nood in improving himself by education : he afterwards
served in I he army, and accompanied Sextus Pompeius to

Asia. This last circumstance is confirmed by Valerius
in. c. 6), in a passage in which he speaks ofSextus Pompeius
and himself witnessing in the island of Ceos the death of
an old woman, who, being weary of life, determined to
die by poison, and invitedPompey to be present on the
occasion. This Sextus Pompeius was consul in a. d. 14,

the year in which Augustus died, and seems to have been
afterwards proconsul of Asia, and to have had Valerius
Maximus among his comites. Nothing more is known of
Valerius.

Valerius Maximus is the author of a work in nine hooks,
Intitled ' Exemplomm Memorabilium Libri novem ad Ti-

berium Caesarem Augustum." It is dedicated to the em-
peror Tiberius Caesar Augustus, who is eulogized as the
atron of all virtues and" the enemy of vice. It iscon-

i a passage in the ninth book (c. 11) that this

en alter the downfall of Sejanus, who ap-
i to be clearly pointed at in this passage, though his

is not mentioned. The work of Valerius consists of
short stories and anecdotes, taken from various writers.

The chapters into which each book is divided have their

appropriate headings, under which the subdivisions of each
chapter are arranged : such as (lib. i.~> ' on religion,' • on
simulated religion,' ' on foreign religion rejected,' ' on
auspices,' ' on omens,' ' on prodigies,' ' on dreams," ' on
miraculous things :' (Kb. ix.), ' on luxury and lust,' ' on

elty,' 1 on anger and hatred,' and so on. Each head is

ated by examples. This collection has some value,

the author has preserved many facts which would be
therwise unknown ; but his want of judgment renders

his statements doubtful when they cannot be confirmed by
other authority. He was not critically acquainted with
the history and constitution of his own country, and ac-

cordingly his work should be used with caution. A sin-

gular blunder of his is pointed out by Savigny (Das Recht
des Besitzes, p. 175, 5th ed.). The style of Valerius
Maximus is totally devoid of all merit : it falls so far below
the best writers of his age, that some critics have, on this

ground alone, in opposition to the evidence already given,

assigned him to a much later period. Julius Paris, a
writer of uncertain date, epitomized the work of Valerius;
and this epitome, which has been published by Mai, varies

somewhat from the present text of Valerius both as to

matter and expression. There is also an epitome by Janu-
arius Nepotianus ; and another, which was made at the
close of the fifteenth century, by J. Honorius.
There is appended to the work of Valerius in its present

form a fragment of a work, intitled ' De Nominibus, Prae-
nominibus, Cognominibus, Agnominibus,' which is on a
different subject from the other nine books. It professes

to be an epitome or compendium by the same Julius Paris.

This is clearly an extract from some other work than that

of Valerius Maximus, and it has been conjectured that it

is an extract from the 'Annales ' of Valerius of Antium
;

but on what this conjecture is founded is not clear.

The first edition of Valerius Maximus was printed at

St ia~sburg about 1470. Subsequent editions are numerous.
One of the best is by A. Torrenius, Leyden, 1726, 4to.

Valerius Maximus has been translated into most European
languages. There is an English version by Speed, London,
1678, 8vo. The epitome of Julius Paris was published by
Mai, in his ' Scriptorum Veterum Nova Collectio,' Rome,
1828, 4to., vol. hi., which also contains the epitome of

larius Nepotianus.
'ossius, De Historicis Latinis : Baehr, Geschichle der

imischen Literatur.)

VALE'RIUS POPLI'COLA. [Publicoi.a.]

VALE'RIUS PROBUS, MARCUS, a Roman gram-
marian, who was living in the time of Nero, was a native

of Berytus in Syria. He served originally in the army, but
afterwards betook himself to study. Having formed a taste

for verbal criticism, he applied himself to the emendation
of authors and to annotations on them. A short time

before his death he made an emendation of the following

passage of Sallust

—

1 Satis cloquentiae, sapicntiae parum ;'

in which he read ' loquentiae ' for ' eloquentiae.' He was
perfectly satisfied of the truth of this emendation, and

vc a reason fop it. (Gellius, i. 15.) According to Gel-

he also wrote on the accent of certain Punic words,

on the secret meaning of the letters or symbols in the

i of C. Julius Caesar to C. Oppius and Balbus Cor-

nelius. This Valerius Probus may be the grammarian of
the same name who is often cited in the Scholia on Te-
rence, and also the author of Scholia on Virgil's 'Georgics

'

and ' Bucolics.'

The work intitled 'De Interpretandis Notis Romanorum'
is not that to which Gellius refers, for the work mentioned
by Gellius was on secret writing, whereas this is on abbre-
viated writing, or stenography. There are several editi'ons

of this work. One of the best is by Lindebrog, Leyden,
151)9, 8vo. The two books ' Institutioiium Grammaticarum,"
which bear the name of Valerius Probus, are also sup-
posed to be by another and a later writer. They were
edited by Lindemann, in his ' Corpus Grammaticorum La-
tinorum,' Leipzig, 1831, 4to.

(Suetonius, De llluslribus Grammaticit ; Biilir, Ge-
schknte der Romischen Literatur.)

VALE'RY-EN-CAUX, ST. [Seine Inferievre.1
VALE'RY-SUR-SOMME, ST. [Somme.]
VALE'SIUS. [Valoh.1
VALETTA. [Malta.]
VALLA, LORENZO, one of the most distinguished

Latin scholars of the fifteenth century, was born at Rome,
according to Drakenborch, in 1407, but according to others
five years later. He was the son of an eminent lawyer,
was educated at Rome, and became acquainted with the
Greek language under the tuition of Aurispa. Owing to
the troubles consequent upon the death of Pope Martin V.
Valla withdrew from Rome, and was engaged for a time in
teaching rhetoric at Pavia and Milan. In 1435 he went
to Naples, where he continued the same occupation, and
gained the friendship of King Alfonso I. of Naples. He
is said to have instructed the King in the Latin language.
Valla and Beccadelli used to read to the king during
dinner the works of the antients, and especially Livj's
Roman History, and to converse with the king about the
subjects which were read. While at Naples, Valla began
by his writings to show his talent as a critic and a scholar.
The freedom with which he treated Livy, and the fearless

manner in which he attacked historical and theological
errors, drew upon bim the enmity of contemporary scholars
and theologians, for to doubt the accuracy of Livy's state-

ments was regarded in those times as a kind of heresy.
After having spent some years at Naples, he went to Rome,
aud became a canon of St. John in the Lateran. But his

heresies endangered his safety ; and after some time he was
compelled, by the command of the pope, to quit Rome.
Valla returned to Naples, where Alfonso, as before, gave
him protection against his enemies, and in 1443 the king
appointed him his private secretary. The number of his

enemies, among whom we may mention Beccadelli, Facing,
and Poggio, was increased by the bitterness with which
Valla inveighed against them ; and a theolosrical dispute,

in which he became involved at Naples, had the most
serious consequences for him : he was summoned by the
archbishop of Naples, before an assembly of all the clerey
of the city, and condemned to be burnt alive. Valla
evaded the execution by declaring that he believed every-
thing which the church required, until Aifonso had time
to rescue him. Poggio relates that he was scourged
round a convent at Naples, and then expelled from
Naples. This story is believed to be a malicious fabrica-

tion of Poggio ; but however this may be, Valla left Naples
and went to Rome to justify himself before the pi pe and
the cardinals, and he succeeded so well that Pope
Nicholas V. not only treated him with great distinction,

but appointed him professor of rhetoric with a handsome
salary. He was also restored to his place as canon of St.

John in the Lateran, and was at last raised to the office of
secretary to the pope. He died at Rome in 1457, or, ac-

cording to others, in 1405, and was buried in the church of

which he had been a canon, where his tombstone still

remains. It had at. one time been removed from the

church, but Niebuhr discovered it and caused it to be
restored.

Valla was the ablest Latin scholar of his time. He was
the first who read the anticnt writers in a true critical

spirit. He was also the first who pointed out inconsistencies

in Livy, for which he was bitterly persecuted by Poggio
and Morandus of Bologna. The controversies which were
carried on between him and his antagonists are almost

unequalled in the history of literature for their bitterness:

they are full of the most vehement invectives and slander-

ous* imputations. Valla's works are partly historical, partly
1 O 2
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controversial or critical : after his death, two collections of
them were published, one at Venice in 1492, and a more
complete one at Basel in 1540. Those works which de-
serve especial mention' are his ' Elegantiae Serraonis

Latini,' which has often been printed, and is still very
useful ; his ' Notae in Novum Testamentum, sive de Col-
latione Novi Tcstamenti,' in two books; and his Com-
mentaries on Livy and Sal lust. Valla also translated into

Latin, the Fables of /Esop, Homer's Iliad, Thucydides,
and Herodotus. The last translation was incomplete when
he died, and was finished by Pontanus. His translations

have been severely censured by modern critics for their
carelessness and inaccuracy, but it must be borne in mind
that many of their deficiencies may not have risen alto-

gether from his imperfect knowledge of Greek or careless-

ness, but also from the bad manuscripts which he useV.

The biography of Valla involves many difficulties, which
partly arise from the false or exaggerated accounts of his

enemies. A minute and critical history of the life of
Valla is given by Dmkenborch, in the seventh volume of
his cdilion of Livy. Compare also Hodius, De Graecis
lllustribus, p. 104, &c. ; Vossius, De Histor. Ltit., p.

7>7i), &o. ; Fabricius, BibUotheea l/itina Mediae et lnfimae
.Klut., under ' Valla,' where a complete list of his works is

given ; Bayle, Dictionnaire Historique et Critique, under
• Valla.'

VALLADOLl'D, a city of Spain, capital of the province
of its name in Old Castile, 73 miles south-west of Burgos,
and 100 miles noith-west of Madrid : 41° 40' N. lat., 4° 42'

\V. long. The city stands in a plain bordered by lime-
stone hills, at the confluence of the Pisucrga and the
Esgucva. Its ancient name was Pmtia; but the Arabs
changed it into Belad Walid, or the town of Walid, after

Walid Ibn Hishum, the eleventh khalif of the race of
Umeyyah, in whose time Spain was conquered by Tank
Ibn Zevv&d and Miisa Ibn Nosseyr. The exact time at
which Valladolid was recovered from the Moslems is not
known ; but it was probably taken with other cities of
Castile early in the eleventh century. Philip III. having
made it his constant residence, the city is full of sumptuous
edifices and palaces, which, though now untenanted and
falling to ruin, give it a very imposing aspect. The
Pla<;a Mayor, or great square, and the streets built on por-
ticoes reading to it, are the only parts of the city which
present some animation ; the rest looks miserable and de-
serted. The cathedral, an unfinished edifice, built by Juan
de Hcrrera, the architect of the Escurial, at the expense of
Philip II., who was a native of Valladolid, was intended
to have been one of the most sumptuous in Spain; but,
like manv other similar buildings, it was never com-
pleted. The church and convent of the Benedictines,
that of San Gregorio and Las Huelsras, are very handsome

:

but the college of San Pablo is without dispute the most
remarkable edifice in Valladolid, from its general elegance
and the exquisite finish of the bas-reliefs on its ' portada,'
or frontispiece, which after a lapse of 300 years preserve
all their freshness and beauty. The royal palace is also
a very fine building of mixed architecture, but it suffered
much during the Peninsular war. The chancilleria, or house
where the court of justice holds its sessions, is a large and
fine structure in the Tuscan order. Valladolid has a uni-
versity, founded by Alonzo XI. in 1346: it was formerly
celebrated for its school of jurisprudence, and continued to
flourish till the end of the last century. Amonu: the
colleges were one for the Scotch and one i'or the English

;

they have since been blended into one, called Colegio de
los hlandc.scs. Valladolid has also an academy of the
line arts, which supports a school of painting and design,
and possesses a fine collection of models in sculpture, "ar-

chitecture, and painting. Since the suppression of the
convents, all the objects of art belonging to the various
religious houses in the province have been collected in
Valladolid, and a good museum of painting and sculpture
l as been Ibiuicd. Anio:>^ the sculptures are the works of
.loan de Jtini, Beiruguete, Bccerra, Tordesillas, and Gre-
gorio Hernandez.

Valladolid was formerly an opulent commercial city

;

but since the lossof the Spanish colonies, its manufactures
of woollen stutt',, hats, silk-ribands, linen and cotton
yarn, paper, liquorice, pottery and earthenware, leather,
J<c. are now little more than sufficient for the supply of
(lie town. Trade however has considerably increased of
late by th,- opening of a canal which connects the Pi-

suerga with the river Douro, only 10 miles distant rV.ns

Valladolid, and which is intended to go as far as Santatuir
The country round Valladolid produces white wine of £<h>:

quality, madder, silk, olives, and corn. Coal is said ti> :-

abundant in the neighbourhood ; but if so, no u*c -

made of this valuable article. Valladolid is the see i» i

bishop, suffragan of the archbishopric of Burgos, it'

residence of a captain-general, gefe politico, or prefiv.
an intendente, and other public functionaries of the jw

.

vince. Columbus, the discoverer of America, died in in

city on the 20th of May, 1506.

(Minano, Dieionario Geogrdfico, vol. ix. pp. 230-1
Pons, Viage de Kspaiia, vol. ix.)

VALLADOLID. [Mexican States.]
VALLA'RIS, a genus of plants of the natural £arui)\

Apocynacese, so called from vallo, ' to enclose,' in von <

quence of its being used for fences in Java. The ucm -

1

characterised by having a salver-shaped corol, of
the tube is naked and the limb 5-parted. Stamens 5, in-

serted ; anthers adhering, filaments with a fleshy sribbo^ .

at the apex. Hypogynous scales 5, combined at t he inJ
Ovary 2 celled. Fruit of 2 follicles. Seeds furnished v.

a tuft of hairs at the umbilical end. The species con.- .-;

of a few twining shrubs, which are found in China, li <

Indian islands, and the plains of India. Of these V. IV
gulana, called Echites hircosa by Roxburgh, and common i y

the Indian Peninsula and Archipelago, is remarkable :..

its offensive, goat-like smell ; while V. dichotcu.a, itu.-

genous in the north-western provinces, is remaikablc
its agreeable odour. Its leaves are employed there i;

poultices.

VALLE, PIETRO DELLA, surnamed II Pellegrino. i

traveller of the 17th century, was born at Rome on \\
2nd of April, 1586. Possessed of an independent fortunr
he spent his youth in literary pursuits ; his verses procti' .'

him admission into the academy of the Umoristi. T..

expectation of a war created by the disturbances whit?
followed the death of Henry IV., induced Delia Vaile t>.<

turn soldier. He does not appear however to have s«i
any land service at that time ; and of a cruise » Inch \«

made off the coasts of Barbaiy in a Spanish fleet in 161
he says himself that they had only scuffles, not battles.
An unsuccessful love affair, in which he was engaged fi-

nis return to Rome, drove him to Naples to consult t <•

friend Mario Schipano, about a project he had formed
visit the Holy Land. At Naples he took upon him t. <

habit, and made a vow always to bear the name, of a y.'.-

grim. He embarked at Venice on the 8lh of June, ltii;,

and continued an unsettled traveller till 1626. lie fi:s :

bent his course to Constantinople, which he reached in
the 15th of Ausrust; he remained there till the 2oth m'

September, 1615. From Constantinople he proceeded U
way of Rhodes and Alexandria to Cairo. Leaving Cairo
on the 8th of March, 1616, he travelled by land to Alepju
and Bagdad, where he fell in love with Maani Gkx-
rida, a young Chaldean, a native of Mardin, whence
her parents had been driven by the Kurds, and marrit-i
her. Delia Valle earned his wife into Persia, where I

.

was favourably received by Shah Abbas. He remained tr

Persia six years (January, 1617, to January, 1623 „ duri-^
which time he visited, in the suite of the king, Ispahan, i

the Caspian provinces, and Azerbijan. He served in « -

war between Persia and the Porte, and endeavoured to

procure some amelioration of the condition of Christian,
in Persia. In December, 1621, his wife died : he had her
corpse embalmed, intending to cany it to Rome with hun.

'

In the beginning of 1623 he sailed from Gambroon to

Surat : he remained in India till the close of 1C24. He
returned by Muscat to Basrah, traversed the desert to

Aleppo, and visiting Cyprus, Malta, Sicily, and Naples 1 v

the way, he arrived at Rome on the 28th of March, 16X
Here Delia Valle deposited the body of his wife in ir.f

;

tomb of his ancestors, on the 23rd of Ma}-, 1027: he pro-
nounced a funeral oration over her, in the delivery . •

which he was interrupted by his tears. Some authors sj.
that his audience sympathised with him; others that thr>
laughed at him.
Urban VIII., to whom Delia Valle presented a mem i:

on the condition of Georgia, appointed him an honor?.

»

gentleman of his bedchamber. Soon after he buried Li-
first wife, Delia Valle married ayoung relation of hers w!
had accompanied him on his travels. Having in a uoh rl
access of anger killed a coachman on the Place of bt.
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while the pope was in (he act of pronouncing the
liction, Delhi Valle was banished from Koine, but
obtained a pardon and leave to return. He died on

20th of April, 1652.
Delia Valle caused to be printed in 1627, but did not

ublish, the oration which he pronounced over his wife's

>ody at the funeral ceremony. In 1028 he caused to be
printed at Venice an account of Shah Abbas, which Bel-
Tori (1662) says was not published : a French translation of
tliis work appeared at Paris in 1631. Delia Valle pub-
lished, in 1641, 'Di tre nuove Manierc di Verso sdrucciolo,
Discorso di Pietro della Valle nell' Academia degli Umo-
risti il Fantastico, delta nella stessa, a' 20 di Novembre,
1633.' In 1650 he published the first part of the letters

written to his friend Schipano in the course of his travels:
this first part was contained in one 4to. volume, and
brought down the narrative to the time of his marriage
with Maani Gioerida. The letters relating to Persia were
published after his death, in 1659, in two volumes: the
third .part—his Indian travels and his return to Rome

—

Were published in 1662. This work has been translated
into trench, Dutch, and German ; an English translation
of the last part was published in 1665. The memoir on
< teorgia presented to Urban VIII. was inserted by Th6v6-
not in the ffrst volume of his collection. In 1644 Delia
"Valle composed a narrative of the adventures of his second
wilt', which does not appear ever to have been published.
Ho also left in MS. an account, in Latin, of the kings or

chiefs subject to Persia, and some. plans and drawings,
which his widow refused to communicate for publication.

Della Valle appears to have been rash and vain, but he
possessed the susceptibility to external impressions, re-

tentive memory, and facility of expression, which is fre-

quently found in persons of that character. His accounts
of routes and distances, of the external appearance of coun-
tries, and of manners and customs, are lively and accurate.

(Pietro della Valle, Fiaggi deseritti in Letierc fumiliare
al suo amico Mario Sc/iipano ; Bellori, Life of Della
Valle, prefixed to the edition of his Travels published at

Home in 1662; Biographie Universelle.)

VALLEYS. ' Why has the earth any mountains ?' is the
question from which De Luc, writing in 1792, sets out to

expound his whole geological system; and to answer at

the present time the corresponding question, Why has the
earth any Valleys? requires reference to almost the entire
series of general truths which have been established by
investigation into the structure of the crust of the globe.
For in these hollows on the surfaces of plains, hilly slopes,

and steep mountains, we behold not only the results of
atmospheric agencies, both chemical and mechanical, and
of the flowing of streams, operating under the actual con-
ditions of nature on materials of unequal induration, but
also the earlier effects of other watery agencies, under

other physical conditions, on materials differently circum-
stanced, both as to their consolidation and their position
in reference to the general curve of surface of the globe
and the relative level of the sea. The origin of valleys
ascends to the earliest geological eeras, but their com-
pletion includes the latest phenomena produced in our
own days.

To discuss the literary history of this celebrated question,
and estimate the degrees of truth attained in the con-
flicting hypotheses of Dr. Hutton and De Luc—which
may stand as the types of two great classes of rival specu-
lation, not yet completely reconciled—would be a long,
intricate, and unfruitful labour. The problem to be solved
has seldom been seized by any but the most modern writers

in all its generality ; and the partial solutions, really arrived
at in particular cases, were not permitted to have even the
value which limited truths often do possess, because they
were unwisely made the basis of what was called a general
theory. Though De Luc could prove that valleys on
whose line were deep lakes could not have been exca-
vated by the streams now running in them, he was scarcely
entitled to say that ' all the notions of the great ravage!
produced by the rain-waters upon our continents since
their existence have been mere illusions.' (Letter I. on
Geology.) And Dr. Hutton might have tarried his pupils
beyond the mechanical effects of ' rivulets that ran only
in time of rain,' before he required them to admit ' the great
fact, that rivers have in general hollowed out their valleys.'

(.Playfair's Illustrations of Uuttonian Theory, Note xvi.)

Theories thus supported were only successful in destroy-

ing each other : modern geology has been advanced by
a very different process. Mr. Lyell, M. D Halloy, Mr.
Scrope, and other modern writers, have contributed similar

partial solutions of particular cases, by careful investiga-
tion of the features of the valleys of Auvergne, Belgium,
and the Rhenish provinces ; but to obtain a general'vicw

of the theory of valleys, we must add to these many
other equally established local results. This necessity is

indeed virtually acknowledged by the eloquent writer to

whom the Hulionian hypothesis owes its celebrity, for

even while he declares the great hollow of the Valais to

be the work of the Rhone, he adds, this tract, when the

Alps rose out of the sea, may have included many de-

pressions of the surface which the river joined together,

and, from being a series of lakes, became one great valley.

To take the problem of the formation of valleys in all

its extent, let us trace in imagination the course of a con-

siderable river, which, commencing in a mountain-ridge,

runs to the eastward, namely, in the direction of the dip of

the strata, and, after traversing the usual variety of ground,

empties itself into a shallow sea full of powerful currents.

A. The summit of drainage between one river area

and another being supposed to be below the level of per-

A D c
The upper sloping line (r) is .apposed to lie the bed of the r

the lover is the sea-level (»).

pctual snows, we find, above the permanent sources of
many rivers, occasional feeders, which depend on particular

Wig of rain, becoming dangerous torrents or appearing as

mere lines of pebbles aceoiding to the state of the wea-
ther. Alter heavy rains the hill-sides of the highland dis-

tricts of Scotland, Wales, and Cumberland are whitened
by abundance of short-lived torrents, which hurry down
considerable heaps of the loosened materials of the hills,

ami spread them into little deltas on the margin of the

valley below. Similar effects on a particular slope follow

the bursting of a waterspout (High Pike, in Cumberland)
or the intumescence of a wet peat-bog (above Keighley,

Yorkshire). Frost and the sun's heat "are felt in extreme
in the high regions which give birth to rivers, and by their

alternation the rocks are broken and disinlegiated. To
these regions Hutton and Playfair rightly propose to carry

their pupils for the purpose of impressing upon their

minds the extensive waste produced on the eaith's surface

by modern causes in action. Examples are everywhere
abundant ; Glen Coe, Borrowdale, Sno-.vdonia, may be
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cited. (N.B. The general features of the higher parts of

mountain-valleys are nearly the same around glaciers,

and these features are liable to change by the violent

alternations of temperature.)

B. The second stage of valleys is that which admits of

the union of permanent natural springs to the occasional

hill-side floods, and of the gathering of these streamlets

into a rapid and agitated river. The now augmented
water is often confined in a narrower glen than any of its

tributaries, and rushes and cascades among rocks and
mounds, which are so disposed as to show proof that the

course of the stream has varied from time to time, as the

levels changed, in consequence of eroding action.

C. At length the glen opens in a pebbly plain, or sinks

into a broad and quiet lake. Such lakes, or plains which
seem to have been lakes, are of very general occurrence

along the line of rivers, while they are engaged in the

midst of their parent mountains (Derwent Water, Llan-

beris, Loch Tay). They even appear at the foot of parti-

cular mountains, receiving only occasional streams (Red
Tarn, under Helvellyn), and in a great variety of cases

appear to be irregular hollows left after great disturbances

of the stratification amongst the angularly posited masses
of broken ground. Their depth is from a few feet to a
thousand feet (Lake of Geneva) below the level of the

valley ; and as the rivers which enter the upper ends there

lose their force in the expansion of water, and drop their

transported sediments, the growth of new land in that

part of such lakes is proportioned to, and is in truth a
measure of, the whole effects of those rivers in transporting

away the detritus of the mountains round their source.

Such lakes then are natural dynamometer*, which may
with proper caution be used to determine the amount of
transported materials delivered into them in given timA
by rivers ; they also give the sum of all the effects of
this kind performed by such rivers ; and thus finally they
are natural chronometers: for by dividing, in any par-

ticular case, the integral effect or mass of deposited
materials by the rate of annual progress, an approxi-
mate answer in years is given to the question of the
length of time which has elapsed since that river began
to flow. By this argument De Luc arrived at the con
elusion that the desiccation of our continents by eleva-

tion above the sea is a phenomenon of no very great anti-

quity, belonging to an epoch only a few thousand years
removed from our own. Though geologists cannot, from
the evidence of particular lakes in certain districts, adopt
this conclusion for other districts where quite different
phenomena appear, Professor Sedgwick and other eminent
persons have declared the argument of De Luc, within its

proper limits, to be unanswered and unanswerable. In all

cases then where lakes are so interposed in the path of a
river that they must be believed to have received all the
sediments which that river has brought, the cubic volume
of these accumulations in the lake may be compared with
the cubic space of the concavities between the hills along
the line of the rivers and rivulets above the lake ; and if

found to be inferior in a noteable degree, we may positively
conclude that these concavities have not been produced,
though doubtless they have been enlarged and modified,
by the atmospheric agencies belonging to that particular
area of drainage. Now this comparison has been often
made, and generally with the positive result, that the ex-
cavation of the valleys above the lakes is not the effect of
those watery agencies now exerted within them. Exca-
vated however some of them have been by watery a?ency,
and in all of them the surface slopes have been adjusted
by this power, both in level and in direction, to the boun-
daries ot the present lake ; but we must avoid the error of
a«suming that no other currents having a different origin
may have operated in those valleys before the existence of
the lakes.

D. Beyond the region of the lakes, the rivers, flowing
away from the rugged mountains, encounter ranges of
stratified rocks, often very regularly inclined at a moderate
ani;lc. in parallel ridges and hollows which correspond to
alternately hard and soft portions of the series of strata.
If there were no tfaps across these ridges, so as to connect
th^ir intervening hollows, each of these hollows would in-
clude one or many lakes, and the river whose course we
are tiaeing could riot pass over the first of the ridges until

the hollow space between it and the lake district (C)
was filled with water, generally at a high level. If puch

a circumstance were supposed ever to have happened, it-

waters might be imagined to make themselves a psmir
across this ridge, and, by like reasoning, across smy 1p»

ridges lying beyond. (See the figures, art. Geoloot, r...

ii., p. 145, and those in page 97.)

It sometimes happens that more than one group of so -

parallel ridges and hollows—as the mountain umesfcr.
group (i), followed by the oolitic ridges (o), or those I-

the chalk-hills (c)—he on the course of even one rvw-

and require the repetition of such phenomena to necor
for the course of the valley. But a greater difficulty m .

be encountered. The very hollows themselves in wfc.

these sheets of water are imagined to have spread t-

valleys, and yield as plain proof that they also have b»-.

excavated and modified by watery action, as the rh*--

channels which cross them. For in the midst of such t.

lows, insulated hills (the unremoved portions of the sn-
or the nearest superjacent strata) remain variously de-
buted, to mark the antient height of'the land therein. -

.

attest the enormous degradation which has been thi

occasioned. If then the supposed lake gave the fort*

break over and cut through the enclosing barrier of r>

.

beyond, so as to shape a course and descent to the river. '.
v

excavation of the space in which the lake was gather"
was the fruit of earlier and different watery ittron. T.
conclusion is again and again forced upon our attent: -

as we proceed along the line of the valley.

E. In crossing through the parallel ridges and boIk>^<

of hard and soft strata, the river is confined to steep, namr*
angularly bent passages among the hard rocks ; but hi ih»

softer strata between them it flows and wind* more c
liberty, through wider spaces, which open far on es-:

side, and bring additional supplies of water. In these bd-

lows the velocity of the stream dies away, and the sei-

ments derived from wasting of the adjoining high grout*:-

fall on fertile meadows in floods or silt up their o«t
channels in times of slack-water, while around appear r
sulated hills, left by the antient water-currents which swr^
away the materials around them.

F. The river on emerging from these ranges of second-

ary strata enters a wide region of plains and low hills • '

gravel (g\ rising irregularly amidst alluvial plains is!

marshes (m), amongst which, for a certain distance, tt-

tide flows up the expanded river-channel.

Wherever these marshy plains and gravelly ridge* i,~

locally related by geographical situation and distribu1i«

to the main stream or smaller branches, so as to allow
the possibility of referring their formation to the action c

the existing nuviatile and tidal currents, it would be (*-

philosophy to look for a more remote or more genen
cause. This is often the case, perhaps generally so, « •

the alluvial sediments, for they contain often freshwivr
shells and other marks of limited lacustrine or fluviatjr

action ; but it is seldom the case with the gravel beds tr

ridges. These often lie across the path of the river ,<

'

and often rise to a great height above it ; often consist <

.

stones not only beyond the present power of the river ' <

transport, but such as do not occur in situ in any part
the area drained by its main stream or tributary water*.

Yet, from their form, distribution, and composition, thr;
is no doubt that some have been wholly accumulated &-.

all modified by water-currents : so that here again we ha .

proof ofthe waste and remodelling of the surface ofthe ear;

by other forces than the existing atmospheric agencies.
G. On reaching the sea, we find the influence of tt

river prolonged into the salt-water : augmenting the rav-
of sediments drifted coastwise by the tide, and feebly asstv

ing in the distribution of them. But the bed of the se» :

unequal, soft, or rocky, excavated into hollows, and van.
by sand-banks and gravel-beds, not unlike those on f
neighbouring land, and even yielding, as they do, bone> •

gigantic extinct mammalia (Happisburgh coast). Tfh^-
points of agreement between the actual sea-bed and t!>

neighbouring lands mark some community of origin : fb-

land has been raised out of the sea, and owes sort-

of its irregularities to marine currents (as Buffon thooe+ii
or the sea's bed is subsided land. Each of these may V
partially and locally true, but there can be no doubt of tht

sea-currents having power to alter the distribution of sand-
banks and gravel-banks to some considerable, though r><r

precisely known, depth ; and as all the stratified crust of thr
earth has been once the bed of the sea, it is evident thit
the action of marine currents is a cause of universal appli-
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on to the theory of the inequalities of the earth's sur-

!, as well as of extraordinary power.
The slight sketch here presented includes phenomena

which may be s.een on the English rivers, though not all

on one and the same stream: the description may be veri-

ties in every one of its stages a hundred times, and aug-
mented with additional phenomena by any intelligent

reader personally acquainted with the physical geography
of Britain. Exactly similar phenomena, either all in the

Bame order or variously associated, may be paralleled by
instances selected from other parts of the world, and it only

remans to apply a plain course of reasoning to them.
The action of atmospheric agencies, river-streamlets,

and rivers, with or without lakes, with or without glaciers,

is always one and the same : to degrade the high lands

and to raise the low, and thus to equalize the levels, and
to diminish the irregularities of the surface of the globe

;

and this because of the universal action of gravity, where-
'er there are weighty masses and inequality of level. The

action is similar, and though complicated by tidal

ons, as rivers and lakes are by droughts and inun-

and by the variable influence of wind and tem-

, its final results are of the same character,

is is indisputable. It is equally true that the direction

of the existing watery agencies on the land is determined
by the present relation of levels between the different

parts of the land, and between the land and the sea. More-
over the effects of these agencies are perfectly adjusted to

these levels. It follows inevitably that the sum of the

(Sects of these existing agencies has been to diminish the

original inequalities of the earth's surface, that is to say, to

lower the hills, to smooth and level the valleys, to fill up
the lakes, which are a part of the valleys ; in a word, to

change gulfs into lakes, and chasms into vales, by a mere
surface action on forms wluch had been more boldly marked
in earlier seras of nature.

We must therefore believe that immediately after the

lesiccation of the land, its grand chains of mountains and
long continuous vales were more firmly outlined, more
WUghly and strongly modelled, deeper and higher than they
now appear, and it only remains to inquire to what known
geological causes this can be justly ascribed.

We must remember, first, that the surfaces of stratifica-

lion on the sea's bed were once continuous, but on the land
liny are now interrupted by excavated valleys and left

lismembered on residual hills : secondly, that these sur-

faces were plains or nearly so, and horizontal or nearly

>o ; but now they are found contorted, ruptured, placed

in angular positions, vertical, or even reversed in par-

ticular regions. The latter class of effects depends on
the violent nature of the elevating movements to which
the land was subject; the former is often independent
of local disturbance, and seems to be due to the mere
action of powerful currents of water. But it is olten

leen that the line of these valleys is thejjino of a fault,

of a synclinal basin, or anticlinal ridge, tnat is to say, a

line of weakness, a line of least resistance, determined
by causes anterior to the current of water which, flowing

up or down the line, or both up and down, has worn it into

a valley.

Now if we remember that the most powerful mechanical
action of water takes place on the seacoast ; if we remem-
ber that, by the continual or the periodical rising of the

land, this littoral action has been transferred from point to

point over every part of the area of the land, beginning
among the mountains at the source of the present rivers,

and successively washing and wasting eveiy part ; we shall

readily admit in this one universal and powerful agency
the principal cause which broke the continuity of the

planes of strata, washed away the least resisting and left

he hardest parts, and, by successively retiring lines of

action, gradually completed the main features of the val-

leys and hills which had not been previously impressed
by violent subterranean movements.

Atmospheric agencies must be admitted to have greatly

co-operated in this result, especially if, as geologists sup-
pose, there were grounds for believing these to have been
pure powerful in the earlier aeras of the world, when the

temperature was perhaps higher and the atmosphere in

consequence more highly vaporous. Nor must we under-
line the eroding power of modern streams, or the volume
of the disintegrated earthy masses which they transport
away. It -is past a question that modern rivers have cut

their own channels through lava (Lycll, Principles of
Geol., vol. i.), through diluvial gravel and clay drifted
from other regions (Phillips, Sections of the Yorkshire
Coast), and through trap thrown up by the Eifel volcanoes
(MS. 1829). But in each of these latter instances the val-
ley of diluvjal gravel and clay lies in and conceals in
part an older valley of ruder aspect, excavated in the stra-
tified rocks of sandstone or limestone or argillaceous
slate

; and we may often contemplate in the course of one
stream the fragmentary state of the rocks as left by eleva-
tory forces, the wasting of these when they formed part of
an antient shore, the obliteration of the old valleys by some
yet ill-understood cause of local accumulation, and the
final adjustment of levels and slopes by causes which are
still continuing this beneficent process, enlarging and en-
riching our meadows, contracting the areas of our lakes,
and softening for the future wants of mankind the rugged
features of hills which will not always defy the hand of in-
dustry.

(The reader who desires to follow out this large subject
may consult with great advantage De Luc's works as,

Letters on Geology ; iMtres stir t'Hist. de la Terre et de
I Homme ; Playfair, Illustrations of Huttonian Theory;
Buckland's Reliquiie Diluviance ; Lyell ; Murchison ; Dar-
win ; and other modern writers. The article Parallel
Roads in this work may also be read : M. Agassiz's Spe-
culations on Glaciers nave several points of important
bearing on the subject of Valleys.)

VALLIE'VO. [Servia.]
VALLISNE'RI, or VALISNIE'RI, ANTO'NIO, an Ita-

lian naturalist, was born on May the 31x1, 1061, at the castle
ofTresilico, of which his father was governor. He received
his early education from the Jesuits at Modena, and by
them was instructed in the philosophy and science of the
schools of the day. In 1613 he repaired to Bologna,
where he studied medicine under the celebrated Malpighi,
and acquired from him a taste for the observation of
nature, as well as an impression of the unsoundness of
the prevailing systems of philosophy and science. In
1614 he graduated at Reggio, but again returned to
Bologna, to pursue his natural-history studies under
Malpighi, who after three more years of application, is

said to have dismissed his pupil in these words : ' Systems
are ideal and mutable. Observation and experience are
solid and unchangeable.' He visited Padua, Venice,
and Parma, and in 1688 commenced the practice of a
physician in Reggio. Here he devoted all his leisure to

the study of nature : he planted a botanic garden, made
collections of plants, minerals, and objects of interest in his

neighbourhood, and commenced a series of observations

on the anatomy of the silkworm, from which he was led to

the study generally of the metamorphoses and generation
of insects. Having published his observations, they acquired
him great reputation, and he was invited to occupy a
chair amongst the medical professors of the University of

Padua in 1700. On taking his position amongst the
teachers of an old university, he felt that his views were
opposed to prevailing systems, and in order to prevent
any alarm at his teaching, he published a lecture

in whicR he endeavoured to maintain the position that

the studies of the moderns do not overturn, but confirm
the medical knowledge of the antients. Notwithstanding
this attempt to appease the advocates of old systems, and of
entire obedience to prescribed authority, Vallisneri attacked

with so much energy the prevailing errors in medicine,

and especially in the sciences of anatomy and physiology,

that he met with much opposition. But he found an able

protector in Frederic Marcello, the procurator of St. Mark,
and in 1711 was appointed to the first chair of the theory
of medicine.

During the interval of his lectures Vallisneri took every
opportunity of studying natural history, and for this pur-

Eose made an excursion to the Apennines, and also visited

ucca, Pisa, Leghorn, Florence, and other parts of Italy.

In these excursions he made considerable collections of

objects in natural history, as well as found many sub-

jects of interesting research for the microscope, which he

used with great success. In 1720 he was invited by Pope
Clement XI. to become physician to his holiness in the

place of the celebrated Lancisi, but he refused. In 1728

the duke of Modena presented him with the order of

knighthood, which was to be hereditary in his family. He
was also invited early in his career to become first professor
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of physic at Turin, with a large salary, which he declined.

He was known by his writings and correspondence to men
of science in Great Britain, and was elected a fellow of

the Royal Society of London. He was married in 1692,

and although his wife produced him eighteen children,

she managed his family with so much good, sense and
prudence, that he was always in easy circumstances, and
enjoyed much domestic felicity. He died on the 12th

January, 1730, and was buried in the church of the

Eremitani at Padua. He left behind him only four of his

numerous family, three daughters and one son, who pub-
lished an edition of his father's works, in three folio vo-

lumes, at Venice, in 1733.

Vallisneri deservedly ranks high as a naturalist and a
physician. He published many papers on the various de-

partments of natural history, in which he pointed out the

necessity of observation of external nature before proceed-

ing to generalization. He did much by his anatomical and
physiological inquiries, in conjunction with the labours of

Malpighi, Redi, and others, to rescue medicine from the

thraldom of received opinions, and to upset the absurd

hypotheses of the functions of the animal economy which
prevailed in his day. He was a great opponent of the doc-

trine of equivocal or spontaneous generation, a notion

that was generally entertained by physiologists of that

day, and which then, as now, was often looked upon as

involving consequences opposed to religious truth. His
contributions to botany were not numerous ; but his cata-

logue of plants collected around Leghorn was a valuable

production of its time, and his paper on the fructification

of Lemna was an important addition to existing knowledge
of the structure of a very obscure and interesting tribe of

plants. As a physician he was a judicious observer of the

effects of remedies in relieving disease, and was among
the first to use Peruvian bark: he published several essays

on the action of this and other medicines on the human
economy. His name is perpetuated in that of a curious and
interesting genus of plants, called by Micheli Vallisneria.

(Bischotf, Lehrbuch der Botanik ; Haller, Bib. Bat.

;

Sir J. E. Smith.)
VALLISNE'RIA, a genus of plants, named by Micheli

in honour of Vallisneri [Vallisneri], belonging to the
natural order Hydrocharaceae. The species of this genus
are all water-plants. They are dioecious : the male
flowers are seated op a spadix ; the corolla is* monope-
talous with three segments. The female flowers are in-

cluded singly in a spathe, and are seated upon a spiral

peduncle; the calyx is composed of a single leaf; the
corolla is polypetafous ; the capsules are 1-celled, many-
seeded ; the seeds parietal. Several species of Vallisneria

have been recorded as growing in Europe, New Holland,
and America. The economy of these plants is exceed-
ingly interesting in a physiological point of view. They
are plants growing at the bottom of the water, and yet the
male and female flowers are separated, and the mode by
which they are brought together affords a singular instance
of adaptation. These plants generally grow in running
waters, and thus render the difficulty of the contact of
their flowers greater. The mode by which this is effected
in the J'allisneria spiralis is as follows:—the flowers
with pUtils are seated on spiral flower-stalks, and when
the flower is expanded it floats on the surface of the
water, and this is always secured, even in the waters of
rivers that are very changeable in their height, by the
lengthening and contraction of the spiral stalk on which
the'flowers are seated. On the other hand, the flowers
with stamens are seated on short peduncles at the bottom
of the water, but when their stamens are ready to shed
their pollen, and the pistil is ready to receive its influence,
the peduncle that holds them then gives way, and they are
floated to the surface of the water, where, coming in con-
tact with the pistillilerons flowers, the function of im-
pregnation is effected. When the seeds have become
developed, the spiral peduncle on which the fruit is now
seated coils entirely up, so that the seeds are brought to
the bottom of the water, in a position in which they can
germinate and produce new plants. The V. spiralis is

found in Italy, in ditches near Pisa, and in the Rhone.
There are two'New Holland species, and also an American
and Hast Indian species. The latter is the Hydrillus of
Dr. Hamilton, and is used in Hindustan under the name of
Jangi, for the purpose of supplying water mechanically to
sugar during the process of refining.

VALMIKI. [Sanscrit Language and LrrERATTBi

'

VALMONT DE BOMARE, J. C, was born at Ru-
in September, 1731. He originally studied the law for :

purpose of practising at the bar, but his attachment to

tural history induced him to abandon a profession- *o

reign to his tastes. Having obtained from the Duke d' *

genson a travelling appointment of some kind, he vur
the principal cities of Europe, and examined with crt

care the various museums of objects in natural hi>' -

which they contained. He took an especial interetf

mineralogy, and visited mines and metallurgic establ

ments for the purpose of increasing his knowledere in •

department of science. During his travels, of which
published an account, he visited Lapland and Iceland, i

returned, laden with objects of natural history, to Pari,

1756. In 1758 he published a list of objects in nat

—

history, under the title ' Catalogue d'un Cabinet <1Hb*<.
Naturelle,' 12mo. In 1761 and 1762 he published a ]»-•.

work on minerals generally, in 2 vols. 8vo., entitled * N
velle Exposition du Regne Mineral.' His great est «.t

was a dictionary of natural history, entitled ' Dictionm-
Raisonne Universe! d'Histoire Naturelle,' in 6 vok. S\

This work was one of very considerable merit, and jn

descriptions of the various objects in the three kingdo-
of nature, and of their uses in the economy of the arts
has gone through a great number of editions, printed -

various places, and is the basis of more modern diction.---,

on the same subject. He gave courses of lectures on r.

tural history in Paris from 1756 to 1788. He had offer*
•

accept chairs of natural history in Russia and Forh:;
but refused. He died at Paris, in August, 1807. ^H*j -

Bib. Bat. ; Sir J. E. Smith.)
VALOGNES. [Manche.]
VALOIS, LE, a province of France, belonging; origin

to Picardie, but incorporated in the military government
the He de France. Its capital was Crfpy : it is no« i

eluded in the departments of Oise and Aisne. Le W
constituted a county in the middle ages, and was held i

a younger branch of the family of Vermandois. It w-

united for a time with the counties of Vexin, of Bar-?
Aube, and of Amiens, and with several lordship*. «t.

made the counts of Valois rank with the most powerful s-

richest of the French nobles. On the abdication of Sin-

count of Valois (a.d. 1077), these territories were
rated, and the county of Valois united to that of Vernu:
dois. [Vermandois.]

Philippe III. le Hardi, king of France, gave the cwm >

of Valois (a.d. 1285) as an apanage to his second -

Charles, whose son became king of France as Philippe \ :

or Philippe de Valois. His title was disputed by Edu..
III. of England, among others ; and from this dispute c

ginated the long wars of the English in France under ' ..

Plantagenet and Lancastrian kings. Philippe V 1 . bestow
the county of Valois on his fifth son Philippe ; from l>

it came to his yjfe Blanche, and on her death (a.d. Ulk
it came to Louis, duke of Orleans, second son of Charlt* 1

of France. While held by the dukes of Orleans, the ci.

scendants of Louis, the county of Valois was raised to t:

rank of a duchy. The accession of the duke of Or)r»;
to the crown as Louis XII. re-united Le Valois to ti

crown domains. The kings of France from Philippe VI t

Henri III. inclusive are known as the race of YaJois. V.
direct male line ended with Charles VIII.; Louis XII
his successor, belonged to the collateral branch of V--
lois-Oiieans, and the remaining kings, from Francois I

to that of Valois-AngoulCme. {UArt de Virifier >..

Dates.)

VALOIS, HENRY DE, commonly called by hi* Li
tinized name, Henricus Valesius, a celebrated Frm. -.

scholar, was born at Paris, on the 10th of September, )ut>.
and was descended of an antient noble family of Normand'
He was educated at Verdun, in the college of the Jesu:N
and afterwards at Paris, in the college of Clermont, whf^
he had the instruction of Petavius and Sirmond, both ••

whom entertained a high opinion of his talents. In 1KT
he went to Bourges to study jurisprudence, and after tlx
completion of his studies he practised for several veais i-
a lawyer, but more to please his father than from his trm
inclination, for the study of the antient authors wa» hi.
favourite pursuit. At last however he gave up his pro:<-»-
sional occupations altogether, and devoted himself enureh
to literature. He worked very hard and without anv inter-
mission, except on a Saturday afternoon, which he 'used u>
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devote io his friends. His excessive study cost him his

t • ulit eye, and the Jell was so much weakened that he
• •iiiikl not continue his studies without a reader. But his

ai her was too economical to allow his son any sum ofmoney
for this purpose, and De Yalois would have had a miserable
existence, had not a friend, M. de Mesmes, given him a
Handsome pension. De Valois enjoyed this until the death
>i his father in 1650, which placed him in independent cir-

cumstances. The reputation which he had acquired by this

Mine as a scholar and a critic induced the French clergy
'<> apply to him for a new edition of the Greek writers on
ecclesiastical history. De Valois, who had before been
:e(|uestcd to leud his assistance in this undertaking, had
rei used to do so ; but now, when the whole was left to him,
he readily undertook the task. By way of encouragement
he received from the clergy an annual pension, which was
: iterwards considerably increased by the liberality of Car-
dinal Mazarin. In 1600, while De Valois was still engaged
'.pon this great undertaking, he was honoured with the
liile of historiographer to the king. Two years after this
lie became completely blind. Until the year 1C64 he had
!evoted himself to literature, but now he surprised his

]'. lends by marrying a handsome young woman, who bore
i iim seven children. He died on the 7th of May, 1676,
liter having suffered very much during the last few years
• urn the infirmities of old age.
Henry de Valois was one of the last of that race of great

ieliolars who adorned France during the fifteenth, sixteenth,
i tul seventeenth centuries. He possessed very extensive
earning and great critical sagacity, but he knew his

lowers, he was vain and proud, and resented any neglect
>i the respect which he tliought due to him. His ill tem-
)er increased as he advanced in years. His works are still

. ery useful. The following list contains the most import-
mt among them :—1, ' Excerpta Polybii, Diodori, Nicolai
>?unasceni, Dionysii Halicamassensis, Appiani Alex-
inh ini, Dionis et Joannis Antiocheni, ex Collectaneis Con-
lantini, Augusti Porphyrogenitae, nunc primum Graece
dita. Latine versa, cum Notis,' Paris, 1634, 4to. These
ire the so-called ' Excerpta de Virtutibus et Vitiis,' or
Kxcerpta Peiresciana,' after M. Peiresc, to whom the
IS. of the ' Excerpta' belonged, and to whom De Valois
Kdicated his edition. 2, Au edition of Ammianus Mar-
eilimis, with critical and explanatory notes, Paris, 1636,
Ho. A second .edition, With additional notes by H. de
> alois, Lindebrog, and the editor, was published by
Vtliiende Valois, the brother of Henry. Pans, 1G81, fol.

;

mil a third, containing the notes of the Valesii and Linde-
•rog, with some of Jus own, by J. Gronovius, Leyden,
U!»3. 3, A series of the Greek Ecclesiastical Historians,

>i 3 vols, fol., with notes and Latin translations. They
ippeared in the following order:—Eusebius (Paris, 1639),

iterates and Sozomen (Paris, 1668), Theodoretus, Evagrius,

mil Philostorgius (Paris, 1673). This edition of the
eelesiastical historians was afterwards reprinted at Am-
tenlara, 1699, and at Cambridge, in 1720. 4, After his

lealh there appeared his ' Notae et Animadversionea in

Iarpocrationem et P. J. Maussaci Notas,' edited by J.

Ti'onovius. They are reprinted in IMancard's edition of
i larpocration, Leyden, 1683, 4to.

The Life of H. de Valois was written by his brother
Vlrien. It is printed in Bates's ' Vitae Selectorum aliquot

^ uorum,' and some additions to it were afterwards pub-
i>hed by P. Burmann, in 1739.

V ALOIS, ADRJEN DE, commonly called Adriamis
Valesius, a younger brother of Henry de Valois, was born
it Paris on the 14th of January, 1C07. He received the

-ame education as his brother, but he devoted himself

n incipally to the study of poetry, oratory, and history,

tlistory, and more especially the history of his own coun-

n\ engaged his attention for many years, and in 1646 he
uhlished the first volume of his great historical work of

h ranee, under the title ' Gesta Francorum, seu de Rebus
Ki ancicis.' The whole work consists of 3 vols, fol., and the

ia-.t two appeared in 1658. This extensive and very learned
• ink comprises the history of France only during the

hurt period from a.d. 254 to 752. It raised his reputation

-( i much, that in 1660 he received the title of historiogra-

pher to the king, with a pension of 1200 livres. The minis-

:Vr Colbert wished him to continue the work, but De Valois

declared that he could not, the difficulties being insur-

mountable. In 1675 he published a verv useful work on

i:iu state of antient Gaul, entitled ' Notitia Galliarum

P. C, No. 1629.

Ordine Alphabetico digesta,' in fol. His edition of Am-
mianus Marceliinus and his ' Life ofHenry de Valois ' are
noticed in Valois, Henry de. His other works are now
of little importance, and a list of them is found in the
works cited below. He died at Paris, on the 2nd of July,
1692. A collection of some minor works of A. de Valois
was afterwards published by his son, under the name of
' Valesiana.'

(Perrault, Lea Hommes Illustres qui ont paru en France ;
Niceron, Memoires des Hommes fflustres, vol. iii. ; Chaufe-
pi6, Nouveau Dtctionnaire Historiqm.)
VALPARAISO, the principal port of Chile, is situated

in 71° 45' W. long, and 33° 2' S. lat. It is 55 miles south
of Santiago, and 225 north of Concepcion. The town has
been nearly rebuilt since the great earthquake in 1822.
It consists of ' a long narrow street, built, like Hastings,
under the cliff, and it follows the sinuosities of the shore
close to the seaside.' (Hon. P. C. Scarlett's South Ame-
rica.) The houses have all stories above the ground floor,

and they are not flat-roofed. Painted piazzas are substi-
tuted for balconies almost at every house, and their dif-

ferent coloure give the town a gay appearance. The new
custom-house and several of the new churches and other
public buildings are handsome edifices. The exchange
was built at the expense of the foreign merchants, and is

provided by them with fire-engines for the service of the
town. The Protestants have a cemetery, and a place of
worship, where the service of the church of England is per-
formed. Trade is in the hands of the English, Americans,
and French, and a handsome suburb on the heights above
Valparaiso is almost exclusively inhabited by them. In
1817, the population of Valparaiso was 17,000; in 1823 it

was estimated at 14, and in 1834 it was 25,000, ac-
cording to a census, es foreigners, whose number in
1841 was between 2000 and 3000. Valparaiso has become
a port of great importance since the independence of
Chile. In 1809 only nine vessels entered the harbour in
twelve months, while in 1836 the number averaged 40 per
month. The total number in 1834 was 450, and, excluding
41 ships of war, the burthen of the remainder was 77,700
tons. There are extensive bonding-warehouses, in which
goods are deposited to the amount of many million dollars

annually. Besides the ships engaged in the import and
export trade of Chile, Valparaiso is a most convenient
port for'vessels from the eastern coast of Asia, the islands

of the Pacific, the western coast of North America, and
they may be provisioned without even coming to anchor.
The roadstead is good in a southerly and easterly wind,
but is exposed to the northward. Mr. Sutcliffe, the au-
thor of ' Sixteen Years in Chile,' who was harbour-master
in 1836, says that in summer there is danger of ships being
blown out to sea, unless they anchor near the beach.
VALSALVA, ANTOWO MARI'A, was born of a

noble family at Imola, in 1666. After a preliminary edu-
cation by private tutors, he was sent to the University of
Bologna, where he studied medicine, and especially ana-
tomy, under Malpighi, Salani, and others. He received
his doctor's degree in 1687, and was even at that time dis-

tinguished for his industry and learning. After this, he
devoted himself with extraordinary zeal to the study of
both normal and morbid anatomy ;

dissecting night and
day, preparing the dissected parts, and performing experi-

ments ; and all .this, although he was of a weakly consti-

tution, and was much occupied in private practice. He
was equally excellent in surgery and medicine. In the
former he is celebrated for having first in Bologna dis-

carded the cautery and adopted the ligature of the arteries

in amputations ; for having materially improved the whole
practice of aural surgery ; and for his inventions and im-
provements of many surgical instruments. He also de-
scribed the true nature of the steatomatous tumours formed
by diseased hair-follicles, the morbid anatomy of apparent
glaucoma from amber-cataract, and the constancy of the

seat of cataract in the lens or its capsule. In medical
practice, applying his unusually great knowledge of mor-
bid anatomy, he was particularly celebrated for accuracy

of diagnosis, and for his skill in treating those who suffered

under diseases reputed incurable. To these he gave indeed
his chief attention

;
striving to discern what these diseases

are in their early stages, when, if ever, some remedy might
be used. Among the most remarkable results which he
thus attained was that mode of treating aneurisms which
is still commonly called Valsalva's method, and which
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„,„ in reducing the force of the patient's circulation

to the lowest degree compatible with life, by repeated

bleeding, absolute rest, and starvation ; a method which,

often as it has failed, is the only one which offers any

prospect of success in aneurism of the aorta. It was he

also who first pointed out the dependence of hemiplegia

upon effusion in the opposite side of the brain. In nor-

mal anatomy he rendered great service by his accurate

description of the muscles and other parts of the ear before

scarcely known ; and by his account of the muscles of the

pharynx and soft palate, and of the sinuses of the aorta.

Among his errors must be mentioned his notion that the

attachment of the muscles of the eye around th/j optic nerve

forms a ring capable of compressing and modew/dng the

action of that nerve, and his account of a duct which he

supposed to pass from the renal capsule to the ovary or

testis.

In 1697 Valsalva was made professor of anatomy in the

University of Bologna, and in 1705 surgeon to the Hos-

pital of Incurables. He was three times president of the

Bologna Institute ; he was elected a Fellow of the Royal

Society of London, and received honours of various kinds

from the states and from the learned societies of Italy.

He died at Bologna in 1723, leaving to its public institu-

tions a large philosophical and medical library, and the

museums of anatomy and surgical instruments, which he

had formed. His statue was placed in the hall of the

Institute by order of the senate, and his great pupil, Mor-
gagni, wrote his life.

Valsalva's published works are few and small, though

full of value. They are, 1, ' De Aure humana Tractatus,'

Bologna, 1704, 4to., which was several times afterwards

SubJished at Utrecht and other places, and reprinted in

[orgagni's 'Epistolae;' 2, 'DissertationesTres Anatomicse
Posthuniw.' Venice, 1740, 4to., read at the Bologna Insti-

tute in 1715-16-19, and edited by Morgagni. There is also

a letter by Valsalva in Larber's edition of Palfyn's ' Sur-

gical Anatomy.'
(Morgagni, Life, prefixed "to his edition of Valsalva's

works.)
VALTELLFNA, a longitudinal valley on the Italian side

of the Rhaetian Alps, drained in its whole length by the

tiver Adda. The Adda rises at the foot of the Stilfser Joch,

over which the new road made by the Austrian government
leads from the Tyrol into Lombardy, crosses the district of

Bormio, or Worms, which lies east of Valtellina, and then
entering Valtellina at the defile of La Serra, flows in a ge-
neral direction from north-east to south-west until it enters

the lake of Como at the western extremity of the valley.

Valtellina Proper is about 45 miles in length, but if we in-

clude Bormio, which is a continuation of the same valley,

the whole length is 55 miles. It is bounded on the north
by the Swiss canton of the Grisons, the main ridge of the
Rhaetian Alps dividing the valley of the Adda from that

of the Inn or Enga Hn ; on the m. rth-east by the Tyrol, from
which it is separated by the lofty group of the Ortler and
the Stilfser Joch ; on the south by the Lombard provinces
of Brescia and Como ; and on the west by the upper part
of the lake of Como and by the district of Chiavenna, with
which it is politically united. Chiavenna consists mainly
of the valley of the Liro, a stream which rises at the foot

of Mount Splugen, and flowing from north to south, joins

the Maira, which comes from the Grisons country. A few
miles lower the united stream enters the Laghetto, or
upper lake of Como. From the Splugen to the lake is a
distance of about 20 miles. The three districts of Valtellina,
Bormio, and Chiavenna have been for ages united under
the same administration ; first under the government of the
Grisons, and since the beginning of the present century
under the government of Lombardy. For this reason they
are often included in historical notices under the general
name of Valtellina. They "now constitute a province of
the Lombardo-Venetian kingdom under the crown of
Austria, by the name of 4 Delegazione di Sondrio.' Valtel-
lina Proper is the largest and finest part of the whole : it

has a genial climate and a fertile soil. The heat is very
great in summer. All the fruit-trees of Italy thrive there.
It produces abundance of wine, Indian corn, millet, and
wheat. It has excellent pastures and meadow-land, and
its cheese rivals the best made in Lombardy. The slopes
of the lower hills along the nortnern side of the valley are
covered with vines planted in terraces. The level land
•long the banks of the Adda is not more than a mile and

a half in breadth, the mountains rising gradually on betf
sides and forming numerous transverse valleys betwert
their offsets. Some of the valleys of the northern cha;;

however belong to the canton of the Grisons, whirs
stretches in several places over the Italian slope of tht

Alps. Such are the Val Poschiavo, south of the Bernim
range, whose boundaries extend to within a mile or two a.

Tirano on the banks of the Adda, and the Val Bregagbx
through which flows the Maira to within two or three

miles of Chiavenna. The southern ridge, which separalo
the Valtellina from the province of Brescia, is a lower off*.:

of the Rhaetian Alps, which detaches itself from the grou;
of the Ortler, and runs in a south-west direction toward-
the lake of Como. Its principal summit is Monte Legnonc
about 80O0_ feet above the sea. The district of Boron*
being more elevated than Valtellina, is colder and lt-»

fertile. [Bormio.] The northern part of the district a;

Chiavenna is likewise an alpine country, but there it »

fine plain between the town of Chiavenna and the lake of

Como, which is as productive as any part of North
Italy.

The population of Valtellina Proper is about 70,000, bm
the whole province, including Chiavenna and Bormio.
reckons above 85,000 inhabitants. The spoken language
is an Italian or Lombard dialect. The province is divided
into seven districts, namely : Sondrio, which contains 21

communes ; Ponte, 10 communes
; Tirano, 17 commune*

:

Morbegno, 19 communes ; Traona, 12 communes ; Bornw,
9 communes ; Chiavenna, 18 communes. The principal
towrp are—1, Sondrio, the head town of the whole pro-

vince, situated in a fine and fertile territory on the ngUt
bank of the Adda, and near the confluence of the torrent

Mallero, which rises in the glaciers of Mount dell' Oro in

the Bernina range. The cathedral or collegiate church o
a handsome structure, and is adorned with paintings bj

Pietro Legario, a native of the place. Sondrio ha* i

gymnasium, a college for boarders, a court of justice, i

theatre, an hospital, and about 4000 inhabitants. 2, Mor-
begno, a well-built little town on the left bank of thr

Adda and at the foot of Mount Legnone, over which there
is a pass leading into the Val Brembana, in the province
of Brescia. In the church of the Dominicans of Morbegw
is a good fresco painting by Gaudenzio Ferrari. 3, Pontc.
a pretty village a few miles east of Sondrio, out of the hirfi

road, and at the foot of the mountains, is the birthplace us

the astronomer Piazzi. In the parish church is a verj

fine painting of the Virgin by Luini. 4, Tirano, a lar?!-

village on the Adda, is exposed to the inundations of tha!

impetuous river, which has repeatedly threatened it viiih

destruction. Near Tirano is a handsome church caseJ
with white marble and dedicated to the Virgin. An im-
gortant fair is held here twice a year. 5, Chiavenna, or

lavenna, a pretty town on the river Maira at the branch-
ing off of the two roads that lead from Italy into the Grisotv
one by Mount Splugen and the other by the Septimer ar.J

the Maloya, has several churches, a town-house, once tht

residence of the Grisons baillis, or governors, a castle, n
hospital, several manufactories of silk and of paper, a ma-
nufactory of cloth made of amianthus, and another o.

r

kitchen utensils made of ' pietra ollaria,' a kind or soP
stone found at Prosto, in the neighbourhood, and which
are exported in considerable quantities to Italy. A short
distance east of Chiavenna, near the borders of the Grisonj,
is the site of Pliirs, a town which was destroyed in 1618 by
the fall of a mountain. (Leresche, Dictionnaire Ci'<j-

graphique de la Suisse; Mercey, Le Tyrol et le Koni
d'llulie.)

Chiavenna, Bormio, and the Valtellina Proper were in

the middle ages dependencies of the duchy of Milan ; they
were conquered by the Grisons in 1512, in the war again*!
the French, who had occupied lombardy, and were" con-
stituted by them as subject bailiwicks. The Reformed reli-

gion gradually spread from the Grisons into the Valtellina.
and clergymen and churches of the new communion wen-
established, although the majority of the people remained
attached to the Roman Catholic church. The Spanis!.
viceroys of Milan were anxious, both on political and reli-

gious grounds, to recover for the duchy of Milan the pos-
session of this fine valley, which could afford the onlj
communication between the Spanish possessions in Italy
and the dominions of the house of Austria. The court oi"

France, on the contrary, was opposed to such an ap
proach between the two branches of the house of Austria.
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0 political parties existed among the Grisons : one, headed

p
the powerful house of Salis, was partial to French poli-

tics ; whilst the other, headed by the family of Planta, was
inclined towards Spain. Each party accused the other of
treasonable practices : the minds of the people were in-

flamed, and at last the French or Salis party contrived to

have their rivals outlawed by a strafgericht, or summary
court appointed by the people. Among those who were
Rrrested was Rusca, the Roman Catholic archpriest of Son-
drio, who died in prison in consequence of the torture

to which he was subjected. The Plantas and many of
their friends took refuge in the Tyrol, from whence they
corresponded with the disaffected Roman Catholics of Val-
tellina, who wished to get rid both of the Protestant clergy
and of their Grisons rulers. They were encouraged by the
Spanish governor of Milan, who supplied them with arms,
and by the court of Rome, who blessed their exertions.

Robustelli, a man of noble family of Valtellina, and a rela-

tion of the Plantas, and an emigrant like them, put him-
self at the head of a number of adventurers and desperate
men from various parts of Italy. In the night of the 19th
of July, 1620, he entered Tirano with his band ; the bells

rang an alarm, the mass of the people joined the invaders,
and the massacre of the Protestants began. AH those who
belonged to the Reformed religion, whether natives of the
Grisons country or of the Valtellina, were put to death
with circumstances of great atrocity : neither old men,
women, nor children were spared, and their bodies were
thrown into the Adda. From Tirano the murderous band
spread downwards to Teglio, Sondrio, and the other towns
and villages of the valley of the Adda. At Sondrio 140
persons were killed, and about 70 more contrived to escape
to the mountains. Several Roman Catholics were killed

also, because they showed compassion towards their Pro-
testant countrvmen. Paola Baretta, a Venetian lady of a
patrician family, who had emigrated on account of reli-

gion, was seized and sent to Milan, where she was put to

death by the Inquisition. At Morbegno the Koman
Catholic population, before the arrival of Robustelli, es-

corted the Protestant clergyman and his flock in safety

into the country of Chiavenna, where the governor,
Sprccher de Bernegk, had time to take measures of de-
fence, and thus that district was spared. At Bormio the
Protestants had time to save themselves. In all about 600
persons were killed, and others were lost and died of want
m the wilderness of the Alps. The Valtellina massacre has
been compared to that of St. Bartheli5my. Robustelli as-

sumed the title of captain-general of Valtellina. The
Grisons marched a force to reconquer the country, but they
were repulsed by veteran Spanish troops sent from Milan :

and at the same time a large body of Austrians invaded
the Engadin, accompanied by the emigrant Plantas. And
now began the war in the Grisons country, in which France

)k the part of the latter against Spain and Austria, and
lasted till 1626, when the treaty of Moncon, between
and Spain, settled for a time the affairs both of the

i and of the Valtellina. The Austrians evacuated
Grisons country, and the Spaniards the Valtellina. The

country was to acknowledge again the Grisons as

ulers, retaining however the power of appointing their

magistrates and the exercise of the Roman Catholic
religion exclusively. A body of Papal troops took tem-
porary occupation of the forts of the Valtellina. A few
years after, the war having broken out again between
France and the house of Austria, a French corps, com-
manded by the duke of Rohan, joined to a body of Grisons
militia, occupied the Valtellina. But the French had to

give law to both parties, and the Grisons at last turned
against their allies and drove them away. In 1639 a treaty
was concluded between Spain and the Grisons by which
the Valtellina was guaranteed its municipal and religious

liberties under the sovereignty of the Grisons. In 1641
Austria also joined the treaty. After this nothing par-
ticular occurred in the Valtellina until 1796, when General
Bonaparte having invaded Lombardy, the people of Val-
tellina asked their Grisons rulers to be placed on a footing
of equality with them by forming a fourth league or state

of their Confederation. This demand being refused, some
the malcontents applied to Bonaparte, who, without
1 other formalities, declared the Valtellina to be annexed

Cisalpine republic. The Grisons having resented

ment, the property, public and private, which
iu the Valtellina was confiscated by the Cisal-

pine Directory, atjd all the subsequent claims of the
Grisons during Bonaparte's government were neglected.
In 1814 the Valtellina passed under the dominion of
Austria, together with the rest of Lombardy. The Austrian
government after some negotiations recognised the claims
of the Grisons citizens who had been robbed of their pro-
perty by the Cisalpine republic, and in 1833 granted them
or their heirs an indemnity of 2,109,694 francs.
The history of Valtellina, and especially of the war of

religion of 1620-39, has been written by several authors
the best accounts are by Lavizzari, Memorie Istoriche della
Valtellina; Quadrio, Osservazioni Storico critiche intorno
alla^ Rezia ; Cantd, Sloria di Como ; and Vulliemin, His-
toire de la Confederation Suisse dans le 16« et 17' Siecles,

being the continuation of Miiller's History of Switzerland,
and a very good work, in 3 vols. 8vo., Paris and Geneva,
1841.

VALUE signifies, in political economy, the quantity of
labour, or of the product of labour, which will exchange
for a given quantity of labour or of some other product
thereof. It is necessary in the outset to distinguish utility

from value, or, as Adam Smith expresses the distinction,
' value in use ' from ' value in exchange.' The utility of
an article causes it to be an object of demand ; and with-
out some real or imaginary utility an article will not have
value

; or, in other words, no one will give other articles

in exchange for it : but utility alone does not constitute
value, except when there is a limited and exclusive pos-
session, which enables one man to refuse to others the
enjoyment of any natural product without the payment of
an equivalent or price. It is the labour of man alone
which in ordinary circumstances creates value. What all

may enjoy alike without labour may indeed be most useful

and necessary, but cannot be an object of exchange, and
therefore is destitute of value. 'The real price of every
thing,' says Adam Smith, 1 what evervthins: really costs to
the man who wants to acquire it, is the toil and trouble of
acquiring it. What everything is really worth to the man
who has acquired it, and who wants to dispose of it or
exchange it for something else, is the toil and trouble
which it can save to himself, and which it can impose upon
other people.' Hence the labour of man becomes the
real measure of the exchangeable value of all commo-
dities.

To illustrate the distinctive character of utility, and the
effects of labour and of exclusive possession respectively

upon value, suppose a party of settlers to occupy a tract of
land, and to divide it amongst them in equal portions by
lot. Suppose also that each settler has upon his own land
timber, lime, and stone. They all need houses, and have
the materials to build them with ; but the unaided labour
of each man is unable to appropriate and apply the mate-
rials in the manner he desires. One man calls in the
assistance of his neighbour, and by tlieir joint labour a
house is built ; and this service he repays by helping his

neighbour also '
i build a house. He can only repay him

by labour, because the materials, though of the highest

utility, are common to both, but need labour to make them
available. It is clear that the timber, the lime, and the

stone are in this case without value, and could not be
offered by one man in exchange for the labour of another.

But suppose it should happen that all the timber, lime,

and stone in the whole district should be found in the por-

tion of land allotted to one of the party. Here the mate-
rials would not only be objects of utility, but the limited

and exclusive possession of them would endow them with
value. The fortunate owner of them might say to his

neighbours, 'You shall not have any of my materials until

you have first built me a house ; but when you have each
worked for me a day, instead of repaying eac h ol'vou with

a day's labour myself, I will permit you to take the mate-
rials for building from my estate.' Here the power of

withholding the products of nature from others is pro-

ductive of value, being equivalent to a certain quantity of

labour. But even in this case it is labour which creates

the value, and is the measure of exchange between the

parties.

The great mass of commodities which are made the

subject of exchange amongst men are produced by labour

only, and are not affected by any exclusive possession

whatever. With these therefore the
.
quantity of labour

used in their production is the measure of their real value.

They will ordinarily exchange for other commodities upon
P 2
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which an equal quantity of labour has been expended ; but

there are circumstances which may affect their exchange-
able value, while their real value or cost of production

may remain the same. If a larger quantity of any article

has-been produced than there is an effective demand for,

its exchangeable value is reduced ; if, on the contrary, its

supply is unequal to the demand, its value is raised. But
these variations cannot be of long duration. Articles

which do not repay the cost of production will soon cease

to be produced, until the diminished supply has again

raised their value ; and when articles bear a market value

much higher than their cost, production will be encou-
raged until the supply is not very wide of the demand.
Any permanent alteration, therefore, in the exchangeable
value of one commodity as compared with another, cannot
be referred to these fluctuating and accidental causes, but

must be the result of a change in the real value of one or

the other, that is to say, in the quantity of labour required

to produce it. The value of labour is always the same,
but the value of the products of labour changes with cir-

cumstances.
The real value of a commodity having been shown to be

dependent solely upon the quantity of labour necessary for

its production, and the exchangeable value, for the causes
stated, never varying materially either above or below the

real value, it follows that the price paid for labour does
not affect the exchangeable value of articles produced
under similar circumstances. If the labourer gains a
larger share, the profits of his employer are proportionately

diminished ; and if his share is less, then profits are in-

creased : while both are generally preserved by competi-
tion from any great disproportion.

Equal quantities of labour however are not always equi-
valent ; the skill of one labourer, or the severity of his

employment, may render the time for which he is engaged
more than equivalent to the same time occupied in labour
by another. But this circumstance, though it originally
affects the comparative value of commodities produced by
different descriptions of labour, is no cause of subsequent
variation in their relative value. The relations of different
qualities of labour are soon practically adjusted, and are
not afterwards liable to much variation.

Every reduction in the quantity of labour required to
produce a commodity diminishes its real value, and there-
fore, for the causes already explained, its value in ex-
change. Improvements in tools and machinery, by saving
the labour of man, reduce the value of commodities ; but
in estimating their influence, we must not omit to calcu-
late the quantity of labour bestowed upon the article,
directly and indirectly—from the growth of the raw mate-
rial to its finished state—throughout the whole process of
manufacture—upon the tools, machinery, buildings, and
other appliances by whicli labour is assisted. Upon the
same principles every increase in the quantity of labour
directly or indirectly applied adds to the value of a com-
modity.
The effects of labour upon price become further com-

plicated by the durability of the machinery employed to
assist it. If two commodities are produced by machinery
at an equal cost of labour, and if the same quantity of
labour his also been bestowed, in each case, upon the ma-
chinery—the value of such commodities would appear to
be the same ; but if one machine wears out in two years
or needs much labour to keep it in repair, while the other
lasts for ten years requiring but little repair—the relative
quantities of labour expended indirectly upon the two com-
modities become so unequal, that a considerable dispro-
portion must be found in their respective degrees of value.

Disturbances of the relative value of different commo-
dities apparently produced bv the same amount of labour,
are also caused by the comparative quantities of fixed and
circulating capital employed, and by the length of time
over which the labour is spread, and before the products
are brought to market. Under these varying circumstances
in the production of articles, the price of labour be-
comes an element in their relative value, which is not the
case when commodities are produced under precisely simi-
lar circumstances. If all commodities were produced by
an equal proportion of fixed and circulating capita), any
rise or fall ofwages would affect them all equally, and would
not therefore disturb their relations to each other. If a yard
of woollen cloth, for instance, exchanged for a yard of silk,
and wages rose, the value of each would rise in an equal

proportion, and the articles would continue to exchans:;
for each other as before. But if the cloth were produced
almost entirely by machinery and the silk entirely ly

manual labour, a rise of wages would scarcely affect th-

former at all, while it would add materially to the cost c'

producing the latter. They would therefore no Jonzrr

exchange for each other, or, in other words, their relativ,

value would be altered. The general law of such varia-

tions is thus stated by Mr. Ricardo, viz., that in the evtn'

of a rise in the price of labour, ' only those commodity
would rise which had less fixed capital employed upc.i

them than the medium in which price was estimated, »H
that all those which had more would positively fall i

price when wages rose. On the contrary, if wages fall, the*-

commodities only would fall which had a less proportipi
of fixed capital employed on them than the medium 11

which price was estimated ; all those which had niw.
would positively rise in price.'

With all these causes of disturbance in the relation

which the different products of labour bear to each other,

it is obvious that no commodity can be a perfect standard
by which to compare the variations in the value of othtr

commodities; but as, in an advanced stage of societt.

labour cannot be the ordinary measure of value, sonv
representative of labour must be selected, by which ir

carry on the exchanges of trade, and the more nearly i'

represents the amount of labour expended upon it, anj

the less that amount varies, the fitter will it be for a com-
mon standard of value.

The precious metals, or paper convertible into them, art-

the standards usually adopted. They are however artielr.

of commerce varying in supply and demand, and in tb

quantity of labour required, at different times, to produu-
them. "They cannot therefore be invariable standards, for.

must fluctuate more or less like other commodities. Prac-

tically, this variation is not, upon the whole, so great as n
the case of other articles, but in the degree in which 1:

prevails it makes gold and silver imperfect standards of

value. The circumstances and results of this imperfection
and the means of obviating them are amongst the mo-
important speculations of the political economist, but air

more fitly treated of in other parts of this work. [B.\>»

;

Banking ; Currency ;
Wages.]

(Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations; Ricardo's Princi-
ples of Political Economy and Taxation ; Mill's ElemtnU
of Political Economy ; MacCuIloch's Principles of Politi-

cal Economy ; Say, Richesse des Nations.)
VALVATA Miiller's name for a genus of Gastropoda

living in fresh waters. [Pkristomians, vol. xvii., r.

454.]
VALVE is the name given to any apparatus by whict..

in an hydraulic or pneumatic machine, the bore of a pip
or any orifice may be alternately covered and uncovered,
in order in the one case to prevent, and in the other t->

permit, the passage of the fluid.

The ordinary pump-valve, frequently called a dark.
consists of a piece of leather rather greater than the hon-
or orifice : its form is circular, except that at one put
there projects beyond the circumference a portion which
is attached to the top of the pipe or to the ran of the ori-

fice. Circular plates of lead or brass are fastened to the
upper and lower surfaces of the leather; that which i-

above being greater, and that which is below being le>-

than the perforation which is to be covered. The valve
thus formed is capable, from the flexibility of the leather,

of turning, as on a hinge, at the place of its connection
with the rim, when, in consequence of the partial larel'sr-

tion of the air above, the water from below presses again>*
its inferior surface. After a certain quantity has forced it-

way through the orifice, the valve, by its weight, falls, awl
closely covers the latter, so that the water above is in

great part prevented from returning. A valve unavoid-
ably creates an impediment to the free ascent of tist

water ; and in order that this impediment may be as small
as possible, the valve should be enabled to turn on it>

joint till it is inclined to the axis of the orifice at an
angle of about 60 degrees.

Frequently a narrow bar of metal is made fast across s

circular orifice in the direction of a diameter, and two
semicircular valves of leather, each of which is covered
above and below with a brass plate of the same form, turn
upon the sides of the bar as upon hinges ; the two par
tions are turned upwards at the same time by the pressure
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water has passed through. This is called the double-clack,
or the butterfly-valve, and it possesses one advantage over
the complete circular valve, in allowing less water to

escape into the well or cistern while in the act of closing

over the orifice.

Clack-valves sometimes consist of four sectors of circles,

the arcs of which are attached beyond the circumference
of the orifice in such a manner, that each sector may turn
at the place of junction as on a joint; the four angular
points of the sectors, when the valve is closed, meet ver-
tically over the centre of the orifice, and the edges, or
radii, rest upon four ribs which are fixed so as to receive
them. In this state the sides of the valve are disposed
like those of a quadrangular pyramid.
The conical or spindle valve is a metal body in the

form of a frustum of a cone, the side of which makes an
angle of 45 degrees with a diameter of the base, and its

convex surface is ground so as to fit exactly the corre-
sponding side of the orifice. It is usually employed as
the safety-valve to the boiler of a steam-engine. The
frustum is lifted up vertically by the pressure of the steam,
and when the latter has passed, it falls back by its weight

:

a sprinj balance is applied to it for the purpose of ascer-

taining the pressure which is equivalent to the elastic

force of the steam. This kind of valve was formerly em-
ployed in the pipes connecting the great cylinder of the
engine with the boiler and the condenser, but sliding

valves are now preferred. [Steam-Engine, pp. 476, 480.]
Valves acting in a conical orifice have sometimes the form
of a sphere or of a hemisphere, the convex surface of the
hemisphere being downwards.

The button-valve is a thin circular plate of metal with a
conical side like the former, and its movement is in a ver-

tical direction : in order that this end may be gained, a
guide-rod, which is attached at the centre of the plate per-
pendicularly to its surface, moves freely up and down
through a perforation in each of two bars fixed diametri-
cally across, and near the top and bottom of the orifice.

The valve employed for the usual air-pumps consists

meTelyof a slip of thin bladder thoroughly soaked in oil, its

breadth being little more than is necessary to cover the
orifice, which is a very small perforation in the piston or
in the plate under the barrel : the two ends of the slip are

tightly bound to the exterior of the perforated plate ; and
when the pressure of the atmosphere is in part removed
from the barrel, some of the air which is in the receiver

forces its way, by its elasticity, through the orifice, and
escapes at the sides of the valve. The air is prevented
from returning merely by the contact of the oiled bladder
villi the plate at the parts immediately about the orifice.

The valves of machines for condensing air are like those

of a rarefying pump, but they are placed in contrary posi-

tions: in the latter machines" the valves open towards the

barrel, and in the former they open towards the receiver in

order that the air in the barrel may by pressure be forced

into that vessel.

VALVE, in Botany, is a term applied to several parts of

plants. Its most common application is to the parts of

dehiscent fruits, these parts being in most cases the repre-

sentative of the carpellary leaf. The term valve has also

been applied collectively to the three classes of bracts of

which the flower of grasses is composed. It is also applied

to the opening in the cells of anthers, which occurs when
the pollen is about to be discharged.
VALV ULl'NA. [Foram in lfeha. ]

VAMPIRE. According to Dom Calmet's ' Dissertation

sur les Vampires,' the vampire in a dead man, who returns

in body and soul from the other world, and wanders about

the earth, doing every kind of mischief to the livii.g. Ge-
nerally he sucks the blood of persons asleep, and thus

causes their death. Those who are destroyed in this way
become vampires. The only manner of getting rid of such

unwelcome visitors is, according to the same author, to

disinter their bodies, to pierce them with a stake cut from

a green tree, to cut off their heads, and to burn their

hearts.

The belief that the dead sometimes return to this world,

in order to annoy the living, was prevalent among the na-

tions of antiquity. Eastern nations have a similar super-

stition about malicious ghosts, called 'gouls,' &c. The
belief in these pparitions was not destroyed by the intro-

duction of Christianity, but remained, like many other
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superstitions bequeathed by paganism, in full force du-
ring the dark times of the middle ages. The laws of
Charlemagne ('Capitularium pro Partibus Saxonise') con-
tain certain enactments respecting apparitions called
Shiga or Masca(this last word signifies a shapeless being).
This circumstance proves the generality of this belief du-
ring that period.

The advance of civilization in modern times was unable
to destroy a superstition founded upon a feeling by which
the great mass of mankind is so frequently actuated—fear

;

and many authors wrote books on the subject. Besides
Dom Calmet, whom we have quoted, we may mention
—Philip Rcrius, an author of the 17th century ; Michael
Kauft, who published in the last century a treatise ' De
Masticatione Mortuorum in Tumulis;' Ferdinand von
Scherz, ' In Magia Posthuma,' Olmiitz, 1706, &c.
The superstition about the vampires is chiefly prevalent

in some parts of Eastern Europe. These apparitions are
known in Poland under the name of 'L'pior;' in the
Ukraine, 'Upeer;' in Russia, 'Googooka;' in Hungary,
Servia, Greece, &c, ' Vroucolackas,' ' Vardoulacka,' ' Bron-
colucka,' &c.
Of all those countries, Hungary and its dependencies

may be considered as the principal seat of vampirism, and
scarcely a century has elapsed since all Europe was filled

with reports about the exploits of vampires in Hungary
and Servia. It was during the five years from 1730 to
1730 that vampirism reached its height. It was so gene-
ral, that Louis XV. of France commissioned his ambassador
at Vienna, the Due de Richelieu, personally to ascertain,

in Hungary and other Austrian dominions, t lie reality of
vampirism. The French diplomatist denied in his report
to the king the existence of the vampires, and he informed
him at the same time that the anecdotes about them were
inserted in the contemporary records of the Austrian tri-

bunals. This superstition gained ground so much that the
chief periodicals of that time contain accounts of cases of
vampirism in Hungary ; such as, for instance, the ' Mer-
cure Historique et Politique,' for October, 1736, pp. 403,
411; and the Dutch paper, ' Le Glaneur,' No. ix., for

1733.

We here insert one of them as giving an idea of those
reports :

—

The Hayduck* Arnold Paul, a native of Madreiga on the
frontiers of Servia, was crushed 16 death by a waggon.
Thirty days after his death a report was spread that he
was wandering about the world and frightening people.

Immediately afterwards four of his acquaintances died
suddenly : this brought into the recollection of many that

they had heard from Arnold himself that he was bitten by
a vampire, and the Hayducks believe that a man w ho has
been bitten or sucked to death by a vampire becomes a

vampire himself
;
consequently it w as decided by the whole

village of the Hayducks that the deceased Arnold Paul was
a regular vampire. Forty days alter his death, lie was
solemnly disinterred, and all the signs of vampirism were
found on his body by the general consent of all the villagers

:

his body was as fresh as that of a living man ; the nails,

which had been pared, and the beard, w hich had been shorn,

before the burial, had grown again; the veins were swollen

and full of blood, with which himself and the winding
sheet were covered. The elders of the village immediately
ordered the body to be pierced straight through the heart,

with a stake cut from a green tree ; this made him, ac-

cording to the relation of eye-witnesses, utter a cry ; his

head was cut off, and his body, as well as the bodies of

those who were supposed to have died from his bite, were
burnt.

The protocol of all this event was inserted in the re-

cords of a public office. A great number of similar

anecdotes which had also been officially registered, are

related by contemporary writers ; some of them even de-

scribed the manners and customs of those vampires ; as for

instance, that lying in their graves they suck and chew
their winding-sheets, and that it was therefore necessary

to place under their chins a piece of green turf in order

that they might not be able to reach the sheets with their

teeth, and to bind their hands, that they might not turn

about in their coflins. Many believe that the vampires,

• Tlie Hayducks wcro originally a kind of light infantry, instituted by

Matthiis Co'rvinus, kins of Hunnry, for the defence of the frontiers. They
were afterwards settled as u military colony on the hanks of tlie river Theis».

in a district still called tiic territory of the Hayduclu.
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notwithstanding all the means used to destroy their bodies,

will resume their shape, and recommence their mis-

chievous wanderings, as soon as the rays of moonlight fall

on their graves. This superstition is chiefly prevalent in

Greece, and the tale of • The Vamoire,' ascribed to Lord
Byron, was founded upon it.

"it may be supposed that the superstition about the

vampire has derived considerable strength from cases where
men, supposed to be dead, have been buried alive. Such
cases have happened in many countries, as has been shown
by the altered position of the body in the coffin, spots of

blood on the torn winding-sheets, bites on the hands, and
other marks of the struggle and despair before life became
extinct. It is probable that such signs have been some-
times interpreted as the marks of vampirism.
(Dom Calmet's Dissertation sur les Apparitions des

Anges, des Demons, et des Esprits et sur tes Vampires
dffongrie, Paris 1746, 2 vols. 12mo. ; translated into

English and published 1759.)

VAMPIRE (Zoology). In the article Cheiroptera
will be found some account of the authorities relative to

the blood-sucking acts of the vampire-bat. [Vol. vii., p.

23.] Since that article was written, Mr. Darwin's Journal
has been published, and we there find a record of the
blood-sucker being caught in the fact.

' The Vampire-bat,' says Mr. Darwin, in that part of his

highly interesting book which relates his adventures when
travelling on horseback in the neighbourhood of Rio Ja-
neiro, ' is often the cause of much trouble by biting the
horses on their withers. The injury is generally not so

much owing to the loss of blood as to the inflammation
which the pressure of the saddle afterwards produces.

The whole circumstance has lately been doubted in Eng-
land : I was therefore fortunate in being present when one*
was actually caught on a horse's back. We were bivou-
acking late one evening, near Coquimbo, in Chile, when
my servant, noticing that one of the horses was very res-

tive, went to see what was the matter, and fancying he
could distinguish something, suddenly put bis hand on the
beast's withers, and secured the vampire. In the morning
the spot where the bite had been inflicted was easily dis-

tinguished, from being slightly swollen and bloody. The
third day afterwards, we rode the horse without any ill

effects.'

Skeleton of Vampire. (Do Uhlnville.)

VAN. [Armenia, p. 360.]
VAN ACHEN, HANS, or JOHN, one of the most dis-

tinguished German painters of the sixteenth century, was
born at Cologne in 1532. His name is written in various
ways, as Ab Ach, Dach, Dac, Van Aken, and otherwise

;

but Van Achen is the correct form : a picture in the gal-
lery of Schleissheim, near Munich, is marked Hans V.
Ach. Fe. 1598. His family name is not known ; he was
called Achen, after the town of Achen or Aachen (Aix-la-
Chapelle), the birthplace of his father. Van Achen was
first instructed by a painter called Jerrigh by Van Man-
der, with whom he remained about six years. He studied
also the works of Spranger, whose style of design he imi-
tated, and although not so mannered as that master, he
never forsook his style of design in after-life. Shortly
after he left his first master he went to Venice to acquire
the Venetian style of colouring, which he learnt of Gas-
pard Reus, a Fleming, who at that period was one of
the most distinguished colourists at Venice. From Venice
he went to Florence and Rome. In Rome he acquired a

• TM» but belong! to the gentu Edottoma of D'Orblgny, but ia a new tpeetea.
(Darwin.)

great reputation by several pictures which he paint*-,

there, some of which were engraved by Raphael Sadtic
who was at Rome at the same time. A Nativity of Chris-

painted for the church of the Jesuits at Rome, extend*.
Van Achen's reputation to Germany. He visited Venn;
a second time, and whilst there received an invitation friz

Duke William of Bavaria to go to Munich, whither h;

repaired ; and he received constant employment there : ;

some years, and was paid very highly for his wort.
During his stay at Munich he was repeatedly invited
the emperor Rudolph II. to go to Prague; he hown.'
allowed four years to elapse before he complied with thr

emperor's request. At Prague he painted many picrun-
for the emperors Rudolph and Matthias, and, excepting
short time spent at Munich and Augsburg, he passed tt-

remainder oi* his life there. Whilst at Augsburg he gaim-
the affections of the daughter of the celebrated must lit:

Orlando di Lasso, and was married to her. He died _
Prague in 1615, aged sixty-three.

Van Achen had the reputation of being the richer

painter of his time. He was a bold and a rapid painter

but was a great mannerist : he neglected both the »tui\

of nature and of the antique, and was one of the leadis;

propagators of that gross and heavy style which prevailed
in Germany at the beginning of the seventeenth centurr

It consisted of an attempted union of the Florentine aa^

the Venetian styles, and combined a florid colouring vni^

exaggerated and mannered forms. This style prevails
generally in Germany, until Rubens and Rembrandt a»J

their imitators spread a very different taste. Achen-
principal works are at Munich : the best are—the CaK:n-
of St. Peter, for St. Michael's Church ; a St. Sebastian. l>:

the Stanislaus Chapel, engraved by J. Miiller ; Christ up--
-

the Cross, with John and Mary, for the Chapel of tK
Cross, engraved by E. Sadeler ; and the Discovery of ft:

Cross by St. Helena, for the chapel of the elector. Thtrc
are several of his works also in the Gallery of Vientu

:

among them, portraits of Rudolph II. and his brotic
Ernest when young, both in armour. He painted maui
portraits : two of his best are considered, the portrait c:

Rudolph II., engraved by R. Sadeler; and that oi

Spranger the painter, engraved by J. Miiller. Other cele-

brated works by Achen are—an 'Ecce Homo,' engraved h
G. Andr6

;
Mary Magdalen in the Wilderness, by ll

Kilian ; and Justice and Truth, by G. A. Wolfgang th*

elder. Many other eminent engravers have executed
plates after this master.
(Van Mander ; Sandrart ; Fiorillo

; Nagler.)
VANA'DIUM, a metal discovered in 1830 by Sefstrfcm.

and named from Vanadis, a Scandinavian divinity ; it ln«

been since found by Professor Johnston : the former at-
tained it from the iron of Taberg in Sweden, and from the
slag of the ore, and the latter from a new mineral occumrii
at Wanlock Head, which he found to be vanadiate oi

lead. The metal may be obtained from the native vana-
diate of lead : its properties are, that it has somewhat of a

silvery lustre, is extremely brittle, is a conductor of elec-
tricity, and at common temperatures is not acted upon bv
air or water ; when heated to low redness in the air, it

bums and is converted into black oxide; neither sul-

phuric, hydrochloric, nor hydrofluoric acid acts upon it, but
nitric acid and aqua regia dissolve it, and blue solution-,
are obtained.

Oxygen and Vanadium combine to form two oxides, and
an acid

; protoxide of vanadium is produced by the action
of hydrogen or charcoal on vanadic acid ; it is a blacV
powder, has a semi-metallic lustre, and when made cohe-
rent by pressure conducts electricity like a metal ; when
heated in the air it combines slowly with oxygen, and In-
comes the peroxide. It does not form saline compouu.!-
with acids, and it is composed of

—

One equivalent of oxygen , 8
One equivalent of vanadium . 68

Equivalent , 76
Peroxide of Vanadium.—This may be obtained br the

partial deoxidizement of vanadic acid by means of hydro-
sulphuric acid, or by heating, excluded from air, 10 parts ^ r

the protoxide with 12 parts of vanadic acid. This is the
only salifiable oxide of the metal : its acid solutions when
decomposed by carbonate of soda yield a grey-coloured
hydrate ; when pure and free from water, it is black. The
salts ot vanadium, like those of iron, are precipitated black
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by the tincture of galls. Peroxide of vanadium consists
• it-

Two equivalents of oxygen . 16
One equivalent of vanadium . 68

Equivalent . 84
Vanadic Acid is obtained by heating vanadiate of am-

monia so as to expel the alkali. The vanadic acid left is

brown vvlien in powder and red when fused ; it suffers no
change when heated; it is tasteless, nearly insoluble in

water, and quite so in alcohol. It consists of

—

Three equivalents ofoxygen . 24
One equivalent of vanadium , . 68

Equivalent . 92
Chlorine and Vanadium.—When hydrochloric acid is

made to act upon peroxide ofvanadium, a brown compound
is formed, which appears to be a bichloride of vanadium,
composed of two equivalents of chlorine 72 + 1 equiva-
lent of vanadium 68 = 140; the terchloride, composed of
1 hiee equivalents of chlorine 108 4- 1 equivalent of va-
nadium 68 = 176, is formed by passing dry chlorine gas
over a red-hot mixture of protoxide of vanadium and char-
coal ; it is a yellow liquid, which, when acted upon by
water, yields hydrochloric and vanadic acids.

Sulphur and Vanadium.—The bisulphuret is obtained
by passing hydrosulphuric acid gas over the peroxide of
vanadium heated to redness. The tersulphuret is formed
by adding hydrochloric acid to a solution of vanadic acid
in hydrosulphuret of ammonia.

Salts of Vanadic Acid are generally yellow or orange-
coloured, but are sometimes colourless; it forms both
neutral and bisalts, those containing the alkalis being
soluble, but those resulting from most metallic oxides are
sparingly soluble or insoluble in water.

VANBRUGH, SIR JOHN, was of foreign lineage, his

irrandfather, a citizen of Ghent, having come over to Eng-
land at the time of Alva'sjierseeution of the Protestants
in the Netherlands. He died in 1646, leaving a handsome
fortune to his son Giles, who seems to have been at first

engaged in business, but afterwards held the place of
comptroller of the treasury chamber. Giles lived till 1715,
and had a family of eight sons by his wife Elizabeth,

youngest daughter and coheir of Sir Dudley Carleton, who
died in 1711. John was born in 1666, but beyond that

very little is known with certainty respecting him till he
began to write for the stage. We have no account of his

early studies, and it appears rather doubtful if he was re-

gularly educated to the profession of architecture; cer-

tainly no claim has been put forth in behalf of any one for

the honour of having been the instructor of such a pupil.

According to some anecdotes told of him, he studied ar-

vhitecture in France, where, being detected in making
drawings of some fortifications, he was imprisoned in the
U.istile. That he was sent by his father to that country at

the age of nineteen does not admit of much doubt; yet
whether it was for the purpose of completing or com-
mencing his studies in architecture is not very clear. If

t his was the case, he did not attend to them very diligently,

for in the course of his stay there he entered the military

service, though he did not continue in it very long. It

is certainly to be regretted that no more satisfactory ac-
count has come down to us, for it would be instructive to

h am how an architect of such a peculiar taste formed a
style which may be called his own. Still we think it may
!>'. traced to French models—to the palaces and chateaux
of that country, of which lofty pavilions, turrets, and chim-
neys were characteristic features, and produced that va-

riety of outline which is considered the great merit of
Vanbrugh's designs. From the same source he seems to

have derived his predilectionfor arched windows and ho-
rizontal rustics, even to the exclusion of variety in that

respect. In fact he seems to have had little knowledge
of, or else little relish for, the works of the Italian school,

since, with all his love for massiveness and boldness, he
never availed himself of its more ornate and diversified

modes of rusticated work. [Rustication.
-

]
Whatever may have been nis progress up to that period,

we must suppose him to have acquired some reputation

tor architectural skill previously to 1695, for he was then
appointed one of the commissioners for completing the

palace at Greenwich when it was about to be converted

into an hospital. About the same time he began to dis-

tinguish himself in his other and widely different career of
a dramatic writer ; and of his masterly talent for comedy
his plays of the ' Provoked Wife,' the ' Relapse,' and the
'Confederacy' (the last founded upon Dancour's 'Bour-
geoises a la Mode'), afford sufficient proof, and also of the
levity of his disposition, if not of the licentiousness of his
morals. Considered merely as literary productions they
are entitled to unqualified admiration; yet so libertine are
they, not merely in language, but in plot, in sentiment,
and in general tendency, that they are calculated to cor-
rupt as well as to please. They are now banished not
only from the stage, but almost from the closet ; and he
who might have been the Moliere of our dramatic litera-

ture—a standard classic author in it—is now consigned to
comparative oblivion. Fortunately he had an oppor-
tunity of displaying his other talent, and that upon
a large scale. In 1702 he was employed by Charles, the
third earl of Carlisle, to erect a mansion for him in
Yorkshire, on the site of the ancient castle of Hinder-
skelf ; and he produced the palace of Castle Howard, an
extensive and noble pile (660 feet in length), though, like

all his other works of that class, more satisfactory in its

general character than when examined in detail. His
patron Carlisle, who was then earl marshal of England,
signified his approbation bv bestowing on him the ho-
nourable and not unprofitable appointment of Clarencieux
king-at-arms, in 1703. His work of Castle Howard also

recommended him as architect to many noble or wealthy
employers, for whom he erected stately mansions in va-
rious parts of the kingdom. Among them may be men-
tioned Eastbury in Dorsetshire, built for Bubb Doddington,
but afterwards pulled down by earl Temple (a circum-
stance not greatly to be regretted, if we may judge of it

from the designs in the ' Vitruvius Britannicus ') ; King's
Weston, near Bristol, which is greatly admired for the
effect produced by its chimneys ; Duncombe Hall, York-
shire ; Grimsthorpe, Yorkshire, considered one of his most
important works ; Seaton Delaval, Northumberland ; and
Oulton Hall, Cheshire. He seems to have been employed
exclusively on works of this class, country-seats ana man-
sions : for no public buildings are attributed to him except
one, which was a speculation of his own, connected with
his dramatic pursuits, a theatre in the Haymarket, which
afterwards became the original Opera-house, on the site of
the present building. In this scheme he was assisted by
many persons of quality, and had Congreve for his dra-

matic coadjutor and Betterton for manager, by whom the

house was opened in 1706. This 'confederacy' of comic
talent was not however so successful as Vanbrugh's piece

of that name, which was first brought out there. Congreve
very soon retired from the concern, nor was it long before

Vanbrugh himself was glad to get out of his share in it.

It was at this period that the nation voted, as a monu-
ment of its gratitude to the first duke of Marlborough, a
palace, to be named after the victory at Blenheim. The
architect of Castle Howard was appointed as the fittest

person for so important an occasion. Yet if the distinc-

tion and the reputation since derived to him from the

building itself have shed lustre on Vanbrugh's name as an
architect, the affair turned out for him a very vexatious

and also a losing one. ' The secret history of the building

of Blenheim,' in D'Israeli's ' Curiosities of Literature,' shows

in what difficulties the architect was involved in conse-

quence of no specific fund or grant for the work having

been provided by parliament, and being afterwards re-

fused. The queen furnished the necessary supplies for

what was built during her life ; but at her death difficul-

ties increased, and on that of the duke, his wife Sarah,
' that wicked woman of Marlborough,' as Vanbrugh calls

her, discharged him from his post of architect, and refused

to pay what was due to him as salary. The structure was

however finally completed according to the original

model, and as long as it stands it will be a monument
honourable to Vanbrugh. Yet it was a long time before

its architectural merits were appreciated. Reynolds was

almost the first who ventured to express his approbation

of Vanbrugh's style, and to bear his testimony as an artist

to the picturesque magnificence of Blenheim. Such autho-

rity, and afterwards that of Sir Uvedale Price and others,

removed the prejudices that had been excited by former

critics, and by the ridicule thrown upon Vanbrugh by Swift

and Pope. But, in changing, public opinion ran almost from

one extreme into the other : as it had been the fashion to see
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in Vanbrogh's architecture nothing but heaviness, it now
became the fashion to see in it nothing but picturesque
effect. His works certainly are heavy ; and although
solidity and massiveness are far from being faults in archi-

tecture, they may be carried too far. Vanbrugh's build-

ings are to be studied both with diligence as to their

merits and with caution as to their defects.

Sir John died at his house at Whitehall (erected by him-
self), March 26, 1726, leaving a widow, many years

younger than himself, but no family, his only son having
been killed at the battle of Tournay. Notwithstanding
the licentiousness of his pen, his private character appears
to have been amiable, and his conduct tolerably correct

;

and even his enemies Swift and Pope admitted that he
was both ' a man of wit and man of honour.'

VAN CEULEN, or KEULEN, LUDOLPH, a Dutch
mathematician, who lived in the latter part of the sixteenth

and the beginning of the seventeenth century, and whose
name indicates that his family came originally from Co-
logne. He was born at Hildesneim, but neither the year
of his birth nor the manner in which he was educated is

known ; and it can only be surmised that his taste led

him early to the study of elementary geometry and algebra.

He taught the mathematics at Breda, and subsequently at

Amsterdam ; but his fame rests chiefly on the effort which
he made to express by numbers the ratio which the cir-

cumference of a circle bears to its diameter. The deter-
mination of this ratio has engaged the attention of mathe-
maticians from the time of Archimedes ; and during the

sixteenth century, Metius, Vieta, Adrian Romanus, and
Van Ceulen laboured, by extending the approximative pro-
cesses, to reduce the error within narrower limits. The
diameter being supposed to be the unit, Romanus obtained
an expression for the circumference in numbers consisting
of seventeen decimals, and Van Ceulen computed one
which differs from the truth only at the thirty-fifth deci-
mal. It may be observed that the approximation has
since been carried to a much greater extent by means of
the well-known series for the value of a circular arc in

terms of its tangent. [Quadrature.]
Van Ceulen published at Delft, in 1596, a tract on the

circle, in Dutch ; and a translation of it, in Latin, was pub-
lished by Snellius in 1619, under the title ' De Circulo et

Adscriptis.' The method pursued in the investigation is

described in this work ; and though extraordinary labour
must have been undergone in the performance of the arith-

metical computations, it may be seen that this was not
accompanied by any display of genius ; since, beginning
with the known chord and the sagitta of one-sixth of the
circumference, the process consists in computing the
lengths of the chords and tangents of the arcs formed by
continual bisections. As a monument of patient industry
the determination has great merit ; and it may be pre-
sumed that the computer estimated his labour highly, for,

according to Snellius, he requested that the numerical ex-
pression of the circumference of a circle might be inscribed
on his tomb.

Besides the work which has been mentioned, Van Ceulen
Eublished two olhers, in Dutch, on mathematical subjects,

oth of which were also translated into Latin by Snellius,

and published at Leyden in 1615, under the titles ' Funda-
menta Arithmetica et Geometrica,' and ' Zetemata (seu
problemata) Geometrica.' From these works it may be
seen that the author possessed considerable skill in the
management of algebraic quantities.

He died at Leyden in 1610, and was interred in the
church of St. Peter in that city.

VANCOUVER, GEORGE, was born, according to the
author of his Life in the 4 Biographie Universelle,' about
1750, but probably some years later. Vancouver himself
states, in the introduction to the narrative of his voyage
round the world, that he entered the navy in his thirteenth
year ; and John Vancouver, who edited the work, states
that his brother's first appointment was to the Resolution,
by Captain Cook, in 1771.

George Vancouver served as midshipman on Cook's
second voyage (1772-1775) ; and on the third voyage, in
which that great navigator lost his life (1776-1780). His
name only occurs once in the history of these two voyages

:

Captain King mentions his having sent Mr. Vancouver to
Captain Clerke for instructions the morning after the mur-
der of Captain Cook. When Captain King was piomoted
liora being first lieutenant of the Resolution to be captain

of the Discovery, Captain Gore permitted him to take wv"i
him 'four midshipmen who had made themselves useful *

me in astronomical calculations, and whose assistance « -
<

now particularly necessary, as we had no Ephemeris for * 1
\

present year.' Of this number it is almost certain ft-.

Vancouver must have been one, for of the six original m . _ •

shipmen of the Resolution, the two eldest had by
time been promoted in consequence of the deaths of re-
tains Cook and Clerke. A better school for a seaman ti-

the two principal voyages of so accurate a navigator a
surveyor, so strict a disciplinarian as Cook, can scarcely -

imagined. Captain King has born testimony to the me.

.

of the young officers in the expedition of 177G-8U —
' The two ships never lost sight of each other for a c!i-

together, except twice ; which was owing, the first tirr-

to an accident that happened to the Discovery off '.'

coast of Owhyhee ; and the second, to the fogs wc met :

the entrance of Awatska Bay. A stronger proof cannot i~.

given of the skill and vigilance of our subaltern officer*, \

whom this share of merit almost entirely belongs."
The Resolution and Discovery reached the Nore on Me

4th of October, 1780, and on the 9th of December folio --

ing Vancouver was created a lieutenant and appointed t

.

the Martin sloop. He continued on board this vessel un-r
he was removed into the Fame, one of Lord Rodney's fltv

in the West Indies, where he remained till the middle
the year 1783. In 1784 he was appointed to and sailed n
the Europe to Jamaica, and remained on that station

the vessel returned to England, in September, 1789.
When Vancouver arrived in England, he found thai i

voyage had been planned by the government for explore

;

the Southern regions. A vessel, named the Discovery,
had been purchased for this service, and Captain Hen-r
Roberts, who had served under Cook during his two la>-

voyages, had been named to the command. Cornmo&cr
(afterwards Admiral) Sir Alan Gardner, under whose flu
Vancouver was then serving, recommended him to the

Admiralty, and he was solicited by the board to accomcsf:'.
Captain Roberts. Having been intimate friends while .

-

board Captain Cook's ship, the arrangement was agreea!>>
to both officers. Towards the close of April the Di«o
very was nearly ready to proceed down the river, when in-

telligence arrived of depredations committed by the Sps-

niards on different branches of British commerce on tin-

north-west coast of America. The equipment of the Dis-

covery was suspended, and Vancouver resumed bis pro-

fessional career under his old captain. Sir Alan Gardner.
The high prices obtained by the sailors of the Resolu-

tion and Discovery, at Canton, for the ill-selected, h»lP
worn furs which they had brought from the north-werf
coast of America, had attracted a horde of adventurers to

that region. Their inaccurate observations, published H
ignorant book and map compilers, had given currency to

the most inaccurate and contradictory accounts of tie

coast. The discoveries of Cook had also stimulated tlx

Spaniards to resume their long-suspended maritime ac-

tivity. A survey of the north-west coast of America hr

Spanish officers of marine was commenced in 1775, and
prosecuted with intermissions for several years with skill

and dexterity. In April, 1789, an attempt was made bv

some British subjects to establish themselves at Nootia

:

the attempt gave umbrage to the Spanish officer engaged
in the survey; the settlement was forcibly broken up, anil

some commanders of British merchantmen made pri-

soners, and their vessels and cargoes seized. The court (•/

Spain yielded to the representations made by the British

resident, and at his request a letter addressed to the

Spanish commandant at Nootka, instructing him to de-

liver up possession of the country and buildings to the

British officer by whom the letter should be delivered to

him, was transmitted to the court of St. James's by Count
Florida Blanca. The Discovery was again put in commis-
sion ; the Chatham, an armed tender, destined to accom-
pany her ; and in March, 1791, Vancouver was appointed
to command these vessels on an expedition to the north
west coast of America. His instructions were, to recei»e
the surrender of Nootka by the Spaniards ; to make an ac-

curate survey of the coast from the 30th degree of N. l»t.

northwards ; and to inquire after any communications, bv
inlets, rivers, or lakes, between the coast and Canada. The
summers of 1792-93 were allowed for the execution of the
survey ; the intervening winter was to be spent in com-
pleting the examination of the Sandwich Islands. After
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ihe completion of the survey, the vessels were to return to

England by Cape Horn, and, if practicable, to examine the
west'coast of South America, from the south point of the
island of Chiloe, supposed to be about 44" S. fat., in order
to ascertain which i\ as the most southern Spanish settle-

ment, and what harbours there were south of that settle-

ment.
The expedition sailed from Falmouth on the 1st of

April, 1791. The close of that year and the beginning; of
1792 were occupied in an examination of the Sandwich
Islands. On the 16th of March the vessels sailed for the
coast of America, which they struck in 39° 27' N. lat.

They ran down the coast, examining it minutely, to
Nootka, where the frank and honourable conduct of
Quadra, the Spanish commander, rendered the diplomatic
part of Vancouver's commission easy and agreeable. From
Nootka the expedition returned southward to San Fran-
cisco de Monterez, examining more in detail the various
inlets alone; the coast. When the season during which
Hie operations of the survey could be carried on with
safety terminated, Vancouver returned to the Sandwich
Islands. On the 29th of April he was again off the coast
of America, near Cape Mendocino. He landed at Rocky
Point (41° 2' N. lat.), discovered and taken possession of
by the Spaniards in 1775. Thence he ran along the shore
to Nootka, where the coast survey was resumed. Van-
couver returned on the approach of winter to Owhyhee,
and in 1794 again returned to the American coast, which
lie surveyed as far north as Cook's Inlet. Having con-
cluded this operation, he, in compliance with his instruc-

tions, sailed along the coast of South America, visiting the
principal Spanish settlements, and doubling Cape Horn,
brought the Discovery into the Shannon on the 13th of
September, 1795. During the whole of these operations
the most cordial assistance and frank communications
were interchanged by Vancouver and the Spanish officers

engaged in a simultaneous survey of the coast.

In 1794 Vancouver had without solicitation been pro-
moted to the rank of post-captain. He was paid off at the
conclusion of his voyage; and from that time till his death,
which took place in May, 1798, he was incessantly busied
preparing his journals for publication. Before his death,
all the charts were completed, and the narrative printed
in id corrected as far as the 408th page of the third vo-
lume. The little that remained to be told was prepared
fur the press bv his brother John. Of all the pupils of
* V>ok, George Vancouver approached nearest to his master
in accuracy and persevering energy. With the exception
of sixteen months, and the two years during which he was
busy preparing his journals for the press, he was en-
gaged in active service till his death. The greater part of
Ins survey of the north-west coast of America was per-

formed in boats. The arduous service undermined his

constitution, and on his return to England it was apparent
that his death must be a premature one. The same exact
enforcement of discipline, and the same incessant care of

t he health and comfort of his crew, which characterized

Cook, were also found in Vancouver. The narrative of his

voyage is still the principal authority for the delineations
of the north-west coast of America : it is also an important
part of the evidence upon which the rival claims of the
I'nited States and Great Britain to what is now called the
Oregon territory must be decided.

i Cook, Second and Third Voyages ; Vancouver, Voyage
f Discovery to the North Pacific Ocean and round the

il'jrld; Humboldt, Essai Politique tur la Nouvelle
li'piigne ; Biographie Universelle.)

VANCOUVER ISLAND. [North Western Terri-
tory.]
VANDA, a genus of plants, which gives its name to the

ribe Vandeae, of the natural family of Orchidaceae. The
name is that of one of the species (Vanda Roxburghii) in

Sanscrit, and which is commonly applied in Bengal to

it her species. These are mostly very ornamental, like

t hers of the Indian epiphytal Orchidese. From the warm
>ait» of Nepaal and the peninsula of India the species ex-

end into the islands of the Indian Ocean, and even into

'hina.

VAN DALE, ANTON, a learned Dutchman, was born

•n the 8th of November, 1638. He was the son of a mer-
chant, and, in compliance with the wish of his parents, he
n:raged in mercantile occupations up to the thirtieth year

it his ape. But the desire of knowledge which he had
P. C, No. 1630.

felt ever since his childhood induced him to abandon
commerce and devote himself to the study of theology
and medicine. After the completion of his studies he
took his degree of doctor of medicine ; but, besides his
medical practice, he officiated for several years as a
preacher among the Mennonites, until he was appointed
physician to the hospital at Haarlem, where he remained
until his death, on the 28th of November, 1708.

Notwithstanding his medical practice, Van Dale never
abandoned his theological studies, and he also devoted a
great deal of his leisure to the study of Greek and Roman
antiquities. His works, which are all of a theological and
antiquarian nature, show great learning and critical skill,

but they are deficient in method and arrangement. They
are all written in Latin, but the language is bad, and his
works have ceased to be of much use. The following
were at the time regarded as the most important :-—

1, ' Dissertationes II. de Oraculis,' 1700, 4to. ; 2, 'De Origine
et Progressu Idololatriae et Superstitionum,' 1696, 4to.

;

3, ' Dissertatio super Aristea de Septuaginta Interpretibus,'

1705, 4to. Several other dissertations, as ' Super Sanchu-
niathone,' and nine ' Dissertationes Antiquitatibus et Mar-
moribus cum Romanis turn Graecis inservientes,' were pub-
lished after his death (1712 and 1743, 4to.).

{Acta Eruditorum; Niceron, Mimoires des Homme

s

Illustres ; Jocher, Allgem. Gelehrten-Lexic.)

VANDALS. [Teutonic Nations.]
VANDELLI, DOMINIC, an Italian physician, who

paid much attention to the study of natural history. His
earliest contribution to natural history was a dissertation

on some insects and marine zoophytes, accompanied with
drawings. This was published at Padua, where he pro-
bably graduated, with the title ' Dissertationes de Apor.i-
thermis, de nonnullis Insectis terrestribus, et Zoophytis ma-
rims,' 4to., 1758. In 1761 he published an account of
some of the Conferva? found in the hot-springs of Padua.
He visited South America, and remained in Brazil some
time, and on his return was appointed superintendent of the
botanic garden at Lisbon.' In 1768 he published an ac-
count of the dragon-tree, and in 1771 a small work en-
titled ' Fasciculus Plantarum,' which he dedicated to Sir

Joseph Banks. It was accompanied with four engravings
of figures of plants. He also wrote against Haller, main-
taining, in opposition to that distinguished anatomist, that

the tendons and fibrous membranes generally possessed

sensibility. This is said to have displeased Haller very
much, who speaks of Vandelli's labours very disparagingly.

He also wrote some small papers on the actions of medi-
cine and other subjects. He visited England at a very ad-
vanced age, in the year 1815. He is since dead. He was
a correspondent of Linnaeus; and, at the suggestion of

Browne, Linnaeus named a genus of Scrophulariaceous

plants, in honour of him, Vandellia. The species of this

genus are West Indian plants, and one of them, the

V. pratensis, is known in Cayenne by the name of Wild
Basil, and is esteemed a powerful vulnerary.

(Haller, Bib. Bot., vol. ii. ; Bischoff, lArbuch der Bo-
tanik ; Sir J. E. Smith.)
VANDE'LLIA, a genus of plants of the natural family

of Scrophularineae, so named from Vandelli. The genus
Vandellia is distinguished by having a nearly equal calyx,

which is 5-toothed or 5-parted. Corol tubular, with a
5-cleft bilabiate limb. Stamens 4, didynamous, all fer-

tile. Two lower filaments appendiculate, or gibbous at

the base. Capsule globose, oblong, or linear ; 2-celled

;

2-valved ; valves entire, membranous. The species are

natives of warm parts of the world, such as India, Birma,

China, and Brazil, forming smooth or hairy herbs, with
tetragonal stems ; leaves opposite, usually toothed. Flowers

axillary, opposite or in fascicles ; the upper ones generally

racemose. The only species which has attracted any par-

ticular notice is V. diffusa, a native of Brazil, thought to

be found also in the peninsula of India. It is the Caa-

etaica of Pison, and described by Dr. Hancock as emetic,

and its decoction as useful in fevers and liver complaints.

It was mentioned in the address of the Earl Stanhope, in

1829, to the Medico-Botanical Society, that it might be-

come a useful substitute for some of the purgatives now
in use.

VANDER HELST, BARTHOLOMEW, a celebrated

Dutch portrait painteT, born at Haarlem in 1613, or, ac-

cording to the 'Museo Fiorentino,' in 1601. He was one

of the best portrait painters of his time, and has by some
Vol. XXVI.—

Q
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been compared with Vandyck. He excelled equally in

the head and figure and in the accessories, Which he
painted with the fidelity of representation almost peculiar

to the painters of his nation : ne also coloured richly and
drew well. He painted likewise small historical pieces,

and had great skill in landscape painting.

In the town-house of Amsterdam there is a large picture

by Vander Heist, containing twenty-four full-length por-

traits of officers of the train-bands of that place, which Sir

Joshua Reynolds pronounced the finest picture in the

town-house, and the 'best picture of portraits in the world.

He says, ' This is perhaps the first picture of portraits in

the world, comprehending more of those qualities which
make a perfect portrait than any other I have ever seen :

they are correctly drawn, both heads and figures, and well

coloured ; and have great variety of action, characters, and
countenances, and those so lively, and truly expressing

what they are about, that the spectator has nothing to

wish for.' This picture is dated 1648. Vander Heist was
still living in 1668: Pilkington and some others mention
1G70 as the date of his death ; Houbraken gives no date,

and Nagler says the date of his death is unknown. Vander
Heist left a son, according to Houbraken, who painted
battle-pieces and landscapes, but he was very inferior to

his father.

(Houbraken, Oroote Schouburgh der Fiederlandsche

Konstschilders, &c^ ;
Nagler, Neues AUgemeines Kiinstler

Lexicon.)
VANDER HEYDEN, JAN, a celebrated Dutch ar-

chitectural painter, bo-n at Gorcum in 1637. He learnt

of an obscure painter on glass, and commenced
early without other instruction to paint pictures of old

buildings, churches, palaces, and other architectural views.

He is unrivalled for the representation of modern archi-

tecture : his pictures are remarkable for their elaborate
finish and the beautiful arrangement of their masses of
light and shade ; and yet, through their admirable per-
spective and harmony of colouring, they have all the soft-

ness and truth of nature, and in this respect are superior to

the works of Canaletto.

Sir Joshua Reynolds says that the works of Vander
Heyden have ' the effect of nature seen in a camera-ob-
scura.' There are several of his works in this country. In
the collection of Sir Robert Peel there is a very small
view, on wood, of a street in Cologne, with figures by A.
Vandervelde, which was purchased for 415 guineas. There
is also in the collection of Lord Ashburnham a small town
view, on wood, with twenty figures by A. Vandervelde,
which was sold for 600/. It was taken by the French, and
was placed for some time in the Louvre, but was sent

back to Holland at the general restoration of the works of
art carried off by the French to their rightful owners.
There is likewise in the Bridgewater Gallery an excellent
specimen of the works of Vander Hevden. A. Vandervelde
painted figures in many of Vander Heyden's pictures, and
after that painter's death he was assisted by Lingelbach.
One of his best pictures is a view of the town-house of Am-
sterdam : it is now in the Louvre. He painted also views
of the Royal Exchange of London, and of the London
Monument.
Vander Heyden was a mechanic as well as a painter, and

he is said by some Dutch writers to have been the in-
ventor of fire-engines. This is however not sufficiently

attested
;
yet he is known to have been a great improver

of those machines, both in their efficiency and portability.
He published, in 1690, a book in folio upon the subject,
with illustrations drawn and etched by himself; and he
was appointed by the authorities of Amsterdam to the
office of director of the fire-engines of that city, with an
annual salary. This appointment interfered with Vander
Heyden's time for painting : he executed several good
pictures after it notwithstanding.

(Houbraken, Groote Srhouburgh, &c. ; Descamps, La Vie
de* Peintres Flamands, &c. ; Waagen, Kiinstwerke und
Kiinstler in England und Paris.)
VANDER MEER, JAN. There were apparently

three Dutch painters of this name, but the accounts of
them do not agree ; some writers relate of only two artists

what others relate of three.
Jan Vander Meer, the old, was born at Rotterdam in

1627. He painted in various styles, but excelled chiefly,

according to D'Argenville, in small landscapes with
figures, and in sea-pieces, in which he displayed a perfect

knowledge of the construction of ships. This account hs
however been questioned, for Vander Meer painted hi*

torical pieces and portraits, and is said also to ha*,

painted some battle-pieces ; and it is not probable that ih

same painter should practise in so many different lire-

Accordingto Houbraken, he visited Italy and spent »i
years in Rome. In 1664 he was dean of the guild •

painters in Amsterdam, and was at one time in affluent rr-

cumstances : he purchased a picture of De Heem for 3uu
florins, which eventually proved of great service to him.

In 1672, when nearly all his property was either de-

stroyed or stolen by the French at Utrecht, he preset>u

this picture to the Prince of Orange, who gave fun:

situation under the government, and in 1674 created la-,

a counsellor. The landscapes and other small pier-

attributed to this painter are executed in a light and fv

manner, but are too blue in the distances. According t.

Van Eynden and Vander Willigen, in their * History

.

National Art,' Vander Meer painted only history and pc*

trait. The date of his death is not known.
Jan Vander Meer, the young, a relation of, and -<

cording to some, the son of the preceding, was bom i-

1656. He was first instructed by the eldervander Merr
and after his death he became the scholar of N. Benches
in whose style he executed a few pictures, but he painit-.

chiefly landscapes with sheep ana goats. His landsoa-
are excellent, and in painting sheep, which predominiT-
in his pictures, he has not been equalled by any of h;

countrymen: he seldom painted horses or catUe. Heu
celled also in making pen-and-ink drawings, which t.

shaded very skilfully with Indian-ink. He etched like**-

a few plates in a very masterly manner. He died in 171%

in great poverty, brought on by intemperate habits. Sen.

of the pictures attributed to the elder Vander Meer hj*

been most likely painted by the younger.
The supposed third artist of this name is bv son.

writers called John, and by others Jacob, and the mi-

fortune said to have happened to the elder Vander Met-

at Utrecht is related of this artist, but the accounts are '<>.

discrepant to enable us to say decidedly whether the*,

were three or only two artists of this name.
(Houbraken, Groote. Schouburgh, &c.

; D'Argenrillt

Abr'cge de la Vie des plusfameux Peintres, &c.
;
Nagler

Neues AUgemeines Kiinstler Lexicon.)
VANDERMEULEN, ANTONY FRANCIS, a cele-

brated Flemish landscape and battle painter, bom at Bn>
sels in 1634. He was the scholar of Peter Snayers, ar-J

painted some good battles in the style of his master wh^c
still very young. Some of these pictures were seeu by tlx

French minister Colbert, who invited Vandermculen t-

Paris, and held out such hopes to him that he was induced
to leave his own country and settle in the French capitil
where he was allowed a pension of 2000 francs by Lou-
XIV., besides being paid handsomely for his works. Hl*

pension was afterwards increased to 6000 francs.

Vandermeulen accompanied Louis XIV. to the Nether-
lands in some of his campaigns, and made drawings of a
the fortified places visited by the king or his army, and c(

all the sieges, battles, and engagements in which he wsi
successful. The pictures painted from these designs are

highly valued both for their faithful representation of the

localities and for their correct costume. He excelled a's.'

in horses, which he designed with great spirit. His execi -

tion was free and his colouring generally rich, but hi-

landscapes are rather too green in tone : his handling i> ic

the style of VanUden and Wildens.
Vandermeulen's principal works, twenty-nine in numtxr.

were in the Chateau de Marly. There are now many o!

them in the Louvre and many others at Versailles. These
pictures are mostly of a large size : they were dead-
coloured from his designs by Ins scholars, Martin the elder,

Baudouin, and Bonnart, but were all finished bv himseh.
The best are views of Luxembourg and Fontainebleaus tr*

Entrance of Louis XIV. into Arras, Dinant, and anotl>cr
city, and the Passage of the King over the Pont-Neuf.
Vandermeulen was a member of the highest class of the

French Academy. He was the friend of Le Brun, aix!

after the death of his first wife he married a niece of th*:
painter, who by her misconduct is said to have sent h*r
husband prematurely to the grave. He died at Paris ic
1690. Many of his pictures and designs have been ea
graved; the prints after his works amount to nearlf
one hundred and forty.
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Peter Vandermculen, the brother of Charles Antony,

painted some battles for William III. of England : he came
to this country in 1670. He was originally a sculptor.

(D'Argenville, AbregS de la Vie des plus fameux Pein-
Ires, &c.1
VANDERMONDE, a French mathematician and phi-

losopher, was born in Paris, in 1735, and during his child-

hood. Ins health being delicate, his father, a physician of

I.eudrecies, caused him to be early taught to sing, in the

hope that, by the exereise of liis voice, his lungs might
acquire strength.

When he was thirty years of age he was introduced
to Fontaine, in whose society he felt so much pleasure
that he became his pupil, and immediately applied all the

powers of his mind to the study of mathematics. In this

he appears to have succeeded so far, that on being recom-
mended by his friend Dusejour to propose himself as a
candidate for admission to the Academic des Sciences, he
prepared a memoir on the resolution of algebraic equa-
tions, which he read at a sitting of that learned body in

1771. Having been elected, he subsequently presented
several other memoirs on mathematical subjects : among
these may be mentioned one entitled ' Recherches analy-

tiques sur les Irrationelles d'une nouvelle esp£ce,' and
another on the elimination of unknown quantities.

Vandermonde had always a decided taste for music, and
during several years he made it a particular object of

study. Having analysed the works of the best musicians
of the time, he came to the conclusion that the whole art

was founded on one general law, by which, with the aid of
mathematical processes, it would be possible for any per-

son to become a composer ; and he explained the nature
of his method before the Academie in 1788, and again in

1790. His two memoires were submitted to the consider-

ation of certain members who were appointed to examine
them ; and though a favourable report was made by Gliick,

Philidor, and Piccini, the opinions were not unanimous

:

the mathematicians are said to have found in the me-
moires too much music, and the musicians too much
mathematics.
The versatility of his taste and talent led Vandermonde

next to the studv of chemistry ; and becoming connected
with Lavoisier, Tvionge, and Berthollet, he was engaged
for a time in making experiments on the gases and on the

composition of iron and steel.

Alter the death of Vaucanson, Vandermonde was
appointed to the direction of a conservatory or museum
for arts and manufactures which had been formed by that

philosopher; and considering it as a collection which
might be made highly useful to the country, he spared no
pains or expense to augment it with models of all the dif-

ferent machines which he could procure. This was the

original of the ' Conservatoire pour les Arts et Metiers,'

which was afterwards removed to the Abbaye St. Martin.

From a conversation with M. Senovert, the translator of

Stewart's ' Philosophy of the Human Mind,' he was
induced to study that branch of science ; and applying
himself to it with his usual ardour, he was soon above the

level of his countrymen in his knowledge of that intricate

subject. On the formation of the Ecoie Normale he was
appointed, in 1795, professor of political economy in that

institution, and in the same year he was appointed to the

first class of the ' Institut.'

At the breaking out of the Revolution Vandermonde
entered into the clubs which were then formed, purely, it

is said, as a philosopher, that he might study the characters

of the men who distinguished themselves in those turbu-

lent times and without taking any active part in (he mea-
sures which were then put in practice.

He exhausted his private fortune in advancing the

objects of the museum which had been committed to his

care ; and being paid, like other public functionaries, in

assignats, the depreciation of these reduced him to poverty.

He died of a vomiting of blood, on the 1st of January,

1796.

His works consist only of the memoires, which are

printed in the volumes of the Academie des Sciences.

His lively imagination seems to have earned him too

rapidly from one subject to another to permit him to

acquire a profound knowledge of any : and thus the re-

putation which he acquired during his life may be said to

nave terminated at his death, or to have survived only for

a time in the memory of his friends.

VANDER VEI.DE, ADRIAN. This celebrated painter
was born at Amsterdam in 1639, and showed great ability
for drawing at an sarly age. He became the scholar of
John Wynants, with whom he remained some years.
Adrian V andervelde excelled in landscapes, in cattle, and
in small figures, and was of great assistance to many of the
most distinguished painters of his time by embellishing
their pictures with figures, and thus adding greatly to their
value. He painted figures in the pictures of Wynants,
Vander Heyden, Ruysdael, Hobbema, Moucheron, and
others. Vandervelde executed likewise some historical

pieces, in which he was very successful ; he painted a
Taking down from the Cross, for a Roman Catholic church
at Amsterdam, in which the figures, though less than life,

were of a considerable size ; and he left several other
works of a similar description unfinished at his death in

1672, in only his 33rd year. Considering the early age at
which he died, his pictures are very numerous, yet they are
sold for very high prices.

Adrian Vandervelde was well acquainted with the hu-
man figure, and also with everything else that he painted.
He was extremely industrious, and was constant in his re-

course to nature in the studies of all his works : the various
effects of light upon the trees and other objects of his

landscapes, both in the morning and evening scenes, are
remarkably true to nature, and are managed with perfect
mastery of his materials. He is distinguished also for the
extreme delicacy of drawing of all the objects which he
represent (?tl

VANDER VELDE or VANDEVELDE, WILLIAM,
called the Old, to distinguish him from his son of the same
name, a very celebrated marine painter, was born at Lcyden
in 1610. Of his early studies little is known, but he appears
as a boy to have been bred to the sea ; and it was during
the voyages of his youth that he acquired his love for the
sea and his knowledge of ships, which was eventually of
such eminent service to him as a marine painter. He dis-

tinguished himself early by some drawings of sea-fights,

and he was in consequence commissioned by the States of
Holland, in 1666, to accompany admiral De Ruyter on
board the Dutch fleet, for the purpose of making designs

of whatever engagements might take place between the

Dutch and English fleets. He made some admirable
drawings of the great engagement which took place off

Ostend, in June of that year. By these and other designs

he acquired such a reputation that he was invited in 1675
to England by Charles II., who granted him a pension of

100/. per annum, with the title of painter of sea-fights to

the king. He is said to have been so zealous in the ser-

vice of Charles, as to be ungrateful to his country : he led

the English fleet to burn Schelling.

Vandevelde did not paint his designs: they were gene-
rally executed with a pen upon paper fixed upon canvas,

upon parchment, or upon white prepared canvas ; he also

executed some in black and white : every part is drawn
and made out with a knowledge and precision unrivalled

in that style. Some of his designs were painted in oil by
his son, who lived with him in this country, and received

from the king also a pension of 100/. per annum for that

express purpose. A copy of the following privy-seal was
purchased among the papers of Pepys, and was given by
Dr. Rawlinson, the antiquary, to Vertue, the engraver:

—

' Charles the Second, by the grace of God, &c, to our dear

cousin, prince Rupert, and the rest of our commissioners

for executing the place of lord high-admiral of England,

greeting. Whereas we have thought fitt to allow the sa-

lary of one hundred pounds per annum unto William Van-
develde the elder, for taking and making draughts of sea-

fights ; and the like salary of one hundred pounds per an-

num unto William Vandevelde the younger, for putting

the said draughts into colours for our particular use ; our

will and pleasure is, and wee do hereby authorise and re-

quire you to issue your orders for the present and future

establishment of the said salaries to the aforesaid William

Vandevelde, the elder, and William Vandevelde, the

younger, to be paid unto them and either of them during

OUT pleasure ; and for so doins these our letters shall be

your sufficient warrant and discharge. Given under out

privy-seal at our pallace of Westminster, the 20th day of

February, in the 26th year of our reign.' After the death

of Charles, James continued the pension.

He witnessed many of the fights that he drew : he at

tended the engagement at Solebay in a small vessel bj

Q 2
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jrder of the duke of York. He died in London and was
buried in St. James's Churchyard ; the following in-

scription was engraved on his tombstone :—
' Mr. William

Vandevelde, senior, late painter of sea-fights to their ma-
jesties king Charles II. and king James, dyed 1693.'

VANDER VELDE, WILLIAM, the Younger, was
greatly superior to his father, and is accounted the best

marine-painter that ever lived. He was born at Amster-
dam in 1633, and was taught by his father until he came
to England, when he was placed with Simon de Vlieger, a
clever ship-painter. Young Vandervelde came early to

this country, and lived probably with his father at Green-
wich : he died in London in 1707. The works of the

younger Vandervelde are very valuable : the best of them
are in England. His calms and his storm-pieces are

equally excellent, and they are all remarkable for their de-

licacy of drawing and transparency of colouring. Walpole
says of him, 'William Vandevelde, the son, was the

greatest man that has appeared in this branch of painting

;

the palm is not less disputed with Raphael for history,

than with Vandevelde for sea-pieces. Annibal Caracci
and Mr. Scott have not surpassed those chieftains.'

The younger Vandervelde left a son of the same name,
who also painted sea-pieces, and made good copies of the
works of his father. He died in Holland. Both the Van
derveldes sat to Sir Godfrey Kneller.

(Houbraken, Groote Schouburgh, &c. ; Descamps, La
Vie des Peintres Flatnands, &c. ;

Walpole, Anecdotes of
Painting in England.)
VANDER WERFF, ADRIAN. This celebrated painter

was born of a good family at Kralinger Ambacht near
Rotterdam, in 1659. He studied first with Cornelius
Picolett, a good portrait painter, but at the age of thirteen
was placed with Eglon Vander Neer, with whom he re-

mained four years, and made such progress as to render
his master great assistance in his works. At the early age
of seventeen Vander Werff set up for himself as a portrait

painter at Rotterdam. He painted small portraits in oil,

in the style of Netscher : he however soon got tired of this

branch, and took to historical painting ; and he was re-
markably successful in disposing of his first pictures.
Perhaps no painter ever rose more steadily to fortune than
Vander Werff ; every year added to his wealth and to his
reputation. He painted a picture for an East India mer-
chant of the name of Steen at Amsterdam, where he had
been with his master Vander Neer, which was apparently
the making of his fortune. It attracted the attention of
and was purchased by the elector John William of the
Pfalz, when passing through Amsterdam ; and when that
prince was at Rotterdam in 1696, he visited Vander Werff,
and orderd two pictures ofhim: his own portrait, for the
grand-duke of Tuscany, and a Judgment of Solomon,
which pictures he requested Vander Werff to bring to him
in person to Diisseldorf, in the following year. Vander
Werff took the pictures, and the elector was so well
satisfied with them, that he wished to take the painter into
his service, and offered him a noble salary : Vander Werff
however consented to give up only six months in the year to
the elector, and was allowed a salary of 4000 florins, but
it was raised to 6000 upon his afterwards consenting to
devote nine months in the year to the prince, who pre-
sented him with his portrait set in diamonds, and honoured
him with knighthood for him and his heirs. He purchased
also at a high price the works which VanderWerffexecuted
during the remaining three months of the year.
Vander Werff received very high prices for his pictures.

After the death of the elector in 1716, he was at liberty to
dispose of them to whom he pleased ; and in the following
year, 1717, he sold three to one nobleman for 10,000 florins,
a Judgment of Paris lor 5500 florins, a Holy Family for
2500 florins, and a Magdalen for 2000 florins. In the
year after he sold another Judgment of Paris for 5000
florins, and a Flight into Egypt for 4000 florins : shortly
afterwards he sold to an English gentleman ten pictures
for 33,000 florins ; and after his death, a painting of the
Prodigal Son was sold for 5500 florins. He died in 1722.
The pictures, or the greater part of them, painted by

Vander Werff lor the elector John William, which formed
part of the Diisseldorf collection, are now in the Pinako-
thek at Munich, where there are twenty-nine paintings by
VanderWerff, including the Fifteen Mysteries of the Roman
Church, and many of his best pieces. The Ecce Homo,
containing many small figures, painted in 1698 ; Abra-

ham with Sarah and Agar, painted in 1699 ; and a M*t-
dalen in the Wilderness, painted in 1707, are renmfafcij
works, equally excellent in composition, drawing:, colounir
and execution, and are perhaps unequalled for their delicti
and elaborate finish ; yet through an artificial chiarosni
they have a cold and inanimate effect, which gTt*:.
detracts from the gratification the spectator mi^ht U
expected to experience in contemplating such exquM --

works of art. Sir Joshua Reynolds saw most of these work*
at Diisseldorf before the collection at that place *a.

purchased by the late king of Bavaria, and in his « Jounw

,

to Flanders and Holland' he has made some remarks t.

these pictures, which define admirably the beauties so.

defects of this painter. He says :—
' His pictures, whetfc--

great or small, certainly afford but little pleasure. (

their want of effect it is worth a painter's while to inqui-.

into the cause. One of the principal causes appears i.

me, his having entertained an opinion that the light of t

picture ought to be thrown solely on the figures, and bru
or none on the ground or sky. This gives great coldn.-*
to the effect, and is so contrary to nature and the pracUrr
of those painters with whose works he was surroundrd
that we cannot help wondering how he fell into this in-
take. In describing Vanderwerf 's manner, were I tost
that all the parts everywhere melt into each other, z

might naturally be supposed that the effect would be i

high degree of softness ; but it is notoriously the contrary
and I think for the reason that has been given ; his ti^.:

has the appearance of ivory or plaster, or some othertun.
substance. What contributes likewise to give this bald-

ness, is a want of transparency in his colouring, from h_»

admitting little or no reflection of light. He has also tic

defect which is often found in Rembrandt, that of makirf
his light only a single spot. However, to do him ju»tia.

his figures and his heads are generally well drawn, *bi

his drapery is excellent
;
perhaps there are in his pictum

as perfect examples of drapery as are to be found in an
other painter's works whatever.'

(Houbraken, Groote Schouburgh der NederlantKkt
Konstschilders, &c.)
VANDER WEYDE, ROGER, a celebrated old paints

of Brussels, born in the latter part of the fifteenth centan
He was, according to Van Mander, one of the first to refora

the style of design of the Flemish painters ; he divested a

considerably of its Gothic manner, was correct in his propor-
tions, and was very successful in expression. He painted por-

trait and history : there are, or were, four very celebrated

pictures by him in the town-hall of Brussels, illustralis;

remarkable acts of justice. One represents a father as

his death-bed putting to death his guilty son ; another
account describes it as Archambald, prince of Brabant,
putting his nephew and heir to death, for having violated

a maid of that country : the expression of sorrow in the

face of the old man is said to be excellent.

There was also in a church of the Virgin at Louvaine i

Descent from the Cross, by Vander Weyde, which wi>
highly valued. It was sent to Spain by command of tlx

king of Spain, and a copy of it, by Michael Cocxis, put up
in its place at Louvaine. Vander Weyde died in 1529, in

the pnme of life, of an epidemic disease which carried of
many people. Van Mander says that he amassed consider-
able wealth, and spent much on the poor. Two heads oo

gold grounds, in the gallery of the Louvre, one of C'hn»t

and the other of the Virgin Mary, numbered 515 and 016.

and said in the catalogue to be by an unknown artist, an.
according to Dr. Waagen {Art and Artists in Pari*\ l>y

the hand of Vander Weyde. He praises the expre&ico
and the colouring.

(Van Mander, Het Leven der Schilders ; Waagcfl.
Kunsticerke und Kiinstler in England und Paris.)
VAN DIEMEN'S LAND. [Tasmania.]
VANDYCK, SIR ANTONY! This great painter wts

born at Antwerp, March 22nd, 1599. His father was »
glass-painter of Hertogenbosch (Bois-le-Duc\ and gave hi>

son his earliest instruction in drawing ; he was instructed
also by his mother, who painted landscapes, and was vrn
skilful in embroidery. Before he became the scholar o;

Rubens, Vandyck is said to have been placed with Yin
Balen. With Rubens he made such progress as to Ur
soon intrusted with the execution of some of his master's
sketches, and, according to a common but probably incor-
rect report, to excite his jealousy. Rubens has bad the
credit of having been actuated by jealousy when he ad
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vised Vandyck to confine himself to portrait painting, and
Jo visit Italy for the purpose of studying the works of
Titian and other great Italian masters. Walpole enter-
tained a more rational view : he supposes that Vandyck
felt the hopelessness of surpassing or even equalling his
irreat master in his own line, and that he voluntarily
ilevoted his chief attention to portrait. If Rubens recom-
mended Vandyck to visit Italy, it was clearly for Vandyck's
benefit, and his following that advice shows that he saw
fully the advantages to be derived from such a visit, of
which Rubens himself was an excellent example. The
immediate cause of Rubens's reputed jealousy of his scholar
is accounted for by a variously-told anecdote. Diepen-
beck, another of Rubens's scholars, is said to have been
pushed by one of his companions against the great picture
of the Descent from the Cross, upon a part that was still

wet, and to have done it considerable damage, which was
however so well repaired by Vandyck, that Rubens is

reported to have been at first better pleased with that part
of the picture after the accident than before it ; but upon
the circumstance being related to him, to have become
jealous of Vandyck, and to have repainted the part again
himself. Another version of the story says that this acci-
dent increased his esteem for Vandyck. Whatever may
he the real statement of the case, Rubens and Vandyck
appear to have parted on the best of terms. Vandyck
presented Rubens with two historical pictures, an Ecce
Homo and Christ in the Garden of Olives, and a portrait
of Rubens's second wife : he was presented in return by
Kubens with one of his most beautiful horses.
At the age of twenty Vandyck set out for Italy, but de-

layed some time at Brussels, fascinated by the charms of a
peasant girl of Savelthem, who persuaded him to paint two
pictures for the church of her native place—a St. Martin
on horseback, painted from himself, and the horse given
him by Rubens ; and a Holy Family, for which the girl
and her parents were models. In Italy he spent some time
in Venice and in Genoa, where he painted many excellent
portraits. From Genoa he went to Rome, where he was
also much patronized, and lived in great style. A portrait
of Cardinal Bentivoglio, painted at this time, is one of
his masterpieces : it is in the Pitti Palace, and hangs near
the celebrated portrait of Leo X. by Raphael, and is in
every respect an admirable picture. Vandyck was known
in Rome as the Pittore Cavalieresco. He avoided the so-
ciety of his countrymen, who were men of low and intem-
perate habits. They had formed themselves into a well-
known society called the Schilder-Bent, and annoyed Van-
dyck so much that he was obliged to leave Rome and re-
turn to Genoa about 1625. Germans were also admitted
into this society : it was not broken up until the year 1720.
Whilst at Genoa Vandyck received an invitation to go to
Palermo ; whither he went, and he painted there portraits
of Prince Philibert of Savoy, the viceroy, and other dis-
tinguished persons ; also the celebrated painter Sophonisba
Anguisciola, then in her 92nd year. He remained only a
short time in Sicily, being driven away by the plague. He
returned to Genoa, and thence to his own country.
Vandyck's first picture after his return to Antwerp was

a St. Augustin, for the church of the Augustines in that
place, by which he established his reputation as one of the
first painters of his time. He painted several other excel-
lent historical pictures, but acquired greater fame by his
portraits. He was in high favour with his old roaster Rubens,
" ho is said to have offered him his eldest daughter in mar-
iage, but Vandyck declined upon the plea that he intended
to return shortly to Rome, or really, as some say, because
he was in love with the step-mother. From Antwerp Van-
dyck went to the Hague by the invitation of the prince of
Orange, Frederick of Nassau, and painted many portraits
of the principal personages at that court. Whilst at the
Hague he heard of the great love of \he arts of Charles I.,

and he came to England with the hope of being introduced
to the king. His hopes not being realized, he went to
l'aris, and not being more successful in that place, he re-
turned to his own country. Charles however, having
shortly afterwards seen the portrait of the musician Nic.
Laniere, director of the music of the king's chapel, re-
quested Sir Kenelm Digby, who had sat to Vandyck, to in-
vite him to come again to England. He came to England
abont 1632; was lodged by the king at Blackfriars; was
knighted in that year, and in the year following, 1633, he
was granted an annual pension of 200/. for life, with the

title of painter to his majesty, besides being handsomely
paid for his works. There is a note in Walpole of a sum of
280/. paid to Vandyck by the king, for various pictures in

1632. For a simple whole length the king paid 25/., but
other people appear to have paid more. Walpole says,

'Vandyck had 40/. for a half, and 60/. for a whole length

;

a more rational proportion than that of our present painters,

who receive an equal price for the most insignificant part

of the picture.'

Vandyck was indefatigable in his application ; he painted
a portrait in a day. He often detained people who sat to

him to dinner, that he might have an opportunity of study-

ing their countenances, and he retouched their portraits

again in the afternoon. He kept a great table, and was of

most expensive habits ; he was also fond of music, and was
liberal to musicians. In the summer he lived at Eltham
in Kent. Buckeridge, in his ' Essay towards an English

School,' speaking of Vandyck, says, ' He always went mag-
nificently dressed, had a numerous and gallant equipage,

and kept so good a table in his apartment, that few princes

were more visited or better served.' This luxurious and
sedentary life destroyed his constitution and wasted his

means. He endeavoured to repair his fortunes by the

absurd study.of alchemy and the search of the philoso-

pher's stone: a pursuit in which he was probably en-

couraged, says Waipole, by the example of his friend Sir

Kenelm Digby. Shortly before he died, the king bestowed
on Vandyck, for a wife, Mary, daughter of the unfortunate

Lord Ruthven, earl of Gowry. Not long after they were
married, he went with his wife to Paris, ' in hopes,' says

Walpole, 'of being employed in some public work ;' but
after remaining there for a short time, and seeing no pro-

spects of success, he returned to London, and, still bent

upon executing some public work, he proposed to the king,

by Sir Kenelm Digby, to paint the walls of the Banquet-
ing-house at Whitehall with the history and procession of

the Order of the Garter. He made a design, with which the

king is said to have been pleased, but he demanded such a
large sum for the carrying it into execution (80,000/., pro-

bably a misprint for 8000/.), that it was judged unreason-

able ; and whilst the king was treating with him for a less

sum, the project was put an end to by the death ofVandyck

:

he died in London, in 1641, in the 42nd year of his age ; and
was buried in St. Paul's Cathedral, near the tomb of John
of Gaunt. He left one daughter by his wife Mary Ruthven,

who married Mr. Stepney, who rode in the horse-guards on
their first establishment by Charles II. Notwithstanding

his expensive habits, he died worth about 20,000/.

Vandyck is generally allowed to dispute the palm with

Titian in portrait painting, and he is by some accounted

upon the whole superior to him. He was inferior to Titian

in richness and warmth of colouring, but surpassed him in

perhaps every other respect. Vandyck is unrivalled for the

delicacy ofdrawing and beauty of his hands ; he was perfect

master of drawing and of chiaroscuro ; he was admirable

in draperies ; and with simplicity of expression and grace

of attitude, he combined both dignity and individuality.

His portraits generally impress us with the feeling that he
has not only selected the most suitable attitude for the

figure, but that he has also chosen the best view of the

countenance. His latest works are executed in a careless

though masterly manner, but some of his earliest portraits,

particularly some of those painted in Italy, combine with

his own masterly style of design the exquisite finish of

Holbein.
Although Vandyck has acquired his great name by his

portraits, ne painted also many excellent historical pieces,

and he never at any time ceased to paint pictures in this

line ; they are however very inferior to his portraits : they

want generally both feeling and expression. His best his-

torical picture, in the opinion of Sir Joshua Reynolds, is

the Crucifixion between the two Thieves, at the church of

the Recollets at Mechlin, of which he says, ' This per-

haps is the most capital of all his works, in respect to the

variety and extensiveness of the design, and the judicious

disposition of the whole. In the efforts which the thieves

make to disengage themselves from the cross, he has suc-

cessfully encountered the difficulty of the art ; and the ex-

pression of grief and resignation in the Virgin is admirable.

This picture, upon the whole, may be considered as one of

the first pictures in the world, and gives the highest idea of

Vandyck's powers : it shows that he had truly a genius for

history-painting, if it had not been taken offby portraits,
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Vandyck's pictures are very numerous, almost as much

so as those of Rubens. Many of the best of them are in

this country, at Windsor Castle, at Hampton Court, at

Wilton House, and at Blenheim, and in many other private

collections. His masterpiece, in the opinion of Walpole, is

the dramatic portrait of the Earl of Strafford and his secre-

tary Sir Thomas Mainwaring, at Wentworth House. There
is one also at Blenheim of this subject, which Dr. VVaagen
praises very highly ; Walpole however says that the pic-

ture at Wentworth House is infinitely superior to it. At
Wilton House there are twenty-five pictures by Vandyck,
and it is here, says Walpole, that Vandyck is upon his

throne ; and the great portrait of Philip, earl of Pembroke,
with his family, says the same writer, ' though damaged,
w ould serve alone as a school of this master.' Charles I.

was painted several times by Vandyck, sometimes on horse-
back, and he repeated some of the portraits of him : they are

among his best works. Among his more interesting works
also is the series of portraits of the most eminent artists and
others his contemporaries at Antwerp, painted in small in

chiaro'scuro, before he left Antwerp for the Hague. The
originals were never collected, but they were etched and
have been published together, to the number of one hun-
.hed, three times, under the following titles

—
' Icones Viio-

rum doctorum, pictorum, chalcographorum, &c. numero
centum, ab Antonio Vandyck pictore ad vivum expressae

ct ejus sumptu aeri incisae Antverpise.' Vandyck etched
some of the plates himself.

The superb head of Gevartius, as it is called, in the
National Gallery in London, attributed to Vandyck, is

supposed by some critics to have been painted by Rubens.
Passavant and Dr. Waagen are both of this opinion, but
they think that the rest of the picture is the work of Van-
dyck. Dr. Waagen has observed that this picture can-
not be the portrait of Caspar Gevartius, the friend of
Rubens, for he was not born until 1593, and it represents

a man between 50 and 60 ; and that if it represents the
canon John Gevartius, it cannot have been painted by
Vandyck, for he died in 1623, whilst Vandyck was in

Italy; nor can it have been painted by him before he
went to Italy, for it is not the production of a young
hand. If it be the head of John Gevartius, it must have
been painted by Rubens.

(Houbraken, Groote Schouburgh, &c. ;
Descamps, La

I'ie des Peintres Flamands, &c. ;
Walpole, Anecdotes of

Painting in England ; Passavant, Kunstreise durch Eng-
land und Belgien ; Waagen, Kunstteerke und Kiinsller in
England und Paris.)
VANE, SIR HENRY, the Younger, was born about

the year 1612. He was descended from an antient family
in the county of Kent, and was the eldest son of Sir Henry
Vane of Hadlow in Kent, knight, comptroller of the house-
hold and secretary of state to King Charles I. He received
the first part ot his education at Westminster School.
About the sixteenth year of his age Sir Henry Vane be-
came a gentleman commoner of Magdalen Hall, Oxford :

but Wood says, that when he should have matriculated as

a member ot the University, and taken the oaths of alle-

giance and supremacy, he quitted his gown, put on a cloak,

and studied notwithstanding for some time in that hall.

On leaving Oxford he spent some time in France, and
more in Geneva, where he contracted an unconquerable
aversion towards the government and liturgy of the Church
of England. After his return home, his father, being then
comptroller of the household and a privy councillor, was
sreatly displeased on discovering the heterodox state of
his son's opinions. The interference of Laud in the work
of recalling him to the doctrines of the Church of England

f
roduced the effect of confirming him in his sectarianism,
n 1635 he went, for conscience sake, to the infant colony

of New England, where he remained about two years. On
his return to England he married ; and, through his father's

interest, was joined with Sir William Russell in the office

of treasurer of the navy. In 1640 he was knighted. He
sat for the borough of Kingston-upon-Hull in the parlia-

ment which met at Westminster, April 13, 1640, and again
in the Long Parliament, which began November 3, the
same year. During Strafford's trial young Vane, in search-
ing for some papers for his father, found in his father's

cabinet some notes, which were used as material evidence
against Strafford on the trial. Having been appointed
solo treasurer of the navy, and considering the fees, which
by reason of the war amounted to nearly 30,000/. a year,

as too much for a private subject, he gave up his pater'
which he had for life from Charles I., to the parliament,
desiring that 2000/. a year should go to a deputy whom \

.

had bred to the business. When the Independents spnu

.

up, he declared himself one of their leaders. He did r.

approve of the force put upon the parliament by the arm
nor of the king's execution, withdrawing for some Ull
from public affairs.

Upon the establishment of the Commonwealth, in Fc :-

ruary, 1648-9, he was appointed one of the council of *U'«
and in 1652 he was for a time president of the same cou
cil, and also at the same time one of the commissioner.

.

the navy. On the 9th of January, 1649-50, he made r-
Report to the House of Commons from the Committee ap-

pointed to consider of the manner of electing future Parki-
ments. Towards the end of 1651 he was nominated o.--

of the commissioners that were to be sent into Scotland .:

order to introduce the English government there.
Vane was one of those who would not submit to ttr

usurpation of Cromwell. When Lieutenant-Colonel W<_r»-

ley entered the House of Commons, on the 20th of Apr..
1653, with two files of musqueteers, to drive out the cca.

mons, Vane exclaimed, 'This is not honest! yea, it

against morality and common honesty.' Whereupon Crete-

well fell a railing at him, crying out with a loud voio.
' O, Sir Henry Vane ! Sir Henry Vane ! the Lord deliw.
me from Sir Henry Vane !' In 1656, as Vane per«e\ern;
in his hostility to Cromwell's government, which hostilm
he displayed in a book published by him, entitled 'A Hew-
ing Question propounded and resolved,' he was imprboorl
for some time in Carisbrook Castle in the Isle ofWiri:.
But notwithstanding this and other means to shake Ls
resolution, he remained inflexible both under Oliver aul

his son and successor Richard.
After Richard's abdication, the Long Parliament, whia:

had been restored by a general council of the officer* of

the army, constituted Sir Henry one of the Committee «'

Safety, and also a member, and afterwards president, <*

the council of state. But he afterwards seems to hwe
fallen under the displeasure of the parliament, for it »i»

voted that he should repair to his nouse at Raby, uit
remain there during the pleasure of the parliament.
On the king's restoration, the House of Commons r<-

solved, on the 11th of June, 1660, that Sir H. Vane should

be one of the twenty persons to be excepted out of the

Act of Genera] Pardon and Oblivion, for and in respect

only ofsuch pains, penalties, and forfeitures, not extending
to life, as should be thought fit to be inflicted on hut
In July he was committed to the Tower. In January.
1660-61, an insurrection of the Fifth-Monarchy Men broki

out, and Sir Henry Vane, being almost the only person o'

station who had countenanced them, was removed hvn
one prison to another, and at last to the Isle of ScUly. In

August, 1660, the lords and commons had joined in »

petition to the king, that ' if he were attainted, yet execu-
tion as to his life might be remitted ;' to which his majoi?
returned a favourable answer. But in July, 1661, the

commons had so far altered their sentiments as to order

that he should be proceeded against according to law, and
for that purpose be sent for back to the Tower of London.
On Monday the 2nd of June, 1662, Vane was arraigned

having been indicted of high treason before the Middlesex
grand jury the preceding term. He pressed much fo:

counsel, and the court assured him that, after pleadinc
counsel should be assigned him; which assurance, all rr

his pleading not guilty, we are informed the court thought
fit to violate. On Friday the 6th of June, the attorney •

general having addressed the jury, Sir Henry was required

to make his defence, and to go through with his case all a!

once, and not to reply again upon the crown lawyers.
Vane spoke in his defence with great spirit and counur*.
After he had finished, Finch, the solicitor-general, td-

dressed the jury, who, having then retired for about haif

an hour, returned with their verdict, which found the pri-

soner guilty of high treason from January 30, 1648 <tbr

day of Charles I.'s execution
1

). On the 11th of June, thf

sentence-day, the court finally refused to hear his reason
for an arrest of judgment, though they had promised him.
before the verdict, that they would hear anything of tha:
kind he had to offer ; as they had also, before his pleading
not guilty, promised him counsel. The sentence was. that
he should be hanged, drawn, and quartered at Tyburn,
but in the order for his execution the manner of his death
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was altered into a beheading only on Tower Hill, which
order was accordingly carried into execution on the 14th

of June.
Sir Henry Vane left only one son, who was knighted by

King Charles II., and created, by King William, Lord Bar-
nard of Barnard Castle.

Sir Henry Vane was the author of various publications,

both political and theological. Of the latter the most,

remarkable bears the following strange title :
' The Re-

tired Man's Meditations, or the Mysterie and Power of
Godlincs shining fo<-*h in the Living Word, to the unmask-
ing the Mysterie of Iniquity in the most Refined and
Pureet Forms. In which Old Light is restored, and New
Light justified, being the Witness which is given to this

Age. By Henry Vane, Knight,' 4to., 1055, in which,
amongst other subjects equally dark, he discusses the
* creation, nature, and ministry of angels,' ' the tree of
knowledge of good and evil,' the ' fall of man,' and ' the
thousand years' reign of Christ :' which last discussion,

though it might be supposed to be the Fifth-Monarch)'
Man's strong subject, we found the most unintelligible of
the whole.
{The Life and Death of Sir Henry Vane, Ah/., Lond.,

1662; Biog.Brit., art. 'Vane;' Alh. O.ron., art. 'Vane;'
Birch's Lives ; Ludlow's Memoirs ; Vane's Speeches in

Brit. Mus. ; Whitelock ; Trial of Sir Henry Vane, Knt.,
1662; State Trials, vol. ii.)

VAN EFFEN, JUSTUS, a writer who has been called

the Addison of Holland, was born at Utrecht in 1684, and
was intended by his father for the same profession as his

jwn, namely, the military service. But Justus felt no in-

slination for the army : he preferred study, and applied
lirnself to that of jurisprudence, in which faculty he ob-
ained a Doctor's degree at Leyden in 1727. He does not
lowever appear to have practised law much as a profession,

'or he was at first successively employed as private teacher
n several families of rank, and afterwards occupied in

iterary pursuits. In the first-mentioned capacity he was
>rd"ugnt into contact with superior society, and had the
ipportunity of forming advantageous connections, owing
o one of which he was appointed to accompany Van Dui-
'envoorde as his second secretary when he was sent by the

States, in 1714, to congratulate George I. on his accession,

le afterwards visited England a second time in 1727, in

he quality of first secretary to Count Van Welderen, who
ras then ambassador to this country. On the former of

hese occasions he became acquainted with Swift's writings,

fad translated his ' Tale of a Tub,' not however into Dutch,
nit into French, which language he wrote as easily as his

>wn, under the title of ' Conte du Tonneau.' On the

ther, he was elected a member of the Royal Society of

,ondon. In 1719 he visited Sweden, in company with a

rerman nobleman, and there received many marks of at-

ention from the highest persons at court. A place of

ome emolument was bestowed upon him by his patron
ran WeJderen ; but as its duties did not accord with his

iclination, he put in a substitute, to whom he gave up a
onsidcrable part of the salary, and occupied himself with

is pen, not only more congenially, but so successfully as

3 acquire a high literary reputation.

Many years before (171 1) he had published a French
rork, under the title of ' Le Misanthrope," upon the plan

f our English ' Spectator,' and he now commenced a

imilar one, but everyway superior to the former. The
Hollandsche Spectator,' begun in 1731, and continued

ill 1735, the year of the author's death, was not only the

irst attempt of the kind in the language, but has become a

lassical work. It is stamped by easy elegance of style, by
ileasantry. and wit, attempered by judgment and correct

seling. Like his English model. Van Etfen both instructs

nd pleases ; and if time has deprived their pictures of life

nd manners of the charm of freshness, it has also imparted

o them no little historic value.

(Van Kampen, Beknopte Gesehiednis van der Lettcren

n Wetenschappen in de Kederlanden.)
VANELLUS. [Plovers, vol. xviii., p. 284.]

VANGA, a genus of Insessores, or Perching Birds,

>>aced by Mr. Vigors among the Ltiniadte, and by Mr.

iwainson among the Corvidte. [Shrikes, vol. xxi., pp.

115, 417JVANGUE'RIA, a genus of plants of the natural family

>f Rubiaceae, which has been so named from an alteration

if its vernacular name, rod vanguer, in Madagascar. The

genus is characterised by having the limb of its ca.yx
spreading. 5-toothed, and deciduous. The corol is short,

campanulale, 5-cleft, hairy in the throat, lobes lanceolate,

reflexed. Stamens 5, with short filaments, and oblong,
hardly exserted anthers. Stigma capitate, berry apple-
shaped, marked at the apex by a furrowed areola, from
which the limb of the calyx had separated, containing five

bony 1-seeded nuts. The species are few in number

:

of which the principal are V. edulis of Madagascar, and
the Indian V. spinosa. Both species form small trees

or shrubs, having ovate or oblong petiolate leaves, with
lanceolate stipules, solitary on both sides. Cymes branched,
somewhat panicled, axillary, or from the cicatrices of the
fallen leaves ; corolla greenish-white. The fruit of the V.
edulis is eaten by the natives of Madagascar and of the
Mauritius, where it has been introduced, as well as into the
Peninsula of India. V. spinosa, the Mayna of the natives

of Bengal, but which is found in many parts of the plains

of India, is a distinct species, though united to the above
by Sprengel, in his ' Syst. Vegetabilium.' It is said to be
also found in China. The fruit is eaten by the natives of
India.

VAN HELMONT. SEGRES JACOB, a Flemish his-

torical painter, bom at Antwerp in 1683. He was the son
of Matthew Van Helmont, a painter of Brussels, and was
instructed in his art by his father : he followed however a

very different line. The father painted markets, fairs,

shops, alchemists at work, and similar scenes : the son
distinguished himself for religious compositions in the

great style. The younger Van Helmont settled at Brussels :

he was of a weak constitution, and never left his own
country. He excelled in composition and in colouring,

and wi.s considered one of the best Flemish painters of

his time. He painted many works for the churches and
for private persons at Brussels. Descamps has enumerated
many of lus works. The Triumph of Elijah over the Priests

of Baal, in the church of the Carmelites ; the Martyrdom
of St. Barbara, in St. Mary Magdalen ; and the Triumph
of David, in St. Michael's church, at Brussels, are con-
sidered his masterpieces. He died at Brussels in 1730,

aged 53.

(Descamps, La Vie des Peintres Flamands, &e.

,

VAN HELMONT. [Chemistry.]
VANILLA, a genus of plants, the type of Lindley's

natural order Vanillaceae.

The name is derived from vnynilla, a diminutive of
rayno, which in Spanish signifies a knife or scissor case,

the fruit being long and cylindrical, and like the sheath
of a knife. The species are generally supposed to be
confined to Brazil, Guyana, and the West Indies, but
several have been described by Schiede from Mexico.
Species have also been found in Penang, Singapore, and
Java. V. aphylla of Blume, found in Java, appears to

Dr. Lindley to be the same with specimens found by Dr.

Wight in the Peninsula of India. As the greater portion

and the finest kinds of the Vanilla of commerce are im-
ported from Vera Cruz, the most important species must
be natives of Mexico. These have been described by
Schiede, in ' Linnea,' vol. iv., p. 573 ; but the accounts are

too imperfect for Dr. Lindley, the best authority in this

family of plants, to characterize the species satisfactorily.

Schiede states that his V. saliva, which is called by the

Mexican Spaniards Bayttilla-mansa, and of which the

Vanilla is considered the finest of all, grows wild and is

also cultivated in Papantla, Misantla, Nautla, and Colipft.

V, sylvestris, the Baynilla cinnamona of the natives,

which is found wild in the same districts, has its fruit

mixed with that of V. saliva when gathered. V. Pow-
pona, of which the specific name is adopted from the

vernacular name in Mexico, has the fruit the largest of

all ; rich in essential oil having a very agreeable odour ;

but as it always remains soft, instead of drying, it cannot be

transmitted to Europe as an article of commerce. Dr.

Lindley is of opinion that the two first of these species

have been probably confounded with /
". ptanifolia. V. aro-

matica, which is the species usually adduced as yielding the

vanilla of commerce, is a native of mountainous parts of

Brazil, has been found near Rio Janeiro, and also in the

province of Minas Geraes ;
but it does not appear that

any of the Brazilian vanillas form the substance known in

trade. A kind of vanilla is said to be preserved in sugar

in Brazil, and used in the country, or occasionally sent to

Lisbon, but it is not fit to drv for "the purpose of commerce.
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(Lindl., Orchid., p. 431.) Aublct says there are three

kinds of vanilla ra Cayenne, one of which, as it agrees

with Plumier's figure, t. 188, is no doubt V. aromatica

;

another (la petite Vanille) has the pods only three inches

long, by an inch and a half in diameter, and must

be a very difFerent species; while the third, or grosse

vanille, is not described. The Indians propagate the

vxnilla by planting cuttings at the foot of trees selected

for the purpose, up which the trailing stems of the plant

may climb. The best accounts of the cultivation have been

given by Aublet, in his ' Plantes de la Guiane Francaise,'

vol. ii., p. 77. Append.
The name Vanilla was given to this genus by Plumier,

and though barbarous, according to Linnaean prin-

ciples, its euphony has preserved it from rejection,

even amongst decided purists. The species of this

genus are climbing plants, but are not epiphytic, as

many of the OrchidaceiB, although in climbing up
trees they put forth roots as holdfasts, which are ca-

pable of absorbing nutriment for the plant when other

modes of supply are cut off. The leaves are fleshy, sub-

cordate at the base, and articulated with the stem. The
stem is square, and frequently climbs to a height of 20 or

30 feet. The flowers are fleshy. The perianthium is ar-

ticulated with the ovarium, and frequently caliculated.

The sepals and petals are nearly equal, conformed and
free at the base. The labellum is entire, connate with the

column, concave and barbed in the middle. The column
is elongated and apterous. The anthers are terminal and
opercular. The pollen-masses are two, bilobed and granu-

lose. The fruit is siliquiform, fleshy, and dehiscing at the

side. The placentae, from 3 to 6, covered with seeds. The
seeds are globose, and covered with a closely adnate
testa.

Lindley enumerates eight species as belonging to this

genus, two of which have been found in Asia and six in

America. The fruits of most of them are aromatic, and
on this account have formed a considerable article of com-
merce from their consumption as a luxury.

V. aromatica, Aromatic Vanilla, has ovate, oblong, acu-
minate sessile leaves

;
perianth campanulate with five

undulated acuminate laciniae ; the labellum acuminate,
cucullate at the base, with an elevated naked middle line.

This species is the Epidendrnm Vanilla of Linnaeus, and
is a native of Brazil, and was supposed at one time to

yield all the Vanilla of commerce. Under this name have
been included two or three species of Vanilla, one of
which alone is probably the only species that yields
Vanilla.

V. elaviculata, Tendril-bearing Vanilla, has lanceolate

acute, concave, recurved, rigid leaves
;
aggregate flowers

;

ovato-lanceolate, fleshy, obtuse, concave sepals ; ovato-
lanceolate obtuse petals ; the limb of the labellum ovate,

dilated, deflexed ; the fruit oblong and insipid. This
plant is a native of the Antilles in woods, and in the moun-
tainous inland parts of Jamaica. The stem climbs to the
height of 20 or 30 feet, and appears as if jointed at the
insertion of each leaf, from a slight swelling. Its fruit has
no aroma. It is called by the negroes Green-with, and
thev use a decoction of the plant in syphilitic complaints.

V. grandiflnra. Large-flowered Vanilla, has a short
many -flowered spike, with broad, round, striated bracts

;

elongated, straight, smooth, oblong petals and sepals ; the
limb of the labellum with short, cuneate, dentated lamellae

at the base. This plant is a native of French Guiana, and,
Lindley supposes, may produce some of the Vanilla of
commerce.

V. planifoliq, \he Fragrant Vanilla, resembles the last

species. It has oblong-lanceolate, flat, slightly nerved
leaves, with uniform petals and sepals, and a fringed,
abrupt, tuberculated labellum. Under this name have
been described, according to Morren, several species of
Vanilla, and he thinks it probable that the plant that was
originally cultivated in Great Britain as Vanilla aromatica
belonged to this species. This plant is a native of Mexico
and several parts of South America, and is also stated by
lloyle to be an inhabitant of the East Indies. It was in-
troduced into this country by the duke of Marlborough in
1800. From the gardens of Great Britain it made its way
to those of the Continent, and from Holland it was sent
to Japan, where it is now much cultivated. But this

flant very rarely flowered, and never produced fruits in

lurope, and therefore it was never suspected to be the

plant that yielded the vanilla of commerce ; but reeensH
M. Morren, of Liege, has succeeded in obtaining abundant
of fruit from this plant, and, from their character, there j

little doubt that they are the same as those brought tn -

America.
The Vanilla was not known in Europe till after the o

covery of America. When the Spaniards discover*.

America, the Indians were in the habit of usine the •>

nilla for the purpose of flavouring their chocolate, i.

chocolate became an article of use in Europe, a derma,
was made upon America for vanilla, although littir

nothing was known of the plant that produced it till 17'.-

when it was described by Plumier. At the present o)i" :

forms an important article of export with the Meixci.--

amounting to 30,000 or 40,000 dollars annually.

The fruit is the only part of the plant that is used,
has a balsamic odour, and a warm agreeable flavour. F<

these properties it is indebted to a peculiar volatile i<

and to a considerable quantity of benzoic acid. Whf
the fresh fruits are opened, they contain a black, oily, l»

saraous liquid, in which an infinite number of sua
granules are seen floating. Before the fruit comes m
the market it undergoes a preparation, by which it is

dered dry. According to Aublet, the fruit is gather*,

when it gets yellow, and it is first allowed to ferment is

two or three days : it is then laid in the sun to dry. t»

when about half dried it is nibbed over with the oti >

palraaChristi or the oil of cocoa : it is again exposed to'---

sun to dry, and oiled again a second time. The fruit ••

then collected in small bundles, and wrapped up in \>

leaves of the Indian reed. Neither in Guiana nor .-.

Mexico is the vanilla- plant cultivated, but the frr

is collected by the natives, who sell it to the Europe*--?

There are four sorts known in European market*, i:-.

varying in price according to their qualities : they ir

called, in Spanish, Vanilla fina, sacate, rezacote, c
vasura.

In France, and very generally on the continent S
Europe, vanilla is used for the purpose of giving flavour,

cakes, sweetmeats, liqueurs, lemonade, and more especuJ <

chocolate. It acts as a slight stimulant on the system, ii.

where there is a want of energy and activity in the sptec
it becomes a valuable adjunct to various articles of f«x.

As a medicine it is seldom given, but it possesses proper

•

tics that might render it available for the relief of nu't

diseases. The fact of its possessing benzoic acid is wart";

of attention, now that we have evidence of the utility

that agent in acting chemically upon the secretions o/i;

kidneys.

Hitherto Europe has been entirely dependent on Af-
rica for a supply of vanilla ; but Professor Morren of Liti<

has recently demonstrated that vanilla fruits of the fin,*

quality may be grown in Europe. The species with wiw.
he succeeded in obtaining this result was the l'\pLinif<i:i.

a plant that seldom flowers in Europe at all. This Mo.ia
attributes to the plants not being allowed to grow in
humid houses, and to their being too young and small. !•

order to flower plants, they should be at least 5 or 6 yt
old. They should be placed in a house where they d»t

be shaded, and have heat and moisture. The best soil for

them is burnt coal (coke) laid over with some light wix"

crushed to small pieces, as birch or poplar. They rmx
be freely watered, and allowed to creep up an iron mm?
or other support. The branches should be twined. »r-

their extremities cut, and burned with a hot iron in order to

stop the flow of the sap, and thus stimulate the flower*

It flowers in Liege from February to April, and when r.

bears fruit, they need exactly a day and a year to riptr.

If the plants do not bear fruit they flower again the no:
year, but if they bear fruit they require some years' rt^

before they blossom again. But the reason of the vanui
not producing fruit in Europe when it has flowered an*-
from the structure of the flower itself. 'The flower.'

Morren, ' has this peculiarity, that the retinaculum is lug-in

developed, so that this organ forms a curtain suspends
before and above the stigmatic surface, thus separating '

completely from the anther, which in its turn encloses u
two cavities, naturally short, the pulverulent masses i

pollen. From this structure it results that all approxnci-
tion of the sexes in orchideous plants is naturally impos-
sible. It is thus necessary either to raise the velarnen or ' >

cut it, when the plant is to be fecundated, and to place in

direct contact the pollen and the stigmatic surface. Tlx
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foundation never fails, and we may lie convinced of its

uccess by observing the flower some hours after the ope-
nt ion. If impregnation has been effected, the sepals and
ictals reverse inwardly, and the flower droops instead of

emaining erect. So soon as the following day the ovarium
longates.' The process here pointed out is a beautiful il-

;> stratum of the application of physiological principles to

he cultivation of plants. This process, which in these di-
lutes is obliged to be performed artificially, is done na-
i rally, by insects, in countries where the plants grow,
although Professor Morren published his paper on this sub-

let in 1839, it does not appear that either in this country
r on the Continent that ins method has been successful

1 the hands of others. We saw Professor Morren's plants

t Liege in the summer of 1839, on which there was then

n abundant crop of fine fruit. Vanilla is not an article of

luch consumption in Great Britain. There is a duty of

v. per lb. on its importation ; and this is paid on all the

orts. This would be a heavy duty on an article of which
huge quantity can be consumed ; but it is quite the con-

rary with vanilla, as only a small portion needs to be em-
ioyed. It is not then probably the heavy duty so much
.-, a want of taste for it that prevents its consumption in

his country. From its chemical composition there can
ie little doubt that for persons labouring under the

iliosphatic diathesis it might become a useful article of

iet. {Provincial Medical Journal, 1843.)

(Dictinnnaire des Sciences Naturelles ; Morren, On the

Production of Vanilla in Europe, in Ann. ofNat. Hist., vol.

li.
;

Lindley, Genera and Species of Orchidaceous Plants.)

VANILLA'CEjE, a natural order of plants belonging to

indley's Gynandrous group of Endogens. This order was
u st constructed by Lindley in his ' Key to Structural,

Physiological, and Systematic Botany.' The following are

3 1

Vanilla aromatic*.

1, Branch with flowers; 2, branch with fruit; 3, section of fruit showing
Oh three placentas ami indefinite seeds.

the essential characters : perianth articulated with the

ovary, sometimes with an external calycine cup; sepals 3;

petals 3, of which one is unlike the others and forms a
lip

; stamen 1, consolidated with the style into a column
;

P.C., No. 1631.

anther terminal, opercular; pollen granular; ovary 1-celled
with 3 parietal placentae; fruit succulent, indehiscent,

1-celled ; seeds either with a smooth testa tightly adhering
to them or with a thin membranous wing surrounding a
firm nucleus. (Lindley, Nat. Si/st., p. 341.) The species

»e herbaceous plants with broad sessile and often strongly-

veined leaves. The stem of these plants is mostly climb-
ing and the flowers are large and succulent. The genera
Epistephium and Vanilla are generally referred to the
natural order Orchidaceae. The reason that induced Dr.
Lindley to separate these genera from the rest of the order
was, ' because of their succulent valveless fruit, of their
seeds not having the loose testa which exists in all true

Orchidaceae, and of their peculiar habit, to which may be
added their aromatic properties.'

Since the publication of the ' Natural System,' Profemor
Lindley has published his ' Genera and Species of Orchi-
daceous Plants,' in which he has referred Vanillaeese back
again to Orchidaceae, under the suborder Arethuseae, of
which it forms the section Vanilleae. In this section a
new genus, Erythrorchis, is described, which has stems
from 50 to 120 feet long, of a pale dull red colour, and
climbing to the tops of lofty trees. The flowers are of a
middle size and of a whitish-yellow colour. For the prin-
cipal properties of this order see Vanilla.
VANI'NI, LUCI'LIO. born at Taurosano, in the pro-

vince of Otranto, in 1583, studied at Naples, Rome, and
Padua, and applied himself especially to metaphysics.
He afterwards travelled about Germany, France, and Eng-
land. He was of a sceptical turn of mind, but seems to
have had a leaning towards astrology. Cardano and Pom-
ponazzi were his favourite authors. He was fond of reli-

gious polemics, a perilous vocation in that age. He says
himself that he held disputations in England in favour of
the Roman Catholic faith, and was imprisoned forty-nine
days for it. Returning to Italy, he taught philosophy at
Genoa; but perceiving that his orthodoxy was suspected,
he went to Fiance, where he published a curious work,
the title of which alone gives some insight into the state of
his mind— ' Amphitheatrum aeternae Providential Divino-
magicum, Christiano-physicum, nec non Astrologo-eatho-
licum, adversus veteres Philosophos, Atheos, Epicureos,
Peripateticos, et Stoicos,' Lyon, 1615. His next work was
' De admirandis Naturae, Reginae Deaeque mortalium, Ar-
canis,' Paris, 1616. This work raised a storm against the
author, because it was considered as savouring of pantheism.
The Sorbonne condemned the book to the flames. In the
mean time Vanini was offering his services to the Papal
nuncio Ubaldini at Paris, to write a defence of the Counod
of Trent. In 1617 he left Paris for Toulouse, where, some
time after, he was arrested by order of the parliament of
that city ; and in February, 1619, he was condemned to be
burnt as a professed atheist. The president of the parlia-

ment, Dc Grammont, wrote an account of his condemnation
and execution, which is given by Brucker, in his ' History
of Philosophy,' and by Niceron, in his ' M^moires des
Hommes Illustres,' from which it appears that Vanini died
making a profession of atheism. But several Roman Ca-
tholic writers, among others Tommaso Barbieri, in his
' Notizie dei Matematici c Filosofi Napohtani,' have de-
fended Vanini againgst the charge of atheism.

(Tiraboschi, Storia delta Letteratura Italiana.)

VANISH (Mathematics). A quantity is said to vanish,

or to become evanescent, when its arithmetical value is

nothing, or denoted by 0. When the evanescent quantity
is only a part of another, there is seldom or never any more
difficulty about the case in which it vanishes than about
that in which it takes any other specified value : but w hen
the whole of what is under consideration vanishes, any or

all of those views may be required to render this case in-

telligible which are explained in Nothing ; Infinite ;

Limits
;
Ratios, Prime and Ultimate ; &c. And in

particular the phrase of two quantities vanishing in a
certain ratio is to be referred to the last of the articles

cited.

VANISHING FRACTIONS. [Fractions, Vanishing.]
VANISHING POINT, LINE, &c. [Perspective.]
VANLOO, CHARLES ANDRE', knight of the Order

of St. Michael and director of the French Academy of
Painting at Paris, the son of Louis, the younger brother of

Jean Baptiste Vanloo, was born at Nice in 1705. He
learned painting and sculpture when a boy at Rome ; he

Vol. XXVI.—

R
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was instructed in painting by his brother and by Benedetto
Luti. and in sculpture by Le Grew. His brother took him
with him to Paris in 1719. and he commenced his career as

a decorative painter in the great Opera-house, but he soon
forsook this branch for portrait painting. In 1723, when
only eighteen, he gained the first medal for drawing at the

Academy, and in 1721 the first prize for painting. In

1727 he went again to Rome, and gained one of the prizes

ofthe Academy ofSt. Luke : he also distinguished himself by
a picture of the Apotheosis of St. Isidore, and two or three

other works, which attracted the notice of the Cardinal de
Pclignac, then French minister at the court of Rome, who
procured him a pension from Uie French king; and in

1729 he was honoured with the title of Cavaliere by the

pope.
On his return to Paris he delayed some time at Turin,

where he p<urued eleveu pictures from Tasso's ' Jerusalem
Delivered,' for the king of Sardinia ; and he married there

the celebrated singer Christine Sommis, with whom he
arrived at Paris in 1734. Dandre Bardon, who wrote a
Life of Charles Vanloo, says that Madam Vanloo was the
first singer who excited the admiration of the French for

Italian music. In 1735 Vanloo was admitted a member of
the Academy ; he painted as his reception picture Marsyas
flayed by Apollo, which is one ofhis best works. Frederic

the Great of Prussia wished him to enter into his service,

and offered him a pension of 3000 dollars (450/.) and dis-

tinct payment for his works ; Vanloo however declined,

but recommended his nephew Charles Amadee Philippe

to Frederic, who was appointed the king's painter. Vanloo
himself painted for the king a picture of the Sacrifice of
Iphigema.

In 1751 Vanloo was presented by Louis XV. with the
Order of St. Michael ; and in the same year was made
director of the Academy : in 1762 he was appointed prin-

cipal painter to the king. He died in Paris in 1765.
Charles Andre Vanloo was considered by the admirers

of the old French school the last of the great historical

painters of France. He was an easy and a rapid draughts-
man ; was true and vigorous in colouring, and had a mas-
terly execution ; he was however rather poor in invention.

He was very fastidious, aud he often destroyed some of his

best pieces. He was a roan of singular temper ; he went
every night to the theatres, but generally to the Italian

comedy, yet he always rose early. Diderot (Essai stir

la Peinlure) says that Vanloo could neither read nor
write.

VANLOO, JEAN BAPT1STE, originally of a noble
family of Ecluse in Flanders, which had long numbered
painters among its members, was born at Aix in Provence,
in 1684. His grandfather Jacques was a clever portrait

painter, and his father Louis Vanloo excelled in design and
was a good fresco painter : he was educated in Paris in the

French Academy, but settled at Aix in Provence in 1683.
His two sons, Jean Baptiste and Charles Andre, both be-
came eminent painters.

Jean Baptiste was instructed by his father, who taught
him to draw when he was still a child : he set him to copy
pictures by the old masters, and young Vanloo is said to
have made a good copy when he was only eight years of
age. Jean Baptiste painted portraits and history, and first

Practised at Nice and Toulon, where he married the
tughter of an advocate. He was obliged to leave Toulon

in 1707, when it was besieged by Victor, duke of Savoy,
afterwards called king of Sardinia, and he returned to

Aix, where he remained five years, during which time he
painted many portraits and several religious pieces. In
1712 he returned to Nice, and his father dying shortly
afterwards, he finished the works which his father had left

incomplete. He then went to Genoa and to Turin, where
he was noticed by the duke of Savoy, whose family he
painted, as well as a portrait of the duke himself. He be-
came acquainted at Turin also with the duke's son-in-law

the Prince of Caiignano, who took Vanloo into his service

and sent lum to Rome, where he became the scholar of

Benedetto Luti. In 1719 Vanloo was lodged by his patron
the Prince of Caiignano in his hotel at Paris. On his return
from Kome.Vanloo visited Turin and painted some pictures
for the king of Sardinia, who would have retained him in

his service but for his engagement with the Prince of
Caiignano. He soon acquired a great reputation in Paris,

and was in great favour with the regent, the duke of

Orleans, for whom he repaired in distemper the ftre er
toons by Julio Romano of the Lores of Jupiter, and a>

the frescoes of Niccolo Abati from the designs of Pruc:

ticcio at Fontainebleau. In the latter he was assisted

his brother Charles Andrg. These works and the gail*-

containing them were destroyed in 1738 to make room :

a new building.

In portrait Vanloo had few rivals in Paris. He purr
Louis XV. and the queen of France ; also the king 9bc-
laus Leczinski and nis queen. Yet although hem .

much occupied with portraits, he applied himself tr»

stantly to historical pieces, some of which gained him r»
credit. In 1731 he was made a member of the Aeader
and in 1735 he was appointed professor. He paiotr.

picture of Diana and Endymion for his reception into •:

Academy. Notwithstanding Vanloo's great succea .

large family and an unsuccessful speculation (b» a
40,000 francs in the Mississippi scheme) rendered cotii'

exertion necessary. He came, in 1738, with two of.1

sons to London, with a view of trying his fortune in
!

country, and he met with great success. His first work .

London were portraits of Colley Cibber and Owen )!:•

Swinney, 'whose long silver-grey hairs,' says Walptr
' were extremely picturesque, and contributed to ghi 5"

new painter reputation.' He continues—'Vanloo v*-

bore away the chief business of London from every otfer

painter. His likenesses were very strong, but not fw tic-

able, and his heads coloured with force. He execf-a

very little of the rest of his pictures, the draperies of *£c
were supplied by Van Aken and Vanloo's own duo} .-

Eccardt and Root. However Vanloo certainly introdtir.

a better style ; his pictures were thoroughly finisr:

natural, and no part neglected. He was laborious, 1-

demanded five sittings from each person. But he de-

left the palm to be again contended for by his rivals, b

laboured under a complication of distempers, and bt.~

advised to try the air of his own country, Provence,
retired thither in October, 1742, and died there in Ar-

1746.' He left about 90,000 francs to his family.
Vanloo had an extraordinary facility of execution .

•-

painted three well-finished heads in a single dav. H.

colouring was rich and his drawing was correct. He U
five sons, two of whom became distinguished psistr

Louis Michel, painter to Philip V., king of Spain; ^
Charles Amadee Philippe, painter to Frederic the Gin
of Prussia.

Vanloo's historical pieces are numerous : Christ enter.-;

into Jerusalem, at St. Martin des Champs ; and St. rV<-

delivered from Prison, at St. Germain des PtAs, at rV.

are among his best works.
(iyArgenville, Abrfgi de la Vie des plus fameux h

tres, &c„ Supp.
;
WaTpole, Anecdotes of Painting, i.

Abb6 de Fontenai, Dictionnaire des Artistes, &c. ; F..-

rillo, Geschichte der Mahlerey, vol. iii.)

VANMANDER, CAREL, or CHARLES, a pair',

poet, and biographer, born at Meulebeke near Courtn-
in 1548, was descended of an old noble family of V™
Flanders: members of his family had held high office* -*

church and state as early as the thirteenth century : is

father was a landowner and fanned likewise some gour»
ment estates. Vanmander showed great ability for S
poetry and painting when very young, and he was p ica
at an early age with Lucas deHeere at Ghent, likewise a yot
and painter. He studied painting afterwards with Petir

Vlenck at Courtray ; and in 1569 ne returned home. St

spent .five years in his native place, devoting much o.'
'. *

time to poetry and dramatic representations, and he »ur«>
intended a theatre at home, of which he was poet, pair/.a
and manager, and which he made extremely popular. Hi
painted also some altar-pieces and a few other pictures. li

1574 he set out for Rome. In Rome Vanmander becscc
acquainted with Spranger, and was led away from the rt*-

rect taste which he might otherwise have acquired tht-t

by the mannerism of that master and of the period. Vk I

was however very industrious, and acquired great distu*
tion. He left Rome in 1577 for his own country, and *
his way visited Basel and Vienna. At Basel he p*ia><4
some frescoes in the cemetery : at Vienna he again rrd
with Spranger, and assisted him in some of his w\-i*
Vanmander, after his return home, lived some year* k
Eeace, dividing his time between poetry and paintiifl
ut the civil wars soon rendered it necessary for him II
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eave his native place. His father's house wag plundered

>y some Walloons, and he himself only escaped hanging
iy the accidental arrival on the spot ofan Italian with whom
ie had been acquainted. in Rome, who released him. He
i rst went to Courtray, but upon the plague breaking out
a that place he removed to Bruges ; and shortly after-

vards, in 1583, he went with his wife and two children to

Iaarlera, where he remained twenty years, respected by all

-ho knew him. At Haarlem Vanmander established an
aderoy, and had many scholars ; here also he accom-

plished many literary labours. He wrote many songs:
i .instated the 'Iliad;' the 'Bucolics' and 'Georgics' of
'irgil; and Ovid's 'Metamorphoses;' and compiled also

lie greater part of his 'Lives of the Painters,' which he
inished, in 1604, at Sevenbergen, a castle between Alk-
naar and Haarlem. In the same year he removed to

Vnisterdam, where he died in 1606, aged 58, leaving a
wfe and seven children to deplore his loss. Three hun-
ted of his friends and scholars followed his body to its

rave.

The world is chiefly indebted to Vanmander for his

Lives of the Painters' ('Het SchilderBoek'), Haarlem, 1604,
to., which contains notices of the painters of antiquity, and
f the most celebrated Italian, German. Dutch, and Flem-
-h painters. A modernized edition of the Dutch, Flemish,
nd German painters, with many portraits, and some addi-
ions, was published at Amsterdam in 1764, under the title

Het Leven der Doorluchtige Nederlandsche en eenige
loogduitsche Schilders ' (' laves of the Illustrious Nether-
md and some German Painters'). Vanmander painted a
onsiderable number of pictures on religious subjects, many
f which have been engraved. He was a good landscape
lainter, both in fresco and in oil : he executed at Rome
ome large landscapes in fresco which gained him great

redit. His son, Charles Vanmander, born at Delft in 1580,

ho distinguished himself as an historical and portrait

>ainter. He was painter to Christian IV., king of Den-
uark, excelled in portrait painting, had a free touch, and
oloured well. He was still living in 1665.

(Vanmander, Het Leven der Schilders, ed. 1764;
k-hopenhauer, Johann Van Eyck und seine Nachfolger

;

r
iorillo, Geschichte der Zeichnenden Kunste, &c.

; Fussli,

lllgemeines Kiinsller Lexicon.)
VANNES, a town in the west of France, capital of the

lepartment of Morbihan, 242 miles in a direct line west-

outh-west of Paris, or 277 miles by the road through Ver-
ailles, Dreux, Alencon, Mayenne, Laval, Rennes, and
'loermel : in 47° 38' N. lat. and 2° 46' W. long.

Vannes is commonly identified by geographers with the
)ariorigum (Aapiopiyov) of Ptolemy, the capital of the
'uneti. But as Caesar has particularly described the
ituation of the towns of the Veneti, on tongues of land
adulated at high-water (De Bell. Gall., iii. 12), it has
H't-n suggested by the historians of Bretagne (Lobineau
nid Morxce) that the site of Dariorigum could not be iden-
ioal with that of the modern Vannes ; and D'Anville, who
idopts the suggestion, is inclined to place Dariorigum on a
ongue of land, such as described by Caesar, on the shore
>f the bay of Morbihan, about three miles from Vannes,
•ailed still Durouec. At what period the townsmen trans-

med their residence to the site of the modern town is not
cnown : possibly it was on the conquest of the Veneti by
'aesar, or when, by the firm establishment of the Romap
lotninion, security from attack was less needed than con-
enicnce. Malte-Brun supposes the site of Dariorigum
ind Vannes to be the same, and that the sea formerly
flowed up to it. In the later period of the Roman do-
minion Dariorigum seems to have assumed the name of
Veneti, from which the modern Vannes has been derived.
The Breton name of the town is still Wenet or Guenet. In
the middle ages Vannes was the capital of a county held
by the dukes of Bretagne. It was repeatedly taken and
retaken in the war of Charles de Blois and Jean de Mont-
I'oit lor the succession of Bretagne. [Bretagne.]

\ annes is situated at the confluence of two small streams
which fall into the northernmost recess of the bay of Mor-
bihan, two or three miles below the town. The town itself

appears to be on the point of land formed by the junction
of the rivers, and is surrounded by walls, which are in
i;ood preservation : it has two faubourgs or suburbs, larger
than the town itself, from which one of them is separated
by the town wall, which is here strengthened by towers
and a ditch. On the north side of the town are barren

heaths, and on the south aide extensive marshes
;
yet the

vicinity affords some agreeable walks and picturesque
objects. The streets are dark ; the houses are chiefly 6{
stone, and, except some on the quay, are gloomy and old.

The cathedral is a Gothic building, which Malte-Brun cha-
racterises as heavy ; but Mrs. Stothard speaks of its ' high
and tapering spires.' The other Gothic buildings were for

the most part destroyed at the Revolution : the ruins of
some of them remain.

The' population of the commune, in 1826, was 11,289;
in 1831, 10,305 ; and in 1836, 11,623. The town is com-
mercial rather than manufacturing, though coarse wool-
lens, lace, cotton-yarn, calico and other cotton goods,
and hats are manufactured. The port, formed by the
river, is narrow and inconvenient ; it is lined by quays
faced with freestone. The pilchard fishery is carried on
to a considerable extent, and the small vessels to which
the port is accessible import wines from Bordeaux,
brandy, oil, soap, and colonial produce ; and export corn
and salt. Trade is carried on in hemp, honey, wax, butter,

cider, and iron-wares. Ships are built. There are several

cattle and horse fairs in the year, at which considerable

business is done. Vannes has a subordinate court of
justice and a commercial court: a number of fiscal and
administrative government offices, a high school for the
commune, with a collection of philosophical apparatus ; a
free school for navigation, a public library, a polymathic
society for promoting the cultivation of science, literature,

and art, which has commenced the formation of a museum,
chiefly of natural history ; an hospital, a theatre, and three

public walks.

The bishopric of Vannes dates from the fifth century :

the diocese includes the department, and the bishop is a
suffragan of the archbishop of Tours.

The arrondissement of Vannes has an area of 633 square
miles, and comprehends 74 communes : it is divided into

11 cantons or districts, each under a justice of the
peace: the population, in 1831, was 119,774; in 1836,

125,898.

(Malte-Brun, Gfographie ; Og£e, Dictionnaire de Bre-
tagne ; Mrs. C. Stothard, Letters written during a Tour
in Normandy, Britanny, fyc. ; D'Anville, Notice de I'An-
cienne Gaule ; Dictionnaire Giographique Universel.)

VANNI, CAVALIERE FRANCESCO, one of the

most celebrated Italian painters of the latter half of the
sixteenth century, was born at Siena, in 1565, of a family
long distinguished in the Sienese annals of painting. He
was first instructed by his father, and after his death, for

a short time, by his step-father Archangeio Salimbeni : he
is then said to nave studied with BartoTomeo Passarotti at

Bologna, which Lanzi questions ; and in his sixteenth year
he went to Rome and finished his studies with Giovanni

de' Vecchi. He ultimately adopted the style of Baroccio,

and became the most distinguished of all that painter's

imitators
;
though he copied also some of the works c*

Correggio and Parmegiano at Parma, and it was perhaps

more owing to liis admiration for the works and style of

Correggio that he painted in the manner of Baroccio,

than from any direct imitation of the latter. Vanni ob-

tained such reputation at Siena by some of the altar-pieces

which he executed for its churches, that he was invited by
Clement VIII. to Rome, and commissioned by that pontiff

to paint a picture for one of the altars of St. Peter's. He
painted Simon Magus rebuked by Peter, and gave such

satisfaction that he was created cavaliere of the order of

Christ. This picture is still in good preservation, is ex-

ecuted completely in the style of Baroccio, and is one of

Vanni's best works. Other celebrated works by him in

Rome are—in Santa Cecilia in Trastevere, the Flagellation

of Christ, and the Death of St. Cecilia ; and a Dead Christ

in Santa Maria della Vallicella. He painted also some
celebrated works in Siena, at Pisa, ana at Pistoia. H's

picture of St. Raimond walking on the Sea, at San Dome-
nico, is considered the best painting at Siena. He was also

a skilful architect. He died at Siena in 1609. aged only

44, according to Baldinucci, or 46, according to D'Argen-

ville, who gives 1563 as the date of his birth.

Vanni's style was so much like that of Baroccio, that even

good judges have been misled as to the authorship of some
of Vanni's pictures, supposing them to be works of Baroc-

cio. With however the single exception of colouring,

Vanni was upon the whole inferior to Baroccio ; and in

colouring he was sometimes hard. His drawing^ in gene-
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l&l was excellent, but has less fulness than Baroccio's ; he
had also less vigour of conception and less spirit of execu-

tion.

Vanni formed a numerous school, of which his two
sons Michelangelo and Raphael Vanni were distinguished

scholars. Both attained the rank of cavaliere, but, says

Lanzi, the younger was the more deserving of it. Raphael
was born in 1596. He painted many pictures of merit in

Rome ; where, in 1655, he was elected a member of the

Academy of St. Luke. He painted in the style of Pietro

da Cortona.

Many of the works of Francesco Vanni have been en-

graved by some of the most eminent engravers ; he him-

self also etched a few plates. His portrait is in the

painter's portrait gallery at Florence.

VANNI, GIOVANNI BATT1STA, a Florentine pain-

ter, or, according to others, a native of Pisa, was born in

1599. He was the scholar, first, of Jacopo da Empoli, and
then of Christofano Allori, in whose style he painted, espe-

cially in colouring. He excelled in imitating, and made
some excellent copies after Titian, Correggio, and Paul

Veronese ; he etched some plates after the two last, in a

spirited though careless manner : the Marriage at Cana,

after Paul Veronese, dated 1637, is his best production in

this line. The painting of San Lorenzo, in the church of

San Simone at Florence, is considered his best picture ; but

it is not a work of the highest order. He died in 1660.

(Baldinucci, Notizic de" Professori del disegno da Cima-
bueinqud; Lanzi, Storia Pittorica, 8cc.

;
D'Argenville,

Abrige, &c. ; Huber, Manuel de» Amateurs, &c.)

VAN OOST, JACOB, the Elder, a celebrated Flemish
historical painter, was born at Bruges, in 1600, of a good
family. He distinguished himself when very young, and

even before his 21st year was accounted one of the best

painters of Bruges. He copied some of the pictures of
Rubens with such fidelity, both of colouring and execution,

that his copies have passed, and still pass, for originals by
that master. After painting some time at Bruges, he
went to Italy, and paid great attention to the works of

Annibal Carracci at Rome, and endeavoured to appropriate

his style of composition and design, which he did to a great

degree. He returned in 1630 to Bruges with the reputa-

tion of a great painter, and was solicited for works from
all quarters. In 1633 he was elected dean of the corpora-

tion of painters of Bruges. His pictures are very nume-
rous, though on a large scale : his design and chiaroscuro
were good, and his colouring rich and fresh in the carna-
tions ; but his draperies are sometimes raw and careless.

Some of his pictures are executed with such boldness, that

they are scarcely intelligible except at a considerable dis-

tance, when their effect is masterly ; others, on the con-
trary, are highly finished, and the colours are well blended.

His pictures have few figures, are well composed, and are

unencumbered with unnecessary accessories : the landscape
of his backgrounds was painted by other masters ; the ar-

chitecture, in which he excelled, by himself. There are

many of his works at Bruges : in the Hdpital de St. Jean
there are several, some of which are among his best pieces.

In one of the hails ofjustice at Bruges there is a picture of
the condemnation of a criminal, which is considered Van
Oost's masterpiece. He was equally excellent as a portrait

painter. He died in 1691.

VAN OOST, JACOB, the Younger, son of the elder

Van Oost, was born at Bruges in 1637. He was first in-

structed by his father, then studied two years in Paris, and
afterwards spent some time in Rome. After his return to

Bruges he for a short time assisted his father ; but having
determined to establish himself at Paris, he set out for

that capital in 1673. He however delayed upon his road
at Lille to paint a few portraits, which brought him so
many sitters and other engagements, that he fixed himself
in that place, and remained there forty years, until after

the death of his wife. He returned to his native place in

1713, the year of his death, and the seventy-sixth of his

age. The younger Van Oost was also an able painter in

history and in portrait, but his historical pieces are not
numerous. His style was like that of his father, but he
painted with a better impasto, and his draperies are very
superior. His figures are correct and expressive.

(Descamps, La Vie detPeintret Flamands, &c. ; Watelet
et Levesque. Dictionnaire de* Art* de Peinture, Sec.

;

Notice de* Tableaux qui eomposent Le Mutte de L'Hdpital
Civil de S. Jean d Bruges.')

VAN OS, PIETER GERARD. This distingwiih
animal-painter was the son of JanVan Os, a clever *o-"<

painter, who was born in 1774, and died at Uie Hague
1808. He was also a marine painter and a poet.

Pieter Van Os was born at the Hague in 1776, and w

taught painting by his father. He selected Paul Pot:

as his model, and copied his pictures assiduously, and soi

of the works of Charles Dujardin. He made such an »

cellent copy of the celebrated young bull by Hotter, in *J

gallery of the Hague, that William V., prince of Orar;

purchased it and a copy after Dujardin, and placed tfct

in his gallery. For a time, owing to the disturbed staf'

society towards the end of the eighteenth century, vk
was very unfavourable to the arts, Van Os was forcw :

give up his favourite pursuit of animal painting, arte '

take to portrait painting in miniature and to teack.

drawing. After a few years however he again commnn-
painting landscapes, with cattle, sheep, Sec, by vrhidi .-:

acquired a great reputation. In 1813 and 1814 he sen-,

as a captain of volunteers, and was present in •

engagements, which induced him to try his hand at m..

tary subjects, in which he was not unsuccessful. Ti

emperor Alexander purchased a picture of him in 181A el

the entrance of the Cossacks into Utrecht, and placed s

his palace at St. Petersburg. He died in the Hague r.

1839.

The pictures of Van Os are numerous, and are soli .

high prices: many of them have been engraved. E>

himself also etched many plates of cattle, &r. in a lat-

terly manner from Iub own designs, and from the piet^*

of eminent painters, Potter, Berghem, Ruisdael, and otfcr

?

(Dr. Nagler, Neues Allgemeines Kiinstler Lexicon.
VANSLEB. [Wansleben.]
VANSOMER, PAUL, a Flemish portrait painter, be:

at Antwerp about 1576. He was instructed by his brot!<-

Bernard Vansomer, a good painter of conversation p».-»

and portraits, who had studied in Italy, and lived at Am-

sterdam. Paul came to England about the year 1606. ir

met with great success here. He painted James I-

many of the principal statesmen and noblemen of 'a.

time. There is a portrait of James I. at Windsor, a r.n

of Whitehall in the background ; and another at Hampv-i

Court, with some armour by his side, painted in 1615. i

superior picture, according to Walpole. There is abc *'

Hampton Court a portrait of the queen of James 1. wi'i i

horse and dogs, by Vansomer; which is imitated,
Walpole, in the tapestry at Houghton. The same wnter

mentions likewise the following pictures by this painter -
Lord Chancellor Bacon, and his brother Nicholas, at Ga
hambury (there is a portrait of Bacon by Vansomrr. n

the collection of Earl Cowper at Pansanger) ; the Marqu
of Hamilton with a white staff, at Hampton Court ; 'is

lord chamberlain, William, earl ofPembroke, at St. Jamot
an admirable portrait ; and in Walpole's opinion, a
length at Chaisworth of the first earl of Devonshire in t»

robes, though ascribed to Mytens, worthy of the pena J

Vandyck, and one of the finest single figures he had c>:

seen. He mentions also a portrait of Anne of Denau"-
the queen of James I., with a prospect of the west end rf

St. Paul's.

Vansomer died in London, and was buried in &
Martin's in the Fields, as appearsby the register: • to
5, 1621. Paulus Vansomer, pictor eximius, sepnltus frt

in ecclesiS.' (Walpole, Anecdotes of Painting in En-
land.)

VAN SWIETEN. [Swietbn.]
VANUCCHI. [Sarto.J
VANUDEN, LUCAS, a distinguished Flemish Uj*

scape painter, born at Antwerp in 1595. He was a-

structed by his father, who was also a landscape painter:

but not satisfied with the precepts of art, he was constant
in the fields, from sunrise until sunset, sketching al) 'ht

striking effects of nature, and he made valuable use of t»

studies in his paintings. Rubens was a great adrnirt-; 4
the works of Vanuden ; he employed him to paint skiev

and landscapes in many of his pictures, which Vanudn
adapted admirably to the style of Rubens. RubensM
inserted figures in the pictures of Vanuden, although tt

himselfwas a good figure-painter.

His paintings are distinguished for their lightness &
touch, clearness and truth of colouring, and for pure ikm
and light easy foliage. He painted large and soil
pictures, adapting his "touch to the size and nature of l»
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composition, but his small pieces are more characteristic

of his style : he was fond of extensive and distant scenes.

Vanuden also etched some landscapes in a masterly
manner, some original designs, and some after Rubens
and Titian. The date of his death is not known, but he
died after 1662. (Descamps, La Vie des Peinires Flamatids,
&c. ; Huber, Manuel des Amateur*, &c.)
VAN UTRECHT, ADRIAN, born at Antwerp in 1599,

was one of the most distinguished of the Flemish painters
of still-life. He painted fruit, flowers, shell-fish, dead
game, birds, Sec., sometimes together and sometimes sepa-
rately, with such remarkable truth and freedom of touch,
and elegance of composition, that he received many more
orders than he could execute. The best of his pictures
were purchased by the king of Spain, and taken to that
country: they are very scarce, are rarely met with at
auctions, and are sold for high prices. He excelled in
birds of all descriptions. He died rich, at Antwerp, in
1651. With the exception of Snyders, Van Utrecht was
superior to all other painters in his line. (Houbraken,
(froote Schouburgh, &c. ; Descantps, La Vie des Peintres
Flamatids, See.)

VAN VEEN, or VAE'NIUS, OTHO, called also Otto-
venius, a distinguished painter, born at Leyden in 1550,
according to Houbraken, or 1556, according to De Piles
and others ; Van Mander says he was 47 in 1604. His
lather was burgomaster of Leyden, and his mother was of
a distinguished family of Amsterdam. Van Veen was
instructed in letters by Lampsonius, private secretary to
the bishop of liege, and was taught drawing by Isaac
Claes or Nicolas, and painting by Jost Van Wingen. His
lather sent him to Liege in his fifteenth year, where he
remained three years in the house of the bishop. Cardinal
Groosbeck, who then sent him to Rome with letters to
Cardinal Maduccio, by whom he was well received. In
Home Van Veen studied with Federigo Zucchero ; and
after spending eight years in Italy, he visited Vienna, where
the emperor wished to detain him in his service : he visitld

also Munich and Cologne, where he likewise had flatter
ing offers to induce him to remain, but which his desire
to settle in his own country compelled him to decline.
He settled at Brussels, in the service of Alessandro Farnese,
duke of Parma, and governor of the Spanish Netherlands,
of whom he painted a full length in armour, which ob-
tained him a great reputation. After the death of the
duke of Parma, Van Veen removed to Antwerp, esta-

blished an academy there, and painted many pictures for
its churches. Rubens attended his academy. When the
Archduke Albert of Austria, who succeeded the duke of
Parma as governor, made his public entry into Antwerp,
Van Veen designed the triumphant arches which were
erected upon the occasion; and the duke was so well
satisfied with the devices, that he invited Van Veen to
Brussels, and appointed him master of the mint there. He
painted the portraits of Albert, and of his wife, the infanta
Isabella, daughter of Philip II. of Spain, which were sent
to James I. of England. Louis XIII. invited Van Veen
to Paris, but he declined to leave the archduke.
Van Veen died at Brussels in 1634, aged 78, or, accord-

ing to Houbraken, in 1629. He left two daughters, Ger-
trude and Cornelia, who both distinguished themselves in
painting; Gertrude painted her father's portrait, which
.ias been engraved.
There are several paintings by Van Veen at Antwerp

;

and in the cathedral of Leyden there is a Supper of the
I'Ord, which is considered a good work ; he excelled in
invention and in chiaroscuro. His imagination was very
fertile

: his designs are very numerous ; a list ofthem, with
the Life of Van Veen, was printed at Amsterdam in 1682,
in a work entitled ' Academie des Sciences et des Arts,' &c.,
bv Isaac Bullart. Among them are emblems of Horace :

' Zinneheelden getrokken uit Horatius Flaccus,' &c., 103
plates, with text illustrations in Latin, Dutch, and French.
™.any of the designs are ingenious in their invention, and
skilful in their composition, but the plates are badly exe-
cuted. He designed also emblems of divine and profane
love; and thirty-two illustrations of the life of Thomas
Aquinas. He published also a history of the war of the
Batavians under Claudius Civilis against the Romans, from
lacitns, with forty illustrations; and the history of ' The
Seven Twin Sons of Lara,' likewise with forty illustrations,
which were engraved by Antonio Tempesta. Felibien, in™

' Entretiens sur lesVies des plus celebres Peintres,' has

extracted part of this work, relating the story and de-
scribing the subject of each plate. In the Pinakolhek at
Munich there are six small allegorical paintings of the
triumph of the Reman church by Van Veen ; curious
designs, but extremely cold and blue in colouring. Van
Veen was very fond of allegorical and emblematical repre-
sentations, and Reynolds supposes that Rubens acquired his
taste for the same subjects from him. In the cathedral at
Bruges there is a Nativity by Van Veen, of which Rey-
nolds observes :

—
' Many parts of this picture bring to

mind the manner of Rubens, particularly the colouring of
the arm of one of the shepherds ; but in comparison of
Rubens it is but a lame performance, and would not be
worth mentioning here, but from its being the work of
a man who had the honour to be the master of Rubens.'
VANVITELLI, LUIGI, a very distinguished architect,

inasmuch as he erected one of the most extensive edifices

of the eighteenth century, in which however it must be
admitted the greatness of the opportunity was not equalled
by his talent. Though he may be considered an Italian,

Luigi was of Flemish origin, his father being a native of
Utrecht, whose real name was Van Witel, afterwards
Italianized by a slight alteration. Gasparo, the elder Van-
yitelli, was born in Utrecht in 1647, and going to Italy for
improvement in his profession as a painter, fixed his resi-

dence at Naples, where he acquired considerable repute
for his ability in landscape and architectural subjects. He
was familiarly known as Vanvitelli degli Occhiali, on ac-
count of his always wearing spectacles, without which he
could hardly see ; yet he continued to paint alter he had
reached a very advanced age, and indeed after he had sub-
mitted to an unsuccessful operation on one eye, the sight
of which he entirely lost, fie died in 1730, at the age of
eighty-nine.

His son Luigi was born at Naples in 1700, and began
while a child to display a strong inclination and consider-
able aptitude for art, in which he was encouraged and
instructed by his father. So great was his proficiency,

that at the age of twenty he was employed by Cardinal
Acquaviva to paint some frescoes in the chapel of St. .Ce-
cilia ; and he afterwards made some of the cartoons from
celebrated pictures, preparatory to their being copied on a
larger scale, in mosaic, for St. Peter's at Rome. About
this period too he began to study architecture under
Filippo Ivara, one of the most noted in his profession.

His first architectural work was the restoration of the Pa-
lazzo Albani at Urbino, for the Cardinal di San Clemente

;

besides which he erected two churches in that city, S.
Francesco and S. Domenico, works that led to his obtaining
the appointment of architect to St Peter's at the age of
twenty-six. He was also associated with Niccolo Salvi in
the undertaking for conducting the water of the Vermicino
to Rome. About the same time there was a competition
of all the most eminent architects of the day for a
facade for the church of S. Giovanni Laterano at Rome,
to which both Salvi and Vanvitelli sent in designs ; and,
according to a memoir on the subject by the latter, their

designs were approved : but the first decision was set

aside by the pope, who determined in favour of that by
Galilei

; yet not so much, it is said, on account of its archi-

tectural merit as for private reasons. However, neither

Salvi nor Vanvitelli was overlooked : the former was em-
ployed upon the fountain of Trevi ; the other sent to im-
prove the harbour and public works at Ancona, where he
built the celebrated lazaretto, a pentagonal structure, and
repaired and altered some churches and chapels. He was
likewise occupied with many employments of a similar

nature at Macerata, Perugia, Pesaro, and Siena. When at

Milan, in 1745, he made a design for the facade of the
Duomo, in which he endeavoured to keep something of

the character, if not of the style, of the rest of the edifice

;

but it was neither carried into execution at the time, nor
afterwards followed in the actual facade begun by Leo-
poldo Pollak and completed by Zanoja and Amati. At
Rome his most important work was the convent of S.

Agostino ; but he also executed there, for the Portuguese
ambassador, a most superb chapel, which was conveyed to

Portugal, and there re-erected in the church of the Jesuits

at Lisbon.

Such was the reputation he had now obtained, that

when the king of Naples, afterwards Charles III. of Spain,

determined to erect a palace at Caserta that should be
upon a scale hardly inferior to that of any other edifice of
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the kind in Europe, he at once made choice of Vanvitelli

as the architect, and the first stone was laid, Jan. 28th,

1732.
Thi9 vast pile is an unbroken parallelogram of uni-

form design, all its fronts being nearly similar in their ele-

vations : those facing the north and south are 730 feet, the

others 570 in length, and the general height of the building

is 102 feet, which b however increased to 162 at the angles,

where there is a square pavilion, forming a second order.

The elevations consist ofavery lofty basement, comprising
a ground-floor and mezzanine ; and above that an Ionic

order with two series of windows, and mezzanine windows
in the frieze. Although it may be considered in some re-

spect as the principal front, since it faces a spacious semi-

elliptical piazza enclosed by a uniform range of buildings

for lodgings and stables, the south front is less decorated

than that towards the gardens, for it has columns only in

the centre and at the extremities, while in the other the

order is continued throughout in pilasters as well as

columns
;
yet the degree of unity thus kept up is attended

with a very great drawback, for the narrower intercolumns

between the centre and end breaks cause the others to

appear offensively wide, and those parts of the composition
where there ought to have been greater richness to look

poor and straggling : this is particularly the case with
regard to the centre, which is only three intercolumns in

width ; therefore that and its pediment become insignifi-

cant in comparison with the entire mass, a defect which is

further increased by the end pavilions being so much
loftier. Owing to the great height of the basement, the

cornice of the order (which is very plain and poor in itself)

forms no adequate finish to the general elevation ; and
even if the entablature be considered only in relation to

the order, independently of the basement, it is disfigured

by the small mezzanine windows in its frieze. Internally

the general plan is divided into four spacious courts by
other ranges of building from north to south and from east

to west, at whose intersection there is a large and lofty

octagon crowned by a dome ; but though this last shows
itself as an important feature when seen in geometrical
elevation, where it breaks the outline, and gives a towering
central mass, it is entirely lost in the building, except in a
very distant view of it. and can be seen only from the inner

courts, a circumstance the less to be regretted, because it

is very ugly. That part of the building forms a large

octangular vestibule, with the grand staircase on one side

and the chapel on the other ; and these and the upper vesti-

bule are by far the most striking and scenic portions of the
interior, the rest only presenting long enfilades of rooms,
with little remarkable in point of architecture. With the
greatness of mere quantity, Caserta is deficient in grandeur
of quality: except those pointed out, its faults are few; but
its beauties also are few : therefore, considering what ample
scope was afforded the architect, he must be considered to

have failed—at least comparatively. Vanvitelli published
a large folio volume of the plans, &c. in 1757, under the
title of ' Dichiarazione de' Disegni del Reale Palazzo di

Caserta.*

Besides tne palace itself and the subordinate buildings
attached to it, he executed at Caserta one of the most
stupendous works of its kind ever undertaken in modern
times, namely, the aqueduct, or ranges of aqueducts, com-
menced in 1753, in order to supply the palace with water.
His labours at Caserta led to his being employed on many
other works at Naples, the principal of which are the ca-
valry-barracks, near the Ponte Maddelena, and the three
churches of S. Marcellino, Delia Rotonda, and La Nun-
ziata._ Among those at other places are the public hall at
Brescia and the bridge at Benevento. Few architects have
enjoyed a more prosperous career ; yet, shortly before his
death, which happened March 1st, 1773, he had the morti-
fication to incur a severe stigma upon his professional cha-
racter, being condemned at Rome to pay the sum of 5000
crowns for having estimated the repairs of the aqueduct ot

Acqna Felice at only 2000, though the actual expense was
22,000 crowns.

( Milizia, Vitc ; Quatremere de Quincy, Histoire, $c. des
pin* Ce/cbres Architect?* : Kunttblatt, 1824.)
VAPOUR. There are many substances, both fluid

and solid, which when exposed to the air or to the more
powerful agency of heat are gradually but totally dis-
sipated, owing to their particles assuming the state of
vapcur by what is termed spontaneous evaporation. A

vapour then consists of ponderable matter combined »;
sufficient specific heat to enable it to retain Its aeVifr-

existence : we have already [Gas] given a similar de*r
tion of a gas. The question then naturally arises. In wtu/

.

vapours differ from gases? The answer is, that the f

ference is a conventional one, being of degree paly. -

not of kind : thus when atmospheric air containing. *>

always does, the vapour of water, is suddenly cooled
exposure to a colder substance, the water which it «

tained in the state of invisible vapour is deposited in ••

state of palpable water on the colder body : vre soy i*

aqueous vapour or the vapour of water, ana not aqt»-

gas. No similar change is produced, by this abstracti.

heat, in the form of the constituents of the air, and
are therefore termed gaseous bodies or gases. Tht r
ference however, we repeat, is one of degree only, for ua-

gaseous bodies [Gas] which had been, not mam i-a

since, considered as permanently elastic as atmosphere c
have been shown by the important investigation* of I*

Faraday to be reducible to liquids ; and additional ele-
ments have even shown that carbonic acid gas, which re-

quires a pressure of 35 atmospheres to render it fluid, se

by particular management be converted into a solid

A practical difference between a vapour and a est

illustrated by the use of the vapour of water, and it»

sequent condensation, as a motive-power in the rtet?

engine. No known gaseous body could be employed
the same advantage, owing to the great degree of pr-v -*

and cold required for its condensation.

Evaporation, both spontaneous and artificial, and fa-
cially the latter, is employed in numerous raanufaciL-

and chemical processes. When, for example, cmbt •

salt is prepared from sea-water, it is exposed in tht

instance to the air in shallow clay pits, by which -jr-

taneous evaporation takes place ; and this occure tu '?

greatest extent in hot weather, and when the surtax
the brine is agitated by the wind. It is found ho« "
that spontaneous evaporation can be carried on with *
vantage to a certain extent only ; and when this poia'

.

arrived at, the operation of salt-making is finished In *-

moving the concentrated brine to iron vessels, in wlr:

the evaporation is artificially conducted by the applirat r

of heat, the vaporization being greater as the tempen'r>
is higher, till the boiling-point is arrived at, when :'

greatest.

Evaporation is used for numerous purposes and pr>

cesses, and in different modes, according to the substir ••

operated on and the objects to be attained. When <-.-

trivances are adopted for condensing the whole or i-<

portion of an evaporated liquid, the process is termed j»

tillation, and the ends accomplished by it are various. w>r
for example, water is distilled, it is for the purpose
separating the saline and earthy impurities, which
being vaporizable, remain in the body of the still.

»»'

the pure vapour of the water is condensed by coolin; -

the worm : so again, when wine is submitted to distills' -

it is for the purpose of evaporating and subsequently r-
densing the spirit or brandy from the water and the cok» •

ing-matter. When herbs, as lavender, peppermint, &c .r-
heated with water in a still, the oil and water rfae s
vapour and are condensed ; when turpentine is sinnlx-it

treated, a volatile oil rises in vapour, while the re*jn i

rosin, not being volatile, remains in the still. Vaporiniv;
in the form of distillation is also largely employed in tS
preparation of various acids, such as the nitric acid, h\4-
chloric acid, &c.
When solid bodies are vaporized and" subsequent

condensed, the operation is termed sublimation, and i:
'•

resorted to with different intentions, as for the purificar.i1 -

of camphor and the preparation of corrosive sublimate it:

calomel.
It will be evident on slight consideration that •

of very different materials and construction must be n
ployed in evaporation, distillation, and sublimation. »r
according to the nature of the substance operated '

Thus the first stage of the concentration of sulphuric
is conducted in lead, the concluding one in glass or pi
tinuaj : saline solutions are evaporated to the cryslallirv
point in lead or copper; the caustic alkalis in iron r
silver; the distillation of spirits in copper, that of arid* :

iron, earthenware, or glass; while the preparation of con>
mon salt is completed on vessels of iron.
VAPOUR BATH. [Bath.]
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VAR, a department of Prance, in the south-eastern
corner of the kingdom. It is bounded on the north by the
lepartment of Basses Alpes; on the north-east byithe

l ounty of Nice, now included in the kingdom of Sardinia,
t'rora which it is partly separated by the river Var, which
icives name to the department; on the south-east and
>outh by the Mediterranean 8ea ; and on the west by the
.lopartment of Bouches du Rhdne. Its form approximates
to a quadrangle. Its greatest length is from east-north-
fast to west-south-west, from the junction of the riven
Esteron and Var to the border of the department of
Bouches du Rhdne in a line between Brignolles and Mar-
seille, 83 miles. This is the extreme length of the quad-
rangle ; the extreme breadth is from Cape Sicife, near
Toulon, to the north-west corner of the department on the
bank of tlie Durance, 49 miles. The department, in-

luding its islands, lies between 42° 57' and 43° 55* N.
at., and between 5° 41' and 7° 15' E. long. The area of
he department is estimated at 2814 square miles, which is

•onsiderably above the average of the French departments,
uid is nearly equal to the conjoint areas of the three
English counties of Gloucester, Worcester, and Hereford.
The population, in 1826, was 311,095; in 1831, 317,501;
md in 1836, 323,404 ; showing an increase in the last

period of five years of 5903, or less than two per cent.,

uid giving 115 inhabitants to a square mile. In amount
ind density of population it is very far below the average
jf the departments of France ; in amount it is inferior to

he single county of Gloucester, the most populous, and in

tensity to that of Hereford, the most thinly peopled of
he three English counties with which we have compared
t . Draguignan, the capital, is 412 miles in a straight line

outh-south-east of Paris, or 552 miles by the road through
Sens, Auxerre, Lyon, Valence, Avignon, Aix, and Brig-
lolles ; in 43° 31' N. lat. and 6° 29* E. long.
The coast of this department is rocky, and is skirted by

mmerous islands. From the mouth of the Var, at the
astern extremity of the department, to Cape de la

'raroupe, the coast forms an open bay, on the, shore of
vhich is the antient town of Antibes. Westward of Cape
Jy la Garoupe are the somewhat deeper bays of Juan and
Napoule, separated from each other by a small intervening
leadland, and protected seaward by the Lerins islands,

comprehending the islands of Ste. Marguerite and St.

Monorat, with some smaller ones. These islands are de-
ended by a fort, and further protected by the surrounding
•ocks : they abound with rabbits and partridges. St.

Monorat has its name from a monastery founded early in

lie fifth century by St. Honorat or Honoratus, bishop of
;\rles :'Ste. Marguerite, which is nearest in-shore, acquired
totoriety as one of the places of confinement of the pri-

soner with the Iron Mask. Some other small gulfs, as the
port of Agay, the gulf of Frejus, the gulf of Grimaud, and
:he roadstead of Hyeres, lie to the west of the gulf of
Vapoule. The roadstead of Hyeres is bounded on the west
by the peninsula of Giens,which is connected with the main-
land by a low sandy isthmus, in the midst of which is the
'lung or lagoon of Pesquier. Oft' the roadstead lie the Hyfires
inlands, of which the chief are the lie du Levant, or du Vent,
ur du Titan, the He de Portecros, and the He de Porquerolles.

[Hyeres.]) West of the peninsula of Giens are the road-
stead of Giens and the harbour ofToulon [Toulon], at the

lit ranee of which are capes Carcaraine and Cepel or Sepet,
and west of which are Cape Sicii and the lies des Embiez.
The coast is for the most part high, but some of the bay*
present a low sandy shore. There are several small sea-
ports, but none of any importance except Toulon.
The department is mountainous. A branch of the Alps

* xtends from east to west through the department, and
separates the valley of the Argens and the tracts watered
t'.v the Siagne, Loup, and Var, all of which flow into the
Mediterranean from the valley of the Durance, which be-
longs to the river-basin of the Rhdne. Another range of
mountains parallel to the above, and known as ' Les Moots
des Maures,' extends along the coast between Hyeres and
Frejus, separating the coast from the valley of the Argens,
which river after draining the valley in its eastern course
turns to the south-east and flows past the eastern extremity
of • Les Moots des Maures' into the Mediterranean near
Frejus. A group of mountains forming the continuation
of

I

Les Moots des Maures/ extending north-eastward from
j'rejus, is known as Moot Esterel, and is distinguished by
its picturesque character. The lull of Faron, immediately

above Toulon* rises to the height of nearly 1400 feet ; and
Mont Caoume, near the same town, is 2606 feet above, thg
level of the sea. The summit of the mountain La SainU
Baume, which is more inland, and close upon the bound-
ary of this department and the department of Bouches du-
RhBne, is 3285 feet ; and the mountain of Sainte Victoire,

on the same boundary farther north, is 3125 feet. The
coast eastward from Toulon is occupied by the primary
and lower secondary formations, and presents in many
parts a rugged and sterile soil : in the more inland parts
these formations are covered by the limestones and other
secondary rocks which intervene between the cretaceous
and the carboniferous groups.

Among the minerals of the department are coal and
lignite, but the coal-nrines (of which there are only two)
were not worked in 1834 or 1835. There were in 1834
seven lignite-mines, three of them at work, giving employ-
ment to 48 labourers, and producing in the year 142C tons
of lignite, worth on the average 10*. id. per ton. Marble
of various colours, alabaster, porphyry, granite, serpentine,
jasper, and gypsum are found ; but we are not aware to
what extent they are worked. There are salt-works on
the coast, especially at Hyeres.
The rivers are small, and none of them are navigable.

The Gapou or Gapeau in the western part of the depart-
ment, the Argens in the centre, and the Siagne and Loup
in the eastern part, flow into the Mediterranean, and, with
their several tributaries, belong wholly to this department.
The Var, which belongs chiefly to the Sardinian territory,

and its tributary the Esteron, form the eastern or north'
eastern boundary of the department ; and the Verdpn,
which flows into the Durance forms in one part the norths
era boundary. The Durance itself just touches the north-
west corner. The length of the Argens, the most consider-
able river which belongs wholly to this department, may-
be estimated at about 60 miles : it receives the Caulon, the
Calami, the united stream of the Bresque and the Braque,
the Artubv, and the Endre. The Var is, perhaps, longer
than the Argens, the Verdon and Durance certainly are

';

but they belong only partly to this department. There
are no navigable Canals. Three fitangs or lagoons of con-
siderable extent are found near the coast, and render the
neighbourhood unwholesome : the chief is that of Pesquier,

in the isthmns of Giens ; the others are those of Napoule
and Villepey, near the eastern extremity.
There were on Jan.l, 1837, six Routes Royal es, or govern-

ment roads, in the department, having an aggregate length
of 223 miles, ofwhich 121 miles were in good repair, 61 miles
out of repair, and 41 miles unfinished. The principal road
is that from Paris by Aix into Italy, which traverses the

department in its whole extent from west to east, passing

through St. Maximin, Brignoles, Lorgues, Draguignan,
Grasse, and Antibes, from whence it runs to Nice and
Genoa. The road from Paris by Marseille to Toulon enters

the department on the south-west side and passes by
Ollioules to Toulon. These are both first-class roads. A
road runs from Toulon by Sohes-le-Pont, Cuers. Pignaas,
Le Luc (where it falls in with a road from Brignoles;,

Frejus, and Cannes, to Antibes ; and another road, branch-
ing from this not far from Toulon, runs by Hyeres and
Bormes to St. Tropez. Another road from Paris into Italy

by Grenoble, Gap, Sisteron, and Digne enters the depart-

ment on the north side, and joins the principal road at

Grasse. The departmental roads have an aggregate length

of 362 miles, viz. 239 miles in repair, 117 miles out of

repair, and 6 miles unfinished. The communal and
other smaller roads may be estimated at about 1800 miles

in length taken together.

The climate of the department is for the latitude tempe-
rate : the winters are mild except when ' the mistral ' blows.

The south-east wind is very relaxing, and indisposes to

exertion.

The soil is by no means favourable, taken as a whole,

however fertile particular spots may be; and from the hilly

nature of the country, cultivation is very much carried ou
by manual labour, The area of the department may he
estimated in round numbers at 13)0,000 acres ; of which
300,000 acres, or less than a sixth part, are undei the

plough. The produce in grain is not equal to more than

half the consumption of the department. The meadows
do not amount to more than about 20,000 acres ; but there

is a considerable extent of about 450^000 acres of heath ox

other open pasture : in summer however the grass Ts so
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scorched up, that the sheep are chiefly sent at that season

to feed in the mountain pastures of the department of

Basses Alpes about Barcelonnette : about 300,000 sheep

are thus sent yearly. Goats, whose milk is made into

cheese, are numerous ; as are mules, asses, and pigs. The
vineyards are estimated at from 160,000 to 170,000 acres,

and the orchards and gardens at about 5000 acres. The

yine and the olive are cultivated in terraces on the slopes

of the hills. The wines are generally red wines ;
those of

La Gaude, St. Laurent, Cagries, St. Paul, Villeneuve, and

La Malgue are the best. The olives are used for making

oil, or are exported for use at the table. The pomegra-

nate, the citron, the orange, the almond, and the fig grow

in the open air; the plum and the peach are grown and

preserved for exportation: those of Brignolles are espe-

cially in repute ; and the caper and the jujube are cul-

tivated. The oranges of Hyeres are reputed to be the

best that are grown in France.

The woodlands constitute nearly a third part of the de-

partment: they are estimated at about 570,000 acres.

They yield firs equal to those of the north of Europe, cork-

trees, and the oaks on which are found the kermes used

for dyeing scarlet. About 210,000 acres are devoted to

culture of various kinds, including, we presume, the nu-

merous olive-grounds, and the plantations of the mulberry-

tree, the cultivation of which, as well as the rearing of

silkworms, has much diminished during the present cen-

tury. Odoriferous plants, the rose, jasmine, heliotrope,

&c, are cultivated for making essences and perfumes, espe-

cially about Grasse. Game is abundant, and a great num-
ber of bees are kept, which produce exquisite honey.

The tunny, anchovy, and sardine fisheries are actively

carried on along the coast ; and the rivers yield abundance

offish, the sturgeon, trout, eel, shad, barbel, tench, carp,

and cray-fish.

The department is divided into four arrondissements, as

follows :

—

Arrouduaement.
Situ-

ation.

Area in
Square
Mile

Cora-
muuea.

Population.
1831. 1836.

Dragaiftnan
Unquotes . • • «

Vutral.
N.W.
E.
S.W.

1086
786
442
600

60
61
61
S8

86.709
71.06S
G5.488
94,242

86373
71,136
66,383
99.012

2814 S10 317.501 323,404

In the arrondissement of Draguignan are—Draguignan,

population in 1831, 9070 for the town, or 9804 for the whole

commune; in 1836, 9794 for the commune [Draguignan],

on the Artuby or Artubie : Callas, population 2149 for the

town, 2268 for the whole commune, on the Endre ;
Barge-

mon or Bargemont, population 1751 for the town, or 1891

for the whole commune, on the Douce, a small affluent of

the Endre ; Saillans and Fayence, pop. 1673 for the town,

or 2554 for the whole commune, on or near the Riou or

Bianson, which flows into the Siagne ;
Aups, pop. 2709 for

the town, or 3083 for the whole commune, on the Braque

;

Salemes, pop. 2415 for the town, or 2510 for the whole

commune, at the junction of the Braque and Bresque;

Lorgues, pop. 4027 for the town, or 5444 for the whole

commune, on the road between Brignoles and Draguignan

;

Le Luc, pop. 2856 for the town, or 3580 for the whole

commune, on the road from Toulon to Frejus and Antibes

;

and St. Tropez, pop. 3736 for the commune, and Frejus,

pop. 2487 for the town, or 2665 for the whole commune
[Frejus], on the coast. Callas has flour and oil mills;

coal is found in the neighbourhood. Bargemont was the

birth-place of Louis Moreri, compiler of the well-known
* Dictionnaire Historique.' Earthenware, glass, and leather

are made at Fayence ; and at Salemes trade is carried on
in wine, oil, silk, and figs, which last are accounted excel-

lent. Lorgues has oil-mills, and six important fairs in the

year for corn, oil, and fruit. At Le Luc, woollen varn,

woollen cloth, corks, salt of saturn (acetate of lead, reduced

to a fine powder and boiled with vinegar), brandy, and

morocco and other leather are made ; and considerable

trade is carried on in oil, wine, and the fine chestnuts grown
in the neighbourhood. St. Tropez is on the south side of

the gulf of Grimaud : it presents the only harbour between
Toulon and Antibes ; but the harbour is small. It is de-

fended by a citadel on the east side of the town, which
consists chiefly of old houses. The townsmen manufac-

ture corks, hats, and brandy ; there is a ship-builder's yard

for merchantmen and fishing vessels ; and the coral, an-

chovy, and tunny fisheries are actively earned on. 1
exports are wine, oil, wood, honey, chestnuts, raw am!
cork, and tunnies, anchovies, and other salt provisions.
Tropez has a commercial court, a council of prudTion:;

for the fishermen, and a royal school for navigation.
In the arrondissement of Brignoles are—Brigoolc;.

Brignolles, population in 1831, 5432 for the town, or #
for the whole commune ; in 1836, 5652 for the cornn.L

[Brignolles or Brignoles], on the Calami ;
Barjol*. pi

3512 for the commune [Barjols], on a small affluev.

!

the Argens ; St. Maximin, pop. 3381 for the town, or 3d
for the whole commune, on the road between Ait u
Brignoles

;
Pignans, pop. 2291 for the town, or 23*0 I

the whole commune, on the road between Teuton t

Frejus ; and Cotignac, pop. 3602 for the commune, in '

country between the Bresque and the Argens. S*. Mi t

min has some manufactories for cotton yarn and no: J
stuffs, some brandy-distilleries, marble-quarries in ^
neighbourhood, and some trade in saffron. There axr i

school of arts and trades, a public library of 3000 vol»_ v j

a handsome church formerly belonging to the canon I

St. Augustin. Pignans has copper-works, and paper i--J

fulling mills. Cotignac has tan-yards and a nuutubrtr-r

of organzine silk ; and carries on trade in wine, silk, &.V
and especially dried fruits and preserves. 1

In the arrondissement of Grasse are—Grasse, pojc:-
|

tion in 1831, 7552 for the town, or 12,716 for the »rc <
i

commune; in 1836, 12,825 for the commune [Gtwi .

on the road from Draguignan to Antioes and N:f
La Roque on the Esteron ; Vence, population 36':

for the commune ; and St. Paul, in the countn r~

tween the Var and the Loup; and Cannes, popiri\ -

3720 for the town, or 3994 for the whole cotnrr---

[Cannes] ; and Antibes, population 5565 for the crs-

raune [Antibes], on the coast. Vence was the seat »: :

bishopric as early as the fourth century. The Ronar.
called the town Vintium ; in Ptolemy it is Ot>;«Tw» -

was the chief town of the Nerusii. Some Roman irtvn:-

tions and other antiquities have been dug up. and in-

built into the wall of the court-yard of the ex-epistt;--.'

residence. Vence is an ill-built town, but the princif^

street makes a pleasant promenade, being shaded by U1 -

elms and watered by a clear stream. The neighbour!*'

froduces wine, oil, figs, and, in one part, oranges. S.

'aul is surrounded with antient walls : the neighbcurhu:i
produces excellent wine.

In the arrondissement of Toulon are—Toulon, populist
in 1831, 24,121 for the town, or 28,419 for the whole ccc-

mune ; in 1836, 35,322 for the commune [Toulon] ; arc

La Seine, or Seyne, population 4756 for the town, or b"7£

for the commune, on the roadstead or harbour of Tc-
lon; Solies or Sollies-le-Pont, population 2898 for tb
town, or 3493 for the whole commune ; and Cuers, popu-

lation 4601 for the town, or 5106 for the whole commnsr
on the road from Toulon to Frejus

;
Hyeres, populatiy

8270 for the town, or 10,142 for the whole commute
[Hyeres]; and Bormes, on the road from Toulon to S:.

Tropez ; Ollioules, population 1944 for the town, or 313J

for the whole commune, on the road from Toulon to Mar-
seille and Paris ; and La Cadtere, near the coast, west <-'.

Toulon. La Seine is a well laid out and well built u>«r.

with large quays, a good port, and a small ship-buildin:
yard : it is at the western end of the inner road of Toulor.
about three miles from that town. One or two govern-
ment officers, connected with the management of th--

navy, are posted here ; and the tunny and sardine flsheno
are actively carried on. Solies-le-Pont is on the ri\>.-

Gapeau ; the neighbourhood comprehends some of th
best grass-lands in the department. At Cuers trade is rar-

. ried on in wine, brandy, olive-oil, capers, and figs. The
orange grows in the open ground near this town, as at»>

I near Ollioules, where the pomegranate is grown, and an

;
abundance of olives. Ollioules is at the Toulon end of i

I

defile or pass on the Marseille and Toulon road : tin-

townsmen trade in olive-oil, and in figs, raisins, and other
dried fruits. Coal is found near La Cadiire.

|
The population, when not otherwise described, is from

,
the census of 1831.

The department constitutes the diocese of Frfjus, the
bishop of which is a suffragan of the archbishop of Aii.
Aries, and Embrun. It is in the jurisdiction of the Coor
Royale and of the Academic Universitaire of Aix, and is

included in the eighth military division, of which the
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icad-quarters are at Marseille. It sends five members to
he Chamber of Deputies. In respect of education it is

at least was) one of the most backward of the French
iopartments. Of the young men enrolled in the military
•ensus of 1828-9, only 23 in every 100 could read and
vrite ; the average of the departments being above 39 in
very 100.

In the earliest historical period this part of France was
K-cupied by a number of small tribes, Celtic or Ligurian.
I long the coast, near Toulon, were the Commoui (Kw/i-
lovui, or Kftipovoi, Ptolemy), a name which Adrien de Valois
•aspects to be erroneously put for Cenomani : they inha-
>iied the coast from Marseille to Frcjus. The Camatullici
if Pliny were probably a branch of these, at any rate they
M -c upied a portion of the same district. The coast east of
Vjus was occupied by the Oxybii, or, as Pliny writes the
uime, Oxubii ('OJt'/fcw, Polybius), and Deciatae (Acuqroi,
'olybius), or Deciates (Pliny), or Deciatii (A<nan«,
'tolerny), both Ligurian tribes. The more inland parts,
ibout Vence, were occupied by the Nerusii (Sipoomm,
Jtolemy), or Nerusi (Pliny) ; and the hilly country, north
>f Draguignan, by the Suetrii (Soirijrpioi, Ptolemy), or
iuetri (.Pliny) ; the valley of the Argens, about Draguignan
i id Brignoles, by the Sueltri (Pliny), or Selteri (Peutinger
t able), from whom De Valois and D'Anville suppose the
iame of the mountain tract l'Esterel, near Frcjus, to be
K rived. More inland than these, about Verignon, a vil-

near Aups, may be placed the Verrucini of Pliny.
1 lie north-western side of the department belonged to the
S.ilyes (2aXvf£, Strabo and Ptolemy), or Salluvii, who were
ilso Ligurians. Pliny mentions the Ligauni as adjacent
0 the Oxybii ; but the position of this people, mentioned
y no other author, cannot be ascertained.
The islands of Hyfires were known to the Greeks and

tomans as the Stoechades ( Xro<x<i£ic, Ptolemy), i. e. the
inanged islands, a name indicative of their position in a
inc cast and west : the three largest were called Prote
-oiirij, i.e. the first, nearest to Marseille), now Porque-
'>lles ; Mese (m«rij, the middlemost), or Pompoiiiana, now
'ortecros ; and Hypaea (frraia, the last), now lie du Levant,
^ome smaller islands were included under the name Stoe-
liadt's. The Stuiium, Phoenice, and Phila of Pliny can-
lot be identified, but were probably three of the islets or
ocks which are found to the east of the Stoechades.
.II veres.1 The islands which Strabo calls Planasia (ilXa-
"f'a) and Leron (Ai/pw), and Pliny and the ' Antonine
Maritime Itinerary ' call Lerina, or Liiina and Lero, may

readily identified by their name and their description
w near Antipolis, with the lies Lerius, St. Honorat, and
i*te. Marguerite. The Stoechades were cultivated by the
Massilians, who placed a garrison there to protect them
ro:n robbers. Planasia (or Lerina) and Leron were inha-
•ited, and the latter had a temple or place consecrated to
lie hero Leron, from whom we may suppose it had its

uime. (Strabo, lib. iv.) Pliny says that in Lerina there
vas a tradition or memory of a town called Vergoanum.
The river Var was known to the antients as the Varus

"iVrpoc, Strabo), and was antiently, as now, the boundary
>f Gaul and Italy ; the Argens was known as the Argen-

! his ('Apytvrtoc, Ptolemy), or Argenteus. Polybius mentions
n river Apron {"Airauv) in the territory of the Oxybii, pos-
•ilily the Loup.

_
Ptolemy mentions a Cape Citharistes

Kida/>ivrqc)< which must be carefully distinguished from
I'oit Citharista, which was more to the westward, nearer
Massilia, and whose name may be traced in Ceireste, near
I -a Ciotat. Cape Citharistes was probably Cape Sicie, near
Toulon. The Sinus Sambracitanus of the ' Maritime
Itinerary' of Antoninus is identified, by a deed of the
middle ages, with the gulf of Grimaud.
Among the most antient towns in this part of France

were the colonies of the Massilian Greeks, Olbia (a name
v.hich Anville thinks may be traced in the Port d'Eoube,
' «st of the roadstead of Hyeres), and Antipolis, now An-
tilles. The name of Athenopolis, not mentioned by Strabo,
'"it placed by Pomponius Mela between Antipolis and
( "Wa, indicates a Greek origin, and Pliny mentions it as
"lie of the Massilian towns. Its site is not ascertained.
1 he name of Heraclea (distinguished from other towns so
called as Heraclea Caccabaria) is also Greek : DAnville
«ould fix the position of it at St. Tropez, but, we think,
•'ironeously. Polybius mentions Aegitna (Alyirva) as a
'own of the Oxybii, taken by the Romans under the con-
sul Opimius (b.c. 154): it is probably the same place

P. C, No. 1632.

which Strabo mentions by the name of the Oxybian port
(A 'O?w/3toc Xipt/v). We are inclined to identify it with the
little port or road of Agay, a few miles east of Frejus

;

possibly the name Agay, which in the eighth century was
written Agathon, may preserve a fragment of Aegitna.
DAnville is disposed to place Aegitna near Cannes, and
to identify Agay with Athenopolis ; but, we think, with-
out sufficient reason.

This department was included in the early Roman pro-
vince (provincia) of Gaul, the transalpine portion of which
was afterwards distinguished as Narbonensis. On the
subdivision of Narbonensis, the greater portion of the
department was included in Narbonensis Secunda, but
the eastern extremity was included in the province of
Alpes Maritimae, or the Maritime Alps. Augustus Caesar
established a naval station at Forum Julium, or Forum
Julii, now Frejus. A century ago the name was com-
monly written Frejuls. Telo Martius,. now Toulon, had
a government ' baphium,' or dye-house, in the later period
of the Western Empire. Other Roman towns may be cer-
tainly or probably identified : Ventium {Oiivnov, Ptolemy)
with Vence ; Salinse (XaMvai, Ptolemy), a town of the
Suetrii or Suetri, with Saillans in the arrondissement of
Draguignan; Forum Voconii or Voconi, with Gonfaron,
between Pignans and Le Luc

;
Matavonium, or Matau-

vonium, with a place called Vins, a few miles east of Brig-
noles; Ad Turrim or Turrem, with Tourves or Turves,
between Brignoles and St. Maximin

; Tegulata, with a
spot just on the border of the department, on the road
between Aix and Brignoles ; and Ad Horrea with Cannes.
Forum Voconii, Matavonium, Ad Turrim, Tegulata, and
Ad Horrea are mentioned in the Antonine ' Itinerary,' and
some of them by other writers. Alconis, a station in the
'Maritime Itinerary,' cannot be identified with any ap-
proach to certainty. The history of the department m
the middle ages is comprehended in thai of Provence.
[Provence.]

(Malte-Brun, Gtographie ; Vaysse de Villiers, Itineraire

Descriptif de la France ; Millin, Voyage dans les Depart-
ment au Midi de la France ; D'Anville, Notice de la Gauie
Ancienne ; Bouquet, Recueil des Historiens des Gaules et

de la France, torn i. ; Dictionnaire Giographique Uni-
verse!.)

VARALLO. TSesia, Val di.]

VARA'NIANS. [Varanid*.]
VARA'NID.flS, a family of Lizards, designated by MM.

Dumeri) and Bibron as Platynote or Broad-backed Sau-
rians, and thus characterised by them :

—

1. Body very much elongated, rounded, and without a
dorsal crest, supported on strong legs and feet, with dis-

tinct and very long but unequal toes. Tail slightly com-
pressed, at least twice longer than the trunk.

2. Skin furnished with enchased scales, w hich are tuber-
culous, projecting, rounded upon the head as well as upon
the back and sides, always distributed in rings or circular

bands, parallel under the belly and round the tail.

3. Tongue protractile, fleshy, similar to that of the ser-

pents, that is to say, capable of elongation and of being
withdrawn into a sheath, narrow, and flattened at the
base, and deeply divided and separated into two points
which can be divaricated as in the Ophidians.

These three principal characters, MM. Dumfril and
Bibron observe, suffice to distinguish the Varanians from
the seven other families comprised in the order Saurians

;

but certain negative characters appear upon a comparison
with those famdies confirmatory of those distinctions.

1. The Crocodilians have the toes on the posterior feet

constantly united at their base by membranes, and some
of them are always deprived of claws. Their skin is pro-
tected by scutes or scutcheons, with protecting ridges, and
their belly covered with squared plates. Their tail is fur-

nished with a double or single crest, and their tongue is

adherent and not protractile. Differences occur also in

the form, number, and implantation of the teeth ; the dis-

position of the pupil ; the approximation of the external

orifices of the nostrils ; their prolongation in the thickness

of the bones of the face ; the opercular bones of the ear

;

and the conformation of the male organ, which is always
simple.

2. The Chameleonians have, it is true, the tongue very
extensile and received into a sheath, but it is vermiform
and terminated by a blunt tubercle. Their toes are not
separated, but form a sort of claw or pincer, so to speak,

Vot.XXVI.-S
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composed of two equal and opposable packets. Their
tail is nearly of the length of the trunk : it is prehensile,

recurves downwards, and serves the animal for .grasping.

Hie body is compressed and carinated ; the eye very large,

and furnished with only one lid, which is very much deve-
loped and circular; and there is no apparent external

auditory conduit.

3. The Geckotiana have the tongue wide, flat, and
hardly notched at its free extremity ; their body is stout

and short; the toes are wide, flat, and nearly of equal
length. The eyes are large and the lids excessively short.

4. The Igwtnians differ especially in the structure of

the tongue, which is without a sheath at its base, and ha»

the point alone notched. They have most frequently a
crest or dorsal ridge and a goitre or throat-pouch : the

scales which cover their skin are partially free, and placed
one on another like tiles : many have palate-teeth and
the maxillary-teeth are of an entirely different form.

5. The Lacertians are distinguished from the Varanians,
with which they have nevertheless very great relations

:

1st, in the presence of polygonal plates which cover th«

head
;
2ndly, in the form of the scales which cover the

head and the belly, and in their tail, which is not com-
pressed ;

3rdly, in the form and disposition of the teeth,

which are not set at a distance from each other, obtuse
and conical, but placed on the same line, and trenchant
at their summit in their antero-posterior direction.

6. The Chalcidians are easily distinguished at first sight

by having their skin entirely covered with scales always
similar to each other, regularly distributed in rings or ver-

ticillations ; because their trunk is so much elongated that

it often confounds itself in the origin of the tail, and be-
cause it very often offers a fold or longitudinal groove
upon the sides.

7. Lastly, the Scincoidians differ from the Varanians,
because they have similar scales on all the parts of the
body, constantly superposed nearly as in the fishes or the
tiles of a roof.

To these purely differential characters, observe MM.
Dum6ril and Bibron, are added a great number of others
drawn from form, organization, and habits, as will be de-
monstrated hereafter. Nevertheless it is necessary to

remark that the result of this examiuation is that the
Varanians differ absolutely from all the species distributed

in the seven other families by evident and easily seized
peculiarities, as follows :

—

From the Crocodilidee in the toes, which are all fitrnished
with claws, and never palmated at the base ; in the cuta-
neous tubercles, which are neither square nor furnished
with projecting ridges ; in the protractile tongue ; the form
of the teeth, the pupils, the auditory conduits, and espe-
cially in the male genital organs, which are double. From
the Chameleonidee, because their tongue is forked at the
point ; their eyes furnished with two distinct lids, in addi-
tion to the auditory conduits ; their body depressed instead
of being compressed ; and on account of the relative length
of their tail, which is never prehensile. From the Gecko-
tida, in the form and inequality of the length of the toes,
the movements of the tongue, and the presence of moveable
lids. From the Isuanidce in the scales of the trunk, the
absence of a dorsal crest, and the vaginal conformation of
the tongue. From the Lacertians, in the difference of the
teguments of the head and body and the form of the
teeth. Finally, from the Chalcididee and the ScinciaUe in

the non-rounded form of the trunk, the distinct origin of
the tail, the structure of the tongue, and especially in the
form and disposition of the scales.

Systematic Arrangement.
Linnaeus arranged these Saurians under the great genus

Lacerta. Daudin separated the larger portion of the
species under the generic appellation of Tupinambis, a
name which owes its origin to the following error:

—

Marcgrave, in his Latin ' History of Brazil,' notices a Moni-
tor which the Brazilians called Teju Guazu, and the Tupi-
nambians Temapara (' BrasiliensibusTeju-Guazu et Tema-
para Tupinambis'). Madame Merian seems to have been
the first who used the term Tupinambis thus erroneously,
and she was followed by Lacepfide. Thus, as MM. Du-
meril and Bibron observe, the name of the people was
tiken for that of the animal, and the mistake has become
the more singular, inasmuch as by a misprint, which is

repeated in many works, the word has been turned into

' Tupinambisou, Sauve-garde d'Amerique,' the disjunrtn
ou having been united thereto.

Cuvier, the same authors remark, while he Ivavw tH

genus in the family Lacertians, forms from it nevertht>i
a first group under the denomination of ' Monitor* y I

perly so called ;' but it unfortunately happens thai '::

true Monitor avertisseur, or Safe-guard of America, is t> I

arranged in another group, because it is in fact more i-

proximated to the lizards. [Sauve-gakde.1
Oppel adopted Daudin's genus Tupinambis, as did >Pl

Dumeril and Bibron themselves in the Zoologie Anat
tique ; but they think that with the characters which

i

assigned to it many species which Daudin introduced i" i

it must be separated from it.

Merrem admitted Daudin's genus with all the sprc.—

but rejected Daudin's name. Latinizing the Arab name f

the Monitor of the Nile, Ouaran [Monitors], by come'
ing it into Varanus.

Fitzinger separated these Saurians into a distinct fam
under the name of Ameivoids, in which he placed <••

greater part of the true Varanians, the Monitor*.
Ameivas, and the Tejus or Safe-guards, with many ci:«t

genera, of which the fossil fragments only were known '

him.
Mr. J. E. Gray, in his Synopsis (1827), arranged vi<t

his family Varanidee the genera Varanus and Dram
of Merrem, which he very well characterised. No K-i

family as the Varanidee appears in Mr. Gray's Table, po-

lished in the British Museum Synopsis (1842); but
Moniloridee (which are the first family of the Leptogiout
the first group of his Sauria) consist of the genera P-t+
mosaurus, Monitor, Polydtedalus, Empagusia, and Rj-V -

saurus. The Hetodermida, with the single genu*
derma, are the second family; and the Teidce arc -i

third, with the genera Teius, Ctenodon, Acrantus, Amm
Aporomera, Cremidopkorus, Dicrodon, Centropyr, M.
Crocodilurus, Custa, and Callopistes.

Mr. Swainson, in his Natural History and Clatn/ftsu
of Fishes, Amphibians, and Reptiles (' Cab. Cyclop.,' \*s
makes the Lacertidte the third family (the IguaniaW >
ing the second) of his Saures or Ltzardt, with the i;

lowing
Family Character.
Body long, slender, smooth, elegant, without spina

the head and back, and very rarely on the ridge of ti

tail ; toes free ; tongue lengthened, slender, deeply forte:

and capable of great extension ; scales of the tail >-

belly placed in smooth transverse parallel bands: :L
typically, very long, attenuated, and generally round.

Genera.
Hydrosaurus, Sw., with the subgenera Hydroravn

Wagl. (including Polydtedalus, Wagl.)
; Empas*r

Gray: Odatria t Gray ; Varanus, Fitz.

Heloderma, Wagl.
Lacerta, linn., with the subgenera Lacerta, Amrr

Cuv.
;
Scapteira, Fitz. ; Acranthus, Wagl. ; and Drnra"

:

Daud. ; with a query whether the last is not the HviLi-
saurus of Wagler.
Zonurus f with the subgenus Cicigna of Gray.
Leiolepis, Cuv.
The Lacertida, in Mr. Swainson's arrangement, are im-

mediately followed by the Agamidte.
Wagler had previously separated the Varanians in nr

earnest, by placing them at the end of the order Savrtaf
and very near to that of the Ophidians, to which indtr.
they bear resemblance in the form of the bones of the cr.

nium and face, and especially in the configuration tz
structure of the tongue ; but, as MM. DumerD and Bib:v
observe, by a forced analogy drawn from this last part, •

places them alter the chameleons, which he arranges ir,

fourth family. The Varanians of MM. Dumeril ar

;

Bibron are, according to Wagler, Thecoglossal Plevr<yi~
Lizards, and he divides them into four genera :— 1. ff.

derma, after Wiegmann ; 2. Hydrosaurus; 3. Poiyda^it
lus ; and 4. Psammosaurus, after Fitzinger. These gertr.
are thus characterised by Wagler :

—

1. Heloderma. Nostrils situated on the sides of t!»

point of the muzzle, between three great scales ; skin > .!

the back covered with tuberculous, osseous, homojren^ j

Slates ; belly furnished with oblong, flat, squared scutcheon-
»ne species only known. Locality, New Spain or Mrxin
2. Hydrosaurus, Wagl. Nostrils lateral, situated in lU

anterior angle of the muzzle, near its extremity
; scales c
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the back small and shagreened ; tail annulated, compressed
laterally ; teeth slender, with serrated edges. Locality of
species, Asia and New Holland.

3. PolydtedaIu*,Vf*fA. Nostrils situated between the
eyes and the point of the muzzle, placed very high and
immediately under the external angle of the muzzle ; their

orifice is elongated, oblique, and half-closed in front by
t he skin ; the scales of the back are disposed in bands, are
very close-set, oval oblong in form, projecting and humped
as it were in the middle, and surrounded by a granulated
border. The posterior maxillary teeth are very straight.

The posterior feet are robust, straight, and entire. Lo-
rality.—The species are inhabitants of Africa and the East
Indies.

4. Ptammosauru*, or Sand-Lizard. Nostrils situated in

front of the eyes, presenting elongated oblique orifices

;

dorsal scales resembling those of Polydaedalus ; tail

rounded, but subtriangular towards the point or free ex-
tremity.

MM. Dumeril and Bibron appeal to the descriptions of
species, and the synonymy as collected by them in proof of
their observation that Wagler did violence to the laws usu-
ally admitted as governing natural methods, in thus distri-

buting among four genera the seven species which he has
referred to this division of the Thecogtottct.
MM. Dumeril and Bibron are of opinion that the Vara-

niant are not susceptible of being divided into more than
two natural genera, Paranut and Heloaetina. The cha-
racters on which distinctions among the species of the first

must rest—characters drawn from the conformation of the
tail, the more or less advanced positipn of the nostrils on
t he sides of the muzzle, or some slight differences in the
form of the teeth—do not appear to them of sufficient im-
portance to warrant a separation of animals which resem-
ble each other so much in other respects.

For, they observe, it must be allowed that the round-
ness presented by the tail of some species is far from being
perfect. A certain degree of flatness always exists in that

part, which is not absolutely deprived of a crest or carina-
nation more or less developed in the Varanian* which
nave this terminal portion of the body compressed. If the
teeth be considered, it will be found that they change
their form with age, and that Paranut NiMicus, for ex-
ample, before it has them tuberculous, has them, com-
pressed, like those of Varanu* variut,or some other which
lias been placed in a different genus. Finally, they ask
whether two species can be reasonably separated methodi-
cally, because one has the nostrils situated at the end of
the muzzle, and the other at an equal distance from the
eye and the end of the nose

; especially when there exists

a third in which these nostrils are situated neither at the
middle nor at the end of the sides of the muzzle, but po-
sitively between these two points?

Organization.

The structure of the Varanians merits peculiar atten-
tion. Not only does their skeleton generally, and their
eranium particularly, indicate the natural passage from the
order of the lizards to that of the serpents, but we find in
the great extinct Saurians, such as Megalosaurut and Mo-
siiiaurut, the closest resemblance to the comparatively
diminutive Varanians which are now inhabitants of our
-'lobe.

Skeleton.—The bones which compose the cranium of
y<xranu»NiloticustoTm an elongated, depressed, and blunt-
pointed cone, with the frontal and parietal regions flat.

The orbits are round and occupy its mesial part; the
nostrils open in the palate nearly at the height of the orbits.

There is only one intermaxillary bone, wh.ieh holds four
teeth on each side : it ascends by means of a compressed
apophysis up to the middle of the nostrils to unite itself to
a similar projection of the nasal bone, which is unequal,
and which, enlarging at the upper part, bifurcates to unite
itself to the two frontals. These last, placed between the
orbits, have a lamina below, which, approximating itself

vieciprocally, completes the canal of the olfactory nerves.
The maxillaries receive in front the enlarged part of the
intermaxillary bone, which has below, behind the teeth,
a projecting apophysis by which it unites itself, by means
°\ * groove, to the vomerine bones which occupy the
middle of Die palate. These same maxillary bones form
awothe sides of the muzzle or th* cheeks. The anterior
™>t»J and the hwrymal oSfer sothing worthy of particular

notice ; but the
1

jugal bone is nothing more than an arched
and pointed stylet, which neither reaches the posterior
frontal nor the temporal, so that the orbit is incomplete as
in the Geckos.
The supraciliary bone, or tweilier of Cuvier, is a por-

tion uniting itself to the enlarged part of the orbital border
of the frontal bone which protects the eye above, and
which is found in the birds. The fronto-parietal suture is

nearly straight and transversal. On the external limits of
this fine are articulated on the two bones the posterior
frontal*, which, prolonged backwards into a slender apo-
physis, unite obliquely to the temporal bone to form the
zygomatic arch. The parietal bone is unequal, in the
form of a shield enlarged anteriorly : the temporal fossae

are hollowed on its sides ; and behind it is forked. To-
wards the middle of this parietal bone is a hole which cor-
responds to the centre of the cranium. In the posterior
notch of the parietal bone is lodged the upper occipital,

which has, entirely, the form of the annular portion of a
vertebra. The tympanic bone, which serves for the articu-

lation of the jaw, is solid, nearly straight, and of prismatic
form. The floor of the cranium is concave, and is nollowed
on the basilary and sphenoid. The pituitary fossa is large,

and separated from that of the brain by a projecting;

lamina of the last-named bone. The palatines are short,

and are united to the vomers, the anterior frontals, the
maxillaries, the transverse, and the pterygoids ; they form
on eaoh side a part of the floor of the orbit, and the ptery-

goidians seem to make the rest. They abut upon the
iteral apophysis of the sphenoidal bone, and terminate

behind in a point. On the middle of the upper part of the
Eterygoidiansis articulated a bony rod-like process, named
y Cuvier the columella.

The vomers which correspond to the middle of the
palate extend fromthe intermaxillary to the palatine bones:
they are hollowed anteriorly into a little canal.

At the anterior part of each nostril below is a bone ex-
cavated into a spoon-shape.
Some account of the teeth of the Varanians will be

found in the article Saurians, and figures of the cranium
and lower jaw of the Monitor of the Nile are given in

the article Monitors. Wagler* particularly points out,
with reference to the approximation of the Varanians tb
the serpents, the manner in which the bones of the face
seem to be suspended to the cranium, and are capable of
movement and separation transversely up to a certain

point^the incomplete circle of the orbit ; and the feeble

junction of the symphysis of the branches of the lower
jaw.
Of the teeth we have only space to observe that they

are always flattened at the root, which is lodged in the
length of a furrow constituting a common alveolus or
socket having no internal border. The crowns or free

portions of the teeth are most ordinarily pointed and
curved backwards. There are no palatal teeth.

The os hyoides is framed of slender elongated parts, of
which the median or unequal part constituting its body, or

the lingual bone, is shorter than the horns, four in number,
two before and two behind, each formed of two articulated

pieces, the anterior of which present a remarkable enlarge-
ment at the point where they move upon each other.

The spine offers many peculiarities. The region of the

neck, although it consists of seven vertebrae, is neverthe-
less more elongated in proportion than it is in the other
Saurians, which gives a particular Character to the animal.

The last of these cervical vertebrae are furnished with
asternal ribs or articulated transverse apophyses, which
are not joined at the sternum. There are indeed only
four ribs on each side, which are prolonged to articulate

themselves, really, with it. The others, fifteen or sixteen

in number, are entirely free, and sustain the abdominal
parietes. It is difficult to distinguish two lumbar verte-

bra : nor are there more than two pelvic or sacral, which
are however remarkable for the size and solidity of their

transverse apophyses. These last eminences proceed en-
larging considerably in the first vertebrae of the tail, and
then diminish considerably, so as to become entirely obli-

terated in the numerous series of caudal hones, which
amount to above twenty-four in some iadividuaJs, when
the tail has not been mutilated, for then the replacing

pieces remain cartilaginous and hardly distinct from each
other.

» • NrtfaUebw Sylbm dot AmjkSUra.'
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The sternum is joined and strengthened by the anterior

or lower bones of the shoulder. It is formed anteriorly of
an elongated, single, and very solid piece, which dilates

anteriorly into two lateral branches, considerably pro-
longed and a little curved backwards. The posterior ex-
tremity of this median bone is carried backwards so as to

penetrate into a sort of cartilaginous plastron of a rhora-

ooidal or square form, two sides of which are directed for-

wards to receive the clavicles, coracoid bones of Cuvier

:

on the posterior border the two pairs of ribs are joined

;

and it is on the posterior point of this rhomb that the third

pair of sternal ribs abut, by a.common piece.

The humerus is strong and solid. The shoulder-blade is

solidly united and blended with the clavicles and the
coracoid bone, and it is at the point of their union that the
cavity or articular notch is formed in which the head of

the humerus moves.
The pelvis offers nothing peculiar: the three pieces

which form it concur in the production of the cotyloid

cavity. The ilium is elongated and carried backwards, so
as to articulate with the two sacral or pelvic vertebne.
The pubis and the ossa ischii are very much opened out,

very distinct, and, as they do not join, they leave between
them a considerable aperture ; so that there seem to be two
pubic symphyses, one before and the other behind. This
great interval is filled by an aponeurotic ligament which
gives attachment to the muscles of the thigh.

The bones of the fore-arm have a slight resemblance to
those of birds ; but this member is without the hole by
which the air coming from the lungs penetrates in those
oviparous animals. Neither the bones of the fore-arm nor
of the feet present anything worthy of remark.
But if the bones of the fore-arm bear some resemblance

to those of birds, all resemblance is lost in the thigh-bone,
which, as Cuvier has remarked, bears the greatest analogy
both in form and position to that of the crocodile. It

articulates with both fibula and tibia, and the patella works
upon a median pulley. The fibula is very much widened
and flattened at its tarsal extremity.
Those who would study the muscular structure of the

Varanians will find ample descriptions in the works of
Cuvier {Anatomic Comparee), of Meckel, and of Cams.
Their motions seem to be much the same with those of the
generality of Saurians, and, as far as travellers have had
an opportunity of observing, they scarcely ever climb, and
consequently live -neither in trees nor upon rocks. Some
inhabit the sandy tracts of the warmer countries; anff these
have a rounded and conical tail : they are essentially ter-
restrial, and have sometimes been designated as terrestrial

crocodiles, either on account of their general form or with
reference to their size. Others ftequent the banks of
rivers and lakes, which they traverse by swimming, and
into which they even drag their living prey, uniting
together to attack it in the water and drown it.

There is nothing in the anatomy of the brain, nor in
that of the organs of the senses, to call for special notice

;

but
The integuments have a peculiar disposition in that

which is termed by the Germans, in Latinized Greek, pho-
lidosis, and by the French ecaillure, or arrangement and
disposition of the scales. The whole surface of the skin
in the Varanians is covered with non-imbricate tubercles,
most frequently arranged in transverse series ; whilst those
of the lower part of the body, although very nearly equal
to each other, differ slightly, according to the regions
which they cover. In general, they are slightly tuber-
culous or rounded; but with the centre more ele-
vated than the disk, and each of them is sometimes
found kernelled, as it were, by an annular series of small,
very regular projecting points, whose symmetry is such
as to form a sort of ornament. The Poly'dardalus of Wag-
ler is named from this peculiarity. The lower part of the
body presents transverse series which are more regular,
but its small plates are flat, elongated, and nearly hex-
agonal. The scales that cover the cranium are not si-

milar to those of the back, but flat : the contrary of this
is seen in the species which Wiegmann made known
under the name of Heloderma. The tubercles with which
the lower part of the jaw is furnished vary in their extent.
The most external, those which cover the borders of the
lips, are the largest, and irregularly rounded and distri-

buted ; but those of the median region form longitudinal
parallel tinea which decrease from the end of the iaw to the

neck. Towards the median line there seems to be a Vw#-
tudinal furrow, so as to permit the divarication of Use t*e

branches of the lower jaw, as in the serpents. There w

«

collar or semicircle of great scales beneath and in from a

the breast, as in the Lacertat ; but there is a trasssttiv

fold of the skin, and the granulations which correapoat

with it are much smaller. All the lower part of the bo*
and limbs is, generally, of a paler tint, and furnished *d:
smooth regular plates, which are described in form o.' i

quincunx under the thighs. The upper part of the left

.

covered with scales similar to those of the back, general-

dotted or coloured in the same manner. The tail partici-

pates also in the distribution of the scales both above ase

below ; but here they are generally disposed in tra»

verse or annular bands, with this peculiarity, that U»

lower bands are so large that they correspond to three x
four rows of the upper ones. There are no pores in t&i

thighs, and the cloaca is a transverse slit, the anterior ix
posterior borders or lips of which are not covered ire.

scales of a particular form.
The rounded, elongated toes amount to five on uc

foot. They are entirely distinct, and separated from ts*>

base, of unequal length, and always furnished with cW
On the fore-feet the thumb or internal toe is the shortat

nevertheless it reaches to the penultimate phalanx oS ti»

second toe. In length the external toe comes next, tlr.

the second, and, lastly, the third : but the inequiiit u

still more remarkable in the hind-feet; for the four l
ternal toes successively increase in length. The fourti .

three times longer than the great toe, while the fifth it in-

termediate in length with reference to the two first, uu
much more free or independent in its movements. Ia lis

respect the feet of the Varanians bear the greatest amioQ
to those of the Lacertee, properly so called, or Autosstn.
The colour of the skin varies from black to more or **

deep green, with spots which seem to depend on the t -

bercles, the tints of which, variously grouped, offer men
or less regular designs, and represent mosaic work; «
that the skin of the Varanians may be employed in i-

arts like shagreen. It is composed of a very solid fiorco

cuticle, and the granulations of horny matter—eomeusa
they are even calcareous—are disseminated with &
greatest symmetry.

The. nostrils, with reference to their external ornWt.

vary slightly in different species; nevertheless" tbej an
always lateral, but more or less approximated to tit

muzzle. Their course is short : they open in the mouii
by means of two longitudinal slits in the concavity of th.

palate, in front of the corresponding region of the floor c.

the orbits. The species which frequent the water bin
sort of pouch or cavity, serving as the entrance of the

nasal fossse ; whilst in the species which are entirely tr-

restrial the slit is larger, more elongated, and more ap-

proximated to the orbit. It is nevertheless very protel.
that the nostrils and the conduits serve more for the act a
respiration than the perception of odours.
The tongue of the Varanians presents a particular chi-

racter. It is fleshy, very extensible, and can be prolong
to double the length of the head. For three-fourths of ,n

extent its form is cylindrical, and its fourth part forms t«j
conical points, divested of papillae, but covered with •

horny, delicate, flexible epidermis ; these portion* ran t*

divaricated, as if the tongue was regularly split longitudi-
nally. There is indeed to be seen below a longitudiaii
fuirow in the papillose and fleshy region, whence tfct

name of Fissiltngues applied by some authors to this

group. This tongue has the power of re-entering fci

more than half its length into a sort of scabbard or sheaili

and it is, most frequently, coloured in the part which rr-

mains out of the case, where it may be distinguished bt

its tint, even when the reptile does not protrude it.

The eyes are large, set in the median part of the head,
and on the same line as the nostrils. The moveable hit
are delicate, and their teguments are very finely grancr
lated: their commissure is on a horizontal line, and jr

very much elongated. The lower lid is much the largest
and seems endowed with more power of motion than* the
upper one, which remains, almost always, lowered,
other respects the eye does not differ from that of
Lacertee.

The auditory conduits are very apparent, situated ve;
low, and, so to speak, behind the cranium.- They ai

placed at the posterior region of the commissure ctf thtj
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ws, and have the appearance of a sort of obliqnely trans-

?rae rent : they are not deep, and leave visible the tym-
inic membrane directed obliquely outwards, internally

nd backwards.
Neither the digestive nor the generative organ* possess

ly peculiarity that would warrant the occupation of

>ace by a detailed account of them. (Cuvier ; Dumeril
id Bibron

;
Wagler, &c.)

Habits, &c.

Next to the Crocodilians, the Varanians attain the
reatest size of any of the Saurians; indeed Herodotus,
•Mian, and others regarded them as terrestrial croco-
Ips.

The Varanians are divisible into two distinct groups

:

ie eminently terrestrial group, whose abode is far from
le waters, in desert and sandy places ; and the aquatic
roup, consisting of those which inhabit the banks of

vers and lakes.

The first have the tail entirely conical and nearly
mnded, and it would appear at first sight to be useless, if

of in the animal's way : but as Nature makes nothing in

sin, Wagler's notion that it acts as a necessary countcr-
oise to the trunk is probably, so far as it goes, correct,

lie multitudinous bones which form the tail of the second
re very well developed, particularly in their transverse
rocesses, and offer strong points of attachment for the
uiscles : the upper and lower apophyses are comparatively
rcatly increased. Compressed throughout its entire length,
lis tail becomes a powerful organ of motion when the
nimal is in the water, particularly as it is often sur-

lounted with a crest formed by one or two rows of flat-

eued scales, a fit propelling oar for the body rendered
uoyant by the air with which the lungs are filled..

On land the Varanians run with rapidity, but their

lotion is always serpentine, a mode of progression due to
tieir long tail, which help* to push them forward
nd aids them in their leaps upon th* prey which they
nrsue.

The /oorf of the Varanians consists of animal matters,
nd especially large insects, such as Blattee, locusts,

rickets, and beetles. It is asserted that they hunt after
lie eggs of birds and crocodiles, and that chameleons,
mall tortoises, and fish have been found in their stomachs.
>f. I.eschenault de Latour relates that they unite on the
>anks of rivers and lakes to attack quadrupeds which
omc to quench their thirst, and that he has seen them
Hack a young stag as he attempted to swim across a
iver, in order to drown him. He even declares that he
( und the thigh-bone of a sheep in the stomach of one
vliich he dissected.

Such are the animals which in certain parts of their
ionization come nearest to the great extinct Saurians of
ild. If the habits ascribed to these Varanians bore any
elation to those of the great carnivorous Saurians now
wept away from the face of the earth, we should have in
hose annihilated giants no bad representatives of the
lragons of our wildest legends.

Geographical Distribution.

The family of Varanians, as modified by MM. Dumeril
uid Bibron, exist in all parts of the world with the excep-
tion of Europe.
America claims one only; that on which the genus

Heloderma is founded.
In Asia there are four Varani properly so called ; three

m Africa ; * and four in Oceania. Of these four, two have
lieen observed in New Holland, one in the isles of the
fapous, and the fourth in the isle of Timor.
MM. Dumeril and Bibron state that the locality of one

species, Varantu alboguiaris, is unknown, but Dr. Smith
obtained it in South Africa: it thus makes a fourth African
sP*cies.

Genera.

Varanus.

Generic Character.—Scales set at the side of each
other in the skin, and surrounded with an annular row of
very small tubercles. Back of the tail more or less

trenchant. A fold under the neck in, front of the breast.
(Dum. and Bibr.)

* But sot post.

1. Head of Varanus nebulosus ; 2, dorsal Males of the same; 3, dorsal sratrt

of Varaotis Niloticus; 4, dorsal scales of Varanus Plrquotii. •

$ 1. Terrestrial Varanians.
MM. Dumeril and Bibron notice but two terrestrial

species, the Terrestrial Monitor of Egypt, Varanus
arenanus (Dum. and Bib.), and Varanus Timoriensis of

the same authors. But Dr. Smith has since given a very
accurate figure and description of Varanus alboguiaris,

the species whose locality was unknown to MM. Dumeril
and Bibron ; and the form of the tail, Sec., together with
Dr. Smith's account of its habits, leaves little doubt that it

ought to come in this section : we shall therefore select

Varani arenarius and alboguiaris as examples of this

section.

Varanus arenarius.
Description.—Form.—Head in the form of a four-sided

pyramid. External apertures of the nostrils two oblique
slits, situated on each side of the muzzle, a little in front

of the eye. Teeth moderate, sharp, slightly compressed,
and a little curved backwards ; ear oval ; upper part of
the head paved as it were with small, flattened, many-
sided scales. A circular scale, the largest of all, is situated

on the vertex. The toes are perhaps proportionally rather

shorter than those ofthe other species. Their inferior sur-

face is furnished with small rounded tubercles surrounded
by an annular row of granular scales. These tubercles are

disposed in transverse rows of four or five each. The
upper part of the toes is covered with oblong, quadrilateral

scales, forming slightly imbricated transverse rows. Claws
very long, very much compressed, pointed, and slightly

curved. Tail nearly rounded for the first third of its ex-
tent, slightly flattened from right to left for the rest of its

length, which is one-fourth more than that of the rest of
the body, neck, and head together. If the upper part of
the posterior half of the tail is occasionally surmounted
with a keel formed of trihedral scales, as in many of the
Varanians, the keel is but very little developed. The
scales of all the parts of the body, except those of the
upper part of the head and toes, whatever their form may
be, are each surrounded with a row of small squamous
grains. These scales are simply oval under the neck and
the four limbs, and equally oval, but a little ridged on the
upper region and sides of the body, conical on the upper
part of the neck, circular on the arms, and quadrilateral

oblong under the belly and on the whole extent of the
tail, round which they form vetticillations.

Colour.—This varies in individuals. MM. Dumeril and
Bibron state that the specimen brought by Geoffroy from
Egypt is bright brown on the back, with some square spots

of a greenish and pale yellow. Other spots, or rather

transverse bands, ofthe same colour, are on the upper part of
the tail. Two other specimens, which are less, are yel-

lowish; but in one the colour is uniform, while in the

other the yellowish colour is mingled with a brown tint,

forming more than twelve transverse bands on the tail,

and five only on the back, where besides there are, in the
intervals between the bands, brown points, with which the

upper part of the four limbs are sprinkled. On each side

of the neck moreover are two brown ribands, which take

their origin, one at the posterior angle of the eye, the

other on the border of the ear. The claws are yellow.

Locality.—Egypt.
Habits.—According to M. Isidore Geoffroy, entirely

different from those of the other Varanians generally, and
from those of the Varanus Niloticus in particular. Instead

of frequenting the banks of the river, it lives in dry places,
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a locality in unison with the conformation of the tail,

whose rounded form is not proper for swimming. It is

less carnivorous than the Monitor of the Nile : at least, in

captivity, instead of throwing itself on its prey with
avidity, it is only induced to take pieces of flesh by being
crammed. (Dum. and Bibr.)

MM. Dum4ril and Bibron state that this is the Ouaran-
el-hard of the Arabs ; the Terrestrial Crocodile of Hero-
dotus ; Ouaran, Forsk. ; Varanus Scincus, Merr. ; Fsam-
mosaurus griseus of Fitzinger ;

Tupinambis arenarius,

Isid., Geoff. ; Le Monitor terrettre d'Egypte, Cuv.
;
Tupi-

nambis griseus, Daud. ; Psammosaurus scincus, Wagl.;
Tupinambis arenarius, Bor> de St. Vine. ; The Land
Monitor qf Egypt, Griff. ; Monitor scincus, Gray ; Va-
ranus terrestris, Schinz.

It is very probable that this is the Scink of the

Antients.

Varanus albogularis.

Description.—Colour.— Head and neck intermediate
between gamboge and ochre yellow, the former and the
sides and back of the neck finely freckled by small black
spots ; from the outer comer of each eye a brown stripe

extends along the neck, and terminates on the back im-
mediately behind the base of the fore-leg, where it is

much broader than at its commencement : this stripe is

generally darkest at its edge and lightest along its centre

:

between the termination of these stripes there are in most
specimens two large brown blotches separated from each
other by a yellowish line. Back brown, crossed by three

or four ochry yellow bands, which are either in the form
of continuous stripes or interrupted blotches, and is be-
sides variegated by smaller spots or waved narrow stripes

of the same colour ; the larger baRds and blotches sprin-

kled with small brown spots. The sides ochry yellow with
small brown spots and vertical stripes, the latter continued
from the brown of the back ; belly the same colour as the
sides, with a sprinkling of small brown spots. Tail beneath
ochry yellow ; above and on the sides marked by alternate

brown and yellow bands, the former spotted with yellow,

the latter with brown. Outer surface of the anterior ex-
tremities ochry yellow spotted with brown; the posterior

extremities dark brown spotted with ochry yellow ; toes

the latter colour with some indistinct brownish bars ; nails

dark horn-coloured.

Form.—Head rather small ; neck and body robust, and
rather flattened ; limbs thick and strong. The head is

quadrangular, rather short, broad behind, and tapered
towards the nose ; nostrils oblique, linear, and situated

near to the eyes ; teeth somewhat cylindrical and strong

;

obtuse in some specimens, pointed in others ; external car
transverse and narrow ; tail somewhat cylindrical towards
the base, the remainder compressed above and sur-

mounted by a distinct serrated carina with a slight chan-
nel along its upper surface ; towards the tip of the tail

this carina disappears. Upper surface of the head covered
by flat, somewhat circular scales, rather small, particularly

over the eyes ;
lips and temples covered with small scales,

on the former oval, on the latter circular. On the nape
and upper part of the neck the scales of a larger sue than
on any other part of the animal, more raised, and with
the granulations surrounding the disks very distinct.

On the back and sides the scales are disposed in waved
transverse bands, and only differ from those on the neck in

being of smaller size and less convex : on the tail they are

arranged in regular rings ; towards its base oval, and more
or less completely margined by granulations ; towards the
tip oblong, subcarinated, and almost without any edging.
On the chin, throat, and sides of the neck the scales are
small and oval ; on the breast somewhat circular ; on the
belly oval in transverse row*, and only margined behind by
granulations ; on the inner sides again they are smaller
and nearly circular. The inner toe of hinder foot very
short and robust ; the outer one much removed from the
rest ; on the fore-foot the inner toe is shorter than any of
the others, but longer than the corresponding one of the
hinder foot.

Such is Dr. Smith's description of the mate, from which,
he says, the female differs but little in external appear-
ance. The length of the specimen lrom which the de-
scription was taken was two feet eight inches from tip of
nose to end of tail ; but he adds that specimens are occa-
sionally obtained which measure between four and Ave

This species is the Tupinambis gularit at Daadit
Varanus ornatus, Merr. ;

Tupinambis tUboguler «,

Kuhl ; Polydeedalus albogularis, Wagl., and JSioau i

albogularis of Gray.
Locality and Habits.—Dr. Smith did not obtain ir

specimens of V. albogularis south of Latakoo, but lie
is, he says, reason to believe that it occasionally oco--

within the limits of the Cape Colony; and he adds tba:

is in all probability the animal which is called das Am
by the colonists, and which is so much dreaded frum .

supposition that it is extremely venomous. ' It is iwiir .

continues Dr. Smith, ' discovered in rocky precipice*. <x

low stony hills, and when surprised seeks concealmtr: .

the chinks of the former, or in the irregular cavities cf -

latter ; and when any irregularities exist upon the mirL.

of the rocks or stones, it clasps them so ftrmly win
toes, that it becomes a task of no small difficulty to _-

lodge it, even though it can be easily reached. C:
such circumstances the strength of no one man is ah!<

withdraw a full-grown individual; and I have teen :-

persons required to pull a specimen out of a> posits:
had attained, even with the assistance of a rope fii-j .

front of its hinder legs. The moment it was dulodg'
flew with fury at its enemies, who by flight only -i..

themselves from being bitten. After it was killed it • ~

discovered that the points of all the nails had tn
broken previously, or at the moment it lost its hold,

feeds upon frogs, crabs, and small quadrupeds ; and I-
-

its partiality to the two former, it is often found aa. j

rocks near to springs or running streams; which '»

having been observed by the natives, has led then '

regard it as sacred, and not to be injured without danf

.

of drought.' {Illustrations of the Zoology of
Africa.)

Varanus alhofularin. (Smith.)

Aquatic Varanians.

For an account of Varanus Niloticus, see the artio'«

Monitors.
Varanus Bellii.

Description.—Form.—Head very much elongated, re-

sembling a four-sided pyramid. Teeth long, slen^
compressed, pointed, slightly curved, and very finely Ar •

tilated on their edges, twenty-four in each jaw. Extern
apertures of the nostrils two rounded holes on each side e
the muzzle, near its extremity. Flattened polygonal plsto
in juxtaposition cover the entire surface of the het:
They are .of two sizes : the less dilated ones are on tfcr

supra-orbital regions and on the sides of the cranium : thr

more dilated ones cover the middle of the vertex, tb.-

inter-ocular space and the upper part of the muzzle. Uv
sides of which have nearly the same sort of scaly coverre
The temples are protected by a pavement of small circuUr
scales. On the nape are oval tubercles, each surrounded
with a granulous circle, as are all the scales of the otbrr
parts of the body, those of the head and the upper part
the toes excepted. Though very much elongated, the toe
are robust and armed with large crooked claws, which ax
sharp and very much compressed. On their inferior sur-

face are transverse rows of square groups, each composed
oftwenty small granular tubercles. Their upper surface »
protected by smooth, quadrilateral, oblong scales, forminr
transverse rows slightly imbricated. The tail is more thst
half the total length of the animal. It begins to put on i

flattened form from right to left towards the second third
of its extent ; but the double scaly carina which sunnountj
it shows itself at a previous point. Groups of small granu-
lar tubercles, like those of the under part of the toes. pro-
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>ct the palms and soles of the feet. Oral and slightly

onvex scales cover the lower regions of the neck and
mbs; there are quadrilateral and flat ones above the

rrists, and very narrow and strongly carinated oval ones

n the neck, the back, and the four limbs. The pectoral

bales are oval and smooth, those of the abdomen and the

\i\ are quadrangular, oblong, and with a longitudinal

arina.

Co/our.—Two very different tints : one deep black, the

ther pale yellow or whitish. The first colours all the

>wer pails, and shows itself on the upper parts in nearly

s great proportion as the second. On the top of the head
forms five rounded spots, placed in the same manner as

five points of a die : behind these is a sixth spot on
(le of the posterior region of the cranium : there is

nth sufficiently dilated to cover a portion of the occi-

it forms a crescent on the nape. In front of the

„jlder the yellow colour dotted with black represents a
orse-shoe, whose branches extend to the right and left

long the neck. It shows itself, but always dotted with

lack on all the other parts of the animal, under the form
I" large transverse bands alternating with other bands of

ne black, of which colour the claws are.

Locality.—New Holland

Voranus Bellii.

Heloderma. (Wiegm.)
Generic Character.—Scales or tubercles of the body
mple or not surrounded with small squamous grains,

ail rounded. The fifth toe of the posterior feet inserted

11 the same line with the other four. (Dam. and Bibr.)

The Heloderms have not the scales or tubercles with

Inch they are covered surrounded by small squamous
rains like the Varans. The five toes of each of the pos-

trior feet of the Helodermala are inserted on the same
ansversal line, whereas in the Varani the fifth is at-

iched to the tarsus, farther back than the others. The
:eth differ too, from those of the Varans, for they are

compressed. The tail of the Heloderms is rounded

. its extent.

Head of Helodnma.

Example, Heloderma horridum.
Dncrtption.—Form.—The teeth of this species are

'
ider, nearly straight, very much pointed and hollowed

' a deep channel. The head is in shape a tetrahedral

unid ; it is flattened, and obtusely rounded at its an-

or extremity, on each side of which are the nostrils:

Jiese last are nearly oval and circumscribed by three

plates. The upper part of the nose is furnished with four

scutules, the first of which are pentagons nan-owed back-
wards, and the second straight rhombs. There are twenty
upper labial scutules. The surface of the head, com-
prising the front, the vertex, and the occiput, is rough
with large plates, or rather great osseous tubercles, whose
contour, although many-sided, tends to a circular figure.

These tubercles are disposed in annular rows, fitting one
into the other. There are also tubercles, but of a conical
form, which cover the surface of the back, where they are
arranged in transverse lines. Small flat and smooth scales

occupy the breast and abdominal region. On the anterior
region of the one, they are rounded and disposed in order

;

whilst, more backward and on the entire surface of the
other, they are of a triangular form and in transverse
rows.

The four limbs are nearly of the same length. The
arms are covered with osseous plates which are convex
and nearly polygonal, and on the fore-arms are great flat

circular scales. The anterior toes are not very unequal.
The middle toe is the longest ; then come the second and
the fourth, which are a little shorter than the two external

ones. The third and fourth hind-toes, whose length is the
same, are the longest, and the fifth is the smallest. The
external surface of the thighs and legs is protected by
hemispherical tubercles and their internal surface by great
gubrounded and flat scales. All the toes are covered with
nearly semilunar scutules, dilated across. The claws are
curved, compressed, and very sharp.

The tail is rounded and nearly equals the trunk in

length : its verticillations are composed, above, of large
tubwrcles, and below, of flat, quadrangular scales.

Colour.—Black-brown above, passing into pale brown
on the lower parts. Head uniform in colour. The neck
and back present rusty red spots, sprinkled with yellowish
or whitish points. Belly washed with yellow on a brown
ground. The black-brown of the back shows itself also

on the tail, which is annulated with reddish.

Locality.—Mexico, where there is an erroneous but
general belief that the bite of this species is fatal.

Helodeima horridum.

Here, according to promise, we proceed to give some

account of the Lacertidee. as far as our space will permit.

The Lacertinida; in Mr. J. E. Grays arrangement,

come immediately after the Teidce, and are followed by

the Zonurdiee.

Mr. Gray's Laccrtmidee consist of the genera Zootoca,

Lacerta, Teira, Eremius, Acanthodactylus, ScdptiitA,
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Meroles, Mesulina, Calrita, Algira, Psammodromus,
Ophiops, and Calosaura.
We must here confine ourselves to the genera Lacerta

and Zootoca as examples.
Lacerta. Linn.

Generic Character.—-Throat with a distinct collar. Nos-
trils situated towards the outer and inferior margin of the

nasal scuta. An osseous superorhital lamina. Temples
covered with scuta. Scales of the back, orbiculo-poly-

gonal, slightly carinated. Palate toothed. (Bell.)

Head of Lacerta, kcd from above. (Bell.)

Mr. Bell remarks, that the external parts from which

the artificial characters of the present group are founded

are principally the plates covering the head, as above de-

lineated, common to the whole subfamily Lacerlina, the

scales of the collar, the prse-anal scale, those in which the

femoral pores are placed, the abdominal plates, and those

of the back and tail. The abdomen is covered by broad

plates applied to each other at the margins, and arranged

hi longitudinal rows. There is a distinct collar of over-

laying scales longer than those which cover the throat

and detached from those which cover the breast. Scales

of the back and sides small and imbricated. Those of the

toil arranged in distinct and even whorls, elongated and

narrow, and becoming more so towards the end of the

tail. Femoral pores.

Some account of the teeth of this group will be found

in the article Saurians. Mr. Bell observes, that in ad-

dition to the teeth which are placed in the margins of the

upper and lower jaws, there are also a few very minute

ones on the back part of the palate, which may be readily

felt by a pin or the point ot a penknife. He further re-

marks that the existence or absence of these palatine teeth

would perhaps scarcely be admissible alone as a generic

distinction : but when combined with others, and associated

also with a marked difference of habit, it may be admitted

as a valuable, because it is a tangible and permanent
character ; and he has accordingly employed it as one of

the means of generic distinction between the two English

Lizards.

Example, Lacerta agilit.

Great confusion has existed touching the identity of this

beautiful English species, arising from the application of

the term agilit by naturalists to the common lizard of

their several countries. This has not escaped the acute

observation of the Prince of Canino and Musignano, whose
searching diligence and well-employed experience have
given him a knowledge of the Vertebrata of Europe sur-

passed by no living zoologist. He first cleared away the

mists that hung over this species; and in his Fauna
Italica clearly defined the true Lacerta agilit, or Lacerta

di Linneo.
Mr. Bell, in his elegant work on British Reptiles, follows

out the inquiry with great learning and industry, and as

his authority on the subject of English Reptiles stands as

high as that of the Prince with reference to European
Reptilia generally, we shall take our descriptions from his

pen.
Description.—Mr. Bell describes this species as varying

exceedingly in colour and marking. ' The most common
colour of the upper parts is a sandy-brown, with obscure
longitudinal fascia; ot a darker brown, and a lateral series

of black rounded spots, each marked with a yellowish

white dot or line in the centre. There is often in this

most common variety more or less of green on the sides.

• Another variety is that to which I have before alluded,

in which the upper parts are more or less of a green hue.

in some this colour is brighter and lighter than in others,

but the usual colour is a rather dull brownish-green. Not
only is it very probable that the passages which I have

quoted from Linrneus and Miiller indicate this variety, but

I cannot help believing that all the accounts we have on

record of the supposed occurrence of the Green Lisard, I

viridis, in Ireland and in England, are to be referred i

individuals of the same variety of our present speed
which were probably of unusually vivid hues, and ob«er»i

under all the advantages of a bnght sunshine. Such sa
doubtless be the explanation of the " beautital grw
Lacertte" seen by Gilbert White " on the sunny ha:,

near Farnham." The Prince of Musignano, in his /V».«i

Italica, figures a variety with the whole of the back t
|

dull black-red colour. The under side is usually «;

.

whitish or greyish colour, varied with light green ton-..

the sides, about the collar, and under the tail, and t

black dots scattered about those parts*

' In its general form this lizard is much thicker and '.r.

gracile than the more common species. The bead
rather more obtuse, the body more rounded, and the ax>
stronger and shorter. The relative proportions of the i
and the body vary exceedingly in different individual

As a general rule, it may be stated that the length, of is

head and body together is to that of the tail as thro %

four nearly: but in one specimen in my collection Un

proportions are nearly equal ; and in that which it apra
above (p. 28 of Mr. Bell's work) the tail is even cooadr-

ably shorter than the head and body, but this may b»f

occurred from the mutilation and reproduction of the par.

The legs are so short, that when the posterior one* a
brought forwards, and the anterior placed backwards pa-

rallel to the sides of the body, the hinder toes da m
extend farther than to the wrist of the anterior oaa. a

which respect it differs remarkably from the other spec**.

In this, as in others, however, the abdomen of the feaalr

is proportionally larger than that of the male. The tfart

and fourth toe of the fore-foot are nearly of equal lenttk

Mr. Jenyns says the former is the longer, but in some spe-

cimens the reverse is the case. The plates of the hoi

are similar in tHeir general form and proportions to tboc

of most others of the genus. The nostrils are placed str

the outer or inferior margin of the nasal plates, and «**
half-way between the anterior and posterior margins. IV
frontal plate is elongate pentagonal ; the anterior jnpr

obtuse ; the lateral margins parallel, but slightly cootrartr:

about the middle ; the interparietal pentagonal, and W-
a depressed point in the centre ; the occipital verv sm*
The upper eyelid with a series of very minute scales. tV

the whole surface of the lower covered by similar oe»

the space between the eye and the auditory passage cor nr.

with plates, of which the two superior, lyingirnmedi»*>
under the parietal, are much the largest. The seals v

the upper parts of the body are round or polygons), it

slightly, though distinctly, carinated. The abdoaas
plates in six rows, the middle series narrower than tb

adjoining ones. Pree-anal plate single, of a broad pen-

tagonal Form ; the anterior margin bordered by four par-

of plates. Femoral pores varying in number from eir"

to fifteen on each side. In the specimen figured at put

28, there are eight on one side and nine on the other. TV
pores are in this species placed in flat triangular sciIa

whilst in Zootoca vivipara the scales are so round an.'

small as almost to form tubes. The tail is covered
numerous distinct whorls, according to Duges, from iiti

to eighty, of elongated scales, which are longer, narro««
and more distinctly carinated towards the extremity. Tfr

number of whorls varies considerably in different ni-

viduals.' Total length of one of moderate size, 7 iad»
2 lines.

Locality and Habits.—North of Europe, as high as Sod-

den and Denmark ; rare so far south as Italy. ComsM
in the north of France and Central Europe. England,m
Poole.

Mr. Bell states that L. agilis is more timid, and far k»

easily rendered 'familiar, than the beautiful green liari

(L. viridis) of Guernsey and the south of Europe. ' Tb
latter species,' says Mr. Bell, 'may be readily tamed,
taught to come to the hand for its food, and to drink (m
the hollow of the palm of any one to whom it is anr>-

tomed. It will lie coiled up between the two hands, enjoj

ing the warmth, and not offering to escape. But it Uvrn
different with the present species, which appears not to fc»

susceptible of any such attachment. It will indeed at-

tempt to bite any one who handles it, which I have ne>e
known to occur with the L. viridis. When in confix
ment it ceases to feed, conceals itself with extreme timidity

when approached, and ultimately pines and dies.'
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The number of eggs laid by the female is from twelve
fourteen, in hollows excavated by her for a nest. She
vers them with sand, and leaves them to the rays of the

n. Mr. Bell is of opinion that the eggs are deposited a
insiderable time before they are hatched. He does not
ink that this species ever brings forth its young alive.

Ucerta ngdu.

Zootoca. Wagl.

Generic Character.—Nostrils, collar, superovbital lamina,
in the genus Lacerla. Temples covered with adpressed
lies. Scales of the back elongated and hexagonal,
date toothless. (Bell.)

Description.—Smaller and more slender than L. agilis,

th the head more depressed, rather narrower, and the
lizzie sharper. Plates of the head, in size and arrange-
ent, without much difference, with the exception of those
the temples, which are smaller and more numerous in

totoca than in L. agilis. Collar of nine plates, nearly
ual ; six rows of abdominal plates, the middle and outer
ies narrower than the intermediate. Dorsal scales
xrower, more angular, and with a less distinct carina
Bui in L. agilis; but the caudal scales nearly similar.

:et more slender, and toes longer in proportion. Femoral
ires nine or ten generally, placed in scales, which differ

uch from the corresponding ones in L. agilis.

The colour and markings vary considerably. The upper
its are generally greenish-brown, and a dark brown line,

it unfrequently interrupted, runs down the middle of the
ick. Parallel with this there is on each side a broad
ind from behind the eyes to a greater or less distance
iwn the tail. Between these and the central streak one
more rows of black dots are often seen, and in some
ch dots are found in the broad side-streak itself. The
ale has the under side of the body and base of his tail

ight orange, spotted with black : in the female those
Uts and the tail are spotless greyish-green. Total length
merally from five inches and a half to six inches and a
at
Locality and Habits.—' This agile and pretty little

eature,' says Mr. Bell, ' is the common inhabitant of
most all our heaths and banks in most of the districts of
ngland, and extending even into Scotland : it is also one
f the few reptiles found in Ireland. On the Continent
s range does not appear to De very extensive : it is not
mnd in Italy, nor, I believe, in France, and is very pro-
nbly confined in a great measure to our own latitude,

a movements are beautiful, gracile, as well as rapid : it

omes out of its hiding-place during the warm parts of the

»y, from the early spring till autumn has far advanced,
asking in the sun, and turning its head with a sudden
lotion the instant that an insect comes within its view,
nd, darting like lightning upon its prey, it seizes it with
i* little sharp teeth and speedily swallows it. Thus
t will often take a great number of the smaller insects,

•referring those of the dipterous order, though it will not
efuse many of the coleopteia or orthoptera, if they be not
00 large.
1

J

Instead of depositing her eggs in the sand to be hatched
Jy the warmth of the sun, as is the case with the former,

P. 0. No. 1033.

the female of the present species retains the eggs within
the oviduct until the young are ready to leave them, and
they are produced alive. As in all the ovo-vivi parous
reptiles, the covering of the egg is very thin, and merely
membranous. In this respect they differ from those which
deposit their eggs before the embryo is formed. In the
latter case a more efficient protection is necessary, and the
covering is either calcareous, as in the tortoises and croco-
diles, or of a substance resembling parchment, as those of
the snakes and most lizards. In the viper, which also pro-
duces its young alive, the covering, as in the present
animal, is extremely thin, and very easily torn ; and thete
is reason to believe that the laceration of this membrane
and the emancipation of the young take place in, and are
occasioned by, the very act of parturition.

' As the young ones are occasionally found with the
mother, there is some reason to believe that these little

animals are not wholly devoid of the instinct of parental
care and tendance ; but it is scarcely probable that the
exercise of this feeling is ever very powerful, or that it

endures for any considerable period. The young when
brought forth are fully formed, and capable of running
about, and, very shortly afterwards, of taking their own
food. The usual number is from three to six.

' Although I have alluded to the suns influence as being
the means of hastening the evolution of the embryo in the
oviparous reptiles, it is not to be concluded that the same
source of warmth is unnecessary in the present and similar
instances. The only difference is, that m the ovo-vivipa-
rous species the solar heat is communicated to the embryo
through the medium of the mother ; and hence we often
see the pregnant female about the month of June con-
stantly basking in the sun, and lying in such a position as

to expose the body most fully lo its influence. Every one
who has watched the habits of our native reptiles, must
have seen the same circumstance in the gravid female of
the Common Viper ; and may have observed how much
more reluctantly and tardily she leaves the genial spot than
the male.'

to-;- "'57V
- WWt^K

Zootoca viTipUO.

The following preparations in the Physiological Series

of the Museum of the College of Surgeons are illustrative

of the organization of Lacerta agilis

:

—Nos. 445, 655, 2210,

2212, 2213, 2214, 2215, 221G, 2218, 2219, 2220, 2223, 2131,

3348, 3349, 3350.

Fossil Varanid.*?

Many of the extinct carnivorous Saurians, such as Gko-
saukus, Mkgalosaurus, Mosasaurus, and others, come so

near in many points of their organization to the Varanidce
now in existence, that it almost becomes a question

whether they might not be classed as belonging to that

family. Indeed MM. Duineril and Bibron arrange them
Vol, XXVI.-T
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without a query under the title of Fostil Varanians. We
should however remember, that great undoubtedly as the

resembance is, in the teeth especially, between those fos-

sils and the living Varans, there are other and crocodilian

elements in the organization of the former, which make it

hardly justifiable to include those antient terrestrial and
aquatic dragons under the family Varanidee.

Here may be, perhaps, most aptly placed, with the re-

servation however above alluded to, Professor Owen's
Raphiosaurus.
This new genus was introduced in a paper read before

the Geological Society of London, and published in the

sixth volume of the Transactions of that Society with the

following title : ' Description of the Vertebral Column of
a small Lacertine Saurian from the Chalk.'

The specimen consisted of a chain of small vertebras in

their natural relative position. The bodies of these ver-

tebrae are united by Dall-and-socket joints, the socket

being on the anterior, and the ball on the posterior part of

the vertebra ; and they were proved to belong to the Sau-
rian class of Reptiles by the presence of many long and
slender ribs, and by the conversion of two vertebrae through
the length and strength of their transverse processes into a
sacrum. Remains of an ischium and pubis were connected
with the left side of the sacrum, proving that the 'reptile

had hinder extremities as well developed as they are in the

generality of Saurians : no trace however of either ante-

rior or posterior extremities nor of head existed. The spe-

cimen is in the rich collection of Sir Philip de Maipas Grey
Egerton, Bart.

' With this evidence of the primary group of reptiles to

which the fossil belongs, there next remained to be deter-

mined,' says Professor Owen, * to which division of Sau-

rians having ball-and-socket vertebral joints it was to be

referred. In the Crocodilian or Loricate group the

transverse costigerous processes are elongated, the posterior

ribs are exclusively attached to these processes, and three,

four, or five of the vertebne which precede the sacrum are

ribless, and consequently reckoned as lumbar vertebrae : in

the Lacertine Saurians there are never more than two lum-
bar vertebrae, and all tfee ribs are supported on short con-
vex processes or tubercles.

' In the present fossil each rib is articulated by a single

head to a short process of this kind, and they are attached

to all the vertebrae, except the one immediately preceding
the sacrum : these characters, with the slenderness and
uniform length of the ribs, and the degree of convexity in

the articular ball of the vertebrae, prove incontestably that

the fossil is part of a Saurian appertaining to the inferior

or Lacertine group.
' The costal tubercles are developed, as in other Lacer-

tians, from the sides of the anterior part of the body of the

vertebrae ; the under surface of the vertebra is smooth,
concave in the axis of the body, and convex transversely-

' As there are twenty-one costal vertebra; anterior to the
sacrum, including the sin-rle lumbar, the fossil cannot be
referred to the genera Stellio, Agoma, Leiolepis, Lyrioce-
phalits, Basiliscus, Analis, or CAumeeleon ; but a compa-
rison may be instituted between it and the Monitors, Igu-
anas, and Scinks. In the absence of cranium, teeth, and
extremities, any closer approximation of the fossil to exist-

ing forms would be hazardous, and too conjectural to yield

any good scientific results.'

Professor Owen then observes, that if the portions of the

lower jaw of a Lacertian from the lower chalk near Cam-
bridge shpuld be of the same species, as it agrees in size

with that above described from the same formation in

Kent, there would then be no doubt that the chalk Lacer-
tian is generically distinct from any known existing lizard.

It contains twenty-two close-set aw)-shaped teeth, anchy-
losed by their bases to an outer alveolar parapet of bone.

eide-vifw of portion or lower jaw of I*o»riian reptile from the low» ehalk
near Cambridge.

VARA'NUS. [Monitors; Varanid*.]

VARCHI. [8«nn.]
VARCHI, BENEDETTO, born at Florence in 150tl

»

sent by his father, who was an advocate, to Pisa, to >-

law; but at his father's death he gave up the la»
which he had no taste, and applied himself wholly to .

rature. At the time of the fall of the Florentine rvpur
Varchi, who belonged to the losing party, emitrrate-i

Padua and Bologna, where he became intimate with B*c
and Qti^'le'arnpJTnien'. "Sbtye years after, Cosmo I- --

-

firmlyWrablished on the ducal throne, of Florence, rec»
Varchi, and appointed him one of rae* directors of

new Florentine Academy, which he instituted for the
pose of cultivating the Tuscan language and njusfrv.
its standard writers. The academy frittered i

time in pedantic and interminable disputes
words, but it brought forth also some useful worfi |s
which was the ' Ercolano ' of Varchi, a disquisition, s
form of dialogue, on language in general, and rnoto
ticularly on the Tuscan language. Varchi maizca:
that the Tuscan or Italian language, which he, throng
excess of nationality, calls Florentine, was suited to
branch of literature and to every style of writnjf; -

capable of expressing all kinds of sentiments and err-..-- •

tions, however varied. This he laboured to prqy? by tn -

lations from the Latin. He published translation
Seneca, ' De Beneficiis,' and of Boetbius, 'De Consolatr -

He wrote commentaries on Dante aria Petrarch, and :

sonnets and other short poems. But the principal •

duction of Varchi is the * Storia Fiorentina,* from the •
-

1527 to 1538, an important period, which embrare '•

last struggle and fall of the republic, the tyrannical
dissolute rule of Alessandro de' Medici, which ended <

his assassination, the elevation of Cosmo to the c --

throne, and the subsequent inroad of Filippo Stmz .-

his band of malcontents, which ended in the deft-
-

Montemurlo and the death of the leaders. Varchi « -

it at the desire of Cosmo, and he has been charged ».

partiality towards his patron. This partiality howevcr-
probably a matter of feeling and habit, and not • *c-

affectation. Besides, Duke Cosmo was certainly a '•-

superior man. Placed when a mere youth in a very err
position, and in times of universal corruption, he pr:

himself stern and even cruel towards his enemie>

.

he effected also much good, and strove to heal sua.
the wounds inflicted by the wars, revolutions, anarchy.

;

misgovernment of nearly half a century. That hi* j-v.

character has been represented as worse than it

by the reports of his enemies, is an opinion entertain*!
several reflecting and dispassionate writers. Varchi'* r

.

rative is very diffuse, and his language abounds with y
pular Florentine forms of speech, which are perhaps :

colloquial for the gravity of history*. His work wi? -

published for a long time after his death ; yet pars i

transpired in his lifetime, and drew upon nim the <r

geance of powerful persons whom he had exposed. '

'

night he was attacked and stabbed in several parts oi '

body. He however recovered, and although the et-.
-

parties remained unknown or unpunished, Duke 0*t
endeavoured to compensate him for the injury he hid -

ceived by making him a gift of his pretty country- *

called ' La Topaja,' and of the clerical benefice of Monv
varchi. Pope Paul III. invited him to Rome, but Var :

declined the offer. He died of apoplexy in 1565.
Not many years since a small critical work ofW '.

was discovered in MS. in the Magliabecchi Librar. -

Florence, and published under the title of * Errori di Pi ..

Giovio nella Storia,' Florence, 1821.
(Corniani, / Secoli delta Letteratura Italiana; In

boschi, Storia delta Letteratura Italiana.)
VAREWUS, BERNHARDUS, author of a treatw -

systematic geography, of which Newton, when Luca.- -

professor of mathematics at Cambridge, published i

edition for the use of his students, was a native of IIh-
in the territory of Luneburg, now part of the kincdoi
Hanover. The materials for a Life of Varenius are lam.

:

ably meagre. Nothing appears to be known ot !»

parentage, the time of his birth, or the events of his h •

hood. The library of the British Museum contains a c.

:

of a Thesis on Aristotle's definition of motion, primWi.
Hamburg in 1642, which Varenius undertakes to dei>: .

on the 16th of November, in a public disputation ur>---
the presidency of his tutor Joachim Junge, rector and p.-*-
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Lessor of physics and (pro tempore) of logic in the gym-
lasium of Hamburg. The thesis is dedicated to Albert
on Eitzen, burgomaster of Hamburg ; Conrad Meyer,
• chdeacon of Celle ; Jodocus Capelle, preacher in the
>t. Catherine's Church at Hamburg; and Ernst Scheie,

reasurer to the duke of Liineburg and Brunswick. The
uthor calls his thesis ' Musarum Philosophicarum Pri-

uitiae.' The library of the British Museum also contains
. copy of a medical thesis ' De Febri in genere,' printed

t Leyden in 1649, which ' Bernhardus Varenius, Ultza-
.unseburgensis,' undertakes to maintain in public dis-

niiation on the 22nd of June as part of his trials previous
0 receiving the degree of doctor of medicine. This * in-

ucrural thesis ' is dedicated by the author to the burgo-
masters and senators of Liineburg. Varenius's ' Description
l' Japan ' was published at Amsterdam in 1649 ; it is

edicated to the burgomasters and senators of Hamburg,
'id the date of the dedication is Amsterdam, the calends
! itt of July, about a week after he had taken his degree.
(•' assigns as the reason for dedicating his book to the
: i-Cistrates of Hamburg, his having learned the first ele-

1 nits of philosophy, mathematics, and physics in the
yinnasium of that city. In the preface addressed to the
Mer he mentions that after he had finished his medical
udies he was for a time deterred from entering upon prac-
ce by the small prospect he had of obtaining employ-
ie nt ; and that in this state of mind he had devoted him-
lf to the study of philosophy and the mathematical
;iences. During this interval he had composed a treatise

n ' Conic Sections,' but had been unable to find a pub-
-her for a work so remote from popular interest. At last

i opening had presented itself for entering into medical
nichce, offering only a slender prospect of remuneration at
r-4, but on the other hand ample opportunities ofacquiring
medical knowledge. He had resolved, he proceeds, to

nbrace this opportunity, and to restrict his inquiries in
it ure to medicine, and to geometry and physics, which
e esteemed important auxiliary studies. He thus leaves
to be inferred that the publication of his account of

• pan, which he describes as an amusement of his leisure

'urs, an attempt to present in a systematic form and in

le Latin language a compendious view of the informa-
"ti respecting that empire contained in Dutch and Por-
iLTucse authors, was his farewell to general literature,

he ' Systematic Geography ' (' Geographia Generalis ') of
arenius was originally published at Amsterdam, in 1650.
1 1 he dedication of this work to the senators of Amsterdam,
le author alludes to his account of Japan, published the
ar before, and states as his reason for dedicating the
>ok to them, that he had found in their city an asylum
id the means of pursuing his studies when obliged to fly

"in his native country, laid waste by the ravages of war.
< intimates his intention, if the Geography is favourably
ccived, to follow It up by a work on the food and drink

i' various nations, and on the different kinds of medicines
i use among them. These incidental notices in the dedi-
ihons and prefaces of the works we have mentioned
[i pear to establish the identity of their author, and supply
uunt outline of his history from 1642 to 1650. Of the
ib>equent history of Varenius we have found no trace,

vcept that Chalmers asserts, on what authority we have
een unable to discover, that he died in 1660. Jocher
iTitions a Henricus Varenius, a native of Hervord in

*'<-"*tphalia, who was at one time chaplain to Duke
i iirustus of Brunswick-Liineburg, and died pastor and
'I'lrintendent of the church at Ulzen in 1636 : this may

been a relation (father?) of Bernhardus Varenius.
he description of Japan (' Descriptio Regni Japoniae') is,

- has been noticed above, a mere compilation. It was
>e last of a series of similar monographs of actually
Msting states published by the Elzevirs. Prefixed is a
i-ertation on what constitutes a state ; a list of the states
ito which the world was divided at the time of publica-
">n ; and a catalogue of the authorities consulted for the
'-•eount of Japan. An appendix contains a notice of the
'•">iri of Japan, and some information respecting Siam and
J
TMa. Annexed is an account of the religion of the
ipanese, and a narrative of the introduction into and sup-
«>ion of Christianity in Japan, dedicated to Christina,

: 'sen of Sweden. Lastly, there is a short view of all reli-

>>ns. The ' Geographia Generalis' is divided into three
«>k8. The author treats in the first and second of general

or universal geography ; in the third, of special or parti-
cular geography. The contents of the first book he calls
' Absolute Geography,' including under this designation
all that relates to the form, dimensions, or motion of the
world, the general properties of the land, the seas, rivers,

&c. The second book is devoted to what he terms • Rela-
tive Geography,' and in this is comprehended everything
relating to climates, seasons, the difference of apparent
time at different places, the lengths of days in different lati-

tudes, temperature, &c. In the third book, « Comparative
Geography ' (by which Varenius means the relative posi
tions of places), after some remarks upon the longitude,
the construction of globes and maps, measurements of dis-
tances, and the sensible and visible horizons, six chapters
are devoted to an exposition of the theory and practice of
navigation. The work is the first attempt at a system of
physical geography : it is characterised by precision, good
arrangement, and lucid expression. The author has evi-
dently had extensive acquirements in mathematics, and
wider and more scientific views in natural history than
prevailed for well nigh a century after his book was pub-
lished. Newton's editions of the ' Geographia Generalis

'

(1672 and 1681) contain important improvements in the
mathematical theory and corrections of the tables of lati-

tudes and longitudes. Jurin, a fellow of Trinity College,
Cambridge, at the suggestion of Bentley, published a new
edition with an appendix, containing the most recent dis-

coveries, in 1712. An English translation of Jurin's edition
by Dugdale, revised by Shaw, was published in London
the second edition of this translation is dated 1736. The
contents of Jurin's appendix are introduced into the body
of the work ; and the geographical nomenclature and
positions are adapted to the best English maps. A French
translation from this English edition, by Depuisieux, was
published at Paris in 1755. The publication of Varenius's
' Geographia Generalis ' marks an epoch in the history of
geography.

(Varenius, De Definitione mntus Aristotelica, Ham-
burgi, 1642 ; De Febri in genere, Lugduni Batavorum,
1649; Descriptio Regni Juponicc, Amstelodaemi, 1649;
Geographia Generalis, CantabrigitB, 1681 ; Id. Angl., by
Dugdale, London, 1736 ; Id. Gall., par Depuisieux, Paris,

1755 ; Philosophical Transactions, vol. vii.
;
Eloy, Dic-

tionnaire Historique de la Medicine ; Jocher, Allgemeines
Gelehrten Lexicon ; Chalmers's Biographical Dictionary ;
Biographie Universellc.)

VARESE. [Como.]
VARGAS, LUIS DE, a distinguished Spanish painter

of the sixteenth century, born at Seville in 1502. He was
the, first who established a correct and grand style of design
in oil and in fresco painting in Andalucia, where, until his

time, the Gothic taste prevailed generally. He exhibited
a disposition to excel in design at a very early age, and his

natural taste disapproving of the style of the artists of his

own country, he determined upon visiting Italy and study-
ing the works of the great masters of that country. He
accordingly, in 1527, went to Rome, and is said to have
become a scholar of Perino del Vaga, the beauties of
whose style and of the Roman school he fully mastered.
Vargas remained twenty-eight years in Italy : his first

known work in Seville is dated 1555. Cean Bermudez
contradicts the account of Palomino about Vargas' re-

turning to Seville after a seven years' sojourn at Rome, and
finding himself inferior to Antonio Flores (or rather Fran-
cisco Frutet, as Bermudez says) and Pedro de Campaiia,
returning for another seven years to Italy ; and he points

out other inaccuracies in Palomino's notice of this painter,

for example, the compliment paid to Vargas' picture in the
cathedral, called La Gamba, by Perez di Alessio, at

the expense of his own St. Christopher, which is an ana-
chronism, as the St. Christopher was not painted until

1084, sixteen years after the death of Vargas, who died in

1568, and not 1590, as is stated by Palomino. Vargas esta-

blished a greater reputation at Seville than any painter

that preceded him, and he executed many excellent works
there in oil and in fresco, which deservedly rank him with
the first painters of Italy. His design was correct in out-

line and grand in style ; his foreshortenings were admira-
ble, and in this respect he is unrivalled in Spain ; and had
his works been as conspicuous for tone and harmony of
colouring, as they were for brilliancy; composition, cha-

racter, and expression, Vargas, says Bermudez, would have
T 2
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been the first among Spanish painters. His principal

works, which are all religious, are at Seville,—in the

Cathedral ; in the Hospital de Santa Marta ; in Santa
Cruz ; in Santa Maria la Blanca ; in the Merced Calzada

;

in the Hospital de la Sangre; and in the Casa de la

Misericordia. Some of these works are nearly totally

decayed ; others have been badly restored : in the last-

mentioned place is a fresco of the Last Judgment. Vargas
is described as having been a very amiable man, but he
was of a melancholy and superstitious turn of mind : he
was in the habit of chastising himself, and used to lie in a
coffin some hours a-day meditating upon death.

(Bermudez, Diccionario Hutorico, &c.)
VARI, Button's name for the Lemur Macaco of Lin-

naeus.

This Macauco is white Spotted with black, so that the

whole of the fur of the body is variegated with large black
and white patches. The lurry hair of the cheeks is very
long, whence it has been also called the Ruffed Lemur.

Locality.—Madagascar, where it is said to be common.
Food; Habits.—Fruits form the only nourishment of this

beautiful and elegant creature. In captivity it is mild and
endearing in its manners. One which was kept for some
time in the menagerie of the Zoological Society in the
Regent's Park was disposed to be very familiar. Anxious
to be noticed, it endeavoured to attract the attention of
visitors, and would even attempt to arrest them as they
passed with its little hands, that they might gratify it by
caressing it or bestowing a little fruit upon it.

VARIABLE. A quantity is said to vary when it

changes value, whether gradually, or by jumps or starts.

The notion of a variable quantity is the first which must be
established in teaching the Differential Calculus, and
requires a little explanation.

One magnitude at least is hardly conceivable without the
notion of variation ; we mean time or duration. Reckon-
ing from a fixed epoch, the idea of the present time is no-
thing but that of the other extremity of a variable quantity,

the variation of which we cannot suspend, even in thought.
Again, in space-magnitudes, though we are not obliged to
consider them as formed by variation, yet it is in our power
to do so, and we are constantly learning the variation of
length, area, or solidity consequent upon motion. And
we can even consider this variation as arising from no
act of our own, as independent of us, and out of our
power to stop : though even when this is physically true,

namely, that the variation is out of our power, we can con-
ceive or imagine that it docs stop, and trace the conse-
quences of such stoppage. Variable magnitude, then, pre-
sents natural ideas, such as we not only easily acquire, but
such as it would be difficult, if not impossible, to suppose
that we could help acquiring.

But when we come to speak of number, the case is much
altered. The constant phrase of an algebraist, ' let x be a
variable quantity,' clear as it may be where quantity means
magnitude, is not quite so plain when quantity means
number as the representative of magnitude. There is

something to be said as to bow number is imagined to vary
at all : and still more as to its gradual variation.

Number is an abstraction of the mind ; it is not magni-
tude, but a mode of reference of one magnitude to another.
If we might dare to say it, number is more of the nature of
an opinion about magnitude than of magnitude itself.

When we speak of a symbol representing a variable num-
ber, we know that, though we say the symbol changes
its values, it is we ourselves who arbitrarily change the
meaning of the symbol. We can imagine (waiving all

question about the possibility ofour imagination, or its me-
taphysical truth) everything annihilated except two mate-
rial points, one or botn of which are in motion with respect
to the other : but we cannot in such a case imagine x to
be a symbol of a variable number. Unless some intellect
be in existence to mean something by x, or to make a
symbol of x, there can be no such thing as a variable num-
ber, or as the abstract idea of number at all. When we
aay, let x be a variable number, we must always be under-
stood to mean, let x be a symbol which at one time we
may be allowed to make to stand for one number, and at
another time for another.
Now as to gradual variation. A point never changes

its distance from another by, aay a foot, without making
every assignable lesser change in the interval. Or, a line

which is lengthened from AB to AC by the motion a
point, must at some period of the change be equal to A'

if AD be anything between AB and AC. At least it i-

necessary condition of our existence to believe this to tt :

evident as that two straight lines cannot inclose a spe-

though [Space and Time] we believe some would •

found to deny it. But in the case of number, we cant:

form anything but an approximation to this idem of gr*±

.

variation. We can pass from 1 to 2 by successive step*

millions of millions of steps if we please : that is, A re -

senting a small fraction, we can proceed from 1 to 2t>j ;•<

steps 1 + h, 1 -f- 2h, 1 + 3h, &c., in such manner that -

shall not arrive at 2 till a million of million of steps tr-

been made. But this is not gradual variation, such s>

in our ideas when we think of a line increasing in leer:

by the recession of one extremity from the other. Nor.

.

we subdivide our steps ever so far, can we, in counts:
cease to make steps ; that is, we cannot imagine grwu
variation of number. When therefore we talk of x rfx-,

ing for a number, which is also to represent the number l

units in a variable length, we can only mean that our r.

merical progression can be made, if we please, by strps r

small, that whatever length AD may represent, the ban-

representatives of some or other of the numerical stfp i-

which we pass from the number in AB to the number t

AC, may be made as near to AD as we please. It b. r.

doubt, in this essential distinction between the idea* x
volved in the variation of number and in that of mxz-
tude, that the existence of Incommensurabi.s qusnUr
takes its rise.

The first steps of the Differential Calculus are often es

barrassed by a mode of speaking, which appears as if ^
different symbols were used for the same thing. *Tha'
it is said, 'let x be a variable, and y a function of l»

variable, such thaty is always = x*. Then let ac be ehsrrr:

into x + h, in consequence of which ybecomes y •+ k . >

thaty + A = (x -M)*-' Now if x be the symbol of -
variable quantity, which can only mean this, that t> :

before the quantity has changed, and after, it is represrtir-

by x, how can it be allowed both to let r, as it n<~
imply its own variation in its very meaning, and yet aVr

x into x+ h to denote that x changes ? The truth is. fx.

i

the language is incorrect : it should be as follows :— 1>

there be two variable quantities, one of which is always':'
square of the other; let x be the value first given to r
of the variables, and y to the other, so that y = x*. TV
let a new value x + h be given to the first variable, in cx-
sequence of which the second becomes y + /t, to \m

y + * = (x+ *)'• It feet. & does not represent a ram-
ble quantity, but a certain value given to a variable qju-
tity.

VARIATION. Under this head comes the explanat>-
of a part of the language of proportion which is nn—
used, and which was once very prominent in English a>
thematical writings. We refer to such phrases as t

v
-

following :—A varies as B—A varies inversely as B—o>

gravitation of particles varies inversely as the sqnsm .•

their distances—the time of oscillation of a penduiu
varies as the square root of its length, &c.
When we say that one thing varies as another, we me*-

that there are two variable magnitudes, which have tr.

property, that if when the first changes from A to B, f:

second changes from a to b, then A is to B in the «ac
proportion as a to 6. And when we say that one th.i-

vanes inversely as another, we mean that if when the tir-

changes fromA to B, the second changes from a to b, tho-

a : b : :
i

: i or • : 6 : a.

The modes of denoting these laws of connection used tr

be, in English works

—

Ace--A oc a

These were in fact but modes of writing the equation

A ca A=i-
a

in a manner which should recognise their existence withxr.
obliging us to think of the particular value of the eonstx.*.

c. According to the preceding equations, if we take t>»

first, and suppose that A changes into B when a chanpo
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into *, we see obviously that A -J- B is the same as a -i- b,

both being equal to c. And A x a informs us that

A 4- a is always the same quantity, without saying what
it is.

When one quantity varies as both of two others jointly,

it means that if either of the second and third mentioned
remain constant, the first varies as the other. Thus the

price of a quantity of goods varies jointly as the number of
t hings and the pnce of each. At a given price per article,

the whole price varies as the number of things; for a
griven number of things, the whole price varies as the price

of one. When x vanes as y and * jointly, the equation
oc = cyz is implied.
We are rather inclined to regret the complete disappear-

ance of the notation of variations which has taken place
within the last few years, though the phraseology is still

in some degree of use. It is now usual either to write

equations at full length, or to make an equation of the
variation itself, which can always be done by a proper
choice of units. Thus A x a, or A = ea, can always be
made A = a, if such choice of units be made in which to
measure the magnitudes A and a as will make e = 1.

This must be done by contriving that A and a shall be-
come unity together. But this, however convenient for

mere calculation, is likely enough to produce confusion in

the mind of the learner, and actually does so in many
instances. It is obvious enough that of two different

magnitudes one may vary as the other : thus the height of

the barometer (a length) varies as the pressure of the

atmosphere on a given surface (a weight). But it is as

obvious that one magnitude cannot be equal to another,

unless the two be of the same kind. When therefore a
writer on mechanics, with little or no previous explana-

tion about the units employed, states that the weight of a
body is its mass multiplied by the force of gravity, or that

the pressure on a mass is equal to the mass multiplied by
its acceleration, he writes effectively only for a reader who
knows the subject already. The weight of a body varies

jointly as its mass and the acceleration which the force of

gravity would create in one second. Alter either of these
alone, and the weight is altered in the same proportion.

Hence if w, m, g be the numbers of units of their several

kinds in the weight, the mass and the acceleration caused

by gravity, the equation to- = cmg must subsist where c is

a numerical constant depending on the units employed.
If the weight which is called 10 (pounds, ounces, or

whatever they may be), belong to the mass called 5, when
acted on by such gravity as produces an acceleration of 4

{ feet, yards, or whatever the unit of length may be) in the

time called 1 (second, minute, or other unit of time), then

10 = c X 5 X 4, or c = As long as the same units of

length, time, mass, and weight are employed, the equation

w= \mg must subsist : change the units, and the constant

c must have another value, to be again determined from

an instance. When the writer above mentioned says that

w = mg, he means, or ought to mean, that it is an agree-

ment between him and his reader that whatever mass may
be called 1, and whatever may be meant by 1 of length

and 1 of time, the weight which is called 1 shall be that of

the mass 1 acted on by the force of gravity 1. The older

writers, who used variations, needed no specifications of

this kind, since the actual concretes themselves were the

subjects of reasoning, and the variation asserted was true

both of the concrete magnitudes and of any system

of units which they might adopt. The introduction of

their units was naturally and easily made ; and when
variations became equations, the student could not help

seeing the introduction of all conditions depending on the

mode of measurement. In dropping the notation of varia-

tions, our writers passed into that want of distinct ex-

planations of primary terms which was the characteristic

of many of the French writers.

The beginner must carefully bear in mind that one

quantity does not vary as another, because it varies with

that other. A square and its root vary together, but the

square does not vary as its root : if, for instance, the root

be doubled, the square is not doubled, but quadrupled.

It is however most important to remember that when
two quantities vary together, the increment of the one

varies as the increment of the other very nearly, if both

the increments be small, and the more nearly the smaller

they are. Thus, if we know that when x has a certain

value, the addition of -01 to x gives an addition of 001 to
its logarithm, we may be sure that the addition of -01 X h
to x will give an addition of 'COl X h to the logarithm,
very nearly, as lonp as -01 X h is small.

VARIATION OF THE COMPASS (OR OF THE
NEEDLE), frequently now called the declination of the
needle, is the angle which a vertic al plane passing through
the axis of a magnetised needle makes with the geogra-
phical meridian of a ship or station ; and as, for the pur-
poses of navigation, the needle is made to traverse hori-

zontally, the variation becomes the angle between the
magnetic axis of the needle and a meridian line passing
parallel to the horizon through the centre of the compass.
When the variation of the needle was first distinctly

ascertained in London, by Norman and Burroughs, in the
year 1580, it was found that the magnetic axis deviated
from a true meridian line as much as 11" 15', its north
point being directed so far towards the east ; and in a few
years from that time it was discovered that the angle of de-
viation was slowly diminishing. In the year 1657 the needle
appeared to lie in the direction of the geographical meri-
dian of London ; and from that time to the year 1820 the
northern extremity of the needle continued to advance
towards the west. A mean of the observations between
the years 1814 and 1820 shows that the deviation was then
about 24° 18' ; and at present, in London, it appears to
be diminishing, the observations made since 1838 indi-

cating a variation amounting to less than 24°. Like
deviations of the magnetised needle have been observed
in other parts of the world, and the following table will

show the amount and rate at stations where the variations

have been observed during a series of years :

—

Tornea.
Dais.

1695 Bilberg

1736 Maupertuis
1767 Hellant

1777 Hellant
182S

Variation.

7° O'W.
5 5W.
8 50 W.
11 45 W.
12 7W.

Mean annual movement westward 2' 24".

London.
1580 Norman . . . 11° 15' E.
1622 Gunter . . . 6 12 E.
1634 Gillebrand • . 4 5 E.
1657 Bond '.0 0
1672 Halley . . 2 30 W.
1723 Graham . . . 14 17 W.
1773 Heberden

.

. 21 9 W.
1790 Gilpin . . . 23 19 W.
1804 Gilpin . . 24 8-4 W.
1813 Colonel Beaufoy . . 24 22-17 W.
1815 Colonel Beaufoy . . 24 27- 18 W.
1820 • • . 24 11-7 W.
1823 . 24 9-8 W.

Mean annual movement westward 8' 52".

Paris.

1541
1580
1660
1700
1750
1800
1819
1829

Bellarmatus
Sennertus
Petit .

Cassini

Cotte

7° (VE.
11 30 E.
1 OW.
7 40 W.
17 15 W.
22 12 W.
22 29 W.
22 12 W.

1649
1672
1730
1770
1782
1806
1817

1718
1771
1800
1817

Mean annual movement westward 8* 6".

Copenhagen.
Luchtemacher . . l^E.
Bartholin . . . 3 35 W.
Lous (Senior) . . 10 37 W.
Lous (Senior) . . 15 32 W.
Bugge . . . 17 41 W.
Wleugel . . . 18 25 W.
Wleugel . . . 18 OW.

Mean annual movement westward 6' 58".

Stockholm.
Elvius . . . 5°37'W.
Wilcke . . . 13 4W.
Wilcke . . . 16 20 W.
Cronstrand . . . 15 34 W.

Mean annual movement westward 7' 48".
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1726 Mayer
1782 Euler
1812
1818

V A R

St. Petersburg.

138 V A R

Variation.

3° 15' W.
7 30 W.
7 16 W.
7 27 5 W.

Mean annual movementwestward 2' 45",

1716
1761
1805
1828

Stralenberg
Chappe
Schubert
Hansteen

Tobolsk.
0° 0'

3 46 E.
7 9E.
9 53 E.

Mean annual movement eastward 5' 18".

Petropaulowska.
1779 Cook....
1805 Krusenstern .

Mean annual movement westward

Cambridge, U.S.
1708 Brattle

1763 Winthorp
1783 Williams

Mean annual movement eastward

Gibraltar.

1733 Butler

1761 Ross....
1792 Marchand

Mean annual movement westward

Rome.
1670 Auzout
1730 Cassini

1788
Mean annual movement westward

Constantinople.
1600 ...
1625 Fournier . , ,

1694 Chazelles
1797 ...

Mean annual movement westward

6°19'E.
5 20 E.

2' 18."

9° CW.
7 OW.
6 52 W.

1'42".

13°38'W.
17 11 W.
22 6 W.
8' 36."

2°15'W.
11 OW.
17 12 W.
7' 36".

0° 0'

2 OW.
10 30 W.
12 33 W.
3' 54".

St. Helena.
1677 Halley . . . 0°40'E.
1775 Cook . . . . 12 18 W.
1806 Krusenstern . . . 17 18 W.
1836 King and Fitzroy . . 18 0 W.

Mean annual movement westward 7' 0".

Table Bay, Cape of Good Hope.
1614 Daunton . . . 1°45'W
1667 . . . 7 15 w!
1699 ... 11 OW.
1708 . . 14 OW.
1721 Mathews . . . 16 25 W.
1791 Vancouver . . . 25 40 W
1813 . . . 28 OW.'

Mean annual movement westward 7' 55".

Bombay.
I670 • . .12" O'W.
1723 Mathews . . . 5 10 W
1791 Marchand . . .00

Mean annual movement eastward 6' 16".

Canton.
1690 Fontenay
1817 Yeates

Mean annual movement eastward

Otaheite.
1765 Byron
1769 Cook
1777 Cook
1792 Vancouver .
1823 Duperrey
1826 Beechey
1836 Fitzroy

1840 Belcher .
\

Mean annual movement eastward
Ascension Island.

1678
1754 . La Caille
1775 Cook
1800 Bonsoe
1835

Mean annual movement westward

2°25'W.
0 0

1' 8".

5° O'E.
4 46 E.
5 34 E.
6 12 E.
6 40 E.
7 33 E.
7 34 E.
6 30 E.

1' 36".

1° O'E.
8 6W.
10 52 W.
15 40 W.
22 4 W.
9' 6".

It appears from the above table that, in general, fc*

annual variation of the needle is greater at places near n

on the meridian of London than at those which lie to-
ward or westward of that meridian : but for the hypotbo,
on which it has been attempted to account for the pbct.r
mena, the reader is referred to Tkhrbstoial Magneto
p. 239. In the same article there is also given (p. 2J7 .

cut, representing in both hemispheres the isog/onal
or those on which the variations of the needle are u...

same ; and as it may be useful to know the precise awe
of that element at the places on the earth's surface wi^-.
it has most recently been observed, the following tabic

«

subjoined :

—

Place. Year. Variation. QUoio
Abo 1825 \V"2ff W.
Acapulco . . 1838 8 23
Alexandria (Egypt) . 1822 10 58
Amboyna . . 1823 0 28
Archangel . . 1824 2 7
Ascension Island . 1835 22 4
Bahia ... 4 18
Batavia . . . 1814 0 17
Berlin . . . 1836 17 5
Brest . . . 1818 25 7
Brussels . . . 1832 22 19
Callao (Castle) . 1838 10 0
Cape Comorin . . 1815 2 9
Cape Town . . 1813 28 0
Corfu . : . 1818 14 34
Funchal (Madeira) . 1829 21 32
Hammerfest . . 1827 10 \4
Havannah . . 1816 5 30
Hobart Town . . 1836 11 6
Irkutsk . . 1830 1 25
Jamaica (Port Royal) 1817 4 40
Juan Fernandez . 1802 14 0
Kasan . . . 1820 2 22
Leghorn . . . 1818 19 20
London . . . 1838 24 0
Martinique (Fort Royal) 1816 6 45
Mauritius * . . 1824 13 46
Minorca (Cape Mola) 1811 19 30
Monte Video . . 1807 13 20
Montreal . . 1834 7 30
Moscow . . . 1828 3 2

New (S. lat. 35° 16'

1

Zealand! long. 174° J
l8dH

Oahu IN. lat. 21° 17'1,0~_
Island I long. 202" J"w

Otaheite . . . 1840
Panama . . . 1837
Paris . . . 1835
Pekin . . . 1829
Petropaulowsk . 1829
Pointe de Galle (Ceylon) 1814

E. Capt. Bekic.
W.
E.
E.
W.
W.
E.
W.Enke.
W.
W. QueteleL
E. Capt. Belche.

E.
W.
W.
W.
W. Sir E. Panr.
E.
E. Capt. Fitiroj.

E. Fuss.
E.
E.
E. Hansteen.
W.
W.Ross.
E.
W.
W.
E.
W.
W. Hansteen and

Ei-man.

14 0 E. Capt. Fitayr.

10 39*5 E. Capt. Belcher.

6 30 E. Capt. Belcher.

Capt. Belcher.

Porto Bello
St. Helena

St. Thomas
Sidney
Spitsbergen
Stockholm
Tobolsk .

Toulon .

Valparaiso
York Fort

1815
1836

1836
1836
1823
1833
1828

1811
1821
1819

37 E.
4 W.

48 W.
6 E.
15 E.
0 E.
0 W. Captains Kin?

and Fitzrot.
2 24 E.
10 24 E. Capt Fitxrov.
25 12 W. Col. Sabine."
14 57 W. Rudberg.
9*53*5 E. Hansteen and

Erman.
19° 1(V W.
14 43 E.
6 0*3 E.

The instrument with which the variation of the need*
is observed is, when considerable accuracy in the determi-
nation is attempted, very similar to a common theodokt
ine needle »<is usually nine or ten inches Ion*, and is
supported upon a conical pivot of steel, which enters into
an agate cap at the centre of gravity of the needle. The
compass box A B is either circular or rectangular • and li
the former, on a metal ring a b, forming part of its circum-
ference, are drawn two lines, one of which appears at m, in
the direction of a diameter; so that when the needle *placed on its pivot, its extremities, which are pointed. m.Tbe made to coincide with these lines. The box is capable
of being turned in azimuth upon a plate CD, narTrfwhose circumference is graduated; and an index VS, a
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vernier on a frame E, which projects from the compass-
box and turns with it, serves to show the value of the va-
riation. On this plate are two pillars F, G, supporting a
telescope which turns in a vertical plane on a norizontal
axis HK, in every respect like a transit instrument; and
t he plate with the telescope is capable of a small movement
in azimuth by the screw M, for the purpose of adjustment,
while it rests on the wooden or metallic base P Q of the
instrument.

If the compass-box is rectangular, the plate on which it

rests, end also the base of the instrument, have a like

figure ; and in this case one of the sides only of the plate
is graduated : this side is then in the form of a circular
arc.

The optical axis of the transit telescope is by the artist

disposed as nearly as possible vertically above that dia-
meter of the compass-box which is in the direction of the
two lines above mentioned ; and in adjusting the instru-

ment for use, the base of the instrument having been levelled
by means of three foot-screws, the index of the vernier
at E must be brought to the zero of the graduations : the
transit telescope being then provided temporarily with an
additional object-glass, in order that it may be adapted to

t he view of a near object (its horizontal axis HK having
been previously levelled), it must be turned on that axis
towaras each of the two lines, and the intersection of the
wires in its field must be made to coincide with them by
means of a screw at d near one extremity of the axis. The
telescope must then be placed in the plane of the meri-
dian by any of the usual methods: for example, the wires
in its field of view may be made to bisect any circum-
polar star at the computed instant of its culmination ; and
an adjusting-screw N fixed to the base of the instrument
serves to turn the plate carrying the compass-box through
a small angle for this purpose.
The diameter passing through the line at m on the rim of

the compass-box is now in the direction of the geographical
meridian of the station ; and the needle being at rest in

the direction which it assumes in consequence of the action
of terrestrial magnetism, the compass-box must be turned
in azimuth till the extremities of the needle are seen to co-
incide with the line at m and with that which is opposite to
it. when the index of the vernier at E will point to the va-
cation, or declination, which it was required to observe.
An instrument similar to that which has been described

can of course only be used on land. At sea the compass-
liox is suspended within a ring, a horizontal pivot at each
extremity of a diameter ofthe box resting in a correspond-
ing perforation made through the ring ; "and at each ex-
tremity of a diameter of the latter, at right angles to that
which passes through the perforations, is a horizontal pivot
turning in a perforation made through a vertical arm at

the upper part of the stand of the instrument By this
contrivance the pivot which supports the needle is enabled
to keep a vertical position notwithstanding the motion of
the ship, while the compass-box with the ring is capable
of being turned round on the vertical axis of the stand.
To the top of the box is fixed an alidade, or bar, of brass,
carrying two plain sights, which are to be directed to the
sun or star at the instant that an observer with a sextant
takes the altitude of the celestial body : the angle con-
tained between the alidade and the needle of the compass
is the observed azimuth, or bearing of the celestial body
from the direction of the magnetic meridian ; and the dif-
ference between this angle and the computed azimuth
[Azimuth] is the required variation of the needle.
The variation is also found, at sea, by observing the

sun's amplitude at the time of rising or setting ; the sights
of the compass being for this purpose directed to the ce-
lestial body at the moment that its centre appears in the
horizon ; and the angle between the alidade and the east
or west line of the compass being read on the card, the
difference between this angle and the amplitude computed
by spherical trigonometry will be the variation of the
needle. This method is however less accurate than that
of an azimuth, because of the uncertainty of the refraction
in the horizon. In order to neutralize the local attractions
on the needle of a ship's compass, Mr. Barlow's correcting
plate is now generally employed. [Sailing.]

Besides the general or secular variation which has been
mentioned, it was observed in 1722 that the needle is sub-
ject' to diurnal changes of position [Declination of the
Magnetic Needle] ; and from the experiments of Mr.
Graham it would appear that then the extent of this
change was between 35' and 55', but it is now believed
that either of these numbers is much too high. Mr. Canton
observed in 1756, that the daily variations were greater in
summer than in winter, being^ in June 13' 21", and in Ja-
nuary 7' 8" ; and from experiments carried on by Colonel
Beaufoy, between the years 1813 and 1819, it was found
that, from June to August, a mean of the diurnal variations
amounted to 11' 8", while in December it was 4' 7". The
cause of the phenomenon is still uncertain, but it is

scarcely possible to doubt that the sun is the chief agent
in producing it, either by partially heating the surface of
the eartlj, or, according to Biot, by an electro-magnetic
quality in the rays of light.

In 1823, Messrs. Barlow and Christie, at Woolwich,
having, by means of magnets properly disposed, neutralized
the action of terrestrial magnetism on their needles, so as
to leave the latter free to be acted upon by that which is

the cause of the diurnal variation, succeeded in making
this variation much more sensible than it is when the nee-
dles are in the ordinary state. On observing the effects

produced, it was found that, at about 5 a.m., the needle
coincided in direction with the magnetic meridian, and
that its northern extremity declined gradually towards the
east till about 7J a.m., when the greatest easterly deviation
seemed to be attained ; from this time the deviation dimi-
nished, the northern extremity of the needle moving west-
ward, and about 1 1 a.m. the needle was again in the mag-
netic .meridian : the westward movement continued till

about 1$ p.m., when the deviation in this direction became
the greatest, and then it gradually diminished, the northern
extremity of the needle moving eastward. At 5 p.m. the
diurnal variation again became zero, or the' needle once
more lay in the direction of the magnetic meridian ; and,
the eastward movement continued till late in the evening.
That these effects may arise from a diminution of the force
of terrestrial magnetism by the heat of the sun, is probable
from experiments which were made by Mr. Canton, and
more recently by Mr. Barlow ; the latter gentleman, having
neutralized tne general action of the earth on a suspended
needle, placed about the latter four bar-magnets in direc-
tions parallel to the needle and to the magnetic meridian,
two of them being in line on each side : he then observed
that, while all the magnets were of equal temperature,
they produced no movement in the needle ; but on heat-
ing—first, the two eastern bars equally,—then, in succes-
sion, the south-eastern bar only, the two southern bars to-

gether, the south-western bar only, the two western bars
together, and so on—the needle remained in the direction

of the magnetic meridian, or deviated from it, in a manner
exactly analogous to the effects produced apparently by
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the sun when, from the position of the latter with respect

to the magnetic meridian, he may be supposed to heat the

parts of the earth which correspond to the positions of the

heated bars. It is evident that the diurnal variation va-

nishes both when the sun is in the plane of the magnetic

meridian (about 11 a.m. and 11 p.m., in this part of the

world), and when he is in a vertical plane at right angles

to that meridian : in the first case the rays of the sun act

nearly equally on the eastern and western sides of the

needle ; and in the other they act nearly equally on its

northern and southern arms, and consequently they can
exert no power to produce deviation. In any of the inter-

mediate situations of the sun, the heat excited in the part

of the earth which is nearest to the luminary, by diminish-

ing the force of magnetism in that part, allo'ws the nearest

extremity of the needle to recede from the sun, and thus

gives rise to a temporary deviation of the former from the

plane of the magnetic meridian. .

The instrument for observing the diurnal variations is a
needle suspended at its centre of gravity by means of a
silk fibre which is free from twist, the needle being
balanced so as to hang in a horizontal position. It is con-

tained in a box which is made of wood, in order to avoid

any attraction which may be produced by metal, and with
glass sides for the admission of light. A micrometer-mi-
croscope in a vertical position is partly introduced in the
case immediately above each end of the needle ; and the
case having a motion in azimuth by means of a screw, the
microscopes can be made to follow the small movement
of the needle which is caused by the diurnal variation

:

within the case a circular arc opposite each extremity of

the needle is graduated ; and by means of the micrometers
the value of the diurnal variation may be read, a line on
the needle at each of its extremities serving as an index.

The value of the variation is read on both arcs in order to

avoid the errors arising from any excentricity of the needle,

and a mean of the two readings is considered as the correct

value.

Near the equator the diurnal variation is small, probably
because the sun's heat is there always nearly of the same
intensity ; and it is found to increase in proceeding from
thence northward or southward. In Sumatra the needle
attains its greatest eastern deviation about 5 p.m., and its

greatest western deviation at 7 a.m. In Europe and North
America, the greatest eastern deviation takes place be-
tween 7 and 8 a.m., and the greatest western deviation be-
tween 1 and 2 p.m ; and in Greenland, the greatest eastern
deviation is about 9 or 10 a.m., and the greatest western
deviation from 8 to 10 p.m.
VARIATION OF THE MOON. [Moon.]
VARIATIONS, CALCULUS OF. The preceding

words might seem fit to include every organized mode of
dealing with the variations of value which algebraical
quantities are made to receive ; the differential calculus,
for example : but they have a technical meaning, which
we proceed to explain. When a quantity is subject to
one sort of variation only, the consideration of that varia-
tion belongs to the simple differential calculus : but when
it is subject to two or more distinct sorts of variation, sup-
pose that of the differential calculus and another, then the
mode of dealing with the second sort of variation is said to
belong to the calculus of variations. In dynamics, for
example [Virtual Velocities], there are two distinct

species of motion to consider : one which, at the end of the
tune I, the system is about to take during the ensuing time
dt in consequence of the velocities acquired by its particles

;

and another which, without any consideration of the first,

must be impressed upon it for the examination of the con-
ditions which express the equivalence of the impressed
and effective forces. Here then is a case for the calculus
of variations.

Suppose a curve AB, with which is connected another,
ab, infinitely near to the first, and related to it by a given
law, in »uch manner that any point P being given on the
first, a corresponding point p can be found on the second.
If the coordinates ot P be x and y, and those of Q (in-
finitely near to P) be x + dx and y + dy, and if we
signify the coordinates of p by x + tx and y + ly, we
have two distinct notations, one for the increments which
the coordinates receive in passing from point to point oi
the first curve, the other for those which they receive in
resting from a point in the first curve to the corresponding

oint in the second. Hence, PR being dx, and pr wh*i
i

ecomes after variation, we have l(dx) = pr — V
\

which is obviously equal to QN — PM. But PM u
and QN is what Ix becomes when x is changed :

x + dx, whence QN — PM s= d (Ix) ; or idx = dZx. au
the same may be proved for y. We shall now recaprutkj
the results of the further application of this method. It <,

quite beyond our limits to attempt to prove them ; so tht
referring to works on the differential calculus for fmthr
information, we shall content ourselves with some remxn
on the loose manner in which this calculus is nearly alwn-
applied to questions of maxima and minima, and to • nr
few words of its history.

1. The operations of differentiation and variation v
interchangeable in order, as in idx = dSx, I

J"
Vir =

f l(Vdx), &c.

2. If y be a function of x, and if y', y", &c. stano i>

successive differential coefficients of y with respect ic r
the successive differential coefficients of ly — y'lt v:
ly' - y"lx, ly" - y"'lx, ly'" - y*lx, &c.

3. If V be a function of x, y, y>, y", &c., and ifJYt
taken from x = x0 to x = x

l
be required, and if y„

y"o, &c. and y„ y' y"„ &c. be the values of y, y*, y*. L
when x = x„ and x = x, : and if moreover w = if -

y'lx, which becomes <•>„ and w, at the two Kaffi!

Let the differential coefficients of V with respect t

x, y, y', y", &c., separately, made variable be X, Y, P.
&c, and let the complete differentiations of th™
with respect to x be denoted by accentuations, rr.

their limiting values by subscript ciphers and umtt t>

before: then we shall have for Ifvdx the folkwi.-

formula :

—

V lx, — V^x
+ (Pi -V, + R"j - &c.) «, - (P0 -Q/. + R".-fcc. ..

+ (Q. - R',+ S", - &c.) - (Q0 - R'. + S".- &c. .

+ (R, - S', + T", - &c.) (R, - S'.+ T".-&c. . .

+f'j (Y t- P' + Q" - R'" + &c.) *dx.

The most usual application of the preceding formula.
its most general geometrical form, is as follows :—V but'
a given function of x, y, y

1
, Sec., it is required to draw i

curve such that/"Vdj shall be the greatest possible oxtiv

least possible, provided that at one limit of integrslno
x, and ys shall be coordinates of one given curve, saJ
that at the other limit x, and y, shall be coordinate* «
another given curve. Such cases are when it is require:
to draw the shortest line between two given curves, or t i

find in what form and position a flexible curve of girt)
length will rest when its ends are supposed to slide ujkc
given curves. We have pointed out (Differentia/ (V-
cultu. Library of Useful Knowledge, c. xvi.) that tb*
ordinary mode of treating these questions is not sufficient)!
general, and must in certain cases even lead to posferrV
error. We intend here to enforce this conclusion by shoe-
ing that even in more ordinary questions of maxima
minima the same want of generality may lead to the uud-
sort of false conclusion.
A maximum, or greatest value, means one which ->

greater than any neighbouring value ; so that when a func-
tion is at its maximum, any allowable slight change m\m
be one of diminution. For greater read less, and for di-
minution increase, and we have the definition of a rain
mum. Now an ordinary question of maxima and ;
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= as follows :—-^}x being a function of x, what are the real

a 1 lies of x which make it a maximum or minimum T There
• a maximum when x = a, provided that <b (a + A) and
> <n — A), when both are possible, are both less than <f>a :

! it if one of the two
<f>

(a + A) and
<f>

(a — A) be impossi-
I o, there is a maximum if both values of the other be less

han <fta. In all these cases it is supposed that A may be
* small as we please. Now

) . When
<f>

(a -f A) and <j> (a — A) are both real, the theory

\ plained in Maxima and Minima is perfectly sufficient

:

ere is a maximum when <f>'x changes from positive to

•native in passing through <f>'a, and there is not a maxi-
mm in any other case.

2. When 0 (a 4- A) is impossible, there is a maximum
both values ot<f>'x be positive from x = a—h up to

= a: when
<f>
(a— A) is impossible, there is a maximum

' both values of <f>'x be negative from a; = a to x = a'+ h.
It is the neglect of the second case which has led to the

\ oi sight in the calculus of variations which we shall pre-
nt ly mention. We shall now propose a case as follows

:

i is required to find the maximum value of y in the equa-

I s

y= (1 — xf + x* = <f>
x.

The form of the curve which has this

equation is as in this diagram ; O being
the origin and OA (= AP) being unity.

Now it ought certainly to be said that
AP is the greatest ordinate of the curve,
but neither is <j>'x here equal to nothing,
nor does it change sign. In fact when
x = 1, we have $x = 1, <f>'x = 1*5. The
second criterion shows that AP is a max-
imum ; the first shows nothing of the
kind.

Now we can easily imagine it said, that

in such a case as the preceding, AP,
though unquestionably trie greatest ordi
nate the curve can have, is not what is

clinically called a maximum : but it is meant that the
i.-,t term should be restricted solely to denote those values

f <f>.v in which tf> (x + A) and <b (x — A) are both possible,

nd both less than <f>x. To this, ceteris paribus, there

>uld be no objection : it often happens that the techni-

il use made of a foreign term will not bear, and is not

ioant to bear, translation into our own language. The
ord maximum, even in Its widest allowable use, and if all

e ask for should be granted, will not answer to greatest :

>r there may be several maxima and minima, and some
f the minima may be greater than some of the maxima,
hieh cannot be true of the words when translated. Suppose,
ien, that the word maximum is so restricted as to apply to

a value of <ftx except when
<f>

(.t + A) and
<f>

— A) are

oth possible: the disadvantage will be twofold. First, in

Miy problem ofmaxima and minima, or in every problem
liich is reducible to one of maxima and minima, we shaH
nve to invent an additional term to signify, perhaps, the
t ry greatest or very least value of the function. Secondly, in

pplying the same limitation to the calculus of variations,

o shall frequently be obliged to forego the solution of
hieh we are in search, unless we look for the very case,

-> an answer to a problem of maxima and minima, to
inch we have refused to apply the term maximum or

; minium.

In order to makefVdx, as before described, a maximum,

is generally presumed that SJvdx must = 0, and that y
mst be found in terms of x from this condition. Now the

nth is thatJ^fdx, after the variation, becomesJvdx +

JVdx, and all that is absolutely necessary is that SfVdx
iiould be always negative, for all values of Ix and Sy
tween the limits, and for all values which are consistent
:th the limiting conditions, at the limits. It is easily
'lown that this requires, as to the indefinite integral part,
;ie following equation :

—

Y — P' + Q" — R'" f .... = 0;

' 'I if we are resolved not to consider any points of the
"luting curves, except those at which ix„, lx., lyv ly lt may
•- either positive ornegative, as we please, then it is easily

P.c., No.i<m.
'

proved that the rest of the expression for ijvdx must also

vanish, and this limitation is generally made in works on
the subject, by which means solutions are misstated and
may even be lost sight of. Thus it is generally asserted that
the shortest line between two curves is always a straight

line which is perpendicular to the tangents of both ; and
that a flexible chain, allowed to slide between two curves,
with an extremity on each, is in equilibrium when it is

in the form of a catenary perpendicular to the retaining

curves at the points of suspension. On this we need only
direct attention to the accompanying figure. The shortest

line that can be drawn between the curves APAandBQB

is AB, which is perpendicular to neither of the tangents
AC, BD ; and the flexible chain AEB will hang from the
cusps A and B without the slightest tendency to become
perpendicular to AC and BD at its extremities.

The fact is, that owing to the very great complexity of
the mathematical part of the subject, the part of the cal-
culus of variations which relates to the maxima and mi-
nima of integral forms is in a very incomplete state. There
are no problems yet remaining to be solved which are
of such high interest as to excite continual attention, and,
until there are, little hope can be entertained of any de-
cided progress. How long it'will be before the mere vanish-
ing of a differential or variation will cease to be taken as the
conclusive evidence of a maximum or minimum, depends
on the degree in which mathematics will be studied as a
discipline, and not solely as an instrument of physical
inquiry.

The history of a large part of the Calculus of Variations
is simply that of dynamics from the time when D'AIembert
proposed his celebrated principle (1743). But long before
this, the questions of maxima and minima which ultimately
came to occupy the greater part of professed works on the
calculus of variations, took their rise in the researches of
the two Bernoullis, and led to their celebrated quarrel.
[Bernoulli.] The first problem, namely, to find the
curve of shortest descent between two given points, pro-
posed by John Bernoulli, was quickly followed by others
of the same kind, proposed by James Bernoulli, in which
the curve to be found was required to be of a given length.
The prevalence of problems in which this last condition was
contained, led to the name of the solution of isopcrime-
trical problems, by which the calculus in question was
long distinguished. But it must be noted that the first who
solved any such problem as has since been referred to the
calculus of variations, whatever may have been his method,
was Newton, who in the Scholium to the 34th proposition

of his second book gives, without demonstration, the con-
struction requisite for finding the solid of least resistance.

[Principia, p. 9.] The subject was successively taken up
by Brook Taylor, Euler, Simpson, Emerson, and Maclaurin,
the second of whom first gave the general equation which
determines the nature of the function required, inde-

pendently of the limits of integration ; and his ' Methodus
inveniendi lineas curvas proprietate maximi miniraive
gaudentes,' published in 1744, being the last of his efforts

on this subject which was made before Lagrange came into

the field, is an epoch in its history. Lagrange's first change
in existing methods was the introduction of the specific

symbol S to stand for the variation of x (which suggested to

Euler the name of the Calculus of Variations) and of the

formation of all thai part of sj'Vdx which is free from the

integral sign. Furnished with such an apparatus, he un-

dertook problems of a much more complicated class than

any of his predecessors, and stamped upon the subject the

fjrm which it has never since lost, at the same time that he

gave it an extension which it can hardly be said to have
since exceeded. Lagrange's memoirs were contained in

the first and fourth volumes of the ' Miscellanea Tauri-

Vol. XXVI.—

U
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nensia,' published in 1760 and 1773. The 'Mecanique
Analytiaue ' of Lagrange (first edition, 1788) must also be
regarded as the first work in which the calculus of varia-

tions was fully applied to problems of statics and dyna-
mics, in the manner since universally followed. A com-
plete and most excellent history of the rise and progress
of the branch of this calculus which treats of the maxima
and minima of undetermined integrals is contained in, and
forms the substance of, Woodhouse's ' Treatise on Isoperi-

metrical Problems,' Cambridge, 1810.

VARICELLA, or Varicella Lymphatiea, is the erup-
tive disease commonly called chicken-pox, and which
has been described by different writers under the names of
chrystalli, variolse pusillse, variolae spuriae, &c. It is al-

most peculiar to infants and young children ; and the
eruption appears either without premonitory signs, or after

two or three days of slight illness. The eruption com-
mences on the shoulders, neck, and breast : on the scalp
and back it is usually abundant, but the face is only
slightly affected. It consists of vesicles, about as large as

a split-pea, full of transparent fluid, and lenticular, conoid,
or globular in their form. They are surrounded by a slight

superficial redness, and successive crops of them appear
for two or three days, the old vesicles shrivelling up as the
new ones are formed. Most of the vesicles burst naturally,

and the cuticle which covered them falls to the level of
the surrounding skin ; but some shrink, the fluid within
them becoming whey-like, or, if they be much irritated,

purulent. After drying they form small scabs which fall

off in grains, and sometimes leave small superficial scars.

The whole course of the disease occupies about a week,
and is not attended by any important constitutional dis-

turbance. It therefore requires no particular treatment.
The first writers on varicella considered it as only a mild

form of variola, or small-pox, and the same view is main-
tained by some modern authors, especially by Dr. Thom-
son of Edinburgh. It is however more probable that
chicken-pox and small-pox are essentially different, on
these grounds : 1, They sometimes prevail in distinct epi-

demics, no case of genuine small-pox occurring among
many of chicken-pox. 2, The characters of the chicken-
pox eruption are altogether different from those of
small-pox even in its mildest and most modified form.

3, Chicken-pox is not inoculable, though the mildest small-

pox is. 4, Chicken-pox is altogether unaffected by pre-
vious vaccination, and does not prevent the action of
vaccine matter.

VARICOSE VEINS. [Vbins.]
VARIEGATION, or MARKING, in Botapy, is applied

to the disposition of two or more colours in the petals,

leaves, and other parts of plants. The cause of the colour
of plants is a subject involved in much obscurity, and nei-

ther the microscope nor chemical analysis has thrown
much light upon it. The tissues of plants themselves are
free from all colour, and they only become coloured from
having deposited in their interior various secretions. The
most prominent colour in the vegetable kingdom is green,
the leaves of plants being generally of that colour. When
the cellular tissue of a leaf is examined, the cells are found
to contain a number of globules, consisting of starch and
other substances ; but the most abundant of these are those
of a coloured secretion which, on account of its green co-
lour, has been called chroraule and chlorophyll. This is

a carbonaceous substance, and it was supposed that the
black carbon which it contains gave the green colour
to the leaves ; but it is not the colour of the carbon that

produces greenness, as chlorophyll is found in leaves of
very different colours, and also in the petals of flowers.
Light has a great influence in developing the green co-
lour of the chlorophyll, and it is well known that the leaves
of plants become white in the dark, an# that the parts of
plants underground are seldom coloured. Sometimes the
leave* of trees, when growing with perfect exposure to the
light, become white in particular places, and they are then
called variegated leaves. This circumstance occurs in all

kinds of plants. In Exogens the blotches are for the
most part irregular, but in Endogens they are usually ar-

ranged in bands that follow the course of the veins. The
cause of this want of development of the colouring power
of the chlorophyll is at present unknown. It is seldom
confined to single leaves, but embraces the whole of the
leaves of a branch. If a cutting is planted from a branch

thus affected, the whole plant that is produced from

will have variegated leaves. It is thus that variegaJ/.

laurels, hollies, and other shrubs are procured for the y -

pose of producing variety in gardens and plautati

This variegation of the leaves sometimes disappears, ir.

it is found that it is best preserved when plants are pla.--

in sterile soils, and soonest lost in fertile soils. It u <

continued in plants grown from seeds. The cause of
singular phenomenon is not known. It is generally t*

-

buted to a diseased state of the tissues ofplants • bat D\

a microscopical examination of the affected tissn» »

have been able to detect no change of structure, nor
the general health of the tree appear at all affected.
At different periods of the year leaves undergo very >.

vious changes in the colour, more particularly in the r

tumn, when leaves assume various shades of red and y
low. These changes seem to arise from an obstructua

.

the function of the leaf previous to its death, as lea\ct i-

sume the same colours at all seasons of the year when ti.

are accidentally injured.

The colours of petals producing the variegations >

much esteemed by florists, in such flowers as the tulip i

the ranunculus, are exceedingly various. They may .

divided into two great series : those having yellow i

their type, which passes into red or white, but nr.-

into blue ; and those which have blue for their type, i

.

which are also capable of passing into red or white. .-.

never into yellow. The first series is called, by De C*
dolle, Xanfnic, and the last, Cyanic. Of these terra

Lindley gives the following analysis :

—

Green colour of leaves.

S
5*

Greenish blue
Blue
Violet-blue

Violet

Violet-red

Yellow-green
Yellow
Orange-yellow
Orange
Orange-red

Red.

It is found that a yellow flower may assume the coko
of the Xanthic series, but never become blue, and rr

versti ; and this rule applies to many genera. It is not h.-r*

ever universal, as genera are occasionally found b»n—
both yellow and blue flowers, as Tropseolum and Hyicr-

thus. These various colours depend on secretions u> tis

cellular tissue of the petals, but the nature of these wct
tions is not well understood : they closely resemble ta+-

ever, if they are not identical witty chlorophyll.

VARIETIES, in Botany, are groups of individual fkr,
subordinate to species. The character of the specif t

found in its capability of reproducing by seed a pt>-

which is more like itself than it is like anything else ; ii

this under all circumstances in which the offspring is s-

pable of being produced. The variety differs from
species in points of structure which are developed cc

under certain circumstances, and which are not essen'—

to the species. This may be illustrated by an example—
as for instance, the common apple {Pyrut Malut .. t
the seeds of the wild apple, or any of the cultivated i art-

ties of apples, are sown under any circumstance;, »
plants that spring from these seeds will, in the great am
of their characters, be more like all other apple-trees, rhs
they will be like pear, plum, or any other trees. TV.-

then illustrates the idea of a species. If, on the o*ir

hand, the seeds of some of the sorts of apples, km>-
under the names of Golden Pippin, Nonpareil, &c..

l*

sown under different circumstances from that in wfcr:

the plant from which they are taken was grown, the pi*--.-

produced will differ in many respects from their paren'

.

the characters that constitute the variety, but not in tk«
of the species. The characters on which the definition *

a species is founded ought to be such that no circ'i>

stances can alter them ; whilst the essence of a van-?
consists in its having characters which are altered ni
produced by circumstances. The external agents wh.r"-

produce varieties in plants are very numerous—as s>tv»

tion, temperature, light, air, moisture, dryness, elerit>.«

and, above all, cultivation. [Species of Plants.] Eai'.r
botanists were not aware of the remarkable influence tfw-

circumstances had on plants, and accordingly set down i'

Elants that differed in any remarkable manner as speor-
innaeus was one of the first observers to detect this ot: ,

and having given his definition of his idea of a specvi.
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id selected a definition for each particular species, he
luced a great number of previous species to varieties,

nt as a species can only be defined by its permanent
mracters,and as a group of individuals can only be called
v ariety by an ascertained want of permanency in their

-cntial characters, time must elapse before it can be
• termined with regard to many groups of individuals

tiether they are species or varieties. Thus although
i nnoeus, proceeding on his own experience, reduced many
I' the species of previous writers to the rank of varieties,

•t subsequent observers have again regarded fhem as

u-cies. But as we can have only a very imperfect know-
<\v;e of what are the permanent characters of the great
ilk of plants \hat are growing in the world, the defi-
t ions of many species can only be an approach to cor-
i. tness, and their excellence will depend more on the
' 1 trment of the botanist than on any definition of the idea
a specie* Still the great end of systematic botany must
the determination of the true characters of species ; and
is only through the study of varieties that these can be
iderstood. It is therefore as unphilosophical in botany
reject the study of varieties as trifling, as it would be

> the same ground in chemistry to reject the study of the
• >raic constitution of the elements of compound bodies.

1 n botanical works considerable difference exists in re-
nding varieties and species. Thus Dr. Lindley, in his
synopsis of the British Flora,' gives descriptions of about
10 Phanerogamous plants; Sir William Hooker, in the

-d edition of the ' British Flora,' gives about 1500 species

;

hi 1st the list of the plants of the Edinburgh Botanical
xiety, drawn up by Professor Balfour and Messrs.
diingtonand Campbell, gives upwards of 1700 species.

irreat difference also exists in recording varieties of
Imitted species. The attention given to varieties by
iitish botanists is small compared with that of many

mental writers, especially in Germany, who in their

"i ks record with great accuracy any departures from the
inial type.

The mode of recording varieties differs in different

i iters. In some cases the species is defined, and the

-i iiption is regarded as indicating one amongst the
Di ips of varieties of which the species is composed. The

. eek alphabet is used frequently alone to express varie-
s. Thus Hooker, in the ' British Flora,' page 233, gives

0 definition of Rosa inodora, and alterwards describes

p varieties as /3 and y, and they are always spoken of as

u iuties a, p, and ? of Rosa inodora, the character of the
1 cies constituting var. a. Many writers give an addi-
jiial name to the variety which is attached to that of the
»-cies. Thus the varieties of Euphorbia lucida are

ill ten Euphorbia lucida latifolia, E. I. salicifolia, E. I.

: nifolia.
\Y here plants have undergone many changes by cultiva-

jii, further subdivisions are frequently resorted to: thus
some writers Brassica Rapa, the common turnip, is

scribed in two subspecies, B. R. olei/era and B. R.
i/./ffm; each of these has several varieties, as B. R. o.

n ii is, and B. R. o. annua, and B. R. r. longa, and B. R.
rotunda. Each of these varieties has again been sub-
. uled, according to the colour of the roots, forming

l ite, yellow, green, and red subvarieties.

The natural varieties of plants are nothing like so nu-
i.'ious as those which arise from cultivation. Almost the
it ire object in view in the kitchen and fruit gardens is

io developing of some property in plants which they do
"t exhibit in their natural state, and this is mostly at-

uled with a corresponding change of structure. All the
i ieties of apples are produced by cultivation from the

jinmon crab (Pyrus Malm), all the pears from Pyrus
mimum* ; the cherries from Prunus Cerastu ; peaches,
in icots, nectarines, from Amygdalus Pertiea ; and plums
>>m the Pruntu domestica. The same is true of vege-
iii.'les : all the varieties of cabbages are produced by culti-

i ion from the same species; so also with turnips, potatoes,
idishes, &c. Tnis is also the case with flowers : the great

nujority of tulips, roses, anemones, ranunculi, &c. found
n gardens are the result of changed characters dependent
ii cultivation. Although many of the varieties of fruits,

' <retables, and flowers retain the same names for a great
narth of time, there is nothing permanent in their charac-

'"i but those which belong to the species. It is for this

;uon that old varieties of fruits and flowers, whieh were

known in gardens or orchards fifty years ago, are now sel-
dom to be met with ; the circumstances which have pro-
duced them no longer surround their posterity, and they
revert to the original character of the species. The late
Mr. Knight, president of the Horticultural Society, long
since ascertained that the varieties of apples and pears
have only a limited duration. In this way a valued variety
known by the name of the Golden Pippin is generally
wearing out. It may in some instances be propagated by
grafting, but it quickly cankers and dies. Many per-
sons are thus disappointed in the planting of orchards : if

they grow seedlings of fine old varieties, they no longer
bear the fruit of their parents ; and if they employ grafts,

the tree grows weakly, quickly cankers, or bears a very
imperfect kind of fruit. The attempt, then, to keep up
old varieties is almost useless, but the horticulturist has
his resource in being able to produce new varieties, many
of which equal and even excel older varieties ; but these in
their turn are destined to perish.

The varieties of particular species of flowers which are
most valued are those which depend on a change of colour
in the flower, or an increase in its petals, so that a single
flower becomes double. But although this department of
floriculture has had so much attention paid to it, little

or nothing is known with regard to the circumstances
which favour a change in the colour of flowers. With
regard to annuals, none of the varieties can be certainly
reproduced by seeds, and generally the best varieties of
flowers are obtained from the seeds of individuals that
have most closely resembled the species. In perennial
and shrubby plants, varieties may be preserved, in the
same manner as in fruit-trees, by continuing the individual
variety by means of cuttings, offshoots, layers, buds, &c.
One great source of variety in plants is the production

of seeds by plants belonging to different species. This can
be easily eftected by art between allied species, by taking
the pollen of one species and applying it to the pistil of
another ; the consequence is, that plants produced by the
seeds of the latter partake of the characters of both their
parents. These plants, as animals produced in the same
way, are called mules or hybrids. This circumstance does
not often occur in nature, but still there are many instances
on record, of very puzzling varieties of plants having been
thus produced, and not a lew new species owe their origin

to this cause. But hybrid varieties are not more perma-
nent than those produced by other means, as they are quite

incapable of propagating their peculiarities by seed for

more than two or three generations, and some of them are

incapable of producing seed at all. This intermixture can
only be made to take place between closely allied species.

No one has ever succeeded in fertilizing the apple with the
pear, or the gooseberry with the currant, or the cucumber
with the melon, and vice versH. As a probable source of
variety in wild plants hybridization should never be over-

looked ; and in large genera, as Rosa and Rubus, where all

the recorded species have a close identity of structure, great

care should be taken not to admit varieties and species

which may arise from this cause, as, being perishable in

their nature, they only remain to confuse subsequent
observers.

In obtaining varieties of plants for use or ornament, the
production of hybrids is ot great practical importance.
' I am inclined to believe,' says Professor Lindley, ' that

the power of obtaining mule varieties by art is one of the

most important means that man possesses of modifying the

works of Nature, and of rendering them better adapted to

his purposes. In our gardens, some of our most beautiful

flowers have such an origin: as, for instance, the roses

obtained between R. indica and R. motchata, the different

mule Potentillie and Cacti, the splendid Azaleas raised

between A. pontica and A. nudiflora coccinea, and the
magnificent American Indian Rhododendrons. By cross-

ing varieties of the same species, the races of fruits and of

culinary vegetables have been brought to a state as nearly

approaching perfection as we can suppose possible. And
if similar improvements have not taken place in a more
important department, namely, the trees that afford us

timber, expenence fully warrants the belief that, if proper
means were adopted, improved varieties of as much con-

sequence might be introduced into our forests, as have
already been created for our gardens. It is however to be
regretted that those who occupy themselves with experi -

U 2
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merits of this kind do not confine them to woody or peren-

nial plants which can be perpetuated by cuttings. Mule
annuals have the great fault of perishing almost as soon

as they are obtained, and they serve no other purpose than

that of encumbering the records of science with accounts

of so-called species which from their transitory existence

can never be re-examined.' (Introd. to Bot., p. 349.)

VARIGNON, PIERRE. The common source of all

biographies of Varignon is the eloge of him inserted by
his friend Fontenelle in the Memoirs of the Academy of

Sciences, and republished in the separate collection of
£loges by the same author.

The subject of this article was born at Caen in 1654

:

his father, an architect, destined him for the church, and
placed him at the college of his native town. He learned

to make a sun-dial as- well as his father's workmen could

teach him, and this gave him a longing to know the prin-

ciples on which such things are done, which he never

found the way to gratify until, by accident, he met with a
Euclid in a bookseller's shop. From this he went on to

the writings of Des Cartes, much against the wishes of his

friends, and became well versed in the mathematics of the

day. Among his college friends was the Abbfi de St.

Pierre (not Bernardin, the author of the ' Studies of Na-
ture,' but Charles), whose regard for Varignon induced him
to make over to the latter 300 francs a year out of 1800
which was his patrimonial fortune. This was his sole pro-

vision for many years, and enabled him to pursue his

studies : the two friends went to Paris in 1686, took up
their quarters in the same house, and pursued their several

researches. It was here that Fontenelle, who was also of
Normandy, became acquainted with them, and he describes

Varignon as the most laborious of students
;
glad to go on

with what he was doing at two o'clock in the morning,
under the pretext of its not being worth while to go to

bed, because he usually rose at four. In 1687 his first

work, the ' Projet d'une Nouvelle Mecanique,' brought
him at once into such reputation, that he was in the fol-

lowing year elected to the Academy, and appointed pro-
fessor of mathematics at the College Mazann : in 1690
appeared the ' Nouvelles Conjectures sur la Pesanteur.'
By 1705 he had ruined his health : he was for six months
in danger, and for three years in a state of debility. His
life is a purely literary one ; and there is nothing more to

say, except that he died in the night of December 22,

1722, without illness, having performed his usual duties at
the college the day before.
We take his works from the ' Biographie Universelle :'

—

1, Paris, 1687, * Projet d'une Nouvelle Mecanique,' 4to.

;

2, Paris, 1690, 'Nouvt. lies Conjectures sur la Pesanteur,'
12mo. ; 3, Paris, 1725, ' Nouvelle Mecanique,' 2 vols. 4to.

;

4, Paris, 1725, ' Eclaircissements sur l'Analyse des Infini-

ment Petits,' 4to. ; 5, Paris, 1725, ' Traite du Mouvement
des Eaux Courantes,' 4to. ; 6, Paris, 1732, « Elements de Ma-
thcmatiques,' 4to. ; 7, Geneva, 1730, ' Demonstration de
la Possibility de la Presence Reelle,' &c, in a collection of
pieces on the real presence, by Vernet. There is perhaps
no better test of real eminence than the desire of the sur-
viving contemporaries to have an author's works; and
more of Varignon was published after his death than he
himself gave during his life. It is however to be remem-
bered that, besides his two separate works, he printed a
great deal in the Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences,
particularly in defence of the new doctrines of the infini-

tesimal calculus. His name is familiar to all who have
even glanced at the history of this theory as the explainer
of its difficulties in answer to the earnest and frequently
plausible attacks which were made upon it. The ' Eclair-
cissements,' &c. above mentioned, were intended by him
as a commentary upon the well-known work of his friend
De l'Hopital, the first elementary writing upon the
differential calculus. The « Projet/ &c. was a most re-
markable work, being in fact the first in which the great
elementary principle of the composition of forces is made
the basis of a systematic development of statics. Mon-
tucla mentions that Stevinus had preceded him in the
knowledge of the use of this truth

; insisting particularly
upon his having used the most elegant and useful form of
the theorem, namely, that forces which are as the sides of a
triangle balance one another. Mr. Hallam (' Literature of
Europe.' vol. ii., p. 462) cannot find this * triangle of forces

'

in Stevinus. But the fact is that the theorem, though not

perhaps separately enunciated by Stevinus, is used bj i i

for instance, in Albert Girard's edition of Stevinu*. p. ti

column 2, a look at the second figure with the a.-..i

panying text will show that LDO and OFC are * te^vl
of forces.' The merit of Varignon consists in his mi.

i

the composition of forces a basis for everything, in * . i

he has been followed by most writers since hi* t_
i

Stevinus mixed different principles. Mr. Hallam retoe

very naturally, ' Had it ' (the triangle of forces) 4 been fci_
i

to him ' (Stevinus), ' we may presume that he would ~
|

employed it, as is done in modern works on mechanics
I

demonstrating the law of equilibrium on the inclined
|

instead of his catenarian hypothesis.' So he wonk t
i

done had he been reviewing the subject : but be wat . (

covering it ; and that very inverse order which a» c
i

takes place in discovery, and which brought out t

binomial theorem as an ultimate result of a mode of
the areas of certain curves, occurred in the cast-#f Sun .

who brought out the mode of using the triangle of

rather than the theorem itself, from this very csleton
hypothesis ; and, as far as we can see, partly by d>=.

stration, partly by extension. One of the greatest eoei

.

ments which Varignon's memory received was thk ••_

his ' Projet,' &c. took such possession of the public a.

that by the time the work itself (3 in the abort s
appeared, of which it was the ' Projet,' it excited «> ii

notice, and added nothing to his fame.
The conjectures on the cause of gravity show iht >

rignon was not as happy in clear perception of hydros;a. .

laws as in those of statics. He imagines that the po r-

tion of a body towards the earth is the excess a;
-

pressure downwards of the superincumbent column u l

over the pressure upwards of the column between the c
and the body. This is enough for a specimen : ctr t •

tenelle avows that he thinks it possible his friend r.

here have added one to the number of proofs of the i
-

culty of the subject. But notwithstanding this, Varir
may be placed among those men whose repuutice
probably very much below their desert as estimated
their utility.

VARILLAS, ANTOINE, a native of Guiret, th; :•

pital of La Marche, was bom in 1624. When he had ex.

pleted his studies, he was sent to Paris as private tote

some of his young townsmen. In 1648 he was appu -

historiographer to Gaston, duke of Orleans. Dupu; •

cured for Varillas the situation of sublibrarian in"',

royal library, which he held under more than ou
Dupuy's successors, and lost on account of his negbji -

in collating Brienne's MSS., which had been purchase
Colbert, with the originals in the library. HewasalL.
to retire with a pension of 1200 livres, which was «••'

drawn by Colbert in 1669. In the same year VarilUr ~-

offered a pension by the States-general of Hollnn. •

write the history of the United Provinces ; but be decJr.

the task, on the plea that he could not serve with hu
the enemies of France. In 1670 the archbishop of P~
obtained a pension from the assembly of the clers? :

Varillas, whom he knew to be engaged on a histon .

heresies. Varillas died at Paris on the 9th of June, lie*

His published works are:— 1, 'Politique de la Wsi-
d'Autriche,' Paris, 1658, in 12mo; 2, 'Histoire de
France,' Paris, 1683 et seq. ; 14 vols, in 4to., or 2* :

12mo. The work contains the reigns of the king* •

France from Louis XI. to Henri IV. 3, ' La Pratiqiw '

l'Education des Princes, ou l'Histoire de Guillaumr .

Crecy, seigneur de Chievres;' Paris, 1684, in li»
4, ' Les Anecdotes de Florence, ou l'Histoire Secrete c

la Maison de Mldicis ;' La Haye, 1685, in 12mo. 5, * l 'u

toire des Revolutions arrivees en Europe en mature i.

Religion ;' Paris, 1086-89, 6 vols, in 4to., or 12 in 12»
This work extends from 1374 to 1569 : a continuativ. i

1650, which would fill 12 quarto volumes, has remain -

in MS. 6, 'La Politique de Ferdinand le Catbobqu
Amsterdam, 1688, 3 vols, in 12mo. A continuation .

this work by the author exists in MS. The style of \ . I

rillas' writings is good for his age ; but he has distorts
facts and neglected to verify his quotations, and hat f t

been convicted of alleging MS. authorities which rx-->

existed. Indolence and vanity seem to have been
chief if not the sole motives to his falsifications.
VARFNAS, dV rather BARI'NAS, as it is at prewc:

written in all official documents and modern public*^**,
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is a town in South America, in the republic of Venezue a.

and the capital of the province which bears its name. It

is near 7" 30' N. lat. and 70° I3f W. long., and is built

ce many other towns in that part of Venezuela, at the

I of the Andes, from which circumstance its importance
derived. This situation has made it the place

le inhabitants of two contiguous regions, which
•%t]y intheir products, exchange their commodi-
the south-east of the town lie the plains known

name of Los Llanos, which extend to the banks of
Orinoco ; and to the north-west are the lower declivi-

ties of the Andes, which gradually rise higher and termi-
nate in the Nevado de Merida. The inhabitants of the
mountains bring to the town the produce of their agri-

culture, especially corn and fruit, and ta'ke in exchange
the produce of the numerous herds of cattle which pas-

ture on the plains. The country which surrounds the
town is very fertile, and especially fit for the cultivation

of tobacco, which forms the staple article of its commerce,
and is sent to Europe, where it continues to be in high re-

te, though the tobacco of Cumanacoa is said to be su-

ior. This article is sent to Europe by way of Angos-
in Guyana. The river St. Domingo, which originates

on the declivities of the Nevado de M6rida, and passes
through Barlnas, becomes navigable at Toruno, about
fourteen miles below the town ; so that the last-mentioned
place may be considered as the port of Barlnas, from which
its exports are sent down the nvers St. Domingo, Apure,
and Orinoco to Angostura. The population of Barinas
before the war of independence is said to have been 10,000
individuals ; but this place suffered much during the war,

having more than once been taken and retaken, and about
ten years ago a part of the population was carried off by a
contagious disease resembling the plague. At present its

population is stated to be about 6000.

(Depons, Voyage A la partie Orientate ds la Terre-
jirmr ; Hall's Colombia, its Present State, &c. ; and Co-
dazzi's Resumen de la Geografta de Venezuela.)
VARINGHIANS, VAREGUES, VAREGO-RUSSES,

a name given by the first Russian chronicler, Nestor, to

the Norman adventurers who gave the name of Russia to

an empire founded by them from various Slavonian and
Finnish populations.

• It is remarkable that the origin of a name, bestowed at

once on an extensive country, inhabited by a great variety

of populations, and at a no earlier date than the ninth

century, should have been for a long time matter of doubt
and uncertainty to historians. Even recently Professor

Ewers', of Dorpat, a man of great learning, who has

paid particular attention to this subject, declared that the
Varegues of Nestor were an Asiatic nation of Turkish race.

His opinion was received by several historical writers.

Other authors who treated the same subject ascribed a
different origin to the Varegues.
The prevalent opinion however now is, that the Varegues

were Normans, that is, Scandinavians. It is well known
that the foreign troops levied by the Greek emperors
amongst the Anglo-Saxons and Scandinavians were
called at Constantinople ' Varegues,' which signified allies

(fosderati), according to the celebrated Norwegian an-
nalist, Snorri Sturluson, who says that the Gothic troops
which served the Greek emperor had been called, since the

time of Constantine the Great, Varingar, from the old

Scandinavian word tcara or waere (pactum), ' alliance.' This
was certainly a more courteous appellation than that of
mercenaries, which more properly belongs to them. It is

also very possible that the name of Varinghians was
derived from the old Teutonic word ' werre,' or ' warre,'

i simply signified ' warriors.' However, there is no
ibt that the name of Varinghians was given by the

nines to several nations of North-western Europe who
red in the imperial guards, as those writers say that the

Varinghians were foreigners from Thule, a name which was
applied by them sometimes to Scandinavia and sometimes
to the British Islands. Nestor states the same thing in the
most positive manner: he says, there are Varegues, Sweys
(Swedes), Oormians (Norwegians), Anglanes (Angles),
Goths (inhabitants of the island of Gothland), and Russes.
these last Varegues puzzled the investigators of northern

' )ry
; yet the researches of many of them seem to have

Pushed beyond all doubt that the appellation of Russ,

was given to adventurers from Sweden. A part

of the maritime coast of that country is still called Ross-
lagen ; and the name of the Swedes in Finnish is Ruots,
or Ross. It is therefore very natural that, as the Swedes
became known to the Slavonians through the Finnish
population, which lay between them and the Swedes, they
should adopt the name given to the latter by the Finns.
We have moreover two positive authorities that the Ross
were Scandinavians. Luitprand, bishop of Cremona, who
was at Constantinople in the tenth century, says, in de-
scribing an invasion of the Russians, ' Russios quos alio
nomine Nordmannos vot-amus' (' Russians, whom we also
call Normans '). The Bertinian Chronicles relate that the
Greek emperor Theophilus (in a.d. 839) sent an embassy to
Louis the Debonnair, and with it some people who called
themselves Rhos, and their king Chacamis, wno had arrived
at Constantinople in order to conclude a treaty with the
Greeks. Theophilus requested Louis to give them some
means for returning in safety to their own country, as they
had arrived at Constantinople by passing through many
ferocious nations, and he did not wish to expose them
again to such dangers. The same people told Louis that
they belonged to the Swedish nation. It is well known
that several kings of Scandinavia bore the name of Hacon,
which might easily have been corrupted into Chacanus

;

and the barbarous countries through which they had
passed on their way from Sweden to Constantinople were
probably the countries which lie between the Baltic and
the Black seas. We may add that the emperor Constan-
tine Porphyrogenitus, when describing, in his work ' De
Aduiinistrando Imperio,' the cataracts of the Dnieper, gives
the names of the principal of them in Slavonian and
Russian. Though these names are corrupted, the Sla-
vonian names may be easily made out ; whilst the Russian
are evidently Scandinavian words which answer to the
meaning ol the Slavonian appellations. The names of the
Varego-Russo leaders who established the empire of Russia
are evidently Scandinavian.
The establishment of the Varegues among the Slavonians

was similar to that of their countrymen, the Normans, in
France. Ruric, their chief, or ' konung,' having esta-
blished his power at Novgorod and in the adjacent country,
gave to it the name of Russia, like his countryman Rollo,
from whose followers a French province assumed the name
of Normandy ; and it is very probable that if the successors
of Rollo had extended their conquests over all France, the
name of Fiance would have been replaced by that of Nor-
mandy, in the same manner as the Slavonian countries
subjugated by the descendants of Ruric received the
appellation of Russia. Ruric gave different provinces and
towns to his countrymen, who governed them as his vassals

;

and the descendants of the chief and of his companions,
the number of which was increased by frequent new
arrivals from Scandinavia, formed the class of princes and
nobles. They soon adopted the language of the natives
of the country, as was the case in France with the Nor-
mans ; and the Scandinavian names, such as Oleg, Askold,
Carl, and others, borne by the princes and chiefs, soon gave
way to the Slavonian appellations of Vladimir, Sviatoslaf,
&c. It seems also that the religion of Odin was abandoned
by them for the Slavonian worship ; for we see from Nestor
that the Russian princes Oleg and Igor swore by Perun and
Volos (Slavonian deities) in concluding treaties with the
Greek emperors.
The introduction of Christianity by the Eastern Church

and of the Liturgy in the Slavonian dialect, into which the
Scriptures had been translated by Cyrillus and Methodius
[Slavonians], contributed to the obliteration of national
differences between the ruling caste and the subject popu-
lations. The feudal institutions, which were uncongenial
to the Slavonian spirit, soon disappeared ; and the only
traces of Norman character which remained for a con-
siderable time in Russia, and particularly at Novgorod,
were various legal provisions embodied in the code of
Yaroslaf the Great (1019-1054): as, for ipslance, the fine

for murders, wounds, &c, called vira, from the Teutonic
wehrgeld, the judicial combat, and other kinds of ordeal,

or trials by the judgment of God.
VARIOLA. [Small Pox.]
VARIOLA'RIA a genus of plants, belonging to the na-

tural order Lichenes. This name is derived from variola?,

because the apolhecia resemble the pustules of small-pox.
The thallus of the plants belonging to tliis genus is crua-
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iaceous, membranaceous, adnate, spreading, uniform. The
apothecium is a suborbicular, scutellHbrm cup, formed of

the thallus, and filled with a powdery or flocculose sub-

stance which covers an immersed waxy disk containing

imbedded thecae. This genus borders closely upon others,

and through some of its species it is closely connected
with Spiloma, Thelotrema, Parmelia, Ureeolaria, and
Iridium. All the species were included by Linnaeus in

the species of Lie/ten fagineui and L. laeteus. They are

of an ash-grey or white colour, and are found on the back
of the trunks of various trees, on rocks, walls, or on the

ground. About thirteen species are found in Great
Britain.

V.faginea, the Bitter-zoned Variolaria, has an orbicular

crust, surrounded by a zonate border of various colours

:

the apothecia are very abundant, convex, with an obsolete

border, and filled with a snowy white powder. This is

one of the species included in the Lichenfagineus of Lin-

naeus. It is common on the bark of trees, especially of
old beech-trees, and on pales. This species is distinguished

from all others of the genus, as well as of the order, by its in-

tensely bitter taste. It is for this reason that Turner and
Borrer have separated the V. discoidea from this species,

although it has only a very slight structural dissimilarity

;

but it has no bitter taste at all. Braconnot found that the

V.faginea, as well as several other crustaceous lichens,

contained oxalic acid. The quantity yielded by 100 parts

of this plant was 29-4 of oxalic acid, combined with 18 of
lime. This chemist further remarks, that the oxalate of
lime bears the same relation in the class of cryptogamic
plants that the carbonate of lime does to the lower classes

of animals, and the phosphate of lime to the higher. The
quantity of this salt however is not great in any of the
lichens that are not crustaceous, although they are gene-
rally found to contain some other salt as a substitute. Sir
William Hooker states that the V.faginea is at the pre-
sent time, employed in France, on a very extensive scale,
for the purpose of obtaining oxalic acid. On what the
bitter taste of this plant depends does not appear to have
been at present ascertained ; nor has it been used, on this
account, in medicine. In tasting this lichen the bitter
taste is not immediately perceived, and not until the lapse
of some minutes is its intense bitterness developed.

V. lactea, Milky-white Variolaria, has a suborbicular,
tartareous, thick, white, smooth, areolate crust, tinged at
the edges with flesh-colour: the apothecia are copious,
suborbicular, flattish, with an elevated border when young,
which disappears with age ; the powder very white. This
is the Lichen laeteus of Linnaeus. It occurs on rocks in
mountainous countries. This is a very elegant species of
the genus, and is one of the lichens that are collected for
the purpose of being1 used in dyeing.

V. globulifera, Vesicle-fruited Variolaria, has an or-
bicular, thickish, glaucescent, rugose crust, and sprinkled
all over with" white soredia, and surrounded by a border
somewhat zonate, and of various colours : the apothecia
are large, spherical, depressed at the apex, where they at
length burst irregularly, becoming scutelliform, with a
lacerated border and a white powder. This species is

found only rarely, growing on the bark of old oaks and
beech-trees. It was gathered by Dr. Sibthorp in Greece

;

and, on account of the form of the reproductive organs, is

the most remarkable-looking species of the genus.
V. Vitiligo, Leprous Variolaria, has an elliptical, very

thin, almost filmy, whitish crust, with very numerous, mi-
nute, oblong, confluent apothecia, having a very narrow
elevated margin, and containing a lead-coloured powder.
This is one of the most common species of the genus, and
is common on old rails and gate-posts, giving them the
appearance of having been imperfectly daubed over with
white paint.

VA'RIUS, LU'CIUS, a Roman poet, and a friend and
contemporary of Virgil and Horace, both of whom speak
of him in terms of the highest praise. (Virgil, Eclog.,
ix. 33; Horat. Carm., i. 6. 1, &c. ; Epitt. ii. 1. 247; Ad
Pnon^ 55; Satir., i. 5. 40; 6. 55, &c.) From Donatus'
' Life of Virgil,' it is clear that Varius survived Virgil, who
died b.c. 19; for Varius is there described as one of the
heirs of Virgil, and as one of the poets who undertook the
correction of the ' jUneid.' Varius distinguished himself
no less as an epic than as a tragic poet. We know of two
epic poems of Varius : the one was a description of the

exploits of Augustus and Agrippa, which is cosnplet-j
lost, and the second is called 'De Morte,' and was pr
bably an account of the death of Julius Caesar. Mxrr
bius (vi. 1) has preserved two lines of this poem. Aj

\

his tragic compositions, the antienU are unanimous in »<

ing that he excelled all his countrymen ; and Quincti A
(x. 1. 98) says that the tragedy ' Thyestes ' of Varins wtr.

|

bear comparison with any Greek tragedy. (Compare Ln\
logus de Cant. Corrupt. Eloquent. 12 ; Philargyr. ad fV.-)

Eclog. viii. 10.) But, notwithstanding this general >

knowledgment of his merits, no fragments of tua trie

dies are preserved which can be attributed to him
any certainty.

(Bothe, Poetarum Latii Scenicor. Fragm., i., f. 27
&c. ; Weichert, De L. Vario, Poeta, Commentatio, Grinsi
1829, 4to. ; Poetarum Latinorum Reliquiae, p. 158, &c
VARIX (in Conchology). The swollen or varicose i.

:

probably gave rise to this term, which is used by mi
cologists to designate the longitudinal thickened eleran^.
occurring at greater or less intervals on the outer sura:

of spiral shells. These varices are formed by the thkke:-:
and reflected edge of a former aperture of the shell, wi-
the animal has increased, by adding to its growth by 6n.
deposits of testaceous matter beyond such former aperto-
Thus many varices or elevated longitudinal ridge*, r

relics of former apertures, are seen on the spire and bee.

whorl of many marine shells. Examples will be sen
Ranella, Triton, and Murex. [Siphonostomata.] TV-
elegant regularity in Harpa [Entomostomata] aj?
greatly to the symmetry ana beauty of the shell.
VARIX. [Veins, Diseases of. J
VARLEY, JOHN, an artist who ranks very high * i

water-colour painter, in which branch of the art he i
almost the first to adopt those principles and protf*-
which have raised it to such eminence in this country, r'
rendered it capable of effecting upon a small scale otv
all that oil-painting can produce upon a larger one ?.

was born in London about the year 1777, of parens -

rather moderate circumstances, and was about to b< r-

prenticed to a silversmith, very much against his o^n r_

clinations, when the death of his father, who had atar-
opposed what he considered an idle talent for drawi'.:

left him at liberty to choose a profession. That his fcn-
were unable to further his views may be taken for enrt-:
since he was fain to content himself at first with obtain-;
employment with an obscure portrait-painter in Holt>.n
Afterwards, when about fifteen or sixteen, he received us
instruction from a drawing-master of the name of Bin-.-'

with whom he made a sketching excursion, which V«
material service to him ; for a view which he then nuie .'

Peterborough Cathedral brought him into notice. He r*\
became acquainted with Arnold, the landscape-paim.-
with whom he made a tour through North Wales aK :

the year 1799. On his return from that excursion, ht t
for some time employed by Dr. Munro in making *krtrr-
for him of the scenery in the neighbourhood of hi* re*
dence at Fetcham in Surrey. Two other professional r.

cursions through Wales in 1801-2, and similar ones thro::
various parts of England, stocked his portfolio with in-
jects that occupied his pencil for many years, and e»
blished his reputation as the first in that department
art he had chosen. He was certainly among the first

not the very first, who began to advance the practice
water-colour drawing to that of water-colour paintin?. ir
to give that mode of execution a solidity and force, a'lV
dom and breadth, which it had not before attained, r

was even supposed capable of. Up to that time, scire•'

anything had been produced beyond washed or tir.tri

drawings, very little superior to the coloured prints oi tV
same period—raw and feeble in effect. Varley gave *

his paintings nearly all the vigour of oil-pictures, and w -

a mode peculiar to himself ; for he worked with great ri-

gidity, and does not appear to have produced his effw
by repeated spunging and other processes now in us*, c
by admixture of body colour : his colours look as if lV .

had been laid on at once, and hardly retouched. Althou'*
he was not an original member of the ' Water-Colour
ciety' (established in 1804), he afterwards joined it, i-i
his pictures contributed in no small degree to the attri-
tion of its exhibitions. From them and his practice a>

»

teacher he derived a considerable income for many yets
but a numerous femily, and want of either management c
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economy, kept him almost always in difficulties. Besides
which, he devoted much time to the study of judicial as-
trology, which he may almost be said to have made a
second profession ; for he was in the habit of giving his
advice formally to those who consulted him respecting
t heir • nativities,' and is said to have received fees on such
occasions, or at least to have found a liberal purchaser for
a drawing in a client of that kind. He certainly made
no secret of his pretensions, nor did he show any disincli-

nation for the title of ' Astrologer ' publicly attached to
his name. Of extraordinary predictions by him many
>t range anecdotes are told ; but if he possessed the art of
foreseeing events, he did not possess that of averting
troubles and misfortunes—in his own case at least—which
a little ordinary prudence would have enabled him to
avoid. Varley was married twice : his first wife died in

1824; his second was the daughter of Wilson Lowry, the
celebrated engraver. He himself died November 17, 1842,
at the residence of a friend, near Cavendish Square.
VARNISH, a fluid applied to the surfaces of various

articles, as wood, &c, and which, by the evaporation or
chemical change of a portion, leaves upon them a shining
coating impervious to air and to moisture.

Varnishes may be divided into three classes, alcoholic
nr spirit varnishes, volatile-oil varnishes, and fixed-oil

varnishes.

Spirit or alcohol varnishes are in general prepared very
readily, are easily applied, soon become dry, and emit no
disagreeable smell : they are however liable to crack or
scale off, and are incapable of resisting friction or blows.

The following, which are chiefly taken from Aikin's
' Dictionary of Chemistry,' are among the most approved
spirit varnishes:—Take of mastich 6 ounces, sandarach
3 ounces, reduced to fine powder, and add 4 ounces of

coarsely-powdered glass, which prevents the resins from
agglomerating into a mass or sticking to the bottom of the
v easel ; digest in a quart of spirit of wine, contained in a
loosely-corked vessel for three days in a warm room, shak-
ing the mixture frequently ; then add 3 ounces of melted
V enice turpentine to the warm solution, stirring thoroughly
till mixed; let the mixture remain in a warm room for

about a week, and then strain it. This is a strong varnish
applied to chairs and other articles of furniture.

Take of copal, which has been liquefied and afterwards

very finely powdered, 3 ounces, mastich 2 ounces, and
i lemi 1 ounce ; digest in a warm room in a quart of spirit,

and when the solution is complete add 2 ounces of Venice
turpentine. This is stated to form a good varnish for

violins and other musical instruments.

For different purposes the ingredients of spirit varnishes

are considerably varied ; seed-lac, benzoin, anime, frankin-

cense, entering into the composition, according to the use

to be made of them.
The only essential or volatile oil largely used in varnishes

is oil, or, as it is commonly called, spirit of turpentine
;

and one of the best varnishes into the composition of

which it enters is copal varnish. [Copal Varnish.] This
is chiefly used for pictures. Another powerful varnish is

prepared by adding to highly-rectified oil of turpentine

about an eighth of its weight of caoutchouc : this indeed
is the varnish now generally employed in waterproofing
the garments well-known by the name of Mackintoshes ;

sometime* gas-oil or coal-naphtha is employed for the

same purpose, but its smell is more disagreeable, and
longer in going off. The preparation of this varnish does
not require the application of neat.

In these varnishes the volatile solvents evaporate, but
in the case of fat or fixed-oil varnishes, the solvent under-

goes a chemical change, and dries with the substance dis-

solved—these are sometimes termed fat varnishes. We
shall mention two kinds, first the most colourless : this is

prepared by mixing 4 ounces of copal, which has been
liquefied and finely powdered, oil of turpentine, and drying

lmseed-oil, each 10 ounces
;
digest in a gentle heat till the

whole is dissolved ; strain it after standing a few days.

This forms a solid and nearly colourless glazing, and dnes
ea>ily at common temperatures.
The black varnish used by coachmakers is stated to be

thus prepared : take of amber 16 ounces, melt it, and add
to it hall a pint of drying linseed-oil boiling-hot, 3 ounces
each of asphalt and rosin, both in fine powder ; stir the
materials together till they are tt oroughly melted and in-

corporated, add to the mixture a pint of warm oil of tur-

pentine : this varnish is intended to dry to a very hard
consistence.

VARNISH-TREES. This name has been applied to

several trees which exude liquid resins naturally or from
incisions. These become dry in the air, and are em-
ployed for preserving various articles from the influence
of the air, water, or insects, as well as for giving them
greater brilliancy, and also for varnishing pictures. Most of
these are found in India, Burma, and China, and have been
mentioned under appropriate articles. Many of them be-
long to the natural family of Terebinthaceae. Some of
these exude an acrid resinous juice, which on drying be-
comes black, and is used as a varnish, as that of the Ana-
cardium occidentale, or cashew-nut tree. The marking-
nut, or Semecarpus anacardium, has its outec coat covered
with cells filled with a similar black, oily-looking, acrid
juice, which is much used as a marking-ink. Augia sinensis

of Loureiro is said to produce the genuine Chinese varnish
with which the different fancy articles are lacquered, and
which is black when simply dried, but becomes coloured
by the admixture of different pigments. The Japan
varnish of Kaempfer and Thunberg is Rhus vernix, and
that of the Malayan islands Stagmaria verniciflua, which,
according to Mr. Jack, yields not only the lacquer and
varnish of Siam and Tonquin, but also that of Japan. Dr.
Buchanan informs us that the juice of Holigarna longifolia

is used in Malabar for varnishing shields. The theetsee,

or vamish-tree of the Burmese, has been described and
figured by Dr. Wallich, by the name of Melanorrhoea
usitata. He identified it with the Kheu, or varnish-tree of
Munnipore, on the north-east of Silhet. A very fine liquid

varnish is also yielded by Vateria indica ana V. lancese-

folia. The greater part of the trees which yield these

liquid varnishes exhale some acrid volatile principle, whieh
renders the air in their immediate vicinity irritating and
hurtful to those who come within its influence. This is

observed also in some of the species of Rhus, as R. Toxico-
dendron.
VARC-TAW, ALESSANDRO, called Padovani'no, a

celebrated painter, born at Padua in 1590. His father Dario
Varotari was also a distinguished painter and an architect

:

he was a scholar of Paul Veronese, and established a school

at Padua, where he died in consequence of a fall, in 1596,

six years after the birth of his son, and in the 57th year of
his age. The instructor of Alessandro Varotari is not
known, but he went in 1614 to Venice, and devoted him-
self to the study of the works of Titian : he made some
copies after Titian, which were remarkable for their fidelity,

and acquired him a great reputation. In his own pictures

also he displayed such a mastery over many of the charac-

teristic excellencies of Titian, that he is considered to ap-

proach nearer to him than any other of his imitators, in

freedom of touch, in mellowness and gradation of tints,

and in simplicity of composition. The works of Padova-
nino are seldom seen out of Venice and Padua. He ex-

celled in painting women and children, but was more suc-

cessful in the richness of his carnations and in his impasto
than in the outlines of his figures. His masterpiece is ge-

nerally considered the Marriage at Cana, in the Academy
of the Fine Arts at Venice, formerly' in the monastery of

San Giovanni di Verdara at Padua. This painter had se-

veral scholars, who painted in his style, and had such
facility in copying some of his works, that it is extremely

difficult to distinguish some of the copies made by his

scholars from the originals painted by Padovanino. He
died in 1650. His most distinguished scholar was Barto-

lomeo Scaligero.

Chiara Varotari, the sister of Alessandro, was a distin-

guished portrait-painter : her own portrait, by herself, is in

the Florentine Painters' Portrait Gallery. She was born at

Verona in 1582, and died there in 1639.

(Ridolfi, Le Maraviglie dell" Arte, &c. ; Lanzi, Sloria

Pittorica, &c.)
VARRO, MARCUS TERE'NTIUS, was born at Home

in the year B.C. 116, and descended from an antient sena-

torial family. He was instructed by L. Aelius, who is

spoken of as a most distinguished person, and afterwards

by Antiochus, an Academic philosopher. The whole ot

his early life must have been spent in the acquisition of

that prodigious learning which he afterwards displayed in

his works. But he did not on that account withdraw from

public life altogether ; for in a.d. 67 we find him at the

head of a part of the fleet of Pompey the Great in his war
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against the pirates. During the civil war between Caesar

and Pompey, Varro steadily adhered to Pompcy, and was
appointed one of his generals in Spain. The western part

of the peninsula was placed under his especial protection,

and he had two legions at his command. When his col-

leagues had been compelled to surrender, and Caesar

marched westward, Varro also surrendered in the neigh-
bourhood of Corduba, and after being set at liberty he
went to Pompey at Dyrrachium, where he was staying at

the time of the battle of Pharsalus. During the absence
of Caesar in Egypt, b.c. 47, Antony destroyed Varro's villa

near Casinum, where a great part of his property was lost.

After the defeat of Pompey, Varro withdrew altogether

from public life, and returned to Italy ; and when Caesar
came to Rome Varro became reconciled to him, and was
intrusted by him with the purchasing of the books for, and
the whole management of, the Greek and Latin libraries,

which were then established at Rome. He now enjoyed
for a few years perfect peace, and gave himself up entirely

to study and the composition of several works. But new
troubles arose. After the murder of Caesar, in B.C. 43,
Varro, then a man of upwards of seventy years of age,
was put by Antony on the list of the proscribed, ap-
parently for no other reason but because Varro was a
staunch friend of republican freedom. Varro himself
escaped, as his friends concealed and protected him, until

the danger had passed over, but his libraries were irre-

coverably lost. After the battle of Actium, b.c. 30, Varro
again lived at Rome, and appears to have been highly
esteemed by Augustus, who gave him the superintendence
of the library founded by Asinhts Pollio. Notwithstanding
the great loss of books and other property which Varro
had sustained, his literary activity remained unabated to a
very advanced age. In his eighty-eighth year he was still

writing. (Pliny, Hist. Nat., xxix. 18.) He died in the
ninetieth (u.c. 27), or, according to Valerius Maxiraus, in

the hundredth year of his age.
Varro was one of the most extraordinary men that ever

lived._ He was certainly the most learned of the Romans,
but his learning was not the learning of the closet only

:

he had acquired a practical knowledge of men and things
during his public career, and on the basis of this solid

knowledge he wrote his works in the retirement of his

villas. There was scarcely any branch of knowledge with
which he was not thoroughly conversant: he was an his-

torian, a philosopher, a naturalist, a grammarian, and a
poet, and in all these branches he is spoken of in terms of
the highest praise. Varro was for his time and for the
Romans what Aristotle was to the Greeks. He himself
says that he wrote 490 books (' septuaginta hebdomades,'
Gellius, iii. 10), but all of them, with the exception of two
and a few fragments of others, are now lost. We shall

only mention some of the more important among his lost

works, and then add a few remarks on those still extant.
1, 'Rerum Humanarum Antiquitates Libri xxv. ;' 2, ' Rerum
Divinarum 'Antiquitates Libri xvi. ;' 3, ' De Vita Populi
Romani,' consisting of at least eleven books ; 4, ' De Gente
Populi Romani Libri iv. ;' 5, 'De Initiis Urbis Romae
Liber ;' 6,

4 De Re Publica,' consisting of at least twenty
books ; 7, ' De Philosophia Liber ;' 8, ' De Scenicis Origi-
iiibus Libri,' of which the third book is mentioned

; 9, * De
Poetis ;' 10, ' De Plautinis Comoediis';' II, « De Bibliothecis,'

&c. i^See the list in Fabricius, Biblioth. Lat., i., c. 7.)
The two extant works of Varro are on the Latin lan-

guage (' De Lingua Latina') and on Agriculture (' De Re
Rustica'). The former, of which a part only is extant, con-
sisted originally of twenty-four books, of which we now
possess only books 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 ; and these are
much mutilated and interpolated. The work was written
between the years b.c. 46 and 44, and was dedicated to his
intimate friend, M. Tullius Cicero. In the first three of
the extant books Varro treats on the origin of words, and
in the last three on the accidents of words, such as declen-
sion and conjugation. The subject is of such a nature
that we cannot judge of him by it ; but it is nevertheless
of great value on account of the philological remarks as
well ns^ arious historical and archaeological matters which
are mentioned incidentally. The first edition of 'De
Lingua Latina' is that of Venice, 1498, 4to., edited by Pora-
ponius Laetus and Rholandellus. The best among the
modern editions are the Bipont(1788, 2 vols. 8vo.), that
of Spengel (Berlin, 1826, 8vo.), and especially that of
C. O. Miiller (Leipzig, 1833, 8vo.). The Bipont edition

contains a collection of the fragments of Vanw"s '

works.
The work ' De Re Rustica' is complete, and not in s

bad condition as the 'De Lingua Latina,' although an:
authors quote passages from it which are not in it r

It consists of three books, and is dedicated to his -

Fundama. Although Varro wrote it at the age of ci£-

it is, at least among the Roman wortcs on agriculture

best that has come down to us. It is written in the (

of a dialogue, and in a pleasing and lively style. Bt-

the subject it professes to treat of, it contains a great -

ber of passages illustrating antient mythology, archaevi .

and ethics. It is chiefly based upon Greek works, aa:
written by the Carthaginian Mago. It is printed 21

•

collections of Varro's works published by H. St*p"-

(1569), Popma (Leydeh, 1601, 8vo.), and others ; anJ i

in all the collections of the 'Scriptores Rei Rustier.'

'

best of which are those by J. M. Gessner, with ne*.i>

Ernesti (Leipzig, 1772-74, 2 vols. 4to.), and J. G. Sol-
der (Leipzig, 1794-97, 4 vols. 8vo.), who has also,' gi*ca

very good Life of Varro.
(Fabricius, Biblioth. Lat., i., c.7 ; Orelli, Onomatt. ~>-

lianum, under ' M. Terentius Varro.')

VARRO, PTJ'BLIUS TERE'NTIUS, surnamed ATAC.
NUS, a Roman poet, was born, according to Hierooji.
in the Chronicle of Eusebius, about the year ac. *C :

Atax in Gallia Narbonensis, or, according to Wullcer. .

Narbo itself. Respecting his life, little is known be? c
the facts that he learned Greek at the age of thirtj-i.-

and died in b.c. 37, at the age of forty-five. Vam> .>

tinguished himself in epic, elegiac, and epigramc-
poetry, but, with the exception of some fragments .

epigrams, his works are now lost. We know of thm <

poems of Varro—1, ' An epic on the war of J. Ci^
against the Sequani, ' Bellum Sequanicum,' of which hv
cian (x., p. 877) quotes the second book. 2. * Be2-
Punicum Secundum," which Fabricius attributes to Mix
Terentius Varro, but others, with greater probability
P. Terentius Varro Atacinus. 3, ' Argonautica :' this pw

;

was a free translation of the ' Argonautica ' of Apollen

Rhodius, and was very celebrated among the Romans. .

is frequently referred to by contemporary writers, as

»

as by later grammarians.
(For a more detailed account of this poet, see Wemwlr

Poet. Lat. Minores, v., 3, p. 1385, &c. ; and Wullner, 0 -

mentatio deP. Terentii Varronit Atacini Vita et Serif.

Minister, 1829, 4to. In both of these works the remauu
the poet are collected.)

VARVICITE. [Manganese—Ores o/.J
VARUS. QUINTI'LIUS. [Hermann.]
VASA, GUSTAVUS. [Gustavus Ericsson.]
VASA (vessels), in Botany, a term applied to sever*

the tissues of plants : see Tissues, Vegetable.
VASA'RI, GIO'RGIO, Cavaliere, bora at Arew>

1512, was a celebrated painter and architect in bis in
but his reputation now rests nearly exclusively upon -

Lives of the most excellent Italian Painters, Sculptor*. .

Architects, ' Vite de' pill excellent! Pittori, Scultori, t .V

chitetti,' published in Florence, in 1550, in 2 vols. n>

and again in a second edition by himself, in 1568, m -'

vols. 4to., with portraits cut in wood, likewise in Florea.-
with many new lives of living and deceased artists, up
the year 1567. This work became remarkably pepu*
and many editions of it have been since published : om •

Bologna, from 1647 to 1663, with the same portrait* ; j •

at Rome, in 1759, with copperplate portraits, and emrr:
ations and annotations by Bottari ; again at Leghorn a. <

Florence, with additional] notes by Bottari, in 17S7-7-
another at Siena, in 1791-94, by Delia Valle, with sea.
additional information respecting the artists of Siena • *. .-

edition was reprinted in the Milan edition of Italian cl»-

sics) ; and a complete edition of the works of Vasari «»
published in Florence, in six volumes, 8vo., in 1822-2i
in which the biographies were reprinted from the edit"

s

of 1568, without notes, but with copies of fhe portraib
Bottari's edition. In 1832, Schorn, the late editor ot" t,

' Kunst Blatt,' commenced the publication, at Stuttgart u-i

Tubingen, ofa German translation of the Lives, with nun
original notes,#and others selected from former editieo
the notes render this edition very valuable, but as yet tl«

first and second parts only are published.
The last life in Vasari 's work is his own, which be turn

up to his fifty-fifth year. He was instructed in design It
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lus father Antonio Vasari, and in painting by William of
Marseille ; and being taken to Florence, in 1524, by Siliro

Passerini, cardinal of Cortona, he was there further in-

structed by Michel Angelo, Andrea del Sarto, and others.
Vasari lost his father, in 1528, of the plague, and in 1529
he turned goldsmith in order to be the better able to assist

his family, who were supported by an uncle. He however
the same year took up nis former profession at Pisa. He
afterwards returned to Arezzo, and studied with Francesco
Salviati, from whom he was taken by Cardinal Ippolito de'

Medici, who took him into his service to Rome, and in-

troduced him to Clement VII. He returned afterwards to

Florence, and there, through the encouragement and pro-
tection ofthe Medici family, he met with all the success he
could desire. Few painters have been more successful in
point of patronage, or have executed more works than
Vasari ; but his paintings are remarkable for no particular
excellence, though they are generally correctly drawn, and
many of them are conspicuous for a dignity of character
which is not common. He was the intimate friend and an
enthusiastic admirer of Michel Angelo, and he may be
almost termed a servile imitator of his style. The majority
of Vasari's works were executed from his designs or car-
toons " by his scholars, who were very numerous : they
painted at Rome a great ceiling with many frescoes for
the Cardinal Farnese, in a hundred days, but so little to
Vasari's satisfaction, that he determined from that time,
1544, not to entrust to them the finishing of any work
whatever. Vasari in his ' Life ' relates the origin of his
biographical work ; he undertook it in consequence of a
suggestion of the celebrated Paolo Giovio, and at the
request of Cardinal Farnese. It is a vast compilation and
a work of great labour, whether the production of one or
more persons, and remains even now unrivalled by any
work of its kind, notwithstanding its numerous inaccu-
racies and his partiality for the Florentines : the style is

excellent for the period, and the language is both power-
ful and eloquent. Vasari died at Florence, in 1574, and
was buried in Arezzo.
VASCULAR TISSUE. [Tissues, Vegetable.]
VASCULARES, in Botany, applied to the two principal

classes of plants, Exogens and Endogens, on account of
their highly developed vascular tissues, in opposition to
the class of Acrogens, the tissues of which are principally
cellular, and hence they are called Cellulares. [Exogens

;

Endogens; Cryptogamia
;
Vegetables.]

VASES (vasa, mitt, Xqrv6o<, <fyifop«c). This word in its

widest sense comprises all vessels intended to contain
fluids, whether they are made of metal, stone, or clay. In
form also vases may be of all varieties of shape, from that
of a cup or a saucer, to that which we are accustomed to
call vase or urn, in a narrower sense of the word. Antient
vases of all these materials and forms have come down to
our time ; some of them are simple vessels without any
ornament, and others are decorated with reliefs or paint-
ings. The most numerous class of antient vases are those
painted vases of dried or baked clay which have of late
years been discovered by thousands in Etruria, Southern
Italy; Sicily, Greece, and some of the Grecian islands.
They are only found in the tombs and catacombs of these
countries, and the few other spots in which they are now
and then met with have generally been considered as
places in which they were manufactured. It is remarkable
that no such vases have ever been discovered either at
Rome and in central Italy, or in any of the Greek towns
of Asia Minor, and that they are found in much greater
numbers in Etruria, Southern Italy, and Sicily, than in any
part of Greece Proper. Although they are almost in-
variably found in graves, they do not appear in any case
to have served as urns in which the remains of the dead
were deposited, but they are always found either standing
round the bodies of the dead, or hung on bronze pegs round
1ne walls of the catacombs. This circumstance, together
with the fact that they are not found at Rome or in central
Italy, has led to various conjectures as to the meaning of
the custom of placing them in graves or tombs. The
most common opinion is, that on certain occasions, es-
pecially when persons were initiated in the mysteries of
iJemeter (Ceres) or Dionysus (Bacchus), • they received
such vases as memorials of the solemnity, and that after

«i«^L ?
atn tnese vase9 were deposited in their tombs to

,
,
™ *he fact of their having been initiated. Others think

'"at these vases were the prizes gained in contests during
P. C, No. 1635.

certain religious festivals. But neither of these opinions has
any foundation, for painted vases are found in the greatest
numbers in places (as in Etruria) where the Bacchic mys-
teries were never introduced, and in places where they
existed only for a very short time ; and: it is also evident
that the paintings on most of the vases have no reference
whatever to the mysteries. If the vases were prizes given
to the victors in solemn contests, their number could not
possibly be as great as it is. We also know only of one
instance in which vases were given as prizes to the victors
in the solemn contests, and this was in the Panathenaea
of Athens. Under these circumstances we must be con-
tent with the simple knowledge of the fact that in certain
countries the antients used to adorn the graves of the dead
with these vases, until further discoveries shall show the
meaning of the custom.
So long as only a few of these painted vases were known,

they were principally valued as relics of antiquity or for
their inscriptions, and it rarely happened that the elegance
of their forms or the beauty of their paintings was thought
worthy of much consideration. It is only of late that they
have been .regarded as something more than antient
curiosities, and nothing is indeed better calculated to give
us a correct idea of the universal appreciation of art and
beauty among the antients, than the immense number of
these painted vases. For the men who made these paint-
ings are not the great masters of the art, but must have
formed a numerous class of ordinary artists, painters en-
gaged in the potteries or potters themselves, who had
either taste enough to imitate or copy the works of
eminent masters, or had imbibed from the works of art
with which they were surrounded a taste which enabled
them to produce works of their own, many of which are
worthy to stand by the side of those of the greatest masters
of antient or modern times. That they formed a distinct
class of artists, who were probably trained in their craft
like other artificers, and that they were not held in any
particular esteem, may be inferred from the manner in
which they are spoken of by Aristophanes. {Eccles, 994,
&c.) Among the numerous names of vase painters, which
we read on the vases themselves, there is not one that can
with any degree of certainty be identified with any of the
painters mentioned by antient writers. Here then we have
not indeed the works of any particular genius raised above
his nation, but the productions of the national genius
itself. The period during which the art of vase painting
completed its development from the rudest elements to
the highest perfection, is comprised in the three centuries
before the Christian sera, from b.c. 500 to about 200.
Within this period the art went through the various stages
which every art has more or less to pass through, and at

the end of it the application of it gradually ceased, so that
about the time of the Christian sera, and afterwards, those
painted vases were valued as much and fetched as high
prices as in our own days.
Various attempts have been made to classify the immense

number of antient vases, of which specimens are preserved
in all the museums of Europe. The differences in vases
found in different districts or countries have led some
archaeologists to classify them according to certain lo-

calities in which manufactures are supposed to have ex-
isted. This plan has been adopted by Levezaw, in his

description of the vases in the Royal Museum of Berlin
;

but this system compelled the author to have recourse to

the most arbitrary hypotheses, as vases of precisely the
same kind occur in places very distant from one another,

and the most different kinds are found- in the same
place. The most convenient criterion for classifying them
is their style of painting, which is itself a very obvious
distinction, and also marks the different stages of the art.

Those which contain the rudest and most imperfect paint-

ings are indeed, on the whole, vases of the highest anti-

quity ; but this is not always a safe guide, for as in statuary

certain antique forms, especially when connected with

religious worship, became conventional and traditional,

and were retained at a time when the art had made great

progress, so it is very probable that in some cases the

most antient style of vase painting was imitated at a com-
paratively late period. With this caution we may divide

all painted vases into five great classes :

—

1. Vases with paintings in the Egyptian style.—This

name is not meant to imply that they were made in Egypt
or b" Egyptians, but merely that their style of painting

Vol. XXVI,—

X
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resembles that on the monuments of Egypt. The charac-

teristics by which vases of this class are easily distin-

guished are as follows :—The vases themselves are of a
somewhat depressed or bulky shape, and of a pale yellow

colour, on which the figures are painted in a black or

brown colour, sometimes with the addition of purple or

white tints. The figures represented are usually animals,

such as lions, rams, stags, swans, cocks, sphinxes, and other

monsters. Garlands of fantastic flowers run around the

vases and make a sort of frame to the figures. Human
figures occur very seldom, and it seems that the painter's

only object was to give to the vessel a pleasing and
suitable ornament. The black and brown colours are

usually laid on thickly upon the natural colour of the

clay, and are without any kind of varnish ; nor are the

colours always laid on carefully and equally, so that one
part is often lighter or darker than the other. The inner

outlines of the parts of the figures are more or less care-

fully traced in the clay with a sharp or pointed instrument.

The character of the design is antique and conventional,

but in many instances the figures are full of life, and indi-

cate a feeling for harmony, both in the composition and in

the detail. Grace is entirely wanting ; some critics have
imagined that some of the vases of this class may be as old

as the time of Homer, but the best antiquaries are agreed
that most of them are not older than the year b.c. 500.

The skill and neatness with which the designs are made
are very surprising, and these points are on the whole a
safe criterion of their antiquity, for in later imitations the
designs are usually made carelessly and inaccurately. The
inscriptions are sometimes written from right to left, and
sometimes from left to right. They are sometimes quite

unintelligible, and it is remarkable that certain antient

Doric characters occur in a great many of them, whence
it has been inferred that they were manufactured at

Corinth, or in other Doric places. These vases occur most
frequently in the tombs of Volci in Etruria, and in those
ofNola.

2. Vases with paintings in the archaic or antient style.

—The vases of this class have black figures on a red
ground, and the figures are no longer mere animals and
ornaments of the vessels, buf contain scenes taken from
the stories about the gods and heroes of Greece, and from
the occurrences of ordinary life. The paintings thus have
a greater value both on account of the subjects and their

containing the distinct germs of further development.
The form of these vases, which is usually that of the
amphora, has a freedom and elegance of proportions
which are wanting in those of the first class. In size they
vary from the greatest Panathenaic vases, which contained
a whole metretes, down to the smallest size, but they are
always of beautiful pre portions. The style of painting
resembles that of the vases of the first class, as both have
the character of undeveloped antiquity, and the peculiarity
of the designs has led many critics to attach to them no
value at all, and to regard them as mere curiosities. But
although art in these paintings has not yet reached the
height of free movements, and has not yet the full control
over the subjects represented, still they cannot be viewed
without regard to their relation to the history of art in

general : they mark a distinct period of its development,
and contain traces of the same Greek spirit which is so
striking in the later and more perfect works of art. The
peculiarities of the designs are strong outlines of the main
parts of the human body. The shoulders, hips, and upper
parts of the legs are broad and muscular ; the body above
the hips is mostly thin, slender, and contracted. The faces
are by no means beautiful, and for the most part without
any expression, and only represented in the profile. The
eyes appear nevertheless in their whole length, and in male
figures they are large and circular ; their outlines are traced
in the clay with a pointed instrument. In female figures
the eyes are rather long than circular, and painted with
a brush on white ground. All the movements ofthe figures
are violent, and the artists appear to have aimed at the ex-
pression of the highest degree of physical strength. In the
representation of animals, especially horses, which fre-
quently occur, the artists were evidently less bound by con-
ventional rules, for the horses sometimes display a consider-
able degree of boldness and beauty. The number of vases
of this class is very great, and it "is scarcely necessary to
remark that the features which we have here mentioned
occur with the greatest oossilile number of modifications

and shades, as the period which produced them
questionably one of progression with a gradual tram;*.

.

from the harsh to softer forms. On the whole trie form,
the designs bear a strong resemblance to that kicJ
sculpture of which we possess specimens in the metopes
the temple of Selinus. The character of the destgrs
such that the time in which these vases were made na_-
be regarded as the same as that to which those of
first class belong. But it is highly probable that •'

early style may have intentionally been continued r.,

after the art itself had made considerable progress. &
may, for instance, have been the case with the P*.--

thenaic vases, which, .being connected with religion,
tinued to be made according to the antient fashion, thu;

.

Bronsted (On Panathenaic Vases, p. 112) has shown t .

the prize at the Panathenaea did not consist of the «i-

itself, but of the oil contained in it. The majority of i\-

of this class however are generally believed to have t»

.

made previous to the year b.c. 430.
3. Vases with paintings in the severe style.—lr.

•

vases of this class the figures are red, the natural co»
of the clay, on a beautiful black ground. White is srW -

used, and only to express the white hair of old pencr-
Although the colour of these vases and their figure* pv
sent a striking contrast to those of the first two classes, v.

the character of their designs is in many cases not mi *
rially different from those of the second class ; wtn!<
others the severity of the designs vanishes and gives
to the beautiful, so that they might be ranked in :
fourth class. The inner outlines are in a few insiu>.-<

still marked with a pointed instrument, as we have s«a i

the first two classes: in a few others the hair opJt >

marked in this manner, while in the majority of cases i

the outlines are drawn with the brush. The red figum •

the black ground produce a most pleasing effect. T»
harshness and violence of movement so striking in i*
archaic vases gradually disappear, and make way <u-

;

calm and severe dignity. The artists however did dm \*.

work with perfect freedom, and the designs are rattr

stiff. The most striking features in the designs are i c*
••

tain moderation and harmony. The drapery form* varv

and rich folds, though they snow a conventional regulan."'

The heads are worked with great care, and sometime* it-

truly graceful ; the hands and feet are better drawn, u-
with much greater neatness and accuracy than on 'J.

vases of the former classes. The hair is still stiff, n-
betrays a degree of timidity on the part of the aruVt. »•«.

the arrangement of the hair is always very simple. T -

subjects represented are the same as those on the vs*#-

the second class, but repose is more frequent than actii.

The forms of the vases nave something more elegant tU
those of the second class, although they present great nr.--

tions both in shape and size. They occur most frequer'
in Etruria and at Nola

;
they often contain inscnpij . -

in characters of a middle kind between the archaic bk>-
of writing and the later one. The period commonli
signed to works of this class is from b.c. 460 to'-iJ)

Among the antient sculptures the Aegina marbles i-

those which bear the greatest resemblance to the painti.v
of this class of vases.

4. Vases with paintings in the beautiful ttyU.—W
transition to this style too was, as it has been remirlt
above, gradual, and it had been prepared by the work. .

the preceding class, so that in many cases it is difficult !

determine whether a work belongs'to the third or four
class. But in all the vases which are regarded as th* tr.

representatives of this period, all harshness and seveni\ •

style have disappeared: liveliness in the composition, y
feet freedom in action and movement, as well as in '!

drapery, are the essential characteristics of this style. T»
faces of the figures are of beautiful forms, and the hr»j
are no longer in profile only, but many present their f*t.
to the spectator. All the outlines are drawn with tU
brush. The feeling for what is essential in art appear* t>

have guided the workmen in all the processes : for all i-

beauty and simplicity
; exaggeration in expression, mtnr

ment, and ornament are avoided. The colour of t»

figures, as in the third class, is the natural red of the ci».

;

the v arnish is generally of extraordinary fineness and t>fi«

unrivalled gloss. The purple tints which are seen
and there in the vases of the first classes never appf»-
here, and in their place white is used to represent >

variety of things, such as ribbons, garlands, the ftatno «..'
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,
aid the like. The inscriptions too are usually

anted in white. Vases of this class are not often found
n Etruria ; they are most frequent in Nola, Sicily, and
Attica. The subjects represented on them are on the
vbole the same as on those of the third class, but scenes
connected with the worship of Demeter and Dionysus be-
come more prevalent than before. Thus we find frequent
repr esentations of Bacchic dances, but all are of the noblest
conception. Sometimes we also meet with scenes taken
from ureek comedies. The most common form of the
(rases of this kind is that of the slender amphora, the round
hydria, and the crater. The vases of this class which show
the highest perfection of the art appear to belong to the
period beginning with the year b.c. 400. A particular
kind of these beautiful vases is found at S. Agata de'Goti.
They are especially remarkable for the great softness of
their figures. They are generally believed to belong to
the period of Philip and Alexander the Great.

5. Vases with paintings in the rich style.—Vases of this

class belong partly to the period in which those of S.

Agata were made, and partly to the period which followed
it. Those of S. Agata nave for the most part greater sim-
plicity of design than those of the rich style, which are
chiefly found in Apulia and Lucania. In detail they dis-

play the highest degree of beauty, but are overladen with
figures and ornaments. The vases themselves are usually
of a large size, and the artists seem to have been anxious
to fill their space as much as possible, and with a variety
of subjects, which in some cases have no connection with
t>ne another. The varnish on these vases is on the whole
liii? (hat on the vases of S. Agata, that is, without gloss,

and inferior to that on vases of the fourth class. The de-
signs are often executed with considerable carelessness,

and evidently show the sinking condition of the art. The
figures are very soft, as may be seen especially in the fre-

quent representations of naked figures of females, genii,

youths, and hermaphrodites. The hair of the female
figures is rich ; that of male figures often scanty. The
best specimens of this class of vases are of extraordinary
beauty, but the worst of them are so bad that they can
scarcely be regarded as the works of Greeks. From this

circumstance it has been inferred that during this period
the art of vase-painting became more and more a mere
matter of mechanical labour. The subjects represented
are for the most part scenes of the heroic ages, but mystic
solemnities and rites, which it is difficult to explain, occur
very frequently. Comic scenes also are more numerous
than on the preceding class of vases. A particular kind
of vases of this class are found in the Basilicata, which
have been considered by some as not of Greek origin ; but
the subjects represented on them, as well as the inscriptions,

are Greek, and they probably belong to the time when the
was in its decay.
"he precise time at which the use of painted vases as

ne.nts for tombs ceased cannot be determined, but the
tion of the custom must have been followed by the

continuance of the manufacture. The cessation of the
stom has been accounted for and been connected with
rious occurrences in the history of Italy. Some have

thought that the Social War, which destroyed so much of
Greek civilization in Italy, also put an end to the manu-
facture of these painted vases ; others suppose that the
suppression of the Bacchic mysteries by the Senatus Con-
" iltum de Bacchanalibus was the cause of painted vases

J
no longer deposited in the graves. The groundless-
of this opinion has been satisfactorily proved by
ner (l/eber dm Stt/l und die Herkunft iier bemahlten

Iriech. Thongefasse, p. 137, &c), who is inclined to be-
lieve that the custom gradually ceased at the time when
the Roman sovereignty was established in Italy and Sicily.
As the Romans themselves had never adopted the custom,
it. is not improbable that their influence, without any de-
finite enactment for the purpose, put an end to the custom
in Italy and Sicilv. Kramer thinks that there are no
painted vases of a later date than the second Punic war.
The question as to the place or places where such painted

vases were manufactured was never raised, and was not
indeed of great importance, until immense numbers of
them were found in Etruria. The question then became
of r.o small importance, as it is intimately connected with
the whole history of antient civilization; for in the place
or places where these vases were produced, the taste for
*eal artistic merit must have been much more widely

spread than in any place of modern times. That a

painted vases are of Greek origin is now no longer a l

ter of doubt, and is sufficiently attested by the subjects re-

presented on them, as well as by the Greek inscriptions,

although the precise meaning of some of the paintings and
inscriptions will perhaps remain undiscovered. All the
opinions which have been set forth in regard to the origin

of the painted vases found in Etruria may be divided into

two great classes : the one is, that they were manufactured
in the country where they are found ; and the other, that

they were imported from a foreign country or countries.

Those who maintained the former opinion believed either

that there was in Etruria a considerable Greek population
(Tyrrhenians), among whom vase-manufactories were esta-

blished, and that afterwards this Greek population was
absorbed and overwhelmed by the Etruscans ; or that there

existed at Volci in Etruria one or more corporations ot

potters who were in close connection with Attica. Those
who assert that the vases were imported from foreign

parts again differ as to the place or places where they
were manufactured, and from which they were exported.

Some have regarded Sicily, others Athens or the Chaleidian

colonies in Campania, especially Cumse and Nola, as the

places where they were manufactured ; but most of these

opinious are opposed to well-known historical facts, and
supported by very weak arguments ; while others are mere
hypotheses, formed only because their authors felt the ne-

cessity of fixing upon some place or other as the one from
which these vases came into Etruria. If we consider the

regular and organic development which we have endea-
voured to trace in the art of vase-painting, and the re-

semblance among the vases found in the most distant

parts of the antient world, we feel inclined to look to one
particular place or country, in which they originated and
in which the art was developed. If, in addition to this,

we remember that the subjects represented on these vases,

as far as they are intelligible to us, belong to the mythical

history of Attica, and that the characters in the inscrip-

tions underwent, in the period in which the vases, were
manufactured the same changes as those which we find in

Attic inscriptions, together "with various other circum-
stances which are carefully weighed and examined in the

work of Kramer above referred to, we can scarcely doubt
that Athens was the place where they were manufactured,
and from whence they were exported to various other

parts of the antient world. Some of the vases belonging
to the first class, especially those with Doric characters in

their inscriptions, may have been made at Corinth. The <

principal manufactory at Athens seems to have been in

the Ceraraicus, a suburb of Athens, which derived its

name from ccrameus («pa/itis), a potter. The trade which
Athens thus carried on in painted vases must have been
very extensive. Other towns too, as we know from Pliny,

who speaks only of his own time, had their potteries, in

which vessels of various kinds, and some of great beauty,

were manufactured for the purposes of ordinary life, and
an extensive trade in them was carried on.

We cannot here enter into a description of the me-
chanical process of making paintings on vases, which has

been the subject of much discussion in modern times, but

must refer the reader to an able treatise on this point by

Hausmann, ' Commentatio de Confectione Vasorum Anti-

quorum Fictilium, quae vulgo Etrusca appellantur,' Got-

tingen. 1823, 4to. The dissertations upon particular vases,

which have been written of late years, are innumerable

:

we shall only mention those which give a detailed account

of painted vases in general, many of which contain draw-

ings in which the colours of the antient vases are more or

less accurately imitated:—L. F. de Rossi, 'Raccolta di

Vasi diversi,' Rome, 1713, fol. ; Passeri, 'Picturae Etrus-

corum in Vasculis,' Rome, 1767, 3 vols. fol. ; 'Collection

of Engravings from Ancient Vases, mostly of pure Greek

workmanship, discovered in sepulchres in the Kingdom ot

the Two Sicilies, now in the possession of Sir W. Hamil-

ton,' by W. Tischbein, Naples, 1798-1803. 4 vols. ;
C. A.

Bi'ittiger, 'Griechische Vasengemalde," Weimar, 1797-

1800, 3 vols. 8vo. ;
' Peintures de Vases Antiques, &c,

par A. L. Millin, publii: par Dubois Maisonneuve,' Paris,

1808, 2 vols, fol.: .1. Millingen, -Peintures Antiques et

Inedites de Vases Grccs," Rome, 1813, fol. ; by the same

author, 'Unedited Antient Monuments, Painted Greek

Vases,' Paris, 1827, 4to. ; and ' On the late Discoveries in

Etruria,' Supplement to vol. ii. of the 'Transactions of the
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Royal Society of Literature ;' T. Panofka, ' Raccolta di

Vasi Scelti,* Rome, 1826; and by the same author, .« Vasi

di Premio, illustrati,' Florence, 1826, fol., with explana-

tory text in 8vo. ; Dubois Maisonneuve, ' Introduction a

l'Etude de Vases Antiques, accompagnce d'une Collection

des plus belles Formes,' Paris, 1817, fol. ; Gerhard. ' Berlins

Antike Bildwerke ;' Stackelberg, 'Die Graber der Griechen ;'

Briindsted, ' On Panathenaic Vases,' in the ' Transactions

of the Royal Society of Literature,' vol. ii. The number
of other works, and of those which contain descriptions of

the various museums of Europe, is too large to be enume-
rated here. The work which deserves to be particularly

recommended for the critical history of the art of vase-

painting is that of Kramer, quoted above (published at

Berlin, 1827, 8vo.).

VASSAL. [Feudal System.]
VASSY. [Marne, Haute.1
VATER, JOHANN SEVERIN, a distinguished Ger-

man linguist and theologian, was born at Altenburg on the

27th of May, 1771. After having received his preparatory

education in the gymnasium of his native town, he went in

1790 to the university of Jena, where he studied philosophy
and theology, the latter under Griesbach, Doederlein, and
Paulus. From the year 1792 to 1794 he continued these

studies in the university of Halle, where he also began his

career as academical teacher. In 1796 however he re-

turned to Jena, where he was appointed professor extraoiv

dinary in the theological faculty. Along with the Hebrew
language, the grammatical knowledge of which was
greatly advanced by him, he now devoted himself to the

study of a variety of languages, for the purpose of compa-
rison, and of discovering what was then called a philoso-

phical or universal grammar, which was to develop the

great principles common to all languages and their re-

spective grammars. In the year 1800 he. was invited to

go to Halle as ordinary professor of theology and Oriental
literature. Without giving up his linguistic studies, he
now devoted considerable time to the critical examination
of the early books of the Old Testament, and of ecclesias-

tical history. After the death of Adelung, in 1806, who
left his great linguistic work, * Mithridates,' unfinished,

Vater, with the assistance of Adelung's MSS. and of se-

veral distinguished scholars, undertook its completion.

Adelung had only published one volume, and the other

three were published by Vater (Berlin, 1808-17). In 1809
he was appointed professor of theology and librarian in the
university of Konigsberg, where he continued his linguistic

•labours with unabated zeal. His studies embraced the
languages of civilized nations, as well as those of the tribes

of America and Africa. In 1820 Vater returned to Halle
as professor of theology, and although he did not altoge-

ther abandon his former linguistic pursuits, yet we find

him chiefly engaged in ecclesiastical history and the ex-

f

position of the New Testament. During the last years of
lis life he edited several theological and religious perio-
dicals, as the 'Journal fur Prediger,' the ' Kirchenhisto-
risches Archiv,' and the ' Jahrbuch der Haiislichen An-
dacht,' the last of which he himself had set on foot in

1819. He died at Halle on the 16th of March, 1826.
Vater possessed a more extensive knowledge of lan-

guages than any of his contemporaries, although he did not
cuter into their spirit so deeply as others. His works how-
ever are very valuable on account of the immense mate-
rials which they contain for the study of comparative
grammar.
The following list contains the most important of his

liniruistic works:—1, 'Uebersicht des Neuesten was fur
Pliilosophie der Sprache in Deutschland gethan worden
i=.t, in Einleitungen, Ausziigen.und Kritiken,' Gotha, 1799,
Svo. ; 2, ' Versuch einer Allgemeinen Sprachlehre,' &c.,
Halle,- 1801, Svo. ; 3, 'Lehrbuchder Allgemeinen Gram-
mat ik, besondcrs fur Hbhere Schulklassen, mit Vergleich-
ung iilterer und ncuerer Sprachen,' Halle, 1800, 8vo.

;

4, ' Haiulbuch der Hebriiiscnen, Syrischen, C'haldaischen,
und Arabischen Grammatik, fur den Anlane der Erlern-
ung dieter Sprachen bearbeitet,' 2nd edit., Leipzig, 1817,
8vo. : 5, ' Litvratur der Grainmatiken, Lexica.und Worter-
SamnihuiL'tn allcr Sprachen der Erde, in Alphabetischer
Ordnung,' Berlin, 1815, 8vo. (this work is printed in Ger-
man and Latinl; 6, 'Analektcn der Sprachenkunde, mit
imcr Sprachenkarte von Ostindien,' Leipzig, 1820 and
1S2I, 2 parts; 7, ' Vergleichungstafeln der Europhischen
Stammspraclien und Sud-west Asiatischer ; R. K. Rask,

Ueber die Thrakische Sprachclasse ; Albanesi*che On .

matik nach Fr. Mar. de Lecce ; Grosinische Graraiu
nach Maggio, Ghai und Firalow, und Galische Sprmchir •

von Ch. W. Ahlwardt,' Halle, 1822, 8vo.

VATE'RIA, a genus of plants of the natural farm):
Dipterocarpeae, which has been so named in complim«j<

:

Abraham Vater, once professor of medicine at Wu.-ir
berg, and author of some botanical dissertations, cut on •

•

balsam of Mecca, &c. The genus is characterised
having the calyx 5-cleft ;

segments at length reflV*-
petals 5, oval, emarginate, twisted in the bud ; (tie
40 to 50, short, inserted between the petals and the i

»

of the germ; anthers long, linear; capsule 3-vaJved
celled and 1-seeded ;

cotyledons stalked. The species »-

only two in number, V. tndica, which grows all alone '

Malabar coast and in Canara, and V. lancwfolia, whir:
common in Silhet. Both species form large trees » -

entire, smooth, coriaceous leaves, and terminal panicle .

white flowers, and both are valuable not only as timl*-

trees, but for yielding valuable, almost unique prooV*-
V. indica grows to the height of about 60 feet, and w
valuable timber, which is much employed in ship-bu
ing, and is not liable to be attacked by the teredo ; »N •

the bark is wounded, a pellucid, fragrant, acrid, bat- •

resinous fluid exudes, which in the rays of the son i.

comes yellow and fragile like glass. This resin b «-

known in commerce, and is usually called copal in ImU
but when imported into England receives the nam? .

-

gum anime. The fluid resin also makes a good vami-'
which is called pundum, or liquid copal ; on the Mali!*
coast it is often called piney varnish, and the tree pr--
vamish-tree or piney marum. The dry resin, boiled
more or less oil, is used for the purposes of tar and rest

it is also employed by the natives instead of frankincra*
Besides these, another very valuable product is yielded •

this tree, and that is a fatty substance which is known •

.

the name of the piney tallow, or vegetable tallow of Cam

:

This is obtained by boiling the seeds, when tbe f«'
- '

substance floats to the surface, and on cooling di"--

becoraes of the consistence of tallow. In colour tr

different specimens vary from pale yellow or fawn. '.>

perfect white. Its general properties, such as its hardsr*.
colour, combustibility, and fusibility, place it between »u
and tallow; but it is far superior to the latter, havine *•

disagreeable smell, either when burning or at comma.
temperatures. One hundred parts of the tallow «rn
ascertained by Mr. E. Solly to consist of 98 parti <:

stearine and two of elaine. The first good account of th->

substance was published by Dr. Babington, in Brando
' Journal of Science and the Arts,' 1825, who detail* i

experiments proving its applicability to candle-malnr.f
For this purpose it has the great advantage of being «•»-. <

cast, as the tallow comes freely from the mould : it bun-
very well, and gives a good bright flame resembling tba: •

•

wax, and in economy of combustion it is superior to eit) .

:

spermaceti or wax. Mr. E. Solly (Proc. of Royal Jau:~
Soc., 1839) has inferred that it might also be employed in Ui-

manufacture of soap. It seems also well adapted for prr

venting friction in machinery. As this tree is valuable n
many points of view, it seems very desirable for more et-

tensive cultivation : a branch cut off and placed in tV
ground grows rapidly, and the tree comes to perfection n
from 15 to 20 years.

V. lancesefolia is the other species, which was descritxv!
by Dr. Roxburgh from Silhet, where it is called nwi
Like its congener, this also exudes a clear liquid bast
wounds, &c. in the bark, which soon hardens into u
amber-coloured resin. From this the natives distil a dart-

coloured and strong-smelling resin called ekooa, and
chova and gond by the Brahmins, who use it as inrenx.
V. indica has been figured by Rheede, Hort. Mai., iv..n.:»
t. 15, and by Dr. Roxburgh, Coromandel Plant; uu p-

86, t 288.

VATICAN, the name of a hill, a church, and a pakrr
or rather an assemblage of public buildings, on tbe nth:
bank of the Tiber, within the walls of modern Rome. Tb<
Mons Vaticanus was outside of the walls of antient Rink
and derived its name, according to some, from the.' vatici-

nia,' or divinations of soothsayers, which were delivered n
that sequestered spot ; but this seems a fanciful derivation
(A. GeUius, xvi. 17). Pliny (Hist. Nat., xxxvi.) speaks a!
an evergreen oak of great antiquity, older than Rome ibelf,

upon which was an inscription in Etruscan characters, sig-

Digitized byGoogle
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tyring that it was a sacred trea. The Vatican was within

ie territory- of Etruria liefore the Romans spread their

jminion north of the Tiber. Part of the Janiculus was
terwards enclosed by walls, but the Mons Valicanus never
as enclosed, either under the republic or the empire. In the
lain between the hill and the Tiber Caligula constructed a
reus for chariot-races, and placed an obelisk in the middle
fit, the same which now stands before St. Peter's Church,
his circus, being afterwards used by Nero, was called by his

:ime ; Nero had also gardens in the same neighbourhood,
he circus was destroyed under Constantine, who built on
s site a church or basilica, dedicated to the Apostle
eter, whom tradition reported to have been buried on that

jot. This church is said to have been consecrated by
ope Sylvester I., and to have been enriched by Constan-
ne with splendid ornaments and ample revenues, which
ie succeeding Christian emperors greatly increased.

Pope Leo IV., about a.d. 850, walled round part of the
aticau hill and the plain beneath, to protect the church
f St. Peter against the incursions of the Saracens, and he
ave the uninclosed grounds to a number of Corsican
imilies, which, having been driven from their country by
ie Saracens, had taken refuge at Rome. It then became
suburb of Rome, and was called ' Leonina Civitas.' This
(Strict is now called by the name of ' II Borgo.' In the

1140, Eugenius III. began building a palace near the
'

i of St. Peter for the Papal residence, which grew by
under successive popes, into an immense mass of

ings, known by the general name of the Vatican,
i Laterau palace had been formerly the residence of the

opes. [Latkran.] Gregory XI. on his return from
Lvignon fixed his permanent residence in the Vatican on
ccount of the protection of the neighbouring castle of St.

ingelo. The palace of the Vatican continued to be the

esidence of the popes, until about the middle of the 16th

entury, when Paul III. built the palace on the Quirinal

Iount, which, on account of its healthier and purer air,

las since been preferred to the Vatican, which is however
sed occasionally as a winter residence, as well as on the

ecasion of grand ' fuiuioni,' or church ceremonies, being
lerl'ormed in St. Peter's, when the pope removes to the

Iatican to be near at hand.
The old church of St. Peter w as a large structure, more

han 300 feet in length : it lay lower than the present
hurch. which has been raised above it, and which is much
arger. Part of the antient church is become a subterra-

ii'uus vault-under the pavement of the modern building

:

t contains chapels, and altars, with old monuments, sculp-

ures, and mosaics, and the public have access to it on
:ertain days only,

"lieholas V. was the first who, about the year 1450,

ht of building a new church, as the old one was in a
i state, but the undertaking was abandoned for about

fa century, until Julius II. commissioned the architect

amante to make a plan of the intended structure. The
i of Bramante was a Latin cross, surmounted by a vast

uid lofty dome. Julius II. himself laid the first stone on
be 18th of April, 1500. Bramante raised the enormous
pillars which support the cupola. After the death of
Julius and Bramante, Leo X. entrusted the work first to
niulio di San Gallo, and to Raphael d'Urbino, who was an
architect as w ell as a painter, and afterwards to Peruzzi,
who altered Bramante's plan into that of a Greek cross, but
effected little towards its execution. Alter Pcruzzi's death,
Pope Paul III. sent for Michel Angelo, who carried forward
Hie works with his characteristic energy, raised the drum
oi the cupola, covered over the body of the church, and
cased the inside with stone. After the death of Michel
Angelo, his pupil Barozzi or Vignola continued the build-
ing, and cased the exterior with travertino. He died in

1573, and little more was done till 1585, when Sixtus V.
resolved that the dome should be finished, and commis-
sioned Domenieo Fontana and Giacomo della Porta, w ho,
after making the necessary plans and arrangements, began
the work in July, 1588. It was carried on night and day :

six hundred workmen were employed on it, and in May,
1590, the last stone, after being solemnly blessed by the
pope, was fixed in its place at the sound of a discharge of
camion from the Castle St. Angelo. By the following
November the crowning of the dome was completed.
Paul V. (Borghese) being elected pope in 1005, appointed
Carlo Maderno to be architect of St. Peter's, who length-
" I the nave of the church, so as to. give it the shape of a

Latin cross. He then built the portico, which was finished

in six years, and was open to the public in 1612. Two
years alter, the whole structure was completed. Sixtus V.
and his architect Fontana had already raised the obelisk

before the church. Paul V. and, after him, Innocent, con-
structed the two magnificent fountains by the sides of it

;

and Alexander VII. began in 1661 the two semicircular

colonnades which enclose the Piazza, or open area in

front of the church. Bernini was the architect of this last

work, which was finished in 1667. Lastly, Pius VI. built

the fine Sacristia and Chapter-house which adjoin the

church.
Such a building as St. Peter's, carried on under so many

different hands, and upon different plans, for a period of
more than a century, must have faults and incongruities.

The portico- in front is mostly objected to, as not corre-

sponding to, and spoiling the view of the church itself. But
with all its faults, St. Peter's as a whole may be safely said

to be the most magnificent structure raised by man. Its

interior well corresponds with its external appearance :

the proportions are so well kept, that the eye, at first, is

not struck with the vastness of the edifice, until moving on
we examine some of the parts separately. For a descrip-

tion of the structure itself, and its gorgeous ornaments in

marble, bronze, stucco, and gold, its altars, chapels, paint-

ings, mosaics, sculptures, and numerous sepulchral monu-
ments, we must refer the reader to the guide and tourist

books, and to the following professional works :—Fontana,
'Descriptio Teaipli Vaticani,' Rome, 1694; Costaguti,
' Architettura della Basilica di S. Pietro, in Vaticano,'

Rome, 1684 ;
Cancellieri, ' Descrizione della Basilica Va-

ticana, con una Biblioteca degli autori che ne hanno
trattato,' Rome, 1778 ; Poleni, ' Memorie istoriche della

gran Cupola di S. Pietro,' Padua, 1748. Concerning the

former church and the vaults, under the modern one, sec
' Descriptio Basilicae veteris Vaticansr, auctore Romano
ejusdem Basilica; Canonico cum notis Pauli de Angelis,

quibus accedit Descriptio brevis novi Templi Vaticani, nec
non utriusque Ichnographia,' Rome, 1646

;
Torrigione, ' Le

sagrc Grotte Vaticane,' Rome, 1618-39 ; and P. L. Dioni-

sius, ' Sacrarum Vaticana> Basilica; Cryptarum Monumenta
ameis Tabulis incisa et Commentariis illustrata,' Rome,
1773.

The assemblage of buildings called by the name of the

Vatican, and which extends in an oblong irregular mass
north of the church as far as the town walls, consists

mainly of— 1, the Papal palace
; 2, the court and garden

of Belvedere
; 3, the library; 4, the museum. The Papal

palace contains, among other remarkable objects, the Sis-

tine and Pauline chapels, painted by Michel Angelo : the

Sistine chapel contains the painting of the Last Judgment

;

the four ' stanze,' or apartments, painted by Raphael ; and
the ' logge,' or open galleries, painted by Raphael's pupils

under his direction. [Raphael.] There are numeroux
other apartments, with paintings and other objects worthy
of notice, which are described in the guide-books. The
principal staircase, made by Bernini, is a splendid work of

art. The Vatican is said to contain altogether eight great

staircases, more than twenty courts, twelve great halls, and
several thousand apartments large and small. A corridor,

about a thousand feet long, joins the Papal palace to the

building called Belvedere, which serves as a museum.
About halfway up this corridor is the entrance to the

Vatican library, which was built by the architect Fontana
under Sixtus V. Pope Nicholas V. was the founder of the

Vatican library, which has been increased by many popes.

The libraries of the duke of Urbino, of the Elector Palatine,

of Christina of Sweden, of the family Ottoboni, and others,

have been added to it. It now contains 80,000 printed

volumes and 24,000 MSS., of which 5000 are in Greek,

16.000 in Latin, and 3000 in the Oriental languages.

(Val6ry, Voyages Littiraires en Italie.) Partial catalogues

of this*great store of learning have been published by Asse-

mani, Marini, Mai, and other librarians.

The museum, or collection of, works of art, mostly of

antient sculpture, was begun by Clement XIII. and Cle-

ment XIV., and greatly increased by Pius VI., who was a
man of taste, and who gave it the name of ' Museo Pio-

Clementino.' It was illustrated by Gio. Batta Visconti and
his son Ennio L. Visconti, in 7 vols, folio, with plates,

Rome, 1782. Pius VII., during his troubled pontificate,

began a new collection, to which haS been given the name
of Museo Cliiarauionti. The two together, which arc dis-

Google
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tnbuted along the court, garden, and palace of Belvedere,

constitute the richest museum in Europe. Another and
more extensive garden belonging to the pope is annexed
to the Vatican palace, and extends along the brow of the

hill. For a further account of all these we must refer to

the splendid work of Pistolesi, ' II Vaticano descritto ed
illustrato,' published in numbers, which began to appear
in 1829.

VATTNIUS. [Cicmo.1
VATTEL, EMMERICH, the celebrated writer on inter-

national law, was born at Couret, in the principality of
Neufch&tel, in 1714. The family was ot considerable

antiquity in the principality. Emmerich's father David, a
clergyman, had been ennobled by the king of Prussia.

John Frederick, an elder brother of Emmerich, entered
the French service, and rose to the rank of - lieutenant-

colonel and knighthood. Charles, a younger brother,

entered the Sardinian service, and fell at the passage of

the Tanaro. Jacob Vattel, who represented another line

of the same family, was burgomaster of Neufchatel in

1762.

Emmerich was educated for the church. He was sent

to the university of BSle to study the classics and philo-

sophy. Having completed the usual curriculum of the
Faculty of Arts, he returned to Neufchatel, and passed
with distinction the preliminary examinations, which all

who proposed to enter the church, had to undergo before

commencing their theological studies. He then repaired

to Geneva, to devote himself to those strictly professional

pursuits. The writings ot Leibnitz and Wolff had however
more attractions for him than the "Institutes of Calvin. It

was an age in which literary men were caressed and pro-

moted at courts, and young Vattel felt a greater vocation
for such worldly advancement than for the charge of a
rural parish. In 1741 he proceeded to Berlin, in the hope
that the court of Frederick II., who had recently ascended
the throne of Prussia, and whose taste for literature was
general, might afford a field for his talents. At Berlin

Vattel contracted an intimacy with Jordan. In 1742 he
published a defence of Leibnitz's system, which he dedi-

cated to Frederick. His wish was to enter the diplomatic
service of Prussia, but no vacancies occurred, and his

fortune was too limited to admit of a lengthened attend-

ance at court. In 1743 some overtures from the court of
Dresden, which sought to rival that of Berlin in a reputa-
tion for the patronage of art and literature, induced Vattel
to visit that city. The gracious reception he experienced
from Count Briihl decided his resolution to enter the
service of the king of Poland and elector of Saxony.

It is extremely doubtful in what capacity Vattel was
attached to the Saxon court in jl744-45. In 1746 he
obtained the appointment of diplomatic counsellor (con-
sciller d'ambassade), with a pension, and was sent to Berne
as the king of Poland's minister with that republic. The
duties of a Polish ambassador at Berne were not very
onerous : Vattel was able to spend the greater part of his
time with*is family at Neufchatel, and to devote himself
to literary pursuits. In 1746 he published a collection of
essays. In 1747 it was reprinted, under the title of ' Phi-
losophic Leisure,' and dedicated to Count Briihl. Some
of them have the appearance of having been previously
published in some periodical—possibly the ' Journal
Helvetique.' The subjects are sufficiently diversified :

—

' Essai sur le fondement du Droit Naturel ;' ' Sur les

Mo) ens do rdpondre aux Manich6ens ;' and ' Sur la Nature
d'Amour, a Mademoiselle de M.' They evince a cultivated
taste for French literature, with an easy play of good-
natured but not very brilliant wit. The discourse upon love
is dated 1741. In 1757 he published ' Poliergie,' a collec-
tion of miscellanies in prose and verse. But the chief
employment of Vattel during the ten years which elapsed
between the appearance of these two volumes was the pre-
paration of his work on the law of nations. The first

edition was published at Neufchatel (the title-page has
the fictitious place of publication ' Londres') in 1758.

About the time that the work appeared he was called to
Dresden, and received an appointment in the diplomatic
bureau. He gave so much satisfaction as a practical
diplomatist, that he was soon raised to the rank of a privy
counsellor. His intense application to business under-
mined his constitution, and in 1706 he was obliged to
visit his native countryin search of health. The favourable
symptoms produced by relaxation and the mountain air

encouraged him to resume 'his labour* before hi* hn
was quite re-established. His complaint returned «

increased violence soon after he reached Dresden. at

second visit to Neufchatel proved unavailing. He
on the 28th of December, 1767. He had" marnn.
Dresden, in 1764, Marianne de Chine : one son, the u~

of this marriage, was alive in 1773.
i 'The work by which Vattel is best known is his ' t>

des Gens.' It is the wprk of a scholar, not of a pnu-
diplomatist ; for the almost nominal charge of P.

envoy to the republic of Berne could afford but scant;

perience. It evinces no very extensive acquaintance
the part of the author with treaties or negotiation*, or »•

with political history : his principal authorities are •

systematic writings of Grotius, Puffendorf, and W.
According to the custom of the period, an imagtnan
of nature is substituted for the real practice of rati

In respect to its doctrinal merits, the work has all !

speciousness and superficiality which characterize

moralists of the ' Encyclopedie.' The work however
tained an extensive reputation. It had *he fashion-,

tone of the age, and was therefore more relished t-

Grotius and Puffendorf; and its systematic arranger,
was found useful by practical diplomatists, as it en*.'

them to classify the fruits of their own experience. 1*

came a text-book in the universities, and was quoted

negotiators when it favoured their views and </

authorities were wanting. The original French itn
gone through many editions :—Londres (Neufrtu- '

1758, 4to. ; Neufchatel, 1773, 4to. ; Amsterdam, 1775. 4t

Bale, 1773, 12mo.; Nlmes, 1783, 4to. ; Lyon, 1802, 12a
Paris et Lyon, 1820, 8vo. (a bad edition) ; Paris, 182a *

(the worst edition); Paris, 1830, 8vo. (an indifferr

edition) ; Paris, 1838, 8vo. (a good edition) ; Paris,

8vo. (the best edition). There have been three Sps.-

editions :—Madrid, by Hernandez, 1820 ; Burdeos, bv J

J. G. 1822 ; Paris, by Atarena, 1824. The last two in

lations are mere plagiarisms of the first. An Enc •.

translation was published in 4to. in 1760, and repir'

in 8vo. in 1793. Mr. Chitty, in 1833, republished the n r

of 1798, with valuable notes, containing the most ma •

rules and decisions. A German translation by Schulin •

published at Frankfort-on-the-Main, in 1760.
Next in importance among the works of Vattel ij

•

entitled ' Questions de Droit Natural, et Observation* -

le Traits du Droit de la Nature de M. le Baron de Wt
Berne, 1762, 12mo. ; Paris, 1763, 12mo. This is a cnt

examination of Wolff's treatise, characterised by that M-
for arrangement and lucid expression which "is the i-t>

merit and source of attraction in Vattels writings.
The remaining works of this author are of little cor

quence r— 1, ' Pifices Diverses, avec quelques Lettm
Morale et dAmusement,' Paris, 1746, 12mo. This co! <

tion was republished at Geneva and Dresden, in 1747.

12mo., under the title ' Le Loisir Philosophique, ou Pit:

Diverses de Philosophic de Morale, et d'Amusement :' •

again at the Hague, in 1765, in 8vo. under the '

' Amusements de Literature, de Morale, et de Politic

2, ' Poliergie, ou Melanges de Literature et de Poesies.
'

M. de V***,' Amsterdam (Paris\ 1757, 12mo. 3, • v
langes de Morale, de Literature, et de Politique,' .V
chiitel, 1770, 12mo.

{Helvetische Lexicon, von Vattel; Sketch of fat.-

Life, prefixed to the edition of 1773 ;
Querard, La />"

Litteraire; Biographie Universelle.)

VA'TTIER, PIERRE, was born near Lisieux in \
mandy, and lived about the middle of the seventh
century. He was physician to Gaston, duke of Orlr
and devoted a great part of his time to the translation
Arabic writers on history and medicine. Thetitlwoi
published works are as follows:— 1, ' L'Histoire M"'
metane, ou les quarante-neuf Chalifes du Marine,' IV
1657, 4to.; 2, 'L'Histoire du Grand Tamerlan,' Paris. 1""

4to., from the Arabic of Achamed, son of Guera-;
3, ' Portrait du Grand Tamerlan,' Paris, 1G58.
4, ' L'Onirocrite Mussulman, ou Interpretation des Socc-
Paris, 1664, 8vo., from the Arabic of Gabdorrachaman. '

of Nasor ; 5, ' Merveilles d'Egypte selon les Arabes.' IV
1066, 12mo., from the Arabic of Murtadi. This was ! re-

lated into English bv John Davics, and published, Lon:
1672, 8vo. ; 6, ' La Logique, traduite d'Arabe,' Pari*. H-'

Hvo., from Avicenna; 7, ' De Morbis Mentis Tract t
'

Paris, 1659, 8vo., also translated from Avicenna, pi u
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of whose works he promised a translation, which he
I to have completed, but which was never published

;

1 Elegie de Thograi,' Paris, 1660, 8vo. ; 9, ' Nouvelles
'ensues sur la Nature des Passions,' 1659, 4to., which
ppears to be the only work of his own composition. His
ablations are said to be inaccurate, and in many parts
^complete.
(Moreri, Dictionnaire Historique ; Eloy, Dictionnaire

listorique de la Midecine.)
VAUBAN, SEBASTIEN LE PRESTRE DE, was
orn May 1, 1633, at St. Leger de Foucheret, near Saulieu
l Burgundy. His family had been in possession of the
irdship of Vauban for more than 250 years, but from mis-
>rtune or otherwise the estate became incumbered with
ebts: and both his father, Urbain le Prestre, who had
sent his life in the service of his country, and his mother,
imce de Carmagnol, dying while he was young, he was
:ft to the care ot M. de Fontaines, prior of St. John, at
emur, who generously supported him, and besides teach-

him to read and write, gave him the only instruction
'thmetic and geometry which he ever received from a

. Unwilling probably to remain a burthen to his

r, and stimulated by the example of his uncles
ithers, all of whom were in the army, he entered at

iteen years of age into the regiment of Conde, which
i then in the service of Spain, and he was received as a

': in the company of Arcenai. In this situation his

conduct soon procured for him a commission ; and
ling to the experience acquired in the field a know-

dge of the mathematics as far as they are connected with
le military art (for he had then studied trigonometry and
lensuration), having probably also read the writings of
le Italians on fortification, he was qualified to undertake
le duties of an engineer.
In the beginning of the year 1652, when only nineteen

ears of age, he was employed on the fortifications of
lermont in Lorraine, and in the same year he was sent
om thence to serve at the siege of Ste. Menehould. Here
e superintended the construction of the lodgments, and
tiring the assault of the place he performed the daring
xploit of swimming across the river under the fire of the
rjemy. In the following year he was taken prisoner by a
arty of French royalists and brought before Cardinal
lazarin, who, having heard of his gallantry, received him
indly and solicited him to enter the king's service. Vauban
Badily consented to take this step, having had no other
lotive in following the standard of Cond6 than the desire

f studying the art of war under that great general ; and
« was immediately appointed to a lieutenancy in the re-

iraent of Burgundy. In that year (1653) he served under
he Chevalier de Clerville at the second siege of Ste. Mene-
lould, and after the taking of that place he was appointed
0 superintend the repairs of its fortifications. In the fol-

iiwing year he assisted at the siege of Stenay, and three
nonths afterwards at that of Clermont. Both of these'
ilaces were taken, and in 1655 he received the eommis-
ion which placed him in the corps of engineers. During
hat vear he directed the sieges of Landrecies, Conde, St.

Juislain, and Valenciennes ; and in 1657 that of Mont-
netli, where he received three wounds. In 1658 he had
he chief direction of the attacks at the sieges of Grave-
ines, Ypres, and Oudenarde. The Marechal de la Ferte,
Blder whom he served, and who, in 1656, had given him
1 company in his own regiment, as an acknowledgment of
Nia superior merit gave him then one in another regiment,
ind ventured to predict that if the life of the young
ifficer were spared he would attain the highest dignities.

Cardinal Mazarin also sent him a present, accompanied by
Battering expressions of esteem, which stimulated the in-

genuous mind of Vauban to still greater acts of zeal for

!he public service : in fact so much docs he appear to
have been occupied by his duties, that only, it is said, by
the accounts given of his exploits in the government
papers his relatives obtained any knowledge of his
existence.

Hitherto Vauban had to make his way without any of
the advantages which wealth or the patronage of the great
procures: but From this time he enjoyed the confidence of
the government, and his history may be said to be con-
nected with that of his country.

In 1061 occurred the peace of the Pyrenees ; and then
Dunkirk, Fort Louis, and Mardike having been ceded to
'ranee, the king (Louis XIV.) determined to strengthen

their fortifications, so that they might constitute a bul-
wark against the Spaniards, who then possessed Artois.
He committed this important duty to Vauban, who accom-
plished the proposed end to his satisfaction, and at the
same time conciliated the inhabitants by causing a canal
to be cut, which was to allow, in case of necessity, a com-
mercial communication between those places. At this
time also it is said that he gave plans for improving the
fortifications of Cherbourg.
When the war recommenced in 1667, Vauban had the

direction of the sieges which the king conducted in person
;

and at Douay he received in his face a musket-ball, the
scar from which he carried to his grave. Notwithstanding
his wound, he conducted the siege of Lille, and succeeded
in taking the town after nine days from the opening of the
trenches. The king, who was present, gave him on this

occasion the appointment of lieutenant in the French
guards, together with a pension and the more flattering
distinction of a public eulogium.

After the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle (1668) he was oc-
cupied in superintending the repairs of the fortifications of
Flanders and Artois ; and in the same year he was made
governor of Lille, the citadel of which town he had con-
structed. He also gave plans for executing new works in
Provence and Koussillon ; and he went with M. de Lou-
vois to Piedmont, where he visited Verrua, Vercelli, Turin,
and Pinerola, and suggested projects for improving their
fortifications. At his departure the duke of Savoy pre-
sented him with his p6rtrait enriched with diamonds ; and
on his return from Italy he went to superintend the works
which were being executed at Dunkirk, where 30,000 men
were constantly employed with admirable regularity.

In 1672, the Dutch having united themselves under the
Prince of Orange in opposition to France, Louis XIV. pro-
ceeded in person to the seat of war ; and under the direc-

tion of Vauban several places were besieged and taken

:

in the following year Maastricht was invested ; and here
Vauban made a great improvement in the mode of con-
ducting the attack, by executing long trenches connecting
at intervals the several lines of approach, and forming
covered communications by which the different divisions

of the attacking force were enabled to support each other.

In or near the fronts of these trenches he placed the bat-

teries destined to silence the fire from the place. Vauban
immediately afterwards reconnoitred the fortifications of
Treves, and having given directions for the prosecution of

the siege, France being at that time threatened on all sides,

he proceeded to visit the fortifications on the coast. After
giving orders for the construction of new works for the

defence of the Isle of Rt, he returned to Flanders, and sub-

sequently he rejoined the king, who was then carrying the
war into Franche Comte. But the allies having in the

meantime invested Oudenarde, he entered that place, and
conducted the defence so vigorously that they were obliged

to raise the siege ; and for these services he was, in 1674,

made brigadier of the French infantry.

During the following year the armies of France were
compelled to act on the 'defensive ; but in 1676 Vauban
besieged Valenciennes, and took the place after an assault

made by daylight, in opposition to the opinions of the ge-

nerals ofthe army.who gave the preference to a night attack.

During this campaign he was made marechal de camp,
and received a pension, besides a present from the king, of

25.000 crowns. In the following year he conducted the

siege of St. Guislain under Marshal d'Hunmres, and the

fall of that place was followed by that of Ghent. Ypres
was immediately invested, and soon afterwards taken. At
this time the death of the Chevalier de Clerville, who was
director-general of the fortifications, left that post vacant,

and the king immediately conferred it on Vauban. It is

said that at first he declined it on the ground that it would

bring him into close intimacy with the ministers. These

were Louvois and Colbert, men jealous of each other; and

Vauban probably felt that it would be difficult to give

satisfaction to both : he was at length induced to accept

the post, and he appears by the uprightness of his conduct

to have succeeded in acquiring their esteem.

The peace of Nimeguen (1678), which relieved Vauban
from the duty of taking fortresses from the enemy, enabled

him to direct all the energies of his mind to the improve-

ment of those which belonged to his country. He first went

to Dunkirk, where, by cutting through the sand-bank which

closed the entrance, and providing the means of keeping
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the ehannel open by directing through it a current of

water, he rendered the harbour one of the most important

in the north of France : from hence, proceeding to the

south, he gave plans for enlarging the fortifications of

Toulon, and for the construction of its arsenal ; and making
Perpignan the centre of the defences of the Eastern

Pyrenees, he caused the fortress of Mount Louis to be
constructed. Returning to the north, he was employed in

improving the chain of fortresses along the frontiers on 1hat

side : with this view he completed, near Calais, the fort of

Neulay and that of Lakenoque, by which the communica-
tion between Ypres and Menin was protected, and Cassel

covered. The construction of the works of Maubeuge and
the repair of those of Charlemont served to secure the line

between the Scheldt and the Meuse, which was before im-

perfectly protected by Philippeville ; and a chain of new
fortresses closing up the Vosges secured the conquest of

Alsace. The fort of Huninguen near Basle protected the

frontier of the Rhine and the Jura ; and the new forts which

he caused to be built at Fribourg served to render that

important place nearly impregnable.

While the execution of these works was in progress, Vau-
ban went again (1680) to the south, where he formed' a
plan of defence for the Western Pyrenees, improving the

port of Bayonne and making that place the grand depot,

while St. Jean Pied-de-Port served to connect the line of

defence with the mountains: he also caused the fort of

Andaye to be constructed for the purpose of defending the

mouth of the Bidassoa. In 1681 Vauban was employed in

adding new works to Brest, Rochfort, and other places for

the protection of the coast ; but these works were scarcely

traced when he was called upon to strengthen those of

Strasbourg, a free city which had fallen into the hands of

the French. He constructed the citadel of that place, and

connected the fortifications of the city with the right bank
of the Rhine by means of fort Kehl, and by several strong

redoubts
;
facilitating the arrival of materials for the works

by cutting a canal with sluices, the construction of which
he superintended in person.

Hostilities breaking out in 1683, Vauban proceeded in

the following year with the French army into Belgium,
' where in four days he took Courtray, and immediately laid

siege to the strongly fortified city of Luxembourg : this

place was also taken, but not till all the resources of the

art of attack had been displayed ; and it is said that on
this occasion he first constructed trench-cavaliers for the

purpose of dislodging the defenders from part of the
covered-way, previously to an assault being made. -In

reconnoitring t>y night for the purpose of ascertaining the
height of the glacis, being accompanied only by a few men
at a distance, he was discovered by the sentinels ; but he

was fortunately enabled to retire in safety, having first

deceived them by walking coolly towards them as if he had
been one of their own officers.

The war being suddenly terminated in 1684, Vauban
strengthened the fortifications of Luxembourg, by the
addition of a crown, and a horn-work beyond the ravine

on the western side of the town ; and, in order to become
completely master of the course of the Moselle, he then
constructed the fort called Mount Royal. About, the

same time he was enabled to display his talents as a civil

engineer by executing, in part, the magnificent aqueduct
of Maintenon, by which the waters of the Eure were to be
conveyed to Versailles. In 1686 he visited the great canal

of Languedoc, which had just then been executed ; and he
is said to have suggested some improvements which were
afterwards adopted.
Two years afterwards, the war again broke out, and

Vauban was immediately employed under the Dauphin, in

conducting the sieges of Phalsbourg, Manheim, and Fran-
kenthal : the first of these places, whose fortifications he
had strengthened in 1676, held out twenty-two days from
the time of opening the trenches ; and most of the en-

gineers under his orders being killed or wounded, the duty
of superintending the operations fell almost wholly on
himself. This year he was made lieutenant-general, and
the king in a complimentary letter recommended him to be
careful of his life for the good of the service. The Dauphin,
as a token of regard, presented him with four pieces of can-

non for his Chiiteau de Bazoche. It is said to have been
•t the siege of Phalsbourg that Vauban first nut in prac-

tice the method of ricochet firing ; and that ne proposed

the organization of a corps of sappers expressly for siege

duties. In this year he began the fortresses of 1

Befort.

The following year (1689) Vauban had the command *

Dunkirk, Bergues, and Ypres, with orders to enter v.
and conduct the defence of any of these places, shook,

be besieged ; but no investment took place. Durinr
year 1690 Vauban was rendered incapable of dotne ar.

military duty in consequence of a severe illness which r

contracted while superintending the repairs of the fortifcc-.

tions of Ypres : he recovered however, and next year

besieged and took Mons. In 1692 the siege of Nainur »a

formed under the orders ofthe king, and the first attacks
directed against fort Guilleaume, a strong work which jl.

been constructed by the celebrated Coehorn, who then ci
manded it : the fort was obliged to surrender to the supn-
fortune of Vauban, who succeeded in cutting off its cue

munication with the town, and the latter was soon *A<

wards taken. The siege of the fort and town lasted 2
days from the opening of the trenches, during which t&
five strong sorties were made by the garrison. In 1663 k
conducted the siege of Charleroi.

The duke of Savoy threatening to invade DauphuT
Vauban was sent into the south of France to ascertain u-

state of the fortresses on that side, and he gave plam is

improving the works at Briancon; for fortifying Ftw*
trelles, and constructing fort Dauphin. In 1694" the Al-

ports being frequently bombarded by the English tett^

application was made to Vauban, who suggested the ir

mation of magazines and casemates which should be pn.j

against the destructive effects of shells and red-hot
In 1697 he besieged and took Aeth in a few days frora •!

opening of the trenches. After the peace of Rjini.-.

Vauban was employed for several years in visit inr t'-»

frontiers and in forming projects for the defence of tf

country ; and in the year 1698 he commenced the imps
ant fortress of New Brisach.

The War of the Succession commencing in 1703. Vaub*
proceeded to Namur, in order to superintend the reptr-

of the fortifications ; and at this time the king, as a recom-

pense for his many services, elevated him to the digtutr o

a marshal of France : this honour he at first decfcwc
urging that it would put it out of his power to serve tH.

country by directing any future siege, as he could not wrr

that rank act under a general of the army. He at leer
however accepted it ; and he readily consented soon aftr-

wards to conduct the siege of Old Brisach, under the oidrr*

of the young duke of Burgundy, the pupil of Fea&»
This was one of the places which Vauban had construct
and it surrendered on the fourteenth day.

In 1706, after the battle of Ramilies, Marshal Vauk»
was sent to command at Dunkirk and on the coast of Flar-

ders, where his presence served to support the energies
the people, who were much discouraged by the river* •

which the armies of the country had sustained during ;i»

war. He succeeded in dissuading them from executix:
their project of inundating the district in order to pre"' •

the enemy from besieging that town ; and he imniediair
commenced an intrenched camp, extending from Dunlr>
to Bergues, by which the town was more effecroii>
secured.

This was his last public work, for he died, March 3'.

1707, after an illness of eight days, in the seventy-four"!
year of his age. He had married Jeanne d'Annoi " (of IS
family of the Barons D'Espiri, in Nivernois), who dui
before him ; and he left two daughters, the countess «.'

Villebertin and the marquise D'Ussl.
During the intervals of his services in the field he em-

ployed his leisure in composing his three principal worb:
these are entitled 'Traite de l'Attaque des Places,* •Trsitt
des Mines,' and ' Traits de la Defense des Places.' The
last was finished only a short time before his death.
Several editions of these works have been published. mi
the best is that of Foissac, Paris, 1796. During his lift he
also found time to write a great number of memoirs on
various subjects ; and near the end of his days he collected
them in twelve folio volumes (MS.). He entitled them
his ' Oisivetes ;' and among them is a paper on the abuse*
practised in collecting the di.rme rovale; one on the hturti
of ecclesiastical power in temporal matters ; one on the
cultivation of forost-lands ; and several on finance, on ireo-
graphy, and on different parts of the mathematics : there
is also a memoir concerning a project for joining the cansb
of maritime Flanders with the Lyg, the Deule, the Scarp*,
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and the Scheldt ; and one concerning the defence of Paris.

In consequence of the disasters experienced during the
campaign of 1706, the king contemplated abandoning his

capital and retiring behind the Loire ; and on this occasion
Vnuban wrote the memoir last mentioned, in which he
pointed out the importance of preserving Paris, and the
possibility of defending it, adding a plan of the fortifica-

i ions which he proposed to construct for its defence. This
memoir was published in 1821.

Fontenelle, in summing up the military actions ofVauban,
observes that he superintended the repairs of 300 old for-

tresses, and executed 33 new ones ; that he conducted 53
-icges, many of them under the eye of the king, and that
lie was present at 140 vigorous actions. He was much
beloved by his soldiers, who obeyed him willingly, both
fi oni the confidence which they placed in him, and from
i he knowledge that he avoided exposing them as much
.is the good of the service would permit. At the siege of
i 'ambray the king, by the advice ot the persons about him,
»as on the point of ordering that an assault should take
place, and that the garrison should be put to the sword :

V auban alone opposed this advice, observing that it would
i>e preferable to save one hundred French troops than to
'lestroy 3000 of the allies ; and the king had the good sense
to abandon the idea. The humanity of Vauban's character
is also manifest in the effort which he made to induce the
king to re-establish the Edict of Nantes: unhappily, the
bigotry of the king or the influence of the priesthood ren-
dered his representations on this point fruitless. He had
no constant system in fortifying places, and he appears to

have followed in some respects the method of the Italian

engineers: what are called his three systems have been
lormed since his death, from a diligent study of the works
uhich he executed at different times. In 1693 the Order
"t' St. Louis was founded, chiefly by the advice of Vauban,
v.ho was immediately invested with the dignity of Grand
' l oss of the Order, he being one of the seven to whom
that dignity was at first confined. When the Academic
(les Sciences was renewed, in 1699, Vauban was appointed
i 'lie of its honorary members ; and Fontenelle observes
hat no one better deserved this distinction, since no one
had more completely rendered science subservient to the
benefit of mankind.

Besides the ' Eloge ' by Fontenelle, in his ' Histoire du
Krnouvellement de l'Academie,' we have an account of
V auban's life in an ' Eloge' by Carnot; and another by
M. Noel in 1790: the former gained the prize proposed

>y the Acadcmie de Dijon in 1783, and the latter that

u'hich was proposed by the Acadcmie Francaise in 1785.

It is remarkable that little is known of the collateral

ranches of the family of Vauban : one of his grand-
u phews was a lieut.-general and governor of Bethune

;

mil the son of this officer, after having served in America
mder Kochambeau, and subsequently in La Vend6e, died
it Paris in 1816.

VAUCHER, JEAN PIERRE, professor of histori-

al theology at Geneva. Although a preacher and a
eac her of theology, he is better known tor his works on
otany. Alphonse de Candolle, in a notice of the life and
writings of Vaucher, attributes his love of natural history

indirectly to his possession of the chair of historical theo-
logy. For he says, ' the recital of so much strife caused
by unintelligible questions, of so many wars and persecu-
tions brought about by theological dogmas, was likely to

produce this effect upon an upnght and enlightened man.'
The first work on botany published by Vaucher was on
the family of ' Confervae,' the phenomena of whose sporulcs

excited his attention. This was published at Paris, in

and entitled ' M£moire sur les Grains des Confervcs,'

Mo. He continued his researches upon the family of

plants, to which he had already directed his attention, and,

m 1803, published his history of fresh-water Confervae
• Histoire des Conferves dEnu Douce, &c), a work which
iias long been held in the highest estimation, and which
laid the foundation for all subsequent labours in this de-

partment of botany. His remarks on the reproduction and.

irrowth of the various species of Confervae that fell under
his observation were correct, nor has much advance been
made in this department of botany since his day. For
litliough subsequent algologists have added greatly to the
lists of species of Algae, they have done much less "towards

the elucidation of their functions. Vaucher subsequently

pursued his researches on the structure and functions of

P. C, No. 1636.

several of the genera and "species of Crvptogamic plants.
The -result of his observations was published in several
papers in the ' Memoirs of the Society of Natural History
and Physics of Geneva.' He also published at Paris, in
1827, a work on the structure and functions of the Oro-
banches, which was illustrated with 15 lithographs of dis-

sections of these plants. In 1828 he published a monograph
on the natural order Equisetaceae. Although his published
observations on plants up to this time had been for the most
part confined to the lower orders, he had all his life been
more or less preparing for a great work on the physiology
of plants in general. The first part of this work was pub-
lished in 1830, but finding that the plan on which he had
commenced it was too extensive, he deferred any further

publication of the work till it was completed in 1841,
when it appeared at Paris, in 4 vols. 8vo., entitled ' His-
toire Physiologique des Plantes d'Europe, ou Exposition
des Phenomdnes qu'elles prcsentent dans les diverses

Periodes de leur Developpement.' He received the first

complete copy of this work on his death-bed, and he em-
ployed the few remaining days that his strength permitted
in sending some copies to his friends. The work was
dedicated to Charles Albert, Prince of Carignano, now king
of Sardinia, who was one of his former, pupils.

The design and execution of this work are novel. In
describing the stnicture and functions of plants, species,

or small groups of species are taken, and are studied in-

dependently of other plants, for the purpose of arriving

at their individual peculiarities. His leading idea in the
observations contained in this work is, that the species,

genera, and families of plants have distinctive physio-
logical as well as structural characters. The labour re-

quired for this work was immense, and only a long life

could have enabled him to do it ; but it was with Vaucher
a labour of love, and he appears to have pursued it

without regard to fame or reward. His observations are of
course confined to plants which he had observed in a liv-

ing state, and which could only comprehend a small por-
tion of the vegetable kingdom. His general views in

this work are not always free from error, nor is his termi-

nology so correct as is required at the present day ; but
whatever may be the faultiness of his generalizations, or

want of accuracy in the use of terms, there is every
reason to believe, from the correctness of his former ob-
servations, that this work is entitled to the confidence of
the botanist. The short time that this work has been pub-
lished will not permit us to speak more positively : al-

ready some of his views have excited attention amongst
botanists on the Continent ; and Alphonse de Candolle,

whilst he differs from Vaucher in some of his conclusions,

places the utmost confidence in the accuracy of his obser-

vations. Many parts of the work too were finished when
botany was mucn less advanced than at the present day,

and consequently display deficient knowledge of modern
observation. Vaucher, with De Saussure and others, was
one of the founders of the Geneva Society of Natural His-

tory and Physics. He died at a very advanced age in the

year 1841, beloved and respected by all who knew him.

A genus of confervoid plants was named in honour of him
'Vaucheria,' by De Candolle.

(Bischoff, Lehrbueh der Botanik; Alphonse de Can-
dolle, On the Life and TVritixiss of Vaucher, translated

in the ' Annals of Nat. Hist.,' vol. x., from the Bibliotheque

Universelle.)

VAUCHE'RIA, a genus of plants belonging to the in-

articulate Algae, named after professor Vaucher of Ge-
neva. This genus belongs to the tribe Siphoneae, and was
formed by De Candolle from Vaucher's genus Ectosperma.

The fronds or filaments are aggregated, tubular, con-

tinuous, capillary, and coloured lay an internal green co-

loured mass. The fructification consists of dark green

homogeneous vesicles, which are attached to the filaments.

The species are found in pools and ditches and stagnant

waters, on damp ground, and on the mud of salt-water

rivers, and in the sea.

V, dichotoma, large dichotomous Vaucheria, has dicho-

tomous filaments, with solitary, globose, sessile vesicles.

This is one of the most common of the species, and is

found, in spring and summer, in pools and ditches of fresh

water, and Mr. Berkley has found a variety in the sea. It

is one of the largest of this genus, its filaments being often

more than a foot long, and filling up the ditches on ac-

count of their number.
Vol. XXVI.—

Y
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V. Dillmjnii, Dilhvyn's Vaucheria, has branched, ttexu- I

ose filaments, with globose, lateral, sessile vesicles. ' This

species is common on the ground in damp situations, form-

ing a thin intricate fleece of a green colour.

V. clavaUt, clubbed Vaucheria, has short filaments ter-

minatingjtvith a vesicle, which contain the sporules. This

species does not appear to be an inhabitant of Great Bri-

tain. It inhabits ditches of clear Water, and is interesting

on account of the observations made upon it by Unger.

Whilst examining this plant, he found that the vesicular

summits had the power of contraction, and that by this

process they expelled the contained sporules, which after

their expulsion ascended to the surface of the water. ' As
I continued my observation,' says Unger, ' I happened to

look at the surface of the water, and was not a little as-

tonished to find it covered, especially towards the side of

the vase, with minute globules, unequal both in colour

and size. Many of them swam freely here and there,

moving at their option, in one way or another, retiring and
approaching one another, gliding round globules that were
motionless, stopping and again setting themselves in mo-
tion, exactly like animated beings. Conjecturing the

identity of the green globules that possessed motion with

those that had none, I immediately began to examine
whence these infusory animalcules derived their origin,

and what relation they bore to the green globule and the

fructification of the conferva. The next day I perceived

a great number of globules aggregated around the bubbles
of gas disengaged from the conferva, and floating at the

surface. There were some of them of a dark green colour,

and either round or elongated, others more transparent,

humid, and with one or two appendages diverging from or

at right angles with each other: these were evidently

plants in a state of germination ; other globules again
were oval, very dark at one extremity, and almost trans-

parent at the other ; these swam about freely. Within
Ihe space of one hour, I succeeded in tracing not only the

diminution of vitality and death of the infusoria, but also

the subsequent development of the dead animals into

germinating plants, in such a manner as to establish the

trutli of the fact.' {Mag. of Nut. Hist., vol. i.) These
curious phenomena have not been observed in other Vau-
cherioD, although similar motions have been observed in

the sporules of other Conferva. There are nine species of
the genus Vaucheria found in Great Britain.

VAUCLUSE, a department in the south of France,
bounded on the north by the department of Dr6me, on
the east by that of Basses Alpes ; on the south by that of
Bouches du RhOne, from which it is separated by the Du-
rance ; on the west by that of Gard ; and on the north-west,

for a very short distance, by that of Ardeche : from the last

two it is separated by the RhSne. Its form approximates
to an oval, having its longer diameter from north-west to

south-east, from the bank of the Rh8ne north of La Palud,
to that of the Durance at the junction of the Verdon, 69
miles ; and its shorter diameter or breadth, from south-
west to north-east, from the junction of the Durance with
the Rhone below Avignon, to the border of the depart-
ment of Drome, 38 miles. It is comprehended between
43° 38' and 44" 27' N. lat., and between 4° 4C and 5° 46'

E. long. The area is estimated at 1345 square miles,

which is not much above half of the average area of the
French departments, and is just about equal to the area of
the English county of Salop : the population in 1826 was
233,048; in 1831, 239,113; and in 1836, 246,071, showing
an increase in the last five years of 6958, or between 2- 5
and 3 per cent., and giving 183 inhabitants to a square
mile. In amount of population it falls very far short of
the average of the departments, but in density of popula-
tion it exceeds them; and in both amount and density of
population exceeds the English county with which we
nave compared it. Avignon, the chief town, is 356 miles
in a direct line south-south-cast of Paris, or 432 miles by
the road through Sens, Auxerre, Lyon, Valence, and
Orange ; in 43° 57' N. lat. and 4° 48' E. long.
The eastern side of the department is mountainous : the

mountains of Lure, which separate the department of
Hautes Alpes from that ofDrOme, enter this department
on the north-east side, where they rise to the height of
about 5500 feet, and are connected with Mont Ventoux,
which has an elevation of 6423 feet above the level of the
sea. This eastern side of the department is occupied by
the secondary geological formations which intervene be-

tween the cretaceous and carboniferous groups. The wi-*?-

ern and south-western sides, where the hills subside, an-.

plains extend along the banks of the Rhflne and the IK-

rance, are occupied by the tertiary formations. The mir.-

ral wealth of the department is not great. There are fa -

pits for lignite, of which one is worked, and yielded.

1834, 4131 tons, valued at 5*. 4d. per ton : it srave «•-

ployment to 21 workmen. There was at the same tin

one furnace for smelting iron. Potters' clay is abund.--'
and there are plaster-pits, limestone-quarries, and qua;; ,

of excellent freestone. Peat is found, but is not dur ;

-

fuel. There are several mineial springs, but none oJ »

note.

The department belongs wholly to the basin of • •

Rhone, which flows along its western boundary, as it* *-.-

butary the Durance does along the southern. The Rh."-

is the only navigable river ; for the Durance lias too ra;-

a current, and a channel too much obstructed with islir-.-

to be navigable. Large rafts are formed of the UteU.
floated down the stream from the well-wooded distn-
about its upper waters ; and the produce of the county :

sometimes transmitted on these rafts to the neighbourin» -

of Avignon. The other rivers of the department are tt>-

Lez, which belongs partly to the department of Drome, th>

Aigues, and the Sorgues(with its affluents the Nesqae.1V
Auzon, and the Ouvfize or Auvaise), all three tributaries ><•

the Rhone ; and the Caulon or Calavon and the Lent, t--

butaries of the Durance. The length of the navigation
the Rhdne belonging to this department is estimated -*

about 34 or 35 miles. There are no navigable canals, h-'

a number of canals for the purpose of irrigation.

The fountain or spring of Vaucluse, to which the vei^-

and letters of Petrarch have given celebrity [Petraei'
Francesco], and from which the department takes it-

name, is the source of the Sorgues: it rises in a ca%er.

in the secluded valley of Vaucluse (' vallis clausa'i midwi,
between Apt and Avignon. The spring is sufficient
copious to form at once a stream capable of bearim .

boat. In the immediate vicinity of the fountain a colucr
was erected in 1809 by the ' Acaddmie de Vaucluse' i.

Avignon ; it bears in gilt letters the simple inscription i

Petrarque* (' to Petrarch'). Not far distant from the fen;-,

tain is the village of Vaucluse, in which Petrarch Inn!
and between the village and the fountain is an old ca>!k

or mansion, formerly belonging to the bishops ofCavailKin
in which the poet frequently resided, and which hasdemrc
from that circumstance the name of ' Petrarch's Castle.'

The number of ' routes royales,' or government roads, a
1st January, 1837, was four, having an aggregate length *>

follows :—in repair, 22 miles ; out of repair, 11 ; unfinished
23 ;—total, 56. The principal road is that from Paris a; -

Lyon to Aix and Marseille, which enters the departine^
on the north side near La Palud, and passes through Mor.'-

dragon, Mornas, Piolene, Orange, Courthezon, Bedaricio
Sorgues, and Avignon : this is a first-class road. A second-
class road, crossing the Rh8ne at Le Pont St. Esprit, pa**-
through the northern portion of the department by Bc«-

lSne, and enters the department of Drfime : it then crow;
that of Hautes Alpes, and runs by Mont Genevre to Tunr.
The departmental roads had, at the same period, an asrgn-
gate length of 291 miles, namely, 171 miles in repair.
out of repair, and 30 unfinished.

The climate is on the whole temperate and healthy : *S;

variations of the weather are however rapid ; tempests in-

frequent, and the hail is often destructive to vegetate
Occasionally there are years marked by extreme art
long-continued drought.
The area of the department may be given in round num-

bers at 860,000 acres; of which about 390,000 acre i

nearly one-half, are under the plough : but from the jh».-

ness of the soil the produce in grain is not sufficient fort^i
consumption of the department: of the corn grown, r<:

and barley form an unusually large proportion. Th-
meadow-lands are not extensive, they occupy only ab»-«j'

15,000 acres ; but the heaths and open pastures amoant f-

about 170,000 acres. There are numerous flocks of sbt*;
but of a very inferior breed. The ass and the mule arc

much employed in agricultural labour. The vineyard-
occupy an area of 70,000 acres : the wine produced ts «-
nerafly deep-coloured and heady, but of inferior qnaKtv
and not suited for exportation. The best are the lea trior;
of Coteau-brule, ChSteauneuf, and Sorgues. The mi ft if
and garden-grounds occupy 14,000 acres : the

"
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yields abundance of olives, almonds, and wamuts ; good
pears, peaches, plums, apricots, figs, and melons. Saffron,

ladder, artichokes, anise, coriander, fustic, the yellow
'

i of Avignon (the produce of a species of buckthorn ),

id the evergreen oak are cultivated. The silkworm is

Ktensively reared, and honey and wax are abundant,
he woodlands occupy above 150,000 acres.

The department is divided into four arrondissements, as

Hows :

—

Area in

TOQilisst-ment.

ignon . .

ntraa'

Situation.

S.W.
3.E.

• Central at

w
450

and N.W.

Can- Com-
mas. tnuni'S.

5 20
S 50
5 30

7 84

Population.
1831. 183(1.

63,946 69.820
55.245 56.109
5l,2tt» 52,699
C6.653 67,443

1345 22 14S 239.113 246,071

In the arrondissement of Avignon are the following
wns :—Avignon, population in 1831, 25,956 for the
iwn, or 29,889 for the whole commune ; in 1836, 31,786
the commune [Avignon], on the Rhone

;
Courthezon,

). 2235 for the town, or 3053 for the whole commune

;

larides, pop. 1895 for the town, or 2215 for the whole
ltnune ; and Sorgues, pop. 1884 for the town, or 2518
the whole commune—all on the road from Paris t o Avig-

; Cavaillon, pop. 3845 for the town, or 691 1 for the whole
commune [Cavaillon], on the Durance ; and Thor, and
Lisle or L"Ile, pop. 4717 for the town, or 6052 for the whole
commune, on the Sorgues. Courthezon or Court heson is a
walled town, and has in its vicinity a lake of salt water, on
the banks of which maritime plants grow: yet the nearest
part of the Mediterranean is not less than 44 or 45 miles
distant. There are no fish in the lake. Bt'darides or Be-
dnrrides is on the Ouveze, over which there is a good
bridge ; and Sorgues is on the Sorgues, from which it has
its name: Sorgues is walled; and there are two towers
remaining of an old castle of the popes : there are a paper-
mill and a madder-manufactory: trade is carried on in

wine and brandy. Lisle or L'lle is on an island of the

Sorgues : it was originally a hamlet inhabited by fisher-

men, but became important from having been made by the
inhabitants of some neighbouring towns a place of refuge
from the brigands who then infested the country. The
townsmen manufacture woollen yarn, blankets, woollen
stuffs, silk, and leather ; and trade in silk, oil, wine, and
madder : they have four yearly fairs for horses, mules,
sheep, silk, and manufactured goods.

In the arrondissement of Apt are the following :—Apt,
population in 1831, 4315 for the town, or 5707 for the

whole commune; in 1836, 5958 for the commune [Apt],

on the Calavon or Caulon ; St. Saturnin, Gordes, and
Coignac, to the north of that river

;
Menerbes, Bonieux,

Saignon, and Cacuron, between the Caulon and the
Durance ; and Cadenet, pop. 2280 for the town, or 2595
for the whole commune, and Pertuis, pop. 3764 for the
town, or 4520 for the whole commune, on or near the

Durance. Gordes has four yearly fairs for cattle and hard-
wares. At Pertuis, woollen yarn, brandy, and earthen-
ware are made ; and there is a commercial tribunal.

In the arrondissment of Carpentras are—Carpentras,
pop. in 1831, 6294 for the town, or 9817 for the whole com-
mune; in 1830, 9224 for the commune [Carpentras], on
the Auzon ; Monteux, pop. 2106 for the town, or 4760 for

the whole commune ; Mazan, pop. 2670 for the town, or

3851 for the whole commune ; and Mounnoiron or Mor-
moiron, pop. 1506 for the town, or 2097 for the whole
commune, on the same river ; Sarrians

;
Caromb, pop.

2218 for the town, or 2552 for the whole commune ; and
Bedoin, on affluents of the Ouvize ; and Pernes, pop. 3264
for the town, or 4593 for the whole commune ;

Venesque, and
Sault—all three on the Nesque. Monteux has a madder-mill.
Mazan has the ruins of some Roman buildings, and a num-
ber of pleasant country-houses. Mormoiron is walled, and
has narrow gloomy streets : the principal houses are out-

side of the walls :"it is in a pleasant country. Sarrians is

in the midst of a silk-growing district ; Caromb in a wine,
oil, and pulse district : there is a strong castle in the latter

town. Venesque or Venasque has a very antient Church,
which has been commonly, but erroneously, supposed to

have been a temple of Diana. At Pernes trade is carried

">n in silk, oil, and saffron. It was the native place of the
ilebrated preacher Flechier. Sault is in too elevated a
"" to admit Of the cultivation of the olive ; but the niul-

of silkworms are
on of scented waters is

berry is cultivated, and a
reared in the vicinity: the
carried on in the town.

In the arrondissement of Orange are—Orange, pop in
1831, 6211 for the town, or 9123 for the whole commune

;

in 1836, 8874 for the commune [Orange] ; La Palud,
Mont-dragon, Mornas, and Piolene, on the road from Paris
to Avignon

; Bollene, pop. 2779 for the town, or 4672 for
the whole commune, on the Lez; Valreas, pop. 2883 for
the town, or 4348 for the whole commune, on the Corronne,
a feeder of the Lez ; Vaison, on the Ouveze; Malauccne,
pop. 2209 for the town, or 3069 for the whole commune,
between the Ouveze'and the Auzon ; and Caderouse, pop.
1911 for the town, or 3169 for the whole commune; and
Chateauneuf, on the Rhone. La Palud is a small town,
walled, situated at some distance from the Rhone, but liable
to injury from the overflowing of that river. Mont-dragon,
Mornas, and Piolene or Piolene, are small walled towns of
nearly the same size, and each commanded by a limestone
rock surmounted by a ruined castle. It was from the
rock of Mornas that the ferocious Des Adrcts forced his

prisoners to leap, in the religious wars of the sixteenth
century. In or near Piolene, coal for perhaps lignite), jet,

and pipe-clay were or are dug; some silk is thrown ; and
considerable trade in corn, wine, fruit, and silk is carried
on. Bollene is built on the slope of a hill : the townsmen
are engaged in throwing silk and in dyeing. Numerous
remains of antiquity have been dug up near the town.
Valreas or Vaureas was the birth-place of Cardinal Maury.
Vaison has an antient bridge over the Ouveze, of one arch
and of considerable width, evidently of Roman construc-
tion ; the remains of an amphitheatre ; an antient temple,
believed to have been sacred to Diana, and afterwards
converted into a chapel ; some remains of a quay-wall along
the bank of the river, and various other fragments of Ro-
man buildings ; and an antient cathedral, some portions of
which are probably as old as the tenth century, with a
cloister. Mosaic pavements have been discovered in the
neighbourhood of the town. Vaison was the Vasio of the
Romans. It was plundered several times by the barbarians
who overran the Western Empire ; and was afterwards

mined by Raymond VI., Count of Toulouse, towards the
end of the twelfth century. Malauccne has silk-mills, oil-

mills, copper-works, and a paper-mill. Caderouse or Ca-
derousse, has silk-mills, and is in the midst of a country pro-

ductive in wheat, silk, and madder. Near Chateauneuf,
distinguished as Chateauneuf du Pape, some of the best

wine in the department is made.
The population of the towns, where not otherwise de-

scribed, is from the census of 1831.

The department constitutes the metropolitan diocese of
Avignon ; the archbishop of which has for his suffragans the
bishops of Nimes, Valence, Viviers, and Montpellier. It is in

the jurisdiction of the CourRoyale of Nitnes; and under the
superintendence of the Academie Universitaire of the same
city. It contains a Protestant Consistory ; and has resident

in it a considerable number of Jews. It is included in the
eighth military division, of which the head-quarters are at

Marseille, and sends four members to the Chamber of

Deputies. In respect of education, it is a little below the

average of the departments of France. Of the young men
enrolled in the military census for 1828-29, 37 in every 100
could read and write : the average of the departments
being between 39 and 40.

In the most antient period the greater part of the depart-

ment was included in the territory of theCavari
(
Kaovapoi,

Strabo
; Kauapot, Ptolemy >, or Cavares (Pliny and Mela)

;

some parts on the northern border, adjacent to the Rhune
(the Rhodanusof the Romans, and 'Pocavoc of the Greeks •,

were included in the limits of the Tricastini (Tpucaanyoi,

Ptolemy i ; and some parts of the north-eastern border, round
Vaison, in those of the Vocontii (OioroWtot, Strabo and
Ptolemy ). Some of the south-eastern parts belonged to the

Memini (Mmuvw, Ptolemy ) and the Vulgientes. All these,

so far as we learn, wefe Celtic nations. The Tricastini are

mentioned by Livy in his account of the emigration of the

Gauls into Italy under Bcllovesus (lib. v., c. 34), and again

in his description of the march of Hannibal (lib. xxi., c.

31). Polybius however does not mention them. Strabo

does not mention either the Tricastini, Viilgieates, or Me-
mini ; he probably comprehends them in his description of

the Cavari, whose name he tells us had been extended to

the other Celtic tribes in their neighbourhood: perhaps
Y 2
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ihey had become subject to the Cavari. The Cavari

(we understand the name to be used in an extended sense)

were remarkable for having in a great degree, in Strabo's

time, adopted the Roman language and mode of living.

The Durance was known to the antients by the name
Dmentia (Apowvn'a, Strabo). Strabo, in a passage evi-

dently corrupted, speaks (as we understand the passage) of

two rivers surrounding a city of the Cavari and flowing

with united stream into the Rh6ne ; but these rivers can
hardly be identified. He also mentions another stream,

the Sulgas (SovXyac). now the Sorgues, which, he says,

joins the Rhdne at the city Undalum (OMaXov), or, as we
should perhaps read, Vindalum {OmvlaXov) ; the town being
evidently the 6ame as the Vindalium of Livy (Epitome, lib.

lxi.) and Orosius (lib. v., c. 13) ; and the river wjth the

Vindelicus or Vindalicus amnis of Florus (lib. hi., c. 2).

The following Roman towns were comprehended in the

department : Avenio (,'Aovtwtuv, Ptolemy), now Avignon ;

Arausio ("Apawniiv, Ptolemy),now Orange ; Cabellio (Ka/3tX-

Xniv, Ptolemy), now Cavaillon ; Vasio (fivamuv, Ptolemy),

now Vaison
;
Carpcntoracte, now Carpentras ; Vindalium

;

Apta Julia, now Apt ; and perhaps Mria. (*A«pi'a, Strabo),

and Forum Neronis. Of these, Arausio (called Secunda-
norum from its having been colonized by soldiers of the

second legion) was a Roman colony ; Avenio and Cabellio

(in Ptolemy's time, for according to Pliny they were only
Latin towns) were also Roman colonies ; these three were
in the territory of the Cavari : Vasio, which was in the

territory of the Vocontii ; Carpentoracte, which Pliny
assigns to the Memini

;
Apta Julia, which belonged to the

Vulgientes; and JErin, were Latin towns. Vindalium was
at or very near the junction of the Sorgues with the
RhSne ; but the exact position of this town and of Forum
Neronis is not agreed upon. Strabo says that the position

of Mrin, being on a very lofty site, well accorded with its

name. D'Anvillc suggests that it was upon Mont Ventoux,
which is perhaps right. Forum Neronis was in the coun-
try of the Memini ; and if Pliny is correct in assigning
Carpentoracte to that people, Forum Neronis was probably
near that town, if not identical with it, as some have sup-
posed. D'Anville however, who doubts the correctness of
Pliny, proposes to identify Forum Neronis with Forcal-
quier ; for no other reason than the very insufficient one
tnat the name of this town embodies the syllable For—

a

relic of Forum. One of the many positions termed in the
' Itinerary ' of Antoninus and the Peutinger Table ' Fines,'

or ' borders,' was in this department, between Cavaillon and
Apt.
Under the Romans this department was included in the

province of Narbonensis ; and, on the subdivision of this,

partly in Viennensis, partly in Narbonensis Secunda. It

afterwards passed to the Burgundians, Franks, Ostrogoths,
and again to the Franks; and m the middle ages the
greater part of it was included in the counties of Avignon
and Venaissin [Comtat d'Avignon, Le, and Le Comtat
Venaissin] ana the principality of Orange. [Orange.]
The counties of Avignon and Venaissin were properly
parts of Provence, but belonged to the pope until 1791,
when they were annexed to Fiance. The principality of
Orange was included in Dauphin^, and belonged to the
family of Nassau, until the death ofWilliam III., prince of
Orange and king of England. It then came to the king of
Prussia, by whom it was ceded to France.

*

(Malte-Brun, GfograpAie ; Millin, Voyage duns leg D(-
pirtement du Midi de la France; Vaysse de Villiers,

Itintraire Descriptif de la France ; D'Anville, Notice de
tAncienne Gaule ; Bouquet, Recueil des Historiens des
Gaules et de la France ; Dictionnaire Ghgraphique Uni-
versel.)

VAUD, CANTON DE, called also 'Pays de Vaud
('Waadt,' in German), a canton of Western Switzerland, is

bounded on the north partly by the canton of Neuchatel
and partly bv France, from which it is separated by the
chain of the Jura Mountains ; on the.east by the cantons of
Freyburg, Bern, and the Valais; south by the Lake
Leman, which separates it from Savoy ; and west by
France and the canton of Geneva. The area is vaguely
said to be about 1200 square miles; and the population is

about 184,000 inhabitants, who belong to the Reformed
or Evangelical communion, with the exception of about
3000 Roman Catholics, chiefly in the district of Echallens.
The central part of the canton is traversed from east to

west by a succession of heights and table-land known by

the name of Jorat, which seems to connect the Jura w i< .

the Alps, and which divides the waters that flow naxli'

wards into the lake of Neuchatel and the Aar from tho-
which run southwards into the Lake Leman and U«.

Rh6ne. The southern part of the Canton de Vaud, whit 1

slopes to the shores of the lake, is one of the finest resit-Li

of Central Europe. The vine is planted in terraces akir.;

the slopes of the hills, and its cultivation employs alx-.e

20,000 persons. The best wines are those of LaYat-
between Lausanne and Vevey, and of La Cote, betwer-
Aubonne and Nyon. They are white wines, and capaLi-

of keeping for a number of years: The Canton de Vsr i

is essentially agricultural : the highlands of the Jura ax J

those of the Alps on the east towards the borders of Be r,

feed considerable herds of cattle. In 1835 there were i

the canton about 70,000 head of large cattle, G4.000 thetf
17,000 goats, 22,000 horses, and 20,000 pigs. Com i.

not produced in sufficient quantity for the consumption t.

the population. The cultivation of potatoes has be- .

greatly increased within the last twenty years. Fruit-tn <

»

are abundant, and the forests cover large tracts. There s-

;

no manufactures of any great importance ; those tk:
exist arc chiefly for the supply of the internal con-

sumption.
The principal towns of the canton are—1, Lahsa^m:

2, Vevay, 12 miles east of Lausanne, in a beautiful sitoi

tion on the banks of the lake, has a handsome church, i

college, a public library, and about 5000 inhabitants, wfci

carry on a considerable trade. Vevay is better built ar.d

easier of access than Lausanne, and is a very plcasar.t

residence. To the east of Vevay is the castle of Chiilor

on which Lord Byron has written a poem. Farther car -

ward in the valley of the Rh6ne are Aigle, a small tc.»n

at the entrance of the romantic valley of Orraonts : tin

wine d'Yvorne, made in its neighbourhood, is much e»-

teeined ; and Bex, with its salt-mines. West of LausariDe.
along the shore of the lake, is a succession of picturesqvu
small towns. Morges, Rolle, Nyon, Coppet, ana higher uj.

the hill Aubonne. In the northern part of the cantut.

is Yverdon, on the lake of Neuchatel, with a castle, ir.

which Pestalozzi established his school, an institution kr
the deaf and dumb, and about 3000 inhabitants. In the

interior of the canton are Moudon, with 2350 inhabitants
and a college, and Payerne on the river Broye, an afllaest

of the lake of Neuchatel, with 2700 inhabitants. Orb*, it

the foot of the Jura, on the road from Lausanne to Paris b,

Besatujon, has about 1900 inhabitants. The high vahVji

of the Orbe with the romantic lake of Joux, in the Juri
mountains, is a most interesting district in the summer
season. Watchmaking, cutlery, and iron-works are car-

ried on in this remote district.

The Canton of the Vaud forms an important part of the

Swisse Romande, called also Suisse Fran$aise, because the

common people speak Romance patois or dialects, and the

educated people speak French. The Suisse Romande
comprises Vaud, NeuchStel, part of Freyburg, the Lowe:
Valais, and Geneva. The people of German Switzerland
in common discourse designate the whole by the name cf

Wiilschland. These countries formed part of the antieni
kingdom of Burgundy, having been occupied by the Bui-
gundians as early as the fourth century.
The Pays de Vaud was conquered about the middle of

the thirteenth century by Peter, count of Savov, and wa»
annexed to the dominions of that house as a great fieC
which was given in appanage to a branch, with the title oi

barony of Vaud. In 1359 the barony reverted to Ama-
deus VI., count of Savoy, by a cession made by Catherine,
the heiress of the barons of Vaud. The country was par-
celled out among a number of feudal lords, vassals of the
house of Savoy, such as the lords of Granson, Aubonne.
Blonay, and Cossonay, the domanial towns which wcrx
directly subject to the house of Savoy, such as Moudon.
Yverdon, Nyon, and Morges, the bishop of Lausanne, who
held jurisdiction over several districts, and the municipal
town of Lausanne, which enjoyed considerable franchise*.
The Pays de Vaud had states or assemblies of the clergj.
the nobility, and the deputies of the towns, which used to

meet generally at Moudon ; but the history of those as-
semblies, their prerogatives, and form of proceeding isTery
obscure, and has given rise to much controversy. Tb«>v
seem to have been in some respects subordinate to thV
states of Savoy, just as the representative assemblies of the
British colonies are subordinate to the imperial parliamerL
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In 1470, when Charles the Rash, duke of Burgundy, in-

vaded Switzerland, James of Savoy, count of Romont, who
governed the Pays de Vaud during the minority of his

nephew duke Philibert I., joined his troops with those of
Charles. The consequence was that the Bernese and their

confederates, having defeated Charles at Granson and
Morat, overran the Pays de Vaud, took and pillaged Lau-
sanne, and finally detached the eastern districts of Bex,
Aigle, and Ormonts, which were incorporated with Bern,
and these of Morat, Granson, and Orbe, which were ad-
ministered as common bailiwicks subject to both Bern and
Freyburg.

In the following century Duke Charles III. of Savoy
having attacked Geneva, the ally of Bern and Freyburg,
the latter sent troops to the assistance of Geneva, und at
length a treaty was concluded at St. Julien in 1530, by
which the duke promised to respect the independence of
Geneva, and it was stipulated between the parties that if

the duke broke the treaty he should forfeit the Pays de
Vaud. Six years after, the duke again laid siege to

Geneva, and the Bernese invaded the Pays de Vaud ; some
(owns, such asRolle, Nyon, and Coppet, opened their gates
willingly to them; others attempted to resist, the bishop
of Lausanne ran away, and finally the whole Pays de Vaud
became subject to Bern. About this time Farel, Viret,

1Taller, and others preached the doctrines of the Reforma-
tion in Western Switzerland; Bern embraced them, and
the Pays de Vaud followed the example. The see of Lau-
sanne was abolished.

In 1539, by an order from the Bernese government, the
French language was substituted for the Latin in all

public acts. In 1564 Emmanuel Philibert, duke of Savoy,
renounced by a treaty all his claims on the Pays de Vaud,
which was to retain the privileges and franchises which it

enjoyed under the house of Savoy. Charles IX. of France
noted as mediator, and guaranteed this treaty. Among
(lie privileges and franchises the assembly of the states

was implicitly included. But the elements of those

antient states existed no longer. In consequence of the
Reformation the bishops and abbots were gone ; the feudal

lords had likewise lost their political jurisdiction by the
liemese conquest, and the subsequent uniform system of

administration which was established ; and the states were
no longer convoked. This however was made the pretence,

about two centuries and a half afterwards, for the armed
interference of the French republicans in the affairs of
Switzerland.

The Pays de V&ud was divided for the purpose of

administration into fifteen baiUiwickst the baillis, or gover-
nors, of which were appointed by the government of Bern.
Several of the old noble families were inscribed among the

patricians of Bern, and thus obtained a share in the

government of the whole canton. All the rest of the

population were subjects of Bern. But the communes
had their own councils, and appointed their local officers

and magistrates; the taxes were few, and the Bernese
baillis were, generally honest and equitable. Personal

servitude was abolished in 1678, but feudal rights and fees

were continued, and in the following century the govern-
ment of Bern made several useful reforms in the adminis-
tiation of the laws. High roads were also constructed, and
agriculture was encouraged. The Bernese administration

in the Pays de Vaud could not be called oppressive,

but it was absolute, and inclined to keep things sta-

tionary. Discontent existed not so much in the mass of
the population, as among individuals of the educated
classes, who could not bear the idea of being subjects

of the Bernese. The difference of language between the

governors and the governed contributed to embitter the feud.

The breaking out of the great French revolution encouraged
the malcontents. Bern used coercive measures: several

individuals were imprisoned, and others escaped to Paris,

where they formed clubs, and corresponded with the dis-

affected at home. They applied to the French executive

directory, which eagerly seized the opportunity of meddling
in the affairs of Switzerland. The nickname of aristocrat,

f.pplied indiscriminately right or wrong, was then in bad
repute, and Bern was decidedly an aristocratic govern-
ment. At last, in 1798, the directory imperiously required

Bern to restore the Pays de Vaud to its independence, and
this in the name of the old guarantee of King Charles IX.

Meantime popular assemblies were formed in the Pays de
Vaud, being countenanced by a Btrong body of French

troops assembled along the frontier. The council of Bern
acted with indecision, the French troops entered the Pays
de Vaud, and that fine country was. lost to Bern for ever.
It is a fact still remembered at Lausanne, that when the
French soldiers entered that town, so little did they know
whom they were marching against, that they asked the
citizens where did their lord (seigneur) live, that they
might settle their business with him. The invasion of tile

Pays de Vaud led to that of Bern, and the overthrow of
the Bernese government altogether. [Bern, Canton of.1

After a series of vicissitudes during the ephemeral
fovernmente set up in Switzerland by the French, the
'ays de Vaud was constituted as a sovereign canton or

state of the Swiss confederation, and acknowledged as
such by Bonaparte's Act of Mediation, in 1803. All
feudal rights were abolished, civil equalitywas proclaimed,
and a representative government was established. The
canton was divided into circles ; the electors in each
circle appointed three deputies, with a property qualifica-
tion, to the great council or legislative assembly. The
great council appointed the members of the executive and
of the high courts of justice.
Napoleon being overthrown in 1814, the Act of Media-

tion fell with him. The old cantons, and Bern among the
rest, put forth their claims to the former subject bailli-

wicks ; the head towns of the cantons assumed their
former rights over the country districts, and the aristo-
cratic families claimed again the monopoly of offices.

All was again confusion in Switzerland, when the ministers
of the allied powers invited all the Swiss cantons, with-
out distinction of old and new, to frame a new federal
compact, and at the same time recommended them to
revise their respective constitutions, so as to take a middle
course between aristocracy and democracy, and recon-
cile, if possible, popularity with stability. The old town
cantons gave a share in the representation to the inhabit-
ants of the country, retaining however a majority of
seats for the deputies of the head towns. As for the new
cantons, such as Vaud, Aargau, Thurgau, and Ticino, they
had no chief town of importance, and no old aristocratic

families to conciliate ; but the framers of the new consti-
tutions contrived a curious machinery in order to check
all democratic tendency. The mode of election was made
triple ; one-third of the members of the legislature con-
tinued to be elected direct by the circle assemblies as
before. These assemblies also presented a list of four
candidates for each circle, having a higher property qua-
lification than the direct members, out of which list the
great council selected one deputy, and thus another third
of the seats was filled. Lastly, an electoral commission,
consisting of the members of the council of state, or ex-
ecutive, of the high court of appeal, and of a certain
number of members of the great council, chose the remain-
ing third of the new members chiefly from amongst the
wealthier landed proprietors, and a few from among men
of learning, without any property qualification. The mem-
bers of the executive, and of the supreme judiciary court,

were appointed by the great council from among its own
members, who retained, after their appointment, their seats

in the legislature. The right called ' of the initiative,' or
of proposing laws, belonged exclusively to the executive.
A project of law, laid by the council of state before the
great council, could be accepted or rejected, but not
amended. Such was the frame of the government of the
Canton de Vaud, and such, with few differences of detail,

was that of the new or ' popular ' cantons, as they styled

themselves, in opposition to the old aristocratic or town can-
tons. The only real distinction however was, that the
aristocracy of the old cantons was one of principle and
privilege, recognised as such, while the aristrocracy of the
new cantons was that of a set of men who, while professing

to claim no exclusive rights, contrived to perpetuate them-
selves and their friends in power. Dissatisfaction how-
ever existed, but did not break out openly till 1830. In
May of that year, before' the events of Paris, the assemblies

of the communes of the canton Ticino demanded a reform
in the constitution, and obtained it without any serious dis-

turbance. This example, and the Paris revolution of July,

1830, encouraged the people of the other cantons to do
the same. The respective councils of state demurred, and
took time, and this occasioned popular tumults in several

places. In the Canton de Vaud several thousand country-

men, excited by leaders of the higher class, but armed
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with sticks only, repaired to Lausanne, to oblige the coun-
cil of state to convoke the assemblies of circles, for the

purpose of appointing deputies to frame a new constitution.

The council yielded, and the men returned home quietly.

A ' constituante,' or national assembly, was convened,
which framed a new constitution on the principles of

equality of political rights and rotation of office, without
any property qualification, which constitution was laid

before the primary or communal assemblies, in June, 1830,

and accepted. The members of the great council, or le-

gislature, are elected by the assemblies of circles, one for

eachthousand inhabitants. All citizens of the canton, being
bourgeois of a commune, who have completed twenty-
three years of age, and are neither bankrupts nor paupers,

nor interdicted, ace possessed of the elective franchise.

The members of the legislature are elected for five years.

Candidates for seats must be twenty-five years old, citizens

of the canton, and have their domicile in it.

Die great council meets twice a year lor about a month
each time : its members receive a remuneration. It ap
points the members of the executive, and those of the
courts of justice. The canton is divided for administrative

purposes into twenty-one prefectships : Aigle, Aubonne
Avenches, Cossonay, Echallens, Granson, Lausanne, La
Vallfie, Lavaux, Morges, Moudon, Nyon, Orbe, Oron.
Payerne, Pays d'Enhaut, Rolle, Vevay, Yverdon, Ormonts,
and Ste. Croix. The public revenue amounts to about
1,600,000 Swiss francs, or 100,000/. sterling. The principal

sources of revenue are the land-tax, conveyance and le-

gacy duties, stamps, monopoly of salt and gunpowder,
licenses, duty upon the sale of wine and other liquors,

post-office, duty upon horses and dogs, customs, which are
very moderate, and the forests and other domains, and
capital belonging to the state. The principal items of ex-

penditure are : General administration, 126,000 Swiss
francs; judiciary and police, 133,000; church and clergy
(the established religion is the Helvetic communion),
249,000; public instruction, 101,000; roads, 301,000 ; mi-
litary, 217,000 ; gendarmerie (a body of 200 men, with
their officers), 88,000 ; charitable establishments, 40,000

;

besides minor objects.

All natives or bourgeois of a commune of the Canton
de Vaud, or of other parts of Switzerland, having their
domicile in the canton, are inscribed on the military re-
gisters from the age of sixteen to forty. Active duty
begins at twenty, first in the 'elite ' for eight years, after
which the men are placed on the lists of the reserve. The
regiments of elite are the first to be called out n cases of
emergency, besides which they are regularly exercised and
encamped at certain times of the year.
The civil code of the Canton de Vaud is mainly framed

upon that of France. Anew penal code, as well as a code
of procedure in criminal cases, have been published and
enforced of late years. Trials are public. There is no
jury ; the judge decides both the fact and the law.
Much has been done since 1830 for public instruction.

There are primary schools in every commune, middle
schools, or schools of industry, colleges, and lastly the
' Academie ' of Lausanne, a sort of university college, with
fifteen professors and four 'auditoires,' theology, law, phi-
losophy, and belles-lettres. The ' ecole normale,' or school
for masters, founded« 1833, has effected much good. A
sensible and modest report by the director of this insti-

tution, which may be read with advantage by the pro-
moters of education in any country, was published in
1839 : ' De l'Ecole Normale du Canton de Vaud, depuis sa
fondation jusqu'A aujourd'hui, par L. F. Gauthey, Pasteur,
Directeur de cet etablissement,' Lausanne, Mai, 1839.
The charitable institutions are numerous : most com-

munes have a puree for the relief of their indigent inha-
bitants, besides which there are no less than eighty private
charitable establishments in various parts of the cantons.
Subscriptions for the poor are also frequent, especially in
the winter season ; committees of ladies and gentlemen,
who visit the poor ' a domicile.' exist in most towns.
There is much pauperism in the country, owing to various
causes, such as the uncertainty of the vintage, which forms
the staple harvest of a large portion of the canton; the
habit of drinking among the men ; and a certain indolence
and improvidence, which is characteristic of the people.
Upon the whole the Canton de Vaud is one of the most

interesting and beautiful cantons of Switzerland, and is one
of those which has gained most, and lost least by 'he po-

litical vicissitudes of the last half-century-. There t

spirit of moral -activity at work there, which promise* «-'.

and the situation of the country, the subdivision of t--

perty, the absence of large towns and their populace,'
good temper of the people, all these render the expenm
of a democratic government less hazardous than in n«
tries differently situated. For population, extent, an.f •

fluence, the Canton de Vaud ranks the first in Rom**,
or French Switzerland. Society at Lausanne and Vo»v .

as refined as in any European capital. A great revnt
religious and moral feeling has also taken place in '.-

canton, though partially, within the last ten years.
(Leresche, Dwtionnaire Geographique Statist ique a.*

Suisse ; Descombaz, Soiries du Village, ou Entretient •%

tHistoire du Canton de Vaud et sur set Institution*. It
sanne, 1838 ; Olivier, Le Canton de Vaud ; and an art*

.

in the 'Foreign Quarterly Review,* No. xvii., Jaro-ir.

1832, on the Political Slate of Switzerland, which a\f .-

concise, but clear account of the internal political cWn -

which have taken place in Switzerland since 1798.)
VAUDEVILLE. Aval, or A-vau, is a phrase anxr.

navigators, implying the reverse of amont. Avau de I ru
is used adverbially to express drifting down a stream -
' Personne ne ramoit, nous nous laissions aller a-vau
l'eau.' Vaudeville appears originally to have been appir
to designate any song or ballad borne along on the cut-:
of town gossip or popularity—' a-vau de ville.' It u-
been customary among etymologists to maintain that
word was originally vau-de-vire, from the valley of Vire :•

Normandy, ' where gay and malicious songs "were coa
posed centuries ago, which had great currency.' N
evidence has ever been adduced in support of this
and the kind of rhymes originally designated by the
vaudeville are guite as likely to have originated in popuU»_-
towns and their gossiping crowds, as in a Norman valltt

' Vaudeville,' we read in the ' Dictionnaire de l'Acad.
' signifies a popular song, the air of which is easily sur^
and the words composed upon some story of the <ii«

From songs the term was extended to pamphlets »»

theatrical pieces founded on ephemeral gossip:—• t_\-

un vaudeville, une piece ii vaudeville.' At present li

theatrical application of the name appears likely to *up»t-

sede the others. Theatrically speaking, a vaudeville > ;

short drama, the dialogues of which are interspersed
short songs set to popular airs. The principal charm .

the vaudeville consists in its covert allusions, its delu»*.
raillery on the leading characters and events of the tin-
The plot ought to be simple—rather sketched or indicate
than developed—and the characters presented in the saro
slight manner. The interest ought never to be sufficient',
serious to divert attention from the interchange of playf
sarcasm and simple melodies which all can apprecii*
The vaudeville charms by its brilliant and easy dialog"
its snatches of apparently impromptu music and song. &.-

.

its least possible spice of malice : any attempt to giv» i

show of rea«ity to the story and persons of the dnr-
would render the elegant trifle ponderous and stupid. I'

is an odour, or a flavour devoid of substance. Hithr*
French authors alone (with perhaps the exception
Gothe) have succeeded in composing, and French ac'.. -

in representing, these charming nothings: the graft-:
levity of the vaudeville can scarcely ever bear translati -

into the more sinewy languages of Europe ; and English •.

German, or even Italian actors are all too much in earn*?:
to act it properly. Among all French authors of vaude-
ville, the palm is undoubtedly due to Scribe of the thou-
sand dramas.
VAUDOIS (' Waldenses,' or ' Valdenscs ;' in U' •:

' Vallesi ;' ' Valdfisi ' in Italian ;
' Vaudfa ' in their o» i

dialect), a remarkable people, who form a commum.'
separate from the church of Rome, and who live in tjj»v
high valleys of Piedmont, on the eastern or Italian side • •

the Cottian Alps, between Mount Viso and the Col ci

Sestrieres, in the province of Pinerolo. The valleys an- :—
1, that of Lucerna, through which flows the Police, i-

alpine torrent which rises in the Col de la Croiv. Dr.-.

Mount Viso, and, flowing eastward, falls into the n-.-.-

Clusone ; 2, Valley of Perosa, through which passes tN
Clusone, which rises in the Col de Sestrieres, flows in s

south-east direction by Fenestrelle, Perosa. and t.-ir
Pinerolo, and, alter receiving the Pelice, joins the Po t
few miles farther down ; 3, Valley of San Martino. whic:
branches out of the valley of the Clusone, along the courvt
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• i" a torrent called Gennanasca, which rises in the Col
1" Aliries. Of these three valleys, the southernmost, that of
Lucerna, is tolerably productive: gardens and vineyards,

ore hards, corn-fields, and pastures are seen in pleasant

-accession ; but the other valleys are ill favoured by nature,

i'iie inhabitants grow' some corn and maize: they have
-beep, goats, and cattle, but not many horses. Silkworms
.i.c reared in some places, and silk is made. The farmers
a if mostly metayers, that is to say, they pay to the land-
nvner half the produce of the ground, either in kind or

money. Most of the peasantry have with their cottages a
lew roods of land of their own: some are possessed of a
low acres. Fuel they obtain from the forests in the moun-
tains. Their cottages are of a very humble description.

The three valleys together comprise an area of about
22 miles in length from north to south, and 18 miles in

\\ Ulth from east to west, confined between the right bank
. >f the Clusone and the left bank of the Pelice. The popu-
iation amounted, according to Serristori's ' Statistical in

I
*;'.">, to 20,523 individuals of the antient Vaudois com-
munion, besides about 1700 Roman Catholics scattered

about the various communes, mostly strangers, who are

ranying on some trade. The Vaudois are distributed in

thirteen parishes, each having its pastor, called 'barbe' in

: m il- dialect. One of the pastors bears the title of mode-
rator, being superior in authority to the rest. In former
'mies, when the Vaudois communion was much more
i -xtended than it is now, they had bishops, who are

mentioned in several old documents. The principal vil-

ages are:—La Torre, in the valley of the Pelice, or

Lueerna, with about 2000 inhabitants; San Giovanni,
Angrogna, Bobbio, and Villaro, in the same valley; Po-
inaretto, in the valley of the Clusone ; San Martino, Villa-

M-cca, and Perera, in the valley of the Germanasea, or San
Martino. In every parish there is a church and a school,

\ icsides a Catholic church for the Roman Catholic popula-
tion. Formerly there was a college at Angrogna, where
candidates for ordination received their instruction; but
it lias long since been demolished, and its funds have been
•i ized, and students are obliged to go to Geneva or Lau-
aime in Switzerland, where they are examined and ordained.

England, the Protestant cantons of Switzerland, the Nether-
lands, the king of Prussia, and the emperor of Russia, have
at various times contributed, by subscription or annual
-•a ants, towards Uie support of the Vaudois pastors and
i heir schools. Tire Sardinian government allows them 500
.Vanes ayearto each pastor. As it is, the pastors have little

more than 1000 francs a year, with the use of the humble
presbytery or parsonage-house. The Vaudois clergy are

il lowed to marry. They take no fees for burials, baptisms,

ir marriages. The Liturgy now in use is that of Geneva,
m the French language: formerly they made use of a
Liturgy in Italian. The spoken dialect of the people
ii.'sembles the other dialects of Piedmont. The origin of
i he name Valdenses, or Valdesi, is found in the word vallis,

i ud means inhabitants of the valleys. Its derivation from
Peter Waldo, or Valdo, of Lyon, a merchant of the twelfth
century who was a religious reformer, caused portions of
' he Bible to be translated into French, and was the founder
"f the sect called the Poor Men of Lyon, is now abandoned.
Waldo being condemned by the archbishop o( that city, a.d.

1 172, and afterwards by Pope Alexander III., emigrated
to Germany, and is sadi to nave died in Bohemia. The
Vaudois of Piedmont however existed as a religious com-
iiiunity long before Waldo, whom Beza even suspects of
'.aving derived his tenets, if not his name, from them.
From him however the separatists from Rome in the south
of France have been called Waldenses, and this has caused
them to be confounded with the Vaudois, or Vaudes, of
'he Alps, although the doctrines and discipline of some of
i he former were not always in accordance with those of
the Vaudois. The real Vaudois remained in the valleys
east and west of the Cottian Alps. The Albigenses pro-
iierly so called were quite distinct from the Vaudois.
I. Albigenses.]
This little community is remarkable for having kept

itself from time immemorial separate from the Church of
Home, in ages when that church is generally considered

having been the only existing church in the West, and
t 'i being the only Italian church which continues to this
''•ay separate from Rome. We havu memorials of the
'""•trities of the Vaudois written in the eacly part of the
twelfth century : their tenets were then such as they are

now. The ' Nobla Leycon,' a poem in the Vaudes dialect,

nearly the same as that which is spoken at the present time,

records in the text its having been composed in the early

part of the twelfth century. We give liere the beginning
of the poem, retaining the old orthography, with its con-
tractions, as found in a very antient copy on parchment
which is preserved in the university library at Geneva :

—

' O fray res, entfide una nobla lenxon ;;

Sovrt de\ c vclhur erotar en oiton.

C'nos ve\6 5fj«t mut esr ps del ehavo.
Mot curios d'oria e>sr d'boas ol>as far.

C'uus vcyv liqsl mot del* flu apprar.

)Wu lia mil eccl amis npli cutcrmt
Que fo septa lura ear sen al ueue tSp.*

The translation of which is

—

• O brethren, bear a noble lesson

;

We ought often to Hatch and pray.

For we see tin* world is near lis end.

We ought to l>e earnest in doing Good works.
For we see ibis world is approaching to its end.

Eleven hundred years are fullv completed

Since it was written. " The end" of all tilings is at liand."
*

The last sentence, whether it alludes to the passage in

Acts, ii. 17, or to the passages of a similar tenour in St.

Paul's Second Epistle to Timothy, and the Epistle to the

Hebrews, in the Epistles of St. Peter, or, lastly, to the

First Epistle of St. John, ii. 18 ; still it points to an
epoch within the apostolical times, and therefore the

period of eleven hundred years from that fixes the date of
the ' Nobla Leycon ' to within the first half of the twelfth

century or thereabouts. The text goes on to say that

it was ' easy to see the sign of the accomplishment of

the prophecy in the increase of evil and the decrease of

good, in the perils which the evangelists and St. Paul have
mentioned,' &c. The poem is a sort of abridgment of the

history and doctrine of the Old and New Testaments : it

speaks of the mission of the apostles and of the primitive

church, and of certain practices that were introduced

afterwards in its bosom ; of simony, the institution of

masses and prayers for the dead, of absolution, and other

tenets of the Church of Rome, which it rejects. In one

place it speaks with censure of the practices of ' all the

popes which have been, from Sylvester to the present time ;'

and in another it says—' Now after the apostles were

certain teachers who went on teaching the way of Jesus

Christ our Saviour, some of whom are found at tins present

day, but they are known to a very few :' and after describ-

ing the life and conversation of such teachers, the text

proceeds—' Such a one is called a Vaudes.'

There is also a confession of faith of the Valdenses,

bearing date a.d. 1120, acknowledging the apostle's creed

and the canonical books of the Old and New Testaments,

recognising no other mediator and advocate with God the

Father but Jesus Christ, denying purgatory, admitting only

two sacraments, Baptism and the Lord's Supper, as signs

or visible forms of the invisible grace, discarding the feasts

and vigils of saints, the abstinence from flesh on certain

days, the mass, &c. And another MS. dated 1100, speaks

of the Valdenses as having maintained the same doctrines

from time immemorial in continued descent from father

to son, even from the times of the Apostles. Besides these,

there are two controversial treatises, one entitled 'Of Anti-
christ,' and the other upon ' The Invocation of Saints,*

which seem to bear this internal evidence of their anti-

quity, that-in enumerating the various tenets and practices

of the Roman church which the Valdenses reject, they

speak of the doctrine of the real presence, and of the

adoration of the Virgin Mary and the Saints, but in so

doing they do not use the words transubstantiation and
canonization. Now the term transubstantiation was first

introduced under Pope Innocent III., and confirmed in

the council of Lateran, a.d. 1215, and the first Papal Bull

in which the word canonization occurs is dated 1165.

Nor do these treatises speak of the devotional exercise of

the Rosary introduced by St. Dominic, nor of the Inquisi-

tion, which began in the thirteenth century. Had those

institutions existed when the treatises were written, they

could hardly have escaped the notice of the writer. MS.
copies of these and other antient documents relative to the

Vaudois, amounting to 21 volumes, were brought to Eng-

land by Sir Samuel Morland, who was sent by the Protec-

tor Cromwell as envoy to the Duke of Savoy in 1655, and

were by him presented, in 1G5& to the library of the uni-

versity of Cambridge. Morland wrote a ' History of the

Evangelical Churches of the Valleys of Piedmont,' London,

1658, giving a transcript and English translation of the
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Nobla Leycon.' P. Allix, D.D., who published '"Remarks

upon the Ecclesiastical History of the Antient Churches of

Piedmont,' in 1690, notices the MSS. brought by Morland.

But now only 14 out of the 21 volumes are existing in the

university library, and nobody can tell what is become ol

the rest. The * Nobla Leycon ' is one of those which are

missing. In 1669, Jean Leger, a pastor of the Valdenses,

published at Levden, ' Histoire Generate des Eglises Evan-
geliques des Vaflefis du Piemont,' in two books, the first of

which treats of the early date and continuity of their doc-

trine, and he gives transcripts of several of the MSS.
brought to England by Morland.
The question about the early date of the ' Nobla Leycon,'

the Vaudois confession, and the other MSS. above-
mentioned, is of considerable importance in an historical

as well as religious point of view. There is however further

evidence brought forth for the antiquity of the Vaudois
doctrines. The name of Valdenses does not appear in

historical records till the end of the twelfth or early part of

the thirteenth century, but we find allusions as early as the

ninth century to the existence of non-conformist churches
on the borders of Italy. Jonas, bishop of Orleans, in his

work ' De Cultu Imaginum,' addressed to Charles the Bald,

a.d. 840, speaks of Italian churches which he accuses of

heterodoxy because they refused to worship images, and
he charges Claudius, bishop of Turin, with encouraging
the people of his diocese in their separation from the

Catholic unity.

The fragments existing of the works of Claudius show
his opinions concerning faith and merits, prayers after

death, the worship of images, the invocation of saints, tra-

dition, and church authority, to have been the same as are

expressed in both the old and modern Vandois catechisms,

as well as in the catechisms of the modern Reformed
churches. And it is worthy of remark, that Claudius in

his epistle ' Ad Theodemirum,' says, in reply to the charge
of promulgating novelty in religion :

' I teach no new sect,

but keep myself to the pure truth, and I will persist in

opposing to the uttermost all superstitions and schisms.'

Claudius died about a.d. 840, and contemporary with him
Agobardus, bishop of Lyon, as appears by his 1 Treatise

against Pictures,' edited by S. Baluze, was also preaching

against the worship of images. The valleys of the Cottian

Alps must have been under one or the other of these

bishops. In the synod held at Arras, a.d. 1025, it was
represented to the president, Bishop Gerard, that certain

Sersons had come from the borders of Italy and had intro-

uced heretical dogmas about the nature of justification,

the real presence, and against images, relics, altars, &c.
About 1140 Bernard of Clairvaux.'in his 6Cth sermon upon
the Canticles, speaking of heretics who then were disturb-

ing the church, mentions, among others, ' a sect which calls

itself after no man's name, which affects to be in the direct

line of apostolical succession, and rustic and unlearned
though it is, yet it contends that we are wrong and that it

only is right. It must derive its origin from the devil,

since there is no other extraction which we can assign to
it.' The Valdenses have always rejected any distinctive

sectarian appellation, and have boasted of adhering from
age to age to the primitive faith. In the bull of Pope
Lucius, a.d. 1 183, four years after the Lateran council, in

which the Albigenses were anathematized, several sorts of
heretics arc mentioned, Cathari, Paterini, the poor men of
Lyon, and the Passagini, or men of the passes, as lying
under a perpetual anathema. And in 1194, Alfonso, king
of Aragon and marquis of Provence, issued an edict, ' com-
manding the Valdenses, the Insabbatati, who otherwise are
called the poor men of Lyon, and all other heretics tp
depart out of his dominions.' About 1230 Reinerus, a
Dominican, who states that he had been himself a heretic,
wrote a treatise against heretics, 'Opusculum de Hiereticis,'

in which he speaks, among others, of the Leonists, or Poor
Men of Lyon (' Secta Pauperum de Lugduno qui etiam
Leonistae dicuntur'), and describes their tenets, which are
exactly the same as those contained in the old records of
the Valdenses as well as in their modern catechism. The
Valdenses and the Poor Men of Lyon (Valdenses sive

Lugdunenses) are confounded together in the chronicles of
that age ; and in the Chronicon of Abbas Ursber^ensis,
a.d. 1212, the Panperes de Lugduno are represented as an
antient order which arose in Italy long ago. Reinerus
begins by saying, that these Leonists or Pauperes were the
most pernicious of all th.- sects, for three reasons— 1, Be-

cause they are the most antient, more antient than \be

Manichteans or Arians, dating their origin, according •»

some, from the time of Pope Sylvester L, and according
others from the time of the Apostles. 2, Because they «-•

more universally spread. 3, Because they have the eta

racter of being pious and virtuous, as they believe in tr-

Apostles' creed, and are guilty of no other crime than Vw
of blasphemy against the Roman church and clergy. H
also says that, ' in all the states of Lombardy and PVoveTy-

the heretics have more schools than the theologians ri
more auditors ; they hold public disputations and contctr

the people to solemn discussions . . . they have trsa-

lated the Old and New Testaments into vulgar tongno.
myself have seen and heard a clownish layman who ct<J

repeat the whole of the book of Job by heart, and najr

who were perfectly acquainted with the whole of the .N't*

Testament. . . . They reject whatsoever is taught :

it is not demonstrable by a text in the New TestaiBt-»

And then he goes on enumerating many places where th.-

heretics have churches and schools: all which show* th*

dissent was very widely spread in North Italy and t*-

south of France in the thirteenth century, and it cenr-

borates the traditions of the Valdenses, that their doctnw-
spread at one time over many districts on both «da d
the Alps. This book of Reinerus is very important, tx:

we must refer those who wish for further information '.

the Rev. W. S. Gilly's Second Visit to the Vaadon
Piedmont, 1831, section iii., where the author has plsr—

in parallel columns passages from Reiner's text, the
sponding opinions of Italian writers previous to the twelrtl

century, and those of the antient and modern Vald«wt>
concerning the same topics.

When Marcus Aurelius Rorenco, grand-prior ofSt. Rorh
was sent by duke Charles Emmanuel, about the midf •

of the" seventeenth century, to make inquiries concern!*:

the Vaudois, he reported that ' these Apostolical*, as tlv>

call themselves, were of an origin ofwinch nothing certai

could be said, furthermore than that Bishop Claudius rmrfc

have detached them from the church in the eighth eti

tury, and that they were not a new sect in the ninth u
tenth centuries.' And the monk Belvidere, who went t.

the valleys of the Cottian Alps on a similar inquiry, im-

ported ' that heretics have been found in the valley n
Angrogna in all periods of history.' Claude Seissel, ard-

bishop of Turin, a.d. 1500, spoke of them as * the Vanii«»

sect, which originated with one Leon, a devout man, in tfcr

time of Constantine the Great.' From all the above tr>

timonies, it is contended, with considerable show of irrt-

ment, by the Vaudois, that they are not a sect that spnir:

up in the twelfth century, or was introduced by emigms'-
from abroad, but that they are an aboriginal Alpine coi
raunity, the .offspring of early Christianity implanted r

these remote districts. The earlier edicts of the duke» <

Savoy speak of the ' men of the valleys ' and their * antier

faith,' which ' it had been found impossible to eradW

>

from thence, and which the dukes had been constrain-:

to tolerate.' An edict of 1584 speaks of privileges grsjitc

.

by former dukes, and cites edicts of 1448 and 1452. h
the * Theatrum Statuum R. C. Sabaudite Ducis,' public
in 1682, it is stated that treaties 400 years old secured pr*

sonal and religious freedom to the Vaudois.
It is an historical fact that, some time in the fourteen',

century, a colony of emigrants from north Italy professwr
the tenets of the Vaudois settled in Calabria, where th«i

cleared the ground of whole districts, and became thriM-;
tenants of the great landlords. They built the town* •

La Guardia (which is still called Guardia Lombarda", St
Sisto, La Rocca, and others, not far from Cosenxa, who
they lived in peace and unnoticed for about three c» re-

times. But after the spreading of the Reformation in \U
sixteenth century they began to correspond with Gen™
and other places, and invited some Protestant divine* u
come among them. This excited the attention of tr<

local authorities; and the duke of Alcala, viceroy • (

Naples, sent commissioners and monks with troops to ccs-

vert or destroy them. They resisted, and were destrorci
with circumstances of great barbarity, in 1561. (Botts,
Storia d~ Italia, book x.)

At one time the valleys of the Vaudois were subject * >

the marquises of Saluzzo ; and the Vuudois have repeat <

asserted, without being contradicted, that * their ance-f ri

professed their antient faith long before the dynasty ofS«i <-v

was established in Piedmont.' Their religious community
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extended then over many other valleys on both sides of the
Alps ; to the southward beyond the Po over part of the mar-
quisate of Saluzzo, westwards in the valley of the Durance
as far as Embrun and Brianeon, and northwards to the
banks of the Dora. The valleys of Queiras and Frassiniere

in France, and that of Pragela in the province of Susa, at

the foot of Mount Genevre, professed their communion till

within comparatively recent times. In the two former
valleys there are still scattered evangelical congregations,

in the villages of Dormilleuse, Frassiniere, and Violin,

which were visited by Mr. Gilly in 1829; but in the
valley of Pragela, subject to the Piedmontese government,
no dissenting church is allowed.
Concerning the persecutions which the Vaudois have

sustained, and which fill up a large portion of their his-

tory, we must not trust implicitly either to Leger and the
other Vaudois writers, who were themselves actors or
sufferers in these occurrences, nor to the accounts of their

persecutors. We prefer following a modern historian,

Botta, a Piedmontese and a Roman Catholic, but a tem-
perate, discriminating writer, far removed from those

scenes of strife, and from the passions which excited them
or were the consequence of them. The earlier persecu-
tions of the Vaudois were the work of the inquisitors sent
by Rome. Pope John XXII. issued a bull against them
in 1332. Walter Lollard, who was burnt at Cologne in

1350, was a Vaudois clergyman. About the year 1400 a
persecution is recorded against the inhabitants of Pragela
and the valley of Perosa, in which many perished. In
1487 Innocent VIII. issued a bull to Alberto de Capitaneis,

papal nuncio and commissioner for the dominions of the
duke of Savoy on both sides of the mountains, enjoining
' him to extirpate the pernicious sect of malignant men
called the " poor people of Lyon," or the Waldenses, who
have long endeavoured in Piedmont and other neighbour-
ing parts to ensnare the sheep belonging unto God, under a
IVigned pretence ofholiness,' 8cc.,and ifexpedient ' to preach
the crusade against them.' But it was not until the follow-
ing century that a general proscription took place. When
Luther, Zwingli, and Calvin began preaching their re-

formed doctrines, the Valdenses acknowledged them to be
similar to their own. Francis I. of France, who was also pos-
sessed of Piedmont, persecuted all heretics indiscriminately,

whether of the new Reformed faith, or of the old Waldensis
or Vaudois communion, and determined on extirpating
them. The massacres of Dauphin^ and Provence, espe-
cially at Merindot and Cabriere, are recorded in history. He
at the same time wrote to the parliament of Turin, enjoin-
ing it to enforce religious conformity within its jurisdiction.

'Die Vaudois of Piedmont then drew up a list of their ar-

lieles of faith and laid it before king Francis, begging to
he allowed to retain their antient form of worship ; to

« hich Francis replied, that as he was putting to death the
heretics in France, he could not tolerate them on the other
Mile of the Alps. The parliament of Turin commanded
the Vaudois to drive away their barbes, or pastors, and to
receive Roman Catholic priests, who would be sent to in-
struct them. The Vaudois refused, and persecution followed.
Several Vaudois who refused to renounce their faith were
burned alive. (Botta, b. iv. : a.d. 1541-i.) Still their

communion was not extirpated; and, years after. Pied-
mont having been restored to the house of Savoy, duke
Kmmanuel Philibert, after being repeatedly urged by the
inquisitor Giacomello, sent by pope Paul IV., ordered, in
''W), the Vaudois to attend the Roman Catholic service,
and forbade them the exercise of their own form of wor-
ship under penalty of 100 golden 'scudi' for the first

transgression, and of the perpetual galleys in case of
relapse.* The Vaudois wrote an humble supplication with
an apology for their faith to the duke, who, being little

conversant with theological controversy, proposed a con-
ference between the Vaudois and Roman Catholic divines.
Hut pope Paul IV. disapproved of this ; and at last, being
importuned by the inquisitor and the nuncio, and the
court of Spain, the duke resorted to arms to enforce
obedience. He sent into the valleys 7000 men under the
fount of La Trinita. to whom the French king joined two
regiments on the side of France. The French court at
that time was persecuting the Huguenots, who were nu-
merous in Dauphiny, and who were disposed to make
common cause with the Vaudois. The Vaudois defended
themselves bravely, and in one instance defeated the ducal
troops at Pra di Torre. Many atrocities were committed

P. C, No. 1637.

in this desultory warfare, and women and chi.dren were
not spared. Some of the prisoners were burnt alive at
Carignano, Susa, and Pinerolo. At last duke Emmanuel
Philibert, disgusted with this wax, into which he had been
Eressed against his wish, and urged by the intercession of
is wife, Margaret of France, who pitied the Vaudois,

granted them, in June, 1561, peace and an amnesty, with
the exercise of their religion, within certain stated limits, in
the valleys of Lucerna and San Martino, on condition that
the Roman Catholic service should also be performed si-

multaneously in churches appropriated to the purpose
in the various villages. This edict was signed by
Philip of Savoy, lord of Racconigi on one part, and by
two of the principal pastors of the Vaudois on the other.
The court ofRome and the monks in Piedmont declaimed
loudly against these concessions of duke Emmanuel Phili-
bert, and almost called him a heretic. (Botta, b. x.) There
is in the appendix to Gilly's ' First Excursion among tiie

Vaudois' a translation of a letter of Scipio LentuTus, a
Neapolitan emigrant on account of religion, who had
taken shelter in the valleys of Piedmont, relating the oc-
currences of the war of 1561.

In 1601 and 1602 Charles Emmanuel I. confirmed to the
Vaudois their religious immunities, but the Inquisition
was molesting them at the same time, and even imprisoned
some individuals, and when remonstrances were made
to the ducal ministers, they replied, ' These matters do
not concern his highness.' (Botta, b. xv.) The duke how-
ever issued two rescripts, dated 1603 and 1620, guaranteeing .

to the Vaudois the exercise of their religion within the
limits prescribed in the three valleys of Lucerna, Perosa,
and S. Martino. The Vaudois had asked the same favour
for their coreligionists in the Marquisate of Saluzzo, but
this was refused. Charles I. of England sent twice an
embassy to the duke to intercede for the Vaudois, in 1627
and 1629. {Appendix to Gilly's First Excursion to the
Mountains of Ptedmont in 1823.)

Victor Amadeus I., who succeeded Charles Emmanuel,
published an edict enjoining the non-conformists of the
Marquisate of Saluzzo, who were chiefly in the communes
of Paesana, Praviglielmo, Bioleto, Bretonni, and Croezzo,
to embrace the Roman Catholic religion, under penalty of
death and confiscation of property ; and this edict was so
strictly enforced, that not one non-conformist remained in
those parts. But at the same time the duke issued an
edict to protect the Vaudois of the valleys of Pinerolo,
who have always been held distinct from the others, and
to check the prevailing practice among the Roman
Catholic priests and laity of Kidnapping the children of the
Vaudois in order to bring them up in the Roman faith.

(Botta, b. xxi.) After the death of Victor Amadeus, and
during the civil war which raged in Piedmont, the Vaudois
remained faithful to their lawful duke, and opposed by
arms the factious marquises of Lucerna and Angrogna,
who sided with Prince Thomas and the other pretenders to
the Regency, and they were accordingly confirmed in

their pnvileges by the Duchess Regent, and by the young
Duke Charles Emmanuel II. But the same Charles Em-
manuel afterwards directed a most fierce persecution
against the Vaudois. Botta attributes the origin of this

fresh storm to the turbulent disposition of Jean Leger, a
pastor of some name among the Valdenses, who had more
zeal than prudence. In March, 1653, the inhabitants of

Villaro, in the valley of Lucerna, rose in a tumult, and
drove away the Capuchins from their convent, to which
they set fire. The ducal troops repaired to the spot, and,
after some bloodshed, peace was re-established. But this

affair led to further investigations, when the ducal govern-
ment found out that the Vaudois had transgressed against

their engagements by purchasing property and establishing

schools and places of worship beyond the limits fixed

by former edicts. In January, 1655, the duke caused
his auditor Andrea Gastaldo to proceed to Lucerna, when
he issued a manifesto ordering all Vaudois families to

evacuate within three days the communes of Lucerna, San
Giovanni, La Torre, Bibbiana, Fenile, Campiglione, Bri-

cherasco, and San Secondo in the lower part of the valley

of the Pelice, and retire to the higher part of the valley,

to the communes of Villaro, Bobbio, Rora, Angrogna, and
Boneti. Within twenty days they were either to sell their

property situated in the former districts or to embrace the

Roman Catholic faith. The Vaudois resisted this com-
mand, and the duke sent the marquis of Pianezza with a
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body of regulars and some militia in the following April.

The Vaudois deserted their villages, carrying their pro-

visions to the mountains. The marquis followed tnera

there, but he could not subdue them ; and bis soldiers, find-

ing nothing to eat, withdrew. The Vaudois then issuing

from their recesses, under two determined leaders, Jayer
and Janavel, fell upon several Roman Catholic villages, and
plundered and burnt them. They then entered La Torre,

but being surprised by Pianezza, they fought desperately

and most of them fell, but not without killing numbers of

the ducal troops. In this warfare cruelties were com-
mitted by both parties, but the Vaudois, being the losing

party, were, with their families, the greatest sufferers.

Many atrocities were committed against the women and
children by the Piedmontese soldiers, but still more by the

mercenary French and Irish soldiers in the service of the

duke, which horrors Jean Leger, who was an actor in

the struggle, has detailed at length, and, Botta thinks,

has exaggerated, in his ' Narrative.' But there is a docu-

ment in the University library at Cambridge which tells

strongly against the marquis of Pianezza himself. It

is a declaration by Captain Du Petit Bourg, who was
serving in a French corps under Pianezza, protesting

against the cruelties which lie saw committed, and forwhich
he retired and quitted his corps. He says that the mar-
quis ordered to give no quarter, saying that his highness

was determined to have none of their religion in his

dominions. This protest, a copy of which is given by Gilly

in his first work, is dated Pinerolo, 25th November, 1655,

and is attested by other officers. It appears however that

Pianezza ordered the women and children to be spared,

and he rescued many from the hands of the brutal soldiers,

and distributed them in the neighbouring districts of

Piedmont. A number of Vaudois took refuge across the

mountains in the French valley of Queiras, and returned

after the fury of the massacre had abated. Others perished

in the snow, and others lurked lor a time in the recesses

of the mountains, under their chief Janavel, who carried

on a partisan warfare until he was killed some years after.

The news of the massacre of the Vaudois spread far and
wide throughout Europe. The Protestant cantons of Swit-

zerland, the Protector Cromwell, and the States of Holland,

sent envoys to the duke of Savoy, to remonstrate in favour

of the Vaudois. Cromwell sent Sir Samuel Morland, who
collected numerous documents, and published them in his
' History of the Evangelical Churches,' fol., 1658. Crom-
well's Latin letters to the duke and other princes on the
subject were written by Milton, who in one of his sonnets
has feelingly lamented the cruelties committed against the
Vaudois. Subscriptions were made in England and other

countries for the survivors. At last, at Cromwell's request,

Louir XIV. offered his mediation, which the duke accepted,

and a convention was concluded in August of the same
year, 1655, at Pinerolo, which then belonged to France, by
which a general amnesty was granted, and the Vaudois
were allowed to remain on the left bank of the Pelice
within certain fixed boundaries, and to have the exercise
of their religion, but at the same time it was agreed that
the Roman Catholic worship should be performed in the
same villages, and Catholic missionaries be sent to preach
there, but no Vaudois should be constrained to become a
Roman Catholic, and no girl under ten, and no boy under
twelve years of age, should be taken from their parents.

This convention was signed by Jean Leger and other Vau-
dois pastors. But after some years new complaints and
disputes broke out, which Count Bagnolo, the governor of
the province, wanted to settle in an arbitrary manner.
Fresh resistance and a new persecution took place in

1863 and 1664, followed by a new edict of the duke, by
which the Vaudois were forbidden performing their wor-
ship in the village of S. Giovanni. Jean Leger emigrated,
and visited various countries, urging the claims of the
Vaudois and collecting subscriptions for them. He was
at last appointed minister of the Walloon Church at Ley-
den, where he died. (Botta, b. xxv.)

Victor Amadeus ll. succeeded Charles Emmanuel, and
took the reins of government at the end of 1684, being then
eighteen years of age. Piedmont was then the humble
ally of the imperious Louis XIV., who about this time re-

solved to abolish Protestantism in France by the revoca-
tion of the Edit de Nantes, and he ordered Victor Ama-
deus to do the same with regard to the Vaudois. After
some demur the duke was induced to submit, and in Janu-

ary, 1686, he issued an edict ordering the Vaudoi* «?lia

to abjure their tenets within fifteen days or leave tfct <r

country. Driven to despair, the Vaudois determined t«

resist. They were attacked on one side by the durj
troops, and on the other by those of Louis XIV., com-

manded by Catinat. After a gallant struggle the Yaiuiv •

were overpowered, and the survivors were obliged to

mit unconditionally. Their whole property was corus-

cated, and given to Roman Catholic colonists, the old in-

habitants with their families taking their departure
Switzerland. Those who had been taken prisoner* *rr«

distributed in various prisons, in which a number of tfcri

died. At the end of six months there were 3000 left, wb
at the intercession of the Protestant ambassador* at Turir

were released, and followed the rest to Switzerland, wt«.

they met with kind hospitality. At the expiration
three years, a band of 800 of these emigrants, under Lft

command of one of their pastors, Henry Arnaud, under-

took one of the most daring and romantic expeditions c-r

attempted by men. In August, 1689, Arnaud and his rut-

assembled secretly between Rolle and Nyor in the Pay* i.-

Vaud, seized some boats, crossed the Leman lake, Uuk»:
at Yvoire in Savoy, marched across Savoy by Close v<i

Sallenche before troops could be assembled against thro,

then crossing a high offset of the Alps, descended rnto ri
valley of the Isere, and from thence over Mont Cen»
the banks of the Dora above Susa, where they forced th?r

way through a body of French troops which disputed ti».r

passage, and found themselves once more on the border o:

their native district. French garrisons mixed with Pit--

montese troops occupied the valley of Lucerne ; Arnaud
crossed the Col di Giuliano, driving the enemy before him,

and took Bobbio, which was plundered. But fresh tn>.>;»

being sent against them, the Vaudois turned into the fi-

nesses of the valley of San Martino, and carried on a part i*t.-

warfare during the whole winter until the following Ap
1690, when, luckily for the Vaudois, an open rupture U-»
place between Louis XIV. and Viotor Amadeus, who
mediately issued an edict of amnesty to the Vaudois, «r .

full leave to all those* who had emigrated to return to th> :

homes, with the free exercise of their religion as betv*<>.

He released those who were still in prison, and had tfc»
~

clothed and furnished with other necessaries, and he •>

them that it was the king of France who had been the tr .•

author of their calamities. It is more than suspected tt

the court of Turin, foreseeing the rupture with France, a*
not oppose the return of Arnaud's column so strenuous! t »
it might. In the war that followed, the Vaudois »n
among the best defenders of Piedmont against the Fr?n-:.
Victor Amadeus himself at one time took refuge in tntc
valleys, and after the victory of Turin, in 1706, he acknow-
ledged their services in a proclamation. (Botta, xxx. s-v-

xxxii.) Arnaud has written an account of his expeditkf..
entitled ' Histoire de la glorieuse Rentree des Vaudau d».-»

leurs Vallees,' 1710, which he dedicated to Queen Anne u.

England. This book is become very scarce.

In 1713, by an agreement between Louis XIV. anO
Victor Amadeus, the valley of Pragela on the upper Do--
was given up to the latter in exchange for the valley c;

Barcelonetta, and it was made a condition by Louis itu:
the Roman Catholic religion should be exclusively en-
forced in that valley. Accordingly Victor Amadeus n
1721 forbade their religious meetings, and ordered them to

have their children brought up in the Catholic commit-
nion. Remonstrances were made by the English minbtc.
but to no effect, and the valley of Pragela, in which
were once six Vaudois churches, has not retained a urvc!

.

family of that communion.
This was the last persecution against the Vaudois ; whi.

however remained subject to various disabilities and ei-
posed to several vexations, which are detailed by Gilly it.

his first excursion, p. 1 16, and in the second, p. 540 and V
We have heard it stated, though we cannot say how trui».
that some of those disabilities nave been since removed
the present king, Carlo Alberto, especially that which ei-
cluded the Vaudois from bearing officers' commission* in 1 ' <

army, although they were bound to serve as private soldier-.
In the wars of the French revolution the Vaudois re-

mained loyal to their sovereign, and bravely defended itu

years the mountain-passes through which the French
threatened to invade the valley of the Po, which ultimate.)
they reached, but not on this side. In June, 1794, hu-i;
Victor Amadeus III. published an ordinance, in which
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cr acknowledging the constant and distinguished proofs
their attachment and fidelity, he promised to redress

veral grievances, among others, that of taking away of
hildren of the Vaudois, with the view of obliging them to

embrace the Roman Catholic religion. He forbade the
practice, and ordered those who had been so taken away
to be restored. ' Those who at the prescribed age, girls at

ten and boys at twelve, voluntarily enter the hospital of
Pinerolo, must be under the direction of ecclesiastical

judges; but. no difficulty will be made in permitting the
arents to see their children under proper precautions.'

When Bonaparte annexed Piedmont to France, he
'aced the Vaudois on a footing of equality with their

man Catholic countrymen, and assigned funds for the
apport of their clergy. At the restoration in 1814 the
"audois were again placed under their former disabilities,

and those who had purchased land beyond the limits of
their valleys were obliged to sell it to Roman Catholics.

King Charles Felix, who succeeded to the throne in 1821,
showed some more indulgence towards the Vaudois : he
gave them permission to purchase a house and land in the
commune of La Torre for the establishment of an hospital

for the sick, the disabled, and the aged of their population,

le money required was raised by subscriptions in Eng-
id, Prussia, Holland, Switzerland, and other countries,

emperor Alexander of Russia contributed 4000 francs,

d grammar-school has also been established at Pomaretto,
ind another at La Torre. In short, things look a little

brighter for the poor inoffensive Vaudois, whose moral
character, peculiar position, and prospects have been ex-

hibited in a very interesting aspect by several English tra-

vellers since the peace, especially by the Rev.W. S. Gilly.

VAULTS. [Tombs.]
VAUQUEL1N, NICOLAS -LOUIS, a distinguished

French analytical chemist, was born about the middle of

the last century, of parents in an humble station in Nor-
mandy. Fourcroy, accidentally meeting with him, was so

much pleased with his quickness and integrity, that he
took him to Paris and made him superintendent of his

laboratory, iii which he speedily became an expert experi-

menter, and on many occasions which were acknowledged,
and probably on soine which were not, he performed ex-

periments published by Fourcroy.

He was a professor of chemistry in Paris, and eventually

became chemist to the School of Mines, and a member
of the Institute. He was extremely industrious, and has

published many memoirs on mineral, vegetable, and animal
analysis : in performing his varied researches, he not only
improved the method* of analysis previously in use, but

also discovered some elementary bodies, of which the

chief and most remarkable were chromium, existing in the

red-lead of Siberia, as an acid combined with oxide of

lead, and glucina, a new earth, or rather metallic oxide,

which he found in the emerald and beryl. The discovery

of chromium has been of vast importance to the arts ; for

having been since found in enormous quantity combined
with iron, and in various parts of the earth, it has been
extensively used in the state of oxide for giving a green
colour to porcelain, and chromic acid combined with oxide

of lead, forming chromate of lead, is a fine yellow pig-

ment.
Vauquelin died in 1829, at an advanced age : his cha-

racter and conduct were most excellent and exemplary,
and he passed through the bloody stages of the French
revolution uncontaminated by its violence or vices.

-

VAUVILLIERS, JEAN FRANQ01S, a French scholar,

was born, in 1737, at Noyers in Burgundy, and received a
careful education from his father Jean Vaiivilliers, a
sc holar of considerable merit. Jean Francois had scarcely

finished his studies when he was appointed one of the

librarians of the Royal Library at Paris, and in 1766 he
became professor of Greek in the Collfige de France. After
having distinguished himself by several works on Greek
literature and history, he was elected, in 1782, a member of
the Academy of Inscriptions. The storm of the Revolution
carried him away from his learned pursuits. He was suc-
cessively president of the quarter of St. Genevieve at

Paris, first ' depute suppieant ' of Paris in the assembly of
the clats g6n£raux, president of the communaut';, lieute-

nant to the maire of Paris, and lastly, ' prevflt des mar-
cliands,' in which* capacity he had the care of the pro-
visions necessary for the supply of the capital. The people
ot Paris at that time believed that it was the secret inten-

tion of the court to starve them, and they opposed
armed force the export of provisions from the capital iftl

the provinces. Vauvilliers acted in these cases with great
energy, and he more than once succeeded in making the
mob desist from their predatory disturbances. In his
political opinions he was rather royalist ; he supported the
proposition of Brissot for the abolition of slavery in the
colonies, but he also defended the rights of the Roman
Catholic church. When he was summoned to take the
oath of allegiance to the new democratic system, Vauvil-
liers declined taking it, laid down his professorship in the
College de France, and afterwards justified himself in a
pamphlet, ' Questions sur les Sermens, en particulier sur
celm de Haine a la Royaute.' He was arrested by order of
the revolutionary committee, but he obtained his liberation,

and then became a member of the council of the Five
Hundred. He published several pamphlets on political

questions, and expressed his opinions with so little reserve,
that he was at last sentenced to deportation, in September,
1797. However he escaped to Switzerland, and afterwards
went to Russia, whither he was invited by the emperor
Paul. The Academy of Sciences of St. Petersburg elected
Vauvilliers a member. He died at St. Petersburg on the
23rd of July, 1801.

Vauvilliers is the author of numerous works and trea-
tises, partly on Greek literature, and partly on modern
politics, legislation, and administration. The most impor-
tant among them are, 1, ' Essais sur Pindare, contenant
une Traduction de quelques Odes de ce Pocte,' &c, Paris,

1772, 12mo. ; 2, ' Examen Historique et Politique du
Gouvernement de Sparte,' Paris, 1769, 12mo. ; 3, A num-
ber of papers concerning the MSS. of Pindar, j-Eschylus,

and Sophocles, in the ' Notices et Extraits ;' 4, An edition
of Sophocles, which had been prepared by Capperonnier.
It contains some notes and a preface by Vauvilliers, Paris,

1781, 2 vols. 4to. His notes are severely attacked by
Branck ; but Harless, in Fabricius's ' Bibliotheca Graeca,'

speaks highly of their merit.

(Querard, La France Litteraire, where a complete list of

his works is given; Biographie Vniverselle ; Fabricius,
Biblinth. Grtec, ii., p. 224.)

VAVAaSOR, VALVASSOR, a term applied in the
antient recoids of England, Scotland, France, Lombardv,
and Aragon, to persons holding fiefs not immediately
under the king or other persons possessing jura regalia (as

the duke of Normandy, the earl of Chester, or the bishop
of Durham), but under some intermediate lord. It appears
also, that to constitute a vavassory, it was necessary
that the party should have subordinate freeholders, as

vassals holding of his vavassory. (Wilkins, Leges Angl.,
347 ; Bracton, 5 b, 6, 93 b

;
Ducange.) In England

vavassories were generally held by knights' service ; but
in Normandy, besides the franches vavassories or vavas-

sories nobles, there were soc age vavassories held by the rent
of a rose, a spur, or a glove, and also vavassories vilaines.

The possessors of these inferior vavassories were some-
times called ' valvassins.'

Vavassors are twice mentioned in Domesday, pp. 03
and 14G9 ; and in the laws of William the Conqueror, the
relief due from a vavassor to his liege lord is described.

(Kelham, 40.) A charter of Henry I. directs that pleas of

the division of land between the vavassors of two different

lords be determined in the county court. In the great

Roll of the Pipe of 31 Hen. I., lately published, mention
is made of the vavassors belonging to the barony of the

archbishop of York. In the laws of Henry II. the juris-

diction of vavassors is specified. Madox {Baronia Angli-
cana, note, p. 13*5), sets out a writ in which that prince

requires the residence or constant attendance of all barons
and vavassors, who owe service of castle-guard at Rock-
ingham castle. Francis de Bohun, in the time of Richard I.,

was seised of two honours, one that of Bohun in Normandy,
which he held of the king, as duke per baroniam, the

other in England, consisting of the rranor of Fordes, &c,
in Sussex, which he held in vavasserid. {Abbrev. Piac,
in Domo Cap. IVestm. 88.) In the next reign Alice Brie-

wiere claimed Plimtree in Devon, and Depeworth in Somer-
set and Dorset, assigned to her by her late husband Roger
de Pole, on the clay he set out for Jerusalem, for the full

third part of three vavassories, viz., for the vavassories of

the earl of Salisbury, the earl of Vernon, and of the vavas-

sory of Earl William de Bohun {lb., 61 b.). In the close rolls

of 4 H. III. is a writ to the sheriff of Wiltshire^directiiiR
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him to give seisin toW. Mandevill, R. Maudut, W. Comyn,
and W. de Fontibus of three vavassories of the fee of the

Earl ofClare, belonging to the barony of Funtell (Fonthill),

which barony Andrew Giffard ljad, with the assent of King
John, resigned to those persons as the right heirs (presump-
tive) of the barony, reserving the vavassories, which vavas-
sories would appear to have been seized into the king's

lands upon the death of Giffard under the advice of the

crown lawyers, the council of the minor king being after-

wards of opinion that such seizure ought not to have been
made. Here, vavassories held of the honour of Clare

appear to have become in some way annexed to a barony
held of the crown. In the record and process of the

renunciation of Richard II., that prince absolves all dukes,

marquesses, earls, barons, knights, vassals, and vavassors,

and other his liege-men, from their oaths of fidelity (3 Rot.

Pari., 416) ; and about the same period Chaucer, after

describing his Franklin, says,
* Waj nowhen twicbe a worthy varaumr.'

From this time we lose sight of the English vavassor.

Numerous subseigniories however still exist, the owners of

which, though not so designated, are in truth vavassors.

From the inalienable quality of the Duchy of Cornwall,

many manors in Devonshire and Cornwall are held, though
the name is no longer continued, as vavassories of the
duchy ; of which there are many in the former county,
holden of the duchy honour of Bradninch.
The breaking up of the old feudal baronies, and the

frequent forfeitures incurred by those who held immedi-
ately of the crown, brought the great and many of the
lesser vavassors into theposition ofimmediate tenants to the

crown. But as the extinction of vavassories was gradual,

no new class of crown tenants arose, as was the case in Ger-
many where the disappearance of the dukedoms of Suabia
and Franconia (caused by the extinction of the House of
Hohenstauffen in the person of Conradin, beheaded upon
the failure of his attempt to recover the kingdom of
Naples from Charles of Anjou), gave rise to a new order
in the state, namely, the immediate chivalry (noblesse im-
mediate) of the empire, the reichsritterschaft, a body now
mediatised by die Congress of Vienna.
< When James I., imitating the practice of France, intro-

duced hereditary titles without peerages, a proposal for

giving to the new order the designation of vavassors was
rejected, and the novel but more appropriate title of
Baronet was adopted.

(Terricn, Cout. de Normandie ; Testa de Nevill, 166 a;
Selden's Titles of Honour, 513, 520 ; Cragii Jus Feud.,
100, 141 ; Manning's Serviens ad Legem, 185, 291 a.)

VECCHI, GIOVANNI DE', a distinguished Italian
painter, born at Borgo San Sepolcro, in 1536. He was
the scholar of Raffaeliino del Colle, and painted in oil and
in fresco. His works are very numerous in the churches
of Rome and its vicinity : he made the cartoons for the
two great mosaics of the evangelists Luke and John in St.

Peter's on the Vatican. He died in 1614. His portrait is

in the Academy of St. Luke at Rome. (Baglioni, Fife di
Pittori, &c.)
VE'CCHIA, PIETRO, a distinguished painter of the

Venetian school, was bom at Venice in 1605. He was the
scholar of Alessandro Varotari, but painted in a different

style. His real name appears to have been Mattoni, and
he acquired the name of Vecchia from his ability for imi-
tating and restoring old pictures. Vecchia painted many
pictures so exactly in the style of Giorgione, that it is

almost impossible to decide between the works of these
painters : he painted also some pictures in the styles of
Pordenone and Titian. He made the designs of many of
the mosaics in the church of San Marco at Venice, but
his easel pictures were generally of inferior subjects, and
his talent was more for the ludicrous than the serious.
Some of his efforts in illustration of the Passion of Christ
were signal failures, as regards a proper feeling for the
subject. His touch was bold, his drawing and colouring
excellent, and some of his effects of light and shade strik-
ingly powerful and masterly. He died at Venice in 1678.
(Lanzi, Gloria Pittorica, S*c.)

VECE'LLIO, TIZIA'NO, commonly called TITIAN,
one of the greatest painters of modem times, was bom at
Capo del Cadore, a small place on the river Piave in the
Venetian state, in 1477, or in 1480, according to the rnost
received account. He was of the antient family of Ve-
cellio, of which was San Tiziano, bishop of Uderzo. At

the age of about ten young Titian was sent by his fstlnr

to Venice to an uncle, to be placed with some competm*
painter. He was first placed with Sebastiano Zuccaii, a;:

shortly afterwards with Gentile Bellini, whom however r*

also soon left for Giovanni his brother, the most emir.fr'

painter of his time at Venice. Titian soon surpassed L-

master. His early works, in themselves extraordinary. ».->

infinitely more so when compared with the works of II-

leading artists of Venice of his time. His early portrar.

are finished with remarkable care, drawn in exccllf"

taste, and some of his pictures rival the works of u-

Dutch and old German artists in finish : there is in t? •

galley of Dresden a picture of the Tribute Money of 1!-

description. The great improvement in the work* v'

Titian upon those of Giovanni Bellini and his achool «n.«

in a great degree derived from the works of Giorgionr a
CastelFranco, who had appropriated much of the stjlt :•

Lionardo da Vinci. Giorgione was two years the seoi.
-

of Titian, and their works were so much alike that ttwj

could not always be distinguished ; but the merit of int:r-

ducing the new style into Venice belongs to Giorgio*
These two painters were fellow-pupils, and for some tin-

friends, until, upon an occasion when Titian was appoint<±
or Giorgione employed him, to assist him in some frescos

for the new Fondaco de' Tedeschi (German warebom* .

the portion executed by Titian was preferred to that c<

Giorgione by some of his own friends, and a jealousy am
between them.
At the death of Giovanni Bellini in 1512, Titian

employed by the state to complete a work in the Sala <k!

Gran Consiglio of the Homage of Frederic Barbarossi to

Pope Alexander III., which he had left unfinished. Trtui

completed the picture, but he made many alt eratiara a
it ; tne senate was however so well satisfied with the worl.

that they presented him with the office of La Serarm.
with a salary of about 300 crowns pet annum, by which h*

was obliged to paint for eight crowns the portrait c!

every doge created in his time, to be placed in the pa!ae?

of St. Mark. He painted by virtue of this place the pa-
traits of Pietr© Lando, Francesco Donato, Marcantomj
Trevisano, and the Venieri : he was unable to paint nV
portraits of the last two doges of his time on account d.

the infirmities of age.

In 1514 Titian painted his Bacchus and Ariadne, anf

other Bacchanalian and similar works in the palace of

Alfonso I., duke of Ferrara, which display his extraordhu/r

Sower of seeing and imitating nature to a remarkablr
egree. It was upon a door in an apartment of this pal&c*

that he painted his celebrated picture of the Tributt

Money noticed above : it represents a pharisee showing
Christ a piece of money, who appears to be asking t-ic

the question, ' Whose is this image and superscription
'

'

The figures are half-length and of the natural size. Hr
painted also at the same time the portrait of the duir
with his hand resting upon a cannon, and one of the

Sisnora Laura, who afterwards was married to the dulf
All these pictures.are amongst Titian's finest works : and
Michelangelo, when he first saw the dnke's portrait, »
said to have exclaimed, ' Titian alone is worthy of the

name of a painter.' Titian became acquainted at Ferrara
with Ariosto, and painted his portrait. The poet compli-
ments the painter in his 'Orlando Furioso' (c. xxxiii. 2; :—

' Baitiano, Rafael, Titian, ch'onorn
Noo men Cadovp, che quel VenetU e Uibioo.'

In 1516, shortly after he returned from Ferrara tr>

Venice, he painted in oil his very celebrated picture of th?

Assumption of the Virgin, for the great altar of the churr*
of Santa Maria gloriosa de' Frari : it is now in the Aca-
demy of the Fine Arts at Venice. This picture is ven
large, and the figures are larger than life : in the higbci
part is God the Father between two angels ; in the midd?<
the Virgin ascending, accompanied by angels ; and on tl*

ground are the twelve apostles witnessing the miracle. It

is certainly one of the finest pictures in the world, grand
in composition and design, and in colouring wonderful
Titian never surpassed it in theae respects by mny t«"

his later works, yet he was only thirty-six years of art
when he painted 'it.

This and the works Titian painted at Ferrara so apt**!
his reputation, that he was invited by Leo X. to Kocrr.
Raphael also entreated him to make, the joumey ; tht
deaths however of the pope and Raphael, in 152U, pnt
an end for a time to the project. He was invited likewm
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bout the same time by Francis I., whose portrait he
airited, to France ; an invitation which he showed no dis-

osition to accept.

In 1528 he painted his celebrated picture of St. Peter

lartyr, for the chapel of that saint, in the church of SS.

riovanni c Paolo. This work has been extravagantly

raised by many critics, both for its arrangement and ex-
cution: the landscape is particularly excellent. Algarotti

nils it a picture without a fault: its general truth and
ppearance of reality are not its least remarkable proper-
es. This picture, as well as the Assumption already

lentioned, are painted in a much freer style than Titian's

irlier works. Aretin wrote in 1536 a letter to Tribolo,

le sculptor, in praise of the St. Peter Martyr, by which
e learn that this sculptor and Benvenuto Cellini were
rongly impressed with its extraordinary excellence. It

full 16^ feet high, by nearly 10 wide, was painted upon
ood, but was transferred to" canvas by M. Haquin, at

aris, in 1799, whither it had been taken with many other

ne works: it was sent back to Venice in 1815. It has
jen engraved by Martin Rota, V. Lefevre, and H. Laurent.

In consequence of the St. Peter Martyr, Titian received
commission to paint the Victory of the Venetians ' over

le Janissaries in the great council-chamber at Venice,
hich was considered the best picture there : it perished

f fire, but there is a print of it by Fontana. Another
jlebrated picture which Titian painted about the same
me was his St. Sebastian, for the church of San Nicolo de'

rari, at Venice, but now in the Vatican at Rome. This

ork also has been the subject of much eulogy, especially

r its colouring : it has been engraved by Lefevre.

Notwithstanding Titian's great reputation, he lived in a
try humble way until he obtained, through his friend

retin, the notice and the patronage of the emperor Charles
. In 1530 Charles sent for him to Bologna to paint his

jrtrait : he painted that of Ippolito de' Medici at the same
me, besides portraits of many other distinguished person-

res ; and he received also .several other commissions from
le emperor. Titian went from Bologna to Mantua with

le Duke Frederico Gonzaga, for whom he executed many
orks

;
amongst them eleven of the twelve Caesars. Do-

itian was painted by Bernardino Campi : they were lost

i 1630 at the plundering of Mantua, but thev have been
Hen copied. In 1532 Titian went again to Bologna, and
linted the emperor a second time : about this lime also

e appears to have accompanied Charles into Spain, and
•mained there three years, during which time he executed
lany celebrated works ; but there will be occasion to men-
on this subject lower down. In 153G also Titian appears

) have met Charles at Asti, after his return from Africa.

In 1537 he painted for the church of Santa Maria degl'

jigeli, at Murano, an Annunciation, which was rejected

n account of the price, 500 crowns (about 100 guineas);
rid he presented the picture to Charles V., who sent him
DOO crowns in return. In 1541 he painted the Descent of

le Holy Ghost upon the Apostles for the altar of the

hurch of Santo Spirito ; and three others, in oil, for the

eiling, the Sacrifice of Abraham, David and Goliah, and
lie Death of Abel. Copies were afterwards substituted

»r these works, which were removed to Santa Maria della

lalute ; and in 1543 he painted a picture of the Virgin
nd San Tiziano for his native place, in which he intro-

luced his own portrait. In the same year he was invited

»y Pope Paul III. to Bologna, and painted his portrait

here, a celebrated picture, with which the pope was so

nuch pleased, that he requested Titian to go with him to

iome
; but the painter was obliged to decline, on account

>f an engagement with the duke of Urbino, for whom he
Jainted several pictures.

A letter from Aretin to Titian, of the year 1545, shows
n what great favour Titian stood with the government of
Venice : it speaks of his large pension, and the many
imposts from wliich he was exempted. In the same year
Ihere was a false report of his death, which appears to
have distressed the emperor, from a letter which Titian
himself wrote to Charles to contradict it. In this year also
Titian visited Rome, and painted Paul III. again, with the
Caidinal Farnese and Duke Octavio Farnese in one group.
N'ortlieote terms this picture one of the finest examples
of portrait in the world ; and he relates that he and Fuseli
saw it together at Capo di Monte, at Naples, and the
latter exclaimed upon seeing it, ' That is true history.'

Aretin wrote several letters to Titian whilst he was at

Rome, one of which, dated October, 1545, he finishes by
requesting him not to be so lost in contemplation of the
Last Judgment, in the Sistine chapel, as to forget to make
haste back, and be absent from him and Sansovino all the
winter. Michael Angelo visited Titian with Vasari in the
Belvedere, whilst he was painting a picture of Jupiter and
Danae, and Vasari says he praised the picture very much
in the presence of Titian : and he afterwards spoke very
highly of his colouring and execution ; but he observed
that it was a pity that the Venetian painters had not a
better mode of study, and were not early initiated in sound
principles of drawing ; and he added, that if Titian had
been as much assisted by art as he was by nature, nothing
could surpass him.

Titian is said to have made only a short stay in Rome

;

and he visited Florence on his return to Venice : yet,
according to Vasari, he must have remained in Rome until

1547 ; for that writer says that, after the death of Sebastian
del Piombo, in 1547, Pope Paul III. offered his* office of
keeper of the seals of lead to Titian, which however Titian
declined. Late in this year he was invited by the emperor
to Augsburg, whither he went in the beginning of 1548.
In 1550 lie went again to Charles to Augsburg, and in
1553 is said to have accompanied him into Spain, where,
according to some accounts, he remained three years, but
this is certainly incorrect. It was at Barcelona that
Charles created Titian count palatine of the empire and
made him knight of the order of St. Iago. In the patent
of nobility given at Barcelona, as Ridolfi says, in 1553,
which ought probably to be 1535, Titian is styled be-
sides count palatine, knight, and count of the sacred
Lateran palace, and of the" imperial court and consistory.
Charles felt Barcelona in 1542, and did not return until

1556 : for this reason Bermudez concludes that 1553 in
Ridolfi has originated from an error of the copyist for

1535. Bermudez supposes that Titian left Spain in May,
1535, when Charles went to Africa, and that he went to
that country in 1532, after he painted Charles for a
second time at Bologna. Titian painted several works
in Spain ; but of those which were in the roval gal-
leries it is not exactly known which were painted in Spain,
or which were sent there from Italy, both to Charles
and to Philip, or which were purchased after the death of
Titian. There are however in Spain several of Titian's
masterpieces: a Sleeping Venus, ' a matchless deity,' as
Cumberland terms it, which was saved*from the conflagra-
tion of the Prado, in the time of PhilipTV., by which several
of Titian's and other valuable pictures were destroyed ; also
two celebrated groups from the Ludovisi palace at Rome,
one of Bacchanals, the other of Cupids ; a Last Supper in

the refectory of the Escurial, painted for Philip II. ; Christ
in the Garden, and St. Margaret with the Dragon, The
Last Supper was sent by Titian to Philip in 1554 ; and in

an accompanying letter he states that he had been occupied
seven years over it, during which time, to use his own
words, he had laboured almost continually upon it : this is

another testimony that Titian was not in Spain so late as
1553 and the following years. In this letter Titian com-
plains of the irregularity with which two grants made to

him by the emperor, in 1541 and 1548, were paid, amount-
ing to 400 crowns per annum. Philip answered it in

1558, and gave peremptory orders that the sums should
be duly paid, with the following admonition, in his own
handwriting, to the governor of Milan :

' You know how
I am interested in thfc order, as it affects Titian

;
comply

with it therefore in such a manner as to give me no occa-
sion to repeat it.' These 400 crowns, together with the
300 granted by the state, were alone sufficient to support
Titian in a comfortable manner ; and the income derived
from his works alone enabled him to live in great affluence :

his house was a place of resort to the nobles of Venice. He
painted many pictures for Philip. In a letter addressed by
Titian to Philip, shortly after Philip married Queen Mary
of England, Titian mentions a Venus and Adonis, which
he sent him at the same time, also a Danae, which he had
previously sent, and a Perseus and Andromeda, and a
Medea and Jason, which he was about to send ; likewise a
religious piece, which he had had ten years in hand. He
does not name this religious piece ; but about this time he

Eainted his celebrated picture of the Martyrdom of San
orenzo for Philip II. : it is a night scene, and the whole

light of the picture is from the fire, two torches, and a lay

of light from heaven. In this picture, though he v.a^ then
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old, Titian has disp'ayed a power of composition and design

equal to his colouring, and: has rauoh surpassed every other
master who has painted this subject : he repeated the pic-

ture, with some slight alterations in the background, for

the church of the Jesuits at Venice. The Spanish picture

has been engraved by C. Cort, and the Venetian by J. J.

Oortman. Titian often repeated his pictures; but the

principal part of the copies were painted by his scholars

:

he finished them only, but he generally introduced some
alterations in the backgrounds.

In 1566 Vasari visited Titian, and, although he was
then 86 years of age, he found him with his pencil in

his hand, and derived great pleasure from his conversation.

The pencil of Titian however was active for still ten years,

although the pictures he produced at this time were not
calculated to add to his reputation: they are extremely
careless and slight in their execution. He died of the

plague if) 1576, aged 96, with the reputation of the
greatest colourist and one of the greatest painters that

ever lived ; and having himself enjoyed a European fame
. for upwards of seventy years : he was buried, by express
permission of the senate (which, as he died of the plague,
was necessary), without pomp in the church of Santa
Maria gloriosa de' Frari, where his famous picture of the

Assumption of the Virgin stood before it was removed to
the Academy ; but no monument has yet been raised to

him, though a splendid one was projected in Canova's time.
Much has been said by the Florentines, and some recent

critics of different schools, in disparagement of the design
of Titian

;
yet, as far as regards propriety of design, there

can be no comparison between the earlier and best works
of Titian and those of the anatomical school of Florence
in the latter half of the sixteenth century. In the works
of Titian there is no ostentation of any kind whatever;
no artifice. In composition, in design, in chiaroscuro,
and in colouring, he sought truth only, and that according
to his own perception of it. It is generally allowed that
for the pictorial imitation of nature, without any addition
or selection, Titian has surpassed all the other great
painters of Italy ; but in invention, composition, and
design he was very inferior to many of the great painters
of Rome and of Florence ; yet in design he has nad no
superior in the Venetian school. His works are purely
historical, or simple pictures of recorded facts, and he is

said to have alwayspainted from nature. It is in colour-
ing that Titian is pre-eminent : the same grandeur of colour
and effect characterise everything that he painted

—

whether in the figure, in the landscape, in the draperies,
or in other accessories. His chiaroscuro is true, because
in his works it is a part of the colouring, but it never con-
stitutes, as in some of the works of Correggio, an inde-
pendent object. Titian's object appears, from his works,
to have been to produce a faithful imitation of every
appearance of nature in what he represented :—thus we find
in "ill his best pictures that infinite variety of local tones
which appear in nature. He was one of the first who com-
menced the practice of glazing. He excelled in women
and in children : his numerous Venuses, as they are called,
are well known : of these perhaps the most richly and
transparently coloured is that at Dresden ; there is a dupli-
cate of this picture in the Fitzwilliam Museum, at
Cambridge. In his naked men he was not so successful

:

perhaps of these the best is his John the Baptist, in the
Academy at Venice, formerly in the church of Santa
Maria Maggiore. There are two other remarkable pictures
by Titian in the collection of the Venetian Academy
which have not been mentioned—a Presentation in the
Temple and a Deposition from the Cross. The former,
originally belonging to the old church della Carita, is an
admirable example of Titian's simple and natural style of
composition ; it contains many portraits : the latter is a
remarkable specimen of the surprising boldness of touch,
yet truth and brilliancy of colouring, which distinguish
the best of his latest works.

There is no list of the works of Titian, and it would not
be an easy task to make one. His portraits are extremely
numerous, and in this department he is almost universally
considered to have surpassed all other painters, not except-
ing Vandyck, although thisgreat painter was superior to
Titian in many respects. There is at Windsor a picture
said to be the portrait of Titian and Aretin, or some senator,
by Titian, which cannot be too highly praised : it is cer-
tainly, fcr colouring, <ne of the first pictures in the world.

There are several other admirable pieces by Titian m En
land: two in the Bridgewater Gallery, of Aetseoo be
Calisto ; the Princess Eboli with Philip II., at Cambrife
from the Orleans Gallery, the repetition of the Dns^
Venus mentioned above ; and the Comaro Family, .

Northumberland House. There is also in the Louvre t

Paris a remarkably fine picture for the compoctitn .

colour, representing the Entombment of Chriat : it a i

repetition of the picture of the same subject in the lie

frini palace at Venice.
Titian, Aretin, and Sansovino the architect, were cat

friends, and were almost inseparable when at Vim
Titian painted Aretin several times ; he is also said to hw>

painted several portraits of Ariosto, who was likewi* 3
triend: there is one in the Manfrini palace at Vet-
Considering Titian's great reputation, little is known ea>>

cerning his private life, but he appears to have been of c
amiable disposition and agreeable conversation : he bp-.

however to have been particularly susceptible of jealos*

He is said to have been even so jealous of hi* own bum*
Francesco Vecellio, that he induced him to give up pur-

ing and to follow the occupation of a merchant; i>

reputed jealousy of Tintoretto as a boy has been means**.
[Tintoretto.]
His biographers Ridolft and others"relate several iv

dotes showing his intimacy with Charles V., asd "

respect that the emperor had for him. Upon one am
sion, when Charles was present, whilst he was paiaizx

Titian let his brush fall, and the emperor immeduM.
picked it up and gave it to Titian, saying, ' Titan
worthy of being served by Ceesar' (' Titiano e degno tme-
seryito da Cesare'). Northcote the painter wrote a Lib
Titian, or, as some say, got Hazlitt to write it for bta
' The Life of Titian, with Anecdotes of the Distingue**
Persons of his Time,' London, 1830, 2 vol*. 8>c Tta
book of 784 pages is a mass of matter thrown togetv
without judgment or arrangement, and it contains srw»
inaccuracies and some contradictions. It consists af r»

reviews of Titian's life, which are distinct lives;

second review, ' from Ridolfi, Ticozzi, and others',' begirmrr
with ch. xxviii. or page 73 of the second volume, u tf»

better portion of the work, but does not appear to b*»
been written by the same hand that wrote the other po-
tion.

To be enabled to appreciate fully the powers ofTmu
it is necessary to examine his works atVemce : after Vntw
he is seen to most advantage in Madrid. Bermuda k%>

given a kind of list of his public works in Spain, in tt
' Dictionary of Spanish Artists ;' he enumerates about *
Titian's scholars were not very numerous : the best were P*n
Bordone, Bonifazio Veneziano, Girolamo di Tiziano. «r
his son Orazio Vecellio. His imitators were more so, l-

they include to a certain extent all the great painter* .

Venice of his time, who acquired a reputation subaeqverf*
to his own. Titian is said to have engraved on copper «r-

on wood.
There were several other painters of the familv of tfe

Vecelli.

VECELLIO, FRANCE8CO, the brother of Tihc
was born at Cadore, in 1483; commenced life a* •

painter, and imitated the style of his brother. He sil*~
wards took to a military life, returned again to paintir;
and then again forsook it in 1531 for the life of s tour

chant, as is reported, by the advice of Titian, who is

to have been jealous of him : he was a painter of grrv'

ability. There are several excellent .pictures by him :

the Venetian state. He died in 1560.

'

VECELLIO. ORA'ZIO, the son of Titian, was bom
Venice in 1515. He was an excellent portrait part>ir-

accompanied his father to Rome, and assisted him in m-
of his works. Many of Orazio's portraits are said no*
be attributed to his father. He died at the same tin* i

his father, in 1576, likewise of the plague. He is said \

have wasted much money in the study of alchemy.
Titian's property was inherited by his eldest son. Pee

ponio Vecellio, a priest, who, according to report, *.u
squandered it away. Besides these two sons Titian hal i

daughter named Cornelia.

VECELLIO, MARCO, called Marco di Tiziano, •»»
the nephew of Titian, and was born at Venice in 1549 bt
was a great favourite with Titian, painted in a similar shV
and executed many good works. He died in 161 1.

(Vasari, Fife dt> Piltori, tec.
; Ridolfi, Le Mararig**
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MFArte, &c. ; Zanetti, DeICa Pitlura Veneziana, &c.
;

l^inzi, Storia Piltorica, &c. ;
Boschini, Pitture di Venezia,

ke. ; Fiorillo, Geschichte der Mahlerey, vol. ii. ; Northcote,
Ufa of Titian, &c. ; Bermudez, Diccionurio Historico, &c.)
VECHT. [Rhine.]
VECTOR (Carrier). The radius vector, in mathematics,

s the radius which is carried round a fixed centre, and on
vhk-h a point moves, so that a curve is described by the
lonibined motion of the radius round the centre, and of the
>oint on the radius. [Coordinates.]
VEDA (from the Sanscrit root vid, 'to know') means

he sum of all knowledge ; or, according to another ety-

nology, the knowledge which contains the evidence of its

rulh within itself—that is, revelation. But this term,
Jthough in some instances it really implies the whole
earning (the eighteen vidySs or sciences) of the Hindus,
i specially applied to the four principal books of
heir sacred writings. These are the Rich, Yajush, Saman,
nd Atharvan'a. The RYgveda (from the radical rick, 'to
iud') is intended to be read on occasions when enco-
liastic prayers and hymns to the elemental deities are
ircscribed by the law ; the Yajush (from yaj, ' to sacrifice ')

elates chiefly to oblations and sacrifices, and contains
irayers adapted for certain rites to be performed at the
nil and change of the moon, and hymns and directions

egarding oblations to the manes ; the Samaveda cou-
it ns songs of lyrical character to be recited with melody;
nd the Atharvaveda, which is considered to be of later

ate, and is seldom included in the term 'the Vedas,' con-
hits of various hymns and incantations, the greater part of
rhieh are intended for the destruction and perdition of

nemies. To these books of their Scripture the Hindus at-

ich the greatest sanctity : they ascribe to them the highest

ntiquity, and state that Brahma himself made them pro-

eed from his mouth, or that he milked them out from

re, from air, and from the sun (Manu, i. 23), for the

ue performance of the universal sacrifice. According to

da tradition they were coeval with creation, which had
self taken blace according to the laws of a pre-existing

'eda. {Manu, ibid., 21.) They were however scattered;

Jtne legends state that they were lost (Oxf. Led., p. 7)

;

nd it was not till after many years that a Rtshi, or ' sage,'

rranged them and gave them the form in which they now
re known. This arrangement procured to the editor the

ame of VySsa, 'the arranger.' He is said to have lived

bout 5000 years ago ; hence his surname of DwSparSyana,
mt is, he who belongs to the second age, or yuga, of the

©rid. Various sages assisted him in his labour, and
hen he had divided the whole of the fragments of the

edas into four parts, he taught them severally to four

ifferent pupils. Payla learnt the RYgveda, Vais'am-

tyana was instructed in the Yajurveda, whilst the

(man was taught to Jaimini, and Sumantu had to pro-

lulgate the Atharvan'a. However in the course of time
le pupils of these four sages altered some things in the

rrangementof the several Vedas which had been handed
own to them, and thereby they became founders of dif-

erent schools, which are termed S'SkhSs : these are very
umerous, as may be collected by the fact that there are

ot less than a thousand S'SkhSs of the Samaveda. But
lie difference between these various schools of the Veda
neology is not material : it chiefly rests upon a mere
ransposition of the various hymns which constitute their

iuihitSs, or collection of sacred songs, and has conse-
uontly no influence on the doctrine which they contain.

Each of these four Vedas is divided into two parts, the San-
>tt and the BrShman'a, the latter ofwhich is a collection of
'recepts and maxims (Colebrooke, i. 12, note), or, according
o Jones's translation of ' Manu,' iv. 100, of chapters on
he attributes of God. Under the head of the BrShman'a
'f a Veda the Hindus comprehend also the various Upani-
hads which belong to it : these are of a more dogmatic
'haracter, and exhibit in a more comprehensive form the
loetrines which are obscurely expressed in the fragments,
fhich in fact are all that can be truly said to form an
tnginal Veda. The four Upavedas or subvedas, and the
ix \ edSngas or supplementary parts of the vedas, with
he UpSngas, or subordinate parts, constitute in great
ncasure that kind of literature which enables one belter to
imlcrstand the tenor of the sacred Tiayi (the name under
"hich the three vedas are collectively understood: it

neaus Triad). (Amarak, 1., i. 5, si. 4 a.)
The Rtgveda is the first in order, and its Sanhita con-

ing mantras, or prayers from various saints or Rishis to

the elemental deities, who in the language of the vedas
are called DevatSs. The circumstance that the names of
the RYshis of these mantras are generally preserved, and in
some instances occur even in the text, would be quite suf-
ficient to prove that these primaeval saints were them-
selves the authors of these prayers; but the Hindus,
jealous of the divine origin of their Scriptures, explain
this by saying that the Rishi, whose name is attached to
one of the Mantras, was merely the first to whom the
sacred words were either revealed, or bv whom their use
and application were first discovered. This Veda, like the
others, has an explanatory table of contents, which is

called Anukraman'T, and was composed by KStySyana

;

and it is in this table that the names of the authors of the
hymns of the RYgveda have been handed down with the
Veda itself.

The DevatSs seem to be as various and numerous as the
authors of the prayers addressed to them, and their titles

and functions give to the religion of the Vedas the cha-
racter of an elemental worship. From the Sanhita of this

Veda it appears not unlikely that it was so: the invoca-
tions which it contains are chiefly addressed to the deities

of fire, of the firmament, of the winds, the seasons, the
moon, the sun ; who are invited to be present at the sacri-

fice, or appealed to for wealth, or for the granting of their
several beneficial qualities. The SanhitS of this Veda
contains many mantras which may truly be classed with
some of the finest specimens of poetry we possess: but
this praise cannot be extended to the composition of the
greater part of them ; the praises and petitions are too
little varied and rarely show signs of vigour of thought or
felicity of diction. This however is only a proof of their

high antiquity ; man had not yet shaken off the tram-
mels of nature ; his individuality had not yet declared
itself; hence the sometimes childish addresses to a
deity of some element which was only considered in its

nearest relation to those who pronounced them. Bharad-
wSja's hymn to the morning dawn, which is extracted from
the fifth book of this SanhitS, and was published by Dr.
Rosen in his ' Rigvedte Specimen,' is truly sublime, although
the object of the invocation is only wealth. R opens with
the following line, which in the original is magnificent

:

' The glowing rays of dawn rise like the golden waves of
the ocean.' The request also is not pressed as it is in the
second hymn of the first book. R is translated by Pro-
fessor Wilson, in his ' Oxford Lectures,' p. 10, and contains

the following verse :
' Indra and Vayu, this juice has

been prepared ; come with benefits for us
;
verily the liba-

tion desires you ;' which is followed by a great number of

lines of the same kind, and justifies the expression of the

learned professor when he says that the short-sighted

vanities of human desire alone constituted the sum of the

Hindu's prayer.

The RYgveda SanhitS contains in its third book the cele-

brated GSyatr}, which though repeated more than once in

other vedas, appears to have originally belonged to the
RYch, as it is admitted on all hands that Vis'wSmitra was
the RYshi of the mantra where it occurs, and the other

hymns of this sage all form part of this book. The follow-

ing is the sacred line which it is enjoined should be re-

peated without intermission, and is declared to be the most
divine (Manu, ii. 77, 78) :

' Let us meditate on the ador-

able light of the divine ruler (SavitrY, 'the sun')
;
may it

guide our intellects.' The true interpretation of this pas-

sage is given by Colebrooke (Essays, i. 139, 140) ; but as

it is entirely based upon the authority of a Hindu law-

giver, who viewed the holy text in a very mysterious light,

we own that the explanation offers more difficulties than
the original text ever can when taken in its natural sense.

R is however of the greatest importance, and occurs in

various forms in most of the works which constitute the

body of Hindu theology. R is continually brought for-

ward as a proof of the monotheism of the Vedas, and as

such it may well be taken, since all the commentators
agree that it is not the visible material sun which is meant
by the word SavitrY, but that divine light which illumines

all, delights all, from which all proceed, to which all must
return, and which alone can irradiate our intellects. (Sir

W. Jones's Manu, p. 16 ; Colebrooke, i., p. 134.) Other
hymns of this Sanhita give distinct indications of the

belief in one God, and as such we would point out the one
contained in the tenth chapter of the last book ; it is trans-

lated by Colebrooke (Essays, i. 33), and begins in the fol-

lowing manner : 'Then there was no entity nor nonentity

;
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bo world nor sky, nor aazht above it : nothing, anywhere,

in the happiness of any one, involving, or involved : nor

•water d«*p and dangerous. Death was not ; nor then was

itmfcZTtaji'.v : nor distinction of day or night. But That

breamed wt'hout afflation, single with her 'the power of

creation, w.So a sustained within It.' The hymns which

contain do-rtnnes so well marked as this are generally in a

different style of composition from the usual one, and

nj'rttiy be'.o'ng to the latter part of the collection.

The theoretical portion of this Veda is called the Aita-

reya Brahman a Ett't>jt,i. 25„ from its having been recited

by' a sage named Aitareya < Ibid., p. 46,; and here we
aJreadv perceive a more dogmatic character : they are no

more fn mns or prayers to the deities of the elements ; but

a v>ft of rhapsodies, some of which seem to be of historical

import ; uluW others, and the greater part of them, relate

to religious ceremonies and theological matters. What
was o!r»cureJy hinted at in the Sanhitd appears in the

Brihman'a in a more advanced stage of development, and

the doctrine of Monotheism is more clearly established.

We need only compare the following passage, which is

taken from the Aitareya Aran'yaka, a part of this Brah-

man'a 'hnuyi. i. 47 , with our last quotation from the

SanhiU, to satisfy ourselves of what is here advanced:

—

' Originally this was indeed soul only; nothing else what-

soever existed, active or inactive.' He thought, ' I will

create worlds,' &c. This observation would justify us in

considering the Brahman'as of the Vedas to be of a period

subsequent to that of the composition of the Mantras, as it

was first suggested by Colehrooke <Essays, i., p. 12), and
more especially the Aitareya, which itself constitutes an

Upanishad of the Veda now under consideration, and seems

to be even later than the rest of the Rtgveda-BrShman'a

;

for mythological persons, which, it is ascertained, are of a

comparatively modern origin, appear not unfrequently in

its pages. rWindischmann, p. 1467.) But it is rather its

doctrine which would detract something from its antiquity.

It teaches the way to supreme intelligence ; it is stated to

be the way of knowledge :"kno\vledge is light, and Brahma
himself is this light. After this it treats of a cosmogony,
which is remarkable, since it seems to have paved the

way to the Pantheistic doctrines, which subsequently en-

gendered Polytheism, and helped to involve the religion

of the Hindus in an almost impenetrable web of conflicting

opinions. The Creator, it is said, first formed a man from
whom every element, or rather all nature, proceeded in

the following manner :—
' the eyes opened : from the eyes

a glance sprung; from that glance the sun was produced,'

&c. But then all those separate elements, such as light,

air, fire, &c, came to him and requested he should give

them a Ibrm : they chose the human body, and made it up
among themselves ; so that man is here distinctly stated

to be a microcosm. Other chapters of this book afford

sufficient evidence, as Colebrooke states, that the an-
tient Hindu religion recognises only one God, yet does not
sufficiently discriminate the creature from the creator.

We shall conclude with stating that the two chapters
of the Aitareya Bruhman'a, as we find them translated

in Colebrooke (Essays, i. 37 and 44), though they certainly

evince a greater antiquity than the Aran'yaka, are never-

theless so full of the miraculous power of priests, and
attach so much more importance to the priestly office than
the hymns of the SannitS, that we scarcely hesitate to

abide by our first decision, and to call them productions of
a later date. The Upanishads which form part of this

Veda will be considered, together with all the others,

towards the end of this article.

The priests who teach the RTgveda are^called ' Hotrls

'

from the root httv, ' to call,' or ' to invoke".'

The Yajurvcda, or Adhwaryu, was, as stated before,
taught by Vais'ampiiyana ; but it soon branched off into

many S'ukhiis. The first schism took place even in the
lifetime of Vais'ampayana, and was occasioned by Yiijnya-
valkya, one of his twenty-seven pupils. The myth which
was subsequently employed to account for this is too
absurd to be introduced here : we refer the reader to the
' Vishn'upurina,' cli. iii., sect. S ; and to Colebrooke (Ess.,

i., pp. 15, 16). This original division is the principal one.
The Yajush of Ytijnyavalkya is termed White, while that of
his master is called' Black ; nor is it a mere discrepancy in

the text which constitutes the difference between these

two books : they are quite separate works. The ' Vri'had

Aran'yaka' states that Yiijnyavolkya has had a revelation

of his own, and the ' Kun'd'anukrama' denies even his

having been a pupil of Vais'ampAyina. We shall :':•':

fore consider them separately.

The Black Yajurveda, which is also called the T-_

riya Yajush, from the sage Tittiri (Colebr., p. IS,

was the third in succession as teacher of this part c:'

Scriptures, begins its Sanhiti with the following pnic -

' I gather thee, O branch of the Veda, for the sue of r.

I pluck thee for the sake of strength. Calves, ye arc .

unto air 'that is, as wind supplies the world by mtr
rain, so do ye supply sacrifices by the milking of c.

-

May the luminous generator of worlds make too v.
success in the best of sacraments.' This is follont--

pravers to be recited at the performance of certain u
rice's, either, domestic, public, occasional, or such tr .

appointed by law or fixed by the seasons. The rr;

relative to domestic worship are contained in the w
and filth books of this Sanbita, and as consecrated v .

one of its most important requisites, the greater part :

mantras treat of this subject. The songs relating •

celebrated sacrifice of the horse, or As'wamedha, aoc '.

which accompany the usual oblations to the manes
or patriarchs), form part of the seventh book, which •>

last in the collection. The Sanscrit term for the !•"

kind of sacrifice is PitrTmedha, and there are man? ' -

which are purposely written to prove this institution \

of divine origin : it also forms the subject of a verj -'

resting but rare tract, which seems indeed to beluc:

this Veda, and is preserved in Wilson's collection kl .

Bodleian Library of Oxford. The Jyotisht'oma is a *; -

-

did sacrifice, at which it is required that no less
•

sixteen priests should officiate and prepare the Somv- "

it means ' the sacrifice to light ;' and the mantras re.:

'

to it are contained in the same book, and treat of the -
of preparing and drinking the juice of the acid asclc,

of which more will be said under the Samaveda.
them we find continual invocations to the sun, the ti-

the fire, the air, and they are in full accordance with t: -

of the RTgveda, with this only difference, that the n-r

of their authors are not preserved, and that they are r
rally ascribed to the Devatas themselves. (Colebr . -

p. 74.) Another sacrifice, which it is enjoined sho'j'-

performed every spring in honour of the season, is ci

the Agnisht'oraa, or ' sacrifice to fire.' The mantras »

:

are recited on this occasion are chiefly addressed u>

sun, or to its representative on earth, the sacrificial *

and are distributed into five parts, to be read setr-j

during five days, when a series of oblations are ma.

-

fire ; and these constitute the sacrifice : prayers relaJ:'..-

sacrifice in general (adhwara) form part of the first I •

of the Yajurveda Sanhita, and occur also in several li-

ters of the sixth : the mantras on the imposing cert-

n

Rajasuya, which can only be performed by a unr. -

monarch attended by his tributary princes, are also

tained in the first book. As many of the topics of t

hymns are common to both the Yajtirvedas, we •

notice those which are worth consideration in speak:n;
the Vajas'aneyt, or the White Yajush. The folic

passage, which gives a good notion of the importance w
this Veda attaches to sacrifices, will serve as a spec:- -

of theTaittirfya:—'They (the Rudras, Vasus, and AJr. -•.

three kinds of elemental deities who were the first crej!i •

alter the creation of the earth) addressed the Lord of •

tion, requesting him to direct them in performing a sol.

act of religion. He caused the Vasus to sacrifice wit!. :

Agnisht'oraa ; and they conquered this world, and ga> i-
•

he caused the Rudras to sacrifice with the Ukthva.
they obtained the middle region, and gave it a«v
caused the Adityas to sacrifice with the Atiratra, arid :

acquired that (i.e. the other) world, and gave it a- .

.

The commentators supply the ellipsis in these sent- .
-

by adding ' to the priests,' or ' for a sacrificial fee.' -

getting that man had as yet not been created : the San-
verb by which ' gave it away ' is rendered, may be .

•

well translated by ' gave it up,' which would be in

accordance with the doctrine contained in the pa^-3 -

and make the sacrifice the more perfect. Colebn.- •

(Essays, i. 75) has however followed the interpret.! .
•

of the commentator, and his authority is of too grc" •

weight to allow our suggestion to stand by its side, i
-

specimen is taken from the last book of the Yajum .i

Sanluta.

The Tailtirtya Aran'ya contains lectures, of which !' •

first six treat of religious observances and the bene •

arising from sacrifice, which is more especially in*.-' .
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upon in this Veda, and viewed in the light of a great ex-
piatory institution. We have not been able to procure
the Brahman'a of this Veda, or anything that could give
us more information of its contents than that it contains
many Stitras, or directions relative to the due performance
of sacrificial rites. But as the Aran'ya professedly forms
part of the theoretical portion of the Taittiriya, we shall
irive a cursory notice of an Uuanishad which belongs to it,

and is entitled the 'Taittiriyaka;' it forms the seventh and
eighth lecture of the Aran'ya. The subject is the nature
of Brahma (tad, neuter ; i.e. the universal soul), and it is

t amed on in a kind of dialogue between Varun'a and his
son Bhrlgu, who is desirous of knowing the mighty mys-
tery. However, the first definition of Brahma which Va-
run'a gives to his son only misleads him, and induces him
to search farther ; for when the youthful inquirer heard
from his father that Brahma was that from whence all

beings are produced,—that by which they live,—that to-
wards which they tend, and into which they pass,—he
concluded that Brahma must be food : for all beings are
indeed produced from food ; when born they live by food,
and when they die they become food. His next step in
his advancement towards truth was that Brahma was
breath ; for, said he, all beings live by breath, and they
pass into breath. This however did not satisfy him: his
father tells him that Brahma is profound meditation, and
this makes him think that intellect was what he sought.
He then guesses that Ananda, or 'felicity,' is Brahma, and
here he stops. The chapter concludes with saying that he
who knows this rests on the same support on which this
science is founded, that is, on the supreme ethereal Spirit,
and that he is great by progeny, by cattle and by holy
perfections, and great by propitious celebrity. It is curious
lo see the gradual steps by which Bhrlgu rose from the
most abject materialism to something higher merely by the
application of different ideas to the same formula as given
hy his father at the beginning of his philosophical in-

quiries. It is needless to repeat that speculations like

these can by no means have pretensions to the same age
as the hymns of the Sanhita.

The White Yajush, or the Vajas'aneyt, is divided in a
way similar to that of the Taittiriya ; but its Sanhita is

much shorter, and differs from that of the Black Yajush
in preserving the names of the authors by whom the se-

veral mantras were addressed to the Devatas. These RTshis
ire mostly the same with those of the RTgveda Sanhita,

md it appears that many hymns belong to both collections;

but as the Yajush itself acknowledges the plagiarism, as it

were, by entitling a section of his Sanhita Rtch, we need
not hesitate as to the work to which they originally be-
long. Those which may properly be said to have their

place here are those which relate to sacrifices and religious

ceremonies, and which treat of the subjects noticed in our
k count of the Taittiriya Sanhita. But as it would be te-

lious to enumerate them after so many quotations from
I lie preceding Vedas, we shall limit ourselves to the eluci-

dation of two points which are very material for the right

understanding of the antient religion of the Hindus, and
which in this Veda receive a satisfactory solution. These
ire the As'wamedha, or 'the sacrifice of the horse ;' and
> he Purushamedha, or ' the sacrifice of man.' Before we
proceed however it will be necessary to state that the
Hrahman'a of the Vajas'aneyt observesjhe same order in
the arrangement of the precepts concerning religious rites

which had been followed in the arrangement of the
1 'ravers belonging to them in the Sanhita, and that
this perfect parallelism enables us, and even seems to au-
thorise us, to throw them together, and not to treat them
separately, as we have done hitherto, at least with regard
to this subject. The Hindu commentators themselves ex-

]
lain these chapters in the same manner in both portions

of this Veda. The sacrifice of the horse, for which the
Veda itself declares that ' whosoever performs it conquers
'ill worlds, overcomes death, expiates sin, atones for sacri-

I' ire,"—a text quoted by the philosopher Guad'apSda in

his comment on the second Sutra, or ' Aphorism ' of Is'-

v/arakrlshn'a's Sankhya Karika—is an institution which
has given rise to many doubts as to the purity of the ori-

ginal religion of the Hindus ; but which, if really attended
ith bloodshed, would be entirely eclipsed by the abomi-

nation of a human sacrifice. Hie circumstance that the
Wwamedha always ends in the slaughter of the animal
v. henever it is performed at the present day, and that a

P. C, No. IKffl.

sort of Purushamedha has really been practised for a long
time by the Thugs [Thugs], has given to these doubts a
great semblance of truth ; and we think it but right to
free the sages who framed the early traditions of India
into a consistent religion from so grievous an aspersion

;

especially since the Abbe Dubois, in his ' Expose de quel-

Sues-uns des principaux Articles de la TnCogonie des
rahmes, contenant la Description detaillee du Grand.

Sacrifice du Cheval,' &c, Paris, 1825, may have contri-

buted to confirm it. The performance of the sacrifice as

described in this work agrees indeed in most parts with the
description given in the RSmayana (i.; sect. 11, 12, 13.

Serampore edition): but there is nothing in the antient
epos that could suggest the termination of the sacred rite

to have been such as stated in the Abbe's book ; for here
we see the officiating priest place himself before the victim
and address the sacrificial knife to the following effect :

—

' Knife, thou earnest in thy hand a dark and mysterious
weapon. I shall use thee for the immolation of the horse,

possess thyself of its blood and its flesh. _ Thou art sharp,

kill it and rouse the felicity of the celestials.' He then
splits the head of the animal, and various ceremonies fol-

low with regard to the blood, the bones, and the flesh of
the victim. There is not the slightest allusion to any-
thing of this kind in the RamSyan'a, where most of the
details attending this great ceremony are given, and where
the description of so dramatic a scene as this would cer-

tainly not have been omitted by the diffuse author. We
may therefore conclude that at the time of the composition
of the R&mSyan'a these sacrifices were not attended with
bloodshed.

Manu, who alludes to the As'wamedha in numerous
passages (as in v. 53), gives no positive directions about it

;

an omission of so important a nte in a body of laws which
contains even the most insignificant minutiae, seems fully

to justify the inference we have drawn from the poem
of Valmtki. ' And now when we come to the Veda
itself, we find that, though this ceremony is called ' the
sacrifice of the horse,'—six hundred and nine animals of
various prescribed kinds, domestic and wild, including
birds, fish, and reptiles, are made fast, the tame ones to

twenty-one posts, and the wild in the intervals between the
pillars ; and after certain prayers have been recited, the
victims are let loose without injury. (Colebrooke, vol. i.,

p. 61.) From this it would appear that the As'wamedha is

indeed only an emblematic ceremony, where the' horse is

avowedly meant to represent Virfij, or the primeval and
universal manifested being ; as may be collected from the
last section of the Taittiriya Yajurveda, which represents
the universe, or rather the universal soul clothed in the

creation, as a horse's body, when ' morning is his bead, the
sun his eye, the air his breath,' &c. Again, it appears
from the chapter on the Purushamedha that this also was
not the real sacrifice of a man, but that a hundred and
eighty-five men, of various specified tnbes, characters, and
professions, are bound to eleven posts; and after the
hymn concerning the allegorical immolation of Ndriiyaira

has been recited, these human victims are liberated un-
hurt", and oblations of butter are made on the sacrificial

fire. This hymn, which is taken from the SanhitS of this

Veda, shows at once the origin of this institution, and gives

a tradition which runs throughout the Brahmanical religion

though sometimes but obscurely mentioned, and seems to

offer a key to the elucidation of many difficulties which
otherwise would impede the progress of our inquiries : we
shall therefore give an account of its contents, and retain

the words of the text, when they are deemed of importance

:

—The primeval being is the universe, and all that luts been
or will be : but the elements of the world are only one
portion of him ; and three portions of him are immortality

in heaven. ' From that single portion, surnamed the uni-

versal sacrifice, was the holy oblation of butter and curds

produced ; and this did frame all cattle, wild or domestic,

which are governed by instinct' (v. 6). From him were

produced horses and all beasts that have two rows of teeth,

&c. ' Him the gods, the demigods named Sfidhya, and the

holy sages, immolated as a victim on sacred grass ; and thus

performed a solemn act of religion ' (v. 9). What became
of his different parts ? ' His mouth became a priest ; his

arm was made a soldier ; his thigh was transformed into a
husbandman ; from his feet sprang the servile man ' (v.

11). This very important passage is stated in nearly tho

same words in Manu (book i., v. 31 and 87). ' In that

Vol. XXVI.—2 A
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solemn sacrifice which the god* performed with him as a
victim, spring was the butter, summer the fuel, and sultry

weather the oblation * (14). ' By that sacrifice the gods

worshipped this victim : such were primeval duties ; and

thus did they attain heaven, where former gods and mighty

demigods abide* (v. 16). Compare with this the following

passage (torn a hymn of the Rtgveda (x. 10) :—« That

victim who was wove, with threads, on every side, and

stretched by the labours of a hundred and one gods, the

fathers, who wove and framed and placed the warp and

woof, do worship, The Purusha (first male) spreads and

encompasses this web, and displays it in this world and in

heaven. When that antient sacrifice was completed, sages,

and men, and our progenitors were by him formed. View-

ing with an observant mind this oblation, which primeval

saints offered, I venerate them.' Now from this passage

it is evident that Purushamedha does not mean the 'sa-

crifice of man ;' but the 'oblation to the primeval male
Purusha or Viraj,' in the same way that Pitrtmedha means
•sacrifice to the manes.' There is however no doubt that

the belief in this self-immolation of Brahma or Narayan'a

for the purpose of creating the world and for its benefit,

as stated by commentators, gave rise to an imposing cere-

mony for its commemoration. That this antient tradition

of the Creator's having formed the universe, and all that is

therein contained out of the different parts of his body,

which were offered by him to himself, and though severed,

yet encompassed by the irradiations of his soul, must have

had a very deep root in the belief of the Hindus is clearly

proved by their strict adherence to the division into castes,

which, had it been but a political institution, could have

never lasted so long. These also are distinctly stated and
universally believed to have originated from a quadriparti-

tion of the Creator when he had created himself, in full

accordance with the eleventh verse of the hymn we have
above quoted from the SanhitS of this Veda. This then

may be fairly taken as the origin of the two famous sacri-

fices which have occupied our attention. By a false in-

terpretation of the name.'and this is but too frequently tie

case when old institutions fall into disuse, when the lan-

guage in which they are prescribed is forgotten, and when
the nations for which they were intended have suffered

both physical and moral degradation, by putting a wrong
construction on words which were plain enough when the

good was understood and valued, the modern abominations

of bloody sacrifices to KSlt, premeditated murder of men
by Thugs, and the real sacrifice of a horse, may certainly

have originated. We shall conclude with the following

texts of the Veda:—'The Purushamedha, the As'wa, and
the Goraedha, are symbolical sacrifices.' ' O ye gods, we
slaughter no victim, we use no sacrificial stake, we worship
by the repetition of sacred verses.' (Samaveda SanhitS,

p. 32, v. 2.)

Colebrooke (Essays, vol. i., p. 56) translates a hymn
belonging to the VSjas*aneyt SanhitS, which relates to the
creation, and is much in the same style of composition
with those we have cited above. Another account of the
same subject is given in the VrYhad-Aran'yaka, an Upani-
shad of this Veda, which also agrees with the notions

contained in our extracts, with the exception that in this

girt of- the White Vajush, Viraj appears at first as the

goistic principle ; for ' when he was, and saw nothing but
himself, he said " I am I." Therefore his name was Aham
I.' Afterwards however he divides himself into two parts,

or, in the language of the Veda, ' he wished another ; and
instantly he became such as is man and woman in mutual
embrace. He caused this, his own self, to fall into twain

;

and thus became a husband and a wife.' He then pro-
creates the whole world. This story is alluded to in Manu
(book i., v. 32 and 33), where Manu himself is stated to be
the offspring ; but there is a great deal of confusion in

almost everything that relates to Hindu antiquities, and
we must rest satisfied when we have succeeded in rinding

one general and fundamental notion.

The SSmaveda (from the root sho, convertible into tH.

and signifying ' to destroy :' the derivative is expounded
as something ' which destroys sin :' t.'olcbr.) is second in

order, though first in excellence, according to the Bha-
gavad-Gtta. A peculiar decree of holiness seems to be
attached to it by the Hindus, although this would not
appear from Manu (iv. 123 and 124). 'The RIgveda is

held sacred to the gods ; the Yajurveda relates to man-
kind i the Simaveda concerns the manes of ancestors,

and the sound ofit raises therefore a notion of somethics . z

pure.' However, it is reasonable that this Veda, should hi-

a high place in the estimation of the Hindus,since it enti-

relates to the Soma-yiga, or moon-plant sacrifice. -

which most of the hymns which constitute its SanhitJ v
directed to be sung. The principal subjects of thr-

mantras are the praises of the deities, who are supposed •

honour the ceremony with their presence, and prartn '•

the prosperity of the worshippers and those coonec-
with them. There are also some invocations, which n
supposed to have the power of consecrating the fire i-

which the oblation is cast ; and others, the soma, jtnc-

.

which it principally consists. As we have hitherto c -

fined ourselves to an analysis of the principal parte of "

Vedas, it seems proper that we should give an instant?

the sacrifices to which they relate, and for this purpm *

shall submit ah abstract of the description of the owr
plant sacrifice in Dr. Stevenson's translation of the Sfcx»

veda SanhitS. To the Soma-yiga only the first tV
classes of Brahmans are admitted, t. those who tar.

either the Rich, Sflman, or Yajush ; for the profess*-

the Atharva-Vedi Brahmans being to destroy earcn
their presence would be inauspicious. In a mooaLrv-
night the moon-plant (sarcostema viminalvs) mot t»

plucked up from the roots, not cut down, from the tab. .-

land on the top of a mountain, when the arani *<>-

(premna spinosa) must also be collected for kindKns'!--

sacred fire. When stripped of their leaves, the bare Akj
of these plants are to be laid on a cart drawn by two rt=-

and brought to the house of the Yajamfirta, or instir j -

of the sacrifice, at whose expense all the ceremonies t

performed for his own especial benefit. The stalta >-

then bruised by the Brahmans with stones, and r
between two planks of wood, that the juice may be n-
pressed. They are now placed with their expressed jts>

over a goat s-hair strainer, sprinkled with water. »-

squeezed by the fingers of the Brahmans. The juice dr. .

into the drona kalasa, the receiving-vessel placed brr. •

when it is further mixed with clarified butter, barley, t
the flour of a grain called by the Mahrattas wari. ui
which the Sanscrit term is trin'adhfinya or ntvAra. }: .

now allowed to ferment till a spirit is formed, when it
-

drawn off for oblation to the gods in a scoop cai

s'ruch, and in a ladle called chamasa, for coosumptioa
the officiating Brahmans. The soma, when Pfovr
prepared, is a powerful spirit : it is said in this Veda
nave intoxicated S'ukra, and to have made even ladi •

face all awry while. he was drinking it; and, by
-

exhilarating principle, to have furnished him with r.
might without which he could not have subdued •

enemies of the gods. De Candolle observes of this pU-
which he refers to the genus Apocynei, that it coot*.'
a juice, of which it would be erroneous to say that n •

narcotic, since its effect is by no means calculated '

soothe the nerves, but much rather to deprive the n*n»t
of their power of activity without a stupifying
Seven classes of priests are necessary to the Soma-? v.-*

which, as it is sacred to Soma, or ' the moon,' or rather •

regent, ' Soma-natha,' is attended with many ceremor •

connected with fire. Besides the three usual sacred f r*«

which arc always kept alive in the house of a re-
Brahman, fire from heaven, obtained either from lighhv-.-

or from the sun—this is very remarkable, though the r

cess is not indicated—should be added. Fire from An
wood is to be jrrined to these, and must be obtained
a process called churning, which consists in drilaa; i

piece of this wood into another by pulling a string it --

to it with a jerk with the one hand, while the ctt

is slackened, and so on alternately till the wood *»••
fire, which is received on cotton or flax held i« '••

hand of an assistant Brahman. The New Holhu>> -

obtain fire from wood in a similar manner, and
is also practised to this day by the Russian peasart
The hall where these ceremonies are performed is m \
inner part of a Brahman's house, and the three i •

places, or ' kundas,'—one might call them altars—«•

placed at the beginning, the centre, and the end it

serpentine wall, of between two and three feet hv
which runs through the 'sail,' or room, and is cal
the ' Vedi.' But in order that these ceremonies should
efficacious, and the hymns which are sung, as not: - •

before, propitiate the deities therein invoked, the SStv
veda Brahmans is chiefly taken up in pointing out U*
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lsU-rities that must be practised to that effect. These are
rincipally lasting, which is canned to an extreme degree,
ut when the sacrifice is terminated there is a feast, in which
ch viands, and abundant potations of the moon-plant
eve rage, largely indemnity the devotees for their former
bstinence: moreover the presents mentioned as necessary
) be given to the officiating Brahmans are cows, gold,

arses, and provisions. The Soniayaga has been three
mes performed within the boundaries of the Mahratta
mntry since its occupation by the English, and doubt-
ssly accompanied with excesses of all kinds, and rites

hic-h would show how little they understood the sanctity
this sacrifice, to which they cling from their innate

ver.ence to every antient institution, however dege-
srate and unmeaning it may have become. For w hat
se is this act of drinking the soma-juice but a kind of
crament, by means of which union with the creator may
i obtained? or rather it is the great sacrament of purift-

tion, which, when duly performed with the prescribed
isterities, admits of reconciliation with That (Brahma-
.riij ), whose self-immolation cannot be forgotten. With-
t referring to the Samaveda Upanishads, which, as

ten observed in this article, are of a later date, and have
larged upon the topics contained in the mantras of the
jihi'tus—and the antiquity of these is admitted without
insay—we shall bring forward a few verses, chosen at

adorn, from the collection of songs belonging to this

Ida : ' That saving moon-plant, by its stream of pressed
crifieial viands, makes us pure. That saving moon-
Mlt makes us pure.' (Part i., Prapathaka, vi. ; Das'ati,

v. 4, p. 94 of Transl.) 'O moon-plant, thou art dis-

led for our benefit, that thou mayest satisfy the mighty
»d.' (Ibid., v. xiii.) ' O Soma, our purifier,' Sec. (Ibid.,

is. 4, v. ix.) 'The greatly beloved, the heavenly, the

irned, the wise director of the sacrifice, placed by the

es of consecration in heaven and earth, throughout the
lole period of his existence, comes to us by means of the

essed mpon-plant sacrifice.' ( Tiansl., p. 90.) This
rse can scarcely fail to remind the reader of the passage
have quoted from the RTgveda (x. 10: C'olebrooke,

. i-, p. 34). It would be tedious to quote more in support
• opinion, and we refer the curious reader to the trans-

by Dr. Stevenson, London, 1842. A great many of

ses of this Sanhita are taken from the RTgveda. We
however whether we ought to say, with the learned

r, that the whole is probably extracted and compiled
the Sanhita of the first Veda. The Upanishads which

me under this head are peculiarly interesting, from the

ttruse and truly ingenious way in which theological

bjects are treated ; but of these hereafter, as we shall

iw proceed to describe the fourth and last Veda. The
ahmans who chant the verses of the verses of Samaveda

lied UdgiitrT (from the root gai, ' O sing.')

e Atharvari'a, so denominated from its having
divulged by the sage Atharvan, is not generally

itted to be of equal authenticity with the preceding
and this may have been occasioned from its being
quoted, ana not from any internal evidence,
the circumstance of its containing mostly incanta-

>ns of a roost formidable nature, for the destruction of

lemies, may easily account for the neglect with which it

ems to have been treated : for, whilst the other Vedas
e in daily use with the Brahmans, and the reading of

em is never allowed to be omitted, the Atharvan'a, from
« very nature of its contents, can be produced only on
irtain occasions. Chapters from this Veda have fre-

lently been translated : such is the incantation which Sir

'illiam Jones has inserted in the ' Asiatic Researches

'

ol. i., p. 348). Another was published by Professor

Wilson, in the 'Calcutta Oriental Magazine' for October,
$25. We shall content ourselves with the quotation of the

Be which we find translated inColebrooke (Essays, vol. i.,

. 90) : ' Destroy, O sacred grass (Poa Cynosuroides), my
•es; exterminate my enemies; annihilate all those who hate

», O precious grass !' Imprecations of this kind are not
owever the only subject of the Atharvan'a : it also con-
lins a great number of prayers for safety, and the averting
T calamities. There are moreover hymns and prayers to

e used at solemn rites and religious exercises not specified

> the Yajush. From this short sketch, which it is

leedless to extend, the reader will perceive that, the
vaveda is more a book for occasional reference

treatise to be used by all the Brahmans. This is

also the reason assigned by Madhusudana Saraswati in his
' Prasthanabedha,' quoted by C'olebrooke (Em-ays, vol. i.,

p. 13). But the contrary opinion may still be held with
very good reason ; for occasional pieces could only have
been added when the rest of the body of Hindu scripture
had been completed, and certain omissions remarked

:

besides, this doctrine of hatred is in direct opposition to the
general conciliatory character of Bralimamsm, and may
fairly give room to doubts as to its age, which, if thet«
surmises be tine, would be posterior to that of the TrayT.
To the Atharvaveda are tacked a long string of Upanishads,
which either belong to its Brahman'a, of which the prin-
cipal part is entitled the Go-patha, or constitute a se-
parate body of theology, based upon the original Vedas,
and following immediately after the Atharvan'a, in the
complete collection of the Scriptures, without forming
part of it. The' latter seems to be the more plausible
opinion, since Upanishads, which are avowedly spun out
from some peculiar doctrine of either one or other of the
preceding \ edas, are also found in this place. Both the
style of their composition and the language differ so much
from the mantras of the different Sanhitiis, that we may
safely consider them as specimens of the second period of
Sanscrit literature, and as such they will be treated of in
the following sketch.

Upanishad (according to C'olebrooke from the verb
sad (shad-lrt), to destroy, to move, or to weary, preceded
by the prepositions upa, near, and ni, continually, or nis,

certainly) is in dictionaries given as a synonyme of rahasya.
Which signifies mystery. S'ankara Acharya, the celebrated
expounder of a great number of these works on theology, and
the author of the Vedunta-Sara, says, at the beginning
of his exposition of the KSthaka Upanishad : Those who
dcsiic final emancipation, and have abjured all that is

visible and perishable, and have obtained the science
called Upanishad, shall be freed from ignorance and the
other evils, which are the cause of the evolutions of the
world (sansSra)—for then (the evils) will be removed and
destroyed. This is the meaning of the root shad, and there-
fore is this science called Upanishad.' But Upanishad may
be also rendered by ' session ' in the sense of the Latin
'schola,' being chiefly a kind of disputation between a
master and his pupil. (Windischmann, p. 1169, 1678.)
Of these Upanishads, upon which the whole of the Hindu
theology of the fifth century of our sera is professedly
founded, there are fifty-two, the first fifteen of which are
stated to be but the terminating sections of the Atharva-
veda. We shall however notice only those which both
in the opinion of the natives and the judgment of
Europeans are considered of importance.
The RTgveda is followed by two Upanishads which are

generally assigned to it ; but which are nevertheless sepa-
rate authorities for two different schools: these are the
' Aitareya,' from which an extract has been given above
when speaking of the Briihmana of the Rich, and the
Kaushitaki. From the fourth chapter of the second book
of the former we shall quote a passage which is singular
enough, as it is explanatory of Condillaes ingenious theory
of the senses. When the primeval Being had created the
worlds and its regents, and was himself the primeval man,
' He reflected :

" There are worlds and regents of worlds

;

for them will I frame food." He viewed the waters ; from
waters, so contemplated, form issued ; and food is form,

which was so produced. Being thus framed, it sought to

flee. The man endeavoured to seize it by speech, but could
not attain it by his voice, &c. He attempted to catch it by
his breath, but could not inhale it by breathing ; had he by
inhaling it, (hunger)- would be satisfied by smelling food.

He sought to snatch it by a glance, but could not surprise

it by a look : had he seized it by the sight, (hunger) would
have been satisfied by seeing food. He attempted to catch
it by hearing, but could not hold it by listening : had he
caught it by hearkening, (hunger ) would have been satisfied

by food. He endeavoured to seize it by his skin, but could
not restrain it by his touch : had he seized it, &c. He
wished to reach it by the mind, but could not attain it by
thinking : had he caught it, &c.' It is to be observed that

all this time, though he had created his body, or ' purusha,'

and it managed to perform these different functions,

the spirit was nevertheless without or rather hovering

about it ; but seeing this ' He thought, " If speech dis-

course, breath inhale, and sight view ; if hearing hear, &c,
then who am I ?"

' He then entered the body, and the

2 A 2
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chapter concludes :
1 Thus bom, he discriminated the ele-

ments.'
As nothing of the Kaushttaki has yet appeared in

print, we shall limit ourselves by stating that it contains
two dialogues on the same topics as those of preceding
Upanishads, and that it is, together with the Aitareyaka,
one of the chief authorities for the Vedanta school of
philosophy. The Taittirfyaka has already been quoted
as one of the most important Upanishads ascribed to the
Black Yajurveda. Another Upanishad belonging to it

is the Maitrayanl, which is the principal book of a school
of Yajurvedi Brahmans, who call themselves MaitrSy-
antyas. Some passages from the Maitrayan*! have been
for the first time published in a translated form in Win-
dischmann's ' Philosophic der Weltgeschichte ' (p. 1595,

1615) : one of these is particularly worth noticing ; it gives
a definition of the soul in the following manner :

' The
soul is thyself; for thou knowest that which is different from
soul and is perishable.' ' But what is the soul ?' asked the
king. The sage answered : ' He who dwells in the body,
who heeds the body, and at whose departing the body
suffers whilst he does not suffer, for uncertainty (such as

the body's) is not his—that is the soul. He delights in

his beauty, he is immortal, fearless, and himself Creator.'

The White Yajush has two Upanishads, which are
both of great length and enjoy the highest authority
anions; the Hindus. They are the Is'avSsya and the
Vrihad-Aran'yaka, of which several extracts have been
given in the course of this article. It would be tedious to
adduce specimens from them, since they are all in the
same style of composition with the rest, and are for the
most part in the hands of the public.

The principal Upanishad of the SSmaveda is the ChSn-
dogya, which is also very frequently quoted and part of
which is well known. The following is a specimen from the
second part of the seventh chapter, which is the most sacred
in the opinion of the Vedftnta school of philosophy ; it

is a dialogue between Udd&laka and his son S'wetaketu

:

' Bring here that fruit from the fig-tree.' ' Here it is,

O venerable!' 'Open it.' 'It is opened, O venerable!'
•What dost thou see?* 'These small seeds.' 'Divide
one of them.' * It is divided, O venerable!' 'What
do3t thou see?' 'Nothing, O venerable!' The master
said to him :

' From the subtile element which thou secst

not was produced this tall fig-tree. Believe, O my
son ! &c. Throw salt into the water and come again in
the morning.' So he did. To him said Uddalaka : ' Bring
the salt, which on ycster-eve thou didst throw into the
water. He sought and found it not, it was dissolved.
•Taste the water on this side; how tastes it:" 'Salt.'
• Taste it in the middle ; how ?' ' Salt.' ' Taste it on the
other side ; how T ' Salt.' ' Throw it away and come to
me.' So he did. He said to him : ' Thou seest not the
being (ri 5v) but verily it is here.' The rest of this book
is highly interesting, and it is very desirable that the
text should be published. The Kena or Keneshitara Upani-
shad, so called from its first words ('by whom it is desired'),
has a reputation almost as high as the Chandogya ; and
here we find a curious passage, stating that the true
knowledge of Brahma is not to be obtained by knowledge
or understanding, but by faith : ' The master speaks

:

" If thou thinkest that thou dost know, then knowest
thou little indeed of the essence of Brahma." The
pupil considers, and observes :

" I perceive ; now I pre-
sume no more to say that I know (what Brahma is);

nor do I know that I know it. For to him who is uncon-
scious it is made known," ' &c. The chapter concludes
with the injunction, that both faith and understanding
should be united, for ' the mind when obtained through
the mind acquires strength, and knowledge gives it im-
mortality.'

The Mun'd'aka is the principal Upanishad of the Athan-
van'a, and is also one of the most important for the doc-
trines which it contains. These arc plain enough from
the following words of its first section: 'The supreme
science is that by which this imperishable (nature) is ap-
prehended, which is contemplated by the wise for the
source of beings. As the spider spins and gathers back
(its thread) ; as plants sprout and germinate ; as hair
grows on a living person : so is this universe here pro-
uced from the imperishable nature,' &e. Another Upa-

nishad, which is generally classed with this Veda, is

entitled the Kathaka. Colebrooke has given in his Essay

(vol. i., p. 95, &c.) a complete list of the name* of them

Upanishads, and those of them which are either publbfcn
or otherwise made known are noticed at the conclusion j

this article.

The age of the Yedas has been a matter of coosaden'-l
discussion and conflicting opinion ; it seems however tra

the date now generally assigned to them is between ,l
i

fifteenth and fourteenth centuries before our aerm : a-

1

that DwaipSyana, the arranger, * Vyasa,' or the sets*.'.' i

which he is the reputed founder, flourished about thru* a

centuries before the Christian aera. Sir William J< ->

has,- in his preface to Manu (p. 7), attempted to fix •

age of the Yajurveda by counting the Uvea of forty bu-

through whom its doctrines were transmitted from '

time of ParSsara, a Hindu sage and the father of V->.

(p. 11), whose epoch is fixed by a celestial observation bL «-

upon the astronomical treatise which is appended to -

Veda, for the purpose of fixing the proper periods ftc •

performance of religious duties. The conclusion he «rr.

at by means of this reasoning, which is not conviotmr .

that the Yajurveda had been written in 1580 before • t~j
With the help of a similar calendar entitled Jyotuh, w,—
the place given to the solstitial points at the tame c; .

composition is that in which those points were situate! -

the fourteenth century before Christ, the learned •'-•»

brooke (Essays, vol. i., pp. 106, 200) seems to haTe «rtt>

the question. But as these Jyotish or astronomical m
tises belong to the br&hman'a, or theoretical part of

*

Vedas, and we have had sufficient reason to doubt tt :
-

being of an equal age with the Mantras, this date . c-

cent. b.c.) would only l>e applicable to the second and lt-

portion of the sacred scriptures, and would allow (with u
computation of Sir William Jones, which only protest- '

give the date of the Yajur) of its being removed *-

farther. However there can be no doubt as to their t

thenticity and their high antiquity, since the diffmr
between the style of the Mantras and the Upamsbt.
which have also been included in the date above ra-
tioned, is as great as the style of Chancer compared « .'

-

that of Pope.
The fundamental doctrine of the Vedas seems to '.•

this : The various elements which constitute this urav*r>

are only the various parts of the universal and prim":
soul, the objective That, which by the very dismemr*

•

ment of itself had lost its subjectivity. ThroocS. •

the Vedas there runs a strong vein of belief in the n."

of man, who though he had received his own existr»

through the self-immolation of the Creator, and
originally part of him, had lost his primeval purity, to re-

cover which sacrifices of various kinds were ordained
imitation of the great, original, and universal saerrf.-

And this seems indeed to be the early tradition amen.-
all nations of the earth. The Vedic monotheism, wtv

one would sometimes be inclined to doubt from th» r.

merous DevatSs who are invoked in the Mantras, v:

appear plainly enough if the reader has the patience '

read the following passage : ' The deities are only tbiw
whose places are the earth, the intermediate region,
heaven : (namely) fire, air, and the sun. They are jr'-

nounced to be (the deities) of the mysterious nara-
(Bhur, bhuvar, and swar), called the VyAhrttis (see l/'i*-

ii., v. 76) severally ; and PrajJpati (the lord of creature* i-

(the deity) of them collectively. The syllable Oin n»t>-
every deity; it belongs to him (Pararaeshfl) who d«tl-
in the supreme abode, &c. Other deities belonging *

those several regions are portions of the (three) god* : s
-

they are variously named and described on account :

their different operations : but (in fact) there is only •<•>

deity, the great Soul (MahSn fltmfl).' Numerous pkwe-
of the same kind occur in almost every page of the Vrd
literature, by which we mean the Upavedas, fur •

notice of which we refer to the article on Sanscrit htev
ture. [Sanscrit Language and Literature-.]

Directions concerning the reading of the Veda*.—Th
sacred Trayt is a holy deposit in the hands of the Bra*
mans, who should learn and teach it incessantly for tt»

benefit of mankind, and at the sacrifice of every iao -

gence, and even wealth, which might impede their resdir:
it. (Manu, iv. 17.) By doing this the Brahman becce^
the chief of all created things ; through him all mortu
enjoy life, and therefore he is to be treated with mcrt
respect than a king (Manu, i. 96, 100, 101 ; ii. 139) : sr..

yet with all this power he must be humble, and his attco
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mJd on no account be wasted on worldly studies; an.t

n should be unremittingly directed to the Vedas, and
.•ir teaching of the scriptures should be done gratis ; for

igion is not to be considered as a profession (iii., 180

;

192, 18G, 205) ; and consequently he is not even
owed to receive any gifts (x. 109-11 ; xi. 194-197) from
B most unexceptionable persons (iv. 186; 91). His
ly support ought to be the Veda, and he ought always
be seen with his staff and a copy of the Vedas in his

nds (iv. 33-39). The Institutes of Manu(c. ii., v. 70-

; iv. 92-127) give very full directions as to the manner
which the sacred books are to be read. They must not
read without the accents and letters being well pro-
unced ; nor ought they to be read by night when the wind
:ets the Brahman's ear, nor by day when dust is col-

:ted ; nor as long as the scent and unctuosity of per-
nes remain on his body ; he must first perform his ablu-
ins. Even the times for the reading of the different parts

the Vedas are fixed by law ; the Vedas themselves, i.e.

i Mantras, must be read during the bright fortnights,

d the VedSngas he ought to read in the dark half of the
anth. Many of these rules are attended to even now

;

t many new directions have been introduced into the
ual sinee the time that Sanscrit has ceased to be gene-

( understood ; for, like the Koran among the Moham-
,
the Veda is put into the hands of children in the

. of their education, and continues afterwards to

d by rote for the sake of the words, without com-
mon of the sense ; and accordingly it is read in

superstitious modes, word by word, either simply
sjoining them, or else repeating the words alternately

ickwards and forwards ; and copies are prepared for these
id other modes of recital, which are called Pada, Krama,
ltd, Ghan'a, &c. (Colebr., vol. i., 20, 21.) We may also

iserve here that the principal metres used in the hymns of

c Vedas are the Jagati, Gayatri, and Trishtup.

The existence of the Vedas has been doubted as late as

when Paulinus a S. Bartholomaeo {Sy&tema Brah-
Romav p. 281) calls them fabulous, for the

\ were anything but communicative on the subject,

had however been partly translated into Persian as

rly as 1656 a.d. by the command of Darit Shukoh, the

•other of Aureng Zeb. The books thus translated for

m were the Upanishads, and of these a specimen is

iven in White's ' Institutes of Tamerlan,' Oxford, 1783

:

lere is also a short extract from them in Halhed's pre-

>ce to his 'Code of Gentoo Law,' London, 1781. In
301 Anquetil du Perron brought out his translation,

nder the following title: ' Oupnek'hat, i.e. Seeretum
igendum, opus ipsa in India rarissimimi, continens an-

ouam et arcanam S. theologicam et philosophkam doc-
Wiam e quatuor sacris Indorum libris Rah Beid, Djcdir
eid, Sam Beid, Athrban Beid, exeerptam ad verbum
Persico idiom;d.e, Sanscreticis vocabulis intermixto in

atinum converso,' &c, 2 vols. 4to. It might well be
xpected that a work translated into Persian by Moham-
ledans, and re-translated verbatim into Latin, would
« very different from the original ; moreover, Anquetil
eems to have done everything in his power to write
he most unintelligible Latin. His book is accordingly
[uite valueless as far as the accuracy of the contents are
oncerned, although it will always remain an interest-

ng work for the great erudition which its author has dis-

mayed both in the preface and the notes with which it is

lunched, and for the circumstance of his having been the
Irst to acquaint the Europeans with anything relating to
lie older belief of the Hindus. Afterwards a summary of
he Vedas, as good as a summary can be, was given by
-'olebrooke in the eighth volume of the 'Asiatic Re-
searches,' p. 369-476; it was reprinted in his ' Miscella-
neous Essays,' London, 1837, p. 9-114, and from this we
have largely drawn.
InlKiODr. Rosen published his 'RTgvedae Specimen,'

London, 4to. ; and in 1838 appeared, after his death, his

edition of the first book of the ' RTgveda Sanhitii,' 4to.,

with a latin translation and explanatory notes, mostly phi-
lological. Professor Wilson has announced his intention
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ticity ;. but it was not until F. Ellis had published his

Account of a Discovery of a modern imitation of the
Vedas' in the 'Transactions of the Literary Society of
Bombay,' vol. iii., pp. 1-59, that it was found to be the
work of the Roman Catholic missionary Roberto de*

Nobili, who used it about 1620 for purposes of conversion.

Dr. Mill ofCambridge is preparing an edition of the text

of the Yajurveda Sanhita, which we hope will soon make
its appearance.
We have a translation of the SanhitS of the SSmaveda

by Dr. Stevenson of Bombay, published in London in 1842,

for the Oriental Translation fund, and the text will in all

probability issue from the press in a few weeks.

The Katha, Kena, Is'a, and Mun'd'aka Upanishads have
been translated by Rammohun Roy in Calcutta at different

periods, and were reprinted in London in 1832 in one
volume, bearing the title 'Translation of several principal

Books of the Vedas,' &c. ; from which most of the French
and German translations have been made.
VEDANTA. [Sanscrit Language and Literature.]
VEERING, or WEARING (from the French, virer),

is that movement of a ship in which, supposing her to

have been previously sailing with the wind on either bow,
she is brought, by her head being turned to leeward, into

a contrary position, so that the wind is on the other bow,
and the direction of her course is reversed.

If in the operation of tacking the ship loses so much o?

her forward motion as to be incapable of yielding effec-

tually to the action of the water on the rudder, and thus of

turning her opposite bow towards the point from whence
the wind is blowing, the ship is said to miss stays ; she

then drifts to leeward, till by the action of the water on
the lee side of the rudder the head is again turned from
the wind, when she is brought to her previous position.

In this case, should it be necessary to persevere in endea-
vouring to change the course, and should the ship be not

too near a point of danger, the proposed end may be
gained by veering ; and the evolution is thus effected :

—

When, in drifting to leeward, the ship begins to fall off, or

to turn her head from the wind, the helm is placed hard
a-weather, and the after-sails are hauled up so that the wind
may act upon the others only, and that the ship may be
brought before the wind : the helm is then placed exactly

fore and aft, and the velocity of rotation continuing, the

ship's head begins to turn towards the wind, which will

then be on the opposite bow. The helm being now turned

to leeward, the mizen-sail hauled out and its stay-sails set,

the ship comes rapidly into the required position.

This evolution is frequently the only one which can be
performed in stormy weather when little sail can be car-

ried, and also when" sailing with a light breeze ;
since, in

either of these cases, the ship may not have sufficient velo-

city to allow of being put about by tacking: the disad-

vantage of veering is that, during the evolution, the ship is

sometimes carried far to leeward, and the loss of space can
only be diminished by executing the movement with as

much rapidity as possible.

Box-hauling is an evolution similar to that of veering,

and is put in practice when a rock or some other danger
is suddenly seen a-head. If it be supposed that the ship

is already close hauled, the after-sails are to be taken up,

the helm turned a-lec and the head-sails laid back ;
by

these means the ship's head begins to turn from the wind,

and her forward motion is arrested. As the ship s head
continues to turn, the wind begins to act on the after-

surfaces of the head-sails, giving a small motion forward

:

and then the helm is shifted so as to co-operate with the

wind in causing the ship's head to fall farther off. The
rest of the evolution is similar to that which is performed
in the act of veering.

VEGA CARPIO, FRAY LOPE FELIX DE, was
born at Madrid, November 25th, 1562. His father, as

he informs us in his 'Laurel de Apolo,' p. 45, was also

a poet, to which circumstance may perhaps be as-

cribed his early taste for poetry. According to Montal-

\an(Fama Posthwna, p. 15l, before Lope had attained the

age of five, he could read Spanish and Latin ; and before
to publish the whole of the Sanhita of this Veda for the his hand was strong enough to guide the pen, he recited

Oriental Text Society. verses of his own composition, which he had the address
Of the Yajurveda there appeared a forgery under the and good fortune to barter for prints and toys with his

playfellows. At the age of twelve he had, by his own
here appeared a forgery under the

title ' L'Ezour Vedam, ou Anciens Comnientaires der Ve-
'lam,' &c, publifi par De Suinte-Croix, Iverdun, 1778,
2 vols. 12mo. Deguignes was the first to doubt its authen-

account, not only written several short poems, but com-
posed dramas in four acts ; and during the intervals which

le
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his studies at school afforded him, he was always rhyming.
Having lost his father when he was about thirteen, ne was
soon after impelled by so strong a desire of seeing the

world, that he resolved to escape from school. He con-

certed his project with a schoolfellow, and they actually

left Madrid together, without the knowledge of their re-

lations or their masters. Being however detected in their

flight, Lope and his schoolfellow were brought back to

their relations. Upon his return to Madrid, young Lope
ingratiated himself with the bishop of Avila by several

Sastorals, and a comedy in three acts, called ' La Pastoral

e Jacinto,' which is justly considered as a prelude to the

reform which he meditated in the Spanish ftage. It is

moreover probable that during this interval, between
school and the university, which he was enabled to enter

through the liberality of his patron the bishop, he com-
posed several poems, which ne retouched in after-life.

After spending four years at the university of Alcala, Lope
became attached to the duke of Alva, at whose request he
wrote his ' Arcadia,' a mixture of prose and verse, romance
and poetry, pastoral and heroic, the design of which is

avowedly taken from Sannazaro, though its execution has

been pronounced by Spanish critics to be far superior to

the model. The 'Arcadia,' though written perhaps as

early m 1580, was not published till 1598. Some time after

Lope had executed the command of his illustrious patron,

he left his service, and married a lady of rank, Dona Isabel

de Urbino. He continued to cultivate poetry with in-

creased enthusiasm, until being involved in a duel with a

gentleman of rank, he wounded his antagonist, and was
obliged to separate himself from his wife, whom he loved

tenderly, and leave Madrid. Lope fixed upon Valencia as

the place of his retreat ; but some years after, having

previously ascertained that he would not be prosecuted, he

returned to the capital, and was reunited to his family.

He did not however long enjoy this new-found happiness

:

his wife, whose health had been for some time on the

decline, died shortly after his return. To fly from such
painful recollections, Lope became a soldier, and joined

the ' invincible Armada.' The fate of that expedition is

well known ; and Lope, in addition to the difficulties

and dangers of the voyage, had the misfortune of seeing

a beloved brother expire in his arms. During this un-

fortunate voyage Lope composed his ' Hermosura de
Angelica,' a poem which professes to take up the story

of that princess where Ariosto left it, and which Marini,

one of his Italian admirers, has not hesitated to pronounce
superior to the ' Orlando.' On his return from the Armada,
Lope quitted the career of arms, and entered the service,

first, of the marquis of Malpica, and afterwards of the

count of Lemos, with whom he remained until his second
marriage, to Dona Juana de Guardia, a lady of Madrid :

he was then twenty-eight years old. About eight years
after this event, in 1598, on the occasion of the canoniza-
tion of St. Isidorus, a native of Madrid, Lope entered the
lists with the best poets of the day, and surpassed them
all in the number and merit of his performances. Prizes

had been assigned for every style of poetry, but no more
than one could be obtained by the same person. Lope
succeeded in the hymns ; but not contented with this, he
produced besides, in an incredibly short space of time, a
poem of ten cantos, in short verse, as well as several son-

nets and romances, and two comedies, which he pub-
lished together under the feigned name of Toin6 de Bur-
guillos.

This was perhaps the most fortunate period of Lope's
life : he had, by his own statement, written already no less

than nine hundred dramas for the stage, besides twelve
volumes of other poetry ; and although the remuneration
then given to authors was very moderate, he wrote so
much, and had eo many presents conferred upon him by
men of rank, who were anxious to become his patrons, that
he was enabled to live in affluence. He had a son named
Carlos, on whom he doated, and who promised to be the
heir of his talents. The period of bis domestic happiness
did not last long : his son died ; his wife soon followed her
child to the tomb, and Lope was left with two daughters.
The spirit of the poet seems to have sunk under such re-

peated losses ; and he resolved to soothe it by the exercise

of devotion. Accordingly, having become secretary to the
Inquisition, he shortly afterwards became priest, and in

1609 a sort of honorary member of the brotherhood of St.

Francis. Meanwhile the reputation of Lope as an author

was rising to that height which it afterwards reached; :

he worked as assiduously as ever. He seldom pa»<-t .

year without giving some poem to the press ; and acv
a month, or even a week, without producing some

,

upon the stage. In a very short space of time * La* 1

umphos de la Ft,' ' Las Fortunas de Diana,* three mm

;

prose, ' Circe,' an heroic poem, and ' Philomena,' a *

gular, but tiresome allegory, were the fruit of his prv_
pen.
Such was his reputation, that he himself began to C~

trust the sincerity of the public, and wishing to aaeo* -
whether the extravagant applauses heaped upon i

were the result of fashion or a homage paid to

merit, he published a poem without his name. B
either the number of his productions had gradually font

the public taste to his own standard of excellence, or

fertile genius was so well adapted to the taste of the tir .

that his ' Soliloquies ofGod,' though printed under a feir-i

:

name, secured him as many admirers as his farmer y .-

ductions. Emboldened probably by this success, he
cated his ' Corona Tragica,' a poem on Mary Queen of So,

.

to Pope Urban VIII., who wrote him a letter of arlz.^
ledgment in his own hand, and conferred on him the d*r>

»

of doctor of theology. About the same time CanL.
Barberini, the pope's nuncio, followed him with venerst.
in the streets

;
Philip III., himself a poet, would stop

gaze at such a prodigy ; the people crowded round h_

.

wherever he appeared; the learned and the studioo
Europe made pilgrimages from their country for tht > -

purpose of conversing with Lope. So associated wa» t

idea of excellence with his name, that it was used
common conversation to signify anything perfect in .

kind ; and a Lope diamond, a Lope day, or a Lope wanu..
became fashionable and familiar modes of exprtwi
Lope had dangerous rivals in Gongora and Census
with neither of whom he seems to nave lived oof^
terms. Indeed, if we are to judge from the many satire,
allusions contained in his writings, Gongora and L
were sworn enemies to each other. As to Cervantes, r. .

probable that the immense popularity which Lope :

Vega enjoyed, and the honours which he receivea fro
all parts of the country, may have awakened a sentuxn
of jealousy in his breast; whilst Lope was living in
penty and splendour, the author of 'Don Quixote' «u
actually starving in the same street! Lope continued <

publish plays and poems, and to receive every rut.
that adulation and generosity could bestow, till the ia
1635, when his health gradually declined, and he cxpuw
on Monday, the 26th of August, in the seventy-third jc*.-

of his age. He was buried at the convent of nuns in \u
Calle de Cantarranas, whence his remains have lately bw--
removed to the National Pantheon of Madrid.

Notwithstanding his undisputed talent, Lope is bet:

-

known for the prodigious number than the quality of U-
writings. According to a calculation made by one of in
panegyrists, twenty-one million three hundred thousand .

:

his lines were actually printed, and no less than eighki -.

hundred plays of his composition acted upon the stai>
' Were we to give credit to such accounts,' says Lord H
land, ' allowing him to begin his compositions at the are
thirteen, we must believe that upon an average he wru-
more than nine hundred lines a day; a fertility of imar
nation, and a celerity of pen, which, when v»e considr
the occupations of his life as a soldier, a secretary, »

master of a family, and a priest ; his acquirement* u
Latin, Italian, and Portuguese; and his reputation it
erudition, become not only improbable, but absolutclr
and one may almost say physically, impossible.' Yii
there can be no doubt that Lope was, even in proluc
Spain, the most prolific of writers. Montalvan tells u*
that when Lope was at Toledo he wrote fifteen act* 13

fifteen days, miking five plays in a fortnight. He hra>-
self informs us iu the eclogue to Claudio, one of hi*
works, tliat he had written upwards of fifteen hundrti
dramas, one hundred of which had been composed in t
many days

:

' l'ues nui de cieoto en ltoru veioLe quttro
Pusaiun de lai Mu&u al tbceliw.*

In addition to the works mentioned in the course of thi»
notice, Lope wrote several epic poems, as ' La Jerusafan
Conquistada ;*

4 La Circe ;' 4 La Dragontea ' (on the « Death
of Sir Francis Drake ')

;
' La Andromeda ;' numerous pa*

torals; ' Los Pastores de Bclen ;' ' La Dorothea,' &c. &cT;
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mrlesque poem, entitled ' La Gatomachia ;' several

sties, and other short poems, which were collected and
nt l'iI at Madrid, 1776-79, 21 vols. 4to. But it is not on any
hese productions that the reputation of Lope really rests:

t was founded on his dramas, in which he showed him-
r of his art. The number and merit of his plays, nt

1 when the Castilian language whs generally studied

out Europe, directed the attention of foreigners to

_ anish theatre, and probably induced them, more than
t'orks of any one writer, to form their compositions
the model which Corneille and others afterwards

His plays have always been popular in Spain,
now, when the introduction of the French dramatic

ttl has considerably lessened the taste for the old
ma, ' T„i Moza de Cantaro,' ' La Noche Toledana,*
I others of Lope's plays are still acted on the Madrid
ge.

-ord Holland has given, after Hncrta, a list of all

dramas attributed to Lope de Vega, which exist in

nt. There are 497 plays, and 21 ' Autos Sacramen-
ts," in all 518, to which number may be added many
ich have been lost, and many more which, though acted
the Ma;_re, were never printed, besides those which are
(served in manuscript. There is an edition, consisting
25 volumes in quarto, published in parts between
)9and 1647, at Madrid, and other places in Spain, which
3f excessive rarity, and of which we only know of three
rfeet copies, one in the library at Holland House, Ken-
gton

; another in the possession of Don Agustin Duran,
Madrid ; and a third, which is now in the collection ef

• John Labouchere. The library of the British Museum
Bsesses one ; but the title-pages of the volumes are
xinted.
^Montalvan, Fama Posthuma, Mad., 1C37, 4to. ; Parnaso
paSol, vol. xiv. ; Lord Holland's Some Account of the
ves and Writings of Lopf Felix de Vega Carpio and
tillen <fc Castro, Loud., 1817; Lardner's ' Cabinet Cyclo-
pia,' Literary and Scientific Men of Italy, Spain, and
irtugal, vol. lii.)

VEGA, GEORGE, a German mathematician, and colonel
the Austrian artillery, was bora at Sagoritz in Carniola,
1754. His family name is said to have been Veha, but
is he transformed into Vega. His parents, though in

duced circumstances, gave him the benefit of a good
ucation, and sent him to prosecute his studies at Lau-
ich, where, under the tuition of Maffei, who was after-
irds bishop of Buntzlau in Bohemia, he made great pro-
ess in the mathematics: for this prelate he entertained
e highest esteem and gratitude, which, but two years
ifore his death, he testified by dedicating to him a second
lition of his principal work.
Vega commenced his military career by entering into a
>rps of engineers, with which he served, first in Carniola,
id afterwards in Hungary : here his merit and his know-
dge of the military sciences soon procured for him the
itice of the emperor Joseph II., who gave him the ap-
Dintment of mathematical instructor in the imperial artil-

'fy, with the rank of lieutenant in its second regiment.
Though engaged in the duty of giving lessons, and in
ie composition of his works, he served with the Austrian
miyin Flanders at the commencement of the wars arising
•om the French Revolution, and distinguished himself on
sveral occasions by his gallantry : he was raised in 1790
> the rank of major, and subsequently to that of iieutenant-
olonel

;
and, with the dignity of a baron of the empire,

if was made Chevalier of the order of Maria Theresa.
\hile thus enjoying the prospect of attaining the highest
IWitary honours, he was suddenly deprived of life, in the
18th year of his age, by the hand of an assassin. In 1802,
vhile r.t Rusdorf near Vienna, having made an agreement
»ith a miller of that place for the purchase of a horse, he
*t out in company with the man, intending to proceed to
foe stable where the horse was kept. On the way, while
ptteillg a bridge, the colonel, who went first, was struck

round by a blow on the head from behind, and
before he could recover he was dispatched by repeated
Itrokes: his body, from which the murderer took a watch,
Ipuwe of money, and a case of drawing instruments, was
then thrown into the Danube. Nine years afterwards a
protractor, having on it the name of the unfortunate
wlonel, and which was one of the instruments in the case,
being found in the possession of the miller, was the cause
"t detection. On being examined, the man prevaricated,

and having at length confessed his crime, he was con-
demned and executed.
Vega is known as a mathematician by several useful

works: the first of these is entitled ' Logarithmisehe-
trigonometrische und andere rum gebrauche der mathe-
matik tafeln und I'ormeln,' Rvo., Vienna, 1783. Of the
others, the principal are ' Vorlesungen iiber die Mathema-
tik,' Vienna, 1780. This work contains treatises on arith-

metic and algebra, geometry, trigonometry and the infini-

tesimal calculus, mechanics, hydrostatics and pneumatics ;

and an edition was published at Vienna in 1819. 1 The-
saurus Logarithmorum completus ex arithmetic* logarith-
mica et ex trigonometria artificiali Adriani Vlacci col-
lectus, etc.,' Latin and German, Leipzig, 1794 ; ' Manuale lo-

garithmico-trigonometricum, matheseos studiosorum com-
modo in minorum Vlacci, Wolfii aliammque hujus generis
tabulamm logarithmico-trigonometricarum mendis passin
DUftm plurimis scatentium, locum substitutum,' Leipzig,
1800. This is a, second edition with additions. It is divided
into four parts : the first contains an explanation of the
properties of logarithms ; the second and third contain
tables of the logarithms of numbers, sines, tangents, &c.

;

and the fourth is a treatise of plane and spherical trigono-
metry. Besides the above works, Vega published an in-

troduction to chronology (Vienna, 1801); and in 1803
there was published at the same place a tract on weights,
measures, and coin, which he had written. He was a
member of several learned societies

;
among others, those

of Giittingen, Erfurt, and Berlin.

(Biographie Universelle.)

VEGETABLE BUTTERS. [Butters, Vegetable.]
VEGETABLE IVORY. The substance known by this

name consists of the seed of a genus of plants belonging to

the natural order Pandaneae of Brown, and referred bv
Lindley to the order Cyclanthacese. The name of the
genus is Phytelephas, from phuton and elephas, the Greek
version of its English name. Under this name it was first

described by Ruiz and Pavon, in their ' Systema Vegeta-
bilium Florae Peruviana. ' It was also described by \Vill-

denow under the name Elephantusia, but the former name
is now generally used. It is commonly called Tagua
plant ; and in Peru, Calebra de Negro, Negro's Head.

This genus is characterised by possessing pinnated fronds
and an erect stem. The flowers are arranged on a spadix
enclosed in a universal spathe, and are of two sorts, the
one containing both stamens and pistils, the others only
pistils. The spadix is crowded with flowers, and the sta-

mens are very various ; the style is divided into 5 or 0
deep segments ; there is no visible calyx or corolla ; the

fruit consists of quadrilocular drupes, which are aggre-

gated into a large muricated coriaceous head. The seeds

are about the size of a pigeon's-egg, and of an oblong-ovate
triangular shape. When young they contain a crystalline

liquor without odour or taste, which is regarded as a
refreshing drink by travellers. In the process of growth
however this once opaline liquid becomes milky and opaque,
acquiring some taste and odour, and at last it is converted
into a substance in many instances whiter and harder than
ivory. If the liquid of the seed is kept long, even when
it is clear, it becomes sour, thus indicating that, al-

though clear and tasteless, it contains some carbonaceous
principle, as well as water. There are two species of

Phytelephas, yielding seeds of the same kind : the P. ma-
crocarpa has a low stem and large fruit, whilst the P.
microcarpa has little or no stem and small fruit. These
plants, which have an external character something
between a palm and a Cycas, occur in South America, in

the valleys of the Peruvian Andes, and especially on the

borders of the river Magdalena. The natives of these dis-

tricts have used the seeds from time immemorial, for the

purposes of making buttons, heads to walking-sticks, and
various trinkets ; but it is only within a recent period that

they have been used for these purposes in Europe. They
are now extensively used, as far as their size will permit

them, for the manufacture of almost all the articles for

which ivory had been in use before, and as they can be
made at a cheaper rate, their sale is at present somewhat
extensive. In the use of the nuts for turning, considerable

difference is found in their quality : some are comparatively
oily and soft, and work up with ease, whilst others are so

brittle as to be unmanageable in the lathe. They do not

answer so well as ivory for the construction of delicate ar-

t ides, U threjr are much more easily fractured ; and althougk
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Hon of vascular plants, see Endookns ; Exogkns : for the
characters, uses, and medical properties of plants, see the

names of natural orders and genera : for the geographical
distribution of plants, see Vegetation.
VEGETATION, the collective phenomena presented

by plants in their distribution over the surface of the

earth. It is not till within a comparatively recent period

that any attempt has been made to ascertain in what man-
ner the varied forms of plants are distributed over the
surface of the earth, or what causes determine the exist-

ence of one plant in a particular locality or country, to the

exclusion of others. The labours of Humboldt, Von Mar-
tiusr, andSchouw have done much towards elucidating the
former point, and the progress of vegetable anatomy and
physiology is constantly revealing the causes of the latter

circumstance. It has indeed been known for a long
period that the ordinary productions of one country were
not to be obtained from another, and that the vegetation
of cold and hot countries differed ; but this knowledge, up
to the time of Linnseus, was of the most general and un-
satisfactory character. In this article we shall endeavour
to point out some of the causes that influence the distribu-

tion ofplants, and give a sketch of their distribution, accord-
ing to the regions proposed by Professor Schouw.
Of the agents that determine the distribution and charac-

ter of plants none have more influence than light. Where-
ever plants have a large supply of light, there will the
vegetation be prolific, and all the secretions of plants will

abound. It is by this agent that the functions of absorp-
tion, exhalation, and the decomposition of carbonic acid
and other compounds are effected by plants. It is, in fact,

a powerful stimuiant of vegetation, and it acts as all stimu-
lants do on organic bodies. If a plant is withdrawn from its

influence, it becomes weak, its tissues soften and are filled

with water, and few or no secretions are deposited ; on the
contrary, if plants are supplied with continued light, they
become overetimulated, they decompose carbonic acid
rapidly, and become stunted in their growth on account of
the rapid development of solid secretions. The influence
of this agent is seen remarkably in the vegetation of the sur-
face of the earth. In the tropics the direct rays ofthe sun are
felt by plants, and under their influence a prolific and gigantic
vegetation is developed, but this arises from the alternate
withdrawal and presence of this agent during every twenty-
four hours, and as this is constantly the case, vegetation
remains the same throughout the year. On the other hand,
at the poles, only the oblique rays of light are felt, and
consequently its influence is comparatively feeble. For a
great proportion of the year there is no light, and then
there is no vegetation ; but when it is called into existence,
by the influence of light and heat, the light, being never
withdrawn, stimulates to excess the plants, and a small
hard, scrubby, and stunted vegetation is the result. The
gradations of vegetation may be seen, under the influence
of this agent, in passing from the tropics to the poles.
From the magnificent baobabs, banyans, and palms of the
tropics, we pass through the regions of oaks, elms, and firs,

of temperate climates, till in polar regions the only repre-
sentatives of trees are a few brambles, and the majority of
plants are mosses and lichens.

Another agent is heat. By some this has been supposed
to have more influence than light on the distribution of
plants, but it is difficult in nature to separate its influence
from that of light, since it is derived from the same source
at the same time. However experiments on a large scale
are constantly going on in European hothouses, in which
it is proved, that although tropical plants be supplied with
their natural temperature, nothing will make up for the
want of light, and many of them seldom produce their
flowers and less seldom their fruit, and after a languishing
existence soon die. The influence of heat on vegetation is
seen in those climates where there is a great difference
of temperature between summer and winter. The plants
of such districts that live throughout the winter are so
constructed that they are enabled to bear the cold of winter.
They have frequently thick barks, in which are deposited
resinous secretions, and are thus enabled to withstand the
decrease cf temperature. It is also found, for this reason,
that those plants which thrive in hot summers are best
adapted to withstand the cold of winter, on account of the
greater amount of solid secretions deposited in their bark,
and many plants which flourish in districts where there
are hot summers and severe winters will perish in climates

where the extremes of heat and cold are not so grr

Thus many plants will grow around Paris, where th-

tremes of heat and cold are great, whioh will act rr

around London, where these extremes are leas ; ami -

same holds good with regard to London and Rrlinb--.

and the Floras of the south of England and the nor* -

Scotland afford abundant evidence of the truth of •'

position. It is only by supposing that some change
taken place in the extremes of heat and cold in Sootk
that we can explain the fact of the disappearance a *U ,

forests that once covered with a dense vegetation is v <

barren hills.

Water, as an agent affecting vegetation, must b* ->

garded in two points of view : first, as existing in the ttt
sphere as vapour, modifying temperature and contra. ,

the function of exhalation and absorption in plant*, t.
secondly, as existing on the surface of the earth ia .

form of oceans, rivers, lakes, swamps, Sec. The comp^
tion of the waters of these last also, or rather the snbsu^
which may be dissolved or suspended in the water, p
duce considerable effect upon vegetation. Many CK-

daeeae are only found in the humid forests of the tnif«~\

The vegetation of seas and lakes varies with the err—
stances of the ingredients they contain in solutkc t
with the comparatively restless or quiet condition of Or

waters. Swamps produced by overflowings of the *

fjroduce different plants from those produced by arm.
ations of fresh waters from mountain sides.

The characters of the soil influence the vegetati:*

Sarticular districts. The previous agents exert as .--

uence on vegetation which is most evident in tbe h

racters of the great mass of plants of a district ; Ur> ••

soil produces effects on almost every individual plant T»
influence of soil arises from its mechanical character <

chemical composition. The mechanical character of r.

importance is its amount of disintegration. Some {^se-

as lichens, grow on the surface of rocks and large stores. -

are not found in districts where these are not present. &.=

require a loose soil for the free passage of their rocts. ~
are only found growing in sands. Others again
exist in tenacious soils, and are found growing in c ;

The mechanical character of soils also greatly inn* ~

their relation to the absorption and radiation of bczL .

thus affects the temperature of the soil. This is a sti,.-.

that has not received much attention, and might be c'-l

productive of important practical results : there ai
no doubt of its influence on the distribution of hert* «-
a delicate structure. The chemical composition of tic -ti

has perhaps more influence than its mechanical char?.'.

The researches of the chemist have shown us that
ever may be the variety of secretions in plants, xhr. .

composed of only a few elements, and that these tk= ">

are chiefly supphed by the soil. Hence it is necesar s|

plants that water, carbonic acid, and ammonia be foutL M
every soil, and vegetation will flourish according tu 1

amount of these ingredients that is supplied to it." B-r ?
only do plants require these compounds which t\f.
general influence, but large groups of plants requirt .<

ticular ingredients. Thus endogenous plants contain
in their structure, and the presence of this ingredient u
soil will determine their growth. Other plants r*^4
chloride of sodium, and will only grow, if land-pluu
the sea-shore, or if water-plants, in the 'ocean. P.it
frequently perish when they nave exhausted a soil of m i

gredient necessary to their existence, and will ht 1

quently succeeded by other plants which would not >:|

grown where the ingredient necessary to the existen.-i (

the other plant was present. This is taken advantage *

'

the farmer in the rotation of crop. Some confemr «

only grow in thermal springs, whilst other* only Ter^u
under the influence of sulphuretted hydrogen.
The last influence to which we shall refer is the t,*s|

sphere. Chemically it remains in its great constitKi
oxygen and nitrogen, constantly the same. But tbe qia
tity of the vapour of water which it contains, and whstri
salts that vapour may be capable of containing, cause w
vary much. The influence of these agents in the air W*
ever is not different from the same in the soil. Theagiui
of the air by constant winds has often an important influt
on vegetation, and the barren hills and coasts of mil
countries are owing to the impossibility of plants *i
standing the influence of strong winds. The density oft
atmosphere is a point of importance, and seems to
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the relation between elevation and latitude. This subject

has been examined by De Candoile, who conies to the fol-

lowing conclusions :

—

1. The natural situation of each plant at a determined

elevation above the level ol the sea is so much greater in

proportion as the country is nearer the equator, and less in

more temperate regions ; that is to sav, the farther we
recede from the equator, the greater influence has the ex-

posure upon the temperature.

2. In temperate climates, as France, for instance, those

plants which are but little affected by temperature, and which
jrow in all its latitudes, are also found at all those eleva-

ion» where the earth is not covered with eternal snows
;

Tom the level of the sea to the summits of the mountains.

3. If plants which, according to their nature, avoid either

oo high or too low a degree of temperature, yet grow
it different latitudes, we may observe, that it is at heights

lirhere the effect of elevation may compensate that of lati-

ude : thus the native plants of the northern plains will be
leen to grow upon the mountains of the south.

4. Plants which are cultivated upon a large scale are

juided by laws which entirely correspond with the pre-

jeding : those which are cultivated in various latitudes

rill grow indifferently at various heights ; those which are

>nly found at certain latitudes will extend no farther than

jo proportional elevations.

5. The elevation above the level of the sea, when we
iOmpare the temperature of the seasons, establishes effects

rery analogous to those which result from the distance from
he equator; so that there is the more analogy between
he results on vegetation in the two cases. In proportion

is we rise in a direct line, it follows, from the lessened

lensity of the air, that the intensity of the solar light con-

inues to increase : this effect is represented in the line of

listauces from the equator, because the perpetuity of light

luring the continuance of vegetation is so much the

jreater in proportion as the latitude is more elevated.

6. In proportion to the greater height upon the moun-
ains, so will the hygrometer be seen to indicate a less

legree of humidity : the same general effects take place

is we recede from the equator to the poles. (Hooker, in

Murray's Dictionary of Geography.)
Several methods have been proposed by De Candoile

ind other botanists for giving an idea of the distribution

if vegetation over the surface of the globe. In the fol-

owing remarks we have followed that of Professor Schouvv,

n his ' Notes for a Course of Lectures on the Distribution

if Plants.' This method has been adopted by Sir Wm.
3ooker and Dr. Lindley in their works, and though not

ree from imperfections, is probably the best that has been
levised.

1. Region of Saxifrages and Mosses, or the Alpine Arctic
?]ora : temperature 1-75° to 41° Fahr. This corresponds

Tith the hyperborean region of De Candoile and other

rriters, and comprehends all countries within the polar

arch', namely, Lapland, the north of Russia and Siberia,

tanitc.hatka, Labrador, Greenland, and Iceland, and also

>ort of the Scottish and Scandinavian mountains, as well

ii the mountains of the southern and central parts

>f Europe, which have sufficient elevation to possess an
dpine vegetation. This region is characterised by the

kbundance of mosses and lichens, and of the families

Jaxil'ragaceae, Gentianaceae, Alsinaceae, Salicacea?, and
Dyperacece. There is an entire absence of tropical families,

tnd only a few plants of the temperate zone. The beech

md fir occur in forests, or there is a destitution of trees.

Annuals are also scarce, and the blossoms of the flower are

larger in proportion to the root of the plant, and of a pure

solour.

2. Region of the Umbelliferae and Cruciferap : tempera-

ure 27-5° to 56-75° Fahr. This comprehends the whole of

Europe, except those districts which belong to the pre-

:eding region, from the Pyrenees, the mountains of the

wuth of France, of Switzerland, and the north of Greece,

;o the greater part of Siberia, and the country about

Mount Caucasus. This region is particularly distinguished

torn that of the same parallel in North America by the

[iresence of cruciferous and umbelliferous plants. It is not

Sasily distinguished from the next region, but the fungi

ibound more, and it approaches the last region in the

ibundanee of ( 'yperaceae. Nearly all its trees are deciduous,

and ils meadows are exceedingly flourishing. There is a

division of the Composite ; the plants belonging to

the Cichoraceous division of that order being found in the-

northern districts, whilst those belonging to the Cynaro-
cephalous are found in the south of it. The predomi-
nating trees are the Scotch fir, the alder, the beech, the

birch, the poplar, the elm, and lime. The shrubs are the

heaths, the sloe, &c. The principal cultivated plants are

the wheat, barley, oats, maize, potatoes, &c.
;
apple, pear,

gooseberry, currant, vine, strawberry, cucumber, melon, the
cabbage, turnip, peas, beans, and other forms of Legumi-
nosse ; carrots, hops, hemp, flax, &c.

3. The region of Labiatae and Caryophyllese, or the

Mediterranean kingdom : temperature 54-5° to 72-5°. This
includes the region of the Mediterranean Sea, limited on
the north by the Pyrenees, the Alps, the Balkan, and Cau-
casus ; on the south by the Atlas and the deserts of North
Africa ; on the east by Taurus. It contains more or less

of the orders belonging to the last region ; but Labiatae,

Caryophyllaceac, Boraginaceae, Cistaceae, and Liliaeese

abound. A few tropical plants now and then appear
amongst them, belonging to the orders Pahnaceae, lerc-
bintaeere, and Lauraceae. Solanaceae and Leguminosaa
are more abundant than in the last, evergreens increase,

and the vegetation never entirely ceases ; but verdant
meadows are more rare than in the last. Madeira, Azores,
and the Canary Islands belong to this region, and their

Flora approaches to that of tropical Africa. The cultivated

plants are similar to the last, to which are added the olive,

orange, lemon, mulberry, fig, rice, &c.
4. Region of Asteraceae and Solidagineae, or North North-

American kingdom: temperature —9- 5° to 59°. It em-
braces North America from the southern limits of the first

kingdom to 36' N. lat. There are a greater number of
Conifers thaii in the second kingdom, and there are but
few Umbellifera;, Cruciferre, Cichoraceae, and Cynaroce-
phaleae. There is but little cultivation : where there is any
it resembles that of the second kingdom. Whortleberries,

oaks, firs, Michaelmas daisies, and golden rods are its

great characteristics.

5. Region of Magnoliaceae, or Southern North-American
kingdom, between 36° and 30° N. lat. : temperature 59" to
72- 5°. There is here an approximation to tropical vege-
tation, as seen in the frequent appearance of the genera
Canna, Chama;rops, Yucca, Zamia, Lauras, Bignonia, Pas-
sittora, Cassia, Sapindus, &c. There are comparatively
few plants that are characteristic of the two preceding
kingdoms. The magnolias predominate, and are accom-

f
lamed with other genera bearing broad shining leaves and
arge flowers. The cultivated plants are those of the

third region, with the exception of the olive : rice is more
abundant, and in the southern districts the sugar-cane is

grown.
6. Region of Camellias, and Celastrineae or Chino-Ja-

panese kingdom. It embraces Japan and Northern China
from 30° to 40" N. lat.: temperature 54-5° to 68°. Too
little is known of this region to enable us to state positively

what are its characteristics. Its vegetation is more tro-

pical than European. With zamias. ginger, bananas, and
custard-apples, are found buckthorns and honeysuckles,
thus givinir this region a mixed character. Its cultivated

plants, in addition to those of previous regions, arc the

cycas for sago, the tea-plant, the caladium, bus.

7. The region of Zingiberaceae, or Indian kingdom :

temp. 65 75° to 81-5°. This includes the Indian penin-

sulas east and west of the Ganges, together with the

islands between India and New Holland. Tropical orders

are numerous in this region, as Pahnaceae, Araceae,

Euphorbiaceae, Bignoniaceae, Buttneriaceae, &c. Very
few plants belonging to Cyperaces, Conifers, Labiatae,

Rosacea;, Ranunculaceae, or Cruciferie are seen. The trees

never lose their leaves, and produce large magnificent,

flowers, and are covered frequently with climbing and
parasitical plants. Ginger, zedoary, cardamom, arrow-

root, catechu, cassia, cinnamon, caoutchouc, tamarinds,

sago, rice, cocoa-nut, coffee, cubebs, cloves, pepper,

oranges, and gamboge are the cultivated and natural pro-

ductions of this prolific region.

8. Region of the Himalaya : temp. 36-5° to 03-75°. It in-

cludes the highlands of India, or the mountain terraces lying

on the south of the Himalayan range, Kamoon, Nepanl,
Boot an, having an elevation of from 4000 to 10,00(1 feet.

The tropical forms of the last kingdom decrca.-e manifestly

here, such as ScitaniaceaB, Palms, Cycadaceap, &c. Eu-
ropean forms are not unfrequent, as Cyperaecae, Amen
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taceae, Coniferse, Pnmulaceae, Rosaceae, Cruciferae, &c.
The Ferns and Orchidaceae are abundant. The cultivated

plants are the corn and fruit of Europe, varying with more
tropical productions according to elevation.

9. The region of Polynesia includes the islands between
Hindustan and New Holland, and has a temperature from
6575° to 8375°. This region is similar to the Indian
kingdom, and is sometimes included in it. The cultivated

Slants, in addition to those of the Indian kingdom, are the

read-fruit tree, the nutmeg, the camphor-tree, and the

cotton-tree.

10. The region of Java is little known, and has a ve-
getation probably similar to the Himalayan region.

11. The Oceanic region, or South Sea Island kingdom,
includes all the islands of the South S«a within the tropics,

and has a temperature of 72-5° to 81-5°. The Flora of

these islands is poor, and approximates more closely to

that of Asia than to that of Africa, and has some relation

to that of New Holland. The bread-fruit is the most
characteristic production of these islands, but is not con-
fined to them.

12. The region of Balsomodendra, or the Arabian king-

dom, includes the south-westerly mountainous part of the

Arabian peninsula. The temperature cannot be stated,

but the character of its vegetation is generally tropical,

assuming the forms of that of India. The cultivated

plants are also principally those of India.

13. The Desert region includes North Africa south of
the Atlas, and the Mediterranean Sea between 15" and 30°

N. lat., and the northern part of Arabia. The mean tem-
perature is 7-25° to 86°. It has necessarily a very pool

Flora, having but few even characteristic genera. It is

only cultivated in the oases, where the Phoenix dactyli-

fera, the Sorghum vulgare, with wheat and barley, and
some of the fruits of Europe and India, constitute the
prominent plants.

14. The region of tropical Africa includes Africa from
15° N. lat. to the tropic of Capricorn. Temperature 72-5v

to 86°. This Flora is neither rich nor rare ; it abounds in

Leguminosae, Rubiaceae, and Cyperacese. The Adansonia
is a characteristic genus.

15. Region of Cacti and Piperaceae includes Mexico
and South America to the Amazon river, and to a height
of 5000 feet above the level of the sea. Temperature 68°

to 8375°. The orders which characterize this region are

BromeliaceaB, Piperaceae, Passifloraceae, and Cactaceae.
The orders which are mostly tropical are here less nu-
merous, whilst extra-tropical orders are more abundant.
The most abundant genera are Phytelephas, Kunthia,
Thouinia, Theobroma, Guazuma, &c. The cultivated
plants of this district are the maize. Sorghum vulgare,
Dioscorea alata, Convolvulus Batatas ; also the plantain,

cccoa-nut, pine-apple, tamarind, cacao, vanilla, coffee,
sugar, tobacco, cotton, &c.

16. Region of the Mexican Highlands includes the
mountains of Mexico above 5000 feet elevation. Tempera-
ture from 6375" to 7925°. In this district the more tropi-
cal forms of vegetation, as the tree-ferns, the palms, pas-
sion-flowers, Euphorbiums, and pepper decrease, or
altogether disappear. The extra-tropical forms are more
numerous, as the willow, oak, fir, cypress, sage, hore-
hound, whortleberry, heath, and various forms ofUmbel li-

l'erae, Rosaceae, Caryophyllaceoe, Cruciferae, and Ranuncu-
laceae. The cultivated plants are the maize, the European
Cerealia, and fruits. In the highest mountain-ranges the
vegetation has an alpine aspect.

17. Region of Cinchonaceac. This embraces the Andes
from 5000 to 8000 feet in elevation, and between 20° S. lat.

and 5° N. lat., having a temperature from 59' to 68°. The
extra-tropical forms become very frequent in this region,
and only a few tropical forms remain. Some of the most
common genera are the Cinchona, Gay-Lussacia, Loasa,
Lilaca, Cervantesia, &c. The cultivated plants are very
seldom tropical. Maize and coffee are sometimes grown,
with European Cerealia, and fruits, potatoes, and Cheno-
podium Quinoa.

IS. Region of Escallonias and Calceolarias includes the
Andes at more than 9000 feet above the level of the sea
between 20° S. lat. and. 5° N. lat. Temperature 34-25° to
5i)°. Tropical plants almost entirely disappear in this

region, only now and then a straggler appearing ; whilst
the forms which distinguish the colder and polar regions
become frequent, such as the lichens, mosses, sorrels,

plantagos, gentians, currant, brambles. Sec. TheM
prevalent orders are the grasses, heaths, and Synsurthem.
There are no large trees, and a great many shrub*.

19. The West Indian region, including the West lata
Islands, with a temperature of 59° to 79-25*. The tw*-

tion of these islands bears the same relation to the con-

tinent which that of the Polynesian islands does to Cans.
It is chiefly distinguished by the greater quantity of fcn*
and Orchidaceae. The cultivated plants are the mmt a*

those of Mexico.
20. Region of Palms and Melastonaceae, or Bnsat

kingdom, including Brazil, or South America, ontbeoi
of the Andes, between the equator, and the tropic ofCur-
corn : temperature 59° to 837°. This region is rnaahh
for the number of its genera and species, the size of mb,
dual trees, the dense forests, and the numerous cmafar
and parasitical plants. Vegetation seems here to artazi a
greatest activity and energy. The orders which atwctf

most are Palmacese, Haemadoraceae, Gesneriaceae, Mt*>
tomaceae, Sapindaceae,' and, altogether confined to rta

region, Vochyaceae. The cultivation is very snnihr \

that of Mexico.
21. Region of Woody Composite. In South Amera.

on the east of the Andes from the tropic of Caprirara tt

40° S. lat. : temperature 59° to 7475°. There are bat fr%

tropical plants in this region, and extra-tropical ptea*
especially European forms, are abundant, more that t*_

being common to this region and Europe. The Wwr
Compositae abound. This region consists chiefly of pkv
(pampas), which for hundreds of miles present almost !>

same vegetation, consisting chiefly of thistles and pun
Wheat, the vine, and the peach are cultivated.

22. The Antarctic region includes the south-weter
part of Patagonia, Tierra del Fuego, between 50* ud S-

S. lat. : temperature 41° to 47 "5°. In this region thm*-
no tropical plants, and its vegetation resembles in a p.*
measure the North-European Flora (region 2\ In saw >

the genera there is an approach to the South Africa tx
New Holland Flora.

23. Region of Stapelias and MesembryanthemunaL Tj.
embraces South Africa from the tropic to 33° 8. hi
temperature 54 • 5° to 72 • 5°. The vegetation of this re-n
is not luxuriant, but it is very rich in forms. There art y

dense forests nor climbers, but many succulent p*u±
The orders Restiaceae, Tvidaceas, Proteacese, Ericaoa
Ficoidaccse, Bruniaceap, Diosmaceae, Geraniacec Oxit
daceae, and Polygalaccs?, embrace its characteristic *r-

getation. On the sandy coasts the genera Stapen
Mesembryanthemum, and Diosma are found, and os tv

mountains Proteas, Erica, and Crassula. The cuHhavi
plants are those of Europe, with the Musa Paradisic*. C a
volvulus Batatas, the tamarind, and Sorghum Caffraras

24. Region of Eucalypti and Epacridacese. It uwfc~
extra-tropical New Holland and Van Dieraens Lstf

temperature 52- 25° to 72- 5°. Vegetation is not abuses
in this region ; but this deficiency is compensated by t>

variety and peculiarity of its forms. The most abacAc
of the trees are the Eucalypti, which form three-fourth? -

all the woods. Next come the genera of Protean*
Banksia, Hakea, Dryandra, Grevillaea, &c. ; and netf
these follow Enacridaceae, Diosmaceae, and Casuareo*
Its cultivated plants are all European.

25. The region of New Zealand includes the two .V'
Zealand isles : temperate. One-half of the spean *

European. The vegetation is not characterised by rb» jr.

valence of large groups. Some of the genera approncz-
the South African Flora, and some the New Holland.
The following works should be consulted on the r

graphy of plants :—Linnaeus, ' Stationes Plantarum ;' lhn»
boldt and Bonpland, ' Essai sur la Geographic des PUstfJ
Humboldt, ' De Distributione Geographica Plantar™

{
Brown, 'General Remarks on the Botany ofTerra Austral - ',

Schouw, ' Grundziige ciner Allgemeinen Pflanzen-gv> r»
phie ;' Meyen, * Grundriss der Pflanzen-geographie :" IO
choff, ' Lehrbuch der Botanik Hooker, in Murray's • l:t
tionary of Geography ;' De CandolVe, art. ' Geographic
Plantes;' 'Diet, des Sciences Naturelle:' Ijndlev. l t

Bot.,' 2nd. ed.

VEGETIUS, FLA'VIUS RENATUS, a Latin writer -I

the military art, concerning whom nothing is kno«i h»
yond what can be gathered from his work itself. In -I
MSS. the tiths 'Vir lllustris," or 'Vir Illustrts Cocxh
are added to his name. He must have lived and wmui
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about the year a.o. 385, in the reign of the emperor Va-
le ntinian II., to whom the work is dedicated : it consists of
f> ye books, and bears the title, ' Epitome Institutorum Kei
Militaris.' There are several expressions in the work
which leave no doubt that the author was a Christian. It
is written in a plain and easy style, and considering the
late period to which it belongs, the language is purer than
might be expected. Vegetius himself appears to have had
a. practical knowledge of the subject on which he wrote

;

l>ut he derived most of his materials from earlier writers,
nnong whom he mentions Cato Censorius, Cornelius
Uelsus, Frontinus, Patemus, and the constitutions of Au-
gustus, Trajan, and Hadrian, concerning military affairs.

Considering the loss of earlier and better works on the
military regulations of the Romans, the work of Vegetius
s a valuable relic of antiquity ; but it is to be regretted

i hat the author did not use sufficient discretion in keeping
i lie different periods apart : for he sometimes mixes indis-
criminately institutions and regulations of the early times
with those existing in his own days. The first book treats
>f the formation and training of soldiers; the second, of
he divisions and subdivisions of an army, and the arrange-
ments of a camp ; the third, of military discipline, the
-are to be taken of the welfare of the soldiers, and of the
trawing up of an army in battle array ; the fourth, of
4 e:res, military engines, and of the mode of attacking and
Mending fortified places; and the fifth, on maritime war-
tire. The first edition appeared without place or date,
ihout the year 1472. There is a good editien by P. Scri-
lerius, with commentaries by 6. Stewechius and F.
Modius, Antwerp, 1607, 4to. It contains also some other
mtient works on military affairs. The best edition is that
>f N. Schwebel (Bipont, 1806, 8vo.), with notes by the
editor, and some of those of his predecessors.
VEINS. [Circulation; Heart.]
VEINS, DISEASES OF. The physiology of the veins

may be found in the article Circulation : in the present
article their principal diseases will be described. Of these
the most frequent is that in which they become what is

.ailed varicose, that is, dilated, and unnaturally tortuous,

% disease which occurs especially in the subcutaneous
veins of the lower extremity. It is the result of the coats
of the veins losing their elasticity, and thereby their power
of resisting the pressure of the column of blood above
iliem. The loss of elasticity is commonly due to disease of
their coats, and is frequently accompanied by an increase

uf their thickness, and by destruction or impairment of
their valves. The dilated veins appear like large tortuous
hi uc canals beneath the skin, or in extreme cases, where
many are coiled together, they form projecting tumours.
They produce inconvenience, both by the pain which results

from their distension, and occasionally by the skin over
them ulcerating, and allowing them to burst and bleed pro-
fusely ; but their more common effect is, that in parts of the
skin below them, either spontaneously or after slight in-

juries, ulcers form, which, m consequence of the circulation

heing impeded through the dilated veins, are very tedious
in healing.
For this varicose state of the large veins numerous re-

medies have been proposed ; but the best are only pallia-

tive. A temporary remedy is afforded by the recumbent
] Mature, in which the walls of the veins are relieved from
the weight of the column of blood : constant advantage is

a Horded by the wearing of a well-applied bandage, or of
an elastic stocking, by which a sufficient pressure is ap-
plied to prevent the further distension of the veins. The
obliteration of the venous trunks may be effected by cut-
ting or tying them in various ways, or by applying some
caustic, so as to make the tissues over them slough ; but
these proceedings are not without danger, and at present
it is very doubtful whether they are often productive of
permanent advantage. Patients had better, in general,
he content with the palliative remedy of the bandage or
elastic stocking.
A form of varicose disease of the veins, which often ac-

companies that of the venous trunks, but sometimes exists
alone, and with which ulcers of peculiar obstinacy occur,
affects the small vessels about the ankle and lower part of
'he lee. The skin in this disease is almost uniformly red,
through the number of small veins that are distended;
the neighbourhood of the ulcer, when one exists, is livid,

tense, and shining ; and the ulcer itself is indolent, and
very painful, and discharges a thin sanies. This state,can

be treated only by the same remedies as the preceding

,

but, though commonly overlooked, it is by far the more
mischievous disease of the two.

Varicose affection of the veins of the spermatic cord
constitutes the disease named varicocele ; and that of the
veins of the rectum, or skin around it, forms hemorrhoids,
or piles. In these, and in all the other cases, the blood is

apt to stagnate in the dilated veins, and to coagulate
within them. The clots thus formed may assume a de-
finite form, becoming elliptical, or more often elliptical

with pointed extremities, and the fibrine in them arranges
itself in concentric layers: after this they harden, and
one of their extremities becoming connected with the
walls of the vessel, small blood-vessels may form in them,
and communicate with those of the surrounding parts.

Lastly, the colouring-matter of the blood is removed, and
earthy matter is deposited in the clots, arranged in con-
centric layers, and giving them considerable hardness : thus
phlebo-lithes, or vein-stones are formed. They are usually

spherical, measuring from one to four lines in diameter,
lying loose within the veins, and producing no apparent
inconvenience, except by obstructing the passage of blood.
They are especially common in the dilated veins in the
pelvis of old persons, and in veins of the legs which have
been long varicose :

L
they neither need nor admit ofsurgical

treatment.

That which is particularly termed a Varix is either a
mass of dilated and tortuous veins, or a single saccular and
circumscribed dilatation of a vein, analogous to the cir-

cumscribed aneurism of an artery. This circumscribed
dilatation is a very rare disease, but in its consequences
does not differ from ordinary dilatation. An aneurismal
varix is produced when, a communication being made,
either by a wound or by ulceration, between an artery and
a vein, the latter is dilated by the force of the arterial

blood into a circumscribed sac. [Aneurism.]
The most serious disease to which the veins are subject

is acute inflammation, or phlebitis. It sometimes occurs
after the slight wound made in ordinary bleeding ; it is

more common after operations upon varicose veins ; and
yet more frequently occurs after amputations of the limbs.

Slight cases of phlebitis not unfrequently come on, as if

spontaneously, or after exposure to cold, in varicose veins.

The dilated veins become nard, like knotted cords beneath
the skin, and very painful ; the skin around them inflames,

and the parts below becomes cedematous ; and sometimes
a slight erysipelas spreads over the limb. Such affections

are usually of little moment ; leeches, rest, and external

cold are sufficient to subdue the inflammation, and it

often has the favourable result of obliterating the veins,

and thus curing the disease by which they were previously

affected.

The more severe phlebitis is a most dangerous disease.

Lymph is effused into the cavity of the vein, and into the
tissue of its walls, rendering them thick and hard; the
vein and the tissues immediately around it become ex-
quisitely .tender, and the parts whose blood should 'be
returned through the diseased vein are usually cedematous.
In a further stage pus is effused into the cavity of the

vein, and, mixing with the blood, it may pass into the

general current of the circulation, though more commonly
the vein is obliterated above the chiefly inflamed part by

,

lymph deposited on its walls, and thus the passage of pus
into the circulation is prevented. With the local inflam-

mation of phlebitis a state of low typhoid fever, with

muttering delirium and great exhaustion, is usually com-
bined ; and under these the patient dies.

In connection with suppurative phlebitis a condition

often occurs to which the name of purulent diathesis has

been given. Its chief characteristic is that collections of

matter form coincidently in many different parts of the

body, most frequently in the joints, lungs, and liver,

accompanied by a kind of fever similar to that which
attends phlebitis. It has been thought that this state

depends on pus formed in an inflamed vein being carried

into the circulation, and deposited again in some remote

part ; or that there is a kind of metastasis of suppuration

from the vein to the parts secondarily affected. But cases

occasionally happen in which all the signs of the purulent

diathesis are wen marked, although no vein is diseased

;

so that there is no necessary connection between the dis-

ease and phlebitis, although in the tendency to suppuration

the veins generally take a prominent place. The most
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probable explanation of the disease is, that some morbid
matter, such as is formed in the decomposition of the dis-

charge from sores or wounds, is introduced into the blood,

whose chemical composition it impairs, engendering a
state in which pus is apt to be formed, and in which, as in

typhoid fever, every function is seriously disordered.

The treatment of these cases of acute phlebitis and
purulent diathesis cannot be laid down in general terms.

Very commonly the former requires the coincident employ-
ment of large local bleedings, and of medicines and regi-

men calculated to maintain the patient's strength. The
due observance of the indications for one or both of these
pnceedings affords the only prospect of success ; but most
frequently the best directed means are ineffectual.

One of the most fatal forms of phlebitis is that which
affects the veins of the uterus and the neighbouring parts

after labour, and which chiefly constitutes one of the
diseases included under the name of puerperal fever.

Phlegmasia dolens, or phlegmasia alba, is due to phle-
bitis of a less severe kind affecting the iliac or femoral
vein, or both, and many others adjacent to them. By
obliterating the venous trunks, and preventing the circu-
lation through them, the disease gives rise to the firm
oedema, accompanied by the tightness and glossy paleness
of the skin of the leg and thigh, which peculiarly indicates
it. It occurs sometimes, but rarely, after exposure to
cold : its usual origin is in a comparatively slight inflam-
mation of the veins of the pelvis of women during preg-
nancy, or after delivery, which extends from them to the
veins of the lower extremity. It is attended by the same
tenderness and hardness of the diseased veins as exist in

other cases of phlebitis ; and in its treatment, as in theirs,

the general state of the patient's health, and the degree
and extent of the local affection, considered together, must
determine the measures to be adopted.
VEINS, MINERAL. The principal inorganic con-

stituents of the crust of the earth are in general capable
of arrangement as the products of water or of heat ; and to
each of these classes belong peculiar characteristic features

of composition, aggregation, and arrangement. The pro-
ducts of water are mostly laid in the form of strata ; the pro-
ducts of heat are often seen to cross, penetrate, and overlie

or underlie these layers of rock, in dykes or in huge amor-
phous masses. But there is a third less distinctly limited
class of aggregations in the crust of the earth, whose form
is different from either of the preceding types, and whose
origin, though perhaps not independent either of heat or
water, is yet not to be understood without the consider-
ation of other and peculiar conditions. Such are metallic
and mineral veins, spar veins, and other- crystallized and
concretionary accumulations, common in both stratified

and amorphous rocks, under a great variety of circum-
stances, the essential conditions of which appear however
to be few in number. To ascertain these conditions is the
first object of a philosophical inquiry into the origin of
mineral veins ; for the ' laws of the phenomena ' may thus
become correctly known, and the true ' theory,' the
ultimate end of the inquiry, be satisfactorily indicated.
The most frequent form in which metallic and mineral

veins occur is that of a vertical or slightly inclined mass,
occupying what was once a fissure, or narrow open space,
traversing the stratified or amorphous rocks for a variable
but often considerable length horizontally, and a limited
or unknown depth in a perpendicular direction. This is

called a ' rake ' vein. Occasionally the mineral masses
are found arranged in a narrow vertical or oblique tubular
form, like an irregularly expanded chimney, traversing
the strata

: such are sometimes called ' pipe ' veins. From
these two sorts of veins parts occasionally pass laterally,
and are called ' flat ' veins, and there are frequently rami-
fications from all of them, called ' strings,' and wholly or
almost detached lumps, or bunches, or nests, of ore and
spar, in the contiguous rocks.

Now the general « condition ' of all these occurrences is

the existence, anteriorly to the accumulation of the me-
tallic and sparry substances in the rake, pipe, flat, &c., of
a cavity in the substance of the rocks, or a separation
between the beds or blocks of stone. The same forms of
occurrence belong to various spars and other substances,
and the same general condition is predicable of them.
That cavities really did exist in these situations, previous
to the formation of the veins, is often evident from the
fat that the sparry or metallic matters lie in the interior

of closed originally hollow shells, or fill lines of fra*\*m
and fissure across corals, shells, and fishes. (From penes
observation. ) It is further evident from the fact that a1

the line of a rake-vein the strata are coramonly teat*
have been violently displaced, and moved upward* -

downwards many inches, feet, yards, or fathoms, eves '

fifty or more fathoms, and reunited in this broken risk -

the subsequently introduced mineral crystallizations. 7ia
consideration supplies us with a definition ef ir^a.

identical, except by the omission of the word* in krstreti,

with that given by Werner :—' Veins are rents pnssn-i
in rocks, which were afterwards filled [from abort' r±
certain substances.' (On Veins, p. 57.)

In such cavities, spars of several kinds, as carbonst*
lime, quartz, sulphate of barytes, sulphate of strontuc i-

frequently found, entirely unconnected with metalh&rtn
districts, and as an usual and ordinary occurrence, k
metalliferous districts the same and other mineral* ore-,

associated with carbonates, phosphates, arseniates. t-
phurets, &c. of lead, iron, copper, silver, Sec., ro titLm
every proportion. Between the most valued '

vein, such perhaps as ores of precious metal, and ">

unprofitable masses of ' dead ' spar which occur in timsK
every limestone-quarry, there is an almost urunterrapv-.

gradation ; they must all be taken into the inrinrbDo oj

phenomena, as a basis of theory
; yet there are pecabantio

in the geographical and geological relations of the mstai
ferous or true mineral veins which require separate chw:-
cation, and justify some special inferences touching ti<

local conditions and geological times of their formation.

1. In a mining district, however rich, not all the axtL±
in the rocks yield metallic minerals, even though tV>

contain spars such as often accompany these. Geaevt
the ores of lead, copper, silver, &c, are limited hi us-.

occurrence to such great fissures of the rocks e-

accompanied by displacements of the masses of rock «te.

bound the fissure. Thus great fissures, No. 1 and 2. *

the figure, which are marked by dislocations, may t>

richly filled with valuable ones, and yet the detach,
cracks and fissures (j) may contain only unprofrub -

spars or thin partings of clay.

2. When, as frequently happens in mining district*,

veins accompanied by dislocation cross each other.
veins commonly become either richer or poorer in mtti'
and exhibit other peculiarities, about the junctions.

3. Such veins which cross may be of quite differ**
natures : No. 1, for example, may yield copper-ore. a»i
No. 2, lead ore. This difference of contents in adjacent r

•

meeting veins is even very frequently the case when tb-

direction of the veins on the surface differs by a quadrant
of a circle. Thus in Cornwall, veins which pass east «!
west may yield tin or copper, and those which run n«t»
and south produce lead. In Aldstone Moor, vta*
running east-north-east and west -south-west are rich is

lead, those ranging north-north-west and south-soutb-ta>t
are often unproductive.

4. The same veins vary in respect of the nature of tiVir
contents ; some yielding lead or copper, and others conj*r
or tin, according to depth from the surface, the nature c/
the enclosing rock, and other less known condition*.
Below the surface, 100 or more yards, veins mar yield
principally sulphuret of lead, with a variable admixture cf
the double sulphuret of copper and iron, and near tht
surface these may be exchanged for carbonate, phosphate,
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and arseniates of lead, carbonates of copper, and red oxide
of iron. We may believe these metallic salts to be de-

rived from the sulphurets by processes of change originat-

ing from the surface. Again, veins which cross different

<orts of rocks, as limestone, sandstone, and argillaceous
shale, may be very rich in limestone, very poor in shale,

and of variable value in sandstone. Now as the effect of
dislocations in such countries is frequently to cause, on
i lie two sides of a vein, very different beds to be on the
same level, so that limestone is opposite to shale, or to sand-
stone, or to the same or a different bed of limestone, the
complexity of the phenomena met with in practical mining,
even in one vein, need not surprise a prudent reasoner.
(ienerally speaking the miner looks for a change in the
quality of the vein with every marked change of the
including ground (or ' country,' as it is termed in Corn-
wall).

' In the older rocks we see the same vein intersecting
clay-slate and granite : it is itself continuous, and there
is no doubt of its identity ; and yet the contents of the
part enclosed by one rock shall differ very much from
what is found in the other. In Cornwall, a vein that has
been productive of copper-ore in the clay-slate, passing
into the granite becomes richer, or, what is more remark-
able, furnishes ores of the same metal differently mineral-
ized. If we pursue it farther into the granite, the produce
of metal frequently is found to diminish.' (Taylor, in

Report to the British Association, 1833.)

5. This dependence of the productiveness ofveins on some
quality of the rocks whieh they traverse, is a phenomenon
of the same order as the relation of veins in general to
particular classes of strata or particular masses of igneous
rocks. Dislocations of the strata occur in almost every
district, yet it is chiefly in certain assemblages of the strata

that metallic veins are abundant. In Great Britain and
Ireland, generally speaking, the only districts of mineral
veins are situated among the antient strata ; perhaps no
metallic veins occur in these islands above the Palaeozoic

strata (as defined in Palaeozoic Series) ; and though in

other parts of the world strata of much more recent origin

ilo yield some valuable ores, it is under peculiar and
limited conditions.

6. Among these conditions appears to be the proximity
of rocks of igneous origin. Thus, in the Pyrenees, rocks of
I he age of the chalk yield iron-ores near igneous rocks, and
not elsewhere. On a general survey of mining districts,

without regard to their age, some relation of this kind
ippears. It is near the granites of Cornwall and Brittany,

near the porphyries of Caldbeck Pells in Cumberland, near
the greenstone of Aldstone Moor, that metallic veins are
ibundant ; but on the other hand there is no metallic vein
known in connection with the sienites of Malvern orCharn-
wood, while the rich lead-mines of Flintshire andGrassing-
lon Moor in Yorkshire are not accompanied by traps visible

:tt the surface, or known in the mines ; and the loadstone
of Derbyshire has been thought to actually cut off the
lead-veins. Perhaps on this important point prudence
will be best satisfied by admitting the real influence of
certain igneous rocks on the productiveness of mineral
veins, not merely as being of igneous origin, but as being
of particular chemical qualities, and having certain definite

properties in relation to the passage of thermic and elec-
tric currents.

7. A certain relation of veins to the physical geography
of the country is traceable. It is chiefly in or near to

mountainous regions that mineral veins abound ; and this

appears to be mainly owing to the fact that, in such coun-
tries, the strata are more broken than elsewhere, and more
divided by masses and dykes of igneous rocks, circum-
stances already known to influence the occurrence of
mineral veins; but several authors mistake the nature, of
this relation, and in particular Werner, whose treatise on,
veins is very valuable, attaches too much importance to it.

He says, '.The occurrence of veins depends much upon the
external form of the mountains, on the position of the
whole chain of mountains in respect to its extent and de-
clivity, on the particular position of the country where
they [the mountains] occur, whether the country be
composed of hills with gentle declivities and roundish or
flatbsh summits, or whether it be a place in a principal
valley.' (Werner, On Vein*, p. 54.)

Before a satisfactory theory of veins can be possible, we
must possess correct general inferences on two points—the
origin of fissures and cavities in rocks, and the nature of the

forces by which those fissures have been filled. Each of
these points has been thought difficult of approach : the
former has certainly been reached ; the way to the latter is

perhaps only indistinctly perceived.

Fissures and other cavities in rocks exist as effects of
several natural causes, and present diverse appearances
characteristic of these.

Caverns in limestone rocks are sometimes independent
of real fissures, and other evidence of movements of the
rocks, and may even be thought in some cases to be
original, or left such when the rock was formed in the
sea. Such cavities actually occur in modern coral reefs, left

by the peculiar growth of the lithophytes : in certain cases
(for instance magnesian limestone) the small cavities may
have been formed by gas extricated in the course of the for-

mation of the stone. Now in such closed cavities, large
or small, the crystallizations which we find (carbonate of
lime, sulphate of barytes, sulphate of strontian, quartz,
oxide of iron, sulphuret of iron, &c.) are of the same
kinds, and may be due to the same causes, as the crys-
tallizations in originally hollow shells, or in the cavities

left by the dissolution of these from the rocks. To the
above catalogue may therefore be added sulphuret of
zinc, arseniuret of iron, sulphuret of lead ; for these minerals
occur in the situations just named, especially near faults or
veins.

Croaks, in many limestone rocks, are as perfectly inter-

nal cavities as those above named, and are, in the neigh-
bourhood of veins or metalliferous fissures, lined with
similar crystallizations, adding to the list carbonate of
copper. (In magnesian limestone of Yorkshire.)

Joints are open cracks traversing beds of stone, and
come under the same description as other often very large

open fissures unaccompanied by dislocation. These fis-
sures are often arranged with so much symmetry as to

leave no doubt of the influence of polarities among the
molecules of the rocks when they were formed. Joints
and fissures, especially near veins, often partake of the
minerals which they contain.

Faults, or fissures accompanied by dislocations, offer,

in addition to all the facts already mentioned, the very im-
portant information that the crust of the earth has been
broken at different times, as well as in different directions.

In the drawing of two intersecting veins, which illustrates

this article, it will be seen that the vein No. 2 cuts
through and displaces the strata, which had been already

broken and displaced by the vein No. 1. The relative

antiquity of these two veins has been generally allowed to

be in the order of the numbers. Now as the metalliferous

contents of the fissures No. 1 are divided by No. 2, as
well as the strata which bound it, there appears reason to
conclude that the vein No. 1 was filled with its mineral
contents before the disturbance of the ground by the
fissure No. 2.

We are thus conducted to the remaining part of the

feneral inquiry proposed, namely, the causes concerned in

lling the cavities of all kinds, already classed. The evi-

dence of the dislocation of strata on the sides of most
mineral veins leads, when generalized, to the recognition

of several systems of veins, even in one district, of unequal
antiquity. It isalso found that these systems pass in different

directions respectively, one set E.N.E., another N.N.W.,
others to intermediate points ; and further, there are ob-
served in these systems of veins—unlike in direction, and
unequal in antiquity — some general and characteristic

differences in the contents of the veins.

Werner gives eight successive systems of veins in the
Freyberg mines ; but the definitions are far from clear.

M. Came gives eight successive groups of veins and slides

in Cornwall, more neatly characterised ; the oldest are tin

veins (lodes), underlying (dipping) to the north, ranging
nearly E. and W. by compass. The second are tin veins,

underlying to the south, ranging E. and W. nearly (by

compass). The third class includes east and west copper
veins. The fourth are diagonal (or contra) veins, ranging

N.W. and 8.E., and yield copper. The fifth class includes

cross courses, ranging N.N.W. and 8.S.E., and rarely

yielding metal, except lead. A sixth group yields copper.

A seventh includes ' cross flukans ' (clay veins), ranging

nearly N. and 8., and an eighth, the ' slides,' which are

formed of soft clay, and cut through all the others.

This classification, though too hard and precise for exact

adaptation to nature, is valuable as an index to many
complicated phenomena; but the relative antiquity of so
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many sets of fractures is a difficult problem, requiring

much mechanical science, and a knowledge of the relative

hardness and resisting power of the masses broken. Sir

H. De la Beche has shown (Ordnance Report on the

Geology of Cornwall, Sec., p. 299) a simple case of this

nature, in which the intersecting elvan dyke is probably not

the newest of the two fractures. In the elaborate volume
just quoted the reader will find a vast body of digested

information regarding the phenomena of the Cornish and
Devon mineral veins. As a combined result, we find in the
veins of Cornwall a manifest tendency to two sets, one (the

oldest) E.N.E. yielding most of the ores, the other N.N.W.,
crossing the preceding almost from sea to sea. In Devon-
shire also two sets appear, one (the oldest) nearly E. and
W., yielding most of the ores, the other N. and S., crossing

the other. Continuing the investigation, we find this system
of cross courses (ranging N. and S.) extended into Dorset-
shire, and there dividing the chalk, so that a comparatively
recent geological date for some of tne great cross courses of
Devon and Cornwall may be probably inferred. Adopting
the views of this author, we find evidence of four systems
of east and west fractures in the district of Cornwall and
Devon. 1, That of the upheaval of granite, and the ar-

rangement of the strikes of the beds of slate. 2, The
elvan (porphyry) courses, which traverse alike the granite

and the strata disturbed with it. 3, The east and west systems
of veins. 4, The system (indistinctly traced) of east and
west clay-slides ; and adding to them the north and south
traps, elvans, cross courses, and flukans, we see clearly how
many and various have been the fractures and fissures, and
how complicated the conditions under which these fissures

were stored with their contents. What was the agency by
which this was accomplished ?

Werner (1791) believed that fissures were filled from
above, by precipitations of earthy and metallic salts held
in solution by water. As some of the substances common
in mineral veins are not known to be soluble in water,
separately or in combination, we can only adopt this view
upon the supposition that the crystallizations in veins are
the result of double decompositions in the liquid ; nor
even with this aid is the process at all clear by which the
metallic masses were formed.
Lehman had previously (1753) introduced the notion of

sublimed vapours and exhalations ; and if we believe that
sulphuretted hydrogen gas was abundant in these, the
formation of sulphurets from salts of lead, copper, &c.
might become a possible case. Necker revived this idea.
(Geol. Soc. Abstracts, 1832.) Dr. Hutton and Playfair
maintained that the vein-spars and metallic ores were
injected into fissures, not in a state of solution in water,
but in a state of fusion through heat. They were a sort
of metalliferous dykes.

In consequence of the experiments of Mr. Fox, which
show in certain cases the passage of electrical currents
between different parts of the metalliferous veins of Corn-
wall, and an augmentation of temperature in them as we
descend into the earth, a fourth general view has gradually
and obscurely grown up to importance. In this view elec-
tricalforces are appealed to for determining the deposition
of matter brought into the fissures by water operating on
metallic aggregations, at great depths and under consider-
able heat. Such heated waters would circulate upwards and
downwards in the open spaces of the rocks : in the upper
parts of the fissures they would be cooled, and might
deposit parts of their dissolved contents : these would be
arranged by electrical affinities under the influence of the
various nature, direction, and Assuring of the rocks.
Such affinities might be dependent on local electrical

currents, generated by the local differences of the rocks
and minerals, or on the general terrestrial currents which
govern common magnetism, or on a combination or oppo-
sition of these. Under any circumstances, evidence of
these general currents must be looked for in the genera:
phenomena, and the local currents must be sought in the
local phenomena. Adopting this theory as at least partially
true, we may venture to refer to general currents the re-
markable fact of the frequent arrangement of metals in
east and west veins, or in veins pointing a little north or a
little south of east and west ; for within such limits in
European and Mexican latitudes these general electrical
currents may be conceived to pass, varying most in Europe,
according as the polarities varied from time to time. We
may refer to local currents the limitation (which is seldom
really, though often in appearance, arbitrary) of the me-

tallic contents of a vein to particular adjacent rock*,

particular oblique parallel snoots or pipes, to pwtoa
sides or ends of a vein, to particular depths, or yrftcc
nidiform masses. To a succession of such opentif
may refer the successive vertical lamination of mrtc

sorts of crystals (fluor, carbonate of barytes, lead-ore,Un
&c.) in the same vein ; and after a principal tob
partially filled, we may conceive without difEcmkj •-

deposition of nearly similar contents in neigbb» .

fissures or joints, or even closed cavities, if thett

then become the lines of easiest electrical eonductsi

The reader will find a comprehensive view of tlalvpc-

thesis compared with characteristic phenomena a L»

Ordnance Report on Dover and Cornwall, lodeti e
thing approaching to the strict and severe prom,
deductive reasoning from known physical truths, wpf*
to conditions like those ascertained in the datrv-a

Cornwall and Aldstone Moor, has been hardly attest
elsewhere. Yet the occasion is favourable. Sir H. b - I

Beche has embodied a vast mass of available retii.

the Report already quoted. Mr. Fox has experimna.
almost made mineral veins by imitating the natural amir
ments of the rocks of Cornwall : the electrotype procn>

.

daily revealing new and unexpected phenomena of A
trical transfer under manageable conditions ; and that a-

these great inducements for an earnest general um*us>
tion of the whole subject, that in the first place cry-

tallography and the doctrines of molecular force* «cl
assuredly be advanced by it ; and, what is still mat _
portant, laws ofjudgment and practice in mining opo£~ >

would be satisfactorily established and confidently sp
-

,--
to cases entirely beyond the range of ordinary experau.

We must however caution the reader who prefer* uw v
view of the origin of veins against any contempruuj o
regard of the opinions of Werner, Lehman, and Ihz -

on the ground of special difficulties in regard to Ktr—--

in water, sublimations of vapours, or igneous fusic*

minerals. There is abundance of facts known to

their speculations from a hasty charge of absurdttu ; *i

are many insulated facts which seem to agree with l ;

and at all events the descriptions furnished by h>

.

Werner, Came, Fournat, Fox, Henwood, Taylor, sxd 1*

Beche, must be carefully and respectfully considered l

combined with the general laws of the earth's stru?-

and established principles of physics, before wcuk
of a theory of mineral veins.

(See further—Pryce, Mineralogia Cornubiensii ; * »

ner, On Veins, 1791—English edition, 1809; H*»»-s.

Carne, Davy, and others, in Transactions of the GeU:r
Society of Cornwall; Williams's Mineral AVnft.;
Fournet, in D'Aubuisson's Geology, vol. iii. ; ¥\n.

Proceedings ofPolytechnic Society : Henwood and N«--
in Abstracts of Geological Society ofLondon, 1832; Tit-"

in Report to British Association, 1833 ; Becquerel,
dElectricitS, 1835 ; Murchison's Silurian System ; P-

lips, in Lardner's Cyclopaedia, 1839 ; De la Beche. '
••

nance Report on Cornwall, Devon, and West Somrt
1839.)

VELANI, or VALONIA. [Quebcus, p. 214.]
VELATES. [Turmnid.s, vol. xxv.. p. 383.]
VELAY, or VELLAI, LE, one of the province* o'c

government of Languedoc in Fiance. It was bouodtt
the north by Le Forez, a subdivision of the governmts
Le Lyonais ; on the east and south by Le vivarais, «* ' -

varez, and on the south-west by Le Gevaudan, both pto\n -

of Languedoc ; and on the north-west by Auvenroe. i"
•

now wholly included in the department of Haute Lc-~>

under which it is described. [Loire, Hactx] h '

have here only to notice that the geological feature •

this district and those of the adjacent tracts, comprehto.
in the province of Vivarais (now the department of i
deche), are very similar, consisting of a high table-Im-
primitive rocks, such as granite, gneiss, mica-slate, kc-
termingled with volcanic formations which constitute K.
mountain-masses, and overlaid towards the deep vallti

the Rhone, in the eastern part of Le Vivarais, by a red-si
stone, probably corresponding to the old red-sandtioo
England; by the carboniferous rocks, and the Jura tin-

stone ; and in some part ofthe valley of the Loire by trrrj.

formations. The volcanic formations are considered by M'

Scrope as belonging to two distinct periods : those of
"

first period having been produced by volcanoes in h»U«*
activity, which had severally a single focus of activitj. it!

formed in consequence a few distinct and lofty mounts*
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groups ; those Of the second period being scattered over a
«.rger surface, and appearing to have resulted from a series

if single eruptions successively occurring at different

joints. Mount Mezene, one of the great centres of vol-

atile action in the first period, is on the south-eastern
>order of Le Velay, towards Le Vivarais. Le Velay de-
lves its name from the Vellavi, the Celtic nation by whom
t was inhabited. Lc Puy was its chief town. [Puy, Le.]
Scrope's Memoir on the Geology of Central France.)
VELA'ZQUEZ, DIE'GO RODRIGUEZ DE SILVA Y.

^elazquez was born at Seville, and baptized there June 0,

899. His parents, on the father's side, were of Portu-
gese origin. Having manifested, while yet a child, a de-
ided turn for drawing, he was placed under Francisco
lerrera el Viejo. This master, harsh, violent, and ex-
ravagant as a man, was an artist of great native power,
oldness, and originality; his paintings were true expo-
ents of his character. He first broke down the timid and
onventional style of the Sevillians, who hitherto had fol-

)wed in the manner of the Italians: to obtain effects true

> nature was his ambition, and for this end he despised means
nd materials alike, working with the coarsest colours, and
Hng brushes of an unusual length. The principles of his

nethod and handling are to be traced in all the works of

is pupil, improved indeed by a higher quality of touch
nd intention. Velazquez, who was of a gentle disposi-

ion, was driven by ill usage from this studio, and entered
hat of Francisco Pacheco, who was the very opposite of
lerrera. This feeble creature of rules was cold in colour
nd commonplace in conception, yet learned in the theory
f art, and better known by the works ot his pen than of

lis pencil : he exercised no influence whatever over the
lyle of his scholar, who soon discovered that his new mas-
er could not give him that which he felt was wanting.
Liter five years' nominal instruction, Velazquez married
nana, Pacheco's daughter ; and this explains his long con-
inuance under an otherwise unprofitable roof. Disap-
lointed in his master, and thrown on himself, the young
rtist turned to Nature for his guide, and he followed her
aith fully to the end. He procured a peasant lad for a
nodel, and painted him—his commonplace forms, rags,

.nd nakedness, under every aspect and attitude. Neces-
ity thus did for him what choice had done for Caravaggio,
he leader of the naturalist school in Italy, who, in opposi-
ion to the classicists, painted men and things as they were,

ather than as they ought to be
;
preferring the forcible,

ffective, and even the low, if real, to the refined, ideal and
oetical. The early impression made on Velazquez was
Hp and indelible ; it became the blemish of his style

;

t biassed the man throughout life, and warped him from
taffaelle and Michael Angelo to Ribera and Stanzioni.

The study of this plebeian model was moreover cognate to

he process which Hen-era first adopted for himself, and
hen pointed out to all his scholars. It forms a peculiarity

n the system of the great school of Seville, and especially

n Velazquez and Murillo, two of its brightest ornaments';

hey were taught to draw and to colour at the same time,

beginning with subjects of still-life, and those the most
Drdinary, such as meat, vegetables, and kitchen utensils

:

lence the generic term Bodegones, by which they are still

Known. Thus Velazquez obtained an early mastery over
his materials, a habit of close imitation, and a marvellous
power of representing nature and texture. His first at-

tempts at pictures, properly speaking, were either copies

from Ribera, or compositions painted with his decided
rod hard outline, and his strongly contrasted lights and
shadows. His pictures of this period are very scarce

;

many probably exist, but remain unknown from being
ascribed to other artists. The Adoration of the Shepherds,
now in the Louvre, is the earliest of his undoubted pro-

ductions, and it is nothing more than a copy from Spagno-
letto.

Arrived at the age of twenty-three, some paintings of

Luis Tristan, whose style was a compound of Titian and
El Greco, inspired Velazquez with a burning desire to see
the works of these and other masters, and he left Seville
for Madrid in the spring of 1622 : he was welcomed by
Don Juan Fonseca and other Sevillians, who were settled

in the capital, who befriended their countryman with that
spirit of localism and clanship which is the characteristic
of all Spaniards. Velazquez, having painted the portrait

of the poet Gongora, which was a" commission from Pa-
checo, returned to Seville ; meanwhile the influence of

P. C, No. mo.

Fonseca was not idle, and the young man was recalled to
Madrid, the next year, by the Condc Duque de Olivares,
the ruler of Spain, who was to Philip IV. what Bucking-
ham was to our Charles I., prime minister of the tastes

and pleasures of his master. Velazquez, having painted
the great man's portrait, stepped at once into lame and
fashion, which never deserted him during his long career
of prosperity. He maintained by merit the start which
was procured by favour ; nor can there be a greater proof
of the high degree of excellence to which he had already
arrived than his immediate success.

Philip IV., a true judge of art, on seeing the portrait of
the favourite, sat at once for his own. At this the critical

moment of his fortunes the young artist put forth all his
strength. The picture was exhibited in Madrid, near the
steps of San Felipe ; and there, in the open air, did Ve-
lazquez, like the painters of Greece, listen to the praises

of a delighted public. He was forthwith appointed the
court painter; and Philip, apeing Alexander, according to

the story in Horace, ordained that none but this new
Apelles should portray him. The necessity of frequently
painting the ' foolish hanging of the nether lip ' of this

dull ungainly Austrian and his family was little calculated
to correct a tendency to unworthy form, which was engen-
dered |by the ordinary model of his early studies. This
was again fixed by the constant introduction of hideous
dwarfs, those abortions of nature, and playthings of the
kings and princes of Spain.
Meanwhile the more he painted, the more Velazquez

was honoured by his own and foreign princes, and par-
ticularly by our Charles I., who was at Madrid in 1623.
His portrait, begun by Velazquez, was never finished, and
has unfortunately been lost. Another illustrious visitor

soon after became his friend, Rubens, who arrived at
Madrid, August 6, 1628, rather in the character of a diplo-
matist than a painter : indeed he associated with none of
the artists except Velazquez.with whom alone he went to the
Escurial. Rubens left Madrid, April 26, 1629, and although
he was constantly painting during his sojourn, he wrougnt
no change either in composition or colouring in Velaz-
quez, who was accustomed to look at nature with his own
eyes and not through those of other men ; nor indeed had
the gorgeous tints and flabby fleshiness of the Fleming
anything in common with the sober draperies of the
sinewy t'astilian : it was the barb of Arabia compared to
a cart-mare of Flanders.

Velazquez at last obtained the royal permission to go
to Italy, and he embarked at Barcelona, August 10, 1629.
He visited Venice, Ferrara, and Rome, being everywhere
received in an artistical triumph. Urban VIII. assigned to

him an apartment in the Vatican, where he diligently

copied Raphael and Michael Angelo ; but neither the
grandiose design and sublimity of the one, nor the senti-

ment and ideal beauty of the other, ever produced the
slightest change in the Spaniard's style. Indeed, like our
Sir Joshua Reynolds, he felt and studied their brightness
without ever reflecting in his own works one single ray.

Velazquez, like his friend Lope de Vega, held up the
mirror to his own age alone : he called up no recollec-

tions of the past, borrowed from no other period or

country, and none can claim anything back from him ; all

was his own, original, national, and idiosyncratic ; and he
shrunk from any change by which loss might be risked.

The Spaniard is neither a friend to the foreigner nor to

his innovations. Nor was Italy then what she had been

;

the prfstige of her example had passed away w ith the age
of Leo X., and the vitality of her soil for new excellence
was dull when compared to the fierce energy of unex-
hausted Spain, then starting into a life of her own. Ve-
1,'izquez and Murillo were destined to revive the arts, which
declined in Italy, as Seneca, Martial, and Lucan had re-

newed the literature of Rome in her period of decay.

From the Vatican Velazquez removed to the Villa de'

Medici, but falling a victim to malaria, was soon carried

down an invalid to the Piazza de Spagna below, and lodged

in the palace of the Cond£ de Monterey, the ambassador
of Spain. The ambassador was a patron of art and
artists, both from real taste and the diplomatic anxiety to

second the ruling object of his king. He watched over
his patient and restored him to health. Velazquez re-

mained a year in Pome ; he only sent home two original

pictures, his Jacob with the Garment of Joseph, and
Apollo at the Forge of Vulcan ; both are now at Madrid,

Vgj,. XXVI—2 C
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and in spite of much truth, character, and powerful paint-

ing, are singularly marked with most ordinary forms. The
children of Jacob are the kinsmen of the model peasant,
and Vulcan is a mere farrier, and his assistants brawny
GalHcians. It would seem that the Spaniard, to prove his

independence, had lowered his lowest transcript of nature
to brave the ideal and divine under the shadow of Raphael
himself.

From Rome he passed to Naples, then a Spanish pos-
session, where he felt at home amid the wonts of Caro-
vaggio, Stanzioni, and Ribera. With Ribera, his coun-
tryman, he lived in closest intimacy, preferring however to

his harder style and blood-boltered subjects the flowing
touch and cheerful composition of Stanzioni, between
whose style and his own the resemblance cannot be mis-
taken. This artist, called in Spain el Caballero Maximo,
was the type of the Hispanp-Neapolitan school ; many of
his finest pictures were purchased by Velazquez for

Philip IV., and, hung as they are near his own in the
gallery of Madrid,' abound in analogies of touch and
method.
Velazquez returned to Madrid early in 1631, and being

necessary to the amusement of his patron found himself
not forgotten : the king, with a fidelity which was no part
of his nature, had never during his absence sat to any
other painter. Philip, imitating Urban VIII., gave him a
painting-room in the palace, and came daily to watch his

progress.

It is to the credit of the Austrian dynasty that they
relaxed in favour of the fine arts the rigid ceremonial of

Spanish etiquette. Charles V. made a friend of Titian ; and
Philip II., of Herrera the architect. Velazquez now
Sainted the magnificent equestrian portrait of Philip IV.,

»m which the great carver Montanez made a model in

wood, in order to be sent to Florence, where it was cast in

bronze by Pedro Tacca, and now exists in the gardens of
the Buen Retire The success led to new honours : Ve-
lazquez was appointed to an office about the king's person,
and in that capacity followed Philip into Aragon and
Catalonia in 1643 and 1644. The former of these years
witnessed the disgrace of the Conde Duque, to whom,
although fallen, Velazquez had the boldness to continue
to show respect ; nor did Philip IV. resent this uncourtier-
like gratitude. In November, 1648, Velazquez made a
second journey into Italy, in order to purchase modern
pictures for the king, and procure moulds from the best an-
tique statues for a projected academy. He embarked at
Malaga, landed at Genoa, passed rapidly to Milan, Venice,
Florence, and Parma, and thence hastened to embrace his
well-beloved Ribera at Naples. Returning to Rome he
was presented to Innocent X., whose portrait he painted,
which is now the gem of the Doria collection, and the only
real specimen of his art in Rome. Be was elected a
member of trie Academy of St. Luke. He remained in
Italy almost a year, purchasing rather than painting pic-
tures, and busy with his oasts from Greek sculpture. He
fully felt the value of exquisite form, of which he had
known the want ; and ever in after-life strongly urged all

young artists, Murillo particularly, to complete their
studies in Italy. Spain always was, and is, very defi-
cient in fine antique marbles, for which the Spaniards
have little taste. Their church preferred the relic of a
monk to a statue by Phidias, in which they only saw a
pagan idol. Their Inquisition persecuted nudity, the
essence of Greek art, and employed artists to clotne the
least exposure either in painting or sculpture ; hence the
draped character of the Spanish school, of which the
clergy have been the best patrons, not for the sake of art,
but as a means of extending their own influence. Paint-
ing took the veil of the nun, Sculpture the cowl of the
monk; but Philip, lax and voluptuous, protected the
licence of Greece and Italy, and Velazquez felt that the
chance might never recur : the casts were made, whioh
after the king's death were neglected, injured, and finally
lost.

Velazquez returned to Madrid in June, 1651. He was
now in his full power, and painted his finest pictures. In
1656 he received the much-coveted cross of Santiago,
which the king drew in with his own hand on a portrait of
Velazquez, painted by the artist himself. The nobles re-
sented this profanation of a decoration given hitherto only
to high birth ; nor were the difficulties removed without a
papal dispensation and a royal grant of Hidalguia.

About this time Velazquez was raised to the hxxatr-.

and honourable post of Aposentador Mayor. His dw_,
were to superintend the personal lodgment of the ir.

during his frequent migrations. This much-envied oav

robbed Velazquez of his time, precious to art, and ti<

tually of life itself. He was sent in 1660 to prepare
royal quarters during the journey from Madrid three
the ill-provided Castiles to the Bidassoa. He erected .-

the Island of Pheasants the temporary saloon* whertir •_

conferences were held which terminated in the marrv
of the Infanta Maria Teresa with Louis XIV_, a t=—
fatal to the future weal and independence of Spain a*

Velazquez, who here appeared almost for the lact uc
remarkable among the noble crowd for his tastexaJ s»
tume and arrangement of diamonds. He returned i

Madrid, July 31, worn with over-fatigue in preparsu-i.

which any lord of the bedchamber might have mtpm.-
tended. He died one week afterwards, on the Tta -

August, 1660, and was buried with great pomp ia .

church of San Juan. In seven days his wife. broW
hearted at his loss, followed her gentle and excellent hu.

band, and was laid by his side in the same grant- N-

monument has ever been erected to her greatest am* in

Spain, always ungrateful to those who have served btr »>?

best ; nor did the influence of Velazquez surrii* an» , k*»

pupils and imitators were few. Spain was hastening ra^uLi
to her fall, which was consummated by the Bourbon a> -

cession, when French tastes were substituted for Spaa*,

in art and literature.

Such is the unimportant biography of a ma* who*
name ia now immortal, of whom, like Lope de Vega, u
talk familiarly, although most imperfectly acanaitta

with his real works. His genuine and finest works re-

main at Madrid : in other cities of Spain they are qwt *
rare as in every other part of the world ; ana the reav-.i

are obvious, Velazquez commenced his career as pais*?

to the king ; he rarely condescended to work for iir

Church or private patrons ; all his great pictures wen
monopolized, and hung in the royal palaces, and these mm
inaccessible to purchasers, and seldom seen even by tl.

few travellers who visited Spain. Neither were they Al-
tered abroad in the wreck which ensued at the Kresck ;>

vasion. In the universal rapine, by which the worb 4

many Spanish artists, whose names previously wereslo^
unknown in Europe, were first ushered into notice, \ <-

lazquez formed an exception. His paintings hanging is

royal residences were respected even by marshals, as p*—-

ing with the crown from the legitimate dynasty to the a-

trusive. Two only were sent to Paris, and these were it-

Jacob and the Philip IV. on horseback, pictures seleciA.

more from their historical than intrinsic interest. In trots

the French never have appreciated Velazquez ; a taste ap-

proved by the vain tinsel of the empirical, unnatural D»»u
could not feel the grave repose and sober simplicity of
proud Spaniard. It is impossible to estimate Yelaaierj
without going to Madrid ; on seeing him in this, the not**
gallery in the whole world, the first impression of htsnnt-
culine power and universality of talent is irresistible : it a
the reality more than the imitation of Ufe and nature, sa!
in every varied form. He is the Shskspere of hk art »

Proteus. Grievous is the error of those who suppose tua
only to be the portrait-painter of sallow mustaciuotvi
Spaniards in black cloaks. There is no branch of the an.

except the marine, which he has not pursued, and he at-

tained almost equal excellence in all.

His portraits baffle description and praise ; they oust
be seen : he elevated that humble branch to the dignity al

history. He drew the minds of men : they live, brestfe.
and seem ready to walk out of the frames. His power «i

painting circumambient air, his knowledge of liaeel ntd
aerial perspective, the gradation of tones in light, shade*,
and colour, give an absolute concavity to the flat minan
of his canvas ; we look into space, into a room, into tat
reflection of a mirror. The freshness, individuality, a»j
identity of every person are quite startling ; nor eat* **
doubt the anecdote related of Philip IV., who, ""ljsAni
for the man the portrait of Admiral Parejain adarkeorsw
of Velazquez's room, exclaimed, he had been orsVsxraJ a*
sea, ' What I still here ?' Alter a few days spent ia ft* gal-
lery of Madrid, we fancy that we have " " "£

acquainted with the royal family and court <

that we have lived with them. Ni
Spaniard could so truly paint the
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the Vandyck of Madrid. He caught the high-bred
of the Hidalgo, his grave demeanour and severe cos-

e, with an excellence equal to his Flemish rival, dift'er-

onlv in degree ; he was less fortunate in model. Yan-
yke, like Zeuxis, had the selection of the most beauteous
brms, faces, and apparel, in the English court of Charles,

which he was created expressly to delineate, with his clear,

lilverv, and transparent tones, his elegant aristocratic air,

hose delicate skins, and tapering fingers which are never
een in coarse, tawny Spain ; nor did Velazquez ever con-
lescend to flatter even royalty :—honesty was his policy.

Courts could not make a courtier of his practical genius,
vhu h saw everything as it really was, and his hand, that

>beyed his intellect, gave the exact form and pressure : he
arely refined. He did not stoop to conciliate and woo
lis spectator. Thus even when displeased with repulsive

rayed in the representation.

His Infantes are often booby-faced, and- liis Infantas

aealv ; for the royal originals were made, not by him, but
>y Nature's journeymen : still they are real beings, not con-
entional

;
they are flesh and blood, our fellow-creatures,

ind with them therefore we sympathize. Their costume,
vhetlier of the court or the chase, is equally true ; and
hey wear their clothes with ease and fitness, not like

he fancy masquerade of an imaginative painter, stuck

n a stiff lay-figure, but the every-day dresses of living

lexible bodies underneath. Velazquez was inferior to

fandyck in representing female beauty; for he had
lot his advantages : the Oriental jealousy of the Spaniard
evolted at any female portraiture, and still more at

my display of beauteous form : the royal ladies, almost
he only exception, were unworthy models, while the
ise of rouge disfigured their faces, and the enormous
letticoats masked their proportions. Velazquez was
mphatically a man, and the painter of men. He was
tware of his strength and weakness : his greatest works

—

.as Lanzas, Los Bebidores—have no women in them
vhatever ; and in the Hilanderat, a group of females, he
las turned aside the principal head in the foreground,
eaving it, like Timanthes, to be supplied by the imagina-
ion of the spectator. He was moreover a painter only of
he visible tangible beings on earth, not the mystical glo-

ified spirits of heaven : he could not conceive the incon-
eivable, nor define the indefinite. He required to touch
>efore he could believe—a fulcrum for his mighty lever

:

le could not escape from humanity, nor soar above the
:louds : he was somewhat deficient in ' creative power :'

le was neither a poet nor an enthusiast; Nature was his

mide, truth his delight, man his model. No Virgin ever
lescended into his studio ; no cherubs hovered around his

Jallct : he did not work for priest or ecstatic anchorite,

)ut for plumed kings and booted knights ; hence the
leglect and partial failure of his holy and mythological
pictures—holy, like those of Caravaggio, in nothing but
lame : groups rather ol low life, and that so truly painted,
is still more to mar, by a treatment not in harmony with
he subject, the elevated sentiment : his Mars is a mere
porter ; his demigods, vulgar Gallicians ; his Virgin, a
Maiitornes, without the womanly tenderness of Murillo,
he unspotted loveliness of Raphael, or the serenity, un-
ruffled by earthly passions, of the antique. He rather

owered heaven to earth, than raised earth to heaven. His
pictures however of this class are very few, and therein is

fus marked difference from all other Spanish artists, who,
painting for the church, comparatively neglected every-
thing but the religious and legendary.

In things mortal and touching man Velazquez was more
Ulan mortal : he is perfect throughout, whether painting
gh or low, rich or poor, young or old, human, animal, or

.tural objects. His dogs are equal to Snyders ; his

irgers to Rubens—they know their rider. When Ve-
quez descended from heroes, his beggars and urchins

rivalled Murillo : no Teniers or Hogarth ever came up to
the waggish wassail of his drunkards. He is by far the
first landscape painter of Spain : his scenes are full of
local colour, freshness, and daylight, whether verdurous
court-like avenues or wild rocky solitudes : his historical

pictures are pearls of great price ; never were knights and
soldiers so painted as in his surrender of Breda.

His style was based on Herrera, Caravaggio, Ribera,
and Stanzioni ; a compound of all, not a servile imitation

His drawing was admirable, correct, and uncon-

strained ; his mastery over his materials unequalled ; his
colouring was clear and clean ; he seldom used mixed
tints ; he painted with long brushes, and often as coarsely
as floor-cloth ; but the effects when seen from the intended
distance were magical, everything coming out into its

proper place, form, and tone. Yet no man was ever more
sparing of colour ; he husbanded his whites and even his

yellows, which tell up sparkling like gold on his under-
toned backgrounds : these, especially in his landscapes,
were cool greys, skies, and misty mornings—nature seen
with the intervention of air. He painted with a rapid,
flowing, and certain brush, with that ease, the test of per-
fection, that absence of art and effort, which made all

imagine that they could do the same—until they tried,

failed, and despaired. The results obtained are so true
to nature, that first beholders, as with Raphael at the
Vatican, are sometimes disappointed that there is nothing
more. He was above all tricks. There is no masking
poverty of hand or mind under meretricious glitter ; all is

sober, real, and sterling. He conceived his idea, worked
it rapidly out, taking advantage of everything as it turned
up, correcting and improving as he went on, knowing
what he wanted and—which few do—when he had got it

:

then he left off, and never frittered away his breadth or

emphatic effect by superfluous finish to mere accessories
;

these were dashed in co7i quatro botti—but true, for he
never put brush to canvas without an intention and mean-
ing. No painter was ever more objective. There is no
showing off of the artist, no calling attention to the per-
former's dexterity : his mind was in his subject, into which
he passed his whole soul

;
loving art for itself, without one

disturbing thought of self. He was true throughout to

Nature, and she was true to him, and has rewarded him
with immoitality, which she confers only on those who
worship with undivided allegiance at her shrine.

(Cean Bermudez ; Pacheco
;
Carducho; Ponz; Mengs.)

VELEIA, an antient city at the base of the Apennines,

23J miles south from Piacenza and 45 miles from Parma
by the existing roads. Veleia stands with regard to these

two cities at the apex of a triangle, of which a line drawn
from Parma to Piacenza would be the base.

According to Bardetti, the population of this part of
Italy was brought under the Roman dominion in a.u.c.

595, by M. Fulvius Nobilior. The inhabitants of Veleia
up to the fourth year of the reign of Tiberius lived

in villages ; but a town was formed subsequently, which
became a municipium, probably between the fourth year

of the reign of Tiberius and the eighth of Vespasian. The
inscription showing that Veleia was a municipality reads

—

BAEBIA.T.F BAS1LLA . CALCHIDICVJf . MVN1C1PIHTS . SV1S .

DEDIT.

From the rude remains of antiquity, as well as the ex-
quisite works in marble and bronze discovered in the

forum and in the foundations of the surrounding build-

ings, it would appear that the rude arts of the old town
had been supplanted by the better taste of the period in

which it was changed into a municipality. The period of

the ruin of Veleia is not by any means accurately known,
though it is conjectured by Pittarelli to have taken place

in the fourth century of the Christian sera. This con-
jecture, which has much probability, is founded on the

fact that coins of a later period have not yet been dis-

covered in the excavations which have been made on the

site of Veleia.

History does not mention the event which appears to

have brought a sudden ruin on a prosperous municipality.

Tradition reports a slip of the mountains called Moria and
Rovinazzo to have been the cause of the catastrophe which
most probably buried the city unexpectedly. According
to Antolini, this event was owing to the waters of a small

lak«, enclosed high up in the mountains of Moria and Rovi-

nazzo, two miles from the city, having percolated through

the schistose layers of the mountains : the consequence of

which was that a large portion of earth and rock became
detached and rolled over the city. This opinion appears

to be well founded, as in the mountains above mentioned

there is a concave valley like the basin of a lake with one

side broken down, and the materials which cover the town

are of the same nature as those of the mountains Moria

and Rovinazzo. Some have erroneously supposed the ruin

to have been caused by a volcano, because at a short distance

from the forum there are two natural fires arising from the

2 C 2
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spontaneous combustion of hydrogen gas which issues from

the surface of the earth, like the natural fire of Pietra Mala
between Bologna and Florence. As hitherto no skeletons

have been discovered, we may presume that the inhabit-

ants had sufficient time to escape, but the ruin was too

rapid to permit them to save their property, for gold

statues and so much wealth were discovered by a poor

priest of that place in the early part of the eighteenth cen-

tury, that his family became ennobled by this acquisition of
property.

Presuming the city ofVeleia to have been buried shortly

after the reign of Constantine, it remained unknown ana
forgotten for fourteen centuries and a half. The first

notice of the revival of this antient city was owing to the

Trajan tablet or table of bronze, called the Alimentary
table, which contains a law under the directions of which
279 children were maintained. This remarkable document
was discovered in 1747 by a peasant of the commune of

Macinisso (now called by its antient name of Veleia), while

either ploughing or levelling a field. The length of the

sheet of bronze is 8 feet 8 inches 1*6 lines (Paris),

5 feet 9 inches 5-0 lines high ; and it weighs 600 lbs.

of Piacenza, of 12 ounces to the pound. The peasant,

finding it was metal, broke it into pieces and carried it

for sale to Cremona, where it was purchased with the inten-

tion of being cast into a bell, when by good fortune two
canons of the cathedral of Piacenza saved it. Maffei,

Muratori, and Gori published their comments upon it about
the year 1749.

Notwithstanding this discovery, 13 years elapsed before

any researches were made. Afterwards Duke Philip of

Parma ordered excavations to be commenced at Macimsso,
en the spot where the bronze had been discovered. This
first trial was made in the year 1760, when the founda-
tions of the forum and of some public and private build-

ings were discovered, as well as twelve marble statues

(some of them of superior workmanship), and numerous
small bronze statues, medals, money, stamps, inscriptions,

and small instruments and implements of bronze, among
which perhaps the most singular is a pair of snuffers so

completely of the form now in use, that, were it not for the
evidence of being long buried, which they bear, it would
be difficult to believe in their antiquity. Philip being
satisfied with the first attempts, gave orders to continue
the excavations, which were prosecuted with vigour until

about the middle of the year 1765. In the period which
has elapsed since 1765 a few trifling excavations only have
been at intervals carried on. The present government, at

the instigation of Lopez, director of the museum in
Parma, are however preparing to excavate on on ex-
tensive scale. When the excavations were commenced in

1760, another bronze table wasfound at a short distance from
the spot where 13 years previously the Alimentary table of
Trajan had been discovered. This table is nearly square,
being 2 feet 2 inches and 7 lines (Paris) wide, by 8 feet

8 inches high, and about 2 lines thick. It is however not
quite rectangular. On the sides and in the middle are
boles by which it was probably attached to a wall. The
writing, like the large table, is divided into pages ; the first

contains fifty-two lnes, and the second fifty-eight. At the
beginning of the division between the pages, the number
lift is marked, from which it is manifest that this table

was preceded by three others, forming six pages. It was
customary among the Romans to record the laws and the

public acts upon tables of bronze thus divided. The text

of the bronze fragment begins at the end of the 19th
chapter and ends with the beginning of the 23rd. The
form of the letters, the orthography and the diphthongs,
are exactly similar to those of the Senatus-consultum de
Bacchanalibus which is entire in the I mperial Museum
of Vienna. From these circumstances it may be presumed
to be of the same period ; or at the latest about the middle
of the eighth century of Rome, and consequently long
previous to the Alimentary tables.

Luigi Bolla and Giambattista Comaschi consider this ta-

ble to be a part of a ' lex satura.' So far as we know its

contents, its only object was to prescribe to the munici-
palities of Gallia CSsalpina a constant rule of procedure.
(Otservazioni tulia Tavola delV Editto per la Gallia Cit-
alpina, tcoperta in Veleia, il 24 Aprile del 1760, tcritte

nelf anno 1769, dal R. Professore Signor Avocato Luigi
Bolla, con alcune Note del Consigliere Giambattista Cc-
maschi.)

The most direct road to Veleia is from Piacenza. by I

Polo, crossing the torrents Lugono and Riglio to tbe

lage of Costa Pelata, from whence the traveller mot* r-

the torrent Veseno, near the village of Ciroa Fava : tV-

three miles and a halt farther is Rezzsoo, where the tx

riage-road terminates. The journey must now be roadr -

foot or on mules. Passing Castel Badagnano, the tr»Tr'-

arrives at the Chero, a mountain torrent, in the stooj

of which the road leads to Veleia. From Parma rr-r

posts on the Via ./Emilia conduct you to Firenzuola. *t-.-

the road turns off to the left, leading to Castel Arrpc
and Lugignano. From Arquata to Lugignano the rc*.

lies in the bed of the torrent Arda. At Ljigignano _

carriage must be left, and a mule and guide procured. V-

road now, for the distance of nine miles, lies over ruer

.

mountains, with few signs of habitation, and those of ':

most wretched appearance. The approach to Veleia i«

.

a descent ; behind are the mountains Moris and R- -

nazzo, and in front the foundations of the forum ; beva_

is the torrent Chero, bounded on the other side by a cbi-

of hills partially cultivated. The first aspect of ttln
does not satisfy the curiosity of the ordinary traveller; t>t

a closer inspection of the remains of antiquity, when a.

nected with the objects he will have seen »n the Wowa-a
at Parma, will amply repay him for the fatigue nmfcrru'w.

In the centre of the buildings discovered is the forum,

on the left the amphitheatre, and on the right the bail

Veleia having been constructed on the inclination of i

hill, the buildings are found on various level*. Thus tft*

foundations between the forum and the amphitheatre i-

higher than the forum, and the amphitheatre itself i*
-

a platform still higher
; again, below the forum the fo_-

dations are on a lower level. Among the most remit
able objects in the forum are the remains of the nun
tables and seats, and the inscription, originally of trc~-

letters, inserted in the stone pavement of the centre of'.'*

forum.
The forum is proportioned according to the rules of V

truvius, being in width two-thirds of its length. Ri_-

Doric columns of brick, stuccoed, formed the portira

»

which were artcostyle with wooden architraves: the z-

clined roof must have projected considerably beyond tt.

columns which supported it, as the gutters into which t!*

eaves dripped are placed far beyond the line of colnm--

Under the eaves are the stone tables, with their seats

the money-changers, or perhaps the receivers of the rt

venue. The Doric portico ran round three sides of *t

area of the forum, interrupted only on the north bj •!••

portico of a small amphiprostyle temple, and was stojp^

on the south by the wall of the basilica. As the table* <

bronze were found here, it is not improbable that they «r»
appended to the wall of the basilica on this side of i*
forum. The fact of Veleia possessing a basilica is arte*-:

by an inscription found there, and now in the museon c
Parma.
The basilica stands, as recommended by Vitrurha. x

the warmest side of the forum. This building contain*!
the twelve marble statues preserved in the museum <
Parma. The city was well provided with sewers vi
drains. The buildings were constructed of rough ir>

terials, and stuccoed and painted. A painted fraemest

"

preserved in the museum at Parma, showing that the tsrtf

for arabesque decoration was the same as in the soutb d
Italy. Bricks were used to make the foundations kiC
and in the baths also small circular brick columns *.>
ported the floors, and formed the flues for the hot air *
the caldarium. Some of the bricks are stamped with 6e
maker's name. Marble appears to have been an articlf rf

luxury, as the pavement in one of the chambers round tt*

forum is scarcely a quarter of an inch thick. The few mc-
saic floors discovered are not remarkable for their dear,
or execution ; they have nevertheless been removed to tt/

floor of the museum in Parma. This museum possess
many small bronze statues, equal if not superior to am-
thing of the kind discovered in Herculaneum or Pomp*:!
it is also rich in marble inscriptions, and in bronze stamp
used for marking goods or pottery, Sec., and from the con-
stant use of which among the Romans it appears strancr
that the art of printing never should have occurred n>
them.

For a detailed account of Veleia we refer to a work en-
titled • Le Rovine di Veleia, misurate e disegnate da Gio-
vanni Autohni, Professore di ArchitetuuV &C, in two
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vts, folio (Milano, Soeieta Topografica de' Classici

iliani, mdcccxix.). Some comments on the bronze tables

xy be found in a work entitled 'Tavola Legislativa della

itlia C'isalpina ritrovata in Veleia,' &c, da D. Pietio di

ima, colle Osservazioni ed Annotazioni di due celebri

ulti Parmigiani (Parma, dalla Stamperia Car-
mdcccxx.). These works have become very rare.

Tavola Legislativa,' or law, is probably the Lex
a : the identity of this bronze tablet with the Lex
a, and the objects of the Lex, are discussed by
iy and Puchta, ZeitschriftJur Geschichtliche Rechts-

enschaft, ix., x. The date of the Lex is fixed about
c. 43.
This notice of Veleia is compiled from the notes of a
ivcller during a visit to Veleia and Parma in 1839, and
im the works quoted above.
VELELLA. [Cirrhograda, vol. vii., p. 200.]
VELEZ-MALAGA, a town of Spain, in Andalusia, in

ie province of Malaga, the capital of the district of its

une. This town, which is supposed to have been the

it ient Mamoba, is situated on the river Velez (Rio Velez),

;ar its mouth. The Arabs changed its name into Balis,

• Bcles, the name of another town of Africa, whence a

ibe- came which settled in it. To distinguish it from

Jier towns bearing the same name in the Peninsula, it

as called Beles-Malakah, whence Velez-Malaga. The
>wn is slightly elevated above and on the left bank of the

ream, and is commanded by the neighbouring hills. The
reets are wide, clean, and tolerably well paved : Velez

as a place of considerable strength under the Moors, and
ad a castle now in ruins. It was taken by Ferdinand on

\e 27th of April, a.d. 1487, after a siege of about a month.

Tie town contains two parish churches, six convents,

jveral houses of charity, a prison, public granary, &c.,

nd some fine public promenades. Notwithstanding its

ituation on the seashore, its climate is said to be oppres-

ively hot, owing to its being completely sheltered by the

eignbouring hills. The environs are exceedingly fertile,

iroducing sugar, coffee, cotton, cochineal, large quantities

f wine, silk, the sweet potato, &c. In the town are some
ugar-mills as well as manufactories of hats, soap, brandy,

tc. According to Minano, the population of Velez-Malaga
mounted to about 14,000 inhabitants in 1828.

VELI'NO. [Rieto.]
VELLETRI. [Campagna di Roma.]
VELLORE. [Velore.]
VELLUM. [Parchment.]
VELLY, PAUL-FRANQOIS, a French historian, was

lorn at Crugny, near Reims, on the 9th of April, 1709.

Ie studied in the Jesuits' college at Reims, and was re-

ceived a member of their fraternity in 1726. In 1740 he

putted the society, but remained on a friendly footing

vith many of its members. His first publication—a trans-

ation of Swift's ' History of John Bull'—appeared in 1753.

In 1755 he published two volumes of a ' History of

France.' The first volume brings down the narrative to

he death of Charlemagne ; the second, to the deatli of

Philippe I. (1108). The third volume, the preface of which

contains a reply to the censures pronounced by critics on

the two former volumes, reaches to the death of Philippe

Auguste in 1223. The three following volumes contain

the reigns of Louis VIII., St. Louis, Philippe III., and

Philippe-le-Bel. Velly had nearly finished the eighth

volume, when he died of the bursting of a blood-vessel, on

the 4th of September, 1759. He was of a full habit of

body, and careless of his health. It is not known whether

he "was in easy or straitened circumstances ; the book-

sellers, Desaint and Saillant, are said to have paid him
1500 francs for each volume of his history. A 12mo. edi-

tion of the eight volumes of Velly's history was published

by the same booksellers in 1761-62. A third edition

(1770-89), in 15 vols. 4to., contains a continuation by Vil-

lavet to the year 1429; and by Gamier, to 1564. This

edition also contains the ' Avant Clovis' of Laureau, and

a Table by Rondonneau, and is accompanied by a collec-

tion of portraits, and a geographical atlas in two folio

volumes. The 12mo. edition (in 35 volumes) wants these

accompaniments. Fantin des Odoards has compiled a

continuation of Gamier, in 26 vols. 12mo. Velly's style is

respectable, though monotonous. His narrative betrays

but a slender acquaintance with the original sources of the

antient history of France. He confuses the manners of

different aeras, and retains the bad custom of putting ima-

ginary speeches into the mouths of historical characteis.

His history appears to havn owed its temporary success to

the style being better and more modern than that of any
other "history of France that existed at the time when he
published, and to the general remarks interspersed, which
evince considerable familiarity with the writings of Mon-
tesquieu.

VELOCITY. This word, rendered into English, is

simply swiftness or quickness, and would be soon dispased

of, if it were not that various circumstances connected
with its measure and calculation render its consideration

one of the most useful exercises which the student can
have, not only in mechanics, but also in pure mathematics.
And since the views which must be developed in treating

properly of this word are almost identical with those which
arise in explaining the meanings of other words nearly as

important, we have made references from all quarters to

this article, which, though they will increase its length,

will upon the whole save room.
The difficulty in the way of a beginner, which he meets

with in acquiring a clear notion of the measure of velo-

city, is the tendency to confound the velocity and its mea-
sure ; a tendency which is increased by any elementary
work which hastens too rapidly to the mathematical treat-

ment of the word. The consequence of this confusion is

(since the measure of velocity must be a length described,

or rather a length capable of being described) a want of

power to distinguish between the space which a body does

describe in a given time, and that which, judging from its

velocity, it seems to be going to describe at the beginning

of that time. Hence arise many notions mathematically

false : these might perhaps be prevented by attributing vo-

lition to the moving particle, and distinguishing between
its apparent intention at the beginning of the given time,

and that which it actually accomplishes in the given time.

Such an illustration would probably receive no approba-
tion ; but the errors to which it would lead would not be
of the least consequence in mathematics.

A point is in motion, and during a certain second it

moves over ten feet : if the same thing should happen in

preceding and succeeding seconds, there is a presumption

that the body is moving uniformly at the rate of ten

feet a second ; that is to say, there is a presumption
that, in any portion of time whatsoever, during its motion,

there is a length described which bears to ten feet the

same proportion as that portion of time bears to one se-

cond. But this is a presumption only. It does not follow,

because ten feet are described in one second, that five feet

are described in each half of a second, and one foot in

each tenth of a second. If the second could be divided

into a million of parts, and it could be shown that the

millionth part often feet is described in each and all of

these parts, it would be no doubt, a very strong presump-

tion that the motion is really uniform, but still not

amounting to certainty ; for it is possible that in each of

those parts of time there may be a variation of speed: for

instance, the moving point may do all its work in the first

half of the small interval, and rest during the remainder.

Something of this kind takes place in the motion of the

minute-hand of a watch, which is propelled once in each

second during a portion of the second, and rests during the

remainder. But so rapidly do the small propulsions follow

one another, and so small are their individual effects, that,

even when the hand has been watched until its motion is

certain, there is no irregularity discoverable by ordinary

eyes. And, speaking with reference to common purposes,

there is no occasion to deny uniformity of motion as long

as the lengths described in those times which are conve-

nient to be mentioned are equal or nearly equal. It would

be useless, in speaking of the pace with which a man
walks four miles an hour, to remind the hearer that no
person walks uniformly, and that in every step the centre

of gravity of the body moves up and down, advancing

most rapidly when it is at the highest, and most slowly

when it is lowest. But for mathematical purposes a cor-

rect measure of speed must be obtained, and the preceding

account would at first seem to lead to the inference that it

is impossible to have such a measure. Nor indeed has

velocity yet received its definition in this article, at least,

not its measure : we have spoken of velocity and of its

changing, but without alluding to any mode of estimating

the quantity of change. But there is that about the word

whicn needs no definition : when we say that the railroad
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carriage moves 'faster* than the old stage-coach, or that

two bodies which set out together and keep together are

always moving ' at the same rate,' there is no need of ex-

planation of the words which are in marks of quotation.

And we must now refer to the considerations in Uniform
as a constituent part of this article, showing that we may
have a perfect idea, both of velocity, that it is a magni-
tude, and that there is such a thing as uniform velocity,

previous to any definite ideas of the most proper mode of

measuring evem that uniform velocity, to go no farther.

If a body move uniformly, it is customary at once to lay

down as trie measure of the velocity the space described

in a given time, usually the unit of time, a second, a
minute, an hour, as the case mav be. As far as the great

object of calculation is concerned, this definition is perfect

:

by instituting measures of velocity, we can but want to

answer one or other of these questions : Where will the

moving point be at the end of a given time ; or, In what
time will the moving point pass over a given length.

The body moves at the rate or v feet per second, it moves
over vt feet in t seconds, and moves over the length « feet

in t-r-v seconds. Let us now take a point moving with

a variable motion, that is, not describing equal lengths in

equal times, say a particle descending by its own weight
in a vacuum. In the first second it falls 16 feet ; but in

the first half of this second it falls only 4 feet, and the re-

maining 12 feet in the second half-second. The space
described in one second is therefore no measure of the rate

of motion during that second, and it is now to be asked,

What is the way of obtaining a measure of the speed after

any interval has elapsed ? What is velocity itself, when
it cannot, for want of uniformity, be ascertained by the
space described in any given time? If the action of
gravity were removed at the end of that time, so that the

point would go on uniformly with Its last acquired velocity,

now much would it then describe in one second ? All
these questions are the same, and the answer cannot be
given without the introduction of the notion of a limit,

whether with or without the forms of the differential cal-

t
cuius. At the end of the time t seconds, let the moving
point be at A, distant by « feet from the fixed point O.

>-

During the ensuing fraction A of a second, let it describe

the further space AB (=A). The length * is then moved
over in the time A, and, if the velocity were uniform, that
velocity would be A-j-A feet in one second ; for as A is to
1 (second), so (on the supposition of uniform velocity) is A
to the space which would be described in one second. If

AB were very small, we might reason (with tolerable
exactness) as follows : in a very small time the change of
speed will be slight, and the motion of the point nearly
uniform, though not absolutely so ; whence we may say,
without material error, that AB is described as with a uni-
form velocity of ft -7- A feet per second. Theprocess which
the mathematician adds is the following :—The error of the
preceding process, small when A is small, becomes smaller
when A is still smaller, and may be diminished to any
extent : that is, little as may be the departure from uni-
form motion in moving through a small length, it is less

in moving through a smaller. If, then, instead of making
A simply small, and then finding A -J- A, we diminish A
without limit, and find the limit towards which A-f-A ap-
proaches, we find that uniform velocity which may be said
to represent the speed of the point in passing through A,
so far as any uniform velocity can be said to do so. Using
such language as supposes the point to have volition, we
have, in the limit or A A, the length per second with
which the point shows an intention of proceeding at the
instant when it passes through A, though it does not preserve
that intention wholly unaltered for any portion of time,
however small.

Suppose for example that the point moves in such a way
as to describe t+f feet in / seconds, for all values of /,

whole or fractional. We have then »=t+P,s+k=(t+A)+
(<+A)\ whence we obtain

4=A+2/A+A» j= l+2/+A.

At the end of 3 seconds, what is the velocity ? Judging
from the length described during the succeeding fraction

A (tad making fs*3), we should say that, A+ A being

7+A, the limit of this, or 7, obtained by diminishing A
without limit, is the velocity required; that is, the poi J.

is then moving 7 feet per second. If we suppose 7 fe*t

per second, the length described in the fraction A of a

second is the fraction 7A of a foot : take any other unifonn
velocity p feet per second, and ph is the length described

in the same time. Now what is really described is7A+*'

"

so that the errors are A* and (7-f) A+A*. which mx* in

the ratio of A to 7-p+A. Now if p differ (as we h*»e
supposed) from 7, the first error diminishes without limit

as compared with the second, when A diminishes without
limit : so that, of all uniform velocities 7 feet per second
is the one which best represents the motion of the point

in any small time following the end of the third second

,

and the better the smaller the time.

It appears then that we do not, properly speaking, under-
take to say at what rate the point is moving at the end of

three seconds, but what fictitious uniform rate best repre-

sents, at the instant, the variable rate at which it i» moving.
This will, for a moment, seem rather unsatisfactory to the

student who imagines that he has got an absolute idea of

velocity, and here he should compare his notion on this

subject with that of the direction of a point moving in a
curve. [Direction ; Tangbkt.] _

What do we mean by
saying that a point which moves in a curve has, at every

instant, the direction of motion which is represented bjr

the tangent of that curve ? Answer, in nearly the same
word as before, We do not, properly speaking, undertake

to say in what direction the point is moving at any period

of its motion, but what fictitious line of uniform directum

(straight line) best represents, at that instant, the lime <f
variable direction (curve) on which it is moving. The
study of these two things together, velocity and direction, b
useful, as each throws illustration upon the difficulties of the

other. In both cases the laws of matter agree in preferring

that which is indicated as most simple by the laws of mind

;

for if a point moving along a curve be suddenly relieved

of the forces which keep it in a perpetual change of speed

and direction, it will proceed with that very velocity which
we have said it shows its intention to proceed with, uni-

formly ; and will quit the curve for that straight line which
we might equally well have said it showed a disposition to

prefer to any other while moving on the curve, namely,
the tangent of the curve.

If it should be said that we are reduced, in treating erf

variable velocities, to a necessity which does not occur in

describing those which are uniform, namely, the use of

limits, we altogether deny the fact : that is, we say that

we are as much compelled to the use of limits in defining;

a uniform velocity, as a variable one. For what doe*
uniform velocity mean? A point has uniform velocity

I when equal spaces, any equal spaces whatsoever, are de-

scribed in equal times ; or when, A being described in the

time A, A -r A is always the same. That is, A~A must
retain its value, however small A may be ; or the limit of

I
A -rA must also have that value. And we have seen that

j

it would be impossible to declare, experimentally, the

existence of uniform velocity, even if our senses had do
imperfections, upon the experience of comparisons of any

I finite equal spaces, however small : nothing but assurance
! of the limit of A-j- A being the same thing wherever the
1 point A might be placed, would give mathematical
I evidence of the velocity being uniform.

I

In all cases, then, by the velocity of a point in mation,
at any particular period of its motion, is to be understood

;
the limit of the ratio which the increment of the length de-
scribed bears to the increment of the time expended in the

! description of that increment of length. That is, if the
: length be measured in feet, and the time in seconds, and if A
be the fraction of a foot described in the fraction ofa second

,

A, the limit towards which the fractien A divided by the
fraction A continually tends while A is diminished witboot

j
limit, is the number of feet per second which, we may say.
expresses the rate of motion at the period in question.

! The student of the differentia] calculus will now have m
difficulty in altering the preceding into the following form :

I

if the length « be described in the time t, the velocity (»)

I

at the end of the time t is thus expressed

:

dt

!

If y be any function of r, and if x represent the
ber of units of length described by a moving point
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the time /, and y the same for another moving point,

and if y = £r,we hav« by the rules of the differential

calculus

:

dy dy dx

dT
=

dx W
Here dy : dt and dx : dt, represent y and x, Newton's

Fluxions of y and x ; and dy : dx is obviously the same

thing as y : x. The term fluxion merely means velocity,

and, after all, there can be formed no clearer notion of a

differential coefficient than one which is formed from a

consideration closely resembling the fluxional one. If y
be a function of x, dy : dx is the rate at which y is in-

creasing, as compared with that at which x increases.

Thus if y = ar», dy : dx = 4x?, which when x = 10 is

4000. What does this mean ? We say that nothing cau

answer more clearly than the following :—If a number be

imagined to be gradually increased [Variable], by the

time it becomes 10 its fourth power will be, at that instant,

increasing 4000 times as fast as itself.

Acceleration is the increase of velocity ; and in the

article cited uniform acceleration has been considered,

and its laws deduced, if not with the forms, yet on the

principles, of the differential calculus. Precisely the same
difficulties come before us in the development, ofthe measure

of acceleration as in that of velocity, and they are to be met
in the same manner. In fact, by the acceleration is meant
the rate of increase of the velocity, the velocity of the

velocity. Suppose the velocity, first, to increase uni-

formly : that is to say, let b feet be added to it in every

t is a -4- bt, and we have

ds

w=a + bt s = at + %bt*

if t be measured from the point of starting. Here is at

the length due to the initial velocity a, and } bt* the effect

of the continual acceleration. Now suppose, returning to

the diagram, that the velocity at B is greater by / than

that at A, the fraction A of a second having elapsed

between the two positions : that is, suppose that at A the

point begins to move as if it meant (continuing our illustra-

tion, to describe » feet in the next second; but that by the

time of coming to B it begins (from B), as if it would
describe v + I teet in the next second. If this increase of

velocity were uniformly given, that is, if in the time i A
its velocity had become v + in J A, v + J/, and so on
for every fraction of A, we might then infer that the

acceleration at A, that is, the rate at which velocity is

then increasing, measured by the quantity which would be
gained in a second at the same rate, is l—h : for as A is to

one second, so is / gained in the time A to what would be
gained in a second at that rate. But if this supposition

be not true, that is, if the speed receive unequal additions

in equal times, we must then begin to reason as before,

and to find what (pursuing the same illustration) we may
call the intention of the velocity. If / be added to the
velocity in the small time A, it will be added nearly uni-

formly ; if A be still smaller, still more nearly, and so on :

in such manner that while, practically speaking, 1 4-A is

a sufficiently good representative of the current rate of
acceleration, when A is small, the (uniform) rate of ac-

celeration which best represents the state of things at A
is the limit which is deduced by making A diminish
without limit. And here again, copying our own 'pre-

ceding words, we do not undertake to say at what rate the

velocity is increasing when the moving point is at A, but
what fictitious uniform rate of increase best represents, at

the instant, the variable rate of increase which would be
detected if the changes of velocity between A and B could
be noted. And hence, if w be called the acceleration, the

student of the differential calculus will easily deduce,

dv d's . ds
W=

di
: W*m£9V = dt

and also vdv = wds.
Thus if the motion of the point be such that in t seconds

there are described t
3 + t* feet, we have as follows :

—

, = f» + f«, r = 3P + it*, w = 6< 4- 12r*

At the end of 2 seconds, then, the state of things is

this:-the point has advanced 8 + 16 or 24 feet, and if al-

lowed to move on without further change of velocity,

would describe 12 4- 32 or 44 feet in the next second, and
has the velocity 44 (feet) in one second : while at the same
time there is an acceleration taking place which would, if

allowed to remain uniform for one second, add 12 + 48 or

60 to the velocity, making it 44 + 60 or 104 at the end
of the third second. But this rate of acceleration is itself

increasing, since at the end of the third second the velo-

city is 27 + 324 or 351.

Ho far the subject, and all notions connected with it, fall

within the province of pure mathematics : if there were no
such thing as either matter or force, but only motion and a

mind to conceive it, all that has been said might be intel-

ligible. It is very much to be regretted that the connto-

tion between the mathematical doctrine of motion and the

laws of matter is unduly made, and at too early a stage,

by the application of the term accelerating force, instead

of simple acceleration, to the result dv : at. Accelera-

tion would be what we have described it to be, if matter

were not inert, if it moved by its own volition, or on any
supposition whatever, provided only that it moved. Why
then should a theory be made to supply the name of a

result antecedent to 1hat theory, and which would be per-

fectly true even if that theory were false ? The conse-

quence of this is, that when the laws of matter come to be

applied to the mathematical expressions of motion, things

are taken for granted which ought to be learnt.

The connexion between these two subjects is made in

the manner described in the article Force, according to

whic h it appears that if the weight of a particle be W, and
if (this weight being taken away, as by laying the particle

on a table without friction) a pressure be constantly

exerted upon it such as would be produced by a weight P,

in any direction in which it can move freely, the amount
added to the velocity will be uniform, at the rate of 32-19

p 4.W feet in every second. Hence the following equa-

tion :—
3219P dv W dv

—VT~ = dt'
or P = 3209 dt'

For example, what pressure must act uniformly for one

second on a particle of 7 ounces weight, to add 13 feet per

second to its velocity, or that the rate of motion at the end

of that second may be 13 feet per second greater than at

the commencement. Here dv : dt = 13, W = 7, and the

answer is

7 X 13
P = 3Fi9

=2 ' 83 0UDCeS -

The numerical divisor 32- 19, the uniform acceleration of

bodies falling freely in vacuo at the earth's surface, is

usually denoted by ~g, and the factor W-j-# usually stands

for the Mass of the body, or the measure of its quantity of

matter. Hence the following equation :
—

dv
p = M^;

and this remains tine, whatever unit of mass be employed,

provided only that the pressure, which is called unity, shall

be that which, exerted for one second upon the unit of

mass, shall add a unit to the velocity. And now comes

another consequence of the application of the term force

to the simple consequence of force, acceleration. The
word is wanted again to signify this pressure which pro-

duces acceleration, and for distinction the pressure is called

moving force. [Momentum; Moving Force.] So, then,

the name of the pressure which acts and produces con-

tinual accessions to the speed is moving force ;
while the

name of the rate of acceleration is accelerating force. To
mend this confused use of terms, some writers endeavour

to create a notion of moving force independent of the pres-

sure ; but as they always end in saying that the moving
force varies as the pressure, and never tell us more of its

definition than that it is the product of the mass and

acceleration, they might save themselves trouble, and their

readers also, if they would simply establish the above

equation, where P means the pressure which product*

acceleration, and that pressure is the unit of its kind when
it is of that magnitude which creates in the unit of mass a

unit of velocity per second.

As we are now differing from men of deservedly good
authority, both at home and abroad, and intending to make
our assertion in a more positive manner than is usual with

us, we may be excused for dwelling a little more upon the
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subject. If we consider the natural meaning of moving
force and accelerating force, it is obviously as follows :

—

moving force is force which makes motion ; accelerating

force is force which makes acceleration, or increased

motion. Were the distinction ever so necessary, these

words would be very bad ones, and would always obstruct

the learner. Nor does this origin of the word moving force,

namely, that which produces Momentum, give any help

:

for the synonyme for momentum, namely, quantity of mo-
tion, meaning really quantity of matter moved multiplied

by the velocity, is a perversion of words of the same kind.

To momentum we have no objection : it is a Latin word to

which an English ear may easily be familiarised in any
sense. If geometers had chosen to call an equilateral

triangle a momentum, the etymological student might have

been startled, but the shock would soon have been got

over : but if they had called the same figure a quantity of
motion, every beginner would have been puzzled, and the

impression would have been lasting. But, returning to

the two species of forces, so called, we find a double in-

consistency: the idea of motion is introduced into the

word which only means pressure (for moving force is but
pressure), while the idea of pressure is introduced into a
word which has only reference to motion (for accelerating

force is but acceleration). There are two distinct and
leading ideas in mechanics, pressure and motion : on keep-
ing them perfectly distinct till the time comes for joining

them experimentally it must depend whether a student

sees mechanics to be a science or not. If any one should
say that pressure producing motion ought to be dis-

tinguished from pressure which is in a state of equilibrium

with other pressures, we could not of course raise any
objection : let then moving force and resting force be
used in these two senses, with a clearly expressed distinc-

tion. Here force would be synonymous with Pressure,
in the derived or secondary sense of the article cited. But
let acceleration be then acceleration, not accelerating

force.
The Composition of velocities and accelerations is so

easily proved, that we do not think it necessary to lengthen
this article by dwelling upon it. Two of a sort, whether
velocities or accelerations, acting upon one particle, at any
one instant, are equivalent to a third represented in mag-
nitude -and direction by the diagonal of a parallelogram,

the two sides of which represent in magnitude and direc-

tion the two components. And by the law of motion
which is commonly called the second [Motion, Laws of,

p. 452], the several accelerations which act on any par-
ticle in any given directions may have their effects com-
puted separately, without any error being introduced. If
then, supposing a particle to move in a plane, the pres-

sures P and Q be applied to it in the directions of the
rectangular coordinates x and y, the mass of the particle

being M, we have

„, d'x _ ,,d*yM
-3T«=

P
- ~dti=®

equations which are only true on the supposition that
there is this connection between the unit of mass and that
of pressure, namely, that the latter acting on the former
during one unit of time shall add to the line which repre-
sents its velocity one unit of length. These equations are
enough to determine the equation of the curve in which
the particle must move, P and Q being given functions of
both x and y ; and the time of motion through any arc of
the curve * is then found from the following equation :

—

ds\™ + Qdy)ordt=f^2pdx+2QdyJ
It is not here our business to proceed further with the

consequences ofthe definitions of velocity and acceleration

:

but we must explain a point which will arise in our subse-
quent article on Virtual Velocities. When we have the
means of actually ascertaining the motion of a particle of
given mass, that is to say, of finding at every instant its

actual place, its velocities in the directions of its coordi-
nates, and its accelerations in those directions, we are pre-
pared to assign the pressures which must act upon it in
those directions, at the instant we are speaking of, either
in mathematical units of pressure, as before described, or,

if the reader please, in pounds or ounces averdupois. To
show this, let us propose an instance, as follows :—A par-

ticle whose weight (if weight were allowed to act) is

rj tr-

io ounees, moves uniformly along the arc or a paraS.
(whose focus is S, OS being half a foot) at th» ~

2 feet per second : What pressures in the direction -

and NP (or of x and y) are necessary to keep op rh. .

tion ; and in particular what are the pressnm rv
velocities at the point P at which NP= 3 fas ' V
equation of the curve is 2y = x*, whence we g?*

dy dx

dl
~ x

dt

Or the velocity in the direction of y is to thu z. _•

direction of x always as x to 1.

But, s being the arc OP, we have

de di* dx* dy*

df df
dx*

dl'

4

dl*

whence —rr, — -r——- =dy*

dl*

4x*

dt*~ \+x* dt*~ 1+x*
At the point in question y — 3, x* = 6, from whir-

velocities in the directions of x and y are found
'

± V(J) and ± W. or -756 and 1-8S2. Wc t»k.

positive signs, since both motions obviously ten!

'

crease * their coordinates. Differentiate the last <

tions again, and we have,

—

dx d'x _ Rr dx dy d*y Sx

dt'

d*x

df

(l + x*ydt'
2
dt dt1

4x
df

(1 +«"«•
4

(l+x»)« df (1 +
or the velocity in the direction of x is always rets.' .

while that in the direction of y is always acceler.-

And at the point in question we have — 4 *'6 -f 49 -

4 -j-49 for the accelerations, say — -200 and *0K2:

which we mean that if the pressures then acting in *

directions of x and y were allowed to continue umfarrr

one second, they would alter the velocities in tbc L:

tions of x and y from "756 and 1*852 to -756 — -a»M
1-852 + '082. The weight of the particle, if ».::.

were allowed to act, being 10 ounces, the pressures «t
would produce the preceding accelerations art. -

ounces

—

10 4x 10 4
~ 32-19 (1 +x*y 32-19 (1 -far"V'

the pressure in the direction of x being in the dine -

from N towards O. At the point in question these in-

sures are — -062 and '0255 ounces.
The pressures thus derived from the motion wt.

actually takes place, by means of the accelerations rf*r

and d'y : dt*, are usually called the effective form : i

the name is very appropriate, because it is trot? t :

these must be the forces which do really act. Differr

presoures produce different accelerations upon the az
mass ; or to one acceleration there is but one praiur -.-

pressure, the mass being given. But it may happen *i -

the forces actually impressed, or the pressures actual

applied, at the point P, may be very different from ti-
which just produce the motion that us produced. Sup-w
for example that the mass P were attached to the mas* r

by the rigid rod PQ without weight ; and suppose o
forces to be applied at P and Q as, whatever may becxer

of Q, cause P to move uniformly along the parabola in •>

manner above described. We may assign an infinite nu.--

ber of different motions to Q, and for each motion cl <

we may assign an infinite number of pressures »he-
being applied to P and Q, will give the two their w:-

* Wo hare not eotrml into the distinction of meaning totwrrn nn*fci< • «-
negative vi'loHti©* and accelerations, since Uie question it a partly aJgr**-.»-»

one. nnncerasKry to tie treated here if the student really understand ilcw.
and impossible to be explained within our limits to one who doe* ass,

t Tlw weight has been throughout supposed to be neatnllied, m It

be if the ranbola were tu the plane of* table, on «bjch the uattjcW bad
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posed motions. But in no one of these cases can the
total amounts of pressure really applied to P, in the
d ircctions of x and y, be any other than those which
are calculated above : whatever may be the pressures

actually applied at P, the thrust or pull, as the case

may be, of the rod PQ, will supply what is necessary to

make all the forces that act on P (those directly applied
and that arising from the said thrust or pull) together
equivalent to the pressures above calculated. This is the
foundation of D'Alembert's principle. [Forces, im-

pressed AND EFFECTIVE ; VIRTUAL VELOCITIES.]
The connection between velocity and pressure is not

only obscured by phrases as cloudy as ' moving force,' but
also by the use of the unit of mass instead of the unit of
weight. This measurement by masses instead of weights
is so convenient and so desirable on rational grounds, that

it cannot ultimately be dispensed with ; but at the first

outset the student should be taught to reduce the new
mode of proceeding into terms of that with which he is

then better acquainted. A beginner in the theory of gra-

vitation is not allowed to have the least idea of the amount
of the attractions of the several bodies upon each other in

pounds or tons, or any other unit which he can at once
understand. And we should not be surprised if many who
can easily compare the sun's attraction upon the earth
with the earth's attraction upon the moon, so as to find

either of them when the other is given, would be awkward
at, if not actually puzzled by, the question of comparing
either of them with the weights in a grocer's shop. Un-
doubtedly there would not be much of astronomical utility

i a the question ; but for clear conception^ of the meaning
and mode of derivation of mechanical results, nothing can
be of more importance than the actual comparison of all

results with those which are best known, because actually

felt and perceived.
VELOCITIES, VIRTUAL. [Virtual Velocities.]
VELORE iVelur), a fortified town in Hindustan, is

situated in a small district of the same name, in the pre-

sidency of Madras and province of the Central Carnatic, on
the south bank of the river Palaur: 12° 55' N. lat., 79° 12'

E. long.
Velore was formerly a place of importance, as it com-

manded the main road from the coast of the Carnatic to

the province of Mysore ; but since the conquest of Mysore
it has become of little consequence, except as a military

station. The fortress is surrounded by a strong stone wall,

with bastions and round-towers at short distances, and by
a wide and deep ditch, over which there is a causeway,
forming the only entrance. In the ditch there are, or at

least were, a number of large alligators.

In 1646 Velore fell into the hands of the Mohammedan
states of Golconda and Bejapoor. In 1677 it was captured
by Scvajee. In the war of 1781 it was invested by Hyder
Ali with a large army, and reduced to extreme distress for

want of provisions ; but as the fate of the Carnatic was then
considered to depend upon it, it was not only relieved by
Sir Eyre Coote, but Hyder was compelled to retreat.

After the conquest of Seringapatam in 1799, the whole of
Tippoo Saib's family, twelve sons and eight daughters,

were removed to Velore, which was fitted up for their

commodious residence, with an allowance for their support
more liberal than they had received from Tippoo himself.

On the 10th of July, 1806, an atrocious revolt and massacre
took place in the town, in which some of the family of

Tippoo were active participators. The insurgents were
subdued and many of them slain by a party of the 19th

dragoons under Colonel Gillespie. The instigators of the

re\olt were then removed to Bengal.

Velore is 20 miles W. from Arcot, and 88 milesW. by S.

from Madras, travelling distances.

r Hamilton's East India Gazetteer; Mill's History of
British India, by Wilson.)
VELUM, an architectural term, not in general use, but

deserving to be established on account of its convenience
and expressiveness, since it distinctly describes at once
what must else either be left doubtful or be particularly

explained. Woods employs the term in speaking of the
irailery called the Braccio Nuovo in the museum of the
Vatican, saying, 'The central division is covered by a
return, that is, by a cupola, the diameter of which is equal
to the diagonal of the square, on which it rises, and of
which, consequently, the sides are cut away.' His expla-
nation is however rather an awkward one, since it would

P. C- No. 1641.

be more correct to say that the dome, or concave circular
ceiling, is cut away at its base by the sides"of the square,
or polygon—for it may be either, inscribed within its cir-

cumference. Such ceiling or vault therefore assumes
somewhat the appearance of an awning or velum stretched
immediately upon arches.

VELUTI'NA, Lamarck's name for a genus of his family
Macrostomata, from the rest of which however Velutina
remarkably differs.

Description.—Shell subglobose ; spire short, composed
of two rapidly enlarged ventricose whorls ; aperture large,

subovate ; peritreme thin, entire, separated from the last

whorl ; columella twisted and thin
; epidermis velvetty.

Mr. J. E. Gray places the Velutxmdce, with the single
genus Velutina, between the Truncatellidee and the Palu-
dinidts.

Example, Velutina laevigata.

Velutina levigate.

VELVET, a variety of the silk manufacture, remark-
able for the softness of its surface. The manufacture of
velvet was unknown at least several centuries after the in-
troduction of plain woven silks, and it is not mentioned in
any documents earlier than the thirteenth century. For a
long time the manufacture of this fabric was confined to
Italy, where, particularly in Genoa, Florence, Milan,
Lucca, and Venice, it was carried on to a great extent. It

was subsequently introduced into France, and brought to
great perfection. On the revocation of the Edict of
Nantes, in 1685, this branch of weaving was begun in
England by the refugees. The peculiar softness of velvet
is owing to a loose ' pile ' or surface of threads, occasioned
by the insertion of short pieces of silk thread doubled
under the shoot, weft, or cross threads. These stand up-
right so thickly as entirely to conceal the interlacing of the
warp and shoot. The richness of the velvet depends upon
the closeness of the pile-threads. The insertion of these
short threads is effected in the following manner:—In-
stead of having only one row of warp-threads, which will

be crossed alternately over and under by the shoot, there
are two sets, one of which is to form the regular warp,
while the other is to constitute the pile ; and these two
sets are so arranged in the loom as to be kept separate.

The quantify of the pile-thread necessary is very much
more than that of the warp-thread ; and therefore must be
supplied to the loom by a different agency.

If the pile-threads were worked in among the shoot in
the same way as the warp-threads, the fabric would be
simply a kind ofdouble silk, but without any kind of pile

;

the pile-threads are therefore formed into a series of loops,

standing up from the surface of the silk; and by sub-
sequently cutting these loops with a sharp instrument, the
pile is produced. The loops are formed in a very singular

way. After the weaver has thrown the shuttle three
times across, making the shoot interlace three times
among the threads of the warp, he inserts a thin straight

brass wire at right angles to the length of the piece, or
parallel with the shoot. The wire is so placed as to
occupy a position through the whole breadth of the fabric,

above the warp-threads and below the pile-threads. The
treadle is then put to work, the alternate threads of the
warp raised, and the shuttle again thrown

; by which a
shoot-thread is thrown over the pile-threads, and also over
one-half of the warp-threads ; the wire becomes thus, as it

were, woven into the substance of the fabric. Two more
traverses of the shoot are then made, passing alternately

under and over the warp-threads in the usual way, but not
interfering with the pile-threads. Another wire is then
laid in, below all the pile-threads and above all the warp-
threads, and this is secured by subsequent shoot-threads,

as in the first case.

By a most delicate and difficult operation, these wires

are removed by the same operation which produces the

raised pile. Each wire is nearly a semicylinder in form,

and has along its upper surface a carefully constructed

groove, and along this groove the weaver passes the sharp

edge of a cutting instrument called a trevat, severing the
Vol. XXVI.—2 D
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pile-threads in his progress. It necessarily follows front

this operation that two ends of each thread are thus

loosened, and these ends, being afterwards bnished up and
dressed, constitute a portion of the pile, sufficiently long

to hide completely the woven fabric beneath. Two wires

are employed, because if one only were used, the pile-

threads would become disarranged when it Was removed.
When the liberated wire has been again inserted, and three

shoots thrown to secure it, the second line of loops is cut

and the second wire removed ; and so on during the weav-
ing of the whole length. Striped velvets are produced by
some of the pile-threads being uncut. The slowness and
delicacy of this branch of manufacture may be judged
from the fact that forty or fifty insertions of the grooved
wire are made in the space of one inch, the loops of the
pile being cut an equal number of times. In addition to

the other complications, the weaver has to use two shoot-

threads, and consequently two shuttles ; for the shoot
thrown immediately after the insertion of the wire is stouter

than the two following. Mr. Porter thus speaks of the un-
intermitting carefulness required in the succession of ope-
rations on the part of the weaver :—' The use of the trevat

in cutting the pile calls for a certain amount of skilfulness or

sleight-of-hand, only to be fully acquired through care and
after long practice, while the minutest deviation from the
proper line in performing this part of the process would
infallibly injure, if even it did not destroy the goods ; and
the movements to be made throughout the entire opera-
tion are so numerous, and require such constant changing
of the hand from one action to another, that the weaver is

greatly and unavoidably retarded in his progress. It is

considered to amount to a very good day's work when as

much as one yard of plain velvet has been woven. For
this the workman is usually paid five times the price
charged for weaving gros-de-Naples.' [Silk.]

Cotton is now employed, as well as silk, in the manufac-
ture of velvet. The different varieties of fustian are a
kind of cotton-velvet. [Weaving.]

(Porter's History ttf the Silk Manufacture; Penny
Magazine, vol. xi., No. 670.)
VENA CONTRACTA. [Hydrodynamics, vol. xii. pp.

300 391.1

VENAFRO. [Lavora, Tbrra di.]

VENAIS8IN, LE COMTAT. [Comtat d'Aviqnon
(Lit), and Lb Comtat Vknaissin.]
VENANT (ST.). [Pas db Calais.]
VENCE. [Var.]
VENDEAN WAR. [Vbnde'k.]
VENDE'E, a department in the western part of France,

bounded on the north by the department of Loire Infe-
rieure, on the north-east by that of Maine et Loire, on the
east and south-east by that of Deux Sevres, on the south
by that of Charente Infeneure, and on the south-west and
west by the Atlantic Ocean. Its form approximates to
that of an oval, having its greatest length from north-west
to south-east, from the coast near Beauvoir, opposite the
island of Noirmoutier, to the border of the department of
Deux 8*vres, on the road between Fontenay and Niort,
82 miles ; and its greatest breadth, at right angles to the
length, from the coast near Les Sables d'Olonne to the
junction of the three departments of Vendee, Maine et
Loire, and Deux Sevres, near Mortagne, 56 miles. These
are the dimensions of the mainland ; but the department
comprehends the islands of Boin, Noirmoutier, and Dieu.
The whole is comprehended between 40° 18' and 47° 4' N.
lat., and between 0" 351 and 2° 30' W. long. The area of
the department is estimated at 2639 square miles, which is

above the average area of the French departments, and
just a little above the area of the English county of Lincoln-
shire, with which, from its maritime position, low, flat,

and marshy character, and the agricultural pursuits of its

inhabitants, it may be not unsuitably compared. The
population in 1826 was 322,826; in 1831, 330,350; and in
1830, 341,302, showing an increase in the last five years of
11,012, or between 3'0 and 3-5 per cent., and giving 120
inhabitants to a square mile. In amount and density of
population it is decidedly below the average of the French
departments, and in both respects is about equal to Lin-
colnshire, taking the medium between the English enume-
rations of 1831 and 1841. Bourbon Vendee, the chief
town, is 227 miles in a direct line south-west of Paris : or
253 by the road through Orleans, Blois, Tours, Saumur,
and Chollet : in 46" 42' N. lat., and 2° 27' W. long.

The coast of this department is generally low. TK
north-western coast forms, with the islands of Boin ana
Noirmoutier, the bay of Bourgneuf, so called from tU
town of Bourgneuf, in the adjacent department of Lou
Infeneure. The south-western coast forms, with the l*m

of Rt (belonging to the department ofCharente Infeneure
the gulf Pertuis Breton. The shore is low, and lined will

marshes or fens, which rest on the north-west on a bet
of sand, and on the south-west on a very thick stratum i<

stiff clay. These marshes are unhealthy, and destitute u
good water ; but industry has rendered them remarkabi*
for their fertility, especially in the north-western part

they are intersected in every direction by ditches for U»
purpose of drainage. The island of Boin may be compared
to our own Thanct, being insulated only by a small ri*er

Le Dain, not navigable. It is united to the mainland t?

a causeway across the Dain. The island appears to Ik

formed by alluvial deposits on a limestone rock ; sad •
about 7 miles long from north-east to south-west, uut
about 4 or 4J miles across at the widest part. Noinmra-
tier protects the bay of Bourgneuf to seaward : it is about
12 miles long from north-north-west to south-south-east,
and in one part nearly 5 miles broad. It is separated (ran
the mainland at its south-eastern extremity by a narrow
channel, called « Le Goulet de Fromentine,' or ' L'Kntm
Fromentine,' not much more tlian half a mile across at am
time, but at low-water scarcely a quarter of a mile. Tb»
coast of the island is lined in some parts by sand-hilb tr

low flat rocks, in others by sands and shoals extending fa-

out to sea : these shoals nearly fill the bay of Bourgneuf.
There are some little coves in the island, accessible to

boats ; and on the east side, in the bay of Bourgneuf, is s
small road or anchorage. The soil of the island is mtj
fertile ; and, by the use of wrack or sea-weed as manure,
the inhabitants are enabled to produce a succession a(
crops without fallows : some of the most productive part*
are considerably below the level of the sea, from which
they are protected by embankments. The produce of the
island includes grain, pulse, fruit, salt (made in the sah-
marshes), and good cheese. The oyster fishery is active)?
carried on ; and the inhabitants, who amount to 70U0 c*

8000, are excellent seamen. The bland Dieu, or D'Yco.
lies farther out from the mainland, from the nearest psrt

of which it is distant more than 10 miles : its chief town.
St. Aubin, which is in a central position, is in 4C° 42" Y
lat., and about 2° 22* W. long. The length of the island
is about 6 miles from north-west to south-east ; its bresdUi
about 2} or 3 miles. Its western coast, towards the o[»-d

sea, is high and inaccessible ; the eastern coast is low sod
flat, affording ready and safe access to small boats. Tht
whole island is little else than a vast granitic rock, coverei
with a vegetable soil three feet in thickness in the lower
part, but in the higher ground so thin as to leave the rock
almost bare. About half the land is cultivated, the rest t
a mere waste, affording scanty pasturage to a few head of
cattle. The inhabitants amount to about 2500, all en-
gaged in fishing. There is a small port on the east ii<b
of the island. On the coast of the mainland, opposite the
island Dieu, is the bay or road of St. Gilles ; and on the
south-west coast, in the Pertuis Breton, is the road of Ai-
guillon, east of which is the point of Aiguillon, a low
sandy tongue of land, jutting out some distance into the **».
The department is crossed on the north-eastern side by

the heights, which extend from the mountain-district of
central France north-westward to the mouth of the Loir*.
These heights cross just within the border of the depart-
ment, here formed by the little river Scvre Xantabe, the
valley of which they overlook. The hills are none of them
lofty, having their greatest elevation under 500 feet ; but
they overspread a considerable tract. These higher
grounds consist for the most part of granitic or other pri-
mitive or lower secondary rocks : the flat country, which
extends southward and westward towards the coast, b
occupied chiefly by the limestones, and other formaliua*
intervening between the cretaceous and new red sand-
stone groups. The department is not rich in mineral*.
There are three coal-mines, of which only one was worked
in 1834, when it gave employment to 1 1 workmen, and
produced 180 tons of coals, valued at 18*. 7rf. per ton : the
produce in 1835 was 504 tons. There were no iron-workt
in the department in 1834: in 1833 there were some, but
we know not how many. There are a number of mineral
springs, but none of any celebrity. The manufacture of
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salt is actively carried on in the marshes which line the

coast.

The greater part of the department is drained by several

small rivers, which flow into the Atlantic ; but the north-

ern and north-eastern parts belong to the basin of the Loire,

and are drained by its two tributaries, the Sevre Nantaise,

with its affluent the Maine (formed by the juncture of the

Grande Maine and Petite Maine) and the Boulogne,

which flows into the lake of Grand Lieu, and then, under

the name of Acheneau, reaches the Loire. The rivers

wliich flow directly into the Atlantic are the Sevre Nior-

taise, which just passes along- or within the southern

border of the department, and with its feeders the Autize

and the Vendee drains the south-eastern part ; the Lay,

formed by the junction of Le Grand Lay and Le Petit

Lay, which with its affluents, the Yon, the Smagne, and
the Loing, drains the central and south-western parts ; and
the Gui-Chatenay, the Ausance. the Jaunay, the Vic with
its feeder the Ligneron, the Canal du Perier, and the

Canal du Etier, all small, which drain the western and
north-western sides of the department. The Dain ia a
narrow channel, separating the isle of Boin from the main-
land. Of these the Scvre Niortaise is navigable in all the

jjart which is in this department or on the boundary; the

Auiize is navigable for about six miles above its junction

with the Sdvre Niortaise, and the Vend6e from Fontenay
about sixteen miles above its junction with the same river

;

the Lay has by labour been made navigable for about
twenty miles above its outfall ; and the Vic is navigable for

about five miles.

The only navigable canal is that of 1.11900, which has a
course due south, nine miles from the town of Lucon. into

(he road of Aiguillon.

There were, 1st January, 1837, five ' routes royal es,' or

{government roads, in the department, having an aggre-
gate length of 200 miles, namely. 190 miles in good
repair and 10 miles out of repair. The roads are all of the
third class. That from Paris by Tours and Saumur to

Bourbon Vendee enters the department between Chollet
and Mortagne, having been joined, before reaching Chollet,

by a road from Angers. It runs south-west from Mor-
tagne to Bourbon Vendee, and from thence, still in the
same direction, to Les Sables d'Olonne. A road from
Nantes to Les Sables enters the department between Lege
and Palluau, and runs south into the road from Itourbon
Vendee. A road from Nantes to La Rochelle runs through
the centre of the department, fioin north to south, by
Montaigu, St. Fulgent, Chantonnay, and Ste. Hermine

;

and a road from Niort to Les Sables crosses the southern

EMt of the department, from east to west, by Fontenay,
ucon, and Talmont. The departmental roads have an

aggregate length of 353 miles, namely. 155 in repair, 20
out of repair, and 178 unfinished. The ' chemins vici-

naux,' which may be compared with our parish-roads and
lanes, have an aggregate length of about 4000 miles.

The climate varies with the elevation of the soil. The
district of ' Le Bocago ' («. e. ' the woodland ') in the north
and north-east side of the department, is the most elevated
and the healthiest. This district, which extends into the
adjacent departments, derives its name from the abundance
of wood found in it, rather however in the form of copse
or thicket, than of forest, though intermingled with the
undeiwood are forest-trees, as oak, ash, chestnut, and elm.
The soil of this part is chiefly a stiff loam, sometimes
sandy, and at other times clayey. The valleys which in-

tersect tlus liilly country are watered by numerous brooks,
and afford good meadow-land ; the hills are cultivated,

except 011 the north side of the higher hills, where little

grows except heath and furze. The extent of Ia> Bocage
may be estimated at above 1000 square miles, or two-fifths

of the whole department. The temperature is colder than
in the rest of the department ; but the air is purer : the
summer is usually very dry, the winter wet. The inhabit-

ants are the most robust in the department, and are re-

markable for the simplicity of their manners, and their

attachment to old opinions and habits.

The district, which extends between the higher ground
of Le Bocage and the southern boundary of the depart-
ment is called 'La Plaine ' ('the plain'), and has an extent
of nearly 300 square miles : it is the most fertile district in

tliedepartment.iind has a clayey soil resting upon limestone.
The rest of the department belongs to the district of

'Le Marais' ('the marsh ), the most extensive district,

YEN
but the most unhealthy, the air being loaded with fogs

rising from the ditches and drains. The changes of tem-
perature on the coast are great and sudden.

The area of the department may be estimated in round
numbers at 1,680,000 acres, of which above 1,000,000

acres, or three-fifths, are under the plough ; but agricul-

ture is in a very backward state. Wheat, barley, oats, rye,

millet, and buckwheat are grown : hemp and flax are grown
in La Plaine and Le Marais, especially in the latter. The
grass-lands are estimated at about 270,000 acres, an unusu-

ally large proportion for France, and the heaths and open
pastures amount to above 160,000 acres; they are chiefly

m Le Bocage and Le Marais. The breed of horses is v i-

gorous, but neither large nor well made ; a great number
of mules and capital asses are bred. The cattle are hardy,

but not handsome ; and the improvement of the breed of

sheep is neglected. The vineyards occupy above 40,000

acres, chiefly in Le Bocage and La Plaine. The wines are

of ordinary quality. Tho woodlands occupy from 70,000

to 80,000 acres, chiefly in Le Bocage ; and the orchards

amount to 20,000 acres: the apple, the cherry, and the

chestnut are the principal fruits.

The department is divided into three arrondissements, as

follows :—
Area in
Siiuare Can- Com- Population.

Arrondi»scm«lt Situation. iVliles. ton*, munes. 1831. ilf.ie.

Bourbon-VendM N. 995 8 1IM 115.988 12'>.777

Foutenay ... K. 837 9 111 H9,6ty» 12«.U77

LesSablMil'Olounu W< 80/ 11 J9 94,698 <J8,5U8

2639 28 294 330,351) 341,302

A later return increases the number of cantons, or dis-

tricts, each under a justice of the peace, to 30.

In the arrondissement of Bourbon-Vendee are—Bourbon
Vendee, population in 1831, 3494 for the town, or 3904

for the whole commune; in 1836, 5257 for the commune
rBouRHON'-VKNDKK], on the Yon ; La Chaize, a few miles

E. of Bourbon Vendee
;
Aizenay, population 3303, on the

road from Nantes to Les Sables d'Olonne
;
Montaigu and

St. Fulgent, on the road from Nantes to La Rochelle
;

Mortagne, Les Herbiers, and Les Essarts, on the road from

Paris to Bourbon-Vendee and Les Sables ; St. Laurent and
Tiff'auges on the Sevre Nantaise ; and La Fougerai, on

the Lay. Montaigu suffered considerably in the religious

wars of the sixteenth century, and again in the Vendean
war which followed the French revolution. Mortagne was
also the scene of conflict in the Vendean war. The towns-

men manufacture paper, and trade in linens, leather, horses,

and sheep. Les Herbiers has a paper-mill, and a monthly

cattle-fair: the neighbourhood yields tolerable wine.

In the arrondissement of Fontenay are—Fontenay, po-

pulation in 1831. 6388 for the town," or 7504 for the whole

commune ; in 1836, 7650 for the commune [Fontenay],

on the Vendee
;
Maillezay, on the Autize

; Lucon, popu-

lation 3601 for the town, or 3786 for the whole commune,
on the road between Fontenay and Les Sables d Olonne

;

Chantonnay and Sainte Hermiiie, on the road from Nantes
to La Rochelle

;
Puybcliard, near Chantonnay ; Mareuil,

on the Lay ; Vouvant, on the Mere, a feeder of the

Vendee ; La Chiitaigneraye, on the Loing, a feeder of the

Grand Lay ; Pouzauge-la-Ville, near the Grand Lay ; La
Floceliere, near the bead of the Petit Lay ; Mouilleron. be-

tween Lii Chiitaigneraye and Chantonnay; La Caillicre,

between La Chataigneraye ami Sainte Hermine; and

Civil dc Bournezeau, between Sainte Hermine and Bour-

bon-Vendee. Maillezay is in an unhealthy situation : it

had in the middle ages a castle, the residence of the

counts of Poitou, and a Benedictine abbey, founded by

the Count Guillaume, or William IV. Some linens are

manufactured. Lucon is an episcopal city, in an unhealthy

situation in the marsh district, at the head of the canal of

I.ucon, by which vessels of 80 or 100 tons get up to the

town. It has narrow, ill-paved streets; but the houses

are large and commodious. The cathedral is a striking

building of Gothic architecture. Linens are manufactured ;

corn, pulse, timber, staves, hoops, and coarse earthenware

are exported ; and wines are imported. Lucon suffered

in the religious wars of the sixteenth century. Some
weaving is carried on at Sainte Hermine ; and there are

several vearly fairs for cattle. Mareuil carries on some

trade with Nantes by means of the Lay, which is navigable.

Linens are manufactured at Vouvant; linens, woollen

stuff's, and paper at La Chataigneraye
; and checked linsey-

woolseys at Pouzauge-la-Ville.
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In the arrondissement of Lea Sables d'Olonne are—Lea
Sables d'Olonne

;
population in 1831, 4809 for the town,

or 4906 for the whole commune ; in 1836, 4778 for the

commune ; St. Gilles-sur-Vic and Beauvoir, all on or near

the coast ; Talmont, between Lea Sables and Fontenay

;

Les Moutiers, a few miles east of Talmont ; Noirmoutier,

population 2573 for the town, or 7011 for the whole
commune (including, we believe, the island), in the island

of Noirmoutier; Challans, population 3288, and La Gar-

nache, on the road between Nantes and St. Gilles-sur-

Vic ; and Palluau, on the road from Nantes to Les Sables

d'Olonne. Les Sables d'Olonne, or simply Les Sables, is on
a small inlet of the Atlantic, open to the south, which forms

its port, and is capable of receiving vessels of 190 or 200
tons ; the town itself is on one side of this islet, the suburb

of La Chaume on the other. The town is protected in one

part by the salt-marshes, in another by a feeble wall, and
towards the port and the sea by a fort and batteries. The
principal streets are parallel to the shore, and are well

Eaved, clean, and lined with tolerably good, but irregularly

uilt houses. There are two churches, a nunnery, a free-

school of navigation, two almshouses, or hospitals, and a

prison. The townsmen are engaged in ship-building,

rope-making, and in the fishery, particularly of the pil-

chard. Corn, salt, and wine are exported. Les Sables was
taken by the Huguenots in the religious wars of the six-

teenth century ; it was attacked by a combined English and
Dutch fleet in 1696, when the fortifications were partly

ruined ; and twice attacked, but in vain, by the insurgents

in the Vendean war. St. Gilles has a considerable export
trade in corn and salt, and an active pilchard fishery.

Talmont is small and ill built, on a rising ground, in the
midst of the salt-marshes. Noirmoutier is well built and
well paved : the road affords good anchorage for vessels of
200 tons, and there is a tide harbour with twelve feet of
water when the tide is up.
The population, when not otherwise described, is that of

the commune, and from the census of 1831.
The department constitutes the diocese of Lucon, the

bishop of which is a suffragan of the archbishop of
Bordeaux : it is included in the jurisdiction of the Cour
Royale of Poitiers, and the superintendence of the Aca-
demic Universitaire of the same city. It is comprehended
in the twelfth military division, the head-quarters of
which are at Nantes ; and sends five members to the
chamber of deputies. In respect of education this depart-
ment is considerably below the average of the departments

;

of every 100 young men enrolled in the military census of
1828-9, 28 could read and write, the average being be-
tween 39 and 40.

In the most antient historic period this part of France
was part of the country of the Pictones (nirrovir, Strabo
and Ptolemy) or Pictavi : the latter form does not appear to
have come into use until near the downfall of the Western
empire. The Agesinates, or perhaps Cambolectri Agesi-
nates, are mentioned by Pliny as conterminous with" the
Pictones ; and D'Anvilfe, led by the name Aizenay, fixes
their seat on the coast of the department near that town.
The department came from the Romans into the hands of
the Visigoths, then of the Franks; and in the middle ages
was included in the province of Poitou, of which it shared
the changes. [Porrou.1
The department of Vend6e has been chiefly known in

modern history for the civil war which broke out in it in
the course of the French revolution. The district of Le
Bocage, which extends into the four departments of Loire
Inieneure, Deux Sevres, Maine ct Loire, and Vendee, was
at the outbreak of the revolution a secluded district, the
property of a number of comparatively small landholders,
living on their estates with great simplicity, and mingling
freely with their tenantry and others around them.
' Crimes,' says the marchioness of Larochejaquelein, ' were
never heard of, and lawsuits were rare. The causes which
had elsewhere exasperated the middle and humbler classes,
and prepared the way for the Revolution, had little opera-
tion here. The religious feelings of the people also had
remained undiminished, and indisposed them to join in
the great movement that agitated France, or rather
disposed them to resist it. The inhabitants of the towns,
all of which were, and still are, small, and the people of
the district of La Plaine, were favourers of the Revolu-
tion, but were not participators in the cruelties which
stained it. The expulsion of the parish priests, men born

and bred in the districts, and characterized by patriarchs.
simplicity, because they refused the constitutional call,

exasperated the discontent of the peasantry with tb* nr •

order of things, and subsequent severities against ti.j

refractory priests increased the exasperation.

Some partial disturbances were suppressed, but tb

attempt to enforce in the district a decree of the Cue,

vention for the levy of 300,000 men for the ami, r.

March, 1793, occasioned a. general rising both in Li
Bocage and in Le Marais. Cathelineau, a carrier anJ
hawker of woollens, of the village of Le Pin-en-Manrt-v
or en Mango, near Beauprcau, in the department •

'

Maine et Loire, was the leader of the insurgent* in tht_-

first efforts, which were successful. Other leaden nuo:

appeared, as D'Elbee, Bonchamp, Charette, Stofflet, Ma-
rigny, Talmont, Lescure, and Henri Larochejaqueleia : as:
the war became general through the two districts. Tt.r

hedges and thickets of Le Bocage assisted the operatim-
of the peasantry, and the gallantry of their leaders acj

mated their courage. Bressuire, Thouars, Parthenay. Ij.

Chfitaigneraye, and Fontenay were taken (May, 1783", tht

last after a victory over a republican army of" 10,000 mi n

and a numerous artillery, which with a considerable snin

of money was taken by the insurgents. The repubiicaiu
now assembled 40,000 men, half of them troop* of tin

line, to repress the rising; but the insurgents advanced
towards the Loire, took Saumur, with 80 cannon and t

number of prisoners (10th June), and gained a pas*asr<
over the river. Angers was evacuated by the Republicans
and Nantes was attacked by the insurgents (29th Juot

.

but without success. This defeat disorganized the Vi»
deans : they had in the attack lost CatheJiueau (who aiV
thc capture of Saumur had been appointed commaoJr
in-chief), and were obliged to abandon all they hi-i

gained on the right bank of the Loire. Westermann. tin

republican general, now advanced from the neighbw-
hood of Niort with from 5000 to 10,000 men to cru«.

them, but he was surprised (July, 1793), and totally de-

feated at Chatillon. Another army, which advanced ina
Saumur and Les Ponts de Ce near Angers, after gaimtc
one battle, was defeated at Vihiers (18th July), and dis-
pelled to return to Saumur, and the insurgents remami!
masters of the whole of the districts of Le Bocage and U
Marais except Les Sables d'Olonne, Lucon, and perhaps oar

or two other places. Lucon was attacked ( 14th Augu*t tn

an army of 40,000 men ; the republicans had only aW.
G000, but their position was good, and their light artillf-

enabled them to inflict on the insurgents the sevens
defeat they had yet. experienced.
The republican garrison ofMayence, whichwas prevents

by the terms on which that town had capitulated from sen u;
against, the allies for a year, was sent into La Vendue : ui
a simultaneous advance of the republican armies iron

Nantes, Saumur, Les Sables, and Niort was agreed upon
they were to unite in the centre of the insurgent dutncS
and crush all opposition. The insurgents anticipated tk.v

movements by attacking the republicans at Chantonnav
and Les Naudieres (5th September) : they were victoruw
in the first of these attacks, but suffered a repulse in i!ir

second. The war was acquiring a character of exaaprn-
tion on both sides ; and the advancing columns of the re-

publicans committed dreadful ravages. The insurtrc^k
no way dismayed, attacked and defeated at Coron i.l!<"i

September) one part of the column from Saumur, and ui

the following day the other part at Erigne and l^es Po:..»

de Ce, where they once more gained a passage across the

Loire. On the 19th and 20th they repelled the column
from Nantes, with which the garrison from Mayence »a»

united, and defeated that from Les Sables at St. Fulgent:
but the troops from Niort under Westermann did not n-
perience any check, and the other columns rallied and rr

advanced. The republicans had superseded General Ou>
claux, a man of courage and skill, who had former;
defended Nantes against Cathelineau, and had appointed
Lechelle, an officer destitute alike of courage and talent

to succeed him ; but the actual direction of operations wa>

left to Kleber, an officer of great capacity, and the repub-
licans, though stoutly resisted, advanced into the virr

centre of the revolted districts. Lescure, Bonchamp, and
D'Elbee, who was nominal commander-in-chief, were mor-
tally wounded, the last two (October 17th) in a great de-

feat of the insurgents near Choilet. Lescure lingered lor

some time before his death.
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The Vendean fugitives, to the number of 80,000 men,

'omen, and children, now crowded to the banks of the
^oire in order to cross to the right bank : they had 5000
•epubliean prisoners whom it was proposed to put to death,
jut the intervention of their leaders prevailed on them
-ather to give them their liberty ; and the Vendeans then
effected their own passage (October 18) across the river
without molestation, much against the wish of their sur-
riving chiefs. Charette had some time before separated
rom the rest, and with his division of the insurgent force
lad occupied the island of Noirmoutier.
The seat of insurrection was now transferred into Anjou

mil Maine. Laval was occupied by the insurgents, and
may of the Breton peasantry joined them. Henri de
'.arochejaquelein was chosen commander-in-chief. Their
"orce was estimated at from 30,000 to 40,000 men, who
were accompanied by a crowd of women, children, and
iged persons. The republicans, who had been uncertain
is to the movements of the insurgents, and had too readily
supposed that the insurrection had been put down by the
occupation of the country in which it arose, now marched
in pursuit. They were however beaten by the insurgents
end of October, 1703) at Laval, and the victory enabled
the Vendeans to continue their march by Mayenne,
Fougcres, Dol, and Avranches to Granville, a seaport in
Normandie, which they attacked ( 14th and 15th November),
but without success : this failure determined them to return
towards the Loire. At Dol they were attacked (Novem-
ber 21st) by Westermann, who was defeated: and by Mar-
ceau, who was also obliged to retreat. They repelled a
second attack (November 23rd), and marched "by Fougcres
and Laval to Angers, which they tried to take, but without
Deems. They then marched by La Fleehe to Le Mans,
of which, after a slight skirmish, they took possession. Here
they were attacked (12th December) by Westermann. who
was repelled ; but a fresh attack the same day by Wester-
mann, Marceau, and Kleber was more successful, and the
unhappy Vendeans, worn down by fatigue, suffering, and
privation, were defeated with fearful loss. More than
15,000 were killed ; some of them fell in the battle, but
more were crushed in the streets or were massacred after
the defeat. The greater part of the remainder retreated to
Laval, and from thence to Ancenis, hoping to pass the
Loire, but there were no means of transport. Laroche-
jaquelein and Stofflet, and some others, crossed in two
small boats in order to seize and bring over some boats
whieh were on the opposite bank : but after landing they
were attacked by a detachment of republicans and com-
pelled to flee ; and the Vendeans, now reduced to 10,000,
and separated from their general, retreated to Savenay in

a very disorganized condition. At Savenay the repub-
licans came up with them, and in the battle which ensued
nearly the whole were killed or made prisoners. The few
who escaped were concealed by the Breton peasantry.
Larochejaquelein was shot in a skirmish (4th March, 1794 "l

soon after his escape across the Loire; but Stofflet and
Marigny renewed the war in Le Boeage, and Charette, who
had separated from the main army before the passage of
the Loire, maintained a partisan warfare in Le Marais,
while some of the peasantry of Bretagne, under the name
of Chouans, under the direction of M. de Puisaye, carried
on a similar warfare in their own province. Those who
had surrendered on the promise of an amnesty were put to
death by Carrier, a member of the Convention, who was
sent to Nantes to punish both the royalists and the
Girondins, who had also attempted a revolt. His sickening
atrocities, his guillotining, shooting, and drowning of men,
women, and children, to the number of 5000 at least (some
accounts say 15,000\ are among the most dreadful parts of
the revolutionary horrors.

Though on the downfall of Robespierre a milder system
was pursued towards the Vendeans, the war was not
closed. The jealousies of the royalists were however fatal

to them. Marigny, who had managed in a wondrous
manner to escape across the Loire, w as shot by order of
Stofflet. The good generalship and moderation of Canclauz
and Hoche, who commanded in the insurgent provinces,
brought about a pacification which Charette and the other
Vendeans agreed to (17th February, 1795), with the excep-
tion of Stofflet ; but he also two or tin ee months afterwards
signed a peace on the same conditions. The Chouans ot

Bretagne submitted just before Stofflet, and peace ap-
peared to be restored in the west of France. It was how-

ever insincere ; the royalists were secretly organized in

Bretagne ; some partial but unsuccessful outbreaks took
place, and an expedition composed of 3000 French emi-
grants was prepared in England. This expedition landed
in Quiberon Bay, in Bretagne (27th June, 1795), and their

numbers were so far augmented by Chouans who joined
them as to amount to 10,000 men or more : but the jea-
lousies of theirown officers and consequent mismanagement,
and the energy and talent of Hoche, ruined the attempt,
and nearly the whole of the royalist force perished in battle
or in flight, or were shot after their capture. The troubles
however did not cease. Charette resumed his arms and
collected 9000 or 10,000 men in Le Marais of La Vendee

;

and a small English force, naval and military, accompanied
by the Count of Artois (afterwards Charles X.), appeared
otf the coast and occupied the lie d'Yeu. But Charette's
force was dispersed ; the English and the Count d'Artois
withdrew from the coast ; and though Stofflet and some
other chiefs joined the rising, it was put down by the ad-
mirable management and humanity of Hoche. Stofflet by
treachery and Charette by force, after defending himself
like a lion, were both taken and shot ; the former at
Angers, 26th February, the latter at Nantes, 29th Marc h,

1796. The insurgent districts were disarmed, and quiet
was at length restored.

The insun-ection of the West forms a remarkable episode
in the history of the French revolutionary struggle. The
simple honesty of the Vendean peasants, the generous
devotedness of their early leaders, the striking alternation
of defeat and victory, invest the movement with peculiar
and romantic interest. But with the expedition across the
Loire, and the calamities attending it, that interest in a
great degree ceases. The war assumed a more savage
character, the most high-minded and devoted loyalists,

Cathelineau, Bonehamp, D'EIbee, Lescure, and Laroche-
jaquelein hail perished ; and all the energy and persever-
ance of Charette, to whose talents Napoleon himself bore
testimony, fail, in the absence of higher moral qualities, to

excite interest.

During the consulate there were some troubles, but of
little moment, and during the second reign of Napoleon,
' the hundred days' of 1815, the Vendeans again took up
arms in support of the Bourbons. The insurrection was
however unimportant, and in an encounter in Le Marais
with the imperial troops (4th June) a few days before the
battle of V\ aterloo, Louis Larochejaquelein, brother of
Henri, who headed the insurgents, was killed, and the in-

surrection put down. An insurrection in favour of the

exiled Bourbons took place in 1832, in Le Boeage and some
other parts of the West ; but it was easily put down,
though the country was for some time infested by preda-
tory bands. At length the Duchess of Bern, who was
lurking at Nantes, was discovered and taken, and the
troubles ceased. The 'Memoires' of the Marchioness of
Larochejaquelein contain an interesting account of the
first Vendean insurrection of 1793.

(Malte-Brun, Geographie; D'Anville. Notice de FAn-
cienne Guule ; Dictionnaire Geographique Unirerscl;
Thiers, Histoirc di> la Revolution Francai.se ; Marchioness
of Larochejaquelein, Memoires; Biographis Vniverselle ;

Annual Register ; Le Sur, Annuaire.)

VENDOME. [Loir et Cher.]

VENDOME, DUCS DE. The county of Vendome w as

erected into a dukedom by Francis I. in favour of Charles

de Bourbon, grandfather of Henri IV. In the person of

the latter the dukedom of Vendome, along with the oilier

titles and territories of that branch of the Bourbon family,

was united to the crown. The history of the first three

dukes of Vendome is pail of the history of the families of

Bourbon and Navarre. The dukedom of Navarre was
alienated from the crown by Henri IV. in favour of his

illegitimate sons by Gabriellc d'Estrees, Cesar and Alex-

ander. This second family of Vendome became extinct

in 1712, and the peerage again lapsed to the crown.

The dukes of Vendome of the second family are :

—

Cesar,

eldest son of Gabriellc d'Estrees, by Henri IV.; born in

15>J4, legitimated in 1595, created duke of Vendome in

1598. In 1610 Henri gave the duke of Vendome pre-

cedence over all the peers of France, except the princes

of the blood. After the death of Henri the duke placed

himself at the head of the discontented nobles, who main-

tained that the marriage of Louis XIII. with a Spanis'i
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infanta was incompatible with the good of the state. He
was arrested in 1614, by orders of the queen-mother, but
escaped to his government of Bretagne, and took up arms
against the court. He was obliged, by the desertion of his

retainers, to submit. In 1622 he sided with the court
against the Huguenots, from whom he took Clerac. He
defended Montauban and assisted at the taking of Mont-
pellier. In 1626 he was involved by his brother in a con-
spiracy against Richelieu : for this he was imprisoned, and
only purchased his liberty at the end of four years by
revealing everything and giving up his government of Bre-
tagne. In 1631 he commanded at the siege of Lillo the
volunteers in the Dutch service. In 1641 he was accused
of having conspired to poison Richelieu, and fled to Eng-
land, from which he did not return till after the death of
the cardinal. In 1650 he was appointed governor of Bur-
gundy. He contributed to the pacification of Guienne, and
took Bordeaux from the malcontents in 1653; he dispersed
and put to flight the Spanish fleet before Barcelona in

1655 ; he was soon after forced by his growing infirmities

to retire from active service ; but survived till October,
1665, when he died at Paris, in his seventy-first year. Some
letters ofCesar duke ofVendome, relating to the disturbances
in Brittany, were published in 1614. By his marriage with
Francoise de Lorraine (to whom he was affianced in 1598),
he had three children :—1, Louis, who succeeded him

;

2, Francois, created duke of Beaufort; and Elizabeth,

married to Charles Amadeus of Savoy, duke of Nemours.
Alexander, brother of Cesar, was born in 1598 ; and

legitimated in 1599, on which occasion he received, like

his brother, the rank and title of duke of Venddme. He
was admitted a knight of Malta ; and in 1612, fearing the
enmity of the Marechal d'Ancre, he took refuge in the
island. In 1618 he was created grand-prior of the order in

France, In the quarrel between Louis XIII. and his

mother, the grand-prior embraced the patty of the queen

;

but in 1622 ne served the king against the Huguenots.
He waa arrested along with his brother, for conspiring
against Richelieu, on the 13th of June, 1626 ; and died in

prison on the 8th of February, 1629, not without suspicion

of poison.

Louis, son of Cesar, was called duke of Mercosur during
the lifetime of his father. He was born in 1612; made
his first essay of arms in the campaign in Picardy, in which
Louis XIII. commanded in person ; served under his

father at the siege of Lillo
;
distinguished himself at the

sieges of Hesdin and Arras, and was wounded in the attack
upon the French lines on the 2nd of August, 1640. He
returned to France after the death of Richelieu ; raised in

1649 the cavalry regiment of Mercoeur; was appointed
viceroy and commander-in-chief of the French troops in

Catalonia; but not being properly supported by the
miuister, resigned in disgust. He made his peace with
the court in 1651, when he married Laura Mancini, the
elder of Mazarin's nieces. On his restoration to favour,

he was appointed governor of Provence ; in 1656 he was
appointed, in conjunction with the duke of Modena, to

command the army of Lonibardy. His wife dying in the
course of that year, he took priest's orders, and in 1667 was
created a cardinal. Clement IX. nominated him legate

d Latere in France. Cardinal Louis, duke of Venddme, died
at Aix-en-Provence in 1669. By his wife Laura Mancini
he had two children :— 1, Louis Joseph, who succeeded
him ; 2, Philippe, also called duke of Vendome, grtad-
prior of the order of Malta in France.

Louis Joseph, born in 1654, was known previous to his

father's death by the title of duke of Penthifivre. His
education was neglected. He made his first campaign in

Holland in the suite of Louis XIV. in 1672. He served
in the last campaigns of Turenne, and was wounded in the
combat of Altenheim during the retreat of the French
army, which followed the death of that commander. He
was created brigadier in 1677, and served in that capacity
in Flanders under the Marechal de Crequi. After the
peace of Nimuegen the duke of Vendome retired to his

castle of Anct, and gave himself up entirely to pleasure.

In 1681 he was nominated to the government of Provence,
and refused to accept the money which the states were in

the habit of presenting to every new governor. He was
created lieutenant-general in 1688, and distinguished him-
self in the four succeeding campaigns, in particular at the
sieges of Mons and Namur, and the combats of Leuse and
SWinkerque. Jn 1693 he was sent to Italy, where Catinat

commanded in chief. In 1695 he was appointed to success i

Noailles in the command of the army of Catalonia- Up-
raised the siege ofPalamos; invested Barcelona ; defasOr ~

by a prompt and brilliant attack the army under VcLa**^
which was marching to release the city ; and received ii»

capitulation on the 10th of August, 1095. These victonn
paved the way to the peace of Kyswick, after which Vkz. -

dome hastened back to Anet and its licentious and ni«-

very refined pleasures. He was roused from his inacti viry
by the Spanish War of Succession. He was sent to Italy is.»

repair the mistakes of Villeroi. In Italy he was joined by
Philip V. with a strong force from Naples. The Uintt>i
troops far outnumbered the Imperialists ; but the infer**-

force was commanded by Prince Eugene. Venduic..
opened the campaign with spirit: he discomfited ttr

rear-guard of the Austrian army at Ustiano, and again
Vittoria, and raised the blockade of Mantua. But L-.

habitual indolence soon resumed its empire, and his utxny

was surprised at Luzara on the 15th ofAugust, 1702, in thcau
of encamping, by the forces of Prince Eugene. Vendotn* .

presence of mind and the impetuous courage of his arm v «j

far redeemed his fault, that the victory remained undeudni.
Philip V. returned to Spain after this action, and Vendoo*
with the united army penetrated into Tyrol, where be de-

feated Stahremberg on several occasions. From Tyrol u
waa recalled to Piedmont by the defection of the duke <*

Savoy. He obtained several advantages over that princ* :

but on the 16th of August, 1706, he again found himnell—
and again by surprise—in the presence of Prince Kuget*
on the banks of the Adda near Cassano. Here, as at Lu-

zara, Venddme's presence of mind and the bravery of ha
army retrieved his negligence. In 1708, Vendome »*>

sent to supersede Villeroi in Holland, who had been as un-

successful in that country as in Italy.

The reputation of Vendome was obscured by the disas-

trous defeat of Oudenarde. In his defence it may be
that he had been recently placed at the head of the am.)
broken up and dispirited by the defeat of Ramilies ; tha'

the country was new to him ; and that his opponents werv

Marlborough and Eugene. But after every allowance hu
been made for these disadvantages, it seems now to U
generally admitted that the want of a proper understanding
between the duke of Burgundy and Vendome was a mun
cause of the loss of the battle of Oudenarde, and that tlx:

fault was Vendorae's. His previous reputation, and the

partisan spirit in which the question was canvassed in

France, enabled Vendflme to escape with less disgrace than
could have been anticipated. In 1710 Philip V., driven

from his capital, and mindful of the battle of Luzara, im-

plored the assistance of his old general. Louis XIV. \u<
no time in despatching the duke to Spain. The defeatid
and disbanded soldiers of Spain rallied round him from ail

parts of the kingdom; the imperial army was obliged in

evacuate Madrid ; and on the 3rd of December, 1710,

Vendome restored Philip in triumph to his capital. TV
king apd his general quitted Madrid again in three dajv
overtook the rear-guard of the enemy, and obliged Stui-
hope, with four thousand soldiers, to surrender at Brituela.
Tins advantage was followed by the well-disputed battV
of Villa-Viciosa, in which Stahremberg was, after an oUti-
nate contest, entirely defeated. On their return to Madrid.
Philip raised Vendome to an equality with the princes of
the blood, and would have heaped wealth as well as honours
upon him, had not Vendome steadily refused to accept it.

Some corps of insurgents who still held out for Austria
having occasioned disquiet in Catalonia in the early part
of 1712, VendOme repaired to that province to tread out
these last sparks of internal war. While thus encased, he
died suddenly at Tignaroz, on the 1 1th of June. Vendoim-
possessed no small share of the genius, bravery, and gooJ-
humour of his grandfather ; but these virtues were shaded
by more than that prince's voluptuousness, and a besetting
indolence which was no part of the character of Henri l\ .

He married, in 1710, Marie-Anne of Bourbon Condf, wlm
survived him six years. There was no issue by this mar-
riage. The younger brother of Louis-Joseph having
entered the order of Malta, the duke's estates at bis death
reverted to the crown.

Philippe, younger brother of the preceding, the last of
his family who bore the title of duke of Vendome. wa»
bom on the 23rd of August, 1655. He was received, whi.V
yet a child, into the order of Malta, in which he event-
ually rote to the rank of grand-prior, and made bis first
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>ampui£rn Wider his uncle. the duke of Beaufort, in the
Unka of the Venetian army, in Candia, in 1CG9. He
iccompanied his brother in all his cnmpaigns, and was
ooked ii]>on as a distinguished soldier till the battle of
lassnlHJ, in 171)6. His inactivity was the cause of the
French troops being obliged to give way before the Aus-
rians. For this misconduct he was deprived of all his
leneficea, and retired to Rome, where he subsisted on a
Kttsiotl allowed him by Louis XrV. After an exile of five
'ears, he was allowed to return to France, and reinstated
n his benefices. He took up his abode in the Temple,
nd abandoned himself to pleasure. In 1715 he went to
ilalta to take the command of the troops assembled to
epel an attack apprehended from the Turks. The attack
ras not made, and the grand-prior returned to the Temple,
pherc he died, on the 24th January, 1727. His mind was
nore cultivated than that of his brother: he had a taste
in- literature and the arts, and patronised their professors,

n other respects there was a great resemblance between
he characters of the brothers: both were brave and both
rere dissipated. The grand-prior was distinguished for
lis licentiousness in the licentious times of the regency.
VENDOR AND PURCHASER. The law of Vendors

!ttd Purchasers of real estates in England is a subject of
;rcat extent, which mav be said to comprise nearly the
rhole practical application of the law of real property. The
bject of this article is to state shortly the most important
rinciples and rules of law upon the subject.
Contracts for the sale and purchase of land or other real

state may be entered into either privately between the
Mties, or upon a sale by auction. At common law, agree-
lents for the purchase of real estates might be made by
irol, but by the Statute of Frauds (20 Car. II., c. 3, ss. 1,

3, and 4), ' All leases, estates, interests of freeholds, or
irms of years, or any uncertain interest of, in, or out of any
lessuages, manors, lands, tenements, or hereditaments,
lade and created by livery and seisin only, or by parol only,

nd not put in writing by the parties so making or creating
he same, or their agents thereunto lawfully authorised by
rriting, shall have the effect of leases or estates at will,

ny consideration for making any such parol leases or

states notwithstanding.' But leases not exceeding three
•ears, whereupon the rent reserved should amount to two-
hirds of the full improved value, were excepted. The
ct requires the assignment, grant, and surrender of exist-

ing interests to be in writing, and enacts that ' no action

hall be brought whereby to charge any person upon any
greement made upon any contract or sale of lands,

enernents or hereditaments, or any interest in or con-
cerning them, unless the agreement upon which such
ction shall be brought, or some memorandum or note
hereof, shall be in writing, and signed by the party to be
harged therewith, or some other person thereunto by him
iwfully authorised.' The note or memorandum of agree-
aent required by the statute need not be a formal
loeunient, and any writing, such as a letter, or receipt for
mrchase money, may constitute an agreement within the
tatute, provided it contain the terms of the agreement
vithin itself, or by reference to another writing; and
T the document be written by the party, the occurrence
if his name anywhere in the document is a sufficient
ligning.

Upon sales of estates by public auction, the highest
bidder, upon being declared the purchaser, is considered
io have entered into a contract for purchase according to
Ihe particulars and subject to the conditions of sale ; and the
mctioneer, who is for this purpose considered as the agent
H both vendor and purchaser, is thereupon authorised to

sign an agreement of purchase. The writing down the
purchaser's name upon any memorandum of sale at the
time of the bidding is a sufficient signing. Sales by auc-
tion of lands are within the above-mentioned enactments
of the statute of frauds; but sales before a master under a
decree of a court of equity will be carried into execution
although the purchaser did not subscribe any agreement,
for the judgment of the court in confirming the pur-
chase takes it out of the statute. An auction duty of
7d. in the pound is payable upon all sales by auction
of any interest in freehold, copyhold, or leasehold lands,

tenements, houses, or hereditaments (27 Geo. III., c. 30

;

37 Geo. III., c. 14; and 45 Geo. III., c. 30). It was a
fnle of the civil law, that if a vendor employed a puffer or

'"
to make fictitious biddings in order to raise the

price, it'was to be considered as a fraud, and he should be
compelled to sell the estate to the highest bona fide bidder
(Huber, Pralect. xviii. 2, 7) ; but it seems to be settled in
our law that, unless the estate is advertised to be sold
without reserve, a bidder may be privately appointed by
the owner in order to prevent it being sold at an under
value, though the appointment, of more than one such
person, or of any one for the purpose of taking advantage
of the eagerness of bidders, will be deemed a fraud.

A court of equity looks upon things agreed to be done
as actually performed ; and therefore when a contract is

made for the sale of an estate, it considers the vendor as a
trustee for the purchaser of the estate sold, and the
purchaser as a trustee of the purchase money for the
vendor. If either the vendor or vendee refuse to perform
the contract, the other may bring an action at law for

breach of contract, or file a bill in equity for a specific

performance of it.

If a bill in equity be brought for the execution of an
agreement not in writing, and the defendant confess it by his

answer, without insisting on the benefit of the statute of
frauds, he will be decreed to perform it. The statute may
be used as a bar to the relief, though the agreement be
admitted, but it cannot be pleaded in bar to a discovery
of the fact of an agreement. If an agreement, though
not in writing, has been partly executed, that is, if

acts have been done by the parties in performance of
the agreement, the court will, upon the principle of
preventing fraud, decree a specific performance of it.

What amounts to part performance is of course a
question to be determined in each case ; but it may be
stated generally that the acts must be such as could be
done with no other view than the performance of the
agreement, and that they must be substantial, such as the

fiayment of a considerable part of the purchase money,
t is necessary also that the terms of the agreement be dis-

tinctly ascertainable. Parol evidence cannot be admitted
for the purpose of varying the terms of a written argument,
but it may for the purpose of showing that the writing
does not contain the real terms of the agreement, or that

from other circumstances, such as waiver or the like, the
plaintiff is not entitled to have it specifically performed.
Again, parol evidence is admissible for the purpose of ex-
plaining a latent ambiguity in the written contract, that

is, an ambiguity which does not appear upon the instru-

ment of contract, but arises upon the application of the

terms of the contract to the subject-matter of it. But
parol evidence cannot be admitted in aid. of a patent
ambiguity, because that would be in effect to esta-

blish a parol argument. Still in some cases parol evi-

dence is admitted to correct mistakes or fraudulent
omissions in agreements and deeds : but this is not.

done without great caution, and only where the dif-

ferent intention of the parties clearly appears. Where a
person pretends to sell an interest different from that

which he possesses, the general rule is that the purchaser,

on discovering the fact, may at once abandon the con-
tract ; but there are some few exceptions, such as where the

estate was charged with trifling incumbrances for which a
satisfactory indemnity can be given, or where the estate

was sold by auction, or before a master in chancery, in

lots, to some of which only the vendor has a title, when
a court of equity will compel the purchaser to take the

lots to which a title can be made upon receiving com-
pensation for the value of the others. On the other

hand, the general rule is that the purchaser may insist

upon having what the vendor can give him, with

compensation for what he cannot have. Defects in the
quantity of the estate are of course more easily made the

subject of compensation than delects in the quality of it.

The vendor is not, as a general rule, obliged to disclose

such defects in the subject of the contract as are patent,

and may be discovered by a vigilant purchaser ; and it

seems that even wilful misrepresentations by the vendor
upon points not especially within his knowledge, or with

respect, to which the purchaser ought to have made parti-

cular inquiry, will not affect the contract. But the vendor

is bound to disclose latent defects in the estate within his

knowledge, and the purchaser will be entitled to relief for

wilful concealment of them. Mere inadequacy of price,

unless it be very gross or accompanied willi circumstances

of fraud or misrepresentation, is not in general a ground
for a court of equity refusing its assistance to a vendor;
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and a conveyance executed will seldom be set aside"on the
ground of inadequacy of consideration merely, even though
the case be one in which the court might originally

have refused a specific performance. But sales of rever-

sionary interests are treated, with reference to adequacy or

inadequacy of consideration, upon principles peculiar to

themselves and not easily definable. In sales of such in-

terests, inadequacy of consideration, especially where the

vendor is an heir dealing with a family expectancy, is con-
sidered in itself a proof of fraud, and a ground for setting

aside the transaction : also the adequacy of the considera-

tion is considered with reference to the time of the con-
tract and not to the event, and the burden lies upon the

purchaser to show that a full and adequate consideration

was paid. The practical effect of this doctrine has been
to depreciate the value of reversions upon sales much
below their calculated value, and consequently often to

injure the very persons in whose favour it was introduced.
In sales by pnvate agreement it is usual to fix a time for

completing the contract, and the time so fixed is considered
at law as of the essence of the contract ; so that if the one
party be not then ready to complete, the other may treat

the contract as abandoned : but a court of equity, upon
a bill brought for specific performance, exercises a discre-

tion in examining into the cause of a delay in completing
a purchase, and will in certain cases, as where it. was caused
by the act or negligence of the party resisting the per-

formance, or was occasioned by the state of the title, decree
a specific performance notwithstanding, if the time fixed

for completing the contract is not material. But on the
other hand, though no time has been limited by the parties,

the court will not assist a party who has allowed his con-
tract to lie dormant for a length of time. Each case how-
ever must depend in a great measure upon its own parti-

cular circumstances.

It is the duty of the vendor, upon the contract being en-
tered into, or within a reasonable time after, to furnish the
purchaser, at the vendor's own expense, with an abstract of
his title to the estate, containing a statement of the contents
of his muniments of title, and an account of the incum-
brances (if any) affecting the estate. Before the late act

of 3 & 4 Wm. IV., c. 27, a purchaser had a right to require
a title commencing at least 60 years previous to the time
ofhis purchase, because the old statute of limitations could
not in a shorter time confer a title ; but since that act it

may be considered generally that an abstract going back
40 years is sufficient. Nevertheless as formerly a period of
60 years was not always sufficient ; as for instance in cases
when it might be presumed from the abstract that prior
estates tail were subsisting, so cases must still frequently
arise in which it will be necessary to go back beyond a 40-
years period. Every purchaser has a right to insist upon
having a good title, and equity will not compel a purchaser
to accept one in any respect doubtful, unless he has entered
into a special contract to take the estate with such a
title as the vendor can give. It is impossible to enter
here into any examination of the numerous circum-
stances upon which the completeness ofa title may depend

;

but it may be observed that important alterations have
been made by the 3 & 4 Wm. IV., c. 106, regulating the
law of descent, by the Statute of Limitations of the 3 & 4
Wm. IV., c. 27, and by the Wills Act of the 1 Vict., c. 26.,

tending to shorten and simplify in many respects the ex-
amination of abstracts of title. The seller is bound to pro-
duce the deeds required to verify the abstract, if in his pos-
session, or to pay the expense of examining them, if in the
possession of another. In short, the general rule is that
the vendor should bear the expense of making out the
title, while the purchaser should bear the expense of the
conveyance.
The meaning and objects of attendant terms have been

explained under Terms op Years.
A purchaser has a right to require that all outstanding

terms of which he could avail himself in ejectment should
be assigned to attend his inheritance ; and as a general
rule he should never omit to do so, whether the term has
been previously assigned to attend the inheritance or not.
It is seldom safe to rely upon a proviso for cessor of the
terra contained in the deed creating it, as any inaccuracy in

the framing of the instrument, or any departure from the
conditions on which the cessor was to take place, may
Srevent it, and leave the term a subsisting interest. Nei-
ler is it safe for a purchaser to rely on a former assign-

ment to attend ; for though the vendor's trustee. ' upr
notice given to him of the conveyance, become* tro**<
for the purchaser, which might be supposed to imwer
purposes, still it is advisable for the purchaser to ha»f «

actual assignment to prevent the possibility of a mirnrf-
of the term being afterwards presumed on the ground o€ .

not having been dealt with as a subsisting estate ax t>

time of the conveyance.
Before the execution of the conveyance, the purrftax

should cause search to be made lor incumbrances affectin;
the estate, though none such should appear upon the «1>
stract. If the lands lie in a register county, the reg^tf <-

should be searched for prior conveyances, mortga^r*
charges of annuities, &c. Judgments, which by the 1 A.

;

Vict., c. 110, are now made an actual charge upon ti»

debtor's present and future interest in lands, of whale-. •

kind, ought also to be carefully searched for. By the aXxr. r-

mentioned act, the 2 & 3 Vict., c. 11, and 3 & 4 Vr-t
c. 82, all judgments, in order to affect purchasers, m«rc l-

registered in the Court of Common Pleas every five yeir*
it follows therefore that a purchaser should search lit

records of that court for five years preceding his purcba*-.
except in the case of lands lying in Middlesex, where, u
the Registry Act for that county provides that judjrmerr_>

shall not bind lands until registered, it is sufficient i."

search be made in the County Register for the atxm-
mentioned period. By the 18th section of the 1 Sc ;

Vict., c. 110, decrees of courts of equity are to have »>*

effect ofjudgments at law, and are to be registered in t-V

Court of Common Pleas in the same manner. They mat
therefore now be searched for in the same way and it r

the same periods as judgments. Since the establishment
by the 2 Vict., c. 11, ss. 7 & 8, of a registry for lite* jr*-
dentet, and crown debts, and accountants to the crown, t

purchaser should also search those registers.

A purchaser has also a right to require that the Tender
should enter into the usual covenants, which are—1, That
he is seised in fee (if the fact be so) ; 2, that he has powr-
to convey ; 3, for quiet enjoyment by the purchaser. ha
heirs, and assigns ; 4, that the estate is free from incum-
brances ; and lastly, for further assurance. When a vendor
sells under a power of appointment, the first covenan*.

ought to be that the power was well created and is sub-

sisting. A purchaser should never accept a defective title,

relyingon the vendor's covenants,withoutan express stipula-

tion that the covenants are to be an indemnity against the

defect ; for otherwise, if the defect was known to him at the

time of the purchase, the presumption will be that he tool
the estate subject to it. A vendor who actually purchv^il
the estate himself for money or other valuable considera-
tion, and obtained proper covenants for title, is not boucJ
to enter into covenants extending beyond his own act>

but a vendor who claims through some other person, a« M
descent or devise, is bound to enter into covenants extern!

-

ing to the acts of the last purchaser. When an estate is

sold by trustees, the only covenant which the purchaser
can require from them is that they have done no act to in-

cumber the estate, but he will be entitled to the uaiil

covenants from the cestuis que trust, except whert iht

estate is sold under a direction in a will or decree of i

court of equity for payment of debts, &c„ when covenant]
for title are dispensed with on account of the trouble and
expense which would be occasioned in obtaining them from
every creditor. In general, the vendor, upon the execu-
tion of the conveyance, delivers over the title-deeds to tlx
purchaser ; but if, as sometimes is the case, it is agu*d
that he should retain them on account of their referring to

other lands than those sold, he ought to covenant with thr
purchaser to produce them to him as occasion shall re-

quire. The usual covenants for title entered into by i

vendor with a purchaser pass to the heirs and assignees at

common law of the vendor, or, as it is technically termed
run with the land. If the purchaser, his heirs or assirn*.

be evicted upon a defect in the title within the covenant
for title, he or they may bring an action at law upon it for

damages ; and if without eviction a defect be discovered,
an action for damages may be resorted to, or, if the defect
can be supplied, a bill in equity may be filed for the per-
formance of the covenant for further assurance.
Upon the principle that equity considers that which m

agreed to be done as performed, the purchaser is entitle!
to the profits of the estate, and the vendor to interest,
which the court always gives at four per cent- «
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the purchase-money from the time of completing the con-
tract ; and if the vendor gives up possession of the estate

without receiving the purchase-money, a court of equity,

whether a legal conveyance lias been "executed or not, will

consider him to have a lien on the land for the money

;

and this lien extends to the purchaser's heir and to all

persons claiming under him with notice of the lien, (bough
for valuable consideration. [Lien.] Where a purchaser buys
land from trustees with notice ofthe trust, if the instrument
creating the trust contain, as it generally does, a clause
declaring the receipts of the trustees discharges to pur-
chasers, he has no occasion, after paying his money to the
trustees and getting a receipt from them, to concern him-
self about the application of it. But if there be no such
receipt-clause, and the property is real estate, the pur-
chaser must for his own security see that the money is

actually applied for the purposes of the trust, unless in

oases where the trust is in whole or in part for the pay-
ment of debts generally, an exception admitted on account
Df the indefinite nature of such a trust. If the estate be
leasehold, which goes to the executor and must be ap-
plied with the other personal estate in payment of debts
generally, the purchaser is, on the ground above stated,

not considered bound to see to the application of the pur-
chase-money, unless he had notice at the time of his pur-
chase that there were no debts.

It is necessary here to make some observations upon the
loctrine of notice as applied to purchasers. Notice may
be defined to be knowledge which the purchaser cither

ictually has, or is presumed in law to have, at the time of
lis purchase, of the existence of incumbrances or other

frciiinstances tending to defeat his estate. Besides ac-
ual notice, which needs no definition, a purchaser may
lave what is called constructive notice. Constructive
lotice is in fact no more than evidence of notice which
s legally conclusive. Thus notice to the counsel, agent, or
illorney of the purchaser is notice to him. A public act of
parliament is binding upon, and therefore is notice to all

mankind, but not a private act, nor even, it seems, acts of a
private nature declared to be public for the purpose of being
judicially noticed. A lis pendens, if registered under the
I Vict., c. 11, is itself notice to a purchaser, so that he is

affected with the costs of and bound to abide by all prior

proceedings in the suit. But neither decrees of courts of
equity nor judgments of courts of law are of themselves
notice. The manner in which judgments and decrees become
notice to purchasers has been explained above. It is not easy
In Bay what degree of evidence will amount to constructive
notice, but it may be laid down that whatever is sufficient

to put a vigilant purchaser upon an inquiry is good notice
;

or, in other words, that wherever a man has sufficient in-

formation to lead him to a fact, he should be deemed
cognizant of it. [Notice.]
As to the protection of purchasers from fraudulent and

voluntary settlements, see Settlement. The Statute of
Charitable Uses (43 Eliz., c. 4) contains a proviso that pur-
chasers for an adequate valuable consideration without
notice of lands given to charitable uses shall not have their

purchases impeached. By the 2 & 3 Vict., c. 11, ss. 12,

13, conveyances by bankrupts bonSt fide made before the
Me and issuing of the fiat are declared to be valid not-

withstanding a prior act of bankruptcy, provided that the
purchaser had at the time no notice of the act of bank-
ruptcy ; and purchasers with notice are not to be affected
unless the fiat issue within twelve months after such act of
bankruptcy. Also by the 2 & 3 Vict., c. 20, s. 1, all con-
tracts, dealings, and transactions with a bankrupt bond,

fide made and entered into, and all executions and at-

tachments against his lands or goods bona fide executed
or levied before the date and issuing of a fiat against him,
are valid as to persons dealing with him or proceeding
against his property without notice of an act of bank-
ruptcy. It would seem that the rule as to payments
made to a bankrupt still depends upon the 82nd section of
Hie 0 Geo. IV., c. 16 ; and that therefore an announce-
ment of adjudication in the 'Gazette,' under the 83rd
section, is notice to a person making a payment to a bank-
nipt. The 87th section of the last-mentioned Act limits

the right of the bankrupt to impeach the title of pur-
chasers under a commission on account of defects in the
proceedings ; and the 4th section protects under certain
conditions a conveyance by a trader of all his estate and
tffeets for^he^benefiUif his creditors. Deeds relating to

lands lying in the counties of York and 1

the town of Kingston-upon-Hull, are by several acts

parliament directed to be registered ; and all deeds not so
registered are declared fraudulent and void against sub-
sequent purchasers. Provision has now been made, as

before stated, for the registration of judgments, lites pen-
dentes, and crown debts ; and a purchaser without notice
will be protected against them if not duly registered. But
as it was formerly held that a judgment, though not
docketed as required by the then existing law, was never-
theless good against a purchaser who had notice of it ; and
the 3 & 4 Vict., c. 82, declaring that notice of an unre-
gistered judgment shall not affect purchasers is not general,
but confined to remedies by virtue of the 1 & 2 Vict.,

c. 110,it seems to follow that a judgment, creditor wha
has not registered his judgment may still, as against a
purchaser with notice, avail himself of his remedies under
the old law. By the 2 & 3 Vict., c. 1 1, s. 7, it appears that
a purchaser will still be affected by express notice of a lis

pendens though unregistered ; but from s. 8 it seems that

notice of an unregistered crown debt is immaterial.
The 54 Geo. III., c. 173, and the 57 Geo. III., c. 100,

contain certain provisions for the protection of purchasers
from defects in the mode in which sales have been effected

for the redemption of the land-tax. Besides these
statutable provisions, the courts of equity will in many
cases interfere for the protection of a purchaser who
bought without notice of incumbrances on the estate.

Thus if a purchaser without notice buy or get in the legal

estate of a mortgage or any other prior incumbrance by
which he can defend himself at law, a court of equity
will not interfere to aid an adversary, of whose claim
he had no notice, in setting aside the incumbrance

;

and the court will give the same protection to a pur-
chaser who, though he has not got in the prior legal

estate, has a better right to call for it than any other

person. Equity also will aid a purchaser for valu-

able consideration against the consequences of any fraud

or undue concealment by the vendor of the defective

execution of a power, a defective surrender of copyholds,

or a defective conveyance.
Certain persons are, by the general rules of law, under

either an absolute or partial incapacity to purchase real

estate for their own benefit. Coke lays it down (Co. Lilt.

3 a) generally that the parishioners or inhabitants of any
place, or the churchwardens, are incapable of purchasing
lands by those names ; but that in London the parson and
churchwardens are a corporation for that purpose. Aliens
are capable of purchasing lands, but incapable of holding

,

and, upon office found, the lands go to the king. Also
persons guilty of felony or treason, or of the offence otpree
munire, may purchase, but cannot hold. If they purchase
before attainder, the land goes to the lord; if alter, to the
king (Co. Litt. 2 b.). Also corporations, whether sole or

aggregate, though they may purchase, cannot hold lands
without licence. [Mortmain.] Infants under 21 may
purchase, but cannot bind themselves by the contract.

They may waive the purchase on attaining 21 ; and if

they have not then agreed to the purchase, the right

of waiver remains to their heirs (Co. Lit. 2 b.) Feme*
covert may purchase : but their husbands, if they disagree
to file purchase, may divest the estate, and maintain
trover for the purchase-money ; and alter the husband's
death, the wife or her heir's, whether the husband had
agreed or not, may waive the purchase (Co, Litt. 3 a.).

Idiots or lunatics, it seems, are capable of purchasing :

but a purchase by an idiot may be avoided by the king on
office found, and a purchase by a lunatic may be annulled
by his committee after inquisition. The heirs of idiots or
lunatics dying during idiotcy or lunacy may also avoid
purchases by them (Co. Litt. 2 b, 227 a; 2 Vein. 412).
Sales by infants, femes covert, idiots, and lunatics are sub-

ject to be defeated in the same manner as purchases by
them. As to the incapacity of trustees to purchase, see

Trust and Trustee.
(Sugden, On Vendors and Purchasers of Estates, 10th

edit.)

VENDS, or WENDS. The general appellation of
Vends was given to the Slavonian populations which had
settled in the northern part of Germany from the banks of
the Elbe to the shores of the Baltic: they were divided
into Obotrites, in the present duchies of Mecklenburg,
and Viltzcs, in Pomerania, between the Vistula and the

Vol. XXVI.-2 E
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Oder; Havelians, in Brandenburg ; Sorbes or Sorabes,

between the rivers Saale and Elbe ; and Lutitzes, in

Lusatia.

The name of Vends is now given to the Slavonians of

Lusatia, who in the midst of a German population pre-
serve till this day their national language, and in some
villages, particularly among the women, a peculiar dress.

Their number is supposed to be about 200,000, of whom,
since the divisions adopted by the treaty of Vienna, about
50,000 are under the dominion of 8axony, and the re-

mainder .belong to Prussia. Three-fourths of them are

Protestants and one-fourth Roman Catholics. A great

number of distinguished families in Northern Germany are

of Slavonian origin, and they may be easily distinguished

by tfie termination of their names, which end in its, ih,

nik, ttch, ow, ens. Sec. Such, for instance, are the Bulow,
Nostitz, Rauschnik, &c. Leibnitz as well as Leasing were
of Slavonian origin.

The language of the Vends, which is divided into three

dialects, dates its first literature from the Reformation, but
the great difficulty of providing ministers who could
preach in that language induced the Saxon government to

make efforts to supplant the Vend language by the Ger-
man. These efforts were so successful, that, out of seventy-
two Vendish parishes in Upper Lusatia, sixteen became
entirely Germanized. But in the beginning of the eight-
eenth century more liberal views respecting that question
began to prevail, and institutions for the education of
Vendish clergy were established at Leipzig in 1716, and at
Wittenberg in 1729. The orthography of the Vendish
language was fixed in 16S9, by Zacharia Birling, a Lutheran
clergyman. This language has been much cultivated, par-
ticularly in recent times. Many works, chiefly of a religious
character, were translated into it from the German, and
there is even a successful metrical translation into the
same language of several cantos of Klopstock's ' Messiah.'

There are still some remnants of a Slavonian population
in the kingdom of Hanover, in the duchy of Luneburg, in
fhe district of Draewan, which is called on that account
the land of the Vends, or Wendland. This population
exhibits a marked difference in language and customs from
the surrounding Germans. As Tate as the year 1757
divine service was performed in the Vendish language at a
place called Wastrow, but it is now superseded by the
German, and the inhabitants speak a mixture of both
tongues. There are no other written documents in that
language extant except a small vocabulary and the Lord's
Prayer. From these documents it appears that this lan-
guage was nearer to the Polish than to any other Slavonian
dialect.

VENEERING, called also Vanrering and Fineering, in

cabinet-work, is the art of laying thin leaves, called veneers,
of a valuable kind of wood upon a ground or foundation of
inferior material, so as to produce articles of elegant ap-
pearance at smaller cost than if they were made solid, or
composed entirely of the ornamental wood which appears
on the surface. Webster, after referring to the German
form of the word, furnieren, observes, that it seems to
come from the root offurnish, the primary sense of which
is to pttt on. Marqitetry, which is a more complicated
kind of veneering or inlaid work, in which pieces of vari-
ous kinds of wood, and sometimes of horn, ivory, and metal,
are arranged so as to produce an ornamental effect, comes
from the French marque, marqueter, to mark or spot.
Small veneers are cut by hand with a thin saw, the block
being held firmly in a vice ; but large ones are usually cut
by machinery, for a notice of which see Saw-Mill, vol.
xx., pp. 479, 4SO. They are carefully brought to the right
thickness by fine planes ; cut precisely to the required
shape ; and then glued down to the ground, which should
be of dry wood, with strong glue. If the form of the article
will permit it, it is then put in a pre.ss until the glue is

dry ; but if not, the newly-laid veneers are covered with a
board, which is pressed down either by weights or by poles
abutting against the beams in the roof of the workshop.
In veneering on curved surfaces a somewhat different
course is pursued, but with the same object, that of keep-
ing the veneer in its place until the glue is sufficiently set
to hold it securely. The work is afterwards finished with
very fine planes and scrapers, and polished with fish-skin,
wax, and a brush or polisher of snavegrass. In cutting
out patterns for marquetry, exceedingly fine saws, some-
times made of watch-spring, are used, and several thick-

nesses of veneer are cut together, or if not, the Tew
placed between two other pieces of wood to bold it

and to prevent it from breaking.
VENERICA'RDIA. [SuBMYTiLACSA.Tol.xxiii., p- 16& n

VENE'RIDjB, a family of Conchacra.
The genus Venus of Linnaeus was arranged by him m

the second section (Bivalvia : Concha) of his TeHarfi
Mollusca simplicia, obtecta Testa ealcarea, between Domar
and Spondylus.
He divided the genus into the following sections :

—

• Pubentes.
Species :

—

Dions, Paphia, mariea, dysera.
** Impuberes subcordata.

Species:

—

verrucosa, carina, cancellata, ealNna, jw>-

tulca, ftexuosa, eryeina, tnercenaria, isianaica, chirm',

maculata, meretrix, lata, castrensis, Phryne, Met**:
dejlorata, fimbriata, reticulata, squamosa.

*** Impuberes orbiculattr.

8pecies:—tigerina, prostrata, pensylranica, inenu-
tata, punctata, exoleta, borealis, pectinata, terifia,
edentuta.

•** Impuberes wales, supra rimam subangulaUr.
Species •.—literata, rotundata, dfcussata, and virgin**.

Such is the arrangement of Linna-us in his last edit;'-!)

of the * Systema Natune,' and he characterizes the hinrt
of the genus as consisting of three teeth, all approximate
the lateral teeth diverging at the apex. He adds othtr

characters, the offspring of a prurient imagination.
The Conques of Lamarck are characterized as having »'.

least three cardinal teeth in one valve, the other having »•

many or less : lateral teeth sometimes.
Lamarck divides this group into two sections :

—

1. ConquesJluviatiles.
These have lateral teeth, and are covered with whs!

Lamarck terms a false epidermis.
Genera:

—

Cyclas, Cyrena, Galathea.
2. Conques marines.

These have no lateral teeth for the most part, and, rareK
an epidermis covering the whole shell with the except'Ju
of the umbones.
Genera -.—Cyprina, Cytherea, Venus, Venericardia.
M. Deshayes, in the last edition of the ' Animaux saz*

Vertdbres,' expresses his opinion that this family or gruuji
is very natural, and adds that the two divisions estabU»!u-J
by Lamarck ought to be adopted ; he even thinks thai r
would be advantageous to give a more equal value to the
component parts, and to elevate each of the division* t„
the title or families. In the first he would place tb*
greater part of the river-shells which do not belong to tht
Na iades. Upon a study of the animal, he considers u
necessary to introduce Iridina into the group of Coaqtut
Ftuviatiles. The shells, he, observes, do not present, as u
well known, characters of more than a secondary value i
comparison with those of the animals. All the animah i

.'

the family of Conques have the mantle prolonged pos-
teriorly into two siphons. In the animals of the .VaiaUr^
on the contrary, the two lobes of the mantle are separate
throughout their contour. The Iridina have the lobes oi
the mantle united, terminated by two siphons, but have no
retractor muscle proper to those parts, as the Conques havt.
M. (Dr.) Pfeiffer, in his work on the mollusks ofGerman >,

remarkable for a great number of excellent observationV,
perceived, observes M. Deshayes, when studying the ani-
mals of the genus Cyclas, that Uiere was one whose pos-
terior siphons were much shorter than in the other specn >.

hardly projecting beyond the borders of the shell ; and !u
thought this character sufficient to justify the establishment
of a genus under the name of Pisidium, a genus howe-.tr
which M. Deshayes does not think it useful to adopt. th<
characters on which it is founded having but little valur.

If, says M. Deshayes in continuation, we examine Xbt
Conques Marines, the following observations may 1*
made. The genus Cyrena is really intermediate bctweo
the Cyrena? and the Cytherea; and Lamarck has ju*:'.Y
appreciated their relations. We shall see, he remarU
hereafter that the genera Venus and Cytherea may U
united, not after the manner of Linnajus, who plans!
among his Veneres shells really foreign to the genu*, but
by establishing in the genus I enus two sections represent-
ing the two genera of Lamarck. Venericardia, M. Do-
hayes thinks, ought to be suppressed and transferred to
Cardita, of which it possesses all the character*. Ho has,
as we think, successfully shown, in note* appended \o the
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and Cyprina is followed by Maetra, Erycina, Cyclas,

Cyrena (and Corbicula, Megerle), Galathea (Egeria, De
Roissy

;
Potamophtla, Sow.), Crassatella, Astarte, Sow.

(Crassina, Lam. ; Nicania, Leach), Venus, and Venerupis.
The genus Cyrena he thus characterises :

—

Animal unknown.
Shell with an epidermis, thick, solid, subtrigonal or sub-

orbicular, ventricose, equivalve, inequilateral ; umbones
eroded ; hinge composed of three teeth in each valve, of
which the two posterior are bifid, and the lateral teeth
nearly always two in number, one of which last is often
approximated to the umbo

; ligament external and pos-
terior ; muscular impressions oval, united by a pallia] im-
pression without excavation.

Of these exotic shells, inhabitants of the rivers of
warm countries, particularly those of Asia, M. Rang, fol-

lowing Lamarck, makes two groups :

—

Shell having the lateral teeth dentilated (Corbicula).
Example, Cyrena trigonella.

2.

Shell having the lateral teeth entire.

Example, Cyrena compressa.
Venus is thus characterised and divided by M. Rang.

Venus, Linn. {Venus and Cytherea, Lam.)
Animal oval, rather thick, having the borders of the

mantle undulated, and furnished with a row of tentacular
cirrhi : tubes more or less elongated, and rarely separated

;

mouth small ; labial appendages small ; branchiae wide

;

foot large, compressed, trenchant, slightly variable.
Shell in general slightly compressed, solid, regular,

equivalve, inequilateral; not gaping, very often orna-
mented with longitudinal ribs, but rarely with transverse
rays ; umbones very distinct, and a little curved forward ;

hinge composed ot from two to four cardinal teeth united
under the umbo ; ligament thick, external, and convex

;

muscular impressions more or less rounded, united by a
pallial impression more or less excavated backwards.
M. Rang remarks that the shells, which, after the

example of Cuvier and De Blainville, he refers to the
genus Venus, have been divided into two genera by
Lamarck, Venus and Cytherea ; but as this distinction rests
only on very weak characters of the shell which are not
always completely justified, it results that the limits of
these genera are not, in some cases, very easy to define.
The groups proposed by M. de Blainville suffice, M

Rang observes, for the classification of more than a hun-
dred and fifty species, without comprising the fossils, and
which are nearly as numerous. M. Rang has only re-
trenched from those groups that which included the genus
Astarte of Sowerby, because he does not think that this
genus can be preserved.
Habits and Geographical Distribution.—The genus

Venus (including Cytherea) has been found at depths
varying from near the surface to 50 fathoms, in mud, and
sand, both fine and coarse : species occur in almost all seas.

Mr. Swainson makes the Venerinte, the third subfamily
or his Tellmtda, or Solid and Close Bivalves, consist of
the following genera and subgenera :

—

Corbis,Lua.
;

/
r
e««<*,Linn.(withthesubgenusCra*«"«a,

Lam., and a notification that the other subgenera of Tel-
Una, Vtntts, Cytherea, and Donax are not worked out)

;

Cytherea, Lam. ; Donax, Linn.
; Capsa, Lam. ; Cardissa,

Sw.
; Cardium., Linn, (with the subgenera Cardium, Linn.

;

Lmicardium, Sw. ; Ilemicardium, Sw. ; Acardo, Sw
MdPapijridea.Svi.).
The family Chamida immediately follows in Mr. Swain-

son's arrangement. (Malacology, 1S40.)
Mr. J. E. Gray places the Vencrida as the first family

of his order Phyllopoda, with the following genera :—
Artemis, Cytherea, Meroe, Gratclupia, trigona. Chione,

"tree, Dostna, Merccnaria, Anomalocardia, Cypreria,
I enus. Tapes, Venerupis, and Clementia.
The Veneridw are immediately followed in Mr. Gray's

arrangement by the Cyrcnidce, which comprise the follow-
ing genera :

—

Cyrena, Geloina, Velorita, Cycfas, Pisidium.
The Curdiada- immediately follow. (Synopsis Mas.

Brit., 1842.) Our limits will only permit a detailed notice
ol a few genera.

„ _ .
Cyrena.

M Deshayes, in the last edition of the ' Aniraaux sans
Vertebrcs, remarks of the genus Cyrena that there exists

a passage between the two genera, but a point is arrived
at where the species become very distinct from Cyclmi Vj
reason of their thickness and having one tooth more in tin
hinge. The animal of the Cyrena which M. Destwv^.
had seen did not differ essentially from that of Cydaa,
approached nearly to that of Venus. It has the two lot**
of the mantle united in their posterior third, and proJoo^xij
on that side by two siphons, which are separated to tl*«

base. They are furnished with a small retractor mtucJtr,
which leaves a particular impression in the shell.

The number of species of Cyrena noted by M. Deahayc*
in his tables is fourteen living and twenty-five folaa]

(tertiary). In the last edition of Lamarck, the number of
recent species recorded is fifteen, and the number of fowti

twelve only.

Example, Cyrena fuscata.
Description.—Brownish-green, with numerous transverse

subimbricate furrows ; violet within and at the umbono :

the lateral teeth very much elongated transversely ami
dentilated.

Locality.—The Chinese rivers and those of the Leranu
(Lam.)

Cyrenm Ciucata.

Megadesma.
Generic Character.—Shell equivalve, subtrigonal, covered

with a greenish epidermis. Hinge-teeth furrowed ; two a
the right valves connivent at their base ; three in theo»h»r
valve, the intermediate one advanced and separated.
Lateral teeth distant.

Ligament external, short, projecting, convex. NymjJttr
prominent. (Lam.)
Animal with a thick subtrigonal body ; the mantle lanrf

simple, open below and in front, closed posteriorly, an.
prolonged on that side into twb equal tubes separated t

the base ; two unequal branchite, the upper one foWri
double, four triangular buccal appendages ; mouth hun-.
foot large, oblong, compressed, subangular anterior/
(Deshayes.)

M. Deshayes gives the following succinct history of th»
genus :— '

The only shell belonging to this genus was known beiW
Bruguieres instituted it. Lister figured a variety in hi.
great work, and afterwards Born and Chemnitz figured it

also. These authors, embarrassed, doubtless, how to place it

conveniently, arranged it among the Veneres, in which thrv
were imitated by Gmelin. Bruguieres gave the name <jf

Galathea to the genus, and Lamarck adopted that nam?;
but M. de Roissy in Sonnini's Buffon, fearing that
name, already allotted to a genus of crustaceans [Gi-
lathka], might cause confusion, proposed that o.'

Egena. ' This name however,' says M. Deshayes. • <!•!

not prevail, because in fact naturalists will always d.-
hnguish with facility a genus of Crustacea from a genie
shells, even when both bear the same name. If these de-
fects in nomenclature ought to be carefully avoided *h«
beings belonging to different classes are the subject*, tbr

»

would be intolerable when existent in genera of the »m»
class, and then it is that a glaring error should be rer-
rected. As there was not in reality any grave inconve-
nience in presemng the name of Bruguieres, it has beet
maintained in all nomenclatures. Mr. Sowerby neverthe-
less, in his Genera of Shells, believing that he should de-
finitively fix the nomenclature, has rejected both namo.
Galathea. and Egeria, and has substituted that of /"Waw-
phila, whieh has not prevailed, that cf Galathea alwsn
retainuig the preference.'
Now much as we admire M. Deshayes, we must enter
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our protest against the principle here laid down. Grave
inconvenience does arise from giving the same name 1o

genera of different classes ; and we are happy to find that

a determination to eliminate a name when so employed,
leaving it of course as a designation for that genus to

which it was first attached, is daily gaining ground among
zoologists. In the very case before us, if a zoological tra-

veller should relate that he had captured a Galathea at

some.island, without saying whether the capture had taken
place in the sea or in a river, or in his unclassed memo-
randum of Geographical distribution should merely write

the name of the genus with the locality opposite, without
further particulars, as he most probably would do,—who,
on reading the word Galathea, could know whether the

crustacean or the testacean animal was meant ? Dr. Leach
has applied the name of Egeria to a genus of Brachy-
urous Crustaceans ; and though the name of Potamophila
be characteristic, it comes too near to Latreille's Potamo-
philus: besides which Bowdich's name Megadesma has
the priority.

In spite of the great difference which exists between
the shells of Cyrena and Galathea, observes M. Deshayes,
Cuvier, in the Regne Animal, and M. de Blainville, in

his Malacologie, did not adopt the genus instituted by
Bruguieres: but then the animal of Mcgadesma was un-
known. The rivers of India had always been supposed to

be the habitat of the shell, but M. Rang met with it in

abundance towards the mouth of the rivers of Malaguette
in Africa. M. Deshayes refers to M. Rang's general la-

bours with just praise, and to his excellent memoir on Ga-
lathea (the shell), in the twenty-fifth volume of the An-
nates des Sciences Naturelles. M. Deshayes, who had
himself examined many individuals, bears testimony to the

exact description of the animal given by M. Rang, and
truly observes, that he can add with confidence, to the ge-
neric characters of the shell given by Lamarck, those

drawn from the animal.

Example, Megadesma radiatum {Galathea radiata,

Lam. ;
Potamophila radiata, Sow.).

Description.—Under the epidermis milk-white, marked
with violet towards its base, and ornamented with violet

rays, generally from two to four in number.
Locality.—The rivers of Ceylon and of India.

Mr. Lea, in his Contributions to Geology (1833), applies

the name Egeria to a genus of conchifers (family Nym-
phacea), and describes ten species from the Claiborne beds,

Alabama. We need hardly add that the name must be
changed.

Cyprina.

Generic Character.—Shell equivalve, inequilateral, ob-

liquely cordate ; umbones obliquely curved. Hinge with
three unequal teeth, approximated at the base, subdivari-

cate above. Lateral tooth distant from the hinge, on the

anterior side, sometimes obsolete. Nymphal callosities

large, arched, terminated near the umbones with an ovate
lunule.

Ligament external, often partly immersed under the
umbones.
M. Deshayes observes that all the characters given by

Lamarck to the genus Cyprina are not of equal value, and
for that reason they require an attentive examination be-
fore a rigorous application of them is made. M. Deshayes
finds, like Lamarck, in the hinge particular characters,

which, added to those of the animal made known by
Miiller, are sufficient to maintain the genus. With regard

however to the great nymphal callosities terminated by a
lunule, it is, he remarks, necessary to bear in mind that

those callosities are in general very large in the Veneres
and Cythereee, whose valves are held together by a very
thick ligament. One may remark in some species, and
especially in those which as they grow old become large

and tliick, that the anterior extremity of the nymphs
becomes carious by degrees, which produces a cavity

small at first, insensibly becoming larger, and in advanced
age sometimes many lines in length. We ought not then
to give to this character such a value as belongs to the
other, in order to introduce species into the genus ; for by
following it rigorously one miglit arrange Veneres, Cythereee,

&c. among the Cyprinee.
M. Deshayes then points out means for the recognition

of the Cyprinee, which appear to have escaped Lamarck's
attention. The animal has the two lobes of the mantle
united posteriorly, and they terminate on that side in two

VEN
very short siphons, or rather in two perforations compara-
ble to those of the Cardia. These siphons are too short to
require a retractor muscle, and for this reason the impres-
sion of the mantle is always simple in the true Cyprinee.
In the Veneres the animal, furnished with longer siphons,
is provided with a retractor muscle, which produces a
more or less deep inflexion of the pallial impression

:

finally, in all the Cyprinee there ought to be a posterior
lateral tooth on the border, below the termination of the
ligament. Thus, in characterising this genus, the presence
of the lateral tooth becomes indispensable, as well as the
form of the pallial impression.

If, adds M. Deshayes, after having thus rectified the ge-
neric characters of the Cyprinee, we seek to apply them
to the same species as Lamarck has done, we shall soon
find that they agree with one or two species only. Con-
sequently, with the exception of these two species, all the
others ought to be taken out of this genus ; and M. Des-
hayes, after examining them in the Paris Museum, where
they are labelled by the hand of Lamarck, is satisfied

that they all belong to the genus Venus.
In his tables M. Deshayes states the number of recent

Cyprinee to be two, and of fossil (tertiary) seven. The
only species noted as recent and fossil (tertiary) is

islandica.

The species are generally found in sandy mud.
Example, Cyprina islandica.

Description.—Shell cordate, transversely striated, co-
vered with an epidermis ; the anterior side subangulate. I

Locality.—Northern Ocean, at the mouths of rivers. J
There are varieties differing much in size. M. Deshayes

gives Cyprina vulgaris (Sow., Genera) as one of the syno-
nyms of the species.

Cyprina vulgaris. (Sow.)

Fossil Localities—Bordeaux and Italy.

Cyprina occurs below the chalk ; three species, for ex-

ample, are recorded in Dr. Fitton's Stratigraphical Table,

two of which are not noticed in the last edition of La-
marck.

Cytherea.
Generic Character.—Shell equivalve, inequilateral, sub-

orbicular, trigonal, or transverse. Four cardinal teeth in

the right valve, of which three are divergent, approxi-

mated at their base, and one is entirely isolated, situated

under the lunule. Three divergent cardinal teeth in the

other valve, and a fosset at a little distance parallel to the

border. No lateral teeth. (Lam.)
M. Deshayes remarks, that if one considers genera as

entirely artificial groups, instituted only for assistance to

the memory, and rendering the search after species easy

—

if, because a genus very numerous in species ought to be
divided principally with this motive, on the ground of

some characters of little value,—the genus Cytherea ought,
undoubtedly, to be adopted and preserved. But if a
genus, to be good, ought to be founded on characters

drawn from the organization, if it ought to assemble all

the beings that offer those characters, if those characters

should never present ambiguity and impossibility in their

application, then the genus Cytherea ought to be re-

jected ; for, in the opinion of M. Deshayes, it does not

unite all the conditions of a good genus. If, observes

M. Deshayes in continuation, we examine the animals of

the Cythereee in the beautiful work of Poli, we shall find

hardly any difference from those of the Veneres: the only

one indeed that deserves notice, and which only belong-

to a certain number of Vcnuses properly so called, is that

the borders of the mantle are fringed, whilst they are en-
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tire and simple in the Cythere*). Thus, if one should
take this character for the establishment of genera, he
must admit not only the Cytherea, but still further di-

vide the Veneret as reduced by Lamarck. This division

has been recently proposed by Mr. G. B. Sowerby, in his

Genera of Shell*, under the name of Pullattra.

The reason which causes M. Deshayes to reject the
genus Cytherea prevents him, equally, from adopting Pul-
lattra. There is, he observes, another genus established

long since by Poll, under the name of Artemit, and which
has more claims for its introduction into the nomenclature
than either Cytherea or Pullattra. The foot of Artemit
is of a peculiar form, very different from that of Venut
—the posterior siphons are joined throughout their

length : the shells are always orbicular, having the hinge
of Cytherea, but a clean and deep triangular notch in the

pallia] impression. This description applies to Venus
exoleta. Linn., and other approximating species. This
then would be the sole admissible dismemberment, not in

the genus Venut of Linnaeus, but in a group which might
be formed of the genera Venut and Cytherea of Lamarck.
After this rapid examination of the points drawn from the
animals which determine M. Deshayes to reject the ge-
nera Cytherea and Pullattra, he proceeds to inquire
whether the shells present constant characters of sufficient

value to justify their adoption.

Lamarck states that in Cytherea there are constantly

four teeth in the hinge. The fourth tooth is very oblique,
and always set in that part of the border which comprises
the lunula. This tooth is in fact constant in a consider-
able number of species, but in more than twelve, living

as well as fossil, which M. Deshayes had carefully exa-
mined, he saw this tooth diminish by little and little, and
become so rudimentary, that, it having sometimes escaped
Lamarck's notice, the latter comprised many of this

species in his genus Venut and placed the others among the
Cytherea. If, says M. Deshayes in continuation, these
observations are just—and it will be very easy to verify

them in a large collection of living and fossil species of
the two genera—one may ask where the line is to be
drawn, and what reasonable ground exists for their sepa-
ration ?

The genus Pullattra reposes, as it seems to M. Des-
hayes, on characters of less importance than that of Cy-
therea. These shells have but three teeth in the hinge

;

they are, in general, narrow, approximated, and diverge
but little ; the shell itself is delicate. In admitting with
Mr. Sowerby into his new genus the greater part of the
species of Venerupit, we shall find, says M. Deshayes, a
certain number of species which have the teeth small and
approximated, but, in proportion as, by analogy, we add
other species, these teeth will be seen to become more and
more divergent, and to enlarge and thicken in proportion

;

the shell itself offers numerous modifications and insen-
sible passages towards the Veneret properly so called.
To this should be added that the animals of Pullattra and
Venut bear a much greater resemblance to each other
than to those of the Cytherea ; they have the borders of
the mantles fringed, the foot of the same form, and the
siphons separate. It results from the preceding observa-
tions, that zoologists ought to admit one great genus
Venut, in which the Cythereee and Pullattra may become
sections, whilst it will become necessary to withdraw from
it Artemit, to introduce the last-named genus definitively

Ato the method. (Animaux taut Vertebree, last edit.)

Agreeing as we do with the reasoning above stated, it

will be still necessary, for the information of those who
choose to retain the genus as a help to avoid confusion in
sooiogy and geology, to give a sketch of the statistic* of
Cytherea.
The number of species noted in the tables of M. Des-

hayes is eighty-five recent and fifty-nine fossil (tertiary)

:

of these Cytherea eryaina, chione, nitidula, citrtna,
exoleta, concentrica, lincta, rufetcent, mullilamella, and
veneiiana are stated as occurring both recent and fossil

(tertiary}.

In the last edition of Ljunarck the number of recent
species recorded is seventy-eight; and the number of
species, fossil only, is nine. Mr. Lea, in his Contribution
to Geology, adds six species from the Claiborne beds (ter-

tiary of Alabama).
One of the most remarkable species is Cytherea dione

'Venut dione, linn.).

This remarkable shell, of which then are many Tssn
ties, is obliquely cordate in shape, of a rosy, rosqr ytf
rescent, purpurescent, or vinous colour, transversely i

rowed with elevated lamellae : the posterior borders) of »

shell are beset with spines, very long and distant ia mam
varieties, and short and c)ose*et in others.

Locality.—The seas of America.

Vmiu (Cyllwm) liaa*.

Cytherea weretrix.
Description.—Shell trigonal, smooth, white; the urn-

bones spotted ; posterior surface olivaceous cterulesceL'.

;

anterior side ungulate.

Veoot (rythcrea) nifirtrix.

There is a variety zoned with chestnut, with the sides sad
margins white.

Cytherea occurs fossil below the chalk. Thua Dr. Fit-

ton enumerates six species (none of which are noticed m
the last edition of Lamarck) in his Stratirraphicai Tahlt;
and Professor Phillips records Cytherea doia&r* (coralha*
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and Bath oolite) in hit Illustrations of the Geology of
Yorkshire.

Venus.
Generis Character.— Shell equivalve, inequilateral,

Iransvews or cuborbicular.

Three eardinal teeth, approximated, in each valve;
the lateral one* diverging at the umbo. External liga-

ment covering the external anterior fissure.

The number of species recorded by M. Deshayes in his
tablet is a hundred and one recent and forty-three fossil

(tertiary): of these Ventres verrucosa, pltcata, gallina,
decussate, radiate, Brongniarti, dysera, geographica, and
paphia, are noted as recent and fossil (tertiary).

In the last edition of Lamarck the number of recent
species recorded is ninety-six, and the number of fossil

thirteen.

Although species of Venus are to be found in most seas,

they are most numerous in those of warm countries, and
generally at a moderate distance from the shore.
Example, Venus cancellata.

Description.—8hell cordate, longitudinally sulcate, girt

with elevated, remote, transverse belts ; white spotted with
bay or brown ; lunule cordate.

Locality.—The seas of America.
M. Deshayes thinks it evident that Lamarck's species is

identical with Venus dysera, Chemn., that it ought to be
suppressed, and that a new name should be given to
t'l.emnitx's variety, which is very distinct. The reader will

find the synonyms collected and the confusion learnedly
unravelled in the last edition of the Animaux sans Ver-
U-bres.

We subjoin a representation of Venus (Pullattraf
Venirupitt) vulgaris.

Venus cancellata.

Venus (Pullastra) textile.

Description.—Shell ovate oblong, very smooth, pale-

.ellow, ornamented with angulate-fiexuous, purplish or
:rnilescent lines.

Locality.—The Malabar coast.

Vemu (PalUjtra) textile.

For a description of Venerupis, see the article Litho-
PHAGID.fi.

Venus occurs fossil below the chalk. See, for instance,
many species recorded in Dr. FittonlB Stratigraphica.
Table. Professor Phillips records one from the coralline
oolite. {Geology of Yorkshire.) 8ee further, Dr. Mantell's
Organic Remains of Sussex, &c.
We here proceed to notice Lucina, according to promise.
Generic Character.—Shell suborbicular, inequilateral,

with small, pointed, oblique umbones. Two divergent car-
dinal teeth, one bifid, and which are variable or disappear
with age. Two lateral teeth ; the posterior one more ap-
proximated to the cardinal teeth. Two very separate mus-
cular impressions, the posterior of which forms a facial

prolongation which is, sometimes, very long.

M. Deshayes observes, that the genus Lucina, as La-
marck and Bruguieres perceived, is very natural; the
shells have a particular contour (facies), they are orbicular,

the interior surface of the valves is punctuated or striated,

sometimes deeply; the pallial impression is always simple,

which is an essential character of the genus, as well as

the form and position of the muscular impressions. When
the genus is studied by means of a great number of species,

.

one soon perceives that the hinge varies much, and that
the characters afforded by this part in other groups are

here but of small value. Some species have the hinge
toothless, others have one or two cardinal teeth, at first

obsolete or rudimentary, afterwards larger and more con-
stant. To these cardinal teeth are added, according to the
species, the anterior or posterior lateral tooth ; and the
hinge is not complete, that is to say, is not provided with
cardinal and lateral teeth, except in a small number of
species. Notwithstanding these continual variations of the
hinge, one may perceive that the eighty-six species, both
recent and fossil, actually known, bear so natural a relation

to each other, that they could not be better placed else-

where, neither could they constitute other genera. Some
zoologists, after the example of Cuvier, retain the genera
Lucina of Bruguieres ana Loripes of Poll. But M. Des-
hayes observes, that though the animals of the principal

Lucina are not known, one may conclude by analogy and
from the resemblance of the shells, that the identity of the

two genera cannot be well contested. He therefore thinks

that, as it is not convenient to retain both genera, and as

that of Bruguieres is best known and as old as Poli's,

Bruguieress name should be preferred.

Linnams placed the greater part of the Lucincp among
his Veneres. In separating these genera, Bruguieres, La-
marck, and the other conchologists left among the Veneres
some shells which have all the characters of the Lucina.
See further, the last edition of the Animaux sans Verti-

bres, torn. 0, p. 222.

The number of species recorded by M. Deshayes in his

tables is twenty recent, and fifty-nine fossil (tertiary) : of

these Lucinee tigrina, punctata, columbclla, divaricata,

lactea, gibbosula, squamosa, radula, and amphidesmo'ides

are noticed as recent and fossil (tertiary).

Mr. Lea adds six species from the tertiary of Alabama.
In a recent state Lucina has been found at depths vary-

ing from five to eleven fathoms in sandy-mud and mud.
Species occur principally in the seas of warm climates.

The well-known Lucina Jamaicensis, Venus Jamaicensis

of the older authors, may be taken as an example.
In a fossil state Lucina occurs below the chalk. See

the list of 4 Organic Remains on the Yorkshire Coast,' in

Professor Phillips's Geology of Yorkshire; Dr. Fitton's

Stratigraphical List, &c. &c.
VENERU'PIS, or VENERIRUPIS. [LnuoraAGiDX

;

Vknerid/E.]
VETVETI. [Morbihan.]
VENETIAN SCHOOL OF PAINTING. The histo-

rians of Venetian art date the commencement of modem
painting in Venice from the eleventh century, or about
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1070, when the Doge Selvo invited some Greek mosaic-
workers to Venice to adorn the church of St. Mark ; and
in the thirteenth century, after the taking ofConstantinople

by the Venetians, in 1204, not only works of art, but artists

also, are said to have been plentiful in Venice, Venetians as

well as Greeks ; only two however ofthe former can now be
named, Giovanni da Venezia and Martinello da Murano. On
an old wooden sarcophagus ofthe Beata Giuliana, in the mo-
nastery of San Biagio alia Giudecca, there is a painting of

about the year 1262 ; but the painter's name is not known :

it is in a rough style, but Lanzi is of opinion that it is not

Greek.
I. It was not until after the time of Giotto, who exe-

cuted some works in Padua and Verona in the beginning
of the fourteenth century, that the painters of the Vene-
tian states began to make themselves known by their

works. The oldest known works at Padua are by painters

of the school of Giotto. The extensive paintings in the

church of San Giovanni Battista at Padua are attributed

to Giusto Padovano, a scholar of Giotto and a Florentine

by birth, though naturalised at Padua. Guariento of Padua
was also a follower of Giotto, and was celebrated about
1360: some of his works are still remaining. There are

also some works still extant of two celebrated Veronese
painters of the same time : of Alticherio da Zevio, near
Verona, in the old church of San Giorgio, illustrating the

life of St. James ; and others of the life of St. John by
Sebeto of Verona, in the same church much in the style of
Giotto, especially the former. To these may be added a
Jacopo of Verona, who painted some frescoes in San
Michel at Padua ; and a Gio. Miretto of Padua, who exe-
cuted some works in the great hall of that place. There
were however some painters about this time in Venice and
Treviso who painted in what may be termed a national

style ; and among these may be included the miniature-
painters, who were numerous at this time. Among these
Zanetti mentions a Maestro Paolo, whose name he found
recorded in an antient parchment with the date of 1346.
He is the earliest of the Venetian painters whose time and
name are known : there is in the church of St. Mark a pic-
ture, or ancona, as it is called, by him and his two sons,
divided into several compartments, illustrating the history

of our Saviour, with the following inscription :
—

' Magister
Paulus cum Jacobo et Johanne filiis fecit hoc opus.'

Lanzi says his style reminds us much of the Greek speci-
mens of art. There is another painting by him in the
sacristy of the Padri Conventuali at Vicenza, inscribed as
follows:—'1333, Paulus de Venetiis pinxit hoc opus.' One
of the earliest Venetian painters also was a Lorenzo of
Venice, who, according to Zanetti, was paid 300 {cold
ducats for an altarpiece, formerly in the church of Sant'
Antonio di Castello, now in the Academy, on which is his

name and the date 1358. There is likewise in the house
of the Ercolani family at Bologna a picture inscribed
• Manu Laurentii de Venetiis, 1368 :' he was also most
probably the painter of the fresco of Daniel in the Lion's
Den, in the church of Mezzaratta, near Bologna, marked
Laurentius, P. : it was painted about 1370. Another Ve-
netian painter of this time was Niccolo Semitecolo : his
name is inscribed as follows upon a painting in the Chapter
Library of Padua :—• Nicoleto Semitecolo da Veniexia
impense, 1367.' This work is a good specimen of the
school: it represents the Trinity with the Virgin, and
some stories or St. Sebastian : the nude is tolerably well
expressed, and the design is bold ; but it bears no resem-
blance to the school of Giotto : it is inferior in design,
yet equal in colouring. There are also two pictures by this
master in the Academy at Venice. The celebrated Antonio
Veneziano mentioned; by Vasari executed some works in
Venice about this time, but it is disputed whether he was a
Venetian or a Florentine. There are a few other old painters
of merit of this period whose names are known : Simon da
Cusighe, Niccolo Friulano, and Pecino and Pietro de Nova.

II. In the fifteenth century a very different style pre-
vailed ; and although the artists of this period still designed
with great stiffness and in the Gothic taste, they produced
many admirably coloured pictures as regards the brilliancy
and composition of colour, but in the local colours and
reflexes they were yet deficient. The leaders of the im-
proved style were some painters of the small blond of
Murano, and it has the glory of having been the nursery
of the greatest painters of Venice : Titian studied at Mu-
rano. The first painters of this place were Quirico, Ber-

nardino, and Andrea da Marano ; but it* great <

were the Vivarini. The oldest of this family ia lur
Vivarini the elder, by whom there is an excellent pictur i

in its style of John the Baptist in the Venetian acadrtc

-

The next in order of time of this family were Giemzr
and Antonio Vivarini, according to Ridolfi and Zanc'~

,

who lived about 1440. That there was a Giovanni Viva,
rini however is doubted by Lanzi. The only autbofxrjr 6u~

mentioning him is the following inscription upon an altar
piece in San Pantaleone :—

' Zuane e Antonio da Uunn
Sense, 1444.' But this Zuane is, according to loan,
rerman known as Joannes de Alemania and Jofaaa K\m -

manus, which is evident from the two following lraenp
tions :—' Joannes de Alemania et Antonius de Mnrua >

pinxit,' on a picture now in the Academy, formerly in U>-

Scuola delta Carita ; and ' Antonio de Muran e Zohu-
Alamanus pinxit,' on a painting at Padua. The remainu^;
artists of this family were Bartolomeo, the brother of Az
tonio, and Luigi Vivarini the younger. In the Sal* deiir

Antiche Pitture, in the Venetian Academy, there are seve-

ral pictures by these masters : they differ little in mU-
from the works of the Bellini. Bartolomeo was the nr»~

of the Venetians who painted in oil : his first oil ptchnr
is dated 1473 ; it is in the church of SS. Giovanni e Paolo.

In the Scuoladi SanGirolamo there is an excellent picture
of that saint with the lion, by Luigi Vivarini the yoontprr.
The principal contemporaries and rivals of the Vivarini »
Venice were Jacopo Nerito of Padua and Nasoeehio d
Bassano the elder, both scholars of Gentile da Fahnaa*.
who was employed in Venice in the beginning of U*
fifteenth century ; also Jacopo Bellini, Francesco and he>

son Jacobello del Fiore, and a Morazone : also a Donata.
and Carlo Crivelli, scholars of Jacobello. Jacobello at-

tained great celebrity : there are works by him in different

parts of the Venetian territory, bearing dates from 1401 to

1432. Donato was superior to his master in style. Then'
was likewise a Vittorio Crivelli, who lived about the end U
the fifteenth century.

Besides the painters already mentioned, there wet*
others of equal merit in other parts of the state, in Be?-

gamo and Brescia. In the former place a Commenduoo

,

in the latter Brandolin Testorino and Ottaviano Brandino

.

also a Vincenzio Civerchino at Crema ; Stefano da Zevio c-

Sebeto, a painter of great ability, and a Vincenzio <b

Stefano, his son, at Verona : the latter was the master of

Liberale, who became the best painter of Verona of rm
time. At Verona, also in the latter part of the fifteenth

century, was Vittore Pisanello, who executed many cele-
brated works in Venice and in Rome, but they nan
all perished; there are however yet a few of his works
at Verona. From the accounts of Pisanellos works, tho
appear to have been of a very superior description, espi-
cially in design. He surpassed all his contemporaries is

painting horses and other animals ; he was also one of tlw
most famous medalists of his time. Jacopo Tintorello and
Marcello Figolino of Vicenza were likewise distinguish*!
artists of this period; the latter painted in an origrsil
manner, and if the period assigned to him by Ridolfi bt
correct, 1450, he had a better knowledge of light anl
shade and perspective, and a greater delicacy of execution,
than perhaps any of his contemporaries. The great oi
master however of this period was Francesco Squarcione oi

Padua, who formed there* the greatest school of painters
ever brought together by one man : he had 137 schoUn.
and his museum of drawings and antiques was the nchm
known at that period. He had himself travelled over tht
whole of Italy and visited many parts of Greece for thr
express purpose of making a collection of drawing* of th»
best remains of antient art. He lived in great affluence,
and divided many of his commissions among his scholars
The celebrated illustrated book of anthems in the church
of the Misericordia, commonly ascribed to Mantegna, u
now by competent judges considered one of the commi>
sions of Squarcione executed by his numerous scholars.
There is only one work at Padua known to have been dot*
by Squarcione, painted for the Lazara family in 1452 : it a
excellent in colouring, in expression, and in perspective.
Mantegna, Marco Zoppo, and Jacopo Bellini were scho-
lars of Squarcione. Trevigi also had its distinguished
painters at this time : the following are mentioned hy h»-
ronans: Antonio, Liberale da Campo. and Giorgio tit

Trevigi
: San Vito also had its Andrea Bellunello, who, u

his countrymen thought, rivalled both Zeuxisand Apelks;
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in the cathedral ofPordenone, under one of his altarpieces,

is written—'
• Aadrau Ztutli nortraaqna aetata ApelUs
Hoc BrlluaeUui nobilc pinxlt opiu.'

Contemporary with him was Domenico di Tolmezzo.
I1L Towards the end of the fifteenth century, about

147% a great change took place in the Venetian method
of colouring : the old methods of painting in distemper

(4 tempera), and with gums, &c. (a guazzo). were laid

aside for what is now generally called oil painting. This
method was introduced into Venice by Antonello da
Messina, who had learnt it in Flanders of John van Eyck.
Roger of Bruges, likewise a scholar of Van Eyck, is said

also to have visited Venice. The first Venetians who dis-

tinguished themselves in the new method were the Viva-
rim and the Bellini. Giovanni Bellini acquired the re-

putation of the most distinguished painter of his time in

Venice : he painted from 1464 until 1516, and executed
many works of various degrees of merit, highly finished,

brilliantly coloured, but perhaps always in a dry manner ;

his figures however are frequently well drawn, and his

expression was often excellent. Unlike most painters, he
improved as he grew old, and condescended to borrow
beauties from much younger masters : he endeavoured in

his later works to imitate the design and colouring of
Giorgione, his own pupil. His elder brother Gentile Bel-
lini, though very inferior to him, also acquired a great

name ; he was sent by the Venetian government to Con-
stantinople to paint the portrait of Mahomet II. and other
works. The Sultan had sent to Venice for a painter. The
school of the Bellini, more particularly of Giovanni, was
numerous and celebrated ; but as, with the exception of

Giorgione and Titian, their scholars painted in a style

nearly identical with their masters, it will be sufficient here
to mention the names ofthe principal—Bellin Bellini, Giro-

lamo Mocetto, Nicolo More to, Marco Marziale, Giambattista
Cima, Giovanni Martini, and Martino da Udine, or Pelle-

erino di San Daniello. There were others who painted in

different styles and belong to other schools. Giovanni
Bellini had two distinguished rivals, and perhaps superiors,

in Vittore Carpuccio of Venice and Marco Basaiti of
the Friuli : some of the works of the latter are the finest

specimens of what may be termed the Gothic style that
have ever been produced.
The painters of the Venetian States at the end of the

fifteenth century, contemporary with the school of Bellini,

were very numerous, and many of them painters of great

merit, though more or less followers of the old style. The
best were Carlos Cima, Vittore Belliniano, and Jacopo Mon-
tagnana : others, who approached nearer to the new style,

were Vincenzio Catena, Cordegliaghi, Francesco Bissolo,

and Girolamo di Santa Croce.
As the school of Squarcione at Padua was opposed to

that of the Bellini at Venice, and its numerous followers
adopted a style distinct from that of the Venetian painters,

which prevailed elsewhere throughout the state, it is un-
necessary to mention them here: the best of them
painted in the style of Mantegna, who established a dis-

tinct school at Mantua. Francesco da Ponte, a native of
Vicenza, and the two Montagna and Bonconsigli, likewise
of Vicenza, though bom so near to Padua, were followers
of the school of the Bellini. Francesco da Ponte was the
founder of the Bassanese school : Bonconsigli, called

Marescalco, was the best of all the painters of Vicenza of
this period ; in the Oratorio de' Turchini there is a Ma-
donna on a throne surrounded by four Saints, by him,
which is by some reckoned the finest picture in Vicenza.
At Verona, at this time, the beginning of the sixteenth
century, were Domenico Morone and his son Francesco,
and also Girolamo da' Libri, who may be reckoned among
the best masters of the old school ; Girolamo da' Libri was
the most celebrated miniature painter of his time in Italy.

Brescia at this period had also its distinguished painters,
as Fioravante Ferramola and Paolo Zoppo ; and Andrea
Previtali, a scholar of Giovanni Bellini, acquired a great

reputation at Bergamo. The art of inlaying with stained
woods of different colours was practised with great perfec-
tion at this time : the following artists are mentioned by
Lanri as having attained great distinction for this species
of art—Fra Giovanni da Verona, Fra Vincenzo dalle

Vacche, Fra Raffaello da Brescia, Fra Damiano da Ber-
|amo, Gian Francesco Capodiferro, and Bartolomeo da

P. C, No. 1643.

IV. Whilst the artists of the neighbouring cities of
Venice were with more or less success contentedly follow-
ing the dry manner of Bellini, it was completely exploded
at Venice itself by two of his own scholars, Giorgio Bar-
barelli di Castelfranco, commonly called Giorgione, and
Tiziano Vecellio da Cadore, or Titian. The former was
born in 1477, and died in 1511 ; the latter, born in
1480, died in 1576. Giorgione introduced completely
a new style of art: he discarded everything conven-
tional, and worked upon the principle that the exact
imitation of the effect of nature as a whole was the true
object of a painter, whatever might be the nature or pur-
pose of his representation : the difficulties of execution in-

volved in the carrying out this principle, though a ma-
terial one, are immense : the greatest of them nowever,
local colour and tone, are those which the painters of
Venice appear to have most fully mastered. Mind has
ever been less an object of study with the Venetian artists

of this and the following periods, than the mere pictorial

representation, which appears generally to have been the
end of all their works : they painted for the picture's sake
only, not for the lesson or moral that the picture might
convey, a style properly designated by the ornamental.
Giorgione was the first to imitate the textures of stuffs

:

he painted all his draperies from the actual stuff repre-
sented, and painted draperies of many different substances.
Before his time all draperies were made of the same ma-
terial, and differed only in their colours or patterns. He is

said to have been first led to the study of tone in light and
shade from seeing the works of Lionardo da Vinci. His
drawing was good, and his handling bold yet careful.

Whether Giorgione, if he had lived longer, would have
executed great works, in which every part and object
would have been as perfectly executed as some of his

single figures and their costumes, must remain a matter of
opinion. This excellence was accomplished by Titian,

and with a boldness of execution in his best works (in his

earliest he finished highly) which far surpasses that of
Giorgione ; on which account, though originally an imita-

tor of the style of Giorgione, he is deservedly accounted
his superior, and is universally considered the founder of

the great Venetian school of painting. Titian was in

nothing ideal, but true in almost everything that he
painted, if not in detail, at least in general effect. His
scrupulous imitation of the effect of every object neces-

sarily excluded the ideal from his works ; and if his draw-
ing is not the most chaste in style or correct in proportion,

it is at least natural, and is not so inferior that his other
excellences do not compensate for its inferiority : in com-
position he was generally ample, but sometimes grand.
In colour, local and absolute, he is allowed to have sur-

passed all other painters ; in landscape, few have surpassed

him ; in portrait, few have equalled him. His principal

masterpieces are considered—St. Peter Martyr, in the

church of Santi Giovanni e Paolo, and the Assumption of

the Virgin, in the Academy at Venice ; and the Martyr-
dom of San Lorenzo, at the Escurial in Spain, or at the
church of the Jesuits at Venice : his numerous portraits,

and Venuses, as they are called, are well known. [Veckl-
lio, Tiziano.] The scholars of these two great painters

were numerous. The following celebrated masters were
among the scholars of Giorgione : Sebastiano del Piombo,
Giovanni da Udine, Francesco Torbido, called II Moro,
Pietro Luzzo, called Larotto(and by Vasari, Morto da Fel-

tro), and Lorenzo Luzzi. The scholars and imitators of
Titian were likewise numerous, but the painters who
might be strictly termed his scholars are very few. He is

said to have instructed his brother FrancescoVecellio, wno
was an excellent painter, but Titian, through jealousy,

according to report, persuaded him to turn merchant : his

own son Orazio Vecellio was likewise a good painter, and
there were still four other painters of this family : Marco
Vecellio, the nephew of Titian ; Tiziano Vecellio, the son

of Marco, called Tizianello to distinguish him from Titian;

also a Fabrizio and a Cesare Vecellio. Of his scholars, the

principal were—Paris Bordone, a painter of the greatest

ability : he was only a short time the scholar of Titian,

and ultimately adopted a style of his own, though varying

in nothing essential from that of Giorgione or Titian.

Two of Titian's most celebrated followers were Giro-

lamo di Tiziano and Bonifazio of Verona, though called

Veneziano by Vasari and others. To enumerate the fol-

lowers of Titian, or Giorgione, or those who imitated the
Vol. XXVI.—2 F
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characteristics of their steles, 'would be to enumerate
nearly all the painters of Venice of this period, besides

many of those of the neighbouring cities. There are how-
ever yet a few names to be mentioned of painters con-
temporary with the two great leaders of this school, who,
though they did not paint in their style, yet executed
work* which, in point of style of design, brilliancy of co-

lour, and composition, are little inferior to theirs :—Lo-
renzo Lotto, Jacopo Palma the elder, Giovanni Cariani,

and Girolamo da Trevigi, an excellent portrait-painter,

who was killed in the service of Henry VIII. of England,

at Boulogne in 1544. One of the most distinguished con-
temporaries of Titian also, and his chief rival in Venice,
was Gian Antonio Licinio (born 1484, died 1540), com-
monly called Pordenone, from the placo of his birth in the
Friuh. He painted much in the style of Giorgione, bu»>

with still greater force of light and shade ; and he was
also one of the best of the Venetian fresco-painters. There
were many in Venice who considered that Pordenone sur-

passed Titian : Zanetti, in speaking of these two rivals,

says, in the style of Pordenone there is as much manner
as nature, in that of Titian nature predominates. Por-
denone formed a numerous school : Pomponio Amalteo
was the most distinguished of his scholars, who himself
also had many scholars, of whom Sebastiano Seccante was
a distinguished painter. The following imitators of the
style of Titian are also deserving of mention :—Andrea
Schiavone di Sebenico, called Medula; Ludovico Fiumi-
celli, of Trevigi ; Francesco Dominici, also of Trevigi

;

Gio. Battista Ponchino, of Castelfranco ; Damiano Maza
and Domenico Campagnola, of Padua ; Giambattista Ma-
ganza, in Vicenza ; Alessandro Bonvicino, called II Mo-
retto di Brescia (a painter of superior powers—he formed
several good scholars) ; and Romanino Savoldo Gambara
and Pietro Rosa, of Brescia—the first was the master of

Girolamo Muziano, who afterwards distinguished himself
at Rome ; the second was known at Venice as Girolamo
Bresciano. There were also many other painters of merit,

of the school of Titian, in various other cities of the Vene-
tian state ; but the limits Of this article will not admit of
them all being enumerated by name.

It remains yet to mention three of the greatest orna-

ments of the golden age ofVenetian painting, as this period

is called—Jacopo Robusti, called Tintoretto ; Jacopo da
Ponte, called Bassano ; and Paolo Cagliari, called Veronese.

Tintoretto (born 1512, died 1494), so named from the trade

of his father, a dyer, is generally called the pupil of Titian,

but he remained only twelve days with him, and this at a
time when he was very young. [Tintoretto.] He pro-
fessed to colour like Titian, and to draw like Michel An-
gelo : his practice however did not accord with his pro-

fession, for, compared with Titian, he was cold in colour-

ing, and extremely heavy in light and shade ; he was fond
of violent contrasts and great masses of light and shade

;

in design, though muscular, he was often lean and incor-

rect ; and in his compositions he was fond of many figures,

generally thrown together without arrangement. He was
however extremely unequal in his works, some of which
are amongst the finest productions of the Venetian school

;

his masterpiece is generally considered the Miracolo dello

Schiavo, in the Academy at Venice : he put his name to

this picture and to the two following—the Crucifixion, at

San Rocco, and the Marriage at Cana, in the Church of
Santa Maria della Salute. Many of Tintoretto's greatest

pictures arc merely dead-coloured, and that in a most
careless manner : he was extraordinarily rapid in his exe-
cution,—he acquired the name of II Furioso in conse-
quence : Sebastian del Piombo said that Tintoretto could
do as much in two days as he could do in two years. Bas-

,

nano (born 1510, died" 1592) commenced as an historical

painter in the grand style, and as an imitator of Titian
;

but after he left Venice he changed it for an original

style of his own in the characteristic style of the Dutch
painters, and he was the first to introduce the taste

lor such works into Italy. He painted landscapes, animals,
domestic scenes, kitchens, &c, and various utensils for

drinking, &c., particularly of brass. In the church of
Santa Maria Maggiore at Venice is a Sacrifice of Noah,
in which he introduced all the birds and animals that he
had drawn elsewhere : his trreatest excellence was his co-

louring. He brought up four sons as painters, but they
were inferior to their father. Paul Veronese (bom 1528,

died 1598), though in his principles of colouring identical

with the other great masters of Venice, from the sulci-

dour of his great compositions may be said to have farad
a new style of his own. He was tond of crowds of people

arrayed with all the pomp and splendour that the imat>

nation and colour could accomplish, filling hi* back-

grounds with piles of the richest architecture. He »»
however, as Algarotti says, careless in design, and in cos-

tume extremely licentious ; but his fancy was ooWe, las

invention inexhaustible, and even his faults are pleasing

:

one can scarcely look at his magnificent picture* without

longing to be a party in the scene. One of his grandest

compositions is the Marriage at Cana, in the Louvre—

«

vast composition, more than 20 feet high, and npwirdi

of 30 wide : it contains about 150 heads, many of whidi

are portraits of the most illustrious and distinguished per-

sons of his time. Paul Veronese was the real master </

Rubens. Verona had at this time three other pahrttn

little inferior to Paul himself: Battista d'Angelo. called

Del Moro, scholar and son-in-law of Torbido ; Domenter
Ricci, called Brusasorci ; and Paolo Farinato, called dryi

Uberti.

Of the assistants and scholars of Paolo the most distin-

guished were his brother Benedetto Cagliari, who ueneratt
painted his architecture for him ; his son Carlo Cagliari.

called Carletto, who died young ; Gabriele Cagliari, like-

wise his son ; and Battista Zelotti, the most distinguished

of all his followers.

V. After the time of the great masters just spoken of.w
the seventeenth century the Venetian school of parotmt
declined as much and as rapidly as the Florentine da
after the time of Michel Angelo. Many of the Venetian
of this period, mistaking apparently brilliancy for art, cul-

tivated little besides colour, and many of their pictures aw
mere compositions of silks, satins, and other stuffs. Their

were however several good painters during this period of

decline. Jacopo Palma the younger (born 1544. died

about 1628) holds a middle place between the grtsl

painters of the last period and the mannerists of thU
i.anzi calls him the last of the good age and the first of

the bad. He painted somewhat between the style* w
Tintoretto and Paul Veronese ; had many defects and man;
beauties, and produced many bad and several adtnirsMt
pictures. Boschini relates tnatGuido and Guercino. whes
examining a picture by Palma at the Capuchins in Bologas.
exclaimed, ' What a "pity that such a painter should ht

dead!" Marco Boschini, painter and engraver, was a scholar

of Palma ; he is known lor an uncritical work on paintrnc
principally on the style and works of the Venetian paintm
of his own and former times, entitled ' La Carta del

Navegar Pittoresco.' The following painters were tht

principal contemporaries of Palma, who painted somewhat
in his style :—Leonardo Corona, Andrea Vicentino, Seats

Peranda, Antonio Vassilacchi, called L'Aliense: Piettv

Malombra, and Girolamo Pilotto. Giuseppe Porta, called

Salviati, Mattco Ponzone, the scholar or Peranda, tsi

Pietro Damini, scholar of Gio. Battista Novelli, were like-

wise three of the best painters of this time.
In 1030 and 1631 many painters were carried off by rrw

plague, which visited Venice in those years ; and traces «
the excellences of the great masters were after that taut
still more rare in the works of the surviving painters aC

Venice. In the middle of the seventeenth century the

style of M. A. Caravaggio and the Naturalisti began to pre-
vail there, and several foreigners supplanted the Venetian
painters in public estimation in Venice itself. The M-
lowers of Caravaggio in Venice were, on account of their

dark shadows, called by the Venetian painters the Tene-
brosi : the pictures of the masters of this school are dari
from two causes—from their style of colouring and frees

their practice of painting upon dark grounds, upon whni
the middle tints never stand. The pictures painted et
such grounds darken alter a time, and high lights and
deep shadows arc all that appear. Of these Natura-
listi and Tenebrosi, Pietro Ricchi of Lucca, called II Lue-
chese, was one of the best ; others were Carlo Saraceni.
Francesco Rusca, Stefano Pauluzzi, Matte© da* Pitoccrn.
and Bastiano Mazzoni. Of strangers distinguished in
other styles the following were the most successful: An-
tonio Triva of Reggio, a scholar of Guercino ; Bernardo
8trozza, his scholar Langetti, and Niccolo Cassana of
Genoa ; Antonio Bavarense of Bavaria ; and Federitro
Cervelli of Milan, the master of Sebastiano Ricei. The
painters of this period who still followed the style of the
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Teat leader of the Venetian school were Giovanni Con-
aurino and his scholar Tiberio Tinelli, celebrated portrait
lainters ; also Girolamo Forabosco, Pietro Bellotti, and
iarlo Ridolfi, well known for his Lives of the Venetian
lainters, ' Le Maraviglie dell' Arte, ovvero le Vite degli
11 ust ri Pittori Veneti e dello Stato,' 2 vols. 4to., Venice,
.648, which is one of the best of the Italian works of this

;ind. Ridolfi was a native of Verona, where, of all the
i ties of the Venetian state, what is more properly the
renetian style still prevailed with least deterioration.
>ario Varotari, the father of Alessandro, called Pado-
anino, Alessandro Turchi, called LOrbetto, and Pasquale
Utini, all amongst the best painters of their time,
rere natives of Verona.
Padovanino (bom at Padua 1500, died 1650) went young

i Venice to study the works of Titian, and became the
lost distinguished painter of this school of the seventeenth
cntuiy, and is one of the best of Titian's imitators : his

lasterpiece is the Marriage at Cana, in the Academy at
enice. Scaligero, his principal scholar, also acquired
eputation.
Another great painter of Padua of this time was Pietro

aberi, sometimes called Libertino, from the character of
is naked Venuses, of which he painted many. At Vicenza
he beauties of this school were still preserved to a eon-
iderable degree by Alessandro Maganza, an imitator of
'aul Veronese and Zelotti ; Francesco Alaft'ei, scholar of
'eranda ; Giulio Carpioni, scholar of Padovanino ; aud Bar-
jlomeo Cittadella, the scholar of Carpioni.
VI. At the end of the seventeenth century no particular
yle prevailed in Venice, and all the various classes of
tinting had their votaries : landscape, architecture, battle,

nd marine painters were alike numerous. Zanetti states

lat there w ere as many styles as painters in Venice at the
(id of the seventeenth century. In historical painting
owcver the works of the Bolognese painters, as in almost
very other city at this time, were likewise in Venice the
hie'f objects of attraction. Still, says Lanzi, the old
lasters were not on this account underrated, but were
poken of as the antients of a golden age, whose customs
fere to be praised, but not imitated. The colouring of the
lainters of this period in Venice was more brilliant than
bat of the great masters, but what they gained in bril-

iancy they lost in truth : in drawing however and in

ostume some of these painters had the advantage of their

predecessors, but in these respects the Venetians were
lever very distinguished. Of these painters the following
nay be mentioned : Andrea Celesti, who painted some-
imes in the style of Caravaggio, but more generally in

he style of Paul Veronese than of any other master; and
Intomo Zanchi of Este, better known for the number
han esteemed for the merit of his works, painted likewise

ometimes in the style of Caravaggio and sometimes in

hat of Tintoretto. In the Scuola di San Rocco there is a
lelebrated picture by him of the Plague of Venice in 1630,
nd opposite to it in that place there is a picture of the
liberation from the Plague, by his scholar Pietro Negri.
Francesco Trevisani was "also one of his scholars, but he
lettled early in Rome. To these may be added the names
)f Antonio Molinari, Antonio Belluci, Giovanni Segala,
5io. Antonio Fumiani, and Niccolo Bambini. The last

was the scholar of Carlo Maratta in Home, and many of
nis pictures are painted entirely in the Roman style. But
il more distinguished painter and a better draughtsman
than any of these was Gregorio Lazzarini, who painted in
the style of the best Bolognese and Koman painters of the
period, though he never left Venice. Antonio Pellegrini
acquired a name in various countries of Europe. Jacopo
Amigoni also attained great celebrity, less in Venice how-
ever than in England, in Germany, and in Spain ; his pic-

tures are extremely bright and" brilliant. Other distin-

guished painters of this age entitled to be mentioned were
GiambattistaPittoniandGiambattistaPiazzetta: the former
was celebrated for his pictures with figures of a small size

;

the latter was celebrated for his powerful effects of light
and shade in the manner of Guercino, but through a bad
method of colouring, his pictures in a short time lost all

their beauty in this respect: his execution was rapid and
careless. He was a good caricaturist, and he was remark-
ably popular in his time. One of the scholars of Piazxetta,

Giambattista Tiepolo, was the last of the Venetians who
wquired a great name. He was one of the best painters
of the eighteenth oentury, and acquired a great reputation

in Italy, in Germany, and in Spain, where he died at
Madrid about 1770. He excelled chiefly in fresco, and he
painted more in the style of Paul Veronese than of Piaz-
zetta: his style was slight and brilliant, yet not glaring;
his works owed their brilliancy to a judicious contrast of
tints, and not to any intensity or brightness of colour itself.

His drawing was feeble, but this deficiency was in a man-
ner compensated for by the gracefulness of his attitudes.
He had a distinguished scholar in Fabio Canale. Although
Tiepolo may be termed the last of the great Venetian
painters, there were still several of perhaps equal ability
in the state. Before mentioning these however, we have
yet to notice one of the greatest painters of the eighteenth
century, who, though not a Venetian, was first educated at
Venice by Cervelli, Sebastiauo Ricci, or Rizzi, born at
Cividal di Belluno in 1660, and died in 1734. He travelled
over Italy, and visited Germany, England, and Flanders,
and earned the reputation of a great painter wherever he
went. He had a great facility in imitating the styles of
other masters : he painted in fresco and in oil. His

g was rich and agreeable, though he occasionally
uced too much azure in his draperies. His composi-

tion and design were graceful ; in design he was better
than the Venetians : his handling was free and yet not
careless. His nephew Marco Ricci was a distinguished
landscape painter. Ricci had several scholars : the most
distinguished were Gaspero Daziani and Francesco Fonte-
basso.

It remains now only to mention the distinguished
painters of the Venetian state, in the eighteenth century,
not already noticed. Antonio Zifrondi of Bergamo, a
painter of remarkable facility of execution ; and of the
same place, Fra Vittore Ghirlandi and Bartolomeo Nazzari,

were both excellent portrait painters. In Brescia, Avogadro
Bresciano was distinguished for rich colour, elegant com-
position, and good drawing ; likewise Andrea Toresani, but
he practised more in Venice and Milan than in Brescia:
he was distinguished for landscapes and marine pieces,

which he embellished with figures and animals painted in

excellent taste. Simone Brentana, though a native of
Venice, was domiciliated at Verona, and painted many ex-
cellent works there. Of Verona also was Antonio Ba-
lestra, who studied at Venice, at Bologna, and at Rome
with Carlo Maratta : he painted less in the Venetian taste

than in the Bolognese and Roman ; he drew well, com-
posed with judgment, and executed many excellent
works : tiio. Battista Mariotti, Giuseppe Nogari, and
Pietro Longhi, Venetians, were his scholars. The "first was
a good imitator of his style ; the second excelled as a por-
trait painter, but painted also some historical pieces ; the
third was distinguished for masks, conversations, and land-
scapes. Carlo Salis of Verona, and Cavalcabo of Rove-
redo, both painters of great merit, were likewise the scho-
lars of Balestra; and also another Veronese painter, one of
the best of the eighteenth century, II Conte Pietro Ro-
tari : he excelled in every department of painting except
colouring, yet in this respect he was harmonious ; his

colouring was ashy and melancholy ; he died at St. Pe-
tersburg in 1762, painter to the empress Catherine II. of

Russia. The last of the distinguished painters of Verona
wasGio. Bettino Cignaroli, likewise instructed by Balestra :

he drew also in the slyle of Maratta ; his masterpiece
is perhaps the Flight into Egypt, at St. Antonio Abate at

Parma: he died in 1770. The emperor Joseph II. is re-

ported to have wild, that he had beheld two very rare

things in Verona—the amphitheatre, and the first painter

of Europe.
Santo Prunati of Verona, contemporary with Balestra at

Verona, was also a good painter ; and there was a Pietro

Ubeiti at Venice, an excellent portrait painter. A very
distinguished painter also of this period at Venice, though
of a different class, was Antonio Canaletto, known through-

out Europe for his views in Venice, and other cities in and

out of Italy.

(Vasari, Vite.de
1

Pittori, See. ; Ridolfi, Le Maraviglie

deli Arte, &c. ; Zanetti, Belli Pittura I 'eneziaua, &c.

;

Lanzi, Storia Pittorica delta Italia; (Jidda per la Reah
Accademia delle Belle Arli in leuczia.)

VENEZIA. [Venice.]
VENEZIA'NO, ANTO'NIO, one of the best Italian

painters of the fourteenth century, was born, according to

Vasari, at Venice, in about 130!), although BaMinucei
has concluded from certain documents that he was a

2 F 2
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Florentine. He studied with Angelo Gaddi at Florence,

and acquired his style of painting. After living some time

in Florence, he returned to Venice, and was employed by
the Signory to paint one of the walls of the council-hall

in fresco, which he did with great credit to himself, but

owing to the influence of the jealousy of some of his con-

temporaries he was not properly rewarded for his work,

and he left Venice in disgust. He returned to Florence,

and executed some very good works there in the convent

of Santo Spirito and other places, but they are all now
destroyed. From Florence he was invited to Pisa, to com-
plete the series of the life of San Ranieri, in the Campo
Santo, which had been commenced by Simone Memrai.
Antonio's frescoes in the Campo Santo are, in the opinion

of Vasari, the best paintings there : the works of Beuozzo
Gozzoii were executed later. Vasari praises the purity of

his colouring, which he partly attributes to his never
retouching his works when dry. He returned again to

Florence and painted in the Torre degli Agli an Adoration
of the Kings, a Dead Christ, and a Last Judgment, but they
have all now perished. In later life he turned physician,

and Vasari says that he acquired as great reputation in

one capacity as in the other. He died of the plague at

Florence, in 1384, the victim of his desire to save others.

His portrait is in the Campo Santo at Pisa, painted by him-
self. Gherardo Stamini and Paolo Uccello were his

scholars.

Vasari praises the chiaroscuro of Antonio and seems to

have considered him the best in this respect of his time :

his design was also correct and graceful, and he was dis-

tinguished likewise for the choice of his attitudes and for

the truth and variety of his expression. (Vasari, Vite de'

Pittori, &c.)
VENEZIAHO, DOMEWICO, a celebrated painter of

the fifteenth century, whose melancholy fate is recorded
by Vasari in the Life of the infamous Castagno, as he is

called. He was born at Venice, about 1406, acquired the
art of painting in oil from Antonello of Messina, obtained
a good reputation in several parts of Italy, particularly in

Perugia, and was invited to Florence, where he was em-
ployed in various places, and also, together with Andrea del

Castagno, to paint a chapel in Santa MariaNuova. Castagno,
who could not paint in oil,was jealous ofthe skill and reputa-

tion of Domenico, and, says Vasari, made up his mind to

get rid of him. He however pretended to have a great
esteem for him, and he courted his friendship, which he
had very, little difficulty in acquiring, as Domenico was a
very simple man. Domenico became strongly attached to

Castagno and taught him his method of painting in oil

;

and they spent their evenings generally together and ap-
peared to be sincere friends : Domenico was fond of music,
and was a good performer on the lute. As the works ad-

vanced the jealousy ofCastagnoincreased, for though abetter
draughtsman than Domenico, he was inferior in colouring,
and the works pf Domenico attracted too much attention
to please Castagno, and he determined to put his malicious
design into execution. Upon a summer's evening, about
the year 14G2, Domenico went out as usual with his lute

from his work in Santa Maria Nuova, and Castagno refused
to accompany him, urging that he still wished to work.
However, as soon as Domenico was gone, he started by an-
other route, waylaid him, killed nim by striking him on the
head with a piece of lead, and returned immediately after-

wards to his work, as Domenico had left him, where he was
found by those who came to tell him of the accident. Cas-
tagno accompanied them to the spot, before Domenico was
quite dead, and the murdered man breathed his last in the
arms of his murderer, who pretended to be deeply afflicted.

It should be mentioned that these facts depend apparently
entirely upon a reported confession of Castagno on his

death-bed. Domenico was fifty-six years of age when he
died, and he was buried in Santa Maria Nuova. His woiks
in this church were never completed, and they have now
long since been destroyed, but there is still a picture
by him in Santa Lucia de' Magnoli. He excelled in

colouring and in perspective : in foreshortening he was
very skilful, and good also in design.

(Vasari, Vi{e de" Pittori, &c. ; Lanzi, Storia Pittorica,
&c.)
V ENEZIA'NO, AGOSTI'NO, one of the most celebrated

of the early Italian engravers, was, as his name implies, a
native of Venice, but the date of his birth is not known

;

he was however born near the close of the fifteenth cen-

tury. He is called also Angustinus de Musk, and cm n»
celebrated print of the Skeletons he has signed hun*tf
Augustinus Venetus de Musis; his family -name wu pro-

bably Muzi. Agostino was the scholar of Marcanton-*
Raimondi, for whom, in conjunction with Marco di Ra-

venna, he engraved many works at Rome, chiefly afl«

Raffaelle : he remained with Marcantooio until the deals

of Raffaelle in 1520, when he worked for himsel£ 11*

does not appear to have been altogether with Marcantooio
from the first time that he engraved, nor is it anywhere
stated that he was first instructed by him ; he may have
joined him at Rome in the year 1516, after he engraved %
plate for Andrea del Sarto, which so displeased that

painter, that he determined upon not allowing any more c<

his pictures to be engraved. This print, of which there d

an impression in the British Museum, represents a Dud
Christ supported by Angels : it is perfectly flat and ex-

tremely hard in outline, and it is not at all surprising that

Andrea del Sarto should have been dissatisfied with such

a production. There are prints marked with Agostino t

initials A. V., bearing dates from 1509 to 1536; they an
executed much in the style of the prints of Marcantonio. bu:

are very inferior in design and in chiaroscuro. Agostino*
outline is generally very hard, and his chiaroscuro bad

,

he was inferior also to Marco di Ravenna in design, and to

Bonasoni in chiaroscuro. He was, according to Strutt, trw
first who had recourse to stipple engraving. His pnnu
are not few, yet not numerous ; they were often copied
and his plates retouched, and original impressions are very

scarce. His portraits are superior to his other pieces.

The following are among his best works :—large portrait

of pope Paul III., Francis I. of France, Charles V. of Ger-

many, and Barbarossa of Tunis,—all finely-drawn heads,

and full of character,—there are impressions in the Bntui
Museum ; the Israelites gathering the Manna, after Raf-

faelle, supposed by some to have been commenced by
Marcantonio, on account of the outlines being better

drawn than in the majority of Agostino Veneztaao't
figures ; the Four Evangelists, and a Nativity after Join
Romano,—the Nativity, which is dated 1531, is one of ut»

engraver's best prints as regards chiaroscuro ; in drawing
it is not good, but he engraved also after Julio Romano i

Hercules strangling the Serpents, which is very 6ntir

drawn. The large print of the Skeletons or Burying-place,

after Baccio Bandinelli, is Agostino's masterpiece : it con-

tains many emaciated figures, two skeletons, and a figurt

of Death holding a book ; he has marked it with his nan*
in full, ' Augustinus Venetus de Musis. Faciebat lols.'

He engraved also, after Bandinelli, a Cleopatra, and *

Massacre of the Innocents, which according to Vasan »*>

the largest plate that had been then engraved ; an inte-

resting plate of the School of Baccio Bandinelli at Root,
marked ' Academia di Bacchio Brandin. in Roma, in luopo

detto Belvidere. 1531. A.V. ;' part of Michelangelo's Cix-

toon of Pisa, called the Climbers ; and a group from Rl-
faelle's School of Athens. He engraved many plates after

Raffaelle, but some of them are very indifferent ; Vssui
says that Agostino and Marco di Ravenna engraved nearW
all the designs of Raffaelle. Agostino copied aico an

copper some of the woodcuts of Albert Diirer : there is one
in the British Museum of the Last Supper, in which Ag»-
tino has perfectly preserved the character of the origuihL
and yet has produced a much more elegant work as re-

gards execution. There is in the British Museum a vtn
good collection of the works of Agostino Venenano.
VENEZUE'LA is a Republic in South America, ti-

tending over the north-eastern portion of that continent,
being situated between 1° 8' and 12° 16' N. laU, and W-
tween 58° 16' and 71° 24' W. long. On the north it »
bounded by the Caribbean Sea, on the west it borders oi
New Granada, on the south on Brazil, and on the ea*t os

Brazil, English Guyana, and the Atlantic Ocean.
The boundary between Venezuela and New Gransdi

has been determined by a treaty, according to which U
runs along the following line :—it begins on the Ca-
ribbean Sea, at Cape Chtchibacoa, on the peninsula of

Goajira, 12° 15' N. lat. and 71° 22' W. long., run*
through the middle of the peninsula, and along the ele-

vated ground which constitutes on that side the boruer
of the basin of the Lake of Maracaibo, until it meets the
sources of the Rio del Oro, when it follows the course of
this river up to its confluence with the Catatumbo. From
this point it extends along the base of the high ground* to
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the place where the river Grita falls into the Zulia. Hence
it passes by a short curve to the river Guarumito, whose
course it follows upwards to the glen of China, through
which it runs to the source of the Don Pedro river, along
whose bed it descends to the Hio Tachira, running after-

wards along the Tachira to its source in the Andes. It

then passes the Andes, and descends along the Rio Nula
to the mountain-mass called the Desparramadero del Sarare,

which is left to the west of it, the line miming southward
to the banks of the Rio Arauca. This last-mentioned
river constitutes the boundary as far as the Paso del Viento
(8* 41' N. lat. and 69° 14' W. long.}. From this point the
line runs due south, traversing the Rio Meta near El Apos-
tedaro, the Guaviare near the mouth of the Guamucnie, the
Inlrida at the rapids (raudal) dc Manuerico, the Guainia
above the mouth of the Napiari, and terminating near the

sources of the river Memachi, an affluent of the Guainia,
or Rio Negro. The boundary-line between the two re-

publics is about 1090 miles long.

The boundary between Venezuela and Brazil begins on
the west at the sources of the Rio Memachi, and runs
eastward over a swampy region, which here forms the
watershed between the Guainia and Uapes to the Piedra
de Cucui, near the banks of the Rio Negro, equally dis-

tant from S. Carlos de Rio Negro on the north and
8. Jose de Marabitanos on the south. Having passed
the Rio Negro, it continues along the line of separation
between the rivers Cababuri and Baria to the middle of
the course of the Rio Maturaca, which during the rainy
season constitutes a water-communication between the
Cababuri and Baria. Hence it runs along the ranges
which form the watershed between the rivers running
northward to the Orinoco and southward to the Rio Negro,
nntil it reaches the Sierra Pacaraima, along which it is

supposed to continue to the place where the Rupunoony
joins the Essequibo. This line is about 1880 miles long,

but in some places it is still disputed.

Still more disputed is the boundary-line between the

British possessions and Venezuela. The British consider
the countries drained by the western affluents of the Esse-
quibo, as far north as the Rio Cuyooni, to belong to them

;

and they also claim the lower part of the basin of the
Cuyooni, with all the coast between the mouths of the rivers

Essequibo and Orinoco. The republic however considers
the course of the Essequibo, from the mouth of the Ru-
punoony to that of the Cuyooni, as the boundary-line.
Their line then follows the course of the Cuyooni to the
mouth of the river Tapuru, and passes along its course to its

sources in the Sierra Imataca, whence it crosses the moun-
tains to the sources of the river Morocca, which serves as
a line of separation as far as its mouth in the Atlantic
Ocean. Either of these two lines may be about 330 miles
long. The estimates in this article are made according to
the boundary-line claimed by the British.

Sea-coast.—The Boca de Navios, or principal mouth of
the river Orinoco, must at present be considered as the
most eastern point of the sea-coast of Venezuela : from
that point the coast extends in a general west-north-west
direction to the innermost recess of the gulf of Paria and the
peninsula of Paria, a distance rather exceeding 200 miles.
The whole of this tract is very low, and a part of it is co-
vered by the sea at high-water. It is composed of a great
number of islands, which consist of alluvium brought down
by the Orinoco and the Rio Guarapiche, which traverse it

by several channels ; and it is overgrown with trees,
which in some parts are high, but in others are only
bushes. The peninsula of Paria divides the gulf of that
name from the Caribbean Sea. It is occupied by a ridge
of high rocks, which on the southern side approach near
the sea and form several small harbours, which lead to
glens covered with high trees and watered by rivulets.
The northern shore, on the contrary, from the Punta de
1'aria to the Punta d'Araya, presents only naked rocks,
less elevated than those along the gulf of Paria, which in
some places also come close up to the water, but in others
recede to some distance, leaving along the shore small
plains, the soil of which is arid and sterile. The shores of
the gulf of Cariaco are also elevated on the north as well
*» on the south, and generally as destitute of wood and as
sterile as the northern part of the peninsula of Araya. The
elevated coast which surrounds the gulf of Cariaco shelters
it against the swell and against all prev ailing winds, and
readers its waters as smooth as a lake. It may therefore be

considered a very large and safe harbour. The extent of
this high coast, from the mouth of the Guarapiche to the
town of Cumana, is not less than 360 miles. Between
Cumana and Barcelona the coast is of moderate elevation,

but rather steep, and it contains several good harbours.
Between the high and rocky islands which lie along this

coast are some narrow straits, but they are deep enough
for large vessels. This tract is about 72 miles long. From
Barcelona to Cape Codera, which are about 128 miles dis-

tant from one another, the shores are low and sandy, and
in most places covered with salt-swamps, lagoons, or mo-
rasses. Near the mouth of the Rio Unare there are two
isolated high hills. The coast between Cape Codera and
Puerto Cabello is very high. Mountains rise like a wall

from the water's edge, with a steep ascent to a great ele-

vation. It contains several harbours, but they are mostly
open : its extent is about 135 miles ; from Puerto Cabello
to La Vela de Coro is 163 miles. West of Puerto Cabello
the shores sink nearly to the level of the sea, and the high
grounds recede from the sea, but at a few points the ridges

approach near to it. In general the coast is low, sandy,
and arid, but in many parts covered with mangrove-trees
(Rhizophora mangle), and in others swampy and over-

grown with bushes. The isthmus which connects the
peninsula of Paraguana with the continent is about 18
miles long and 3 wide, and consists of low sandhills,

interrupted by some swamps and small lagoons. The
peninsula of Paraguana is occupied by an isolated moun-
tain-mass, called El Cerito de Santa-Ana. Its eastern

shores are rather low, but they rise to a considerable

elevation at Cape San Roman ; farther south they have
only the height of moderate hills: there are several

small harbours on these western shores of the penin-
sula. The coast-lines round the peninsula, and those

of the isthmus which connects it with the mainland, are

about 180 miles. Farther west, as far as the channel of
the lake of iMaraeaibo, the coast is low, sandy, arid, and
in some places covered with swamps or lagoons ; and the
same description of coast continues westward on the islands

of Zapara and San Carlos, and, west of them, on the penin-
sula of Goajira to Corojo, at which place it rises to some
elevation, and this elevation generally continues to Cape
Chichibacoa, the most western point of the coast of Vene-
zuela. The last portion of the coast is about 324 miles

long. The whole coast-line of the republic is 1384 miles,

of which about 150 miles are washed by the Atlantic
Ocean, an equal extent borders on the gulf of Paria, and
the remainder forms the southern shores of the Caribbean
Sea.

Surface and Soil.—Venezuela contains three distinct

mountain-regions, extending respectively over the north-

west, the north-east, and the south-east parts of the republic.

The north-western parts are occupied by the Andes and the
mountains of the coast, which are connected with the
Andes ; the north-eastern districts are mostly covered by
the ranges of the Sierra de Bergantin ; and the south-
eastern region comprehends the western portion of the
Sierra de Pariina. These mountain-regions are separated
from one another by plains. According to the estimates

of Codazzi, the mountain-regions do not occupy quite one-
fourth of the republic, namely, about 8000 Spanish leagues,

or 96,000 square miles : whilst the plains extend over about
26,000 leagues, or 312,000 square miles. The whole area
of the republic is above 400,000 square miles, and is equal
to twice the extent of France.

The Mountain-region of the Andes and the Coast-range
(Sierra Costanera).—The Andes of Venezuela are the most
northern portion of the Eastern Ancles of New Granada.
Before the range leaves the territories of New Granada it

divides, south-west of the town of Pamplona, into two
branches, one of which runs north, with a small inclination
to the east, whilst the other extends to the north-east.

The western of these two ranges, which encloses the basin

of the lake of Maracaibo on the west, is called in Hie south
Sierra de Ocaiia, in the middle Siena de Perija, and on the

peninsula of Goajira, where it terminates with Cape Chi-
chibacoa, it is called Montes de Oca. This chain, from
the sources of the Rio del Oro to its termination on the
Caribbean Sea, constitutes the boundary-line between Ve-
nezuela and New Granada ; but its southern portion is

entirely within New Granada. The highest summit of the
Sierra de Perija is said not to exceed 4200 feet above the
sea-level. The whole of the range is covered with tliick
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Woods, and no part of it Is cultivated. It is only inhabited

by the independent tribes of the Cuoinas and Goajiras.

The eastern or principal branch of the Andes enters

Venezuela at the source of the river Tachira, an affluent

of the Zulia, and terminates on the north-east, on the banks
of the Rio Cojedes, south of Barquisimeto, near 0° 10' N.
lat. It constitutes an enormous mass of rocks, occupying
with its declivities a mean width of more than 60 miles,

and its length is nearly 390 miles : it consequently covers

an area of about 20,000 square miles. The highest portion

of this range is generally a narrow table-land, but so ele-

vated, that no trees or bushes are found on it, but only a
few hardy alpine plants. These table-lands, called paramos,

are from 10,000 to 12,000 feet above the sea-level, and the

best known of them are the Paramos de Zumpador, Agrias,

Datallon, Portachuelo, Apure, Nequitao, and Rosas. Seve-
ral summits rise above these table-lands, but only one, the

Sierra Nevada de Merida, is always covered with snow

:

its two pinnacles rise respectively to 15,310 and 15,342 feet

above the sea-level. The Picacho de Mucuchies and the

Salado rise to 14,168 feet. But the most elevated part of

the range, which is nearly destitute of vegetation, occupies

only a small portion of it, as the whole area of the paramos,
including the higher summits, according to Codazzi, does
not exceed 1836 square miles, or not quite one-tenth of the

whole range. The descent on both sides is steep, but fre-

quently interrupted by plains of moderate extent, which
lie one below another like terraces. Between them the

waters collected on the higher parts of the range descend
in valleys, which are generally narrow. In their natural

state the plains have no trees, but in many places they

are overgrown with bushes ; whilst the valleys and decli-

vities of the mountains, where they are not too steep, are

thickly wooded. The most elevated terraces and the upper
portion of the valleys are not inhabited. Cultivation how-
ever has advanced to an elevation of from 8000 to 9000
feet. At this height wheat, barley, potatoes, and different

European vegetables are grown, and continue to form the
principal objects of agriculture to about 4000 feet, where
they are replaced by maize, coffee, yuccas, and other tro-

pical productions. Numerous rivers originate in the
higher part of the range, and descend along its declivities

with continual rapids and cataracts until they reach its

base, where they become navigable, and continue to be so
in the plains until they reach on the north the lake of
Maracaibo, and on the south the Rio Apure.
Between the Sierra de Perija and the Andes lies the

basin of the lake of Maracaibo. This lake, the largest in

South America, covers a surface of 8400 square miles, or

nearly double that of Lake Titicaca in Bolivia (vol. v., p.
88; : it is about 2500 square miles less than Lake Erie, the
smallest of the five great lakes of North America (vol. vi,,

p. 208). Its form is compared by Codazzi to that of a
guitar, its greatest width being near its southern extremity,
where, between Gibraltar and the small bay of Zulia, it is

more than 82 miles across : near the middle, between La-
guneta and Misoa, it is 68 miles wide. Near 10" 30' N.
lat. it is suddenly contracted by two projecting tracts,

Punta Icotea on the east, and Punta de Palmas on the
west ; and here begins properly the channel by which the
lake is united to the Caribbean Sea, and which Codazzi
compares with the handle of the guitar. At that place
the clianncl is nearly 14 miles wide ; but it gradually giows
narrower, and opposite the town of Maracaibo is only four
miles wide, and this width it preserves to the bar. Between
the town and the bar two low islands lie across the channel.
8. Carlos and Zapara. The main body of the lake is 924
miles long, and the channel 46J, so that the whole lake
extends 138 mites from south to north. The water of the
lake is sweet, except in the northern portion of the channel,
where it is brackish as far south as the town of Maracaibo

;

but nevertheless it is used for domestic purposes, except
during the prevalence of the northern winds, in February,
March, and April. The basin orthe lake, including the lake
itself, covers about 48,000 square miles ; hut about one-
fourth of this area lies within the mountain-ranges which
surround it. From the base of thess ranges the surface
lowers very gradually to the borders of the lake, a distance
varying between 00 and 80 miles. Those tiacts of this

plain which are near the mountains, and consequently
elevated, are susceptible of cultivation, and the poputati
is increasing ; but those immediately joining the lake a
at the distance of from 10 to 20 miles are for a great part

ion

and

of the year inundated by the water which descends b
numerous rivers from the Andes and 8ierra de Perija, aaf

even when the waters are low they are swampy. Tiler a?

not inhabited. The whole region in its natural state hi.*

ever is covered with thick woods, containing exccllcrf

timber-trees and others which afford dye-wood*. Thu
description applies only to the country surrounding
main body of the lake, for towards the southern extre-

mity of the channel the banks are elevated, and dry all the

year round ; but the country adjacent to them is rocly,
mostly without trees, and of moderate fertility. There are

however several tracts which supply pasture for caUU txA
goats, and sheep find food in most places. Some parts

especially near the town of Maracaibo, are cultivated, ate!

produce maize, mandiocca, yucca, and several other tr.-

pical roots. It is stated ttiat 105 rivers, which aJwtti

contain water, and 400 smaller ones, which contain *t't:

only for a part of the year, fall into the lake. The larcrc
rivers are—the Catatumbo, which runs more than 3X) miln.
and has a navigation of 135 miles ; the Zulia, which rut.

nearly 230 miles, and is navigable 160 miles ; the EscaJantr,

whose course is nearly 140 miles, of which about 80 a.

.

navigable ; and the Motatan, which flows more than 1*4)

miles, and is navigable for more than one-half of its cour*e.
Near the banks of the lake tlte water is shallow, lat the
depth increases gradually to a certain distance, and th<;.
all at once it increases considerably. Th* laVe could
be navigated by large vessels if they could g*t throu^li
the channel, whose depth varies in general between Id

and 12 feet. About 10 miles north of the i»land% of
Carlos and Zapara a bar above a mile wide runs acruw th

entrance, and has little water on it except near the midJ'<,
where there is a channel from 15 to 30 fathoms wide, -j

which there are not more than 12 feet of water ; so tii:

only vessels of moderate size can enter the lake. In W?,
when Ojeda and Vespucci first entered the lake, they founi

houses in the midst of the channel, which were built m
wooden piles ; and comparing them with Venice, tiiri

called the country Venezuela, or Little Venice ; and tb-

name was afterwards used to designate the eastern half U
the northern coast of South America.

The Coast-range (Sierra Costanera) begins where Ox
Andes terminate on the left bank of the Cojetkv u
affluent of the Portugueza. It is observed by geoln.r.--.

that in these parts the strata composing the mountains .
-

cline in different directions and are in great disorder. Ttt
mountains themselves do not constitute a large ma*- <
rocks, but divide into several ridges, and their eleva': :

sinks to nearly half the height of the mountains south
the Cojedes. Their general direction however coutic •.

to the north-east, until they approach the sea, near '.' •

mouth of the river Yaracui, distant between 70 and u
miles from the Rio Cojedes, but the mountain-rrr i

grows narrower as it proceeds north. The tract
mentioned is called Siena de N'irgua. From the mo..>
tains of Nirgua two continuous ridges branch off to \.

east, and on the north-west of it is a mountainous trad ••(

considerable extent, but of moderate elevation. TUi» '.»>'.-

mentioned region is called the mountains of Coropi.-

:

nearly the whole of it is situated within the province . ,

that name. It consists of several narrow ridges, runm..;
from cast to west, from the Golfo Triste, to a distance ..f

about 10 or 12 miles from the banks of the lake i

.'

Maracaibo, and enclosing the valleys of the rivers win '.i

Tall into the Gollo Triste. Those ridges which are so -!i

of the Rio Tocuyo vary from 1500 to 2000 feet in height,
and their highest part does not exceed 2380 feet ; but .

.

the north of that river the country rises higher. s_ ..

extends in its most elevated part in an uneven txl.V
land, which in general is a few miles wide, and in ::.s»

part, where it is called Sierra S. Luis, attains an eli.\ali..u
of 4200 feet above the sea. Between this high jrro^nJ
and the sea on the north is a tolerably level tract, several
miles wide, but on the east along the shores of th-
Golfo Triste the hills come close up to the sea at srwrJ
places, and leave between them level tracts, whic'.i fi.-o
part of the valleys that traverse the country irom
to w est. In this region a great difference is 'observed in
the quantity of rain which falls annually. On the eorjt c f
the Golfo Triste, and in the vallevs which open iuto it, t_\.

quantity of rain which annually descends frutn SeptcmtK-
to the end of February probably does not fall short i>f 81)
inches. The lower parts of the coast and the valleys arc
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then inundated, and in some parts converted into lakes,

which dry up only at the end of the dry season. This is

the reason why this part is very unhealthy, and very thinly

peopled, though the alluvial soil of the valleys, and the
declivities of the hills, which are covered with thick

forests, are extremely fertile, and yield rich crops of
cacao, coffee, sugar, and other tropical productions. It

would be entirely uninhabited if the mines of Aroa and
the valuable timber of the forests did not attract a
few adventurers. This tract extends northward to the
town of Cumarebo. West of this place the country,
between the Sierra S. Luis and the sea, is partly level and
partly hilly. The annual quantity of rain is very mo-
derate, the soil is in some parts very sandy, and in others
composed of a very hard clay. These two kinds of
soil not being favourable for preserving humidity, the
country suffers much from want of water during the
hottest part of the year. The rivulets which are formed
during the rains, have only water for a few months, and
the inhabita.nts have made cisterns and tanks, in which
1 hey collect the water during the rains for domestic pur-
poses. In this tract there are no forest-trees. It is

partially covered with different kinds of prickly plants,

cactus, mimosas, and inaguei (Aloe Americana), from
which last an ebriating liquor is extracted. Only a small

portion of this tract is cultivated, especially where cotton
is grown. But the climate and the vegetation are favour-
able to the sheep and goat, which are numerous : the
skins of these animals constitute the principal wealth
of this tract. The Sierra 8. Luis contains a greater portion
of cultivable land ; and cotfee, sugar, plantains, ootton,

maize*, yucca, and several kinds of vegetables are grown.
It appears to have more rain than the plain to the north
of it, but rain-water from cisterns is used for domestic
purposes during, the greater part of the year.

The peninsula of Paraguana is an appendage to the
region of the mountains of Coro, being united to it by a
narrow isthmus. The centre of the peninsula is occupied
I y a rocky mass, called El Cento de Santa Anna, which
lises to 1320 feet, and from which a high ridge extends to
< 'upe 8. Roman. On the other sides it is surrounded by a
low and level tract, of which only a very small portion on
the east is subject to inundations. The soil of this tract

Humbles the northern coast, being arid and of indifferent

'Hiality. Cotton and a few tropical vegetables are grown :

it is rather populous, and a considerable number of the
inhabitants are employed in making salt, as there are

numerous saltpits along the coast, especially on the
western side of the peninsula.

We pass to the eastern portion of the coast-range. It

is composed of two well-marked ridges and one which is

frequently interrupted. The most northern of these ridges
bt anches off from the Sierra de Nirgua south of the mouth
ol the river Yaracui near the innermost recess of the Golfo
1'i iste, and runs so close to the sea that its base is fre-

quently washed by the waves, while in other places a
narrow tract of land separates it from the beach. It runs
eastward to Cape Codera ; its length is about 130 miles,
and its mean width rather more than 20 miles, so that it

covers a surface of about 2600 square miles. Towards the
v eat the ridge generally does not rise above 3300 feet,

•iid its highest summits do not exceed 4200 feet, but
t .wards the middle of its length it rises higher. Its mean
elevation exceeds 4500 feet, and some of its summits rise

: inch higher. The highest are north-east ofthe town of
<

'aracas; the Silla de Caracas is 8808, and the Picache
de Naiguata is 9480 feet above the sea-level. Towards
the eastern extremity it sinks lower. Between Puerto
!'ab(dloand the town of Valencia there is a considerable
depression in this range, called Abra de Puerto Cabello,
'brous'h which the road leads that unites these two com-
mercial towns.
The southern ridge, called the interior ridge, branches off

bom the Sierra de Nirgua at Mount Tucuragua (3660
feet high) and runs eastward, parallel to the northern
;'dge ; it terminates south-east of the mouth of the Rio
Tui with the Cerro de Altagracia (5040 feet), but its con-
firmation to the banks of the Rio TJnare is marked by
Mine isolated lofty hills. The length of this ridge is about
1"mi miles, with a mean width of about 30 miles,' so that it

covers an area of about 3000 square miles. This ridge is

not equal in elevation to the northern. Near its western
exhemiry its mean elevation is only 2B00 feet, bat it

rises in the Cerro de Platilla to 6217* and in the Cerro
Aral to 5816 feet. These are its highest summits. To
the north of the town of Cure is a deep depression in the
range, called the Abrade loe Llanos, because the road from
the agricultural districts to the cattle-plains leads through
it. The highest part of it is only 1988 feet above the
sea, and hardly 500 above the adjacent plains. East of
this depression is the Sierra de Guaraima, whose summit is

5604 feet above the sea. These two parallel ridges of the
coast-range are connected by a transverse ridge, which
occurs east of the Abra de los Llanos, and attains an ele-

vation of more than 5300 feet above the sea. The country
enclosed by the two parallel ridges is divided by this ridge
into two parts, of which the western, in which the lake of
Valencia is situated, has the name of Valles de Aragua,
and the eastern constitutes the valley ofthe river Tui.
The lake of Valencia was called, by the natives of

America, Tacarigua, a name which at present is ex-
clusively applied to another lake situated near the mouth
of the river Tui. The lake of Valencia lies near the
southern ridge of the coast-range, and on its southern banks
the mountains rise with a steep acclivity, but a level

ground surrounds it on the three other sides. It extends
from west to east about 30 miles, and from north to south
13 in the widest part. The area is 264 square miles, and
its circumference 72 miles. Its mean depth is 13 fathoms,
and at the deepest place it is 37 fathoms. It contains
22 islands and several small rocks: the largest island,

Burro, is two miles long ; the water is brackish, though the
lake receives 22 small streams. It has no outlet, and the
large supply of water which it receives during the rains,

which amounts to 72 inches, and which is brought to it by
the streams from the high mountains with which the
basin is enclosed, is lost by filtration and by evaporation.
Though the surface of the lake is 1440 feet above the sea-
level, the evaporation of the water is very great, as the heat
in the dry season is excessive, rising generally to more than
90°, and this evaporation causes the air in the valleys of
Aragua to be always moist, and thus a continual verdure is

preserved on the plain, the valleys, and the declivities of
the surrounding mountains. This circumstance, united to
the great fertility of the soil, which in most parts is

alluvial, as the whole of the plain onee seems to have
formed part of the lake, gives to this tract a productive
power much superior to that of any other portion of the
republic. The area of the vales, exclusive of the lake, is

stated to be 1032 square miles, or somewhat more than
that of Cheshire. About one-third of it is occupied by the

friain, which extends along the northern banks of the
ake, and the remainder is within the ranges of hills and
their valleys which enclose the plain. This tract is very
populous, and its lower and more level parts are covered
with plantations of sugar, coffee, tobacco, indigo, plantain,

and cotton, and with fields of wheat, make, yucca, and
other tropical roots and vegetables. The surrounding
mountains are partially oovered with woods, but large

tracts are only overgrown with bushes or grass.

The valley of the river Tui is, next to the vales of

Aragua, the most populous and best cultivated portion of

the republic. It extends from west to east about 100
miles, and is in general about 20 miles wide, which gives

a surface of 2000 square miles, which is nearly equal to the

area of Norfolk : only a small portion of this extent is

level enough to admit of cultivation. From the northern

ridge of the coast-range large masses of rocks advance
nearly to the river. Between them however are some
valleys, several miles long and of considerable width, so as

to present large tracts for agricultural purposes. The best

known of these valleys is that of Guaire, in which Caracas

is built. The southern ridge of the coast-range runs at a
short distance from the banks of the river, like a wall, and
contains only a few glens. The most western portion of

the valley is very high, but at Ocumare the surface of the

river is only 1000 feet above the sea, and 440 feet below
the level of the lake of Valencia. From Ocumare the

descent to the mouth of the river, which is about 75 miles

distant, is gradual. The course of the Tui is said to be

154 miles, and it becomes navigable for small river barges

between Aragiiita and Santa Lucia, about 68 miles from

its embouchure. East of the mouth of the river is the

Laguna de Tacarigua, which is 15 miles long and more
than 6 wide : it covers a surface of nearly 80 square miles.

It is separated from the sea by a narrow strip of low land,
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overwhich in one place the sea breaks at high-water. Its

depth does not exceed four fathoms. This lake contains

an incredible quantity of fish of different kinds, and is

much frequented by fishermen : but the bulk of the

population of the valley of the Tui are occupied in agri-

culture ; they raise coftee, cacao, indigo, tobacco, sugar,

maize, rice, and in a few places wheat, yuccas, plantains,

mandioca, and nearly all the roots and vegetables which

are cultivated in South America and the West Indies. The
crops are generally abundant. The mountains enclosing

the valley are partially wooded, but less so than those

which surround the vale of Aragua. There are also

many extensive tracts covered with grass for the greater

part of the year, on which numerous herds of cattle

pasture.

South of the southern ridge of the coast-range is an-

other but much lower ridge, called Galera de S. Carlos

and del Pao. It is not connected with the Andes, as the

other ridges are, but it originates in the savannas of S.

Carlos several miles from the base of the Andes, where
some hills rise from the level plain, which at first are iso-

lated, but as we proceed farther east they unite in a narrow

rocky ridge, which at its greatest elevation is only about

2200 feet above the sea, and not much more than 1000

feet above the plain on which it rises. It terminates be-

fore it reaches the banks of the Rio Orituco, an affluent of

the Guarico, which falls into the Orinoco, and in some
places it is interrupted by the waters collected on the

southern declivity ofthe southern ridge of the coast-range,

and running southward. This ridge is remarkable, as

forming the line of division between the mountain-region

above described and the Llanos, which extend south of it,

and as marking also the limit of the agricultural region.

For though cultivation has not yet advanced to the

northern base of this ridge, it is carried on at a short dis-

tance from it in the valleys of the southern ridge of the

coast-range, which on the southern side of the mountains
are rather extensive and fertile, though no such valleys

open to the vales of Aragua or the valley of the

river Tui.
The Mountain-region, called Sierra del Bergantin, which

occupies the north-eastern portion of the republic, is of com-
paratively small extent. The river Neveri, where it flows

from south to north, encloses it on the west ; and from that

river it extends along the coast to the most eastern point

of the peninsula of Paria. Its length is about 180 miles,

but its width varies between 50 and 10 miles, and where it

approaches the Bocas dos Dragos, or the strait called the

Dragons' Mouths, it is still narrower. It was formerly sup-

posed that this range was connected with the southern

ridge of the coast-range, and that both formed one chain
;

but it is now well known that the last-mentioned ridge

terminates as a continuous chain with the Sierra de Alta-

gracia, and that its continuation to the river Unare consists

of isolated heights. Isolated mountains occur even to the

east ofthe river Unare, as the Cerro de Piritu (1568 feet

above the sea) and the Cerro Paraulata (1165 feet) ; but in

proceeding farther east every trace of a ridge disappears

in the vicinity of Barcelona for a space of about 10 miles.

On the west of that town the Bergantin rises suddenly and
with a steep ascent. This mountain-system is composed
of two ridges, of which the southern, properly called the

Bergantin, extends from west by south to east by north,

and terminates on the east on the banks of the river Caripe,

which falls into the Gulf of Paria. This chain is hardly
100 miles long, but it is of considerable width, and it sends
numerous offsets to the south and north, which form fine

valleys between the ridges and table-lands, and in many
filaces approach close to the shores of the Caribbean Sea.
ts highest summit is the Turumiquire, which stands at the

source of the river Neveri, and rises to 6863 feet. Other
high summits occur between the upper course of that river

and the sea, among which the Cerro Pionia rises to 6800,

and the Arrempuja to 5820 feet above the sea. The table-

lands which lie between the summits and ridges are gene-
rally from 3000 to 4000 feet high, and covered with grass,

while the acclivities of the summits and the valleys are

overgrown with high trees. In the fertile valleys of this

range wheat, maize, and all tropical roots and vegetables

•re cultivated, and also cacao, coffee, sugar, cotton, and
tobacco ; cultivation is daily extending. The other chain
occupies that remarkable peninsula which extends along

the Caribbean Sea from west to east for about 140 miles,

and which on the south is washed by the Gulf of Carore
and the Gulf of Paria. Its western part is called tht

Feninsula of Araya, and its eastern part the peninsula <t

aria. This ridge forms one mass of rocky heights, whit

t

in general do not exceed the elevation of* 1000 feet abort

the sea-level, though a few summits rise higher, as tht

Cerro de Puerto Santo, which attains 1968 feet- This tract

contains a comparatively small portion of cultivable land,

as the rocks are generally bare or clothed with a teaaty

vegetation, though some parts of the mountains, espeeuJV
those towards the Gulf of Paria, are covered with «oodv
The valleys are indeed fertile, but short and narrow, with

the exception of the valley of Carupano, which is about
five miles long. The Sierra de Araya, as this chain ii

called, is united to the Bergantin by a ridge which in-

verses the wide isthmus that unites the peninsula to tht

continent near its western border, and is called Cerro tie

Meapire. It rises 1315 feet above the sea-level.

South of the mountain-regions hitherto mentioned he

the Llanos, or Cattle-plaint, which extend from the baob
of the Rio Orinoco to the foot of the ridges, generally

without the intervention of a hilly tract, and between Uk
eastern extremity of the coast-range and the western of

the Bergantin they reach to the shores of the Caribbeaa
Sea. Westward they extend to the base of the Andes,
along which they run southward to the Rio Met a. liy

which they are separated from the Wooded Plains. Tim
region, according to the statement of Codazxi, covers i

surface of 0716 Spanish, or 116,592 English square mile*,

and exceeds the area of the British Islands by about 4500
square miles. This tract, though one immense plain, pre-

sents a great variety in elevation, climate, rivers, and
productive powers. Some tracts are hardly elevated abent

the sea, whilst others rise to nearly 1300 feet : some are

arid deserts, while the vegetation of others is extremrl;
vigorous nearly all through the year. The whole howev?'

•

is characterised by a want of forests. The trees which art

found stand single or form groves of small extent, with tht

exception of the delta of the Orinoco.
Beginning on the east we find, first, the Delta of tht

Orinoco, which consists of a deep alluvial soil, formed bj

the deposit of the earthy matter brought down during tht

inundations, which last from April to August. It is in it»

present state not cultivable, for after the waters have sub-

sided it continues to be a swamp, except on the bank* <i

the branches of the rivers which traverse it, where the

ground rises a few feet higher than at the distance of ha-'f

a mile from their beds. The whole is covered with tre*>.

In the forests the mauritia-palms are numerous ; and froa
the means of subsistence which these trees offer, the few in-

habitants of this tract, the Warrows (Guaraunos), derive their

maintenance. During the rains they live on -sranVdi
which are erected between the trunks of the high tr« c-s

several feet above the water, which circumstance
given rise to the opinion that this tribe lives in tn~».
The low tract, subject to long-continued inundations, com-
prehends not only the whole space included between the

arms of the Orinoco, but extends westward along tht

southern shores of the Gulf of Paria, nearly to the inner-
most western recess of that basin. But in these parts tr*

inundation generally does not reach to more than aboc:
10 or 12 miles from the shore ; between the arms of the
Orinoco it extends about 100 miles inland.

From this low tract the country rises slowly to the wr*t
until at the distance of about 50 or 60 miles it reaches th*

table-lands. This region is a prairie, destitute of trees ani
shrubs, except that in many places groves of mauritia-palo
occur, where water is always found. This plain is also tra-

versed by numerous rivers, which during the rains inundate
the adjacent low grounds. This circumstance, united to tht
abundant rains, renders this tract an excellent pasture-
ground during the dry season, when the table-lands do nut
contain a blade of grass. Those districts which are conti-
guous to the delta of the Orinoco are covered with frr»a
grass all the year round, but those which approach the table-
lands are generally dried up for a few months in the year.
The Table-landt, called in the country Mesas, constitute

a peculiar and well-marked feature in this part of Vene-
zuela. They begin on the east, at the southern bate *.<

the mountain-system of the Bergantin, and they attair,
their highest elevation in the Mesa de Urica, whose sur-
face is 1300 feet above the sea-level. From this Mesa the
high ground extend* south-south-west, and widens coo-
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•iderably in the large Mesa de Guanipa, which however is

only 868 feet above the sca-Ievel, and about 560 feet above
the" lower grounds which lie to the south and north of it.

It coutains the source of most of the branches of the river

Unare. West of this river the table-lands, or high grounds,
continue westward to the river Orituco, where they join

the southern ridge of the coast-range. These last-men-
tioned table-lands are from 560 to 860 feet above the sea-

Jevel. Towards the north this high ground descends rather

rapidly to the lower plain, which extends along the Carib-
bean Sea. This descent occurs somewhat south of the
parallel of the town of Aragua. On the south the descent
is imperceptible. The surface of the Mesas is quite level,

and the soil consists chiefly of sand, which in many places
is mixed with chalk. This soil is unproductive, and the
vegetation even in the rainy season is limited to a few hardy
grasses covered with a kind of hair, which afford indiffe-

rent pasture. The rains, which fall in abundance from
April to July, do not impart to it fertility, but they
quickly find their way through the upper layers of the
soil, until they meet an argillaceous chalk, where they
collect and form springs and rivulets. Thus these high
grounds, in which the traveller must perish of thirst if

he is not provided with water, give origin to a hundred
rivers, which run south to the Orinoco, east to the Gulf
of Paria, and north to the Caribbean Sea. The rivers
running southward are deep and have always a great
volume of water, because they run between the offsets of
the table-land, from which they receive an abundant
supply. But those which run to the north soon leave try?

table-lands and enter an arid and much lower plain, where
their waters are soon exhausted. Thus only two of the
last class of rivers, the Neveri and Unare, are navigable for
some distance all the year round, whilst those which join
the Orinoco may be navigated to a great distance from
their mouth at all times. The valleys with which this

southern slope of the table-lands is furrowed contain tracts
fit for cultivation, which however have yet been turned
to little account. The country between the table-land
and the Caribbean Sea extends about 60 miles from
north to south, and is a level plain, which, at a short dis-
tance from the sea, rises to about 150 feet with a rather
steep ascent, and then stretches out towards the table-lands,
rising gradually and attaining about 560 feet where it

reaches their base. It is chiefly covered with grass, but
there occur many tracts covered with oaks and some
palms. A kind of lily spreads over extensive tracts, and it

Js supposed that all the parts covered with this plant were
formerly cultivated by the Indians. At present the whole
is only used as pasture for cattle. The soil is sandv, and
quickly absorbs the water which is brought down by the
nvers from the table-land, but it does not acquire any
great fertility. Only near the declivity, not far from the
coast, a few tracts are cultivated. The principal objects of
agriculture are cotton, cacao, coffee, sugar, tobacco, and
feveral tropical roots and fruits. On this plain the rains
are abundant from May to October, and in November and
December there are frequent showers.
The most uneven portion of the cattle-plains is that

which extends on the south side of the coast-range, and
lies west of the river Orituco, reaching to the banks
of the Portuguesa. The country along the southern base
of the coast-range, and as far south as the Galera de San
Carlos, is covered with low hills, resembling the waves of
the ocean when agitated by a gale

; they are overgrown
with coarse grass. South of the Galera de San Carlos
occur several low rocky ridges, which run parallel to the
Galera, and are very regular. The tracts between them are
level, and covered with coarse grass. South of this tract

the country continues to be uneven, as there are several
small Mesas composed of rocks, and numerous places over-
grown with bushes, among which are also some palm-
groves. The level grassy-plains are few, and not of
great extent. On the southern edge of this uneven part
of the plain are several isolated hills, which are surrounded
by extensive plains covered with fine grass : these plains
may be considered as the commencement of the immense
savannas which extend southward. The dividing line be-
tween these two regions may be marked by a line drawn
from Calabozo on the east to El Baul on the west, nearly
100 miles distant from the southern ridge of the coast-range.

South-west of the uneven tract just mentioned are the
Plains of Barinas (Varina3), which are considered the most

P. C, No. 1644.

fertile part of the great plain, and the bestadapled for cul-

tivation. These plains extend along the base of the Andes
from the Rio Portuguesa to the Rio Sarare and Apure, a
distance of more than 150 miles, and are from 60 to 80
miles wide. The mountains terminate abruptly on tho
plain. From their base a very gentle slope descends in a
south-eastern direction towards the banks of the rivers Por-
tuguesa and Apure. This slope is furrowed by numerous
large rivers, which descend from the mountains and drain
the plain, running nearly parallel to one another. As they
have a great volume of water, and an inconsiderable fall,

they are navigable nearly to the base of the mountains.
During the rains however they inundate a considerable
portion of the plain. The Apure, into which most of the
rivers of this region fall, attains such a height soon after

the commencement of the rainy season, that it is above
that of its affluents, and thus these rivers cannot discharge
their immense volume of water, which then begins to flow
backward, and to inundate the central parts of the tract

which lie between the rivers ; for these parts are the lowest,

those along the banks being several feet higher, and not
subject to inundation. These high banks are also the only
parts of the plain which are covered with woods, and which)

contain tracts fit for cultivation. Numerous hamlets and
single farm-houses are built on these higher grounds, where
maize, yucca, and plantains are extensively grown: the
lower parts, which are subject to inundation, serve as pos-

ture-grounds when they are dry ; for the inundations do
not continue for the whole rainy season. As soon as the
water of the Apure begins to fall, the inundated tract»

begin to be free from water. These tracts are quite desti-

tute of trees, with the exception of a few palms. In the
most depressed places some extensive lakes are found after

the termination of the rainy season, but they get dry
towards the end of the dry season, and produce pasture
when the grass of the more elevated parts is withered.

This plain is stated to increase very rapidly in population,

on account of its fertility, the great quantity of fish in

the rivers, and the great advantage of disposing of the pro-

ducts of industry by means of the navigable rivers.

Between the Rio Apure and the Rio Meta, both affluents

of the Orinoco from the west, are the Plains or Llanos of
Apure. They contain the lowest portion of the Cattle-

Plains. The lowest tract is only 224 feet above the level

of the sea, though more than 500 miles distant from that

part of the ocean to which its waters descend. The more
elevated or western districts are about 300 feet higher.
This plain is so level, that the current of the Apure
and Meta is imperceptible, and a strong eastern gale,

or the least rise in the Orinoco, causes their waters to
flow back. No rock, no stone, not even a pebble is seen
in these plains. The soil consists of a mixture of sand and
chalk. It is covered with grass, but entirely destitute of

trees and bushes, except a few scattered groves. The grass

is very nourishing, and large numbers of cattle, horses, and
mules always find pasture. On the banks of the rivers in

a few places are thickets of low bushes, but generally these

places also are without wood. In other places there are

cane-beds. The only inequalities of the surface are some
hills, mainly of sand, which rise a few yards above the com-
mon level, and some slightly elevated grounds called banks.

These banks are hardly perceptible, but arc of great import-

ance to the inhabitants, as they are not subject to inundation,

and consequently afford places for building, and pasture

for the cattle when the lower parts of the plain are covered

with water. In the dry season this plain is one immense
pasture-ground. An easterly wind then blows continually,

increasing in force to noon, and diminishing gradually as the
sun declines. As these winds pass over the heated plains

of the Mesas, they arc very hot, and bring with them clouds

of sand. From the beginning of December to the end of

February the sky is always clear ; but at the end of

February or early in March the air begins to be hazy,

and the easterly wind is frequently interrupted by calms.

At the end of March thunder-storms arc observed in

the south, and the wind frequently turns to the west

and south-west, and then the sky is covered with a
black veil and dense vapours. The raias also commence
and continue till the month of July or August. The
waters of the rivers begin to rise, and in a few days their

beds are insufficient, to hold the large volumes which
descend into them, and the country is inundated. The
tract on both sides of the lower Apure then resemble*

Vol. XXVI.—2 G
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the Delta of Egypt. The whole plain ia an immense lake,

in which the banks appear like islands. There is a tract

more than 100 miles in length, and from 15 to 20 miles

wide, on which the water is from 10 to 12 feet deep, and
though it is not so deep in other places, it may be traversed

by large barges. The lowest part of the plains of Apure
may be marked by a line drawn from San Fernando de
Apure to the mouth of the river Capanaparo, from which
it extends eastward between the rivers to the banks of the

Orinoco. Farther west the inundations are not so general,

and the banks of the rivers are in some places above
the reach of the waters. There are numerous lakes in

these plains, and some of considerable extent, but most
of them dry up before the beginning of the rainy season.

South of the Rio Meta begins the Woody Region, which
extends southward to the limits of Brazil, and may be con-

sidered as the northern portion of that immense forest

which occupies South America on both sides of the equa-

tor. It is very imperfectly known, except along the banks
of the Orinoco, as no agricultural establishments have been
formed by the descendants of Europeans in these parts,

except in a few isolated places on the banks of the
Orinoco. In their present state these forests can only be
entered by means of the rivers which, descending from the
Eastern Andes of New Granada, traverse them in their

course to the Orinoco. The forests do not appear to cover
the whole surface, but are interspersed with woodless
grassy tracts of moderate extent. The surface of the plain

is not level, but there are rocks rising a few hundred feet

above the general level, which sometimes seem to con-
stitute small systems of hills. The vigorous growth of the
trees of these forests, and their great variety, seem to indi-

cate that this tract possesses extraordinary fertility. At
present the life of man in these solitudes is rendered nearly
insupportable by the immense swarms of mosquitoes and
other tormenting insects, more than by the jaguars and
poisonous serpents which inhabit the forests, and the
alligators which infest nearly all its rivers. In the southern
districts of this region is the Rio Casiquiare, or that branch
of the Orinoco which separates from the river soon after it

issues from the mountains, and running south by west joins
the Rio Negro or Guainla, an affluent of the Amazons.
[Amazon, vol. i., p. 417.]
That portion of Venezuela which lies east of the Rio

Orinoco and north of the Pacaraima ridge is mostly
occupied by the Parime Mountains and their offsets.

[Parime Mountains.] The greater part of this immense
tract, which comprehends more than one-third of the terri-

tories of the republic, is entirely unknown, as the interior
has been traversed only by a few adventurers, who followed
the course of the large rivers in search of the famous El
Dorado. They found nearly the whole covered with an
interminable forest of tall trees, amidst which rocky masses
frequently rose in fantastic forms. A few tribes of abori-
gines inhabited the banks of the rivers, and lived mostly
on the produce of their fisheries and a few wild fruits.
They consisted frequently only of a small number of fami-
lies. The country adjacent to the banks of the Orinoco
river however was more populous, and in these places the
Capuchin monks established some missions. Though in some
places the ridges of the Parime Mountains approach the
river, in general they remain at a considerable distance
from its banks ; and this intermediate space is generally
an uneven plain, on which a considerable number of rocks
rise to a moderate elevation. These rocks are wooded, but
the lower grounds are generally destitute of trees, and fre-
quently also of bushes. Above the rapids ofAtures the tracts
which are subject to inundation during the rise of the
Orinoco arc not numerous, and usually of small extent

;

out farther down on both sides of the river, with the ex-
ception of a few places, they are skirted by a low ground
which is annually inundated. It varies from half a mile to
three miles in width. As even at present the number of
agricultural establishments erected by the whites is very
small, and as they occur only at distances of many miles
from one anoiher, and consist only of two or three families,
it is evident that the productive powers of this region are
almost entirely unknown. Only the distriot of Upata forms
an exception. It lies south of the delta of the Orinoco,
and extends from the river Carooi on the west to the Sierra
Imataca, the most maritime ridge of the Parime Mountains
on the east, and partly over the ridge. It is a table-land,
whose surface is 1400 feet above the sea-level, and whose

northern declivity approaches the Orinoco within a It*

miles. The surface of this table-land ia very uneven, aaa

presents a quick succession of small grassy savanna*, »«C-

wooded isolated rocks and hills, and delightful rallcii

The fertility of this tract, in many parts, ia said to t*

hardly inferior to that of the Vales of Araguau Its eleva

tion above the sea-level, the easterly wind which blon
nearly all the year round without interruption, sad bring*

from the sea, which ia at a short distance from the table-

land, an air loaded with humid vapours, render the cEaute
less hot and less dry than that of other parts of the rtpoUir,

and preserve the verdure of its savannas. Thus thm tract

is no less fit for rearing cattle than for cultivation. Tht
articles which are cultivated most successfully are coffee,

cacao, cotton, sugar, indigo, and all the roots and fruiu

which grow between the tropics. In these parts also tbr

cascarilla is collected in great quantities.

Rivers.—Venezuela is well watered, with the exceprJm
of the Mesas and that tract of the coast which extea6
from the town of Cumarebo westward to the Gulf of Vene-

zuela. The number of rivers is very great, and that of tht

navigable rivers considerable. The greater part of then
join the Orinoco, which runs about 1470 miles, and a
navigable for 1880 miles from its mouth. The obstacles

to navigation in this river are noticed elsewhere. fOai-
noco, vol. xvii., p. 15.] Of the rivers joining it from tht

west, the Inirida flows 424 miles, and is navigable for 395

miles ; the Guaviare flows more than 800 miles, and a
navigable for 550 ; and the Meta flows also more than 800

miles, and is navigable for 580 miles. As these rivers rat

through countries which are nearly uninhabited, no advan-

tage is taken of their navigable capacities. Farther north

the Orinoco is joined by the Apure, which is more navi-

gated than the other rivers of the republic, especiaUj

its two branches, the San Domingo and the Portugueaa
The Apure flows 735 miles, and is navigable for 650 miles

.

the Portuguesa runs 330, and is navigable for 227 mil*»

from its mouth. The San Domingo, by means of which
the agricultural produce of the province of Barlnaa it sect

to Angostura, runs 230 miles, and becomes navigable at

Toruno, about 100 miles from the place where this afloat
of the Apure joins its principal river. The rivers whki
fall into the Orinoco from the east descend from tot

Parime Mountains, and preserve the characteristic of £
the rivers originating in that mountain-system, being im-

peded in their course by cataracts and rapids. The largest

are the Oaura, which flows 600 miles, and ia navigable f<r

400 miles from its mouth ; and the Caronf, which flows 636

miles, and is navigable for 550 miles. The navigation d
these two rivers is interrupted at several places by cataract.
The southern portion of Venezuela is drained by the

Rio Negro, which in its upper course is called Guaicia.
It is joined from the north by the Casiquiare, a branch d
the Orinoco, which connects the Rio Orinoco with tit

Rio Amazonas. This natural channel is 248 miles long,

in general 30 feet deep, and on the average about «U
yards wide. It is navigable, as well as the Rio Negro,
as far as it drains the territories of the republic ; but lower
down in Brazil the navigation is interrupted by numeroai
rapids and small cataracts.

One of the principal affluents of the Essequibo, the Ca-
yooni, rises in Venezuela. It flows 620 miles, of which
450 are navigable ; but only the upper portion of this riv»r
belongs to the republic : the greater part of the countrr
drained by it and its affluent the Masaroony ia claimed
by the British as belonging to the colony of Demerarav
The rivers which fall into the sea within the territory d

the republic without joining the Orinoco, Rio Negro, 0
Essequibo, have a comparatively short course. A few of
them however are navigated, as the Guarapiche, which
rises in the mountain-system of the Bergantiu, and talii

into the Gulf of Paria. It runs about 180 miles, of which
more than 70 are navigable. The Neveri, on which th*
town of Barcelona is built, rises in Mount Turumiquire, rum
about CO miles, and is navigable for small boats for -tu

miles, and for larger boats 18 miles. The Unare, rising
in the Mesas, flows about 170 miles, and is navigable for
90 miles. The Tui, which drains the principal valley at
the coast-range, flows 190 miles, and is navigable for more
than 80 miles. The largest of the rivers falling into the
Caribbean Sea is the Tocuyo, which riaea on the northern
declivity of the Paramos of Niguitao and of Rosas, and
falls into the Golfo Triste after a course of 330 miles, of
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which more than 150 are navigable. The largest of the
navigable rivers falling into the lake of Maracaibo have
been noticed.

Climate.—With respect to climate, Venezuela is divided
by the natives into three zones, called Tierras Calidas, Tem-
pi adas, and Frias. Hot countries (tierras calidas) are all

those which do not rise more than 2000 feet above the sea,

and in which only tropical plants and fruits succeed. The
temperate countries (tierras templadas) are between 2000
and 7000 feet above the sea : the agricultural productions
of Europe succeed best in them. The cold countries (tier-

ras frias (are those wliich, from 7000 feet above the sea-level,
rise to the summit of the Sierra Nevada de Merida
(15,348 feet), 148 feet above the snow-line (15,200 feet).

This cold region is uninhabited, not so much on account
of t lie cold as the strong wind which always blows in these
upper regions, and of the thick fogs with which it is almost
oontinually covered. But the cold countries occupy only
an area of about 2000 square miles, while the extent of the
temperate countries probably does not exceed 5000 square
miles, so that by far the greatest part of the country (39,000
square miles') has a hot climate.

In Venezuela, as in other countries between the tropics,

the year is divided into two seasons, the wet and the dry
season. The wet season is called the winter, though the
heat is then greatest, as the sun passes twice over the
zenith ; whilst during the dry season, which is called the
summer, the sun is in the southern hemisphere. The
north-east trade-wind, which properly blows the whole
year round in this country, is modified in its direction and
force by these seasons. As soon as the sun crosses the
equator, the wind passes to the south of east, and the rains

begin, accompanied by thunder-storms. The rains are
generally abundant and continual, though there occur a
pvt days in which not a drop falls. By an approximative
estimate it has been found that, on an average, it rains

three hours every day, generally towards evening, and at

many places in the night. There occurs however an
intervaJ, either before or after midsummer, when it does
not rain for a whole month. This season is called the

Little Summer of St. John. The dry season, or summer,
begins when the sun has entered the southern hemisphere.
The wind then passes to the north-east ; but it blows
sometimes very fresh from north or north-west, especially

in November and December. During this season no rain

falls except along the northern coast, especially in the
tract between the coast-range and the Bergantin Moun-
tains

; but these rains are not abundant, and do not extend
far from the sea. They are called Nortes. In the dry
season the trade-winds begin to blow between 9 and 10
o'clock in the morning, and increase in force as the sun
rises higher ; and when it reaches the meridian, they re-

semble a gale ; but with the progress of the sun they de-
crease, and cease when it sets. The winds are succeeded by
a calm, which extends to a considerable distance into the
sea, and is replaced by a land-wind, which sets in before
midnight and continues to sunrise, when it dies away by
degrees. Between this land-wind (terral) and the setting
in of the regular trade-wind a complete calm of two or
three hours is experienced. This change of the wind takes
place every day, except when the wind blows with force
from the north or south. The northern winds are expe-
rienced from October to March, and the southern blow in
•Inly, August, and September, in which months the greatest
quantity of rain falls.

This general order of the seasons is subject to numerous
modifications in several parts of the country. The most
extensive of these modifications is observed on the coast
of the Atlantic, where no land-winds are experienced, and
the trade-wind blows all the year round, changing however
somewhat its direction. In the first three months it varies

between north and cast-north-east, and the sky is serene.
In the following three months it blows from east or south-
east; and from July to September, both included, from
the south or south-east ; but it is frequently interrupted by
calms, or strong gales blowing in gusts and accompanied
bj moderate rains. From October to December the rains

Me abundant, and the sky is continually covered with
clouds, and the winds more variable than in other seasons.
In the dry season, frem January to March, the heat is

neatest ; "hut in the wet, from July to December, it is

more continuous, and frequently accompanied by heavy

The rains are heaviest in the extensive forests of the
southern districts. It is probable that there they amount
annually to between 90 and 100 inches. The rain which
descends on this tract in one day frequently exceeds what
falls in a whole week in the southern countries of Europe
during the most rainy period of the year. In the lower
grassy plains the annual quantity of rain varies between
70 and 80 inches, but on the average it is less. Along the
coast the rains are scanty, where the mountain-ranges
approach the sea, except along the Golfo Triste, between
Puerto Cabello and Gumarebo, where they are heavy.
The rains however are rather abundant where the country
along the sea is low, and only backed by table-land, as
between Barcelona and the mouth of the Rio Tui. In the
higher region of the Andes the rain is not heavy, but it is

almost continual all the year round, especially after sun-
rise. On the paramos, or mountains more tlian 10,000 feet

above the sea-level, it snows and hails frequently, and the
air is always charged with a thick fog, which however
generally disappears at midnight, but returns at sunrise.

Respecting the heat experienced in the different parts

of the republic, it is found that on the coast the mean
annual temperature varies between 79° and 80°, the former
being the amount at Puerto Cabello, and the second at La
Guai'ra; at the last-mentioned place the range of the
thermometer is only 10°, between 80" and 90°, but at

Puerto Cabello 19", between 70° and 89". In the ele-

vated valleys of the mountain-ranges the heat is less,

according to their elevation above the sea-level. At
Caracas, which is more than 2900 feet above it, the
mean annual temperature is only 67°, exceeding that of
London by less than 17°, and the thermometer ranges
between 62° and 72". The greatest heat is experienced
in the Cattle-Plains. On the table-lands the thermometer
ranges between 83° and 95°, and the mean annual heat

is 83", or greater than that of the equator at the sea-level.

It is a few degrees less on the sloping countries between
the table-lands and the banks of the Orinoco, but greater

in the low level tract which surrounds the lower course of
the Rio Apure, where the mean annual heat is 91°, and the

thermometer ranges between 86° and 98°. In this tract the

heat is intolerable during the dry season, as the north-

easterly wind passes over the strongly heated surface of the

table-land before it arrives at the low plains of the Apure,
and thus the air feels as if it came from an oven. The heated

sand, which is suspended in the air, and carried forward
by whirlwinds, renders it still more disagreeable to the

feelings. The heat is much less in those parts which
are covered with forests : there the mean temperature is

only about 77°, and the thermometer ranges between 73"

and 82° ; but these districts are very unwholesome on
account of the soil being covered with a thick layer of

vegetation in a state of decay. On the table-land of

Upata the heat is perhaps somewhat greater than in the

region of the forests, but this part of the country is healthy.

Productions.—Codazzi gives a list of the useful plants

which grow in Venezuela. The number of those which are

cultivated exceeds 180: there are also 240 kinds of trees

and shrubs, whose wood is used for domestic purposes, 36
plants yielding gums and resins, and 45 wliich produce

medical drags. The articles of cultivation which are

grown for exportation are cotton, indigo, cacao, coffee,

sugar, tobacco, and cocoa-nuts. Cotton is grown chiefly

in the valleys of the coast-range, and in the country

adjacent to it on the south, and also in Barinas; some is

also grown in the valleys of the Bergantin Mountains.

Indigo, which was once the most important object of

cultivation, is much neglected, and cotton, coffee, and sugar
have taken its place ; but indigo is still grown in some
places within the coast-range. The cacao of Caracas is

known as the best, and its cultivation is increasing in the

valleys of the coast-range and of the Bergantin, and in the

plains of Barinas. The cultivation of coffee is more on the

increase than any other object of agriculture : in the

valleys of the coast-range, on the declivities of the Andes,

and in the plains of Vaiinas, it is crown on a large scale.

The plantations of sugar are much less extensive: nearly

all of them are in the valleys of the coast-range, especially

in the vales of Aragua. The cocoa-palm is met with

to the height of 700 feet, and yields valuable articles of ex-

port since the palm-oil is used for candles. The tobacco of

this country is of the best quality, and grows in the valleys

of the Bergantin, the declivities of the Andes, and the plains

2 G 2
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of TJtapa and Varinas. The tobacco of Varinas is well

known in Europe, but that of Cumanacoa in the Ber-

gantin mountains is said to be better.

Maize is most extensively cultivated all over the country,

but wheat only in the more elevated tracts, especially in

those which are more than 1800 feet above the sea-level.

Rice is grown in a few places in the lower tracts, and
barley only on the declivity of the Andes. Millet is an
object of cultivation. The plantain (musa paradisiacd),

is cultivated in all the districtis that are fit for agriculture,

but above 7000 feet the cultivation ceases to be advanta-

geous. The roots which are cultivated as food are chiefly

potatoes, batatas (convolvulus batatas), yucca (jatropha

manihot), See. The cultivation of almost every kind of le-

guminous plants is considerable, especially beans, haricots,

lentils, vetches, and garbanzas. Melons and water-melons
are much attended to, but vegetables are in general neg-
lected. The following table shows the relative importance

of all the great articles of agriculture. It is founded on
the crop of 1830, and taken from Codazzi's work :

—

Article of Cultiva* Value Id

tiou. Spanish dollar*.

Sugar . . . 1,376,094
Indigo . . . 575,000
Wheat . . . 1,440,000
Batatas, apio, &c. 1,390,000
Leguminous vege-

tables, rice, mil-
let, melons . 1,500,000

Article of Culliia- Value in

lion. Spanish dollars.

Cacao . ,

Plantains ,

Maize . ,

Yucca . .

Potatoes
Cocoa-nuts
Tobacco. .

Cotton . ,

Coffee . ,

2,278,850

1,559,811

0,000,000

2,712,071

2,173,776
350,000
562,824
525,000

3,309,371 Total . 25,752,797

According to this account the whole value of the agri-

cultural produce amounted to 25,752,797 Spanish dollars,

or 5.7223J4/.

The number of fruit-trees is great, but the cultivation is

little attended to. Besides the vine, which succeeds well

in some of the higher valleys, the fig, pomegranate,
orange, lime, and lemon have been transplanted from
Europe. Some of the indigenous trees bear excellent

fruits, among which the most remarkable are the Laurut
Persea, Annona squamosa, Annona Humboldtiana, Sapota
mammosa, the pine-apple, and the tamarind.

The domestic animals constitute one of the principal

branches of the wealth of Venezuela. The large plains

supply pasture for cattle, horses, mules, and asses, and the
number of these animals is very great. It is also con-
siderable in the other districts, as the greater part of the

country is uncultivated. Sheep and goats are also

generally kept, but are only numerous in the mountains of
Nirgua and the hilly tract which lies north of them. Pigs
abounds in the valleys of the mountain-ranges and the

countries contiguous to them. According to an estimate

of Codazzi, the number of cattle amounted in 1839 to

2,086,727, that of sheep and goats to 1,910,342, that of
mules to 39,33a that of horses to 78,164, and that of asses

to 140,507 : there were also 362,507 hogs. A large

number of these animals, especially cattle and horses, are

annually sent to Trinidad, whence they pass to the other
Antilles. Formerly a considerable quantity of jerked beef
was exported, but this article has greatly fallen off since

1810. Many fowls, turkeys, pigeons, ducks, and guinea-
hens are reared, and also some geese and peacocks.

Codazzi gives a list and description of 14 different kinds

cf monkeys and apes found in Venezuela. They are eaten
by the aborigines. The carnivorous animals are numerous,
amongwhich the largest are the jaguar, called in the country
tiger, the puma, the ounce, which is found in the forests of
the Sierra de Nirgua, and the tiger-cat. The principal

wild animals which are considered game are the tapir, the
capyhara, the venado, a kind of deer, the aguti, porcupine,
rabbit, and several kinds of wild-hogs. Other remarkable
animals are the sloth and ant-eater. Two kinds of whales,
the physeter and narwhal, are frequently met with along
the northern coast ; and in the large rivers are the manati,
and the tonina : the latter is a kind of dolphin, which
attains a length of 9 or 10 feet. The birds are numerous,
especially those belonging to the lalconidae, ardeidss, stri-

gidse, tunlidie, tanagrids?, picidw, and pMltacidte ; among
the last-meationed t he loris are distinguished by the beauty
of their plumage. There are also pelicans, wild geese and
ducks, and flamingoes.

Fiah is abundant in the sea, the rivers, and lakes, and
lagunes. The greatest fishery is carried on la the .trait

which divides the peninsula of Araya from the island of

Margarita, round the island of Coche, where a great quan-
tity of a fish called liza is taken, salted, and exported ta

all the ports of the republic and the West Indies. Tht
salted and dried eggs of the fish are also a conuderabW
article of commerce. The fisheries in the lake of Mara-
caibo and the lagune of Tacarigua are lew important.
All the rivers, but especially those which originate in the
Andes and fall into the Orinoco, abound in fish. Amour
the different kinds found in these rivers is the electric eel.

and the caribbe, a small fish which is very greedy of ani-

mal blood, and wounds men and animals that pats the
rivers. Two species of turtle are found in the sea, tad
much esteemed for their flesh and eggs. But the beat

kind is in the Orinoco and other large rivers : it depose*
its eggs on islands and sandy tracts, where the river

turns from south to east. In March and April these egp
are collected, and manteca is made of them, which is an
important article of commerce. Manteca is also made
from the fat of the manati.
The alligator abounds in the Orinoco, Apure, and For-

tuguesa, and is also found in several other riven. The
iguana is eaten, and considered a dainty. The chamelcoa
is common in some parts. There are boa-constrictors aai
several venomous snakes. The pipa abounds in the Panme
Mountains. Pearl-oysters were very abundant soon alter
the discovery of America in the strait between the penin-
sula of Araya and the island of Margarita, and a very ad-
vantageous fishery was carried on for several years, but
the banks were soon exhausted, and at present they are

not regularly fished. Wild bees are numerous in several

districts, but the wax collected is difficult to bleach, fat

the hilly tract between the Golfo Triste and the Lake the

cochineal insect is found, but it is not turned to any account.
Venezuela is not rich in minerals. Gold is found in

several places, and has been worked in a few since the

country has been settled by the Spaniards, but the produce
was so small, that the working was given up long ago.

Silver-ore has been found near Bailadores on the declivity

of the Andes, but in small quantities. Tin is found near
Barquisimeto, and was worked for a time, but did not psi.

The only mines which are worked are those of copper, ci*

far from San Felipe, at Aroa, which yielded in 18U) about
1500 cwt. They are at present in the hands of an English

company, which sends the ore to Swansea to be smelted.
They exported in 1837 about 70,530 lb. of ore. Iron and
lead ore occur, but are not worked. Coal is found at

some places in the Coast-range, especially in Coro, but it

is not turned to any account. A kind of natron is extracted
from a small lake on the southern declivity of the Andes,
in the province of Merida, which is mixed with tobacco.
At several places petroleum occurs, especially in the pe-
ninsula of Araya. Salt is produced to a great amount m
the salt-works of the peninsulas of Araya and Paraguana,
and in the gulf of Maracaibo.

Inhabitants and Population.—The population constats

of aborigines, of two foreign nations which have settled

among them, the Spaniards and Africans, and of the off-

spring which has resulted from the mixture of these three
nations. According to the old records, it is evident that
at the time of the arrival of the Spaniards the aborigines
ofVenezuela formed above 150 tribes, each speaking itsown
dialect, and these numerous idioms belonged to eleven co-

at least six different languages. The number of aboriginal
tribes still within the territories of the republic hardly
exceeds forty, the others having disappeared ; but it

must not be supposed that they have been destroyed by
the Spaniards. A large number have intermarried with
Spaniards or Africans, or have so adopted their mode of
living, that their descendants probably form the bulk of
the mixed race. This has been especially the case with
all the tribes which inhabited the mountain-range* and
the table-lands between and south of those mountains

:

for if the Goajiros and Warrows vGuaraunos), who live at
tlie western and eastern extremity of the republic, are ex-
cepted, there are no aboriginal tribes north of the Orinoco
and Apure rivers. In most cases it is quite impossible to
recognise in the mixed race the original features of
the aborigines; but at several places they have been
preserved. Among them are chiefly remarkable the in-
habitants of the declivities of the Andes, who in their
features so much resemble those aborigines who inhabit the
table-lands ofNew Granada, that it is supposed they belcnf
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to the -nation of the Muyscos, -who before the arrival ofthe
Spsmutis-'had established a regular government there, and
had advanced nearly as far in civilization as the Peruvians
or th* kthabitants of Mexico.

The;' Indians of pure blood are distinguished by a large
head* riarrow forehead, lank and long black hair, eyes of
midiWrng aize, sharp nose, wide mouth, thick lip, and
broad face. They are generally copper-coloured, some
very dark, others almost as fair as Europeans. Their sta-

ture usually varies between four feet and a half and five
feet, though the Caribbees are from five to six feet high.
They have little hair on those parts of the body where it

"Trows naturally; but they are not altogether beardless.
Their limbs, large and muscular, have the appearance of
great strength, but they support hard labour with difficulty.

These tribes must not be considered so low in civilization
as the savages of Brazil, or those of the northern portion
of North America. There are indeed a few who live only
on wild fruits, and the produce of the chase and their

fishing, and have no fixed habitations. But the greater
part of them are acquainted with agriculture, and cultivate
cotton, plantains, yucca, batatas, and even the sugar-cane,
or at least some of these articles. They live in houses,
and some tribes have substantial ones. But all of them go
nearly naked.
The most populous of these tribes are the Guajiros, who

inhabit the peninsula which bears their name, on the
west of the gulf of Maracaibo, about 9000 in number ; the
Warrows or Guaraunos, in the delta of the Orinoco, and
its neighbourhood, about 8000 in number; the Caribbees
on the rivers Cuyooni and Caroni, 2000 in number ; the
Guaicas on the banks of the Cuyooni, 1800 in number

;

the Maquiritares, who reside on the eastern banks of the
Orinoco, above the rapids of Maypures, 3600 in number

;

the Guaharibos and Guaicas, occupying both aides of the
Orinoco, where the river issues from the Parime Moun-
tains, each consisting of about 1200 individuals; the
Avirianos and Etanamos, living within the Parime Moun-
tains, at some distance from the banks of the Upper Ori-

noco, each composed ofabout 1500 individuals ; the Piaroas
living within the same mountains opposite the rapids of
Maypures and Atures, containing about 2000 individuals

;

and the Guahibos, who are established on the west side of
the Rio Orinoco, on the rivers Vichada and Meta, compris-
ing about 1800 individuals. The other tribes are small.

A few are composed of less than 200 individuals, but the

larger number varies between 200 and 1000. The whole
aboriginal population, according to the statement of
Codazzi, consists only of 52,415 individuals belonging to

the independent nations, and 14,000 individuals who have
been subjected to the whites. Codazzi gives the following
table of the different constituents of the population :

—

Independent tribes .... 52,415
Subjected Indians of pure blood . . 14,000
Indians mixed with the other population,
who have adopted the manners of the other
inhabitants, but preserve the characteristic

features of their race .... 155,000
Whites or Creoles, the descendants of Spa-

niards and foreigners .... 260,000
The mixed race, mulattoes, mestizos, zambos,

tercerones, and quarterones . . . 414,151
Negroes or slaves ..... 49,782

945,348
Respecting the slaves, it is to be observed, that the laws

of the republic forbid the importation of slaves ; and that
by a law of the republic of Columbia, made in 1821, which
was ratified by the legislature of Venezuela in 1830, the
offspring of slaves are to be free, so that in about 30
years slavery will be extinct in this country.

Political Division* and Towns.—After the republic of
Columbia had been dissolved (1830), that of Venezuela was
divided into 13 provinces, 88 cantons, and 523 parishes.

Twelve provinces are on the continent, and the thirteenth
is the island of Margarita.

1. The Province of Maracaibo comprehends the north-
western districts of the republic, extending over the coun-
try that surrounds the lake of Maracaibo. Along its

western border is the Sierra Perija, and in the southern and
south-eastern districts the lower parts of the offsets of the
Andes and of the hilly region of Coro. The northern dis-

tricts have a dry arid soil of moderate fertility, but this

part alone is inhabited and cultivated, as the southern dis-
tricts are covered with immense swamps and forests, and
generally uninhabited. The articles of commerce which
are cultivated are cacao, coffee, and cotton, with some
sugar and indigo, and as articles of food rice, plantains,
maize, yucca, and some leguminous plants and roots.

That part of the peninsula of Guajiros which belongs to
Venezuela constitutes a part of this province, and is inha-
bited by the Guajiros, and a few smaller tribes subject to
them.
The town of Maracaibo is built on the western shores of

the strait which connects the great lake with the Gulf of
Maracaibo. It stands on the north shore of a small inlet

which is about two miles long and runs westward into the
land. This inlet is the harbour of the town. There are
some good buildings, but the greater part of the houses
are of wood and thatched. The town has a considerable
trade, as it is the harbour of the provinces of Merida and
Trujillo, and also of several districts of New Granada, espe-
cially those surrounding Ciicuta, from which cacao, corfee,

honey, sugar, conserves, tobacco, ropes, and some smaller
articles are brought to Maracaibo, and then exported by
English, American, Dutch, French, and Danish vessels. By
the same way these provinces are supplied with European
articles and with salt. This town has a college and some
schools, among which is a school of navigation. The in-

habitants of this region are rather fond of a sea-faring life.

In 1828 they had 346 small vessels for the transport of
merchandise, and 1700 boats. A considerable number of
vessels are built here, the forests on the southern banks of
the lake supplying abundance of excellent timber. The
population is 14,000. Altagracia is built on the opposite
side of the strait, but several miles from the shore. San
Carlos de Zulia stands not far from the southern extre-

mity of the lake, on the banks of the river Escalante

:

at this place the merchandise sent from Trujillo, Merida,
and Ciicuta is embarked for Maracaibo.

2. The Province of Coro extends over the hilly region
between the lake of Maracaibo on the west and the Golfo
Triste on the east. The soil of more than one-half of the
province is very sandy and dry, and can only be used for

the cultivation of cotton and as pasture-ground for sheep
and goats ; but the remainder, which is more elevated, has
a better soil, and yields good crops of coffee, cacao, maize,
yucca, and plantains, with several leguminous plants

and roots : sugar is only grown in a few places. In this

province alone pulque, or the spirituous liquor extracted

from the maguey (Aloe Americana), is made. Along the
sea-coast, and especially on the peninsula of Paraguana,
which belongs to this province, great quantities of salt are

made.
Coro, the capital, stands on an arid plain, about two miles

from the sea and 100 feet above its level. Very good
hammocks are made in this town : the population is 4000.

It carries on a little trade with the Dutch island of Curacao
by means of the small harbour called Vela de Coro, which
is about seven miles from the town. Cumarebo, a small

place, about three miles from the small harbour of the

same name, has also some commerce.
3. The Province of Barquisimeto lies south of Coro and

extends over the greater part of the Sierra de Nirgua, and
over the most north-eastern portion of the Andes, includ-

ing the Paramo de Rosas. It presents a great variety of

surface and soil, being covered with a succession of valleys,

and ridges of hills and mountains, and containing several

extensive level tracts at various elevations above the sea.

The western districts, or those whose drainage runs to the

lake of Maracaibo, partake of the dry and arid soil of the

province of Coro ; the central districts have abundance of

water, but are well drained, healthy, fertile, and populous

;

whilst those to the north-east extending to the Golfo Triste

are covered with high trees, and are exposed to inundations,

unhealthy, and thinly inhabited. Nearly all the pro-

ductions of Venezuela grow in this province ; and in some
elevated districts excellent wheat is raised. The copper-

mines of Aroa are situated near the boundary-line of Coro.

The articles of commerce, cacao, coffee, hides, sugar, and
indigo, are sent to Puerto Cabello or to Caracas, whence
they are exported ; but the towns of this province have a

considerable commerce with Barinas, which province they

supply with salt, flour, vegetables, fruits, and some of the

articles manufactured in this province, and receive hides,

cattle and other live-stock, cheese, jerked beef, and tal.
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low. This province has numerous tanneries, and much
coarse cotton-cloth is made.

Barquisimeto, the capital, has recovered from the effects

of the earthquake and war [Bahqototmeto, vol. iii., p. 492],

and has again a population of 12,000 individuals. Tocuyo
is situated in an elevated valley in that part of the province
which is best adapted for the cultivation of wheat ; it is

well built. The inhabitants, consisting of about 10,000

individuals, are enterprising and industrious : they make
cotton and woollen stuffs, sEnd tan leather, of which they
make boots, shoes, and leathern girdles, which go to the
plains. Great quantities of salt from Coro are sent to

Barinas and its neighbourhood. In this town are a college

and some elementary schools. Carora, which has 4000 in-

habitants, is situated in the dry portion of the province,

and has some manufactures of cotton stuffs, and several

tanneries. San Felipe, in the wet region of the country, is

well built : the population is stated to be 7000. In its

neighbourhood are the copper-mines of Aroa.
4. The Province of TrujtUo lies between Barquisimeto

and Merida, and extends over both declivities of the Andes
from the Paramo de Rosas to the vicinity of Merida, but
the greaterportion of it lies on the north-west descent of the

range, the drainage of which runs to the lake of Maracaibo.
The most elevated part is occupied by several Paramos,
but on their declivities are fine well-wooded valleys, and
between them several plains descending in gentle slopes,

covered with fine pasture-grounds. The lowest portion of
the province lies within the Tierras Calidas, and in this tract

the valleys are wider and of great fertility. The principal

articles of agriculture are cacao, coffee, indigo, sugar,

wheal, barley, cotton, maiie, plantains, potatoes, yucca,
and several Kinds of leguminous plants. The commer-
cial products (cacao, coffee, conserves, and sugar) are sent

to Maracaibo by way of Zulia.

Trujillo, the capital, is built on a slope between two
ranees of high mountains, and is 2744 feet above the
sea-level. In its vicinity much wheat is grown. Many
worsted stuffs are made in this town, and also conserves ana
cheese. There are a college and several elementary schools.
Thepopulation in4000. The great roadfrom Caraeas and Bar-
quisimeto to Merida and New Granada traverses this place.

6. The Province of Merida comprehends the remainder
of the Andes, extending to the boundary of New Granada,
on both declivities of the range. Within its territories is

the Sierra Nevada de Merida, the only summit of the
Andes within Venezuela which rises above the snow-line.
In soil and productions it resembles Trujillo. In some
parts tobacco is cultivated on an extensive scale. Its com-
mercial products, cacao, coffee, sugar, indigo, and cotton,
go to Maracaibo by way of Zulia. Corn and flour are sent
to Barinas and Apure. It has some commerce with Cucuta
in New Granada.

Merida, the capital, is built on a plain, or rather table-
land, 10 miles long and 3 miles wide, which on one side
joins the range of mountains, and on the other sides is en-
compassed by deep valleys. It is 5518 feet above the sea-
level, and on the south of the town is the Sierra Nevada.
The coffee grown in the vicinity is of excellent quality.

Several kinds of woollen and cotton stuffs are made, and
some are said to be equal to those of Europe, especially the
carpets. There is a seminary for the education of priests,

a college, and several schools: the population is 6000.
The small town of Grita, also situated within the range of

the Andes, stands on a small table-land not far from
the boundary-line of New Granada. It is tolerably well
bnilt, and is traversed by the road leading from Merida to
Pamplona in New Granada.

.

6. The Province qfBarinat (Varfnas) extends along the
south-eastern base of the Andes, in all their extent from
the banks of the river Cogede* on the north to the Uri-
bante and Sarare on the south, and occupies the whole
country between the rivers Apure and Portuguese The
lower part of the declivity of the Andes is included within
its territories ; but this tract is nearly uninhabited, with
the exception of a few narrow valleys. At the base of the
mountains begins the sloping plain which descends to the
south-east, and is known by the name of the Plains of
Barinas. At the base of the mountains it is from 600 to
800 feet above the sea-level, but near the confluence of
the Apure and Portuguese probably less than 900 feet.

The soil is very fertile, and either adapted to cultivation or
to pasture ; and its productions are so various, that the

list comprehends nearly all the objects cultivated in Vene-
zuela in the Tierras Calidas. The commerce of this es»-

vince with the adjacent countries is very considerable, serf

all its products find there a ready sale, at it* fruit*, casus,

and leguminous vegetable* are in great demand in Trujiu
and Merida, its live-stock, hides, and cheese) in Baraos.

meto, and all kinds of grain and leguminous vegetables a
Apure. The articles of foreign commerce are—hwss, eosfee.

cacao, cotton, and sugar, but chiefly tobacco : they are seat
to Angostura by the numerous navigable rivets wtoca
drain the plains. It has also some commerce with Paolo
Cabello and Caracas, to which places it •ends indigo,

cacao, asses, pigs, and cattle.

Most of the towns of this province are built near the

base of the Andes. The capital is Vajunas. The tow
of Guanare, Ospinos, and Araure, north of Vannas, sou
Pedraza, south of it, contain, respectively a population <m

between 2000 and 4000 persons. Nutria* is in the nudd*
of the plains, not far from the banks of the Apure. and •
the depdt of the agricultural produce of the neighbourhood
especially the cattle.

7. The Province of Carabobo has taken its name froa
the place where the battle was fought by which the inde-

pendence of the northern countries of South America was
established. This province extends from the shore* of the
Caribbean Sea southward across the coast-range to thr
banks of the Rio Portuguese, and comprehends two moun-
tain-ridges, the greatest part of the Vales of Aragua en-
closed by them, and the table-lands which lie south of the

southern ridge of the coast-range. Along the sea it extends
from Punta Aroa on the east to the banks of the Rio
Yaracui, which divides it from Coro, and falls into the in-

nermost angle of the Golfo Triste. It comprehends the

best cultivated and most populous portion of the republic,

the Vales of Aragua, where wheat grows by the tide of

plantains and the sugar-cane. Its products are as varum
as those of any other portion of the republic which doe*
not rise above the temperate zone. It produces ammaUr
great quantities of coffee, cacao, indigo, tobacco, *opr,
and cotton, most of which articles go to it* port, Puerto-
Cabello, whence they are exported to the West Indies,

North America, and Europe.
Valencia, the capital of this province, stand* on a slope,

near the opening of a valley which extend* between tan
offsets of the north ridge of the coast-range, about sa
miles from the west bank of the lake of Valencia. It>

position is important for commerce, as ail the producti of

the provinces of Barinas and Barquisimeto pas* through the

town to Puerto-Cabello. It has some good institution
for education, as a college, a grammar-school, and several

elementary schools. The town is well built and contua
16,000 inhabitants. The best harbour of the republic,
Puerto Cabello, belongs to this province. The harbour
of Ocumore, east of Puerto Cabello, is good for small
vessels. The town of Nirgua is built on a small plain 27*
feet above the sea-level, and enclosed by mountains : it

has 3000 inhabitants. In that tract of elevated ground
between the southern ridge of the coast-range and the
Galera de San Carlos is the town of Pao, which derm*
some importance from being built on one of the mo4
frequented roads from the cattle-plains to the Vales at

Aragua and to Puerto Cabello.
8. The Province of Cardcat has an area of 33,948 square

miles, which exceeds the extent of South Carolina in

North America, and nearly by one-third that of Scotland
or Ireland. It extends along the coast between Punta i<
Aroa on the west and the mouth of the Rio Unare. aad
hence it stretches southward to the banks of the rivers Por-
tuguese, Apure, and Orinoco. Its eastern boundary is

j

marked by the course of the Rio Suata, an affluent of the

I

Orinoco and that of the Rio Unare. Within it* limits he
the eastern portions of both ridges of the coast-ranee, the
eastern part of the Vales of Aragua, the valley of the river

I

Tui, and a large part of the table-lands and low plain* ex-
tending from the coast-range to the Rio Orinoco. The *o0
is only good in the Vales of Aragua and the valley of the
Tui : the remainder is of indifferent fertility. It produce
all the articles which grow in the hot zone, and a few which
belong to the temperate zone, as wheat, which grows ia
a few places. The articles cultivated for exportation- •*«
coffee, cacao, sugar, tobacco, and in some places induro,
tobacco, and cotton.

Caracas, the capital, contains, according to the latest
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account, about 35,000 inhabitants. [Caracas.] The har-
bour of Caracas is La Guaira, or Guayra, which is distant
tVom it in a straight line only six miles, but by the road
over the mountains about 13 miles. It is built on a nar-
row and uneven plain between two huge masses of rock,
and at the back of the town the mountains rise almost
perpendicularly. The town is rather well built and con-
tains 6000 inhabitants. But it has only an open roadstead,
in which the vessels are exposed to the winds and the
swell of the sea, and the anchoring-ground is not good,
The climate is exceedingly hot, and it is considered very
unhealthy, but without reason. South-east of Cape Codera
is the small harbour of Higuerote. In the Vales of Aragua
are three considerable places. La Victoria, Turmero, and
Maracai, each of which contains a population of between

and 80O0 individuals. La Victoria is advantageously
for the commerce with the great plains ; for to the

of the town the southern ridge of the coast-range
its a great depression, through which the road leads

the town of Cura, which is bnilt at the southern opening
of the depression. In the southern plains is the town of
Calabozo, a thriving place.

9. The Province cf Barcelona lies east of Caracas, from
which it is divided by the rivers Suata and Unare, and ex-
tends from the shores of the Caribbean Sea to the banks of
the Orinoco. Along the coast it occupies the tract be-
tween the mouth of the Unare and Punta Conoma, which
lies opposite the islands Arapos, and along the Orinoco the
country between the mouth of the Suata and the Rio de los

Pozos. The interior of the country is occupied by arid

table-lands, especially the Mesa de Guanipa, and their

prolongations extend southward to the vicinity of the banks
«Jf the Orinoco. The tracts between these offsets are lit

for cultivation ; the Mesas themselves can only be used as

pasture-ground for some months in the year. The low
plain north of the Mesas is a grassy savanna, which is

also only fit for pasture. Most of the productions of the
torrid zone are cultivated, but not to any great, extent.

Some cacao, coffee, cotton, tobacco, and cocoa-nuts are

grown for exportation.

Barcelona, the capital, has at present only 6000 inhabit-

ants, as the produce of the cattle-plains, which was for-

merly brought to this town, now goes to Angostura.
[Barcelona.] In the interior is the town of Aragua,
which derives some importance from the circumstance that

nearly all the roads across the table-lands unite at this place.

10. The Province of Cumand occupies the north-east

portion of the republic, and extends southward to the

Orinoco, whose course makes its boundary to the point

where the river begins to divide into different arms. From
this place the line follows the course of that branch of the

river which is called Mamo, and which falls into the Gulf
of Paria under the name of Boca Vagre. Nearly the
whole of the Bergantin Mountains lie within its terri-

tories, the high Mesa de Urica and some lower ones, and
also the fine tract of country which forms the slope from
the base of the table-lands to the shores of the Gulf of

Paria. All tropical products are cultivated, but though
some parts of the interior rise to nearly 2000 feet, the pro-
ductions of the temperate zone do not succeed ; wheat at

least is not grown. To a soil fertile in most parts this pro-
vince unites the advantage of an extensive coast-line, and
of the neighbourhood of foreign settlements ; and it is im-
proving rapidly. Its articles of commerce are exported
from five ports, Cuinana, Carupano, Giiiria, Rio Canbe,
and Maturin.
Cumana has only 8000 inhabitants. [Cumana.] Caru-

pano is on a small island in a small bay on the north coast
of the pe ninsula of Araya : it has some commerce with
Granada rind Barbadoes. The population is under 2000.
Giiiria and Rio Caribe, two small ports situated in the
most western recess of the Gulf of Paria, export their pro-
duce to Trinidad. Maturin is a considerable place on the
batiks of the Rio Guarapkhe, which falls into the Gulf of
Paria. The river is navigable at the town for barges,
and for larger vessels at the Caiio Colorado, about 27
miles lower down in a straight line. Being surrounded
with a country well adapted for pasture, the town exports
to -Trinidad a great number of cattle, horses, and mules.

11. The Province ofGuayana, the largest of the republic,

comprehends the whole country south and east of the
Orinoco, and, of the territories west of that river, all the
districts south of the Rio Meta. The countries drained by

the Caaiquiare and Rio Negro and their affluents are also
included in this province, as well as the whole delta of the
Orinoco. Though all the tropical products are cultivated
in most places with success, it contributes little to com-
merce, as the agricultural establishments of the whites are
limited to a few tracts on the Orinoco and to the table-
land of Upata. For though the aboriginal tribes cultivate
some plants, they grow only what is required for their own
consumption, and these tribes are in possession of nearly
the whole country. All the commerce of this province is

concentrated in the town of Guayana, or Angostura [An-
gostura], the population of which is stated not to exceed
4000. Upata is a small town on the table-land of the
same name.

12. The Province of Apure derives its name from the
river which runs along its northern boundary, and extends
southward to the banks of the Rio Meta. A very small
portion of this province is fit for cultivation : maize, rice,

and some leguminous plants and roots are grown : but
as the pastures are abundant all the year, a great number
of cattle, horses, mules, and asses feed on the plains;
and the animals are exported in considerable numbers to
all the neighbouring countries, especially to Angostura.
The capital is Achaguas, which has a population of about
2000. San Fernando de Apure is somewhat smaller, and
has some commerce with Barinas and with Angostura.

13. The Island ifMargarita constitutes one of the pro-
vinces of the republic. It is in the Caribbean Sea,
opposite the peninsula of Araya, between 10° 50' and 1

1"

lo' N. lat. and 63" 50' and 04° 30' W. long. It is some-
what more than 40 miles long from west to east, anil

nearly 20 miles wide in the widest part. This island con-
sists of two large masses of rock, and a narrow isthmus
which unites them. The eastern mass is called Cerro de
Copei, and its summit is 3240 feet above the sea-level

;

the summit of the western mass, Cerro del Macanao, is

4573 feet high. The isthmus which unites these masses
is nearly ten miles long, and in the narrowest place only
60 yards wide, but generally 180 yards. In the lowest
part it is only between three and four yards above the sea-
level, but there occur some small sand-hills on it. From
the eastern mass of rocks a narrow tongue of land runs
parallel to the isthmus, and the lagune formed by them,
called Laguna Arestinga, is ten miles long, but only
two wide. It is shallow and salt. The eastern mountain-
mass is very much broken, and contains several summits,
and between them small valleys. In these valleys and
only on some of the slopes cultivable tracts are found.
The western mountain is a nearly unbroken mass of rock,

which supplies scanty pasture for a few goats. On this

island coffee, sugar, maize, yucca, plantains, cocoa-nut
palms, other fruits, and several kinds of roots and legumi-
nous plants are grown, and a little cacao ; but hardly
any of these products supply articles of commerce : the
exports consist of turtles, fowl, fish, and salt.

Asuncion, the capital, is built in a narrow valley, which
is well cultivated. It contains about 3000 inhabitants.

The port is Pampatar, which is about six miles from it on
the south-eastern shore of the eastern peninsula. On the

northern shore, not far from the place where the isthmus
begins, is the small harbour of Juan Griego.

The following table, taken from Codazzi, shows the ex-
tent and the absolute and relative population of the pro-

vinces, and the number of slaves. The calculation was
made on computations of the years 1837 and 1838.

Number of Nam bri-

Area in square Number of latiab. to A ef
Provinces. miles. Inhabitants. quire mile. Slavei.

Caracas . 34,104 242,888 7-1 34,429
Carabobo 8,148 96.967 11-9 4,054

Barquisimeto 9,384 112,755 12-0 2,321

Coro . 11,392 40,470 35 1,400

Maracaibo . 33,360 42,832 1-3 5or.

Trujillo . 4,344 44,788 103 1,371

Mcrida . 10,884 62,116 5-7 698
Barinas . 23,928 109,497 46 1,458

Apure . . 22,320 10,479 07 158

Barcelona . 13,380 52,103 3-8 941

Cumaui . 17,556 50,671 2'9 1,481

Margarita 444 18,305 41-2 233
Guayana '. 218,788 56,471 0 25 608

408,032 945,348 2-3 49,782
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Inthis statement, the independent aboriginal tribes are not
included. According to an estimate, their number amounts
in Guayana to 41,040, in Apure to 2375, and in the
peninsula of Goajira (Maracaibo) to 9000 : total, 52,415.

Manufactures.—In countries lying between the tropics,

and thinly inhabited as Venezuela is, manufactures are

only found in elevated regions, where the climate renders

clothing and covering necessary. The few manufactures of

this country are in the Sierra Nirgua and on the decli-

vities of the Andes, at Tocuyo, Barquisimeto, Trujillo, and
Merida, where straw hats, hammocks, coarse cotton-cloth,

Mine worsted stuffs, and earthenware are made. The tan-

neries are rather numerous, and nearly all the articles of

leather which are consumed in the country are made
there, and constitute one of the most important branches
of internal commerce.
Commerce.—The commerce of Venezuela diminished

greatly during the War of Independence, cultivation having
been much neglected during that period ; but though the

state of society has been unsettled since the termination of
the war, the trade has again recovered, which is evident

from a comparison of the two following statements of ex-
ports, for the year 1810, and that which begun the 1st of
June, 1836, and terminated the 30th June, 1837. From
this table also the change may be inferred which has taken
place in the principal agricultural articles.

Exportation of 1810.
Article!. * Span. Dollar*.

130,000 fanegas of cacao 1,625,000

40,000 packs of cotton 480,000
80,000 lbs. of coffee 800,000

1,000,000 lbs. of indigo 1,250,000
150,000 lbs. of vanilla 7500
100,000 lbs. of sarsaparilla .... 6000
130,000 pieces of hides 130,000
200,000 horns 2000

6000 mules and horses ..... 180,000
18,000 heads of cattle 216,000

400 tons of copper 80,000

61,089

38,784
166,348
447,735
111,550

1205
7912

20,431

230,000

Or
Exportation of 1836-37.
Anklet.

fanegas of cacao . . .

fiacks of cotton . . .

bs. of coffee ....
lbs. of indigo ....
pieces of hide ....
mules and horses . . .

heads of cattle . . .

Copper ore, valued at. .

cwt. of tobacco . . .

goats and sheep skins

Sugar, for the value of .

Smaller articles, as vanilla, sarsa-

parilla, horns, dye-woods, &c.

4,776,500

£1,061,444

875,032- 15
616,94308
,659,908 36
502.479 03
247,331-39

104,028

148,087
34,040
256,21310
109,733
53,979-31

335,823-63

4,943,59705

Or £1,098,577

The following table shows the value of the axtic'ei

imported and exported, and the countries from which ihrr

were brought and for which they were shipped, in tlx

year beginning the 1st of July, 1838, and terminating ca

the last day of June, 1839.

Names of
Countries. nish dollar*

U. S. ofAmerica 1 ,217.227-36
Great Britain . 987,048*23
Denmark and its

colonies. . 955,274-68
Hamburg and
Bremen

Value of imported Value of exported
Article! in Spa- Article* to Spa-

nish dollars.

2,006,987-19
740,418-32

Total nbta
Spaiuab daOars.

32Hjtl4 -30

1,727,468

536,911-23 1.492,185 -91

France . .

Spain . . .

Holland . .

New Granada
Sardinian States

Mexico . .

Sweden . .

Not specified .

465.504-06
205.505- 94
162,454-79
255,153-51
31,333-85
6,273-85
853-25

957 50
14,961-17

775,623-39
520,789-26
543,308 38
211,593 53

1,118-73
20,430-00
8,822-40
2,113-25
3,073-66

1,241.127-45
72&29G-3)
705.763- 17

466.747-0*
32.432 5*

26,703- SS

9,673- 6S

3j070 73

184JS3 S3

4,302,548- 19 5,371,188-34 9.673,73C-SS

Or 956,122/. ster. or 1,193,597/. or 2, 149.719J.

The following table exhibits the value of the article*

imported into and exported from every port of the re-

public.

Value of
Name of the Fort. Importation.

Guaira . . 2,643,551-74

Puerto Cabello 622,324- 06
Angostura . 202,885-18
Maracaibo . 325,706 -62
Cumani . . 77,107*33
Barcelona. . 123,864-01
LaVeladeCoro 166,091-85
Juan Griego . 1,981-87

Pampatar
Canipano .

Maturin .

Giiiria . .

Rio Caribe
Higuerote
Cumarebo

617-81
23,824-47
101,641-57
8,531-20
4,420-48

Value of
Exportation.

2,492,270 -69
1,261,071-10
485,687-94
445,325-07
41,769-48
79,691-64
123,161-85
26,760- 10
6,737 00

70,289-90
171,083-57
55,484-98
39,722 90
40,062-82

32,069 87

Total of Tartar,
nod of

Eapartatkm.

5,136322-43
1,883396- 16

698.573 12

771.031 S3

118375 81
203,555 6-"i

289,253 70
28.741-97
7354 -Ml

94.114 37

272,724 57

64.016 IS

44,143S»
40.062 «
32.063 tS

4,302,548- 19 5,371,188-34 9,673,736 53

The following table exhibits the numbeT of vessel* eta-

ployed in the commerce of Venezuela, their tonnage, and
the harbours which were visited by them.

Education.—It appears that the inhabitants of Venezuela
begin to be aware of the advantages of education. Ac-
cording to Codazzi, there existed, in 1839, 133 public and
86 private schools. The first were attended by 5566 bojs
and 338 girls, and the second by 1297 boys and 892 girfcv

History and Constitution.—The most eastern part of
the coast, and the island of Margarita, were discovered by
Christopher Columbus in his third voyage, 1496, and the
following year the whole northern coast of South America

Number of Vessels

Name* of Harbours.
belonging to Venesuele.

Inward. Outward Total.

Guaira . . 31 19 50
Puerto Cabello 26 31 57
Angostura 78 142 220
Maracaibo 26 29 55
Cumani . . 24 5 29
Barcelona . . 16 14 30
LaVeladeCoro 74 26 100
Juan Griego . 11 46 57
Pampatar . . 5 22 27
Canipano . . 34 76 110
Maturin . • 20 192 212
Giiiria . . . 26 221 247
Rio Caribe 7 17 24
Higuerote 3 3
Cumarebo 49 49

378 892 1270

Tonnage of Vessels belonging
to Venezuela.

2,931

1,541

4,609

2,277
1,324

863
3,125
229
18

608
330
452
249

18,556

Number of Foreign Vessel*. 1 Tonnage of Foreign !

Outward. Total. Inward. Outward. Total. Inward.

2,257 5,188 136 136 272 23,008
1,544 3,085 83 102 185 11,573
7,486 12,095 8 45 52 1,256
2,239 4,516 29 42 71 4301
301 1,625 7 13 20 493
909 1,772 7 7 14 403

1,262 4387 17 5 22 520
337 566 1 15 16 45
123 141
918 1,526 65 8 13 408

2,487 2,817 6 32 38 199
1,240 1,692 2 9 11 68
436 685 3 1 4 94
234 234
395 395 Vt \2

22,168 40,724 304 427 731 42368

Outward.

22,239

13,470
5380
5,961

626
377
170
511

190
1,427

162
87

2VJ

50317

Total

45.2*7
25343
6.636
10.263
1,119
780
6SD
886

696
1,636
23D
181

2J7

93,185
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from the Gulf of Paria to Cape de la Vela in New Granada
was discovered by Ojeda and Vespucci. In the sarhe year
Christobal Guerra made a voyage- for the purpose of as-

certaining the commercial wealth of the country.

The inhabitants of these countries were found to possess

pearls, and gold ornaments in abundance: the pearls

were obtained from the sea surrounding the island

of Cubagua or Cuagua, situated in the strait between
t he island of Margarita and the continent, and it was sup-
posed by the discoverers that there must be rich gold-

mines in the interior. The pearl-banks situated near the
island of Cubagua or Cuagua were visited by some adven-
turers in the first years of the sixteenth century, and in

1515 the town of New Cadis was founded on the island,

and in 1525 the first settlements were formed on Marga-
rita. The first settlements on the continent were at

Cutnana, which was built in 1520, and at Coro, which was
built in 1527. About this time the emperor Charles V.
i^ave up the whole northern coast as far west as Cape de
la Vela to the Welsers, a family of merchants in Augs-
burg, to be held as a fief of the crown of Castile; but
being unacquainted with the true means of colonizing a
country, and only intent on finding gold-mines, and accu-
mulating wealth, the agents of the Welsers did nothing
but take the aborigines from their homes and sell them as
slaves. In 1542 the emperor took the country into his

hands. Several places in the Coast-range had been dis-

covered where there were indications of gold. The
Spaniards began to form their settlements. Tucuyo was
established in 1545, Barquisimeto in 1552, Valencia in 1555,
and Caracas in 1567. The gold-mines however were
to be found too poor to be worked. Spain did not derive

any advantage from these settlements, but the means of
subsistence were greatly increased by the introduction of
the grains grown in Europe, and also by that of all the

domestic animals of Europe. Meanwhile the pearl-banks,

which during the sixteenth century had continued to yield

a good produce, began to fail, especially after 1600, and
the country had not yet supplied a single article for the
market. But in 1634 the Dutch took possession of the
island of Curacao, and from that time Venezuela began to

rise. The continually increasing demand for cacao on the
part of the Dutch induced the Spanish settlers to attend
to its cultivation, and in a short time a considerable quan-
tity of cacao was exported. This exeited the jealousy of
the Spanish court and of the Spanish merchants. Several

means were employed to direct this branch of commerce
to Spain, but with little success. In 1700 the company
of Guipozooa was established, in which was vested the
exclusive right of carrying on the commerce with Vene-
zuela ; but the cultivation of cacao, as well as of- indigo,

was more promoted by the smuggling trade with the
Dutch, than by that of the company, and in 1778 the
company dissolved, and the trade was opened to all the ports

of Spain. In 1731, Venezuela, which up to that time had
formed a part of New Granada, was separated from that
country and received a captain-general. It remained
under the sway of Spam to 1806, when Napoleon, having
deposed the royal family, made his brother Joseph king of
Spain. Venezuela, like all the American colonies of
Spain, declared for the aatient dynasty, but being dissatis-

fied with the measures of the regency of Spain, it pro-
claimed its independence in 1810. The great earthquake
of 1812 and some efforts on the side of the Spaniards
however brought it back again to its antient political

condition. In 1813 Bolivar, a native of Venezuela, made
an unsuccessful attempt to liberate his native country
from the yoke of Spain ; in 1816 he was more successful.

In that year a war began between the Spaniards and the
inhabitants, which lasted till 1823, when the Spaniards who
had remained in the country gave up Puerto Cabello,
their last place of refuge. As Bolivar, in 1819, had suc-
ceeded in. driving the Spaniards out of New Grenada,
that country and Quito united with Venezuela, and formed
one republic under the name of Columbia. [Columbia.]
This union was effected by the deputies of the three
countries at Ciicuta in 1821 ; but the inconveniences with
which this union was attended after the countries had got rid

of the Spaniards were so great, that in 1830 they separated
amicably, and since that time they have constituted the
three republics of Venezuela, New Granada, and Ecuador.
In the year in which the union was dissolved Venezuela
formed a new constitution. The. provinces of Venezuela

P. C, No. 1645.

do not, like the United States of America, form separate
and independent states united by a federal government.
The government of Venezuela is a central government, the
legislature of which is invested with the power of making
laws on all subjects. The legislative power is vested in a
Congress, which consists of a house of representatives and
of a senate. Each province sends two members to the
senate, and one member to the house of representatives for

every 25,000 inhabitants. The senate consists of twenty-
six members and the house of representatives at present

of forty-six members. They are chosen for four years, and
every two years a new election takes place, by which half

the members in each house are changed. The executive
power is vested in the president, who, like the vice-pre-

sident, is chosen for four years. The election of all these

persons is effected by the electoral meetings (colegios

electorales) in each province, which consist of members
chosen by the people in the assemblies of the parishes

(assemblea parroquial). The electoral meeting also

chooses the provincial deputations (deputaciones pro-
vinciales), which look after the interests of each province,

and are empowered to propose to the president of the

republic three persons for the place of governor of the

province, and to the supreme court of justice the inferior

judges and magistrates. They have also to watch over the

conduct of all persons employed in administering the pro-

vince, and to inform the house of representatives of every
breach of the laws or other abuses. They can also impose
taxes for defraying the expenses of the province.

(Humboldt, Voyage aux Rigions Eauxnoctiales du Nou-
veau Continent ; Depons, Foyage d la Partie Orientate

de la Terre Feme ; Lavasse's Statistical, Commercial, and
Political Description of Venezuela; Chesterton's Nar-
rative of Proceedings in Venezuela ; Hall's Columbia, its

Present State, <frc.; Letters from Columbia ; Campaigns
and Cruises in Venezuela; Codazzi's Resumen de la Geo-
grafla de Venezuela.)
VENICE, the Town of (Ventzia, in Italian), once the

capital of the Republic of the same name, and now the

head town of the Venetian division of the Lombard©-Ve-
netian kingdom subject to the crown of Austria, is situated

in 45a 26'N. lat. and 12° 21' E. long. The town is built

on a cluster of islets, between 60 and 70 in number, which
rise in the middle of the lagoons. These islands are di-

vided from each other by narrow canals, which serve for

the purpose of communication, as streets in other towns.

Numerous bridges connect the various islands. Narrow
streets and lanes, alleys and courts, separate the build-

ings of each island from one another, and there are also

narrow quays in some places along the canals. Carriages

and horses are useless, and therefore not seen in Venice, •

and their place is supplied by boats called • gondole,' which
are continually plying in all parts of the town. The form
of Venice is something like that of a flatfish, with its

head towards the mainland, from the nearest point of

which it is about two miles distant. The circumference of
the town is nearly eight miles. There is a tide from the
Adriatic, which rises a few feet over the lagoons, part of

which are left nearly dry at the ebb, excepting the seven

large canals, which intersect the lagoons, and keep up
the communication between the town of Venice and the

ports of Malamocco and Chioggia on the Adriatic, and
between the town and the landing-places of Mestre,

Fusina, and others on the mainland.
The town itself is divided into two parts by a canal

broader than the rest, called Canal Grande, over which
there is only one bridge, the Rial to. Another and much
broader canal, or rather arm of the sea, bearing the names
of Canal della Giudecca and Canal di San Marco, divides

the town properly so called from the long bland and sub-

urb of La Giudecca and from the neighbouring island of

S. Giorgio.
Venice contains 149 canals, 386 bridges, about 2000

streets, lanes, and alleys, 28,000 houses, and 104,000 in-

habitants. In 1789, before the fall of the republic, the
population of Venice was 139,000. (Quadri, Protpetto

Statistico delle Provincie Venete.)

The finest part of the town is the district of S. Marco,
which contains the splendid cathedral dedicated to the
patron saint of Venice, with its lofty detached belfry, the
handsome square before it, with its arcades and numerous
coffee-houses—the fashionable place of resort- of the Ve-
netians, and the vast and massive ducal palace, which was

Vol. XXVI.—2 H
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the seat of the autient government, ami contains the halls

of the various councils of the administration. The hall of

the Senate, or Pregadi, is still in the same state in which it

was before the fall of Venice ; that of the Council of Ten
has been made into a gallery of paintings. The vast hall

in which the Great Council used to assemble is now the

repository of the library of St. Mark. All these apart-

ments are adorned with numerous paintings by Titian,

Tintoretto. Paul Veronese, and other masters of the Ve-
netian school, which commemorate the great events in

the history of the republic. The series of Uie portraits of

the doges has two omissions in it ; that of Marino Fa-

liero, whose place is filled up by the inscription, on a

black ground, 'Hie est locus Marini Fallen, decapi-

tati pro criminibus ;' the other is that of the last doge,

Manin, who survived the fall of the republic The library

of St. Mark contains 05,000 volumes, and about 0000

MSS. Petrarch gave some MSS. to Venice, though not

his own library, as has been said ; but Cardinal Bessarion

was the principal contributor to the library of St. Mark.

The French traveller Valery visited the ' piombi,' or state

prisons of Venice, in the attics of the ducal palace, which
had been already described by Casanova, who was for

some time an inmate of them, and which he says are not

worse than most prisons are, and also the ' pozzi,' or dun-
geons, which had been once used as state prisons in the

middle ages. The pozzi are on the ground-floor of the

ducal palace, and not under the neighbouring canal, as it

has been stated. They are damp and dismal; but Valery

observes that in our own times some of Napoleon's state

prisons, especially that of the Castle of Joux in the Jura
mountains, in which the negro ToussainU'Ouverture died,

and where the Marquis de Riviere was long imprisoned,

were no better than the famous 'pozzi* of lid Venice.

{Voyages Litteraires en Itaiie, b. vi., ch. 6.),

The piazzetta, or lesser square of St. Mark, whicti is open
on one side to the sea, has two handsome pillars of granite

brought from Greece in the twelfth century- Upon one is

the winged lion, of brass, the antient emblem of the re-

public, known by the name of the Lion of St. Mark, and
upon the other is a statue of St. Theodore, a patron saint of
the republic.

Among the many remarkable churches of Venice, be-

sides St. Mark, for whose description we must refer to

the guide-books, the following deserve especial mention ;

—

1, S. Giorgio Maggiore, constructed by Palladio [Palladio,
Andrba]. It has the sepulchral monument of the Doge
Domenico Michieli, the conqueror of Jaffa, Tyre, and As-
calon, he who afterwards, being attacked by the Byzantines,

sailed with his fleet through the Archipelago and ravaged
many of the islands, so as to deserve the title of ' Terror
GraecorunV which is on his epitaph. 2, II Iledentore, also

by Palladio, one of the handsomest churches in Venice,
situated on the island of La Giudecca, is, like most other
Venetian churches, rich in paintings. 3, S. Giovanni e
Paolo, the Westminster Abbey of Venice, has numerous and
splendid monuments of doges, senators, commanders, and
other illustrious men- Those of three doges of the Moce-
nigo family ; of the Poge Vendramini, a ' new man,' made
a patrician in consequence of his services in the war of
Chioggiaj of Alviso Michieli, who died in 1389, whilst

speaking in the senate ; of Nicola Qrsini, count of Peti-

gliano, captain-general of the army of the republic ; of the
gallant and unfortunate Bragadino, the defender of Fama-
gosla, who was barbarously put to death by the Turks; and
of the Admiral Carlo Zeno, the saviour of Venice from the
Genoese, are most deserving of notice. The church is also

adorned with paintings, some of which are historical. On
She square by the side of the church is the monument of
lartolomeo Colltoni of Bergamo, a celebrated general of
the middle ages, with his equestrian statue. A bust of
Titian above the door of the vestry-room is the only monu-
ment to the memory of that great roaster, 4, i, Frari,

a splendid church with numerous monuments, among
others that of Canova raised by subscription, and several

good paintings. In the suppressed convent of the Frari
are deposited the archives of the old republic, which were
taken to Paris and have been since restored. Many of
these documents, which had been closed to tha publie
before, were used by Daru for the compilation of his
' History of Venice.' They fill a great many rooms or
the; convent. Those belouging to the Council of Ten were
parti/ destroyvd by a fire iu IjOU; and of tlw»e of the

State Inquisitors only fragments remain, a part twite
been destroyed by themselves from state policy, suul tit-

rest being dispersed or mislaid at the tall of the republic.

Daru has been led into error by some pretended sta-

tutes of the State Inquisition of Venice, which he found r.

the National Library at Paris, and which are now cent-
rally considered apocryphal. (Valcry, f 'oyogei tu Jialit

vi. 4.) Valery saw in the archives a copy of the statistical

description of the Venetian states, compiled by order of

the senate, ' Anagrafe dello Stato della Repubblice,' which
was printed but not published in 1770, in 5 vols. foL, only
seven copies being worked off for the use of the gown'-
ment. He was also shown the autographs of the consulta-
tions of Fra Paolo Sarpi, theologian of the republic in rf.

controversies with the court of Rome, and the correspond-
ence of Villetard, French secretary of legation at V eoio
at the fall of the republic, who was instrumental iu effect-

ing the revolution, thinking all the time that be was help-

ing to restore Venice to its original independence, until

he was undeceived by Bonaparte's famous letter, in which
he told him that the Venetians were not fit for liberty.
The banks of the Canal Grande are lined with splendid

marble mansions of the nobility, whose historical family
names have in many instances outlived the fortunes of

their former possessors. Some of them are used as govern-
ment offices, others are let to foreign consuls ana other
strangers. Some, such as the palaces Giustimeni, Piaani,

Barbarigo, Grimani, Miohieh, Contarini, Vendreinini,
Manfrim, still possess valuable paintings and sculp-
tures, especially the last named, which has a rich gal-

lery, containing among others the painting of the thrrr

portraits by Giorgione, whioh Byron in his 1 Beppo ' has so

highly extolled. Count Cioognara, assisted by other mem-
bers of the Academy of the Fine Arts, has published a
splendid work, ' Le Fabbriche pits cospieue di Vtneria,
which will perpetuate the memory of the great structure*
of that city when most of them snail have crumbled into

dust. Another Venetian, Cioogna, ha* published the

inscriptions or Venice, • Le Inscririoni Veaeciane imecoJu
e illustrate,' 3 vols, 4to., Venice, 1824. Lastly, a Venetian
lady, Michieli, has collected the memorials and tradition
of the old festivals, ceremonies, and pageants of the Vene-
tians, from the oldest times of their history, and has gives
a very interesting account of them—' Origine delle KeO*
Veneziane,' 6 vols. 12mo., Milan, 1820. The Academy d
the Fine Arts, of which the patriotic Cioognara was th*
originator, has been the means of saving many mutu
pieces of the Venetian school, which otherwise wooM h*»<
been lost to Venice. Many of them belonged to the sup-
pressed monasteries; others were restored from Paris a
1816; some, such as the famous Assumption by Titian,
were discovered in a corner of a church, where they 1st
forgotten, covered with dust and filth. A painting bv
Gentile Bellini represents a procession passing through the
square of St. Mark in the fifteenth century, with the cos-
tumes and localities of that age. The Slave emancipated
by St. Mark is a master-pieoe of Tintoretto. The acadenn
has altogether about 400 paintings, besides models of tht
Elgin and -tfigina marbles, a model of the statue of
Theseus conquering the Centaur, by Canova, which is in the
Volksgarten at Vienna, and a collection of original draw-
ings of Leonardo da Vinci, Michel itogelo, and Raphael.

The Arsenal or dockyard of Venice, begun in 1304, cele-
brated in the verse of Dante (Itrfumo, canto 21), long the
main instrument of the power of the republic, remain* i
sad monument of its former greatness and present derav
Formerly it employed 16,000 workmen, a number whit h
was reduced in the last century to 1500 ; it emptors no«
about 1000 workmen, of whom one-half are convicts. The
arsenal is situated at the eastern extremity of the town, i*
surrounded by a high wall, and occupies an area of about
three miles in circumference. When the Abb* Richard saw
it (1761-2), there were about forty ships of war, of which
twelve were three-deckers, in the docks ready for tea, in-
dependent of the fleet stationed in the Adriatie and at
Corfu ; arms for 150,000 men, 2500 pieces of brass ordnance*
besides 1300 iron cannon, and vast stores of biscuit, salt-
meat, and other provisions for sea

; cables, sails, timber for
ship-building, brought from the forests of Istrta and Duhn*-
tia, and all other appurtenances to such an establishment
The arsenal of Venice is now the dockyard for the

Austrian na*y, which consists of three ships-oMhe-Hne in
ordiaary* *ight trigatea, and about twelve armed brigs and
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schooners. The expense or the navy is about 3,200,000
francs annually. A naval college with thirty boarders is

established at Venice. A body of artillery 350 strong, and
a battalion of marine infantry 1200 strong, are attached to

the service of the navy. The arsenal contains a number
of doc lis and basins, foundries for cannon, forgeB, a rope-
walk above 1000 feet long, a vast timber-yard, and an
armoury with arms for 10,000 or 12,000 men. The armour
of Henri IV. of France, given by hiin to his ally Venice,
accompanied by a letter which he wrote to the senate, is

preserved in the arsenal ; but his sword which he wore at

Ivry disappeared in 1797. (Vah'sry, Voyages en Ilalie.)

There is also a monument in relief to the memory of
Angelo Enio, great admiral of Venice, who died in 1792,
and was the last who caused the Venetian flag to be
respected in the Mediterranean. Emo, unlike many other
patricians of latter times, was a real patriot. When a
storm dispersed his fleet and sunk several of his ships in

Ihe /Egean Sea, he wrote to the senate offering his private

property ' to repair part of the toss which the republic had
sustained.' This monument to Emo was one of the first

rks of Cano va. The artist had made no bargain -as to

;munerat ion ; but the senate, after the completion of
work, settled upon him an annual pension of 100

for life, besides giving him a gold medal of 100
ins value. The pension was suspended at the fall

republic, but was afterwards continued by the
Austrian government. At the laud entrance of the
irsenal, which is a gate adorned with several statues, are

wo marble lions, brought from Athens by Morosini in the

alter part of the seventeenth century.
Venice has several theatres ; that of La Fenice is one of

he largest in Italy. The Venetians are as fond of music as

>ver ; and the songs in their dialect, set to music by native

iomposers, are very pretty. The Carnival at Venice is still

rery long ; but masks are not used now except by the

ower orders. The people are naturally lively and light-

learted : their festivals and public rejoicings, however
wisy, are unattended by quarrels or disorderly conduct,
the educated classes have a social affability and ease of
manners which are very fascinating.

Venice has a gymnasium, a lyceum for scientific instruc-

lion, a patriarchal seminary for clerical students, two col-

leges for female education under the direction of nuns, an
Athenaeum of Sciences and Literature, and the Academy of
;he Fine Arts already mentioned. Besides the library of

5. Mark or Marciana, there are libraries belonging to the

lifTerent colleges and academies, as well as to several

Sonvents and palaces of the nobility. The printing-press

if Venice, though not so flourishing as it was in the time
)f the Aldi, is still active, especially the printing esta-

blishment of Alvisopoli, which has published many useful
works of late years.

The charitable institutions are numerous, but not more
so than what is absolutely required by the decayed con-
dition of Venice. When the French evacuated the town
in 1814, nearly one-half of the population wa9 in want of
charitable assistance. The misery was frightful. The
violent subversion of the old government, the anarchy
which followed the transition from the condition of the
head of a powerful state to that of a mere provincial
town, the loss of private property in consequence of the
revolutions in Europe, the consequent ruin of most of the
patrician families, many of which depended upon their

official employment and emoluments—all this was followed
by Napoleon's Continental System, which annihilated the
maritime trade of Venice. Napoleon, in a visit which he
made to Venice in 1807, gave orders for the relief of the
suffering population, but they proved insufficient ; and
some of them, dictated in his usual hurry, were never exe-
cuted. The Austrian administration since the restoration

has applied gradually, but effectually, to alleviate the dis-

tress of Venice. Pecuniary assistance from the treasury of
the kingdom, a better administration of the communal
revenue, a great diminution of local taxation, the esta-

blishment of a free port, and important public works un-
dertaken at the expense of the government, have in
great measure answered the intended purpose. Fifty-three

millions of livres have been spent since the restoration by
the treasury of the Austrian administration of the Lom-
bardo-Venetian kingdom for the relief of the city of
Venice. (Semplice Veritd opposta alle Menzogne di Enrico
Misley, Paris, 1834.) The mercantile shipping of Venice
has assumed a new activity ; it now trades all over the
Mediterranean. Venice with Chioggia have about 120
large merchant-vessels and above 700 coasting-vessels.

The number of vessels which enter the port of Venice
yearly is between 1200 and 1300, including small craft.

(Sernstori, Statistica ; Quadri, Prospetto Statistico.)

Venice is necessarily a decayed city, and no change of
government could restore it toits former prosperity. The
continental provinces may have improved since the fall of

the republic, and may improve still more, but Venice itself

has sustained a loss which is irreparable. Its decay was
for a time gradual ; it resulted from many causes, one of

which was the stream of commerce running into other
channels. But the final blow was given by Bonaparte,
with whose name the history of the catastrophe of Venice
will remain for ever associated. 'Venice,' observes
Valery, ' began with Attila and it ended with Bonaparte

;

the terror of two conquerors produced its origin and its

fall.
5

Table of Principal Buildings. —

5an Marco, or Duomo . . 970i m ,i'U«ff jvuux/.

Campanile.... Begun 1148

Church, S. Giovauni e Paolo. 1246—1430

jfatn til',

i

Santa Maria de' Frari . . 13th century.
Palazzo Ducale . . . 14th century.

Madonna del Orto . . 1350

Cid'Oro .... 13th century.

Arsenal ....
Palazzo Pisani

Palazzo Fos cari .

Palazzo Vcndramini-Calergi .

P-dazzoCornari,pre*oTeatro
o. Angelo.

SwZaccaria . , . 145*7

Date.

1304
About 1400

About 1400
1484

RcmnrkB-

Artists from Constantinople

B. Buono, finished

Niccolo da Pisa ?

...
Calendaiio, &c.

Unknown

[Pisano, Andr.
Unknown

Unknown
Lombardo, Pietro

Lombardo, Martino

Style Byzantine. Grotesque in design, but
rich in materials and details. Numerous
domes of uncouth form.

A square tower, 320 feet high. The loggia

on one side below, by Sansovino.

The oldest and largest church after St.

Mark's : 300 feet in length ; a great

many splendid monuments.
Tedesco-Gotico, or Pointed style.

A singular structure, of Saracenic cha-

racter.

The facade an interesting example of Te-
desco-Gotico. Campanile, 175 feet high.

Facade never completed, but what is exe-
cuted is extraordinarily rich and pic-

turesque.

The portal by Pisano, 1460.
'

This and the Foscari the two finest speci-

mens of their class of t his period.

A fine specimen of the cinqueccnto or

mixed style.

Of same character as preceding, but less

elegant ; arrangement of windows in

basement singular.

Facade lofty and rich, in a mixed style of

Lombaidic and cinque-cento.
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Scuola di S. Marco
Palazzo Contarini a S. Luca .

Capella Emiliana, S. Michele

di Murano.
Procuratie Vecohie

San Salvatore .

Palazzo Trevisano

Scuola di S. Rocco

Palazzo Contarini a S. Samuele
Palazzo de' Camerlinehi
Castel 9. Andrea al Lido

Palazzo Grimani a San Luca

Palazzo Grimani a S. Maria
Formosa.

Palazzo Cornaro a S. Polo

Palazzo Manin .

Palazzo Cornaro 4 S. Maurizio

San Francesco della Vigna .

Zecca, or Mint .

Biblioteca Vecchia .

S. Giorgio de' Greci

Fabbriche Nuove di Rialto .

La Carita .

II Redentore . ,

S. Giorgio Maggiore ,

Procuratie Nuove
Publiche Prigioni •

The Rialto .

Palazzo Balbi

S. Nicolo de' Tolentini

,

Palazzo Bataggia.
Santa Maria della Salute

Palazzo Pesaro .

Palazzo Rezzonico
La Dogana, Custom-house
San Eustachio, or S. Stac.

SS. Simeone e Giuda .

Palazzo Comer della Regina

Church of the Jesuits •

La Maddalena . .

SanToma . . .

Teatro Fenice
Public Gardens, Buildings,&c
Fabbrica Nuova .

Dale.

1485

1530

1500

1500—1534

1530
Begun 1517

About 1504
1525

1541—1571

1533

1534

1535
1536
1532

1555

1501

1576

1556—1579

1584
1589

1589—1591
1582
1595

1630

1682
1709
1718

1724

1728

1742
1789
1810
1814

Architect.

Lombardo, Martino
Lombardo?

Bergamasco, Gugl.

B. Buono

Lombardo, Tullio ; Sanso-

vino, Scamozzi.
Bergamasco, Gugl.

B. Buono, and Sante Lom-
bardo.

Lombardo ?

Bergamasco
Sanmicheli

Sanmicheli

Sanmicheli ?

Sanmicheli

Sansovino

Sansovino

Sansovino

Sansovino
Sansovino, fin. by Scamozzi

Sansovino

Sansovino

Palladio

Palladio

Palladio

Scamozzi, &c.
Da Ponte

Da Ponte
Vittoria, A.
Scamozzi

Longhena, Bald.

Longhena, Bald.

Timukt.

Exceedingly rich and picturesque.

Admired tor beauty of execution.

An hexagonal plan, with circular don.
Internal diameter 28 feet.

North side of Piazza di S. Marco. Three
tiers of arcades ; the two uppermost with
two arches over each of these in trst tier.

A large church, on plan of a patriarchal

cross, or with three transepts.

A lofty and extensive facade.

A picturesque example in a mixed style.

Very rich architecture.

A fine specimen of rusticated style, with

very rich Doric entablature.

Now the Post-office. A noble facade of

three orders, all Corinthian; the low
one with fluted pilasters, and incradine; i

sub-order.

Longhena

Longhena
Bennoni, Gius.

Scalfarotto, Giov.

Rossi, D.

Rossi, D.
Temanza, T.

Bognolo, Fr.
Selva, Giannantonio

Selva, G.
Soli, Giuseppe

Basement bold and good ;
upper part

gre in style, and cut up by mezzaont
windows.

Restored by Selva, eighteenth centon
Three orders.

Two orders ; Ionic and Corinthian coupled

columns, on a noble rusticated basement.

The facade by Palladio, and, like those of S.

Giorgio and Redentore, with • priocipt!

order, flanked by a smaller one and half

pediments.

Remarkably rich in details.

The first order, or lower part of fa$*de.

good, but the rest heavy.
|Two orders, Doric and Ionic, above a rusti-

cated arcade of 25 arches.

A much-admired work of Pmlladio's. be*,

chiefly remarkable for the cortile, or clois-

ter. Converted into Academy of Arts o. I

Pinacoteca, 1827. Interior remodelled

and improved by Lazzari.

Facade Composite, with a lesser Corinthiu
order. Fine interior.

Facade Composite, with a leaser CormtliUa
order. Fine interior.

South side of St. Mark's Piazza.
A Doric order, with a single row of win-

dows, on a rusticated basement.
A single arch, 98 feet span.

The portico (Corinthian, hexastvle, dipro-

style) added by Andrea Tirali, in l*i
century.

Singular facade.

A magnificent octagonal mass, with Ten-

large cupola, but with much in bad tastr-

A very stately facade ; rich and lofty rortJ-

basement, and two orders, Ionic an!

Composite.
Of similar character.

Facade added by D. Rossi.

A very large dome. A prostyle Corinthit:
portico, four columns, the end oon
coupled with pilaster piers.

A rich facade, in style of that of Palsrw
Pesaro.

Exterior poor and tame. Interior a rottnyh.
with low coffered dome, 50 feet in dia-

meter.

Burnt 1835, since rebuilt.

A handsome line of building, forming th*
west end of 8t. Mark's Piazza, in conti-
nuation of the Procuratie Noove.
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Among the islands in the neighbourhood of Venice the

following deserve notice :-— 1, Murano, about a mile to the
north of v enice, is a town of about 6000 inhabitants, and
has manufactories of glass and plate-glass, which were
once of greater importance than they are now ; and also

of mock pearls and beads called ' conterie,' which are ex-
ported in considerable quantities. The remains of Fra
Paolo Sarpi were transferred from the church of the Ser-
viti, where they lay forgotten, to that of S. Michele in

Murano, a few years ago, and a marble tomb with an in-

scription was raised to him at the expense of the com-
munity of Venice. Morelli, the late learned librarian of
St. Mark, is buried in the same church, which is remark-
able for its ornaments. The church of S. Donato, called
il Donio di Murano, is of Bvzautine architecture of the
twelfth century, with mosaics and columns of Greek
marble. The church of St. Peter and Paul is rich with
paintings. 2, Torcello, farther distant to the north-east,

is remarkabl e for its antient and splendid church, built

a.d. 1008, by the bishop Orseolo, and is covered with
mosaics andl adorned with marble, a testimonial of the
wealth of Venice in that remote age. The neighbouring
church of Santa Fosca, of the ninth century, is built with
remains of structures of the Roman times. These islands

were peopled by the fugitive inhabitants of the neigh-
bouring towns of Altinum and Julia Concordia, on the

mainland, which were devastated by the northern barba-
rians. Martial (to. 35) speaks of the shores of Altinum as

rivalling in his time those of Baiae in attractions. 3, Bu-
rano has manufacturies of lace and straw-hats. 4, Sant'

Elena, with a church dedicated to the mother of Con-
stantinc, whose remains were carried thither from Constan-
tinople in the twelfth century. 5, Lazzaretto Nuovo and
Vecuhio with the quarantine establishment. 6, Malamocco,
the residence of the doges in the early ages of the republic :

it gives its name to the port of Malamocco, one of the prin-

cipal entrances from the sea into the lagoons. 7, S.

Lazaro, an island south of Venice, with a celebrated mo-
nastery of Armenian monks, who are not schismatic, like

most of their countrymen, but are in communion with
Rome and acknowledge the pope. They have a library of

10,000 volumes and about 400 MSS., mostly in the Arme-
nian language, a printing-press for works in the same lan-

guage, and a college for clerical students. [Armenia.]
8, 8. Andrea del Lido, with a fortress, which is considered

a masterwork of the architect and engineer San Micheli,

and which commands the entrance into the lagoons on

that side. 9, Falestrina, a small town south of Mala-
mocco, on the Littorale, or natural dyke of the lagoons.

Near it are the ' Murazzi,' or breakwater, made of large

blocks of marble laid on piles driven into the sand : it

rises ten feet above high-water. 10, Chioggia, a well-

built town, and a bishop's see, situated at the southern

entrance of the lagoons, has a good harbour, a fine cathe-

dral, a theatre, and about 16,000 inhabitants. The saline,

or salt-pans, in the neighbourhood are very productive. To
the south of Chioggia is the port of Brondolo, at the

mouth of the Adige.
The metropolitan province of Venice, formerly called II

Dogado, reckons 349,000 inhabitants. (Serristori, Stalis-

tica.) It comprises, besides the islands in the Lagoons, a
long strip on the mainland from the aestuary of the Po to

that of the Tagliamento, with the small towns of Ariano,

Loreo, Dolo, Fusina, Mestre, San Dona, and Porto Gruaro.
The fine country-seats along the banks of the Brenta on
the road to Padua are in this province. [Brenta.] Of
the whole of the dioceses in tne old Venetian states the

archbishop of Venice, who i3 styled patriarch, is metro-

politan.

Topographical descriptions of the Lagoons are given by
Bernardo Trevisano, ' Delia Laguna di Venezia,' 1715 and
1718; Cristoforo Tentori, ' Delia Legislazione sulla pre-

servazione della Laguna,' with a map, 1792; Bernardo
Zendrini, ' Memorie Storiche sullo Stato antico e modemo
delle Lagune,' 1811, and ' Le Isole della Laguna di Venezia
rappresentate e descritte,' in quarto, Venice, 1829, and
folio.

For descriptions of the city of Venice we must refer to

the numerous guide-books and tourists. Venetian litera-

ture has been treated by Marco Foscarini, in his elaborate
work ' Della Letieratura Veneziana,' which however death
prevented the author from completing. Moschini has

published a history of Venetian literature in the eighteenth

century, 'Delia Letteratura Veneziana da! Secolo xvi'l.

fino ai nostri Giorni,' 4 vols. 4to., Venice, 1806-8
VENICE, REPUBLIC OF (LA SEREN1SSIMA RE-

PUBBLICA DI VENEZIA), a state politically extinct
within our own times, but which figured for more than a
thousand years among the independent states of Europe,
and acted a considerable part in modern history. It is

proper therefore to give a brief sketch of its territory, insti-

tutions, and political vicissitudes.

The continental territory of Venice in Italy was much
more extensive than what is now called the Venetian States,
' Stati Veneti,' which constitute part of the Lombardo-
Venetian kingdom. It included the three provinces of
Brescia, Bergamo, and Crema, called ' Oltre Mincio,'
' beyond the Mincio ' with respect to Venice, which
formed about one-third of the whole Venetian terra firma,
besides the peninsula of Istria, which, although beyond
the geographical limits of Italy, was also included within
the denomination of terra firma, or continental territory of
Venice. These provinces were detached from Venice by
Bonaparte in 1797, when he annexed Bergamo, Brescia,
and Crema to the Cisalpine or Italian republic, and gave
the rest of the Venetian territories to Austria. In 1810,
after having retaken the whole Venetian territory from
Austria and united it to the new kingdom of Italy,

he detached Istria from it, and joined it to Dalmatia
and Croatia, to form the separate government of the Illy—

rian provinces. At the restoration of 1814 these admi-
nistrative arrangements were maintained, and the division
of the newly constituted Lombardo-Venetian kingdom
under Austria, which retained the name Venetian States,

was made to embrace only the old Venetian provinces

;

Brescia, Bergamo, and Crema remaining attached to the
Lombard division. [Lombardo-Venetian Kingdom.]
Istria was made a part of the kingdom of Illyria, likewise
subject to the crown of Austria.
Government of the Venetian Republic.—The Venetian

government during the last five centuries of its existence
was a close aristocracy, being entirely in the hands of a
certain number of families. As in the other Italian
republics of the middle ages, or in the town-cantons of
Switzerland, the head town ruled over the subject provinces,
because the commonwealth originated in the town and
with the town ; a very different origin from the democracies
of the Swiss mountain-cantons, or those of the United
States of America, in which the whole population partici-

pated in the declaration of independence and in the struggle
that followed. But within the city of Venice itself, which
was in fact the state, several changes took place in the course
of ages in the constitution. Venice was in its origin a city

of refuge : the first inhabitants were fugitive citizens of va-
rious towns of the neighbouring * terra ferma,' Aquileia,

Opitergium or Oderzo, Concordia, Altino, and Padua, who,
scared by the devastations of the Goths and other northern
tribes in the early part of the filth century of our sera, took
refuge in various small islets and strips of land which rise

just above high-water, in the midst of the lagoons or
shallow seas that extend from the mouth of Adige to that
of the Piave. The lagoons are separated from the open
sea by a natural dyke or strip of land, called Lido, or Lilt.o-

rale, about 35 miles long, which extends from Brondolo
on the south to the mouth of the river Piave on the north.

This dyke is intersected by several cuts or channels, through
which ships from the Adriatic reach Venice, and which
are called ports. The principal are those of Chioggia,

about 20 feet deep at high-water
;
Malamocco, which is

about 17 feet ; and S. Nicol6 del Lido, which is about 10
feet deep. The lagoons cover an area of about 200 square
miles : they are very shallow in most parts, but are inter-

sected by deeper canals, which are kept open by art, and
by which vessels reach the town.

The first emigrants assembled on the islands of the

lagoons after the devastation of the Venetia by Alaric,

a.d. 407-13. In 421 the first church, dedicated to S.

Giacomo, was built on one of the most elevated of the

islands, called Rivaalta, afterwards Rialto. The emigrants

increased in number and formed a community, which was
administered by consuls sent from Padua, which was their

metropolis. The names of some of those early magistrates

have been preserved, and we find among them Faliero,

Candiano, Fosco, and Dando, whose posterity became after-

wards distinguished in the annals of Venice. When Attila

destroyed Aquileia and other townn of the Venetia, a.d.
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451-2, a second emigration took place to the lagoons, and
this time it is said that many of the higher families of the

country were of the number. Some or the Venetian his-

torians insist not a little on their town being peopled from
the beginning by men of the higher ranks of society ; but
Cassiodorus, who wrote about a half a century after the
destruction of Aquileia, speaking of the Venetians, de-
scribes them as having no wealth but their boats, no food
but fish, and no merchandise but salt,which they exchanged
for other provisions.

The inhabitants of the Lagoons, being left to themselves,

among the general anarchy and desolation which pre-

vailed on the mainland of Italy, began to act as an inde-

pendent community ; for this purpose each of the prin-

cipal islands elected a magistrate styled Tribune, who
was renewed yearly. The number of these tribunes is

said to have been twenty-four, and they met, on certain

days, in council, to discuss and regulate public matters.
In. cases of importance however they convoked a • concio,'

or general assembly of the people, which decided by ac-

clamation on the questions proposed by the tribunes.

This is all that is known concerning that early form of

government. The number of tribunes seems to have
varied,—sometimes twelve, sometimes ten, sometimes
seven, all however chosen annually by the people. They
formed the executive, and are said by some to have been
assisted by a council of forty persons, likewise chosen by
the people, who performed also the functions of judges

;

but the institution of this council of forty is generally con-
sidered to be of a much later date. The government of
the tribunes lasted about two centuries and a half, till

a.d. 697. During this obscure period, we find that the
Gothic kings of Italy, and afterwards the Eastern em-
perors, although they did not interfere in the local govern-
ment of the inhabitants of the Lagoons, nor appoint
rectors or judges over them, yet seem to have con-
sidered them as their subjects, and required at times their
services. In one of his letters Cassiodorus, minister of
king Theodoric, orders the Venetians to bring to Ravenna,
in their vessels, the wheat, wine, and oil which the Istrians

paid as tribute. It ought to be observed however that Cas-
siodorus addressed this letter to the ' Veneti Maritimi," dis-

tinguishing them from the other ' Veneti ' inhabitants of
the mainland, to whom he addressed several other letters

about affairs of finance and administration. This distinc-

tion, not having been noticed, may have led to erroneous
inferences concerning the degree of dependence of the
Venetians of the islands upon the rulers of Italy. When
Belisarius was besieging Ravenna, where Vitiges was shut
up, he requested the Venetians to assist him with their
ships to blockade the mouths of the Po, by which the be-
sieged might receive provisions. When Narses marched
against Totila, the Venetians transported part of his troops
through their lagoons to the mouths of the Po. It is re-
ported that Narses on this occasion visited the new city of
the lagoons, and made a vow to build two churches there,
if he were successful in the war, which he afterwards
fulfilled.

The Longobard invasion of North Italy occasioned fresh

immigrations from the mainland of the Venetia to the
islands of the Lagoons. The people of Opitergium, with
their bishop Magnus, took shelter in an island at the mouth
of the Piave, where they built a town or village, which was
called Eraclea, from the name of the then reigning emperor
Heraclius. Another band of fugitives settled upon another
island, farther south, called Equilium. The bishop of
Allinura repaired with his flock to the island of Torcello.
Lastly, the bishop of Padua took refuge at Malamocco.
All these islands and places assumed the ptural name of
Venetite, which has continued to lie the Latinized name of
the city. But at that time the population was scattered
among islands distant from each other. Eraclea and
Riatto seem to have been the two principal places.
Many of the smaller islands, which afterwards formed
part of the city of Venice, were not yet built upon. It

appears that during this period of the tribunate, democracy
did not work well among the Venetians: there were in-
trigues and turbulence at the annual elections

;
aspiring

men headed their respective factions ; and as population
increased, and wealth was accumulated by commerce, the
influence of the property of the few was felt among the
many. Sanudo, in his ' Chronicle,' says that the tribunes
were <junrrelJing among themselves about precedence.

The republic was bordering on a state of civil

this too at a time when the attacks of foreign enemies rrr

dered anion and firmness of council mort necessary. Ks-
vonian and Istrian pirates from the Adriatic were luridnr
about the lagoons, and plundered the vessels by ni^4-'.

vrhilst land robbers made incursions from the side of la*

mainland. The son of the Longobard duke of Frinii at-

tacked the island of Eraclea. Fortunatus, iehisaia.br

bishop or patriarch of Aquileia, went with an armed p*r?T
by night to assail the rival see of Grado, an island mock
although far to the northward, seems to have been incka&ed.

together with the other islands and lagoons all along the
coast of the Venetia, under the jurisdiction of the repub-
lic,—and he plundered the church and episcopal residence.

The general discontent produced by this state of insecurity

induced the principal citizens and the clergy, with th'«

patriarch of Grado at their head, to propose the appoint-

ment of a single chief-magistrate for life, which took place

by acclamation in Eraclea, a.d. 697, in the person of Fau]
A'nafesto, a citizen of Eraclea, who was saluted by the

title of Doge, or Dux. His duties were proclaimed by thr

tribunes and the people in the following word* :—* Let tht

doge alone preside over the government of the people with

justice and moderation ; let him appoint the tribune* and
the judges, who shall administer justice both to clergy and
laity, and if any one think himself aggrieved, let him ap-

peal to the doge.' (And. Dandolo. lib. vii., c. The
doge swore before the patriarch of Grado to obey the law*.

The doge was commander of the forces of the republic :

he appointed the military tribunes, or subordinate officer.

The conciones of the people on important occasions weir

convoked by the doge. The doge convoked all meetinn
of the inhabitants of the various islands or parishes for the

election of their respective pastors. From the first the

Venetians placed their clergy under subjection to the

state. Doge Anafesto governed with wisdom ; he made a
convention with Liutprand, king of the Longobard*, by
which the boundaries of Maritime Venice were defined.

These boundaries embraced not only all the islands and

lagoons from the mouth of the Po to that of the Isonxn,

but likewise a strip of the coast of the continent for about

a mile inland. Ihis was the origin of the metropolitan
territory or province called Dogado, which for centimes
constituted the only continental possession of Venire.
This convention with Liutprand was concluded a.d. 71 1,

and it established the political independence of Venice
from the kingdom of Lombardy. The historian Moraini
records a maritime expedition of the Venetians agarn»i

Felix, archbishop of Ravenna, who was at variance with
the see of Rome, as well as with Theodoras, patrician or
governor of Ravenna for the eastern emperor Philip Bar-
danes. The result was that the archbishop was defeated,

taken prisoner, and sent to Constantinople. Doge Ana-
festo died a.d. 717, after having governed about twenty-
one years. He was succeeded by Marcellua Tegaliaouv.
likewise of Eraclea, which was then the head place of the
community. Marcellus governed nine years ; he was often
at variance with the Longobards and with the patriarch of
Aquileia. The latter was in continual disputes with tiu-

bishop oY patriarch of Grado, who was metropolitan of the
Lagoons. Doge Marcellus died a.d. 726, and was suc-
ceeded by Ursus of Eraclea, a warlike man, who encou-
raged the youth to military exercises, built new and
larger ships, and extended the navigation of the Venetian*.
About this time, Liutprand having taken Ravenna, the
exarch requested the assistance of the Venetians, who sent
a fleet of eighty ships, under their doge Ursus, which,
joined to the Byzantine forces, retook Ravenna, and re-
stored it to the Byzantines. Reasons of neighbourtioot
and the interests of their commerce caused the Venetian*
to cultivate the friendship of the emperors, without ac-
knowledging their supremacy. It is said that Pope Gre-
gory II., who was afraid of the encroachments of Use
Longobards, urged the Venetians to assist the exarch.
About a.d. 730 a quarrel broke out between the inha-

bitants of two ofthe principal islands, Eraclea and Equilium.
The doge, a haughty man, instead of calming the tumult,
took the part of the Eracleans, and a civil war followeU.
in which both populations were nearly destroyed, and the
doge himself was killed, a.d. 737. Some say that his pride
and ambition made him obnoxious to the people in general,
who killed him tumultuous!) in his own residence. The
Venetians showed themselves from the first jealous m tot
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one man, and this feeling is perceivable

long period of their history. The tribunes

lg met in council and convoked the assembly or

lblies of the people, the office of doge was declared
i abolished ; and a ' magister militiae,' renewed an-
,-, was appointed instead. The seat of government

iferrcd from the now depopulated Eraclea to the

Matamauco, vulgarly Malamocco, an island near
le mouth of the Breuta, which has since been partly sub-

merged by the sea, but the name of which is retained on a
neighbouring strip of land.

Tlie administration of the ' master of the militia' lasted

only five years. The fifth master, Ziano, or John Fabri-

eiatius, before he terminated the year of his office, was
seized in a popular tumult and deprived of his sight by
the infuriated, people, a.d. 741. The office of doge was

"

sn re-established by common consent in the person of

of the late doge Ursus, and his residence was
amoeco. Deodatus entered into new ar-

ivoents with Aistulphus, king of the Longobards, about
boundaries at the mouth of the river Piave near

idea. He afterwards repaired to Brondolo, near the

mouth of the Adige, and built a castle there for the pro-

tection of the southern extremity of the lagoons. This

gave rise to a report that the doge wished to make himself

absolute. Galla, an influential citizen of Malamocco, at

the head of a faction, seized the doge and blinded him,

and had himself elected in his place, a.d. 7-» ; but he did

not remain in office two years, for he was himself deprived

of sight and then killed by the people. He was succeeded
by Doroonico Monegareo, a.d. 750; but in order to

restrain his authority, two annual tribunes were appointed

to be his assessors. The prerogatives of their office arc not

dearly stated, but it appears that the doge Monegareo ill

brooked the check : he came to an open rapture with his

assessors, and was seized, and deprived of his sight and of his

office, a.d. 764. Mauritius Galbaio was appointed in his

Mf.nl, and was so popular, that no tribunes were appointed
to watch him, and he was even allowed to choose Iris son

John for his colleague, who, after his death, succeeded him
in his office. This example was followed by several doges
after him, and was the occasion of many tumults, the

people every now and then resenting any attempts at esta-

blishing an hereditary succession in the first dignity of the

state. Out of about forty doges who succeeded each
other during a period of four centuries, nearly one-half were
cither killed or had their eyes put out, or were compelled
to abdicate, and banished to some convent. The legal

fan of the election of the doge confirmed to be the same
till towards the end of the twelfth century. At the death

of a doge the tribunes met and proposed a candidate, and
the ' concio,' or ' general assembly of the people,' voted by
acclamation. The choice of one or more colleagues by
the doge was also subject to the popular approbation.

Meantime there was being formed at Venice a land of

hereditary aristocracy of those families who had given
doges to the republic, and the more numerous class of

those w ho had had tribunes among their members, and
who were styled ' familise tribunitiae.' The office of tribune
continued till the end of the tenth century, after which it

is mentioned no longer, its place having been supplied by
the judges of the palace and other magistrates instituted

about that epoch. Till then we find three powers constitut-

ing the government, namely, the doge with his colleagues;
the tribunes, who were civil and political magistrates, one
for each island, and who met to deliberate on important
occasions ; and the ' concio,' or general assembly of the

people. (Sandi, gloria Civile delta Repubblica di Pmexiu,
b. ii.)

When Charlemagne, having conquered the Longobards
and founded anew Western empire, settled with Nicephorus,
emperor of the East, about the limits of their respective

dominions, the provinces of Treviso, Fonim Julii, Istria,

•"id Liburnia were assigned to Charles ; but the Dogado,
<* jurisdiction of the Venetian lagoons, was not specified
•» being included among them : it was left to its own in-

dependence as a neutral district between the two empires.
(Sigonius, Dc Regno Italics, b. iv. ; Ulric. Mutius, De
}t>l>ui German.,b. ix. ; Paul. /Emil., De Rebus Francic, b.

»!•) But Pepin, son of Charlemagne, being appointed by
hi* father king of Italy, wished to extend his7 dominion over
the coasts of Venice and of Dalmatia, which last was in

Paction of the ByiantinM. There were at the time two

factions among the Venetians, one favourable to the new
Western empire, and the other attached to the old connec-
tion of the republic with the Byzantine emperor. The
latter prevailed, and envoys were sent to Constantinople to

concert measures of defence against Pepin, who, in the
year 808, having assembled a fleet at Ravenna, sent part
of it to scour the coast of Dalmatia, and another part to

blockade the Venetian lagoons, whilst his troops assailed
by land the fort of Brondolo, whioh they took. Follow-
ing the strip of land called Littorale, they captured Chi-
oggia, Pelestrina, Albiola, and lastly Malamocco, which
had been hastily abandoned by the doge and other mem-
bers of the government, who removed to the island of
llialto, which was safer, being in the oentre of the lagoons.
Thus the seat of government was transferred to Rialto,
a.d. 809, which, wifh the cluster of sixty or seventy islands

around it, being gradually built upon and joined by bridges,
became the city of Venice, although the town for a long
time continued to be called Rialto. Pepin attempted to

cross over to Rialto by means of a floating-bridge, but in
so doing he was attacked by the light boats of the Venetians,
who were well acquainted with the soundings of their

lagoons, and was defeated with great loss. It is said that
it was in memory of the numbers of the enemy w ho were
either drowned or cut to pieces that one of tlie canals of
Venice was called 1 Canal Orfano.' Meantime the Byzan-
tine fleet having made its appearance off the coast, Pepin,
after burning Chioggia, Pelestrina, Albiola, and other
places, withdrew to Ravenna. Soon after peace was made
between the two empires, and the Venetians were left to
their independence ; for although Charlemagne and his

successors considered them as being within the boundaries
of the Western empire, they exercised no act of sove-
reignty within the islands, but acknowledged repeatedly
the rights of the doge to govern the dogado, or duchy of
Venice, and confirmed the boundaries settled between
Doge Anafesto and King Liutprand.
The first doge elected in tlie new residence of Rialto

was Angelo Participazio, who took for his colleague his
sen Giustininno, who, after his father's death, succeeded
him, a.d. 827. It was under Giustiniano that the body of
St. Mark is said to have been brought from Alexandria in

Egypt to Venice by a Venetian ship, and a chapel was
built in honour of the Evangelist, which was the beginning
of the magnificent cathedral of St. Mark.
About the middle of the ninth century the Saracens

made their appearance in the Adriatic, and the Venetians
began to encounter at sea this new enemy, whom they
were instrumental in keeping away from the coast of Dal-
matia. In the same century the Narentani, a Slavonian
tribe from beyond the Danube, having occupied a part of
the coast of the Illyricum, with the neighbouring islands,

began to scour the sea as pirates. The Venetians sent a
squadron of twelve galleys under the doge Pietro Can-
diano L, who attacked the Narentani near the coast of
Dalmatia, but was killed in the fight, a.d. 887. Frequent
fights between the Venetians and the Narentani occurred
at sea during the whole of the following oentury, until the
doge Pietro Orseolo II., who governed from a.d. 091 to 1008,
having sailed with a strong armament for the coast of Dal-
matia, the towns of Zara, Trail, Sebenico, Spalato, and
others, which, being left without protection by the weak
Byzantine court, were continually exposed to the attacks

of the pirates by sea and of the half-wild Croatians by
land, placed themselves under the protection of Venice, and
swore allegiance to the republic. The towns of Parenzo
and Pola itl Istria did the same. Orseolo then attacked
and took the islands of Curzola and Lesina, two nests of
pirates ; after which the Narentani obtained peace on con-
dition of forsaking piracy. The dogo on his return home
assumed, with the consent of the people, the title of duke
of Dalmatia. This was the first possession acquired by the

Venetians beyond the boundaries of their lagoons, more
than five centuries after the foundation of their sea-girt

community.
The Byzantine court, distracted by other cares on its

northern and eastern territories, did not object to this pro-

tection of a friendly people being extended over its western

borders ; and when the doge Orseolo sent legates to the

emperor Basilius for commercial purposes, they obtained

from that omperor ample privileges and exemption from
duties for the Venetian traders throughout his empire.

Similar, though not so ample, privileges were granted to
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the commerce of Venice with the Italian mainland by the

German emperor Otho III.

The period of office of the doge Domenico Flabanico,

a.d. 1032-42, is important in the civil history of Venice.

Flabanico was at the head of a party of powerful citizens,

who had driven away and banished some years before

the doge Otho Orseolo, son of Pietro above mentioned,

on suspicion of ambitious designs. Pietro Centranico,

Otho's successor, after being a few years in office, was
likewise expelled, and retired to a convent. Domenico
Orseolo, a relative of Otho, was then installed, but after a
lew days was driven away. At last Flabanico himself was
elected by acclamation. Having obtained his office as a
popular leader and a defender of the liberties of the

people, he proposed a resolution banishing for ever the

whole of the Orseolo family as dangerous to the republic

on account of its wealth, its ambition, and its alliance by
marriage with an Hungarian or Slavonian prince. The
resolution passed the assembly of the people, which also

sanctioned two oiher resolutions, which, if not promoted,

were at least not opposed by the doge—one abolishing

the practice of having colleagues to the ducal dignity ; the

other re-establishing permanently the office of the two

assessors of the doge, to be renewed annually, which had
been before enforced for a time under the doge Mone-
gareo. Another custom was introduced by Flabanico him-
self, and this was that the doge should in grave and im-

portant emergencies solicit the advice of some of the best

informed and most esteemed citizens. The choice and
number of these advisers were left to the discretion of the

doge. This was the origin of the Council of the ' Pregadi,'

or ' solicited,' which long after became permanently esta-

blished as the Venetian senate. About a.d. 1094, under

the doge Vitale Faliero, was established a supreme court

of justice of three judges for the city of Venice, called
• Judges of the Palace,' and thus was taken from the doge
the judicial power in appeal which he formerly exercised.

It would appear that a gastaldus, or protector of the lower
classes, attended the sittings of the judges, but further in-

formation is wanting concerning those antient institutions.

(Sandi, Storia Civile, b. iii.)

In the latter part of the eleventh century the Venetians
allied themselves with the emperor Alexius Comnenus
against Robert Guiscard or Wiskard, the Norman chief,

wno, after having driven away the Byzantines from
Apulia and Calabria, had seized upon Corfu, and was be-
sieging Durazzo on the coast of Albania. The Venetians,
jealous of the encroachments of the Norman adventurers in

the vicinity of their Dalmatian possessions, wiliineiy

listened to tho proposals of Alexius, and sent a fleet o'f

70 ships under the doge Domenico Silvio to the relief of
Durazzo. The Venetians were successful in two actions,

but the Normans afterwards obtained possession of Durazzo
by secret intelligence with some of the garrison. A fresh

Venetian force was sent to attack the place by sea whilst

the Byzantines besieged it by land, out this time the
Venetians were defeated and lost many ships. Doge Silvio

on his return home was deposed and imprisoned, a.d. 1084.

His successor Vitale Faliero sailed with a new armament,
and completely defeated the Normans near Buthrotum.
The emperor Alexius, as a reward for the timely assistance

of the Venetians, gave to the doge the title of Proto-
Sebastos ; assigned annual pensions to the church of St.

Mark and other churches of Venice ; gave to the Venetians
factories and houses and lands at Constantinople and
other ports of the Levant ; exonerated their vessels and
goods from all duties and charges for ever ; allowed their

traders and merchants to live under the jurisdiction of
their own consuls ; and lastly, formally recognised their
possessions in the Illyricum with the title of duke of Dal-
matia, which had been already assumed by the doge.
At the epoch of the first Crusade Venetians vessels were

employed from the first as transports to carry provisions

to the coast of Syria. But afterwards, while the Crusaders
were engaged in military operations in Palestine, the
Venetians resolved to send a large armament to their

assistance, and probably also with a view of extending
their commerce in those parts. Two hundred vessels were
equipped at the public expense, and many ship-owners
lent their vessels for the common object, and they were
manned partly by sailors of Venice, and partly by men
enlisted for the purpose in Dalmatia. The command was
given to the son of the doge Vitale Michieli, and to Enrico

Contarini, bishop of Castello. The fleet touched at Kbcta.
where they found a Pisan fleet of 90 sail, bent on a siscJa-

errand. A dispute arose between the two people, j»n
of each other, and they came to blows. The Venetaa
had the superiority : they took 28 Pisan galleys -rn
thousands of prisoners, whom however they released i_

except 100, whom they retained as hostages, and thf.

continued their voyage to Jaffa, where they met Godfro
of Bouillon. He required the Venetians to co-operate is

the reduction of KaTfa, which was taken, as well as Ptolc-
mais or Acre, and Sidon. After these successes the Vene-
tian armament returned home. Andrea Morostoi hat

written an account of those early Venetian expeditions.

In the early part of the twelfth century Calomac, tr

Carloman, king of Hungary, invaded Dalmatia and tot«

Zara, Spalato, and other towns. The Venetians sent u
armament under the command of the doge OrdeUJo
Faliero, who retook Zara about a.d. 1116, as weO si

Sebenico, Spalato, and Trau. He likewise occupied pel
of Croatia beyond the mountains ; but a fresh bod/ </.

Hungarians came, by which the Venetians were defeated

and the doge died in the fight. A truce howeverw
made with the king of Hungary, and Venice retained ib

dominion over Dalmatia and part of Croatia. Murator.
(Antiq. Ital., i., dissert. 17) registers a diploma of Ordc-
laffo Faliero, in which he styles himself ' Dux Veaetiarum,
Dalmatian et Croatias.'

At the time of the second Crusade the Venetians sent aa

armament under the doge Domenico Michieli, who toca

Tyre, a.d. 1124. According to a convention between ti*

Venetians and the king of Jerusalem, one-third of the torn
was given up to the Venetians as a settlement with fall

jurisdiction. The same arrangement was made with regard

to Ascalon. The Venetians accordingly sent two magis-
trates to Tyre : one, called Bailo, with judicial authority .

the other, styled Viscount, who was political and nulitarr

governor. In other towns of Palestine they had a strer;

for commercial purposes, with a church, a bath, and u
oven. These privileges were retained by the Venetuia
as long as Palestine remained in the hands of the Chris-

tians.

Some time after a fresh war broke out in Dalmatia. Tbc
emperor Manuel Comnenus, dissatisfied with the Venetian
for the assistance they had given to the Latins in S.n».
and perhaps also jealous of their increasing commerce
and maritime prosperity, sent a force to the borders a
Dalmatia, when the cities of Zara, Spalato, and others re-

volted against Venice. At the same time the emprrur
seized the persons and property of the Venetian mer-
chants in his dominions. This was the first open ruptarc
between the Venetians and the Eastern empire, and the
news created great alarm at Venice. The doge Vita*
Michieli was sent to sea with a large fleet: he reloo*
Trau. and, sailing into the Archipelago, seized upon tr*

islands of Lesbos, Samos, and Chios, and attacked Enbers.
the governor of which, in order to gain time, persuaded
the doge to send ambassadors to Constantinople to treat
with the emperor himself. But while Manuel was pur-
posely deferring the negotiations, the Venetian fleet a.

the iEgean sea was attacked by a pestilence, which coea-
mon report attributed to the Byzantines having pouoc-J
the springs when the crews went for water. At last the
doge, having lost most of his men, returned hone win
only seventeen galleys, being obliged to abandon the
others. Meantime Enrico Dandolo, who was afterward*
destined to act a great part in the destinies of the Easter
empire, remained at Constantinople as envoy of Vcnrcr

It seems that on the doge's return the pestilence spread
from the fleet to the town of Venice, and the people thre*
all the blame upon the unlucky doge. However no pro-
ceedings were instituted against him ; but one day, while
he was out on some public ceremony, he was assassinate*
by a private hand near the church of S. Zachariaa, a j.
1 172. This was the immediate cause of a great and lad-
ing change in the Venetian government. The tVetjarat
popular tumults, the assassinations of many doges, tba
summary mode of electing and deposing those magistrates
by popular acclamation, and the disorders that accom-
panied these violent movements, made all those who had
property (and in a thriving mercantile community hk«
that of Venice they must have been a very numerous daw
wish for a system of government that might ensure order
and security. It was then in some manner or other agreei
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)n by the principal citizens during: the six months of
terregnum which elapsed between the death of Michieli

and the appointment of his successor, to effect an organic
change in the constitution of the republic. A great
council was in future to take the place of the tumultuary
assemblies of the people. This council was to consist of
480, some say 470 citizens, to be renewed annually on the
last day of September. This great council, which became
the representative assembly of the Venetian people, was
appointed not directly by the people, but by twelve
electors, two for each of the 'sestieri,' or districts of Venice

;

for the town, being now built, on the cluster of islands
round the Rialto, had assumed a compact form, and was
divided into six districts. The members of the new
council were chosen in equal numbers from each district.

No more than four individuals of any one family could sit

in the council together. It is not stated that the more
distant islands scattered about the lagoons were repre-
sented ; it w ould rather seem that they were not. How
the first electors were themselves elected, whether by the
tribunes or by the people, does not appear ; but afterwards
every year a t the end of the session the council before
separating appointed twelve electors, who proceeded to

choose the members of the new council. The doge was
by right president of the great council.

Another contemporary innovation was this : four more
assessors or counsellors were added to the two who assisted

the doge from the time of Flabanico. These six counsel-
lors were chosen in the proportion of two for each sestiere

Or district of Venice : they constituted the ' minor council,'

or Council of the Doge, which in alter times, having un-
lergone some alterations in its constitution and powers,

fas c alled ' La Signoria.' With the doge and his council

originated all laws and ordinances, which were by them
laid before the Great Council (' Consiglio Maggiore') for

its acceptation or rejection. They also nominated the
judges and other magistrates and officers of the adminis-
tration, subject to the approval of the Great Council. It

was also made imperative upon the doge and his council
n cases of importance to call other citizens, ' Pregadi,' to

consult with them upon the matters to be proposed to the
Great Council. Some time after however, in the first part
of the thirteenth century, a permanent council of sixty was
instituted, with the title of Pregadi, the members of which
were appointed by the Great Council and renewed annu-
ally, and thus the faculty of the doge to solicit extempo-
raneous advisers was abolished. The council of the Pre-
gadi became in course of time a most essential part of the

Venetian state, and was by foreigners called the senate.

Lastly, the form of the election of the doge was also

changed by the new constitution of 1 172. The choice of
a candidate had been till then vested in the council of the
ribunes, some say in an assembly of Seniors, which some
txc called, but it seems erroneously, the Council of Forty,

id the chosen candidate was announced to the ' Concio,' or
Bneral assembly of the citizens, who decided by acclama-

tion. The election of the doge was now made to emanate from
the Great Council in the following manner:—The Great
Council chose twenty-four individuals, from among whom
eleven were chosen by themselves, and these eleven pro-
ceeded to the church of St. Mark, and there in public elected
the new doge by plurality of votes. The new doge was then
presented to the people for their approbation, with the an-
nouncement, ' This is the doge elect, if you approve of him.'
Some years after the number of electors was increased to

forty, who were themselves chosen by four persons ap-
pointed by the Great Council. These' forty must not be
confounded with the judicial council of forty instituted

afterwards.

Whether the new constitution, being thus framed, was
kid before the assembly of the people and by them ap-
proved, is a matter of uncertainty, but it is supposed that

«ome such formality took place. The Great Council being
installed, the election of the new doge, after an interregnum
W mx months, took place. The choice fell upon Olio
Malipiero, a citizen bearing an excellent private character,
who however refused the dignity and pointed out to the
electors Sebastiano Ziani, a wealthy and wise citizen.

Ziani was elected amidst the acclamations of the people,
a
;
p. 1173. He was carried in procession through the

city seated on a throne, and introduced the custom,
which was ever after observed at every new election, of

the populace. Ziani's

government was prosperous. This was the time of the
contest between Frederic Barbarossa on one side, and Pope
Alexander III. and the Lombard cities on the other. The
Venetians took the part of the pope and defeated the fleet

of Frederic. In the year 1 177 Pope Alexander repaired
to Venice with the deputies of the Lombard cities, and the
envoys of the emperor and of William, king of Sicily,

and there a truce was concluded which led to the general
peace of Constance. In July of the same year the em-
peror Frederic himself repaired to Venice, and was recon-
ciled with the pope in the church of St. Mark. The doge
Ziani acted the part of a wise mediator in these transac-
tions. It. was then that the pope, in token of gratitude, is

said to have presented the doge with a ring, saying, 'Take
this as a pledge of authority over the sea, and marry her
every year, you and your successors for ever, in order that
all may know that she is under your jurisdiction, and that
I have placed her under your dominion as a wife under the
dominion of her husband.' From that time the doges
annually wedded the Adriatic, by throwing a ring into it,

a ceremony which may appear to us absurd, but which
was both impressive and important in those ages.

The Venetian navy, together with that of Pisa, shared in
the third Crusade, and reconquered Ptolemais. But the
Venetians acted a much more important part in the
fourth Crusade, a.d. 1203. The Crusaders assembled at
Venice, and borrowed the vessels of the Venetians to
carry them to the East, on condition that they should
first assist in reducing Zara, which had again revolted
against Venice. The doge Enrico Dandolo, who during
his residence as envoy at Constantinople had been
cruelly used and had his eyes seared out by the em-
peror Manuel, contrived, after the taking of Zara, to lead
the Crusaders to an expedition against Constantinople,
which ended with the overthrow of the Byzantine empire,
of the territories of which the Venetians had one-third for

their share, and Dandolo bore the title of despotos of Ro-
mania. [Baldwin I., Emperor.] The Venetians had
the Peloponnesus, Euboea, Andros, /Egina, Salamis, and
other islands of the iEgean, Sestos and Abydos on the Dar-
danelles, several towns of Thrace, the Ionian Islands, the
coast of Epirus and Acarnania. and the province of Durazzo,
and lastly, the important island of Creta. To all these new-

possessions Venice sent governors and magistrates, with
the titles of baili, consiglieri, and camerlenghi, chosen by
the Great Council. Several Venetian families, as Sanudo,
Pisani, &c, obtained the investiture of some, of the islands

of the Archipelago as fiefs of the republic.

Under the doge Pietro Ziani. who succeeded Dandolo,
A.D. 1205-28, the first war between Venice and Genoa
broke out, in consequence of the Genoese having assisted

a petty Greek feudatory, styled count of Malea, in attack-

ing the Venetian possession of Crete. The Venetians
were obliged to employ a large force in the recovery of
that important island. In order to strengthen their domi-
nion of it, they sent thither a numerous colony of citizens

chosen from the various sestieri, or districts of Venice, to

whom lands were given in fief. A noble with the title of

duke, assisted by counsellors, was appointed to administer

the island, the internal government of which was consti-

tuted in imitation of that of the mother-country. Similar

colonies were sent afterwards to the Ionian Islands, to

Cyprus, and to Coron and Modon in the Morea. The
Venetians and the Genoese, after some desultory fights at.

sea, made peace through the mediation of the pope, a.d.

1238, and it was agreed that both republics should keep a
certain number of armed vessels at sea, bearing the flags of

both nations, to repress piracy.

A disputed election after the death of Pietro Ziani, in

which the electors, being equally divided between Renier
Dandolo and Jacopo Ticpolo, were obliged to draw lots,

when the chance fell upon Tiepolo, gave occasion to new
devices which served to restrict the ducal power. A board

was instituted of five ' correttori,' to be elected by the

Great Council at every interregnum between the death of

one doge and the election of another, whose duty it was to

see that the regulations concerning the election of the new
doge, and the form of the oath, or rather oaths, which he

was to take at his installation, should be observed, and to

suggest such modifications in the form of election as they

thought expedient. Another board was appointed of three

inquisitors, to inquire into the public conduct of every

defunct doge, whether he had exceeded his powers, or had
Vol. XXVI.—2 I
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toted in any instance contrary to his oaths, or had favoured

hi* relations at the expense of others, and the inquisitors

had the power of fining the heirs of the doge or seques-

trating his property.

On the death of Doge Tiepolo, a.d. 1248, a new form of

election was proposed by the Correttori and adopted by
the Great Council. The form was very complicated, and it

is difficult to explain it intelligibly. Out of thirty mem-
bers drawn by lot from among those of the Great Council

who had completed their thirtieth year, a second ballot

drew out nine. These nine elected forty members likewise

of the Great Council, every one of whom must have the

votes of seven among the nine electors. Then out of the

forty, twelve were drawn by lot, who elected twenty-five,

who were reduced by lot to nine, and the nine elected forty-

five members. The forty-five were reduced again by lot

to eleven, who chose forty-one electors of the doge. These

forty-one, being shut up in the town-palace without

communication with any one, proceeded to the election.

Twenty-five votes out of the forty-one were required_ to

ereate a doge. The first doge so elected was Marino
Morosini, a.d. 1249, and this form of election continued

till the fall of the republic. It was also enacted that the

doge should not marry any woman not a native of Venice,

and that he should not correspond with or receive letters

from any foreign prince or prelate, or from the pope or

any foreign community, without the knowledge and par-

ticipation of his council, a.d. 1266.

Two other laws of importance were also enacted about
that time : 1st, That no native of Venice should serve a
foreign power either in war or in peace. This law was
rigorously observed unto the latest times with regard to

the patricians, who could not even quit the territory of the

republic without permission, under severe penalties ; but

with regard to plebeians the law fell into disuse. The jea-

lous spirit of the Venetian institutions was wholly directed

against the patricians. No member of the aristocracy was
allowed to form a matrimonial alliance with foreigners.

Consequently we find in several instances that when a king
of Hungary, or a king of Cyprus, or a grand-duke of Tus-
cany wished to marry a Venetian lady, the government
assumed the paternal rights, adopted the intended bride as

a daughter of the republic, and as such bestowed her
on her royal suitor. The second law was that no Ve-
netian should possess landed property on the continent of
Italy. In course of time however, as the republic extended
its territories on the mainland, it admitted the most power-
ful families of the conquered cities into the body of the
patricians of Venice. These laws were introduced about
1275.

In 1258 war broke out again with Genoa. The quarrel

originated in a private dispute between individuals of the
two nations on the coast of Syria. The Venetians then
attacked the Genoese in the harbour of Ptolemais, and
burnt their vessels. The Genoese assisted Michael Palseo-
logus to recover Constantinople from the Latins, and by so

doing they shook the power and influence of Venice in

the East. The Genoese obtained the possession of Smyrna
and Pera, and other places. Several sea-fights took place,

with various success, between the fleets of the two repub-
lics. In 1271 a truce was made, during which the Genoese
attacked and destroyed the maritime power of Pisa. The
Pisans had been allies of Venice in the former war. In
1294 the Venetians, who had been secretly preparing for

the renewal of hostilities, attacked simultaneously the
Genoese at Pent, in the Crimea, and in the Archipelago, and
destroyed 1heir factories. But the Genoese admiral Spinola
defeated the Venetians in the gulf of Lniazzo, on the coast of
Syria. A largo fleet of 165 galleys, each earning from
250 to 300 men, sailed from Genoa, and at the same time
the Genoese sent a challenge to the doge of Venice, saying
that they would meet the Venetian fleet half-way in the
Sicilian sea. The Venetians however not choosing to
answer the challenge, the Genoese returned home. In
121K5 Lamba Doria sailed up the Adriatic with 78 galleys,

and encountered at Curzola the Venetian fleet of 97 gal-
leys under Andrea Dandolo, utterly defeated it, burnt 60
of the Venetian ships, and brought 18 to Genoa, with 7000
prisoners. The Venetian admiral, who was among the
prisoners, killed himself on the way to Genoa by strik-

ing his head violently against a beam of the Genoese
alley. The defeat of Curzola, one of the heaviest the

enetians had yet sustained, caused great alarm at Venice.

At last, In 1299, peace was made on condition that the Ve-
netians should be excluded from the Black Sea, and should

not send armed vessels to the coast of Syria.

In the mean time another organic change had talii

place in the constitution of Venice. After the death •

.'

Giovanni Dandolo, a.d. 1289, it appeal* that serious du-

turbances took place about the election of his succeMor.
and a party, in which were many powerful men, r**orf«M

to the former popular method of election by acclamation,

and proclaimed Giacomo Tiepolo as the new doge. But
the older members of the council, disregarding tYn* tu-

multuous outbreak, proceeded calmly to elect a dor-
according to the recently introduced complicated proem.
Tiepolo, alarmed at the danger of a civil war, and probata
also at his own personal risk, renounced all claims to th«

ducal throne, and fled by night into voluntary exile. TV
choice of the electors fell upon Pietro Gradenigo, a man
of antient family, in the prime of life, and of undaunted
firmness and high military reputation. The announce-
ment of his name was made to the people by one of tb»

electors from a window of the ducal palace, with the usm!
form, * The Doge Gradenigo is elected ; if you approve of

him—' but without waiting for any signs of approbation
from the multitude below, the elector withdrew, and Gra-

denigo was installed. Several years after the Council of

Forty, at the suggestion of Gradenigo himself, proposed i

decree, to the purpose that the names of all those who had
sat in the Great Council in the last four years should bt

laid before the Council of Forty, which was to choo*<
those whom it thought proper of being admitted into th»

Great Council at its renewal; twelve votes out of the for?/

to be sufficient to secure the election. A certain numS r

of seats, determined by the doge and his council, were

filled in the following manner:—Three electors bad the

faculty of proposing candidates among those who had nut

the requisite qualification of having sat in the council

during the four previous years, ' de aliis qui non fuennt
majori consilio,' but some of whose paternal ancestors hu'i

formerly held a scat in the legislature. The candidal? v.

proposed by the electors, if he were approved by twebt
out of the forty, took his seat in the Great Council. T i-

resolution, having passed the Great Council, became Uw
and is become a marked epoch in Venetian history by Hi*

name of ' La Serrata del maggior Consi^Iio,* the sbutlirsi

up of the Great Council. It appears that those who wer*
elected according to this new process in the year 1297.
were re-elected the next, without any new member* bcin*
admitted. But in course of time the electors havint
widened the door, by proposing candidates belonging
families who had not previously participated in the office*

of the republic, several decrees were passed excluding »"
* new men,' a phrase then introduced for the first time ir

Venetian history, meaning those whose paternal progtr--

tors, during the previous century, had not sat in the lesn«-

lature. Still they were not irrevocably excluded ; but th«

eligibility of a new man was made a favour, to be obtain c J

by a public decree, in consequence of conspicuous seme*,
rendered to the republic. Tnis indulgence was sparing?/
used, except on some great public emergency, such it

the wars of Chioggia, Candia, Sec., when new farnihr-

were thus admitted among the hereditary legislators. Suc-
cessive decrees of 1307, 1310, and 1315 required & candi-
date of this class to be proposed by five councillors of C <

Minor Council, approved by thirty out of the • Forty.' anJ
then to obtain two-thirds of the votes in the Great Counc.'..

Two conspiracies were formed with the view of subvert-
ing the new constitution: one, at the head of which wx.
Marino Bosconio, a plebeian, was easily put down, a->J

Bosconio and some of his companions were put to dealt
The second conspiracy was more serious, having at its ho.'
several men of old families, the brothers Marco and Pie-'
Querini, Bocmondo or Baiarnonte Tiepolo, Marco's son-in-

law, and several of the family of Badoero. The two Querii.
were labouring under penalties or disabilities in con«/-
quence of official misconduct, and Tiepolo was a relatt.r

of Giacomo, who had been obliged to renounce the of£--

of doge. They were all irritated against Gradenigo *r. 1

the other leaders of the late organic change, bevaiiie.

although they themselves belonged to the aristocracy, j«

*

by the new laws many families inferior to theirs were plarVd
on a footing of equality with them, as hereditary membra
of the legislature. These aristocratic leaders wereJosne J

by many plebeians, discontented with the recent ehanxri
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uedl

by which they were excluded from the Great Council.

Having assembled in considerable numbers in the night of

(he 15th October, 1309, they sallied out from the Rialto

towards the square of St. Mark. The doge Gradenigo,
having collected some friends and armed men in haste,

encountered Marco Querini, who had just entered the

square, and killed him with his own hand ; and Marco
Giiwtiniani killed Bernardo Querini, the son of Marco.
The doge and his friends, who were joined by many of the

people, then turned against Tiepolo, who was coming up
a narrow street with another band of followers, but was on
ins way saluted by the inhabitants of the adjoining houses
with a shower of stones, tiles, and other missiles : l'iepolo,

finding his progress stopped by a host of enemies, re-

traced his steps to the Rialto, where his friends dispersed

and he ran away. The story of his being killed by a
lower-pot let fall by an old woman is not mentioned by
Sandi, Muratori, and other historians, who say that he
MCaped, retired to Treviso, and was afterwards put to

death. Several other leaders were seized and executed at

Venice. The tumult being quieted, a commission of ten

members was appointed by the Great Council, for two
months, to inquire into the ramifications of the late con-
spiracy, and to try the guilty. At the expiration of the

[) tins the commission was continued for two months
and so on till January, 1311, when it was con-

I for live years as a supreme court for offences against

stale, and it was afterwards perpetuated till the last

iod of the republic by the name of the Council of Ten.
members were renewed yearly by the Great Council,

council took cognizance of the crimes of treason and
lition, of the murders of patricians, of malversation com-

mitted by magistrates and other officers under the repub-
lic, of the crime of coining, and of grave offences against

morality or religion. Its principal business was to watch
the conduct of the patricians. Its proceedings were secret,

and its sentences were executed in secret. Two members
Council of Ten, and a counsellor of the Signoria, or

ive, renewed annually, under the title of State In-

ars, exercised the secret police of the state, ordered

and reported to the Council of Ten.
In 1315 a book was opened by the name of Libro d'Oro,

or the golden book, which was kept in the custody of the

Council of Forty, and in which all those who were entitled

by the preceding decrees to be candidates for seats in the

Great Council were to have their names inscribed by the

secretaries, as soon as they attained the age of eighteen.

This book_became the register of the whole class of the

patricians or nobles of Venice, who alone constituted the

political body. Their claims were severely scanned before

being inscribed in the golden book. They were not how-
ever admitted to vote in the Council until they were
twenty-five years of age. By a subsequent decree of

1319 the office of the electors was abolished, no more
elections of new men being allowed ; all those whose
names were inscribed on the book were declared, they and
their legitimate male descendants, to be ' de jure ' members
of the Great Council as soon as they had completed their

twenty-filth year. Tire number of such is said to have
been at that period about 4800 ; about two centuries

later, when the Florentine Giannotti wrote his dialogues
' Delia Kepubblica e Magistrati di Venezia,' the number
of individuals qualified to sit in the Great Council was
reduced to about 3000 in consequence of many families

having become extinct in the interval. From out of this

number the Great Council chose the members of all the

other councils and boards of administration, political and
judicial, the magistrates sent to govern the subject pro-

vinces, the ambassadors to foreign courts, and all other

officers of importance under the state. The subordinate

offices of the republic, as those of secretaries to the chan-
cellors of the various councils and tribunals, consuls, and
residents abroad, were filled by natives of the city of

Venice, who, though not qualified to sit in the Great Coun-
cil, belonged to some of the liberal professions, or to the

higher trades, such as are now styled the middle classes.

Situations in the church were also tilled mostly by citizens.

Having brought this sketch of the internal history of

Venice down to the complete establishment of its aristo-

cratic constitution at the beginning of the fourteenth

century, which underwent no essential variation till the
1*11 of the republic, we can only now register the dates of

*ome of the principal events of its general history.

A.D. 1338. Conquest of Treviso, the first town on the
Italian mainland occupied by the Venetians, and formally
ceded to them by Mastino della Scala, Lord of Verona.

134G. First symptoms of the third war with Genoa;
mutual attacks upon each other's vessels in the Archi-
pelago. The Byzantine emperor, offended at the over-
bearing conduct of the Genoese settlers in his own suburb
of Galata, made an alliance with the Venetians. The
Genoese under Filippo Doria assailed Negroponte, and
plundered the town, and burnt it. The Venetians made
an alliance with Peter of Aragon, who sent them his
ships manned by Catalonian sailors, and the united force
sailed into the Sea of Marmara, w here it was joined by the
Byzantine ships. The Genoese under Pagano Doria gained
a victory, though dearly purchased. In the following year,
1353, the Venetians and Catalonians, having recruited
their forces under Niccolo Pisani, met the Genoese fleet

off the coast of Sardinia, and completely defeated it. The
Genoese admiral Grimaldi escaped with 19 galleys. It
is said that the victors purposely scuttled and sank a
number of Genoese galleys with all their crews. In 1354
Pagano Doria with 34 galleys, sailed into the Adriatic,
plundered the town of Parenzo in Istria, spread alarm
within the Lagoons of Venice, then sailing to the Morea
met liis old antagonist Pisani, and defeated him, taking
almost all his ships, and 5000 prisoners, among them
Pisani himself, with whom Dona returned to Genoa,
dragging behind his admiral-ship the great standard of
St. Mark. The following year, 1353, peace was made, the
Venetians paying the expenses of the war, their vessels
being excluded from the ports of the Black Sea, with the
exception of Theodosia, where they were allowed to have
a factory.

1355. Conspiracy of the doge Marino Faliero, who
out of revenge for a private insult engaged a number of
desperate persons and men of the lower orders to revolt
and kill all the patricians. The conspiracy being dis-

covered, sixteen of the leaders were hung, and the doge
was beheaded.

1376. Beginning of the fourth war with Genoa. It was
a deadly struggle between the two rival republics, and
Venice was ill-prepared for it. She was surrounded by
enemies ; Francesco di Carrara, lord of Padua, and the
king of Hungary, had resolved her ruin. The king of
Hungary had seized upon Dalmatia. The Delia Scala of
Verona, the city of Ancona, the patriarch of Aquileia, were
also among the enemies of Venice. The Venetians had
for their ally Bernab6 Visconti.

1379. Naval fight near Pola, on the coast of Istria,

between the Genoese admiral Luciano Doria, and the
Venetians commanded by Vettor Pisani, who was obliged
to give battle by the importunity of his subalterns,

against his better judgment. The Venetians were com-
pletely defeated, and Pisani on liis return to Venice was
put in prison. The Genoese admiral having been killed

in the tight, his brother Pietro Doria was sent from Genoa
to replace him : w ith the victorious fleet he sailed for

Venice, burnt Pelestrina, and took Chioggia by storm.
The Lagoons lay open before him. The Venetians in

extreme alarm sent envoys to Doria, who told them in-

sultingly that he should not giant them peace until he had
put bridles on their brass horses which stood on the square
of St. Mark. Despair saved Venice. Ships were equipped,
and everybody, even the women, assisted in the prepara-
tions for defence. The sailors called loudly for Vettor
Pisani, who was released and intrusted with supreme
command. The Genoese attempted to sail up near to

Venice ; they could already distinguish the people on the
quays, but their ships drew too much water, and their

pilots were not acquainted with the soundings of the A-

lagoons, while the Venetians with their light boats
hovered around them, and attacked them at every favour-

able opportunity. They also employed for the first time
1 bombarde,* a kind of mortars or howitzers, which did great

execution among the assailants. The Genoese withdrew
to Chioggia, and contented themselves with blockading
Venice m concert with the troops of Carrara. The
Venetians, being in danger of famine, resolved to recover

Chioggia. The doge Contarinl, an old man eighty years

of age, led the attack at the head of the troops. At this

moment the admiral Carlo Zeno returned from the Levant
with a large booty taken from the Genoese. He and Pisani

sank one night some large ships filled with stones at the
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mouth of the harbour of Chioggia,'and the Genoese squa-

dron found itself hemmed in. The Venetians besieged

Chioggia by sea and by land. Pietro Doria was killed in

fighting, and at last the Genoese were obliged to surrender.

Four thousand of them were taken prisoners to Venice,

a.d. 1380. In the following year peace was concluded

between the two republics at Turin, by the mediation of

Amadeus VI.. duke of Savoy. Fifteen hundred Genoese
prisoners were released, the rest having died in the prisons

of Venice, and the Venetian ladies clothed them and pro-

vided them with money to return home. Thirty plebeian

families among those who had rendered eminent services

in the late war were inscribed in the golden book among
the patricians of Venice. This example was afterwards

imitated on other occasions, especially during the Turkish

wars.
1386\ The Venetians obtained permanent possession of

the island of Corfu, by a convention with the inhabitants,

who had some time before driven away the Neapolitan gar-

rison. Soon after Argos and Napoli di Romania were

given up to Venice by the widow of Pietro Cornaro, the

former ford of those towns.

1392. The republic, together with the marquises of Fcr-

rara and Mantua, assisted Francesco II. da Carrara, called

Novello, son of old Francesco the inveterate enemy of

Venice, to recoverpossession of Padua, of which he had
been deprived by Gian Galeazzo Visconli, duke of Milan.

Francesco Novello afterwards repaired to Venice, when he
swore perpetual friendship to the republic, and was in-

scribed among the nobility.

1404. After the death of Gian Galeazzo Visconti, whose
ambition had alarmed all Italy, his dominions were at-

tacked by his neighbours ; Francesco Novello seized upon
Verona in the name of Guglielmo della Scala, the heir of

the former lords of Verona, whom he soon after put to

death, and imprisoned his sons, remaining himself in pos-

session of the town. He next attacked Vicenza, which
also was in possession of the Visconti. The dowager
duchess Catherine Visconti, unable to resist, made over to

the Venetians her rights upon Vicenza, the citizens of

which sent legates to Venice with the town keys. The
republic then sent a herald to Carrara requesting him to

abstain from molesting a town subject to Venice. Fran-

cesco replied by advising the Venetians to content them-
selves with fishing in their lagoons, and he had the ears

and nose of the herald cut off. Venice declared war
against Carrara. In 1405 the troops of Venice, com-
manded by Francesco Gonzaga and the Provveditore Emo,
laid siege to Verona, the citizens of which by a capitula-

tion gave themselves to Venice, retaining their muni-
cipal privileges and franchises. Belluno and Feltre, like-

wise forsaken by the duchess Visconti amidst the wreck of
her late husband's possessions, gave themselves up to

Venice. Lastly, in November, 1405, the important city of
Padua was taken by the Venetian forces. Francesco da
Carrara with one of his sons escaped to the citadel, which
he surrendered to Galeazzo of Mantua on promise of being
leniently treated. Galeazzo gave a safe-conduct to the
envoys whom Francesco sent to Venice, but they could
not obtain an audience of the doge. At last Francesco
went himself in November, 1405, was admitted to the pre-

sence of the doge Steno and the Signoria or Council, who
reproached him with his ingratitude towards the republic.

Francesco and his son and namesake were sent to prison,

where they found the other son Jacopo, who had been taken
prisoner at Verona. After some deliberation the Council
of Ten passed sentence of death on them all. On the 17th
of January, 1408, Francesco Novello was strangled in

prison, and two days after his two sons were likewise put
to death.

1412-20. After a long war and internal factions in the
province of Friuli, between the Hungarians, the Patriarch
of Aquileia, and the citizens of Udine, some of whom
asked for the assistance of the Venetians, the town of
Udine surrendered to Venice, and the rest of the province
followed its example. Thus in the course of a few years
Venice established herdominion over a large part of North
Italy, from the Julian Alps to the Adige and the Mincio.
These were afterwards styled ' the old Venetian Terra-
Fcrma.' With regard to the character of the Venetian
administration in those fine provinces, we will quote, not
the Venetian historians, but a modern writer who is gene-
rally far from friendly to the Venetian aristocracy. * The

people of Venice were deprived, almost as much am them
of Milan, of all participation in political power. Tier
suffrages were never demanded; their voice wa» nr*tr

heard ; they never thought even of questioning the »»•

dora of their government. But the senate, far wiser in f»

administration than .the tyrants of Lombardy, never al

lowed its subjects to bear any other burthen* than those

imposed by itself, and those were always moderate, iIwh
equally distributed in a spirit of justice. All that the Ve-
netians paid to the state was employed scrupulously and
with economy, either for the common defence or the orna-

ment of their country .... The provinces <rf

Terra Ferma were secured from the vexation* of the wl-
dier, and as much as possible from the invasion of Ik
enemy. Forgetting all pretensions to independence, the

people of those provinces found themselves happy by cou-
parison with their neighbours. The peasantry in partknlu
were ready to give their lives for St. Mark—it was tfcs»

that they always designated the state.' (Siamoodi, Itoltam

Republic*, in the * Cabinet Cyclopaedia,' ch. x.)
The administration of the doge Tommaao Mocenico.

1413-23, wag perhaps the most prosperous period is tlx

history of Venice. The republic possessed Candia, Eabn.
the Morea, several of the Ionian Islands, numerous islands

in the Archipelago ; Dalmatia and part ofAlbania ; Istria

and the newly-acquired Terra Ferma. It bad factories all

over the Levant, in Egypt, at Constantinople, and carried

on the greatest part of the traffic between Europe and Aim.
The statistical reports (for the science, though not the

name, existed already at Venice) laid before the Senate br

the doge Mocenisro in 1420-21, are a striking evidence k
this prosperity. He stated the quantity and quality of tit

manufactures exported from Venice, of the cotton, spierv

dyes, and other articles imported to Venice from the

East ; the sums of money that were annually remrltoi

to Venice from Milan, Florence, and other places : the

value of houses in Venice ; the number of sailors and sol-

diers, and of merchant-vessels. He also stated the number
of individuals qualified to command fleets, the number tf

eminent statesmen ; and lastly, those who were quaofta
for the office of doge. On his death-bed, he called the

principal senators to him, and said, ' I leave the countrr

in peace and prosperity; our merchants have a cantii

often millions of golden ducats in circulation, upon which
they make an annual profit of four millions. I hare
duced the public debt by four millions of ducats. Wi
have forty-hve galleys, and 300 other ships of war ; 300)
merchant-vessels, 52,000 sailors, a thousand noble*, wife

incomes varying from 700 to 4000 ducats each ; eight navi.
officers fit to command a large fleet, 100 others fit t:

command smaller squadrons
;
many statesmen, juriscon-

sults, and other wise men. One thing only gives me
uneasiness. You are about to choose a new doge : jou
have several men wise, and prudent, and fit for the of&c*

.

but if you choose Francesco Foscari, you will have war
very shortly, and your fortunes and the fortune of tac

state will suffer by it.'

1423. Francesco Foscari was elected, and war broke out
with Filippo Maria Visconti, duke of Milan, which w»»
carried on by mercenary troops, and cost Venice se»et
millions of ducats. [Carmagnola, Francesco Br*-
sonr di.] One result of this war was the acquisition H
Venice of the three provinces of Brescia. Bergamo, sai.

Crema, by which the territory of the republic became ex-
tended to the Adda, and which were styled in adxninotn-
tive language the provinces ' Oltre Mincio,' beyond the

Mincio in relation to Venice. The policy of this increase
has been questioned, as it drew Venice deeper inu
the vortex of Italian politics. It led soon after to a m
with Francesco Sforza, who made himself duke of MUaa
Foscari was doge for thirty-four years : he was azntntiou
and hot-headed, and had many enemies. His son Jarora.
Foscari was accused of treasonable practices, was torturwi
and banished to Candia: after some years he entreated u>
be allowed to return to Venice, and being refused, he be-
thought himself of the expedient of appearing gwln
again. He wrote to the duke of Milan to intercede far

him, which was treason in a Venetian noble. The lettir
was intercepted and taken to the Council of Ten. Fosran
was brought back to Venice, and although he declared
his object in writing the letter, he was again put to the
torture, and then sent back to Candia. Shortly after, in
October, 1457, his father Francesco Foscari was depowd.
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on the ground of age and incapacity. The old man died
broken-hearted at hearing the bell of St. Mark toll for

the inauguration of his successor.
1453-78. Wars, interrupted by truces, between Venice

and Sultan Mohammed II. The Venetians lost Euboea and
Lemnos, and part of the Morea. The Turks overran Friuli

as far as Udine, but retired. The Venetian general
.Mucenigo landed in Asia Minor, to act in concert with
the Persians under Husum Cassan, but the Persians were
defeated by the Turks. Mohammed conquered Albania, and
took Scutari from the Venetians. Peace was made with
the Turks in 1478, the Venetians obtaining permission to

trade in the Black Sea and to keep a bailo, or envoy, per-
manently at Constantinople.

1489. Ven ice makes the acquisition of the island of
Cyprus, by a donation of Catherine, widow of the late

king James, who was herself a Venetian of the house of
Cornaro. A. colony of 100 Venetian nobles was sent to

Cyprus, with a lieutenant-general, councillors, and a
chancellor appointed by Venice. Cyprus, Candia, and
the Morea were styled kingdoms subject to Venice, and
their standards waved for many years on three lofty staffs

hoisted in the square of St. Mark.
1508-16. War of the league of Cambrai against Venice.

Pope Julius II. required the Venetians to give up Ra-
venna, Cervia, Faenza, Rimini, and other places of the
Romagna, which they had taken possession of at various

periods during the preceding century, by purchase or
conquest. The Venetians offered to pay allegiance to the

~ee of Rome as feudatories of those places, but Julius

iquired unconditional restitution. Upon this the pope,
>uis XII. of France, Ferdinand of Spain, and Maximi-

ian I. of Austria formed a league to spoil the Venetians
of all their continental territories. The French defeated

le Venetian army under Alviano at Agnadello ; the
Germans came from the north, and the whole Venetian
Terra Ferma was overrun, pillaged, and treated in the
most atrocious manner. The troops of the republic had
withdrawn to Mestre on the border of the lagoons. Sud-
denly Pope Julius conceived a dislike for his allies ; he
wished to clear Italy of all foreigners, and having re-con-
quered the Romagna, he entered into negotiations with
Venice. [Julius II.] This saved the republic from destruc-

tion, though it was greatly weakened by the losses it

sustained during the rest of the war. Ultimately the
peace of Noyon between Charles V. and Francis I.

restored peace to Italy for a while, and Venice recovered
its continental dominions, with the exception of the
Romagna. From that time the Venetians endeavoured
to steer clear as much as possible of the subsequent wars
that took place in Italy between the French, Spaniards, and
Germans. At the same time they seemed to draw more
closely their relations with the house of Austria with respect
to their common enemy the Ottomans.

1537-40. A new Turkish war, in which the Venetians
lost Nauplia and their other remaining strongholds in the
Morea, and all the islands of the Archipelago, Candia
excepted.

1570-73. War of Cyprus, in which Venice lost that
island. [Cyprus.]

1G18. Conspiracy of the marquis of Bedmar, Spanish
ambassador at Venice, agaiast the republic. Venice had
long since drawn upon itself the hatred of Spain, because
it stood in the way of the ambitious views of that court,

because it was the constant policy of the senate to preserve,
as much as it lay in their power, a balance in Europe, by
drawing nearer to France, by keeping up a good under-
standing with the other republics, the Dutch, the Grisons,

and the Swiss, and by supporting the duke of Savoy
against Spain. The Spanish viceroy of Naples and the

Spanish governor of Milan encouraged Bedmar to strike

t lie blow. He engaged several desperate adventurers,
chiefly foreign mercenaries in the service of Venice,
besides a number of artisans and other men of low con-
dition, who were to set fire to the arsenal and other public
buildings, and massacre the doge, senators, and nobles,
and give up the city to indiscriminate plunder. A Spanish
»quadron which had sailed from the ports of Sicily entered
the Adriatic to be ready. The day of the Ascension, on
the occasion of the great solemnity of the doge's wedding
• he sea, was fixed for the attempt. One of the commi-
ttors however turned informer ; the others were seized,

Wed, and hanged, and their bodies exposed in the square

of St. Mark. The particulars of the trials were, as customary
in matters of state, kept a profound secret: the Spanish
ambassador was escorted in safety out of Venice. He
published, or caused to be published, a political treatise

in which he, a minister of despotic and ultra-Catholic
Spain, speaks of the Venetian people as oppressed by an
oligarchy, which he calls irreligious, because the clergy
was subject to the civil power, and he foretells the fall of
the republic as imminent. It lasted however about two
centuries longer. This book, which made great noise at

the time, is entitled ' Squittinio della libertd Veneta.'
1645-69. War of Candia, in which the Venetians, under

a succession of able commanders, displayed uncommon
gallantry, ability, and perseverance. The island at last

fell into the hands of the Turks. The capital surrendered
by "capitulation. Its senate, the reflected image of that of
the parent state, returned into the Great Council of Venice,
from which it had emanated. [Candia.]

1684-99. A new war between Venice and the Porte.
The Venetians, under the gallant Francesco Morosini, who
had served in the war of Candia, reconquered the Morea
and ./Egina, besides several places in Dalmatia, which were
secured to Venice by the treaty of Carlowitz. [Morosini.]

1714-18. The Turks again invaded the Morea and con- 4
quered it, and Venice renounced its claims to it by the
treaty of Passarowitz, in June, 1718. This was the last

war between Venice and the Porte. Venice abstained during
the whole of the eighteenth century from taking any part
in the wars which disturbed Italy. But during'this long
period of peace she was hastening to decay ; her former
spirit was fled, her commerce had passed into other hands,
many of the nobles had become selfish and licentious,

the majority of them were poor and mercenary. The
state inquisition had greatly relaxed from its former vigi-

lance. The soundest part of th« population was among
the lower orders, who were still enthusiastically attached to

St. Mark, which with them was synonymous with the re-

public. We do not quote from any panegyrist of Venice,
but from a contemporary writer professedly and hereditarily

hostile to the Venetian aristocracy : ' Social life at Venice
was smooth and easy. Things were so ordained that the

people were caressed, and all sorts of amusements en-
couraged. " Semo a Venezia" was the common expres-
sion to denote the perfect liberty in which any one might

jf.
indulge. Commerce was protected ; the nobles mixed
familiarly with all classes of people, every patrician

house having a certain number of persons dependent upon
its interest and good offices with the government ; this

connection of patrons and clients maintained a spirit of
mutual good feeling between the various classes ; the yoke
was thus adorned with flowers, and was rendered less

irksome through the long habit of wearing it ; its antiquity

made it appear venerable. There was no other political

constitution in Europe older or better supported by glo-

rious reminiscences and a long course of prosperity. The
citizen of Venice, respected and well treated wherever ho
went, willingly forgave his many sovereigns their aristo-

cratic laws ; the aspect of his own thriving country, the

activity of commerce, opulence and ease, and pleasure
_^

were to him a sufficient compensation for political depend-
ence.' (Dandolo, Leltere su Veiiezia, 1827.)

The only danger for a person at Venice was that of

speaking about internal politics, for the politics of Other

countries might be freely canvassed ; but the people were
so accustomed to reserve, that any indiscretion was seldom
committed. ' De Deo parum, de Principe nihil,' was an
old proverb characteristic of Venice. By the word ' prince'

the government was meant. The knowledge that there

were inquisitors of state who, through their numerous spies,

were supposed to be omnipresent, was sufficient to restrain

all tongues, and maintain order and respect for the existing

institutions. 'Whilst in all other great Italian cities, in all

popular festivals or large assemblies, a large attendance of

police or military was considered indispensable for the

public tranquillity and security, at Venice, a few yean
before the fall of"the republic, only four servants oi' the

inquisitors, with their black staffs in hand, were sufficient to

restrain the immense multitude which thronged the square

of St. Mark and the adjacent streets and avenues on the

day when the government gave a splendid festival and
bull-fight in honour of the grand-duke Paul of Russia and
his wife, who were travelling in Italy under an assumed
name.' (Ibid.)
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In 1789 the population of the territories of the Venetian

republic was as follows: city of Venice, 139,095 inha-

bitants ; the Dogado, or metropolitan province, 100,042

;

province of Brescia, 289,658; Sal6, 41.918; Bergamo,
215,191; Crema, 40,555; Verona, 226,172; Vicenza,

221,186; Padova, 273,371 ; Polesine di Rovigo, 63330:
Marca Trevisana, 363,219; Palma, 3721; Tatria del

Friuli, 329,063 ; Cividale del Friuli, 30,176 ; Istria, 92,016

;

Pinguente, 7367 ; Dajmatia and possessions on the coast

of Albania, 259,966 ; Isole del Levante, or Ionian Islands,

144,959 ; Jews scattered on various points, 3207 : total,

2,844,212. (Quadri, Prospelto Statitlico delle frovincie
Venete.)

The public revenue was estimated at about nine millions

of ducats, or about two millions sterling. The military

consisted of 6000 regulars, besides 18,000 Slavonians and
Dalmatians, and about 30,000 militia of the Italian pro-

vinces. There were twelve ships of the line, besides about

fifty galleys and smaller vessels. (Racolta Cronologica di

Documents inediti che formano la Storia della Rivoht-
zione e Caduta della Repubblica di Venezia.)

When the French revolutionary armies began to threaten
Italy on the side of Piedmont, the Venetian government
was invited by the emperor of Germany and his allies to

join the coalition against France. The question was de-

bated in the Senate, or Council of Pregadi. Francesco
Pesaro, one of the most distinguished members of that

assembly, spoke to the effect of maintaining the accus-

tomed system of neutrality which the republic had fol-

lowed for a century past in all continental wars, but he
insisted upon its being an armed neutrality in order to

make the territories of the republic respected by both
the belligerent powers. He advised to call out the
' cernide,' or Italian militia, to equip the navy, and to send
a body of Slavonian troops to guard the provinces of

Terra Ferma. The senator Vallaresso, one of the ' Savj,'

or Elders, spoke in favour of pure and simple neutrality

without any warlike preparations. His advice was adopted
almost unanimously, and it proved the ruin of Venice. The
republic continued to keep its ambassador at Paris, and
the French republic its charge d'affaires at Venice. Mean-
time the Count de Lille, brother of the late Louis XVI.,
had fixed his residence at Verona, and had assumed the
title of Louis XVIII. The French Directory, in March,
1796, requested his expulsion from the Venetian states,

and the Senate submitting to this request, Louis was
obliged to quit Verona for Germany, after writing an in-

dignant protest against this inhospitable treatment. Shortly
after Bonaparte penetrated into Piedmont, and invaded
the Milanese and Mantuan territories belonging to Austria.

The frontier towns of the Venetian states, Bergamo,
Brescia, Crema, Peschiera, and Legnago, were left by the
neglect of the Venetian government in a defenceless state.

This circumstance however requires explanation. There
was at Venice a board of six patriciaus, elected by the
Great Council, and called Savj del Consiglio di Pregadi,
for they had seats in the Senate, whose business it was to
receive all dispatches from the foreign ministers at Venice
or from the Venetian ministers abroad, as well as

the secret communications of the State Inquisitors on
uil'airs of state, and after having examined them and
written their own opinion on the contents, to lay them, if

they thought them of sufficient importance, before the
Senate for its final decision. The board of the Savj was in

tact a council of ministers. Now at the epoch of the
French invasion of Italy, and for some time previous to it,

numerous important despatches were received by the Savj
and never communicated to the Senate, which was thus
kept ignorant of the dangers that threatened the state. A
file of more than one hundred despatches, besides private
communications from the state inquisitors, was afterwards
found in the secret archives, labelled * Filza di comunicate
non lette in Senato,' most of which are textually given in
the work 'Raccolta di document! inediti, che formano la

Storia diplomatica della rivoluzione e caduta della Repub-
blica di Venezia,' 2 vols. 4to., Florence, 1800, a work
quoted by Daru and the other contemporary historians.

The reasons for this strange conduct of the ' Savj ' may
have been various : one was evidently the wish to pre-
serve their favourite system of unarmed neutrality ; but
another is plainly hinted at with regard to some of them at

least, and that w disaffection towards the state—for there

is no doubt that several influential patriciaus were seised

with the prevalent revolutionary ideas of the time, aad to-

longed to secret societies which corresponded with Its

clubs of France, Milan, and other places. Some of th*x
threw off the mask after the fall of the aristocratic r-
vernment, and publicly wrote and spoke in favour of det*^
cracy.

Bonaparte entered Milan on the 14th of May, I79C

the Austrian forces retired towards Mantua. Ttv.

French took the parallel road through the VsarUr
states by Brescia to the banks of the lake of Gania, i,i

order to cut off the communications of the Aualriao re-

tiring army with the Tyrol. The Austrian*, ha>mg thrvro
a sufficient garrison into Mantua, took possession o.

Peschiera, a Venetian fortress at the southern extremity ui

the lake of Garda, to secure their retreat to the Tyrol. TV
French, who had already violated the neutrality of Venter

by entering Brescia, made much noise about the Austruu
occupying Peschiera ; and as this was the ground of tlwr

future hostile conduct towards Venice, some explanau-jr

is required.

Austria having become possessed of the duchies of Mtkr
and Mantua at the beginning of the eighteenth century. ;t

was agreed by Venice, whose territory was interposed be-

tween the Milanese and the other Austrian dominium
that the Austrian troops should be allowed to pas* to end
from Milan through the Venetian territory by the shortest

road, without entering any of the fortified towna, takwr
any military position, or constructing defences on the
territory. The road generally taken by the Austnar.

troops was that of the Tyrol and along the shores of tlx

lake of Garda to Mantua. When Beaulieu, in May, 17s*.

was driven from the banks of the Adda by Bonanar*
he retired through the Venetian territory towards uu
Mincio for the defence of Mantua. Bonaparte follow^

him and entered Brescia, a walled city belonging to

Venice, where he quartered a division of his amn.
He thence issued a proclamation, dated May firth,

stating that in passing through the Venetian states hr

would pay all due regard to the friendship nistin;

between that antient republic and France, that he woui;

Say
cash for everything supplied to his soldiers, itt.

leaulieu, hearing of the occupation of Brescia by tc.

French, gave orders to one of his officers to occupy Ptv
chiera, a fortified town of the Venetians, in order to pro-

tect his communications with the Tyrol. Peschiera n
only garrisoned by a few Venetian invalids, and its gum
were mostly without carriages. The officer commanding
it had represented the defenceless condition of the plsr*.

but the Provveditore Foscarini had neglected the warrant
A few days after, Beaulieu being defeated at Borghett© in

the French, retired into the Tyrol, and the Austrian font

which had occupied Peschiera evacuated it to join tit

main body. The French then entered Peschiera and t*i-

risoned it. Bonaparte said that the Venetian govemmta:
ought to have garrisoned Peschiera so as to prevent iU
Austiians entering it ; and he seized this as a favou/at f

opportunity of frightening the Venetian senate into sub-

mission to his dictates. He was writing at the same time
to the Directory the real truth of the case, namely, thu
Peschiera was destitute of defence when the Austrian,
entered it by a stratagem. ' If your object,' he added, i-

to draw five or six millions from 'Venice, yon have ucm i

fair pretence for a rupture. You can ask the monev i-

an indemnity for the battle of Borghetto, which I fou-r
in consequence of the taking of Peschiera. If you bait
further views respecting Venice, we may protract this sub-
ject of recrimination until more favourable opportunity •

we must not quarrel with everybody at once.' i Bona-
parte's Corretjnndettce—Letter of the 7th ofJune, 1796.
The Provveditore Foscarini, whom the Senate bad **r.:

to Verona as captain-general, came to Bonaparte's be»J-
quarten to justify. himself about the business of Pes-
chiera. Bonaparte received him very ill, spoke of reven;.
against Venice, brought forth the okl charge of its ha» ir

;

given an asylum to the Pretender (Louis XVIII.'), and -

last concluded by demanding imperiously to be alk>«r-
ingress into the fortified town of Verona the next dtf
where he intended to leave a garrison till the end of tftt

campaign. If refused, he would storm the place. Tr..»

conversation took place on the 31st of May, two days aft*.'

the date of his proclamation (torn Brescia, in which Vt
£rofessed a friendly regard for Venice. Foscarini, no:
lying time to receive instructions from Venice how to
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act, and knowin

consented, and

Verona. They
Crema, and any

not, which suited

time provisions, c:

government howeyer in

the Senate's wish to avoid hostilities,

e French on the 1st of June entered

entered Legnago, Bergamo,
whether fortified or

anding at the same
They left the civil

hands of the Venetian authori-

ties After this all scruples about neutrality were at an end,

and both Austrians and French entered the territories and
towns of the republic whenever and wherever they pleased.

The campaigns of Bonaparte against Wurmser and Alvinzi

were carried on chiefly on the Venetian territory.

The French troops lived upon and at the expense of

the Venetian States for nearly a twelvemonth, and the

waste which they made was much greater than the actual

consumption of necessaries. The districts near the Adige
and the beautiful shores of the lake of Garda sufFered the

mast. The remonstrances of the senate to Bonaparte and
the Directory produced no effect. Bonaparte alleged the

exigencies of war, and one of the Directors, Rewbell,

gravelv complained to the ambassador, Querini, that the

Venetians did not like the French. Bonaparte affected to

disbelieve altogether the reports of outrages committed by

his soldiers, which were communicated to him by Hie

Venetian Provveditore in December, 1790, and yet on the

3rd of October preceding he had ordered his chief of the

staff to place patroles on the road from Verona to Bassano,

in order to stop the excesses committed by the French
military, who plunder or devastate the country.' But in
* tober he wanted to conciliate the Venetian senate, as

d was upon the point of advancing ; and in Deeem-
he had defeated Alvinzi, and his tone towards the

lost

Hie commandant of Peschiera did the same, and arrested

Ihe Venetian governor. In March, 1797, a revolt broke

Dut in Bergamo and Brescia against the Venetian authori-

ties, and the French commandant at Bergamo openly took

the part of the insurgents, stopped and opened the dis-

patches of the Venetian Podestl, and then arrested that

officer and sent him out of the town. The insurgents were

joined by a number of Milanese, Poles, &c, and they threw

off the a'llegiance of Venice, and pulled down the flag and
other emblems of the republic. At Crema the same thing

was done by a body of French troops who had asked leave

to pass through that town. The senate on hearing this

news asked the French minister at Venice for explanations

of this strange conduct, and the minister answered that he
knew nothing of the matter. The senate then dispatched

two nobles to Bonaparte, who was then at Gorizia in pur-

suit of the archduke Charles. Bonaparte told Ihem that

he should not interfere between the senate and its revolted

•objects, that the senate might take such measures as it

thought proper, provided it respected the French garrisons

which had possession of the castles of Bergamo and Brescia,

and he ended by proposing an alliance between Venice
and France, on which condition he would help them to

put down the insurgents. This however was declined by
the Venetian envoys. Bonaparte has denied having had
anything to do with revolt in the Venetian states (,Bou-

rienne's Memoirs), observing that he had too much tact to

excite tumults in his rear whilst he was advancing into the

Austrian hereditary 6tates. But he had given the impulse

before; he had manifested on many occasions a hostile

spirit towards Venice, and the officers who remained in

hombardy were not so cautious as himself. It is well

known that for months before these events both the Direc-

tory and Bonaparte had foreseen the expediency of giving

the emperor at the peace a compensation out of the Vene-
tian territory. Had the senate accepted the alliance of

Prance, and thus put itself in hostility towards Austria,

it would perhaps only have facilitated the views of Uie

Directory, as Austria would have felt less scruple in shar-

ine the spoils of an enemy. The senate was as much
afraid of Austria a3 of Fraace.

The revolutionists of Brescia and Bergamo threatened
the other provinces which remained in obedience to the

senate, and especially the Veronese. The senate sent troops

lo Verona to defend that important city. The country-

People in the neighbourhood were armed and placed under
"ie command of Count Emilj. The peasantry of the other

provinces followed the example, and attacked the revolu

tionisf s of Bergamo and Brescia in several places, espe
cially at Salo, where they beat them, and made many
prisoners, including a detachment of Poles m the French
service, who had fought on the side of the revolutionists.

At the same time the peasantry in some districts, being
excited against the revolutionists and the French, killed

several of the latter who were marching in small parties

through the country. Bonaparte hearing this, and having
now signed the armistice with the Austrians, in which the

question of compensation to the emperor out of the Vene-
tian states had been already suggested, dispatched Junot
to the senate with a furious message, exaggerating the

outrages committed against his soldiers, and threatening

vengeance. The preliminaries of Leoben were signed on
the 18th April. Meantime, and on the 17th, a frightful

tumnlt broke out in the city of Verona between the people
and the French who garrisoned the castles.

This insurrection of Verona and the adjacent country
has been urged as evidence of the senate's intentions to cut

off the retreat of the French, and make another Sicilian

Vespers of it. Here we must again recur to dates and do-
cuments, and it is only necessary to read the despatches
of the French generals themselves, as quoted by Count
Daru, in the Pieces Justificatives at the end of his 1 Histoire

de la Republiquc de Venise,* vol. viii., and which are in

fact extracted from Panckoucke's correspondence of Bo-
naparte already quoted. General Kilmaine, in his despatch
dated Milan, April 5, began by assuming that the senate's

design was to make a crusade against the French, and
quote as a proof of it a pretended proclamation, by the

Provveditore Battaglia, which was afterwards proved to

have been forged at Milan. Kilmaine upon this, ordered
detachments of French troops to disperse all the armed
peasants they met in the Venetian territory of Bergamo.
After this he concluded his despatch by saying it would be
desirable to stop some of the couriers which Grimani, the
Venetian ambassador at Vienna, was sending to the senate,

'as Grimani's long conferences with the Austrian mi-
nisters make me believe that the senate is hatching
some perfidy against the French army.' So it was
only a supposition after all. In his previous despatch,

3rd April, lie had said that the peasants of the valleys

of Bergamo were arming under the pretence of re-

ducing Bergamo, and that their war-cry was, 'Death to the

Jacobins and to the French.' And he added that the Ve-
netian government might have reduced Bergamo by means
of its regular troops. But how could they have done this

while a strong French garrison occupied the town and the

castle and evidently protected the insurgents? It would
have brought on an open collision between the troops of the

two states. The French general Balland, who commanded
at Verona, wrote (51 h April) that the Venetian general hav-
ing thrown a bridge across the Mincio for the purpose of
acting against the insurgents of Brescia and Bergamo, the
French commandant of Peschiera sent a detachment to cut
down the bridge, and Balland approved of this measure ;

and this same Balland afforded protection in the castles of

Verona to several revolutionary leaders from the hands
of the Venetian authorities. So much for French neu-
trality and the freedom of operations allowed to the officers

of the senate. The French minister at Venice, LaJlemeut,
writes confidentially to Bonaparte, the 5th April : "There
is no doubt that General Dombrowsky and the Polish

legion have taken part with the insurgents in the affair of

Salo. I am asking satisfaction for the French soldiers,

killed in this affair, but I am aware that the truth is already
known here. . . . Do you suppose that the French soldiers

who have been lighting these six years in the name of

liberty, will not support those whom they consider as their

brethren in the same cause ? No authority will be able to

restrain them, and the insurgents, knowing this, will show
themselves more openly, and the explosion will become
general. I see already an instance of this in the Polish

legion.'

This letter would be sufficient to show the real truth.

But the despatches of the Venetian provveditore at Verona
explain the whole affair of the insurrection still more clearly.

They are found in the Raccoltu Qronologica of documents
before mentioned. The senate gave orders to save Verona
from the revolutionists who were threatening it. The regular

troops not being sufficient, the peasants were armed and
placed under the command of some noblemen. They had
orders to attack the insurgents. The French garrison in
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the castles of Verona seeing great multitudes of people
assembled, tired some shots upon the town, and thus com-
mitted the first act of hostility. The people then could no
longer be restrained, although the Venetian authorities did

all they could to prevent it, or at least to save the French
soldiers. Those that were taken at the gates of the town
by the armed peasantry were saved. Those scattered

about the town were killed by the mob, and the same
happened in several parts of the country. The French
from the castles of Verona were now cannonading the

town and the people who were trying to assault the castles.

The provveditore Giovannelli endeavoured to obtain a
suspension of hostilities, but he could not prevail on either

party. The other provveditori of Vicenza and Padua
received orders from the senate, dated 22nd April, while

the fight was continuing in Verona, directing them to take

every measure to prevent disorders on the passage of the

French troops, and to punish those persons who should

create any disturbance. It were superfluous to accumulate
evidence to show that the insurrection of Verona was
purely accidental and local, and formed no part of a pre-

concerted plan against the French. French troops now
poured in against Verona, and after an irregular defence it

surrendered. Count Emilj and others who had commanded
the peasantry were shot by the French ; a contribution of

170,000 sequins was required from the city, the Monte di

Pieta was plundered, the plate of the churches seized, and
much private property shared the same fate. Augereau,
who was sent to Verona, wrote an indignant letter to

Bonaparte, saying that Verona, Vicenza, and the country
around had been shamefully plundered, that whole villages

were depopulated, families wandering about without a
home, Stc. (See an account of this plunder in Bourienne's

Memoirs, Appendix to vol. v. ; and also in Bonaparte's
Correspondence.')

The Senate, on the first news of the Verona insurrection,
despatched two deputies to Bonaparte, who met him at Gratz
on the 25th April. They had with him a long and pain-
ful conference, of which they sent a report to Venice, dated
Gradiska, 28th April, and which is a most important docu-
ment concerning these transactions. Bonaparte said he
had offered alliance to Venice while the archduke was in
arms against him, but now he should dictate the law ; he
should prove another Attila to Venice ; that Venice must
deliver to him all the English property, send away the
English minister, punish all those who had insulted the
French, release all state prisoners, and he ended by saying

—

* But your government is old.it must cease.' He inveighed
against the abuses, some true and others exaggerated, of the
Venetian constitution. In the mean time another fatal in-

cident occurred at Venice. A French armed vessel forced
its way into the harbour, against the express regulations of
the place, and in spite of the summons of the port-officers.

The vessel fell against a Venetian galliot manned by Dal-
matian sailors, who, drawing their cutlasses, leaped on
board the Frenchman, killed several men, including the
commander, and wounded others. When Bonaparte heard
of this, he demanded that the port captain, the three in-

quisitors of state, and other persons should be delivered up
to him ; and in the meantime he ordered all the Venetian
towns of the Terra Ferma to be seized, and issued a turgid
manifesto dated from Palmanova, declaring war against
Venice.
Venice might have defended itself, but there were some

traitorsand manycowards amongst the senators, who fancied
that they could, by submitting to the will of Bonaparte,
avert their doom. They sent away their Slavonian sol-
diers, many of whom were killed in attempting to resist
the order to embark them for Dalmatia : they consented to
change their constitution, and at last, with the doge at
their head, abdicated their power; and as the people
threatened to defend the old system of government against
its own members, the Venetian commander of the lagoons
sent boat* to carry over a body of French troops into
Venice. A sort of democratic council was formed ; several
millions of francs were paid by Venice to France. Mean-
time Bonaparte ordered the Arsenal to be stripped of every-
thing ; paintings, statues, and MSS. from the ducal palace
were carried to France ; 200,000 sequins belonging to the
duke of Modena were also seized. French troops sailed on
board the Venetian ships of war to take possession of Corfu
and the other islands, while the Austrians were quietly seiz-

ing upon Dalmatia and Istria, according to the secret under-

standing between them and the French. The treatjrbfwW

i

the French entered Venice and the old government wmabo-

lished was concluded at Milan between Bonaparte aosl tW
envoys of the Senate, on the 16th May, 1797, and it was tbn
ratified by the municipal council, which was pro tmtjn-'

the sole authority of the state ; but Bonaparte refused v>

ratify it, saying the municipal authority had not m&cw:
powers for giving its sanction. On the 28th May be wi»
negotiating the peace with the emperor, offering ram Ant
a part and afterwards the whole of the Venetian territory.

It was at last agreed that the emperor should have Venice
and all the territory as far as the Adige. Bonaparte wrote
to the Directory, that ' the Venetian people were Dot mi3<
for liberty, and that there were no more than 300 demo-
crats in all Venice.' If that was the case, there was neiffter

justice nor reason for overthrowing by violence the old p>
vemment. The definitive treaty with Austria was signed t;.

Generals Bonaparte and Clarke on one tide, and the Cons':

Meerveldt and the Marquis del Gallo, the Austrian pierj-

potentiaries, on the other, at the village of Campofonsui
near Udine, on the 17th October, 17»7. Soon after the

French troops evacuated Venice and the Venetian territcrr.

of which the Austrians quietly took possession, and thou
of the Venetian democrats who had most committed them-
selves in the late change were obliged to emigrate to
Milan, many of them without any means of subsistence
The doge Manin, the last of a long series of first magu-
trates of a great republic, but a weak man totally unfit for

the times, is said to have fallen in a fit while takingthe
oath of allegiance to Austria. He died shortly after. Thia
perished the republic of Venice, after an existence of mure
than a thousand years.

The authorities for the history of the fall of Venice tre

chiefly—Botta, Daru, the Racolta Cronologica ; Bona-
parte's Correspondence, already mentioned ; and TiepoK
Discorsi sulla Sioria Venela, 182C.)
VENIE'RO, DOME'NICO, born at Venice in 1517, of »

patrician family, applied himself to literature, and espe-
cially to poetry. He was a friend of Bembo and other
learned contemporaries. At the age of thirty-two he w»
attacked by a nervous disease which rendered him an in-

valid for the rest of his life. Confined to his apartment!
for many years, he found comfort in the society of learr.rd

men who resorted thither to converse, debate, and compote
extempore poetry. These meetings were the origin of the
' Academia Veneziana,' instituted in 1538, of which Veniera,
Federico Badoaro, and Paolo Manuzio were the leading
members.

Veniero wrote a number of poems, remarkable for
their lively conceptions and power of expression :

—
* Rim

di Domenico Veniero Senatore Veneziano raccolte eJ
illustrate dalF Abate Pier Antonio Serassi,' Bergamo, 1731.
with a biography of the author. Veniero however ir-
dulged at times in strained rhetorical figures and coaceiri.
He was one of the first to introduce acrostics into Italiic
poetry. He translated several Odes of Horace, which were
published by Narducci, together with translations from the
same Roman writer by Annibal Caro, Trissino, Giulio Ca» rV-
canti, and others :

« Odi Diverse di Orazio volgarizzate di
alcuni nobilissimi Ingegni,' 4to., Venice, 1605, a very rare
edition.

Veniero died in 1582. His brother tarenzo was a friend
of the notorious Pietro Aretino.and like him wrote obscene
compositions. Maffeo Veniero, son of tarenzo, bom it
Venice in 1550, was an elegant poet both in the Italian
language and in his native Venetian dialect. His Vene-
tian poems are of the erotic kind, and very free, althouri
the author held the dignity of archbishop of Corfu, whirti
he obtained at an early age through family and persoro:
interest, but it does not appear that he ever resided in h»
see. He died in 1586, at the early age of thirty-six vrar«.
Among his Venetian poems, one of the most succV»fii
was a canzone entitled • La Strazzosa,' or ' The Rusz^i
Beauty,' which is a very humorous parody of one :<
Petrarch's canzoni in praise of Laura. There is a ven
obscene poem entitled * La Zaffeta,' falsely attributed t'o

Maffeo Veniero, but which was published in 1531, lone
berore he was born, and, it appears, by his father Lo'renro
(Gamba, Collezione di Poett Anticht net Dialttlo f'nr-
ziano; Haym, Biblioteca Jtaliana.) The Italian poems w
Maffeo and his brother Luigi have been inserted in the
edition of the poems of their uncle Domenico. (Tiraboschi.
Storia delta Letteralura Italiana.)
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VENFRE FA'CIAS, or Venire, the name of a writ

addressed to 1he sheriff or other returniug officer, com-
manding him ' to cause to come ' (venire facias) the parties

set forth at the place named in the writ. The writ formed

part of the antient process used in the Exchequer against

persons having privilege of parliament. It may also be

employed to cause persons to appear who are charged

wiu a misdemeanour, &c. (4 Bl., c. 24.) But the purpose

to which the writ has been generally applied, and in re-

ference to which it is generally known, is in summoning
juries to serve for the ordinary trial of civil causes.

The form on such occasions now charges the sheriff to
' cause to come here forthwith twelve good and lawful

men of the body of your county, qualified according to law,

and who are nowise of kin either to A B, the plaintiff, or

C D, the defendant, to make a certain jury of the

country between the parties aforesaid of a plea of ,

because as well the said defendant as the said plaintiff,

between whom the matter in variance is, have put them-
selves upon that jury.'

This writ is sued out, but is not acted upon, the court

ing that the jurors have been summoned upon it and
' Ted to appear at Westminster, where antiently the

ilf took place. At the same time another writ

issues, by which the sheriff is commanded to distrain their

lands or goods, or have their bodies, so as to compel their

appearance, cither before the court at a subsequent day, or

before the judges of assize or Nisi-prius, if they should pre-

viously come into the county. This is so arranged that the

judges always do previously come into the county, and the

jury are summoned and caused to appear before them.
(Tidd's Practice; Stephens On Pleading ; C Geo. IV.,

C. 50 ; 3 & 4 Wm. IV., c. 07.) [Jury ; Venue.]
VENLOO is a strongly-fortified town in the province of

Liniburg, in the kingdom of the Netherlands, in 51" 22'

N. hit. and 6° 4' E. long., on the right bank of the Maas,
over which there is a flying bridge connecting the town
with fort St. Michael on the left bank. In the Maas there

i^. a fortified island called the Waert. The town has be-
tween five and six thousand inhabitants, part of whom are

engaged in the transit-trade and part in some manufac-
tories. It is well situated for trade, and has a convenient

little port, so that it serves as a depot for merchandise from
all the countries on the banks of the Maas and the Rhine.
Venloo seems to have been formerly a place of greater

importance than it is now, it having been a member of the

famous Hanseatic League. In the war of the Spanish

Succession it was taken from the French by the allied

troops under the duke of Marlborough, in 1702, which was
his first campaign. It was ceded to the Dutch by the

treaty of Utrecht. (Hassel ; Cannabich
;
Stein.)

VENCSA. [Basiucata.]
VENTILA'GO, a genus consisting of only a single spe-

cies of plants, of the natural order of Rhamnaceae. The
calyx is 5-parted ; the corol 5-petalled ; stamens 5

;
germ

2-celled, hid in the crenulated flat disk
;

style 2-cleft.

Samara half superior, globose, long-winged, 1-seeded.

Embryo erect with perisperm. The species V. maderas
patana is common in different parts of India, from the

peninsula to the north-western provinces ; it is also found
in the Indian islands, as it is figured and described by
Rumph., 'Herb. Amb.' 5, t. 2, by the name of Funis vimi-

nalis. It forms a large climbing shrub with stiff branches
;

is often dioecious, with flowers having an offensive smell,

not unlike that of Sterculia faetida.

VENTILATION. [Warming and Ventilation.]
VENTI MI'GLIA. [San Remo.]
VENTRICLE. [Heart.]
VENTRICULITES, a genus of spongoid Zoophyta, pro-

posed by Dr. Mantell for species found in the cretaceous

system, wkiose porous tissue is penetrated by distinct, often

large foramina, arranged with more or less of regularity.

Ventriculites radiatus, Mantell, 'Geol. of Sussex,' pi. 10,

andY. Benetliae, pi. 1">, of the same work, are examples

frequently found in chalk and the flint nodules imbedded
in it.

VENTRILOQUISM (literally 'belly-speaking:' from

venter, the belly ; and loquor, I speak) is a vocal mimicry
of sounds, by which an illusion is produced on the hearer

that the sound comes, not from the mimic, but. from some
other appropriate source. The various phenomena of

vocal mimicry may be conveniently considered under two

general^ tead^ m-^lst, The simple imitation of the

voices of persons, of animals, of musical instruments, and
other sounds and noises of every description, in which no
illusion is intended, but, on the contrary, the imitation
avowedly and perceptibly comes from the mimic ; and 2nd.
The imitation of those voices, sounds, and noises, not as
originating in the mimic, but in some other, an appropri-
ate source at a given or varying distance, in any or even
in several directions successively. And when these imita-
tions are made without moving the mouth, features, or
body, the illusive effect of the mimicry is enhanced. The
terms mimicry, or imitation, are commonly adopted to de-
signate efforts under the former general head where no il-

lusion is intended, while the term ventriloquism distin-

guishes those under the latter where an illusion is pro-
duced.
The various kinds of divination amongst the nations of

antiquity which were staled by the priesthood to be by a
spirit, a familial- spirit, or a spirit of divination, are now
supposed to have been effected by means of ventriloquism.
Divination by a familiar spirit can be tracked through a
long period of time. By reference to Leviticus, xx. 6,

27, it will be seen that the Mosaic law forbade the
Hebrews to consult those having familiar spirits, and to

put to death the possessor. The Mosaic law was given
about fifteen hundred years before Christ. Divining by a
familiar spirit was however so familiar to the Jews, that
the prophet Isaiah draws a powerful illustration from the
kind of voice heard in such divination, see IsaiaJi, xx. 4.

In the Acts of the Apostles, xvi. 16, mention is made of a
young woman with a familiar spirit meeting the Apostles
in the city of Philippi in Macedonia. And St. Chrysostom
and other early fathers of the Christian Church mention
divination by a familiar spirit as practised in their day.
The practice of similar divination is still common in the
East, and is even practised amongst the Esquimaux. This
divination by a familiar spirit has been practised upwards
of three thousand years.

The witch of Endor divined by a familiar spirit ; 1 Sam.
xxviii. 7, in Hebrew 3"lN—(Ob.) The word is also adopted
in the Hebrew Bible to designate those persons, whether
male or female, in whom there is a familiar spirit. The
plural of is /"to

1

)}*—Oboth, which in the Septuagint
version of the Scriptures is mostly rendered by the Greek
'EyyaoTpipvQovs, which is compounded of iv, in, yaaTnp,

the belly, and iio9oq, speech, and corresponds with the
w ord ventriloquism. This rendering of the Hebrew in the
Septuagint, Professor Lee accounts for by the muttering of
those having a familiar spirit—the JTOiN : see his Hebrew
Lexicon, or ' Thes. Heb.' Gesenii, sub voce.

The Greeks practised a mode of divination termed gas-
tromancy, from ya»ri;p, the belly, and fiavnc, a prophet

;

where the diviner replied without moving his lips, so
that the consulter believed he heard the actual voice of a
spirit speaking from its residence within the priest's belly.

St. Chrysostom adopts the same Greek word as the trans-

lators of the Septuagint version to designate the diviners

by familiar spirits, viz. 'Eyyaurpi/iOSouc.

The Septuagint rendering of the Hebrew has caused
many learned theologians to doubt the actual appearance
of Samuel's ghost, and to infer that the whole scene was a
clever imposition on the dispirited king by the witch's

skill in ventriloquy. This opinion is supported by the con-
text. For on a careful reading of the whole narrative of

Saul's interview with the witch at the opening of his cam-
paign, compared with the events of it detailed in 1 Sam.
xvill., and three following chapters, it may be remarked,

1st, That Saul deems the appearance, which the woman
states she sees and which she describes, to be Samuel's
ghost. 2nd, That it is left uncertain whether Saul after-

wards saw the ghost at all. 3rd, That the reply by divina-

tion consists chiefly in oracular echoes to Saul's questions,

aided by the recorded statements which he incidentally

made to her. 4th, The prophetic part of the reply was
but imperfectly fulfilled. The reply prophesied three dis-

tinct things, 1, That Israel with Saul was to be delivered

into the Philistines' hands ; 2, Saul and his sons were to

die on the morrow ; and 3, The army of Israel was to be
delivered into the Philistines' hands (see v. 19). It is true

the army was defeated, and probably nearly annihilated on
their retreat, when Saul and his sons were slain. But
Israel was not delivered into the Philistines' hands; the re

suit of their conquest was, that, having defeated the army,

the peaceable inhabitants fled from that district of the
Vol. XXVI.—2 K
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Holy Land, leaving the Philistines in quiet possession of

Beth-shun and its surrounding towns, where indeed they

had been tolerated from the first occupation of the Holy
Land by the Jews. And from all the circumstances nar-

rated, and the localities in which they occurred, it is not

easy to believe that Saul's death took place on the morrow
of fas interview with the witch. Thus out of three things

which were prophesied, we can be certain only that one
came to pass, wmch, in conjunction with the other circum-

stances, occasions doubts to arise as to the reality of the

ghost's appearance, and the Septuagint rendering points to

ventriloquism as the means of effecting the imposition.

The earliest description of a ventriloquial illusion in

modern days is that performed by Louis Brabant, valet-

de-chambre of Francis I. Louis Brabant was denied the
hand of an heiress by her father. Soon after the father

died, ahd Louis calls on the widow, determined to swindle
her out of her consent by the agency of ventriloquism.

Scarcely had he entered her house when she heard a well-

known voice coming from on high ; it was that of her de-
ceased husband, saying, 'Give my daughter to Louis
Brabant : he is rich, and has an excellent character. I

am suffering a severe but just punishment in purgatory
because I opposed a suitable marriage. Do what I re-

commend, and I then shall ascend to heaven.' Some
minutes afterwards Louis Brabant, who had been waiting
in an antechamber, was ushered into the widow's pre-

sence, but no one suspected that he had counterfeited the
voice of the deceased. The wish from purgatory was
obeyed by an immediate consent to the proposed marriage.
Thus far successful, it was now indispensable for Bra-
bant to have money at command ; and he soon decided
•on a ventriloquial expedient for that purpose. A rich

banker, named Cornu, who had acquired great wealth by
unscrupulous means, and who was apprehensive of the
penalties with which a future life threatened him, was
thought by Brabant to be a fit person to be frightened
out of some of his wealth by the agency of ventriloquy.

He managed to obtain an interview, in which he adroitly

turned the conversation to a future life, with its rewards
and punishments; and spoke of spectres, demons, pur-
gatory, and hell itself, when he observed the banker's
countenance expressive of deep emotion. He paused,
and in the interval of silence a fearful voice was heard,
saying that he had come for some minutes from the fires

of purgatory, where he had long been suffering, and
would remain until his son terminated his penalties by an
act of beneficence ; adding by way of suggestion, that a
large sum of money should be given to Brabant to pur-
chase the freedom of those Christians who had fallen into

the hands of the Turks. M. Cornu was much terrified, but
he did not comply ; and Brabant found it necessary to pay
him a second visit. And now it was not only the father's

voice, but also those of his deceased friends, many of whom
he at once recognised, deafening him with their solicitation

for his future happiness, and threatening him with the
most severe punishments awaiting him if he refused to
perform the act of beneficence required. All the saints of
the calendar were invoked, the tumult increased, and over-
whelming the banker, he gave ten thousand crowns to

Brabant for the purchase ; and of course the cunning ven-
triloquist applied the money to his own purposes.
The work of M. 1'Abbe de la Chapelle, published 1772,

descriptive of the feats ofBaron Mengen at Vienna, and of
M. St. Gille near Paris, claims attention. Baron Mengen
made a doll with moveable lips, which he could control by
his hand under its dress. With this doll he held witty and
satirical dialogue. The author of this article saw a similar
thing in the streets of London about twenty years since, in
which a very sparkling dialogue was held with the doll by
an itinerant ventriloquist.

Baron Mengen said he owed his art to a passion for
counterfeiting the cries of animals and the voices of per-
sons. That the passion manifested itself in early life ; and
that he had the power of imitating sounds so accurately as
to make them appear to cone from other places than his
own mouth.
M. St. Gille, in 1771, made an experiment to test his

ventriloquial talent before MM. Leroy and Fouchy, com-
missioners of the Royal Academy of Sciences, and many
other persons of the highest rank. The object of the ex-
periment was to show that M. St. Gille's mimicry of
sounds was so perfect as to produce illusion. For this

purpose it was reported that a Bpirit's voice was at 1

heard in the environs of St. Germain, and that the esss-

mission was appointed to verify the (act and to distort*
the cause. All the company were in the secret except
one lady, who, without suspecting it, was to be the aabjetf

of the illusion. They all dined in the country in the opes
air, and while they were at table a voice, a* of a spirit sus-

pended in the air, addressed the lady: now it seemed at

the top of the trees ; then descending, it approached her

—

then receding, it plunged into the ground,whence it teased
not to make itself heard. The conversation was sustained
upwards of two hours with such adroitness that the lady
was fully convinced she had talked with a sylph ; aad
when the illusion was explained to her, she doubted if it

were an illusion.

M. St. Gille, like Baron Mengen, made no secret of ha
art, but referred it all to mimicry, for which he had a
strong propensity. The French Academy adopted the

views contained in the statements of these two ventrilo-

quists, viz., that the art consists in an accurate imitation of

any given sound as it reaches the ear.

Dugald Stewart also adopted these views and gave then
the sanction of his great name. The phrenological expla-
nation agrees with Dugald Stewart's (see a paper in PAren.
Journ., vol. i.). Adopting these views, physiologists have
offered a variety of possible actions of the vocal organs to
explain its production ; and some have even supposed a
peculiarity of structure of the vocal organs aa necessary,
but have wisely omitted to specify what. Many physio-
logists think that ventriloquism is vocally produced by

speaking during inspiration of the breath. It is possible t»

speak during inspiration, and it may be occasional)/
adopted ; but close observation on many public ventrilo-

quists, and private friends who can ventriloquize, con-

vinces the author of this article that the general current of

utterance is, as in ordinary speech, on an expiration of the
breath.

Adopting the vievrs of the French Academy, some hare
thought that the vocal means of effecting the required
imitation consist in a skilful management of the echoes of
sound. Unfortunately however for this theory, an echo
merely repeats what is already produced ; and several Ten-
triloquists, including the late Mr. Mathews, have produced
the vocal illusion while walking in the streets.

Baron Mengen thus describes his mode of spealring
when the voice was to seem to come from his doll :—*I
press my tongue against the teeth, and thus circumscribe
a cavity between my left cheek and teeth, in which the
voice is produced by the air held in reserve in the pha-
rynx {gosier). The sounds thus receive a hollow and
muffled tone, which causes them to appear to come from
a distance.' The Baron says it is necessary to well manage
the breath, and to respire as seldom as possible.

It was observed that M. St. Gille appeared fatigued
after long exertion, when the vocal illusion became less

perfect. Those ventriloquists with whom the author of
this article has conferred have acknowledged fatigue m
the chest, which they have attributed to the extremely
slow expiration of the breath. M. St. Gille was observed
to cough very frequently. The ventriloquists of the pre-
sent day also frequently cough, especially Mr. Love, as if

from a tickling in the throat
Now in order to arrive at exact and positive knowledge

of the modifications of voice termed ventriloquism, H is

necessary to be familiar with the distinctions of vocal
sound ; and to know how the organs act in producing
those vocal modifications, it is necessary to know how the
breath is vocalized in all its distinctions of pitch, loud-
ness, and quality, by the ordinary actions of the vocal
organs.

In ordinary language we speak of noise, of sound, aad
of musical sound ; and Dr. Thomas Young adopts those
terms in illustrating the mechanical causes of sounds :—

-

' A quill striking against a piece of wood causes a node ;
but striking successively against the teeth of a wheel, or
of a comb, a continued sound ; and if the teeth of the
wheel are at equal distances, and the velocity of the ro-
tation is constant, a musical sound.* (Lect. Nat. Pkil.')
The general terms pitch, loudness, quality, and dura-

tion embrace all the distinctions which the musician dis-
covers in musical sounds, and which he employs in his
art. The distinguishing feature of musical sound is Ha
uniform pitch throughout its duration. And. acoustically
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musical sound is composed of an equal number of impulses

or noises produced in equal times. [Acoustics ; Larynx ;

Voice.]
The general terms pitch, loudness, quality, and dura-

tion also embrace all the distinctions heard in ordinary

sounds. These sounds differ from the musical in the pitch

constantly varying throughout their duration, as the hu-

man voice in speaking, and the voices of quadrupeds.
Acoustically, such sounds are composed of an unequal
number of i mpulses or noises produced in equal times.

And from this circumstance pitch, in the

sense, is not a property of ordinary sound.

The gener al terms loudness and quality embrace all the

distinctions heard in a noise, as in the collision of two in-

elastic Bticks. The momentary collision of the clapper

against a bell is a noise, but this mere noise is immediately

followed by the ringing sound of the bell, which is a mu-
sound. Pitch and duration can scarcely be c»n-

ered as belonging to common noise. Thus wc have :

—

Noise, whose audible distinctions are comprehended
der the general terms loudness and quality.

Common sound, whose audible distinctions are com-
under the general terms loudness, quality, du-

l ever-varying pitch.

III. Musical sound, whose audible distinctions are com-
prehended under the general terms loudness, quality, dura-

tion, and an uniform pitch.

Phonation, or the production of voice, is a result of ac-

tions taking place under two distinct classes of laws, viz.

:

1, The ordinary mechanical laws of acoustics ;
and, 2, The

physiological laws of muscular movement. The adjust-

ment of the vocal mechanism to be acted on by the cur-

rent of air is made by actions under the latter laws ; and
phonation is the result of the re-action of the mechanism
on the current of air, by mechanical movements under the

former laws. [Larynx ; Stammer.] The pitch of the

voice essentially depends on the tension of the vocal liga-

ents : the loudness on the extent of excursion of the

ligaments in their vibration ; the duration on the

mance of the vocalizing causes ; and the quality on

[ organization of the larynx, and also on the form and
te of the vocal tube. Now the form and size of this tube

can be altered in various ways, as by dilating or contract-

in;,' the pharynx [Pharynx]
;
by dilating or contracting

the mouth [Mouth]
;
by contracting the communication

between the pharynx and mouth so as to make them dis-

tinct chambers, or by dilating the opening so as to throw

i into one, which is chiefly effected by movements of

Oft palate
;
by altering the form of the mouth's cavity,

_._h is produced by varying the position of the tongue.

It will be found that each of these modifications of the

vocal tube confers a peculiarity of quality to the voice.

All Ihese however are vocal or laryngeal sounds.

Sounds can be produced in the vocal tube apart from
the larynx. These are not vocal sounds. Some of them
however may be of a definite and uniform pitch, while

others are mere noises, as rustling, whispering, gurgling,

whistling, snoring, and many others.

Now as every audibility comes under the classes of
noise, sound, or musical sound, and as each variety under
these classes is producible by the vocal apparatus of man,
it is an obvious conclusion that an ordinary vocal appa-
ratus is all that is required to vocalize the mimetic con-
ceptions of the ventriloquist. A larynx capable of pro-

ducing a larger compass of voice than another has a greater

range of pitch within its power of imitation.

A person having an ear acutely perceptive to the nice

distinctions of sounds may, by a little practice, imitate

many sounds with accuracy. Those persons however who
are highly endowed with the mental requisites, which con-
list of an" intense desire to mimic coupled with the ability

to originate mimetic ideas, are able to imitate sounds at

first hearing, and without previous practice. Passing from
the imitation of sounds, as that of knife-grinding, sawing
and planing wood, the voices of animals and men, we pro-

ceed to treat of those illusions where the voice so per-

fectly counterfeits the reality intended, that it appears not
to issue from the mimic, but from an appropriate source,

in whatever direction and at whatever distance that source
may be. The essence of ventriloquy consists in creating

Dlusions as to the distance and direction whence a sound
ha* travelled ; which are thus explained :

—

I. Ditfatice. We do not hear the distance which ;i

sound has travelled from its source, but we judge the dis-

tance from our former experience, by comparing the loud-
ness which we hear with the known distance and known
loudness of similar sounds heard on former occasions.
Common experience will confirm, that we oftener err in

estimating the distance of uncommon than of familiar
sounds. In apology for such an error the ordinary lan-
guage is, ' It seemed too loud to come so far,' or ' It

seemed too near to be so faint a sound,' as the case may
be. Both of which are apologies for an erroneous judg-
ment, and not for hearing.

Near sounds are louder than distant ones. Now by pre-
serving the same pitch, quality, and duration, but with an
accurately graduated reduction of loudness, a series form-
ing a perspective (if the term be allowable) of sounds may
be created, which, falling in succession on the ear, will

suggest to the mind a constantly increasing distance of the
sound's source. In this way Mr. Love, with grea
produces an imitation of a receding watchman c

hour so perfect as to appear a reality.

An effort of a similar character, but in which the source
of sound is approaching, is produced at the theatre in the
representation of Macbeth. A military band is faintly

heard, which gradually increases in loudness, suggesting to

the mind the approach from a great distance of the vic-

torious army of Macbeth, until the ordinary degree of
loudness suggests its proximity, when the army immediately
comes upon the stage.

Loudness is a property of sound which has not yet had
justice done to its importance in the schools of music and
elocution. Its nomenclature is vague and meagre, and it

can scarcely be said to have a notation. The author of
this article nas observed that one of the high excellencies
which singers of genius have snatched beyond the rules

of art has been a skilful management of the degrees of
vocal loudness, and a nice adaptation of them to aid the
melody in expressing the intended feeling. The varieties

of loudness remain still unmeasured, and the abrupt tran-
sitions in loudness made by musical performers suggest
that these distinctions are ill perceived. It is true that

the total effect of a graduated series or scale of loudness
is popularly felt, as in the cited illusions of Mr. Love and
the Macbeth march ; but besides feeling this general
effect, he, Whose ear is sensitive to minute degrees of

loudness, perceives also the close relationships of those
degrees to each other, just as the musician perceives the
successive intervals of pitch of which a melody is composed.
The estimate then which is formed of the distance which

a sound has travelled before reaching the ear is a judg-
ment of the mind formed by comparing a present percep-
tion (by hearing) with the remembrance of a former loud-

ness in connection with its known distance.

II. Direction.—The direction whence a sound comes
seems to be judged of by the right or left ear receiving

the stronger impression, which however can only take

place when the sound's source is in a plane, or nearly so,

with a line passing through both ears. It is familiarly

known that a person in a house cannot by the noise of an
approaching carriage judge with certainty whether it is

coming from the right or left. He accurately judges it to

be approaching, passing, or receding, as the case may be,

by the gradations of loudness, but is unable to decide

with certainty whether its approach or recession is from
up or down the street. Common experience shows the

judgment to be more fallible concerning the direction than
thedistance of sounds. Professor Mueller of Berlin states

in his ' Physiology ' that Venturini's experiments, detailed

in Voigt's ' Mag.,' bd. ii., demonstrate the impossibility

under certain circumstances of estimating whence a sound
comes to the ear. Now without entering upon the merits

of those valuable experiments, enough has been above
stated to show that we do not hear, but that we judge, the

direction a sound has travelled from its source on reacliing

the ear.

It has been remarked, and the writer of this article con-

firms its truth from observations made both in public and
in private ventriloquy, that the ventriloquist indicates either

directly or indirectly the direction wliich he wishes his

audience to believe the sound is coming. Thus they

directly indicate it by words, such as— ' Are you up
there ?' ' He is up the chimney.' ' He is in the cellar.'

' Are you down there ?' &c. And they indirectly indicate

it by some suggestive circumstance, as an action or gesture

2K 2
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which is so skilfully unobtrusive and natural as to effect

its object without being discovered. Thus, when the ven-

triloquist looks or listens in Aiy direction, or even simply

turns towards any point, as if he expected sound to come
thence, the attention of an audience is by that means in-

stantly directed also to the same place. Thus, before a
sound is produced, the audience expect it to come in the

suggested direction. And the ventriloquist has merely by

his adjustment of vocal loudness to indicate the necessary

distance, when a misjudgment of the audience will complete

the illusion which he has begun.

The effect which is produced on sound by its travelling

from a distance is observed to be

—

1. That its loudness is reduced in proportion to the dis-

tance.

2. That its pitch remains unaltered.

3. That its quality or tone is somewhat softened.

4. That its duration remains unaltered.

5. That human speech is somewhat obscured, chiefly in

the consonant sounds.

Now the ventriloquist imitates the sound, not as it is

heard at its source, but as it is heard after travelling from

a distance. A skilful ventriloquist can effect his imitations

without much movement of his lips and features. Now
it has been observed, that ventriloquists during their efforts

turn the front face awayfrom the audience and scarcely

even show the profile. The author of this article confirms

this observation as far as regards moderate-sized rooms,

but he has seen the front face in a theatre.

It is quite easy to speak without moving the jaw, and it

is the jaw's movements which disturb the features in

utterance. Now the labial sounds, as B, P, M, when the

jaw is thus fixed, can be made with a slight movement
of the lips. The lips and jaws being always somewhat
open during ventriloquy, a slight labial movement remains

unnoticed, unless special attention be directed to it ; and
all the modifications of voice can be produced without at

all distorting the features or moving the lips.

The preceding outline of the philosophy of ventriloquism

is sufficient to exhibit the nature of the art. To enter

upon the consideration of all the vocal means adopted to

accomplish the various imitations would fill a volume.

The mode of counterfeiting variations in loudness by

changes of pitch, and also by changes from the natural

to the falsetto register of voice, are amongst the wonders

of vocal science, and are capable of extensive application by

the scientific ventriloquist.

VENUE (from vicenetum, vime, ' neighbourhood'). The
county in which the trial of a particular cause takes place

is said to be the Venue of that cause. Antiently the office

of a jury was to act upon the knowledge which as neigh-

bours of the parties they happened previously to possess

[Jury] ; and it was therefore necessary that they should

be summoned from the neighbourhood of the places at

which the facts disputed between the parties to the cause

were said to have occurred. In order that a proper
Venire might issue to the sheriff for such purpose, the

place in which the action was brought was stated in the
margin of the declaration, and on the statement through-

out the pleadings of any issuable fact a statement was also

made of the place at which such fact was alleged to have
occurred. This was done with such particularity, that not

only the name of the county, but even of the parish and of

the hamlet was inserted. As to all such facts upon which
issue was taken, a venire was sued out applying to each

different place. The sheriff returned jurors lrom that

place, and by those jurors the facts were decided, so that

antiently several distinct Venires and trials might be ne-

cessary to dispose of the issues in one action. By degrees
•uries ceased to act upon their own knowledge, and ap-
plied themselves to their present duties of deciding upon
the statements of witnesses. The necessity therefore

ceased for summoning them from the particular part of

the county, and the practice gradually declined, till, at

last, the form of the Venire still continuing the same, two
jurors from the same hundred only were required for the

trial of a personal action. By the stat. 16 & 17 Car. II.,

c. 8, it was enacted that no error should be brought, be-
cause there was no right Venue, provided the cause was
tried by a jury of the proper county or place where the

action was brought. After this statute the practice was
established of trying all the issues by the jury of the

general Venue in the action, By 4 Ann. c. 16, it was

further enacted that 'every Venire facias for the trial af

any issue shall be awarded of the body of the proper
county where such issue is triable :' that is, from the canals'

at large, without reference to the particular hundred con-

taining the place laid as Venue ; and such is Mil) tea

practice. By a general rule of all the courts, of Hilary

Term, 4 Wm. IV., it is ordered, that ' In future the seme
of a county shall in all cases be stated in the marfpa at a
declaration, and shall be taken to be the Venae intended

by the plaintiff, and no Venue shall be stated in the boatjr

of the declaration, or in any subsequent pleading.'

Originally with respect to all actions the san
ofVenue was held necessary, as there was the i

for all. After however the jury began to confine theso-

selves to their present functions, a distinction was esta-

blished between local (that is, actions, relating to real

estate) and transitory (that is, actions of debt, contract, for

personal injuries, Sec.)- In regard to the former, it was

held that the actual place in which the subject-matter was
situated must be laid as the Venue in the action, and that

rule still prevails. The reason is said to proceed from the

circumstance that, unless the action were brought in the

actual county, the sheriff of the county would be unable la

give effect to the judgment in the action. In transitory

actions, on the contrary, the subject-matter of them being
held not to have any fixed place, but to attend, as it were,
upon the person of the parties interested, a discretion *»»
vested in the plaintiff to bring his action in any county in

which he pleased. As a consequence of which it follows,

that though the cause of action has occurred even out of

the kingdom, it is still open to the plaintiff to bring hu
action in the courts of this country. This discretion still

remains to the plaintiff in a transitory action. But tat

courts assert an authority upon application made to them
ol changing the Venue. This is done upon it* being made
to appear that great inconvenience would arise from try-

ing in the original county, because the body of the evi-

dence lies in another, or because from local prejudices a
fair trial cannot be had, &c. And the same authority h
exercised even in local actions in spite of the technical

difficulty which has been before referred to. (3 Bl. Com,
294, 384 ; Stephens On Pleading, c. ii., s. 4, v. l.J [V «-

nire Facias.]
In criminal trials the Venue is the county in which the

offence charged was actually committed ; before a grand
jury of that county the indictment must be preferred and
betore a petty jury the trial had. The courts however
have the same discretion as to the power of changing the
Venue as in civil cases. Moreover, as to criminal triak,

many exceptions have been introduced by various statutes.

These exceptions more properly belong to the heads of

the various offences to which they apply. A few only are

here mentioned :—Offences committee! within 500 yanfc

of the boundary of counties may be tried in any of them

.

and a party stealing or feloniously taking goods in one

county and carrying them into another may be indicted in

either : so also, if goods are stolen during a journey or

voyage, the Venue may be laid in any county through
which the vessel or carriage has passed. A receiver may
be tried either where he has actually received the property
or where the principal may be tried. Offences committed
in counties of cities may be tried in the adjoining county.
(Archbold, PI. and Ev. in Cr. Ca. ; b. 1, pU 1, c. i., a. £

.

VENUS. The name of the planet which is nearest to

the earth, and, except Mercury, nearest to the Sun. The
principal point of its physical description is the distinct-

ness with which its phases are seen through a telescope,
in which it exhibits all the changes of appearance which
are, to the naked eye, characteristic of nothing but the
moon. With regard to these phases, there is a remarkabW
historical error which we cannot trace higher than Dr.

Smith's Optics, but which has been copied by Hutton and
others. It is said, ' When Copernicus revived the anticnt
Pythagoric system, asserting that the earth and planets
moved round the sun at the centre of their orbits, the
Ptolemaics objected, if this were true, that the phases of
Venus should resemble those of the moon. Copernicus
replied, that some time or other that resemblance would tt
found out.' (Smiths Optics, p. 415.) Now, first, Coper-
nicus never answered an objection to his system in the
manner implied in the story ; for he literally only lived to
lay his hand upon a copy of his own work, and never opened
it. [Copumicvs, p. 801.] Secondly, Gassendi, bis bio-
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grapher, in stating the verification of his system (as he

calls it; derived from these phases, never alludes to any

*uch prophecy : nor does Galileo, in announcing the

telescopic discovery of the phases of Venus (a. d. iollj,

and in giving praise to Copernicus and Kepler for not

having abandoned the motion of the earth on account of

the difficulty arising out of the apparent want of them,

ever suppose that Copernicus, or any of his followers, had
ilie slightest idea of that apparent want arising from im-
perfection of vision. Thirdly, Copernicus himself, in

mentioning the difficulty, expressly meets it by the sup-

position that Mercury and Venus, the ' stella; ' alluded to

in the coming quotation, either shine by their own light,

or nre completely saturated with the solar rays :
' Non ergo

fatemur in stellis opacitatem esse aliquam, lunari sirailem,

sed vcl proprio lnmine, vel solari totis imbutas corporibus

fulgere, et idcirco solem non impedire " (lib. i., cap. 10).

And the objection itself has nothing to do with the dif-

ference between the system of Copernicus and that of

Ptolemy, for it had long before been raised against the

latter: all, rai fact, who maintained that the orbit of Venus
comes between the earth and sun having to meet it in

one way -or another, whether they made the earth or the

sun the centre of their system.

In the theory of the motion of Venus, the most remark-

able circumstance is the long inequality discovered some
years ago by Mr. Airy, depending upon the earth. [Gra-
vitation, p. 391.] A satellite was at one time suspected
to belong to this planet, but no such thing has ever been
detected. It may be remarked that the satellite of an
inferior planet might not be easy to find, if it were very
small : for when the planet is nearest the earth, and cir-

cumstances most favourable for its discovery in other

respects, the dark side would be turned towards the earth.

Though in the earlier period of telescopic observations,

spots of various sorts were detected on the disc of Venus,
yet the general description of its appearance in our day, as

given by Sir J. Hersehel, is as follows : ' Although it

occasionally attains the diameter of 61", which is larger

than that ofany other planet, it is yet the most difficult of
them all to define with telescopes. The intense lustre of
its illuminated part dazzles the sight, and exaggerates
'•very imperfection of the telescope : yet we see clearly

that its surface is not mottled over with permanent spots

like the moon ; we perceive in it neither mountains nor
shadows, but a uniform brightness, in which sometimes
we may indeed fancy obscurer portions, but can seldom
or never rest fully satisfied of the fact. The most natural

conclusion, from the very rare appearance and want of

permanence of the spots, is, that we do not see, as in the

moon, the real surface of this planet, but only its atmo-
sphere, much loaded with clouds, and which may serve to

mitigate the otherwise intense glare of its sunshine.'

"Venus, like Mercury, from the orbit being entirely within

that of the earth, is never at more than a certain angular
distance from the sun : her greatest angular distance, or

elongation, being from 43° to 47" 12*. Her mean apparent
diameter is 16"-9, but varies from 9"-6 to 61""2. The
real diameter is -975 of that of the earth, or about 7700
miles, and the volume is -927 of that of the earth. The
(fensity is very' nearly that of the earth ; but this element,
as also the mass, is rather uncertain. The mass of this

planet is stated by Laplace at l-356354th of that of the
sun, but later writers give l-40587lth as more probable.
Recently Mr. Rothman {Mem. Astron. Soc, vol. xii.,

p. 409-415) has shown strong reasons for supposing that

the mass given by Laplace has been too much diminished
by his successors, and that the second fraction above named
should be increased by about its tenth part at least, and
probably by more. The most uncertain of all the results

of the theory of gravitation is the mass of a planet which
has no satellite.

This planet revolves on its axis in about 23h 21" 7s
,

though this, owing to the absence of definite spots on its

disc, can hardly be considered as very accurate. Its

lisht and heat are to that of the earth as 1911 to 1000.

The elements of the orbit of Venus, which are usually

taken from Lindenau's Tables (1810), have lately under-

gone a searching examination by comparison with seven
yean,' observations made at Greenwich. Messrs. Main and
Glaisher, who made this examination, have given their

own resulting elements, compared with those deduced for

their own epoch, from the above-mentioned tables. In.

.rUBl tioLu l»»ao(jTO>ni k»i r* > »a

the following list we have adopted the new elements,

placing the old ones after them in parentheses ; but taking

the secular variations entirely from those given as the

result of the investigation just quoted (Mem. Astron. Soc.,

vol. xii.). The semiaxis major alone remains untouched

;

for though the examiners found reason to suspect that it

was somewhat in error, they did not feel able to decide

with certainty as to the amount of the alteration.

Elements of the Orbit of Venus.

Epoch 1836, January 1, 0>> mean astronomical time at

Seeberg (42m 56« east of Greenwich).

Semiaxis major 7233316, that of the Earth being assumed

as the unit.

Eccentricity -00684568 ('00682265); its secular dimi-

nution (or diminution in 100 years) -00008200.

Inclination of the orbit to the ecliptic 3" 23' 34"-34

(3° 23' 31"-11) ; its secular increase 10"-035.

Longitudes from the mean equinox of the epoch (1.) of

the ascending node 75° 12' 3" -60 (75° 12' 25") ; its secular

increase (combined with the precession) 3095" -23: (2.) of

the perihelion 129° 15' 3" (129° 11' 18"); its secular in-

crease (combined with the precession) 49"- 62; of the

planet (mean) 332° 1' 35"-23 (332° 1' 33"-l).

Mean sidereal motion in 365* days 2106641"-49;

sidereal revolution 2247007869 mean solar days.

When Venus is to the west of the sun she rises and sets

before him, and was then called Phosphorus and Lucifer

by the antients ; but when she is to the east of the sun she

rises and sets after him, and was then called Hesperus.

The old terms of our almanacs, ' Morning-star ' and ' Even-
ing-star' have reference to these positions.

VENUS, TRANSIT OF. [Transits of Mercury and
Venus.]
VENUS (Malacology). [Venerim;.]
VENUS DE' MEDICI. This celebrated relic of antient

art stands in the apartment of the Imperial Gallery at Flo-

rence, which is called the. Tribune (Tnbuna). It is said to

have been found in the villaof Hadrian, nearTivoli, in eleven

pieces, and was some time afterwards carried to Florence in

the pontificate of Innocent XL, about the year 1680. It is

all antient, with the exception of the right arm, the lower
half of the left arm, some small piecings about the statue

and its accessaries, and the plinth. On the plinth is in-

scribed the name and country of the artist who made the
statue : Cleomenes, the son of Apollodorus, of Athens

—

KAE0MENH2 AIIOAAOAQPOY A9HNAIOS EIIQESEN.
This inscription was copied from that of the original plinth,

which was broken. Its authenticity has been questioned,

but Thiersch is of opinion that it is genuine ; and he has
fixed the period of Cleomenes, for various reasons, to be
about 200 years B.C., or certainly before the destruction

of Corinth, u.c. 148. Flaxman also judges from its style

that it was made alter the time of Alexander the Great,
and he seems to have considered it a copy of the celebrated
Venus of Cnidos, by Praxiteles, an opinion expressed by
many other critics, but apparently without sufficient

grounds. Neither the time nor place of its discovery is

positively known, but it stood in the sixteenth century in

the Medici Gardens at Rome: the forum of Octavia at

Rome is also said to have been the place of its discovery.

It was taken by the French to Paris, but was restored to

Florence in 1815.

It is a small figure, four feet eleven inches and a half

high without, the plinth ; is of Parian marble, and stands
upon the left leg, which is strengthened by a dolphin with
its head downwards, upon which two little Cupids are
sitting, called Eros and Anteros. The statue is of small
but beautiful proportions, and all the parts are exquisitely
rounded, but the face has little expression and not much
beauty. The ears are pierced, and at one time bore orna-
ments ; the hair was gilded, and on the upper part of the
left arm there is the mark where probably a bracelet was
fixed. Winckelmann considered tne head of this Venus a
portrait ; and he mentions a Venus formerly in the posses-

sion of Thomas Jenkins, an English painter at Home,
which surpassed, in his opinion, this Venus in every
respect. Jenkins was a scholar of Hudson, and went to

Rome with Wilson, but. he turned banker and dealer in

antiquities there. There is apparently no clue by w hich
this Venus might be traced to its present possessor,

except perhaps that Jenkins wa^s tlie. friend and compa-
nion of Gavin Hamilton, and took part in his excavations..
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(Museum Florentmum ; Thiersch, Ueber die Epochen
ier Bildenden Kunst unler den Griechen j Winckeimann,
Geschichte der Kunst des Alterthums.)

VENUSTl, MARCELLO, a celebrated painter of the

sixteenth century, born at Mantua. He studied in Rome
under Perino del Vaga, for whom he executed many
works. He was selected by Michael Angelo to paint a
small copy in oil of his Last Judgment, in the Sistine

Chapel, for the Cardinal Farneae, and he executed it so

entirely to the satisfaction of Michael Angelo, that he
gave him many other designs to paint. This excellent

picture of the Last Judgment is now in the Royal Museum
at Naples : there is a copy of it in the Aguado Collection

at Paris. Venusti painted many pictures for various

churches in Rome
;
Baglione has given a long^ list of his

works : but he acquired a greater reputation by his

pictures from the designs of Michael Angelo. He died at

Florence, in the pontificate of Gregory XIII. (1572-1585).

(Baglione, Vile de' Pittori, Sec.)

VERA CRUZ, a seaport and commercial town in the

United Mexican States, is situated in 19° 11' N. lat. and
96° 8' W. long., on the south-western shores of the southern

part of the Gulf of Mexico. It is still the most important
commercial town of the republic, though it has properly

speaking no harbour, but only a roadstead formed by several

shoals, which enclose in a semicircular form a tract of sea

which in many parts offers good anchorage. These shoals

break the swell, which is always considerable in the Gulf
of Mexico, especially during the Nortes, or northerly winds,
but do not protect the anchorage against the effects of these
gales. The largest ofthe shoals, called LaGallega,lies oppo-
site the town ; and at its western extremity is arocky island,

on which the fortress of St. Juan de Ulua is built. The
strait which separates the fortress from the town is less than
700 yards wide, and about 1000 yards long. This strait

properly constitutes the harbour ofVera Cruz, as it is better
protected against the swell of the sea and against the
furious nortes than any other part of the anchorage. Large
vessels however must anchor near the fortress, as the water
is very shoal near the town. In the rocks on which the
fortress stands iron rings are fastened, by which the
largest vessels may be secured against being driven away
by the nortes. During the War of Independence, when
the Spaniards were in possession of the fortress, and vessels

could not enter the narbour, they anchored about four

miles south of the town, in the strait between Punta Mo-
t-ambo and the Isla de Sacrificios ; but this anchorage is

far from being so good as that under the cannons of St. Juan
de Ulua. Vera Cruz is always dangerous to navigators.

Prom October to April the shipping is exposed to the
nortes, which blow with incredible violence : the air is

filled with sand, and the sky darkened with clouds ; whilst

the waves are driven with such impetuosity on the beach,
that the whole line of coast is one sheet of foam. All
communication between the shipping and the town is sus-
pended, even when vessels are at anchor under the walls
of the castle ; but these gales purify the atmosphere, and
seem to remove the causes of the vomito prieto, a kind of
yellow fever, which, during the summer (from April to Oc-
tober), proves so fatal to foreigners along the whole eastern

coast of the Mexican States.

Vera Cruz is built on a level and arid shore, consisting

of sand, and almost entirely destitute of vegetation. At
the back of the town are sand-hills, which, it is supposed,
owe their origin to the gales of the nortes. They rise

from 25 to 36 feet above their base, and are composed of
sand so fine and loose, that they annually change their
form and position. The high temperature which these
sand-hills acquire in summer, and the reflection of the
solar rays from them, are considered the principal causes
of the great heat experienced in the town at that season
of the year. During five months of the year, from May
to September, both inclusive, the mean temperature of
Vera Cruz is 81°-5, or somewhat higher than the mean
annual temperature of the equator. During three of these
months (July to September) the rains are very abundant.
In the other months the mean temperature is lower : in

December it does not exceed 70*. which is only T above
that of the month of July in London. The annual quan-
tity of rain varies between 90 and 96 inches, and in the
month of July alone the quantity which falls amounts to
two-thirds of that which falls in London all the yew
round.

Vera Cruz is enclosed by walls, which siirrotmd 0»
town so completely, that the free circulation of air is im-

peded, which circumstance is considered one of the cstan
which increase, if not create, the dangerous disease m\\ter.

annually commits such havoc. The streets are sirazrH
and wide : the paving is very good, and every street hs»

a raised footway on each side, of a convenient breadth zrri

peculiar construction. A ledge of cut stones bound* th;

intended path, and the space between it and the houses n
filled with a fine cement of lime, sand, and sheila, which
equals stone in hardness and durability, and acquires i

polish from the feet of passengers. Many of the houses
are excellent, and erected at great expense, on account of

the scarcity of materials : a belt of sand which stretche»

between the city and the interior prevents the transport at

stone or bricks. All the houses are constructed of a porvui
white coral, which composes the cliffs on the coast, am! u
usually found in large rounded masses. The homes are
all flat-topped and covered with cement, and the»e took
receive the rain-water for the tanks, or algibes, with which
every good house is furnished, and which hold sufEcirr.:

water for two or three years' consumption. The pubuc
buildings are not distinguished by beauty. There in
several hospitals.

It is generally supposed that Vera Cruz is almost desti-

tute of water, but that is not the case. Water is found £
a depth of from 3 to 4 feet ; but it is very bad, beinr
derived by filtration from the sea or from some staenixt
lakes among the sand-hills. It is only used for washinc
The common people use the water brought by the Zasix
an aqueduct almost buried beneath the flat soil, from tit

Laguna, a lake about 6 miles distant from the town. TV
water collected in the tanks is much better.

Humboldt stated at the beginning of the present century
the population at 16,000; but in the War of Independent

\

this place suffered more than any other, as the Spaniards

kept possession of the castle of St. Juan de Ulua to Oh
18th of November, 1825 ; and two years after its termin*-
tion it was found that the population had been reducoi U
8000 individuals. Since that time the town has gradualli

recovered part of its former population ; but as it has !o»:

someof its commerce, it is probable that even now the popu-
lation does not exceed 12,000 inhabitants. Before iKl'

Vera Cruz was the only port on the eastern coast of Mtiic*
from which the produce of the country was exported, mi
by which foreign goods destined for the consumption a
the interior reached their destination. At that period tin

value of the articles exported amounted to 2i.7SD.OJU
and those imported to 14,650,000, Spanish dollars. [Mx_\.-
can States, vol- xv., p. 163.] But soon after 1S3U tit
other ports of the country were thrown open to the forti^ii

trade, and since that time many of its productions, espe-
cially the produce of the northern mines, have found 'Jbr -:

way to other ports, especially to Tampico. Vera Crm
however serves still as an outlet for the produce lie

mines situated south of 21° N. Iat., and of all the cochuui,
destined for the markets of Europe and the United Stair*
of North America : it also exports the tobacco, sugar,
coffee which are grown in the plain between the Gutf u;

Mexico and the table-land of Anahuac, with the ialaj.
vanilla, and sarsaparilla which are collected mostly ut
the declivity of the table-land. It is probable however
that all these articles taken together do not much exctni
the sum of 7,000,000 Spanish dollars, and hardly amoust
to one-third of the sum at which its exports were vakoi
before 1820. The imports however have not decreased u>

the same proportion, as the greater part of the table-iarki.
and even some tracts along the Pacific, are supplied srJ
foreign goods from the capital, which receives them by ti*

way of Vera Cruz, which town therefore must be coi*idere>!
as the port of the city of Mexico.
The island on which the castle of St. Juan de Uhja a

built was visited for the first time by Europeans under u*
command of Juan de Grixalva ir, 15 18, and in the follovtiaf
year Cortes landed his array at Uie place where the town
now stands ; but the town founded by him. and calfai
Villa Rica de Vera Cruz, was some miles farther math.
After three years that place was abandoned, and another
town was built a little farther south, at a place still calkd
Antigua, to distinguish it from the present town. Ttn*
situation also was found inconvenient, and the present
town was built towards the close of the sixteenth centorr,
but it was not incorporated before 1615.
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(Humboldt's Essai Politique sur le Royaume de la Nou-
oelie Etrpagne ; Lyon's Journal of a Residence and Tour
in the Republic of Mexico ; and Ward's Mexico in 1827.)
VERA PAZ. [Guatemala.]
VERAGUA. [Panama.]
VERANDA, or VERANDAH. A sort of light external

gallery with a sloping roof of awning-like character, sup-
sorted on slender pillars, and frequently partly enclosed in
ront with lattice-work. The veranda is both of Eastern
lame and Eastern origin, and appears to have been first in-
roduced into this country towards the end of the 18th cen-
ury. As here applied however, it is a mere excrescence in
lesign, assimilating with no one style practised by us, and so
ar tolerable only for small villas and cottage residences,
rhere no style is attempted, and where it affords a cheap
ubstitute for a colonnade, providing shelter against rain
ltd sun, and a dry walk, or seat alfresco, attached to sitting-

9oms on the ground-floor. In street architecture, verandas
ttached to the first-floor of houses have nothing on the
sore of beauty and very little of convenience to recommend
tiem : while they seem to encumber 1 he fronts with a sort

f projecting cage, they are necessarily so shallow, as to be
f little other service than for setting out plants, except it

e that of screening the room within. A far more archi-
ictural and ornamental appearance might be given to ve-
indas than has hitherto been done : their roofs might be
ainted in imitation of striped and figured awning, and
ime little variety of colour be introduced elsewhere,
k'here the house itself partakes of Gothic, the veranda
tight easily be accommodated to the same style, some-
hat in the character of the framing and carving of what
« termed half-timbered houses.
VERATRIA, a vegetable alkali prepared from Ceva-
11a, the seed of the Helonias officinalis. It was dis-
)vered by Meissner in 1818, and obtained by Pelletier
id Couerbe in 1819.

Veratria is a white or greenish-white powder, which has
silky and crystalline appearance under the microscope

;

is inodorous, very acrid and poisonous. It is insoluble
i water and alkaline solutions; very soluble in alcohol
ad sparingly in aether ; the solution when evaporated
eposits transparent laminae. The solutions have the
Ikaline property of restoring the blue colour of reddened
itmus.

The salts of veratria are neutral, and have aslight styptic
iste ; the hydrochlorate crystallizes in short needle-form
rystals, which are very soluble in water and alcohol ; the
llphate crystallizes in quadrilateral prisms ; concentrated
itric acid renders veratria first scarlet and then yellow

;

oncentrated sulphuric acid gives it at first a yellow colour,
fterwards a blood-red, and eventually violet.

Veratria is composed of

—

Twenty-two equivalents of hydrogen
Thirty-four equivalents of carbon
Six equivalents of oxygen ,

One equivalent of azote

I

22
204
48
14

VERATRIC ACID", the acid with which veratria
xists combined in Cevadilla. It crystallizes in short
•risms, which are transparent and colourless, and slightly
our to the taste. It is slightly soluble in cold water, but
nore soluble in hot, and readily dissolved by alcohol, but
tot at all by lether.

Neither concentrated nitric nor sulphuric acid decom-
>o«es veratric acid, but a mixture of them renders it

'ellow. When heated to 212° the crystals lose water, and
ben become of a dull white colour ; at a high tempera-
lire they melt into a colourless liquid, and sublime with-
wt leaving any residue. It is composed of

—

9
108
56

Nine equivalents of hydrogen
Eighteen equivalents of carbon .

Seven equivalents of oxygen
wii

Equivalent . . . 173
The crystals contain one equivalent of water. Veratric

"id forms crystal lizable salts with the alkalis, which are
Wry soluble in water and alcohol. Their solutions pre-
cipitate the salts of lead and silver, and the veratriate of
Ihe latter is white, and slightly soluble in alcohol.

VERATRUM, a genus of plants belonging to the
natural order Melanthacese. The name Veratrum occurs
Mh in Pljny and Lucretius, but whether these were the

same plants as the modern genus it is now impossible to
say. It is also supposed to be the iWi&opoc X<«co£ of Dios-
corides; and the name White Hellebore, which is given to
one of the species, seems to confirm this view. The genus
is characterised as follows:—Perianth composed of six per-
manent, sessile, equal parts, to which are attached 6 sta-
mens; styles 3, permanent, with simple spreading sT
mas

;
capsules 3, bursting at their inner margins, by wh

they are originally united ; seeds numerous, compress
imbricated, winged at each end : several of the flowers
have only the rudiment of an ovary.

V. album, Common White Hellebore, has a thrice-com-
pound panicle with ascending elliptical pieces of the peri-
anth ; the bracts of the branches oblong, partial, as long
as the downy peduncle. It is a native of moist alpine
meadows in the southern, central, and northern parts of
Europe, but is not a native of Britain. In company with
the Gentiana lutea it is one of the most prominent features
in the rich pastures of the Alps of Switzerland and Savoy.
The stem, which is from two to four or five feet in height,
proceeds from a black, fleshy, wrinkled fusiform rhizoma,
or rootstock, which is beset with a number of small radi-
cles. [Vkkatrum album—Medical Properties of.]

V. wride. Green-flowered Veratrum, has panicled ra-
cemes, with the bracts of the branches oblong-lanceolate,
partial, longer than the downy petiole. This is a North
American species, and is found in swamps and bogs from
Canada to the Carolinas. It is found, according to Dr.
Bigelow, in the swamps around Boston, where it is called

Poke-root, or Swamp Hellebore.

V. nigrum, Dark-flowered Veratrum, has dense cylin-

drical panicled racemes with the bracts of the branches
linear-lanceolate and very long, pieces of the perianth
obovate, widely spreading, and at length reflexed. It is a
native of dry mountainous situations in Siberia, Hungary,
Austria, and Greece. It will grow freely in gardens in

Britain, especially in a light soil.

V. trirginicum, Virginian Veratrum, has loose panicled
racemes with bracts shorter than the peduncle, and pieces
of the perianth with two glands at the base. It grows
amongst luxuriant herbage in low grounds from New York
to the Carolinas. It is a hardy plant, and may be grown in

gardens in Britain. The perianth is at first of a green
colour, with two brown spots on each piece : it afterwards
turns to a red-brown colour.

V. Sabadilla, Caustic Veratrum, at one time supposed to

yield the Cevadilla of commerce, and from which the poison-

ous alkaloid veratrine of the Pharmacopoeia is directed

to be prepared, has broad ovate, plantagineous leaves,

dark purplish-black flowers, and capsules situated on only
one-half of the circumference of the stem. This plant

appears to be a native of the West Indies and Mexico,
from whence also the true Cevadilla plant comes to this

country. The true Cevadilla plant has been stated to be,

by David Don, the Helonias officinalis, and more recently,

by Lindley, Asagreea officinalis. Previous to this how-
ever Schiede, who travelled in Mexico, sent home spe-

cimens of plants of Cevadilla, agreeing more with Vera-
trum than any other genus, and which Schlechtendal
named Veratrum officinale. Dr. Christison, after an exa-

mination of the fragments of racemes, which occur in com-
merce as Cevadilla, is inclined to think that Schiede's

plant supplies the greatest quantity to the market, although

it is not improbable that this and several allied species are

frequently substituted for one another, as the quantity of

Veratrine they contain is much the same.
In the cultivation of the species of Veratrum, they may

be propagated by dividing their roots or sowing seeds.

When the former method is adopted, the larger roots

should be selected, and they should be planted out in the

autumn in a light dry rich soil. When propagated by
seeds, they should be sown in the spring in a bed or border

of light earth or in a box, and the plants should be put out

when the leaves decay in the following autumn.
VERATRUM AL'BUM (White Hellebore)—Medical

Properties of. Of this, two varieties, or distinct species,

are officinal : one termed V. album ; the other V. album 0,

or Lobellianum. This last prefers a chalky soil ; the plants

occur in the meadows of the Swiss Alps, the Pyrenees, the

mountains of Austria, and in Siberia. The rhizomas of

both kinds are collected indiscriminately. This part occurs

single, double, or many-headed, in cylinders, or pyramidal

pieces, from two to four inches long, and from three-quarters
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to two inches thick, rough, wrinkled, of a greyish-black

colour externally, but of a yellowish-white within. Some
root-fibres, intermingled with slender flexible radicles, ad-

here to it ; and on the upper part are found the scales, or

withered remains of former leaves, which from their tuni-

cated appearance have led some writers to describe it as a
bulb. This, though incorrect, is useful to remember, as a
good discriminative mark between it and other plants con-
founded with it, which, having roots and not rhizomata,

are devoid of this character. A transverse section pre-

sents a large central portion, sometimes termed the me-
dulla ; and, according to the age of the specimen, one, two,

or more external circles, bounded by the dark-brown epi-

dermis. The rhizoma is nearly devoid of odour, but has

an acrid, bitter, burning taste. It is easily powdered, but
the person engaged in powdering it should wear a mask,
as it excites a heat, an eruption of the skin, and any drawn
up the nostrils causes violent sneesing and inflammation

of the Schneiderian membrane : hence its German name
of nieswurzel. By time the acridity and activity are dimi-

nished, so that old specimens become not only mouldy,
but of inferior strength, and should be rejected.

The chemical analysis by Pelletier and Caventou (' An-
nal. de Physique et de Chimie,' xiv., p. 81) shows that it

consists of fatty matter (composed of elain, stearin, and a
volatile, not crystallizable, acid (cevadic?), supergallate

of veratria, yellow extractive-like colouring-matter, gum,
starch, and woody fibre. In addition to these, Simon has

discovered a new vegetable principle which he terms
jrrvin. (See ' Lond. and Ed. Philos. Mag.,' vol. xii. p. 29.)

White hellebore is an agent of great and dangerous power.

According to the experiments and inquiries of Schabel
(' Dissertatio de eff. Veratri aibi et Hellebori nigri,' Tu-
bingen, 1817), it is poisonous to all classes of animals, and
acts fatally, if in sufficient quantity, by whatever way it is

introduced into the system. It appears to have a specific

effect on the intestinal canal and nervous system, its effects

on these parts being uniform, whether applied directly to

them or to remote parts, provided absorption take place.

The action is that of a narcotico-acrid poison ; but its nar-

cotic effect is less, while its acrimony is greater, than that

of black hellebore. It is doubtful whether the plant now
spoken of is the while hellebore of the antients. In doses

short of any dangerous or violent effect, white hellebore

exercises a peculiar action on the secreting organs, the

stomach and intestines, and the nervous system. Almost
all mucous surfaces, and the glands connected with them,
as well as the kidneys, are excited to increased secretion.

But when the quantity is more considerable, heat of the
mouth, tongue, and throat, with spasmodic constriction of

the pharynx, thirst, pains in the stomach and intestines,

alternate heats and chills of the whole body, perspirations,

anxiety, pain of the head, giddiness, depression of spirits,

gloomy expression, and even spasms of the countenance
are experienced : if vomiting fortunately occur early, these

symptoms are alleviated. Schabel says that no substance
so certainly acts as an emetic. If the substance be intro-

duced into the rectum, the symptoms are the same, ex-

cept that the heat of the mouth and pain of the stomach
are less. In decidedly poisonous doses its action is that of

a violent narcotico-acrid, causing severe vomiting and
purging, often bloody stools, tenesmus, burning feeling

from the mouth to the rectum, constriction amounting to a
sense of strangulation in the throat, with small pulse,

faintings, cold sweats, giddiness, blindness, dilated pupils,

loss of voice, convulsions, and insensibility, generally termi-

nating in death. The tincture and the alcoholic extract

act more powerfully than the watery infusion or extract.

A cutaneous eruption sometimes follows the use of white
hellebore. Where death does not ensue, palpitation with
intermitting pulse, along with dyspeptic and nervous
symptoms, remain for some time. The application of

white hellebore to wounds or any broken surface, either

to destroy vermin or to cure the itch, may produce the
above effects ; and this result occurs whether it is used in

powder, as a wash, or ointment. The popular use of these

is therefore to be discouraged. White hellebore is occa-
sionally mistaken for Galanga root, and the seeds for those

of cumin : intentional poisoning with it is rare ; but from
the use of it among soldiers who have recourse to it from
its property of producing palpitation of the heart, and thus
simulating disease of that organ, in hopes of obtaining their

discharge, violent and indeed fatal effects ensue. An effi-

cient antidote is scarcely to be found. Samuel Hahne-
mann, overrating the antagonizing power of coffee, now
mends that article ; but at best it can only combat tte

narcotic symptoms, which are not the moat forroidab*
Astringent drinks have also been proposed, but they an
not to be relied on. Acid drinks seem more servieeabir
hence tamarinds, or cream of tartar may be given, follow*
by demulcent or oily fluids. Vomiting should be en-

couraged.
The medicinal employment of white hellebore i« not

very great in the present day; but when admimterH
with due caution it is of great service in goutv and dys-

peptic disorders, where there is torpor of the liver, slat-

gisn bowels, and defective secretion from the tndae«».

Prom its influence on these orgins it often proves useful

in chronic cutaneous diseases, in which the digestion
always impaired. It is likewise used as a sternutatory,

largely diluted with some starchy powder. ExteroaDr.
veratna is employed to relieve nervous pains ; but its dm
requires the greatest caution.

VERB (from the Latin verbum, a 4 word *). The vari-

ous words which belong to a language have been distri-

buted into classes, called the Parts of Speech, of which the
verb is one of the principal. Dr. Becker has divided all

words into two chief classes, Notional Words and Rela-
tional Words, the characteristics of which are explained
under Notion. The verb is a Notional word ; and viewed
in its simplest form it is a Root.
The term Verb comprehends those words in a language

which are used to indicate the relations of mode or mood,
and the relations of time or tense ; the relations of mocd
and tense are the essential characteristics of the verb. The
verb is also characterized by indicating the relations at

subject to subject, or subject to object, whether these rela-

tions are expressed by some part of the word called verb,

or by some other words which are to be viewed in relation

to the verb, in order to denote these relations of subject to
subject or subject to object. Thus the Latin forms, * una.'
' I love ;' ' lego,' ' I read,' comprehend the relations of
mode, time, and subject ; and the phrases ' amo pueDam.*
' lego librum,' comprehend also the relation of the subject

to an object. If we examine the words of a language by

the aid of this description, there is no difficulty in determin-
ing the verbs ; and it is true, as Dr. Becker states, that they
contain the notion of an activity ; but this activity may b»

either directed from a subject to an object, or remain n
the subject, as ' 1 love Elizabeth,' or ' I walk.' Dr. Berks
observes, " The notion of an activity is expressed by a verb,

when the activity is contemplated as bearing tbe relabres
of person, time, and mood to the speaker : e.g. ' he drarA'
' he fled,' ' the tree grows :' it is expressed by an adjertm
when it is not thus related to the speaker : e.g. ' a druabrn
person,' ' a flighty thought,' ' a great tree.' The notion of
an existence, i.e. of a person or thing which really eTD«s
or is conceived by the mind as existing, is expressed bv s

substantive : e.g. * a drinker,' ' a drink,' ' the flock.' • in*
flight,' ' the growth.' All notional words accordingly art
either verbs, adjectives, or substantives."

Dr. Becker considers, in general, all roots to be verbs,
and all radical notions as notions of activity. He concludes
consistently, that all substantives as well as adjectives ar*
derived from verbs, that is, from a root which is a notice
of activity ; and ' all notions expressed by substanUvn
are notions of activity transformed into notions of exoi-
ence.' This theory of language involves many dificuit
questions as to the origin of our ideas, and for practical
purposes it is of little value. It is beyond the limit* of
grammar.
For philological purposes, no word should be viewed ss

a verb, unless it has the adjuncts of mood and term.
Words when reduced to their simplest forms, that is. is
their roots, are neither verbs, nor nouns, nor adjectives: the?
are roots: The discussion whether the noun or the vrrb
should be considered the root, in cases where both contaii
a common element, is a discussion about nothing at afl.

The element may exist in a somewhat varied form in the
noun and iu the verb, and the variations in each case can
be referred to a particular class of verb and noun. Tb*
characteristics of the verb have been already stated.
The characteristics of the noun are the same as those at

the adjective ; and nouns and adjectives are those notional
words which are not verbs. All other notional words at*
verbs. When the characteristic marks of verb, adjective.
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and noun are taken away, there remains root, which in

itself has no grammatical name as opposed to any other

kind of word. Roots may be classified like grammatical

words, but they are still roots and nothing more. The only

difficulty that maybe suggested as to this explanation is

that the root and the noun may be identical in form, as in

many instances in our own language, such as ' man,' ' dog,'

&c. But the answer is, that though these words in them-
selves suggest a notion of something intelligible, they are

not nouns, unless they are used as parts of speech. It is

only when we view words as the constituent parts of lan-

guage that we give them grammatical names.
According to Becker's principles, the verb 'to be ' is

not a verb : it implies ' not a notion, but a mere relation ;'

and is therefore a relational word. But 'to be' implies the

notion of existence, and is the only word that does ; for

if we contemplate anything as existing, such as God, the

notion of ' is ' is inseparable from the notion God : and so

of other things that are conceived as existing. All verbs

also are resc-lvable into ' is,' and something else ; and
it is by virtue of this ' is ' that this something else is con-
ceived to be. In fact, the fundamental principles of

Becker involve much which is not purely philological.

Viewing the verb, as above defined, as a root with its modi-
fications of mood, tense, and person, it remains to consider

some of its other qualities. The division of verbs into

Active, Passive, and Neuter is founded on the notion of a

verb expressing doing, suffering, and a condition. But this

division is objectionable, because it introduces considera-

tions foreign to the subject of grammar : it involves a me-
taphysical question. The division of verbs into Transitive

and Intransitive is a grammatical division, and is useful.

A verb is transitive when it has an object which is not the

subject, as ' I blame John.' A verb is intransitive when
the subject of the verb is the object of the notion of the

verb. Intransitive verbs therefore, considered as gramma-
tical forms, comprise what are called Neuter verbs and Pas-

sive verbs. Viewed with reference to predication, that

form of the intransitive verb which is called the neuter, as
' I walk,' differs from what is called the passive, as ' I am
loved,' merely in this : the neuter implies nothing external

to the ' I,' which is the object of its own energy ; the pas-

sive implies something external to the subject, of which
external thing the subject is an object. Consequently it

is only another mode of expressing the notion of the transi-

tive verb. The peculiar form which this so-called passive

voice has, depends on the character of each language. The
Eo-called Reflective verb is in form either a transitive verb
when the subject is also expressed as its own object, or a

n've verb, in which the implied external thing is iden-

with the subject.

The peculiar characters of verbs in any given language
form an important part of the study of such language. It

has been said that mood and tense are the characteristic's

of a verb ; but it is not necessary that the words which
denote mood and tense should be attached to the root for

the purpose of making a verb. The English language con-
tains cases where the words which express mood and tense

are quite distinct from the root, which their relations to it

convert into the quality of verb. Whether such modify-
ing words shall be attached to the root or not, is an acci-

dent of language, not an essential ; but whether attached
or not, the root is never a verb without the aid of these
adjuncts. It is by virtue of their adjuncts that the root
becomes a part of speech. There may be other adjuncts
to the root besides mood and tense, and these adjuncts
may, according to the character of a language, be either

attached to the root, or detached from, though related
to it.

VERBASCI'N/E, a natural order of plants constituted
by Nces von Esenbeck, and comprising the genera Ver-
bascum, Ramondia, Celsia, and Isanthera. Three of these

genera are comprised in the section Verbascese, of the
order Scrophulariaceae, as defined by Bentham, who is

followed by Lindley and others. The species of this order
consist of perennial and biennial herbs, with a mucilagi-
nous character, having opposite or alternate decurrent
leaves, seated on a straight or twiggy stem. The flowers
we disposed in terminal, usually elongated racemes or

spikes. The corollas are white, yellow, or purple, and the
filaments of the anthers are usually bearded. The corolla
i» rotate, with aftat5-cleft unequal limb, orventricose with
a bilabiate limb. The stamens arc 5 in number, of dif-

P. O, No. 1648.

ferent forms, and the upper one is frequently wanting, with
1-celled anthers adnate to the hatchet-formed connec-
tive. The carpels 2, joined to form a capsule dehiscing at
the apex, the endocarp forming a bipartible dissepiment.
The placentae are marginal, but form a central column,
which constitutes the axis of the dissepiment, and is pro-
minent in the cavity of both carpels. The seeds are nume-
rous, albuminous, and reniform, with a curved central

embryo. This order differs from Solanaceee and Scrophu-
lariaceae in its 1-celled, reniform or oblong anthers, diffe-

rently formed sometimes in the same flower. It may
perhaps be fairly questioned whether so slight a distinction

should separate these plants from orders to which they are

so nearly allied. This however will depend on each
author's idea of the value of an order ; and frequently by
separating doubtful genera and placing them in distinct,

orders the larger groups from which they are separated
are strengthened and more easily defined. The genera
which are brought together in this order have been re-

ferred by various authors to different orders : thus Verbas-
cum and Celsia are usually referred to Solanaeefe, and
Ramondia to Gesneraceae.
The genus Vtrbascum derives its name from barbascum,

which was applied to some of the species on account of
the bearded filaments : hence also the Italian name bur-
basso. It has a 5-parted calyx ; rotate funnel-shaped
corolla ; 5 stamens, all bearing anthers, which are only
occasionally not all lunate in the same flower; a 2-valved
capsule with seeds attached to the central placenta.

There are about 70 species : they have strong erect stems,

with broad decurrent leaves, and yellow, white, or purple

flowers, disposed in dense or loose racemes or spikes.

V. Thapsus has crenated, decurrent, oblongo-lanceolate,

tomentose leaves
;
dense, racemose spikes

;
pedicels of the

flowers shorter than the calyx ; the segments of the calyx

lanceolate, acute, and tomentose above, and equal in

length to the fruit; the corolla with the anther nearly

equal. This plant is a native of waste sterile places, espe-

cially of chalky and gravelly soils, throughout Europe.

It is also found in Siberia, Taurus, and Caucasus, and in

Nepaul and Kumaon. The leaves are remarkable for their

woolly character, from which the English name Mullein

seems to have been applied to the whole genus. Mullein

(French, Molfine) is said to be a corruption of Woollen, and

in German the plants are called Wolkriiuter. In different

districts in England this plant has very various names.

In the northern counties it is called Hag-taper, from some
supposed efficacy in sorcery : in many places this has

been corrupted into Hig-taper and High-taper. Torches,

Bullock's Lung-wort, Hare's Beard, Ladies' Fox-glove,

Murrain-grass, Shepherd's-Club, &c, are other names.

The specific name Thapsus has been given it on account

of its growing in great abundance in Thapsos in Africa.

It is also abundant in Greece, and appears to have been

the <p\6/iot Xfuroc appriv of Dioscorides. This plant was

formerly much used in medicine, and was considered to

possess emollient and narcotic properties, and on this

account it still occupies a place in the Dublin Pharma
copceia. It was used in cases of chronic catarrh and other

affections of the chest, in the form of infusion or decor:

tion ; it is however seldom prescribed at the present day,

although it has still a popular reputation in these diseases,

and is also used by the cowleech in the pulmonary com-

plaints of cattle. The seeds are said to possess narcotic

properties, and are sometimes used for the purpose of

intoxicating fish in order to catch them. In some parts

of the East Indies where this plant grows, the natives

believe that it has the power of protecting them from the

influence of evil spirits. The French call this plant.

Bout/Ion blanc, and use an infusion of the flowers as a

remedy in coughs. When dried in the sun the flowers

are said to give out a fatty matter, which in Alsace is used

as an application to haemorrhoids.

V. Blattaria, Moth Mullein, has glabrous leaves, the

lower ones obovate-oblong, attenuated at the base, and

somewhat sinuated ; those of the stem oblong, acute,

crenated, sessile : the racemes terminal, elongated
;
the

pedicels solitary, twice as long as the bracts. It is a native

of the middle and south of Europe, some parts of Asia

and North America. It is not a common plant in Great

Britain, although in some places it is abundant. It is

called Blattaria, because it is said to drive away ths

Blatta or Cockroach.
Vol. XXVL-2 L
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V. pulverulentum, Yellow Hoary Mullein, has ovato- 1

oblong subserrated leaves, pulverulento-tomentose on both
sides ; racemes panicled ;

pedicels equal in length to the

calyces ; stem rounded. This plant is a native of Dau-
phiny and of Great Britain, especially in the counties of

Norfolk and Suffolk. It is one of the most magnificent of

our native herbaceous plants, sending up stems a yard

high, which are covered with hundreds of golden-coloured

flowers. If the stem is struck violently the corollas will

fall off, and the empty calyces will close around the

capsules. The leaves are covered with a pulverulent

mealy substance, which may be easily removed from the

surface. The nap from this and several other species may
be used as tinder.

V. nigrum, Dark Mullein, has oblongo-cordate, petiolate,

crenated leaves, nearly smooth above, but clothed with

fine tomentum beneath ; racemes elongated
;

pedicels

twice as long as the calyx. It is native throughout
Europe and in Siberia, and is common on banks and way-
sides in gravelly and chalky soils in England. It is rare

in Scotland. This is one of the most elegant of the

species. The corollas are of a golden-yellow colour

;

the filaments of the stamens are violet ; and the anthers

oiange.

V. Luchnitis, White Mullein, has oblong wedge-
shaped leaves, nearly glabrous above, but clothed with
tomentum below ; racemes panicled ; pedicels twice as

long as the calyx. It is found amongst rubbish and in

waste places throughout Europe, in the North of Asia,

and in North America, and is not uncommon in Great
Britain. The corollas are of a pale yellow, the filaments

are covered with a white wool, the pollen is of a vermilion

colour. There is a variety with white flowers, and another
without petals. The powdery tomentum is used as tinder,

and for making wicks for lamps, and hence its specific

name from \i\voc, a lamp.
Of the other species lew or none are used in the arts

vr medicine, or are introduced into our gardens. The
determination of many of the species has been attended
with much difficulty on account of the strong tendency
that exists amongst these plants to produce hybrids.

These hybrids generally perish in the course of two or
three generations ; at the same time there is reason to

suppose that some of them exist in herbaria as species.

All the species of Verbascum are tall, robust, handsome
plants, and may be cultivated in gardens and shrubberies.

Most of them thrive in any common soil in the open
air, and may be propagated by seeds, or the perennial
species by dividing the roots. When two or three species
are grown together in gardens, the tendency to hybri-
dization amongst these plants becomes very evident in the
changed characters of the successive generations.

The genus Celsia was named in honour of Dr. Olaus
Celsius, Professor of Greek and Theology in the University
of Upsal. It has a 5-parted calyx, a 5-lobed rotate

corolla, 4 didynamous bearded stamens, and woolly an-
thers. The species are herbs with simple or pinnate leaves,

and the flowers are disposed in loose terminal racemes,
rising from the axil of a bract or leaf. Most of the species
of Celsia, of which there are about a dozen, bear showy
yellow flowers, and are often cultivated in gardens. They
require more care than the mulleins. They may be pro-
pagated by seeds, which should be reared in a hotbed,
and the young plants protected under a greenhouse frame
through the winter ; and in the second year they may be
planted in au open border, where they will flourish during
the summer.
The genus Ramondia was named after M. L. Kamond, a

French botanist and traveller. Its flowers resemble those
of Celsia, but the anthers are perforated at the apex. It
has but one species, the R. Pyrcnaica. It grows on the
Pyrenees, and is a pretty little alpine plant, without any
stem, and with hairy wrinkled leaves and large purple
flowers. It is a hardy plant and well fitted for borders.
It may be easily propagated by division of its roots.

(Don's Miller's Dictionary; Cyclopaedia of Plantt;
Hooker's British Flora ; Koch's Flora Germanica.)
VERBASCUM. [Verbascin*.]
VERBE'N A, a genus of plants, the type of the natural

order Vei benacese. Most of the species of this genus are
weeds, and aie generally inhabitants of Europe and North
America. The genua is known by a tubular calyx with 5
teeth, one of them generally shorter than the rest ; a tubular

corolla with the limb rather unequal, 5-cleft ; the >

included and sometimes only 2 ; the seeds 2 or 4. endowed
in a thin evanescent pericarp.

V. officinalis Common Vervain, has 4 stamens with ir

erect somewhat hispid stem ; the leaves lanceolate, iaca*-
serrate, or trifid, with the segments cut rough ; the spikn
filiform, somewhat panicled, and the flowers rather remod
This plant is a native of waste ground and roadside, a
most parts of Europe, and is common in England. It n
not tound in Ireland. It is an inhabitant also of New Hoi-
land. This is the Upa fioravn, 'holy herb,' of Diosconda*.
who ascribed great powers to it, especially in incarna-

tions. In most countries where it grows, it seems to ha»t
been invested with extraordinary powers. It at one tiax-

entered into the composition of various charms and Um-
philters, and has even now a popular reputation for pre-

disposing persons favourably towards those who adnunuiir
a dose to them. During the last century Mr. Morlrr
pretended to cure scrophula by hanging a portion of tfar

root of this plant round the neck. Ray in his time a«
through the pretensions of the Vervain, and exposed them.
This plant is called by Pliny Verbenaca, and was held ra

great esteem by the Romans. The antient Druids revered
it next to the mistletoe and gathered it with religious cm-
monies.

V. Aubletia, Rose-coloured Vervain, has capitate soli-

tary spikes, which are cylindrical after flowering; awl-
shaped bracts as long as the taper-pointed calyx ; leave*
3-Iobed, cut ; stem erect. This plant is a shrubby biennial
with the stem about a foot high, and flowers of a fine pint

or crimson larger than most of the genus. It k a native of

North America, in Georgia and the Carolina*, and was fire

brought to Europe in 1774.
V. triphylla, Lemon-scented Vervain, has pameko

spikes with minutely distantly-toothed leaves, three in i

whorl ; stem shrubby. This plant is a native of Chili, ami
was first discovered by the unfortunate Dombey, who in-

troduced it into 'the gardens of Europe. In Italy, Spain,

and the south of France this plant is quite naturalized, and
in Jersey and Guernsey it bears exposure all the winter

This plant is used on the Continent for making an infuaoc
which, when cold, is administered as a cooling drink :r

fevers, slight catarrhs, &c. It has been separated from ti*

genus Verbena by Palau, and is called by him Aloyru
citrodora, a name by which it is more frequently knows m
modern works on botany. The flowers are small and of

a pale lilac colour ; the leaves are green, and when rubbed
give out a very delicious scent, like that of the lemon or

citron. They retain their fragrance even a long time after

they have been gathered.
The species of Vervain are frequently cultivated, thoocr.

they are not very showy plants. They may be propagata!
by seeds, which should be sown in pots or on a hotbed a
the spring. When strong enough, the plants should ht

placed in separate pots and again placed in a hotbed nfl

they have taken root, when they may be planted ocl
Those which do not produce seed in this climate may br
increased by planting cuttings in the summer months, rs

pots of good mould. Many of the species may be pro-
pagated by dividing the roots and planting them in pott
on the bark-bed of the stove.

VERBENA'CE.E, a natural order of plants belonewr
to Lindley's nucamentose group of monopetalous Em-
gens. The species are trees or shrubs, sometimes ocit
herbaceous plants, with generally opposite, simple, w
compound leaves without stipules. The flowers are id

opposite corymbs or spiked alternately, sometimes in draw
heads, and very seldom axillary or solitary. The cahrx u
tubular, persistent, inferior ; the corolla is nvpogynouv mo-
nopetalous, tubular, deciduous, generally with an irrejruli:

limb ; the stamens 4, didynamous, seldom equal, occasno
ally 2 ; ovary 2-4-celled ; ovules erect or pendulous, soiiUn
or twin ; style 1 ; stigma bifid or undivided , fruit nucamrc-
taceous, sometimes berried, composed oftwo or four nucnln
in a state of adhesion ; seeds erect or pendulous, albamu
none, or in very small quantity ; embryo always arert.
(Lindley.)

The great difference between these pianta and tbear of

Lamiacete or Labiatae consists in their concrete carrwU.
terminal style, and the absence of oil-glands from tnev
leaves. There are however species placed in both orden
which in one or more of their characters very nearly ap-
proach the other. From Aeanthaoeae and ScrophoU-
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ritveee, to which they are allied in many point*, they are

distinguished by their 1- or 2-seeded indehiscent carpels.

Verbena mntabilla.

1, Cutting with flowera | 2, corolla opened with didynamous rtameiu;
3, e iljrx opened with uocamentoee ftnit; 4, faction uf single trait; 5, aingle

The plants of this order are rare in Europe, in the north
of Asia, and in the north of America ; they are common
in the tropics of both hemispheres and in the temperate
districts of South America. In temperate regions the

species belonging to the order are herbs, but in tropical

climates they are shrubs and gigantic trees.

The plants belonging to this order have no very active

properties ; those attributed to the vervain [Vbrbbna]
appear to have been imaginary. The Lantana pseudo-
lliem is said, by Geoffrey St. Hilaire, to be used in Brazil

as a substitute for tea, and is vulgarly called Capitao do
Matto, or Cha de pedreste. The Teak-tree [Tectona],
also the Brazilian tea-tree [Stachytarpha], and the
Chaste-tree [Vitex], belong to this order.

VERCELLI, The Province of, a province of the Sar-
dinian continental dominions, bounded on the north by the
provinces of Val di Sesiaand of Biella, east by the provinces
of Mortara and Novara, south by the Po, which divides it

from the province of Casale, and west by the provinces of
Ivrea and Turin. The province contains 73 communes
and 105,000 inhabitants. It is mostly a plain sloping
towards the south, and through which runs from north to
south the river Sesia, an affluent of the Po. The rivers

Cervo and Elvo, which rise in the mountains of Biella,

flow through the province of Vercelli in a south-east direc-

tion and join the Sesia above the town of Vercelli. A
canal for the purpose of irrigation, called Canale d'lvrea,

and also Canale di Santhii, from the town of that name,
receives part of the water of the Dora Baltea below Ivrea,
and after irrigating the plain of Vercelli empties itself into
the Sesia near Vercelli. This canal is one of the largest
in Piedmont. The lower part of the province of Vercelli
consists of rice-fields, which are laid under water during
the summer until September, when the water is let out,
and the rice is reaped. This system of cultivation renders
the country unhealthy, and engenders fevers and other dis-
eases, especially among the labourers who work in the
' risiere,' or rice-grounds. [Oryza

; Pellagra.] The
province of Vercelli produces also corn, wine, and silk in

abundance. Vercelli, the head town, situated on the left

bank of the Sesia, near the site of the antient Vercelli, a
town of.Cisalpine Gaul, is a large and well-built but some-
what decayed town, in an atmosphere rendered unhealthy
by the rice-grounds: it is a bishop's see, has many
churches, convents, and palaces, a gymnasium, a clerical

seminary, a large hospital with a botanical garden and a
museum of anatomy attached to it, and about 15,000 inha-
bitants. The principal buildings are— 1, the cathedral, a
modern building, which has among its curiosities a MS. of
the Gospels of St. Matthew and St. Mark in Latin, written

on vellum, said to be by the hand of Eusebius, bishop of
Verceflae, in the fourth century. This Latin translation

differs from the Vulgate of St. Jerome. 2. Santa Maria
Maggiore. an old church, with a number of marble pillars,

and a mosaic pavement representing the history of Judith.

3. S. Andrea, a Gothic church. 4. S. Cristoforo, a church
with some good paintings byGaudenzio Ferrari of Varallo.
5. The town-house, wnich is the residence of the In-

tendente, or political governor. 6. The market-place,
which is surrounded by good buildings. 7. The gate lead-

ing to Milan, which is of good architecture. Vercelli is

on the high road from Turin to Milan, and about half-way
between those two cities. Borgo Vercelli is a suburb on
the opposite or left bank of the Sesia, with about 2000 in-

habitants. It was in the plains of Vercellse that the
Cimbri were defeated by C. Marius, 101 B.C. Vercelli
was a municipal town of some importance in the middle
ages, and had a celebrated school in the thirteenth century
for the study of law and divinity, which was frequented by
students from various countries. The other towns of the
province are— 1. Santhii, a town of 3300 inhabitants, on
the road from Vercelli to Ivrea. 2. Trino, a town of
about 7000 inhabitants, in a low marshy plain near the
Po. Trino is a great market for cattle and pigs. The
hams of Trino are in repute in Northern Italy. 3. Cre-
acentino, west of Trino, on the high road to Turin, has
about 4000 inhabitants, and some remains of Roman
buildings in its neighbourhood. 4. Livorno, not far from
Crescentino, has 3600 inhabitants, who deal in silk, the
produce of the country. 5. Gattinara, on the banks of

the Sesia, north of Vercelli, has 3700 inhabitants : its ter-

ritory produces good wine.
(Calendario Sardo; Denina, Quadro Statistico dell' alta

Italia ; Val6ry, Voyages en Italie.)

VERCHNEI UDINSK. [Siberia, xxi., 472.]
VERCHOTURIE is a town in the Russian government

of Perm, situated on the river Tura, in 58° oXX N. lat. and
61s 207 E. long. It has five churches, two convents, a ba-
zaar, a corn-magazine, and 3000 inhabitants. The extent
of the town, its lofty stone churches, its solid ramparts
erected in 1605, form a singular contrast with the present

condition of the inhabitants, and prove to be only monu-
ments of departed prosperity ; for it was formerly a place
of great importance, the residence of a Woiwode, and the
staple of the whole trade of Siberia, which was not al-

lowed to take any other road, because the duties of cus-
toms were to be paid here ; but this having ceased more
than a century ago, it is now become merely an insignifi-

cant chief town of a circle. Professor Ernian says, 'The
ground became more and more level, till, as we issued

from the forest near Verchoturie, we found ourselves in
_
a

perfectly horizontal plain
;
yet here, for the first time in

our progress northwards, we were to find again the granite

rocks of the Ural.'

It is remarkable that in the granite of Verchoturie Pro-

fessors Kupffer and Erman found black prismatic crystals,

'of which,' says Professor Rose, 'some specimens have
been shown me by Professor Kupffer. From the mea-
surements which I made of them after my return, the

crystals are black epidote, or Bucklandite, a very rare

mineral, hitherto known only as occurring at Arendal in

the beds of iron-ore.' ' Near the town we visited a spring,

the water of which is of the temperature of + 2*' 10

Reaumur, which is 2°*6 Reaumur colder than the springs

which issue from the summit of the Brocken in Germany.
But how fine is the vegetation here, compared with that of

the German mountain 1 What a difference between the

stunted pine, which stands isolated on the barren moor,

and the luxuriant green thickets round this spring,

and the noble lofty pines that adom the plain of Ver-

choturie r
(G. Rose, Reite naeh dem Ural, dem Altai, und dent

2L2
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Catpitchen Metre, von A. von Humboldt, O. Ehrenberg,

und G. Rose ; A. Erman, Reite urn die Erde ; Stein, Lexi-

con ; Cannabich, Lehrbuch.)
VERCINGETORIX. [Cesar.]
VERDE, CAPE, ISLANDS. [Caps Vbrdk Islands,]

VERDIGRIS. [Copper.]
VERDEN, The Principality of, in the duchy ofBremen,

in the kingdom of Hanover, is situated between 52° 50*

and 53° 257 N. lat. and 9° 10' and 10° 1C E. long. It is

bounded on the north-east, east, and south by Liineburg,

on the south-west by Hoya, on the north-west by Bremen.
The area is about 520 square miles, and the number
of inhabitants 31,000, who all follow the Lutheran
faith. The country is quite level ; the interior of the

duchy of Bremen, of which it is a part, contains extensive

heaths and immense peat-mosses, forming a low tract,

partly sandy, partly marshy, strewed with innumerable
large blocks of granite, without a hill, and with only
isolated groups of trees. It produces some corn, pulse,

and potatoes, and has the common domestic animals.

It was formerly a bishopric, but was secularised at the

peace of Westphalia, and assigned to Sweden. In 1712
it was conquered by the Danes, who sold it to the elector

of Brunswick Liineburg, since which time it has belonged
to Hanover, except that it was subject to Napoleon from
1803 to 1814, when it was restored to Hanover. It is di-

vided into two bailiwicks, Rotenberg and Verden.
VERDEN, the capital of the Principality, is situated

in 52° 56' N. lat. and 9° 15' E. long., on the navigable
river Aller, which here divides into two arms, and over
which there is a bridge 400 paces in length. It is sur-

rounded with walls, and has three gates. The prin-

cipal building is the Gothic cathedral, besides which there

is another church, an hospital, and a school attached to the
cathedral. The inhabitants, about 5000 in number, have
three tobacco and snuff manufactories, some breweries and
brandy distilleries, but are chiefly engaged in cultivating
the fields and gardens of the environs. They also derive
some advantage from the fishery in the Aller, and from
the transit-trade between Hamburg and Westphalia.

(Hassel ; Cannabich ; Stein
; Horschelmann.)

VERDETER. [Copper.]
VERDIC ACID, an acid discovered by Runge, and so

named from its property of becoming green by exposure
to the air. It is obtained from several of the Umbcltiferte,
Plantaginete, &c., but chiefly from the root of the Sea-
biota tuccisa. When combined with excess of base, it

becomes green in the air, owing to the absorption of
oxygen ; Berzelius therefore proposes to call the colourless
the verdous and the coloured the verdic acid. The former
is obtained by digesting the dried and powdered root of
the scabiosa in alcohol, from which on the addition of
aether white flakes are thrown down, to which, dissolved
in water, acetate of lead is added, and the precipitate, being
thrown down, is decomposed by hydrosulphunc acid. By
evaporating the filtered liquor the acid is obtained in the
state of a brittle yellow mass, which reddens litmus and
does not alter in the air. When it is saturated with an
alkali, ammonia for example, and exposed to the air, it

absorbs oxygen and becomes gradually green. The acids
then precipitate it in the form of a reddish-brown powder,
which is verdic acid : this redissolves and becomes green
with the alkalis. The earthy or metallic verdite* are
yellow, while the verdate* of the same bases are green.
Runge states that he found by analysis that verdic acid
contains one equivalent of oxygen more than the verdous
acid.

VERDICT. [Jury.]
VERDUN, a town in the north-eastern part of France,

capital of an arrondissement in the department of Meuse,
138 miles in a direct line east by north of Paris, or 151
miles by the road through Meaux, Chateau-Thierry, Eper-
nay, Ch51ons-sur-Mame, and Ste. Menehould : in 49° & N.
lat., and 5s 23' E. long.

Verdun stands on the Meuse, which here flows in several
channels so as to divide the town into five parts, connected
with each other by a number of bridges over the different
arms of the river. The town is fortified, and has a strong
citadel at its western side. The streets are irregularly laid
out. and some of them are steep and ill-paved. There are
a cathedral and five other Roman Catholic churches (one
of which, the church of Notre Dame, has a handsome high
altar;, a Protestant church, and a Jews' synagogue ; a town-

hall ; an ex-episcopal palace ; barracks for cavalry, sad
theatre.

The population of the commune in 1826 was 9800 ; m
1831, 9978; and in 1836, 10,577. The townsmen manu-
facture cotton-yarn, coarse woollen cloths, flannel, seigt,

brushes, candles, hats, nails, and chamois-leather; beer,

liqueurs, and confectionery. In some years more tfaaa

160,000 lbs. of dragces (i. e. sugar-plums, sugared almond*.
&c .) have been sold ; and nearly 400,000 gallons of liqeean.

The navigation of the Meuse commences at Verdnn, and
the town is at the convergence of roads communicating
respectively with Paris, Metz, Luxembourg, and Sedan.

There are a subordinate court of justice and a tribunal of

commerce ; two prisons ; two hospitals, one of them mili-

tary ; an establishment of the Sisters of Charity ; a com-
munal high school ; a public library of 12.000 volumes,

including a number of chronicles of the ninth, eleventh,

twelfth, and thirteenth centuries; and a museum of na-

tural history and antiquities, belonging to the Philomatme
Society.

Verdun was known to the Romans by the name Viro-

dunum, or Verodunum, and was the chiet town of a small

tribe or nation, the Verodunenses, who took their name
from the town. Gregory of Tours writes the name Vire-

dunum, and other writers of the middle ages have Viri-

dunum and Virdunum. In the middle ages it was in-

cluded in the Germanic empire, of which its bishop* were
princes. In 1552 it submitted to Henri II. of France, and
was definitively ceded to France at the peace of Muoster.

in 1648. It was taken by the Prussians when they in-

vaded France in 1792, and retaken after the battle of

Valmy. Many of the English who were arrested in France

after the rupture of the treaty of Amiens, and many pri-

soners of war, were kept at Verdun.
Verdun is the seat of a bishopric ; the diocese compre-

hends the department of Meuse ; the bishop is a snfiafan
of the archbishop of Besancon.
The arrondissement of Verdun has an area of 960 squat*

miles, and comprehends 149 communes : it is subdivided

into 7 cantons or districts, each under a justice of the

peace : the population in 1831 was 80.8U7 ; in 1836.

82,241.

(Malte-Brun, Oeographie Unirertelle ; Dicttomairt
Giographique Universel ; Dupin, Force* Productive*. 4F-
de la France.)
VERE, SIR FRANCIS, a distinguished English mili-

tary commander in the reign of Elizabeth, was born re

1554. His father, of whose four sons he was the second,

was Geoffrey de Vere, third son of John de Vere.fi rteetrta

ear) of Oxford ; his mother was Elizabeth, daughter of Sir

Richard Hardekyn of Colchester. Of the first thirty year*

of his life nothing appears to be known : he began hu
career of active service as one of the captains of the force

sent, under the command of the earl of Leicester, to the

assistance of the Dutch in the latter end of the year 1Wa-
llere he soon made himself conspicuous both for braveiy

and conduct ; and he had a leading part in most of the

chief passages of the war between the Dutch and the Spa-
niards throughout the next fifteen years. In 1587 he *a*
one of the defenders of the town of Sluys against the

prince of Parma, to whom however the place was eventu-
ally forced to surrender. In 1588 he was one of the gar-

rison which successfully defended Bergen-op-Zoom against

the same assailant ; and for his services on this oci-asroa

he was knighted by Lord Willoughby, who had succeeded
Leicester in the command of the English auxiliaries, la

1589, being put in command of a small corps of six hun-
dred of his countrymen, and left to defend the Isle of

Bommel against Count Mansfeldt, he so strengthened the

place by his active and judicious measures, that the enemr.
though in great force, retired without attacking it. The
same year he twice threw a supply of provisions, and the

second time also a reinforcement of troops, into the tows
of Berg, while besieged by the marquis of Warrenbon. Ia

the latter of these attempts he nearly lost his life in aa
encounter with a party of the enemy ; his horse, hnrror
been killed by a pike, fell upon him, and he received
several thrusts ana hurts before he could be extricated.

In 1590 he in like manner relieved the castle of Litkeo-
hooven ; and in the same year he recaptured the town of

Burick. His services in 1591 were, the surprise of a fort

near Zutphen, which materially facilitated the reduction
of that town ; the important assistance which he rendered
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Count Maurice at the siege of Deventer ; and the share he
had in the signal discomfiture given to the duke of Parma
before Knodzenburg fort, near Nimeguen, which is stated

to have been brought about mainly by his management
and exertions. In 1592 he obtained a seat in the House
of Commons as one of the members for Leominster ; but
he is supposed to have remained nevertheless in the ser-

vice of the States of Holland, although it does not appear
how he was employed for the next three or four years.

When the first expedition against Cadiz was resolved upon,
in the beginning of 1596, Sir Francis Vere was sent for to

England, and thence dispatched back immediately to inti-

mate the design to the States ; and having then joined the
expedition as one of the commanders of the land forces,

and one of the council of war appointed to advise the
commanders-in-chief, lords Essex and Howard of Effing-

ham, he greatly distinguished himself, both in the action

with the Spanish fleet, on the 20th of June, and in the
successful attack upon the town of Cadiz two days after.

The latter part of this year he spent in England ; but in

the beginning of 1597 we find him again in Holland, where
lie and Sir Robert Sidney commanded the English aux-
iliaries in the engagement near Tumhout on the 24th of
January, in which the Spaniards were defeated with great
daughter by Count Maurice. In the summer of this year
he again accompanied his patron the earl of Essex on his

second expedition against Spain, which was attended with

no result ; and after his return home he received from the

i|ueen the government of Briel (the Brill), which was one
uf the cautionary towns, as they were called, given up for

it time by the Dutch to their English allies. He also held

under the States the command ot the English troops in the
service of Holland ; and although he resided principally at

his government, he made repeated visits to England, and
both attended at court and was occasionally employed in

negotiating affairs ofstatebetween Elizabeth and the Dutch
government. In August, 1599, when a Spanish invasion

was apprehended, he was sent for home in great haste, and
constituted lord-marshal ; and it is said that it was at one
time proposed to make him lord deputy of Ireland. He
appears to have been personally a favourite of Elizabeth,

and Essex also seems to have been his steady friend, al-

though he himself imagined at one time that he had not
been well used by that nobleman ; but he had drawn upon
himself the rivalry and jealousy of Raleigh and the en-
mity of Burleigh. In 1600 he was joined with Count Er-
nest of Nassau and Count Solmes in the command of the

army which the Dutch sent into Flanders ; and to his ex-
ertions was principally owing a great victory obtained over
I he Spaniards, near Nieuport, on the 5th of July. Sir

Francis received two shots in the thigh in this battle ; but
he kept the field till his horse fell dead under him, when
lie was with difficulty rescued. The following year, on the
archduke Albert sitting down before Ostend, at the head
of an army of 12,000 men, he was appointed by the States

treneral of all their forces in and about that important
place, and immediately threw himself into the beleaguered
lown. Here, with very inadequate resources, he held out
lor about eight months, having succeeded in repelling a
general attack of the enemy on the 7th of January, 1602

;

ind then, on the 7th of March, he resigned his govern-
ment to Frederick Dorp, who had been appointed by the
States to succeed him. Ostend capitulated at last in 1604,

ifter the siege had lasted more than three years and three

months, and had cost the lives, it has been asserted, of above
1(X),000 men. His defence of Ostend, in the course of
which he had received a wound in the head by the acci-

dental bursting of a cannon, was Vere's last service. He
was reappointed to the government of the Brill on the ac-

cession of King James ; and he died in England on the

28th of August, 1608. He is styled Governor both of the

lirill and of Portsmouth on his monument in Westminster
Abbey, erected by his widow, Elizabeth, second daughter
of John Dent, citizen of London. By this lady (who after-

wards became the wife of the Hon. Patrick Murray, a son
of the earl of Tullibardine, in Scotland) he had three sons
and two daughters, all of whom died before him. His
military achievements have been recorded by his own pen
in * The Commentaries of Sir Francis Vere, being divers

pieces of service wherein he had command, written by
himself in way of Commentary ;' which were published;

from his original manuscript, in folio, at Cambridge, iu

1U57, by William Dillingham, D.D.

VERE, HORACE, or HORATIO, LORD VERE, Was
the youngest of the three brothers of Sir Francis Vere,
and was born at Kirby Hal! in Essex, in 1585. He ac-
companied his brother to Holland in 1565, and shared in
most of his exploits and enterprises there, as well as in
the first expedition to Cadiz, for his valour on which last

occasion he received the honour of knighthood. He
particularly signalised himself both in the battle of Nieu-
port and in the defence of Ostend. In 1603 he joined
the army under Prince Maurice, and in 1604 was greatly

instrumental in the reduction of the town of Sluys. In the
campaign of the following year, a retreat which he suc-
ceeded in effecting, with 4000 men, from the Spanish ge-
neral Spinola, acquired him much reputation, and extorted
the highest praise from Spinola himself. On the death of
his brother, he succeeded him both as governor of the Brill

and as general of the English forces in the service of Hol-
land ; but the twelve years' truce between the Dutch and
the Spaniards kept him out of the field for the remainder
of the time that he held the former of these appointments.
The town of Brill being delivered up to the Dutch in 1616,
Sir Horace Vere was allowed a pension by the king in

consideration of bis services. In 1618 he assisted the
Prince of Orange in putting down the Arminians, or Re-
monstrants, at Utrecht, a measure of violence, one of the
results of which was the destruction of the grand pen-
sionary Barneveldt, who had been the attached friend of Sir

Francis Vere. In 1620, when forces were raised in England
for the assistance of the elector palatine, Frederic V., in his

attempt to secure the crown of Bohemia, Sir Horace Vere
was appointed to the command of them ; and he behaved
with his usual spirit in the disastrous contest which ensued,
keeping the enemy at bay as long as it was possible, till

he was obliged to surrender Mannheim, the last place of
strength into which he threw himself, to the Austrian ge-
neral, Count Tilly, in January, 1623. After his return
home, he was, 20th July, 1624, nominated by King James
one of the council of war appointed to manage tne
business of the palatinate ; ana immediately after the ac-
cession of Charles I. be was, on the 25th of July, 1625,

raised to the peerage, by the title of Baron Vere, of Til-

bury, in the county of Essex. He was the first peer made
by Charles. In March, 1629, on the death of the earl of
Totness, Lord Vere was made master of the ordnance for

life. Still retaining his post of commander-in-chief of the
English forces in the Netherlands, he continued occasion-

ally to visit that country, and to take part in the war ; but
nothing further that is memorable is related of his military

career. The last two years of his life were spent in Eng-
land, where he died suddenly on the 2nd of May, 1635,

being struck with apoplexy as he sat at dinner in the

house of Sir Henry Vane at Whitehall. Fuller, who knew
Lord Vere, describes him, in his 'Worthies,' as having
' more meekness and as much valour as his brother ;' and
as ' so pious, that he first made his peace with God before

he went out to war with man.' Sir Francis, he says, was
more feared, Sir Horace more loved, by the soldiers. By
his wife Mary, third daughter of Sir John Tracey, of Tod-
dington, in the county of Gloucester, who had been
previously married to Mr. William Hoby (and who long
survived her second husband also, dying, in 1671, at the

age of ninety), Lord Vere had five daughters : Anne, mar-
ried to John Hollis, second earl of Clare ; Mary, married
first to Sir Roger Townshend, father of the first Viscount

Townshend, secondly to Mildmay Fane, earl of Westmore-
land ; Catherine, married to Oliver St. John, Esq., ancestor

of Lord Bolingbroke ; Anne, married to Thomas, Lord
Fairfax ; and Dorothy, married to John Wolstenholm, Esq.,

by whom however she had no issue. In 1642 an octavo

volume was published at London, dedicated to Lady Vere,
entitled 'Elegies, celebrating the happy Memory of Sir

Horatio Vere, &c.
VERE'LIUS, OLAUS, a celebrated Swedish antiquary,

whose real name was Olaf Werl, was born on the 12th of

February, 1618, in the village of Ragnildstorp, in the dio

cese of Linkoping. He received his first education from

his father, Nicolaus Werl, who was pastor at Ingatorp.

After the completion of his preparatory education in the

public school at Linkoping, he went to the university of

Dorpat, in Livonia, which was then a Swedish province.

After a stay of four years, he returned to Sweden, and
finished his studies at Upsala. In 1644 he became private

tutor to two young Swedish barons, whom he accompanied
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in 1648 on a tonr through Denmark, Germany, Holland,

Switzerland, Italy, and France. At Paris the party stayed

a whole year. On his return to Sweden in 1651, queen

Christina appointed him professor of eloquence in the

university of Dorpat, and the year after he received the

same office in the university of Upsala, in addition to

which he was made quaestor of the university. In 1662

he became professor of Swedish antiquities, and in 1666

antiquary to King Charles XI., and Assessor Antiquitatum

in the king's pnvy-council. In 1679 he was appointed

chief librarian of the library of Upsala, which was a kind

of sinecure, and was only given to eminent scholars ' as a

comfort in their old age, after they had achieved Herculean

labours.' Verelius died on the 1st of January, 1682. In the

Swedish epitaph on his tombstone he is called a real 'Runic

stone,' to express his immense antiquarian knowledge.

Verelius is the author of numerous works, chiefly on
Scandinavian antiquities, of which he possessed a most
extensive knowledge. His historical statements must be
received with great caution, as he was biassed by certain

opinions respecting the Swedish origin of the Goths which
were then common among the Swedish historians. In ad-

dition to this, Verelius was very tenacious in his opinions,

however extravagant they might be, and of very irritable

temperament, as we see especially in his polemical writ-

ings against his old friend John Scheffer of Strassburg,

about the meaning of the name Upsala. But Verelius is

nevertheless one of the best writers on the early history

and Antiquities of Scandinavia. His principal works are :

1, ' Gothrici et Rolfi, Westrogothiae Regum, Historia, &c.,

accedunt notae Joannis Schefferi, (Argentoratensis) Up;
sala, 1664, 8vo. This is the first edition of an old work
written in the old Scandinavian language, or, as the editor

calls it, the Gothic language. It contains the original text

and a Swedish translation, together with a vocabulary in

which the meaning of Scandinavian words is explained in

Latin. 2, ' Itt Stycke af Konung Olaf Tryggiason's Saga
hwilken pa Gammal Gotska Beskrifwit hafwa Oddur
Munk,' &c, Upsala, 1665, 8vo. (i.e. ' A fragment of king
O. Tryggiason's Saga, written in old Gothic by Mopk
Oddur.) 3, « Herrands och BosaSaga,' Upsala, 1666, 8vo.,

with a Swedish translation. 4, ' Manuductio compendiosa
ad Runographiam,' &c, Upsala, 1675, fol. This is written

in Swedish, and dedicated to the celebrated Axel Oxen-
stierna, and contains thirty beautiful Runic inscriptions.

5, 'Notae in Epistolam defensoriam clarissimi viri, J.

Schefferi, Argoratensis, de Ritu ac Vocabulo Upsaliae,'

Upsala, 1681, fol. This work is written with such bitter-

ness and vehemence, that it was prohibited two months
after its publication. After his death appeared—6, 'Index
Linguae veteris Scytho-Scandiae sive Gothicae,' &c,
edited by Olaus Rudbeck, Upsala, 1691, fol. 7, 'Epito-
marnra Historiae Suio-Gothicae libri iv., et Gothorum
extra patriam gestarom libri ii.,' edited by P. Schenberg,
Stockholm, 1730, 4to. There are also two orations of

Verelius, viz., 8, * Oratio Panegyrica de Pace Suio-Gcr-
manica, habita Lugduni-Batavorum,' Leyden, 1649, fol.

9, • Memoirac illustrissimi Comitis Axelii Oxenstierna
Oratio Funebris,' Upsala, 1655, fol.

(Claudius Arrhenius Ornhielm, ' Vita Olai Verelii,' in

the Epitomarum Historiae Suio-Gothicae Lib. IV., where
also a complete list of the works of Verelius is given :

Compare Jocher's Allg'm. Gelehrten-Lexic, and Gley, in

the Biographie Universel/e.)

VERGENNES, CHARLES GRAVIER, COMTE DE,
the son of a president d mortier of the parliament of
Dijon, was born in that town on the 28th of December,
1717. His family had only recently been admitted among
the noblesse de la robe. M. de Cnavigny, who had been
envoy in Spain and England, and whose niece had mar-
ried a brother of Vergennes, undertook to initiate the

young man into the diplomatic career: he took him as
uttacJii to Lisbon in 1740.

In 1743 the French court exerted itself to procure the

imperial crown for the elector of Bavaria. Cnavigny was
scut to Frankfort to manage the electoral diet, and Ver-
gennes accompanied him. After the death of Charles VII.,

Cnavigny returned with his pupil to Lisbon. Here Ver-
gennes found for the first time an opportunity to display

his capacity for business. The rival claims of Spain anil

Portugal to the territory of Monte Video were referred to

the arbitration of the court of Versailles. Vergennes is

said to have condensed into a memoir of four pages the

substance of the voluminous pleadings of the parties. The
Marquis d'Argenson was delighted with the abridgtrmes!

.

and in 1750 the young diplomatist was appointed minute
to the electoral court of Trier.

The meddling occupant of that ecclesiastical princi-

pality had contrived to make his court the centre of the

political intrigues of Germany. He held, in addition to

the electoral archbishopric of Trier, the bishopric ofWorms,
was co-director of the circle of the Upper Rhine, promt
of Ellwangen, and senior of the ecclesiastical bench m the
diet of the circle of Suabia. His interference was fth.

everywhere. The empress-queen was, in 1750, anoooaH
pressing the election of her son Joseph, still a child, m
King of the Romans. The failure of her canvass was attri-

buted to the influence acquired by Vergennes over Dm
elector of Trier.

A visit paid by George II. of England to his paternal

estates in Germany was seized upon by Maria Theresa to

renew her intrigues. The duke of Newcastle, who wnhed
the imperial dignity to remain in the House of Austria,

assembled a congress of the ministers of all the electors st

Hanover. The discussions of this assembly ended a
nothing ; and Vergennes, who had been sent to it by hu
court, obtained the credit of having foiled the EagJiA
minister.

Newcastle shifted the scene to Manheim, and Vereenne*
(1753) was immediately sent in pursuit of him. He de-

tached the elector-palatine from a convention he mi
about to conclude with the elector of Hanover in support
of the projects of Maria Theresa, and Wrede, the minister

of the palatinate, was obliged to repair in person to Paw
to apologise for his dealings with England and the en-
press.

From Germany Vergennes was sent to Constantinopl*.
Count Desalleurs, ambassador to the Porte, died suddenly
on the 21st of November, 1754. A secret correspondence
had been carried on through his instrumentality between
the Ottoman court and Louis XV., unknown to the fang**

ministers. It was a matter of consequence therefore to

the king and his favourites that the papers of the deceased
ambassador should not fall into indiscreet hands. Ver-

gennes was deemed trustworthy, but his birth and hi*

youth were obstacles to his appointment to the charge of

ambassador. Cnavigny is said to have helped the cour-

tiers in this dilemma by persuading the marquis de Pu»-
sieux, minister for foreign affairs, that an envoy ertraorc5!-

nary, or a minister plenipotentiary, was perfectly competent
to transact all the business of France at Constantinople
and that as an agent of that rank would receive a Iww
salary, and might live at less expense than an ambassador,
the difference might be employed to pay off the debt*
contracted by Count Desalleurs. Vergennes was accord-
ingly appointed, and embarked in a merchant vessel for

Constantinople, where he arrived in company with tb?

Baron de Tott in May, 1755. The Porte received hi.-n

under the designation of minister plenipotentiary ; bnt after

a few months, in consequence of a representation from the
sultan, Vergennes received the title of ambassador.
He had a difficult game to play. England and Press:*

urged the Porte to declare war against the empresses of
Austria and Russia. Vergennes represented that the*»
princesses, being on friendly terms with France, mti<
necessarily be well disposed to Turkey, the ally of France.
The peace of 1763 put an end to these intrigues, but
more serious difficulties ensued. Catherine II. invaded
Poland on account of the opposition offered to Poniatow«k>.
whom she had been instrumental in placing on the throw.
The Porte, which had guaranteed the integrity of Poland,
was disposed to interfere. Vergennes, believing tfiat Tur-
key was too weak to thwart the designs of the empress
and that it would only draw down upon itself a participa-
tion in the disasters of Poland, counselled neutrality. The
Duke de Choiseul exclaimed loudly against the apathy of
the Divan and the timidity of Vergennes. Money w-s«

remitted to the ambassador with strict injunctions to"<par»
no efforts to engage Turkey in hostilities against Russia.
The minister was preparing reluctantly to obey, when an ac-
cident brought about what he had hesitated to undertake.
Some Cossacks made a predatory irruption into the Crimea,
and De Tott, who had been accredited by Choiseul to the
khan, induced him to make reprisals. This led to a formal
declaration of war against Russia by the sultan, on the
30th of October.
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Vergennes's despatch containing the intelligence of this

event was crossed on the way by the courier who brought
his recall. He earned back with him to Paris the money
sent to bribe the Divan to undertake a war, into which cir-

cumstances had precipitated them unbought. The Duke
de Choiseul assigned the marriage which Vergennes had
contracted with the widow of a surgeon of Pera as the

reason for recalling him. Vergennes's recall was much re-

gretted by the French residents at Pera, who presented him
with a gold-hilted sword (une epce d'or) on the occasion.

On his return to France he took up his abode on a property

lie possessed in Burgundy, and remained in retirement

until the fall of the Duke de Choiseul.

La Vrilliere, who held the portfolio of foreign affairs for

a short time alter Choiseul's retirement, sent Vergennes to

Sweden, allowing him to draw up his own instructions.

He remained at that court '.ill the death of Louis XV. It

was during his residence that Gustavus III. accomplished
the revolution which converted Sweden into an absolute

fr Gustavus had made the French minister the

of his designs, and the minister imparted them
i own eourt, but represented them as romantic visions.

: cabinet of Versailles however directed him to assist

king of Sweden with money ; and when Gustavus
carried his schemes into effect, the credit of direct-

ing him was attributed at Versailles to Vergennes,
who was as a reward enrolled among the noblesse de
Knee.
On the accession of Louis XVI. (July, 1774), Vergennes

was made minister for foreign affairs. He remained minis-

ter till his death, in 1787, having held along with the port-

folio of his department that of president of the Council of

Finance during the last few years of his life. The leading

achievements of his ministry were as follows :—In May,
1777. he concluded a treaty with the Swiss cantons in lieu

of the separate treaties which it had been customary to

enter into with each. On the Gth of February, 1778, he
signed the treaty of alliance with the United States of

North America. He contributed materially towards the

establishment of the armed neutrality of the northern
maritime powers, and assisted in persuading Spain and
Holland to commence hostilities against England. And
by these means he became an instrument in bringing about
the recognition of the independence of the United States

by the mother-country in 1783. In 1779 he obtained

favourable conditions for the elector of Bavaria from
Joseph II. ; and in 1785 he persuaded the emperor and
the United Provinces to submit their differences to the

arbitration of Louis XVI. His last labour was the negotia-

tion of a treaty of commerce with England in the years

1785 and 1786; and a similar convention with Russia in

1787, surviving the conclusion of the latter only fourteen

days, tie died on the 13th of February, 1787, alter having
served his country twenty-four years in the capacity of

ambassador and thirteen as minister of state. He left a
large fortune.

As a diplomatist, Vergennes, except in the case of his

Turkish mission, appears to have received credit for accom-
plishing arrangements which in some cases had been
brought about without his interference, and in others

against his wishes. It ought however to be mentioned at

the same time that the course he wished to see adopted
ia the case of Turkey would have been the most prudent
for that country, and that had Gustavus III. deferred
to the wishes of Vergennes, he would have acted more
in consonance with the dictates of justice and for the

permanent advantage of his country. The part taken by
Vergennes in the American contest, and in the arrangement
of the commercial treaty with England, is equally credit-

able to liia liberality, and to the soundness of his economi-
cal opinions. Here too however, as in his diplomatic mis-
sions, he appears rather to have left what was inevitable to

happen of itself, than to have exerted himself to accom-
plish what he considered desirable. He appears to have
possessed in a high degree the diplomatic talent of look-
ing wise, doing nothing, keeping his own secret, and taking
credit for any good that was done. He carried diplomacy
into private life, and was always on his guard ; on the other
haud, he was of an affectionate disposition, extremely fond
of children, and an honest man. It was a thorough con-
viction of the integrity of Vergennes that made Maurepas
recommend him to Louis XVL for the portfolio of foreign
affairs ; and it was the king's conviction to the same effect

that enabled Vergennes to overcome all the cabals and
intrigues of the court.

VERHE'YEN, PHILIPPUS, was born at Verbrouck in
the province of Waas, in 1648. His father was an honest
agricultural labourer, who gave him a homely education,
and with whom he worked in the fields till he was 22 years
old. At this time the pastor of the parish, discerning in

the young Verheyen the marks of a superior intellect, un-
dertook to teach him Latin during the winter vacations
from his agricultural work ; and in 1672 he had made
such progress that the pastor obtained for him admission
into tne College of the Holy Trinity at Louvain, where, at
the end of five years' study, he gained, in 1677, the highest
place in the general examination of the four chief colleges.
After this he studied theology for a short time : but he
was diverted from his intention of entering the ecclesias-

tical order by losing his leg, in consequence of some acute
disease which rendered amputation necessary. On his

recovery from the operation, Verheyen applied liimself to

medicine. In 1681 he received, with especial marks of

honour, his licentiate's degree : in 1689, having spent
nearly all the intervening time in the study of anatomy
and medicine at Louvain, he was appointed professor of
anatomy there ; and in 1693 professor of surgery also : but
he did not, for some unknown reason, take nis doctor's

degree till 1695. He became by study, diligently con-
tinued to the end of his life, one of the most eminent
anatomical teachers of his time, and his books were very
widely read, especially his Anatomy of the Human Body.
He was engaged on a large work, ' De Tuenda Vale-
tudine," when he died in 1710.

Verheyen's works are as follows : 1, ' Anatomise Cor-
poris Humani, Liber primus,' Louvain, 1693, 4to. ; a short
compendium of anatomy which was several times reprinted
and was completed at'teV his death, in 1710, by the publi-

cation of a ' Supplementum, sen Liber secundus,' and of
many additions to the original work. The two together, in

two volumes 4to., were often printed ; as, at Brussels, 1710
and 1726; Naples, 1717,1734; Leipzig, 1731, &c. They
contain no important anatomical discoveries, but were
good useful books at the time of their publication. The
second volume, which is the more interesting of the two,
contains many analyses of animal fluids, and accounts of
numerous experiments on living animals, chiefly having
relation to development and respiration : but a great part
of it is filled by the author's portion of a controversy with
Mery in defence of the Harveian doctrine of the circula-

tion. 2, ' Dissertatio de Thymo,' Louvain, 1706, 4to.

3, ' Compendium Theorise practietc,' Cologne, 1683, 8vo.
The first and second parts alone of this work were pub-
lished. They treat of affections of the head and chest,

and support the chemical doctrines of Willis. 4, ' Vera
Historia de Sanguine ex Oculis, Auribus, Naribus, Sic'

Louvain, 1708, 12mo. (Life, prefixed to the Anatomiu,
edition of Brussels, 1710 ; Haller, Bibliothecce.)

VERMANDOIS, or VERMANDAIS, LE, a province in

France, formerly included in the military government of

Picardie. [Picardie.] Its capital was St. Quentin [Qiten-

tin, St.], the Augusta Veromanduorum of the Romans.
The province was the territory of the Veromandui, a Belgic

nation of some importance, from whom it obtained its

name. It is now included in the departments of Aisne and
Somme.
The province constituted in the middle ages a county,

the possessors of which wore among the most powerful

nobles of France. They were a branch of the royal Car-

lovingian family, being descended from Charlemagne by
his grandson Bernard, king of Italy. Herbert or H6ribert

the Second, count of Vermandois, supported his brother-in-

law Robert against Charles !e Simple in their struggle for

the crown of France ; and on Robert's death, at the battle

of Soissons (a.d. 923), supported Raoul of Bourgogne, who
was appointed by Robert's adherents to succeed him.

H'-ribert managed by treachery to seize Charles soon after.

Having quarrelled with Raoul, Heribert professed an in-

tention of restoring Charles ; but having made up his dis-

pute with Raoul, he retained Charles in confinement until

his death (a.d. 929). After this, Raoul and Heribert quar-

relled again (a.d. 931), and hostilities were carried on with

various success until a.d. 935, when a reconciliation took

£lace. A new war broke out (a.d. 938) between H6ribert and
ouis d'Outre-Mer, who hail succeeded Raoul, and lasted

four years (a.d. 938-942). Heribert died soon after its
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close (a.d. 843). Heribert IV. (a.d. 1077) united, in right

of his 'wife, the county of Valois to that of Vermandois,

and the united counties came into the hands of Hugues,

son of Henri I. king of France, and one of the principal

leaders of the first crusade (a.d. 1096). On his return

from the East he took part in a second expedition, but lost

200,000 men on the route, and with difficulty escaped to

Tarsus in Cilicia, where he died (a.d. 1101). Both Le
Valois and Le Vermandois were united to the crown by
Philippe-Auguste (a.d. 1215). (L'Art de virifier let

Dates.)
VERMES. Antient naturalists designated by this name

all lower animals resembling in form the earthworm.

Linnaeus adopted it as the title of a class, including all

animals which he could not arrange under the Vertebrata

and Insecta. In the first edition of the ' Systema Naturae,'

he divides Vermes into four orders:—1st, Reptilia, includ-

ing the intestinal worms, with the leech and earthworm

;

2nd, Zoophyta, composed of the Chetopods, the naked Mol-
lusks, Medusas and Echinoderras ; 3rd, Testacea, composed
of Conchiferous Mollusks and Ascidiae ; and 4th, Litho-

phyta, containing the corals and corallines. In the nine fol-

lowing editions he replaced the name Reptilia by that of In-

testina, changed Zoophyta for Mollusca, and applied the

term Zoophyta to the animals he had at first called Litho-

phyta. In the eleventh edition he divides the class Vermel
into five orders, viz. Intestina, Mollusca, Testacea, Litho-

phyta, and Zoophyta; Lumbricus and Hirudo being placed

in the first ; TerebeUa, Aphrodite, and Nereis in the second

;

whilst Sabella and Scrpula are improperly associated with
the Lithophyta on account of their hard tubes.

In the 12th edition the Vermes of Linnaeus are divided

into groups and genera thus :

—

I. Intestina.

Simple, naked animals, destitute of limbs.

With a lateral pore.

Genera :

—

Lumbricus, Sipunculus, Fasciola.

With no lateral pore.

Genera :

—

Gordius, Ascaris, Hirudo, Myxine.

II. Mollusca.

a. *

A mouth above : fixing itself by the base.

Genera :

—

Actinia, Ascidia.

0-
*

An anterior mouth : the body pierced with a small
lateral foramen.

Genera :

—

Limax, Aplysia, Doris, Teihis.

7-
*

An anterior mouth: body surrounded with ten-

tacles anteriorly.

Genera :

—

Holothuria, TerebeUa.
*. *

An anterior mouth : body brachiated, or furnished
with arms.

Genera :

—

Triton, Sepia, Clio, Lerneea, ScylUca.

An anterior mouth : body pedated, or furnished with
feet.

Genera :

—

Aphrodita, Nereis.

I.
*

A central mouth below.
Genera :

—

Medusa, Asterias, Echinus.

III. Testacea.

Multivalves.
Genera :—Chiton, Lepas, Photos.

Bivalves* *Conchae.
Genera:—Mya, Solen, Tellina, Cardium, Mactra, Donax,

Venus, Spondylus, Chama,Arca,Ostrea,Anomia,Mytilus,
Pinna.

* » •

Univalves with a regular spire : Cochleae.
Genera:

—

Argonauta, Nautilus, Conus, Cypreea, Bulla,
Valuta, Buccinum. Strombus, Murex, Trochus, Turbo,
Helix, Nerita, Haliotis.

* * • •

Univalves without a regular spire.

Genera -.—Patella, Denta/ium, Sorpula, Teredo, Sabella,

IV. Lithophyta.

Genera:—Tubipora, Madrepora, Millepora, CelUp*rra~

V. Zoophyta.

*

Fixed.

Genera :

—

Ms, Gorgonia, Alcyonium, Spongia, Ftstain
Tubularia, Corallina, Sertularia, Vorticeila.

»
Locomotive.

Genera:—Hydra, Pennatula, Tamia, Volvox, Fmrux,

Chaos.

The progress of zoology soon demanded a reform in a

class so constituted. Pallas led the way. and the observa-

tions of O. F. Muller and Otho Fabricius, by malcinjr ua

acquainted with numerous species of true marine not us.
greatly conduced to its rectification. To Cuvier however
we are indebted for the first clear circunweriprion of the
Vermes. In his work entitled ' Tableau Elementaire de
l'Histoire Naturelle des Animaux,' published in 1797 -ft. he
limited the term to the animals now known as Anneiida
and Entozoa. Afterwards, on discovering red blood in tht

leech, he separated .those groups, and Lamarck in 1800.

adopting the views of Cuvier, constituted tbe group o*

Annelides in the sense it is now generally understood.

They are however nearly-allied families, and there evut
species which closely link them together. The distinction

founded on the colour of the blood has been abolished by
subsequent researches, Annelides having been discovertd

with yellow and even green blood, and Planarians hsrinr
the circulating fluid of a red colour.

The history of the now obsolete class of Vermes is interest-

ing to the philosophical naturalist, since to him it sym-

bol ises the progress of zoological science. At first, wrJh

few materials on which to build his arrangement, the

zoologist was guided solely by a vague perception at an-

alogy. Similarities of external form were made the bssu
of classification. The distinction between the resemblutrt
of animals adapted for existence under similar conditio™

of the earth's surface and their relations to each other

according to their organization, correspondent with thru
position in the series, could not be expected to strike tht

naturalist when his data were as yet so scanty. But as tbe

discovery of species, the observation of their distribntioe

and habits, and the anatomical investigation of their struc-

ture progressed, a new light opened on his mind, and b*

learned to separate forms merely analogous and to cots-

bine such as had a true affinity of structure in well-defined

divisions. The changes in the divisions of his cl»
Vermes made successively by Linnaeus himself indicated

the progression of his views towards the point aflerwar*
reached by Cuvier and Lamarck ; and if we investiea!e

closely the ideas by which he appears to have been in-

fluenced in the construction of his several orders of Verma.
we shall find hints of much that is not yet fullv worked
out. The analogy subsisting between Nudibranckiata awl

the Annelida is of this kind. His recognition of the rela-

tions of the Tunicata to the Testacea was also a remark-
able instance of the prescient sagacity of that extraordinary
man.
VERMETUS. [TuBULIBRANCHIATA.]
Mr. J. E. Gray makes the Vermttidte comprise the

genera Vermetus, Spiroglyphus, Bivonia, Vermtlia, Ho-
tina, Lementina, and Siliquaria.

He places the family between the Valvatidee and tht

Vanicoroidte, the latter of which only consists of the genu
Vanicoro. (Synopsis Mas. Brit., 1842.)
VERMICELLI, a dried paste, manufactured chiefly w

Italy in the form of smooth round strings. The name bu
been given to it on account of its worm-like appearance.
' vermicelli ' in Italian signifying ' little worms.'

Maccaroni, which the Italians spell Maccberoni or

Maccherone (a word of doubtful etymology), is manufac-
tured of the same kind of paste as vermicelli, and in t

similar manner ; but it is rather larger in diameter, and a
hollow like the tube of a tobacco-pipe.

Fedelini is a kind still smaller than vermicelli.
The paste is made of wheat stripped of the husk, ami

ground roughly into a sort of grit. The kind of wheat
preferred by the Italians is a small hard-grained specie)
which they now cultivate on purpose, but which they for-

merly imported from the coasts of the Black Sea—* grano
dj Mar Nero.' The ground wheat is mixed with clear tot!
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water, and made into a paste by kneading it on a large

block with a wooden lever ten or twelve feet long. The
short end of the lever is made sufficiently heavy to lift the

long end, on which one or two men or boys get astride,

and alternately sitting down and springing up, work the

paste for a long time. The toughness and elasticity of the

paste result from this long and powerful process of knead-

ing. The paste is next forced by strong pressure through
round holes in the bottom of a cylinder ; but, to form
maecaroni, a wire extends from a bridge in the upper part

of the cylinder through the centre of each of the largest

holes, and the paste, being forced through each hole around
wire, is consequently hollow. The strings, several

i length, whether of maecaroni, vermicelli, or fedelini,

j been thoroughly dried, are ready for use.

The Italians manufacture the paste into many other

forms ; into thin flat strips like ribbons, into thin sheets

like paper, into round balls, and into beans and peas.

The Neapolitans, who use great quantities of maecaroni
as their favourite food, use nothing but the pure paste of
wheat and water, but. the Genoese mix saffron with it,

which gives it a yellow tinge. The French, who also

manufacture a good deal of it, frequently season the paste

with various condiments.

By the late tariff the duty on vermicelli and maecaroni
wns reduced from 2*/. to hi. a pound. The average quan-

imported yearly under the old duty was about
X)U lbs., the amount of duty obtained annually being
•21)001. to 3000/.

my Magazine, No. 87 ; Dictionnaire Technulo-

)

ERMICULITE. This is described by Dr. Thomson as

apy.

Hardness 1. Specific gravity 2-5252.
Sec-

posed of micaceous-looking plates cemented together

t whitish matter. Lustre soapy. Feel greasy.

P
When heated nearly to redness it projects out with a

vermicular motion, as if it were a mass of small worms :

hence the name. By ignition it becomes of a silvery

aspect, with a shade of red or yellow.

Infusible per se before the blow-pipe. With carbonate
of soda in the reducing flame gives a greenish, in the oxi-
dizing flame an amethyst-coloured glass.

Dr. Thomson's analysis gave-

Silica .

Magnesia
Peroxide of iron .

Alumina
Water
Manganese . ...

490S0
16-964

16120
7-280

10 276
a trace

99-720

VERMI'LIA, Lamarck's name for a genus of Serpuliihr
"Vbicol*], composed of species of "Serpula which are

ached by the whole length of the shell, such as Serpula

Veimilia triijuetra.

(J'irmilia) triquetra, the shell of wliich is repent and
fh-xuous, with a simple dorsal carination : there is a variety
with a red line on each side of the carination.

Locality.—European and Mediterranean seas, on stones,
shells, and other submerged marine bodies.

JTORMILION. [Mercury.]
VKRMLAND. [Sweden, p. 391.]

.

J
ERMONT, one of the United States of North America,

etwecn 42° 44' and 40° N. lat., and between

71° 30' and 73° 28' W. long. It is about 80 miles distant
from the Atlantic, from which it is separated by New
Hampshire and Maine. Its northern boundary runs along
45° N. lat., by which parallel it is separated from Lower
Canada : this line is about 90 miles long. East of Ver-
mont is New Hampshire, which is divided from it by the
course of the river Connecticut in all its extent, a space
of 170 miles, following the bends of the river. South of
Vermont lies Massachusetts, from which it is separated by
a straight line 44 miles long. New York is west of
Vermont. The boundary-line between these two states

south of Lake Austin runs along 73° 15', for about 45
miles, and farther north through the lake and along the
course of the river Poulteney to its embouchure in Lake
Champlain, a distance of 45 miles. The last-mentioned
lake constitutes the remainder of the boundary-line between
the two states as far north as 45° N. lat., or for about 100
miles. The length of this state from south to north is

157 miles, and its breadth varies, increasing as we proceed
to the north. In the southern part it is not more than
30 miles wide, but near the boundary of Canada it is 90
miles. The mean width is about 62 miles : this gives a
surface of 9734 square miles, which agrees tolerably well
with the most recent estimate, according to which its area
is stated to be 9800 square miles. It is the largest of the
New England states, with the exception of Maine, and
may be compared in extent with that portion of England
which lies north of a line drawn from the town of Lan-
caster to the innermost recess of the Humber.

Surface and Soil.—Vermont constitutes a part of that
irregular mountain-region which extends over the greater
part of that portion of the United States which lies east of
the River Hudson, and of Lake Champlain. The surface
is very uneven, and even mountainous. A range of
mountains traverses the country from south to north, called
the Green Mountains: this range is sometimes con-
sidered a continuation of the Taghhanic Mountains, which
farther south form the boundary between Massachusetts
and New York, and extend nearly to the shores of
Long Island Sound ; but according to the most recent
maps the two ranges are divided by a depression of several
miles, in which the boundary-line between Massachusetts
and Vermont lies. From this depression the Green
Mountains rise at a short distance east of Bennington, and
form one continuous ridge running from south to north
about 75 miles, to near 44° N. lat. Their width in these
parts varies between 8 and 10 miles. The slopes are
rather gentle, but more so on the east than on the west,
where m many places they are steep. In general they do
not rise to more than 2000 or 2500 feet above the sea,

on a base which on the west may be 300 and on the east
500 feet above the sea. The highest summit is Killington
Peak, which is south of the road leading from Windsor
on the Connecticut river to Rutland, and rises to 3378
feet above the sea-level. The summits of the mountains
are rocky, and only covered with a spongy green moss,
from which circumstance it is supposed the name of the
range is derived. The sides are covered w ith forests of
evergreen -trees, especially pine, spruce, and hemlock,
which near the base of the mountains attain large dimen-
sions, but towards their summits are only from two to

three feet in height, and their branches are" so closely in-

terwoven as to form an impenetrable thicket. No part
of the slopes of the mountains is under cultivation, and
only a few tracts are used as pasture-ground,.
The country surrounding the Green Mountains on the

south is of indifferent quality. The soil is chiefly stony
and gravelly, but as it is well drained, it is used as pasture-
ground, especially for sheep. The greater part is still

covered with beech, sugar, maple, elm, oak, button-
wood, bass-wood, ash, and birch : a number of swine arc
fed in these forests. In proceeding northward the country
improves. The soil is less stony and contains a larger
proportion of loam or clay. The cultivated tracts are
more numerous and extensive, and the crops more abun-
dant, especially along the banks of the Connecticut river,

where some very fertile tracts occur. In these parts a
solitary summit, Mount Ascutney, rises, near the town of
Windsor, to 3320 feet above the sea-level.

Near 44° N. lat. the mountain-region spreads farther
east and west, so that in the parallel of Montpelier (44° 10'

N. lat.) it is 20 miles wide, and between Richmond and
Danville about 40 miles, occupying more than half the
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width of the country. Between 44° and 44° 8C the
different ridges do not appear to lie in the direction of the
chain ; some of them he south-west and north-east, and
others in other directions. These ridges are also broken
by watercourses. The most eastern ridge is the lowest,

but is not broken, and it forms the watershed between the

basin of the Connecticut river and the streams which
run eastward into Lake Champlain. In the ridges which
traverse the interior of this mountain-tract are the highest

summits of the Green Mountains. Camel's Rump, west
of Montpelier and south of the river Onion, is 3399 feet

above the sea-level, and Mount Mansfield, north of Mont-
pelier, 3900 feet. This mountain-region is perhaps the
most fertile portion of Vermont. Though the mountains
themselves do not differ in their natural qualities from the

range farther south, and are not fit for cultivation on
account of the steepness of their slopes, they occupy only
the smaller part of the tract, perhaps not more than one-
fourth. Between them are valleys of considerable extent,
which are very fertile, as the lower part is filled up by
earthy particles brought down from the adjacent moun-
tains by the rivers and torrents, and containing a large
proportion of mould. Though these valleys are probably
more than 500 feet above the sea-level, their climate is

favourable to cultivation, as they are enclosed by ridges
rising from 1000 to 2000 feet above them, and shelter-

ing them against the cold northern and north-western
winds. The lower part of the mountains is covered with
large trees, from which great quantities of pearlashes are

obtained.
North of 44° 40' the mountain-region narrows to about

20 miles, and its sides are enclosed by two uninterrupted
ridges, of which the western, occupying about the middle
of the state, runs nearly due north, extending along the

western banks of Lake Memphramagog into Canada,
where it terminates on the great Canadian Plain, not far

from the banks of the St. Francis river, about 45* 25*

N. lat. The eastern ridge runs north by east, from 10 to

6 miles from the banks of the Connecticut river; and
enters Canada near the sources of that river, whence it

turns to the north-east, and forms the boundary-line
between New Hampshire and Maine on one side, and
Canada on the other side, until it reaches the sources of
the St. John river of New Brunswick. Both ridges

appear to attain an elevation of 2000 to 2500 feet above
the sea-level. The tract enclosed by these two ridges is

much inferior to the region farther south. The valleys are
rather narrow and contain only a comparatively small
portion of cultivable land, but as the huts are not very
steep nor elevated, they are covered with tall forest-trees,

and afford good pasture in most places. The tract of
country which lies between the eastern-ridge and the
Connecticut river is very hilly and broken, and is certainly

the least fertile part of the state. Its elevation above the
sea-level can hardly be less than 1000 feet, and it has a
bad climate and a poor soil, consisting mostly of rocks and
coarse gravel.

The most level part of Vermont is that which lies on
the banks of Lake Champlain, and may be called a plain,

though the surface is broken by numerous watercourses,
which however do not sink much below the common
level. Near the banks of the lake are some tracts, which
are very little above the waters of the lake, and are

swampy. At the back of them the country rises gradually
to the base of the mountain-region, and becomes hilly in

approaching it, but the hills have auch gentle slopes as to

admit of cultivation almost everywhere. At the base of
the mountains the general elevation of this tract probably
does not exceed 300 feet above the sea-level, whilst near
the banks of the lake it sinks to 100 feet. This plain is

about 100 miles long, and in its southern districts less

than 10 miles wide, but towards the north it widens to 30
miles. The soil varies greatly, consisting in many places

of coaree gravel, while at others it contains much clay or

loam, but a large portion of it is productive. It enjoys
also the advantage of an easy means of exporting its

produce by the lake and the Sorel river, by which way
it is sent to Montreal in Canada.

Lakes and River*.—More than two-thirds of the drainage
of Vermont runs into Lake Champlain, which is navigable
by large vessels. [Chaxplain, vol. vi., p. 479.] The
largest rivers falling into that lake are Otter creek. Onion
river, Lamoile river, and Missisqui river, of whieh how-

ever only the first and last are navigable and nsnrisptae.

Otter creek rises on the western declivity of the Grtt-s

Mountains, near 43° 15' N. lat., and run* north by
nearly parallel to Lake Champlain, draining the sodI-

—

part of the fertile plain on the east of the lake. It* eoor-
probably exceeds 70 miles, and vessels may ascend it

Vergennes, about eight miles from its mouth, where it-

first falls occur. Other falls are met with at Middkbu.-j
Pittsford, and Rutland, but the distances between thtim

are navigated by river-boats. Onion and Lsuneile mm
originate in the mountain-region of the centre ; and *s tb# j
descend from a high level and have only a abort conn*,
their current is very rapid and frequently interrupted t-»

falls, so that no part of them is navigable. Miasasqm ro-.T

rises in Canada, and at first flows southward, parallel v
Lake Memphramagog. In approaching Vermont it tar-

westward, but soon afterwards enters that state by a *oo&-
western course. At Sheldon, about 10 miles from tit

mouth, it becomes navigable for river-boats, sod (alb u?

<

Missisqui Bay, the north-eastern arm of Lake ChampU.<v
which Is about 15 miles long and 3 wide, and in its who'.*

extent navigable for such vessels as are common Iv o*e*l

on the lake. The northern portion of Missisqui Bay a
within Lower Canada.
A few small rivers which drain the northern district of

the mountain-region fall into Lake Memphramagog, at

which about one-fifth part lies within Vermont. Ttu*
lake has a curved form : it is nearly 30 miles long, but &
no part exceeds two miles in width. It t* surrounds
by mountains covered with forest-trees, and it discharrn
its waters into the St. Francis river of Canada by a cbai-
nel which is called Magog. This river runs abotn 25
miles, and enlarges about the middle of its course into *
small lake called Scaswaninepus, but otherwise its r»:nt
is interrupted by numerous falls and rapids. Lake Mrss-
phramagog contains several kinds of fish, especial^
salmon-trout.

The Connecticut river, which runs between Verare;
and New Hampshire for about 170 miles, is not navigabV
in the upper part of its course, where it presents) a coa'-

nual succession of rapids and cataracts. The last of thrx
cataracts, which entirely prevent navigation, are t!»

Barnet Falls, which occur near 44° W. Farther dov-
there are several small falls and rapids ; but from Haver-
hill (44° N. lat.) downwards, the river is navigable fx
boats, at least in certain seasons. All the rivers falhn;

into the Connecticut from the Green Mountains are a*!'
aud none of them navigable.
Climate.—Vermont is distinguished by the aeveritr -*

its winter, which is beyond what could be expected from
either latitude or elevation, and must be attributed to the
northern and north-west winds which prevail at that
season, and which before reaching this state pass over Um
wide plain of Canada, where their force is not broken oar

their intensity moderated by any range of hills. TV
winter continues almost without interruption from the 1«>
of December to the- beginning of April. The froat is rtrr

intense, and the thermometer sometimes descends as Vrw

as 27° below zero. The ice on the lakes and rivers, ext»f<
where the rivers have rapids or cataracts, will bear h»"
loads. At the same time a considerable quantity of ri»
falls. The spring lasts only about six weeks, from *

middle of April to the end of May, and the weather tsttwi

mild and pleasant, with frequent showers. In sumnw-
from June to August, both months included, rain is scam
except when brought on by thunderstorms, which i.
rather frequent. In this season the heat in the middle *
the day Is oppressive, as the thermometer generals
rises above 80°, and sometimes even to 94°, but tbt

evenings and nights are cool and pleasant The nws
pleasant season here, as generally in the temperate xxr.

is from the beginning of September to the middk <

October, the heat being then moderate, and the air cn.
elastic, and invigorating. About the middle of October'»

ohange takes place : the rains begin to set in, and i.t

accompanied frequently with wind and snow: thi-t ui-

pleasant weather continues until the frost sets in penra-
nently. The mean annual temperature is 43^*, which r
only between two and three degrees higher than that ci

Trondhiem (64° N. lat.), but agrees pretty well with tin:

of Kasan (55° N. lat.). The observations from which tbrw
results are drawn were made at Windsor (43* 38' N. lai. .

Animal*.—It does not appear that the puma, which -
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found in the Essex Mountains of New York, occurs in the

*een Mountains. There are bears, black cats, wild-cats,

grey, cross, and black foxes, hares, martins,

lorcupincs, rabbits, racoons, skunks, several kinds
Is, weasels, and wolves. In the rivers and lakes
rs, minks, musk-rats, and otters. But all these

have diminished during the present century owing
increase of population, and some of them are nearly

net. Fish is plentiful, especially in the lakes Cham-
u and Memphramagog, and abundance of salmon

innually ascends the Connecticut river and comes into
^ike Champlain.
Minerals.—Iron-ore is abundant along the western base

if the Green Mountains, and between them and Lake
Champlain. At several places it is worked, but not on a
«Zv scale. Sulphate of iron is abundant, and copperas is

lanufactured to some extent. There occur also ores of
:ad, copper, zinc, and manganese, but they have not yet
een turned to any advantage. Marble of various kinds
nd colours occurs on the banks of Otter creek, and is

rorked at Middlebury and some other places. There is

Iso soap-stone, slate, marl, rock fit for millstones, and
ome other useful minerals.
(Williams's Natural and Civil History of Vermont

;

torby's I'lewo/the United States.)

Legislature and Government.—The legislature of Ver-
lont consists of a senate and house of representatives,
lie senate was not established till 1836. The senators
re 30, and are freemen, at least 30 years of age, elected
anually, each county being entitled to at least one,
id the rest being apportioned according to population,
he house of representatives consists of 230 members,
ho are elected annually by the townships. The pay of

le members of each house is a dollar and a half per day
jring the sitting of the legislature. The two houses have
ke powers in all acts of legislation.

The governor is chosen annually by the people. His
dary is 1150 dollars. The lieutenant-governor is presi-

ent of the senate. He is also elected annually, and
reives four dollars a day while presiding in the senate.

Vermont returns five members to the house of repre-
sntatives of the Congress.
Courts of Law.—The chief legal establishments are the
upretne Court, the Court of Chancery, and the County or

ircuit Courts, &c. The Supreme Court is a court for the
sttleraent of questions of law, petitions, and other matters
at submitted to a jury. This court, which sits once a year
l each county, consists of a chief-justice and four assistant

Klgcs, each having a salary of 1375 dollars a year. The
lourt of Chancery sits twice annually in each county. Each
idge of the Supreme Court is chancellor of a circuit. An
ppeal lies from the Court of Chancery to the Supreme
ourt. The County Courts have five circuits, and sit twice
year in each county. Each County Court is composed
[one judge of the Supreme Court, two assistant judges
ir each county, and justices of the peace, all of whom are
liosen annually by the legislature. Each judge of the
upieine Court is ex officio chief justice of the county
ourts of his circuit. The County Courts have exclusive
Irisdietion in all cases submitted to a jury. In questions
f property the value generally exceeds 100 dollars, but is

m in some cases. The punishment of death is inflicted

leases of murder, the taking away of life by arson, false-

wearing, &e. In cases not capital the court may impose
line, but the punishment generally is confinement with
«ml labour. The assistant judges have no salaries, but
it paid by lees. There are also District Courts, in which
mailer causes arc decided by justicesof peace. The state-

nisoil, which was established in 1808, is at Windsor.
Education, $c.—The common or district schools in

^rmont are supported by a tax levied under a general
»* of the state, and also by district taxes. Besides the
ommon schools, there are about 20 incorporated aca-
lemieH, with about 40 students each. There are three

mivereities. Vermont University had in 1842 six in-
structors, 241 alumni, 101 students, and a library with
WX) volumes. [Burlington.] Middleburg Universitv,
founded in 1800, had six instructors, 758 alumni, 53
^udents, and a library with 7054 volumes. Norwich
University, established in 1834 by the Universalists, had
wen instructors and 40 students.
The Vermont Academy of Medicine at Castlelon, founded

,n 1818, had in 1842 six professors, 70 students (under-

V E R

graduates"), and 514 who had graduated. Vermont Medi
cal School, at Woodstock, founded in 1835, had five pro-
fessors, 70 students, and 106 graduates.

In 1840 there were 27 newspapers published in
Vermont— 1 at Bellows Falls, 1 at Bennington, 2 at Bral-
tleborough, 2 at Brandon, 2 at Burlington, 1 at Chelsea,
1 at Danville, 2 at Johnson, 2 at Middleburg, 4 at Mont-
pelier, 1 at Rutland, 2 at St. Albans, 1 at St. Johnsburg,
1 at Vergennes, 2 at Windsor, and 2 at Woodstock. Two
of these were daily, the rest weekly.

Agricultural Produce.—In 1840 Vermont produced
495,800 bushels of wheat, 54,781 bushels of barley, 2,222,584
bushels of oats, 230,993 bushels of rye, 228,416 bushels of
buckwheat, 1,119,678 bushels of Indian corn, 8,869,751
bushels of potatoes, 836,739 tons of hay, 29J tons of flax,

4,647,934 lbs. of maple sugar, 48,137 lbs. of hops, 4660 lbs.

of wax, 585 lbs. of tobacco, 4286 lbs. of silk cocoons. The
produce of the dairy was valued at 2,008,737 dollars ; the
produce of the orchard at 213,944 dollars ; the produce of
the market-gardens at 16,276 dollars; the produce of nur-
series and flower-gardens at 5600 dollars. The lumber
produced was valued at 336,939 dollars, and 718$ tons of
pot aud pearl ashes were made.
The live stock in 1840 consisted of 62,402 horses and

mules, 384,341 cattle, 1,681,819 sheep, 203,800 swine. The
quantity of wool produced was 3,669,235 lbs. The value
of the poultry of all kinds was. estimated at 131,578
dollars.

Mineral Produce.—In 1840 Vermont produced 6743
tons of cast-iron and 655 tons of bar-iron from 26 forges.

Of other metals the estimated value was 70,500 dollars.

Of granite and uxarble the estimated value was 33,855
dollars.

Manufactures.—In 1840 there were 91 woollen manu-
factures, which produced goods worth 1,331,953 dollars.

The cotton manufactories were only seven, which em-
ployed 262 persons. Only 33 men were employed in

making hardware. There were 239 fulling-mills, 261
tanneries, 17 paper manufactories, 312 grist-mills, 1081
saw-mills. The total capital invested in manufactures
was estimated at 4,326,440 dollars.

The total value of the imports (all by American vessels)

in 1840-41 was 246,739 dollars; the value of the exports

was 264,000 dollars, domestic produce, and 13,982 dollars,

foreign produce, the total amount of exports being 277,982
dollars.

Banks, Jf-c.—At the end of 1836 there were 19 banks in

Vermont, with an aggregate capital of 1,304,530 dollars.

In 1835 there were 3 fire-insurance companies.
Army.—The militia consists of 27 regiments of infantry.

To each regiment is attached a company of artillery, one
of riflemen, one of light infantry, and in some cases one of

dragoons. The aggregate militia force, including officers,

is 27,536 men. The governor is captain-general, and the
lieutenant-governor is lieutenant-general.

Canals, &cc.—There are are only three small canals in

Vermont. While-river Falls, hall' a mile ; Bellows Falls,

one-sixth of a mile ; and Waterqueenhy, four-tenths of a

mile. In 1835 four railroad companies were incorpo-

rated. At the end of 1836 some movements had been
made in surveying, but none of the roads had been com-
menced, and none of them appear to be yet opened. The
total length of post-roads in the state is 2526 miles.

Population.—The population of Vermont in 1790 was
85,539; in 1800. 154,465; in 1810, 217,713; in 1820,

235,764; in 1830, 280,652; in 1840, 291,948, consisting of

291,218 white freemen aud 730 coloured freemen. There
are no slaves in the state. The average number of inha-

bitants to a square mile in 1840 was 29. In density of

population Vermont is the 11th in proportion to the other

states.

Vermont has no stale-debt.

Political Divisions and Towns.—Vermont is divided

into 13 counties—Addison, Bennington, Caledonia, Chit-

tendon, Essex, Franklin, Lamoille, Orange, Orleans,

Rutland, Washington, Windham, and Windsor. These
are subdivided into about 230 towuships, or ' towns,' as

the Americans call them.
There is no large town in the state. Montpelier, the

capital, and the seat of the legislature, is in 44° 17' N. lat.,

72° 36' W. long. It is beautifully situated between two
green and lolly hills, in a rich plain, on the north bank of

the river Onion (or the Winowsky, as it was called by the

2 M 2
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Indians). It consists chiefly of a broad street lined with

fine trees on each side. The housse are for the most
part neat and villa-like. There are only about 3000 inha-

bitants, but there are fourplaces of public worship, well-

built and commodious. The state-house, in which the

houses of legislature hold their sittings, is a handsome
building of fine-grained grey granite with a portico : it is

surmounted by a dome of peculiarly graceful proportions.

There is also a court-house and a prison. Montpelier is

524 miles from Washington, and 40 miles E. by S. from
Burlington, travelling distances.

The other towns of most importance are

—

Bennington.
Brandon, on Otter Creek, about 40 miles direct distance

S.S.W. from Montpelier, with about 2000 inhabitants.

Brattleborough, on the west bank of the Connecticut. It

is a flourishing place, with cotton manufactures and paper-

mills. The Vermont Asylum for the insane, at Brattle-

borough, had, in 1841, 163 patients, of whom 70 were
discharged, leaving Oct.l, 1841, 93. Of those discharged,

41 were recovered, 25 were not recovered, and 4 died.

Brattleborough is 110 miles S. from Montpelier, road-

distance, with about 3000 inhabitants. Burlington has
now about 5000 inhabitants. Chelsea, 25 miles S.E. from
Montpelier, road distance, with about 3000 inhabitants.

Danville, 23 miles N.E., from Montpelier, with about
3000 inhabitants. Johnston, about 30 miles N. by W.,
direct distance, from Montpelier. Middlebury, 43° 50' N.
lat., 73" 10' W. long., about 35 miles S.W. from Mont-
pelier, direct distance, on both banks of Otter Creek, which
is here 170 feet wide, with falls of 20 feet perpendicular

height, affording water-power for many mills. There are

several manufactures of woollen, cotton, nails, &c, and
marble is quarried and wrought in considerable quantity.

There are three churches, Congregational, Methodist, and
Episcopalian, a court-house, and two academies. Middle-
bury College is pleasantly situated on elevated ground,
consisting of a spacious stone edifice, 108 feet by 40, four

stories high, with 50 rooms for students, and a wood-
building 3 stories high, with 20 rooms for students.

Rutland, on Otter Creek, about 50 miles S.8.W., direct

distance, from Montpelier, with about 3000 inhabitants.

St. Albans, about 50 miles S.W., direct distance, from
Montpelier, with about 2500 inhabitants. Vergennes, on
Otter Creek, near Lake Champlain, about 30 miles W.S.VV.
from Montpelier, with about 2000 inhabitants. Windsor,
on the west bank of the Connecticut, 61 miles 8. by E., road
distance, from Montpelier. It is a flourishing and rather
handsome town, with some manufactures, and about 4000
inhabitants. Woodstock, 14 miles N.W. from Windsor, on
an affluent of the Connecticut, has between 3000 and
4000 inhabitants.

History.—The tract of country between Lake Cham-
plain and Montpelier, called Vermont by the French
settlers from its green mountains, was ceded by them to

the British in 17C3. The French had commenced their

settlement as early as 1731, and the provincial govern-
ment of Massachusetts had built a fort on the west bank
of the Connecticut in 1724 ; but as the natives were
numerous and hostile, little progress was made in coloniz-

ing Vermont till after the British had conquered Canada
in 1760, after which time it began to be settled rapidly.

Vermont was at first claimed by Massachusetts, and after-

wards by New Hampshire and New York ; the rival claims
were decided by the king of England in council in 1764,
in favour of New York. A serious quarrel was the result

of this decision, which was interrupted by the war of the
Revolution, in which ' the green-mountain boys,' as they
were called, distinguished themselves by their hardiness
and bravery. In January, 1777, they declared the state

independent, but New York still claimed jurisdiction,
which the green-mountain boys resisted. The differences
however were finally adjusted' in 1790 by Vermont paying
to New York 30,000 dollars in full of all demands. In
1793 Vermont was admitted into the federal union.
{American Almanacs, 1830, 1835, 1837, 1841, 1843;

Encyclopaedia Americana ; Buckingham's America, vol.

iii., 1842 ;
Geography of America, published by the Useful

Knowledge Society, 1841.'

VERNAL VERNAL EQUINOX. The word vernal
is the adjective derived from ver, the spring; and the
vernal equinox is that point of the equator which the sun
crosses when it passes into the hemisphere of the observer,

and when his days begin to be longer than the nights.

Consequently that point of the ecliptic which is called tS»

first point of Aries is the vernal equinox to those in f--

northern hemisphere, while the first point of Libra m IN
same to those in the southern. If there were any decide** •

astronomical nations south of the equator, some conftui
might perhaps have arisen ; but as all the science will t

carried from the north, it is probable that the term* ar-

modes of measurement peculiar to the north will be uil
versallv retained.

VERNATION, in Botany, signifies the manner in which
the young leaves are arranged within the leaf-bud. It

equivalent to the expressions foliation and prsrfofia'io-i

It corresponds also to the terms aestivation and pneflor*-
tion, which indicate the manner in which the parts of M*
flower are arranged in the flower-bud. The distinction ..'

the various modes in which the leaves are arranged co-
upon another in the leaf-bud is of great practical vain'

although at present little attention has been paid t.i it

by botanists. Not only are many species and genera of

plants thus distinguished, but even natural orders. Ttri<
the Ferns and Cycadaceae may be recognised by a circimf <

vernation, whilst the Prunus cerasut has a condupticatr.
and the Pruntis domestica a convolute vernation. Th«-

terms which apply to aestivation are also applicable t..

vernation. When the edges of the leaves arc rolled in-
wards spirally on each side, as in the apple, the vernation
is said to be involute. When the leaves are rolled \j*c\
wards on each side, as in the rosemary, it is rrvolutr.
When the margin of one leaf alternately laps over the cm-
opposite, it is obvolute. When one edge is rolled inward
and is enveloped by the opposite edge rolled in an op-
posite direction, as in the leaves of the apricot, it is a-
pervolute. . When the leaves are folded lengthwise, liU
the plaits of a closed fan, as in the vine and many rn-'rrv

it is plaited. When the leaves overlap each other in a

parallel manner at the margins, without any involution, f
is imbricated. When they overlap each other entireh. u
in the iris, it is equitant. When the leaves are rollerl »p
rally downwards, as in the ferns, it is circinate. Wbri
applied to each other by the margins only, it is valvatr.
VERNET, CLAUDE JOSEPH. This celebrated land-

scape and marine painter was born at Avignon, in I7U
and received his first instruction in painting from h»
father, Antoine Vernet, and Adrian Manglard, an hiitonni
painter. Fiorillo states, Vernet is said, even in his fifth

year, to have had great skill in drawing. At the ae»r c'

eighteen, in 1732, he went to Italy with the intention of
perfecting himself as an historical painter, but the beauti-
ful views of sea and shipping at Genoa, Naples, and other
parts of Italy are said to have induced him to fix upon
marine landscape as his principal study. He studied with
Fergioni at Rome, and his future pictures justified his
choice, for he executed works which acquired him a name,
comparatively early in life, that rivalled those of botli

Claude and Backhuyzen. But he for some time in Itih
lived in great poverty ; he was glad to paint in any *t(-
and for the slightest remuneration ; at the sale of the collec-
tion of M. de Julienne, a piece was sold for 50OO frsnc-
which Vernet had painted in Home for a suit of clothe*.
He painted also several panels of carriages for coacb-
builders at low prices ; they were afterwards taken out and
framed as works of great value. He remained in Its.',

twenty years, including some time spent in Greece and the
Greek islands ; and during this period he made elaborate
sketches of many of the most beautiful and most interest-
ing spots in both countries, and painted also several admir-
able pictures in Genoa, in Naples, and in Rome. Thou
which he painted in Rome for the palaces Rondanini, Bee-
ghese, and Colonna are among his best works : the pic-
tures he painted for the Rondanini palace were executed
much in the style of Salvator Rosa, whom Vernet inutatrd
with great success; but he afterwards entirely forsook Sal
vator's manner for one as conspicuous for its deJicacv U
colouring as the other was for its force. One of his "fir*:

patrons in Rome, according to Pilkington, was Mr. Drat-
of Shardeloes in Buckinghamshire, who commissioned hia
to paint six pictures, leaving the subjects to his own choice,
and he produced six excellent pieces.

In 1743 he was made a member of the Academy of St.
Luke

; and about the same time he married Miss Parker
the daughter of an English Roman Catholic, who was an'
officer in the pope's marine. Vernet s reputation as a
marine painter at length reached his own country, and in
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17">2 Ik* was invited by Louis XV., through M. de Marigny,
to I'm is, after ;m absence of twenty years, if the dates men-
tioned in tliis notice are correct : but the ' Biographie Uni-
verselle ' and other works state that he remained twenty-
t wo years in Italy

;
yet if this be the case, as lie returned to

Fiance iu 17-J— , he either went to Italy in his sixteenth

year, or was born in 1712, as is stated iu the catalogue of

the Louvre of 1814, but the former is more probable : it is

however most likely that he remained only twenty years

Vernet lost no time in complying with the invitation of
liis king, and embarked as soon as possible at Leghorn in

a small felucca for Marseille. During the passage there

happened a violent storm, which terrified some of the pas-
sengers, but Vernet, struck with the grandeur of the effect

of t he sea, requested one of the sailors to bind him to the

mast-head, that he might view it to the greatest advan-
tage ; and there he remained, lost to the dangers of his

position, absorbed in admiration of the grand effect

around him, endeavouring to transfer it to his sketch-

book. His grandson, the celebrated Horace Vernet,

painted an excellent picture of this scene, and exhibited it

m 18 10 in the Louvre. In 1752 or 1753 Vernet was
elected a member of the French Academy of Arts ; his

reception picture was a Seaport at Sunset, which is now
in the Louvre. In 1753 he was commissioned by the

government to paint pictures of the principal seaports of

France, of which he painted fifteen views ; an arduous task,

which occupied him nearly ten years, or twelve, according
to the Catalogue of the Louvre : but it contributed more
lo his fame than to his fortune, for he was paid, including

his travelling expenses, only 7500 francs each ; and the

pictures are of large dimensions, measuring eight French
net long by five high : they are now in the Louvre. He
,v;is however in consequence of these works elected in 1700
Hie of the council of the Academy, and Louis XV. gave
him apartments in the Louvre. From 1752, when he
returned to France, until the year of his death, 1789,

Vernet painted upwards of 200 pictures, most of which
have been engraved. The best prints after him are by
Balechou, Lebas, Aliamet, and Flipart. He was without
& rival in France, and there was only one landscape pain-

ter iu Europe who disputed the palm with him : this was
Richard Wilson, with whom Vernet had become acquainted
in Rome, and had a great esteem for. They exchanged
pictures, and Vernet kept Wilson's in his studio at Paris,

and he is said to have remarked to English connoisseurs who
visited him, that they had no occasion to come to him for

pictures when they had such a painter at home. Vemet's
landscapes are good in every respect, but he was most
excellent perhaps in his management of light and shade,

and aerial perspective : his figures also are remarkably
well drawn, and he introduced a great number of them in

some of his pieces ; he excelled also in moonlight effects,

and in representing water in any state, but particularly

hen disturbed and boisterous. He was least successful
in shipping: he was deficient in a competent knowledge
of the rigging and construction of ships.

In 1814 there were only seven pieces by Vernet in the
collection of the Louvre, in 1827 there were forty-eight,

but there were only twenty-seven in 1837.
In 1826 the Athenteum of Vaucluse determined upon

giving a prize for the best eulogy in verse upon Vernet

:

is decided in favour of M. Bignan, in 1827, in the
presence of the son and grandson of the painter, Carle
and Horace Vernet, who, in gratitude to the city of Avig-
non, each presented a picture to the museum of that
place. Carle Vemet's was a horse-race at Rome ; Horace's,
his well-known picture of Mazeppa. The Municipal
council of Avignon, and the directors of the museum,
presented to the painters in return two large silver urns
embossed with two of their own designs respectively.

(Fiorillo, Geschichte der Maklerey, vol. ill.
;
Biographie

I'nirerselle.)

VERNEUIL. [Eurk.]
VERNI'CIA, a name applied by Loureiro to a plant of

Cochin-China, which is well known as yielding au oil, and
which belongs to the same genus as another plant, also

yielding an oil, in China and Japan. By Thunberg the
latter plant was called Dryandra, but that name being
appropriated to a genus of Proteacea;, these oil-trees are
iioa referred to the genus Ela;oeocca of Commerson. This

to the natural family of Euphorbiaceae, and is cha-

racterised by having the flowers monoecious or dioecious.

Calyx 2 or 3 partite; laciniae valvate in aestivation.

Petals 5, twice as long as the calyx, twisted. Stamens 10 to

12 ; filaments united at the base, the five outer ones shorter

;

anthers opening inwards, two often barren. The ovary in the

female flower 3 to 5-celled ; cells with one ovule. Stigmas
3 to 5, simple or bifid. Fruit fibrous and fleshy, within tri-

coccous to pentacoccous ; cocci single-seeded. Both species

form trees; leaves alternate, with long petioles, bi-glandular

at base, entire, or the lower leaves lobed, smooth, or the
younger ones hairy, flowers terminal, paniculate

;
pe-

duncles jointed. Eiceococca verrucosa, the Dryandra
oleifera of Lamarck, and the D. cordata of Thunberg, is a
native of Japan, where, he states, it is called Abrassin : the

oil expressed from its seeds is used both as an article of

diet and for affording light. The Chinese are said to call

the oil Mouyeou, and the fruit from which it is obtained

Mouyou. The tree cultivated in the Isle of France is there

called Arbre d'huile, where an oil is likewise obtained by
submitting the almonds of the seeds to pressure. E. mon-
tana, the Vernicia montana of Loureiro, is a native of

China and Cochin-Cliina : it yields a clear yellowish fatty

oil, which is employed to protect wood from the influence

of air and water. It is sometimes mixed with the real

varnish of these countries, which it makes more liquid, but

less valuable as a resin.

VERNIER. We shall give under this head a short

account of the different methods employed to measure the

parts of the divisions of astronomical and geodesical instru-

ments. This and the article Graduation may be con-
sidered as a sort of introduction as well as supplement to

the description of each particular instrument. It is neces-

sarily both meagre and imperfect, but the references will

point out the principal authorities to be consulted. We
shall conclude with a brief account of the vernier in its

simplest form.
We are not aware that the Greeks or their successors

the Arabs had any contrivance for subdivision. They
seem to have simply divided their circles as accurately

as possible, and into small convenient portions. Ptolemy's
catalogue does not profess to distinguish less quantities

than 10' ; or rather, the parts of degrees are marked
fractionally with no larger denominator than G. Ulug
Beigh used instruments of greater dimensions, and seem*
from lus catalogue to have noted minutes. At the revival

of astronomy in Europe the instruments w ere very rude,,

and the simple division, aided by estimation, was probably

considered sufficiently accurate without any artificial con-

trivance.

Peter Nonius, in the third proposition of his treatise

' De Crepusculis Olyssipone,' 1542, proposed the fol-

lowing graduation for astronomical instruments:—Forty-

five concentric circles are to be inscribed on the limb,

and separated into quadrants by diameters intersecting

at right angles. The quadrants are then to be sub-

divided as follows :—the outermost into 90 equal parts,

each of which consequently equals 1" ; the next into 89,

that following into 88, and so on to the innermost, which
is to be divided into 40 equal parts. Each circumference

is marked at a convenient place with the number of its

subdivisions. The fiducial edge of the bar carrying the

sights passes, when produced, through the centre, and the

author assumes that whatever be the direction of the line

of sight, the fiducial edge will cut some one of these

circles at a division without sensible error. The corre-

sponding angle in degrees, minutes, seconds. Sec. is readily

computed from the number of parts intercepted and the order

of the circle. Thus if the exact coincidence takes place at

division 29 of that quadrantal arc which is divided into 77

29
parts, the corresponding arc in degrees is ^ of 90°, which

is, when reduced to its ordinary denomination, 33° 03' 40"'

very nearly.

Tycho applied the graduation of Nonius, or a modifica-

tion of it, to some of his earlier instruments, but 1 quia

luec subtilitas, cum ad piaxim deventum est, plus habeat

laboris quam fructus, neque id in reeessu pr&'stet, quod

prima fronte pollicetur,' he abandoned it, and adopted the

method of transversals, which is well known to most of

our readers as the diagonal scale in the case of drawing-

instruments. This Hooke says (Animadversions, &c.J ' was

first made use of in England by the most skilful mathe-
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raatioian Richard Gantzter.' Tycho describes this mode of
subdivision in the Supplement to his * Mechanica,' Norim-
bergas, 1602. Two concentric circles are drawn upon the

limb at about
-f,

of the radius from each other, and divided

into equal parts of 10'. The space from the zero of the
inner circle to the l& division of the outer circle is divided
into 10 equal parts by 9 fine dots ; and in like manner the
space between the 10* of the outer circle and the 20' of
the inner, and so on. These rows of points form a sharp
zigzag with the angles in the two circles. The index,

which may be either a fiducial edge or a fine hair, will

pass over or near one of these dots in every position, and
the angle to be read off is the number of degrees and tens
of minutes which is taken from the circles, inner or outer,

+ the number of minutes and parts of a minute (the latter

by estimation) reckoned by counting the points from the
preceding angle. Tyoho became acquainted with this

division by diagonals as applied to straight lines when a
student at Leipzig, and in the place above referred to he
proves that this subdivision, though not theoretically exact
when applied to curved lines, was yet sufficiently true for

his purpose. Instead of dots, other astronomers struck
nine concentric circles at equal distances, and then drew
straight lines where Tycho placed his dots.

In the year 1631 Pierre Vernier, Capitaine et Chas-
tellain pour sa Majesty au Chasteau Domans, &c., pub-
lished at Brusselles ' La Construction, l'Usage, et les Pro-
prietez du Quadrant nouveau de Mathematique,' which he
dedicated to the Princess Isabella. He supposes a quad-
rant divided into half-degrees on the limb, the surface of
which rises above the plane of the instrument (this he calls

the base), and a moveable plate of the form and figure of
a sector (and so named by him), which is concentric with
and exactly fitted within the limb, the surfaces of the two
forming one plane. An arc of 15* 30' is then set off on the
sector.which is subdivided into thirty equal parts. He directs

two lines of sight to be fixed on the extreme radii of the
sector, which therefore include an angle of 15° 30', and
orders the division to degrees and half-degrees to be
numbered one way on the limb from left to right, and the
divisions of the sector to be numbered up to 30* from right

to left. Suppose the line of sight towards the zero end
of the quadrant to be directed to any object:—If the
division 30' on the sector (we will now call this the vernier),

which answers to the line of sight, seems to be a con-
tinuation of a division of the quadrant, the angle read off

will be that degree, or half-degree of the quadrant, and
the 0' of the vernier will exactly correspond to another
division of the quadrant. No other division of the vernier
will so correspond if the division be exact. Now it will

easily be seen that as the arc of 15° 30' is divided on the
vernier into 30 equal parts, each part is equal to 3J' ; and
therefore that when (r is placed opposite a division of the
quadrant, the division 1' of the vernier overshoots the next
division of the quadrant 1' in the direction of the vernier,

and contrary to the numbering of the limb. If the line

of sight were pushed forward 1', the vernier division of
1' would therefore agree with a division in the quadrant,
and so on ; so that in fact, whatever be the position of the
line of sight, the true angle is to be read off, first as to

degrees and half-degrees from the quadrant, and then for

the minutes from the vernier.*

In 1043 Benedictus Hedraeus published at Leyden his
' Nova et Accurata Astrolabii Geometrici, nec non
Quadrantis Astronomici Structure,' dedicated to his

sovereign, Queen Christina of Sweden. In his preface he
objects to the inaccuracy of Tycho's method of transversals,

and gives himself a correct construction, viz. by de-
scribing a circular arc through W of the outer division,
0' of the inner division and the centre of the quadrant,
and dividing that portion which is included between
the inner and outer circles into ten parts, when the sub-
division will be true. Hedraeus has adopted the vernier,

but without naming the inventor : his astrolabe and quad-
rant are well contrived.

Hevelius applied to his instruments the transversal
division of Tycho as well as the vernier. He seems to

• Vernier's tract U very scarce, and the injustice of those writers who per-
sisted In giving the name of Nonius to hi* Invention has induced us to enter
into * mors particular exposition of both principle*. The second line
of *U;ht la merely to enable the observer to extend tbe angle to 90° without
carrying the sector beyond the quadrant. Re girrs a very "prolix account of.... ...

1 astrolabe*
1 exe*-

icquired he.

the graduation proper for quadrant* and astrolabe* of different site*, and hew
seeding 9M° an lo be neasuied, but of this no tuitfce notice t*angles i

claim the invention of the tangent-screw for

slow motion to his line of sight, and dwells

length on the subdivision of the larger ttivissnxw by

the revolution and parts of the tangent-screw. (Mmckmm
Caelettit, Pars Prior, cap. xv., Gedaai, 1673.) 80 sir

as we can judge from his assertions and description. U
arrived at great excellence in this part of mrv-rasaera,

construction, which however his unaccountable rajeotiac

of telescopic sights rendered of little value.

The next year after the appearance of Hevelius's book
Hooke published at London nis ' Animadversions on ttie

first part of the ' Machina Coelestis ' of the honourable-,

learned, and deservedly famous astronomer Johannes H*>
velius,' a tract distinguished by its acuteness and ongtuMMr.
It is remarkable that he did not see the merit of Vcnotf*
invention,* nor, as it would seem, of Hevelius's apphcsUjoa
of the revolutions of the tangent-screw to meMunog very

minute quantities. He suggests a very elegant application of

the diagonal scale, with rules for its accurate division when
applied to circular arcs, but recommends racking the outer

edge of the quadrant and measuring tbe angle by the

revolutions and parts of the screw which carries the tele-

scope by working in the racked limb.

Hooke's unlucky idea was carried into execetkm in

Flamsteed's sextant, and turned out so ill that the diagonal
division was applied as an after-thought. See his pro-
legomena (Hittoria Coeleetie, vol. iii., p. 106, and BsalyV
Fkmsteed.) Hooke's advice was afterwards followed
in making a quadrant for the Greenwich Observatory,
which was also found to be useless. In the mural arc

which Flamsteed erected at his own expense and under
his own direction, he drew diagonals after having divided

the inner and outer arcs to 6'. The subdivision was
performed by dividing the fiducial edge of the index,

not into five equal parts, but into such parts as would
give the minutes exactly, and each of these was divided

into six equal parts; so that the instrument read off

to 10", and by estimation to 5". The outer edge was
also racked after Hooke's method, but rather, we think,

as a check against erroneous reading, than as a means fir

exact measurement.
Romer proceeded in a totally different manner. The

limb of the circle was divided to W, and a rnngmfied
image of each division was formed in the focus «nf a mi-

croscope, so as exactly to fill the space between eJeresj

threads at equal intervals. Thus the are was read off te

minutes by the threads and the seconds estimated, whtch
they easily might be to 5", according to Horrebow.
The vernier appears to have come into general use after

Flamsteed's time, and in the larger quadrants there were

usually two sets of divisions, one into 90° and the other iota

96 parts, each with their peculiar vernier : the approxi-
mate divisions were brought into exact coincidence and
the quantity measured by the revolutions and parts of the

tangent-screw, after Hevelius's method. Such were thr

mural quadrants at Greenwich and elsewhere, erected br

Bird, Ramsden, &c, in the last century ; and the portable

astronomical quadrant had the same or similar contri-

vances for subdivision. In the sector employed in tbe

French survey, and described in 'La Mendienne de
Paris verifiee, Paris, 1744, the arc was divided bv fine

J
mints to every 10'. In making the observation tbe pfumb-
ine was first brought directly over one of these dots, and
the star afterwards bisected by a micrometer-screw earn-
ing a wire in the focus of the telescope. The degrees and
tens of minutes being read off on the Umb, the revolution*

and parts of the screw furnished the remaining minutes
and seconds. This method of subdivision was applied by
La Caille to the sextant with which he observed at the

Cape of Good Hope and at Paris. The invention is due to

the Chevalier de Louville, whose memoir is to be found a
the ' Memoires de l'Acadfmie' for 1714.

We have already mentioned Rooter's optical method «/

subdivision. The invention of the micrometej^mic-roacoca?.

in which the divisions are first magnified and the inter-

vals measured by the revolutions and parts of a screw carry-
ing a wire or cross-wires in the focus of the object -giaus

of the microscope, is due to the duke de Chaulnes, whose
account was published in 1768: 'Description d'un Mi-
croscope et de differents Micrometres,' &c. Tbe reader

• Hooke eoajeetare* that Tycho had tereated Vender** nssnli— as and
rejected it, but without nay probability. Tycho'* voids sad tsva* scad
clearly to some eha go of Nonius's divisors.
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will find some account of the construction and verification

of the micrometer-microscope in the article Circlk.
We will now briefly explain the principle of the vernier

in its simplest form. If that be well understood, the reader
will have little difficulty in making out the value of the
divisions in any instrument to which the vernier is applied,
though he may require considerable practice before he
is able to read off well and quickly.

No. 1. No. 2.

31

it

3»—

29-

31.

0 30—

a

4

6

a

89-
.0

a.

Number I is the figure of a vernier for measuring hun-
dredths of an inch, such as is usually applied to common
barometers. The scale is on the left hand, on which the

inches and tenths are marked. The portion on the right

hand, which can be slipped up or down, remaining always

in contact with the scale, is the vernier. It is merely a
length of 1 1 parts of the principal scale divided into 10

equal parts. Each of these parts therefore equals 4j of an
inch, or • 1 1 and the difference between a part of the scale

a part of the vernier is -01 inch. In the figure the

of the vernier is made to coincide, i.e. to form one
,ed line with the division 30 on the scale, and conse-

,tly 10 on the vernier also coincides with 28-9 on the

e. Division 1 on the vernier is, from what we have
aid, • 1 1 inch below the zero of vernier, while the next lower
division on the scale is only • 10 below it : hence the vernier

division 1 is .01 inch below the division 29-9 on the

wale. For the same reason division 2 on the scale is twice
as much, or '02 below 29*8 on the scale, and so on, the
divisions on the vernier overlapping those on the scale

until 10 on the vernier stretches over to exact coincidence
with 28-9 on the scale. Now suppose the vernier to be
raised -01 inch, it is evident that division 1 of vernier
will coincide with 29" 9 on scale. If the vernier were raised
"02 inch, the vernier division 2 would coincide with 29*8
on scale, and so on ; so that in order to read off the hun-
dredths of an inch which the vernier zero advances beyond
any tenth in the scale, we have merely to see what vernier
division comes nearest to a division of the scale, and set

that down for the hundredth required.

This is the form which was given to the vernier by its

inventor, in which the parts of the vernier are larger than
those of the scale, and in which the numbering of the
parts of the vernier runs contrary to the numbering of the
scale. But if, as in No. 2, the vernier has the length of
nine divisions of the scale, and this is divided into ten
equal parts, each part will be equal "09 inch, while the
divisions of the scale are equal to "1 inch. The vernier
>n this form is to be numbered forwards, as well as the
stale. It is clear that raising the vernier '01 will bring
the division 1 of the vernier into coincidence ; and so on,
exactly as before; and therefore that the inches and tenths
being read from the scale, the hundredths are to be taken

from the vernier. The reading both scales forward is some
advantage in favour of the latter mode, while the size of
the vernier divisions is larger, and consequently clearer, in
the first. There might perhaps be some advantage in par-
ticular cases in uniting both verniers, as the reading would
be made on two divisions and by two sets of independent
subdivisions, but we do not remember to have seen this
in actual use.

In modern astronomical and geodesical instruments the
vernier usually reads forward. Sometimes, for greater
compactness, the zero is placed in the middle of the ver-
nier, and the graduation, after running on to the end of
the vernier, is continued from the other end of the scale
to the middle, and reads both backwards and forwards.
There is a great liability to confusion in these verniers,
which can only be avoided, at first, by guessing the value
of the subdivision before reading the vernier. We prefer
simple verniers, reading always forward with the zero at
one end.

The ordinary subdivision in English instruments is to
minutes, half-minutes, twenty seconds, and ten seconds.
Thus if the circle be divided to SO1

, and the vernier taken
equal to 29 half-degrees, and then divided into 30, each
part of the vernier will equal |g of 30' or 29', and the dif-

ference between a part of the circle and a part of the
vernier be 1'. If the circle be divided to every 10', and the
vernier taken equal to 59 of these parts (= 9° 50'), and
divided to 60, each part of the vernier will be

gjj of 10', that is,

will be equal to 590" or 9' 50", and the difference between
a part of the circle and a part of the vernier be 10". This
division is legible in circles of 8 inches diameter. In
circles of 18 inches diameter we should still adopt the
same division, as it is easy to estimate the difference, and
less fatiguing to read an open division than a crowded
one.

The continental artists generally make one circle turn
closely, but freely, within another, and nearly in the same
plane, as we have seen was directed by Vernier. The
reading is much more pleasant and exact in this way.
Troughton objected to it, that if a particle of dust
should get between the circles it would necessarily grind
and tear the edges of the circles, leaving a muddy and
ragged ditch between them. We do not know whether
this objection is confirmed by experience. The English
artists generally place their verniers on thin plates which
move upon the divided circles. There is some chance of
rubbing, and a certainty of wearing, if the verniers press
on the circle ; and if they stand off from it they are awk-
ward to read, with a chance of considerable error from
parallax. The subdivision by the vernier seems to be pre-

ferred by the German artists in general to that by micro-
meter microscopes, which are in England universally ap-
plied to large meridian circles, and indeed to all consider-

able instruments where the fixing of the microscopes is not
subjected to a varying effect of gravity. On the side of

the verniers may be pleaded cheapness, and freedom from
changes, such as those which the scale of a microscope
suffers when the distance between the limb and the object-

glass of the microscope, or the body of the microscope itself,

from expansion or other cause, is altered. On the other

hand, the micrometer microscope certainly admits greater

magnifying power, keeps the observer away from the in-

strument, can be fixed with greater firmness, and remains
more steady. It is not easy to fix a vernier firmly with-

out running the risk of affecting the motion of the circle.

On the whole we prefer the micrometer microscope, al-

though it must be admitted that the perfection which the

continental artists give to the centring of their circles and
verniers may well cause a difference of opinion. For
small instruments, and those which, like the declination

circle of an equatorial, arc placed under different strains

in different positions, the vernier is indispensable.

There is difficulty very often in getting the proper light

on the divisions. It is desirable that those of the vernier

as well as those of the limb should appear sharp and black,

and the divisions before and alter that which is nearest to

coincidence should be scrutinized in order to estimate the

decimal or fraction which is wanted for perfect coincidence.

A more perfect setting will generally be obtained by making
the divisions before and after t he coincident div ision equally

discordant, than by attempting to get a perfect coinci-

dence. The observer should be careful to view the divi-

sions directly, and in the centre of the magnifier, or he will
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have an error arising from parallax which maybe consider-

able.

The truth of a vernier in one respect, that of its em-
oracing a proper portion of the limb, may be tried in dif-

ferent parts of the limb. If the circle be very cxcentric,

this may give a little trouble at first, and be confounded
with bad division. In ordinary cases however, if there are

opposite verniers, and their extreme divisions sometimes
overlap and sometimes fall short of the corresponding por-

tion of the limb, the mean will be true although the excen-
tricity is sensible. The number of verniers may be either

two, three, or four, at equal distances. Two are abso-

lutely necessary to get rid of exccntricity, and three or

four will also nullify any error, original or superinduced,
which gives the circle an elliptic form. But it is not easy
in all cases to apply these readings conveniently, and
the fatigue of many readings is scarcely recompensed by a
little superior accuracy, at least in well-made and well

divided instruments which are carefully handled.
VERNON, EDWARD, a distinguished English admiral,

was born at Westminster, 12th Nov., 1684, and was the
son of James Vernon, Esq., the descendant of an antient

Staffordshire family, who was secretary of state from 1697
to 1700. Young Vernon was carefully educated, and is

said never to have forgotten his Greek and Latin ; but
nothing that his father could say or do would keep him
from the sea, and it was at last found necessary to allow
him to exchange his classical studies for navigation and
gunnery. He first served under Admiral Hopson in the
Prince George, on the expedition which resulted in the
destruction of the French and Spanish fleets at Vigo on
the 12th of October, 1702. In 1704 he was present in Sir

George Rooke's squadron at the sea-fight with the French
off Malaga. The next year he was appointed commander
of the Dolphin ; and he was afterwards transferred, in 1707,
to the Royal Oak ; in 1708 to the Jersey, in which he was
sent to the West Indies as rear-admiral, under Sir Charles
Waeer ; to the Assistance, of 50 puns, in 1715 ; and to the
Grafton, of 70 guns, in 1726. He was returned as one of
the representatives for Penryn to George II.'s first parlia-

ment, which met in November, 1727 ; and he sat for Ports-

mouth in the next parliament, which lasted from 1734 to
1741. It was the part which he took in the House of
Commons which is said to have occasioned his being sent,

with the rank of vice-admiral of the blue, on the most
memorable expedition with which his name is connected.
He had rendered himself considerable in the House, accord-
ing to Smollett, ' by loudly condemning all the measures of
the ministry, and bluntly speaking his sentiments, whatever
they were, without respect of persons, and sometimes
without any regard to decorum.' This writer proceeds :

—

• He was counted a pood officer, and his boisterous manner
seemed to enhance his charaeter. As he had once com-
manded a squadron in Jamaica, he was perfectly well
acquainted with those seas ; and in a debate upon the
Spanish depredations, he chanced to affirm that Porto
Bcllo, on the Spanish Main, might be easily taken

; nay,
he even undertook to reduce it with six ships only. This
offer was echoed from the mouths of all the members in
opposition. Vernon was extolled as another Drake or
Raleigh : he became the idol of a party, and his praise
resounded from all comers of the kingdom. The minister,
in order to appease the clamours of the people on this
subject, sent him as commander-in-chief to the West Indies.
He was pleased with an opportunity to remove such a
troublesome censor from the House of Commons, and per-
haps he was not without hope that Vernon would disgrace
himself and his party by failing in the exploit he had
undertaken.' Vernon however, who set sail from Spithead
with his six ships on the 23rd of July, 1739, completely suc-
ceeded ; Porto Bello was taken on the 22nd of November,
aud was afterwards only abandoned for want of a sufficient
land-force to keep it, after all the fortifications had been
blown up. Vernon's next enterprise was the disastrous at-
tempt on Carthagcna in the spring of 1741, made famous by
the graphic details given by Smollett, who was present in
the fleet as a surgeon or surgeon's mate, in the concluding
chapters of the first volume of his ' Roderick Random.'
(See also his History of England, iv. 608,&c 4to. edition.)
This failure however did not affect the admiral's popularity
in England : to the new parliament, which met this year,
he was returned at once for Penryn, for Rochester, and for
Ipswich. He made his election for Ipswich, and he was

returned for the same borough to the two next ptrrVamrr<
which met in 1747 and in 1754. During the rebdlun -

1745 Admiral Vernon was employed in guarding the cm.*
of Kent and Sussex, a service in which he acquitted his.-

with his usual zeal and ability; but soon after this he r"
into a quarrel with the Admiralty about the appomtts'—
of a gunner, the result of which was that he was stnirl -*

the list of admirals. In the course of this controrrr»r. •
-

after it was over, he is stated to have written several [mm-
phlets in his own defence ; but their titles are oat ener.
in the common accounts. He died at his seat, at Nar*.ite

in Suffolk, on the 29th of October, 1757. Vemoo appro
to have been a brave, high-spirited, and honourable tsc.
with an impetuous temper, which he could not or ww. i

not rein in.

VERNON. [Eurb.]
VERNCNIA, which has been named from W. Vera?-..

fellow of St. Peter's College, Cambridge, who c©Il««« '.

many new plants in Maryland, inserted in the supplenxr-
to Play's ' History.' The species are numerous, fonni.--

herbs or shrubs, in the tropical parts of the world, espena. '

t

in Brazil ; but several are found in India, and among th«3
that which is best known. The genus has the head* orv
or many-flowered, discoid. Involucre imbricated, shorter
than the flowers, with the interior scales lenglhem-d
Receptacle usually naked ; corols regular; limb equalling
the tube in length, with a cartilaginous callosity at tb-

base, and a large epigynous disk. Pappus usually in

rays, seldom equal ; the inner row setaceous, and lor.r:-

than the outer one, which is usually chaff)-. The Ie*u>
are alternate, seldom opposite, often glandular, wn
secreting volatile oil. Vernonia (Serratula, Roxb. ar»ir!-

mintica is a pretty, large, erect, annual species, coos i

on dry uncultivated ground and rubbish in different ptr!i

of India, flowering during the cold season. The axn-
coloured seeds are extremely bitter, and considered pewrr-
fully anthelmintic. They are also employed as an ingrtdir-*:

in compounds prescribed in snake-bites.
VERNONIA'CELE, a tribe of plants belonging to Mr

natural order Composite. They are distinguished tree

Lactuceae by their corolla, which is not ligulate. and n»c
every other tribe by their style, which is the same a» tfr.

possessed by Lactuceae. There are several genera .-.

plants belonging to this tribe, which are chieftv inhal-
ants of America : there are a few in Asia and Africa, t--.

none in Europe. The most interesting genus is the n>
of this tribe.

VEROTVA, DELEGAZICNE DI, a Province of <-t

Venetian division of the Lombardo-Venetian kinra
under Austria, is bounded on the north by the Italian TV
east by the provinces of Vicenza and Padua, south by •

provinces of Rovigo and Mantua, and west parUr !•

Mantua and partly by the lake of Garda, which separvv-
the northern part of the province of Verona from the pro-

vince of Brescia. The length of the province is aboct V
miles from north to south, and its greatest breadth ij ab»-
25 miles. The population was stated in 1833 by Serri^i»r.
in his ' Statistical to be 278,000 inhabitants. The nonhtr:
part of the province is hilly, and even mountainous ct-
the borders of the Tyro! : the highest summit of Mc.--
Baldo is above 6000 feet high. The southern part men.-"
into the great plain of the Po ; but the territory of Ven<-.
does not touch that river, its southern boundary U:--
marked by the Tartaro or Castagnaro, an affluent of •

Adige, which divides it on that side from the proving .

.

Mantua. The province of Verona is divided into thi.-.cn
districts, namely, Verona, Villafranca, Isola della Sa\
Sanguinetto, Legnago, Cologna, Zevio, S. Bonifacio. 1

lassi, Badia Calavena, S. Pietro in Cariano, Caprino, aii
Bardolino.

The river Adige crosses the province of Verona in i >

length from north to south-south-east. It runs throucb >

very narrow valley from the frontiers of the Tyrol down :.

the defile of Chiusa, near Rivoli. after which it emersr
into the plains of Lombardy. The province of Verona ha»
few towns of any consequence besides the capital, hez
nago is a fortress of considerable strength, on the AJif
south of Verona ; Villafranca is a bustling market-town v
the road from Verona to Mantua ; Rivoli, on the rsjt»*
bank of the Adige, north of Verona, is famous Ibr tt*
battle won by Bonaparte and Massena over the Austru-i
general Alvinzi, in January, 1797, which decided tbe «ir
render of Mantua, and confirmed the subjugation of North
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Italy by the French. This country is full, of the recollec-

tions of those memorable campaigns. On the banks of
the Alpone, near the wooden bridge of Arcole, is an obe-
lisk, raised in commemoration of another hard-fought
battle.
The eastern bank of the lake of Garda, which belongs

to the province of Verona, is not so favoured by nature as

the opposite or Brescia side : the ridge of Monte Baldo
ranges close to the shore of the lake, and joins on the north
the Alps of the Tyrol. The town of Malsesine, with an
old Gothic castle, is on this coast, as well as the little town
of Garda, which has given to the lake its modern name.

In the mountains near Verona is the village of Gargag-
nago, where Dante, an exile from his country, and tor a
time a guest of Can della Scala, lord of Verona, wrote part
of his ' Purgatorio.' A descendant of his by the female side,

the Countess Serego Alighieri, awoman ot literary acquire-
ments, was residing at Gargagnago in 1826, when Valery
visited that place : she had collected the best editions of
the poem of her great ancestor, and intended to have a
monument raised to him, but she died shortly after. The
village of Colognola was at one time the residence of the
scholar Bonfadio, who has sung the praise of its scenery in

Latin verse. [Bonfadio, Jacopo.J Near Colognola is

the mansion of trie Counts Pompei, an old family of Verona,
one of whom, Alessandro Pompei, in the first part of the
eighteenth century, was a distinguished architect. The
science of architecture seems to nave perpetuated itself

from the Roman times in this part of Italy.

The valley of Ronca, fifteen miles distant from Verona,
is worth the notice of the geologist for its fossil fishes and
its shells, some of which are not found in the Italian seas.

The natural bridge of Veja is also a remarkable object.

(Vatery, Voyages en Italie; Denina, Quadro ktorico
Statistico delP Alta Italia; Serristori, Slatistiea dell

Italia ; Pereico, Detcrizione di Verona, e delle sue Pro-
vincie.)
VERCNA, the chief town of the Province of the same

name, and the largest in the Venetian states next to

Venice, is situated in 45° 25' N. lat. and 11" E. long., on
the banks of the Adige, which divides the town into two
parts, and at the foot of hills which are the lower offsets

of the mountains of the Tyrol. The situation of Verona
is pleasant and healthy ; the town is substantially built,

with long and tolerably wide streets, is surrounded by old
walls flanked with towers, and retains much of the appear-
ance of a town of the middle ages. The ramparts and
bastions constructed by the architect and engineer San
Micheli in the early part of the 16th century, were
destroyed according to one of the conditions of the peace
of Luiieville in 1801, but parts of them which remain tes-

tify the great solidity and strength of the original

construction. Among the many remarkable buildings

of Verona the most worthy of notice are, the splendid
palace Canossa, built by San Micheli for Louis Canossa,
bishop of Bayeux in Normandy and papal nuncio in

France and England ; the palace called della Gran Guardia
in the Piazza di Bra, the elegant palace Guasta Verza by
San Micheli ; the palace Bevilacqua, whose once rich
museum has been dispersed—the finest of its antient
sculptures are now at Munich. Several galleries of paint-
ings which existed a^ Verona have been likewise sold of
late years. The palace Ridolfi has a curious representa-
tion of the cavalcade of Pope Clement VII. ana Charles
V. on the occasion of that emperor's coronation at
Bologna. A fine engraving in eight sheets has been
made of it, and published at Verona in 1830: ' La gran
Cavalcata di Clemente VII. e Carlo V. della sala Ridolfi,

dipinta da Brusasorci, incisa a contorno da Agostino
Comerio.' The palace del Consiglio is built on the design
of Sansovino, but its spacious hall was constructed by Fra
Giocondo the commentator of Vitruvius. The custom-
house is a noble building raised in the last century by
Count Alessandro Pompei.
The churches of Verona are numerous, and many of

them interesting for their monuments and paintings. The
church of SS. Nazario e Celso is said to be of the seventh
century ; its monastery, now suppressed, had some curious
paintings of that age. The subterraneous galleries in its

neighbourhood were once used as catacombs. The church
of 8. Zenone dates from the ninth century: its bronze
gates, and a statue of the saint and his tomb, and its

curious emblems, arabesques and figures, attest its anti-
P. O, No. 1680.

quity. The cathedral of Verona, a Gothic building, said to
be of the age of Charlemagne, with its facade covered
with old sculptures of men and animals, contains the tomb
of Pope Lucius III., who being driven away by the people
of Rome, died at Verona in 1 185 ; several valuable paint-
ings, among others an Assumption by Titian, a monument
erected by the citizens of Verona to their townsman the
learned Bianchini, a sepulchral monument of the Roman
times hearing the names of Julius Apollonius and his wife
Attica Valeria, and other interesting objects. The church
of S. Fermo has a fine mausoleum of the Turriani, a
family which produced eminent physicians and anatomists
in the 13th century. This monument has been stripped of
its bronze rilievi, which are now in the Louvre at Paris.
In the same church are the monument of the Veronese
chronicler Saraina, that of Piero and Luigi Alighieri, raised

by their brother Francesco, the last male descendant of
Dante in the 16th century, the monument of Francesco
Calceolari, a botanist and the author of the 'Iter in
Baldum,' and other monuments of learned men, and also

several very old paintings, one of which, by an unknown
artist, is said to be antenor to the time of Cimabue. The
church of Santa Maria della Scala contains the tomb of
Scipione Maffei, the author of ' Verona illustrata.' S. Gior-
gio Maggiore and S. Sebastiano are among the finest

churches of Verona, and are rich with paintings by Bru-
sasorci, l'Orbetto, Farinati, Dai Libri, and other artists.

The library of the Chapter of Verona is very antient

:

it contains 12,000 volumes and about 540 MSS., among
which is a palimpsest of the Institutes of Gaius, disco-

vered by Niebuhr. [Gaius.] It was in the same library

that Petrarch discovered, to his great joy, Cicero's Epistles
' ad familiares.' Several valuable private libraries, such as

those of Saibanti and Gianfilippi, have been sold of late

years.

The Teatro Filarmonico of Verona is a handsome struc-

ture ; in the court and under the portico is Maffei's col-

lection of Etruscan and other inscriptions, and of antient

bassi-rilievi given by him to his native town. Maffei's

bust is above the door of the theatre.

The sepulchral monuments of the Della Scala family

in the shape of pyramids, surmounted by the equestrian

statues of the various members of that family who were
lords of Verona, are a remarkable object. The most
splendid of these monuments however is not that of Can
Grande, the friend and patron of Dante, but of one of

his successors, Can Signorio, who murdered one of his

brothers.

The pretended tomb of Juliet is still visited by credulous

travellers.

The amphitheatre of Verona, one of the best-preserved

monuments of its kind, is noticed under Amphitheatre.
Another classical monument, the Arco de' Gavii, the se-

pulchre of an antient family, with its handsome fluted

columns, was pulled down in 1805 in order to clear the

approaches to the citadel. Its columns and capitals were

still lying on the ground when Valery saw them last.

Pindemonte, the poet of Verona, has deplored in his verse

the destruction of that antient monument. The gate De'

Borsari is said to have been built bythe emperor Gallienus.

There are also some pillars and other remains of an antient

gate called 'Porta di Leone.' The handsome modern
gate called 'Porta del PahV is the work of San Micheli.

Remains of an antient theatre have been lately dis-

covered.

Four bridges cross the Adige at Verona: that called Di
Castelvecchio is remarkable for the width of the central

arch.

Verona is a bishop's see : it has a lyeeum, a ' Collegio

delle Fanciulle,' or house of education for young women,
a school of drawing and painting, an academy of agricul-

ture and commerce, and a clerical seminary.

The general head-quarters of the Austrian army in Italy

are fixed at Verona, a situation well suited for the purpose.

Verona is altogether a very interesting, city, one of the

first among the second class of Italian towns : the popula-

tion amounts to near 60,000 inhabitants. Many families of

the local nobility have their residence at Verona, and in

the pleasant country-seats which are scattered among the

neighbouring hills. It has produced in various ages men,

and also women, distinguished for their learning. Isotta No-
garola, styled la Grande Isotta, a celebrated learned woman
of tbe 15th century, resided at Azzano in the neighboui-

Voz.. XXVI.—2 N
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hood of Verona. Fracastoro, a physician, astronomer,

naturalist, and poet, lived at Incaffi, near the banks of the
lake of Garda. For a full notice of the learned men of

Verona we must refer to the second part of the ' Verona
Illustrata ' of Maffei.

Verona was a town of the Cenomani, according to some,
or of the Veneti according to others. Livy (v. 35) says

that the Cenomani Gauls occupied the country previously
held by the Libui, in which were Brixia and Verona.
Maffei maintains that Verona was never a town of the
Cenomani, but was part of the Venetia. A voluminous
controversy on this subject is found in a thick volume,
folio, printed at Brescia in 1750, entitled ' Memorie Storico-

criticne intorno all' antico stato de' Cenomani.' However
this may be, Verona came under subjection to Rome, like

the rest of the Venetia, without much struggle. Under
the empire it produced many distinguished men, such
as Catullus, Pliny the elder, Vitruvius, and others. After
the fall of the empire, it was one of the principal towns of

the Longobards. ft was afterwards takenby Chsrtctnftgne,

and became subject to the new Western empire. In tb;

12th century it was a free municipal town, and joined the

Lombard league. In the following century it fell andn
the power of Ezzelino da Romano, after whose dea'i
Mashno della Scala, of an old family of Verona, was elect. -

Podesta, about a.d. 1259. His descendants usurped tl>-

sovereign power, and created the dynasty of Della Scala o-

Scaligeri, which lasted above a century, until it was con-
quered by the Visconti, dukes of Milan, who became
masters of Verona. After the death of Giovanni Gakazio
Visconti, Verona was seized by treachery Ly Francis < .

Carrara, lord of Padua ; but in 1409, being besieged by tlv

Venetians, the citizens gave themselves up to Venice/by *

convention which secured their municipal liberties, arn.

since then Verona has formed part of the Venetian state.

(Saraina, Maffei, and the other historians of Verona.
Valery, Voyages en Italie.)

Table of Principal Buildings.

The Amphitheatre

Porta, de' Borsari

San Zeno . .

The Duomo

Santa Anastasia . .

San Fermo .

Palazzo del Consiglio .

Santa Maria in Organo

.

San Tommaso »

Cappella Pellegrini

Madonna di Campagna

Palazzo Bevilacqua

Palazzo Canossa .

Palazzo Pellegrini .

Palazzo Pompei .

Palazzo Verti

Palazzo della Gran Guardia
Lazzaretto , . ,

Porta del Palio

Porta Nuova
Porta di S. Zenone

Museo Lapidario . ,

Theatre ...
Theatre della Academia Fil

armonica.
Exchange ...
San Paolo di Campo Marzio .

Seminario
.

Casa Cocastelli .

Collegio de' Fanclulli .
'.

Cemetery in Campo Marzio .

Date.

265
1045—1178
1453—1473

1260
1313

15th century.'

1542

16th century.

16th century.

16th century.

16th century,

1528

16th century.

16th century.

16th century.

16th century.

16th century.

16th century.

16th century.

16th century.

18th century.

18th century.
18th century.

18th century.

18th century.
18th century.

18th century.

1822
1832

Architect.

...
Vitruvius Cerdo

• • .

Niccolo da Pisa, &c.
• . .

Fra Giocondo.
Sanmicheli

Sanmicheli
Sanmicheli

Sanmicheli

Sanmicheli

Sanmicheli

Sanmicheli
Sanmicheli

Sanmicheli

Sanmicheli
Sanmicheli

Sanmicheli

8anmicheli
Sanmicheli

Fr. Galli-Bibbiena.

Pompei

Pompei

Pompei
C'alderari

Calderari

Malacarne
Barbieri

An ellipsis of 506 X404 feeU ^Amphj-
THEATM.l

An antient Romas arch with two openrno-
An interesting specimen of Lombardic «tt W.
Lombardic, pointed and round-headed win-

dows. Entrance exceedingly rich. Ori-

ginally begun in the eighth century

Brick and marble.

Lombardic. Pointed windows.

The facade up to the architrave by him. Co-

rinthian columns grouped with pUasten.
The openings very bold and rich.

Interior by him.
In S. Bernardino. A rotunda 32 feet dia-

meter, 64 high. Very much decorated.
Singular and beautiful in plan ; a rotnixk

surrounded by a deep colonnade. In-

terior octagon ; dome too large.
Unfinished. Rusticated Doric and Cora-

thian, some of the columns of the kattrr

fluted spirally. Unusually bold and nek
frieze and cornice.

Rusticated basement, with mestaniaK
Corinthian order in coupled pilasten.

Rusticated basement. Order fluted Dork,
with a single range of lofty arched wi-
dows.

Basement, five open arches. Order fluted

Doric pilasters, with arched windows and
mezzanines.

The inner area 357X728 feet, entirely aor-

rounded with wide arches on square
pillars. Circular chapel in centre.

Rusticated. Fluted Doric, with enricheJ
frieze. Inner front same order ; rastkratrti

columns, and five large arches.

The front towards the city better than t!u
other.

Ionic portico.

Octastyle Doric portico.

feet long.

The facade.

Inner area I GO

A spacious enclosure about 600 feet square,
surrounded with a Grecian Doric colon-
nade, and with a building in the centre
of each side.
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VERONE'SE, ALESSANDRO, a celebrated painter of

the Venetian school, was born at Verona about 1582.
His family name was Turchi or Turco ; he was called also

L'Orbetto, according to Pozzo, from the circumstance of
his having as a boy led about an old blind beggar, said to

have been his own father. Alessandro used to amuse
himself with drawing with charcoal upon walls, and some
Of his efforts having been seen by the painter Felice
IJmsasorci, he was taken by him as a colour-grinder in his

studio, and was encouraged to cultivate his ability for

drawing. He soon made great progress in drawing and
in painting, surpassed his master, and, after the death of
Brtisasorei in 1605, completed some of his unfinished
works. He afterwards went to Venice, and obtained em-
ployment there from Carlo Saracino, who soon discovered
his ability and value as an assistant ; he paid him a ducat
a day, whilst he paid his other assistants only a quarter of

that amount. Alter spending some time in Venice, Ales-
sandro returned to Verona, but not meeting with the en-
couragement he expected, he set out for Rome in com-
pany with Antonio Bassetti and Pasquale Ottino, and
ultimately established himself there, though he spent some
time subsequently at Verona. In Rome he studied the
works of Raphael and the Carracci, and forming a style

for liimself which combined many of the beauties of the

Roman and the Venetian schools, entered successfully into

competition with Sacchi and Pietro de Cortona in the

church Delia Concezione and elsewhere ; and he acquired
the reputation of one of the best painters of his time.
His principal works are in Verona, where there are two
of his masterpieces, a Pieta in the church Delia Miseri-

eordia, which, though it contains only a dead Christ, the
Virgin, and Nicodemus, is considered one of the best

pictures in Verona : the other is the Passion of the Forty
Martyrs, in the church of San Stefano; a picture, says

Lanzi, which in impasto and foreshortening reminds us of
the Lombard school, in design and in expression of the
Roman, and in colouring of the Venetian ; and it contains

a selection of heads worthy of Guido. There is a very
fine collection of his works in the possession of the Ghi-
rardini family, all of which were painted by Alessandro
for the Marquis Gasparo Girardini, who was a most gene-
rous patron to him, and, according to some existing docu-
ments, supported him when he first went to Rome.
Alessandro married a Roman lady, and lived in great state

in Rome, but died poor in 1648, without issue, according
to Pozzo. Passeri says he died in 1650 ; and Passerrs
account differs in some other respects from that of Pozzo :

he says he was the scholar of Carlo, the son of Paolo
Veronese, and that he left two sons and a daughter by his

wife : the elder son followed the profession of the law
;

the second, Giacinto, was a painter, but he died in the

flower of life, in 1673. Lanzi states that Passeri says that

Alessandro was called L'Orbetto from a defect in the eye :

but Passeri does not assert this, he simply mentions the

fact of a defect in the eye, and says that he was called

L'OrUetto because when a boy he used to lead his lather

about, who, he had heard, was blind. The works of this

painter are admirably coloured
; they appear not to have

suffered any change of tint whatever from their original

state, owing probably to the great care with which he is

known to have mixed his colours and selected and pre-

(

pared his oils.

(Dal Pozzo, Vite de' Pittori, <$-c. Veronesi ; Passeri, Vite
de' Pittori, &c. ; Lanzi, Storia Pittorica, &c.)
VERONESE, PAUL. [Cagliari, Paolo.]
VERCNICA, a genus of plants belonging to the natural

order Scrophulariacea?. The species consist of herbs, under-
shrubs, or shrubs, with opposite, alternate, or verticillate

leaves. The flowers are of a blue, white, or red colour, and
are arranged in spikes or racemes. The calyx is campanu-
late or compressed, 4- or 5-parted. The corolla rotate, with
a very short tube, a4-parted spreading limb; all the seg-
ments entire, the upper one the broadest. The stamens
are 2, situated at the sides of the upper segment of the
corolla, diverging ; anthers 2-celled. Stigmas hardly
thickened. The ftuit a capsule, with a septum in the
middle or bipartible. The species of this genus are exceed-
ingly numerous: Don enumerates upwards of 170. They
are distributed over all parts of the world, and are especi-
ally abundant in temperate climates. The Flora of Great
Bntain contains about 20 species.

V. spfcata, Spiked Speedwell, has its flowers on a spiked

raceme, the leaves crenated, the radicle' ones ovate or
obovate, and running into the petioles ; the cauline leaves
are lanceolate or oblongo-lanceolatc, sessile, toothed, and
entire at top ; the whole plant downy, canescent, and rather
clammy. It is a native of Germany, Fiance, and Switzer-
land, and is found in England, in some parts of the county
of Suffolk.

V. officinalis. Common Speedwell, has spicate flowers,
with leaves broadly ovate, serrated, and rough with pubes-
cence ; stem very downy, procumbent ; the capsule obo-
vate, deeply notched ; the bracts longer than the pedicels
of the flowers. It is a native of Europe and North Ame-
rica, in woods and on dry sandy banks, and is plentiful in
Great Britain. It has pale blue-coloured corollas with
veins of a deeper blue. Paullix, an old Danish botanist,
endeavoured to prove that this plant was identical with
the tea-plant of Cliina, and it was once extensively
used as a substitute for tea. It has an astringent bitter
flavour, and is not so agreeable to the taste as tea. If
however the consumption of tea depends on its containing
chemical principles which it has in common with other
plants, the analysis of the constituents of common Euro-
pean plants is perhaps an object worth the attention of
the chemist. The abundance in which this plant occurs
renders varieties not uncommon, and several have been
recorded. It was at one time considered a remedy of
some importance in various diseases, and administered as
a tonic and diuretic, properties which it undoubtedly pos-
sesses.

V. Beccabunga, Brooklirae, is a glabrous shining plant,
with procumbent stems, and elliptic oval or oblong leaves,
seated on abort petioles, serrated or entire. It is a native
of every country in Europe, and is also found in North
America and Nepaul, and is abundant in Great Britain.

It grows in ditches, rivulets of clear water, and in running
streams. It has racemes of deep-blue flowers marked with
veins of red. It was at one time reckoned, in common
with several species of Cruciferous plants, as an antiscor-
butic, and found a place in some of the Pharmacopoeias. It

possesses no active properties, is almost destitute of smell,

and has a saline slightly bitter taste.

V. Montana, Mountain Speedwell, has lax few-flowered
racemes with ovato-cordate, serrated, petiolate leaves ; a
stem hairy all round ; and an orbicular 2-lobed membran-
ous capsule much larger than the calyx. It is a native if

Europe, but is not very common in Great Britain. It is

generally found in woods and groves on a calcareous soil,

but not always in mountainous districts, as its name would
infer.

V. Clutmcedrys, Germander Speedwell, has the whole
plant hairy, the leaves deeply and unequally serrated, the
racemes elongated and many-flowered, the capsule obcor-
date and shorter than the calyx. On dry banks, in groves,
meadows, pastures, and hedges throughout Europe, this
plant is very common, and is a general favourite on
account of its being among the very first that opens its

flowers in the early spring. It is sometimes known by the
name of Bird's-eye, and is often mistaken for the Forget-
me-not.

V. Teucrium, Germander-leaved Speedwell, is a downy
plant, with the lower leaves ovate-oblong, half-clasping

the stem, obtuse, and coarsely serrated, the upper ones
sessile, narrower, and serrated ; the racemes axillary, oppo-
site, on long peduncles, and the stems ascending "or pro-
strate. It is a native of Italy, Switzerland, and Germany
in clayey soils. This plant is called in the older Pharma-
copoeias the Mountain Speedwell, and at one time entered
into the composition of several esteemed diet-drinks. It

has much the same properties as the common speedwell.
V. longifolia. Long-leaved Speedwell, has opposite

leaves, 3 or 4 in a whorl, cordato-lanceolate, acuminate,
doubly serrated, clothed, as well as the stem, with a downy
tomentum. It is a native of the Continent of Europe anil

Siberia. It is very changeable in its characters, and a
great number of varieties have been recorded.

V. deaussata. Cross-leaved Speedw ell, is a glabrous plant
with permanent, elliptic, decussate leaves, few-flowered
racemes, and a shrubby stem. This is a shrub attaining a
height of 1 or 2 feet. It is a native of the Falkland Islands

and the Straits of Magalhaens, and with care may be cul-

tivated in the open air in this climate.

A number of foreign species of Veronica are commonly
cultivated in British gardens. The hardy perennial, her-

2 N 2
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baceous species are all fitted for growth in flower-borders

:

they require little culture, and are easily propagated by
dividing their roots. The annual species, though some of

them are very beautiful, are seldom grown in gardens : they
may be propagated by seeds. Several of the species from
New Holland and New Zealand require to be cultivated in

the greenhouse.
VERRI, PIETRO, born at Milan, of a noble family, in

1728, studied at Rome and a^. Parma, after which he ob-
tained a commission in an Italian regiment in the Austrian
army, and served in Saxony ih the war between Austria
and Prussia. After the peace he returned to his native

country, and was made a member of the Council of Eco-
nomy instituted by Maria Theresa for the duchy of Milan,
in 1766. He took an active part in the administrative and
financial reforms which were effected about that time, and
especially in abolishing the praotice of farming to private
individuals or companies the various branches of the re-

venue of the state, a system which was injurious both to

the people and to the treasury ; and also in drawing the
plan of a new tariff or scale of duties, which proved a great
relief to industry and commerce. His principal written
works are noticed under Political Economy. He besides

wrote ' Storia di Milano,' down to the conquest of Charles
V. in the 16th century, the publication of which was com-
pleted after the author's death. He also published ' Osser
vazioni sulla Tortura, e singolarmente sugli effetti che pro-
dusse all' occasione delle unzioni malenche alle quali si

attribul la pestilenza che devastd Milano l'anno 1630,' an
historical episode which has been since treated by Manzoni
in liis ' Promessi Sposi.' Verri has contributed greatly to

illustiate the history of his native country, Milan. He
continued in office in the economical administration of
the duchy of Milan till 1786, when he retired to private
life. He was made a knight of St. Stephen, and was a
leading member of the 'Patriotic Society,' instituted at
Milan in 1777, by Maria Theresa, for the encouragement of
agriculture, arts, and manufactures. When the French
invaded Lombardy in 1796, Verri was appointed member
of the municipal council of Milan, but he died of apoplexy
in June of the following year. His biography has been
written by Isidore Bianchi, Professor Ressi, Pietro Custodi,
and lastly by Camillo Ugoni. He was one of the most
distinguished and estimable Italians of the generation that
preceded the French revolutionary invasion.
VERRI, ALESSANDRO, younger brother of Pietro, is

chiefly known for a work, partly imaginative and partly
historical, entitled ' Le Notti Roraane al Sepolcro dei
Scipjoni.' The author evokes the souls of the leading
political men of various ages of antient Rome to appear
before him in the newly-discovered vaults of the tombs of
the Scipios, and makes them hold dialogues about the
deeds of their earthly career. He tears down the veil of
blind admiration, so long held sacred by Italian tradition
and Italian vanity, and reveals the vices, the crimes, and
the mistaken patriotism of antient Rome. The style and
language of the work are powerful and impressive. Ales-
sandro Verri died in 1816. Both Pietro and Alessandro
were the chief contributors to a literary journal of consi
derable merit, entitled 'II Caffe,' published at Milan.
VE'RRIO. ANTCNIO. This Neapolitan painter was

born at Lecce about 1639, and after he had made some
progress in painting, for which he had displayed a great
ability at a very early age, he visited Venice to study the
colouring of the Venetian school. After making a stay
sufficient for his purposes in Venice, he returned to his
native place, and the success which attended the execution
of some gay works there induced him to try his fortune
at Naples, where, in 1660, he painted a large composition
in Iresco of Christ healing the Sick, in the college of the
Jesuits, which was conspicuous for its bright colouring
and forcible light and shade. Dominici sa>B that Verrio
had such a love for travelling that he could not remain in
hit own country. He went to France and painted the high
altar of the Carmelites at Toulouse. Shortly after this,
Charles II. wishing to revive the manufacture of tapestry
at Mortlake, which had been interrupted by the Civil War,
invited Verrio to England ; but when he arrived, Charles
changed his mind, and intrusted to him the decoration in
fresco of Windsor Castle. Verrio executed a series of ex-
tensive frescoes in that palace, with as much facility of exe-
cution as insipidity of invention. He painted most of
tlw owhmjs, one »ide of St. George's Hall, and the chapel

;

but few ofhis worTcs are now left. The foilowingMM
may serve as illustrations of the taste, character., m
judgment of Verrio :—On the ceiling of St. Georges Hai
he painted, Antony, earl of Shaftesbury, in the character
Faction Oispersing libels ; in another place be borrow*
' the ugly face' of Mrs. Marriot, the housekeeper, torn tr.

of the furies, in revenge for a private quarrel he bad tma
with her ; and in a composition of Christ heatnar- z>«

Sick he introduced himself, Sir Godfrey KaeBet. sat
Mr. May, surveyor of the works, in long periwig*, as apt c -

tators. The painter of these works was recorded n tit*

following inscription, written over the tribune at the m
of the hall : • Antonius Verrio Neapolitans non ignocv
stirpe natus, ad honorem Dei, Augustissimi Regi* Curt
Secundi, et Sancti Georgii, molem banc feliciaunri zaaxn
decoravit.'

Verrio was paid enormously for these and many othr-
works he painted in England. Vertue found a paper coa
taining an account of moneys received by Verrio forwoti
executed in Windsor Castle from 1676 to 1681, not incJurf

ing those in St. George's Hall, amounting to 5546/. 8*. 4t
The king also gave him the place of master-gardener, aac
a lodging in St. James's Park. Verrio was of Terr ex-
pensive habits, and kept a great table, and ' often, tmn
Walpole, ' pressed the king for money with a freedon
which his majesty's own frankness indulged. Once «•

Hampton Court, when he had but lately received an
advance of a thousand pounds, he found the king in sue*
a circle that he could not approach. He called out, «* Sot.
I desire the favour of speaking to your majesty." "Well
Verrio," said the king, " what is your request*' •' kfoner.
Sir : I am so short in cash, that I am not able to pay my
workmen, and your majesty and I have learned by expe-
rience that pedlars and painters cannot give credit loor

'

The king smiled, and said he had but lately ordered bci
1000/. " Yes, Sir," replied he, "but that was soon jmi
away, and I have no gold left." " At that rate," said tb?

king, " you would spend more than I do to maintain si
family.' "True," answered Verrio, "but does too
majesty keep an open table, as I do V

'

After the accession of James II. Verrio was again em-
ployed at Windsor in • Wolsey's Tomb-house,' then destiiNS
for a Roman Catholic chapel. He also painted Jam*
and several of his courtiers in the hospital of Christenure*
London : he painted likewise at Bartholomew's hospital.

After the Revolution he gave up his place of matfer-
gardener, and refused to paint for William III. He n-
ecuted however at this time the extensive works for Lsri
Exeter at Burleigh-house, which are considered Vemei
best productions, and they are among the best specinsro
of the prevailing style of that age. For these painting
alone, says Dr. Waagen, Verrio was paid more money tlas
Raphael or Michael Angelo received for all their inrnvr
tal works. He was occupied over them about twelu
years, with a salary of 1500<. a year, besides his keep, »ai
an equipage at his disposal. He painted also at Chstt-
worth and at Lowther-hall. Walpole says that the ahsr-
piece of the Incredulity of St. Thomas, in the chapel *
Chatsworth,' is the best piece he ever saw by Verrio. He
was eventually persuaded by Lord Exeter to serve William
III., and he was sent to Hampton Court, where, bestdn
other things, he painted the great staircase so badly, thai
he appears to have done it so designedly. Toward* the
end of his life he began to lose his sight, and Queen Anee
granted him a pension of 200/. a year, but he did not enjo
it long : he died at Hampton Court in 1707. The stat^
ment of Dominici that he was drowned in Languedoc n
evidently an error.

Walpole has described Verrio's style with great piqnanrf.
but probably with as much truth ; he says he was • an ex-
cellent painter for the sort of subjects on which be w*
employed, that is, without much invention, and with )r*>
taste ; his exuberant pencil was ready at pouring out gwk
goddesses, kings, emperors, and triumphs, over thee*
public surfaces on which the eye never rests lone enough
to criticize, and where one should be sorry to place the
works of a better master—I mean ceilings and stumn
The New Testament or the Roman History cost mm
nothing but ultramarine

; that, and marble columns, and
marble steps, he never spared.'

Scheffersof Utrecht worked twenty-five years for Verrio.
and he employed a painter of the name of Laoscron seieo
or eight years at Windsor.
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Dominici, I'ite de' Pitlori, $c. Napolitani : Walpole,
n cdotet nfPainting in England; Waagen, Kunslwerfte
id Kiiimtler in England, &c.)
VE'RRIUS FLACCUS, a Roman grammarian of the
ne of Augustus. He was a freedman, but distinguished
BWetf so much by his learning and his method of teach-

g, that Augustus appointed him instructor to his two
andsons Caius and Lucius, the sons of Agrippa, and
jisferred him with his whole school to the Palatmm, on
ndition however that he should not admit any additional
pils to the number he had already. He had an annual
ary of one hundred sestertia. He died in the reign of
jerius, at an advanced age. At Praeneste a statue was
rcted to- him in the lower part of the forum, opposite
: Hemicyclium, which contained on large marble plates

! Fasti, which Verrius Flaccus had drawn up for the
aencstines. (Sueton., De Illustr. Grammat., 17.) These
rti are the so-called Fasti Praenestini, of which con-
erable fragments were discovered in 1770, and published
P. F. Foggini, under the title, ' Fastorum anm Romani
Perrio Flacco ordinatorum reliquiae, ex marmorearum
bularum Fragmentis Praeneste nuper effossis collects;

illustrata;,* &c, Rome, 1779, fol. They are also printed
F. A. Wolf's edition of Suetonius, vol. iv., p. 321, &c,
i in Orelli's ' Collection of Roman Inscriptions' (e. xxii.,

f. ii., p. 379, &c). Before the discovery of these Fasti,

ich are of the highest value, some scholars believed that

! Fasti Capitolini, which were discovered in 1547, were
i Fasti of Verrius Flaccus, referred to by Suetonius : but
s opinion is now shown to be untenable. Flaccus was
0 the author of several other antiquarian and gram-
.tical works, which were highly valued for the vast
antity of information they contained, as well as for the
rity of their style : 1, 'Libri Rerum Memoria Dignarum,'
which among other things he treated on Etruscan an-
ilities. It is frequently referred to by Pliny (Gellius,

5) ; 2, ' De Verborum Significatione,' consisting of at

at twenty-four books. It gave explanations of words
alphabetical order ; and besides its philological value,

seems to have been an inexhaustible treasure of anti-

arian knowledge. An abridgment of this work was
kde by the grammarian S. Pomponius Festus, and this

is again abridged in the time of Charlemagne, in such a
inner that the original character of the work was alto-

ther destroyed. These wretched abridgments have, as

many other instances, caused the loss of the orisrinal

irk. (K. O. Miiller, Praefalio ad Festum, p. 12, "&c.)
'Saturnus' (Macrob., Sal., i. 4 and 8) was, according to

uller's conjecture, only a part of a greater work, 1 De
;bus Saeris ;' 4, ' De Orthographia,' which was attacked
Scribonius Aphrodisius (Sueton., De Illustr. Gram-

it., 18) ; 5, ' De Obscuris Catonis,' a linguistic work, in

lich he explained the antique words and phrases of
tto, which had become unintelligible (Gellius, xvii. 0)

;

' Epistolse ;' and, 7, Poems. We still possess numerous
igments of the works of Verrius Flaccus, independent of
s ' Fasti Praenestini ' and the abridgment of his ' De
jrborum Significatione.' They are collected in the work
Foggini above referred to ; in Dacier's edition of Festus
, pp. 14-27, ed. London, 1826) ; in E. Egger's ' Scrip-
rum Latinorum nova Collectio,' vol. ii. ; and in Linde-
Min's edition of Festus, pp. 293-299.

VERRO'CCHIO, ANDRE'A DEL, a celebrated Italian
tinier, sculptor, goldsmith, and architect of the fifteenth
ntury, was born at Florence in 1432. Vasari says he had
tie genius, but was the most laborious man of 'his time :

1 was, according to Baldinucci, a scholar of Donatello.
e first distinguished himself as a goldsmith, both at
lorence and at Rome ; he then devoted himself solely to
ulpture in bronze and in marble. His first marble work

P a monument in the Minerva at Rome, to the wife of
rancesco Tornabuoni ; it is now in the Florentine gal-
ry- The expression of the figures is good, but the exe-
rtion is very imperfect. His next work was a colossal
rcnze figure of David, now also in the Florentine gallery,
e executed several other works in metal, by which he
cquired a great reputation : the principal of them were
)o monument in San Lorenzo, of Giovanni and Pietro, the
"» of Cosmo de

-

Medici, and the Incredulity of St.
nomas, in the church of Or San Michele, at Florence,
wished in 1483 ; it is a colossal group of two figures,
'wghing3981 pounds, and for which, according to Baldi-
W, he was paid 476 gold florins (Manni, in a note to

Baldinucci, says 800 heavy florinsV In (his work, says
Vasari, Verrocchio left nothing to be wished for; and
having attained perfection in sculpture, he began to turn
his attention to painting. Some modern critics have
differed from Vasari with regard to its great excellence.
Von Rumohr speaks of the Winged Boy with a Dolphin, of
the fountain of the first court of the Palazzo Vecchio, also
by Verrocchio, as a very superior work : it is praised like-
wise by Vasari.

Vasari mentions many designs and cartoons by Ver-
rocchio, some of which were copied and imitated by Lio-
nardo da Vinci. Nothing is known of these designs at
present ; it has been conjectured that many of them now
pass as the works of Lionardo. Verrocchio painted very
tew pictures; he gave up painting upon finding himself
surpassed by his scholar Lionardo da Vinci, whom he had
ordered to paint the figure of an angel in one of his works.
[Vinci, Lionardo da.] The fame of Verrocchio reached
Venice, and he was called to that place to cast an eques-
trian statue of Bartolomco Colleoni, the celebrated ge-
neral ; but when he had just finished the model of the
horse, he was told that Vellano of Padua was to make the
figure of the general, with which he was so much offended
that he immediately broke the head and feet of his horse,
and left Venice without giving the slightest intimation of

his determination to his employers. This so exasperated
the signory of Venice in their turn, that they wrote to Ver-
rocchio, and told him that he had better not return to
Venice if he valued his head j to which Verrocchio an-
swered, that he would be mindful of their admonition, for

they were as little capable of restoring him his head as
they were of finding another head sufficiently beautiful for

his horse. This answer pleased them greatly ; and they
now earnestly solicited Verrocchio to return, promising
him twice the remuneration formerly agreed to. Verroc-
chio returned and cast his model, but he caught cold in

the casting, and died a few days afterwards, before the
statue was quite completed. This work was finished by
Alessandro Leopardi, who cast the pedestal, and fixed it

in its place in the Piazza di Santi Giovanni e Paolo, in the
year 1495, and it stands there still. Cicognara, who has
given an outline of this monument in his ' Storia della
Scultura,' supposes that Leopardi recast the statue itself,

but he gives a very insufficient reason for this opinion.
Verrocchio's remains were taken by his favourite scholar
Lorenzo di Credi to Florence, and were deposited in the
vault of Michele di Cione, in the church of Sant' Am-
brogio. Over the vault is the following inscription :

—
' S.

Michaelis de Cionis et Suorum et Andrae Verrocchi, filii

Dominici Michaelis, qui obiit Venetiis m.cccc.lxxxviii.'
The S signifies Sepulchrum.

Verrocchio had many scholars, of whom the following

were the most distinguished :—Lionardo da Vinci and
Pietro Pcrugino, painters, and Lorenzo di Credi, Nanni
Grosso, and Francesco di Simone, sculptors.

Bottari says that Verrocchio was one of the first who
made plaster casts from living and dead subjects, but not
the first, as Vasari states. This art was practised likewise

by the antient artists of Greece : it was invented by Lysis-

tratus, the brother of Lysippus, in the time of Alexander
the Great. (Pliny, Hist. Nat., xxxv. 12, 44.) Verrocchio
also assisted Orsino in his wax figures; they made toge-

ther three figures of Lorenzo de' Medici, alter the con-

spiracy of the Pazzi in 1478, which, says Vasari, appeared
to be living men : they were differently dressed

;
one,

which was placed in the church of the Monache di Chia-
rito, was clothed in the dress which Lorenzo wore when
he was wounded by the conspirators. These figures are

all now lost.

Verrocchio cast the first copper ball which supported
the cross at the cathedral of Florence ; it was thrown
down by lightning, and the present ball, which is some-

what larger than Verrocchio's, was put up in ils place.

That of Verrocchio was four ells in diameter, and weighed

4368 pounds. This celebrated artist, with his oilier accom-

plishments, combined a good knowledge of geomelry and
great, practical skill in music.

(Vasari, Vite de' Pittori, &c. ; the same work trans-

lated into German by Schorn ;
Baldinucci, Notizie dei

Profesmri del Disegno, &c.)

VERRU'CA, Schumacher's name for a genus of Ciri-

peds, identical with Clitia, Leach. [Cirro-eim, vol, vii.,

p. 209.]
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VERRUCAHIA, a genus of plants belonging to the

natural order of lichens, and to the tribe pseudo-lichens of

the arrangement of Acharius. The name of this genus is

derived from verruca, ' a wart,' on account of the appear-

ance of its surface ; it is known by the plant being crus-

taceous, cartilaginous, flatly expanded, adnate, uniform

;

the apothecia or receptacles wart-like, hemispherical,

roundish at the base, growing into the thallus, with a
double covering (perithecium) ; the exterior somewhat
cartilaginous and thick, having above a little pimple or

perforation ; the interior very fine or membranous. The
species of this genus are found on rocks and flints, and the

bark of trees, and are abundant inhabitants of Great Bri-

tain. They are too numerous to afford any indications of

the character of the barks to which they are attached, for

"which several of their allies are very remarkable.
VERSAILLES, a town in France, capital of the depart-

ment of Seine et Oise, 8 miles in a direct line west-south-

west of Paris, or 11 miles by the road through Sevres: in

48° 48' N. lat. and 2° 7' E. long.

Versailles was a mere village in the time of Louis XIII.,

who, as well as his father, Henri IV., used to hunt in the

neighbouring woods. Louis XIII. having purchased (a.d.

1627) the house and lands of Jean de Soisy, lord of the

village, built here a small hunting-seat, which Louis XIV.
converted, by his vast and expensive additions (a.d. 1661-

1672), into the most magnificent palace in Europe.
Under this prince (from the year 1672) and his successors

Louis XV. and XVI. it was, except during the seven years
of the minority of Louis XV., the ordinary residence of the
court ; and the village of Versailles grew into a handsome
city of 70,000 (some accounts say 100,000) inhabitants.

At present its population is less than half that number : it

was, in 1826, 28,986 for the commune ; in 1831, 28,477

;

and in 1836, 29,209.

The town is divided into two nearly equal parts by a
noble avenue, 'the avenue of Paris,' nearly half a mile
long, running east and west, planted with four rows of
elms, forming three alleys, the centre alley 160 feet wide,
and the two side alleys 64 feet each, making the total

breadth of this noble avenue at least 288 feet : the middle
part of the centre alley is paved. The road from Paris, of

which this avenue forms part, enters the town on the east,

making * bend at the entrance of the town, so as to

bring the traveller immediately opposite to the palace,

-which faces the avenue at its western extremity; but
the nobl%view of the palace which would be obtained
is intercepted by a rising ground, over which the avenue
runs, and which scarcely allows the top of the building
to be seen. Before the bend at the entrance of the
avenue of Paris, the road passes between the villages

of Grand Montrueil on the right and Petit Mont-
rueil on the left : these villages are now regarded as sub-
urbs of Versailles. Versailles itself is divided by the
avenue into ' the quarter of St. Louis,' or ' Old Versailles,'

on the left or south side, and 'the quarter of Notre Dame,'
or ' New Versailles,' on the right. The quarters are named
after the parish churches which they respectively contain

:

the names of Old and New Versailles are inappropriate, as
the two parts are equally modern, and consist of straight

streets crossing each other at right angles.
Beside the avenue of Paris, two other avenues, that of

St. Cloud on the right, and that of Sceaux on the left, eon-
verge to the Place d'Armes, or parade, which is at the
western end of the Avenue de Paris, immediately in front

of the court of the palace. These avenues, though not so
wide as that of Pans, are planted with flne elms, and lined
with pleasant residences : that of St. Cloud leads by St.

Cloud to Paris ; that of Sceaux leads only to a round pond
or basin faced with freestone, and constructed, as a pompous
Latin inscription declares, • by the /Ediles of the city of
Versailles.' Besides these avenues, which may be com-
pared with the boulevards of Paris, there are in New
Versailles three boulevards, called Boulevard du Roi,

Boulevard de la Reine, and Boulevard St. Antoine, all

planted with fine elms, and the first and second bordered
with neat houses and other buildings. There are several
* places,' or open spaces : the Place d'Armes is the largest

;

the Place Hoche (adomed with a statue of the general
from whom it is named), formerly the Place Dauphin, in

New Versailles, is the handsomest. There are two market-
places, one in Old and one in New Versailles. There are
a number of fountains.

The centre of the town front of the palace is fanned kv

the building of Louis XIII. This has a centre aad ti

wings advancing at right angles from the centre, so u •

enclose three sides of a court, which is open oo it* tuur.

or east side toward the Place d'Armes. This part of

building is of brick, and of ordinary appearance : two t>- v
ings offreestone which terminate the wings, and are ador--.

with Corinthian columns, are modern additions. Two /f,
buildings of plain and heavy architecture, more like

racks than parts of a palace, appear to form proloajct/i>.>ui

of the wings, from which however they are real!) d<

tached, and inclose the outer court, termed ' La Cti: c.->

Ministres ;' the inner court, between the wings, is calr..

' La Cour Royale ;' and its innermost part, immediate
front of the central pavilion, is termed, from the toMierj.

of its pavement, ' Cour de Marbre,' or the * Marble Cw\
The central and principal part of the palace of Louii
forms three sides of a quadrangle, sufficiently lanrt

-

envelop in its enclosure the older palace of Louis XIII
so that the two palaces stand back to back, that :

Louis XIII. fronting the town, and that of Louis XJt
fronting the garden. The central part of the latter, «h.-i
incloses the older palace, presents three fronts to
garden, namely, the principal front and two side-fronii
and is in advance of the rest of the building ; the wjnp.
which have the same general direction as the prmcijm.
front of the central building (viz. north and south , sr.

thrown back about 250 or 260 feet, which is the eiUti
of the two side-fronts of the central portion/f The whi-
extent of the garden front is estimated at more than Uas
feet ; but as this measurement includes the side-front* u
the central building, the space occupied by the gan*>
frontis reduced to less than 1400 feet. This from,
withstanding some serious faults, is in the p*tim»i|.^ ;

many persons, one of the grandest and most beautiiui -

existence. It is adorned with Ionic columns, eight)
in number, arranged in fifteen colonnades of four, m.
or eight columns, each colonnade supporting a cere--
crowned with as many statues as there are columns; ux
if the northern face or extremity of the north wing,
the southern face of the south wing, be include!, u*
number of columns will be augmented to one huBdrn.
and two. The spaces between the colonnades are adorao.
with pilasters, or with columns engaged in the wi~
and the attic has dwarf pilasters throughout, oorte»p*»v.
ing to the columns and pilasters of the principal story,
is surmounted by a balustrade, formerly crowned
sculptured trophies and vases. Niches inuaediauij
behind some of the intercolumns are occupied by state*,
which, as well as those which crown the cornice of ti
colonnades, agreeably to the taste of the periodjGipreM^
heathen deities or nymphs, or are allegorical reprcMtis-
tions of the arts or the virtues. A great number t»
mutilated. This palace was built from the deaaciu
J. H. Mansard.

s«
Immediately in front of the palace, on the west ttdt. a

the garden or little park, an irregular polygon abootUW
miles long from the palace to its western extremity ar-
about two miles broad. It is included in the limit*'of ti*
great park, which is estimated to be from 20 to 25 milt. •„

circuit. The garden was laid out by Le Notre, agrecib.i
to the fashion of the time, in formal terraces, partem*, an.
alleys, adorned with a profusion of statues, vases, and odv.'
sculptures ; with a canal in the shape of a cross, and otnc
pieces of water of the same formal character, and a numK
of fountains,which are supplied withwater from the Seme K
the forcing-pump (substituted for the former wutmarl-
aqueduct, and reservoirs of Marly. The fountains plat t*
the first Sunday in the month duriBg the summer, bat >«
to their full extent ; these exhibitions are teroed • Lo
petiteseaux ;' the more complete exhibitions of * Lea eraser*
eaux • are reserved for certain holidays, of which ootscv
given in the public prints, and attract a multitude of *p*-.
tators from Paris. The orangery is remarkable for th
number and beauty of the orange-trees which it contais*
The interior of the palace was fitted up w ith great

by Louis XIV. : the most eminent painters were eocacr.
to decorate the ceilings of the apartments ; and gilding in-
sculpture were profusely employed. But after tlie over-
throw of royalty in the first Revolution, the palace was aex
lected; and as neither Napoleon nor the Bourbons du;
anything effectual for its restoration, it came into a vrrv
dilapidated condition. The care of Lous-Philippe ha*
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>cted a considerable improvement, and the palace is

r converted into a national museum or gallery of
ntings and other monuments illustrative of different

lions of the history of France. In the central Iniild-

;
the gTound-floor is occupied by the portraits of the
h admirals and constables of France, of the marshals
vn to Grouchy, and of a number of generals of eminence,
Kleber, Foy, Carnot, &c, who did not attain that rank

;

I the first floor by paintings and other memorials of the
e of Louis XIV. The south wing is occupied by
ntings illustrative of the first Revolution ; by a series of
ntings of the great victories of France, from that of
biac, under Clovis, to Wagram, the last decisive vic-

f of Napoleon : by others illustrating the series of
poleon's campaigns ; and by busts and statues of the
riors and other celebrated men of the revolutionary

iod. The palace, thus furnished, was opened June
h, 1837, on the marriage of the late duke of Orleans. 1

Ldjacent to the north wing of the palace, on the back
own side, are the chapel and the opera-house ; the first

larkable for its beauty, and the second for its size and
gnificence. It was also used as a ball-room, on which
asions the pit was covered by a floor on a level with
stage. This opera-house, after having been long

wd, was employed for dramatic entertainments at the
ming of the national museum. The chapel was built

Louis XIV. (a.d. 1699-1710); the opera-house by
lis XV. (a.d. 1755-1770).

lie cost of the palace, grounds, and waters of Versailles

i enormous ; and Louis XIV. is said to have thrown the
uments into the fire to prevent the amount being
>wn. The estimates which some writers have made,
. -which raise the cost to 1000,000,000 livres, or

XX),000/., or even more, are obvious exaggerations

;

era, which reduce it to 307,000,000 livres, or 12,000,000?,,

also disputed. We have no trustworthy estimate ; but
t the expense was enormous there is no doubt, especially

ive include the cost of all the connected works, as the
nee of Le Grand Trianon, and the vain attempts to

ivey the waters of the Eure to Versailles. In this sad
smpt, in which 40,000 soldiers in a time of peace Were
ployed, ft great number of lives were lost,

n the park of Versailles are the two royal palaces of

e Grand Trianon ' and ' Le Petit Trianon,' with their

pective gardens. Le Grand Trianon was built by Louis

V. ; Le Petit Trianon by Louis XV. The ' English
den,' which is the great attraction of Le Petit Trianon,
i formed by the orders of Marie Antoinette, to whom
j
husband, Louis XVI., had granted the use of this

In the Place d'Armes, opposite to the town-front
the palace, are the two ranges of stables, Les Grandes
nries and Les Petites Ecuries, buildings of great extent,

supying respectively the spaces between the avenue of
ris and the converging avenues of St. Cloud and Sceaux.
ere are near the palace various other buildings, as the
and Commun, a neavy building, which had a thousand
eping-rooms, and could lodge two thousand persons,

inng the republic and the empire it was converted into a
inufactory of fire-arms, and was pillaged by the Prussians
1815. To the south-east and south of the palace are

s kitchen-garden and a very large piece of water called
A Piece des Suisses.' The former mansions of the Grand
titre de la Maison du Roi, or grand-master of the king's

lusehold, and of the grand-veneur, or chief huntsman,
ipularly termed Le Chenil, or the dog-kennel, are now
inverted respectively into the town-hall and the courts

law: the former Garde-Meuble is now the prefect's

Rce. Besides these and other buildings connected with

0 court or the government offices, Versailles has two
lurches, namely, the cathedral of St. Louis and the church
' Notre Dame ; the latter erected by J. II. Mansard in

ie reign of I,ouis XIV., the former by another Mansard
1 the reign of Louis XV. There is also a beautiful chapel
ttacbed to the royal college (formerly an Augustinian
unnery, founded by the queen of Louis XV.), and there

» parish church in the village or suburb of Montreuil.
"he general hospital is one of the finest in France ; and
here are aPetitSeminaire, or a seminary for boys designed
01 the priesthood ; the primary normal school of the
Vcademie Universitaire of Paris ; a public library of

'yOO volumes, placed in what was anticntly the foreign-
jffice ; a museum ; a free-school for drawing ; an agricul-
tural society ; a theatre; baths; several barracks; and a

prison. Near the town is the royal experimental farm of
Grignon.

Versailles has some manufactures of fire-arms, files,

clocks and watches, jewellery, cotton-yam, net, pasteboard,
hats, hosiery, wax candles, earthenware, and glass. There
are breweries and tan-yards, and a number of nureery-
grounds ; and trade is carried on in grain, groceries, and
fruit-trees. There are two weekly markets, of little im-
portance, and three yearly fairs. A number of the old

nobility and others of good families, French nnd foreign,

reside at Versailles. A small garrison is kept there.

Several of the royal family of France were born at Ver-
sailles: among them. Philippe V., king of Spain; Louis
XVI., XVII., and XVIIL, and Charles X., kings of
France : Marshal Bcrthier, the benevolent Abbe de l'Epce,

and General Hoche, were also natives of Versailles or of
Montreuil.

The treaty of peace which closed the American war was
signed [at Versailles (a.d. 1783), and some events of the

earlier period of the Revolution occurred there. It was at

Versailles that the states-general assembled (May, a.d.

1789), and the deputies of the Tiers-etat, or Commons,
constituted themselves the National Assembly. The dis-

turbances and outrages of the following October led to the

removal both of the king and of the National Assembly to

Paris. In Sept., 1792, fifty-five prisoners on their way
from Orleans to Paris were nearly all massacred at Versailles,

as well as a number of persons confined in the prisons. In

1815 a small Prussian detachment, having been repulsed

in a skirmish near Versailles, Bliicher, at the head of a

considerable force, entered the place, and disarmed and
plundered the inhabitants.

Versailles is the seat of a bishopric, the dioce3c of which
comprehends the department : the bishop is a suffragan

of the archbishop of Paris.

The arrondissement of Versailles has an area of 328
square miles, and comprehends 114 communes : it is sub-

divided into ten cantons or districts, each under a justice

of the peace: the population was, in 1831, 130,741 ; in

1830, 133,551.

(Vaysse de Villiers, Itincraire Descriptif de la France ;

Dulaure, Environs de Paris; Malte-Brun, Giograpkie
Universelle ; Dictionnaire Gtographinue Universel.)

VERSED SINE. [Trigonometry.]
VERSION. The word Version, or Translation, is used to

express the transferring of some written composition from

one language into another. Like many other terms, trans-

lation cannot be briefly defined : the notion of translation

must be attained by a consideration of all the conditions

of translation ; and the right understanding of its nature

involves a part of the general theory of language.

If two languages corresponded perfectly ; if every term

in the one language had its equivalent in the other; and if

the forms of speech in the two languages were also perfect

equivalents, the difficulty of translation would not be great.

It would only be necessary to discover the equivalent

terms and the equivalent forms of speech in the two lan-

guages, and translation would be effected by mere substi-

tution. In this supposed case, as the terms and the forms

of expression would be perfectly equivalent, a person who
should read the translation would understand it exactly as

a person would understand the original ; for the suppo-

sition of the two languages being perfect equivalents

involves the supposition of the objects of thought and the

mode in which their relations to one another are viewed

being the same for the people who use the two languages,

Now no two languages have this perfect equivalence of

terms and forms of speech, and therefore a perfect trans

lation cannot be made.
The general distribution of words into notional and rela-

tional words is explained in the article Notion. In no

two languages are all the notional words perfectly equi-

valent. Such words as express many of the ordinary

objects of sense, as sun, moon, man, woman, are perfect

equivalents ; but all the words which express objects of

sense in one language have not their equivalents in another.

Various nations have various articles of dress, various

utensils, implements, and ornaments which are peculiar to

them, and consequently have not their equivalents in

another language. If such terms are rendered by some

other term in the language into which the translation is

made, the translation will not convey the exact, notion of

the original, though it may come near enough for many
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purposes. In some cases the difference is immaterial, as

may be shown by instances ; in others the difference is

material. The Latin words ' donna' and ' navis ' may be
respectively rendered by the English ' house ' and * ship,'

though Roman houses and ships differ considerably from
English houses and ships. But if the word ' domus ' is

merely used to signify the general notion of a dwelling for

man, as for example when one wishes to say that a ' man
was killed in a house and not in the street,' the precise

difference between Roman houses and English is imma-
terial, for house in such case is used in its most general

sense. But if in the original Latin passage anything
turned on the difference between ' domus ' and ' villa ' as

opposed to one another, then, unless the English language
possessed two words which should stand in the same oppo-
sition to one another as * domus ' and ' villa,' a translation

could not be made simply by equivalent terms : it must
be effected in some other way. Material objects then, for

which there may be equivalents in two languages when
the object is used in its most general sense, may not have
equivalents in the two languages when used in this special

sense. Thus the Latin words ' patera,' ' urna,' ' lanx,' are

words which express the general notion of a thing that is

used to contain other things ; but as they are also used to

indicate a particular kind of containing vessel, there can
be no translation of such terms unless we have both the

things and the name for them. It appears then that, even
in the case of such ordinary things as domestic utensils, a
translator will often be at a loss to find a word equivalent

to the original word ; and he must either find a word which
comes the nearest to it, or he must adopt the original word.
In the one case he will not convey an exact notion to the

reader, and he may convey a very erroneous notion ; in

the other he will convey none at all, unless the reader hap-

f>ens to know the thing intended by the term in the original

anguage. The context may often help to the right under-
standing of a term, but that is not the matter at present
under consideration.

The terms which denote the political and religious insti-

tutions or usages of a country often present still greater

difficulty. The Roman terms * Aedilis,' ' Consul,' ' Co-
mitia,' ' Tribus,' ' Judex,' • Pontifex,' ' Augur,' cannot be
rendered into our language by any equivalent terms. In
these and many similar instances it has become usual to

adopt the original term, with the termination sometimes
slightly altered, and the reader of such translations is sup-

posed either to know what these terms mean or to have
books which will explain them. This is in fact the only
practicable mode of translating such terms, and such trans-

lation is not liable to more objection than a book in one's

own language which contains numerous technical terms,

the explanation of which is not given in the book, and
cannot be got from the context, but must be sought for in

a dictionary or work of reference.

If the original language has been more cultivated than
the language into which the translation is made, the trans-
lator will find that he is ill provided with terms equivalent
to those of the original. Foreign works on jurisprudence
or philosophy, when translated into English, present this

difficulty, which can only be overcome by adopting the
technical terms of the original language. If the trans-

lator were to attempt to make names which should corre-

spond to the original terms, he would not be so likely to

succeed in getting them adopted as by transferring the

original terms into his translation.

That, part of translation then which consists simply in

finding equivalent notional terms is limited. It depends
on the character of the two languages, the original and
that of the translation, how far equivalent terms can be
found. In all matters which characterize the usages of a
people, it is impossible to find equivalents in two languages,
for Dy the term character is here meant something which
each has and the other has not. As to all terms which are

the expression of universal notions, such as are in a great
degree independent of the character of a people, those
languages which have been cultivated to an equal degree,
do possess terms which are sufficiently equivalent. But
even here there is often a very great difficulty in ascer-

taining the equivalent terms, as any one may satisfy him-
self by attempting to translate into English such a work
as Cicero's treatise on the Orator, or some parts of
Tacitus.

Perhaps it is often easier to translate from one language

into another when the two languages have no k
connection, than when they are related a* orighssu »
derived languages, or as languages which have imtm
changed terms, or where the exchange has been all am re-

side ; for it often happens that words which are traafo*
from one language into another retain nearly the Otigim
form, and yet have either been adopted in a aifrereatssss*

from the original sense, or have in course of time metpor—.

such different meaning. It would be easy to find mamrtrnt
examples of such change of meaning in words that bm\

•

been introduced into the English either directly from U>»
Latin or through the medium of other languages.
The union of notional words into connected gputh a-

language is effected by the words of relation, which »?•

either appendages added to words, or separate small work
or both ; and it is also effected by the order of the wand*.

Now the words of relation and the order of words dif&i

considerably in most languages, and hence arises a grrat

difficulty in translation ; for language consists not of turtle

words, no more than a ship consists of trees : in the cm
of language and a ship, words and timber are materials,

but materials without form have no significance. Yet 11

everything the nature of the material is an element in tic

capacity for receiving form ; and in language the pcate-
sion or absence of case-endings, and of suffixes whitt
show the modifications of words, called mode and termr
materially influences the capacity of the language fores-
pressing a given idea with perspicuity, brevity, and fore*

it also materially affects the possible order of the wanV
Those languages which possess case-endings and verbal

terminations in abundance can vary the order of the wank
in a great number of ways, so as to place particular neni*

in those positions where they shall be most effective. A
language like the English, which, in its present form, bw
few suffixes, is much more limited in this power than *ic

German, the Greek, and the Latin. Languages also differ

greatly in the number of small words (.relational «or»
which are adapted to express the relation of notional ten*
to one another. Some of the more delicate colours vkti
are thus expressed in one language are absolutely incapab'

of being expressed in another by any corresponds
relational words, and sometimes they cannot be exprwoi
by any combination of words.

It will now not be difficult to ascertain in a genera] wjj

what can be effected in a translation, and what ought to i*

attempted. Some people have had a notion that a transla-

tion should be literal, or near to the original, by which u
meant that every word of the original should have A
equivalent in the translation, or nearly so. There n >•

objection to this, so far as it can be done consistently will

the proper idioms of the translator's language ; yet sucb i

translation is not commendable because it is literal W
because it is true. The idiom of the translation must 1*1

be corrupted by an imitation of the idiom of the orijnroi

If 'what is called a literal version is a sufficient versdoa if

the meaning, and if it is also expressed in a true idLm.
the translation is good ; but its literal character is a nun
accident. It will depend both on the character of the :<.»

languages and on the character of the original work hi*
far the version shall in its form correspond to the origin
Simple narrative is generally easily rendered from
language into another without varying much from t)~

form of the original. Works which nave more of u.

artistic character present greater difficulties, whether tl*\

are historical, critical, or poetical. Poetry presents tt*

greatest difficulties, because, in addition to the gemnl
difficulty of transferring the meaning of one language intc

another, there is the difficulty of reproducing the rhyuv
mical form of the original, and this is sometimes im]*.*

sible. Horace succeeded in introducing the Greek hr.r

metres into the Latin language in his translations or mu-
tations ; but Horace was a master of his art, and he had i

language which was sufficiently near to his original. Tt>-

translations of Voss from the Greek and Latin poets haw
the advantage of being in a language which, from i'i

copiousness, its grammatical forms, and its capacity cf

combining words, renders such an undertaking practical)V
in skilful hands. The English language has copioiunn*
and energy, but less flexibility than the German, and
imitation of the rhythmical forms of other languages u
sometimes impossible in an English version ; and without
this imitation the translation of poetry is incomplete, ra-

the metrical form is a part ofpoetry, ft is indeed often *i
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asy to express in a prose translation the ideas of poetry m
hose of prose composition, for the essential qualities of
loetry are not destroyed by reducing it from its metrical into

prosaic form. In this form it may still fill the mind with
he images of the original, but it will not equally affect

he passions ; for the passions are most vehemently moved
y direct sensuous impressions, and the sensuous character
f poetry is its metrical form. All attempts therefore at
oetical translation from one language into another can
aly be partially successful, unless the character of the
vo languages admits of a perfect metrical imitation in

le translation.

A translator should show his judgment by the choice of
is subject as well as by his manner of handling it. He
ill not choose what is incapable of being rendered ade-
mtely. He will not attempt to fashion his form of
cpression to that of the original by doing violence to his

vn idiom. He will neither servilely follow the division

sentences nor the forms of expression. He will labour
i penetrate through the author s language to his meaning,
id he will then strive to express that meaning in his own
ngnage. He must rigidly scrutinize the result of his

.bour, to see if it conveys the same meaning as the ori-

inal, and neither more nor less. When this is accom-
lished, his translation will be sufficient, though it may
Dt be perfect. It will be all that a translation often can
s—a sufficient copy of the original.

But there may be something wanting. Every writer has
eculiarities which constitute his style. One writer is

ntentious, compressed, and energetic, but perhaps ob-
jure ; another is diffuse, flowing, and redundant, but fills

le ear more than the mind ; a third may be perspicuous
id simple, but withal feeble. Now a translator who
lould so far mistake his original as to give a diffuse

ersion of a sententious writer, or to express any original

i a form which should be altogether unlike it, would
low that he had ill appreciated the writer's character, and
lis would not be the only blunder that we might expect
om him. A version of a prose writer which should

ossess a general character altogether unlike the original

ould as little merit the name of a translation as a dull

rosy version of the Iliad would deserve the name. To
x a true medium between a close imitation of the style

f the original and a wide departure from it, belongs to

bat department of the business of translation in which
iste is concerned. It is something wherein precise rules

an never be laid down, and yet the best critics will not
isagree in their judgment. It is a gross error which we
ee in some attempts to translate Tacitus, to reproduce the

riginal with all its obscurity and brevity : it is a grosser

lunder to weaken his sententious energy by a profusion of
rords, many of which, being impertinent and idle, only
orm a stronger contrast with those of the original, which
«ve been selected and arranged with studious care.

Like portrait-painting, translation has only one rule, and
hat not a rule which shows us how to act, but only pre-

cribes a certain end. Make your copy like the original

;

et no man mistake it. Many copies may be made, and
11 may be pronounced to be likenesses. Compare the

ikenesses with one another, and you will find one which
hall be more like than the rest. Ask the master how he
nade it : he will say that he copied the original ; but how
le did it you cannot understand, nor can he say.

VERSTEGAN, RICHARD, was the grandson of Theo-
iore Rowland Verstegan, the descendant of a family of

mtient respectability m Guelderland, who came over to

this country a young man towards the end of the reign of
Henry VII., and, dying soon after he had married an
Englishwoman, left a child not more than nine months
old, whom his mother, when he grew up, bound apprentice
lo a cooper. Verstegan the cooper, who, when he be-

came his own master, carried on his trade in the" parish
of St. Catherine, London, appears to have been in good
circumstances : Richard was his son, and after having
been instructed in the classics at school, was sent by him
to the University of Oxford, where he soon came to dis-

tinguish himself, especially by his proficiency in Saxon
literature and the knowledge of the national antiquities,

studies then much in vogue. He left the University how-
ever without taking a degree, objecting, it 6eems, to the

oaths ; and soon after, openly declaring himself a Roman
Catholic, he left England and took up his residence at

Antwerp. Here he published his first work, a thin quarto,

P. C, No. 1651.

now of great rarity, entitled ' Theatrum Cmdelitatum
Haereticorum nostri Temporis.' It is a violent attack
upon Queen Elizabeth and her government, especially in
reference to the executions of Jesuits and other Popish
recusants ; but it is chiefly curious for a number of copper-
plate engravings it contains, representing the hanging,
beheading, and quartering of these martyrs, as they are
styled, after drawings made by the author. This appears
to have been before 1585, although the only edition of
the book that is now known is dated 1592; for in 1385
Verstegan is stated to have gone to Paris, and to have
been there thrown into prison by order of the king, Henry
III., on the English ambassador's representation of the
abusive nature of the work. However, he was not long
detained in custody ; and upon his release he returned to
Antwerp, where lie set up as a printer, and is said tc
have prospered in that business, and soon acquired the
means of living in good style. In 1G05 appeared at
Antwerp the first edition, in small quarto, of his best-
known work entitled, ' A Restitution of Decayed Intelli-

gence concerning the most noble and renowned English
Nation.' This performance, which is adorned, like his
other book, with engravings from drawings by the author,
and which was reprinted at Loudon in 4to. in 1634, and in

8vo. in 1653 and 1674, contains a few curious facts and
remarks ; but it had been nearly superseded before it came
from the press by Camden's ' Britannia,' the first edition of
which appeared the preceding year. It is now considered
as of hardly any authority. Verstegan is also supposed
to be the author of ' Odes in imitation of the Seven Peni-
tential Psalms,' professing to be by R. V., and some other
tracts in English with the same initials, printed abroad in

the first years of the seventeenth century, of which a list

is given in Wood's ' Athena! Oxonienses.' He married
some years before his death, which is believed to have
taken place about 1635. Sir Egerton Brydges has given
a short account of the rare volume of ' Odes,' attributed
to Verstegan in his ' Censura Literaria,' ii. 95-97 (1st

edition.;

VE'RTEBRA. [Skeleton.]
VERTEBRALPNA. [Foraminifera, vol. x., p. 348.]
VERTEBRA'TA, the principal grand division of the

animal kingdom, consisting of the Vertebrate Animals or

those which have a true backbone. This division in-
cludes Man and the animals which most resemble him.

In the Vertebraia the brain and principal trunk or
chord of the nervous system is enclosed in a bony or
gristly case composed of the skull and the vertebra;. To
the sides of this central column are attached (when
present*) the ribs and bones of the limbs. [Skeleton.]
This bony framework forms the support of the muscles, by
which the machinery is put in action ; and the viscera are

enclosed in the head, the chest, and the trunk.

The animals of this division have all red blood ; a mus-
cular heart ; a mouth with two jaws, one placed above or

in front of the other ; and generally distinct organs of the
senses of sight, -

!

- smell,! hearing, and taste, placed in the
cavities of the face. They have never more than four

limbs ; the sexes are always separate ; and there is always
a very similar distribution of the medullary masses and
the principal branches of the nervous system.

Cuvier, from whom, chiefly, this definition is taken,

remarks, that in examining more closely each of the parts

of this grand series of animals, one always finds some
analogy, even in the species most distant from each other,

and may follow out the degradations of the same plan,

from Man to the lowest of the Fishes.

The following are the classes of the J'erlebrata

:

—
Mammalia ; Aves [Birds]

;
Reptilia [Reptiles] ; Pitcet

[Fish].

VERTEX, a name given to any remarkable or principal

point, particularly when that point is considered as the

top or summit of a figure. Thus we have the three ver-

tices of a triangle, the vertex of a cone or pyramid, &c.
VERTICAL. The zenith being considered as a vertex,

which in fact it is, when the word vertex means summit, a

vertical plane is one which passes through the line drawn
from the spectator to his zenith ; a vertical plane therefore

merely means one which is perpendicular to the horizon,

and a vertical line has the same meaning.

• The Lamprey, for instance, i« an exception,

f Spalax it an exception.

t The Celaeca are exception*.
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VERTICILLUS, in Botany, a term applied to the ar-

rangement of flowers and leaves around the axis. When-
ever leave* are seated on the same plane on the axis of the

plant, and on different sides of the axis, they are said to

be opposite ; but if several leaves are seated on the same
plane in a stellate manner, they form a verticillus. When-
ever there are more than two leaves and two flowers ar-

ranged on the same plane, they are called verticillate. In

many Lamiaceou* plants the flowers are arranged on the

9ame plane on opposite sides of the axis, several flowers

existing opposite each other on the same side : this is

sometimes called a spurious whorl, verlicillut spurius. In
many plants the flowers are only developed on one side

of the stem, as in Teucrium Chamcedrys, Hyssoput offici-

nalis, and some species of Rumex; and in these cases the

flowers are said to form a half-whorl, verticillus dimidi-
atus. According to the theory of the normal spiral ar-

rangement of the parts of plants, the regular verticillus

results from the suppression of internodes on all sides

of the axis ; the spurious verticillus, from the suppression

of internodes on two sides only ; whilst the dimidiate is the
result of suppression on one side only.

VERTI'GO, or Giddiness, is a peculiar sensation de-

pending probably on some disturbance* of the circulation

in the brain. It need not be described, for whoever has
not felt it may do so at once by turning round a few times
rapidly. The nature of the change produced in the brain

by the numerous causes of giddiness is altogether un-
known ;

probably the sensation may be the result of seve-

ral different conditions, for it ensues alike when the

pressure of the blood upon the brain is diminished by
bleeding, and when it is increased in plethora, or what is

called determination of blood to the head : it is a sign too

as well of deficiency of food as of repletion ; and of the

various continued movements by which the steady flow of

blood through the brain may be disturbed, though the ro-

tatory motion is the most general cause of giddiness, yet

the movement of the head backwards and forwards or from
side to side will produce it as effectually, and the vertical

movement, such as is endured in the pitching of a ship,

more certainly still. At present therefore it must be con-
cluded that whatever disturbs the movement or the pres-

sure of the blood within the brain may produce giddiness

;

and that in some cases it occurs without any cause of this

kind, as a sympathetic or purely subjective sensation, de-
pendent on the state of the substance of the brain itself.

As a sign of disease vertigo by itself indicates very little.

No judgment can be formed from it except by taking it in
connection with the other characters of the affection of
which it is a part, and these will generally be sufficiently
indicative. Its most common cause is some disturbance of
the digestive organs, and it may be safely treated in that
view, except in those who are prone to apoplexy or other
cerebral disease, in whom it must be always regarded with
fear.

VERTI'GO, Muller's name for a genus of the Colimacea
of Lamarck.

Generic Character.—Shell cylindrically fusiform, sinis-
tral, hyaline ; the aperture margined, sinuous, and denti-
culate on the inner edge ; the peristome somewhat
reflected.

This terrestrial genus is minute, and bears some resem-
blance to Pupa ; but the shells are sinistral, or left-handed,
to use the collector's term, and of a glassy transparency.
[Helicid*.]

VtrUgo pallia. (Great Britain.)

VERTOT, RENE' AUBERT DE, was the second son of
a poor Norman gentleman, who claimed kindred with every
family of distinction in his province. Ren6 was born on
the 25th of November, 1655. He studied in the Jesuits*
College at Rouen. He was characterised from childhood
by an earnest spirit of piety. Towards the close of the
second year of his collegiate studies he disappeared, and
although an active search was immediately instituted, it

was not till after the lapse of six months that he was dis-
covered in the Capuchin convent at Argentan. All efforts

to divert him from his intention of joining that order were

fruitless : he took the tows, and adopted the <

name of Brother Zachary. The rigour of the order nmtrr~
mined a constitution naturally delicate ; he wa» oMari*
to visit his family for the restoration of his health. TSr
opinions of medical men and of the doctor* 'Of the Sor-
bonne persuaded him, with some difficulty, to join a ke«
ascetic order ; and the pope's dispensation having bees
obtained, he entered in his twenty-second year the Re-
monstrant Abbey at Valsery.

The abW Colbert was at this time general of the rVtnon -

stratensian order. Hearing a favourable account of the
talents and acquirements of young Vertot, he appointti tern
his secretary. Soon after he presented him with the prion
of Joyeueral. By the canon law, any regular priest who n«S
obtained a licence to quit one order and join another sra»

declared incapable of holding any charge or dignity in b:»

new fraternity. The order opposed the promotion ofVertr*
on this ground. The appointment was confirmed by a psp»'
bull : still the monks were refractory. A royal injtrarbir-,

was obtained to corroborate the decree of the pope, be-
at this stage of the business Vertot withdrew his claim.

Probably he anticipated liU-e comfort in an abbey wben>
the inmates had so stoutly opposed his admission. Hr
applied for the cure of Crj.ssy-la-Carenne, near Marty
the presentation to which belonged to the order: arr.i

retiring to it, devoted himself to the discharge of hi.
spiritual duties and literary pursuits.

Hitherto Vertot's name had been unknown beyond the
circle of his private friends and his ecclesiastical brethrtc
At the inspiration, it is said, of Fontenelle, St. Pierre, art!

other frien-ls. he undertook historical compositions. H»
first publication was his ' Histoire de la Conjuration dr
Portugal,' which was published in 1689. The recent rrr<v

lution in England rendered the title attractive ; the wcri
became fashionable—and judges, such as Madame A-

Seyignfi and Pere Bouhours, expressed highly favourable
opinions of the work. Vertot might have become a Uo»
in the circles of Paris; but although in the immediate
vicinity of the city, he stood aloof. His chief desire iv
to return to his native province. With this view !v
asked and obtained a cure in the Pays de Caux. No'
long after he was transferred to a richer living near Root n.

which, not being dependent on his order, in a pr»;
measure released him from their control.

Increase of wealth seemed but to increase his industry.
Seven years after the publication of his first work be
to the world his ' Histoire des Revolutions de Suede.
This work has more of personal adventure and inters
than the former, and its success was proportionab)
greater. Five editions followed each other in rapid suc-
cession. The work was translated into several language.
The Swedish envoy at the court of France was instructed
to engage Vertot to compose a general history of Sweden
an overture which led to nothing.

In 1701 the king re-organised the Academy of Inscrip-
tions and Belles-Lettrcs. Vertot was nominated Acadt-
micicn Associfi. The appointment was embarrassing.
He could not afford to relinquish his cure and reside in

Paris, and by the new regulations the Academicians were
required to be resident. The strict rule was relaxed in h»
favour, and he did not take his seat in the Academy till

1703, when he had been long enough a resident clergy-
man to entitle him to a retiring pension. His arrival io

Paris was the close of a retired fife, which however had
been marked by stormy passages. The wits among hu
acquaintances said, ' Here end the revolutions of theAbW
de Vertot.'

In 1705 he was appointed Academicien Penaionnaire.
From this date his contributions to the Annals and Memoirs
of the Academy are frequent. They turn chiefly upoa
historical topics. A discussion in which he was eng&revl
in the Academy led to his next publication. The assertion
of the antient independence of their province by tlx
Bretons appeared to Vertot, as salaried Academician, in

the light of a rebellion against the royal authority. He
undertook to disprove their claims. The aiyumecti
swelled to such a bulk, that in 1710 he published them u
a separate volume, entitled ' Traitfi de la Mouvanrs de
Bretagne.' The continuance of the controversy ultimate!)
extended this essay into his • Histoire complete de I'eUb-
lissement des Bretons dans les Gaules.'
These occupations did not divert Vertot from hm

favourite topic—the revolutions of the Roman republic
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This w ork is no result of a philosophical and critical ex-
amination of the Roman authorities. Its merit is simply
u.rtisticn.1—the elegant and agreeable narrative of statements
taken for granted at. the hands of the classical authors.

It was Vertot S favourite work: he was accustomed to

read fragments of it as he advanced, at the meetings of the

Academy, and was known to burst into tears at his own
pathos: * This history, which appeared in 1719, was still

more favourably received than its predecessors.

The reputation of Vertot induced the Order of Malta to

invite him to become its historian. He complied With the

request, and published, in 1720, his 1 Histoire des Cheva-
liers Hospitallers de St. Jean de Jerusalem, appeles depuis
les Chevaliers de Rhodes, et aujourd'hui les Chevaliers de
Malte.' Vertot was advanced in years when he undertook
this work, and he did not sympathise with the heroes and
exploits of the middle ages as with those of the classic

or Rome. The ' History of Malta ' is inferior in point

lish and picturesque energy to his earlier writings, but
itely more valuable on account of its originality. His
ss to authentic information rendered it valuable, and
vt have done so to a greater extent had he possessed

more the spirit of an historian and less that of a mere
narrator.

Besides the works already mentioned and his contribu-

tions to the memoirs of the Academy, two works by Vertot

have been published: the first, an account of the nego-
tiations of the brothers De Noailles, in 1735-57, in England,

compiled from documents placed in his hand by the family.

The author of the notice of Vertot in the ' Biographie
Universelle ' speaks of this work as unpublished : this is a
strange oversight in an otherwise able article ; the book
Svas deposited in the archives of the Noailles family, and
published, after the authors death, in four volumes, 12mo.,

at Leyden, in 1763. Two tracts, one on the ' Origin of the

Papal Sovereignty,' the other on the ' Election of Bishops

and Abbots,' were published twenty years after his death.

Their authenticity has never been questioned. They
appear to have been compiled at the request of a minister,

on the occasion of some quarrel with the court of Rome.
Vertot died in the Palais Royal on the 15th of June,

1735. His works are more valued for their style—for a
certain power of dramatic portraiture—than for any other

recommendation, with the exception of the ' History of

and the ' Account of the Negotiations of the two
i,' which contain materials for history not to be

?where. The excessive enthusiasm of his youth
to have sobered down into a tempered habitual

He was a zealous royalist. The controversy re-

specting the ancient history of Bretagne was carried on by
him less as an antiquarian than a political discussion. He
went so far in his zeal as to denounce Freret to the

government for some opinions expressed in that author's
' Origine des Francws.' In his private conduct Vertot was
irreproachable : the only trace of passion in his life was
the ardent platonic attachment he conceived for Made-
moiselle de Launay (better known as Madame de Stael) in

his sixtieth year. There was a vein of effeminacy both in

the intellect and character of Vertot ;
yet it is impossible

not to respect him.
VERTUE, GEORGE : this celebrated English engraver

and antiquary was bom in London in 1684, of parents
more honest than opulent

; yet 'if vanity had entered into
his composition,' says Walpole, ' he might have boasted
the antiquity of his race. Two of his name were em-
ployed by Henry VIII. in the Board of Works: but I for-

get—a family is not ancient if none of the blood were
above the rank of ingenious men two hundred years ago.'
At about the age of thirteen Vertue was placed with a
Frenchman, who was the principal engraver of arms in

London at that time
; but, being of extravagant habits, he

' broke," and returned to his own country three or four
years after Vertue was bound to him. Vertue, in his

memoir, has concealed his name
;

Walpole questions
whether Scaliger would have been so tender. After this
he spent two years at home, which he devoted to the
study of drawing ; he then engaged himself for three
years with the engraver Michael Vandergucht, which
term he protracted to seven ; and in 1709 he set up
for himself; He was introduced to Sir Godfrey Kneller,
in acquaintance which proved of great service to him
portly afterwards, upon the death of his father, when
the support of his mother and brothers and sisters de-

volved entirely upon him. The patronage of Sir Godfrey
procured him much employment, and in a very short
time his own merit procured hhn much more. Lord
Somers commissioned him to engrave a portrait of arch-
bishop Tillotson, and this print, for which he was richly
rewarded, was the foundation of his future fortune. Waf-
pole says nothing like this print had appeared for some
years, and Vertue stood without a competitor in any coun-
try. Edelinck of France, White of England, and Van
Gunst of Holland, were dead.

In his leisure hours Vertue practised drawing and music,
and studied French and Italian, and later he acquired also
Dutch. In 1711 an Academy of Painting was instituted in

London, of which Sir Godfrey Kneller was placed at the
hft&d, and Vertue was one of its first members : he drew
a little in water-colours, and painted a few portraits, but
his productions in this style consisted chiefly of copies of
old or interesting works which he intended to engrave.
During the reign of Anne, Vertue was chiefly employed

oyer portraits alter Kneller, Dahl, Richardson, Jervase,
Gibson, and others ; and at the accession of George I. he
engraved a large head of the king after Kneller, of which
several thousands were sold, and which brought him a
great increase of business, though by no means a very ex-
cellent performance. He commenced early in this reign
to, make his researches for his ' History of the Arts in

England.' In this undertaking he found two valuable
patrons in Robert Harley, second earl of Oxford, and
Heneage Finch, earl of Winchelsea : the latter, who
was president of the Society or Antiquaries in 1717,
appointed Vertue, who was a member, to be its en-
graver; and he executed nearly all the prints which were
published by that society during the remainder or his lire.

Lord Coleraine was also one or his patrons ; and Vertue
made many journeys in various parts of England, in fur-

therance of his researches, in company with these no-
blemen, by whom his expenses were paid. Many other
noblemen also encouraged him in a less degree. In 1728
he was invited by the duke of Dorset to. Knowle, where he
copied several portraits of the poets, of which he published
a set of twelve in 1730, namely, Gower, Chaucer, Spenser,
Shakspere, Ben Jonson, Beaumont, Fletcher, Milton, But-
ler, Cowley, Waller, and Dryden. It is one of his best

works, and was the first collection of illustrious heads pub-
lished in England. His next work of this class was ten

plates of the heads of Charles L and the loyal sufferers in

his cause, with their characters subjoined from Clarendon.
These were followed by his portraits of the kings of Eng-
land, &c, for the translation of Rapin's ' History of Eng-
land,' published in numbers, in folio, of which, says Vertue,

thousands were sold every week (probably without the

prints). Over these works he was occupied three years.

In 1734 he renewed his journeys about England : he made
a tour with Roger Gale the antiquary ; one in 1737 with

Lord Oxford ; another with the same nobleman in 1738
;

and in 1739 one in the east of England with Lord Cole-

raine.

In 1737 he was employed by the Knaptons, the pub-
lishers of the translation of Rapin, to engrave some of

their series of illustrious heads, the greater part of which
were engraved by Houbraken. The portraits of Hou-
braken are very superior to those by Vertue : yet, says

Walpole, his by no means deserved to be condemned, as

they were, and himself set aside. Vertue's fault was his

scrupulous veracity, which could not digest imaginary

portraits, as are some of those engraved by Houbraken,

who, living in Holland, engraved whatever was sent to

him. The heads of Carr, earl of Somerset, and secretary

Thurloe, by Houbraken, are not only not genuine, but do

not in the least resemble the persons they are meant to

represent, says Walpole. ' Vertue was mcommode ; he

loved truth.'

In 1740 he published proposals for the commencement
of a series or historic prints, of which he published only

two numbers, containing each four prints with explana-

tion*. In the first number there is a print of Queen
Elizabeth's procession to Hunsdon House; the original

picture, of which Vertue made an exact copy, in water-

colours, for Lord Oxford, waa, in Walpole's time, at Sher-

borne Castle, Dorsetshire. In 1741 he lost his patron the

earl of Oxford, which so depressed him, that ' for two years,'

says Walpole, 'there is an hiatus in his story.' In 1743

however he was a little revived by the notice 6f the duku
2 0 2
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of Norfolk, for whom he engraved the large plate of the

earl of Arundel and his family, and performed other ser-

vices. But in 1749 he found a more valuable patron in

the then prince of Wales, whose taste coincided with his

own, and whose patronage was all he could desire ;
' He

saw his fate,' says Walpole, • linked with the revival of the

arts he loved ; he was useful to a prince who trod in the

steps of the accomplished Charles—but a silent and unex-
pected foe drew a veil over this scene of comfort.' The
prince died in March, 1751 : Vertue, after speaking of his

character and accomplishments, alludes to his death in the

following words—' But alas, Mors ultima linea rerum ! O
God, thy will be done ' Unhappy day, Wednesday, March
20th, 1751 !*

' Vertue lost his friends,' says the same writer, ' but his

piety, mildness, and ingenuity never forsook him.' He
worked almost to the last, anxious to leave a competent
support to his wife, with whom he had lived many years

in happiness. He died July 24th, 1756, and was survived

by his wife nearly twenty years: he was buried in the
cloisters of Westminster Abbey. His collection of books,

prints, and drawings as sold by auction in 1757 : Wal-
pole purchased several of his drawings.

Vertue was a strict Roman Catholic ; yet he has pre-

served more monuments of the reign of Queen Elizabeth
than of any other, but that of Charles I. was his favourite

'period. Walpole describes him as ' simple, modest, and
scrupulous—so scrupulous that it gave a peculiar slowness

to his delivery ; he never uttered his opinion hastily, nor
hastily assented to that of others. Ambitious to distin-

guish himself, he took but one method, application. Ac-
quainted with all the arts practised by his profession to

usher their productions to the public, he made use of

none.'

Walpole's well-known work, entitled ' Anecdotes of
Painting in England,' was written entirely from manu-
scripts which he bought of Vertue's widow, although he
recurred to the original sources when Vertue drew his in-

formation from books. Vertue commenced his compila-
tions in 1713, and they amounted in the whole to nearly
forty volumes large and small. He visited and made
catalogues of every collection, attended sales, copied all

papers he found relative to the arts, searched registers,

examined all English authors, and translated many of
other countries which related to his subject. And Wal-
pole observes in his preface :—' One satisfaction the reader
will have, in the integrity of Mr. Vertue ; it exceeded his

industry, which is saying much. No man living, so bigoted
to a vocation, was ever so incapable of falsehood. He did
not deal even in hypothesis, scarce in conjecture.'

The prints of Vertue are very numerous : Walpole has
given a complete list of them in his ' Catalogue of En-
gravers.' He has divided them into eighteen classes,

as follows : royal portraits ; noblemen ; ladies ; bishops
and archbishops, ofwhom he engraved thirty-eight ; cler-

gymen ; chancellors, judges, and lawyers ; ministers and
gentlemen

; physicians, &c. ; founders, benefactors, &c.

;

antiquaries, authors, and mathematicians ; poets and mu-
sicians

; foreigners ; historic prints, and prints with two or
more portraits ; tombs

; plans, views, churches, buildings,
&c.

;
coins, medals, busts, seals, charters, gems, and shells

;

frontispieces, head- and tail-pieces ; and, lastly, miscel-
laneous pieces; besides many plates for the Society of
Antiquaries, and a series of Oxford almanacs.

(Walpole, A Catalogue of Engraver* who have been
born or resided in England, &c., constituting a fifth
volume to the Anecdote* of Painting, &c.)
VERUS, LU'CIUS, a Roman emperor who reigned as

the colleague of Marcus Aurelius, from a.d. 161 to 169.
He was born at Rome, and was a son of Aelius Verus, who
had been adopted by the emperor Hadrian and raised to
the rank of Csesar. After the death of Aelius Verus, in
a.d. 138, Hadrian adopted T. Aurelius (Antoninus Pius),
on condition that he should adopt Marcus Verus (Marcus
Aurelius), the son of Annia Faustina, and Lucius Verus,
the son of Aelius Verus. After the death of Antoninus
Pius, in a.d. 161, Marcus Aurelius, who succeeded him,
aud was of a weakly constitution, voluntarily shared his
imperial dignity with his adoptive brother L. Verus, who
was then about 32 years old, and whose complete name is

Lucius Ceianus Aelius Commodus Verus Antoninus. Up
to this time L. Verus had lived as a prince in a private
station, with the title of ' Augusti filius ' and without

either the honours or burdens of government. He
been educated by the most distinguished grammarians*
philosophers of the time, but he had no taste for

tellectual occupations. So long as he remained at
and was under the direct influence of M. Aureliua, bs»

vicious character did not fully disclose itself. Soon after

his accession the Parthians had cut to piece* a
legion stationed in Cappadocia, with its leader Servi
L. Verus took the field against them, in a.d. 162. but
instead of conducting the war in person, he left it to km
generals, who gained brilliant victories, while thewy
revelled in the luxuries and debaucheries with which ba

became familiar in the towns of Asia, especially u
Antioch. In a.d. 164 he went to Ephesus, where be ot'k-

brated his marriage with Lucilla, the daughter of hu
adoptive father, or, according to others, of his adoptrt*

brother. After the close of the war he returned to Rome,
accompanied by hosts of actors, freedmen, and other low
persons who ministered to his vulgar pleasures, and in

a.d. 166 he and Marcus Aurelius solemnised a triumph
over the Parthians. Soon after this Rome was visited by a
fearful pestilence, and at the same time the Marconuam
and Quadi invaded the empire from the north. Both the

emperors at the head of their armies marched to Aquilra.
Venn again took scarcely any part in the war, but as iuoi
gave himself up to his pleasures. At last when hostilities

had ceased, the two emperors returned to Rome. On hu
way thither L. Verus was seized by a fit of apoplexy at

Altinum in the neighbourhood of Venice, where be died

a.d. 169, in the forty-second year of his age.

A long catalogue of his vices is given by Julius Capi-

tolinus in his ' Life of Verus.' Indeed Verus was one at

the most contemptible persons that have disgraced reoJ
power. The only thing that can be said in his praise a
that he did not oppose his adoptive brother in his ad-

ministration, and that he did not, like most effeminate

and licentious rulers, aggravate his vices by acts cJ

cruelty. The good understanding between bim and thr

noble Marcus Aurelius is almost unaccountable ; but x
appears to have been considerably diminished after tfat

Parthian war. There is a marble bust of Lucius Verus a
the Townley Gallery of the British Museum. [Amun,
Mabcus.J
VERVAIN. [Vkhbkna/J
VERVIERS, a very thriving manufacturing town ia

the province of Liege, in the kingdom of Belgium, is ut
50° 38' N. lat. and 5° 55' E. long., on the small river
Vesdre or Wetze. It is well-built and pleasantly situated,
partly in a deep valley, partly on the declivity of a mooo-
tain. It is surrounded by mountains on every side- There
are 12,000 inhabitants, or, if we include the population of

Hodimont, Francomont, and Ensival, which are almost
blended with the town, not less than 20,000. The tows
is indebted for its prosperity to the very important manu-
facture of fine woollen cloth and kerseymere, which »
said to employ 40,000 workmen in the town and neigh-
bourhood. They are exported to the north of Europe.
Germany, Italy, and Turkey. Formerly large quaatmet
were consumed in Holland. The Belgian army is clothed
in the manufactures of Verviers. The water of the
Vesdre, on the banks of which the manufactories are sits-
ated, is said to possess properties which render it peculi-
arly fit for dyeing. There are also manufactories of wool-
cards, oil of vitriol, aquafortis, and soap. There is an ex-
change, a chamber of commerce, ana a tribunal of com-
merce.
(Brockhaus, Conversation* Lexicon ; Murray's Handbook

of Northern Germany; Hassel's Handbuch ; Stein, Ltrt-
con ; Cannabich, Lehrbuch).
VESA'LIUS, ANDREAS, the greatest anatomist of

the sixteenth century, was born at Brussels in 1514. His
father, Andreas Vesalius the elder, was apothecary to the
emperor Maximilian ; and his uncle Everardus was a
physician, and the author of some commentaries on tbe
works of Rhazes. He received from an early age his clas-
sical and philosophical education at Louvain, and sained
a degree of knowledge in physics which was unusual evea
with the best educated of the time. From Louvain be
proceeded, to study medicine, to Montpeliier, and thence
to Paris, where he had for instructors Guntherus ab Ander-
nach, Sylvius, and Fernelius. In 1526, distinguished al-
ready by extraordinary zeal in the pursuit of anatomy, aaa
exposing himself even to great personal danger in the ob-
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taining of bodies for dissection, Guntherus made him his
chief assistant ; and in the same year he discovered the
origins of the spermatic blood-vessels. After a long resi-

lience in Paris, he returned to Louvain, where he was soon
appointed to teach anatomy: but in 1535, in order that he
might obtain better opportunities for learning it himself,
he joined the army of the emperor of Germany, who was
Hun at war with France. In 1538 he was at Bologna,
and in 1539 at Pavia, where in the following year he was
appointed professor of anatomy, having not long before
published his celebrated ' Epistola docens venam axillarem
MXtri cubiti in dolore laterali secandam,' Basle, 1539, 4to.,

in which he gave an improved though imperfect anatomy
of the vena azygos, and maintained that blood should al-

ways be drawn from the right arm, because of the near
connection between its vessels and that vein. Vesalius
remained professor at Pavia for nearly four years ; in 1543
he held the same office at Bologna ; and not long after-
wards he was appointed professor of anatomy, with an an-
nual stipend of 800 crowns, at Pisa. His knowledge at
this time is said to have been so unusual, that the best
anatomists of the day left Iiib demonstrations silenced.
He had in 1539 published some anatomical plates ; and for
lhe four succeeding years he gave a great portion of his
lime to the preparation of a complete work of the same
kind, employing as his assistants some of the most skilful

•"lists of the day. Moehsen says that Titian was among
those whom he employed, but this is not certain ; for the
name of that great artist is not mentioned in Vesalius's

works, and yet is not likely to have been willingly sup-
pressed. In 1542 a part of the work was published, with
lhe title ' Suorum hbrorum de Corporis Humani fabrica
Epitome,' Basle, folio ; and in 1543 the whole appeared.
It was called ' De Corporis Humani Fabrica Libri Septem,'
Basle, 1543, folio. Another and somewhat enlarged edi-

tion was published by Vesalius at Basle, 1555, folio
; and,

lifter his death, numerous editions appeared at various
limes and places. Haller calls it 'an immortal work, by

i all mat had been written before were almost super-

Senac speaks of it as the discovery of a new
I ; and probably nothing has been written, either be-

s or since, which has had so great an influence on the
progress of anatomy. The boldness with which Vesalius
attacked the accepted and long-reverenced opinions and
statements of Galen and the other antient writers; the

completeness of the evidence with which he supported his

own descriptions and arguments ; the number of dis-

coveries of structures which he announced, and the more
accurate accounts which he gave of nearly all that had be-
fore been known ; the extent of the work, and the number
and unusual excellence of the plates, were enough to

mark the commencement of a new aera in the science of
medicine.
But instead of the honour which Vesalius has received,

and while anatomy is studied will never fail to receive
from his successors, his contemporaries, or at least the
most distinguished of them, heaped on him the most viru-
lent reproaches ; for the authority of Galen in the schools
was at that time supreme, and to question it was to destroy
the credit of all the learning to which the teachers pre-
tended. Sylvius said that Vesalius ought henceforth to be
called 'Vesanus,' and declared perpetual hostility against
liiin. Piccolomini more craftily maintained that all the
truth Vesalius had written was taken from the Galen and
Hippocrates whom he calumniated ; and Driander, Putaeus,

Eustachius, and Fallopius, though with less virulence, each
in his way assailed him. Their attacks appear to have
greatly irritated Vesalius, who seems to have been dis-

posed, to resist the authority of the antients, not less by his

temp&r than by his conviction that they had often been in

I'rror. In 1546 he wrote ' De radicis Chinae usu Epistola,'

Basle, 1540, folio, a work in which lie attacked Galen with
much more virulence than before, but which he rendered
of great interest by proving, by numerous examples, that

fiaien's descriptions must have been drawn from the dis-

sections of monkeys and other animals, and very often from
the works of his predecessors without any dissections at all.

In spite of the opposition of his contemporaries, the
fame of Vesalius, both for skill in practice and for learn-
ing in the science of medicine, greatly increased after the

publication of these works; and anatomy soon suffered
much more from the honour than from the abuse
which was lavished upon him. About 1544 the emperor

Charles V. appointed him his chief physician : and he was
gradually obliged to be so constant in his attendance on
the court of that prince, and afterwards of Philip II. of
Spain, that anatomy was entirely neglected, except in the
occasional opportunities which were afforded by the exa-
mination of the bodies of those who died of strange diseases.

In 1561, when he wrote his ' Anatomicanini Gabrielis Fal-
lopii Obscrvafionum Examen,' which was published at

Venice in 1564, he was at Madrid, where, he says, he could
not even procure a skull to examine in order to settle

some point on which he was in doubt ; and both this work
and the ' Examen Apologise Fr. Putaei pro Galeno,' which
was published, under a feigned name, at the same time
and place, prove, Haller says, that since he left Pisa, in

1544, he had added scarcely anything to his anatomical
knowledge. His knowledge of practical medicine and
surgery however appears to have greatly increased ; and
many wonderful stories are recorded of the skill with which
he treated those about the court.

In 1563, or the beginning of 1564, Vesalius suddenly
left Madrid and the court, and went on a pilgrimage to

Jerusalem. The circumstances which led to this strange
step are very doubtful. The story commonly received is,

that having obtained leave from the friends of a Spanish
gentleman, who had apparently died under his care, to ex-

amine the corpse, he proceeded to the dissection, and the
heart, on removing it from the body, quivered in his hand.
The friends, hearing of this, accused him, not of murder
only, but of impiety, before the Inquisition ; and it was
only by the intercession of Philip II. that he was permitted
to expiate his error by a pilgrimage. There is no other
evidence for this tale than that it was current not long
after Vesalius's death ; and, on the whole, it seems more
probable that he left Spain in consequence of being mixed
up in some of the political or court plots which were at

that time very numerous, and of the results of which,
as he was of a melancholy disposition, he might very
well be in fear. Whatever led to his pilgrimage, its end
was most disastrous. While he was at Jerusalem, in 1564,
Fallopius died, and the Venetian senate invited him to the
vacant professorship of anatomy. On his voyage to Padua,
his vessel was wrecked on the isle of Zante, and there the
great Vesalius died of starvation, according to the accounts
of some, but, as it seems more probable, of the fatigue and
exposure which he had suffered.

Besides the w orks already mentioned, the only others that

can certainly be ascribed to Vesalius arc some 'Consilia,'

published in the collections of Montanus, Garetius, In-

grassias, and Scholzius ; and a paraphrase and translation

of some of Rhazes' works. The ' Chirurgia Magna in sep-

tem libros digesta,' which Prosper Borgaruccius published

at Venice, in 1568, and ascribed to Vesalius, was probably
not written by him, but collected by the editor from the

works of Fallopius and others.

Vesalius left a half-brother Francis, who refused to study
the law, for which his parents had destined him, and com-
menced the pursuit of anatomy, that he might defend the

memory of his brother from the attacks which were made
on it, not less virulently for some time after his death than
they had been during his life. But an early death pre-

vented his design.

The whole of Vesalius's works and his Life were edited

by Boerhaave and Albinus, at Leyden, in 1725, in 2 vols,

folio. Portal's "Histoire de l'Anatomie et de la Chirurgie,'

t. i , p. 394, and Haller's ' Bibliotheca Anatomica,' t. i.,

p. 180, contain, together with the Life of Vesalius, analyses

of his chief works.

VESICANTS. [Blisters.]

VESOUL. [Saone. Haute.]
VESPASIA'NUS, TITUS FLA/VMS, was born near

Reate, in the Sabine country, on the 17th of November,
a.u. 9. The Flavian gens had never obtained distinction,

though some of its members were mentioned in the history

of the later period of the republic and the commencement
of the empire. (Sueton., Vesp., i.) Vespasian was edu-

cated by Ms paternal grandmother Tertulla, at her estate

near Cosa in Etruria, and when emperor he displayed his

affection for the place, and instituted rites in honour of

his grandmothers memory. He served in Thrace as mili-

tary tribune, and having held the magistracies of aedile

and quaestor, in the latter of which he had for his pro-

vince Crete and Cyrenaica, he became praetor. He had

great difficulty in obtaining the aedileship or the quaestor
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ship (the uncertainty of the text of Suetonius leaves it

doubtful to which of the two magistracies this statement

refers), but the praetorship was conferred on him at his

first petition, probably through the influence of Caligula,

who honoured him with a seat at his table. For this

favour Vespasian thanked the emperor in the senate. He
called for extraordinary games at Caligula's mock triumph
over the Germans, and proposed that the bodies of con-

spirators against the emperor should be left unburied. These
statements fix his praetorship at the third year of Caligula,

a.d. 39.

At this time he married Flavia Domitilla, by whom he
had two sons, who afterwards became the emperors Titus

and Domitianvs, and a daughter, Domitilla.

Vespasian distinguished himself as a soldier in the

reign of Claudius, first in Germany, where he obtained the

station of legatus, by the influence of Claudius's freedman
Narcissus (a.d. 41-42). Thence he was transferred to

Britain (a.d. 43), where he served as legatus in the expe-
dition under Aulus Plautius, and under Claudius himself,

with such distinction that the triumphal honours were
granted to him, and after receiving two priestly offices

within a short time, he was advanced to the consulship,

which he held as Consul Suffectus during the last two
months of the year 51 a.d. During the interval between
this time and his proconsulship he remained quiet through
fear of Agrippina, who was bitterly hostile to the friends

of Narcissus. It was therefore probably after her murder
(a.d. 59) that he governed Africa as proconsul. He re-

turned, after an upright and honourable administration, in

such pecuniary embarrassment that, after mortgaging all

his landed property to his brother, he was compelled to

trade in slaves in order to support his rank. From this

circumstance he obtained the nickname of Mulio. He
accompanied Nero in his tour through Greece (a.d. 67),
but having offended the emperor by falling asleep or
leaving the room in the midst of his poetical performances,
he was banished from the court, and had retired to an
obscure city, when Nero appointed him to command in

the war against the revolted Jews with an army of three
legions. In less than two years he had conquered the
whole of Judaea except Jerusalem [Jews

; Jerusalem],
when he was persuaded by his son Titus, and by Mucianus,
the proconsul of Syria, to assert his claim to the imperial
throne, which had been already marked as his by repeated
omens. (Sueton., Veto., v.) The interval during which
Galba, Otho, and Vitellius were struggling for the purple
was spent by Vespasian in secret preparations, so that
when he was proclaimed emperor at Alexandria, by Tibe-
rius Alexander, the prefect of Egypt, on the 1st of July,
a.d. 69, his cause was immediately espoused by the legions
of Judaea and Syria, by three legions in Moesia, and by two
in Pannonia. The legions of Moesia and Pannonia were
brought over by Antonius Primus, who, without waiting
for the commands of Vespasian, or for the aid of the
Syrian legions, marched at once into Italy. The councils
of Vitellius were betrayed by Csecina, the Consul Suf-
fectus, and his army, though superior in numbers to that
of Antonius, was completely routed by the latter in a noc-
turnal battle between Bedriacum and Cremona. Antonius
now advanced slowly towards Rome, receiving by the way
the submission of the Italian cities, while Vitellius, in a
state of the utmost indecision, left his cause in the hands
of the populace of Home, who compelled Vespasian's
brother Sabinus, the prefect of the city, to take refuge
with his adherents in the Capitol, which they then bumt.
The arrival of Antonius at once subdued the mob ; Vitel-
lius was dragged from his hiding-place, and cruelly put to
death on the 24th of December, and the authority of Ves-
pasian was established in Rome. [Vitellius.]
The emperor now proceeded to Rome, leaving the reduc-

tion of Jerusalem to his son Titus. He arrived in the city
at the end of the summer of the year 70 a.d., the Senate
having in the mean time appointed him, with his son Titus,
to the consulship, and conferred upon him all the accus-
tomed imperial honours. His government has obtained
the highest praise. He restored the privileges of the
Senate, reformed the courts of justice, restored discipline
to the army and order to the finances. He repaired^ the
devastations which Rome had suffered in the recent civil
wars, and adorned the city with many new buildings.
Among the buildings which he began or completed were
the restoration of the Capitol, the temples of Peace and of

Claudius, and, above all, the Amphitheatre, whscsi kss

become celebrated under the name of the CoIis* nr».

Temperate in his own habits, he exerted himself ts m-

strain luxury in his subjects, and himself dischs.fi:*d tr,

duties of the censorship. He was affable to bis foes*

and even suffered severe strictures on his conduct to pa*

unpunished. The banishment and death of Herwun
Pruous are said to have been executed against the wii) i

the emperor. He was fond of money, but what he esartrtf

from his subjects he spent on public works, not on m* own
pleasures. He was a liberal patron of literature ana art.

The reign of Vespasian was signalized by great rmtitBn

successes, of which the most important were the netarm
of Petilius Cerealis over the Treviri (aj>. 70). those 4
Agricola in Britain, and the conquest of Jerusalem, 1st

which the emperor and bis son Titos triumphed is the

year 71, when the temple of Janns was shot, and tact a
Peace was built. In the following year the kingdom 'of

Commagene was taken from Antiochus and added to the

Roman empire.
In the last year of his reign a conspiracy was formri

against him by Aulus Csecina and Epirus MareeUna. who

were detected and put to death. Not long after tins Ve»-

pasian died of a fever, on the 23rd of June, a.d. 79. in tht

70th year of his age and the 10th of his reign.

(Tacitus, Histor. : Suetonius, Vespasian.)

VESPERTILIO'NnXE. The reader will find this n
tensive family treated of under the article Chxdk>fte*i-

Mr. Swainson is of opinion that the passage to the Fn-

pertilionicUs may be considered as established by th»

Flying Lemurs [Pleuroptera], and adopts Mr. J. E
Gray's arrangement, as much more natural than that c
Cuvier ; he gives the following table of the primary im-
sions of the former :

—

Vespertilionidae (Gray). The Bat Family.

I

Nasal appendages compli-1

2?fin^efySsTJiS
wings large and broad. J
(Nasal appendage simple,-)

2. Suotypical
\ trinde"K,,«toBUn'

3. Aberrant

PteropinK.

Noctilioninsf.

Vespertiliooins'.

finger of two joints.

No appendage.
'Grinders bluntly tubercu-

lar; index finger

3-jointed, clawed ; head
long, hairy ; tail often

wanting.
Grinders acutely tuber-

cular ; index finger

2-jointed
;
wings large,

narrow; head short,

blunt
;

lips very large.,

Grinders acutely tuber-

cular ; index finger
1 -jointed

;
wings large,

broad ; tail long ; head
long, hairy

; tongue
short; lips simple.

Mr. Gray, in the last edition of the Synopsis of the Cm-
tent* of the British Museum, remarks that the Leaf-no*-;
Bats {Istiophori) have the nostrils placed in a separate haiJ

space, which is often elevated behind into a leaf: tbnr

teeth are acutely tubercular, and their index-finger » n.<

clawed.

The true Leaf-nosed Bats {Phyttostomina) have the ns<a!

disk expanded into a distinct leaf, which is simple behind,

and pierced with the nostrils in front : these are pecuhir
to warm climates. Those which are only found in Ine ?»'<»

World are remarkable among bats for having four joints to

their middle finger. Those which are found in the <>M

World, like the rest of the family, have only three joinii

to the middle finger.

The Horse-shoe Bats (Jihinolophina) have the nasal disJ

expanded into a leaf behind, and with a pit or prccr*
between the nostrils in front.

The True Horse-shoe Bats have a long tail inclosed in i

large interfemoral membrane, and there is a process be-

tween their nostrils: these are found in the Old WnrM
only.

Mr. Gray states in continuation, that the remainder of
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:he Bats have been called Simple-nosed Bats (Antstiophori),
>ecause their nostrils are simply pierced in the end of the
nuzzle -without any nasal disk.

The tribe ofTrueBats( Vespertilioninar)hh\e, he observes,
icutely tubercular grinders, broad and large wings, with
in elongated tail, as long as, and inclosed in, a large coni-
cal interfemoral membrane. The upper cutting-teeth are
icar Ihe canines, and separated by a space from those of
he opposite side. Their genene distinctions depend,
)rincipally, on the form of the nostrils and ears.

The Bull-dog Bats (Noctilionines) have acutely tuber-
cular grinders," and feed on insects, like the True Bats;
mt their wings are very long and narrow, their bodies
hin, and their tails thick. Their lips are, in general, very
hick and prominent, resembling in appearance those of a
lull-dog. Their generic distinctions depend principally
in the position of the tail-. Warm climates generally.

The last tribe of Simple-nosed Bats (Pteropince), accord-
ag to Mr. Gray's arrangement, live almost entirely on
ruit. They are characterized by having bluntly tubercu-
ar grinders, and the end of the fore-finger furnished with
,
claw

; they have a simple nose with rather tubular
lostrils placed on the side of the muzzle ; their thumb is

3ng and webbed at the base ; the interfemoral membrane
i short, and they have only a very short tail or none.
\)und only in the warm parts of the Old World and the
Lustralian islands, where they are called Flying Foxes,
"he following is Mr. Gray's latest arrangement (1842) :

—

Fam. 6. Vespertilionidae.
,

Subfam. I. Phyllostomina.
Genera -.—Arctibeus ; Phyllostoma ; Carollia ; Lopho-
toma

; Macrophyllum ; Brachyphyllum ; Diphylla

;

lenoderma ; Endostoma ; Phyllophora ; Glossophaga ;

fonophyllus; Anoura ; Rhinopoma; Megaderma; Lavia.
2. Rhinolophina.

Genera:

—

Ariteus ; Rhirtolophus ; Hipposideros : Asel-
«.

3. Vespertilionina.
Genera:

—

Nycteris ; Nyctophilia ; Barbastellus ; Pleco-
u*;Romicea; Vespertilio ; Furia ; Nalalus ; Myopterus;

mrirtus ; Scotophilia; Lasiurus.
4. Noctilionina.— Ttiphozotts; Noctilio ; Proboscidea; Centro-

i ; Embalonura ; ASllo ; Chilonycleris ; Murmops

;

nurus ; Cheiromeles ; Nyctinomus; Thyropterus

;

Colossus; Dinops; Myopteris ; Diclidurus.
5. Pteropina.

Genera:

—

Pteropus; Cynopterus ; Epomophorus ; Ma-
roglossa ; Harpuia; Cephalotrs ; Acerodon.
Vampyrus, belonging to the Phyllostomina, is omitted

apparently by an error of the press, for Mr. Gray spfaks
f the genus as belonging to that subfamily in" his pre-
atory remarks) in this list of genera. The true Vampires
avc a deep fissure in the centre of the lower lip, into

'hich their tongue fits ; and we would add the following
vidence of their feeding on the blood of living animals to

aat given in the article Vampire :—
Mr. Waterton, a very good observer, relates that the
Empire in general measures about 26 inches from wing
o wing, though he once killed one which measured
12 inches. He says that this bat frequents old abandoned
louses and hollow trees ; and he states that, sometimes, a
cluster of them may be seen in the forest, hanging head
lownwards from the branch of a tree. According to him
here are two species in Guiana, a larger and a smaller

:

he former sucks men and other animals ; the smaller seems
o confine itself to birds chiefly. He learned from a gentle-
nan, high up in the river Demerara, that the latter was
ttmpletcly unsuccessful with his fowls on account of the
imall vampire. This luckless proprietor showed Mr.
Waterton some that had been sucked the night before and
fere scarcely able to walk.
Mr. Waterton twice notices the fact of the great toes of

™ sleeping companions being sucked, though he never
caught the animal in the act of sucking. The hole made
by the bite of the beast is described as triangular, some-
thing like that which is produced by the bite of a leech,
but smaller. The operator is said to be so skilful, that the
patient sleeps profoundly while the vampire sucks, and
often loses many ounces of blood.

.
The species of Vesjpertilionidce recorded by Mr. Bell,

12.
nls ln'eresting History of British Quadrupeds, are

—

Hie Great Bat or Noctule, Vespertilio noclula ; the Hairy-

armed Bat, Vespertilio Leislcri ; the Parti-coloured Bat.

Vespertilio discolor ; the Common Bat, Flittermouse or

Pipistrelle, Vespertilio pipislrellus ; the Pygmy Bat, Ves-
pertilio pygmteus ; the Serotine, Vespertilio serotinus

;

the Mouse-coloured Bat, Vespertilio mnrinus ; Bechstein's
Bat, Vespertilio Bechstcinii ; the Reddish-grey Bat, Ves-
pertilio Nattereri ; the Notch-eared Bat, Vespertilio emar-
ginatus ; Daubenton's Bat, Vespertilio Daubentonii ,

the Whiskered Bat, Vespertilio mystacinvs ; the Long-
eared Bat, Plecotus aurftus ; the Lesser Long-eared Bat,

Plecotus brerimanus ; the Barbastelle, Barbastellus Dmt-
bentonii ; the Greater Horse-shoe Bat, Rhinolophvsferrum-
equinum; and the Lesser Horse-shoe Bat, Rhinolophus
hipposideros.

VE'SPID.'E. The insects of the order ffymenoptera,
composing the genus Vespa of Linnaeus, of which the
common Wasp and the Hornet are familiar examples,
were formed into a family by Latreille, under the name of
Diploptera, afterwards changed into Diplopteryga by
Kirby. They form the third and last division of the first

subsection (Pradones), of the second section {Aculcata)
of Hymenoptera, in Westwood's revision of Latreille's ar-

rangement. When at rest they fold their wings throughout
their entire length, whence their distinctive appellation.

The wings of all the insects of the family have a similar

neuration, their eyes are lunate, and there are glands at

the extremity of tne labrium. The fore-wings have one
marginal and three perfect snbmarginal cells, with an in-

complete terminal snbmarginal cell.

Whilst some of these characters are so peculiarly dis-

tinctive of the Diplopteryga that they are not to be seen
in any other insects of the order, they, strange to say, do not
at all' indicate a community of habits. Among the Wasps
are insects of the most dissimilar habits ; some solitary,

others living in societies, some phytophagous, others carni-

vorous. Such as are social rival the bees in the compli-
cated instincts which regulate their societies. At first

sight these great differences of manners would seem to

point to a classification superior to that founded on
such unimportant characters as the folding of the wings,
&c. But when we find on further inquiry that the latter

apparently insignificant distinctions correspond to essential

modifications of structure common to all the insects of the
family, we are led to conclude that among the wasps,

structure, and not economy, is the real source of essential

character. Some authors" laying greater stress on habit

than on structure, have been inclined to separate far

apart the social from the solitary wasps ; but the utmost to

which a separation can be admitted is that arrangement
adopted by Mr. Weshvood, viz. the division of the Diplo-
pteryga into two families, the Eumenid/e and the Vespida-.

Besides the characters already mentioned, the wasps are

distinguished by the form of the antennae, which are

usually angled and somewhat clavate at their extremities.

Their tongues arc trifid and lacincatcd at the tips ; the

palpi are short and filiform : the maxillae long and com-
pressed ; their eyes are notched ; the thorax is entire. The
bodies of the wasps are usually black, with yellow mark-
ings, the males differing from the females in having the

clypeus not marked with yellow spots. They are naked,

or but slightly hairy. The abdomen is often pedunculated,
and the females and neuters are provided with a powerful

sting. Their legs are unprovided with apparatus for the

collection of pollen.

The solitary wasps, each species of which comprises

males and females only, constitute the family EumenidtP.
The genera Eumenes and Odynerus belong to it. Their

peculiarities of organization are adaptations to their pecu-
liarities of habit. Thus the mandibles form a kind of

rostrum, resembling that of the Fossorcs, for the purpose
of seizing and carrying off the insects on whieh they prey.

The antennae are composed of 12 or 13 distinct joints, ac-

cording to the sex, and are pointed. The labium is

divided into four pilose seta, with glands at their extre-

mities ; the lateral ones narrow and pointed, the inter-

mediate longer. The clypeus is oval or heart-shaped, and
anteriorly more or less truncate. The basal segment of

the abdomen in the typical species is elongated into a

peduncle. Their larvae are fleshy grubs, with tubercles

serving instead of feet.

The nabits of the solitary wasps are interesting. Reaumur
informs us that the Odynerus murarius { Vespa muraria) of

linnseus makes a hole several inches deep in the sand,
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or in the sides of walls, constructing a tube of earthy

Easte, at first straight, and then curved at its entrance,

i this burrow it constructs its cells, and deposits in the

cavity of the interior cell from 8 to 12 little green cater-

pillars, arranging them spirally in layers above each other.

In the midst of these it deposits its egg, then closes the
mouth of the hole with the materials of the tube, which it

had used as a sort of scaffold. The larva when hatched
feeds upon the caterpillars. Mr. Westwood states that
the Odynerut Antelope lines its cells with mud, of which
it carries small round pellets into its burrow under its

breast. Bouche observes that Odynerut parietum stores

up flies and other perfect insects, along with caterpillars,

for the food of its young. In the ' Gardener's Magazine'
for 1837, a most remarkable instinct displayed by a
species of Odynerut is related by Mr. Westwood. The
insect he describes stores in its nest the leaf-rolling larva

of a Tortrix, which it obtains by introducing its sting

into the rolls of leaves, and then running to the end of
the roll to catch the larva, which it finds endeavouring to

make its escape from its unknown enemy. According to
Geoffroy, the Eumenes coarctata constructs upon stems of
heaths and other plants a spherical nest of fine earth, which
it fills with honey, and there deposits an egg. In the
first volume of the new series of the ' Magazine of Natural
History' Mr. Shuckard gives an interesting history of a
new British Odynerut, 0. larvipes, which builds its nest in

excavations made in the pith of dead bramble-sticks. In
this case there was no appearance of any food having been
laid up with the grub.
The genus Ceramiut is an exception to its family, since

its upper wings are not folded longitudinally, and are fur-

nished with only two submarginal cells. It differs also in

some other characters. In its habits it resembles the
Odyneri. The species inhabit Europe and South Africa.
The genus Matarit, constituting Latreille's family of
Mataridte, is also anomalous in some of its characters,
but agrees with Eumenet in the manner of folding its

,
wings.

The Social Wasps constitute the restricted family of
J'espidce of Westwood, the Polittidet of Saint Fargeau.
They live in numerous societies, consisting of males,

females, and neuters, which are temporary, being dissolved

at the approach of winter. The mandibles of the Vetpidce

proper are not longer than broad, and are broadly and
obliquely truncated at their extremities. The labrura is

short and but slightly elongated, and the clypeus is nearly

square. They are voracious insects, preying upon others,

and on meat, honey, fruit, Sec. The winged insects pre-

pare the food in their stomachs for their young, which
they feed daily. The males are drones and do not work,

leaving all labour to the females and neuters. The larvae

are fleshy grubs, destitute of feet, but furnished with lateral

tubercles. Some of the species, as the hornet (Vespa
erabro), are of considerable size. Such as belong to the
genus Vetpa build a covering to their nests. The nests

of Polities have the cells undefended. The nests are con-
structed of a papyraceous substance made from wood or

the bark of trees, and those of some species include an
immense number of cells of an hexagonal form, arranged

in tiers .with their mouths downwards ; sometimes as many
as 16,000. A Brazilian species makes honey. A Deme-
rara wasp suspends its nest by a ring from the uppermost
branches of trees, so as to be out of the reach of monkeys.
In the collection of the Zoological Society is a wasp's nest

from Ceylon, built inside a great palm-leaf, and not less

than six feet in length. In the British Museum may be
seen some curious nests of exotic species. The hornet
constructs its nest of a coarser substance than that used by
the common wasp, and builds it in the trunks of trees and
in old walls. For further information on this family con-
sult Mr. Westwood's excellent work on the Modern Clat-

tiflcation of Jnteett. For an account of the habits and
economy of the common wasp, see Wasp.
VESPUCCI, AMERl'GO, was born fifteen years later

than Columbus, on the 9th of March, 1451, at Florence.

He was the third son of Anastasio Vespucci, a notary of
Florence. The family had been enriched by commerce
some generations earlier, and possessed landed property at

Peretola near Florence. Giorgio Antonio Vespucci, uncle
of Amerigo, a monk of the congregation of St. Mark, was
a friend of the Piatonician Ficim of Florence. Giorgio

Antonio took charge of the education of his nephew, who

appears however to have profited little by bis

studies. Bandini has published a Latin letter <

Amerigo to his father in 1476 (when the writer wi

five years of age), in which he confesses that be In
obliged to consult his Latin grammar while writing aac

that he was afraid to venture on a few lines of Latin m h>
uncle's absence.
Amerigo resided at Florence in 1489. Before this tar

however mercantile avocations had led him to
Documents published by Mufioz show that Ame
factor in the wealthy Florentine house of Juanoto 1

at Seville, in 1486. In 1493 we find him again in Bpu.
and anxious to quit the country. On the death of Joanotj
Bemardi, in 1495, he was placed at the head of the facton
His name occurs in the Spanish archives for the first tint

on the 12th of January, 1796.

In the narrative attributed to Vespucci, published at St.

Dii in Lorraine, in 1507, and republished at the mate
place in 1509, he is said to have made four voyages: two
under the auspices of the king of Castile, in 1407 and
1499; two by command of the king of Portugal, in 1501
and 1503. The first has been alleged to be apocryphal b;

some warm supporters of the claims of Columbus to be O*
original discoverer of the mainland of America, as well k
of the islands, who have not scrupled to attribute to Vr»-
pucci a fraudulent attempt to arrogate to himself th*
honour due to Columbus. Humboldt in the fourth Totumt
of his ' Histoire de la Geographic du Nouveau Continent
has successfully vindicated Vespucci from this imputation,
and proved that there is every reason to believe that tht

voyage really was made, though at a later date thai
appears in the printed book. M. Humboldt ha* by i

minute and exact analysis identified the four voyages d
Vespucci: the first, with the voyage of Aloruo de Hojek
commenced on the 20th May, 1499, terminated on the 15tS

October, 1499; the second, with the voyage of Yaws
Pinzon, commenced in the beginning of December, 149(1

terminated on the 30th September, 1500 ; the third, witt

the voyage of Pedro Alvarez Cabral, commenced on nV
10th of May, 1501, terminated 7th September, 1302 ; uV
fourth, with that of Gonzalez Coelho, commenced on the

10th of May, 1503, terminated on the 18th of June. 1501.

These dates remove all doubts as to the priority o

Columbus's discovery. The expedition of Hojeda coatfe.
in 1499 the shores of Paria, which had been discovered !r.

Columbus in the preceding year. For the mistake of tab-

stituting the year 1497 for 1499, M. Humboldt has shoot
that Vespucci cannot be held responsible. The brief sad

unsatisfactory narrative in which the error occurs w»

f
Tinted in Lorraine, without his knowledge and oomnf.
t is evident from authentic documents that Amerigo «s»

in the later years of Columbus's life an attached an!
trusted friend of the admiral ; and from the footing «
which he stood with the family and friends of CohimW
years after the publication of his narrative, that they <fad

not suspect him of any attempt to arrogate to himself \bt

honours due to their parent. The accident of the w»
continent receiving its name from Amerigo has been attri-

buted by M. Humboldt with great plausibility to ignorant
of the history of the discovery (at that time ;ealom!i
guarded as a state secret), leading the publisher of Vti-
pucci's narrative to propose that it should be called after

him, and to the musical sound of the name catching tU
public ear.

Vespucci appears to have served, in all the expedition
he was engaged in, in the capacity of astronomer. It «
evident from the letters of that age, that, owing to want n
confidence in the astronomical knowledge of the prartin.
pilots, it was customary to associate with them some pence
of scientific acquirements in the great voyages of d»-
covery. Vespucci himself tells us that his taste for advra-
tures of discovery was contracted while engaged as a rarr

chant in the outfit of exploring squadrons. As early t>

1593 he had expressed dissatisfaction with his position r.

Seville ; a dissatisfaction probably originating in averse
to mercantile pursuits. His writings, fragmentary and ili-

printed though they be, evince scientific tastes* and ac-
quirements.

From the service of the crown of Spain, in which Ves-
pucci made his earliest voyages, he was allured into that
of Portugal, in which he made the third and fourth. Dis-
appointed in his expectations, he returned to Spain, and
appears to have been soliciting employment at the tine
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*f Columbus's death. In 1607 he was intrusted with the
i dualling and furnishing of a royal fleet fitted out in that
ear. On the 22nd of March, 1508, he obtained the ap-
><>intment of piloto-major, which he retained till his death,
liu commission contains bitter complaints of the ignorance
>f pilots, and charges him, before licensing any person to
•xurcise the employment, to examine him strictly in the,
isc of the astrolabe and the quadrant, and to ascertain'
h ether he understands the practice as well as the theory

•l" the instrument.
Amerigo Vespucci died at Seville, on the 22nd of Fe-

>. uary, 1512. He died poor: his widow found consi-
! ci able difficulty in obtaining payment of a miserable pen-
ion of 10,000 maravedis, with which the emoluments of
us successor were burdened in her favour. An accident
ias given notoriety to the name of Amerigo Vespucci, at
ho expense of suspicions which he deserved as little as his
hance-medley distinction. He appears to have been a
kilful astronomer for his age; an able manager of the
ommissariat department ; an enthusiastic adventurer in
lie career of discovery ; a warm-hearted, honest man. But
le is far inferior to Columbus, Cabot, Diaz, or Gama, men
vho combined originality of conception with their enter-
ji ising spirits, and who belong to the class of heroes and
nen of genius.

( Humboldt, Erarnen Critique de le Hisloire de la Gto-
rraphie du Noueeau Continent, Paris, 1839 ; Cosmogra-
ihice Introduction insuper Quatuor Americi Vespucci
\
r
avigaiiones, Strassburg, 1507 and 1509 ; Bandini, Vita *

Lfttere di Amerigo Vespucci, Florence, 1745; Irving, A
listory of the L'fe and Voyages of Christopher Columbus,
^ondon, 1828.)

VESTA C'EffWa or 'tariff), one of the great divinities of
he antients, and. common both in name and mode of
vorship to the Greeks and Romans. According to Hesiod,
he was the first-bom daughter of Cronos and Rhea, and
ister of Zeus, and the Romans therefore made her the
laughter of Saturn and Ops. She was a maiden divinity,

md was said to have vowed eternal virginity by the head
if Zeus.
The worship of Vesta was based upon some of the

i ablest ideas of social life. She was the goddess of the
icarth, and as the hearth was with the antients the centre
•f the family, where the members met, conversed, and
ook their meals, Vesta was regarded as the goddess of
iomestic union and happiness. Strangers and friends
vere hospitably received at the hearth ; suppliants sought
afcty and protection there ; and there the members of a
amily swore fidelity to one another. The fire burning on
lie domestic hearth, the symbol of domestic union, was
ilso regarded as the symbol of Vesta herself, and in early
iraes we scarcely hear of any representation of the god-
less in works of art. As according to the notions of the
intients the state was formed on the model of a single

amily, each political community, city, or state had its

mblic hearth or altar of Vesta, on which a perpetual fire

vas kept burning. At Athens the public hearth of Vesta
s as in the Prytaneum, and here the guests of the state and
oreign ambassadors were received and hospitably treated,

rhe public hearth was to the members of a civil com-
munity what the domestic hearth was to the members of a
amily ; and when a state sent out colonists, they took from
he public hearth of the metropolis the fire which was
lenceforth to blaze on the public hearth of the colony.
Larger communities than a mere town or city had likewise
I heir public hearth and centre of union. Thus the com-
mon hearth of the Greeks was at Delphi, and that of the
Latins at Lanuviura, the metropolis of the Latins. Later
speculators and mystics extended this idea even further,

and spoke of a central fire or a common hearth of the
earth and the universe. Vesta, as the protectress of the
family, is intimately connected with the Penates, and she
herself is sometimes called & Penas or Dea Penetralis.

Her connection with the house led some antients even to

ascribe to her the art of building houses.
In Greece Vesta had very few temples, because every

liouse and every prytaneum was regarded as her sanctuary

;

and because she had her share in all the sacrifices

which were offered to other gods, |and at all sacrificial

feasts the first and last libations were offered to Vesta.
But at Hennione in Argolis she had a special temple,
though, like her temple at Rome, it contained no image
of the goddess. The sacrifices offered on her altar con-

F. C, No. 1652.

sisted of seeds, fruit, libations of water, oil, or wine, and
of young cows.
j£neas was believed to have brought the sacred fire of

Vesta together with the Penates and the Palladium from
Troy to Italy ; and at Rome the worship of Vesta was said
to have been introduced by Romulus or Numa. Her wor
ship at Rome was of much greater importance than in
Greece. Her temple, which was of a round form, stood in
the forum near that of the Penates ; it was open during
the day and closed by night. According to Ovid's de-
scription, its walls consisted in the earliest times of wicker-
work and the roof of reeds. The temple contained the
altar of the goddess with her sacred fire, the extinction of
which was regarded as an omen of the greatest calamity to
the republic, and priestesses (at Athens and at Delphi
widows, and at Rome virgins) were appointed to keep the
fire alive. With the exception of the Pontifex Maximus,
no male being was allowed to enter the temple of Vesta

;

and hence we never hear of the senate meeting in it as in

other temples. The Roman praetors, consuls, and dic-
tators, on entering upon their offices, had to offer sacrifices

to the Penates and to Vesta at Lanuvium. Representa-
tions, of Vesta in works of art were not frequent in an-
tiquity, as she was worshipped in the form of the sacred
fire burning on. the hearth. But some are mentioned by
Pausanias and Pliny, and she was represented in the grave
and dignified attitude of a majestic and pure maiden, with
the attire and veil of a matron, and holding in her hand a
sceptre or a lamp.

(Hartung, Die Religion der Romer, ii., p. Ill, Sec.

;

R. H. KJausen, Aeneas und die Penaten, ii., p. 624, &c.

;

Hirt, Mytholog. Sdderbuch, i., p. 70.)

VESTA. The discovery of Ceres by Piazzi, in 1801

;

of Pallas, by Olbers, in 1802 ; and of Juno, by Harding,
in 1804 ; all three being small planets and revolving in
orbits near to one another, was followed by that of Vesta,
March 29, 1807, by Olbers. When the second planet was
found, Olbers and others started the idea, from the conti-

guity of the two, that they might be pieces of some planet
which had been broken up. ' If this were true, it seemed
probable that there might be other parts ; and if these

were describing orbits round the sun, the intersection of
their planes must fall nearly at the same point. By exa-
mining the parts of the heavens corresponding to the two
intersections, such planets must infallibly be found. On
this principle the German astronomers proceeded in a sys-

tematic look-out for new planets. In September, 1804,

Harding discovered Juno; and in March, 1807, after

monthly examinations during three years, Olbers discovered

Vesta. No others have been found, though the same sys-

tem of examination was long kept up. In Lindenau's
« Zeitschrift,' vol. i., is a notification by Olbers that he had
examined the same parts of the heavens with such regu-

larity, that he was certain no new planet had passed be-
tween 1808 and 1816. Nothing can give a more forcible

idea of the perseverance which led to these discoveries.'

(Airy, Report on Astronomy, Brit. Assoc., vol. i.)

Vesta performs its revolution in about 1326 mean solar

days. Instead however of giving the elements of this

planet alone, it will be worth while to set down for all the

four planets the elements recently given in the Nautical
Almanac for 1845; Vesta being the nearest to the sun
and Pallas the most distant.

Elements of the Orbit of Vesta.

Epoch 1845, December 3, 0* mean astronomical time at
Greenwich.

Mean longitude of planet . 15"'3
"J

From mean
Longitude of perihelion . . 251 2 37 "4 > equinox of
Longitude of ascending node 103 20 3 *4 J the epoch.

Inclination 7 8 23 "2

Angle of excentricity . . 5 5 19 • 9
Mean daily sidereal motion 977"*43636.

Elements of the Orbit of Juno.

Epoch 1845, February 18, Ob mean astronomical time at

Greenwich.
Mean longitude of planet . 1 15°4^ 15"' 1

")
From mean

Longitude of perihelion . . 54 8 33 -3 V equinox of
Longitude of ascending node 170 52 28 -9 J the epoch.

Inclination 13 3 5 *6

Angle of excentricity . . . 14 42 23 -7

Mean daily sidereal motion 813" '05349.

Vol. XXVI.—2 P
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Elements of the Orbit of Ceres.

Epoch 1845, August 17, 0>> mean astronomical time at

Greenwich.
Mean longitude of planet . 327*41' 7"8] From mean
Longitude of perihelion . . 148 14 6 -2 > equinox of

Longitude of ascending node 80 48 18 '7 J the epoch.

Inclination 10 37 8 '7

Angle of eccentricity . . 4 32 58*9
Mean daily sidereal motion 771 "•53786.

Elements of the Orbit o/ Pallas.

Epoch 1845, August 5, 0h mean astronomical time at

Greenwich.
Mean longitude of planet . 304°56' 26"4'j From mean
Longitude of perihelion . . 121 22 43 -5 > equinox of

Longitude of ascending node 172 41 48 • 1 J the epoch.
Inclination of the orbit . . 34 37 40-2
Angle of excentricity . . . 13 54 1 '2

Mean daily sidereal motion 769''* 16607.

By the angle of the excentricity is meant the angle

-which has the excentricity for its sine ;
accordingly it is

-conveyed in the preceding that the excentricities of the

planets are

—

Vesta . . '0887007 Ceres . . •0793237

Juno . . '2538691 Pallas •2402336

From the given sidereal daily motions, it follows that

the semiaxes of the orbits (that of the earth's orbit being
unity) are taken as follows :

—

Vesta . . 2-36206 Ceres . . 2-76553
Juno . . 2-67057 Pallas . . 2-77121
VESTAL (' Virgo vestalis,' lariat), a priestess of Vesta.

The number of these priestesses, according to the regula-

tions of King Nuraa, was four, two for each of the antient

tribes. Servius Tullius, or, according to others, Tarquinius

Priscus, added two more, to represent the third tribe, or

Luceres. In the earliest times they were chosen by the

kings, but afterwards by the Pontifex Maximus, who had
the especial superintendence of everything connected
with the worship of Vesta. At first it seems to have been
left to his discretion what girl he would choose, but sub-

sequently whenever there was a vacancy in the sisterhood,

he drew by lot one out of twenty select virgins in the

assembly (in concione). It might also happen that a
parent offered his daughter, though this seems to have
been the case very rarely. After the lot was drawn, the

Pontifex took hold of the virgin, as if she was a prisoner,

and having pronounced a certain solemn formula, he con-
ducted her to the atrium of Vesta. Parents had no right

to oppose their daughter being thus taken from them and
devoted to the service of the goddess, except in tliree cases

:

first, if one of her sisters was already a vestal ; secondly,

if the parents had no more than three children ; and,
thirdly, if the father held one of certain high priestly

offices. In these cases parents were exempt from the
obligation of allowing their daughter to become a priestess

of Vesta, The conditions, on the other hand, on which
alone a virgin, could be made a vestal were—1, that her
father was not carrying on a disreputable occupation;
% that her parents were free and free-born, and settled in

Italy ; 3, that both her parents were alive ; and, 4, that

she was neither younger than six nor older than ten years.

From the moment that a vestal virgin was chosen and
taken to the atrium of Vesta, she was emancipated from
her father's power: she required no patron in any court of
justice, and had the right to dispose of her property by
testament; and if she died without having made a will,

her property fell to the republic. A vestal virgin, if once
appointed, was obliged to serve the goddess for thirty

years. The first ten years were z. period of noviciate,
during which they received instruction respecting the
various duties that they had to perform. Then followed
ten years during which they were allowed to perform all

the functions of their office ; and during the last ten years
they instructed those who were going through their ap-
prenticeship. After the expiration of the thirty years they
might, if they liked, unconsecrate (exaugurare) them-
selves, and might many. This however happened very
-seldom, and it was considered unlucky for an ex-vestal to
marry. The habits which the vestalshadacquired during their

priesthood generally induced them to continue in the ser-

vice of their goddess for life. These virgin priests en-
joyed at Rome the highest distinctions. When they went

ont a hctor walked before them; praetors and
when they met them lowered the fasces, and any «

whom their eye caught sight of was immediately act fee*.

In the theatres honorary seats were set apart far than
Augustus however prohibited their being present at tat

athletic games. Nero, on the other hand, abolished tsa

law, and permitted them to be present, on the ground flat

the priestesses of Ceres were allowed to be present at na
Olympic games. They had an official residence am (k*

Via Sacra, and salaries derived from estates of the goddea,

which were increased from time to time. A vestal nrpn
was considered to be of the same rank as the
Dialis, and in a court of justice she could not be
pelled to confirm her evidence by an oath. Their praym
were believed to be of particular efficacy, and wuls sat

important documents were often intrusted to their keep-

ing. They had also the privilege of being boned wrthn

thepomoerium.
The duties of the vestals were to keep the lire an tt*

altar in the temple of Vesta burning, to guard the sacred

relics and symbols preserved in the temple, to sprinkle the

temple of the goddess every morning with water from tht

Egerian well, and various other things connected with tht

worship of Vesta. Besides the functions directly con-

nected with the worship of Vesta, they had to perform in

tlie course of the year various others. Thus, for instance,

they conducted the mysterious worship of the Bona Dea
on the first of May, and had to prepare the sacrifice to U
offered on certain occasions. If ever the sacred fire is

the temple of Vesta became extinct by the carelesmess erf

a priestess, the neglect was atoned for by sacrifices, lis

the guilty vestal was scourged by the Pontifex Maiirmrt
on her naked back. The fire was not rekindled fror* t

common fire, but from one produced by the Pontifex by

the friction of two pieces of wood, or from the ray* of thi

sun by means of a burning-glass, and the vestal caught :!

in a brass sieve by means of tinder, and thus carried it iats

the temple. On entering on the priesthood every vestal

had to make a solemn vow to keep her chastity pare, hla

the goddess whom she served, during the years of her

priesthood. A breach of this vow was regarded as a
terrible crime and as a fearful calamity to the whole stale.

When a vestal was found guilty by the college of poothn,
she was condemned to death without having the right d
appeal to the people. As nothing but death could atom
for her crime, and as it was nevertheless not allowed for

any mortal to lay hands on the priestess of Vesta, she wm
buried alive in a subterraneous vault in the Catnru
Sceleratus, near the Colline gate. The mournful solemmft
on such occasions was this. The guilty vestal was laid or.

a bier, tied fast with leather thongs, ana covered in such t

manner that not even the sound of her voice could be

heard. In this position she was carried, as it were, m »

funeral procession, accompanied by her friends and rela-

tions, amidst the dead silence of all the people, to the pkv?
of execution near the Colline gate. On her arrival he*
she was relieved of her bands, the Pontifex Maximus wai
uplifted hands said a mysterious prayer, and then cert-

ducted the veiled vestal to the ladder which led into the

tomb. The executioner took her down and drew up the lad-

der ; and during this process the pontiff and the other print*
turned away their faces. In her tomb the vestal found a
couch, a lamp, and some bread, water, milk, and oil. Th*
tomb was closed and covered over with earth to a leve-.

with the rest of the ground. The man who had seduced a
vestal was scourged to death. Notwithstanding the se-
verity of the punishment, Roman history has on record
several instances in which the punishment was inflicted.

During the time of the republic the violation of chasbn
on the part of a vestal was always visited by the punish-
ment prescribed by law, unless the goddess herself inter-

posed in some miraculous manner to snow that her priest*-*

had been unjustly charged with the crime. Several in-
teresting instances of this kind are related by the Roma?
historians. During the early part of the empire the con-
duct of the vestals appears to have become rather loose,

since Domitian found it necessary to make the raw con-
cerning it more strict.

(LipsiuB, De Vesta et Vestalibus Syntagma ; HartuatL
Die Religion der Rbmer, ii., p. 115, &c. ; Gottling. G<-
schichte der Rbmischen Stoats verfassung. p. 180, £c. *

VESTIBULE, the room which first presents itself on
entering a building, and which leads to the others, ta
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jeneral it is little more than a mere passage or lobby ; but
n large mansions and public buildings is frequently made
he most spacious and striking part of the interior, to such
legree that it quite overpowers the rest, and seems to

>ccupy too much of the plan, causing the other apart-

ru'nts to look small by comparison. This is a very com-
non error, where, in order to impress at (tie first glance,
he immediate entrance is made a hall or saloon, unless it

>e one reserved exclusively for state occasions ; and even
n such case it should be so treated as not to excite ex
>cctation too strongly. While the vestibule ought to be
triking and effective, it should not promise so much as to

»e an anticlimax in the general design. Being merely an
ipproach to them, it should be rather smaller than at all

axger than any of the principal sitting-rooms, on which
.ccount it will sometimes be desirable to contract or divide
t. into smaller spaces, by means of columns right and left,

o introduced as really to screen those portions of it from
he entrance. Unless there be an ante-vestibule or lobby,
rone of the principal rooms should open immediately into

he vestibule, but if the plan will at all admit of it, their

loors should be so placed as not to be exposed to view on
Irst coming into the house ; and least of all is it desirable

hat the door of such a room should be immediately facing
he entrance one. Nevertheless there ought to be either

ome kind of vista or striking object provided for that

ituation—an opening to the staircase, a decorated niche,

ec. A thorough light should be avoided ; or if there be
ny window on the side or end facing the entrance, it

bould be filled with stained glass, and of course in accord-
nce with the style of architecture. Glass-doors, on the

ontrary, opening into a conservatory, produce a pleasing
ffect in such situation, and rather, than the contrary, in-

rease the idea of the extent of the house. A light from
bove. at the farther end of a vestibule or corridor, is like-

rise almost certain to produce a striking and picturesque

ppcarance. These however are matters so entirely de-

endent upon the circumstances of the individual plan,

hat it is impossible to lay down rules for them ; but they
re those which the architect ought to bear in mind, for

Ttless they be sought for, and care be taken to secure them,
uany effects that might, with a little study, be brought in,

.•ill be overlooked or disregarded. Vestibules admit of
Teater variety of plan than other rooms, and, among other

wins, that of the semicircle may be adopted with great

iropriety and effect ; and being hardly applicable to any
ther kind of room, it serves to contrast with the sitting

partments, and gives a decided character to the vestibule.

VESTRY is the name of that part of a parish church
rhere the ecclesiastical vestments are kept ; and inas-

nuch as meetings of parishioners have been usually held
a this portion of the building for parochial purposes, such
Meetings, duly convened, have acquired the name of ves-

ries ; so that even where a building remote from the
rch has been erected for parochial meetings, it is

'led, by a somewhat odd corruption, the vestry-

men the meeting is held in the church, or even
n a building within the precincts of the churchyard, the
cclesiastical courts claim jurisdiction over the conduct of

he parishioners. Sir William Scott however makes this

listinctjon : ' that may be chiding or brawling in a church
vhich would not be so in a vestry. The vestry is a place
or parish business, and the court would not interpose fur-

her than might be necessary for the preservation of due
>rder and decorum.'
It is of the constitution "and functions of a vestry as a

neeting of parishioners that this article is intended to

reat ; and when it is remembered that there are in Eng-
and many parishes containing more than 20,000 inhabit-
ing some more than 100,000, the subject will not seem
in'rmportant.

At the common law all rated inhabitants of a parish

lave a right, either periodically or when specially con-
vened, to meet in vestry for the affairs of the parish, and
:o vote the necessary pecuniary rates for the purpose of
:ffecting the resolutions they have made. But this com-
mon law right has been modified in many ways.

1. By custom, which has vested the government of

tome parishes in a select and usually a self-elected

body ot persons, probably the successors of individuals to

whom the parishioners at some previous time delegated
the management of their parish for a stated and short

period, but who, by the indifference and neglect of their

hurch has

oom. wn

constituents, came to hold permanently the powers thus
temporarily intrusted to them. The principal act for the
regulation of these vestries is the 58 Geo. III., c. 69. It
requires that three days' notice shall be given of the hold-
ing a vestry ; that if the incumbent of the parish is not
present, a chairman shall be elected by the meeting, and
that minutes of its proceedings shall be kept and signed
by the chairman and such of the parishioners present as
think fit ; and it gives to each inhabitant, provided he has
paid his rates, one vote, if he is rated on a rental under
SO/., and, if on a higher rental, one vote for every 25/. for
which he is rated, so that no one however sliall have more
than six votes. This act does not extend to parishes within
the City of London or borough of Southwark.

2. Section 20 of the act 10 Anne, c. 11, gives to the
commissioners appointed by that act (for the purpose of
erecting fifty new churches in London and its neighbour-
hood) power to appoint, under their seals, with the con-
sent ot the ordinary, 'a convenient number of sufficient

inhabitants' in each parish created under the act, to form
a select vestry of such parish. It vests in the majority of
such select vestry the power to supply vacancies, and gives
them all the powers of other vestries. The 59 Geo. III.,

c. 134, another church-building act passed to explain and
amend the act of the previous session, gives a similar
power (§ 30) to the commissioners under those two acts to
appoint, with the like consent, a select vestry out of the
'substantial inhabitants of the district,' parish, or chapelry,
for the management of the affairs of the church, and the
election of church or chapel wardens, vacancies being sup-
plied by the select vestry itself ; and the 10th section of
the act 3 Geo. IV., c. 72, confines the powers of the ves-
tryman to his own district with respect to ecclesiastical

matters, and provides that any deficiency (a somewhat
vague expression for an Act of Parliament) in the select

vestry shall be supplied as vacancies have heretofore been
filled up in the vestries of the particular parish. Local
acts have also created vestries.

3. The 59 Geo. III., c. 12 (Sturges Bourne's Act),
enables general vestries to appoint special vestries, con-
sisting of not more than twenty, or fewer than five, pa-
rishioners to superintend the relief of the poor, the over-
seers of the poor being placed under their authority. As
these special vestries are little more than committees of
the general vestries, to which they are responsible, it is

not necessary to treat them here further.

4. A fourth kind of vestry is created by 1 and2Wm. IV.,

c. GO (Sir John Hobhouse's Act). The adoption of this

act is left to the discretion of each particular parish ; but
rural parishes of less than 800 rated householders are how-
ever excluded from its operation. In order to apply the

act to any parish, either one-fifth, or else fifty, of the

rated parishioners must sign a requisition to the church-
wardens to take the votes of the parishioners for or against

its adoption. The churchwardens must affix on the church-
doors a notice of such requisition, appointing three days
for receiving the written declarations of the parishioners;

all the inhabitants may vote who are rated to the relief of

the poor, and have paid all parochial rates (excepting

those due within six months previous to the time of voting)

;

and if two-thirds of the voters, being an absolute majority

of tho rate-payers, concur in the adoption of the act, it

becomes the law for the election of vestrymen and audi-

tors of accounts in that parish : if the act is rejected, its

adoption cannot be again proposed until after an interval

of three years. When the act has been adopted, the

parishioners who have been rated one year to the relief of

the poor meet on some day in May (21 days' notice having
been previously given on the. church-doors

1

), and elect out

of the resident householders assessed upon an annual rental

of not less than ten pounds (or if the parish is in the City

of London, or contains more than 3000 resident house-

holders, upon an annual rental of 40/.) persons as vestry-

men, in the proportion of twelve for every thousand rated

householders : but the number of vestrymen is never to

exceed 120. The election may, if five parishioners de

mand it, be made by ballot, to be taken on the three fol-

lowing days. Afterwards, one-third of the vestry goes out

of office in rotation annually, and their places are supplied

by the method already described : five is a quorum of the

smallest, and nine of the largest vestry. The incumbent

of the parish is entitled ex-officio to be a member of the

vestry : indeed the rector of the parish is supposed to be
2P 2
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entitled to preside at vestries, but by what authority, otner

than an implied opinion of the ecclesiastical courts, and

the provision already cited from the 58 Geo. III., c. 69,

is not very manifest. This act also prescribes that the

parish accounts shall be open to the inspection of all

the parishioners ; and that on the day of electing vestry-

men the rate-payers shall elect, out of persons with the

same qualification as is necessary for vestrymen, five

auditors of the accounts, who shall not be members of

the vestry, or concerned in any contract with the

parish. These are to audit the accounts every half-

year, and an abstract of the accounts is to be pub-
lished by the vestry clerk within a fortnight after the

audit, and distributed to the rate-payers at the price of one

shilling each copy. A statement is also to be made out

annually, for the inspection of the parishioners, of all the

estates and charitable foundations of the parish, their na-

ture and application.

The functions of vestries are to see to and provide' funds

for the maintenance of the edifice of the church and the

due administration of public worship; to elect church-

wardens [Churchwardens] ; to present for appointment
fit persons as overseers of the poor [Overseer] ; to ad-

minister such estates and other property as belong to the

parish ; and in some cases, under local acts, to superintend

the paving and lighting of the parish, and to levy rates

for those purposes.

The remedy for neglect of duty by a vestry is a manda-
mus from the Court of Queen's Bench, directed to the

officer whose duty it would be to perform the particular

act, or in some cases by an ordinary process against him,

or by a process against the churchwardens out of the

ecclesiastical courts.

VESUVIAN. [Idocrase.]
VESU'VIUS (written also by the Romans Ve»(vtu, and

by Strabo Oviaoomog), a mountain situated east of the

bay and east-south-east of the city of Naples, celebrated

for many centuries as one of the principal and most active

volcanoes of Europe. Its height above the sea is variable,

according to the condition in which eruptions leave the

crater ; and owing to the same causes the figure of the

mountain, though in a general sense always conical,

changes from time to time. During the early part of the

present century the top of Vesuvius had become ' a rough
and rocky plain, covered with blocks of lava and scoriae,

and cut by numerous fissures, from which cTbuds of vapour
were evolved.' But by the violent eruptions of October,
1822, this was all thrown out, and replaced by a vast ellip-

tical gulf or chasm three miles in circumference, three-

quarters of a mile in the longest diameter, and perhaps
2000 feet in depth. More than 800 feet of the summit of

the antient cone were carried away by the explosions, and
the height of the mountain was thus reduced from 4000 to

3200 feet. (Lyell.)

Such changes of height and form appear to have
occurred previously. Dr. Daubeny observes that the pre-
sent cone of Vesuvius may be regarded as of modern date,

the result of modern volcanic action, while the mountain
called ' Somma,' which surrounds for half a circle, with a
precipitous escarpment, the true peak of Vesuvius, is part

of the antient large crateriform cone described by the
Roman historians, the summit and part of the side of

this antient cone being destroyed by the explosion of the

year 79 a.d.

The history of Vesuvius, though it goes not back into

such remote antiquity as that of /Etna, is of great import-
ance in guiding the speculative researches of geologists

into the .nature and situation of the internal fires which
lrom time to time burst forth in old volcanic vents, or
shake these and other parts of the earth's crust with the
fearful throes of the earthquake.
The history of the eruptions of Vesuvius has been traced

by several writers, especially Dr. Daubeny, in his ' Treatise

on Volcanoes,' and Mr. Lyell, in his ' Principles of Geology.'
It doe* not appear that any record exists of an actual
eruption of Vesuvius prior to the Christian sera. Diodorus
Siculus notices (iv. 21) that it has * many signs of having
been burning in antient times;' and Strabo infers its

igneous origin from the nature of the rocks (p. 247, ed.
Casaub.) ; but the slopes were richly cultivated and pro-

verbially fertile (' frequens amoenitas one,' Pliny ; Virgil,

Georg. li. 224), though the top was a rough, sterile, slightly

concave plain, in which Spartacus was besieged by the
Roman army. (Florus, iii. 20.)

jEtna was active while Vesuvius was tranquil. t*n snip
tiona being recorded of the former in the five ceatM
before Christ.

In the year a.d. 63 the long-dormant volcano gscr* ta»

first symptoms of renewed agitation in an earthquake
which occasioned considerable damage to many at ii»

cities in its vicinity, amongst others to Pompeii. Is. U*
month of August, a.d. 79, occurred the first and pestup-
the greatest of all the recorded eruptions of Vi sins—. dr-
scribed in the letter of Pliny the Younger to T*ciua».
which records the death of Pliny the naturalist. CTW
whole of the narrative is given under the article Pun
the Elder.) The cities of Stabiae, Pompeii, and Hcrcu-
laneum were overwhelmed by showers of cinders ami
loose fragments, no lava having been ejected on this occa-
sion. Other eruptions succeeded in 203, 472, 512. OfcS.

993, and 1036, which last is said to be the first which w*»
attended by an ejection of lava. Eruptions were isBtwu
in 1049, 1138 (or 1139), 1306, 1500. and 1631. That
long intervals of rest in Vesuvius corresponded in part k>

periods of extraordinary activity in .(Etna, which from the
twelfth century has never been long tranquil. Eraptioc*
happened however in some other part of the volcanic trad
around Naples, as of the Solfatara in 1198, of Mount
Epomeo in Ischia in 1302, and the Monte Nuovo in 153K.
The eruption of 1631 was very destructive on the populous
side of Vesuvius toward the bay of Naples. Ecupboiu
succeeded in 1660, 1682, 1694, 169a from which time to

the present, phenomena of this nature have been repealed
very frequently, so as to seldom leave any interval of rest

exceeding ten years. Sometimes this mountain has Hamad
twice within a few months.
The eruption of 1737 gave forth lava currents, wbka

passed through Torre del Greco into the sea, the said
contents being estimated at 33,587,058 cubic feet Is

1794 the lava followed the same course, and amounted to

46,098,766 cubic feet. Well then may the antient* bait
remarked that Vesuvius appeared to have given out more
than its own volume of earthy matter, a fact which Seneca
has explained by regarding this mountain as funrnhny
the channel, not the food, of the internal fire. In the

various eruptions of this mountain, currents of melt*!
rock, torrents of heated water, clouds of ashes and aeons
and great volumes of steam and gases have at differed
times been observed. The force with which the subtetraaeaa
agencies operate during their paroxysmal excitement n»j
be judged of by the height to which stones have been pro-

jected and the distance to which they have been throws
Sir W. Hamilton speaks of the height to which stones so*
scoria; have been thrown

;
by counting the seconds of tuse

which stones have occupied in falling (11") in some eases,

it appears that considerable masses have been thrown 30K
feet high ; Dr. Clarke mentions their being thrown to

half the height of the cone above it. Stones of 8}b*. u
weight fell on Pompeii in the eruption of a.d. 79. whuV
masses of an ounce weight overwhelmed Stabiae ; and in t

later eruption fine ashes were transported by the wind
even to Constantinople.

. Of such materials, lava currents radiating from fissure
in the mountain side, dry ashes falling in partially coo-
centric sheaths round the volcanic vent, and similar asnr>
mixed with and re-arranged by water, consist the cotucaJ
mass and the expanded base of Vesuvius, as well as Lb*
more antient Somma. They seem to be accumulation*
from the volcanic action, mounds naturally and neces-
sarily resulting from the ejected materials, or, in theoretical
language, they are ' cones of eruption' rather than ' cratca
of elevation.' Across these mingled materials pass dyke*
of lava of various degrees of compactness, filling cracks or

irregularly ramified cavities, nearly as some trap-dykes at
in stratified rocks.

Among the minerals recognised in the igneous products
of Vesuvius and Somma, augite or pyroxene is perhaps the
most abundant, and is associated with felspar, lencite.
mica, olivine, titaniferous iron, meionite, idocrase, and
many other substances, even to the number of 100. The»
are mostly collected from the masses presumed to haw
been ejected from Mount Somma, which also yield granular
limestone, the nearest calcareous rock which rises to the
surface of the country being in the Apennines. The cryv
talline character of this limestone may be the effect of the
internal heat.

The reader will find ample details and references on
Vesuvius and the volcanic district of Naples generally in
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>r. Daubeny's work onVolcanoes and Mr. Lyell's Principles
/' Geology. [/Etna ; Hkrculankuk ; Pompeii; Pliny
iik Elder; Volcano.]
VETCH. [Tares; Vicie.*.]
VETTCRI, PIETRO, bom of a noble family at FJo-

once, in 1499, studied classical literature in his native
own, and afterwards law at Pisa. He went to Rome with
is relative Francisco Vettori, on a mission to Pope Cle-
nent VII. On his return to Florence he joined the
'publican party which drove away the Medici in 1527.
lis relatives Francesco and Paolo Vettori acted a va-
il lating and even false part in those transactions. When
lie arms of Charles V. subdued Florence and gave it to
)uke Alessandro de* Medici, Pietro Vettori retired to
lie country and applied himself entirely to study. He
iterwards went to Rome, until he was recalled to Flo-
ence by the duke Cosmo I., who appointed him pro-
. ssor of latin and Greek literature. He remained many
ears in that chair, which he filled with great repu-
dtion. He published editions of Cicero, Terence, Varro,
allust, of the Roman writers on agriculture, as well as
le Greek text of jEsehylus, of the 'Electra' of Euripides,
f several dialogues of Plato and Aristotle, and other
ireek writers. He wrote commentaries, in Latin, on the
orks of Aristotle, and on the book on elocution of Peine-
rius Phalereus. He wrote in the same language his
Varies Lectiones,' in thirty-eight books, in which he ex-
tains and comments upon numerous passages of antient
.riters, and also several orations. In Italian he wrote
rations on the occasion of the death of Duke Cosmo I.

nd of the emperor Maximilian II. He also wrote several
mall poems in Italian, and a> didactic treatise on the culti-

ation of the olive-tree, * Trattato delle Lodi e della Colti-
azione degli Ulivi,' Florence, 1574, often reprinted and
luch valued. Many of his letters are inserted in the eol-
ation of the ' Prose Florentine ' and in other collections.
ettori was one of the most accomplished scholars of a
earned age. He died at Florence in December, 1585.
.'Tiraboschi, Storia delta Letttratura Italiana ; Comiani,
Secoli della Letteratura Italiana.)
VEVAY. [Vaud.1
VEXIN. [Normandy.]
VIADUCT is the name usually applied to such an ex-

?nsive bridge .or series of arches as may be erected for
ie purpose of conducting a road or railway above the
;vel of the ground, in crossing a valley or a thickly inha-
ited district, where it may be necessary to avoid inter-
vene* with previously existing lines of communication,
trictly speaking, a similar structure for supporting a na-
igable canal is also a viaduct, although it is more com-
lonly called an aqueduct or aqueduct-bridge ; and there
ppears to be no better reason for applying the name via-
uct merely to a road supported on arches, and not to an
mbankment or even an excavation formed for a line of
r>ad, than there is for the similar limitation of the term
queduct. [Aqueduct, vol. ii., p. 204.]
Many circumstances, such as the value of land, the na-
me of the soil, and the quantity furnished by neighbour-
ly excavations, must be taken into account in calculating
lie comparative expense of elevating a road or railway to
triven height by an embankment or by a viaduct. In
rdinary cases an embankment is the cheapest, unless the
levation be very considerable; but beyond a certain
unit, which must be ascertained in each individual case
>v a consideration of such circumstances as are indicated
bove, a viaduct will be cheaper ; and its superior eco-
iomy will increase in an accelerating ratio with every
urther increase of elevation. Supposing, for example,
hat an embankment is found to be the cheapest up to the
>eight of 30 feet, it would be far otherwise were the eleva-
ion increased to 60 feet. Taking the slope of the sides
>f the embankment at two horizontal to one vertical, the
vidth of land required for the base would be, allowing 30
eet for the width of the road, in the one case 150 feet,
"id in the other 270 feet ; while the transverse sectional
irea would be increased nearly four-fold, being 300 square
r
ards in the former, and 1000 square yards in the lat-
er case. In addition to these grand items of enlarged ex-
pense, the cost of culverts and bridges for communication
under the embankment would be greatly increased by every
addition to its weight and breadth, to say nothing of the ad-
ditional risk of accident by slips. In a viaduct, on the con-
trary, the increased width of base required would be but

trifling, the expensive masonry of the arches themselves
would remain nearly the same, and almost the only differ-

ence of cost would be that occasioned by the increased ele-

vation of the piers, and by a small addition to tbeii

strength.

The superior advantages of a viaduct being determined,
it remains to ascertain, by a careful comparison of local

and other circumstances, what material it may be most ad-
visable to employ, and what proportions it may be most
economical to adopt for the arches and piers. These are
points upon which much diversity of opinion exists among
engineers ; and in many cases the desire to produce works
of grand and extraordinary character has led to the adop-
tion of arches of much larger span than a due regard to
economy would warrant. In a paper on this subject pub-
lished in the ' Railway Times' for October 15, 1842, some
valuable data are collected respecting the dimensions and
cost of the principal railway viaducts erected in this coun-
try, which may serve to give an idea of the cost of such
structures, and a rule for calculating it sufficiently accurate
for the purpose of a rough estimate. From these it appears
that the viaduct across the valley of the Weaver, on the
line of the Grand Junction Railway, which was one of the
earliest viaducts erected of similar dimensions, consists of
twenty segmental arches of60 feet span, is 1484 feet long,
84 feet in mean height from the foundation to the top of
the parapets, and 30 feet in mean width above ground.
The cubical or solid content given by these dimensions
amounts to about 138,507 cubic yards, and as the expendi-*

ture was 53,103/., the cost was about 7s. Sd. per cubic yard
for the whole space occupied by the viaduct. The Weaver
viaduct is built of stone, upon piled foundations ; but simi-1

lar structures of brick, when estimated in the same way,
appear to have, in many cases, cost about as much for every
cubic yard of space occupied by them. The Stockport via'

duct, for example, upon the Manchester and Birmingham
railway, a plain substantial structure of brick and stone,

consisting of twenty-six semicircular arches, twenty-two of

which are of 63 feet span, cost, according to the above
mode of computation, 7*. Id. per cubic yard ; its extreme
length being 1792 feet, its mean height 90 feet, and, width
32 feet. At the point where this viaduct crosses the river

Mersey the rails are about 120 feet above the foundation,
and the top of the parapet is 111 feet above the water. To
account for the nearly equal cost of these viaducts, not-

withstanding the difference of the materials, it is stated

that the piers and openings in the Weaver viaduct are as

8 to 60, while those of the Stockport viaduct are as 10 to

63 ; and also that expense was saved in the foundation of
the former by the use of piling. The Dane viaduct, also

on the Manchester and Birmingham Railway, though si-

milar in dimensions to that at Stockport, being 1717 feet

long, 88 feet 3 inches in mean height, 31 feet wide, and
having twenty-three semicircular arches of63 feet span, cost

only St. 3d. per cubic yard ; a degree of cheapness ac-

counted forby its being almost entirely constructed of brick,

and by its construction being intrusted to the same con-

tractor as the Stockport viaduct, and its design so arranged
that the centering and expensive carpentry required for the

one might be subsequently removed and made use of for

the other. Another brick viaduct upon the same line

consisting of eleven semicircular arches of 49 feet span,

and having a mean height of 73, and width of 28 feet, cost

no more than 6*. per cubic yard. Among the other via-

ducts mentioned by the writer of the paper referred to if

that over the Avon valley, at Rugby, on the Midland
Counties Railway ; a structure almost exclusively com-
posed of brick, and which nevertheless cost 7*. 4$d. per
cubic yard. The length of this viaduct is 720 feet, its

mean height 51 feet, and mean width 30$ feet ; and its

comparatively high cost is accounted for by the semiellip -

tical form of the arches, which requires a considerable ex-
cess of brickwork in the haunches, and by the dispropor-

tionate extent of their span, which is 50 feet, compared with

the height of the viaduct. The Anker viaduct, on the

Birmingham and Derby Railway, at Tamworth, consisting

of 19 arches of 30 feet span, and one oblique arch cf 60

feet span, and of the mean height of 45 feet, cost 8*. 4d.

per cubic yard; but here, independent of the in-

crease of expense by the large oblique arch, some
of the foundations were unusually costly ; and, owing to

local ci.cuinstances, the viaduct was, with the exception

of the arches, entirely built of stone, and rather profusely
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ornamented. It were to be wished that the means existed

of carrying out such a comparison, so as to embrace rail-

way viaducts of every material and variety of construction

;

but as this is not the case, the author of the above paper
gives an analysis of the cost of only one of the viaducts on
the Great Western Railway, which, if founded on accurate

data, appears to show strongly the impolicy of adopting
arches of extraordinary dimensions, and of an elliptical

form. The structure referred to is the Wharncliffe viaduct,

at Hanwell, the length of which is stated to be 895 feet,

the mean height 83J feet, and the width 35 feet, which
dimensions make the cubical contents 91.737 yards. The
arches are, as intimated above, semi-elliptical, and of 70
feet span, and the structure is composed of brick and stone,

chiefly the former ; and as the expenditure is stated to

have been 55,000/., the cost per cubic yard appears to have
been about 12*.

Several engineers have, of late, strongly recommended
the use of timber in lieu of brick or stone for the construc-

tion of large viaducts, on the score of economy
j
but, so

far as a judgment may be pronounced from the instances

quoted in comparison with the above, the saving of ex-
pense does not appear to be so important as might be con-
ceived. At the point where the Birmingham and Derby
Railway crosses the junction of the rivers Tame and Trent,

there is a bridge or viaduct composed entirely of timber,

1286 feet long, 33 feet high on an average, and 29 feet

wide, in which, owing to the inconsiderable height, the
openings are of only 20 feet span

;
yet the cost of this

bridge averaged 7*. 2d. per cubic yard, from which it

would appear that, excepting in similar cases, where the

expense of coffer-dams is avoided by the use of timber, a
wooden bridge has no claim to preference on the ground of

superior cheapness. The Willington Dean viaduct, one of

the extraordinary timber-arched bridges erected by Mr.
Green for the Newcastle and North Shields railway, con-
sisting of seven arches, varying from 115 to 128 feet span,

and of the mean height of 73 feet, and width of 24 feet,

cost 24,000/., or 7*. Id. per cubic yard. The piers of this

viaduct are of stone, and the arches consist of ribs formed
of planks laid over each other, with the joints carefully

broken", so as to form massive arcs, each consisting of se-

veral laminae of planks, and being far stronger than a solid

piece of timber, supposing it had been possible to procure
such of the requisite dimensions. A viaduct on the same
trinciple has been very recently constructed over the river

Itherow, for the Sheffield and Manchester Railway, con-
sisting of three arches, of which the centre one is 150 feet

span, while the western and eastern arches are 135 and
120 feet, respectively. The arches ore all of the same
radius, in order to equalize the thrust on the piers, and the

versed sine of the centre arch is 40 feet. Each arch con-
sists of three ribs, 5 feet in depth, composed of three-inch

planks, previously rendered impervious to dry-rot by im-
mersion in a solution of sulphate of copper, and further se-

cured from decay by the insertion of a layer of brown
paper, dipped in tar, between each layer of planks. The
centre ribs are 2 feet 4 inches wide, and those at the sides

1 foot 10 inches each. The total height of this extraordi-

nary bridge, from the foundation, is 136 feet ; its total

length is 506 feet ; and its cost was about 25,000/., but we
do not possess data sufficient for comparing it accurately

with the viaducts previously mentioned. As a proof of the

general expensiveness of timber bridges however it may
be mentioned that a bridge erected for the Paris and
Rouen Railway at Bezons, across two branches of the
river, Seine, consisting of ten timber arches on stone piers,

cost about 8*. 9d. per cubic yard.
The construction of timber bridges or viaducts on a

peculiar modification of the suspensionprinciple has been
briefly alluded to under Suspension-Bridge, vol. xxiii.,

p. 338 ; and Stevenson, in his ' Sketch of the Civil Engi-
neering of North America' (p. 231, Sec.), describes another
form of timber bridge which has been much used on
American railways under the name of Town's patent
.attice-bridge, in some cases for spans of as much as 150
feet. In this kind of bridge the roadway is supported by
a series of lattice-like frames of timber, arranged in pa-

rallel vertical planes, and extending continuously from end
to end of the viaduct, simply resting upon the piers, which
may safely be made slender and far apart, because the con-

struction of the lattices or trusses effectually prevents any
lateral strain which might tend to overturn them. One of

these viaducts on the Philadelphia and Reading RaOwir
is 1100 feet long, and is supported by ten atone pin.
Long's patent frame-bridge, in which the timber tms***

are above instead of underneath the roadway, is also tauA
used in the same way.

lieutenant Lecount, in the article ' ViadncV in Oa
seventh edition of the ' Encyclopaedia Britannic*,' detai't

at considerable length the matters to be attended to is

preparing contracts for, and in superintending the scectio;

of, viaducts, which, from their importance, are frequeot'r

let as independent works.
It is always important, but especially when the arch**

of viaducts are to be converted into warehouses or dwell-

ing-houses, as has been done to some extent in the Gren-
wich, Blackwall, and a few other railways, to render thra
impervious to water. This is sometimes effected b;

puddling with clay, a mode which seldom fails if well door.

Draining by means of pipes passing through the piers bit

been tried, but Lecount states that it has failed. A pits

which has been found successful is to coat the arches witn

a mixture of coal-tar and lime, or with coal-tar alone, is

which case the tar should be previously boiled for ten or

twelve hours to evaporate the water and ammonisrs?
liquor which it contains. The surface of the brickwork
should be swept clean before applying the tax, and it

should not be laid on in wet weather. Asphalt has been
used in several instances, and with the most perfect success,

but it is more expensive than coal-tar : the arches of thf

Greenwich Railway viaduct, which were originally erected

without any efficient protection against the percolation a'

water, have been rendered dry by the application of tb*

cement. Coating the arches with sheet-lead is anoLS^-

very efficient cure, but too expensive for ordinary use.

VIANA. [Entrk Duero k Minho.]
VIAREGGIO. [Lucca.]

VIATKA (Wiiitka, or Wiiitzk), an extensive gOTenuatsi
of the kingdom of Casan, in Asiatic Russia, is situated be-

tween 55°50' and 60° 5'N. lat. and 55" 46' and 54* K. long. fc.

area is 52,500 square miles, and the population iJMOJU)
It is bounded on the north by Vologda, on tbe east bj

Perm, on the south by Orenburg and Casan, and on tt*

west by Costroma. The country is covered by branehn u
the Ural mountains and by morasses, some of which sr
many thousand square miles in extent, and there are aU
immense forests. The climate is cold and inclexoeu
especially in the northern portion of the country, but s»U>

bnous. The soil is in general clay or moor, with no cve-

siderable tract of rich mould, except on the banks of l*
Kama, which rises in the north part of the governmrA.
but soon enters that of Perm, through which it flows One
north to south : it then runs along the south-eastern (roe-

tier next to part of Perm and Casan. The principal river *
the Viiitka, which rises near the source of the Kama, sad
with various windings traverses the government frost

north to south, and falls into the Kama at the south-westeri
corner of the province. It receives in its course tht

Tschepza, Metscheda, Malmyschka, Schosma, Cholunms.
and several other rivers.

Agriculture is the chief occupation of the inhabitant!

.

and notwithstanding the rigour of the climate, tbe annus.
{>roduce is not only sufficient for the home consumptioa.
>ut leaves a considerable surplus. The species of gran
cultivated are rye, barley, and oats, and a little wheal

.

pulse of different kinds are grown, and flax and hemp suf-

ficient for the consumption of the inhabitants. There sr
good gardens which produce abundance of culinary veer-
tables. Potatoes are not yet duly appreciated. The tore**,
chiefly consisting of pines, with some mixture of oaks,
elms, limes, and other trees, are a source of immense
advantage : they are the resort of abundance of deer sal
of fur-bearing animals. The breeding of oxen, sheep,
swine, and goats is much attended to. The coaotrr-
people have also great quantities of bees, and the fUhiB*
m the rivers is likewise profitable. The minerals are rop-
pt> and iron.

The population consists of Russians, Votiaka, Tcbere-
misses. Baschkirs, Teptiares, and Tartars. The people »<

Finnish origin have become gradually amalgamated inti
the Russians, and have embraced the Greek religion, •a'

Mohammedans there are 45,000 Tartars and 2900 Basch-
kirs and Teptiares.

Besides the occupations of agriculture and breeding of
cattle, tbe inhabitants build boats, manufacture
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cloth and linen, tan leather, and make iron and wooden
Utensils. The Fins, as well as the Russians and Tartars,

provide for almost all their own wants. Three or four

million yards of linen, woven in the huts of the peasants,

are annually sold : they manufacture also two million

yards of woollen cloth. A good deal of brandy is distilled.

Manufactories, properly so called, are few. Schinidtlin

however says that ' manufacturing industry is daily be-

coming more extensive, because there is not a sufficient

market for agricultural produce.'

The principal commerce of the government is with

Archangel, to which it exports corn, flax, linseed, honey,

tallow, leather, furs, timber, boats of various kinds, iron,

copper, and charcoal, and receives foreign wines and colo-

nial produce.

This government is in the district of the university of

Casan, but education is in a very backward state, not more
than one inhabitant in 500 receiving instruction in the

schools. The government is divided into ten circles.

Viatica, the capital of the government, is situated in

58° 22" N. lat. and 49° 4.V E. long., at the confluence of

the Viiitka and the Chlenopka, not far from the junction

of the Tschepza with the Viiitka. There are 23 churches,

all of stone, and about one in nine or ten houses are also

of stone. The town is the seat of government and the

see of a bishop. There are a gymnasium, a seminary,

and the convent of Uspenski Trifoneu, founded in 1520,

and which formerly possessed 24.000 serfs. The greater

portion of the trade of the government is in the hands of

(he inhabitants of Viatka ; some follow the trade of gold

U)d silver smiths, but the greater part live by agriculture.

The second town in the government is Sarapol, on the

Kama, nearly 400 miles south-west of Viiitka. It is a
well-built town, and has 6000 inhabitants. Slobodskoi, on

the Viiitka, has 6000 inhabitants, with manufactures of

Iron and copper. Votka has also about 6000 inhabitants

:

the chief articles manufactured here are anchors and cru-

cibles ; the latter are for the mint at Petersburg, and some
of the largest weigh 2500 lbs., and 100 lbs. of silver can

be melted in them at once. At Isch, on the river Isch,

27 miles south-west from Votka, there are large stone

buildings, which were erected at the beginning of this cen-

tury at the emperor's private expense, where fire-arms are

manufactured for the army : the population is about 8000.

(Schnitzler, La Rmsie, La Pologne, et la Finlande ; Er-

man Reise durch Nordunin ; also Hassel, Stein, and Can-
nabich.)

VIATKA

—

History of. In the year 1117 a con-

siderable number of the inhabitants of Novgorod, partly-

disgusted with the troubles by which their country was

agitated, and partly induced by the great increase of

population to seek a new field for their exertions, resolved

to emigrate. They descended the Volga as far as the

mouth of the Kama, where they established a settlement.

Knowing however that the country which extended farther

to the north was covered with immense forests rich in

ious products, and inhabited by rude half-savage people,

number of these adventurers sailed up the river

easily defeated the tribes of the Votiacks and

lisses, took their settlements, and being soon joined

remainder of their party, founded a town on the

of the river Viiitka, where the rivulet Khlinovetz

it. They called their new city Khlinov. They
re joined by a large number of their countrymen, and

having introduced the republican institutions of Novgorod,
they established an independent state. By degrees the

population increased ;
they built several towns and many

villages, expelled the native tribes from their vicinity and

occupied a large extent of country between the rivers Kama,
Yoog, Sisola, and Viiitka. At first they traded with the

Bolgars of Volga, the eastern principalities of Russia and
the adjacent tribes ; but having increased in wealth and

Power, they exercised piracy on the rivers Kama and
Volga, which was at that time the principal commercial
road between Central Asia and Europe. Tiuvir depreda-
tions extended also over the neighbouring countries, and
for a long time they preserved in their church festivals the

commemoration of the advantages which they had ob-
tained over their enemies. They were generally at vari-

ance with the mother-country, Novgorod, the inhabitants
°f which, envying their success, called them their run-

»way slaves.

The prosperity of the republic of Viiitka continued
without interruption for more than two centuries, but the
reputation of its wealth attracted towards the end of the
fourteenth century the rapacity of the Tartars. Tokhtamish,
khan of the Golden or Kipchak horde, sent an expedition
in 1392, which, having crossed the immense forests, sud-
denly invaded the territory of Viatka. The inhabitants,

taken by surprise, offered little resistance, and fled into

fastnesses, whilst many were massacred or made prisoners.

When the Tartars retired, they recovered from their fear,

assembled a force, and having united with many inhabit-

ants of Novgorod and Ustiug, invaded the Tartar settle-

ments on the Volga, burnt Kazan and several other towns,
and carried away a considerable booty.
The independence of Viatka was destroyed, like that of

Novgorod and Plescow, by the grand-duke of Moscow.
Vassili, son of Demetrius Donski, sent an expedition in

1425 against Viatka, but it was not successful. Viatka was
however soon obliged to acknowledge the supremacy of
Moscow, but it continued to retain its local government,
and it appears to have resumed for some time its antient

liberty. It was only in the year 1460 that a numerous
army, sent by the grand-duke of Moscow, compelled
Viatka to submit. It retained however its municipal form
of government, but was obliged to pay a tribute to the

grand-duke and to furnish him with a military con-
tingent.

In 1489, when the grand-duke John was engaged in a
war with Kasan, the inhabitants of Viiitka expelled his

lieutenant, and resumed their independence. An over-
whelming force was sent to subject them, and seeing no
chance of resistance, the inhabitants of Viatka offered to

pay tribute to the grand-duke, and to serve in his wars,

but refused to surrender the leaders of the insurrection.

The town however, being surrounded with burning mate-
rials and threatened with immediate conflagration, sur-

rendered at discretion. The three leading patriots were
executed, the principal merchants, citizens, and land-

owners were transferred with their families to different

provinces of Moscow, and Viatka lost its liberty.

VIBRATION. We have had in many articles to con-
sider the effects of vibratory motions, but we have never

yet given the explanation of the simple vibration, so as to

enable a student with no very extensive knowledge of

mathematics to form some conception of its character.

The theory of the vibrations of the particles of an elastic

fluid is the key to what is known of the phenomena
of sound and light [Acoustics; Undulatory Theory];
and there is some reason to suspect, or at least those whose
opinions are worthy of attention have suspected, that the

causes of the sensible phenomena of heat, electricity, and
magnetism will also be found in the vibrations of matter

of some kind. All the particles of material bodies, even

when solid, are probably in continual vibration ; and it is

certain that very slight disturbances will communicate
sensible amounts of vibration to considerable distances,

and this through all manner of different substances, from

loose earth to compact stone, and those in every kind of

state, from the aeriform to the solid.

Little as may be known of most of the vibrations which

are perpetually occurring, nothing is more certain, from

the fundamental laws of mechanics, than that every such

vibration in every individual particle is either made up of

one or several motions of one particular kind, or of an ex-

ceedingly close approximation to such simple motion or

combination of motions. It is not merely swinging back-

wards and forwards which constitutes a vibration ; such a

motion might certainly be so called, at the pleasure of any

one, but another name must then be invented to designate

that particular sort of vibration of which, and of no other,

we have to speak in the first instance. The piston of a

steam-engine, for example, which is forced upwards with

Continually accelerated velocity until it strikes the top of

the cylinder, and is then forced downwards in the same

manner, does not show what is mathematically called a

vibration ; but take one of those more recent constructions

in which the steam is checked as soon as the piston has

acquired momentum enough to carry it to the top of the

cylinder, so that the force is nearly spent before it begins

to return, and we have something to which the term vibra-

tion is much more nearly applicable.

The simple vibration, of which we have said all others

may be compounded, is best imagined as follows :—Let a
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point Q revolve uniformly round a circle AQaA,and from
Q draw QP perpendicular to Aa. Then P moves over Aa
in the manner of a simple vibration ; the whole vibration
being from A to A again. At A and a the velocity of P

is extinct, the whole motion of Q being perpendicular to
Aa ; but at O the velocity is greatest P then moving as
fast as Q. If we measure the time t from the epoch of Q
being at B, and suppose the motion of Q to be in the
direction BQA, and n to be the angular velocity of Q, we
have (OP = x, OA = a) x = a sin nt, while the velocity
of P is na cos nt, the acceleration of P is — n*a sin nt, or
- n*x, and if w be the weight of a particle at P, the pres-
sure necessary to maintain it in this state of vibration is
always directed towards O, and is, in units of the same
kind as w,

n'x

32' 1908
X w'

if x and a be measured in feet, n in theoretical angular
units [Ancle], and t in seconds [Velocity]. IfT be the
number of seconds in the whole vibration from A to A
again, we have n = 2 x 3*14159 -i-T, and the pressure
is 1 -2264x10 y- TJ

. The pressure, it appears, requisite to
maintain a simple vibration must be always in a given
proportion to the distance of P from 0, and always directed
towards O; and the relation between the pressure at a
given value ofx and the time of vibration is wholly inde-
pendent .of a, the excursion of the particle. For the
mechanical reason of this property, see Isochronism. To
form a more convenient expression, let N be the number
of vibrations in a second, and let x be measured in hun-
dredths of inches instead of in feet ; then T = I — N, and
for x we must write x -*- 1200, which gives for the pres-
sure -001022 N'arto. For example, if a particle vibrate
only 100 times in a second, which is not much [Acoustics],
and have an excursion of one five-hundredth of an inch
(N = 100, x = -2), the force of restitution at the extre-
mity of the excursion is more than twice the weight of the
particle. By this formula it is easy to get a just idea of
the greatness of the molecular forces required to produce
those vibrations which are constantly excited in sonorous
and other bodies.

If we suppose a second vibration to be communicated
to P, in the same line, and of the tame duration, but
whether of the same extent or not does not matter, the
compound vibration is only equivalent to another simple
vibration. Let a circle move with Q, and in that circle let
a point R revolve uniformly, and let RV be perpendicular
to OA. Then while P vibrates about O, V performs a vi-
bration in the same time relatively to P : or a spectator
who does not see the motion of P, will see no motion in V
except a vibration about P. Now it is easily shown thatR not only describes a circle about Q, but also actually
describes either a circle in space, about the centre O, or
an ellipse, in the manner presently explained. And V,
vibrating about P, which itself vibrates about O, does, if
these vibrations be of the same duration, nothing but vi-
brate about OA. Mathematically, this is easily obtained
as follows : let the angles OAQ and CQR (QC being pa-
rallel to OA) be at the same moment a and 0, and letOQ = a, QR = b, and let the time be measured from
the instant at which the angles are a and fl. Then we
have

a> = a cos (nt + a) + b cos (nt ± 0)
the sign + being used when the circular vibrations are in
the same, - when they are in opposite, directions. This

is equivalent to x = Z cos (nt + X), provided / -sod a 1m
found from

/ cos X = a cos a 4- b cos /} ,/sinX=:asine=b.& siaj,

and the joint vibration is one of the excursion /,

that the angle is X when the angles of the cooil.
orations are a and 0. It is easy to show in like—

—

that any number of vibrations whatsoever, made m tie

same times and in the same lines, are not dutiapnstakkt
from one single vibration, of the same duration and in ta»
same line.

Again: it is easily shown that a vibration whtekti re-
presented in direction and excursion by the dia**«s*«t a
parallelogram, is the compound effect of two vibrations «(
the same duration, represented in direction and exe-oorsBa

by the two sides of the parallelogram, if the pmttcta *<

the component vibrations begin to describe the sklss st

the same instant as the particle of the resultant vibts*bea
begins to describe the diagonal ; and the same thing star
be shown of the diagonal of a parallelopiped and its tare*
sides. Hence any number of vibrations of equal asset
about any lines drawn through one point may each be de-
composed into three in the direction of three given axes
passing through that point, and those in the several axn
may be compounded together into one. The student whs
appreciates the similarity of the laws by which veiocibo,
pressures, and rotations are compounded and decomposed,
will see that to the list must be added vibrations. Bat Un
only vibrations which bear the application of these tnlst
are those of equal duration.

Let us now suppose that any number of vibrations d
equal times, and about the same point, are reduced to
three, in the directions of three axes of r, y, and x. Whs
a sin £ represents the distance of a vibrating particle km
its centre of vibration, let the angle 5 be called the Htrraf
the vibration. If the three vibrations be always in n*
same phase, the diagonal of the parallelopiped describes
on the three excursions represents the direction and ex-
cursion of the resulting vibration, which is simple sod
rectilinear. But if the simultaneous phases be not tilt
same, so that x = a cos (nt 4- a), y = b cos (nt + t-
z = c cos (nt + y\ represent the simultaneous distance*
in the three vibrations, and also the co-ordinates of a past
which is affected, by them all, the particle, thus trip/rr*-
brating, does not move in a straight line, but in an «J^r—
Let us consider two vibrations in a plane, and let A« nod
B b be their double excursions about the common centn
O. The axes in the figure are drawn at right angles, not

?££4J!?*
e wiH do e1ual,y *«• Draw the paraJIefeoaa

v\ XYZ, which always contains the particle, and nappes
that P and V are contemporaneous positions in the rm»
vibrations, whence N is one of the positions of the partook.
Through N can be drawn two ellipses, having the centn

$™V°^ihlng *n the four *Ae* of ^ parallelorrma
WXYZ. The particle must describe one or other of these
ellipses

; one when P and V are both leaving the centn
or both returning to it ; the other when one is leaving the
centre and one returning to it. In the figure, arid sup-
posing CNc to be the direction of motion, V is lea-riac.
and P returning to, the centre. And if CMc be the cirS

y \ v. N

i
2

!• / K

/
A* X
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I escribed about this ellipse, and KLM be always perpen*
i eular to Co, the law of the motion of the particle L is

hat M moves uniformly round the circle, or K moves
h rough a simple vibration. This is exactly the law of
notion shown by Newton to obtain when the particle L is

i ' t racted towards O by a force which varies as its distance

rum O; and mechanical considerations might easily be
wed to establish the whole theorem. If the vibrations be
Ims compounded for each pair of axes, three ellipses are

>htained on the three co-ordinate planes, which are the
>i ejections of the ellipse which the particle describes in

pace.
We may attempt to compound two different vibrations

>n the same line, that is, two vibrations of different dura-
ions. If in the first figure we suppose the angular ve-
icity of R round Q to be different from that of Q round
>. we see that R describes a Trochoidal Curve, and sup-
>osing such a curve to be described by uniform circular

lotions, the motion of the projection of R upon the line

I' vibration will show the effect of the two vibrations,

iome simple instances may be readily obtained from the
ingrams in the article cited; but an attempt at a de-

cription of the multifarious effects of even two vibrations

i onld baffle all human power of classification.

We now proceed to some account of the principal me-
hanical considerations connected with vibrations. If any
ystem whatsoever be slightly disturbed from a position of

table equilibrium, every particle makes an effort to return

0 that position ; and it can be shown that the force of

cstirution varies as the distance from the position of equi*

ibrium, so that all the particles perform either simple

1 orations, or motions compounded of simple vibrations.

lot that it is accurately and geometrically true that the

arce of restitution always varies as the distance from the

osition of equilibrium, but only exceedingly near to it.

he consequence of the restitutive force is, that tile system,

1 returning to its position of equilibrium, acquires velocity,

nd the several particles pass through or near to their

positions of equilibrium with their several velocities, until

lie force of restitution, which begins to act in a contrary

irection the moment the position of equilibrium is passed:,

estroys the acquired velocity, and causes the particles to

cturn. The same vibration is then repeated, or rather would
e repeated if there were no retarding forces : as it is, the

esistance of the air, &c, continually diminish the extent

f the vibrations, until at last they become insensible. But
: can be satisfactorily shown that these resistances have
o sensible tendency to alter the times of the vibrations

;

nd few persons are aware how much of their comfort de-

fends upon this circumstance. Whenever a sound is pro-

ceed, a musical note generally accompanies it; the

onnd is the consequence of the vibrations excited in the

isturbed system, and the permanency of its musical pitch

4 the consequence of these vibrations being all made in

lie same time, or very nearly so. The air does not retain

he vibrations communicated to it, but passes them on, so

o speak ; and it is therefore an agent which communicates
he successive vibrations of a disturbed body just as they

re communicated to it. If the vibrations gradually

lackened in their timet, as they do in their excursions from
he effect of the resistances, the consequence would be
hat there would be no sustained notes, but every sound
vould be a sliding chromatic descent, like the cry of some
unmals, which are therefore considered very annoying
u'i^hbours ; and most musical instruments would be ren-

Icred unusable.
There is a principle in mechanics which is called that

if the coexistence of vibration*, and sometimes the super-

'losition of vibrations, which seems to be only a particular

a.se of what might be called the coexistence or super-

position of small changes of any kind. If a set of small

vibrations be given to any system, solid or fluid, the dis-

turbance of any particle at any one instant, arising from the

mited effect of the vibrations, will be the sum or difference
:>!' the disturbances arising from the several different vibra-

tions, according as they are in the same or opposite direc-

iuns. This is not strictly true in any case, but it is very
m arly true when the vibrations are small, and the more
nearly so the smaller the vibrations are. For instance,

two stones are dropped into water at two different places,

and at a certain time, on a certain part of the surface, the

^suiting waves cross one another. If there be a particle

which is at the same time raised on both waves, a tenth of

P. C, No. 1663.

an inch say, from one only, and three-tenths of an inch
from the other, that particle will altogether be raised four-
tenths'Of an inch, or insensibly near to it. Thus the effects

of the two waves travel without any apparent interference
with each other, and the eye can easily follow any one
wave, even though a dozen disturbances should have been
excited at the same time. A handful of small pebbles
thrown into smooth water will show the coexistence of the
resulting waves very satisfactorily ; and it is curious to ob-
serve how readily the non-interference of the several dis-

turbances is seen when looked for, so readily, that it never
is looked for unless the attention is specially directed to

it.

What we know of the vibrations of bodies, except from
mechanical deduction, amounts almost to nothing. When
a sensible effect is produced, such as sound or light, our
perceptions enable us to examine nature with great suc-
cess. But on the vibrations of bodies, except so far as they
communicate with us by an interposed elastic medium,
little has been done, either mathematically or experimen-
tally. If sand or non-adhesive powder of any kind be
strewed upon a surface, the mode of vibration of that sur-

face may be estimated by the displacement of the sand,
which will be thrown away from the parts which vibrate,
towards those which are at rest. In this manner Chladni
examined the vibrations which can be produced in a rect-

angular plate of glass, fixed at one end, and excited in va-
rious manners by the bow of a violin rubbed against the
edges. And thus he found that the lines which are
at rest when a plate is excited into vibration comprise
many curious symmetrical curves. In a paper printed in
the ' Philosophical Transactions' for 1833, Mr. Wheatstone
has made what we think is certainly the most decided step
towards knowledge of the subject which has yet been
made. He shows that all Chladni's figures and others may
be produced by the superposition of rectilinear vibrations

:

that is to say, by motions compounded of those in which
the lines of rest are parallel straight lines, and every line

parallel to a line of rest is similarly raised or depressed
throughout, at anyone instant. The great difficulty in con-
ceiving properly the modes of vibration of solid bodies lies

in want of knowledge of the fundamental forms out of
which all others are to be compounded ; and as far as the
bodies go which he has considered, Mr. Wheatstone has
made an important addition to this power of conception.
VIBURNUM, a genus of plants belonging to the natu-

ral order Caprifoliaceae. The species consist of shrubs
with opposite petiolate leaves and corymbose flowers. The
limb of the calyx is 5-cleft, permanent ; the corolla rotate,

subcampulate, and tubular; the fruit a berry, ovate or
globose, with 1 seed by abortion, and crowned by the caly-

cine teeth. The species are natives of Europe, Ame-
rica, and Asia, and are of easy culture in British gardens.
Some of them were known to the Greeks and Romans,
though the species have not been always identified.

V. Tinus, the Laurustinus, has ovate-oblong, quite entire,

permanent leaves, with the veins beneath furnished with
glandular hairs ; the corymbs fiat ; the flowers white, rose-

coloured before expansion ; berries dark blue. This plant,

now so common throughout Europe, and the most general
inhabitant of the gardens of Great Britain, is a native of
the south of Europe and the north of Africa. It was in-

troduced into England in 1596. Its ancient name was
Tinus, and, from its resemblance to the laurel, laurus, it

was called Laurustinus. There are several varieties of this

plant known in gardens. V. T. hirta has oval-oblong
leaves, hairy beneath and on the margins. It is a native
of Portugal, Spain, and the vicinity of Nice. V. T. lucida
has ovate-oblong leaves, glabrous on both surfaces and
shining. It is a more delicate plant than the other varie-

ties ; the leaves are much larger and more shining, and the

branches fewer. It is native about Algiers and on Mount
Atlas. It seldom blossoms till the spring.

All the varieties of Laurustinus are hardy shrubs, are
evergreen, and bear the climate of Great Britain well : most
of them blossom from November till April, and sometimes
during May and June. Under these circumstances they
have become general favourites, and although they do not
bear the smoke of towns well, there are few gardens, how-
ever small, within from 5 to 20 miles of London, that are

not ornamented with them. They are well adapted for
' fencing flower-garden hedges, and for varying the low
iron palisades, pales, or brick-walls which "separate the

Voi-.XXVI.-2Q
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front gardens of street and suburban houses.' (Loudon.) In

decaying the leaves have a very fetid odour, and when
near houses should be swept away. In cultivation the

most expeditious way of increasing this plant is by layer-

ing, but all the varieties are easily propagated by cuttings

planted in the autumn. In two years these cuttings will

form small plants fit for removal.

V. Lentago, the Lentago, or Tree Viburnum, has broad,

ovate, acuminate, sharply serrated, glabrous leaves ; peti-

oles with narrow curled margins ; terminal sessile corymbs

;

white flowers, and black fruit. It is a native of North

America, and is found in hedges and on the borders of woods
from New England to the Carolinas, and also in Canada.

It is a shrub rising from 6 to 10 feet high. It was intro-

duced into British gardens in 1761, and forms a strong

shrub or small tree, flowering freely in July, and produc-

ing abundance of fruit, which is soon devoured by birds.

Several other North American species of the genus Vibur-

num have been lately introduced as ornamental shrubs

into British gardens ;
amongst them are the following :

—

V. pruni/ofium, plum-tree Viburnum; V. pyrjfoltum,

pear-tree Viburnum ; V. nudum, naked Viburnum ; V. cat-

tinoidet, thick-leaved Viburnum ; V. lavigatum, smooth
Viburnum. Of these the three first are supposed by Loudon
to be varieties of V. Lentago.

V. Lantana, the Wayfaring Tree, has cordate, rounded,

finely-serrated leaves, clothed beneath, but more spa-

ringly above, with a stellate meally pubescence ; the cymes
pedunculate, broad, flat, consisting of numerous white

flowers. This plant forms a shrub or low tree, and is a

native of Europe and the west of Asia, in low woods and
hedges, and chiefly on calcareous soils. In Great Britain

it is not uncommon. When cultivated it forms a hand-
some shrub, rising from 18 to 20 feet in height, with large

broad leaves, corymbs of white flowers, and heads of fruit

first green, then red, and then black. The fruit is eaten

by birds, and has been recommended as an astringent. In

the autumn the leaves turn of a deep red colour. The
young shoots are used in Germany for basket-making, and
branches two or three years old are employed in the Crimea
for making the tubes of tobacco-pipes. The wood is em-
ployed sometimes in turning and cabinet-making ; the

berries are used for making ink, and the bark will form

birdlime. Theie is an American wayfaring tree, very

common in the beech-woods of Canada about Quebec and

Lake Huron, and which has been called V. Lantanoides.

It is of humbler growth than the British tree, but its bo-
tanical characters are very similar. In America it is

called Hobble-bush.
V. Opulut, the Guelder Rose, or Snow-ball, is a gla-

brous plant, with broad, 3-lobed, acuminate, unequally

serrated, veiny leaves ;
petioles beset with glands towards

the top, and several oblong leafy appendages lower down
;

flowers of a white colour arranged in cymes, the lateral

flowers dilated, flat, and without stamens or pistils ; the
berries elliptical, bright red, very juicy, bitter, and nau-
seous. This is a small tree, rising from 6 to 12 feet in

height, with bright green leaves in summer, but in autumn
assuming a beautiful pink or crimson hue. It is native

throughout Europe, and is especially frequent in Britain

and Sweden. In a wild state it is not remarkable for the
beauty of its flowers, but its beautiful bunches of red ber-
ries render It a very attractive plant in the autumn of the
year. The Guelder Rose seemed to have derived its name
from growing in the Low Countries, in Guelderland, where
it was first planted, and its flowers developed in all their

beauty. It is now very generally planted in lawns and
gardens throughout Europe, where its • silver globes, light

as the foamy surf that the wind severs from the broken wave,'
eariy unfold themselves in spring, and render it deservedly
a great favourite. The fruit is eaten in Sweden, and the
young shoots are made into tobacco-pipes and the handles
of whips. In Siberia the berries are fermented with flour,

and a spirit is distilled from them : sometimes they are

made into a paste with honey and flour, and eaten.

V. Orycoccos, the Cranberry Guelder Rose, has 3-lobed,

acute, 3-nerved leaves ; the lobes divaricate, are acumi-
nate, and coarsely and distantly serrated ; the petioles

glandular ; the cymes of white flowers radiant ; the berries

subglobose, red, and very much resembling cranberries.

This plant is a native of North America, on the mountains
of New York and New Jersey, and throughout Canada to

the arctic circle. It grows in swavnps aud shady woods,

and attains a height of from 6 to 12 feet, and flo-wen u
July. Only a few plants have been at present grows a
Great Britain. It bears abundance of white flows a
July, which are followed by large bunches of red trait

September. Several other species of Viburnum, with ta»

same character of flower, have been described under tat

name of Guelder Roses, and some of them, more aepaaaar
those of America, are cultivated to a small extent at

British nurseries. There are several specie* of Vtanm
natives of Asia, especially of Nepal, and others Croat Jape*,

having thesame kind of flowers as theGuelder Rose, bet lae?
are only known by descriptions and in herbaria. Mast ef

the species introduced into Great Britain are of easy eanv
vation, and may be propagated by layers or cuttings.

(Don's Miller, vol. iu. ; Loudon, Art. et Frvt. Brtt,

vol. ii.)

VICAR (from the Latin vicariut, ' one who ducham*
the functions of another ')• The origin, constitution, and

functions of this class of ecclesiastical persona have bets

fully treated under the article Benefice, vol. iv., p. 219.

One part of the subject is alone omitted in that truck,

viz. the dissolution of vicarages. Of this it suSces to mj
that since the 13th Elizabeth, o. 10, the property aalbc
of a vicarage nor of any other ecclesiastical oftce can b«

alienated, and that although a vicarage may be dissolved,
as already described, by the vicar acquiring all the n+chto

of the parson, yet the appropriator, whether lay or eaur-
siastical, cannot dissolve the vicarage by alienating as

property or by neglecting to present. A vicarage may e*

dissolved if the parson or appropriator presents the ekit
to the benefice, whether by design or by accident : it mm
also be dissolved and become a parsonage, or, to ayes*

technically, disappropriate, by the dissolution of the to-

poration to which the benefice is annexed. Iron it s

college which is the appropriator of a certain beneicr a
dissolved, the vicar becomes entitled to the great tafcn
and his vicarage is thenceforward converted into a rectory.

[Benefice
; Tithes.]

VICE. [English Drama.]
VICENTE. [Portugal.]
VICENTE, GIL. [Gil Vicente.]
VICE'NZA, DELEGAZIONE DI, a Province of U»

Venetian states in the Lombardo-Venetian kingdom »
bounded on the north by the Tyrol, east by the proristu
of Belluno and Treviso, south by the province of Padsa
and west by that of Verona. It is about SO miles .'oat

from north to south, and 25 miles in its greatest brail
The river Bacchiglione crosses the province of Vicenas a
its length, and is joined by the Asdego and other snVoe**

I which rise in the mountains on the borders of the Tyrol
The Brenta crosses the eastern part of the province, ssst

passes by Bassano. More than half of the area of tw
province is occupied by mountains and hills; the ie*.

which is plain, is very fertile in corn, maize, pulse, p"»v—

<

and hemp. The pastures are extensive. Fruit-trees sre

abundant, and the chestnut-trees in the mountains anpffr
food to a part of the population. About UOOcwtad
silk are made annually. The province of Vicema as
more extent of forest than any other Venetian prom:*,
with the exception of Friuli and Belluno. There are tarn
coal-mines, but not extensively worked. The cattle asanas!
to about 55,000 head, and the sheep to 137AX) head,
which is twice as many as there are in any other Venebu
province. The manufactures consist chiefly of treaties
and silks.

The province of Vicenza is divided into thirteen cnstnc-H •

Vicenza, Bassano, Camisano, Cittadella, Moroeticn, Asurv
Tiene, Schio, Malo, Valdagno, Arzignano, Lomgo. *zd
Barbarano, subdivided into 131 communes. The popula-
tion, in 1833, was 299,000.

(Quadri, Statittica dtlla Provinci* Venete ; 8e*risUw
Siatittica delt Italia.)

The principal towns are Vicenza and Bassano. Cn-
tadella is an old fortified town, the fortification* c<
which are now in ruins. Kicoaro, in the mountains nom
of Vicenza, is celebrated for its mineral baths. MootebriU
Is a large village on the road from Vicenza to Verona,
which must not be confounded, as Valerr has done, with
another Montebello in the province of Voghera. in Pied-
mont, famous for the battle won near it on the 9th of Jum.
1H00, by the French over the Austrian*, from which Mar-
shal Lannes afterwards took his title of duke of Montebello

,

nor with Montebello near Milan, which was lor i
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the head-quarters of General Bonaparte in 1797, daring

I he negotiations which preceded the peace of Campoformio.
Asiaco is the head town of a remarkable district of the

province of Vicenza, called I Sette Comuni (• Sieben
Perghe' in the local dialect, which is a -very corrupt

Herman). With the exception of the Val Macugnaga, at

the foot of Mount Rosa, whose inhabitants speak a German
lialect like their neighbours of the Upper Vahus, the
Sctte Comuni are the only districts of Italy the language of
ivhich is of Teutonic, and not of Latin or Romance deri-

vation. The origin of this foreign community, surrounded

jy Italian populations, has been a matter of much contro-

versy : some derive it from the Cimbri ; but the received
opinion is that it is descended from emigrants who have
ell the Tyrol arid other neighbouring German countries at

, arious epochs. A native of Rotzo, a village of this dis-

rict, the Abate Agostino dal Pozzo, who died in 1798, has
vritten ' Memorie Istoriche de' Sette Comuni Vicentini,'

mblished at Vicenza in 1820. Asiago, the head town,
ituated in the mountains north-west of Bassano, has

x-tween three and four thousand inhabitants, and a sub-

tantial church, the clock of which is by Ferracino, an
ible architect and hydraulist of the eighteenth century and
ngineer of the Venetian republic, who died in 1777, and
vliose tomb is in the neighbouring village of Solagna, in

he valley of the Brenta. The rector of the parish of
\siago is chosen, according to antient usage, by the
larishioners by ballot out of a list of four candidates, pro-

xised by the bishops of the diocese. Under the Venetian
government the inhabitants of the Sette Comuni chose
heir own magistrates, had their own local laws and
isages, and paid no taxes to the state. The people are

•hiefly graziers and breeders of cattle: the principal

nanufacture of the district consists in the plaiting of straw

iats, which are exported. Umber is also exported from
he forests in the mountains. The only work printed in

he dialect of the Sette Comuni is aversion of Bellarmino's

'atechisra, of which the beginning reads thus :—
' Saitar

art Christian ? Ja : ich pins az Gott vorgheltz. Baa ist

in Christian ? Ar ist dear, da ist gutofet, un elobet, un
nofessart baz de hatuz galiamet Jesu Christ©.'

(Valery, Voyage* en Italie ; Rose, Letter* from the

Vorth of Italy.)

VICF/NZA, the Town of, is situated in a fine and
crtile country on the river Bacchiglione, which crosses

he town. Vicenza is about three miles in circumference,

? surrounded by walls, and contains about 30,000 inhabi-

ants. It is one of the towns of Italy which are richest

n palaces or architectural mansions. Palladio has been
he great embellisher of Vicenza, but Scamozzi, Calderari

ud others have also contributed their share. Several of

lie palaces of Vicenza however have never been finished,

nd the general appearance of the town does not corre-

pond with the elegance of the individual buildings.

The churches of v icenza are rich in paintings by native

rtists, the two Montagnas, Maganza, Zelotti, Andrea Vi-

cntino, Bassano, and others. The Teatro Olimpico, which
as not finished till after Palladio's death, is an imitation

f an antient theatre : it was built at the expense of the
u-ademia Olimpica, and was first used in 1585 for the
erlbrmance of the *CEdipus,' translated into Italian by
h salo Ginstiniano, a patrician of Venice. Luigi Groto, a
lind poet, a native of Adria, called II Cieco d'Adria, acted

le part of CEdipus.
Vicenza is a bishop's see : it has a lyceum with ten pre-

ssors, a gymnasium with fourteen professors, a clerical

- imnary, and a ' collegio convitto,' or college for boarders,

he town library of Vicenza has 36,000 volumes and about
iK) MSS., among others a Latin Bible of the thirteenth

entury, and some rare editions of the Latin classics and
f Italian poets. There are also several private collec-

.ins of minerals and fossils, with which the country

I (Hinds. The remains of antiquity consist of the ruins of

Roman theatre, and some remains of a palace in the gar-

eus Pigafetta, and three arches of an aqueduct near the

iliage of Olbia. Vicenza has been long known for its

> i k manufactures, which are the most important of the

ind in the Venetian states.

In the neighbourhood of Vicenza is the celebrated Villa

'.ipra, by Palladio, the architecture of which has been
m Stated for country-seats in England and other countries.

he church of La Madonna del Monte, upon a hill called

rlonte Berico, about a mile out of Vieerrza, is a celebrated

sanctuary, much frequented by devotees. A long covered
portico, resembling that of La Madonna di San Luca, near
Bologna, leads up the hill to the church, from whence
there is a splendid view of the surrounding country from
the Alps to the Adriatic. The church and annexed corf
vent are possessed of some valuable paintings, among the
rest one by Paul Veronese, representing Christ as a traveller

seated at a table with Pope Gregory I. and the cardinals,

and an Adoration of the Magi by Benedetto Montagna.
Vicentia, or Vieetia, is mentioned by Pliny (Hist. Nat.,

hi. 23) among the towns of the Veneti. Aulus Cscina,
consul and general, was a native of Vicentia. In the
middle ages it was for a time a free municipal city: it be'
came subject for a time to the tyrant Ezzekno da Romano,
and afterwards to the Delia Scala, lords of Verona. It

afterwards fell under the dominion of Gian Galeazzo Vis-
conti, duke of Milan, after whose death the citizens called
in the Venetians, a.d. 1404. Vicenza has produced several
distinguished men ; among others the poet Trissino, the
traveller Pigafetta, the architect Palladio, and the famous
Dominican Fra Giovanni da Vicenza, a kind of enthusiast,

who acted an extraordinary part in the civil dissensions of
the Italian cities in the early part of the thirteenth cen-
tury. He held a meeting in a plain near Verona, where
it M said 400,000 people were assembled, and there pro-
claimed universal peace in Lombardy, and received hos-

tages from the various lords and towns, a.d. 1233. He
acted for a short time as ruler of Vicenza and Verona,
where he disgraced his pacific errand by burning about
sixty heretics, men and women. At last the people of
Padua sent troops against him, which, being joined by
part of his own townsmen, defeated Fra Giovanni and his

followers, and took him prisoner. He was released through
the good offices of Pope Gregory IX., and remained in ob-
scurity for the rest of his life. Vicenza had a university
in the thirteenth century, which rose in opposition to that
of Bologna, and was frequented chiefly for the study of
the canon law. (Tiraboschi, Storia del/a Letteratura
Italiana.)

The people of Vicenza had for a long time the cha-
racter of being irritable, quarrelsome, and prone to re-

venge. Their character contrasted in this respect with
that of their neighbours of Verona, who are of a more se-

date and good-tempered disposition, a circumstance which
has been noticed by Denina and others, and which has
given rise to many surmises concerning the respective
origin of the two people. But this discrepancy of cha-
racter between the people of neighbouring towns is of
common occurrence throughout Italy, and is one of the
causes which has tended in all ages to perpetuate the po-
litical division of the country.
The following works may be consulted concerning Vi-

cenza and its territory : Marzari, * La Historia di Vicenza,
divisa in due libri,' 1604; Pagliarino, 'Croniche di Vi-
cenza, divise in libri vi.,' 1663; Arnald.,, 'Descrizione
dell' Architettura, Pittura, e Scultura di Vicenza,' 1779

;

Faccioli, ' Museum Lapidarium Vicentinum,' 1776 ; Mon-
tenari, ' Discorso sul Teatro Olimpico di Andrea Palladio
in Vicenza,' 1749; Angiolgabriello di S. Maria, 'Biblioteca

e Storia di quei Scrittori cosi della Citti come del Terri-

torio di Vicenza che pervennero fino ora a notizia,' 1772
(this work is incomplete, and reaches down only to a.d.

1400) ; Maraschini, ' Saggio Geologico sulle Formazioni
delle Rocce del Vioentino,' 1824 ; Malacarne, ' Lettera in-

torno alcune Scoperte Mineralogiche fatte dal Conte Mar-
zari-Pencati nei Colli del Vicentino,' in the twelfth vo-
lume of the ' Biblioteca Italiana,' 1818.

VICI, ANDRE'A, architect to the grand-duke of Tus-
cany, was born at Arcevia in the Marca d'Ancona, 1744.

Having gone through the usual course of education at

Perugia, he was sent to Rome to study painting and archi-

tecture, the first under Stefano Pozzi, the other under
Carlo Murena ; and it was the second of these two arts

which he decided upon following as his profession. That
he gave early promise of more than ordinary talent appears

from the circumstance of Vanvitelli engaging him as his

assistant when he was about, it is said, to begin the palace

of Caserta ; yet the last part of this statement is evidently

incorrect, because at that time Vici could not have been
more than eight or nine years old. That he was however
for some time with Vanvitelli is certain, for he was com-
missioned by him to attend to matters of business connected
with the Mola di Pontano; in consequence of which he

aqa
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became known at Rome as a skilful engineer. In 1780
the court of Tuscany appointed him hydraulic architect

and engineer for the V al di Chiana, and in 1787 he was em-
ployed in a similar capacity by the papal government in

the woik of draining the Pontine marshes, and preventing

the inundations of the Teppia. At a later period (1810)
he erected the muraglione or embankment at Tivoli, to

support the left bank of the Anio. Of his architectural

works, though they were neither inconsiderable nor few in

number, the names alone are recorded, and those have no
dates attached to them. Yet one of them at least would
seem to deserve some little notice, for it is spoken of as
' la superba Cattedrale di Camarino.' The others which
are enumerated as by him, are—the church and monas-
tery ' Delle Salesiane,' at OfFagna ; the seminary at Osimo

;

the villa and casini at Monte Gallo, the Palazzo Lepri at

Bevagna : the church of S. Francesco at Foligno ; and the

Cappella Gozzoli at Terni. Vici died September 10, 1817.

(Tipaldo, Biographia degli Jtaliani Illustri.)

VPCIA. [Vicie* ; Tares.]
Vl'ClEiE, a tribe of plants belonging to the natural

order Leguminosse, and agreeing with the genus Vicia in

their most prominent characters. They possess a papi-
lionaceous corolla, diadelphous stamens, continuous le-

gumes, thick farinaceous cotyledons not changing in ger-

mination, and a radicle curved inwards. The leaves are
mostly abruptly pinnate, with the common petiole ending
in a bristle or tendril instead of a leaflet. The most im-
portant genera belonging to this tribe are Vicia, Faba,
Pisura, Ervum, Lathyrus, Orobus, and Cicer.

The species of the genus Vicia are usually climbing
herbs with abruptly pinnate leaves, with many pairs of
leaflets, the common petiole terminating in a tendril at

the apex, which is mostly branched. The stipules are semi
sagittate in form, and the peduncles axillary, one or many
flowered. The calyx is tubular, 5-cleft or 5-toothed, the
two upper teeth shortest ; the corolla papilionaceous ; the
stamens diadelphous; the style filiform, being at right
angles with the ovary, villous on the upper side, and on
the under side beneath the apex ; the legume 1-celled,

many-seeded, oblong; the seeds with a lateral oval or
linear hilum. The species of this genus are very numer-
ous. Don, in Miller's ' Dictionary,' describes above 100.

Some of the many-flowered species arc handsome plants
and worthy of cultivation. Many of the species are
much in use as green crops for feeding cattle, sheep, &c.
An account of their uses and cultivation for this purpose
is given under Takes. We shall here give a description
of the species which are most frequently cultivated, and of
other forms characteristic of this extensive group of plants.

V. tativa. Common Vetch, or Tare, has leaves with ten-
drils; the leaflets 6-10, obovate, mucronate; flowers usually
twin, sessile, calyx cylindrical ; a style bearded at the apex

;

compressed oblong, somewhat torulose, reticulated erect
legumes with smooth globose seeds. This plant is a native
throughout Europe, and its extensive cultivation diffuses
it more abundantly. It is also found in North America,
about Fort Vancouver. This plant wild is about a foot
high, and has large purple and blue or red flowers. The
form of its leaves, the size of its stem, and the colour and
size of the seeds vary very much, especially in cultivated
specimens. Some species of Vicia have been described
which are probably only varieties of this. The green plant
is mostly used for feeding animals, but pigeons and poultry
are (bud of the seeds, and in Germany they are given to
horses, cows, sheep, and swine.

J ' biennis, Biennial Vetch, has about 12 lanceolate
glabrous leaflets, furrowed petioles, and many-flowered
peduncles hardly longer than the leaves. This plant is a
native of Siberia, and is very hardy, continuing green
through the winter, and furnishing an early fodder.

/
'. Cracca, Tufted Vetch, has many-flowered peduncles

longer than the leaves, flowers imbricate, crowded, of a
fine purple colour, and nearly entire semi-sagittate stipules.
It is a native of Europe, and is common in Great Britain in
bushy places.

V. pisi/ormis, Pea-like Vetch, is a quite smooth plant
with 3-4 pairs of ovate leaflets; ovate, semi-sagittate
toothed stipules, with many-flowered peduncles ; and oblong
reticulately veined legumes. It is a native of the south of
Europe, in woods, and is cultivated on account of its

seeds.

V. tepium, Bush Vetch, has flowers mostly in fours,

somewhat stalked, upright glabrous legumes, ovate oMott
leaflets. It is a native of Europe, and is common in Gtrat

Britain in woods and shady places. It shoots early in tbt

spring, and would answer for feeding cattle ; but an objrr-

tion to its cultivation exists, as its seeds are liable to Urn

attacks of the larvae of a species of Attelabut. It has beet

recommended to be sown among clover for mowing.
V. sylvatica, the Wood Vetch, has many-ionwti

peduncles longer than the leaves, elliptico-oblowr mucro-

nate leaflets, and lunate stipules deeply toothed at thdr

base. It is a native of Europe in mountain-woods, and it

abundant in the north of England and Scotland. It Ym
numerous large white flowers streaked with bluish ictx*.

and is the handsomest of the British species. Its stem* in

from 3 to 6 feet high, climbing by means of its branrhist
tendrils. It has been recommended as a valuable p'-i;;

for fodder.

V. lutea. Rough-podded Yellow Vetch, has sessile soli-

tary flowers, the standard glabrous, the legumes refl«i«L

hairy, the stems diffuse, the stipules coloured. It u i

native of the south of Europe. In Great Britain it is occa-

sionally found on stony ground, especially near the m
Its stems are from 6 to 12 inches high, and it has loor

yellow flowers.

V. Bithynica, Rough-podded Purple Vetch, has staJkcl

mostly solitary flowers, with rough upright legume*:
petioles with two pairs of lanceolate leaflets and toothed

stipules. It is a native of the south of Europe. It oct-ca

occasionally in Great Britain, in gravelly soils, more espe-

cially near the sea. It is a prostrate plant with purple aid

white flowers.

The species of Vicia are easily cultivated, and wiU pt*
in any common soil. [Tares.]
The genus Faba differs from Vicia in the great tat a.'

the legume, which is coriaceous, and rather tumid, and r.

the seeds being oblong, and in the hilum being terming.

The only species of this genus is the Faba vulgant, for-

merly Vicia Faba, the Garden-Bean and Horse-BW
This plant, which is now so extensively cultivated for the

sake of its seeds, both for the food of man and beat*, ->

said to be found wild in Egypt. [Beans.]
The genus Pimm has a calyx with foliaceous segmrr.K

the two upper ones being shortest ; the vexiBum ampk
reflexed ; the style compressed, carinated, villous above .

the legume oblong, rather compressed, but not wingei
the seeds globose, numerous, with a roundish hilum. The
P. sativum has two or many-flowered peduncles, »rt*j

red or white flowers, and is the common pea of our fi*ii

and gardens. The P. arvense has 1-flowered peduodn
and always red flowers, and yields the grey peas of tr*

fields. [Peas.]

P. maritimum, the Sea Pea, has an angled stem, tlx

petiole flattened on the upper side ; the stipules broad, sob-

sagittate ; the peduncles many-flowered, shorter than tin

leaves. This plant is a native of France, Denmark, aoi

other parts of Europe, and also of Kamtchatka. In Grtx.
Britain it is found on the pebbly beach of lincolnshirr.

Sussex, Kent, and Suffolk. It is said to have been ftr<

observed in Great Britain, at Orford in Suffolk, in ti«

year, 1555, when during a great scarcity of food the pev
people of that district were almost entirely supported f <

some time by its seeds. There is a tradition that it spruit:

up after the wreck of a vessel loaded with peas on tb<

coast, but this could not be the case, as the sea pea i» i

very different species from any other. The seeds are bitter,

and cattle are fond of the herb. There are three or tour

other species of pea, affording edible seeds, but not *c

valuable as the first.

The genus Ervum is known by a 5-clefl calyx, wr»h
linear acute segments, about equal in length to the

corolla; glabrous stigma; an oblong 2-4 seeded legumr.
Most of tne species of this genus are weeds, two of which,
the E. hirsutum and E. tetraspermum, arc found in Grea-
Britain. The former is called tine-tare, and is a grva;
pest in corn-fields.

E. Lent, is the plant which produces the Lentil. It ha>
branched stems

;
oblong nearly glabrous leaflets, usually

8 in number ; the stipules lanceolate and ciliated ; the pe-
duncles 2-3 flowered, about equal in length to the lea»e» :

the legumes short, broad, finely reticulated ; seeds 2. com-
pressed. It is a native of corn-fields on the continent of
Europe. Lentils are not much eaten in this country, but
they are consumed in considerable quantities in nance.
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Germany, and Italy. The lentil is one of the oldest legu-
minous plants used as food of which we have any record.
Ever since the time of Esau they have been eaten in the
East, In Egypt and Syria they are parched in a frying-
pan and sold in the shops, and considered by the natives
as the. best food for those who are on longjoumeys. The
lentil is still cultivated in this country. There are three
varieties known in France and Germany : the small brown,
which is the lightest flavoured and the best for haricots
and soups ; the yellowish, which is a little larger and the
next best; and the lentil of Provence, which is almost as
large as a pea, with luxuriant straw, and it might be cul-
tivated as food for cattle.

In its cultivation the lentil requires a dry warm soil ; it

should be sown, later than the pea, at the rate of a bushel
or one and a half bushel to the acre ; it ripens earlier

than the pea, and requires the same treatment and
harvesting. The produce of the lentil in grain is about a
fourth less than that of the tare, and the straw is not more
than a third as much. The straw is however considered
very nourishing, and is used for feeding calves and lambs.
Lentils, like all other leguminous fruits, contain a large
quantity of nitrogenized matters. Einhoff found that 3840
parts of lentils contained 1260 parts of starch and 1433 of
a matter analogous to animal matter. In a late analysis
made by Dr. Pfayfair, for the Royal Agricultural Society,
he found that 100 parts of lentils contained 33 parts of
albumen or gluten and 48 parts of starch, &c; whilst
I he same quantity of peas contained 29 parts of albumen,
and of beans 31 parts. If the theory of nutrition pro-
pounded by Professor Liebig in his late work on Animal
Chemistry be correct, then lentils constitute one of the
most highly nutritious foods in nature.
The genus Lathyrus is known by possessing a cam-

panulate 5-cleft calyx, the 2 upper being shortest ; a
papilionaceous corolla ; diadelpnous stamens ; a style

dilated at the apex, villous or pubescent in front; the
legumes oblong, and seeds globose. The species of
Lathyrus described are above 60 in number. They are
usually climbing herbs with semi-sagittate stipules ; the
petioles terminating in branched tendrils, and furnished
w ith 1 to 3 pairs of leaflets.

L. salivus, Chickling Vetch, is a smoothish plant with
winged stems; linear oblong leaflets ; ovate, ciliated, trifid

tendrils; semi-sagittal stipules ; 1-flowered peduncles; fo-

Uaceous, lanceolate, calycine segments, three times the
length ofthe tube ; and ovate, broad, irregularly reticulated
legumes winged on the back. This plant is a native of
Spain, France, and Italy. The seeds are used commonly
in Switzerland as a purgative for horses, under the name of
Gesse. In several parts of the Continent a light white
pleasant bread is made from the flour of this pulse. The
long-continued use of it however produces injurious effects

(>n the constitution, and in consequence in several Ger-
man states it has been forbidden to be eaten by law. The
effects produced after long eating are stiffness and rigidity

of the limbs, chiefly confined to the muscles. It comes on
frequently without any warning, and is attended with no
pain. All kinds of remedies have been tried for its relief

where it has occurred, but no course of treatment seems to

have been successful. It does not appear to hasten death
or bring on other diseases. Swine fattened on the seeds
lose the use of their limbs, and a horse fed on the dried

plant for some months became perfectly incapable of
using its legs. In some districts nowever cattle, sheep,
geese, &c. appear to feed on the plant and seeds with im-
punity, so as to lead to the supposition that the soil has
something to do with the development of some injurious

principle in the Lathyrus. Mixed with half or two-thirds

the quantity of wher.t-flour, it makes a bread that does not.

appear to act at all injuriously. This is done at the pre-
sent day in Italy, although the government there has occa-
sionally warned, the peasantry against its use. There is a
lathyrus that grows in Barbary, which produces similar

effects, and it seems to be a variety of this species.

L. latifolitu. Broad-leaved Everlasting Pea, has many-
flowered peduncles, a winged stem, and tendrils with 2
ovate-elliptical mucronated leaflets. This plant is a native

of Europe in woods ; it is also found in Great Britain. It

is one of the handsomest plants of the genus, and is a
great favourite in our cottage gardens ; its stems climb
sometimes to a great height, and it is well adapted for

arbours, shrubberies, and trellis-work. Bees are very fond

of the flowers, and it may be grown with advantage where
they are kept. The seeds of this plant are large, and
might be used as food probably for animals.

L. tuberosus, Tuberous Everlasting Pea, has 4-sided
stems ; 3-6-flowered peduncles twice or three times the
length of the leaves ; the calyx veinless, the style arched,
the legumes compressed; 2 leaflets mucronate. It is a
native of Europe, but not wild in Great Britain. It has a
creeping root, which puts forth irregular brown tubers. In
Holland the plant is cultivated for the sake of its tubers,
where they are highly esteemed as an article of diet.
Gerarde calls them Peas-earth-nuts.

L. odoratus,the Sweet Pea, is a hairy plant with winged
stems, ovate mucronate leaflets, 2-3 flowered peduncles
much longer than the leaves, oblong linear legumes, and
roundish seeds. This plant is a native of Sicily, and has
long been a favourite in our gardens on account of its

sweet-scented flowers. Several varieties depending on the
different colours of their flowers are known to gardeners
by the name of the White Sweet Pea, the old Painted
Lady Pea, the new Painted Lady Sweet Pea, &c. The
sweet-pea may be grown in the garden in flower-borders
or in pots. An immense quantity are annually raised in
London for the latter purpose, where they are great
favourites for ornamenting chambers, windows, halls, &c.
When wanted for spring flowers the seeds should be
sown in pots in the autumn, and secured from the cold
weather by being placed in hotbed-frames. They may be
continued in flower during the whole summer by sowing
them frequently during the spring. When in pots they
require frequent watering.

L. Tingxtanut, L. arliculatut, and L. annum are fre-
quently sown in gardens as border annuals : they form a
variety, but have no scent in their flowers, nor are they so
handsome as the Sweet Pea. All the species are more or
less deserving of cultivation in the garden on account of
their climbing habits and handsome flowers. They should
always be supported by branches or other devices stuck
round them to enable them to climb. They will all grow
in any common soil, and may be propagated by seeds, or
theperennial kinds by dividing the roots.

The genus Orobus has a style linear, cylindrical, and
downy above ; the calyx is obtuse at the base, its upper
segments being deepest and shortest.

O. tuberosum, the Tuberous Bitter Vetch, is a smooth

f
riant with winged stem ; leaves with 2-3 pair of elliptico-

anceolate, mucronate, dotted leaflets ; the peduncles few-
flowered, hardly exceeding the length of. the leaves ; the
teeth of the calyx unequal, ovate, bluntish, shorter than
the tube ; the legumes terete and obsoletely reticulated ; the
style joined ; and the seeds globose. This plant is a native
throughout Europe, and is abundant in Great Britain. It

has creeping roots, which swell out into tubers at irregular

intervals. The tubers are highly esteemed in the High-
lands of Scotland, where they are called Cormeille; the
inhabitants dry them and chew them, in order to give a
better relish to their whiskey ; and they are also supposed
to be good against diseases of the lungs, and to prevent
hunger and thirst in those who chew them. In Breadal-
bane and Ross-shire they bruise and steep them, and distil

an agreeable fermented liquor. The tubers have a sweet
taste, something like liquorice, and when boiled are not
unpleasant. They have been used as food in times of
scarcity. In Holland and Belgium they are roasted and
eaten in the same manner as chestnuts. In England this

plant is also known by the names of Wood-pea and Heath-
pea, and in Scotland Knapperts.

O. luteus. Yellow Bitter Vetch, is a smooth plant with
simple angular stems, 3-5 pairs of leaflets, roundish semi-
sagittate stipules, elongated many-flowered peduncles,
equal in length to the leaves ; the legumes compressed,
the seeds globose. This plant is a native of the Alps of
Switzerland, France, Italy, and Siberia. It has handsome
orange and yellow flowers, and Haller has expressed his

opinion that it is the handsomest of all the plants with

papilionaceous flowers.

O. niger. Black Bitter Vetch, has pinnate leaves with

from 3-6 ovate or elliptical leaflets ; linear, lanceolate,

acute stipules ; with an angular, erect, and branched stem.

It is a native of subalpine districts in Europe. It is found
in Forfarshire and Inverness-shire in Scotland. The
flowers are purple, and the plant turns quite black on
drying.
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There are about forty other described species of Orobus.

They are all of them elegant-flowering plants, and being

hardy, may be cultivated on the open flower-border. They
require a light soil, and are best propagated by seeds.

Where the Orobus tuberosum is cultivated for eating, it

should be grown in a bed or border of light rich soil,

paved at the depth of twenty inches, to prevent their roots
• from running down. The tubers should be planted in this

bed, and placed about 6 inches apart, and 3 inches below

the surface. The second year after planting some will be

fit to gather, and by taking only the largest the bed will

continue productive for several years, requiring however

the addition of fresh compost every year.

Although the name Orobus has been given to this genus

of plants, on the supposition that it was the Orobus (opoCoc)

of the antients, yet as the antient plant was used for fat-

tening cattle, and it does not appear that any of our present

species of Orobus are adapted for that purpose, there is

great reason to doubt their identity.

For the characters and properties of the genus Cicer, see

Cicer.
(Loudon's Cyclopedia of Plants ; Don, Miller's Dic-

tionary ; Hooker's British Flora ; Burnett's Outlines of
Botany; Playfair's 'Lectures,' in Gardener's Chronicle,

December, 1842.)

VICO, GIOVANNI BATTISTA, one of the most
acute thinkers of the first half of the last century, was born

in 1668, at Naples, where his father was a bookseller in

rather limited circumstances. Respecting his early youth
nothing is known except that at the age of seven he frac-

tured his skull by a fall, which caused him great suffer-

ings, and which, as he himself says, produced in after-life

an inclination to melancholy. His education was nomi-

nally conducted by the Jesuits, but as he was not of a dis-

position to yield to the influence or follow the rules of

others, he worked out his own education for himself. He
devoted himself chiefly to the study of philosophy, lan-

guages, and jurisprudence, and in the last of these

branches his proficiency was such that at the age of six-

teen he successfully defended an action which had been
brought against his father. But Vico was neither inclined,

nor had he sufficient strength to follow the profession of a
lawyer, and as he had not the means of living in inde-

pendence, the offer which was made him to instruct the

nephew of Rocco, bishop of Ischia, in jurisprudence,

was gladly accepted. In this quiet and retired position,

in which he remained for nine years, he gradually reco-

vered his strength, and devoted all his leisure to the

study of canon law, theology, and the antients ; and it

was here that be conceived the plan of his great work,

of which we shall speak presently. His taste grew more
and more severe : the literature of his own time lost

all attractions for him. Among the writers of his own
country were chiefly Petrarch, Boccaccio, and Dante,
in whose works he sought and found instruction ; and
among the antients Plato and Cicero, though the latter

chiefly on account of his style, which he himself took
great pains to imitate. Soon after his return to Naples he
married. His mind had hitherto been wrapped up in the

antients and in the development of his own ideas ; and the

servile adherence of the pliilosophers of the time to the

system of Des Cartes, together with the then prevailing

taste in poetry, confirmed him still more in his partiality

for the antients. Vico had now, as before, to work his

own way, and in order to be free from all bias, he read
the antients without the assistance of any commentaries.
The French language he disdained altogether, and so

strong was his desire to acquire a pure Latin style, that for a
time ha even abandoned Greek literature, and gave him-
self up entirely to reading the best Latin authors. In
1697 he was appointed professor of rhetoric in the univer-
sity of Naples, with the scanty salary of 100 scudi per
annum. In order to maintain himself and his family he
was obliged to give private lessons in Latin. But he now
had an opportunity of expressing on various occasions in

public his opinions on matters of the highest importance.

He endeavoured to point out the common bond of all the
sciences, and how superior the antients had been in not
dividing and separating the sciences from- one another,

but cultivating all in common, as Aristotle had done

;

and that it was impossible successfully to cultivate one
without knowing the rest. By his public orations on
such subjects, and still mora by the publication of some

works of great originality, he acquired a high repatalk-t

and when the chair of jurisprudence in the univeratj tot.

become vacant, he applied for it. In respect of kno»-
ledge and ability none could enter into competition »iti

him ; but as he would not condescend to have rtcouw \s

the means which were usually employed by candidate
for such offices, he saw little prospect of gaining fast ob-

ject, and withdrew from the contest. The disappointrrx-n
caused him deep grief; but neither this nor several do-
mestic afflictions by which he was visited could bmi
down his spirit, and with renewed ardour he now set

about completing the work which had for many yean oc-

cupied all his thoughts. This work, entitled • Printapi c
una Scienza nuova d'intorno alia Commune Natura cc.;<

Nazioni,' appeared at Naples in 1725. A second and Uuri

edition appeared in the author's lifetime, and the seventh
appeared at Naples in 1817. After the completion of Jh»
work his mind was at rest ; and had his outward cncuia-
stances been more favourable, his happines* would b»»t

been perfect. On the accession of the house of the Bom-
bons to the throne of Naples in 1735, better day* seem-.'

to dawn upon him, for he was appointed histonograpt«r
to the king, and his son, Gennaro Vico, obtained the pru-

fessorship of rhetoric. But his mental powers were broken
down, both by intense study and by domestic rare* and
anxieties. He fell into a state of insensibility, vcVi.rh

lasted for fourteen months, during which he kntw neitltf

his friends nor his children. In this state he died, on li*

20th of January, 1744.
The ' New Science' (' Principi di una Scienza Sunn'

is the principal work of Vico ; but although throe c*-

tions appeared in his lifetime, it seems to have been near
forgotten for more than fifty years after his death. Th» >

probably owing to the extraordinary obscurity of iW
work, which was increased by the additions published u
the third edition (probably by Gennaro V ico from 'J*

author's MSS., which are frequently inserted in p!uv>
where they interrupt and destroy the argument. But not-

withstanding this great defect, the work is one of '. :

most remarkable phenomena of modern literature. 1-.

England the work seems to have been unknown, until i

French exposition of Vico's system, by Michelct, attract
attention to it, and induced a writer in the * Pliiloiocv.i
Museum' (ii., p. 626) to give a sketch of his life and ia

philosophy to the English public. The great truth mruci
he endeavours to establish in this 'Scienza Nuova' is tit'

the history of the human race is determined by laws wtui
are as certain in their operation as those by which v»
material world is governed. He sets forth these law* i
firinciples in the form of a series of broad assertions,
le endeavours todemonstrate and explain. He set* out free
the conviction that as the idea of the material work! ex-

isted in the Divine intellect previous to the. creation af u*
world, so there must also have existed in it an eternal air*

of the history of mankind ; and this idea is realised sac

manifested in the actual events of history. He endeavoc*
to prove that notwithstanding all the apparent confutsr
ana incoherence in human affaire, that eternal idea ii nt^
departed from; or, in other words, that a Divine }n-
vidence is discernible throughout the history of mankin.
It is a philosophy of history which he endeavours to my
blish. After having laid down his principles, he proceed t<

divide history into great cycles or periods, to show ir«

characteristic features of each, and the organic progrei-s

and transition from the one to the other. He accompli**)
this partly by appealing to the facts of history, and part.;

to general principles; and while on the one hand he >.;-

tains results which are profound and true, on the o»hr»

hand he makes assertions which are visionary and iu
ciful. It is a remarkable circumstance that Vico K*>

stated in broad outlines things which F. A. Wotf *-i
Niebuhr afterwards reached by totally different proceawt
and without having any knowledge of the views of \ kx
Wolf, in regard to the Homeric poems ; and Niebuhr. i:

regard to the early history of Rome. It betrays a want >'

the knowledge of facts to assert, as some do, that Montr»-

Suieu, or Wolf, or Niebuhr adopted the views of V«-
ley could not adopt what they did not know. Be»J-i

the 'Scienza Nuova,' Vico wrote some other works. whu-Ji
bear the impress of his original genius:— 1, 'De Jin't-

?ui.«sma Italorum Sapientia,' Naples, 1710, translated ini«

talian by Monti, Milan, 1810. 2, 'De uno Loner*
Juris Principio et fine uno,' Naples, 1720, 4to. 3, A Life
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of hiflinK which is prefixed to the first edition of his
' NewMdewst,' and is reprinted, with additions by himself
and his son, in the subsequent editions of the same wortt.

A collection of all his works was edited by the Marquis de
YilUSttftt at Naples, in 1818, and a second edition ap-
peared in 1835. A clear and able exposition of the 4 New
Seieafa'.-fcas been given by Michelet, 'Principes de la
Piulsonhie ds l'Histoire, traduits de la" Scienza Nuova" de
G. B„ Yioo,' Paris, 1827.
VICCA, a genus of plants of the natural family of Com-

|.osit«a.aDdsubtribe Inuleee. The species are natives of
aid found in most parts of the plains of India: some of
iliem Mrtend into the islands of the Indian Ocean. V.
Indie* is the most widely diffused, being found in the
northern as well as in the southern parts, and to the west-
ward near Salsette and Belgaum. The plants are annual,
erect, bat branched ; leaves alternate, sagittate, half embrac-

lanceolate, linear; margins very entire or slightly
1 oothed ; branches with few leaves, terminated by a single
;iead of flowers, which are yellow.

VICQ-D'AZYR, FELIX, was born at Valogne in 1748.
I lis father, who was a physician of good repute, sent him
' <j study philosophy at Caen, and medicine at Paris. He
received his licence to practise in 1773, and directly after

»«:gan to deliverlectureson comparative anatomy during the
• ucation from the regular courses of lectures of the faculty.

1 ii consequence however ofsome dispute with the authorities
> f the faculty, he was obliged to discontinue his course,
I lough already he had become a very popular teacher. Upon
t lis, Antoine Petit, who had been Vicq-d'-Azyr's instructor

n anatomy, resigned the professorship of anatomy at the
1 ardin des Plantes, hoping to secure the appointment of his

luytil to be his successor. In this however he was disap-

pointed. Portal, through the influence of Buffon, was
lected, and Vicq-d'Azyr was obliged to limit himself to

lie delivering of lectures in his own house. These were
veil attended, but the greatest assistance to his advance-
aent was furnished by his marriage with a niece of Dau-
>enton, who fell in love with him in return for his polite-

iess in assisting her when she once fainted in the street.

Oaubenton furnished him with all that was necessary for

he prosecution of comparative anatomy and natural his-

ory, in which he was actively engaged, and the results of
- Iiich he published in numerous essays in the Memoirs of
he Academy of Sciences.

In 1774 Vicq-d'-Azyr was elected a member of the
Academy of Sciences ; and in 1775, through the influence
jf Lassonnc, he was sent to investigate and endeavour to
exterminate a murrain which was raging among the cattle
ii the South of France. On his return he formed with Las-
onne the scheme of establishing a society for carrying on
it all times similar investigations of epidemics, &c, by cor-
i'*pondence with provincial physicians ; and upon their
plan, the Royal Society of Medicine was founded in 1776,
md Vicq-d'Azyr was chosen perpetual secretary. This
I'ngaged him for a time in an angry dispute with the fa-

culty of medicine, who appear to have done their best to
lestroy his reputation ; but his activity, and the general
excellence of the numerous essays, eloges, and other works
which he was constantly publishing, as well as the spirit

:md care with which the society was managed, obtained
Lor him a constantly increasing celebrity, and in 1788 he
was chosen to succeed Buffon in the French Academy.
His oration in honour of his predecessor is the most re-

markable of all (and they were very numerous) that Vicq-
<I'Azyr delivered in honour of men of science, in 1789 he
succeeded Lassonne as first physician to the queen ; and it

i* said that his devotion to her gave him reason to fear the
race of the revolutionary party so much, that, through con-
tinual anxiety, his health began to fail. To avoid suspi-

cion he took part with the followers of Robespierre, and
having accompanied the citizens of his district to the im-
pious mockery of the festival of the Supreme Being, he
returned home seriously ill, next day became delirious, and
died on the 20th of June, 1794.

Vicq-d'Azyr's works are very numerous, and were nearly
.ill published together by Moreau de la Sarthe, with the
title 'OJuvres de Vicq-d'Azyr,' Paris, 1805, 6 vols. 8vo.,

with a quarto volume of plates. The chief of them are as

tullows: 1, 'Observations sur les Moyens. . .pour pr6-

server les Animaux sains de la Contagion,' Bordeaux, 1774,
12mo. 2, ' La Mfdecine des BStes a cornes,' Paris, 1781,

2 vols. 8vo : this was published by order of the govern-

ment, and contains the substance of several previous works
on veterinary medicine, and especially on epizootic dis-
eases. 3, ' Traite d'Anatomie et de Physiologie, avec des
planches coloriees,' Paris, 1786, folio. This, had he been
able to complete it, would have been a truly magnificent
work. Vicq-d'Azyr proposed to illustrate the whole of
physiology by a series of plates of natural size, but tlie

work did not go beyond this first part, containing the
plates of the brain, which are executed well, though they
are not without anatomical errors. His other principal
writings are contained in essays in the Memoirs of the
Academies of Sciences and of Medicine. In the Memoirs
of the former academy he published, in 1774, the first

part of his Memoirs on the Comparative Anatomy of Fish
and Birds, and on the Conversion of Muscle into Fat during
Life : in 1774 the conclusion of these Memoirs, and another
on the ' Structure and Physiology of the Extremities of Man
and Quadrupeds ; in 1776 a Memoir on the Comparative
Anatomy of the Ear ; in 1779 one On the Organ of the
Voice ; in 1781, the Anatomy of the Mandril and some
other Apes ; in 1784, Observations on the Comparative
Anatomy of the Clavicle. All these contained many new
and important facts: but they do not prove that Vicq-
d'Azyr was capable of working out the great general truths
of physiology, in the Memoirs of the Society of Medi-
cine his essays are also very numerous, but less important
than those in comparative anatomy : in these also are pub-
lished his numerous eloges delivered on the deaths of
members of the Society, all of which are well written, and
some are even eloquent. He edited the two volumes of
the anatomical portion of the ' Encyclopedic Methodique,'
to which he contributed several articles ; and he also

edited the first volumes of the medical portion of the same
work, in which there are also several articles by him, in-

cluding one of considerable length and importance with the
title ' Anatomie Pathologique.' Many other essays were
published in other collections, which need not be enu-
merated : the last which he wrote were, Observations on
the Changes of the Vitellus during Incubation, and a De-
scription ofthe Genital Organs of the Duck, which appeared
in the ' Bulletin de la Societe Philomathique ' for 1793.

(Eloge iff Vicq-d'Azyr, read at the Society of Medicine
of Paris, 1798; Deziemeris, Dictionnaire Historique de
Midecine, &c.)
VICRAMADITYA. [Hindustan, xii., 225.1
VICTOR I., a native of Africa, succeeded Eleutherius

as bishop of the Christian congregation at Rome, about
a.d. 185. During his episcopacy Tneodotus was expelled
the Christian congregation of Rome, for asserting the
mere humanity of Christ. [Ebionites.] Victor had
a warm controversy with the churches of Asia, and
especially with Polycrates, bishop of Ephesus, concerning
the proper time for celebrating the Easter festival.

[Easter.] Irenseus, bishop of Lyon, remonstrated in a
letter to Victor upon his intolerance upon this occasion.

Victor died about a.d. 197, and was succeeded by Zephyri-
nus. Some say that he died a martyr, but the word
martyr was often used by the early Christian writers tc

signify a person who had in any way suffered on account
of the Christian faith.

VICTOR II.. Gebhard, bishop of Eichstadt, and a friend

and adviser of Henry III. of Germany, was chosen by the

clergy of Rome to succeed Leo IX., a.d. 1055. The monk
Hildebrandus (afterwards Gregory VII.), who had sug-

gested the choice, was sent by the Romans to Germany,
for the purpose of obtaining the emperor's assent to the

election, which is said to have been given with some
reluctance, as Henry was unwilling to part with his

adviser. Victor, having proceeded to Italy, assembled a
Council at Florence, in which several abuses in the
discipline of the clergy were condemned, and the ordi-

nances against alienating the property of the Church were
renewed. Another Council was held in the same year at

Tours, at which Hildebrand presided as legate. Berenger

appeared before the Council, and was challenged to defend

his opinion against transubstantiation. Berenger how-
ever declined doing so, and he professed to submit to the

general belief of the Church upon the matter in question.

[Berenger.] The year 1055 was a busy year for councils;

a Council was held at Lyon against simony, another nt

Rouen, to enforce continence among priests ; and another

at Nat-bonne, in which the usurpers of certain possessions

of the Church were excommunicated. In tho following
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year, 1056, Pope Victor went to Germany at the desire of
Henry III., and was there present at the death of the

emperor, which took place in that year. Victor remained
in Germany with the dowager empress Agnes, and her

infant son Henry IV., till the next spring, 1057, when he
returned to Italy. Pope Victor died at Florence in the

same year, and was succeeded by Stephen IX.
VICTOR III., Desiderius, abbot of Monte Casino, was

elected by the cardinals assembled at Salerno, after the

death ofGregory VII., in compliance with the wish expressed

by that pope on his death-bed, a.d. 1085. Desiderius

however declined the proffered dignity, and the Church
remained without a pontiff till Easter of the following

year, 1086, when Desiderius, having gone to Rome, was
invested with the papal garments by the assembled cardi-

nals, and proclaimed by the name of Victor III. But the
prefect of the emperor Henry IV., who had possession of

the Capitol, and who supported the antipope Guibert, who
had btfen already set up in opposition to" Gregory VII.,

opposed the consecration of the new pope. After four

days Desiderius left Rome and returned to Monte Casino,

having deposed his pontifical robes at Terracina and re-

nounced his dignity. During the Lent of the next year,

1087, a Council was held at Capua, in which Desiderius
was prevailed upon to resume the papal office for the good
of the Church. The new pope then proceeded towards
Rome, accompanied by the cardinals and many of the

Roman nobility, and by a body of troops given to him by
the prince of Capua, and by Roger, duke of Apulia. On
arriving outside of Rome, they defeated the troops of the

antipope, and drove him away from the Vatican. On the

Sunday after the Ascension, Pope Victor was solemnly
crowned in St. Peter's church, after which he returned to

Monte Casino, as the city of Rome was still occupied by
the partisans of the antipope. Soon after however the

Countess Matilda arrived near Rome from Tuscany with a
large force, and invited Pope Victor to a conference, which
took place in the Vatican in the beginning of June. On
St. Barnabas'-day, 11th of June, the pope and the countess,

having forced the passage of the Tiber, entered Rome
amidst the acclamations of the people.

On the eve of St. Peter's-day, 28th of July, a messenger
from Henry IV. having threatened the consuls and senators

of Rome with the displeasure of the emperor if they conti-

nued to adhere to Victor, the Romans turned against the
pope, and drove him and his friends out of the town.
Pope Victor however retained possession of the Vatican,

and celebrated mass on the next day in St. Peter's church.
A few days after, Pope Victor thought proper to abandon
Rome altogether, and withdrew to Monte Casino, and
from thence to Beneventum, where he held a Council in

the month of August, in which he anathematized the anti-

pope Guibert, as well as Hugo, archbishop of Lyon, who
had declared himself for the antipope, and had written a
violent letter to the Countess Matilda, in which he strove to

blacken the character of Pope Victor, charging him with
ambition, cunning, and other vices. This letter, which is

inserted in Labbe's ' Concilia,' probably gave rise to the
several accusations against the memory of Pope Victor,

which are found in the Chronicle of Augsburg and other

compilations. Whilst the Council was sitting, Pope Victor

fell dangerously ill of dysentery. He hastened back to

his favourite residence of Monte Casino, where he died on
the 16th of September, 1087, after having recommended
the cardinals who were about him to choose Otho, bishop
of Ostia, for his successor, who was accordingly elected by
the name of Urban II. (Muratori, Annali dltalia, and
the authorities therein quoted.)
Pope Victor III. is better known in the history of learn-

ing as Desiderius, abbot of Monte Casino. In his convent
he .was a great collector of MSS. ; he employed amanu-
enses to copy the works of the classics ; ne restored or

rather rebuilt from the foundations the church and part of

the convent upon a much larger scale than that of the
former structure, and he sent to Constantinople for skilful

workmen in mosaic and joinery to assist in adorning the
church.

(Peregriniua, Seriet Abbatum Catsinenrium ; Tiraboschi,

Storia delta Letteratwa Italiana.)

VICTOR IV., Antipope. Octavian, cardinal of St.

Clement, was set up by a small faction of cardinals, sup-

ported by the emperor Frederic I., in opposition to Pope
Alexander III., a.c. 1159. This created a schism in the

Church, which continued even after the death of the sus'v-

pope Victor, which took place in 1164. [Fuduul 1

,

Emperor.]
VICTOR, AMADEUS. (Sardinian Statb*.]
VICTOR, SEXTUS AURELIUS. [Auaxuus Vicroa.
VICTO'RIA. rVKNKXUKLA.]
VICUWA, or VICUGNA. [Llama, vol. xiv, pp. 73.

74.1

VIDA, MARCO GIRO'LAMO, born at Cremona about
the year 1490, studied at Padua and Bologna, and distin-

guished himself in the classical studies, and especially in

Latin poetical composition. He afterwards entered the

order of the regular canons of the Lateran. He went 1».

Rome about the beginning of the pontificate of Leo X^whc
happening to see his little Latin poem on chess, * Scaccha
ludus,' and another entitled ' Bombyx,' or the Silkworm,
took him into favour, and urged him to undertake the com-
position of a more important and regular poem on the hit

of our Saviour, and in order to enable him to apply himxtf
undisturbed to his poetical studies, the pope bestowed upoc
him the priory of San Silvestro at Frascati. Vida accord-

ingly began his poem entitled ' Christiados,' of which la-

presented two cantos to Leo X., who praised them great!;

but the poem was not finished for many year* after.

Meantime he published, in 1527, his didactic poem ' De
Arte Poetica,' which has been extolled by Scaiiger, Bat-
teux, and other critics, as being his best work. It ha» Wen
translated into English, and has been praised by Di.

Johnson, and by Pope, in his ' Essay on Criticism.'

Clement VII. appointed Vida Apostolic Protonotarr,

and in 1532 made him bishop of Alba in Piedmor*.
Ughelli, in his ' Italia Sacra,' speaks at length of the meri-

torious conduct of Vida during the thirty-four years that

he administered the see of Alba. When the French be-

sieged that place in 1542, the bishop assisted at his o»i
expense the poor inhabitants, and supported the spirit of

the garrison until the besiegers were obliged to raise ttx

siege. Vida afterwards repaired to the Council of Treee.

where he became intimate with the cardinals Pole, C'«r-

vini, and Dal Monte, and with the learned MarcantMii'
Flaminio, and in the familiar conversations which he hxl

with them he conceived the plan of his dialogues * De L>-r-

nitate Reipublicae,' which he afterwards published and <it-

dicated to Cardinal Pole. In the year 1549, on the occa-

sion of a dispute about precedence between the towns d
Cremona and Pavia, the citizens of the former intruslei

their townsmen Vida with the defence of their claim,
which were to be laid before the senate of Milan for its in-

cision. Vida wrote three orations :
' Cremonenstum Ac-

tionesTres adversus Papiertses in Controversia Principal-.!*.'

In these compositions Vida gave way perhaps too morn t>

municipal feelings, and indulged in invective against tr*

people of Pavia, for which his orations were called Yidat
' Verrinse.' Giulio Salerno, on behalf of Pavia, replied
Vida, in his ' Pro Ticinensibus adversus Cremoneoses it

Jure Possessi onis,' which however were not printed, as Uu
question was dropped.
Vida died at Alba, in September, 1566, and was boned

in the cathedral of that town. It seems that be died peer.

Besides the works mentioned in the course of this arhcW
he wrote sacred hymns in Latin, and other minor compo-
sitions both in Latin and Italian. Vida was one of iht

most learned scholars and most elegant Latin writers <x

the 16th century. His contemporary Sadoleto, a comp*-
tent judge, affirms that his Latin verse approached near u>

the dignity of classical poetry. His poem on the Life i*

Christ, in six books, is a close imitation of Virgil, la-

which the author was styled ' the Christian Virgil.' Vida
wrote also a small poem on the challenge and fight betwvte
thirteen Italians and the same number of Frenchmen ir.

Apulia, in February, 1503, in which the Italians remaiDM
victorious. Of this inedited poem a fragment was pib-
lished at Milan in 1818 :

' Marci Hieronymi Vidse XllL
Pugilum Certamen.' There is an account of this same oc-

currence in Italian prose: ' Istoria del Combattimento 6t

tredici Italiani con altrettanti Francesi, fatto in Pugtia tri

Andria e Quarati,' by a contemporary and a spectator oi

the fight, which has furnished the subject of Azegjio's his-

torical novel, ' Ettore Fieramosca o la Disfida di Barietta.'

(Comiani, I Secoli della Letteratura Italiana ; Tirato-
chi, Sloria della Lette-. aiura Italiana ; Giraldi. De Portu
Suorum Temporum ; and the biography of Vida, in the
edition of bis works published at Oxford, 1722.)
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VIDEO, MONTE. [Montevideo.]
WBUA (Zoology), a genus of Fhingillim?.
The Prince of Canino and Musignano, in his accurate

' Geographical and Comparative List of the Birds of
Europe and North America,' in which the fruit of much
labour and experience is closely compressed, makes the
Frinetittida (the sixteenth family of birds, according to

the Prince's arrangement) consist of the following sub-
families :

—

a. Fringillinae.

Genera :

—

Calamospiza, Bonap. ; Guiraca, Sw. (Cocco-
'iorus, Sw.) ; Coccothraustes, Briss.

;
Chlorospiza, Bonap.

;

Petronia, Bonap. ; Pyrgita, Cuv.
;

Fringilla, Linn.

;

ITontifHngilla, Brehm ; Struthus, Bonap. (Boie, part)

;

Passerella, Sw. ; Zonotrichia, Sw. ; Chondestes, Sw.

;

1-M.spiza, Bonap.
;

Coturniculus, Bonap. ; Ammodramw,
-'•.v.; Passerctuus, Bonap.

;
Spizella, Bonap.; Carduelis,

i'l iss. ; Chrysomitris, Boie (Spinus, Brehm) ; Citrinella,

Bonap. ; Serinus, Br. ; Linota, Bonap. (Cannabina et

l.inaria, Brehm) ; Erythrospiza, Bonap. (Erythrothorax,
l!;vhm); Cardinalis, Bonap.; Pipilo, VieilJ. ; Spiza,
Bunap.

b. Tanagrinae.

Genus :

—

Pyranga.

c. Emberizinae.

Genera :

—

Cynchramus, Bonap. (Miliaria, Brehm) ; Em-
'icriza. Linn. ; Plectrophanes, Meyer.

d. Alaudinae.

Genera:—Certhilauda, Sw. ; Alauda, Linn.; Galerida,

3oie ; Phileremos, Brehm (Ereomophilus, Boie) ; Melano-
orypha, Boie.

e. Loxinae.

Genera :

—

Pyrrhula, Briss.
;

Corythus, Cuv. ; Loxia,
3riss.

The Fringillidee belong to the Passeres, the second
irder of birds, according to the Prince, and are imme-
hately preceded by the Corvides : the Scansores come
lirectly after the Fringillidee.

This family, in Mr. G. R. Gray's arrangement, stands as

he fourth or the tribe Conirostres, and comprises the
following subfamilies and genera:

—

1. Ploceinae.
Genera :

—

Textor, Temra. ; Pyromelana, Bonap. ; Phile-
':irus. Smith

; Ploceus, Cuv. ; ? Goniaphcea, Bowd. ; Syco-
'>/«#, Vieill.

2. Coccothraustinse.

Genera :

—

Spcrmospiza, G. R. Gray ; Cardinalis (Charl.),

lionap. ; Calamospiza, Bonap. ; Guiraca, Sw.
; Pyrenestes,

-v.v. ; Coccothraustes (Antiq.), Briss.
; Munia, Hodgs.

;

' 1-ospiza, Gould
;

Camarhychus, Gould
; Cactornis,

fiuuld
; Certhidea, Gould ; Vidua (Briss.) ; Colius-

i
nsser, Riipp.

3. Tanagrinse.
Genera :

—

Emberizoides, Temm.
;
Pipilo, Vieill. ; Ember-

n 'gra, Less. ; Arremon, Vieill.
;
Cissopis, Vieill.

;
Pitytus,

Cuv.; Tanagra, Linn. ; Saltalor, Vieill.
;
Spindalis, Jard.

mid Selby
;
Ramphopsis, Vieill. ; Lamprotes, Sw.

;
Py-

nmga, Vieill.; Lanio, Vieill.
;
Tachyphonus, Vieill. ; Ne-

"iosta, Vieill.
;
Tanagrella, Sw.

; Euphonia, Desm. ; Ca-
lupiza, G. R. Gray ; Stephanophorus, Strickl.

; Cyps-
« 'gra, Less.

4. Fringillinse.

Genera :

—

Estrelda, Sw.; Amadina, Sw.; Spermestes, Sw.;
/ njthrura, Sw. ;

Pytelia, Sw. ; Tiaris, Sw. ; Carduelis
Antiq.), Briss. ;

Chrysomitris, Boie ; Citrinella, Bonap.

;

*»rinus (Antiq.), Brehm ; Paroaria, Bonap. ; Cannabina,
lirehm

; Ligurinus, Briss. ; Petronia (Ray), Bonap.

;

Nasser, Antiq. ;
Atlapetes, Wagl. ; Fringilla, Linn.

;

Sijihtea, Aud. ; Montifringilla, Brehm ; Passerella, Sw.

;

'/.'inotrichia, Sw. ; Passerculus, Bonap. ; Peuceea, Aud.

;

Coturniculus, Bonap.
;
Euspiza, Bonap. ; Spiza, Bonap.

;

^l izclla, Bonap. ; Ammodramus, Sw. ; Chondestes, Sw. ; ?

Janco, Wagl.
5. Emberizinse.

Genera :

—

Emberisa, Linn. ; Gubernatrix, Less. ; Frin-
jillaria, Sw. ; Coryphaspiza,G. R.Gray

;
Melophus, Sw.;

i'locepasscr, Smith; Agrophilus, Sw. ; Spinus, Maehr
;

l'!ectrophanes, Meyer.
6. Alaudinae.

G>faara :

—

Alauda, Linn. ; Galerida, Boie ; Octocoris,

Bonap.; Melanocorypha, Boie ; Saxilauda, Less. ; Erana,
G. R. Gray; Mirafra, Horsf. ; Fringalauda, Hodgs.;

P, C, No. 1654.

Megalophonus, G. R. Gray ;
Agradroma, Sw.

; Macronyx,
Sw. ; Certhilauda, Sw.

7. Pyrrhulinse.

Genera:

—

Pyrrhulauda, Smith ; Erythrina, Brehm ; Leu-
costicte, Sw.

;
Crithagra, Sw. > Spermophila, Sw. ; Pyr-

rhula (Antiq.), Msehr ;
Strobilophaga, Vieill.

; Uragus,
Keys, et Bl.

8. Loxinae.

'

Genera :

—

Loxia, Linn. ; Psittirostra, Temm. ; Paradox-
ornis, Gould.

9. Phytotominae.
Genera :

—

Phytoloma, Mol.
;
Hyreus, Steph.

In this arrangement the Fringillidas are immediately
preceded by the Slurnidce and followed by the Colidee
(1841).

The reader upon referring to the article Fringillidee
will now have the opinion of most of the leading ornitho-
logists as to the place of Vidua in the system : we proceed
to give its

Subgeneric Character.—Bill short. Wings lengthened,
the second, third, and two following quills longest, an<?

of equal length. Tail boat-shaped ; males with the two
middle feathers excessively elongated, generally broad and
convex. (Sw.)

This genus can hardly be said to differ from Fringilla
in the form of the biH, which is very analogous to that of
the Linnets. Many ornithologists therefore do not admit
that they can be separated from Fringilla; for as the
females are deprived of the long tail-feathers entirely, and
the males when they moult lose them, they urge the im-
possibility of assigning precise characters to the group.
Mr. Swainson makes these birds a subgenus of the Weaver-
Birds, Ploceus, and modern ornithologists generally dis-

tinguish them, either generically or subgenerically. It

must indeed be allowed that they form a very natural

froup, and, if it be permitted to subdivide the great genus
'ringilla, with reference to the other forms which claim

a place under it, there is quite sufficient in the plumage
of the Viduee, especially in the tail, to justify its distinc-

tion as a subgenus at least.

The Whidah-Finches, Widow-Birds, as they are fami-
liarly termed by the British, Veuves of the French, are

among the most remarkable of the section of hard-billed

seed-eating birds to which they belong. These African
Buntings are favourites for the cage and the aviary, where
the long drooping tail-feathers, not inelegant, though out
of all ordinary proportion, that adorn the males in the
breeding season—for the birds are, generally, not larger

in the body than canaries—immediately attract the atten-

tion. The Latin generic name and the French and Eng-
lish familiar ones are most probably derived from the

sombre hue which prevails in their plumage, suggesting

the idea of a widow's weeds.

Mr. Swainson observes, that these birds are common in

the French houses and in those on the Continent gene-
rally; and that numbers of them and the other pretty

little African finches are impoited into France by the
Senegal traders, where they are sold to the bird-merchants

of Paris. In that city he saw between a hundred and
fifty and two hundred of these natives of the scorching

climate of Africa flying and sporting about in a small dark

dirty room, transformed into a sort of aviary, in one of the

meanest houses on the Quai Voltaire, two rooms only of

which were tenanted by such a marchand— his birds

living in one, and himself and his family in the other.

Mr. Swainson had been assurec1 that several of these Afri-

cans bred in their dingy quarters.

There are several species, and Mr. Swainson records four

in his Birds of Western Africa, forming the seventh volume
of the Ornithology of that cheap and nicely illustrated

work, The Naturalist's Library.

Examples, Vidua paradisea.

Description.—The upper part of the plumage is of a
faded or deep brownish-black ; but this colour becomes
of a paler hue on the wings and lateral tail-feathers. The
whole of the head, the chin, and throat are of this faded

black, which extends downwards, narrowing as it descends,

to the middle of the breast. A broad rich orange-rufous

collar proceeds from the upper part of the back of the

neck and unites with a tinge of the same colour on the

sides of the.neck and breast ; this last hue passes into the

pale buff of the body, abdomen, and thighs, but leaves the

under tail-covers black, the colour of the upper ones.

Vol. XXVL—2 R
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The tail-feathers are black: the four lateral ones on
each side are slightly graduated, each being a fraction of
an inch, sometimes about a quarter, longer than the one
above it. The two next are the long vertical externally

convex feathers, so conspicuous in the male. These in

fine specimens measure a foot in length from the base,

and about three-quarters of an inch in width. The two
middle feathers, also placed in a vertical direction, have
very broad webs on their basal half (about three inches),
but the remainder of the shaft becomes a plumeless hair-

like process (somewhere about three inches more). Bill

and feet black. Size about that of a canary.

This is Emberiza paradisea, Linn. ; Grande Veuve <TAn-
gola, of the French ; Wnidah Bunting of English orni-

thologists; Widow Bird of the English salesmen and
fanciers.

Locality.—Senegal (where it is very common) and South
Africa.

• A living bird of this species confined in the semi-circu-
lar aviary in the garden of the Zoological Society in the
Regents Park has just dropped its tail-leathers and is now
(last week in March, 1843) moulting. Its habitat is

marked ' South Africa.' When Vidua paradisea moults
it is variegated with brown rusty colour, and white.

Vidua erythrorhynchut, Sw.

1, Vijun (WinJuuM
I 2, Vidua » r) Ulrorh) nuhiM.

Description.—Mi. Swainson describe* the Btd-btllfi
Whidah Finch as of less size than Vidua paradisea, ani
he considers it as altogether an aberrrant specie* of t>.:.

group. The bill is shorter, thicker, and broader at t:

.

top, so as to resemble that of Amadina. Of the fui.

middle greatly elongated tail-feathers, two are conm,
and two (one within the other) concave, so that when a.;

four are closed, they form a sort of cylinder ; and, but
their extremities, appear at first sight as one. Ordinary
tail-feathers, four on each side, slightly rounded. Tertes.'.-

or at least one of them, as long as the primaries.

General clour of the adult deep glossy blue-blac».

which covers the crown and the back, between which U i

pure white collar ; the wings and scapulars marked w ,ti.

similar colours ; lower part of the back and margin of '.'.i.

tail-covers white, a large spot of which spreads over ncxr .

all the wing-covers. Ears, sides of the head, and all rt<.

under parts pure white, but the black colour of the bxr i

advances on the sides of the breast, so as to form a J:-..'

collar, open in front. Tail-feathers black externally. :

white internally, the latter colour predominating- on t;.-

outermost feathers. In a Senegal specimen there ws> u

deep black spot on the chin, of wliicn there was no tra
•

in another of uncertain locality.

Locality.—Senegal.

This also is the Emberiza vidua of Linnaeus and author*,

according to Mr. Swainson, who remarks that there *«;t- rc-

to be considerable confusion between three of the Which.'.

Birds described by Linnaeus as distinct species, under tt.

names of Emberiza vidua, principalis, and serena ; by
he adds, there is no published evidence whatever
authorize our uniting all three under one specific nam;
and that authors have omitted to notice the w hite nui
colour and also the black spot on the chin. With rtyar

'

to the absence or presence of the black spot on the cj .-.

Mr. Swainson inquires whether the birds with and withu.:

that spot are varieties, of different sexes, or from differ.-,

localities?

VIECHE, or VIETZA, was the appellation of t!:

antient Slavonian popular assemblies, supposed to I-

derived from the Slavonian verb vieshchat, 'to announ..
or to proclaim.'

These assemblies were customary among all the Slavo-

nian nations, but the appellation of Vietza, or Vieche,
given to them in Poland and in Russia. The courts ofju?::. .

held by the kings of Poland during the early part of :'-!

history were called Vietza, and the same name was app!:. :

to provincial assemblies, which was afterwards superscdi-

by that of Seymiki, that is, little diets, comitiola.

The republic of Novgorod was entirely governed by tl..

vieche. This assembly, at which all the citizens had i

right to vote, was held in an open space before the catJ. .-

dral church. It was called together by the tolling of V:.t

great bell of the Vieche, which was made use of onh ;
-

those occasions. The citizens held previous consultation* i:

the five separate quarters of the town, and then all !.-

gether in the above-mentioned place before the cathedral

church, where all the affairs of state were finally dvciii.

.

by a majority of votes.

Neither the prince nor the magistrates took any part r
the deliberations of the vieche, because, as it was express. .'

ina popular proverb, 'the free Novgorod was judging him-

self by his own judgment.'
The vieche decided war and peace, elected the priiut

the Possadnik, or chief magistrate, the military command t ->

and inferior officers, the ambassadors who were sent U
foreign powers, and even the archbishop.

x
It likewise de-

posed all those dignitaries, and could condemn them * >

exile, and even to death. It was not unfrequent for t.t

condemned individual to be immediately executed b
being thrown from the bridge into the river.

The constitution of Novgorod was entirely democratic
It had a prince who was elected by the Vieche from tin

dynasty of Rune, which reigned in the several principali-

ties into which Russia was divided from the eleventh cen-

tury. The prince had the right to propose war and pear*,
to command the troops in time of war, and to receive 4

considerable part of the booty taken from the enemy. He
had a court, certain revenues assigned to him, and scve.-di

privileges, such as hunting in every part of the count:;,

.

He could judge in criminal as well as in civil cases, t>u*

only in conjunction with the Possadnik. There were in-

stances of princes chosen from the sovereign house of
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Lithuania. Many princes were deposed from their dignity
by I he vieche, but many others, disgusted with the fickle-

ness of popular favour, left it of their own accord. The
uncertainty of their tenure may be judged by the fact, that
Novgorod had in one century more than thirty princes.

The possadnik was always elected from among the citi-

zens ; his dignity was similar in every respect to that of
lie chiefburgomaster in the Hanse towns ofGermany. The
Juration of the office seems not to have been determined
.vith precision, because there-are many cases of possadniks
.vlio Occupied it during their lifetime, while many others

vcre repeatedly re-elected. Several were deposed* by the

iecho, nnd sometimes murdered in secret. The thousand
nen (Tissiatzki) were a kind of tribunes who watched
iver the possadnik and the prince, lest they might usurp an
llegal authority and injure the freedom of the citizens.

ITiey also acteu in a judicial capacity, and were assisted

3y minor magistrates, called hundred men (Sotuiki).

The republic of Pskow or Plescow was governed in the

icune manner, but it was frequently obliged to receive

>rdcrs from the vieche of its stronger ally, or, as it was
•ailed, its elder brother, Novgorod. The vieches of the
wo republics were abolished on their subjection to the
jrand-duke of Moscow; Novgorod in 1477, and Pskow in

J309, and the bells employed for summoning those asscm-
ilies were earned to Moscow. The chronicles mention
leches held on several occasions at Kiev, Vladimir, and
thc r towns of Russia. A similar assembly took place at

toscow in 1382, when the grand-duke had left his capital

n the approach of the Tartars.

The provincial towns of the republics of Novgorod and
Meow had their local vieches, which were however entirely

Ibject to that of the capital, and were assembled only for

ne execution of its orders. The republic of Viiitka,

Viatka] having adopted the constitution of its mother-
ountry, was also governed by a vieche.

VIENNA (in German, men), the metropolis of the
Austrian empire, is situated in 48° 10' N. lat. and 16° 20'

!., long., on the right or south bank of the Danube, at its

lonfluence with the little river VVien, which flows through
he city. Th6ngh Vienna is said to be on the right bank
>f the Danube, it is full two miles from the main stream of

he river, which divides above the city into several

tranches, forming many islands, so that only a small

jranch, which serves as a canal, and is generally called

the Danube canal, passes under the walls. Vieiuia is in

Ihe province of Lower Austria, which is called the country

ielovv the Ens, 7IG Paris feet above the level of the sea,

iccording to Stein's statement ; Bluiuenbach says 470 feet

ibove the level of the Mediterranean
;

Hormayer says

571 4 feet above the level of the Black Sea.

Vienna consists of the interior or old city nnd the

suburbs. The old city is nearly circular, and not above

Jiree miles in circumference. It is surrounded with a

broad fosse, and a wall from forty to fifty feet high,

which has ten regular bastions, and forms altogether what
is t ailed the Bastei, now one of the most favourito pro-

thenades of Vienna, commanding aver) fine view. Beyond
Ihe fosse is the glacis, varying in breadth from 900 to

15O0 feet, formerly reserved as a clear space without the

walls, but now laid out in public walks. It extends all round

th<* city, except on the side next the Danube. The city is

surrounded by the thirty-four suburbs, two of which are to

the north-east, on the island Leopoldstadt in the Danube,

and the thirty-two others beyond the glacis. These thirty-

two suburbs are sunounded by the lines, that is, a fosse

wit li a wall twelve feet high. From the old city twelve

gates lead to the suburbs, the priucipal of which is the

Burg-thor, or palace gate (.the imperial palace being

c-iilled the Burg), which was completed in 1824, and is a

splendid piece of architecture, with five equal archways.

From these gates there are paved streets and avenues to

Ihe principal streets in the suburbs, and these are con-

nected by twelve other gates in the lines with the adja-

cent country. The extent of the lines is twelve miles, and

»hc circumference of the two suburbs situated on the

id is above six miles, making the entire circumference

henna above eighteen miles, including the windings,

Diigh the general form approaches to the circular,

ire many irregularities. The old city occupies about

art of the whole space.

er or old city is very irregularly built ; most of

are crooked and narrow ; the Places (open

places) are twenty in number, ten larger and ten smaller,
but they are all small and irregular ; among the best are
—the New Parade, before the imperial palace, the largest
square in Vienna, nearly 1000 feet in length and 050 in
breadth, perfectly regular, surrounded with avenues of
trees, and adorned with grass-plots and flower-beds

;

2, the Hor, 450 feet long and 300 broad
; 3, the Hohe Markt,

with a beautiful marble temple
; 4, the Josephsplatz, in

which there is a colossal equestrian bronze statue of Joseph
II., erected in 180G ; 5, the Graben, which is rather a street
than a square, 540 feet long and 100 broad : it is nearly in
the centre of the city, and is a place of fashionable resort,

especially for strangers. The streets are in general well
paved with granite

; they are well lighted at night, and
great care is taken to keep them clean, to which the falla-
cious sewers essentially contribute. Differing in this respect
from most other European capitals, the old city is the most
fashionable : it contains the palaces of the emperor, of
many of the principal nobility, the public offices, the finest

churches, and most of the museums and public collections,

the colleges, the exchange, and the most splendid shops.
The houses, which are in general of brick, are very high, of
five or six stories, and some even more, and very large, as
may be judged from the fact that 1318 are occupied by
50,093 inhabitants; so that most of the houses are in-

habited by several families, each occupying one floor, or
part of one. There is a common staircase, and a porter
keeps the street-door.

The public buildings, palaces, churches, &c. are veiy
numerous. 1. The most remarkable is the cathedral, de-
dicated to St. Stephen, a very majestic edifice, built entirely

of freestone, in a beautiful Gothic style, in the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries: it is one of the finest specimens of
antient German architecture. The interior is 342 feet in

length, 222 feet in breadth between the two great towers,
and 79 feet in height. The church has four towers, one of
them among the loftiest in Europe : its height has been
variously stated at 480, 445, and 430 feet ; but it appears
from the most correct measurement (according to Hor-
mayer) to be 420 feet. In this steeple hangs the great
bell, weighing 354 cwt., which the emperor Joseph I. caused
to be cast, in 1711, out of 180 pieces of cannon taken from
the Turks, when they were obliged to raise the siege of the
city. The interior of the church contains thirty-eight

marble altars and numerous monuments of celebrated
men, among which are those of the emperor Frederic IV.
and of Prince Eugene of Savoy. The crypt beneath the
church consists of thirty large vaults, in which since the
time of Ferdinand III. the bowels of all the deceased
members of the imperial family are deposited in copper o.

-

silver urns, their hearts being deposited in the church of

the Augustines and their bodies in that of the Capuchins.
2, St. Peter's, built on the model of St. Peter's at Home,
and adorned with tine fresco and oil paintings. 3, The ele-

gant church of the Augustines, which contains the cele-

brated mausoleum of the archduchess Christina, a master-
piece of Canova, which cost 20,000 ducats. 4, The church
of the Capuchins, with the imperial family vaults, where
the bodies of the imperial family are deposited, begin-

ning with the emperor Mathias and his consort. 5, St.

Michael's, a magnificent edifice, containing some capital

aaintings. 6, St. Ruprecht's is remarkable only as the

oldest Christian church in Vienna, having been built in

740, for the convenience of the heathen Avari ; but little,

if anything, remains of the original edifice. 7, The church

of Maria Stiegen is the next oldest church, having been

built in 882. It has been assigned to the newly con-

stituted order of the Redemptorists (otherwise called

Ligorists, from the founder Ligorio) to perform divine wor-

ship, and likewise to the Slavonian nation. 8, The church

and abbey of the Scotch (so called from the Scotch Bene-

dictines, who possessed it from 1158 to 1418). besides

these there are the Italian church, the German church, two

chapels in the Burg, the church of the United (or Roman
Catholic; Greeks, two churches of the non-united ( or schis-

matic) Greeks. The Lutheran chapel and the Calvimst

chapel have been built since 1785; they have neither

steeples nor bells, and no entrance direct from the street,

but through acourt. The Jews have a synagogue and school.

The principal public buildings are— 1, The Burg, the

imperial palace, the residence of the emperor, an old

irregular edifice, built at different times. It consists of

three quadrangles. It contains the imperial jewel-office,

2 R 2
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one of the richest collections of valuable curiosities "in

Europe, a fine cabinet of works of art, a very extensive

collection of natural history, and the cabinet of medals,

which far surpasses all other collections of the kind.

The Imperial Library, connected with the Burg, is a
handsome edifice, with a saloon, and a gallery 250 feet long,

and in the centre 100 feet broad, in which is the imperial

library, consisting of above 300,000 volumes and 16,000

manuscripts. This fine library owes its origin to the pri-

vate collection formed by the emperor Frederick III.

(1440), and has been increased by the acquisitions of his

successors, among which are the libraries of Count Fugger
and Prince Eugene. It was first thrown open to the

public by Charles VI., whose statue is in the centre of the

great hall. Among the curiosities are the bronze tablet

of the Senatus-consultum prohibiting Bacchanalian cere-

monies, dated in the rear <Jf Rome 567, or b.c. 186 (Livy,

xxxix. 8-18) ; the Tabula Peutingerana, which is a map of

the Roman empire in the fourth century ; a unique MS. of
the fifth decade of Livy, from which that portion of the
history was printed ; and Tasso's own MS. of his • Jerusalem.'

The library possesses a very fine collection of Oriental

MSS. relating to the history of Turkey and other Eastern
countries, formed by Von Hammer. The collection of
engravings is attached to the library; it was commenced
by Prince Eugene, and is one of the largest and most
valuable in Europe : it consists of 300,000 engravings, from
the origin of the art to the present time. 2, The building
formerly called the Imperial Chancery, the fine facade of
which forms one side of the quadrangle called the Burghof,
or Burgplatz, built by Fischer von Erlach, with five colos-

sal groups by Machieli, representing the Labours of Her-
cules. 3, The Imperial Riding-School, a masterpiece of
architecture, by Fischer von Erlach. 4, The splendid
palace of the archduke Charles, formerly belonging to his

lather-in-law, the duke of Saxe-Teschen ; containing an
extensive library and a collection of 180,000 engravings in
900 portfolios. The collection contains also 15,000 drawings
by the old masters. 5, The Mint, formerlythe residence of
Prince Eugene. 6, The University. 7, The Town-house.
8, The archbishop's palace, near St. Stephen's. 9, The Im-
perial Arsenal. 10, The City Hospital, which however is

not used as an hospital ; it is a large building four stories
high, with 10 court-yards or quadrangles, and divided into
200 residences, which are let lor 170,000 florins : it contains
1200 inhabitants. 11, The Trattnerhof is a spacious building
divided in a similar manner, and let for 60,000 florins.

12, The Town Arsenal. 13, The Bank in the Singer-
street. 14, The Imperial Austrian National Bank. 15, The
public offices called Chanceries, such as the Bohemian,
Austrian, and the Hungarian and Transylvanian chanceries.
16, The Custom-house. 17, The palaces of the nobility,
among which the most remarkable are those of Princes
Liechtenstein, Lobkowitz, Schwarzenberg, Stahremberg,
Kaunitz, Esterhazy, Bathiani, Kinsky, and Auersburg, and
of Counts Harrach, Schonborn, Czernin, and Fries. Most
of these palaces contain good collections of paintings and
other works of art. There are five theatres in Vienna,
two in the inner city and three in the suburbs. 1, The
Hof or Burg Theatre, attached to the imperial palace, for
the performance of the regular drama. 2, The Theatre at
the Carinthian gate, for operas and ballets, which are got
up in the most splendid manner. The vocal and instru-
mental performers are generally of the highest class.

3, The Theatre on the Wien, in the suburb Wieden, the
largest and handsomest in Vienna, for melodrama. 4, The
Theatre of the Leopoldstadt is an Austrian national
theatre, the favourite of the middle and lower classes.
The performances are mixed with songs, like the French
vaudevilles, but being full of local allusions and written in
the Austrian dialect, they are not very intelligible to
strangers. 5, The Theatre in the Josephstadt.
There are no people more disposed to works of charity

and beneficence than the Austnans, and accordingly the
hospitals and other charitable institutions are numerous
and well endowed. The General Hospital, founded by
Joseph II., is a very large building, containing 2000 beds.
Above 16,000 patients are annually received in it. Con-
nected with it is a lying-in hospital, to which persons may
be admitted with perfect secrecy, and receive all possible
medical assistance and every care, and, on paying a small
sum, they may quit the house without being discovered.
The child is either taken away by the mother or sent to I

the foundling hospital. The mother who leaves a child at

the door receives a ticket, by exhibiting which she zssj

at any time reclaim her offspring ; otherwise, it is pat at

a proper age to some useful employment or trade. TU
Lunatic Asylum, containing about 300, is thought by IV

Bright to be not so well conducted as many other at%-

blishments. The Deaf and Dumb Asylum was foancU.

by Joseph II. The inmates are attended to with parenti.

care; the poor particularly. The Hospital of the Charitahir

Brothers is an admirably managed institution, open to thf

sick of all nations and religions. The Invalids* bouw,
founded by Joseph II., accommodates 800 old soldiers.

The principal establishments for education are the (si-

lowing :—The University, founded by Duke Rudolph IV.

and his brothers Albert III. and Leopold III., with * -

consent of Pope Urban IV. The charter is signed in UC
by Rudolph and his brother. After being long in tfr

hands of the Jesuits, Van Swieten persuaded the emprt*.

Maria Theresa to take it out of their hands, and he *v<

authorised by her to re-organise it, and greatly to exUi>l

the medical department In consequence of his irrtn»>

ments, it has become the first medical school in Genua.',..

It is attended by above 2000 students, and has 80 pro-

fessors. It has a library of 100,000 volumes, an otsen atorj

a botanic garden, an anatomical theatre, a veterinary schou..
a laboratory, and other appendages.
The Josephinum, founded by Joseph II., is a medin.

institution for the instruction of surgeons for the arcr.
with very rich collections: other establishments worthy U
notice are, the Imperial Oriental Academy; the Acadeo<
of Engineers; the Academy of the Fine Arts ; the Nonaa!
School ; the Polytechnic Institution, and many others.

Vienna, being the centre of the Austrian dommioo*. b
likewise the principal seat of commerce and manufactatvv
Its commerce is with Hungary, Turkey, Italy, and ttnt-
countries. Since the establishment of the Danube Steax-
Navigation Company, whose vessels go to Constaatincp*.
Trebizond, and Smyrna, the trade with the Levant
greatly increased. Last year the Danube Steam-Navi?-.
tion Company had twenty-four steamers, which perionsu
in all 808 voyages, conveyed 211,401 passengers as.
591,408cwt. of goods: the gross receipts were 1.UKU&
florins. Some of these steamers were emploved in tlx
voyages by sea to Constantinople. Manufactures of even
kind are carried on in Vienna, and employ above 8Ol0u>
workmen. The principal are, silk, velvet, shawls, gold ani
silver lace; cottons, woollens, ribbons, carpets, leatlv-
porcelain, jewellery, mathematical and musical lasu.
ments, firearms, gold ancLsilver plate, watches, fine cutler,

,

carriages, gloves, lace, straw hats, paper, &c.
The suburbs, which are divided into eight police dii-

tricts, are not wholly built on a regular plan, but xhe\
have broad and straight streets, many of which are w.

great length, and contain numerous palaces and gard«t»
of the nobility, a great "number of handsome private
houses, and 30 churches and 9 convents, of which we ms.
instance—1, the church of St. Charles Borromeo, perhaj.
the handsomest in .Vienna, founded by Charles VI, it.

fulfilment of a vow which he made in 1713, during th.-

plague. 2, The Imperial Mews, 600 feet in length, fitteO
up to receive 400 horses. 3, The Belvedere Palace, buiit
by Prince Eugene : it consists of two buildings, the Upper
and Lower Belvedere, lying at the foot, and on the summit
of a gentle eminence, with a public garden on the »pacr
between. The Lower Belvedere contains the celebralrd
Ambras collection of antient armour, paintings, jeweK
&c, removed from the castle of Ambras, in the Tyrol, in
1806, when that province was ceded to Bavaria. Thi* i*

considered as the most interesting historical collection
armour in Europe: this museum fills one apartment-
The Egyptian museum has been recently deposited in tfc,

same building. The Upper Belvedere contains the imperii]
gallery of paintings, consisting of nearly 1300 pictures
arranged according to schools. On the ground-floor then-
are seven rooms with paintings by the Italian masters, x,
many with those of the Dutch and Flemish, and one witl.
works of the Spanish school : on the floor above, one ro«n
has a fine collection of works of the old German masters
three are filled with the productions of the old Flemisi
school; and four with works ofmodern artists. 4. The pala«
of Prince Liechtenstein, which is uninhabited, in the suburb,
contains a splendid gallery of 1200 pictures, a valuable
collection of engravings, and many other work* of art

;
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attached to the palace is a fine garden. 5, Prince Ester-
linzy's summer residence contains his splendid gallery of
paintings, some fine sculptures, and a collection of 50,000
u^ravings. 6, The beautiful palace of the Duke of Mo-
lena; 7, that of Count Rasuruowsky; 8, the Polytechnic

Institution, with a very remarkable collection of many
thousand specimens of the national manufactures ; 9, the
Imperial Porcelain Manufactory, which occupies an entire

street. Several of the public institutions already de-
scribed are in the suburbs.

Table of some of the Principal Buildings.

Date. Architect.

'athedral, St. Stephen's. .

'.eopold Church ....
•oiothea Church . . .

inrrison Church....

Begun about
1144.

1617
17th century.

17th century.

Pilgram, &c.

Ospel
...

1696 Fischer von Erlach

IVautson Palace .... 1711 Fischer von Erlach

Johemian Chancery . .
.'

• • Fischer von Erlach

Mace, Prince Eugene . .

..iperial Stables ....
'cughaus (Arsenal) . . .

it. Carlo Borromeo . . .

1724

mi
1736-67

Fischer von Erlach
Fischer von Erlach

Matthielly

Fischer von Erlach

Tofkriegrath'sGebaude (War
Office),

leilicc-chirurgical Military
Academy.

Mace, Archduke Charles .

.iochtenstein Palace . .

he Francis Bridge . .
'

.

I useum of Sculpture . .

'erdinand Bridge . . .

1775

• •

1801-4

i803

1819

...

Baron von Pakassy
Von Nobile
Von Nobile
Kudriaffsky

'harles Bridge ....
-ophia Bridge ....
'olytechnic Institute . .

National Bank ....
tint .

avings Bank ....

1819
1822
1825

Behsel
Moreau

KudriafFsky
Von Schemmerl

Moreau

'

1 ui rch and Convent ofSisters
of Order of Mercy.
tandeshaus. House of As-
sembly, Lower Austria.

'ustom-House ....
.eopoldstadt Theatre . .

uttmann's Haus in the Prater

1830
Begun 1834

• •

1838
1838
• •

Lossl

• • •

PicbX

Kornhausel
Kornhausel

'he Weilburg .... 1823 Kornhausel

Bcmarki.

Celebrated for the lofty tower and spire (lately

restored) on the south side, 420 feet high.

Modernised.
Facade exceedingly rich, but in fantastical

taste.

Extensive Imperial palace, three miles from
the city.

Corinthian order in coupled pilasters. Three
large arches in basement.

Facade of imposing but heavy character. The
basement decorated with four colossal ter-

mini.

A fine structure.

Corinthian order; magnificent octagonal cu-
pola. Two insulated triumphal columns in

front, which serve as belfries.

Rather plain. Order Ionic pilasters, on a base-
ment with horizontal rustics.

Facade 220 feet in extent.

In imitation of the Temple of Theseus, Athens.
A noble Doric propyloeum.
Esteemed a masterpiece of construction. Ten

cast-iron arches, stone piers.

Suspension-bridge.

Chain-bridge, 268 feet long.

Lofty basement comprising two stories, and a
large order with three tiers of windows;
fancy capitals—poor entablature.

Church partaking of Lombardic style.

Rusticated basement, and large Corinthian

order, comprising three tiers of windows.

Elegant and chaste in general design, a Co-
rinthian hexastyle on rustic basement, with

pediment extended the entire width of
the front.

Summer residence of the Archduke Charles,

near Vienna. Front 660 feet in extent.

The public promenades, which are the great places of

i-.iort for the citizens of Vienna, are—l,~the Bastei, or

mparts of the old town, as already mentioned, and the

I.h-is, or esplanade between the city and the suburbs.

Iiat part of the Bastei is the most frequented which is

if-ar the imperial palaces, and communicates with—2, the

olksgarten (the people's garden), which was laid out and
In own open to the public by the late emperor Francis,

'here are two handsome coffee-houses in this garden, and
ti edifice copied after the temple of Theseus at Athens,
ii which is placed the fine group of Theseus slaying the

'.linotaur, by Canova—3, the private gardens of the

•..laces of Liechtenstein, Rasumowsky, Schwarzenberg,
u id the Belvedere ; and, 4, the Prater, in the suburb Leo-
;>oldstadt, which is an immensepark : it was formerly closed
igainst the public: then, open carriages were admitted,

:>ut only during the summer: at last the emperor Joseph II.

threw it entirely open in 1766, and had great improve-
ments made, in which he was imitated by his successor.

The Prater is a league and a half in length, and is tra-

versed by six noble avenues of chestnut-trees, running

in different directions, the principal one being 15,000

feet in length. It is divided into three parts ; one for

horsemen, one for pedestrians, and the broad road between
them for carriages. Beyond the avenues there is a fine

meadow, with groups of trees, where there are large

herds of deer, like those in Greenwich park. The Prater

is always crowded with company every Sunday in the

spring : the grand day is Easter Monday, when there may
be 20,000 pedestrians, and an uninterrupted line of car-

riages two leagues in length. On fine days the Prater

presents a highly interesting scene, from the cheerful ap-

pearance of the whole, and the great variety of different

nations, Hungarians, Bohemians, Italians, and others. Thqre
are many coffee-houses along the walks. Even the hum-
ble hackney-carriage is not excluded from the drive, but
mingles among the brilliant equipages, with their proud
display of coats-of-arms, crowns and coronets, and their
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servants in scarlet and gold-laced liveries, Hungarian
lacqueys, and Bohemian yagers. The drive however is

not the most characteristic part of the Prater. Not far

from what may be called the Prater of the great world,

that of the common people begins. It is called the

Wiirstel Prater, not from wiirst, ' a sausage,' on account of
the great quantity of sausages consumed there, as some
tourists have conjectured, but from the many puppet-
shows, called in Vienna Wurstel-spiele. It is covered with
innumerable liquor-shops, Russian swings, roundabouts,
jugglers, and all sorts of diversions for the lower classes,

who, on Sundays and holidays in the afternoon, repair
thither in throngs. The whole is like a great fair or

encampment of sutlers' booths
; long rows of tables and

benches are constantly supplied with guests, who seem to

have no thought but to enjoy themselves. Adjoining the
Prater is the Augarten, and next to that the Brigi'ttenau,

which are very agreeable walks, but not so frequented as

the Prater.

The environs of Vienna are very picturesque. On the
north it has the beautiful islands of the Danube ; on the
west the lofty Kahlenberg mountain ; on the south,
hills covered with thick forests and rich vineyards, the
None Alps commencing with the Schneeberg (»'. e. snow
mountain), and towards Modlin and Baden a dark circle

of hills, valleys, ruins of castles, antique churches, modern
palaces, and handsome country-seats. The imperial
palaces of Schonbrunu and Laxemburg are at a short dis-

tance from the city.

The climate is in general not so healthy as that of

London or Paris : it is extremely variable, great heat being
often suddenly followed by severe cold ; yet, though an
antient proverb says, ' Vienna aut ventosa aut venenosa,'
this seems to be rather exaggerated. The islands and the
parts of the city next the river are subject to inundations,
and the atmosphere is frequently foggy. The number of
deaths exceeds that of births ; so that the gradual increase
of the population, which now amounts to 360,000, including
the garrison of 14,000 men, must be owing to the influx of
strangers.

In 1840 the population was composed as follows :

—

Natives of Vienna .... 204,298
Natives of the provinces . . 13G.3C6
Foreigners 17,403

Total . . a58,127
The inhabitants of Vienna are a gay, friendly, and hos-

pitable race of people, among whom a stranger quickly
finds himself at home. Among the upper classes he finds
none of the stiffness and reserve that, he meets with in

some other parts of Germany, and he is perhaps even more
gratified and surprised by the comfortable, happy, and
contented appearance of the lower orders. In the public
walks and gardens they seem to have no thought beyond
the enjoyment of the passing hour: it is in the Prater
especially that the joyous and careless character of the
Austrians, and their love of harmless amusement, has full

siope for displaying itself. ' It is a pleasant sight,' says a
late writer, ' to see family parties, in a fine afternoon, pitch
their tents under the spreading trees, enjoy their humble
(oust; drink, laugh, and sing; while their children sport
around them. No churlish police Serjeant, with tyrannic
cane, to warn them off the greensward ; no portentous
board, big with steel-traps and spring-guns, to scare them
with its threats.' Beggars are not seen in the streets, and
one may traverse them at all hours by day and by night
without meeting with any kind of disturbance r annoy-
ance

; yet the public police is neither numerous nor intru-
sive. Breaches of the peace are rare, cases of drunkenness
seldom occur, and gaming-houses are unknown. There is

none of that open display of vice which disgraces London
and Paris ; and yet the whole number of the guardians of
the peace, in the city and suburbs, does not exceed 700
men. Among the virtues of the AuiVrians, charity is pre-
eminent ; nor are they so devoted to pleasure as to neglect
the cultivation of the mind : not only are their literary
societies very numerous, but the higher classes in general
are wry accomplished. French, English, and Italian
arc spoken so currently as almost to supersede the Ger-
man ; and the ladies are extraordinary proficients in music,
of which they are excessively fond.
There is a very vigilant and intelligent secret police at

Vienna, the agents of which are often persons of good

education, 'agreeable manners, and insinuating addns-
they have the appearance of gentlemen ; they in eoo-

nected with the waiters at the hotels and coffee-hoots, »r

whom every step of the stranger is watched, hi* letttn

often opened, and all his concerns reported.

History.—Vienna, called by the Romans Vindobcra.
was long the head-quarters of a Roman legion, and t*

capital of Pannonia. When the Roman power deduct
it was successively overrun by the barbarian hordes of te

Goths and Huns, till, in 791, Charlemagne annexed it ' >

his dominions. It was then and long afterwards of m*-i

extent ; St. Stephen's cathedral, now in the centre at t>
city, being, when erected in 1114, without the
It however increased progressively from the mercaati^

advantages of its situation, and by being the usual resadeaa

of the dukes and emperors. The most remarkable event* it

its annals are the various sieges which it has sustained. It

1484 it was taken by Matnias, king of Hungary, »'<v

resided in it till his death, when it was restored to Austra.

In 1529 the Turks, assisted by the Hungarian in*urgt&'«

approached the city, and though they did not succeed n
taking it, destroyed the suburbs. In 1019 the Bohemia*
insurgents, supported by a party in Austria, succeeded u
penetrating into the city, but were almost immedi&US
expelled, and hastily retreated to Bohemia. In JUJS
Torstenson, a Swedish general, with an army of Swedes ai*i

German Protestants, made an attempt on Vienna, whts
great alarm was felt ; but Torstenson unexpectedly gaw
up his enterprise. In 1G68 a new palace which the rm-

peror Leopold had erected was destroyed by fire, a ca.i-

mity which was attributed to the Jews, who were with-i
exception expelled from the city and the province. I

1G78 the plague broke out in Hungary, which gixdu*
reached Vienna, when it earned off in the city 49.48C \*t-

sons, and 73,323 out of the city. In 1683 tfie celebra:^
attack was made by a Turkish army, supported b) mc*
disaffected chiefs in Hungary, which reduced the city j
extreme distress, and would probably have ended &U!

;

for the city, and, in its consequences, for Chrlsteiiducl

had not the inhabitants held out in expectation of n'u.
which at length came, under John Sobiesky, king <i

Poland, who, with 60,000 men, totally defeated the Turtui
army of nearly 200,000. In 1741 it was pressed by U*
Bavarians on the west and by the French and Prussian* jc

the north, but they did not effect anything. In 1797 u
was threatened by Napoleon, and occupied ty him .-

1805 and 1809. Strict discipline was observed by i j

troops on both occasions.

(Joseph Freyherr v. Hormayer, Wien, seine Gemkuhn
und seine Denkwiirdigneiten, 9 bande ; J. v. Hamm-t.
Geschichte des Osmaimchen Seiches, 10 vols. 8vo. ; B.k:-

menbach, Gemdlde der Oestcrreichischen Monarch*', i

vols. ; Die Oesterr'eichische National Encyclopadie, 6 * o'k.

1838 ; Brockhaus, Conversations Lexicon ; Nlurray, Hani-
book of Southern Germany ; Hassel

; Stein; Horschelmarx .

Cannabich; &c.)
VIENNA, TREATY OF. [Treaty.]
VIENNE, River. [LoirbJ
VIENNEt a department of France, bounded on the ncrii.

and north-east by the department of Indre et Loire, on C«
east by that of Indre, on the south-east by that of Haii'i
Vienne, on the south by that of Chareute, on the west b.

that of Deux Sevres, and on the north-west by that J.

Maine et Loire. Its form is irregular : the greatest lengtl.

is from north-north-west to south-south-cast, from the junc-
tion of the three departments of Maine et Loire, Indre t*

Loire, and Vienne, to that Of the three department* i.

Haute Vienne, Charente, and Vienne, 80 mi.es; t.'.c

greatest breadth, at right angles to the length, is from itt

bolder of the department of Deux Sdvres, near Civra\ , »

-

that of the department of Indre, near La Trfmouille. 5 J

miles. The area of the department is estimated at 2617
square miles, which considerably exceeds the average a^ct
of the French departments, and is almost exactly equal f
that of the English county of Lincoln (2611 square mil« .

The population, in 1826, was 267,670; in 1831, 2S2.73I

.

and in 1836, 287,002, showing an increase in the last fas
years of 4271, or about 1-5 per cent, and giving near';}

110 inhabitants to a square mile. In amount of popula-
tion it is lar below the aveiage population of the depart-
ments, and in density of population is just about two-third*
of the average ; it falls considerably short in both respects
of the English county with which we have compared it.
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the capita], is on the Clain, in 46° 35' N. lat. and
. Ions. ; 180 miles in a direct line south-west of

213 miles hy the road through Chartres, Vendome,
" ChStellerault.

lepartment has no mountains ; the chain of hills,

flits of Gatine, which extends from the central

of Auvergne toward the mouth of the Loire
the south-western side of the department near the

: in a north-western direction ; and a Branch from these
extends towards the north-east, between the Clain

US Thon6, and occupies the northern part, except just

i northern extremity, where the hiljs subside into

alley of the Loire. The central part, between the
and the Vienne, consists of tolerably high ground

;

le part east of the Vienne is low. The north-eastern
r_ of the department is occupied by the cretaceous
tions which surround the chalk basin of Paris ; the
1" the department is occupied by the secondary rocks
l intervene between the cretaceous and new red sand-
groups, except just towards the south-eastern border,
i the lower secondary and primitive formations crop
No coal is dug, and there were, in 1834, only three
Ushments for the manufacture of iron : in these were
furnaces for the production of pig-iron, and five

i for- the manufacture of wrought-iron. Charcoal
the fuel employed. There are several quarries for

'ones, whetstones, lithographic-stone, limestone, and
one ; and a quarry of marble which takes a good
ti. There are mineral waters at La Roche-Posay, near
unction of the Creuse and theGartempe: they are
•gnated with sulphur.

e department belongs almost entirely to the basin of the

! ; a very small part in the south-west corner, about
iy, belongs to the basin of the Charente. The Vienne,
h is one of the principal affluents of thelx>ire [Loibe],
s this department on the south, just above Availles,

Bows in a tolerably direct northward course through
lepartment, which it quits below the junction of the
*e. About 65 miles of the course of the Vienne are
is department or on the border ; and about 17 miles,

slv, from the junction of the Clain, are navigable. The
al statement makes the navigation 22 miles. Nearly
tie other rivers of the department are tributaries of the
me ; the Grande Blourde, the Ozon (both small), and
3reuse join it on the right bank ; and the Dive (small

j

the Clain on the left bank : the Veude, which joins it

ie left bank long after it quits this department, and
Mable, a feeder of the Veude, have their source amid
hills ou the north of the department. The Creuse has
last 20 miles of its course (five of which are navigable)
he border of this department: its feeder the Gartempe
i in the department of Creuse, but has the lower part
s course, for nearly 40 miles, within or upon the border
lis department. The Anglin, a feeder of the Gartempe,
the Sarleron and Benaise, feeders of the Anglin, be-

; partly to this department. The Clain rises in the
artment of Charente, but has nearly the whole of its

rse of more than CO miles in this department. It

iye the Cluere on the right; and the Pairou, the Dive,
Vonne, the Boivre, the Auzance, and the Palu on the
None of the affluents of the Vienne are navigable,

ept the Creuse, and that for a very short distance ; so
t the department, though traversed by several consider-
e streams, has no other inland navigation than that of
Vienne 22 miles, the Creuse 5 miles, and the Dive
lilcs; in all only 35 miles. The Dive here noticed is

the small tributary of the Vienne or of the Clain men-
Jed above, but a tributary of the Thoue, an affluent of
' Loire, which joins that river below the Vienne. The
»e rises in the department, and has the greater part of
course within or upon the western border. The
arente just crosses the south-western corner of the de-
rtment.

ITiere are no navigable canals. There w ere, on January 1,

seven ' Routes Royales,' or government roads, having
aggregate length of 218 miles, namely, 178 miles in
pur, I mile out of repair, and 3D miles unfinished. The
incipal road is that from Paris by Tours to Bordenux,
UCh enters this department on the north-east side, across

just above its junction with the Vienne, and
t'hatellerault, Jaulnais, Poitiers, Vivonne, and

i^enic. The road from Paris to Niort and Roche-
"» nmnehes from this road beyond Poitiers, and runs by

Roads run from Poitiers by Chauvigny and St.

Savin to Chateauroux ; by Lussac to Limoges ; and by
Mirebeau and Loudon to Saumur on the Loire. The de-
partmental roads have an aggregate length of 146 miles,
namely, 60 miles in repair, 14 miles out of repair, and 72
miles unfinished. The communal roads (which resemble
our parish roads) have an aggregate length of 6000 miles.
The air is generally mild. The north wind prevails in

winter, the north-west wind in spring, and the south wind
in summer. The north-west wind is frequently injurious
to vegetation, and to the health of the inhabitants, by the
sudden transition which it occasions from heat to cold.
The marshes which are found on the western side of the
department are unhealthy.
The area of the department may be stated in round num-

bers at 1,680,000 acres, or which more than 1,000,000 acres
are under the plough. The most productive soils are on
the northern part of the department ; those on the south
and south-east are generally poor. The principal produc-
tions arc wheat, rye, oats, hemp, flax, peas, and potatoes.
The meadows occupy above 100,000 acres, and the heaths,
or open pastures, nearly 190,000. A great number of
horses, mules, horned cattle, sheep, goats, and pigs are
bred : poultry is abundant. The vineyards occupy 70,000
acres : the wine is generally of ordinary quality ; the best
red wines are those of Champigny, Couture, Jaulnais,

Dissais, Chauvigny, Villemort, vaux, and St. Romain ; and
the white wines of Loudon and Trois Moutiers. Some
wine and brandy are sent to the surrounding departments or
are exported. 1 he orchards occupy 14,000 acres, the woodb
200,000. A considerable quantity of walnuts and chest-
nuts are grown ; the latter furnish the peasantry witii an
important article of food.

The department is divided into five arrondissements, as
follows :

—

Area in

Arrondissement.

Poitiers ....
('halfllt'ntull . ,

Civjay ....
London, or l»u«lini

Monlmorillun . .

Situation.

Central St W.
N.E.
S.W.
N.W.
ti.E.

Square
Miles

7ti0

4S3
46«
Ml
mj

£617

Com-
munis.

82
60

S3
60

aoo

Can Population.
tons. 1831. 183H.

10 94.7/0 95.'l5'.l

6 50,413 M.S77
S 44,442 «5.«M
4 35,103 35,ii0
t 6SO03 V.I51

31 S82.7J1 £s;,oo2

In the arrondissement of Poitiers are—Poitiers, popula-
tion of the commune in 1820,21,563 ; in 1831, 23,128; and in

1836, 22,000 [Poitiers], on the Clain; Vivonne and Jaul-

nais, on the same river; Sanxay, or Sanzay, and Lusignan,

on tlie Vonne; Lat i lie, on the Auzance ; Neuville, between
the Auzance and the Palu ; and Mirebeau (population

1781 for the town, or 2405 for the whole commune), on a
feeder of the Dive, which flows into the Thoue. Vivonne
has a manufacture of coarse woollens and some dye-houses.

It has a ' halle,' or market-house : there are twelve yearly

fairs. Jaulnais has four yearly fairs lor woo) and cattle.

Lusignan has a manufacture of coarse woollens ; excellent

macaroons are made here, and considerable trade is car-

ried on in grain, and trefoil and lucem seed : there arc

nine yearly fairs. There was formerly a strong castle at

Lusignan, which sustained a number of attacks very de-

structive to the assailants. It was however taken, and
razed by the duke of Montpensier (a.d. 1574) in the re-

ligious wars of the sixteenth century : the site is at present

occupied by a pleasant public walk, which commands an
agreeable prospect. The house of Lusignan acquired the

crowns of Jerusalem and Cyprus. Mirebeau was built by
Foulques Nera, count of Anjou, who also erected a castle

here. In this castle Eleonore of Guienne, widow of

Henry II. of England, was besieged (a.d. 1202) by her

grandson, Arthur, duke of Bretagne, but was relieved bv
the approach of her son, King John of England, who took
Arthur prisoner, and afterwards murdered him. Mirebeau
has trade in corn, wine, sheep, and wool. It gave title to

the district of Mirebelais, of wiiich it was the capital. The
village of Vouille, on the Auzance below Latille, was the

scene of the great battle (a.d. 507 ) in which Clovis the

Frank defeated and slew Alaric II., king of the Visigoths
;

a victory which was followed by the conquest of nearly all

the territories of the Visigoths in Gaul.

In the arrondissement ofChatellerauM are—ChStellerault,

population |in 1826, 9241; in 1831, 1)437, and in 1S36,

!)6i)5 [Chatei.i.erault], on the Vienne; Lencloitrc, on a

small feeder which joins the Vienne at ChStellerault ; La
Roche Posay, on the Creuse, at the junction of the Gar-

tempe ; and Pleumartin, in the country between theGar-
tempe and the Vienne. La Roche Posay, or Pozay, is a
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very small place, but has baths and mineral-waters, which
are recommended in cases of fever. There are twelve

yearly fairs. The village of Les Ormes, near the junction

of the Creuse and the Vienne, has a splendid mansion and
park of the family of D'Argenson.

In the arrondissement of Civray are—Civray, on the

Charente, population in 1826, 2192 ; in 1831, 2203 (ofwhom
1000 were in the town itself) ; and in 1836, 2100 ; Charroux,

on or near the Charente ; Availles, on the Vienne ; Usson
and Gencay, on the Cluere ; and Couhe-Verac, on the
Dive, which flows into the Clain. Civray has a church of

great antiquity, and the ruins of an antient castle. There
are a subordinate court of justice, an agricultural society,

and a communal high school. Trade is carried on in corn,

chestnuts, and truffles. Availles has some chalybeate
waters in the neighbourhood, but they are of little repute.

Gencay has a coarse woollen manufacture, and fifteen yearly

fairs for wool and cattle.

In the arrondissement of Loudon are—Loudon, popula-
tion in 1826, 5044 ; in 1831, 5078 (of whom 4639 were in

the town itself) ; and in 1836, 5032, on the road from
Poitiers to Saumur ; Moncontour, on a feeder of the Dive,
which joins the Thoufi ; and Monts, in the country between
the Dive and the Mable. Loudon, or Loudun, is an an-
tient town, situated on a hill, and surrounded by vineyards
which produce some of the best wine in the department

:

it has some pleasant public walks, a theatre, and an
hospital. There was formerly a castle, but it is now
destroyed. Coarse woollens and lace are manufactured

;

and considerable trade is carried on in corn, wine, brandy,
walnuts, and oil : there are seven yearly fairs. There are

several government offices, a subordinate court of justice,

an agricultural society, and a communal high school.

Loudun was formerly the chief town of the district of Lou-
dunais ; and was erected into a duchy. It was, during the
sixteenth and early part of the seventeenth centuries,

chiefly occupied by Protestants, and suffered much from
the revocation "of the Edict of Nantes. Moncontour is

chiefly known by the defeat sustained here (a.d. 1569) by
the Huguenots, under Admiral Coligni.

In the arrondissement of Montmorillon are—Montmoril-
lon, population in 1836, 3539 ; in 1831, 3608 (of whom
3096 were in the town itself) ; and in 1836, 4157, on the
Gartempe ; Saint-Savin, also on the Gartempe

;
Angle, on

I he Anglin; La Tremouille, on the Benaise ; and LTle-
Jourdain, Lussac, distinguished as Lussac-les-Chateaux,
ami Chauvigny, on the Vienne. Montmorillon is an ill-

Imilt town : it has a curious monument, supposed to be
Dmidica), an ecclesiastical school, a subordinate court of
justice, several government fiscal offices, and an hospital.
Biscuits and highly esteemed macaroons are made ; and
there are paper-mills, bleach-grounds for linen, and tan-
ynrfls. Considerable trade is carried on in cattle fattened
in the neighbourhood for the Paris markets. There are
twelve yearly fairs. St. Savin has a considerable trade in
sheep. L'lle-Jourdain has a monthly fair for cattle and
provisions. Chauvigny has twelve yearly fairs

;
drugget

and serge and leather are manufactured in the town, and
some tolerably good wine is grown in the neighbourhood.
The population, when not otherwise described, is that of

the commune, and is taken from the census of 1831.
This department and the adjacent one of Deux Sivres

constitute the diocese of Poitiers, the bishop of which is

a suffragan of the archbishop of Bordeaux. It is in the
jurisdiction of the Cour KoyaJe of Poitiers, and the direc-
tion of the Acadfmie Universitaire of the same city. It is

included in the twelfth military division, of which the head-
quarters are at Nantes ; and sends five members to the
Chamber of Deputies. Ic respect of education it is con-
siderably below the average of France : of the young men
enrolled in^ the military census of 1828-29, only 25 in
every hundred could read and write, while the average of
France at the time was between 39 and 40.

In the most antient historic period, this department
formed part of the territories of the Pictones (Hirrovtci, or,

as they were afterwards called, Pictavi, a Celtic nation.
In the division of Gaul by Augustus, the territory of this
people was included in the province of Aquitania, and upon
the subdivi-ion of that province, in Aquitania Secunda.
The town of I.imonum, afterwards called, from the name of
the people, Pictavi (now Poitiers\ and the position Fines
of the Antonine Itinerary brtween Argentomagus (Argen-
ton) and Limonum, were in the limits of this department.
This territory was on the downfall of the Roman empire

included in the kingdom of the Visigoths, bat m» tike
from them by the Franks. In the middle ages it fenet <

part of the county of Poitou. [Porrou.l
(Malte-Brun, Gcographie (Jniverselle ; Diclummr

Geographique Univertel ; Vaysse de Villier*, Ittnrnv
Descriptif de la France.)
VIENNE, HAUTE, a department of France, bouui.-

on the north [by the department of Indre, on the ea»t i-

that of Creuse, on the south-east by that of Correae,

the south-west by that of Dordogne, on the wert by thai

Charente, and on the north-west bv that of Vienne. !

form is irregular, approximating however to a quadracr*
having its greatest length from north -north-west to ttnti-

south-east, from the junction of the three department? r

Vienne, Indre, and Haute Vienne, to the border of •.

department of Correze between Eymoutiers and CTml
beret, 60 miles ; and its greatest bteadth at right anz'm
the length, from the border of the department ofCmv
between St. Leonard and Bourganeuf, to the junction >•'-' •

three departments of Dordogne, Charente, and H*.
Vienne, 50 miles.

The area of the department is estimated at 2146 mju»-

miles, which is rather under the average area of the Frrn.

departments, and rather greater than the English cour
of Norfolk. The population, in 1826, was 2763ii : -

1831, 285,130; and in 1836, 293,011 ; showing in the U-
five years an increase of 7881, or nearly 2 8 per cent- l-

giving 136 or 137 inhabitants to a square mile. In ami>.
and density of population the department is consider*!
below the average of the French departments; and ^

far below the English county with which we have o :

pared it. Limoges, its capital, is 214 miles in a in-
line south-south-west of Paris, or 236 miles by the
through Orleans, Vierzon, and Chateauroux ; in 45" ;«

N. lat. and 1° 15' E. long.

The heights of Gatine, which extend from the rr '

central mountain-group of Auvergne toward the moat:
the Loire, and separate the basin of that river from '.

basins of the Garonne and the Charente, cross the south'—
part of this department in a direction nearly from cart :

west. Mount Jargeau, the most elevated point ori <t

chain of hills, is estimated at 3114 feet. Another eta
nearly parallel to these, crosses the centre of the d«y=. •

ment, separating the valley of the Vienne from that ul

feeder the Gartempe. The most elevated point in t

chain is Le Puy le Vieux, 3196 feet high. The mouDti:
have generally round tops, few if any steep or crtr.
summits appear ; so that they do not present the grand i

imposing appearance of the Auvergnat group, thousb c
occasionally afford picturesque scenery. The whole .

partment is occupied by the primitive or lower sccoai--
format ions, especially by granite. No coal is due *

there were, in 1834, in the department, almost entiir;<
the southern part, twenty-six iron-works, with nine '. -

naces for producing pig-iron, and forty-eight fonjev
which thirty-nine were for producing wrought -iroo sr.
nine for steel. Charcoal was the chief or only fuel :

ployed. Porcelain-clay is obtained from pits in the m
of the department, and granular felspar, which is c
for glazing the porcelain. Good granite and other K:
ing-stone and limestone are dug.
The department is chiefly included in the basin of ••

Loire : the southern slopes of the heights of Gatine :

long to the basins of the Charente and the Garonnr. •

these slopes the Tardoire and the Bandiat, which u: •

and flow into the Charente; and the Dronne, the 1-

and the Louc, which belong to the system of the Gar:<.
rise ; but only a small portion of the upper course of tli<-

rivers belongs to this department. Of the tributarily
the Loire, the Vienne is the only one belonging to '' -

department, which it enters on the east side, a few ei..
from its source (in the department of Comhe> and cro.-
from east to west into the department of Charente ; p..—
ing Eymoutiers, St. Leonard, Limoges, Aixc, ainl >
Junicn. It receives, on the right bank, the Maude, i

-

Thorion or Taurion, the Glane, and the Issoire ; and on t .

left bank, the Combad or Combade, the Briance < fore- .

by the junction of the Grande Briance and the IVti
Briance), the Aixette, the Gorre, and the Vaire. Tb. *
feeders are all small. The Vaire and the Issoire join • Jvr
Vienne beyond the limits of the department. The Gar-
tempe, a feeder of the Creuse (which join* the Vie_ «
long after it leaves this department), drains the ncctht—

>

part : it receives the Seine and the Rram on the right ; » ~|
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he Ardour, the Couze, and the Vincou (which receives the
ilayeule) on the left. The Benaise and the Sarleron,
eeders of the Anglin (an affluent of the Gartempe not be-
oncing- to this department), rise within the northern
•order. Ponds are numerous, but none of them large.

The department is entirely destitute of water comruunica-
ion : none of the above rivers are navigable, and there are
to navigable canals. 1

The number of ' routes royales,' or government roads, on
he 1st of January, 1837, was seven, having an aggregate
engih of 236 miles, namely, 132 miles in repair, 58 miles
at of repair, and 46 miles unfinished. The principal road
• that from Paris to Bordeaux by Orleans, Chateauroux,
-imoges, and Perigueux. This enters the department on
he north-east side, and runs south by west through
.•imoges, Aixe, and Chains, into the department of Dor-
loerie. The road from Paris to Toulouse branches from
his at Limoges, and runs south-south-east by Pierre-Buf-
Lire into the department of Correzc. Roads from Limoges
tin westward by St. Junien to AngoulSme, north-westward
ty Bellac to Poitiers, and eastward by St. Leonard to

Vubusson (in the department of Creuse) and Clermont-
ferrand. A road from Dorat, in the northern part of the
lepartrnent, runs eastward to Guferet, in the adjoining de-
>artment of Creuse. The departmental roads had at the

time an aggregate length of 177 miles, namely, 79
>d repair, 29 out of repair, and 69 unfinished. The

ml roads (corresponding to our parish roads) had a
th of above 4200 miles.

From the general elevation of the soil and the ranges of
lountains traversing the department, the air is colder than
he latitude would lead us to expect. The average tem-
erature of Limoges is less than that of Paris, though it is

ituated full three degrees more to the southward. The
txnosphere is moist and the temperature changeable.
The area of the department maybe estimated in round

lumbers at 1,370,000 acres ; of which about 503,000 acres
or less than two-fifths) are under the plough : but of this

mly a small portion is calculated for wheat. A consider-

able quantity of rye and buckwheat is grown ; the growth
jf c orn is however insufficient for the support of the in-

habitants, but the deficiency is made up by the abundance
of chestnuts. The meadows are very extensive, amounting
in the aggregate to above 320,000 acres, besides 230,000
acres of heath, common, or other open pastnre, and graz-

ing forms the most important branch of agricultural in-

dustry. The hay is excellent, but the artificial grasses are

scarcely known. A great number of mules, horses of the
Limousin breed, which are among the most excellent and
most esteemed in France, and of horned cattle, are reared.

Horse-races and a cattle-show are held yearly at Limoces,
and prizes are distributed. Pigs are numerous. The
vineyards occupy only about 7000 to 8000 acres, and pro-
duce only ordinary red wine : the orchards and gardens
occupy about 9000 acres. The woodlands occupy above
90,<XK) acres, chiefly in small clumps or in copses : chest-

nut » and walnuts are grown in great abundance, and there

is a considerable quantity of oak timber. Game is plen-
tiful. A great number of bees are kept.

The department is divided into four arrondissements, as

follows :—

Arrondtarmpnt

Limogei • .

^

Silu-"

ation.

Central
and E.

Area ill

Square
Mil™.

779

Com-
mune*.

78

Can-
tons.

10

Population.
1831. 1836.

113,483 120,4/6

Bellac . . . N. 701 G5 9 80,001 81.457

Bcichrchouart . W. 314 59
not

ghen.
4

47,793 48,818

St. Yrieix . . 8. 353 26 41,783' 42.200

2H6 198 2S.>,130 293.011

A later statement of the number of cantons or districts,

each under a justice of the peace, makes them amount to

27 for the whole department.
In the arrondissement of Limoges are—Limoges (popu-

lation, in 1826, 25,612; in 1831, 27,070, of whom 23,804
were in the town itself; and in ia36, 29,706) [Limoges],
on the Vienne ; Aixe, St. Leonard (pop. 3299 for.the town,
or 5705 for the whole commune), and Eymoutiers (pop.

3436), on the same river ; Pierre-Buffiere and Salagnac on
the Briance ; St. Paul, between the Briance and the

Vienne ; t'hateauneuf, on the Combadc, and Pevrat, on
the Maude. Aixe has some Roman remains and the ruins

Of a castle of the middle ages. St. Leonard is on an emi-
P. C, No. 1655.

nence on the right bank of the Vienne, over which there
is a handsome bridge. It is a tolerably well-built town,
and its ' boulevards ' command a pleasant prospect. The
church is of very great antiquity. There are paper-mills
and copper-works, and the townsmen manufacture woollen
stuffs, common hats, porcelain, and sheepskin and other
leather. There is a monthly fair, and' considerable trade
is carried on. At Eymoutiers (or Aimoutier), which is on
the left bank of the Vienne, in a mountainous district, there
are tan-yards, and cotton-yarn is manufactured ; there is

a monthly fair. Pierre-Buffiere has a handstone stone
bridge over the Briance, on the left bank of which it is

situated. It has the remains of an old castle, part of which
is occupied as the town-house. Cotton-yarn and leather
are manufactured, and there are twelve yearly fairs. Peyrat
is pleasantly situated ; it was antiently a place of some
strength ; it has now twelve yearly fairs.

In the arrondissement of Bellac are—Bellac (population
in 1826, 3400 ; in 1831, 3607, of whom 3025 were in the
town itself ; and in 1836,3581) [Bellac], near the Vin-
cou

;
Lauriere, between the Couze and the Ardour

;

Chateau-Ponsat (pop. 3742), on the Gartempe
;
Magnac-

Laval (pop. 3455), and Le Dorat (pop. 1805 for the town,
or 2237 for the whole commune), near the Bram ; and
Lussac-les-Eglises, near the Benaise. Paper is made at
Lauriere : there are four yearly fairs. Some antient in-
scriptions have been dug up at Chateau-Ponsat. At Mag-
nac-Laval woollen cloths and paper are manufactured. A
weekly fair is held during the interval between the middle
of December and the Carnival. Le Dorat is a good town

;

the inhabitants manufacture woollen cloth and cotton goods,
barometers, and weights and measures. There is a monthly
fair for cattle, horses, mules, poultry, flax, hemp, and
linen. Lussac-les-Eglises has a yearly fair for fat cattle.

At Danac, a village of about 2000 inhabitants, not far from
Le Dorat, is a large glasshouse for making bottles, and an
earthenware manufactory.

In the arrondissement of Rochechouart are—Roche-
chouart (population in 1826, 1550; in 1831, 3996, of whom
1571 were in the town itself; and in 1836, 4123), on the
Vaire ; and St. Junien (pop. 3495 for the town, or 5895 for
the whole commune), on the Vienne. Rochechouart has
the remains of an antient castle on the crest of a pre-
cipitous rock, at the foot of which the town stands. The
castle was besieged without success by the English in the
wars of Edward III. The town has a subordinate court of
justice and one or two fiscal government offices. St.

Junien is built on the slope of a hill at the.junction of the
Glane with the Vienne, on the right bank of the latter.

The town is surrounded by boulevards, which are planted
with trees and command a pleasant prospect of the sur-

rounding country : it is an old town, and is one of the
busiest places in the department. The only building de-
serving notice is the parish church. The townsmen ma-
nufacture gloves, which are in high repute, blankets and
cotton coverlets, hats, woollen cloths, serge, porcelain and
common earthenware, chamois and other leather, and
paper. There are bleach-houses for wax and dye-houses.
Considerable trade is carried on in horses, mules, cattle,

hides, corn, hemp, flax, and wine, especially at the fairs,

which are held monthly.
In the arrondissement of St. Yrieix are—St. Yrieix (po-

pulation in 1826, 2746 ; in 1831, 6542, of whom 2832 were
in the town itself; and in 1830, 6900\ on the Loue ; Chalus
on the Tardoire ; and St. Germain-les-Belles Filles, between
the Grande Briance and the Petite Briance. St. Yrieix is an
ill-built town ; it has five parish churches, one of which, a
collegiate church, is considered an admirable specimen of
Gothic architecture. The townsmen manufacture por-
celain and common earthenware, woollen cloths and coarse

woollen shift's, and leather. There are some iron-works.

The materials for making and glazing the porcelain are

dug close to the town. Trade is carried on in hempen
thread and porcelain clay. There are a subordinate court

of justice, some fiscal government offices, and an agricul-

tural society. St. Yrieix sustained a long siege during the

war of the League. Chalus has some historical interest as

being the place where Richard I. (Cceur-dc-Lion) of Eng-
land received his death-wound, a.d. 1199. It is divided by
the Tardoire into the upper and the lower town : the upper

town, formerly distinguished by the name of Chalus-Cha-

brol, was defended by a strong fort or tower; another

tower defended the lower town. Chalus has several yearly

Vol. XXVI.—2 S
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fain, one of which is a £reat horse and mule fair. St.

Germain-les-Bellcs Filles has several yearly fairs for corn
and cattle.

The population, when not otherwise described, is that of
the commune, and from the census of 1831.

This department and the adjoining department of

Creusc constitute the diocese of Limoges, the bishop of

which is a suffragan of the archbishop of Bourges. It is

in the jurisdiction of' the Cour Koyale of Limoges and in

the district of the Academie Universitoire of the same city.

It is comprehended in the fifteenth military division, of
which the head-quarters are at Bourges. It returns five

members to the Chamber of Deputies. In respect of edu-
cation it is one of the most backward of the French de-

partments, being surpassed by all except the depart-

ments of Cher, Allier, and Correze. Of every hundred
young men enrolled in the military census of 1828-20 only
thirteen could read and write ; the average of the depart-

ments being above thirty-nine in every hundred.
In the most antient historic period this part of France

belonged to the Lemovices (Aj/iu/3<«c, Strabo), or Limovici
(Ai/iovfcot, Ptolemy j, or Lomovici (Ao/*ovucoi),aCeltic nation

:

the form Lemovices is that used by the best Latin autho-
rities. Some portions of the north-western border of the

department were in the territory of the Pietones. In the

Roman division of Gaul the country of the Lemovices and
the Pietones was included in the province of Aquitaine

;

and upon its subdivision, that of the Lemovices in Aqui-
tania Prima, and that of the Piet ones in Aquitania Secunda.

Augustoritum, the eapital of the Lemovices, called from
them, in the later period of the Roman dominion, Lemo-
vices, is the present Limoges. On the downfall of the

Roman empire, this department was subject first to the

Visigoths, afterwards to the Franks. In the middle ages
it was chiefly included in the province of Limousin or

Limosin ; but some parts of the north and east were
included in the province of La Marehe ; and a small por-
tion on the west side in the province of Poitou. [Marche,
La ; Limousin ; Poitou.]

(Malte-Brun, Utogruphie ; Vaysse de Villiers, Itini-

raire Descripttf; Diclionnatre Gt'ographique Univertel.)

VIENNE, a town in France, capital of an arrondisse-

ment in the department of Isdre, 258 miles in a direct

line south-south-west of Paris, or 302 miles by the road
through Sens, Auxerre, Autun, Chilons-sur-Saone, and
Lyon j in 45" 32' N. lat. and 4° 54' E. long.

Vienne is a place of great antiquity, and retains many
monuments of its former splendour ; but the antient town
was considerably larger than the modem one. A Roman
structure of pyreuiidical form, a quarter or half a mile out
of the southern gate of the town, appears from tradition,

and from traces of the antient ramparts, to have been once
in the middle of the town, which is said to have been
three miles in circuit. The modem town is on the left or
east bank of the Rhone, just at the junction of the Gere, a
little river which flows through Vienne. The town
occupies the bottom and sides of the narrow valley through
which this river flows, and extends to the bank of the
Rhone, over which there is a bridge uniting Vienne with
the village of Saiute-Colombe. The town is ill-laid out,

and the streets are narrow, crooked, dark, and dirty ; but
there is a handsome quay on the Rhone, and many new
buildings have been erected of late years. The cathedral

of St- Maurice is a very tine building, though it suffered

much injury during the religious wars of the sixteenth
century and during the Revolution : the church of the
abbey of St. Pierre, though much defaced, has some
curious sculptures and inscriptions of the middle ages:
the other buildings of the abbey have been destroyed.
The town-hall has a handsome modern front, and there are
fine cavalry barracks. Among the Roman monuments is

a temple of the Corinthian order, somewhat resembling the
' jMaisun Carree ' of N lines, but not so elegant : it was con-
verted in the eleventh century into a church, and is now
used as a museum. There are the remains of an amphi-
theatre and of a theatre, an arch or gateway, in the best
style of Roman workmanship, some portions ofan aqueduct,
and a number of bas-reliefs and inscriptions. Fort Pipet
is a square tower, partly Roman, partly of the middle ages.
Fort Salomon is wholly of the middle ages. There arc at

Vienna a modem theatre, a college, a public library of
12.000 volumes, a museum of antiquities, and gallery of
paintings.

The population of the commune of Vienne was. io. l«*
13,780; in 1831, 14,079 (of whom 13,410 were in Om Vi»

itself) ; and in 1836, 16,484. There are several nama
tories on the Gere, the waters of which never Crttt
There are tan-yards, paper and copper mill*, ancl tr-
works ; and woollen cloth and other woollen*, i

&c. are manufactured. There is a small leadn
the town.

Vienne, or, as the Romans called it, Vienna,
existence in the time of Cteaar, who mentions m in tr.

Commentaries. It was the chief town of trie Allobrocr.
and some persons (of what nation doe* not app<».-

whom the Allobroges expelled from the town were >.*

first inhabitants of Lugdunum, or Lyon. (DionOaas
lib. xlvi.) Vienna is mentioned by Ptolemy, who wrr
the name Oiitvva, which is also the orthography of Strai-

as one of the chief towns of Gallia Narbonenais ; mz.

when that province was subdivided, it gave nam* '

-

the subdivision Viennensis, in which it was included, it

the Peutinger Table the name is written Vigenna. bet tr_-

is no doubt an error. The townsmen appear to hare tic-

great admirers of the epigrams of Martial, which aar U
taken as an indication that literature was cultivated amostc
them. That poet mentions the circumstance ia awe nc»i
lines (lib. vil., Epigr. Ixxxviii.). In another eptrraxt
(lib. xiii., Ep. 107) Martial gives to Vienna the epsttar-
* vitifera' (vine-bearing): the vineyards on the Khr*>c
immediately opposite still produce the Cote Rotie. ant ••

the finest of the French red wines, and the hills ram
Vienne, on both sides of the river, are covered with Tr-.

yards, which produce abundance of good red wine.
Vienna was a Roman colony, and the rival of its sor>

bour Lugdunum. In the civil war at the close of >"<.-. >

reign it embraced the party of Galbe, from whoa c

received many honours ; while Lugdunum embraced tf»

cause of Nero. Lugdunum was besieged by the paopt* •
-

Vienna, but without success ; and in revenge, the ptopu
of Lugdunum sought to induce the army of Valeas -at

oi Vitellius's generals) to destroy Vienna ; but the ao!±*.n

resisted the persuasion. (Tacitus, Hittor., lib. i.. e. lv>

Ixvi.) Archelaus, the son of Herod the Great. »-<-

deprived of the kingdom of Judaea, was sent into esih »

Vienna (a.d. 6 or 7), as his brother Antipas afterwa-o
wfts (a.d. 39) at Lugdunum. (Josephus, Antiq., xnn. u
War, ii. xi.) Tradition fixes Vienna as the place of Pdai' >

banishment after he had been displaced from the gO*«T*-

ment of Judaea, and the Roman structure below is popuk-
called the tomb of Pontius Pilate. It was at Vienna that ti-

emperor Valentinian II. was killed (a.d. 892) by Arbor**"
the Frank. A Christian church was early established bf
the bishopric dates from the third century, and the btsi <

disputed the dignity of metropolitan of N'arbonenats
the bishop of Aries. The see was subsequently nisi ' !>

the rank of an archbishopric, and had for its suffragan «-
(before the Revolution) those of Die, Annecy, Grew*-'
Maurienne, Valence, and Viviers. It is now united to ti»

archbishopric of Lyon. [Lyon.] Several Councils
been held at Vienne : the most celebrated is that of < r

131 1, at which the order of the Templars was abolished
The arrondissement of Vienne has an area of Wl cq"^>

miles, and comprehends 132 communes : the popula'i
in 1831, was 138,474; in 1830, 145,001.

Moaunpnl al Vtoinr. ealltd th« Tomb of Pontrai PUal*
D»a by W. B. CUik*. OA., 1*38.
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(Millin, Vnyagc dam /<?.? D&partemens du Midi tie fa

France ; Vaysse de Villiers, ItinSraire Descripiif de la

^rancr : Malte-Brun, Giographie Universelle ; Diction-
laire Geouraphique Universe!.)

VIERZON, a town in France, in the department of
Ther, 111 miles in a direct line south or south by west of

*aris, or 125 miles by the road through Orleans ; in 47" 13'

lat. and 2° 3' E. long. The town stands on the right

of the Evre, just above its junction with the Cher, in

ile plain. It is well-built; the houses are chiefly

?red with slate. There are limestone-quarries and
:lay and ochre pits in the neighbourhood ; the ochre
jnsidered the best in France. There are in the town
and steel works, a porcelain manufactory and one for

amnion earthenware, tan-yards, paper-mills, and manu-
ictories for serge and woollen cloth. Trade is carried on
) timber and wool : there are five yearly fairs, one of

bich is an important wool-fair. The population, in-

lulling the adjacent village of Vierzon, which forms a
jparate commune, was, in 1831, 7907, of whom 4706 were
the town. There is an hospice or almshouse. (Malte-

Gcographie ; Dictionnaire Geographique Uni-

A, FRANCIS. Much has been said of the writings

eta, but very little on his life, and that little has often

"Tongly given. In the absence of all good sources

:nce, we are under the necessity of giving some-
more space to this biography than is usual. We

intend to insert in this article some account of Lucas
li, which has been omitted in its proper place, and

e additional details on Leonard of Pisa,

rancois Viet, Viette, or de Viette* (his name is given
these ways, and in one of his own writings it is Latinized
Vietceus, but more usually Vieta\ was born at Fontenai-

ite, a small town not far from La Rochelle, in the

1540. His family, if we may judge from the
ition which he occupied during the greater part
hia life, must have had both rank and interest. We
ly connect the epoch of his birth with other parts of

history of science, by stating that he was born
iout the time when algebra was introduced into the
jrthern parts of Europe from Italy, in the 39th year
f the age of Cardan, and three years before the death
;' Copernicus: while Napier, Harriot, and Galileo were
ispectively 10, 20, and 24 years bis juniors. Of his

lucation and early years we know nothing, and the

tanty materials for the rest of his life are found prinei-

jUIy in the work+ of his friend the president De Thou
Hi\t., lib. cwis. 1

. Bayle charges this celebrated writer

Vict., art. 'Rasario') with inaccuracy in his accounts of

aroed men: if we may disregard this imputation in the

»se of Vieta, with whom the biographer was personally

nd intimately acquainted, we cannot all the more help
ishing that tne facts preserved had been more in number,
nd of somewhat closer connexion with the scientific pur-

aits ol'Vieta. The whole of De Thou's account does not

mount to more than a few insulated anecdotes, which are

ften repeated; and the want of information from other
uarters respecting one of the greatest mathematicians of

be sixteenth century may be accounted for if we remem-
er the troubled times in which ho lived, and the rule

fhich he appears to have followed of printing all his

rorks at bis own expense, and distributing them as

iresents among his friends. This has been found almost
niformly to be a successful mode of preventing or dimi-

lishing posthumous fame.
The life of Vieta was passed in the public service : on the

esignation of De Thou, he was made master of requests.

Me have [seen it said that he held this office under
lenry III., and elsewhere that it was in the household of

ilargaret, wife of Henry IV. Both statements arc pro-

lably true, since De Thou assures us that his attention to

he mathematics was only the relaxation of a whole life

,pent in public business, for which, says the historian, he
lad both talent and industry. And Vieta himself, in his

mswer to Adrian Romanus. says that he cannot profess

o be a mathematician, but only a person to whom mathe-

• Altort Qirard, it tlie beclonin; of the erventoenth contnry, and Dc L'Ho-
iUl »t lh- end, both call him Viette.

W* hive examined what Teissier haa added in hi* collection of Pe
•h.m'. bioeraphiea. and Hud nolhinf particular except the .anertion that 1ft-

cr^fnm, VieU .re found ,u the eolUaction of Colin.. Tfhieh is totally inac-

rnaticttl studies are delightful when he has leisure.* He
lived and held office through the religious troubles of the
reign* of Henry III. and Henry IV. : a letter of his friend
Ghetaldi, hereinafter mentioned, proves that he was on
the council of state in the latter reign, and we must
suppose that his love of study induced him to confine him-
self to the simple duties of his calling. It seems however
that he did not entirely escape the dangers of the time, or
the attacks ofthe opposite party. In his dedication to Cathe-
rine de Parthenai, Duchesse de Rohan, and mother of the
Due de Rohan, well known as the leader of the French
Protestants in the time of Louis XIII., he addresses that
lady as one who had saved him from imprisonment and
certain death : which means, we suppose, that he had
fallen into the hands of the Huguenots. He proceeds to
aver, but whether this be fact or dedication we have no
means of knowing, that it was her love for and great skill

in mathematics which first incited him to that study.
Her literary attainments are mentioned by her biographers,
and the account given by Vieta may be perfectly true.

There is only one story in De Thou of his political services :

—The extent and scattered character of the Spanish domi-
nions having rendered their communications insecure in

time of war, a cipher was invented with more than 500
characters, and these not permanently retaining the same
signification. The complexity of this method foiled the
ordinary decipherers, and application was thereupon made
to Vieta, who without any difficulty discovered the secret,

which was used for more than two years, to the great loss

and annoyance of the Spaniards. These, perceiving that
their cipher was detected, and imagining that no human
skill was equal to such an effort, attributed the discovery
to magic, and took care to publish this report throughout
Europe, but particularly at the court of Rome. But the
imputation failed to excite any odium, and was received,
says De Thou, non sine risu tt indignatione reclius sen-
tientium: heresy had taken the place of sorcery. It is

therefore not true, though some writers have said it by way
of mending the story, that Vieta was actually cited to

appear at Rome and" answer the charge of dealing with
the foul fiend.

Indirectlv connected with the politics of the day is the
share which Vieta took in the controversy on the reforma-
tion of the calendar. This, as is well known, was com-
pleted under the auspices of Pope Gregory XIII., in 1582,
though the subject had been in agitation more than a cen-
tury, and the chancre had even been projected by Sextus
IV., in 1474. The plan finally adopted was that of Lilius,*

an astronomer of Calabria, who died before its presentation
to the pope, and the execution of it was intrusted to the
Jesuit Clavius. It is to be remembered that the true time
of keeping; Easter was then thought of the utmost import-
ance, and that heterodoxy in this particular had more than
once been thought worthy of excommunication. The
reformed calendar was attacked bv Vieta, Joseph Scaliger,
and others, the first of whom published in the year 1600
what he called the true Gregorian calendar, and prefixed
to it the bull of Gregory XIII. On this work it will be
sufficient to say that Montucla andDelambre unite in con-
demning the ideas of Vieta : he made 3400 Julian years
contain exactly 42,053 lunations, the error of which is a
trifle more than that of the astronomy of his day. His
work was carried by himself to Cardinal Aldobrandini,
who was then at Leyden on a mission from Clement VIII.
He had however no success with the cardinal, ' as I

warned him when he set out,' says De Thou, ' feeling

sure that an improvement adopted by the princes of
Christendom alter so much deliberation, would not easily

be modified, even for the better, by those who think
it a secret of government never to confess that they
either have erred or can err.' Clavius simply replied to

Vieta by referring him to a work on the Gregorian calendar
which he w as then preparing, and whic h he stated would con-
tain a full reply to all the objections. This answer seems to

have enraged Vieta beyond his powers of forbearance. Per-
haps he felt indignant at not being considered worthy of
a separate reply, or perhaps the malady which afterwards

• His creat contemporary Kapler made a prolcssion of tlip same wirt. The
interpretation or the Hevci:itiim« ami the overthruw of the Pope were Us Ha
conation*; the inathefn.de>, his rrlavilion.

+ fdbrl corrects a miatake very ofrcn made, namely, the statement that !.i'.'

wii of Verona, and .lea the roufusion between him and Oigtio Gragorto Glmldt.
frequently called /.i.'io. a learned writer. WOO pohllahed a w ork on Hie .UtWO,
calendar, but who died about lr<52. long before the Gregorian reformation.

2S 2
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destroyed him had begun to act upon his mind—which
last may be charitably hoped. In 1602 he published his

expostulation against Clavius, a tract of three pages, which
Montucla is surprised his editors should have permitted to

descend to posterity. He charges his opponent with eva-

sion, and asserts that he ought to have retracted his error

for the sake of the mysteries of religion, the peace of

Christendom, and the divine authority of the supreme

pontiff. He accuses Clavius of having slandered him to

the pope, of contempt of religion, of falsehood in mathe-

matics and theology; and urges upon him the danger

that the Protestants might, through his obstinacy, get

hold of the real calendar (his own) by themselves, and
not from the papal authority. He calls upon Clement

to alter the bull of his predecessor, and brings forward,

curiously enough, as a precedent, that Augustus Caesar,,

a Pontifex Maximus, had changed the arrangement of

the year ordained by Julius Caesar, another Pontifex Maxi-
mus. Finally, in order that no manifestation of bad
feeling might be wanting, he calls upon the order of

Jesuits to excommunicate all who should by design

and fraud stand in the way of the good of Christendom

;

meaning, of course, Clavius and his followers. To this

explosion of passion Clavius did not condescend to reply

:

but throughout his work, which appeared in 1603, the

year of Vieta's death, he treated the latter with the

respect due to his genius. De Thou gives a partial friend's

account of this controversy, for he says that on the refusal

of Clavius to adopt the emendations of Vieta, the latter

sent him a serious expostulation, and that had Vieta lived,

the matter would not have stopped there, since those who
did not hesitate to pluck at the beard of a dead man,
would have beaten the living one, had they dared. The
anonymous author of the life of Vieta in the ' Biographie

Universelle ' has followed De Thou in the preceding
description of the controversy, probably from having never
seen anything but copies of this description.

It can hardly be supposed that so severe an attack upan
the bull of Gregory XIII. would pass altogether unnoticed
at Rome ; and the treatment ol Galileo, which was not

many years after Vieta's death, may lead to a suspicion

that, if Vieta had not died opportunely, he would have
been compelled to desist from nis opposition ; and cer-

tainly, if the Inquisition had caught him on this matter,

he would not, after the hint which he had thrown out about
Clavius, have had the sympathy which posterity, with one
voice, has expressed for Galileo. There is a circumstance
which seems to us to make it probable that the storm was
brewing. In 1603, just before Vieta's death, Theodosius
Rubeus (author of a work called ' Diarium Universale,'

published in 1581, and which seems to have been reprinted
with additions in 1693), an ecclesiastic at Rome, published,
' perraissu superiorum,' an expostulation* against Vieta
on behalf of Clavius. This expostulation was dedicated to
the pope, in terms which, unless used by permission, were
presumptuous in the highest degree : since they certainly
imply that the writer was empowered to say that recourse
would be had to authority, if that expostulation were not
sufficient. As this tract is never 'cited, and not easily

obtained, we give at length the passage to which we
allude :

—
' Itaque cum apud te solum, Pater Beatissime,

hsec causa, cujus cognitio tua est, sit agitanda, censui sub
augustissimo nomine tuo, hanc meam admonitionem in

publicum dare, ut omnis provocandi ansa Vietse tollatur,

et tandem huic controversies auctoritate tua finis impona-
tur.' Rubeus afterwards pays a high testimony to the
extent of Vieta's acquirements, which is well confirmed
by such scattered notices of him as exist. He says that
he feels it necessary to speak strongly in behalf of Clavius,
since the latter is contending single-handed with one who
is both lawyer, theologian, mathematician, orator, and
poet.

What more we have to say of Vieta must appear in

connection with his friendships or his writings. He died
at Paris in 1603, according to De Thou : Weidler says
December 13, but without stating from whence. Of his
attachment to study the former writer says it was so ex-
cessive, that he often continued for three days together,
fixed in thought, without stirring from his chair, or taking
more sustenance or sleep than nature absolutely required.
In religion he appears to have been a zealous Catholic, at

• Wo never «aw any mention of Uii» work, except in a manu»crij>t cross-
reference from Vieta ' iii the catalogue uf the BrUuu Muacuu,

least towards the end of his life, and in politics a ccr-

firmed believer in the divine right of kings. The as»*»-

sination of Henry III. seems to have dwelt upon his te-r~

for years, so much as to force him to recur to it in t

»

writings, in places where political allusion is a can**..

kind of digression. Thus, at the end of his * Resncrm
Mathematical published in 1593, he suddenly breaks . Z
from the subject of the Calendar to refer to that eren:.

which took place in 1589 : ' Sed de iis tollendts ad

siasticos referam commodiore loco, ac ipsis detegam fenz-
dum quae summo ipsorum applausu mirum so!is <t Vara:

consensum prodat tic Upa it-i/ir/via. Sed,

' Eheu ! quit uactum chrumate mystwro
Necare regent, eacrilega manu,
Au&ua cucullatnf aodalla

In numerum colitttr Deorun 1

Pii haud vacillent, tcct wlh >

Tremant procacea, acca bonus auua
Non compater nomen aodali

Omen at tmpoauit nefando.*

The allusion in the verses is to Jacques Clement, wt.c,

after the assassination of the king, was considered at i

saint by his party.

This article is the proper place of reference to seven;
minor mathematicians, who are hardly worth at?pan:-
articles in any except a very full biographical dictionary
but who owe some of their fame to their connection w.i
Vieta. We may instance Nathaniel Torporley, Adrian ic
Roomen, Marino Ghetaldi, and Alexander Anderson.
Nathaniel Torporley, born about 1573, entered at Chni

Church, Oxford, and afterhis degree was in France for set urC
years : Wood says it is notorious that during that tin*

he was amanuensis to the celebrated mathemaiku.-
Francis Vieta. This fact has been mentioned br :u
French historians, in speaking of Harriot, when 'btrl

pressed to defend Des Cartes from the imputation of btrr
Harriot's plagiarist ; and the idea seems to be that as Tv-
porley was afterwards under the patronage and in

house of Henry Percy, earl of Northumberland, a* i>
were Harriot and others, he must have been in hab.:.

of intimate communication with Harriot, to whom ir

might have taught what he learnt from Vieta. With
fard to the fact itself, it is almost certain, for not ci'-

oes Wood mention it as notorious, but Sherbctlv*. •

the list at the end of his ' Manilius* (1673), published
before Wood wrote, says that Torporley was • somebiD-
amanuensis to the famous Vieta.' Nothing is more liki.

1
'

than that Harriot learnt from Torporley many idea*
Vieta ; but Harriot's discoveries in algebra most distwrt'.
bear the mark of a new mind. Torporley aft erwards wr*
his ' Diclides Coelometrica?, seu Valvas Universale*/ St:

London, 1602, and other works which we have never sre:

Wood also says he wrote something against Vieta. nn isr

the name of Poulterey, a transposition (not perfect. hv»-
ever) of his own name, but which he (Wood) had n*r,-

seen. In looking through the ' Diclides,' &c, which »

mostly on spherical trigonometry, we only found two v*r.

slight notices of Vieta's name, which looks as if there h»2
been a coolness between them ; but we found, to our sur-

prise, that Torporley had preceded Napier by twelve rw»
in the publication of the greater part of the rule of "Ci*-
cular Parts, not indeed in Napier's convenient form, br
with a complete reduction of the six cases to two, ar#.

rules, such as they were, by which to assimilate the
nected cases. For more account of Torporley's proo.-»
which is the greatest burlesque on mnemonics we w:
saw, we refer to the ' Philosophical Magazine' for M»t

,

1843. We have only to add that Torporley obtaW:
church preferment, was a member of Sion College !.-

which he left his books and manuscripts), and died ii

April, 1632. In the Catalogue of Sion Library it is m:
he was a chemist who left a large number of chemical «_-vi

other books ; but we cannot find one of his works in *Jv

second catalogue, and we have not had the opportunity
examining the first. The fire of London occurred betWets
the publication of the two, and the books which were thro
consumed are not mentioned in the second.
Adrian van Roomen, commonly called Adrianus Ri>

manus, born at Louvain, September 29, 1561, died Mav i.

1615 (1625 ?). He published various works, of which "the
names may be found inVossius'De Scientiis Mathetnt
ticis.' The story of his acquaintance with Vieta is told bi
De Thou, but more in detail by Tallemant des KAaui.
whose ' Historiettes' (written before 1657) were ktelr pub-
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ished at Pari* (1834-35, 6 vols. 8Vo.). In his ' Idea Ma-
lic maticse,' &c, Antwerp, 1593, Romanus proposed a
problem to all the celebrated mathematicians whom he
oiew by reputation, naming them, but without a French
nan among them. Shortly after, the ambassador of the
states being at Fontainebleau, in conversation with Henry
IV., who was enumerating to him the celebrated men of
he country, said, ' But, Sire, you have not a mathema-
leian, for Adrian van Roomer) does not name one French-
nan in his list.' ' Indeed I have, though,' answered the
-iiig, * and an excellent one—let some one call M. Viete.'
Vieta came, was presented to the ambassador, who gave
him Van Roomen's problem, placed himself at a window,
uid, before the king left the room, wrote two solutions with
a pencil. In the evening he sent several others, offering
more, as he said the problem was capable of any number.
Van Roomen, immediately on hearing of this, set off to
Paris to see Vieta, followed him to Fontenay, and spent
some weeks with him. We shall see more of his problem
presently. Tallemant, who was evidently not a mathema-
tician, tells us the sort of impression which Vieta's writings
had created about the middle of the seventeenth century.
He says that this M. Viete, who had learnt mathematics by
himself, there being nobody to teach him in France, wrote
treatises so difficult that no one of his age could understand
him: that one Lansberg, if he mistakes not (but he does
mistake), first deciphered some of them, and that since
his time people had made out the rest. It is worth noting
that this same Tallemant is a witness independent of De
Thou, for he informs us that Vieta died young, of study,
whereas, had he seen De Thou's account, he would have
lound in the very first words that Vieta died ' anno climac-
tcrico.' And yet Alexander Anderson, who must have
known his friend's age, calls his death ' fatum immaturum.'
Marino Ghetaldi, of Ragusa, was of a good family, but

of his life* we can find nothing ; nor of his death, except
that it took place before 1630. Tallemant, already cited,
says that a Ragusan gentleman, called Galtade (Ghetaldi),
procured himself to be made minister of his native republic
in France, that he might have the acquaintance of Vieta.
Ghetaldi, in the letter already alluded to, says he was at
Paris on his own affairs when he first met with Vieta. The
works of Marino Ghetaldi are—1, Rome, 1603, ' Nonnulla
lVopositiones de Parabola;' 2, Rome, 1603, 'Promotus
Archimedes,' a work on specific gravities, which is some-
times cited on matters of weights and measures ; 3, Venice,
1007, ' Apollonius Redivivus ;' 4, Venice, 1607, ' Supple-
mentum ApolloniiGaJli.'in continuation ofthe tract ofVieta
presently mentioned ; 5, Venice, 1613, 'Apollonius Redi-
divus' (the second book); 6, Venice, 1607, 'Variorum
Problematum Collectio;' 7, Rome, 1630 (posthumous),
' De Resolutione et Compositiane Mathematical folio, all

the others being quarto). There is not much of algebra
in Ghetaldi 's writings, but what there is comes from the
school of Vieta : the author so far bears out Tallemant's
story, that he speaks of his intimate friendship with Vieta
at Pans.

Alexander Anderson, born at Aberdeen in 1582, taught
mathematics publicly at Paris, and was the editor of two of
Vieta's works, which came into his hands, one from the
author, the other from his executors, as will presently
appear. A list of his works, and an abstract, by Mr. T. S.
D&vies, will be found in the appendix to the ' Ladies'
Diary' for 1840. Both Ghetaldi and Anderson defended
a solution of Vieta from the attack of a certain Clemens
Cyriacus in 1616. (See the Society's Biographical Dic-
tionary, 'Anderson.')

It may perhaps save some bibliographical student a hunt
for an imaginary work of Vieta if we mention here the
'Supplementum Fr. Vietas, ac Geometriaa totius Instauratio,'
Paris, 1644, by A. 8. L. This A. S. L. is Antonio Sanc-
tini of Lucca, who had a few years before published
' Inclinationum Appendix,' &cy, with his name. At the
head of his dedication he calk himself Constantiut Silanius
Nieeniu, which is an anagram for Antonius Sanctinius
Lvcenrit. The work itself is an impudent attempt to con-
nect Vieta's name with pretended solutions of the problem
of two mean proportionals, the multisection of the angle,
&c. Both Sanctini's works were answered by P. P. Cara-
vaggi of Milan, in his ' In Geometria, &c. Rimae detects,'

' • Morhof (JWyAutor, it. 473, edition of Pnbricids) give* a reference to the
Life of Father Paul Sup*, in which Ghetaldi a mentioned, perhaps with some

Sec., Milan, 1650. Sanctini's algebra is of the school of
Vieta. It is a striking corroboration of what may be sus-
pected for other reasons, namely, how little Vieta was
appreciated in France for many years after his death, that
of all the persons we have mentioned as connected with
him, not one is a Frenchman ; but nevertheless some part
of his works was translated into French by one Vaulezard;
we know that this translation exists, but we cannot find
any mention of it.

The writings of Vieta are rendered difficult to read by
the then almost universal affectation of forming new
terms from the Greek, and of introducing phrases in that
language. His pages may remind the reader of the Eng-
lish fashionable novels of ten years ago, which required a
continual insertion of French words and sentences. Thus,
in the isagoge, we find zetetic, porittic, and exegetic pro-
cesses, the first consisting of antithesis, hypobibasm, and
parabolism; and also that by an additional axiom, 'dVmia
non Iwrpiixavovt many problems hitherto ' 4\oya,' may be
solved ' Ivrixvuc.' He uses the signs + and — , and also
that for division : but when he would designate the differ-

ence of two quantities of which the greater is unknown,
he places between them our modern sign of equality, thus

:

A = B. The exponents are expressed by words, either
full or contracted; and the numerical coefficients are
written after their accompanying letters. The analogy
between algebra and geometry, which gave the name of
square and cube to the second and third powers, is ex-
tended to all symbols. Thus the equation 3BA*—DA—
As = Z, would be written
B3 in A quad.—D piano in A—A cuho equatur Z solido.

Here D is called D planum, and is considered as the
representative of a geometrical superficies, that the second
term may be homogeneous with the first : for a similar

reason Z is Z solidum. And in various places it is ex-
pressly laid down that it is not allowable to compare
quantities which are not thus rendered homogeneous.
The great difference between the methods of Vieta and
of his predecessors is one in which lies much, if not the
greater part, of the power of algebra : he was the first who
used letters to signify known or determinate quantities,

and he was the first who systematically combined the use
of symbols of quantity with that of symbols of operation.

By this method, the comprehension of a process which
expressed in words would be long and complicated, does
not cost the practised eye a second glance. It is true that
the operations of those who preceded Vieta would lead to

a correct numerical result in any particular case : but the
result only appeared, and the modus operandi was either

lost or wrapped in the dusky folds of a verbal rule. The
notation of Vieta expresses at once the rule and the result,

and is a step in the advance of science which, for the mag-
nitude of its consequences, deserves to be ranked with the

invention of fluxions. There is much truth in the remark
of Vieta upon his predecessors : ' Vovebant Hecatombas,
et sacra Musis parabant et Apollini, si quis unum vel

alteram problema extulisset, ex talium ordine qualium
decadas et eicadas ultr6 exhibemus, ut est ars nostra mathe-
matum omnium inventrix certissima.'

We now proceed to a short account of the writings of
Vieta, referring for more detail to the second volume of

Hutton's tracts. Vieta, as we have said, printed his works
privately, and we are not wholly able to recover the dates

of the several first publications.

[But* it is not noticed that many ofthese works, which are

now only known by the edition of Schooten, were published

together, or at least preceding publications were joined to-

§ether in one, by Vieta himself, before the year 1591, under
le name of ' Restituta Mathematica Analysis, seu Algebra

Nova.' Neither Montucla, nor any other modern writer that

we have seen, appears to be aware of this fact : the French

historian does not seem to know that the first seven books

of the ' Responsa Mathematica,' of which (i. 578) he

regrets the loss, were contained in the collection alluded

to. The fact is nevertheless certain, as the following edi-

tions of different separate works—vis. ' In Artem Analyti-

cam Isagoge,' Tours, 1591 ; ' De Numerosa Potestatum ad
Exegesin Resolutione,' Paris, 1600 ; and ' Supplementum
Geometries,' Tours, 1593 ;—contain in their title-pages the

name of the source from whence they were taken, and the

first of them also gives a list of the contents, from which

* We put this paragraph Ut bracket), u wo lint wrote it, for a reason after-

wards mentioned.
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list we have placed R. M. before the titles of the follow-
ing descriptions, in every case in which the ' Restitute
Mathematics ' is said to have contained the work. Besides
these, we must reckon among the contents the seven first

hooks of the Responsa, which have not come down to us,

though tradition has preserved the name ; and ' Ad logis-

ticen speciosam notae posteriores,' of which even the very
name has disappeared from the history of algebra. We
cannot help hoping that some old library may yet be found
to contain this collection. Other writers take the words of
the title in a sense between that of quotation and descrip-

tion. Thus Alexander Anderson says, ' Restitutam Mathe-
maticam Analysin F. Vietae debetis, fiXopaOuc' And
Walter Warner (preface to Harriot), ' Artis Analyticee
Restitutionem F. Vista aggressus est.']

We believe it will be shorter and clearer to leave the
preceding passage in brackets (for which we thought we had
very fair evidence), and to make a suspeoted correction, as

another writer would do ; in preference to mixing up the
mistake (if it be a mistake) and the correction. The first

publication of the ' Ltagoge,' &c. (1591) bears on its title-

page that it is ' Seorsim excuasa ab Opere Restitute Mathe-
matics Analyseos, seu Algebras Novae :' and on the reverse

of the title-page appears * Opere Restitutse Mathematical
Analyseos, seu Algebra NovS, continentur :

Operi autem Preposita est sequens epistola.' Ten works
are given by title, which may, all but the seven books and
the notee "posteriores already noticed, be collected from
the indication (R. M.) in the following list ; and the epistle

is the dedication to Catherine of Parthenai before alluded
to. Blancamis (1615) places ' Opus Restitutse,' &c. in the
list of Vieta's works ; and Morhof says that Vieta wrote
' Isagoge, &c. stu Algebra Nova.' Can any evidence be more
positive to the fact that a work was published, or at least

written out for publication ? The absence of date or printer's

name tells nothing as to that period, for books were then
few, and did not require the minute accuracy of descrip-
tion which is now necessary to distinguish one work from
another: moreover, whether this be the reason or not,

such accuracy of description was not usual. Why then do
we not continue to believe that such a work was published ?

In the first place it is entirely lost, and with it the Responsa
and the notm posteriores, which is not likely to have hap-
pened to a large collection of Vieta's works : in the second
place, Anderson, in his publication (which he gives us to
understand was the first that was made) of the treatise
' De Recognitione,' &c, tells us something about Vieta's

habits, which seems to explain the whole. ' He was,' says
Anderson, ' in the habit of [referring to as finished ' (insig-
nire solebat) and by their names, works which, though
undertaken in his own mind, and digested in order, were
not even so much as fairly written down, owing to the in-

terruption which his studies received from his public
duties. This, then, may be the whole secret : Vieta gave
a list of the works which he intended to publish, under the
name which he intended to give them collectively. The
seven books of the Responsa and the not<e posteriores
never, on this supposition, were published at all. And it

will afterwards appear that there was a reason why the
eighth book of the Responsa should have been published
without the rest

;
though it is singular, if the list above

named be only of works intended, that this eighth book,
which must have been as finished as the rest, should not
have been mentioned. It is almost incredible, moreover,
that Alexander Anderson should have published a few of
Vieta's theorems, with his own demonstrations, as new, if

Vieta had published them, and more, twenty years before.
(R. M.) In Artem Analyticam Isagoge, first published

by Vieta himself, at Tours, in 1591. Here are laid down the
principles of homogeneity before alluded to, and the com-
mon axioms used in the solution of simple equations.
Many new terms are introduced, of which only two have
lasted, namely, the distinction of equations into pure and
arffected. The law of homogeneity is a fanciful deduction
from certain well-known analogies between arithmetic and
geometry, and the manner in which it is applied renders
this book of Vieta somewhat obscure. The following is a
specimen :

' Lineam rectam curvae non comparat (pro-
bably corrupt, cmpirare non licet^, quia angulng est me-
dium quiddam inter lineam rectam ct planam figuram.
Repugnare itaque videtur homogeneorum lex.*

(R. M..] Ad ltjgisttr.cn speciosam notm priores. The noUe
posterioren, as just mentioned, are lost. LogisticsSpm

is the literal algebra, as distinguished from logiMi** i

rosa, or common arithmetic Here are various

in algebraical addition and multiplication : the pa am tt

a binomial are raised up to the sixth inclusive, and tW na»

of the exponents is given, but not that of the coefltatate.

Particular notice it taken of the addition of puatss at

A+B and A—B, and, in a few cases, of the compaction
of A*— B*. Various methods are given of fbnniflg *fgnt-

angled triangles whose sides shall be whole nuabas.
(R. M.) Zeteticorum libri quinque. The fast baofc

contains problems producing simple equations, of wfcath

the* following are specimens :—Given x ± y, r ± s, and
the ratio of y to z, to find x ; given the sum or diffwfct
of two numbers, and of given proportions of those sa-
bers, to find the numbers. Here, a* elsewhere, Vistam
the capital letters only, and represents the unknown qaas-
tities by vowels, and the known quantities by i

The second book is full of those problem* of the
and third degree, which produce unadfected

solved as in our modem works. The third book
the reduction into equations, and solution, of question* m
proportion, and also of right-angled triangles. The fourth

and fifth books give the solutions of various of those pro-

blems now called Diophantine ; mostly ooileefed Sun
Diophantus himself. We find here the first use et* the
vinculum connecting terms whose result is considered as s
whole. Blancanus says that Cataldi explained this west
of Vieta in what he calls * continuatio algebra? proparticn-

alis,' which cannot be the 'nova algebra proportionals.'

Bologna, 1819, published after Blancanus wrote.
(R. M. as to the first, not the second.) De Mum

tionum Recognitione et Emendatione libri duo. rsm
put together by Alexander Anderson, who obtained rat

materials from Alelmus or Altaume (who had caam
of Vieta's papers), and published these books st Paws is

1615. The first six chapters of the treatise De Mtetnt-
tione are employed in demonstrating that equations of tt»

second and third degree spring from questions upon thn*
and four continued proportionals, except in the irrsdaenw
case of the latter species, which is shown to depend on tht

trisection of an angle. Where a cubic equation has aw
root only, and that negative, the equation is dednrsi
which has the corresponding positive root. The two rosfc

of an equation of which one is negative are not <

but the equation is deduced which has a positive i

responding to the negative root of the former, sad taa

equation is called contradictory to the former. Yariosi
methods are found by which an equation of a higherdegm
may be deduced from a given one, a synthetical jsomi.
apparently introductory to the subsequent depression «f

equations. In the treatise de Emendatione Vieta kti
down rules for destroying the second term of an squatter
of the second or third degree. He then shows, in a cabr
equation which has the highest term negative, now to srojd

this by a transformation which is in effect finding the equa-
tion whose roots are reciprocals to the roots of the Joraer
equation. We have not space to enter minutely into th»

various transformations: we will only remark renersJH
that an equation is considered unfit for use in which thr
highest power of the unknown quantity is negative. <n

has a coefficient, and that the greater part of the seduc-
tions employed would not be necessary to a modern aoaiyit.
These books leave the reader in possession of the methods
then known for the depression or solution of equations
the second, third, and fourth degrees. They are a hixnriait
exercise of the power newly derived from Vieta's improve-
ments in notation. He concludes by showing how to con-
struct an equation which shall have given positive root*

:

which forms the suggestive basis of the subsequent da>
coveries of Harriot. On this he observes, • Atqo* bar
elegans et perpulcrae speculations sylloge, tractatui aks-

Suin effuso, finem aliquem et Coronida tandem impotuta.'
tar. Hutton mistranslates when (Hist. Alg. Tract*, vol. u

he concludes from these words that Vieta only aanoance*
the theorem, 'and for this strange reason, that"he might at

length bring his work to a conclusion.' Neveftbsieaw
Hutton's account is generally a very good one.

(R. M.) DeNumerosa Potestatum pumrumaiquemdfn-
tarum ad exegesin rtsoiutione Iractatu*. This work, ant
published, with Vieta's consent, at Paris in 1600. has at the
end a letter (hereinbefore referred to) from (Jhttaldi to

Michael Coignet, a Belgian mathematician, who dales that
at his earnest entreaty Vieta had consented to allow thewant
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be published, on conation that he (Ghetaldi) wouki take
le trouble of editing; it. This letter mentions the seven
ooks of the Responsa, the Harmonicon Caleste, &c. The
timerote exegesis, as the method herein explained was fre-

uently denominated, is {riven, with the roost modern im-
roveraents, in the article Involution and Evolution,d its histoiy will be found in the 'Companion to the
Jmanac ' for 1830. It passed through the hands of Har-
ot, Oughtred, and Wailis, with some improvements, but
as so prolix, and required so much calculation, that when

Irs method appeared [Approximation ; Theory of
it gradually sank out of use. The late Mr.

ath, reproduced it, with a capital improvement
i the mode of making the successive computations, which
ill establish it permanently. Very recently, Mr. Thomas
Meddle of Newcastle, author of 'A New &c. Method of
'K ing Numerical Equations,' has produced the kindred
ethod of finding the highest denomination of the root,

id correcting it by successive multiplications, instead of
Iditions : a method which has considerable advantages
hen t he degree of the equation is high. To return to

ieta : when the root is irrational, and any given degree of
tproximation is required, instead of using fractions, the
luation is found whose roots shall be ten, or a hundred,
B., times the root of the given equation, which roots are

en extracted by the method within a unit. The intro-

iction of our notation for decimal fractions had not taken
ace at the time we are speaking of, though we should
< be justified in drawing this conclusion from the mere
ct of not finding it used by Vieta. From his avocations,
rhaps, but more from the imperfect modes of eommuni-
tion (for there were then no scientific associations), he
pears not to have been perfectly aware of what was
»ng on in other parts of the mathematical world. So
at it is impossible to say, at present, whether some of the
ings which we know to have been discovered before his

lie, may not have been, as far as he knew, the fruits of
s own investigation. 'He neglects to avail himself of

negative roots of Cardan' (but this however was done,
pie, and from a determined refusal of all symboli-
ision), ' the numerical exponents of Stifeims, in-

which he uses the names of the powers them-
the fractional exponents of Stevinus; or the

is way of prefixing the coefficient before the
and such like circumstances; the want of which

i algebra the appearance of an aee much earlier

an its own.' (Hutton, Tracts, ii., 273.) He had however
en the exponents of Stevinus, and the prefixed coeffi-

ents, for Van Roomen's problem, as given by himself,

n tain- both.

(R. M.) Effectionum Geometricarum Canonica Recensio
d Supplementum Geometric. The second of these

>rks was first published at Tours in 1503. The former
these treatises is a collection of problems in common
lometry, intended to facilitate the solution of problems
the second degree. The second treatise assumes the

instruction of the conchoid of Nicomedes; the finding
two mean proportionals, the trisection of an angle, the

scription of a regular heptagon in a circle, and the solu-

yn of the irreducible case of cubic equations, are made
i follow. The last of these is contained in the following
-opoaition :

—'If there be two isosceles triangles, having
le equal sides of one equal to those of the other, and the
^ual angles of the second triple of those of the first, the

nbe of the base of the first diminished by three times the

arallelopiped under the base of the first, and the square
f the common side, is equal to the parallelopiped under
ie base of the second and the square of the common
ide.'

Pseudo-mesolabum. The term mesolabum was applied

> any process by which two mean proportionals could be

jund between two given straight lines. By Pseudn-mesn-
ibum Vieta means a process which, though not limiting

aelf to Euclidean geometry, nevertheless is effective on
:s own suppositions. A chord of a circle cuts a diameter,

nd a perpendicular from one extremity of the chord cuts

he diameter produced, so that the part produced is equal

o the chord. This being the case, the segments of the

hord are mean propoitionals between those of the dia-

neter. In the article Duplication, &c, we have done
Tieta wrong by imputing to him a great mistake in this

natter. The fact is, that when he has finished his pseudo-

olution (merely ungeometrical), he then is ambitious of

showing how well he can reason falsely, and ends v.
pwWo-theorema (meaning one which is avowedly unt
and given to be afterwards exposed). Now if a man
write a pseudo-method, which he himself defines to mean
no more than unallowed by Euclid, and makes his treatise

to end in nothing but a pfeado-theorema (intended to be
false), not even the closest examination will prevent every
one from supposing that his pseudo-theorema is the Jims
alque corona of his pseudo-method.

(R. M.,in which it is called Analytica Angularium Sec-
tionuin in Ires partes distributor). Ad Angulares Sectiones
Thcoremata tcaBoXiKuupa. This is really Alexander An-
derson's publication. Vieta sent him the theorems, he
found out the demonstrations, and published them, in

1615, at Paris, with a dedication to Charles, prince of
Wales. Among many trigonometrical theorems are here
given some of the class of which we shall presently speak
with respect to Van Roomen's problem. The chord of an
arc being given, the chords of its multiples and of their
supplements are found.

Ad Problema quod omnibus mathematicis totius orbis
construendum proposuit Adrianus Romanus Respovsum.
The circumstances under which Vieta first saw this pro-
blem have been already suited from Taillemant. It amounts
to this : given the chord of an arc, to express algebraically
the chord of the 45th part of that arc; but it is given in

the form of a proposed equation of the 45th degree. If

Vieta sat down at a window and solved several cases while
Henry IV. and the Belgian ambassador were talking in the
room, it must have been because he was then in full pos-
session of his theory of angular sections, and saw at once
that Van Roomen's problem was a particular case of it.

But it must not be forgotten that the latter must also have
been in possession of the same or of cases of it. This
answer of Vieta is a full one, and appears to have been
drawn up deliberately: he gives the complete reduction of

the problem, with a good deal of w hat he must have sup-
posed to be fun, but of a very ponderous and sober cha-
racter. He ends by proposing, in his turn, a problem,
evidently directed at Van Roomen, and by way of hit at

his fearful equation and enonnous coefficients, he says,
' Porro ad excrcendum non cruciandum studiosorum in-

genia, problema hujus modi construendum subjicio.' The
problem is one of Apollonius, of which the solution had
been lost,—Given three circles, to find a fourth touching
them all.

Apollonius Gollus, seu exsuscitata 'Apollonii Pergrri

wffil inaqbuiv Geometria, first published by Vieta at Paris,

in 1600, and addressed to Van Roomen. It has, in the

beginning, a Greek epistle, anonymously addressed (per-

haps by Van Roomen himself) tpaytinxif (Wrp, which is

a presumption that the true pronunciation is ViCta. Van
Roomen, as appears by the introduction, solved the pre-

ceding problem by the help of the hyperbola, on which
Vieta rallies him in his manner, and proceeds to a geome-
trical solution. He then gives geometrical solutions of

some problems which Regiomontanus had solved algebrai-

cally, but professed himself unable to solve geometrically.

He calls himself Apollonius Gallus, and Van Roomen,
Apollonius Belga ; and from that time it became a fashion

for those who had done anything after the manner of a

particular Greek, to adopt the name of that Greek, with

an adjective of country annexed. Thus Snell, after his

measure of the earth, called himself Eratosthenes Batavus.

Variorum de Rebus Mathenudicis ResponsoTum iibur

octarus. This book, first published at Tours in 1503, io

preceded by an epistle from Pet. Da., whoever he may be,

which explains why it appeared. It seems (at least it is

so asserted) that there was at that time a great excite-

ment at Tours, not only among the educated, but even

down to the lowest of the people, about the quadra-

ture of the circle, the problem of two menu propor-

tionals. &c. ; and Pet. Da., who had seen Vieta, and

knew that he had a book on the subject lying by him,

solicited and procure;', its publication. We have already

spoken of the first seven books, which, if they were

ever written, are lost. This book contains the history of,

and remarks on, the method of finding two mean propor-

tionals, various modes of applying mechanical curves to

the quadrature of the circle, approximate solutions of the

same problem, and a collection of formula' for the solution

of triangles, with a short chapter on the calendar.

Mummen adversus Nova Cyclometrica. This was a
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refutation of Joseph Scaliger's asserted quadrature of the

circle, though the name of Scaliger is not mentioned in it.

This eminent scholar was exceedingly angry, and attacked

Vieta with much bitterness. But he afterwards, according

to De Thou, changed his tone, admitted his error, and did

justice to his opponent. Vieta himself had a high respect

for Scaliger, as might be inferred from his suppression of

the name. If Isaac Casaubon is to bo trusted, he thought
most highly even of the mathematical knowledge of Sca-

liger. In one of Casaubon's letters to De Thou (p. 307 of

the collection), he says, that on one occasion he and a

friend paid a visit to Vieta, and that, Scaliger's name
coming up in conversation, Vieta said, ' I have so great

an admiration of that astounding genius, that I should

think he alone perfectly understands all mathematical

writers, particularly those of the Greeks.' And he added,

that he thought more highly of Scaliger when wrong than

of many others when right.

Relatio Calendarii veri Gregoriani (Paris, 1600) ; Ka-
lendarium Gregorianum perpetuum, and Adversus Chris-

tophorum Clavtum Expostulate (Paris, 1602). We have
said enough of these unfortunate works in the preceding

part of this article. The expostulation is preceded by
Greek verses addressed to Clavius.

All the preceding works are contained, in the order in

which we have mentioned them, in the collected edition

of Vieta's works, edited by Schooten, and printed by the

Elzevirs at Leyden, in 1646. It seems that vieta's papers

had eitherbeen almost entirely destroyed or else exhausted

:

for though the Elzevirs, in 1640, advertised their intention of

printing such an edition (in the first number of the ' Cata-
fogus Universalis,' an annual book-list, printed at Amster-
dam), requesting those who had anything unpublished of

Vieta's to communicate it, and giving the names (without

dates, unfortunately) of all that had been published, yet

they could not print, six years after this advertisement,

one single treatise which did not appear in their own ad-

vertisement as already known. We have yet to speak of

two other works, both remarkable in their way, which are

not in Schooten's collection.

Harmonicun Cceleste.—This work has only been reco-

vered in our own day. Schooten's reason for not giving

it was, that he could only find an incomplete and inaccurate

copy to print from : but he says that he had reason to sup-
pose he should obtain a more complete copy, which he
promised to publish with other writings of Vieta ; no such
work ever was produced. The very year before this preface

of Schooten appeared, Bouillaud, in the prolegomena to

his ' Astronomia Philolaica ' (1645), says that Peter Dupuis
(Petrus Puteanus) had lent the manuscript to Mersenne,
and that some borrower, or more professed thief (but which
is not said), had obtained it from Mersenne, and had never
returned it. Some particular person is evidently pointed at

:

Bouillaud says this borrower would neither restore it nor a
copy of it, and suspects that he meant to publish it as his

own. Bouillaud was a good authority in this matter:
he was known to De Thou, Schooten, &c, and Peter
Dupuis was one of his colleagues in the formation of the
catalogue of De Thou's library, and perhaps, if the story

be true, got the manuscript out of that library to lend it to

Mersenne. This story has been repeated in many English
writers on this subject, from Sherburne down to Hutton,
and always in the same words. Some inquiries which the
writer of this article made some years ago at Paris through
a most competent investigator, ended in the assurance
that it was in BouMautfs handwriting in the Royal
Library at Paris, that he (Bouillaud) had himself lent the
manuscript to Cosmo de' Medici of Tuscany, which must
have been after it was recovered from Mersenne s honest
friend,and of course alter the publication of the ' Astronomia
Philolaica.' Lately M. Libri (Hist, des Sci. Math, en Italie,

vol. iv„ p. 22) announces that there is an imperfect manu-
script in the Royal Library at Paris, and that the original

manuscript of Vieta (and an old copy, which however is

mislaid ! is in the Magliabechian Library at Florence (wliich
confirms the last statement of Bouillaud). He gives a short
account of the contents of the Paris manuscript, which con-
tains various modifications of Ptolemy's theory, and suffi-

cient proof that Vieta well knew both the writings of
Copernicus and Tyc-ho Brahf . Of the former he says that
the excellence of "his system, if any, is destroyed oy the
badness of the geometry by which it is explained; and
M. Libri states that he avows his opposition to the helio-

centric system still more plainly in other place*. Tbext
is one conjecture which is worthy of some attention : i«
have seen how imperfect is the evidence for attributing i
Apollonius the opinion afterwards maintained by Copt*,

nicus : Vieta asserts that this opinion was called Apolltauc
not because Apollonius promulgated it, but because t>
sun (Apollo) is in the centre of the system.

It was said that the ' Harraonicon Coaleste * was to >
published, but it has not yet appeared.

Canon Mathematicus, seu ad Triangula,
cibus, Lutetiee, apud Johannem Mettayer, &c, 1579; *

.

which is annexed, with a new title-page, ' Francisci Vutc.
universalium Inspectionum ad Canonem Mathematicus
liber singularis, Lutetise,' &c., as before.

This same book, from the same types, is also found »ji
another title-page, as follows :—

' Francisci VieUei open
mathematics, in quibus tractatur canon mathematical, w.
ad triangula : item Canonion, Sec. Sec. Sec., Londini. apLi

Franciscum Bouvier,* 1589.

The same book, again from the same types, is in it*

British Museum with a third title-page, as foillows :—• Fraa.

Vietaei Libellorum Supplicum in Regia magittri, inure*
que Mathematici, vana opera mathematica : in quibu
tractatur Canon Mathematicus, seu ad triangula; JHe
Canonion, Sec., Parisiis, apud Bartholomtenm Macarum.
See, 1609.

That the second and third are really the same book t>

the first, with a new title-page, we have ascertained In

carefully comparing various words which are nuspeh, aU
letters and lines which are broken, in all three : also t*

the fact that the second title-page, ' Francisci Vietaei.'

is the same, date and all, in the second. In the third tat

second title-page is taken out, and Mettayer* addns a
printed after the first. This book was, from its extras
scarceness, a bibliographical curiosity : we have seen t>#

copies, three with the first title-page, one with the seca*.

and one with the third : in two of the first three, tmt
figures which are not found in the third have been atampei

in after the printing ; and the same stamping is appntci

both in the fourth and fifth. The canon matkemahem *

the first table in which sines and cosines, tangents mi
cotangents, secants and cosecants, are completely gim
they are arranged in the modern form, in which csa
number entered has a double appellation. But the oaf*

tion of decimal fractions not being invented, the mod*
description is as follows :—to give the sine and cosnv

.

24° 2\ Vieta states that, the hypotbenuse being 1O0.CU

the perpendicular and base are 40,727 and 91330 9: ue
in a similar way for the others : and here it is remaiiahu
that in the cosines Vieta does use a species of deciaa.

notation, leaving a blank space instead of using a deem
point ; for, to an hypothenuse 100,000, the base to k
angle of 24° 2' is what we should now write 91330-!:

There is also a large collection of rational-sided nrs-
angled triangles, which form a trigonometrical canon. *»
not ascending by equal angles. The work concha!*
with a copious collection of trigonometrical formula? ui
various numerical calculations, for mention of which w
Hutton's ' History of Trigonometrical Tables,' prefixes L
his logarithms, and inserted in his tracts. A short prvtea
by Mettayer, prefixed to the ' Universalium Inspectioooc
Sec, states that Vieta found great difficulties in gettiv
tables printed at all, and also that plagiarists had printw
and sold something of the kind, but what is not stalest

Vieta himself (Schooten, p. 323) calls this book infcltctUr

editus, and hopes that a second edition will be of beUe
authority.

Having now given, we believe, as complete an accoun
of Vieta as existing materials can furnish, in considcranua
of the very meagre manner in which his biography is ususjr
treated (the article in the ' Biographie Umverselle' u »<tt

poor, considering that the work is French, and Vieta t>
greatest French mathematician of the sixteenth centun .

we may speak briefly upon the merit of his writings. Yt«'s»

is a name to which it matters little that we have not dine
on several points which would have made a character f.-r

a less person, such as his completion of the case* ri

solution of right-angled spherical triangles, his exprvaujot
for the approximate quadrature of the circle, his arithme-

* We ennnot find the twine of Bouvier in the list of English pnblsArn m
the sixteenth century, given in Johnson *• * TVpoermphU.' In Ts.
intunoo is (fivrn (p. 49/) of sj foreign book being f

title- nage.
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1 extensions of the same approximation, and so on.
two great pedestals on which his fame rests are his

rovements in th* form of algebra, which he first made
big a purely symbolical science, and showed to be
able of wide and easy application in ordinary hands

;

application of his new algebra to the extension of tri-

ometry, in which he first discovered the important
Won* of multiple angles; and his extension of the
ent rules for division and extraction of the square and
e roots to the exegelic process for the solution of all

at ions, which, with Mr. Horner's new mode of con-
ting the calculation, is becoming daily of more import-
u. He did not, as some of the French say, lay down
view of equations which was afterwards done by

riot, but he gave strong suggestions towards it, stronger
lotions than the Italian algebraists had furnished him
i for his own new algebra: "it is Harriot's praise that he
how to go on from where Vieta had stopped, as it is

: of Vieta to have proceeded from the point at which
ian had stopped. Neither did he, as some of the French
n say (but not from national feeling in this instance),

apply algebra to geometry ; for if by the application
leebrabe meant the method of coordinates, that applica-
is wholly due to Des Cartes, assisted, no doubt, by the
er which Vieta conferred on algebra. But if nothing
e be meant than the solution of geometrical problems
lelp of algebraical symbols and methods, many have
ms before Vieta ; for instance, Regiomontanus, Cardan,

belli. Nay, Vieta himself points out that Reffro-

i had solved problems algebraically which he com-
. of not being afterwards able to do geometrically

;

eta himself supplies the geometrical verification of

jiomontanus's algebraical solutions. Neither did he,

some of the French again say, show how to form the
fficients of the powers of a binomial : he saw, no doubt,
connection of them with the series 1, 2, 3, &c, 1, 3,

Sec, 1, 4, 10, &c, as Taitaglia had done before him
;

he did not show how to form them by any alge-

ical law, as Newton afterwards did. If a Persian or an
idu, instructed in the modern European algebra, were
ask, ' Who, of all individual men, made the step which
st distinctly marks the separation of the science which
i now return to us from that which we delivered to you
the hands of Mohammed Ben Musa ?' the answer must
-Vieta.
lie earliest history of algebra is that contained in the

ted treatise of Wallis (in English, 1685 ; in Latin, 1693).

.His had a partiality for Harriot which not only blinded

l to much of the merit of Vieta, but furnished him with
ctacles by which he could see most of the discoveries of

latter only in the writings of the former. Montucla has

ly and properly exposed this tendencv : but that he

y be disqualified to throw a stone at Wallis, he, in his

n, gravely and seriously declares that he cannot see the

lit of the invention of aa, aaa, &c, to represent the

irers of a, instead of Vieta's mode. Montucla is not

agether fair to the Italian algebraists who preceded
;ta, as to which he has been severely criticised by
ssali, and also by M. Libri. But these Italian historians

ve a corresponding fault : they make a painful endeavour
how that the peculiar discoveries of Vieta are to be
mdiii the writings of their own illustrious countrymen,

d particularly of Cardan. Cossali will even have it that

rdan has something equivalent to, or very nearly ap-

uaching to, Des Cartes's theorem on the roots of equa-

ms [Sturm's Theorem] ; and constantly endeavours to

ow that Cardan might, could, would, or should, or ought
have had something which he just stops short of saying

irdan actually had. He wants to make his country-

en a school of constructive discoverers ; if Cardan had

iy carried the contents of page x farther than he did,

id seen something at page y which he Uid not see, then
> would have been able at page z to do something which

did not do, but which Vieta did do. M. Libri starts

ore fairly :
' In France,' he observes (vol. iv., p. 1),

Vieta made algebra approach nearer to pei lection, and,

crimps, caused the labours of his predecessors to fall into

« much neglect.' This is perfectly true, and might have

sen more positively expressed ; but a little further on we
ml (p. 7), ' In truth his discoveries seem to be not cora-

uable to those of Ferro or Ferrari.' Tliis is truly strange

:

.r in the next sentence we find he ' was an eminently

lulosophical mind, and is more to be admired for lus

P, C, No. 165C.

methods than for the results which he obtained from them.'
Can it seriously be M. Libri's opinion that the inventor of
an isolated result is to be placed above one who increases
the power of the human race over every branch of science ?
and u it not the surest test of the greatness of a discovery,
that it is a method, not a result, and that the power which
it gives to others makes succeeding results obtained from
it more remarkable than those of the inventor himself.
If ever it has been true that coming events have thrown
their shadows before, it has been in the progress of tho
mathematics : it never has happened, in the case of any
great discovery, that it was made upon quite a clear field.

No one can read the history of science without finding
that there was always, in the time immediately preceding
the promulgation of any new method, a constant tendency
towards the invention of that method, a series of efforts

the results of which have speedily merged in those of the
man for whom the discovery was reserved. This leaves
the relative merit of investigators unaltered ; if it depress
Vieta, it also depresses Tartaglia and Cardan. To us it

raises all three : for it points out that they have severally
succeeded where their predecessors have failed, and
relieves them from the consequences of the supposition
that it was merely their good fortune which fed their
thoughts to that which another might as easily have
attained if his thoughts had been turned towards the
subject. Vlf sometimes too much Gallicism shows itself, by
way of exception, in the admirable history of Montucla, it

is not half so offensive as the constant and always recur-
ring nationality of the Italian historians, which renders it

necessary to watch them so closely, that the end of it will
be a general conviction that they are not to be safely read
at all, without the original authorities at hand, on any
matter in which claims of country can enter. M. Libn,
in rinding out, and with perfect correctness, that Cataldi
used continued fractions before Brounker, and infinite

series (or at least an infinite series) before Wallis, and in
making a very just remark on the interest with which the
first dawnings of the doctrine of infinites should be
regarded, forgets that Vieta had preceded Cataldi, to the
extent of using a combination of the infinite product and
series united. It would be difficult, we think, to produce
an earlier germ of the doctrine just alluded to than is

seen in the celebrated expression given by Vieta for the
quadrature of a circle, which we should now express thus

-= Va)V{a+ V O + &c.

where a means half a unit. (Resp. Math., Schooten, p.
400.)

Both Vieta and Cossali endeavour to show that the
Italian algebraists used letters for quantities, both known
and unknown. So they did, no doubt, and so did Euclid,

and so (according to M. Libri himself) did Aristotle.

But who combined the use of letters with that of symbols
of operation so as to produce algebraical formulae, and to

give to the operations of algebra that technical character

which makes them resemble the operations of arithmetic ?

One look at any page of the Italian algebraists will show
the difference between their algebra and that of Vieta

better than any description. Accordingly, both Cossali

and Libri state the asserted resemblances without specific

citation. When will the writer who asserts that Cardan
was substantially in possession of Vieta's algebra attempt

to substantiate his assertion by putting so much as half a

page of the former side by side with one of the latter ?

We now proceed to give some further account of Leonard
of Pisa and of Lucas Pacioli, the most celebrated of the very
early Italian algebraists. The latter has been accidentally

omitted, a circumstance which we do not regret, as it gives

us the opportunity of availing ourselves of M. Libri's work
hereinbefore cited, and of mentioning the same work in

a more satisfactory manner. The author has made most
extensive researches in Italian mathematical history, and
is, we have no doubt, perfectly trustworthy on all points

in which he is not the partisan of a country or a school.

Leonardo Fibonacci (a corruption of filiv* Bonaccii)

was the son of one Bonacci, a merchant of Pisa, and was
born some time in the twelfth century. He states that

his father was employed for the merchants of his own city

at the custom-house of an African port, and there made
liim Btudy arithmetic : he afterwards travelled in Egypt,

Vol. XXVI.-2T
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Syria, Greece, and Provence, and from the various systems

of numeration which he saw learnt to value the superiority

of the Indian method, which was probably that which his

father had taught him. His inattention to matters of

commerce, and preference for mathematical pursuits, pro-

cured for him, from his countrymen, the contemptuous

epithet of Bignllone. His Liber Abbaci was first written

in 1202, and with additions in 1228, wlveu it was dedicated

to Michael Scott. The Praclica Geometria was written

in 1220. Commandine intended to have published the

latter, and Bernard the former, but neither effected his

purpose, and, with the exception of the parts which Pacioli

afterwards used, and the extensive citations in the notes

of M. Libri's second volume, nothing of Fibonacci's has

yet appeared. There was also a work on square numbers
of which the manuscript is known to have existed at

Florence in 17G8, but cannot now be found.

The Liber Abbaci is a work on arithmetic and algebra.

M. Libri is of opinion that no Christian writer can be
shown to have introduced the Arabic or Indian numerals

into any part of Christendom before the publication of this

treatise. Such manuscripts as exist, and which seem to have
a prior date, are thought by him to have been written either

by Jews, or by Spanish Christians among the Moors, Dr.

Peacock (Encycl. Metrep., ' Arithmetic*)1iad arrived at the

conclusion that Fibonacci's works were the earliest in which
these figures can be traced. It is remarkable that their

writer was only known by name in the middle of the last

century, when the manuscripts of which we now speak

were discovered at Florence by Tozzetti. But the in-

tentions of Commandine and Bernard show that they were

known at an earlier period.

The fifteenth chapter of the 'Liber Abbaci,' which con-

tains the treatise on algebra, has been cited in full by M.
Libri. Any one who will compare it with Dr. Rosen's
translation of Mohammed ben Musa. will see a resem-
blance which tends to confirm the general supposition

(which also, according to Cardan, may be inferred from
the express words of Fibonacci himself) that the Arabic
work just named was that from which algebra was made
European, though there is every appearance of the avowed
translations of it being posterior to Fibonacci. But the

latter must either have Known other works, or have been
an original investigator of great merit. Several things

known to the Hindus, but not mentioned by Ben Musa,
are contained in his writings. He may have come to these by
himself ; but it is also certain that the name of the Hindus is

frequently mentioned in the manuscripts of the time as that

of a nation excelling in these branches of study. A close

analysis of the writings of Fibonacci would probably settle

whether he is to be considered as having himself enlarged

the boundary of the science, or as nothing but the com-
piler of Oriental works. His merit is great, either way ;

and his name, considerable as it now may be, is nothing to

what it will be among the Oriental nations, wlien they
shall ltave received back the principal which he borrowed
from them, with the interest now due upon it, and ready
to be paid on demand. The influence ol his writings was
long felt in Italy, which became from his time the great

school of arithmetic ; and it is due to him, even now, that

his weeks should be printed entire.

Lucas Pacioli was born at Borgo San Sepolcro, in Tus-
cany (whence he is frequently called Lucas de Burgo
sandi SepuJchri,- and Lucas di Borgo), about the middle
of the fifteenth century. He was a Minorite, friar, and
taught successively at Perugia, Rome, Naples Pisa, and
Venice. He resided some time at Milan, in company with
Leonardo da Vinci : they quitted Lombardy together on
the arrival of the French, aud Pacioli spent his last years
at Florence and at Venice. He was certainly alive in

liil>9 ; but from atter that year M. Libri finds no further
mention of bim as living.

His ' Summade Arithmetica, Geometria, Proportion], et

Proportional ita' was printed in Italian, at Venice, in

»4iM. It contains copious extracts from Fibonacci, to such
an extent thai Pacioli himself warns his reader, where no
other authority is mentioned, to infer that Leonard of Pisa
is followed. This work was the first printed in algebra,

and thouch it does not advance the science, contains a
large amount of details, and carries the practice of alge-
braical operations into questions of more complexity than
any which had preceded, particularly in operations on
surd quantities. M. Libri. says that the treatise on book-

keeping, which forms part of Pacioli'a work, «• the feu a
which what is now called the method of double esen ap-

pears in print. Some account of the contents wui v
found in Hutton's 'History of Algeora' (Tracti, <ci. •

The ' Divina Proportion*,' Venice, 1509, is thus desenwa
by M. Libri : 'Pacioli wished to make a certain paasu.
tion,* long known to geometers, the base of aS tat

sciences. He deduces from it the principles of srejbitec.

ture, the proportions of the human figure, and even time
which ought to be given to the letters of the alphabet, h
is a systematic treatise, of which the principal mesa too-
sists in the co-operation of Leonardo da Vinci, waa «•
graved the plates, and probably also superintended the

parts which concern the arts. There are some prupu*-
tions of geometry upon the inscription of porjrbedn to me
another....There is also the use of letters to inches*

numerical quantities.' On this last sentence M. Libri ata
a passage containing the use of letters in a simple
tion ; and it seems to us that the point which he is 1

ing to establish, namely, the virtual existence of *f»om»
algebra before Vieta, cannot be mow completer/ over-

turned than by this, his only direct quotation on the mJb-

ject. When M. Libri says that Fibonacci used letters far

quantities, both known and unknown, he dees not cite s

passage, but leaves it to be verified by those who will loos
over his citation of the fifteenth chapter of Fibonacci, of

more than 150 octavo pages. On looking through thr*
we do find a few places where numbers are denoted *»

single letters ; but whenever they are to be divided isi*

parts, double letters are used : in tact. Fibonacci «n
exactly what Euclid does in the fifth book. Of ftaotfi

notation, in the professed algebraical work. nothjee s
said ; but in the work w,e now mention the ojnotatu:

which is to establish that Pacioli had tubstaabalh '.in

idea of Vieta on algebra contains just as much aigebiaK*
notation as, and no more than, appears in Paciolit o*s

translation of Euclid, published in the same year. K
Libri persists in supposing that the mere us* of Wrv
to designate numbers is the sole distinction of Vviti
algebra.

The edition of Euclid, to which we have just alluVc
and which appeared in Latin, at Venice, in 1309. is thit *
to which [Geometry, p. 155] we have followed the «d*»
of Fabricius in doubting its existence. We have siacem
the work. Heilbronner infers from the preface to li-

' Divina Proportione,' that Pacioli translated Eucfcd .u

Italian, and it is now known that he did not publish son
of his earlier works : but he himself, in the dedication
the work now under mention, speaking of this very Las-
Euclid itself, says, ' Leges. .. .vernacula bngna pat-
donatum Euclidem:' whence it is obvious that by »*r»
cula he means the Latin, as opposed to Greek or Arabs
The translation is substantially that of Athelaai (hui
goes by the name of Campanus), and the coounentsio
Campanus, or many of them, are added : Pacioli • a*-.

additional comments are all headed Cattigator. All tti

fifteen books are given which were supposed to s*

Euclid's.

Pacioli is not to be looked on as a great improver etfiv
of geometry or arithmetic : but his utility cannot *
denied. It was he who made Fibonacci useful to t>
world by bis compilations from that writer, and be
shown so much learning on the subject, and has drw?
from so many sources, that it is not perhaps too snnen t
say that it was better he should have printed the kr*
book on algebra, than a more original but leas erofeu
teacher.

VIGA GANITA, the nam* of the principal Ho.-.
work on algebra which remains. We have reserved to ti-
article all matters which relate to the astronomical s&.
arithmetical science of the Hindus, partly becaua* thrr
is not enough to be said on the subject to make it worn
while to distribute it under heads in a work like the pre
sent, and partly because it was desirable to defer the a

~

in question as long as possible, in the hope that
further investigation of the points on which *
write might make its appearance. For it is not a i

record of tacts, but an account of the most singular ex
tremes of opinion, which is to be given, almost every petzf
having been discussed in the most extreme spirit of parr*

* We dta it Here becausen wiak to give nut account of • *ork »h»"i •*

naually only mentioned, met boeauw we cannot nartentana what St l^tai
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v every writer whom we have to name, except two. We
innot pretend tothe knowledge ofOriental matter* which
nece&aary to form the most positive judgment upon the

ontroversy : but it is of more consequence to our readers

> ^-pc the manner in which the question has been dis-

ussed. than to be put in possession of any new statements
T opinion ; and it is of some importance that those who
lay hereafter write on the subject should see that a dis-

osition to support system is soon pointed out, even in

rdinary works of reference.

In 1687 La Loubire, returning from his embassy to

iam, brought home what are called the Siamese Tables,
i 1750 Du Champ, a missionary, sent home another set

r tables, from Christnabouram (the Kistnabaram of the
rdinary maps?), in the Camatic. About the same time
fctonillet, another missionary, sent home another set,

ameless, but supposed to answer to the latitude of Narfta-

tlr, near Masulipatam. In 1709 the astronomer Le
•entil brought with him from India, where he had been
i observe the transit of Venus, the tables of Tirvalore.

hese were all the documents of Indian astronomy which
ere known when Baili.y published his history of that
ibject. The professed epochs of these tables are—Siamese,
.n. C38 ; Christnabouram, a.d. 1491

;
Narsapur, a.d.

JU9
;
Tirvalore, b.c. 3102, the beginning of the Cali Yug,

S fourth great age of the Hindus.
These tables, with the exception of some remarks by
. < 'assini and Legentil, excited no great notice till they
npressed the active imagination of Baili.y with the idea
int the epoch of the Tirvalore tables was that at which
ley were actually made, and that consequently they re-

rcsent actual observations made nearly five thousand
Sars ago. We have seen, in the article cited, the manner
i which he rode this singular hobby, and how he even
flanged it at last for one still more strange, in inventing a
eople unknown to history to be the original progenitors of
"1 astronomical science. Bailly had learned from his In-

l teachers not to be nice about a few thousand years :

as it has been mercifully said that we are not to judge
he temptation to which a man has yielded without
tig into consideration the amount which he may possi-

ly have resisted, we may remember that the Hindu
!alpa was upwards of four hundred millions of years, and
hat Bailly, when at his wildest, never asked for more than
ight or nine thousand. His latest opponent, Bentley, who,
s we shall see, had the same sort of fault as himself, peti-

oned for and obtained a sort of certificate in his own
ivour from Maskelyne, who states that, to his knowledge,
alande and Laplace considered Bailly as a superficial

itronomer and an indifferent calculator. But Bailly was
better calculator than Laplace, and a better astronomer
,n the sense in which Laplace was an astronomer) than
Alande.
The antiquity of Hindu astronomy found favour in the

yes of Playfair, and was supported by him in the ' Edin-
urgh Transactions,' in a paper which is reprinted in his

aiscellaneous works. It was opposed by Leslie, who
egarded everything Indian with abhorrence : his gross

gnorance and reckless assertions were exposed by Cole-

irooke (Algebra, &c. Introduction, p. 59). Playfair's only

luthority was Bailly : and his paper amounts to little more
han a reiteration, in his own elegant manner, of the main
mints of Bailly's argument. Sir W. Jones evidently leans

o the side of antiquity, and, placing the foundation of the

Indian system about h.c. 2000, seems to suppose that as-

:ronomical knowledge was nearly of as old a date : but he

Iocs not enter into the question as a mathematician. We
next come to Delambrc, a mind the opposite of Bailly's in

every particular : he was seduced by the regular and demon-
strated systems of the Greeks into the belief that the origin

of all astronomy whic h deserves the name must have been

Grecian. Relying upon nothing hut contemporary written

documents, his mode of meeting every conjecture, how-
ever probable, is simply that of treating it as conjecture.

It i* evident that the spirit of system is as strong in him as

in Bailly, the current only setting in a different direction :

his mode of arguing equally keeps out truth and falsehood,

when it comes on unwritten evidence. The admissions

which he is obliged to make in favour of Indian arithmetic

and algebra are evidently wrung from a most unwilling

1: and not content with overthrowing most completely

premises of Bailly's argument, he endeavours to in-
'

i that all the astronomy of the Eastern world either

did come or might have come from the Greeks : in his
mind the latter is the same thing as the former. Much of
the matter of Delambre'a chapters on the subject is drawn
from the writings of Davis and the earlier writings of
Bentley. Colebrooke's 1 Algebra,' &c. only appeared in

time for him to consider it in the preface to the History
of Astronomy in the Middle Ages. He did not see Cole-
brooke's w ork : the account of it in the ' Edinburgh Re-
view' was, he says, betterfor his object (and he puts it in

Italics) than the work itself, on aceount of the accompany-
ing remarks. It is the only instance that we can find in

which an article in a review serves Delambre's purpose
better than the historical documents on which it was
written.

Since the time of Bailly, three Anglo-Indians have
written on the subject of Hindu science, more or less

controversially : Samuel Davis, Henry Thomas Cole-
brooke, and John Bentley. The first two are the only
writers in our list who seem to have no personal wish that
the astronomy of which they treat should have any par-
ticular date. Mr. Colebrooke states that Mr. Davis was
the first who opened to the public a correct view of the
astronomical computations of the Hindus. Mr. Colebrooke
was one of the most eminent of Sanscrit scholars, an inde-

fatigable Indian antiquary, and more than well informed
in mathematics and astronomy. His account of the Hindu
systems of philosophy, as published in his ' Miscellaneous
Essays,' [Vkda] is by far the best which exists; and all that

he has written on their science is done in the most careful

and conscientious spirit. We may even say that it was
his bias to allow the least possible weight to his own argu-
ments, and the greatest to all that could make for his
opponents. For instance, when he has brought the time
of Aryabhatta (presently mentioned) to 'some ages before
the sixth century,' he places him in the fifth century a.c,
and requires no other conclusion to be granted. But when
he comes to speak of Diophantus (of whom, the earlier he
wrote, the more likely is it that he did not borrow his

algebra from India\ he is willing that it should be 'con-
fidently affirmed' that he cannot be later than the fourth

century, because (such are his ground*' Suidas states

that Hvpatia wrote a commentary on some Diophantus,
most likely the writer now known by that name, and an
author of uncertain date in the ' Authologia' wrote an epi-

gram upon him. Throughout his writings there is this

apparent carelessness of making the most of his own argu-
ment, and the least of that of his opponents ; to an ex-
tent which, while it makes us feel we are certainly on the
safe side in following him, causes us to regret that so

cautious an investigator should not have given us his

limits in both directions. We consider him by far the
safest guide, both in point of learning and judgment,
taking the former from the general report of Oriental

scholars; and accordingly we shall represent him as to

dates and facts, even where we do not follow him.
Mr. Bentley, the last named of the three, is the Bailly

of those who oppose the antiquity of Hindu astronomy.
In his earlier writings, which arc to be found (as well as

those of Davis and some of those of Colebrooke) in the
' Asiatic Researches,' he does not deserve any such epithet

;

his opinions, though strong, are accompanied by their sup-

ports, or what he takes for such, moderately stated. His
paper 'On the Antiquity of the Surya Siddhanta' was
published in 1799 : it was not till 1823 that he published

at Calcutta his 'Historical View of the Hindu Astronomy,'

which was reprinted in England in 1825. It is in this

work that he has surpassed Bailly in his own line. Tile

Hindu works are forgeries by the dozen: Bentley knows
who forged them, and why. The upholders of Indian an-

tiquity are dupes, or woise : they are to take the stain

(see his preface) of supporting all the horrid abuses and
impositions of the Hindu superstitiun, ' the burning of

widows, the destroying of infants, and even ' (even !)
1 the

immolation of men.' They conspire to overturn the Mosaic
account ; and they calumniate* the just endeavours o

those who attempt to stop the torrent of imposition. It i>

worth while to state an instance or two of Mr. Bentley s

mode of proceeding, as some of our readers may have no
other authority on the subject.

Bhascara, the author of the Liliwati and Viga Gauita.

• The 1 Edinburgh R«>i<w' hnfl« «M«h «t Hlnitwrtl oypotltlnn nyniBM
Mr. TWnUey'n •ysleni : from hi. exprimuuM Mi) one Wuuld •uippuse ihcv had
done him a most unjustifiable injury.

2T 2
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lived, aocording to Mr. Colebrooke, who gives his reasons,

in the twelfth century. A version of the former, by one
Faizi. was made, at the command of the emperor Akbar,
in 1087. It does not please Mr. Bentley that it should be
so, and he accordingly informs us that Bhascara's work was
presented to Akbar, the author being then alive ; but that,

in order to give a false antiquity to the work, it was repre-

sented as that of another Bhascara, who lived some cen-
turies before. Not a single hint at any authority is given

:

it is a simple statement, as of the author's own knowledge

;

and is only one out of hundreds of the same kind, all of
which Mr. Bentley calls in different places ' absolute facts,'

' demonstrated facts,' &c.
Again, Mr. Colebrooke mentions a treatise which he

found in his library, the Siddhanta-Sphuta. This is one
of Mr. Bentley'3 mass of forged treatises : but in this in-

stance he declares he knew the forger. A native, he says,

offered his services to him, informed him that his profes-

sion was book-making, in rather an odd sense, for he said

he could forge any book whatever. This native was, after

being contemptuously dismissed by Mr. Bentley, in the em-
ployment of Mr. Colebrooke : at least so the former affirms,

and on this native he fixes the forgery, as he asserts it to

be, of the Siddhanta-Sphuta, giving us to understand
that the keen and critical eye of Mr. Colebrooke could be
deceived by so shallow an artifice as a recent forgery laid

among his papers by his own servant. And he makes this

adroit native interpolate other books of Mr. Colebrooke's,
so that the latter, in fact, had a manufactory of falsified

history on his own premises, from which his opponent
could destroy the genuineness of any passage he pleased.
Mr. Bentley does not tell us in what language he talked
with this native, but we strongly suspect that they misun-
derstood each other.

On the ground of the complete absence of all reference
to authority, the certainty of all the conclusions (for there
is rarely an admission of any degree of probability less

than certainty), and the temper of the writer, who sees
nothing but folly or fraud in everyone who differs from him,
we feel justified in assuming that Bentley is no authority
whatsoever in the matter. Had it not been for Colebrooke
(for Davis does not go into the subject to a sufficient ex-
tent), we could but have recommended our reader to make
up his mind first, and then to read the arguments of the
writer who favoured his own opinion.
We had written thus far on the subject of Bentley's views

and methods, and had sent the article to the press, when
we learnt that Colebrooke had answered his last work in
the 'Asiatic Journal' for March, 1826. We had imagined
that, trusting to the excuses of his age and of the impro-
bability of his reputation being affected by the mere as-
sertions of so wild a writer, Colebrooke had not thought it

necessary to make any reply. The answer does in truth
not occupy more than seven pages of the periodical above
cited, but it sets in array such a number of inconsistencies,
as well as of simple unsupported assertions, that we are
now very confident of our opinion of Bentley as derived
from his writings being a correct one. An unexception-
able living authority, who knew Bentley, informs us that
his supposed system of forgeries of Hindu writings was a
sort of monomania with him, on which he was quite deaf
to argument and testimony ; and Colebrooke, in the an-
swer just referred to, says, 'he bore animosity to me and
to every one who did not implicitly adopt his opinions
concerning Hindu astronomy.' We should have supposed
the first from his writings in general, and the second from
the heat of his attack on the very quiet criticism of the
' Edinburgh Review.' With respect to his asserted forgery
of the • Brahma Sphuta Siddhanta,' Colebrooke says it is
'an idle guess, untrue in all its particulars.' But he turns
the tables on his opponent, as follows:—' Bentley has rea-
soned on a treatise in his possession, which he calls the
Arya Siddhanta, and asserts to have been written by
Aryabhatta.' Colebrooke says that none but Bentley had
seen .this work ; that the manuscript was not forthcoming,
that Bentley himself did not understand Sanscrit, that the
natives about him well knew his notions, and that he was
as likely as his friend Colonel Wilford (who from his igno-
rance of Sanscrit had had some very curious impostures
palmed upon him) to have been imposed upon. With
regard to his own manuscript, Colebrooke adverts to the
fact of its being (with the rest of his Oriental library) de-

.

posted at the India House, in a situation accessible to

Sanscrit scholars. And with respect to Bcatleyt cele-

brated test, namely, that tables must have been constreetg-i
at the time when they best represent trie state of ?*
heavens, Colebrooke adverts to an instance in wk.-!
Bentley himself was obliged to abandon it, because -

would nave proved that a certain set of tables, which sn
exist, were written fourteen hundred years henet. **ut a*

we have nothing here to do with Bentley. except to £">"»

sufficient reason for not taking as an authority a writes
whose name is very well known (perhaps better than that
of any recent writer) in connection with our subject,

refer the reader to the Asiatic Journal (March, 183&. v»;

xxi.) for further information.

The writers who are most cited by Hindu astrooomm
bear the names of Varaha-mihira and Brahmegupt*. Tr»
astronomers at Ujein place the latter at a.d. 628, ami it:

Colebrooke, from his own description of the poaauoo .•

certain stars with respect to the equinox, thinks he b>r:
towards the end of the sixth century. His work. raJr;
the Brahme-sphuta-siddhanta, generally referred to uai.-
the name of Brahma-siddhanta, which appears to tx 1

correction of a treatise of the latter name, was found .

an imperfect state by Mr. Colebrooke. He informs o» tax
it consists in the computation of mean motions and tru:

places of the planets ; solution of problem* conccroire:
time, the points of the horizon, and the position of place*
calculation of lunar and solar eclipses; rising and •etti-.c

of the planets ; position of the moon's crisps"; obaawui
of altitudes by the gnomon

; conjunctions of planets *m
each other and with stars; the astronomical sphere ta.'

its circles; the construction of sines; the rectificatuD
the apparent planet (?) from mean motions ; the cam oc

lunar and solar eclipses ; and the construction of the sr-

millary sphere. It also contains algebra and mettsuratiec-
Frora his astronomical data, Colebrooke infer* ttr

Varaha-Mihira wrote at the end of the fifth centLrt
which is also the date assigned to him by the astronomy—
at Ujein. He is the author of a system of astrology i men-
ding astronomy) which he declares he has compiled ha
earlier writers. There is another Varaha-mihira, whoa ti*

same astronomers place in a.d. 200. But popular traditui
places Varaha-mihira in the time of Vicramadytia ai.

56), and names, as hereafter noticed, several of his eootco-
poraries. No historical evidence tending to impeach xta

tradition has yet been put forward, not prominently at lea*
Aryabhatta, known to the Arabs under the name of Si-

jabahar, is placed by Colebrooke, after much disensaioc k
not later than the fifth century, possibly not far from tit

first. He wrote both on astronomy and algebra, but aa*
of his writings have been found, except in citations.
Authors prior to or contemporary with the lastHuout

are mentioned by name, and even cited : such are Pabo.
Parasara, and others ; but none of their writings are pre-

served.

Bhascara Acharya, the author of the Liliwati, V^i
Ganita, Siddhanta-siromani (of which the two former v
parts), and other works, is very confidently placed brC^c-
brooke a.d. 1150.
The celebrated work on astronomy, the Surya-siddhaaU.

is of uncertain date. The term Siddhanta means a system t

astronomy, and Surya is the sun. The oldest writings mti-
tion a work of this name, and the Arabs state that amcrr
the systems of astronomy of the Hindus there is one caUri
Area (or solar). The tables mentioned at the beginning
this article are generally admitted to have been substanti-
ally taken from the Surya-siddhanta, as it now exists, u
from a common source : but whether the work which do»
exists is that which was mentioned by the ancient wrirrs
may be strongly doubted. Bentley (in one of bis ear.»
papers, before ne became his reader's sole authority , ht>
discussed the question, and assuming that the age ui a

table is most probably that at which, one result with *s-
other, it best represents the heavens, has deduced 1.1
year a.d. 1000, or thereabouts, for the age of the Sor\ 1

siddhanta. The principal is a fair one ; and ColebroJw
at one time acknowledged great force in Bentley's anr-1-
ment. But it is notorious that the Hindu writers were .c
the habit of correcting their works from time to tiuw.
without altering their names ; so that it is very poauL'<
that there may always have been a Surya-siddhanta. iiwi
the earliest times of Hindu astronomy. The name of I'm
author, according to Bentley, is Varaha-mihira ; but Colt-
brooke does not mention any author, as far as we can fi&i
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and ©ertairriy disputes Bentley's assertion, which aboover-
,l,

.

ms *ta*lf. thus :—Bentley's method (which was also that
of Bailly and Playfair, though their conclusions were very
different), as applied by himself, throws the tables of Brah-
me^upta into the sixth century: now Brahmegupta men-
tions Varaha, who is nevertheless, by Bentley's own con-
clusion from another source, the author of the Surya-sidd-
hanta in the eleventh century. Perhaps it was this di-
lemma -which drove its author to assert forgery upon
forgery, until he had set all right.

It thus appears that there is ordinarily good evidence for
a succession of writers from the commencement of the
t.'hristian era up to the twelfth century, with no very great
allowance of antiquity to those who are cited by the ear-
i

'
est writers now remaining. There would be nothing ex-

traordinary in the supposition that the chain of authors
« ent back to the time or Alexander at least, since it is cer-
tain that the Brabminical system existed before the time of
I hat conqueror. The only question which is worth discussing
is, whether anything was received from the Greeks, and if

-o, whether it was without interchange, and enough to give
is a right to say that the Greeks were the primary instructors
>f the Hindus. If not, then it is to be settled whether the
Hindus were the original instructors of the Greeks. It is

only with reference to this question that the antiquity of'
Hindu astronomy is of much independent interest, as a
matter of discussion at least : if the astronomy travelled
westward, then we must place a flourishing period of it

be-fore the time of Thales, and the only thing to be said is,

i hat we must probably wait for the actual ascertainment
ol" the most active age of Hindu science, till we know that
of other things. But if it travelled eastward, it must be
pretty clear, from the dates given above, that it was the
science of Hipparchus and his successors of the period
preceding Ptolemy, and not that of Ptolemy, nor of his
Saracen followers, which was communicated to the Hindus.
There is some evidence of communication between the

Greeks and Hindus, such as it is : but neither Delambre
nor Bentley could produce it. All that can be obtained
from the actual theories and methods amounts to very
little indeed, in establishing any connexion: while there
are hints and processes by the dozen to which there is no
resemblance whatever m the Greek writings. Varaha-
mihira, according to Colebrooke, says that the Yavanas
( Ionians or Greeks) are barbarians, but that this science
astronomy) is well established among them, and they (the
learned in it, we suppose) are revered like holy sages.

The name of Yavana-charya, which occurs frequently in

Hindu compilations, is thought by the same writer to have
reference to some European ; and he thinks he sees in a
work entitled Romaca-Siddhanta a title which has some
allusion to the astronomers of the West. But nevertheless
in another place Colebrooke cites one Yavanemam as
a known Sanscrit writer. Besides this, there are several
words of Greek origin, and used in their Greek meaning.
First hora, for astrological prediction, in the sense of deter-
mining the hour—' Varaha-mihira... derives the word from
u/ioratra, day and night.... But this formation of a word,
by dropping both the first and last syllables, is not con-
formable to the analogies of Sanscrit etymology.' Next
'Irescheana, used in the same astrological sense with the
dreek luavot and Latin decanus. Thirdly, for the minute
<>f a degree, the Hindus have adopted, besides their own
nila, one taken from the Greek Xhtto, hardly altered in the
Sanscript lipta. This word, in Sanscrit, means smeared,
infected with poison, eaten ; and the dictionaries gjve no
interpretation that has any affinity with its special accepta-
tion as a technical term in the writings of Brahmegupta.
Ceiidra, for centre, resembling the Greek civrpov, is not
easily traced to any Sanscrit root. If to all that precedes
we add that the Hindu astronomy employs epicycles about
iw much as Hipparchus appears to have done, but stops
decidedly short of the use of them made by Ptolemy, it

se?ms very likely, especially when we consider the age in
which their earliest cited writers must be placed, that they
had seme communication with the Greeks, or their writ-
ings, before or immediately after the Christian sera. And
this surmise, founded on the points of resemblance between
their astronomy and that of the Greeks, receives an addi-
tional probability from the state of their political affairs.
In the first century before our sera was the celebrated
prince Vikramaditya of Ujein, from whose reign the
years of the Samvat sera are counted (b.c. 56). Varaha-

mihira, whom Colebrooke leaves somewhere in the fifth

century, is the name, according to Professor Wilson, of
one of nine who were called the gems of the court of
this prince. The prince just mentioned was a noted
promoter of knowledge, and the period was a remarkable
one. It is not unreasonable to suppose that at this period,

which is intermediate between the times of Hipparchus
and Ptolemy, an effort was made to obtain information
from Greek writings : nor would it be unlikely that at the
same time those notions of algebra from which Diophan-
tus wrote his work were given in exchange. It is exceed-
inglydifficult to make any other conjecture which will ex-
plain the existence of this solitary work on algebra among
the Greeks ; but that the Hindus received at this.time au
their astronomy is very unlikely. In several points it

differs materially from the system of the Greeks, and in

some it is more correct : for instance, in the precession of
the equinoxes, the length of the tropical year, and the
synodic period of the moon.

It is worth noting that the disposition which existed

among Greek writers to send their old sages to India to

learn the principles of astronomy and other sciences does
not commence till after the Christian era.

We may now leave the question of the antiquity of
Hindu science, and proceed to give some account of its

materials. The works in which it is contained are usually

written in verse, and in short and obscure precepts, in-

tended to be committed to memory: the commentators take

every verse, and almost every word, in succession. The
most peculiar feature of these books is the general absence
of demonstration : results only are frequently announced.
It cannot be denied that there is, particularly in the al-

gebraical part, a frequent succession of steps, of which the

connexion is pointed out in a manner which makes the
last of those steps a necessary consequence of the first.

But though a Hindu writer may fall into the road of de-

monstration in any part of his journey, and remain there

for a time, it is evident that this is with him entirely a
matter of convenience, and that he does not feel himself at

all bound to give proof.

It seems to us by no means to be taken for granted
that there ever was any such thing among those writers,

or their predecessors, as a connected system of demon-
stration ; there are few propositions either of their geo-
metry or algebra which might not have been found by
trial, and verified numerically or graphically ; or else pro-

cured from empirical propositions by the mode ofoccasional

demonstration just alluded to. But it must be allowed
that here and there we have a proposition for which it is

difficult to suppose an origin without presuming, not only
power of demonstration, but methods ot considerable gene-
rality. Though the Greeks, after the time of Euclid, never
published anything of a mathematical nature without de-
monstration, it does not follow that even they had demon-
stration from the beginning ; and the hints given by Proclus

on the progress of geometry would almost support the
contrary notion. The idea of an undemonstrated mathe-
matical system may appear a strange one, but it must be
remembered that the nations of modern Europe are, in

this matter, the pupils of the Greeks, and never, till of late

years, even so much as heard of any science which was
independent of their own masters, except what has been
added among themselves ; and it is no wonder that any
different mode of proceeding may seem strange, when the
mere possibility of such a mode has never been made a
matter of discussion among us.

The following is Colebrooke's comparison of the daily

motions of the several planets, according to the Hindus,
Ptolemy, and Lalande (it is not worth while to substitute

any astronomer more modern than the latter). Degrees,
minutes, and seconds, are common to all :

—

Sun . .

Moon .

Moon (sy-

nodic) .

Mercury .

Venus
Mars . .

Jupiter .

Saturn .

Brahmegupta.

o / II III '»

0 59 8 10 22
13 10 34 52 47

12 11 26 42 25
4 5 32 18 28
1 36 7 44 35
0 31 26 28 7
0 4 59 9 9
0 2 0 22 52

Surya
Siddhnnta.

Ill

10 10

Ptolemy.

Ill ir

17 13

52 3 58 30

41 53
20 42
43 39
28 11

8 48
22 53

31 17
24 12
43 6
36 53
14 26
83 31

Lalande.

/// It

19 48
61 40

41 52
94 13
48 24
39 23
15 53
35 38
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;

It appears then that Ptolemy's daily motions are gene-

Tally too small, but that the Hindus err still more in the

tame direction ;
except only in the synodic motion of the

moon, in which they are much more correct than Ptolemy

:

the Surya Siddhanta in particular, probably the later work
of the two, and therefore the more likely to be misled by
Ptolemy's numbers if they were, known, agrees entirely

with I^alande. This is what might have been expected

;

the Hindus were not, as far as appears, noted for good
observations, nor very apt to record them ; but they sedu-

lously attended to eclipses, the prediction of which was
the most important duty of the astronomer, and hence the

goodness of their determination of the moon's synodic
motion.
The length of the sidereal year is given 3R*i 6h 12" 30»,

more than three minutes too much : the Hindu astrono-

mical year is sidereal, and begins when the s in enters the

sign of the Ram. But their tropical year is 3G5<i 5i> 50Jm,
much nearer the truth than that of Ptolemy and Hip-
parchus, which was 365^ 5h 55™. The meridian from
which they reckon is that of Lanka, which some take to

be Ceylon, others the name of a 'lake near the sources or
the Ganges : it passes through Ujein. Their precession

of the equinoxes is 54" in each year, which is much more
correct than that of Hipparchus or of Ptolemy. Most of
the Hindu writers do not suppose a permanent precession

but imagine the oscillatory motion or trepidation, as it

was called when it was afterwards introduced into Europe
by the Arabs, who seem to have borrowed this idea from
India. Those who hold the oscillatory motion tlx it at

from 24° to 27° on each side of a mean position. The
revolutions of the apsides and nodes of the moon are given
within a fraction of a day of what they are now known to

be ; the obliquity of the ecliptic is 24°, too large even for

their time. The inclination of the moon's orbit is made
4° 30' ; those of Mercury, Venus, and Saturn, 2° each ; of
Mars 1° 30^; of Jupiter 1°. The circumferences of the
orbits (obtained, it is said, upon the purely speculative idea
that they all move with the same actual velocity) are given
in ynjanas, a measure which appears to have been used in
different senses, and which cannot be very well settled.

This yojana contains four crosas, and the modern crosa is

1 • 9 statute miles. According to Colebrooke, Aryabhatta
gave 3300 yojanas for the circumference of the earth,

which, if the crosa were the modern one, would be 25,080
statute miles, or G9-7 miles to a degree: this degree of
accuracy must be accidental. With regard to the motions
of the nodes and apsides of the planets, which the Hindu
writers profess to give, Colebrooke thinks they are inventions
constructed from analogy with those of the moon. As to
the more theoretical parts of astronomy, the Hindus knew
the inequality of the planetary motions which is called the
equation of the centre, though their values of these equa-
tions are not very correct. They had about as much of
that which was afterwards called the Ptolemaic system as
is reported to have been invented by Hipparchus ; the prin-
cipal variation being that their epicycles are made (by
several of their astronomers') oval, instead of circular. This
is enough of the actual details of the astronomy for our
present purpose ; those who would know more of it must
search the tedious and disjointed pages of the authors
whom we have cited. No one of them would trouble him-
self to collect into one page the actual numeri ul elements
of the astronomy on which they were all writing ; and it is

consequently so difficult to understand their several
accounts (since, in case of apparent contradiction, we can-
not know whether they speak of the same or of different
values of the elements), that we have not felt ourselves
able to supply the deficiency. It is not however of much
consequence, for the elements of the Hindu astronomy are
only interesting as connected with its date and the discus-
sions upon it. We have not at all entered upon the refuta-
tions which it is still customary to give to Bailly on points
connected with the theory of gravitation. That writer ima-
gined that by correcting the various elements 'of the
planets as they now are, so as to reduce them to what,
according to the Newtonian theory, they should have been
at the beginning of the Cali Yug, a remarkable agreement
was found between the results and the recorded elements
of Hindu astronomy. There is such agreement in one or
*.wo cases, but the result of the whole is, that there is no
reason to suppose the few accordances to be due to any
thing but accident.

The mixture of the mythological, which tome at t*
Hindu astronomers* allow to appear in their work*, sri

which seems to have belonged to the vulgar creed, t -

sents a very strange appearance. Both in Hindu
Burman systems eclipses are caused by a distinct plo _
Rahu, of a dark essence, which at times take* both •_.

sun and moon under its influence. The irregulatniis

the planetary motions, their stations, retrogradeas. r-

departures from the ecliptic, are caused by 6tr,.-

provided for the purpose, who reside at the node*
points of conjunction. Aryabhatta, according to ' >

Brooke, not only gave the true solution tf the pbeaoc
of eclipses, but asserted the diurnal motion of the err.

whichne affirmed to be carried round an axis by sr.:-;
wind. Brahmegupta attributes this opinion to hxis »:

reproach, and asks why, in such case, lofty bodies d > >*

fall (that is, off the earth). A commentator of Braha-
gupta, who lived before the twelfth century (since it

mentioned by Bhascara), and whose name (Pntho&r-.
Swarai) deserves to be mentioned, in spite of our wist -

keep as clear of these unretainable appellatives as we cu.

says—* The objection that lofty things would Call is res

tradicted ; for everyway the under part of the earth is L'
the upper, since wherever the spectator stands on the rmm
surface, even that point is the uppermost point' Bat it-

same commentator adds a very scholastic reason for
earth's motion causing the diurnal changes. He asvvi i

planet cannot have two motions ; meaning that the orbm
motion is the only one it can have, and that the dim
motion is therefore to be attributed to the earth.
The great point of contest seems to have been whrt}'

the earth is stable in space or perpetually falling ; if tji

former, whether it stands by itself or upon a support. W.
do not find that any astronomer! cited by our authors:*
support the notion which our books attribute to t5i

Hindus, namely, that the earth stands upon an elepfaar

which itself stands upon a tortoise, which tortoise nmo _:

a sea of milk : but there is an allusion to this sncerau:
of supports in a passage of Bhascara cited by Ocdebnou.
which is on other accounts worth the quotinsr. TheJem
a species of Buddhist sect, affirmed the falling
the earth ; on which Bhascara remarks—' The earth ttan
firm, by its own power, without other support, ra seas
If there be a material support to the earth, end snoehr-

upholder of that, and again another of this, and so *
there is no limit. If finally self-support must be i—in i

why not assume it in the first instance ? Why not rerrt
nise it in this multiform earth ? As heat is in the sac u.
fire, coldness in the moon, fluidity in water, hardnea n
iron ; so mobility is in air, and immobility in the earth, ri

nature. How wonderful are the implanted faculties! TV
earth possessing an attractive force ' (like the attrachoc s
the loadstone for iron, adds a commentator), * draws towiro
itself any heavy substance situated in the surrooazrj
atmosphere, and that substance appears as if it fell,

whither can the earth fall in ethereal space, which is ec/m
and alike on every side ? Observing the revolution of tn<

stars, the Bauddhas (Jains) acknowledge that the ear*:

has no support, but as nothing heavy is seen to reman r
the atmosphere, they thence conclude that it Ala .-

ethereal space. Whence dost thou deduce, O Bencktt*
this idle notion ?

' &c. He adds in his notes, • For if tv
earth were falling, an arrow shot into the air would a'
return to it, since both would descend. Nor can it >
said that it moves slower and is overtaken by the
for heaviest bodies fall quickest, and the
heaviest.'

As to observations and instruments, it is sufncirst>
evident from the differences between the Hindu systra
and that of the Greeks, that they must have had'boJti
Their system is more accurate than that of Hipparchus e-

Ptolemy, precisely in the three fundamental resafts c.

widely separated observations—the tropical year, the «
nodic month, and the precession of the equinoxes. But at

observations have been preserved, except indirectly c
results; Bhaskara describes nine instruments, inchxbr*
the quadrant, semicircle, circle, armillary sphere, bono
ring, gnomon, and clepjydra.
The periods of the Hindus, which were of interest a*

long as it was a question whether the beginning of tht
Call Yug was or was not to be considered as an epoch a.

• The author of the Snry* SiddtunU mod alw Bhutan ; u»«
with ap|uucut reluctance, not In the text, awl only brirtj In the i

be earth
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d observation, may now be returned into the hands of

nythologists, warranted as long as ever. A Yug, or

is -432,000 years ; a Mah»-Yug, ten Yugs, or 4,3530,000

a Calpa, or day of Brahma, is 1000 Maha-Yugs, or

t> millions of years; and Brahma's life is 100 years of

._h days and nights, of which about one-half is past,

'arious attempts" have been made to expound these

eriods by combinations of astronomical cycles ; and ten-

dering that the number of years in a Calpa has 382
istinct divisors, it is not, wonderful that various modes of

uttiug astronomical periods together should seem equally

Heetive in this respect. It is just as well to leave these

peculations, and to remark what a power of expressing

Wge numbers was given by the Indian numeration,
)w universally diffused. Archimedes wrote a book (the

enarius') merely to prove that it was possible to express

i numbers as the Brahmins played with in their astro-

ical computations, and spoke of to the people in the

ion mythological stories.

tie astronomy of the Hindus would have had little

reft, but for their arithmetic and algebra. In leaving

"armer to turn to the two latter, we shall soon cease to

an}' surprise at the respect with which the astronomy
been treated, coupled as it is with an arithmetic which

greatly superior to any which the Greeks had. and an

Ctbra which no other nation ever had, except those who
Wived it from the Hindus. For even supposing Dio-

tiantus to have been an original inventor, which we greatly

>ubt, his work is hardly algebraical, in any sense in which
tat term can be applied to the science of India.

TWe shall begin by describing the Liliwati and Viga
''tita, the proper subject of this article, presuming the

ler to be aware that the Indian arithmetic is [_Nume-

ion] that which we now use, and that both this arith-

ic and algebra were introduced among the Arabs from
fas the Mohammedan writers themselves inform

through whom they were transmitted to Europe.

fiKTA.] Bhascara Acharya (a.d. 1150, as already me n-

oned) was the author ot the Liliwati (called after his

ttghter [Clepsydra] ), and the Viga-Ganita (or causal

ik-iiliis : viga, cause
;
gamin, computational. These two

orks form the preliminary chapters of the Siddhanta-

romani. an astronomical work of the same writer..

The Liliwati opens with a salutation to Ganesa, the god

r wisdom, and then proceeds to describe the system of

oitrhts and measures. Then follows decimal numeration,

lit" fly described ; and the right operations of arithmetic,

Sdition, subtraction, multiplication, division, square,

tibe, square-root, cube-root. Reduction of fractions to

common denominator, fractions of fractions, mixed
umbers, the eight rules applied to fractions. Cipher;*

±0 = a ;
0* = 0, VO = 0, &c, a-rO, the submultiple

t 0, called infinite by the commentator; a X 0 = 0.

aversion of processes, the solution of such an equation as

tfe^j-a) + b) c — d = e, which is made a rule of arilh-

aetic. Rule of false position. Rule of concurrence, to

+ y = a, x — y=b, and x ± y = a, x* — y*= b.

lem concerning squares, finding pairs of fractions

im and difference of whose squares, diminished by 1,

both squares. Solution of .t
4 ± ax = b. Rule of three,

npound rule of three, various cases. Interest, discount,

tnership. Time of tilling a cistern by several fountains

practical matter to those who used the clepsydra).

Jarter. Presents of gems. Alligation. Arithmetical

rrogression ; sums of squares and cubes. Geometrical pro-

pression. Right-angled triangles
;
given two sides to find

lie third : also to find sides in rational numbers, to a given

ide or hvpotheturse : segments of the base of a given

riangle ;
perpendicular and area, the sides being given.

Pour-sided figures, areas, &c, sides and a diagonal or per-

pendicular being given. Many problems relative to four-

dded figures. Circumference of a circle is diameter

X 39274- 1230. very nearly; but x 22-4-7 is adapted to

practice "the first answers to 3" 1416:: area is j- diameter

X circumference: the surface of the sphere is four Times

lhat of the great circle : the solidity of the sphere is

surface x diameter -f-C. Versed sine found from chord

twice the arc and diameter, and the two converses.

i:i

.

salts-

I

brief.

* The read

it table of content

Malt aljrthrmrnllj/

for » trail!

lot tmpttUai

derstsnd that, to ssve room, wp put clown a sort

lilt, we hop*, intellieible. When we utile a

the statement for a Kuropeau abbreviation, not

t from the work. We have not put down some tiling of

ice. hot hare we taken anything from the commentatore with-

' By 103923, &$5ft 70534, G0000, 53016, 45922, 41031,

multiply the diameter, and divide the products by 120000,

the quotients are severally the sides of polygons, from the

triangle to the enneagon, within the circle.' To determine

roughly the chord of an arc, a rule is used which amounts
to the following

:

2 right angles _ 16 (n - 1)
ane 0f

jj
=

5„,_ 4a + 4

,2 right angles f
''

' 5 \
or cosecant of = _ ( 5n + i +_

.

]

For 1" this last gives 56-3 instead of 57*3, and the rela-

tive error diminishes up to 90". A corresponding rule is

given for the arc of a chord. The solid contents of a cone,

pyramid, cylinder, prism, and truncated cone or cylinder, are

then given, and rules for estimating the contents of mounds
of different kinds of grain, derived from experiment, the

height being greater or less according as the grain is

coarser or finer. Various rules on shadows are then given,

th rived from the geometrical properties of a right-angled

triangle, and this is followed by a chapter on the Cuttaca,

or pulverizer, presently noticed. The work ends with a
chapter on combinations, containing questions of this kind

:

any number of digits being given, as 5, 5, 7, 8, 6, required

the number of different arrangements, as 55786, 97865,

78565, &c., and a rule for the sum of all the numbers thus

formed.
The Viga Ganita commences with a curiosity of the

Sanscrit language—a sentence in which each of the lead-

ing words is threefold in meaning ; so that it will bear, and
is intended to bear, tliree different translations, which are

as follows :

—

1. I revere the unapparent primary matter, which sages

conversant with theology declare to be productive of the

intelligent principle, be' lg directed to that production by
the sentient being : for t is the sole element of all which
is apparent.

2. I adore the ruling power, which sages conversant
with the nature of soul pronounce to be the cause of know-
ledge, being so explained by a holy person : for it is the

one element of all which is apparent.

3. I venerate that unapparent computation, which cal-

culators affirm to be the means of comprehension, being
expounded by a fit person : lor it is the single element of

all which is apparent.

Bhascara then proceeds thus :
' Since the arithmetic of

apparent (known) quantity, which has been already pro-

pounded in a former treatise, is founded on that of unap-
parent (unknown) quantity, and since questions to be
solved can hardly be understood by any, and not at all by

such as have dull apprehensions, without the application

of unapparent quantity : therefore I now propound the

operations of analysis (Vija-crya, elemental solution).'

According to Colebrooke, whose words we abridge, the

algebraic notation of the Hindus is as follows:—Abbrevia-

tions and initials for symbols; negative quantities with a

dot ; no mark for positive, except the absence of negative.

No symbol for addition, multiplication, equality, greater

or less. A product denoted by the first syllable of a word
subjoined to the factors, between which a dot is some-

times placed. In fractions, divisor under dividend with-

out line of separation. The two sides of an equation are one

under the other, confusion being prevented by the recital

of the steps in words which always accompanies the ope-

ration. Symbols of unknown quantity are various, usually

initials of names of colours, except the first, which is the

initial of yavat-tavat, -as much as:' Bombelli used tanto

in the same sense. Colour means unknown quantity, but

it* Sanscrit also signifies a letter, and letters are also used,

either from the alphabet, or from initial syllables of sub-

jects of the problem. Symbols are also used for variable

and arbitrary quantities, and sometimes for both given and

sought quantities. Initials of square and solid denote

those powers, and combined, the higher powers, reckoned*

not by sums of powers, but by their products. An initial

syllable also marks a surd root. Polynomials are arranged

in powers, the absolute quantity being always last, distin-

guished by an initial syllable denoting known quantity.

Numeral coefficients are employed, integer and fractional,

unity being always noted : fractional coefficients preferred

• In the old times of European ifobm, some would rail, fnr inslanre, t\*

sixth power the cuio-attx. as belli* a' X «J
: others would call the uiasn power

by the same name, as being the cube of the cube.
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to division of unknown quantities, and the negative dot
always over the numeral, not over the literal character.

The numeral coefficient always after the unknown quantity.

Positive or negative terms indiscriminately allowed to

come first ; and every power repeated on both sides of an
equation, with nought for the coefficient, when wanted.
The Arabian algebraists have no symbols, arbitrary or

abbreviated, either for quantities known or unknown, posi-

tive or negative, or for the steps and operations of an al-

gebraic process ; but they express everything by words
at length. The description of the Hindu notation al-

ways led us to suspect that there was some communication
with Hindu algebra over and above that which was made
through the Arabs ; and the preceding account, with that

which follows, will lead every one who knows the history

of algebra to wish that there had been more of it.

The Viga Ganita contains as follows, it being pre-
sumed that the preceding account of Hindu notation will

prevent the reader from imagining that the algebraical

symbols which we here employ are contained in the work

:

—The rules for addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division of positive and negative quantities : the rules for

the square and square roots of the same, it being distinctly

specified that the square root of a negative quantity is

. imaginary. Rules for the cipher, as in the Liliwati ; but
here it is more distinctly stated that ' the fraction of which
the denominator is cipher is termed an infinite quantity.'

The commentator Christina is well worth quoting on this

point :
—

' As much as the divisor is diminished, so much is

the quotient increased. If the divisor be reduced to the

utmost, the quotient is to the utmost increased. But if it

can be specified that the amount of the quotient is so

much, it has not been raised to the utmost, for a quantity

greater than that can be assigned. The quotient there-

fore is indefinitely great, and is rightly termed infinite.'

Then follow arithmetical operations on unknown quanti-
ties, and combinations of them. Surds, the usual opera-
tions on them, the rationalization of surd denominators,
and the extraction ofsquare roots. The rule for the extrac-

tion ofsuch a surd as the square root of o+ */b + t/c+Jd
is worth citing as a proof of the decided character of their

knowledge of this part of algebra. Let V (a* - b— e) = e,

£(a+e) =/, iia—e) = g, V(/» — d) = A; then the square
root required is

The Cuttaca, or pulverizer, is the rule for the solution,

in integers, of ax ± by = c ; a, b, and c being integers.

There is no need to describe it, as it is the rule which is

now found in every European book on the theory of num-
bers, and which proceeds by resolving a— b into a con-
tinued fraction. The Hindus give no use of continued
fractions except in this rule, though it is obvious, from the
skill with which they manage the reduction of fractions to
nearly equal fractions of more simple terms, that they must
have applied continued fractions, directly or indirectly, pro-
bably by means of this very rule. We do not mean to say
that they had continued fractions, but only the processes
involved in the use of them, and power of attaining their

results.

The Varga-pracriti, or principle of the square, is a rule

which is remarkable, as the whole of it was not used in

Europe till after the middle of the last century. It con-
sists in a rule for finding an indefinite number of solutions
of y" = ax* + 1 (a being an integer which is not a square)
by means of one solution given or found, and of feeling for
ane solution by making a solution of y* = ax* + b give a
solution of y* = ax* + b*. It amounts to the following
theorem : If p and q be one set of values of x and y in
y* = ax* + b, and p1 and q' the same or another set, then
qp + pqf and apj/ + qq' are values of x and y in y* =
ax* + b1. Prom this it is obvious that one solution of

y = ax* + 1 may be made to give any number, and that if,

taking b at pleasure, y* = ax* + b* can be solved so that
x and y are divisible by b, then one preliminary solution
of y* = ax* -+• 1 can be found. Another mode of trying for
solutions is the combination of the preceding with the
Cuttaca, as follows :—Let y= q,x = p, satisfy y* = ax* + b

:

then solve pz + q = bw, and

aw* +
z*-

a

•will

and will be a square. It is then said that

impossible unless a be the sum of two square; at«
miscellaneous provisions are then given.

The chapter on simple equations require* no nmit
description ;

many of the examples are geomttntala).

Given the sides of a triangle to find the perpcadnhr. 'a

the chapter on quadratic equations the we&taan ma
are given, and some cubic and biquadratic (amUm^
cial cases of course) are solved by completion dfttoita

and squares. The two roots are mentioned, whcifeasre,

and it is said, ' people do not approve an absohntaajttM

number,' on which the commentators speak as iftat Mo-
tive roots were seen, but not admitted. The praptrtM

the right-angled triangle is proved in a twofold wj: {*.

by the similarity of the right-angled triangles foraW U

the perpendicular on the hypothenuse to the wholem i

one another : next, by the method called Indite o at

article Hypothenuse. Various of the propoinw a

Euclid's second book are proved. In the chapter tn ap,

tions of more than one unknown quantity question to

of the determinate and indeterminate land tn «
sidered. In the next chapter are considered the eoatm

ax + bx* = y* ; (x + y)« + (x + yf = V i V •

ax* — bx* = y*i x - y = »*, x* + y* -. u*. >'u»hlft-

riod is the sum of a progression continued to i eeius

period tripled, its first term being three and Ikeman
difference two ;' ax* + by* = v* and ax* - tf+ 1 = r.

x* + y* = v* and x + y = to* ; x*+y, + xy = r1,»
xt> + yt> + 1 = *»*

;

+ V(y4 -a- + 8) = p«;

y + x+3 = t>«, y-x + 3 =ur,y* + j*-i*f f-

x*+ \2=u*, ixy-x=p*, and v + tc + t

+

= ««; x* + y* + 1 = t*,x*-y* + 1 = u', J* + *f
-

1

1 '

and x*- y*-l=tc*; 3x + 1 = »* and 5x + 1 = »*
•
*

+ l=r* and 3i>* + 1 = to*; 2x»- 2y» +3 = v'taiVt

3y*+ 3 = w*; rs -a=6y;^r3 -6 = 5y;5j'+3=*
4x + 3y + 2 = xy; ttcxy = 20 (p + u> + '*>

+ x*+ y* + xy = (23 - x - y)«; 4* + 3y+2 = *
2 xy = 58 - lOx - 14y.

Mr. Colebrooke has also given the algebra of Bnl»

gupta, being a chapter of the Brahme-sphuUv«i<ll»*

It contains the operations of algebra, barter, inlet*- Re-

gression, plane geometrical questions (the r»t» « »

circumference to the diameter is called 3 for pr»cti«.o'

V10 for more accuracy), and many of the more tw»
applications of arithmetic, as in the Liliwati. A» -

Cuttaca, simple and quadratic equations, the indetera*

equation y
t=ax*+b, and miscellaneous problems. J'

whole of this algebra is contained in Colebrooke's • Ai»*

with Arithmetic and Mensuration, from the ^m* 1

?
1

Brahmegupta and Bhascara,' London, 1817. Dr. r*
Taylor, in 1816, published at Bombay a translatioti i s

Liliwati from the Persian, with an appendix on lb*

in which arithmetic is now taught in Hindu school »

(London, 1813) Mr. Edward Strachey published » P*

part of the Viga-Ganita, also from the Persian, "to*;

Davis's notes. It remains to mention that, by the ot*»

which were made from the Surya Siddhanta, '|*Pfjr

that the Hindu arithmetic of sines was more Ptf"*V .

could be gathered from what is said of tb*
*

finding chords in the Liliwati. They had a table oi «^
calculated by the method of second difference! for r«7

3}° from 0° to 90' ; and among their astronomical u*>

this table is one which is equivalent to the

d(sin a) = cosa da. (Delambre, Aftron. •^.rt£"n
''

ll3i;
The minimum of trigonometrical formulas which l**3

^
allows them (and he never grants them more U*1

barest minimum) amounts to

sin'x + cos'x= 1, sin 30° = \, sin 60*= J J 5

siivHA = 4(l-cos A);

but how they were to find out a theorem equit*!"*

A« sin x = - 4 sin' } a x sin x, with only this ao^ 1

formula?, he does not say. . u
The Mohammedans brought but a small part of'wW^

did body of algebra into Europe. The work of
"""""J^,

bcn-Musa, which is sufficiently shown by Dr- jr*(Li ji

translation to have had an Indian origin (^Jf^^i
one now questions that origin), contains mere

j)

r,

^sLl W
quadratic equations of the detenaiu&te kM
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irious questions connected with pecuniary transactions,

lie algebra of Diophantus is more Indian in its character,

it treats entirely of those problems which are therefore
i lied Diophantine, namely, integer solutions of indeter-

inate equations. It is, to all appearance, apart of the
ulian algebra, similar in its contents to some of the classes

problems which fill the two last chapters of the Viga
anita, translated into that strict and consecutive mode of
' nionstration which the Greekmathematicians (fortunately

r us) never dispensed with. But, while granting to the
st European algebraist full credit for the superior com-
etcness of his mode of exposition, every comparison con-
i us us more and more in the impression that theHindu was
> teacher: whether we consider the probable era of the
I or Indian algebraists, or the contents of the book itself, it

lifficult to come to any other conclusion. The extrava-

. tit mania of Bailly, and the reaction caused by the writings

Delambre, have left no medium opinion upon Hindu an-

I I lity ; and conclusions founded on the most sober views of
•-tory, and the most usual modes of chronological reason-

r. have been entirely kept out of sight. In both our sus-
> ions with respect to antient intercourse between the two
it ions, namely, that the Indians received some astronomy
'tween the time of Hipparchus and Ptolemy, and com-
nnicated some algebra which was finally systematized by
uiphantus, we think we derive some support from the
M-iod at which the Grecian kingdom of Bactria was in

. istence. That principality was governed and partly
•Ionized by Greeks at a time when the discoveries of
i pparchus must have been in the hands of Greek astro-

jmers, if of those of any country ; and to put a difficulty

the way of Bactrian Greeks knowing of Hipparchus, is

i put a much stronger one in the way of Hindus having
ie same information. Again, though it is possible that
indus might have taught algebra to Greeks in Bactria,

is impossible that the latter could have communicated
to the former, since Bactria ceased to be a Grecian

ii£;dom about 140 B.C. ; and Diophantus, though bis time
not known, has never been supposed to have lived till

. o or three centuries after the Christian era. Granting,
hicli is likely enough, that Greeks remained in Bactria
tt-r their government was overthrown by the Scythians,
id that they retained the knowledge of Grecian arts

;

anting also that the descendants of these same Greeks
•came :n time incorporated with the Hindu race after

M-ramaditya had checked the advance of the Scythians,

id established a government which was likely enough to

tract the remaining Greeks of Bactria, and more particu-

rly the learned among them—this, though a reasonable

count of the transmission from Greece to India of the
,t ronomy of Hipparchus, gives no clue whatever to that

I" the algebra. Colebrooke's researches give a chain of
•_-t'braical writers who are cited, each by his successor,

lid who begin (even upon his cautious mode of estima-

un) at the very time when Diophantus probably wrote ;

id to suppose anything like an immediate and direct

unsmission of a Greek writing to India, and an irame-

iate cultivation and extension of its results, is to start

n hypothesis which not only bears on the face of it the

m pose which it is to serve, but pays far too high a
ompliment to the natives of India, whether as recipients

I the knowledge of others or as extenders of their own.
nore is one difficulty in the way of our own opinion as
• the algebra, and that not a small one : why did not the

: reeks, or the Greek, obtain the Indian principle of local

nlue in numeration at the same time as he learnt their

^cbra?
The modern state of science in India is generally re-

nted, from Le Gentil downwards, to be at a low ebb.

cry few persons, it is asserted, can even predict the time

t an eclipse ; and still fewer understand the rules by
1 itch it is done. In this, the assertion of Le Gentil, Davis,

id Bentley, uncontradicted by Colebrooke, we should
:vve been disposed implicitly to rely, had it not been for a
>aper published in our own day {Mem. Asiatic Soe., vol.

i . i by Mr. Whish, of the Madras Civil Establishment,

On the Hindu Quadrature of the Circle.' If any one

i hose name was not known to us had simply published

his paper on his own authority, we should have had some
nspicion that it was neither more nor less than a clever

i inx ; but it is published, with the Sanscrit at full length,

n the Memoirs of the Society which is best able to judge
ii' ils contents.

P. C, No. 1657.

The author begins by mentioning a work of Aryabhatfa
(the Aryabhatiyam, apparently unknown to Colebrooke),
in which he mentions the epoch of his birth in a manner
which places him at the penod of Colebrooke's latest con-
jecture, namely, at the end of the fifth century. Here he
gives the circumference of the circle at 3' 1416 times its

diameter. Mr. Whish then mentions three works

:

1. The Tantra Sangraha of Talaculattura, who, by his

own statement, that of his commentators, and the general
consent of the learned in Malabar, wrote in a.d. 1608.

2. The Carana Padhati, by Pathumana Soma Yaji,

whose grandson was (when the paper was written ; it was
read before the Society in 1832) alive in his seventieth
year ; written in 1733.

3. The Sadralnamalah, by Sancara Varma, younger bro-
ther of the rajah of Cadattanada, near Tellicherry (1832).

In the Tantra Sangraha it is stated that 104348 divided
by 33215 is the circumference when the diameter is unity.

This gives 3-1415926539, and is correct to the ninth
decimal place inclusive. He adds the ratio of Metius, 355
to 113 [Quadrature], which, on the supposition of his
having borrowed it from European books, found its way to

India in less than half a century. Nothing so correct as

his first statement existed in Europe before Vieta.
In the sam#work are (if we use the meaning it x now

uniformly established) the following approximations :

—

4
—

3+ 5~

4
_ 1

3
+ •••*2x+l

as*+l

(4**+5)ar

This last is very correct : three terms and the final cor-
rection give *7853; six terms and the correction give
'785398. Then follows

w= V12, { 1- ^5 +±+^ - . . .

}
w 1 1 1

16~V+4.l 31 +4.3"r 5*+4.5~"\

T=3+4 -
53_5 + yi_7

~
)11 1 1

4~2+ 2*-l ~ 4»-l + '

'

*
4x'-l T ar«-8*+6

2*-l + 6«-l + 10«- ;+ ...

t_1 f 1 1 1 1

8
-
2 \4*-1*t"8'-1 + 12*-1 +""J

The Carana Padhati, besides some of the series already
mentioned, gives

«l_l 1 1

6 ~2+ (2.2,-iy-2* + (2.4"-l)"-4,,+ * 1 '

'

arc tan" tan5

rad
= taa 3~ + _

5

the tangent is not named, being called sine -4- cosine.
The Sadratnamalah gives some series, and also

3- 14159265358979324 for an approximation to w. This
last work, being written in our own day, requires no
remark ; but it is rather a staggering assertion that works
written in 1608 and 1733 give series which not only were
not known in Europe at those periods, but must have been
discovered by something answering to the integral cal-
culus. On this point we must suspend our opinion till

these works are published, with such an account of them
as may command belief in their being the genuine produc-
tions of the time at which they profess to have been
written : but if we grant them existence at all, they are
enough to show that there has been, in Malabar at least,

knowledge enough to enable the possessors to avail them-
selves of the results of modern European mathematics.
Mr. Whish asserts that the invention of these infinite

series originated in Malabar, and that they are not ' even
to this day known to the eastward of the range of Ghauts
which divides that country from the countries of Madura,
Coimbatore, and Mysore.' This by itself seems to us to
favour the presumption that they were intioduced from
Europe at a comparatively recent period. We rather suspect

Vol.. XXVI.—2 U
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that Le Gentil, who was in the southern parts of the Deccan
in 1700, and who used every means to ingratiate himself,

that he might procure a knowledge of the native astrono-

mical processes, in which, much against the will of the
Brahmins, he succeeded by the aid of a Tamul Christian

—

may have been the communicator of several of these

series, and that Catholic missionaries may have given the
rest. All writers admit that the Hindus are apt to assign

a greater antiquity to their methods and writings than
really belongs to them, as indeed is evident enough from
their astronomical periods. This desire on their part

seems to have been met in Europe by a determination to

deny their writings any antiquity whatever: it is for-

gotten that the mere desire to appear an exceedingly
antient nation is itself a consequence of the feeling that

there is already a considerable antiquity to boast of. The
Chinese and Hindus, whose system has certainly lasted

longer than that of any other countries with which we are

acquainted, are precisely, of all the people on the face of
the earth, those who most desire to have their knowledge
of all kinds considered as more antient than it really can
be shown to be.

VIGAN, LE. [Gard.]
VIGE'VANO. [Mortara.]
VIGI'LIUS, a deacon of the church of Rome, happened

to be at Constantinople when Theodora, wife of the em-
peror Justinian, determined to depose Pope Sylverius,

who had incurred her displeasure for reasons not very
clearly ascertained. Anastasius Bibliothecarius says that

Sylverius had refused to reinstate in the see of Constan-
tinople the patriarch Anthimus, who had been deposed
through the influence of Pope Agapetus I., the prede-

cessor of Sylverius, on the charge of heresy. A charge
was brought against Sylverius of having held correspond-

ence with the Goths, who were besieging Rome, a.d. 537

;

upon which Belisarius, who commanded in that city,

arrested Sylverius, stripped him of his pontifical garments,
and banished him to Patara in Asia Minor. Belisarius

then, according to the instructions which he had received
from Theodora, ordered the clergy of Rome to proceed to

a new election, suggesting at the same time the deacon
Vigilius, who had been intriguing with the court of Con-
stantinople, as the fittest candidate. Vigilius was accord-

ingly elected in November, 537, and he soon after repaired
to Rome, where he was installed in his see through the
influence of Belisarius. His election however was generally
looked upon as having been forced and unlawful, and the
historians of the Church consider him as an intruder as long
as Sylverius lived. Vigilius is said by some to have agreed
with Theodora to reject the Council of Chalcedon, and to

receive into his communion Anthimus, Theodosius, bishop
of Alexandria, and others who entertained Eutychian doc-
trines. Liberatus Diaconus and Pagi quote letters of Vigi-
lius in proof of his connivance at these doctrines. It is also
said that he paid a large sum of money to Theodora to ob-
tain his election. In the year 538 Sylverius, who had been
sent back to Italy bv the emperor Justinian to be tried con-
cerning his alleged treason, died : Procopius says that he
was put to death by Order of Antonina, the wife of Belisa-

rius ; others say that he was starved to death in the island

of Ponza by order of Vigilius, who after his death remained
undisputed possessor of the see of Rome. Vigilius has
been since generally acknowledged as legitimate pope
from the date of his predecessor's death. From that time
also Vigilius showed himself less docile to the caprices of
the court of Constantinople ; he maintained the authority

of the Council of Chalcedon, and he even incurred the
displeasure of Justinian because he would not subscribe to
the theological opinions of that emperor.

In the year 545 Vigilius left Rome for Sicily, from
whence he sent supplies to Rome during the subsequent
siege of that city bj the Goths under Totilas. In the year
547 Vigilius repaired to Constantinople at the request of
Justinian, who was warmly engaged in a theological con-
troversy, which is known in Church history by the name of
the ' three chapters.' Vigilius, after remaining at Con-
stantinople for some years, was obliged to escape from the
wrath of the emperor to Chalcedon, where he took refuge
in a sanctuary, a.d. 552. In the following year Justinian

convoked a geneial council at Constantinople, chiefly to

decide upon the question of the ' three chapters,' or, in

other words, to condemn certain controversial writings of
three bishops of the preceding century, Theoporb of

Mopsuestia, lbas of Edessa, and Thxodoritlt. Vbrirts
who considered those writings to be orthodox, rrfcwi -

condemn them, and for this he was banished, witk rt: -

bishops of his own opinion, to the island of Prococnri^.
from which he was recalled in 554, at the urgent entm
of the clergy of Rome, supported by the intern« •

Justinian's successful general Narses. Meantunr "

Council of Constantinople had condemned the 'tr-.rr.

chapters,' and its decision was now sanctioned by Vigiti<»

after which Justinian permitted him to return to Italy, i >-

his way to Rome by sea, Vigilius landed at Sj-i-.^r

where he died of the stone, of which he had been «uSrr-r
for some time, in the seventeenth fear of his tnnt'
pontificate. He was succeeded by Pelagius I.

(Muratori, Annali d Italia, and the authorities then
quoted.)

VIGNO'LA, GIA'COMO BAROZZI, a very emu,
Italian architect, and one of the greatest modern ia' fc

rities in his art, was born in 1507, at Vignola, in the tf-

tory of Modena, whence he derives the name by whir"!

.

is more generally mentioned than by his family app> .

.

tion. Giacomo was the only child of his parents. mnC
the death of his father he was left at an early age ent.-»

dependent upon his mother. Having manifested ten,

taste for drawing, he was sent by her at a *nitsM* ae? \

Bologna to study painting, but he made so very littl* re-

gress, that he determined to abandon it and apply hiiu .

to architecture, a study he had been led to by that of re-

spective, in which he had discovered principles and p-v
tical rules that in the then state of the science were rr
nently useful. He now set out for Rome in order to mi
himselfacquainted with antient architecture by ertimii-.-

the various remains in that city ; and afterwards h* cxi
a series of drawings of them for an academy or «-:.-

tectural society which was at the time just estabfc* *

under the auspices of several persons of rank. Is •

meantime, or previously to being so employed, ht *-

supported himself by painting. What was the lenrtL
his first residence at Rome is not known, but it a--
hardly have been one of many years, because, about I-T
he accompanied Primaticcio to France, where he ntmsi2

.

two years, during which he made several models sol >.

signs for Francis I., none of which however were «i-
cuted, owing to the unfavourable state of public afc--*

The Chateau Chambord indeed has been erroneously i- r

buted to him, but it was erected somewhat earlier, sj>j

of a very different character from any of his works.
On returning to Italy he fixed himself for awtxik -

Bologna, where in competition with many others be ra-
designs for the facade of San Petronio, in which ht <~

deavoured to combine the antique, or rather the if -

.

founded upon its orders, with the Gothic of the onr..
fabric

; but, as not unfrequently happens under such it-

cumstances, neither his nor any of the other designs* «<-t

adopted, for the whole scheme fell to nothing. Ht »»
however employed upon various works in that cilr, - -

among them are the Casa Bocchi (no very favourable *pr-

cimen of his taste, as he was obliged to comply with t:*'

of the proprietor), alterations of the Bank or Chany*. :i-

' Naviglio, or canal leading to Ferrara, and thePaact
Isolani at Minerbio, at a short distance from Bologna. »«

poorly were his services for the work of the Navigbc
compensed, that on its being completed he took !•
leave of Bologna and went to Piacenza, where he dear? i

the ducal palace, leaving however the building of it to . •

son Giacinto. It was perhaps about this period thit
erected the church at Mazzano, the Madonna degti Aart .

at Assisi, the chapel of San Francesco at Perugia.
other structures in various parts of Italy, the precise da-.t
of which are unknown. During the pontificate of J i\. t

III. (1550-6) he was introduced by his friend Gio^.t
Vasasi to that pope, who had known him while lecatr J
Bologna, and who appointed him his architect. Besji*
the direction of the Trevi aqueduct, his new patron em-
ployed him almost immediately on the villa for him*- -
called * La Papa Giulio,' or ' Villa Giulia.' This lost U»
always been regarded as a superior piece of architectu-!

,

and it forms the subject of a splendid atlas volume, poi-
lished by the architect Stern, in 1788 ; nevertheless it m
difficult to account for its celebrity, there being littl* >.•>

admire, or that is striking, except the picturesque arrurc-
mcnt and effect of the inner cortile and its somicircZir
loggia: it is besides a mere ' casino,' both small and i>-
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odious as a house. The same work also contains
s, &c. of the small church of S. Andrea, near Pont e

olle at Rome, another highly esteemed production of
fignola's, but which also has been greatly overrated : at

Jie beat its merits are of a negative kind, because though
taken by themselves the individual parts and theii mere
proportions are correct, they have no particular character,
md the composition is anything but masterly, or in ac-
;ordance with the spirit and system of the antique. The

vy double attic causes the order to appear insignificant

the pediment unmeaning. In such cases however the
lished reputation of a work generally silences cri-

n, and deters from nice examination into merits which
safely be taken upon trust

;
accordingly Stem speaks

lis building in very encomiastic terms, as does likewise
Quincy. Alter the death of Julius, Vignola found a
ral patron in his nephew the Cardinal Alexander
ese, for whom he erected his chef d'ceuvre, the cele-

d palace at Caprarola, a magnificent edifice of very
iar character, it being a mixture of military and civil

iteeture, pentagonal in plan, and presenting a lofty

mass reared upon an equally lofty substructure of terraces

Of the same form. Yet, although sufficiently stately, there
is also something both lumpish and monotonous in its

ral outline. Within is a circular cortile with open gal-

or arcades, with which all the principal rooms ira-

tely communicate, and but for which they would be

y thoroughfares to each other. The magnificence of
interior consisted chiefly in the frescoes and other
tings witli which the walls and ceilings of the apart-

its were decorated, and of which a very circumstantial
ount has been given by Vasari in his Life of Taddeo
cchero, the principal artist employed upon them,

tulip II., on the part of whom he had been consulted
biative to the designs for the Kscurial, would willingly '

lavii engaged Barozzi in his immediate service, but the
uchitect excused himself on the score of advanced age
ind infirmity, and his having also undertaken the super-
ntendence of the works at St. Peter's, on the death of
Michael Ancelo (1564). He therefore remained at Rome,
here he died, July 7th, 1573.

What has mainly tended to confer on Vignola the cele-
brity he enjoys throughout Europe is his ' Treatise on the
Five Orders,' which has been received as an authority in

regard to them ; but though it has been of service to the
profession.it has done injury to the art, it being impossible
to say what variety might have been produced in regard
to 'orders' had architects been left to treat them as freely

as other parts of design, instead of tying themselves down
to fixed rules, which after all are of little use, inasmuch as

they do not secure any further merit. Of Vignola's own
Bemgns, &c. the best collection is that entitled ' QJuvres
completes de J. B. de Vignola, publiees par H. Lebas et

F. Debret,' in large folio, and in outline, Paris. 1823, &c.
(Milizia, Vile; Quatremere de Quincy, Cclebres Archi-

. Vasari.)

\ IGNOLES, ALPHONSE PES, was descended from a

Hpttstant family of great antiquity in Languedoc, where
tie was horn, at the chateau of Aubais, 29th October, IG49.
He had been designed by his father for the military pro-

n, but preferring the church, he went through the
usual studies, first at Geneva, and then at Saumur, alter

which he spent some time in England. Returning home
in 1675, he became minister at Aubais, and after some
time at Calais, where he remained till the revocation of the

diet of Nantes in 16&>. He then retired to Geneva,
whence niter a time he removed to a church in Berlin, and
then to that of Brandenburg ; but when the Royal Society
of Berlin w as founded in 1701. being chosen one of the first

members, and invited on the suggestion of Leibnitz to take

up his residence in that city, he returned thither, and
being appointed minister of the neighbouring church of

Copenick, he remained there till his death, at the age of

ninety-four, on the 24th of July, 1744. Des Vignoles is

the author of many papers in the * Memoirs of the Royal
Socety of Berlin,' and in the periodical journal called the
' Bibliotheque Germanique,' of which he became one of
the editors in 1711 ; but his principal work is his ' Chrono-

ie de 1'Histoire Sainte et des Histoires Etrangeres de-
la sortie d'Egypte jusqu'i la Captivite de Babylone,'
ti appeared in 2 vols. 4io., at Berlin, in 1738. Chro-
L'v was the study to which he had chiefly devoted his

VIGO, a seaport town of Spain, in the province of
Galicia, is situated at the extremity of a bay of the
Atlantic, in 42" 14' N. lat. and 8° 43' W. long., about
12 miles north-west of Tuy. The town, which is sup-
posed to be the antient Vicus Spaconim, is built on the
declivity of a steep hill, on the summit of which there are
two old castles, called San Sebastian and Castro. Vigo is

celebrated for its magnificent bay, one of the finest in the
world in point of security and extent. In 1587 Sir Francis
Drake forced his way into it and took the town, which he
plundered. In 1702 the combined Dutch and English
fleets, which lay in wait for the Spanish galleons returning
from America, succeeded in capturing some and sinking
others within the bay. The town was again taken by the
English in 1789, but was shortly afterwards evacuated. Very
little trade is now carried on at Vigo, which is frequented
only by few foreign vessels, except the steam-packets of
the Peninsular Navigation Company, which touch weekly
there on their passage to Cadiz. The population, accord-
ing to Minano, did not exceed GOOO in 1836.
VIGORS, NICHOLAS AYLWARD, was born in 1787,

at Old Leighlin, in the county of Carlow, where his family
had long lived. He received his early education at home,
and afterwards became a student at Trinity College in the
University of Oxford, where he gave considerable proof of
his classical and literary acquirements, by the publication,
in 1810, of ' An Enquiry into the Nature and Extent of
Poetic Licence." In the year 1809 he had an ensigncy
purchased for him in the Grenadier Guards, and was pre-
sent at the action of Barrosa, in the early part of 1811,
where he got severely wounded. On his return to England
he quitted the army, and devoted himself to the study of
zoology, especially of birds and insects. In both these
subjects he acquired great knowledge, and formed exten-
sive collections, which he at a subsequent period presented
to the museum of the Zoological Society. On the death
of his father he succeeded to the family estate, aud, in

1832, became the representative in parliament of the
borough of Carlow, for which and for the county of Carlow
he continued to sit until the termination of his life, on the
26th of October, 1840.
Although Mr. Vigors has written no work devoted to

the subject of zoology, he has contributed a large number
of valuable papers to the ' Transactions ' of the Linnacan
Society and of the Zoological Society, and the pages of
the ' Zoological Journal.' He was an advocate of the cir-

cular or quinary system of arrangement as propounded by
Mr. W. S. Macleay, in his ' Horse Entomologies ;' and
the two papers for which he is best known, the one ' On
the Natural Affinities that connect the Orders and Families
of Birds," and the other, ' On the Arrangement of the

Genera of Birds,' are devoted to the application of this

system to ornithology. He was one of the founders of the
Zoological Club of the Linnaean Society, from which sprung
the Zoological Society, of which society he was the first

secretary, and through the whole of his life he devoted
much of his time and talents to its interests. In his papers
he did not confine himself to one department of zoology,
but there are many in the ' Zoological Journal ' and ' Pro-
ceedings of the Zoological Society' that attest his acquire-

ments in the whole range of zoology. He died suddenly,

in the midst of a useful career, and has left among
those who knew him a lively sense of his worth as a friend

and of his talents as a man of science.

(Proceedings of Linnaan Society, May, 1841.)

VIJA GANITA. [Viga Gamt'a.]
VTJI ISLANDS is the name of an extensive group of

islands in the Pacific Ocean, which on our maps arc called

Fidji or Feedjee Islands. None of the larger groups of
islands is less known than these, partly because they arc

situated out of the common track of vessels and in a dan-

gerous part of the ocean, and partly on account of the.

(Treat extent of the group. They lie between 15" 5' and 19s

S. lat. and between 177° and 182° E. long., and consist

properly of three groups. The most eastern contains a
great number of small islands, and one of considerable

size, the island of Lakemba. Farther to the west there ii

a more extensive group, containing several islands of mode-
rate size, and a large one, Viji-levu, or Great Viji. We
are not well acquainted with its extent, but Captain Be-
thune found in it a river, which he surveyed for thirty milts

upwards, and which at that distance from the sea was 250
yards wide and 12 feet deep : so far also the tide was per-

2U 2
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ceptible. The third group lies to the north of the Viji-

levu, and contains the large island of Pau or Tarkanava,

with several smaller ones. Several good harbours have
been visited by Europeans ; the best are at Rewa, on the

southern shores of viji-levu, and at Libuka, on the island

of Ovalan, west of Viji-levu.

These islands seem to be of volcanic origin, though no
active volcano has been observed, and they exhibit that

irregularity of surface which is peculiar to islands of that

formation. Many of them rise to a considerable elevation,

which however has not been determined. The climate is

hot, but not so constant as it generally is between the
tropics, because this group is situated on the southern limit

of the trade-winds, where the changes in the temperature
are frequent and sudden. In August and September the

thermometer on board the vessel varied between 72° and
88s. The domestic animals are pigs and dogs, and the

wild animals are rats. There are few kinds of birds ; the

most -common are parrots. Besides the ordinary objects

of agriculture in the neighbouring islands, cocoa-nut
palms, bread-fruit trees, bananas, yams, sugar-cane,

and sago, Captain Bethune states that rice is very ex-
tensively cultivated near Rewa, and he also mentions
maize. As these two kinds of grain are not grown in any
of the groups which surround the Viji Islands, we are at a
loss to account for their cultivation on Viji-levu. There
are many timber-trees in the forests, which cover the more
elevated parts of the island, and the inhabitants of the

Friendly Islands get the best of their large boats from these

islands.

The population is stated to amount to 200,000 indivi-

duals. In the structure of their bodies the inhabitants

resemble those of the Friendly Islands, and there is no
great difference in their languages: they evince a consider-

able degree of inventive power and ingenuity in the con-
struction of their boats and houses, and in making arms,

clothes, wicker-work, and earthenware. They have three

kinds of boats : the largest, consisting oftwo boats united,

are sometimes 50 feet long, and are used to make voyages
which last several days. Many of them are made for sale

in the neighbouring islands. In Rewa is a large manufac-
ture of earthenware, which is made with great taste, and is

also an article of export to the neighbouring islands. It is

rather strange that people who evidently have made con-
siderable progress in civilization are still cannibals. Cap-
lain Bethune thinks that it is done to satisfy their desire of
revenge, but the missionaries state that they find that
human flesh is more agreeable than that of animals. They
state that sometimes banquets are given, at which fifty

human beings are slaughtered ; and add, that they fre-

quently make war on one another for the purpose of pro-
curing prisoners, who are slaughtered. In the last few
years some Wesleyan missionaries have established them-
selves on the islands. In 1835 two of them passed from
the Friendly Islands to Lakemba, and two years afterwards

one of them went to Rewa ; but up to the time of Captain
Bethune "s visit (September, 1838) their labours had pro-
duced little effect.

These islands are sometimes visited by American vessels.

They get there sandal-wood, tortoise-shell, and trepang for

(he Chinese markets. Sandal-wood was some years ago
very abundant on the northern islands, but it is stated that

it has lately become scarce. Only a small quantity of

tortoise-shell can be obtained, but a great quantity of tre-

pang is collected on the banks near the islands. The
Americans bring guns, gunpowder, cochineal, cotton
stuffs, and iron-ware. The inhabitants of the Friendly
Islands pay for the large boats with iopa, or stuffs made
from the bark of the Chinese mulberry-tree, and the teeth
of the phyteter macrocephaliu.
The Viji Islands were discovered by Tasman in 1643, but

from that time were not visited until 1789, when Captain
Bligh, after the mutiny of his crew, sailed through the
most eastern group, and in 1792 he discovered the islands

farther to the west. Ih 1797 they were visited by Captain
Wilson in the Duff, and since that time occasionally by
other vessels.

(Mariner's Account of the Native* of the Tonga Islands

;

Krusenstern's Atlas de lOcian Pacifique, et M(moires

;

Captain Drinkwater Bethune, Account of the Viji Islands,

in Nautical Magazine, 1839.)
VILAINE (River). [France ; Illb et Voainb.]
VILLA DE LEON. [Mexican States.]

VILLA FRANCA. [Nick.]
VILLA FRANCA DE PIEMONTE. |Tio!r«aoi_]
VILLA HERMO'SA. [Mexican States.]
VILLACIDRO. [Sardbona.]
VILLACH, a Circle of the government of Lavbach >z.

the kingdom of Illyria, is about 2000 square mile* in *i-

tent, and has 125,000 inhabitants, the majority of whom a-t

Germans and Roman Catholics, the minority are Lather-

ans. The Wends (or Vandals), who are but ten tu
number, are all Roman Catholics. The circle is very
mountainous, and more adapted to pasturage than api-
culture. The forests are extensive. The river Dwt.
which comes in from Tyrol, is joined on the right V* th*

Geul, and on the left by the Moll and the Liaer. Gamr
and fish are in abundance; the mineral product* §>-«

fold, silver, lead, iron, quicksilver, antimony, and marU?

.

Bleiberg.]
VILLACH, the capital of the Circle, is very ddishUu?>

situated on the Drave, at its confluence with the Geul n
46° 35' N. lat., and 13° 17' E. long., in a deep moaniuj
valley, which some call the Switzerland of Inner Aistra-

The town, which was formerly much larger than it do*
(perhaps the Julium Carnicum, Colonia Julia, or Fen-*
Vibii of the Romans), is surrounded with an antienl -rxi,

and with the two suburbs has about 2500 inhaUaoU
There are two Roman Catholic churches, of which 'iit

Gothic cathedral is worthy of notice, on account of tia

numerous very antient tombstones on the pavement. lU
its pulpit of white marble. The inhabitants have a mtx-
factory of white-lead, one of litharge, red-lead, yells*-

lead, and varnish, and in the neighbourhood several re-
works. Villach was formerly the staple place of !.'-•

Italian trade, where Italy exchanged its rich productive
for those of Germany. It has still a considerable trade :•

iron and lead, and a carrying-trade between Italy *r*

Germany.
(Jenny, Handbuch fur Reisende in dem OttUrrt'-

chitchen Kaiserstaate ; Die OesterreicAitche Nation.
Encyclopadie ; Blumenbach, Gemalde der Otsterr-*

chischen Monarchic, in Schiiti, Allgetneine Erdkuitdr. i.

xiv.)

VILLAWI, GIOVANNI, born at Florence in the Utv;
part of the 13th century, was a merchant by profesu*-.
and travelled in various countries in the pursuit of U.- -

ness. He also filled several offices in the service of V
republic of Florence, was repeatedly one of the prior* -

executive couucil, and was employed in negotiating; ih
peace with Lucca and Pisa in 1317. He afterwards scr. <

.

in the Florentine army in the war against Castruro.
Castracani, after whose death, in 1328, he negotiated it
peace with Lucca. He was involved in the bankreir -.

of the mercantile company of the Bardi in 1345, by "tit-

he was a great loser, and he was even imprisoned met
sequence of it as an insolvent. He died of the phc
in 1348. Villani wrote the history of his country. .

twelve books, from the building of Florence to the tiaw
the author's death. He does not however confine hrnx

.

to the history of Florence, but he relates also the occu-
rences of other countries, both of Italy and out of h*
so as to retain the character of a general chronicler. .'•

the earlier period of his narrative*he exhibits consideraiv
credulity, and a want of critical skill, but as he dm

»

near to his own times, he can be more depended upco '

correctness of facts and impartiality. Villani, then.,
belonging to the Guelph party, appears to have been. s» i

writer, comparatively free from party spirit. His *• .

is remarkably clear ; his language is the pure Florvntior •

his age, some of the expressions of which however are r •

beedtne antiquated. Villani is liable to the charge ..

plagiarism, for he has copied in great part the o".:»

chronicle of Ricordano Malespini, without once menluc
ing him, which chronicle, including the continuation I

Giacotto Malespini, comes down as far as the year UA
From this epoch however, to that of Villani's death,
Villani's history is original. The work appears to hi •

lain forgotten for nearly two centuries, until it
first printed at Venice in 1537. Machiavelli quit •

Villani once at the beginning of the second book of i--
' Storie Florentine,' but he does not seem to have foHv»«-_
or consulted him in his narrative, and the other histvrjo-
anterior to Machiavelli do not mention Villani** «».-.

It is worthy of remark that the chronicle of Dino Coa-
pagni, also a writer of the fourteenth century, mt*»t
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interesting narrative embraces part of the period of that
of Villani, remained unedited till the eighteenth century,
w hen Muratori published it in his great collection.

The first ten books of Villani's history were published at
Venice in 1537, and the eleventh and twelfth books were
afterwards published at Florence in 1554, under the title,
' La Seconda Parte della Cronica Universale de* suoi Tempi,
<li Giovanni Villani, Cittadino Florentine' In 1587 Baccio
Valori published a new and more correct edition of the
whole at Florence, and dedicated it to Francesco de'
Medici : ' Istoriadi Giovanni Villani, Cittadino Fiorentino,
nuovamente corretta, e alia sua vera lezione ridotta.'
This is the edition which is quoted by the academy of La
Crusca as a 4 Testo di Lingua,' or a book of authority in
matters of language.

Matteo Villani, brother of Giovanni, wrote, after his
brother's death, a continuation of his history, and brought
it down to the year 1563, in which he died. His veracity
has been praised by Muratori, but his style is inferior to
t hat of his brother. Lastly, Filippo Villani, Matteo's son,
added a continuation to his father's narrative, including
t he years 1363-4. The whole body of history by the three
Villani was published together by Muratori, and has been
reprinted several times since.

Filippo Villani was also a Latin writer ; he mote, ' De
Origine Civitatis FIorentisB et ejusdem famosis Civibus.'
The first part of the work, which treats of the origin of
Florence, is full of fables, and it has never been printed.
Of the second part, which contains short biographies of
distinguished men of Florence, detached biographies in
the original text have been published in the Life of
Ambrosius Camaldulensis, by Mehus, who discovered the
MS., and some others by Sarti ; Moreni published those
of Dante, Petrarch, and Boccaccio, under the title, ' Philippi
Villani Vitas Dantis, Petrarclue, et Boccacii,' Florence,
1826. Mazzuchelli published an old Italian version of the
Lives of Filippo Villani by an anonymous translator, before
the discovery of the Latin text :

' Le Vite d' Uomini illustri

Fiorentini, scritte da Filippo Villani, colle Annotazioni del
C'onte Mazzuchelli,' 1747.

Filippo Villani wrote also a work ' De Origine Regum
Francorum,' which we believe is still inedited. He died
about 1404.

Giovanni Villani, the Florentine historian, must not be
confounded with another Giovanni Villani, who wrote
chronicles of the town of Naples, and also of the kingdom
of Sicily, which are of no great value.

(Tiraboschi, Storia della Letteratura Italiana ; Corniani,
/ Secoli della Letteratura Italiana ; Gamba, Serie dei Testi
di Lingua.)
VILLARET, CLAUDE, was born at Paris about the

year 1715, or soon after, and was educated for the bar ; but
a love of light literature and worse levities disinclining
him for that or any other laborious profession, he took to
writing Dooks, and produced, in 1745, a romance, entitled
' Histoire du Coeur Humain, ou Mcmoircs du Marquis de

;' besides a one act play, entitled • Quartier d'Hiver,'

in which he was assisted by two other writers ; and some
other things of the same kind, said to be all of little value.
It is not certain however that he was really the author of
all the pieces that have been attributed to him. In 1748
his embarrassments forced him to leave Paris, upon which
lie joined a company of provincial players, being smitten,

it is said, by the charms of one of the females. He now
took the name of Dorval, and made his first appearance at

Kouen, in the character of a lover ; but he soon rose to a
higher range of parts, and at length became manager of a
company, which performed at Liege. He left the stage
however in 1756. In 1758 he published anonymously at

Cu-neva an answer to Rousseau's ' Lettre sur les Spectacles,'

under the title of 'Considerations sur l'Art du Theatre,'

which is said to have been the best that appeared next
to that by DAlembert. This was followed, in 1759, by a
volume, also anonymous, of selections from Voltaire, which
he called ' Esprit de Voltaire,' and which was well received.

In 1760 he returned to Paris with some literary reputation,

and bis friends got him the office of first clerk to the
Chamber Of Accounts (Premier Commis a la Chambre des
Comptes), an appointment which led him to the study of
the national historians of the middle ages; so that when
the booksellers Desaint and Saillant were looking out for

a writer to continue the * Histoire de France,' commenced
by the Abbe" Velly, recently dead, they were induced to

select Villaret. He conducted or compiled and wrote the
work, from the 226th page of the 8th volume to the 348th
page of the 17th, being the portion extending from 1329,
the second year of Philip de Valois, to 1469, the 9th year
of Louis XI. Villaret's first volumes are said to have so
greatly extended the sale of the work, that the publishers
raised the salary of their new editor to triple what they
had paid to his predecessor ; but as this would,have made
his remuneration not less than 4500 livres per volume, the
statement is regarded by the writer of his life in the
' Biographie Universale ' as more than doubtful. This
writer considers Villaret's to be the best written portion of
the work, and intimates that it has been generally so
esteemed by the public. The Abb6 de Castres, on the
contrary (in his ' Trois Siecles de la Literature Francoise,'

iv. 436), describes Villaret as being to his predecessor
what Seneca is to Cicero ; and asserts that he wanted the
art of skilfully weaving his researches into the substance
of his narrative—' il n a pas eu, comme son modele, Fart

de fondre avec adresse ses recherches dans la narration.'

Villaret also held the office, made for him, of secre-

tary to the dukes and peers (Secretaire des Dues et Pairs)

;

and he is said, in the latter part of his life, to have been
concerned in one or two other literary undertakings of the
day. He died in February, 1766. His successor in the
compilation of the ' Histoire de France ' was the Abbe"
Gamier.
VILLARS, LOUIS HECTOR, a marechal of France,

and one of its most illustrious soldiers, was born at Mou-
lins in 1653. He studied at the college of Juilly, and was,
on quitting that seminary, enrolled among the ' pages de
la grande ecurie.' During an excursion of the court to

Flanders, Villars obtained leave to visit Holland, and he
afterwards accompanied his relation St. Geran, envoy to
the elector of Brandenburg, to Berlin. On his return to

France he served in Holland as a volunteer in the corps
commanded by Louis XIV. in person. The spirit of en-
terprise and observation beyond his years which hod
spurred him to visit foreign countries, he carried into the
camp. The king, who had formerly distinguished him
among the other pages on account of his fine figure, re-

marked one day, ' A single shot can't be fired without this

boy starting from the ground to witness it.' Villars's

courage and activity, and perhaps his fine figure, obtained

for him, although his family was out of favour at court, a
troop of horse at the age of nineteen.

The next two years he served in Germany under Turenne,
who entertained a high opinion of his talents as a par-

tisan. The Prince of Conde also distinguished him from
the crowd of young officers. The mingled good sense and
gallantry which he showed at the battle of Sehef pro-

cured for him a regiment of cavalry in 1674, before he
had completed his twenty-first year. From 1674 till the

peace of Nimwegen in 1678, Villars served in Flanders

under the Marechal de Luxembourg, and in Alsatia under
the Marechal de Crequi. The minister Louvois, who had
quarrelled with the Marechal de Bellefonds, Villars's uncle,

extended his inveterate enmity to the whole family. The
young soldier felt that he had nothing but himself to rely

upon ; and he appeared to multiply himself in his search

of opportunities of distinction.

The next ten years of the life of Villars were spent prin-

cipally in diplomatic employments. On his return to

court after the peace of 1678, he gave the rein to his

amorous propensities, to an extent which attracted general

attention, and occasioned much disturbance. He was
ordered to rejoin his regiment, but any fear of having lost

the king's favour was soon dispelled by his being sent to

Vienna to condole with Leopold I. on the death of the

empress-mother. At Vienna he gained such an influence

over the mind of the elector of Bavaria, that he detached

him from the Austrian interest and rendered him sub-

servient to the views of France. With the approbation of

Louis, Villars accompanied the elector on his return to

Munich, and followed him into Hungary, when he as-

sumed the commmd of the Bavarian contingent in the

imperial army levied against the Turks. Here, as usual,

Viflars distinguished himself by his impetuous but not un-

calculating valour. On his return to Munich he found a
new Austrian emissary opposed to him—the beautiful and
voluptuous countess of Kaunitz. The first use made by
this lady of the complete ascendency which she soon

gained over the elector was to insist that Villars should
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be removed from the court. Notwithstanding this partial

failure, Louis was satisfied with his ambassador's conduct.

Villars was admitted to private interviews; Madame
Maintenon received him at St Cyr. At last Louvois re-

lented, and in 1688, on the eve of the war occasioned by
the league of Augsburg, conferred upon him the appoint-
ment of commissary-general of the cavalry.

Villars was sent to Munich to attempt to regain his

influence over the elector and detach him from the
alliance of Austria. In this he failed, and his life was
even in danger from the Austrian party in Bavaria. He
was next appointed to command the cavalry of the Mar6-
chal d'Humieres, whose army was stationed in Flanders
with orders to act on the defensive. Villars, tired of this

inactivity, resumed his old occupation of partisan, and
levied contributions as far as Brussels. In 1689 he was
created mar6chal-de-camp. During the two following

years he commanded a body of 15,000 men, which formed
a reserve to the army of the Mar£chal de Luxembourg. He
was subsequently sent to the Rhine to assist with his

counsels the Mar£chal de Joyeuse, who was hard pressed

by the Prince of Baden. In this service he continued till

repose was for a short time restored to Europe by the peace
of Ryswick in 1697.

The intrigues which preceded the Spanish War of Suc-
cession were now in full vigour. In 1690 Villars was en-
trusted with the delicate mission of ambassador-extraor-
dinary to Vienna. He spent three years at that court, at

the time when it and the court of Versailles were inces-

santly busied by every means short of actual war to thwart
each other's views upon the throne of Spain. Villars, with a
sleepless patience, strangely contrasting with his impe-
tuosity in war, watched ana unravelled all the tortuous
intrigues of the Austrian court. He kept Louis and his

ministers informed of every movement ot Austria, and by
blunt and opportune applications more than once deterred
the emperor from steps which would have promoted his
views. The personal animosity felt by the Austrian court
to Villars was extreme ; he was personally insulted,

attempts were made to implicate him in the rebellious
movements of Hungary, and his life was threatened. The
courtiers affected to shun him ; Prince Eugene alone con-
tinued on a footing of unreserved friendly intercourse.
Villars persevered, and though more of the honour of
insuring the accession of Louis's grandson to the Spanish
throne was attributed toothers than he felt to be consistent
with a due sense of his services, even Louis XIV. was
satisfied with his conduct.
On the commencement of hostilities in 1701 Villars was

sent to the army commanded by Villeroi in Italy. Dissatis-

fied with his general, he obtained his recall. On his return
to Paris he married Mademoiselle de Varangeville, to whom
he was passionately attached. On the appointment of
Catinat to the army of Germany, Villars joined him, but it

is alleged that he found the genius of His commander en-
feebled by age. In 1702 Villars was sent, at the head of
thirty battalions, forty squadrons, and thirty pieces of
artillery, to disengage the elector of Bavaria, who was sur-
rounded on all sides by the Austrian troops. Villars had
now attained his forty-ninth year, and this was the first time
he had commanded in chief.

The events of Villars's campaign in Germany in 1703 are
faithfully and instructively portrayed in his corre-

spondence with the elector, Louis XIV., and his niinister-

at-war, and the letters of the general officers under his

command, published at Amsterdam in 1762. The French
general was everywhere successful, but the imbecility of
the elector of Bavaria neutralized all his victories. Dis-
gusted with his position, Villars petitioned to be recalled,
and by his importunity wrung from the Uing a reluctant
permission. On his return to France, it was proposed to
send him to Italy, but the duke de Venddme was his

senior marechal, and m his connection with the elector of
Bavaria Villars had enough of military partnership with a
prince of the royal blood. Louis forbore to insist upon
his undertaking the Italian campaign, for there was a more
important charge to intrust to him.

This charge was to terminate the war of the Cevennes.
With the sanction of the king, he repaired to the scene of
action, resolved to put an end to the troubles less by rigour
than by gentler methods. In Lamoignon, the intendant
of the province, he found a coadjutor participating in his

sentiments, master of the necessary local information, and

prompt in action. Together these associate* panned li*

Camisards into their most secluded retreats. A U t

examples of severity to those who resisted were fbl)o*r.

by the extension of lenity, and even concessions to tS.-
-

religious scruples, to all who laid down their arms. Cio >-

lier, the 'ablest leader of the Camisards, was gained by '"'

humanity and soldierly frankness of Villars. Peace »u .

the eve of being restored to the province, when emiiair- -

of England and Savoy rekindled the dissensions. The ir -

sincerity of the court co-operated with foreign mtrsz-.-

but the watchfulness of Villars cut off all assistance fr: -i

beyond the frontier, and the insurgents of the Ce*s=.*i»-

ceased to be dangerous. Villarr. saved his kmc. it v .

moment when he had all Europe on his arms, inin. tlr-

additional embarrassment of a civil war. He was

.

with the highest honours on his return to Versailles.

From the spring of 1705, till the conclusion of the p**--

of Rsstadt in 1714, the life of Villars was a succ««*ioc
campaigns. Sent by the king in the former year U> ..

sped and strengthen the defences of the eastern iraxin-

he took post on the heights near Fronsberg, who* I

covered Thionville, was in a position to succour Luxem-
bourg if necessary, and, by means of the fortified posts c
Bouzonville and Bourgaiche, kept open the commuta-
tion with Sarre-Louis. Confident in the strength U !.

position, he did not entrench it, lest he should render L.

soldiers apprehensive. Marlborough appeared before t--«

camp, at the head of 110,000 men ; he examined it a: i

points for four days, and then retired. This encampuvr'
more generally known by the name of Sirek than Frm
berg, astonished everybody. The prompt decision and fta.-

lessness of Villars were well known, hut the skill ahowL ..

selecting a strategic position, and the self-control evinr.,.

in keeping on the defensive, were unexpected. The ce-

ment the enemy retired, he gave vent to his natural ic

petuosity by resuming the offensive ; he burst into AUstc
forced the lines of Weissenburg, presented himself bcu
Lauterburg, and, to conceal the weakness which y
vented him laying siege to that place, crossed the Rt:_-
between Fort Louis and Strasbourg, and laying the «b.
country between the river and the Schwarzwald under ci<-

tribution, closed the campaign of 1705. In 1706 he to »

Lauterburg and Hagenau, in the latter of which c-

enemy kept his reserves of artillery and stores. This to-

cess was neutralized by Villars's loss of the battle of iU
millies in Flanders, and the minister Chamillard's
drawing some of his best troops. In 1707 Villars crotw
the Rhine ; forced the lines of Stollhofen on the 23<d
May ; established his head-quarters at Rastadt on tr-

evening of the same day, and the next occupied Stutgi-;
He invited Charles XII. of Sweden, who had invi&i .

Saxony, to make a junction with his army under the «a.
of Niirnberg, and concentrate their forces against Aodr.:
but the invitation was declined. Troops were again nr..

drawn from him, and he was obliged to re-cross the Rb:_
In 1708 he was sent to command on the frontier of Sau
but the tardiness of those to whom the arrangements w< .

intrusted caused the campaign to terminate with' -

effect. In 1709 he was sent to re-organize the dispir.*.

and demoralized army of Flanders. At the battle of Mx
plaquet he was wounded early in the day : he endeavour .

to continue to direct the troops from a litter, but fair'.-,

and was borne from the field. His wound was danguv -

and kept him inactive the rest of the year. The camp^ •

of 1710 was desultory: repeated attempts were made
open negotiations. In the autumn of that year Vil'i>>
wound broke open, and he was obliged to resign for a t.z s

the command of the army. In 1711 the exhausted sU
of French finances hampered the military operations a. •

kept Villars on the defensive within the frontier. In 17".:

the battle of Denain (24th July), the capture of M-
chiennes, Douai, and a number of forts by Villars, restore
courage to the French. Prince Eugene was obliged to c. .

ground, and retire beneath the walls of Brussels. Tt>.

peace of Utrecht was concluded (separately) by Ho*lt_-^
and England in 1713. Austria refused to sign the trr«-*>

Villars was sent into Germany at the head of an army, x.-~

on the 7th of March, 1714, the peace of Rastadt was oc-
cluded.

The military labours of Villars were now to expexieat*
a long intermission, and only to be renewed "ben he ap-
proached the termination of his career. From 17U u
1732 he was exclusively engaged in the turmoil of *t»><
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gue. He had setoff to visit his government of Pro-
ence, when he was recalled to witness the last moments of
-etuis XIV. Villars stood on delicate ground with the
ejjent. In concluding the treaty of Rastadt he had made
wo secret stipulations : that the right of succession to the
!Vench throne, to the exclusion of the Duke of Orleans,
hould be reserved to Philip V. and his descendants. The
Rfjfcnt was pacified however by Villars's producing the

raph commands of Louis XIV. to insist upon those
tions. Villars was appointed by the Duke a mem-

his council, in which he steadily opposed every
- from the policy of his old master. In particular

red to prevent the adoption of the course pro-
Dubois, under the name of the quadruple alliance,

ised energetically the adoption of the financial

• of Law. Dubois advised the regent to have Vil-
irs arrested, and attempted to implicate him in the con-
p^iracy of Alberoni,but the marechal, by serving the regent
it It the same entire devotion as he had served Louis XIV.,
ained his confidence, and the affection entertained for

im by the young king was an additional protection,
tftcr the death of Dubois the regent reserved to himself

office of prime minister, and regulated his conduct in a
reat measure by the advice of Villars in military and

affairs. The Duke of Bourbon, who succeeded the
it, showed no less confidence in him. His only rival

he Abbfi Fleury. The marriage of Louis XV. with the
liter of the king of Poland appeared for a time to

hen the influence of Villars, but the Abbfi Fleury
undermined the queen's power with the king, the

chal was obliged to give way to the favourite. This
nued till 1732, when the rupture with Austria on

)unt of the Spanish possessions in Italy rendered the
itary services of Villars indispensable. In his eighty-
year he was sent to command in Italy with the rank

"chal-gfineral de la France, which had never been
d on any one before him, except Turenne. In the
gns of 1733 and 173-t he evinced all the ardour,

y, and contempt of danger which characterised his

The ingratitude of the king of Sardinia however
ed Villars to solicit his recall early in the course of

second. His wish was granted. He was taken ill at

Win on his way to France, and died on the 17th of June,
7M.
The predominant features of Villars's character were

umanity, sincerity, quickness of apprehension, and promp-
itudc without precipitancy in action. He was not free

rom the lax gallantry of his day, and is said, with or with-
ut cause, to have been extremely jealous of his wife. In

jivanced life he evinced a degree of avarice, contracted

icobably from the habits of economy forced upon him by
lie circumstances of his youth. He is among the most
jrilliant military characters of France, yet without that

«stless desire ot show which detracts from the merits of

ly of them. He was capable of deep, disinterested,

lasting attachment. His conduct in the war of the

ennea will ever endear his memory to the lover of

iraanity and of religious liberty.

ILLARS, DOMINIQUE, botanist, was born in a

et of the village of Noyer in Dauphinfi. His father

lit him reading and writing, and he learned Latin and
geometry of the parish priest. When he was only fourteen

years old his father died, and being the eldest in the family,

it that early age he was obliged to superintend the duties

of the farm on which his' family lived. He was also

appointed to his father's post of parish registrar, and in

order to fit himself for his duties, he received instruction

from a notary, in whose library he met with books on
natural history, which so engaged his attention, that he de-

termined to pursue the study of botany and medicine at his

leisure. This led his mother to fear that he would neglect

his agricultural pursuits, and accordingly at the age of

seventeen she persuaded him to marry, in the hope that

this would be a check to his pursuit of science. But in

this she was disappointed, for in 1765 Villars made an
excursion through Lyonnais, Bourgogne, La Franche-

Comtfi, and Bresse, and collected many plants, and other-

wise added to his knowledge of natural history. He after-

wards became known to the Abbfi Chaix, a good botanist,

with whom he made many excursions in the mountains of

Gapencois. He thus became acquainted with M. de Marehfi-

val of Grenoble, and in 1771 proceeded to the military

hospital of Grenoble for the purpose of studying medicine.

Here his botanical knowledge soon brought him into notice,
and in 1773 he gave a course of lectures on botany to the
pupils of the hospital. From this period to 1776 he made

tricts. In 1777 he visited Paris, where his reputation as a
botanist secured him a very flattering reception. In 1778
he took his degree as doctor of medicine, and would have
returned to Noyer to practise medicine, but his friend M.
Marchfival secured him an increase of stipend for his
lectures at Grenoble, and in 1782 he was appointed phy-
sician to the hospital : he continued in this position till

the suppression of the hospital by the French government
in 1803. As this was unexpected, he remained for some
time in considerable difficulties, but in 1805 he was ap-
pointed professor of botany and medicine in the school of
medicine at Strasburg, where he remained till his death,
w hich took place on the 27th of June, 1814.
He wrote several works on botany and medicine, but

that which secured him the greatest reputation is his
' Natural History of the Plants of Dauphine' (Hisloire Na-
turelle des Plantes du Dauphinf,. This work was pub-
lished in 4 volumes, 4to., in 178C and successive years.
It contains G5 plates of the plants described. Each of the
volumes contains a preface, in which an account is given
of the various excursions which he had made. All the
plants are arranged according to a classification of his
own, in which he reduces the number of the Linnaean
classes to twelve, by considering only the number of the
stamens as a character of the classes. Under these classes
he arranges 27 natural orders, named after the ' Fragments'
of Linnaeus. It also includes a dictionary of terms, and
lists of plants found in particular districts. This work was
submitted to the French Institute, and a critical report
given of its merits by Jussieu, Geoffroy, and Tessier. Al-
though in some respects unfavourable to the work, the
author was modest enough to print each report of the
members of the Institute at the commencement of the
volumes as they appeared. In 1801 he published a cata-

logue of the plants growing in the botanic garden at

Strasburg, in which he arranged the plants according to
the system of Jussieu. He published several other books
and memoirs on various departments of natural history

and topography. His principal work on medicine was
entitled ' Piincipes de Medicine et de Chirurgie,' and was
published at Lyon in 1707. He also gave an account of
an epidemic fever which prevailed in Dauphine during the
years 1779 and 1780. At his death he left behind him an
extensive library and a large collection of plants. In a
prospectus of his large work on plants, he named a species

Berardia, after Berard, an apothecary, who lived at Stras-

burg, and was a contemporary of the Bauhins, and who
left behind him a manuscript woik on plants, still in the
public library at Strasburg. A genus of plants has been
named in honour of Villars, Villai sia.

(Biog. Univ. ; Bisehoff, Lehrbuch dcr Botanik; 'Pre-
faces' to volumes of the Plants of Dauphine.)
VILLA'RSIA, a genus of plants belonging to the

natural order of Gentianacese. This name was given in

honour of Villars, a French botanist, who published a
Flora of Dauphinf in 1780, and which, on account of its

excellence, is used even at the present day. The species

were formerly included under Mettyanthet, and was formed
by Robert Brown. It has a 5-paited calyx ; a subrotate

corolla with spreading limb, the segments with a flat disk
;

2-lobed stigmas, the tobes toothed; 5 hypogynous glands;

a 1-celled 2-valved or valveless capsule ; seeds naked, or

girded with a membranous margin. There are about six-

teen species of this genus : they are either aquatic or

marsh plants, with alternate entire leaves and yellow

flowers. They are inhabitants of all parts of the world.

One only is a native of Europe.

V. Nymphfcoides, Nymphaea—like Villarsia, is a floating

plant, with orbicular-cordate leaves ; the peduncles single-

flowered and aggregate ; the segments of the corolla

ciliate. It is a native of Denmark, Holland, Sweden, Ger-

many, Piedmont, and of Siberia. It is found in ditches

and slow-running streams. It is also a native of Great

Britain, though comparatively a rare plant. It is found in

the Thames, in the recesses of the shores near Walton
Bridge, near Botley Bridge, Godstow Bridge, and Hinksey

Ferry. It occurs also in the fens of Lincolnshire and in
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Yorkshire. It is a beautiful plant, and may be easily culti-

vated. It has a large yellow flower, which is curiously

plaited. It is a very abundant plant in Holland, frequently

covering large tracts of the canals with its beautiful

yellow flowers and dark green leaves.

V. ovata, Ovate-leaved Villarsia, is an erect plant, with
ovate erect leaves, panicled racemose flowers, and the

segment of the corolla ciliated. This plant grows in wet
boggy places at the Cape of Good Hope. The flowers

are of an orange-yellow colour, and its stem rises to a
height of one or two feet. It requires a wet soil, but is

not a floating plant.

V. parnassifolia, Paraassia-leaved Villarsia, lias the

radical leaves ovato-cordate ; the stem elongated, nearly

naked; the flowers panicled; the segments of the corolla

with entire margins ; valves of the capsule bifid ; the seeds

scabrous. This is a marsh plant, and, with two or three

other species, is found on the south coast of New Holland
and in Van Diemen's Land. It is the tallest species of the

genus, and varies much in its unessential character.

V. indiea and crislata are found in most parts of India

floating in tanks and pools of fresh water, and are both
noticed under the name of Cumada by Sir Wm. Jones.
A variety of V. indica is also found in Nepal. V. nym-
phaeoides, usually considered a native of Europe only, is

also found floating on the lakes of Cashmere. This species

was stated by Thunberg to be found floating on water in

Japan ; but his plant is now considered a distinct species,

and is called V. peltata. V. indica is said to be accounted
a sacred plant by the Chinese.

All the species of Villarsia are elegant plants when in

blossom, and deserve a place in-the garden and greenhouse.
The hardy species may be grown in a pond, and they are

easily increased by seeds or dividing their roots. The
species requiring the greenhouse should be grown in

cisterns. The bog or marsh species may be grown in pots,

containing a mixture of peat and sand, and placed in deep
pans of water.

VILLE. [Rhin Bas.]
VILLEFRANCHE. [Garonne, Haute; Pyhknees

Ombntales ; Rh6ne, Department.]
VILLEFRANCHE, distinguished asVILLEFRANCHE-

SUR-AVEYRON, a town in France, capital of an arron-
dissement in the department of Aveyron, 310 miles in a
direct line south of Paris, or about 404 miles by the road
through Orleans, ChSteauroux, Limoges, Uzerche, and Ca-
hors ; in 44" 20' N. lat. and 2° 1' or 2° 2* E. long. The
town stands in a pleasant situation at the confluence of
the Alzou, or Alsou, with the Aveyron, on the right bank
of the latter. The population, in 1831, was 7360 for the
town, or 9540 for the whole commune ; in 1836 it was
8738 for the commune. There are a number of copper-
works, and some hat-manufactories, tan-yards, and paper-
mills

;
packing-cloth is also made, and trade is carried on

in corn, hemp-seed, cattle, and wine. There are twelve
yearly tairs. Villefranche was the native place of the
Marshal de Belleisle.

The arrondissement of Villefranche comprehends 137
communes, and is divided into 7 cantons : the population,
in 1831, was 77,990.

(Malte-Brun, Geographies Dictionnaire Gtographique
Vniversel.)

VILLEIN, or VILLAIN, denotes a species of bondman
subject to his feudal superior. In England, during the
Anglo-Saxon period, the majority of the people appear to
have been in a servile condition. The Saxon conquerors
of England had brought with them from Germany the
practice of slavery, and the continual wars ofthe Heptarchy
and the Danish invasions deprived great numbers of their
liberty; for prisoners taken in battle became slaves.
There were then two classes of slaves : the one attached to
the household of their lords and performing domestic
services ; the other, predial and engaged in the cultiva-
tion of the soil. The latter resembled the slaves of the
Germans, of whom Tacitus observes, that they resided with
their families on the estate of their lord, and formed no
f>art of his menial establishment. The Germans had un-
imited power over their slaves, and might kill them with
impunity ; and if they killed the slave of another, they only
had to pay his price to the owner. The power of the
master among the Anglo-Saxons, though very extensive,
had some limits. If a master beat out the eye or the tooth
of his slave, the slave was entitled to his freedom ; if he

killed him, he paid a fine to the king, unless the slave lived

a day alter the wound was inflicted, in which can* the
offence was unpunished. The Norman conquest did s»t

materially alter the state of slavery in England. The laatU

were transferred to Norman masters, and the slave* pUK-i
as part of the property. Many freemen also were thca
reduced to servitude, having been taken prisoner* while
fighting against the invaders. After the Conquest then-
were four classes of slaves. 1, Villeins in gross, who wrr
the personal property of their lords and performed the
lowest household duties. They were very numerous, and
not being particularly allotted to the soil, they were fre-

quently sold and even exported to foreign coantrU-t.

(Walsingham, Hist. Aug., p. 258.) 2, Villeins regardaw.
or predial slaves, who were attached to the soil and
specially engaged in agriculture. These were in a better

condition than villeins in gross, were allowed many indul-

gences, and even, in some cases, a limited right of pro-

perty ; yet the law held that the person and property of

the villein belonged entirely to his lord, the rule being*the
same as that in the Roman law, that whatever was ac-

quired through the slave was acquired by the lord. Ttw>
were frequently permitted to absent themselves from thV

lands of their masters and to employ themselves in trsd.

upon paying to the lord a fine called ehevagium, or chief-

age (that is, literally, ' headage ')» an aclmowledgmnit
of their subjection and villenage. If they did not return
regularly, or neglected to pay the fine, they might be pat-

sued as runaways, for which purpose the aid of the kinp'i

officers might be had ; but if no claim were made wiUu:.
a year, the villein became privileged, and was consider*:
free. (Bracton, 5, 6.) 3, Another class, differing rrom tl*

last more in name than in character and condition, n
repeatedly mentioned in Domesday Book as Cottar*. <r

Cottarii. These had been instructed in some trade *
handicraft, which they practised for their masters, ttill

residing on the estate, and subject to the lord in the man
manner as the predial slaves. 4, Another class often fooid
in Domesday Book are the Bordarii. In what respeett
they differed from the other denominations of villeit* u
not apparent. Lord Coke calls them ' boors holding »

little house with some land of husbandry, bigger than i

cottage.' (1 Intl., lib. i., sect. 1.) But they do mt
appear to have been all engaged in agriculture. In tlx
town of Huntingdon there were returned 100, in Norwkh
480, and 20 inThetford. (Domesday Book, vol. i., pp. 173.

203 ; vol. ii., p. 1 16.) Bishop Kennett says, ' The Bovdsrt:
were distinct from the servi and villani, and seem to r*

those of a less servile condition, who had a bord or cottage
with a small parcel of land allowed to them, on conditio]
they should supply the lord with poultry and eggs, and
other small provisions for his board and entertainment.
(Parochial Antiquities, ' Glossary.') Brady places then
in a much lower condition. 4 They were drudges, ard
performed vile services, which were reserved by the lore
upon a poor little house, and a small parcel of land, ard
might perhaps be domestic works, such as grinding, thre-di-
ing, drawing water, cutting wood, See.' ('Preface ' to Hit-
tory of England, p. 56.) [Bobdarii.]

in addition to these special denominations, * class »
distinguished from them in Domesday as servi ; but
whether these differed in their legal or social cooditun
from other villeins is nowhere explained. Bishop Kennrn
conjectures that they were villeins in gross without am
determined tenure ot land, and whose services were und^
fined. It is very possible that the term may have be<n
frequently applied to all the classes of villeins as a generic
term, and sometimes to particular classes only, usually div
tinguished by other names. The names would varr in
particular districts, and the enumerators would not a!!

observe the same classification. The probability or fhu
circumstance is confirmed by similar variations in Domes-
day, and by the experience of modern statistical inquiries.

The two classes first mentioned, viz. the villeins in grow
and villeins regardant, were the most numerous, and m»v
be said indeed to include the others, which, though differ-
ing sometimes in name only, and sometimes in minor par-
ticulars of service and condition, were but varieties of thr
servile class, partaking more or less either of the domrrfic
or of the predial character. The relative numbers of thr
different classes as distinguished in Domesday rosy be
fairly estimated from the county of Sussex, in which there
were, about the year 1085, 58C6 villani 'in gross and
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not separated), 2510 bordarii, 738 cottarii,

lowing are some of the legal conditions of the
' villenage :

—

ms were villeins either by prescription, their ances-

tors having been in that condition time out of mind, or by
acknowledgment and confession in a court of record. The
former were the original villeins regardant, who had always
belonged to a manor. If they were transferred by deed
from one to another, they became villeins in gross, as did

all who confessed themselves villeins in a court of record.

If a villein married a free woman, the children were
but if a female villein or niefe married a free

children were free. A bastard could only become
! confession in a court of record, for having

or, as it was phrased, being nulliusfilius :

' course be claimed as a villein by descent,

villein purchased land, the lord might enter upon it

;

possessed goods, the lord might seize a part in the
name of the whole, and immediately became the legal

owner of them. A villein was able to sue any person
except his lord, and even against him he might have an
appeal of his ancestors death. A niefe might also have an
appeal of rape. Although the law did not allow a lord to

maim his villein, the latter could not have an appeal of

mayhem, because the lord could immediately retake the

damages : but he might have had an indictment. (Little-

132-208.)

etv advanced, the state of slavery became less

i the interests of proprietors, and the villeins were
a more important class. Frequent manumissions
consequence. These were generally performed

by deed, but frequently by will, and there were also many
*ct.s of the lord which were considered as implied manu-
missions, and entitled his villeins to freedom. By these

means the social condition of villenage became less and
less general, and at length disappeared altogether. In

England a few instances of predial servitude existed so late

ns the reign of Elizabeth and perhaps at a still later period.

(Barrington, On the Statutes, 274 ; Ilallara's Middle Ages,
'

i
i., p. 223.) In some parts of France it existed down

1
: time of the Revolution. In Russia predial servitude

1 universal and unmodified : in Poland it was unmiti-

until 1791, and though defined by law in 1807, still

exists in an improved form. In Hungary it prevailed in a
most, offensive shape until 1836, when the nobles renounced
some of their privileges and extended the civil rights of
the peasantry. [Villenage.]

(Bracton ; Littleton ; Coke's First Inst. ; Reeves, Hist,

of English Law; Blackstone's Commentaries, &c.)
VILLENAGE was abase tenure of land, which, accord-
to Sir William Blackstone, was ' neither strictly feudal,

n, or Saxon ; but mixed and compounded of them
I ; and which also, on account of the heriots that usually

end it, may seem to have somewhat Danish in its coni-

iition." Originally this tenure was founded on the servile

,te of the occupiers of the soil [Villein], who wereal-
ved to hold portions of land at the will of their lord, on

condition of performing base and menial services. Where
the service was base in its nature, and uncertain as to time

and quantity, the tenure was called pure villenage ; but
where the service, though base, was certain and defined,

was termed privileged villenage, and sometimes villeiu-

cage.

So long as the "services were properly performed, the

had no interest in disturbing the occupation of his

lleins ; and thus it frequently happened that lands held

in villenage descended, in uninterrupted succession, from

father to son ;
until, at length, the occupiers became en-

titled by prescription or custom to hold their lands against the

lord so long as they performed the required serv ices. And
although the villeins themselves acquired freedom, or their

lands came into the possession of freemen, the villein ser-

vices were still the condition of the tenure, according to

the custom of the manor. The customs of the several

manors were either proved by the rolls of the Courts

Hai »n or by constant immemorial usage ; and as the tenants

thus depended for their titles upon entries in those rolls or

copies authenticated by the steward, they become gradually

known as tenants by copy of court roll, and their tenure

as a copyhold. While the tenure of the land had thus

sen growing more secure, the character of the serv ices
- J

.in the reign of Edward IV. a
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pure villenage was no longer known. The gradual im-
provements of the tenure, whether caused by encroach-
ments of the tenants, by the liberality of the lords, or by
bargains between them, did not alter the form of title. The
copyhold lands were still supposed to be held at the will

of the lord, and the tenant could not aliene them by deed,

but was obliged to surrender them to the lord, in court, to

the use of him who was to have the estate.

At the Conquest there were freemen holding their lands

by free services, or by free customs, who were then ejected,

but who were re-admitted on consenting to hold in ville-

nage and to perform base services, but such as were certain

and expressed by name. Such tenants hold by copy of
court roll ; but these admittances are not, as in ordinary

copyholds, to hold at the will of the lord, but to hold ac-

cording to the custom of the manor : from whence thev
have been called free copyholders or customary free-

holders.

The act 12 Charles II., c. 24 (for taking away tenures

in capite, and by knights' service), expressly provided
(sec. 7) that it should ' not alter or change any tenure
by copy of court roll, or any services incident thereto.'

The tenure has therefore continued until the present
day, subject to rents, fines, and heriots, payable to

lords of manors, varying with the customs of each manor.
The chief disadvantage of a copyhold tenure is the
uncertainty of many of the fines and other demands
upon the tenant, for the removal of which the act 4 & 5
Victoria, c. 35, was passed. By this act the Tithe Com-
missioners were empowered to commute all fines and other

customary payments into rent-charges, assessed according
to the price of corn, in the same manner as tithe rent-

charges [Tithes], and into small fixed fines not exceeding
5*. upon death or alienation. Provision was also made for

the complete enfranchisement of copyhold lands on paying
the estimated value of the customary rents, fines, and
heriots. As yet very little has been effected under the
powers of the act.

(Bracton ; Littleton ; Coke, First Inst. ; Wright's Law
of Tenures ; Gilbert's Lair of Tenures, by Watkins

;
Reeves,

Hist, of English Law ; Blackstone's Commentaries.)
VILLENEUVE. From the birth of Romee de Ville-

neuve, grand-senechal of Provence in 1170, to the death
of Vicc-Admiral Villeneuve in 1806, there has almost

always been some one of this name to lend it distinction

in France.
Romek de Villeneuve (born 1 170, died soon after 1250)

deserves to be remembered in the history of France as one
of the earliest statesmen who appears to have compre-
hended the importance of uniting all the Gallic provinces

into one nation. The history of his early life is obscure

and distorted by fables. Created constable of Provence
by Berenger before 1238, he besieged and took Nice, which
had revolted against the count. Villeneuve frequently

made that city his place of abode during his subsequent
career, and conciliated its citizens by his wise and humane
government. He fought bravely against the Pisans and
Genoese, patronised the Troubadours in general, and
punished some in particular who sinned against morality

in their writings. On the 12th of July, 1238, Berenger
nominated him in his will regent of Provence, and
guardian of Beatrice, his fourth and unmarried daughter.

On the death of Berenger, in 1215, Villeneuve assembled

the nobility of Provence, and persuaded them to swear
fealty to Beatrice. He next married his ward to Charles

of Anjou, brother of St. Louis, who had, many years before

in a great measure through the instrumentality of Ville-

neuve, been married to Marguerite, her elder sister. The
regent procured the insertion of a clause in the marriage
contract of Charles of Anjou, in virtue of which the terri-

tories of Provence, if Beatrice died without male issue,

were to descend to the offspring of her sister Marguerite

by St. Louis. The object of this arrangement was realised

two centuries later by Palamfide de Forbin. After this

marriage Villeneuve appears to have withdrawn himself

from public life. His name only appears again in the

page of history in the mention of his will, by which he
disposed of an enormous fortune for that age.

Elion, or Hklion, De Villkneuvb (born in ' 1270

;

died in 1346), of the same family as the preceding,

entered in early life the order of St. John of Jerusalem,

and, in 1319, on the abdication of Foulques de Villaret,

grand-master of Rhodes, was elected his successor. Before
Vol. XXVL—2 X
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repairing to his seat of government, the new grand-master
visited several courts to collect contributions for his Order,

which was at that time deeply involved in debt. The division

of the order into langues has been attributed to him, and
is said to have been proposed at a chapter which he held

at Montpellier soon after his election. His visits to the

courts above noticed, and a severe attack of illness, pre-

vented his reaching Rhodes before 1336 : the remaining
ten years of his life were exclusively devoted to the dis-

charge of his official duties. In 1344 he in person besieged

and took Smyrna. It is of the period of his grand-master-

ship that the legend of the Dragon and the Knight of

Rhodes is told.

Rosaline de Villbneuvx (born 1263, died 1829), sister of

the grand-master of Rhodes, was famous for her piety, her
chanty, and her ascetic exercises of devotion. In 1310 she
was elected head of the order of Chartreux. She was
canonized after her death ; and some legendary writers

have attributed in a great measure to her intercession the

suppression of the heresy of the Albigeois.

Louis de Villeneuve, premier marquis de France, distin-

guished by> the title ' Riche d'Honneur,' belonged to the

same fami(v. He was bom about 1451, and died in 1516.

Charles VIII., whose chamberlain he was, intrusted Ville-

neuve with tke command of the army destined for the con-

quest of Naples. When Louis XII. mounted the throne,

he sent Villeneuve as his ambassador to the papal court.

At Rome the Provencal ambassador received extraordinary

honours ; the Romans were charmed with his manly ana
persuasive eloquence ; and his popularity was the occa-

sion of his being again employed on a mission to that

court at the perilous crisis of 1500. Villeneuve was the

-intimate and esteemed friend of Bayard and Gaston de
Foix. In 1505 Louis XII. erected the barony of Trans,

hereditary in the family of Villeneuve, into a marquisate,

the first instance of that title being conferred in France.
The only son of Louis de Villeneuve fell at the king's side

in the battle of Marignan, and the father, already en-

feebled by wounds and years, died not long after of grief,

in the month of July, 1516.

Ch&istophk dbVilleneuvb (born 30th June, 1541 ; died
26th July, 1615) was also a member of this illustrious fa-

mily. He was in his youth page to Francois de Lorraine,

due de Guise. He entered the service of Claude of Savoy,

and earned a high reputation for bravery in that prince's

campaigns against the Huguenots. On the death of the
duke of Savoy, Villeneuve remained attached to the Comte
de Carces, his lieutenant and successor in the government
of Provence. DeCarces intrusted to Villeneuvethe delicate

mission of moving the king to countermand the orders for

the massacre of St Bartholomew. The envoy reached Paris

on the same day that a messenger was dispatched from that

city by the king, with fresh orders for the massacre. His re-

presentations were however successful in partially snaking
the resolution of the king, who sent for hint in the course
of the night,and charged him with a message to De Carces,
countermanding his previous orders in so far as Provence
was concerned. Villeneuve started immediately, passed
the messenger of death on his way, and reached Aix in

time to save Proveace from the massacre. The subsequent
career of Villeneuve was as honourable as this its com-
mencement. He served with distinction Henri III., Henri
IV., and Louis XIII.

There have been several authors of the name of Ville-

neuve. Huqn db Villkneevk, an antient French poet of
some reputation, was a contemporary of Philippe August*

.

He was one of the earliest versifiers of the legends of the
Twelve Peers. His principal work is ' Le Quatre Fils

d'Aymon,' next to which perhaps ranks his 'Doolin de
Mayence,' of which a prose translation into more modern
French was published at Paris in 1501, with the title

' Fleur des Batallies.' Guillauve db Villbnwve, a good
soldier, who served Charles VIII. in his Neapolitan cam-
paigns, published in 1437 ' Memoires sur la Conqutte de

• Naples.' It is the only narrative by an eye-witness of the
adventures of the French army and partisans from the
departure of Charles till their final expulsion. Gabriellb
Susannb Bakkot, danie de Villeneuve (born about 1695

;

died in 1755), was a friend of Crebillon, and published
many tales and romances. Only one has retained hold of
the popular mind, and that in the form of an abridgment
H is the famous ' Beauty and the Beast.'

The reputation of the nave of Villeneuve was well sua

tained during the wars of the French revolution byPrmasi
Charles Jean Baptiste Silvestrk db Villenetiv*, vict-

admiral. He was born at Valensoles in Provence, on the Slw
of December, 1763. He entered the navy in his fifteen**,

year, and obtained the command of a vessel in 17H3- I".

1796 he was promoted to be commodore (capitaine d*c*>-

vision), and a few months later to be rear-admiral Ccocrbr-

amiral). He was appointed to command a division ottht
fleet destined for the invasion of Ireland ; but contrary

winds detained him in the Mediterranean, and rendere-i

the expedition abortive. At Aboukir Villeneuve com-
manded theGuillaume Tell, and carried off his own Teste',

with two other ships and two frigates, in safety after th*

defeat. In 1805 he was placed in command of a sqnadmr
the main object of which was to withdraw the British fli-i

from the shores of Europe. With this view he sailed (-;

the Antilles, where he did some mischief among the En;
lish traders, and attacked the Diamond. As soon as VTJlt

neuve heard of the arrival of the English fleet at Bait 4

does, his mission being accomplished, he reimbarked h.
troops, and set sail for Europe. On the 22nd of Julv.

1805, he encountered, off Cape Finisterre, the Enghs.-.

fleet under Sir Robert Calder. An engagement too*,

place, which continued till nightfall. Next morning-, nrith* r

the French nor the English admiral sought to renew tr.

action, and for failing to do so both were repriroaMed V ;

their respective governments. This reprimand so crof>-i

the spirit of Villeneuve, that, when he again put to

an instruction to his captains, issued on the 20th Octohf.
1805, contained the remarkable expression—' Every re-
tain who is not in action (dans le feu) is not at his po-t

and a signal of recall will be a brand of dishonour to hir.

In the battle of Trafalgar, Villeneuve was taken pris«K-r

after displaying throughout the fight the most perf?-:*

self-possession and high courage. He was carried to Eng-

land, and detained there till the month of April, l«f».

On his arrival at Rennes, he wrote to the minister of mi
tine that he was in France, and waiting the orders of tt-

emperor in that town. This was on the 17th of Apr.'

Four days elapsed, and he had received no answtr
Mindful of the rebuke he had received on a former ocii

eion, this delay appears to have unsettled the mind r»

Villeneuve. On the 22nd of April he was found dead r
his apartment by wounds inflicted by his own hand.

(Bioffraphie Universelle.')

VILLENEUVE D'AGEN. [Lot kt Garovxe.]
VILLENEUVE-LE8-AV1GNON. {Gard.]
VILLENEUVE-SUR-YONNE. (Tonne.]
VILLER8, G. [Bttckincham, Dukes of.]

VILLERS, CHARLES FRANQOIB DOMINIQUE DR.
had, next to Madame de Stael-Holstein, the chief share •

making German literature known to the French at a pen"i
when the French, clinging to old prejudices and intci.-

cated by recent victories, treated Germany with nrsHv".
and contempt. He was bom on the 4th of NovemN-.
either of 1764 or 1767, at Belchen, a small town in tts*

part of Lorraine which is inhabited by German*. H::
father was chief receiver of the taxes, and a royal ecvr-
sellor

; by his mother's side, a baroness de Launagcet. h;

is said to have been allied to the family Du Lys, which :

descended from the brothers of Jeanne d'Arc, the maid >"

Orleans. He received a military education at Metx. «-

!

as early as 1782 was appointed lieutenant in the artillerr

His first literary essay was on magnetism, which was thr-

the favourite science of the day. He lived alternately »:

Strasburg and Metr, and he filled up his leisure boc-»
with studying history, antient and modern literature, m
well as Greek and Hebrew, which he had hitherto ru-s-

lected. Excited, though not misled, by the Revolution,
he wrote a witty political satire in verse, entitled 'Li
Deputes aux Etats Geh6raux ;' and in 1791 he published
his celebrated work ' De la Liberie.' In this work, which
went through three editions in the course of one year. V
laid down political principles which were very dangerw
not only for those who published them, but even for tho--
who received them. At a period when the bloody tvTannr
of the people began to be established in France, he hsii

the courage to place on the title of a work on hbertr th*
motto, • Alind est, aliud dicitur ;' and in the face of thj
most fanatical democrats he said 'that it was dangerous ro

preach liberty to the people, because they always con-
I founded liberty with the desire of indulging their wfl] in

I everything:' and *that the people in uisurrectani wrr*
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he worst tyrants of alL* No sooner hail the Jacobins esta-
jlished their power, than they pursued Villers, who, after
nany perilous adventures, escaped to Germany, and settled
it Holiminden on the Weser. Though acquainted with
he German language, he had the most unfavourable opi-
lion of German literature, because he had never read any
food book in the language, and he had all the prejudices
israinst the Germans which were then prevalent m France.
Vt Holzminden however he made the acquaintance of Dr.
Jrandis, known by his excellent works on medicine and
ihilosophy, who became afterwards first physician to the
injr of Denmark. His intercourse with this learned me-
iicaJ man, and his friendship with Kastner, Spittler, Hee-
en, and SohJiizer at Gbttingen, where he stayed from 1794 to

700.^ led Villers not only to abandon his prejudices against
he Germans, but to become the most active and generous
efender of this nation against his own countrymen, the
'rench. His friendship with the learned daughter of
Ichlozer, Mrs. Dorothea von Rodde, upon whom the Uni-
ereity of Giittingen had conferred the title of Doctor in
'liilosophy. exercised still greater influence over him. In
7:37 he followed Mrs. Dr. von Rodde and her husband, to
aibeck. From this time he lived alternately at Liibeck and
"utin, then the residence of Voss, Count Stollberg, Jacobi,
nd other distinguished scholars, poets, and philosophers,
lis chief object was to mediate between the French and
rermans, by eradicating their national prejudices, and by

'ating several of the best German works into French,
:
which was Heeren's ' Essay on the Influence of the

les.' Reimarus persuaded him to write for the ' Spec-
• du Nord,' one of the best newspapers of the time,

; published at Hamburg, and which in the course
one year received sixty leading articles from Villers.

nover having been occupied by the French in 1803, he
Irossed a letter to the French officers, urging them to

pare and to respect the people. In 1804 he published his

Essai sur l'Esprit et l'lnrluence de la Reformation de
.uther,' a masterpiece, which was crowned by the Institut

e France, and which was translated into English (by B.
.ambert, London, 1805*), German (thrice), Dutch, and
wedish. In 1806 Liibeck was taken by storm by the
rench, who would have destroyed the whole town and
laKsacred its inhabitants, but for* the courage and activity

f Villers, who exposed the revolting brutality and imrao-
ility of the French troops in his ' Lcttre a M""- la Com-
isse Fanny de Beauharnois sur Liibeck.' This pamphlet
tused him much persecution, especially from Davoust, in

311. Although he attacked the policy of Napoleon on
sveral occasions, and especially by his articles against the

ontinental System, Jerome Bonaparte, king of West-
lialia, appointed him, in 1811, professor of philosophy
'or the branches of literature and history) in the Univer-
ity of Guttingep. J6rome having ordered the abolition of

tot university, Villers, at the request of Heyne. Heeren,
nd John von Miiller, represented to the king the conse-

ueuces of this measure, and the king countermanded his

cder. Villers was esteemed and cherished both by French-
men and Germans, and the Germans looked on him as their

rusty friend and protector. He had nevertheless many
oemies, especially among those who could or would not
iv aside their prejudices ; and the frequent attacks which
nere made upon his character gradually ruined his health,

yier the House of Brunswick had been restored to the

>osfession of Hanover in 1813, Villers was dismissed from

lis post : he received a pension of 3000 francs, but he was
irdered to return to France. As he had committed no
•rime, he protested against this order, and it was disco-

vered that lie had been calumniated to the Prince Regent,
ifterwards George IV., who. at the request of Count Mini-

ster, augmented the pension of Villers to 4000 francs, and
dlowed him to live in Hanover; but he was not permitted

0 continue his lectures. He had just been invited to the

University of Heidelberg, when he died of consumption,

on the 26th of February, 1815, with the reputation of hav-

ing been one of the most enlightened and best men of his

time, who had sacrificed himself for the good of others.

Villers also wrote—'Philosophic de Kant, ou Principes

Fondamentaux de la Philosophic Transcendentale ;' ' Lettre

1 George Cuvier sur une Nouvelle Theorie du Cerveau

par Gall ' Rapport sur l'Etat de la Litt6rature Ancienne

rt de l'Histoire en Allemagne ;' ' Precis Historique de la

EnglUh tranilalion, WUfa a preface and nolo by Jamca Mill, i*

iflv scaree.

• Anothrr
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Vie de Martin Luther, traduit du Latin de Melanchthon,
avec des Notes,' &c. He had begun the Life of Luther,
but death prevented him from finishing it. The authori-
ties cited below contain a list of his works.

{Biographic Universelte ; Zeitgenogsen, vol. ii. (1818),
pp. 55-78.)

VILLOISON, JEAN BAPTISTE GASPARD D'ANSSE
DE, one of the most eminent Greek scholars of modern
times, was born at Corbeil-sur-Seine on the 5th of March,
1750. Among the scholars to whose instruction he was
principally indebted we may mention Le Beau and Cap-
peronnier, but Villoison soon surpassed all his fellow-stu-
dents, and his teachers also, and pursued his studies of the
authors of antient Greece with such perseverance, that at
the age of fifteen he had read nearly all the Greek authors.
He soon also gave evidence that his extensive reading was
not superficial, for he was scarcely twenty-two years old
when he published from a MS. at St. Germain the first

edition of Apollonius's Lexicon on the Iliad 1 and
' Odyssey,' together with the fragments of Philemon (Paris,

1773, 2 vols, fol., reprinted at Leipzig in the same year in
2 vols. 4to.), with very valuable and learned Prolegomena
and notes. Before the edition was printed, he submitted
it to the Academy of Inscriptions, which elected him a
member, although he had not yet attained the age at
which this honour could be conferred upon him according
to their rules. He was now looked upon not only in
France, but in Europe also, as a prodigy of learning, and
he formed extensive literary connections with scholar*
of various parts of Europe. But he did not allow himself
to be dazzled by the fame thus early acquired, nor to sink
into inactivity ; he pursued his studies with the same ardour
as before ; and in 1778 he published a new edition of the
pastoral poem of Longus with a very learned commentary.
His ambition however was rather to publish such antient
works as had not yet appeared, than to prepare editions of
those authors which were already in print. The govern-
ment being informed of this desire of Villoison, he was
sent in 1778, at the expense of the state, to Venice, to
search the library of St. Mark. Here he formed an inti-

mate friendship with the Abbe Morelli, with whose assist-

ance he discovered numerous rhetorical and grammatical
works and fragments of works of that kind which had not
yet been printed. These, together with some other similar
works which he had before discovered at Paris, were pub-
lished under the title ' Anecdota Graeca e Regia Parisiensi

et e VenetaS. Marci Bibliotheca deprompta,' Venice, 1781,
2 vols. 4to. Valuable as these anecdota are, their pub-
lication was too hurried, and it was afterwards discovered
that Villoison had published some things as new, which
had appeared in print long before his time. Another
more important discovery which he made in the library of
St. Mark, was a MS. of Homer's Iliad, which probably be-
longed to the tenth century, and contained very antient
scholia (now known under the name of the Scholia Veneta),
and marginal notes which pointed out such verses as were
supposititious, corrupt, ortransposed. This valuable treasure,

together with very learned prolegomena by Villoison, ap-
peared at Venice, 1788, fol. It was perhaps appreciated
by no one so well as by F. A. Wolf, whose theory of the
Homeric poems is based in a great measure upon the in-

formation derived from this discovery. Several years
before the printing of this work was completed he was in-

vited by Amalie, Duchess of Saxe-Weimar, and her son
Carl August, to pay them a visit in Germany. Villoison

accordingly left Venice and went to Weimar, where he
spent about a year in searching the library of that capital.

The results of his learned inquiries were published in his
' Epistolse Vimarienses, in quibusmulta Graecorum Scrip-

torum loca emendantur ope libroruni Ducalis Bibliothecae,'

Ziirich, 1783, 4to. The year alter he edited at Strasburg

a Greek translation of the Old Testament, which he had
discovered at Venice, and had been made by a Jew in the

ninth century of our a:ra. In 1785 he accompanied the
French ambassador at the court of Constantinople, Count
Choiseul Gouftier, to Constantinople, and travelled about
for three years in the islands of the Archipelago and the

continent of Greece. His hopes of finding MSS. of antient

authors not yet published were disappointed, but he made
himself perfect master of the modern Greek languasrp. and
collected a vast quantity of materials partly with a -view- to

make a new and improved edition of Tournefort's travels,

.-.nd partly to write a complete description of antient and
2X2
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modem Greece. But the unhappy condition in which he
found his country on his return prevented the realization

of these plans, villoison withdrew to Orleans, and began
to read through all the antient authors in order to collect

materials for his great work on Greece. After the storms

of the Revolution had passed away, he returned with his

literary treasures to Pans, and having lost the greater part

of his property, he began a course of lectures on the Greek
language, in which however he did not meet with much
success. He was made amember of the National Institute

of France, and Napoleon afterwards appointed him profes-

sor of antient and modern Greek in the College de France,

but he had scarcely entered upon this office when he was
seized by an illness which terminated in his death on the

26th of April, 1805. The 'Memoirs' of the Academy of
Inscriptions contain several valuable papers by Villoison.

The materials for his great work on Greece, in fifteen large

quarto volumes, as well as his remarks on Tournefort
and on Montfaucon's « Palaeographia Graeca,' of which he
likewise intended to publish a new edition, are in MS. in

the royal library of Paris.

Villoison was a man of prodigious learning : he possessed

an extraordinary memory, and a quick and penetrating
mind ; but his thirst for knowledge was so great, that he
scarcely allowed himself time to digest that which he had
acquired, and all the defects of his works arise more or less

from this haste and want of reflection.

(Dacier, in the Memoirs of the National Institute of
France; Biographie Universelle.)

VILNA. [Wilna.]
VIMOUTIERS. [Ohnk.]
VINA'GO. [Columbidjk, vol. vii., p. 367.]
VINCA (from vinco, to bind), a genus of plants be-

longing to the natural order Apocynacese. It has a 5-cleft

calyx, with linear or subulate acute segments ; a salver-

shaped corolla, with the tube longer than the calyx, and
the throat bearded, the segments of the limb flat, oblique,
truncate at the apex ; 5 stamens inserted in the throat en-
closed with short filaments, each of the anthers ending in

a hairy membrane at the apex, which connives over the
stigma ; the stigma is bearded, seated on a flat orbicular

disk, which is grooved round the circumference ; 2 glands
alternating with the ovaries; 2 follicles, few-seeded, de-
hiscing lengthwise; the seeds cylindrical, naked, with
fleshy albumen. Five or six species of this genus have
been described: they are creeping, suffruticose, or her-
baceous plants, with smooth, shining, opposite leaves, with
blue, purple, or white flowers, seated on solitary, axillary,

alternate peduncles. They are all natives of Europe, in

shady places.

V. major, the Greater Periwinkle, has stems rather erect,

ovato-acute, ciliated leaves; teeth of the calyx linear,

subulate, ciliated, and usually with a smaller tooth on each
side at the base ; the segments of the corolla are broad
and ovate. It is a native of the middle and southern parts
of Europe, and is apparently wild in many parts of Great
Britain, but it may be doubted whether it is an ori-

final native of this island. Its flowers are of a fine purple-
lue colour, and are larger than those of any other species.

The English name periwinkle seems to be derived from
the French pervenche. In Chaucer's time it was called
• perwinke :'

—

'Hum tpimnee the riolet «1 nswe
And frah yewinki rich of hew*.'

The flowers appear early in spring, and continue open all

the summer. It is well adapted for growing on the ground
of shrubberies, as well as on the banks of hedgerows, or in
any shady place. In olden times great virtues were attri-

buted to the periwinkle, amongst other things Culpepper
says • the leaves of the periwinkle eaten by man and wife
together do cause love between them.' In Italy this plant
is called /lore di morte, from the practice of making gar-
lands of it in which to bury dead children. It was at one
time much used in sorceries and incantations, hence the
French still call it violttte dee soreiers. In France too
this plant has been lately much grown as a memorial of
friendship. This has arisen out of a circumstance in the
life of Jean Jacques Rousseau, in which, after thirty years,
he was suddenly reminded of his early attachment to Ma-
dame de Warens by the sight of a periwinkle in flower.
Hence the plant is consecrated aux Houx souvenirs.

V. minor, the Lesser Periwinkle, has procumbent stems,
elliptico-lanceoJate glabrous leaves ; the segments of the

calyx linear-lanceolate and bluntish ; the segments of ftW

corolla broadish at top ; the flowering stems usually atct.

This is also a native of Europe, in the same tutu s-t in— u
the last, and is often found in Great Britain. It isna
much in the colour of its flowers, which are sometime
double. The leaves also often become variegated. It u
not so large a plant as the last, and may be grown is the
same situations.

V. herbacea. Herbaceous Periwinkle, has herbaceoo*
prostrate stems, with oblong-lanceolate smooth Ism,
stalked flowers, and a ciliated calyx. The flowers are ot

a pale blue colour. It is an elegant plant, and is a natrre

of Hungary. V. rosea is an East Indian periwinkle ; it has

an erect stem with twin sessile flowers. Like aB tb*

species, it may be easily propagated by cuttings or di-

viding the roots. It is continually in flower. It has pale

flowers, and two or three varieties are known in garden*.
All the species are easily cultivated, and are very de-

sirable plants for gardens, as they retain their leaves ail

the year round.
VINCE, SAMUEL, a distinguished mathematician, saJ

Plumian Professor of Astronomy and Experimental Phi-

losophy in the University of Cambridge. He took aram.
and he was promoted to the archdeaconry of Bedford. He
died in December, 1821.

Professor Vince was elected a Fellow of the Royal So-
ciety in 1786, having previously written a paper oa fric-

tion, which was published in the ' Philosophical Transac-
tions' for 1785. This paper, which possesses considerable
merit, contains a description of many experiments made
on that subject, from which it is concluded that fnctmn a
a uniformly retarding force, and that it increases with ti*

surfaces in contact, but in a less ratio than the weight or

pressure of the moving bodies against each other : it a
also shown that, when one body remains long at rest upoc
another, a certain degree of cohesion takes place, winra
increases the friction. It is right to observe that toe
cond of these laws has not been confirmed by the expe-v
ments of M. Coulomb, this philosopher having found thai

the friction varies with the pressure of the bodies.
In the ' Philosophical Transactions' for 1796 there t» t

paper by Vince, entitled ' Observations on the Theorv of

the Motion and Resistance of Fluids,' in which are 'de-

scribed several experiments relating to the discbarges U
water through pipes inserted, in vertical position*, in the
bottoms of vessels. From these it is shown that, wbea the
pipes are less than one inch in length, the ratio between
the quantities discharged from a simple orifice and from *
pipe are not exactly to one another in the subdtrphcat*
ratio of the depths, that is, of the distances from the upper
surface of the water in the vessel to the orifice and to tot
lower extremity of the pipe ; the results of the experi-
ments are however found to agree better with the theorr
in proportion as the pipes are longer. Another paper N
Vince, which is entitled ' Experiments on the RacMtanc*
of Bodies moving in Fluids,' was published in the volume
of the 'Transactions' for 1798. These experiments wire
made with bodies at considerable distances below the sur-
face ; and it was found that when the body is a plane sar-
face, and also when it is a hemisphere moving with the
flat side foremost, the experimented resistances differed
from the results of the general theory in the ratio of 3 to
2 nearly. The ratio between the resistance experienced
by a plane surface at rest, when struck by a fluid in mo-
tion, and that which took place when the same plane ws»
made to move in the fluid, the latter being at rest, was
found to be nearly as 6 to 5 ; and this result agrees won
that which was obtained by Du Buat.

In conjunction with the Rev. James Wood. Professor
Vince published at Cambridge a * Course of Mathenmtm
and Natural Philosophy, for the Use of Students in the
University ;' and of this valuable work there have since
been several editions with considerable improvements: the
parts written by Vince are entitled ' Elements of Cook
Sections, intended as Preparations for the reading of New-
ton's Principia ;' 'Principles of Fluxions;' 'Principles of
Hydrostatics;' and 'Elements of Astronomy.' In I7H»
came out his 'Treatise of Practical Astronomy,' in quarto,
containing descriptions of the constructions'and the osrt
of astronomical instruments ; but his principal work is a
* Complete System of Astronomy,' which was published at
Cambridge iu 3 vols. 4to. (.1797 to 1808). The first volume
contains accounts of the phenomena and motions of tor
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moon and planets, deduced from observations ;

part of the
second is occupied with the subject of physical astronomy,
or investigations from the theory of general attraction,

concerning the precession of the equinoxes, the move-
ments of the moon and planets, of the apsides and nodes
of the orbits, and the variations to which the inclinations

of the orbits are subject: the remainder consists of several
tables, of great utility in the solution of problems relating

to practical astronomy. The third volume contains a com-
plete series of astronomical tables with precepts for their

use
; they consist of Delambre's tables of the sun, moon,

and planets, and of the satellites of Jupiter, and Burg's
tables of the moon ; the epochs being changed to the first

day of January at Greenwich mean noon.
Professor Vince published a pamphlet entitled 'The

Credibility of Christianity Vindicated,' in answer to Hume's
objections in his ' Essay on Miracles;' and, in 1806, one
entitled ; Observations on the Hypotheses which have been
assumed- to account for the Cause of Gravitation on Me-
chanical Principles.' The latter was read before the Royal
Society, and was intended to be the Bakerian Lecture

;

but, for some reason, it was not published in the 'Trans-
actions.' The writer endeavours to disprove Newton's
supposition that gravity may be accounted for by means
of an elastic fluid, and he concludes that the formation
and preservation of the universe must be ascribed to the

immediate agency of the Deity. He also published four

Sermons, which he had preached before the University.

The subject of these discourses is a confutation of atheism,
from the laws and constitution of the heavenly bodies ; the
various adaptations of the parts of the solar system to one
another are exhibited, and offered as proofs of design in its

formation ; and the correspondence of certain phenomena
in that system to those which have been observed in the

stars called fixed is stated as an evidence that the universe

13 under the superintendence of one Being.
VINCENNES. [Skink, Department.]
VINCENT, ST., one of the islands of the Columbian

Archipelago, situated between 13° 10* and 13° 25' N. lat.

and 61° 10' and 61° 2C W. long., having Barbadoes on the
east, Grenada on the south, and St. Lucia on the north.

The area of St. Vincent is less than that of the county of

Rutland, being 131 square miles, or rather more than 84,000
acres. It is one of the most beautiful islands of the Ca-
ribbee group, of an oval form, 18 miles long by 11 broad

;

and though the surface is irregular, the valleys, some of

which are very beautiful, possess a fertile soil and are well

watered. The coast is bold and rocky, and a range of

high mountains crosses the island from north to south.

The Grenadines consist of several small islets off the

southern extremity of the coast. Bequia, the largest, has
an area of 3700 acres, and there are seven others, some of
which are partially cultivated. Bequia possesses a fine

harbour, called Admiralty Bay. The most remarkable phy-
sical feature of St. Vincent is the Souffriere, a volcanic

mountain 3000 feet high, with a crater half a mile in

diameter, from the centre of which rises a conical hill 300
feet high, and 200 feet in diameter at the base. After a
repose of nearly a century an eruption of the mountain
took place in 1812. St. Vincent has several times suffered

severely from hurricanes, but it is one of the healthiest

islands of the archipelago.

St. Vincent was discovered by Columbus in 1498, at

which time the natives were numerous, and continued to

be so for a long period afterwards. The existence of two
distinct races in the island, before its settlement by Euro-
peans, one exhibiting the features of the African negro, is

accounted for by a slave-ship from Guinea having, it is said,

been wrecked on the coast about 1675. Early in the 18th

century the negro Caribs, as they were called, had become
very numerous, partly by the accession of runaway slaves

from Barbadoes, and partly by the children they had by
the Indian women, and they drove the aboriginal popula-

tion into the north-west part of the island. In 1672
Charles II. included St. Vincent with Barbadoes and se-

veral other islands under one government, but this assump-
tion of authority was merely nominal so far as relates

to St. Vincent, which was seldom visited. In 1714 the
French began to form a settlement with the permission of
the natives; and in 1722 or 1723, George I. having granted

the island to the duke of Marlborough, an expedition was
undertaken to obtain possession of it, which failed. For
manyyean afterwards it was a bone of contention between

the French and the English, and the island was declared
neutral by the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle in 1748. "When
the English took possession of it in 1762, the settlers were
chiefly French, but by the treaty of Paris in 1763 it was
ceded to Great Britain. Ten years afterwards the Caribs
were in open hostilities with the British, which continued
two years, until they were pacified by a treaty concluded
with them in 1773, under which a certain part of the
island was assigned to them. The French took possession
of St. Vincent during the American war, in 1770, but it

was restored to the British crown at the peace in 1783. In
the subsequent war with France, the Caribs, stimulated by
French emissaries, revolted, and the result was the re-

moval of the native population, about 5000 in number, to

the island of Roatan, in the bay of Honduras. St. Vincent
is a dependency of the government of Barbadoes, under a
lieutenant-governor, who is assisted by a council of twelve
members, who are usually official persons or dependent
upon the governing power. The House of Assembly con-
sists of nineteen members, returned from different districts

of the island by freeholders and householderswho hold the
requisite property qualifications. It is urged that, instead

of being subject to Barbadoes, the local government ought
now to enjoy the advantage of direct correspondence with
the Colonial office ; and the rapidity and certainty of com-
munication occasioned by the establishment of a line of
steam-boats between England and the West India co-
lonies renders this change not altogether unreasonable.
St. Vincent is in the diocese of Barbadoes. The island

was divided into five parishes in 1797.

In 1783 there were 61 sugar-estates in St. Vincent ; 500
acres were planted with coffee ; 200 with cacao ; 400 were
in cotton ; 50 in indigo ; and 500 in tobacco. The pro-
duce of the island in 1836, 1837, and 1838, was as fol-

lows :

—

1830. 1837. 18.18.

Sugar . . lbs. 51,591,196 22,987,009 21,807,080
Rum . .gals. 363,522 408,945 329,742
Molasses. .gals. 493,052 457,323 575,275
Arrow-root . lbs. 49,369 44,461 27,374
Coffee . . lbs. 535 642 282
Cocoa . . lbs. 7,721 1,431 6,588
Cotton . . lbs. 59,411 44,706 15,056
The following are the quantities of the chief articles of

produce imported into Great Britain from St. Vincent, from
1831 to 1841 inclusive :—

Sugar. MoUmm. Ram. CoDm. Cocoa.
- cwt. cwt. pU. lb*. lb..

1831 221,662 23,801 160,211 44. 6,043
1832 186,812 28,228 29,732 242
1833 194,889 48,650 89,206 132 2,713
1834 213,017 33,094

26,455
93,397 197 4,279

1835 195,017 189,154 118 272
1836 186,482 37,967 12,183 1,350

2,5251837 201,191 34.564 200,025 5,335
1838 194,182 45,669 181,562 99 3,191
1839 151,899 34,051 189,697 35 700
1840 101,020 16,529 145,909 699 6,442
1841 110,205 31,587 88,999 1,758
In 1837 the value of British produce and manufactures

imported into St. Vincent was 178,415/., and the exports

to the mother-country were valued at 379,686/. In 1838
the commerce of the island employed about 26,000 tons

of shipping outwards ; 43 ships sailed for the ports of the
United Kingdom : 213 for British colonial ports ; and 79
for foreign ports.

The population of St. Vincent in 1787 consisted of 1450
whites, 300 free coloured-persons, and 11,853 slaves. In
1834 the white population was 1301 ; free coloured-persons
2824 ; and the ' apprenticed labourers' (late slaves) were
22,997. The slave-owners received compensation out of
the parliamentary grant to the amount of 590,779/. Kings-
town, the capital of the island, contains about 2000 inha-
bitants. It nas a few public buildings, and a church
capable of holding 2000 persons. There is a botanic gar-

den of thirty acres, which was formed more than half a
century ago.

(Edwards's West Indies, vol. i., p. 407 : Parliamentary
Returns; Mr. Porter's Tables.)

VINCENT, EARL ST. [Jkrvis, John.]
VINCENT, WILLIAM, D.D., was born 2nd Novem-

ber, 1739, in the city of London, where his father carried

on business, first as a packer, afterwards as a Portugal
merchant, till he lost all he had through the failures that
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followed the Lisbon earthquake of 1755, in which also his

second son perished. William, who was his third, was
admitted a king's scholar of Westminster school in 1753,

was thence elected a scholar of Trinity College, Cambridge,
in 1757, and in 1761 took his degree of B.A., and was
chosen a Fellow of his college. The next year he was
appointed one of the ushers of Westminster school ; in

1764 he took his degree of M.A. ; and in 1771, having
passed through the previous gradations, he rose to be
second master of the school on the resignation of Dr.

Lloyd. The same year he was also nominated one of the

chaplains in ordinary to his majesty. Soon after this he
married Miss Hannah Wyatt. In 1776 he took his degree

of D.D. In 1778 he was presented by the Dean and
Chapter of Westminster to the vicarage of Longdon in

Worcestershire ; but this living he resigned, after having
held it about half a year, on being collated by the arch-

bishop of Canterbury to the united rectories of Allhallows
the Great and Less, in Thames Street, London. At length,

in 1788, on the death of Dr. Smith, Dr. Vincent succeeded
him as head-master of Westminster School. This situation

he continued to hold, discharging its duties with distin-

guished ability, till, on the translation of Bishop Horsley
from the see of Rochester to that of St. Asaph in 1802, he
was nominated by the crown the bishop's successor in the

deanery of Westminster, having already been presented to

a prebend in that church the year before. In 1803 the

rectory of St. John's, Westminster, which is in the gift of

the dean and chapter, having become vacant, and the
nomination falling to his turn, ne took that living for him-
self and resigned Allhallows, which however he obtained
for his eldest son. Finally, in 1805, he exchanged St.

John's for the rectory of Ishp in Oxfordshire, the patron-

age of which also belongs to the church of Westminster.
He died at his residence in Westminster, on the 21st of
December, 1815.

Dr. Vincent's first publication was an anonymous
' Letter to Dr. Richard Watson, Regius Professor of
Divinity at Cambridge (afterwards bishop of LlandaiF),

occasioned by his Sermon preached before the University,'

8vo., Lond., 1780. It was an attack upon certain political

principles announced in Watson's printed sermon. This
was followed by ' A Sermon preached at the Yearly Meet-
ing of the Charity Children at St. Paul's,' 4to., 1784 ;

' Con-
siderations on Parochial Music,' 8vo., 1717; 'A Sermon
preached at the Anniversary Meeting of the Sons of the
Clergy,' 4to., 1789 ; and « A Sermon preached at St. Mar-
garet's, Westminster, for the Grey-coat School of the
Parish,' 8vo., 1792. This last discourse, which was an-
other proclamation and defence of its author's strong con-
servative politics, was printed at the request of the Asso-
ciation against Republicans and Levellers, by whom, it is

said, above twenty thousand copies of it were distributed.

In 1793 Dr. Vincent published a short Latin tract entitled
' De Legionc Manliana, Quaestio ex Livio desumpta,' &c,
•lto. It is an explanation of what had appeared to be an
irreconcileable difference between the account of the
Roman legion given by Polybius (book vi., c. 1) and what
is said by Livy (book viii., c. 8) about a manoeuvre of the
consul T. Manlius in his battle with the Latins at the foot

of Mount Vesuvius, a.u. 413. His next publication, which
appeared in 1794, was a tract in 8vo., entitled 'The Ori-

gination of the Greek Verb, an Hypothesis.' Singularly
enough, in the same week in which this performance
is-ucd from the press in London, there appeared at Edin-
burgh a volume of a new edition of the ' Encyclopaedia
Britannica,' in which, in an article on Philology, was
given a view of the origination of the inflections of the
Greek verb almost identical with that proposed by Dr.
Vincent. The author of the Edinburgh article was the
late David Doig, I.L.D., a very remarkable man, then
master of the grammar-school of Stirling, where he died
at the age of eighty-one, in IROO. Vincent immediately
sought out Duig, and although, we believe, they never
met, they became friends through the medium of an epis-
tolary correspondence. Vincent's speculation extended
and put into a new shape, was reproduced the following
year, 1795, under the title of ' The Greek Verb analyzed,
an Hypothesis.'

In 1797 appealed, in a quarto volume, the first of the
works which have principally established Dr. Vincent's
reputation, ' The Vo\ age of Nearchus to the Euphrates,
collected from the ungual journal prosjived l>y Aiuau.'

[Nkabchtjs.] This was followed in 1800 by 'The Pr-

riplus of the Erythraean Sea, part first, containing ao A.

count of the Navigation of the Antients from the S<»
8uez to the Coast of Zanguebar, with Dissertation*.* TL-

Second Part, containing the navigation from thu Gulf
.Slanato the island of Ceylon, appeared in 1903 ; ami bo _

the Nearchus and Periplus were republished together.
two volumes quarto, in 1807, under the title of ' The IL»
tory of the Commerce and Navigation of the AattenU il

the Indian Ocean.' A Supplemental volume, containing
the Greek text of the two voyages, was afterward* add-L
with an English translation and alto part of Amu.'.
Indian History. This work forms one of the moat .c
portant contributions to antient geography that mr»U-.
scholarship has produced.

Dr. Vincent contributed several valuable articles to ' *

'Classical Journal,' and he was also a frequent writer in

'British Critic' till near the close of his life. He prut*.',

but did not publish, a letter in French, addressed lo M
Barbif du Bocage, who had attacked his ' Nearchu*.' H
only other separate publications were, ' A Defeo.ec
Public Education, in a Letter to the Lord BLihup .

Meath,' 8vo., 1802 ; and ' A Sermon preached before L..

House of Commons on the Day of General Thaalipiw: _:

for Peace,' 4to., the same year. The 'Defence of Pubu.
Education,' which he wrote and published imtutdiiU

j
before terminating his connection with Westminster Sch»i...

was an answer to certain attacks recently made on t.t

system of our public schools, which was charged
a neglect of religious instruction. One of the pnr.r.pi.

authors of the attacks was Dr. O'Beirne, the prt-'al..- •

whom Vincent addressed his 'Defence,' which pa*» -

rapidly through three editions. It is said to have I*

the only one of his publications from which he ever .'• -

rived any pecuniary profit ; he presented what he got U- :

it to his wife as the first-fruits of his authorship. It > t.

to this publication also that he was indebted for the de»: e-

of Westminster, which was given hira by Mr. Addias'-.'L
then first lord of the treasury, avowedly as an expression u
his admiration of the Defence of Public Schools. \V:>.

:

Vincent republished his Nearchus and the Periplu*. .

1809, he dedicated the work to his patron, then bt'c >i<

Lord Sidraouth.
By his wife, who died in 1807, Dr. Vincent had '-

sons, the Rev. W. St. Andrew Vincent and George G. i>

Vincent, Esq. The history of his life has been given
ample length by his friend Archdeacon Nares, in a c.n-
munication printed in the 20th and 27th Nos. of
'Classical Journal.'

V1TSICI, LIONATtDO DA, one of the most aoxa
plished men of an accomplished age, and for the extent >.

his knowledge in the arts and sciences yet unrivalled, ujj

born at Vinci in the Val d'Arno below Florence, in
His father Pietro da Vinci, of whom he was a natural tvi
was a notary, and in the year 1484 notary to the wgiiorj i.

Florence. He had three wives, but his son Lionardo »«»

born before his first marriage, in his twenty-thud >-**.

the mother of Lionardo is not known. Lionardo evincvi
as a boy remarkably quick abilities for everything that i>r

turned his attention to, but more particularly for sir it!,-

metic, music, and drawing : his drawings appeared u> U
something wonderful to his father, who showed them t.

Andrea Verrocchio. This celebrated artist was like**,
surprised to see such productions from an uninstructo.
hand, and willingly took Lionardo as a pupil : but be «*,
soon much more astonished when he perceived tlie rapi-i

progress his pupil made ; lie felt his own inferiority. aa<l

when Lionardo painted an angel in a picture of the Bap-
tism of Christ, so superior to the other figures, thai i;

made the inferiority of Verrocchio apparent to aU, Ik
gave up painting from that time for ever. This picturv a
now in the academy of Florence. The first original na-
ture of I.ionaixlo's, mentioned by Vatari, was the so-caJU-J
Rotella del Fico, a round board of fig-tree, upon which iu»
father requested him to paint somethiug for one of he
tenants. Lionardo, wishing to astonish his father, d«t*r-
mined to execute something extraordinary that thouU
produce the effect of the head of Medusa; and baling
prepared the rotella and covered it with plaster, he iv-
letted almost every kind of reptile and composed u-mi
them a monster of most horrible appearance ; it sei-CHil
alive, its eyes flashed fire, and it appeared to breathe de-
struction from its open mouth. It had the desired elatf
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on his father, who thought it so wonderful that he car-

d it immediately to a picture-dealer of Florence, sold it

a hundred ducats, and purchased for a trifle an or-

\ary piece, which he sent to his tenant. This curious

aduction was afterwards sold to the duke of Milan for

ec hundred ducats.

Although Lionardo devoted himself enthusiastically to

inting. he appears to have found time also to study
my other arts and sciences—sculpture, architecture, en-
leering, and mechanics generally, botany, anatomy,
.thematics, and astronomy ; he was also a poet and an
cellent extempore performer on the lyre. He was not

ly a student in these branches of knowledge, but a
ister. His acquirements cannot be better told than in

i own words, in a letter to Ludovico il Moro, duke of

Han, when he offered him his services :—' Mo.-* Illus-

ous Signor—Having seen and sufficiently considered the

pcimens of all those who repute themselves inventors

d makers of instruments of war, and found them nothing
t of the common way : I am willing, without derogating
>ni the merit of another, to explain to your excellency

e secrets which I possess ; and 1 hope at fit opportunities

be enabled to give proofs of my efficiency in all the fol-

ding matters, \vhich I will now only briefly mention.
• 1. I have means of making bridges extremely light and
irtable, both for the pursuit of or the retreat from an
cmy ; and others that shall be very strong and fire-

bof, and easy to fix and take up again. And I have
sans to burn and destroy those of the enemy.
• 2. In case of a siege, I can remove the w ater from the

tches ; make scaling-ladders and all other necessary in-

Vments for such an expedition.

*9. If, through the height of the fortifications or the

fength of the position of any place, it cannot be effectu-

1^ bombarded, I have means of destroying any such for-

»», provided it be not built upon stone.

*4. I can also make bombs most convenient and portable,

lich shall cause great confusion and loss to the enemy.
• 5. I can arrive at any (place ?) by means of excavations

d crooked and narrow ways made without any noise,

en where it is required to pass under ditches or a river.

• 6. I can also construct covered waggons which shall be

Dof against any force, and entering into the midst of the

emy will break any number of men, and make way for

e infantry to follow without hurt or impediment.
' 7- I can also, if necessary, make bombs, mortars, or

Id-pieces of beautiful and useful shapes quite out of the

mmon method.
8. If bombs cannot be brought to bear, I can make

ossbows, ballistae, and other most efficient instruments
;

deed I can construct fit machines of offence for any
nergency whatever.
• 9. For naval operations also I can construct many in-

ruments both of offence and defence : I can make vessels

aX shall be bomb-proof.
*10. In times of peace I think I can as well as any other

ake designs of buildings for public or for private pur-

Dses ; I can also convey water from one place to an-

:her.

•I will also undertake any work in sculpture, in marble,

1 bronze, or in tcrra-cotta : likewise in painting I can do
ihat can be done as well as any man, be he who he may.

•I can execute the bronze horses to be erected to the

lcmory and glory of your illustrious father, and the re-

owned house of Sforza.
' And if some of the above things should appear to any

ne impracticable and impossible, I am prepared to make
xperirnents in your park or in any other place in which it

lay please your Excellency, to whom I most humbly re-

omraend myself,' &c.
There is no date to this letter, but it was probably

rritten about 1483, or perhaps earlier; it is written from

ight to left, as are all the manuscripts of Iiouardo, and is

1 the Ambrorian Library at Milan.

The duke took Lionardo into his sen ice, with a salary

f 500 scurli per annum. Why he chose to leave Florence

1 not known : he had made several propositions for the

mprovement of the city and the state, which were not

istened to. This however may have had no such influence

ipon him as to make him leave Florence. One of his pro-

lositions was to convert the river Aruo, from Florence to

^Though lionardo devoted more time to painting than

V I N

to anything else, he did not make many designs before lie

went to Milan. The following are mentioned by Vasari :

—

a Cartoon of Adam and Eve, for the king of Portugal, to

be worked in tapestry in Flanders ; it was considered in

its time to have been the best work that had ever been
produced ; a painting of the Madonna, in which there was
a vase of flowers admirably painted ; it was afterwards

purchased at a great price by Pope Clement VII. : a de-
sign of Neptune, drawn in his car by sea-horses, sur-

rounded by tritons and mermaids, with other accessaries :

and the head of an Angel, which was in the Palazzo
Vecchio. Da Vinci's application was indefatigable ; he
sketched from memory stinking faces that he saw in the
streets ; witnessed trials and executions for the sake of
studying expression ; invited people of the labouring class

to sup with him, told them ridiculous stories, and drew
their faces : some of these drawings were published by
Clarke, in 1780, from drawings by Hollar, taken from the
Portland Museum. He painted also before he went to

Milan the Medusa's Head, now in the Florentine gallery.

The silly story told by Vasari that the duke of Milan in-

vited Lionardo to go and play the lyre and sing to him, is an
imputation on the common sense of the duke, that he could
send, and an insult on the manly character of the painter
that he could accept, such an invitation. Lionardo does
not even mention music in his letter to Ludovico, although
he was accounted the best performer on the lyre of his

age. In Milan, besides performing many and various ser-

vices for the duke, Lionardo established for him an aca-
demy of the arts about 1485, and formed a great school.

His first public work in the arts was the model for a bronze
equestrian statue of Francesco Sforza, mentioned in his

letter. He painted also for Ludovico portraits of his two
favourites, Cecilia Gallerani and Lucrezia Crevelli : there

is a copy of the former in the Milanese gallery ; the second
is said to be in the Louvre at Paris (No. 1091).

When the duke went to meet Charles VIII. at Pavia in

1494, Lionardo accompanied him, and he took that oppor-
tunity of studying anatomy with the celebrated Marc-
Antonio della Tone, with whom he became on very
friendly terms. Lionardo made many anatomical draw-
ings in red chalk for Delia Torre ; and Dr. Hunter, who
examined some of them in one of the royal collections in

London, says in his Lectures, published in 1784, that they are

most minutely correct. About the year 1495 Lionardo
wrote a treatise upon the respective merits of painting and
sculpture, and dedicated it to the duke, but it is now lost.

All the various works executed or written by Lionardo
da Vinci cannot be mentioned in a short notice. The
bare enumeration of the titles alone of his treatises, of

which he wrote several at this period, would occupy much
space. In 1496 he painted a picture of the Nativity,

which Ludovico present ed to the emperor Maximilian the

same year, at Pavia ; it is now in the gallery at Vienna.
In 1497 he commenced his celebrated painting of the

Last Supper, on a wall of the refectory of the Dominican
convent of the Madonna delle Grazie. This work, the

greatest that had then appeared, was copied several times

while it was in a good state, and it is well known from
Frey's, Morghen's, and other numerous engravings of it.

One of the best copies is that in the Royal Academy of

London, made by Marco Oggioni, purchased by Sir

Thomas Lawrence in Italy: there are twelve old copies

still extant. It was restored by Bellotti in 1720. There
was nothing of the original work remaining at the end of

the last century, except the heads of three apostles, which
were very faint : it was nearly destroyed about fifty years
after it was painted ; and some French soldiers in the time

of the Revolution finished its destruction by amusing them-
selves with firing at the various heads in it. It was painted

in some new manner in oil, and its rapid decay has been
attributed to the imperfect or bad vehicles used by Lio-

nardo. This was the last work of importance in painting

which Lionardo executed in Milan. He was obliged to

leave that place without having cast his great equestrian

statue of Ludovico's father, Francesco Sforza : the .nould

was ready, and he was waiting only for the metal ; but

this Ludovico was not able to give him; he required

200,000 pounds of bronze. The affairs of the duke were in

so bad a state, that he could not even pay Lionardo his

salary, which, in 1499, was two years 111 arrear ; but he

made him a present of a small freehold estate near the

Porta Vercellina. After the duke's flight from Milan in
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that year, before Louis XII. of France, Lionardo had
no longer any reason for staying there ; but when he
saw his works destroyed by the French, who broke up his

model for the statue of Francesco Sforza, he left the place

in disgust, and returned to Florence in the year 1500,

accompanied by his favourite scholar and assistant, Salii,

and his friend" Luca Paciolo. He was well received by
Pietro Soderini, the gonfaloniere, who had him enrolled in

the list of artists employed by the government, and fixed

an annual pension upon him. His first great work was
the Cartoon of St. Anne, for the church of the Annunziata,

a work which created an extraordinary sensation, but Lio-

nardo never executed it in colours. He made also about
the same time the celebrated portrait of the Madonna Lisa,

the wife of Francesco del Giocondo, a work that has been
praised perhaps more than it deserves ; it is infinitely in-

ferior in style and execution to his own portrait at Flo-

rence. Francis I. of France gave 4000 gold crowns for it,

and it is now in the Louvre at Paris.

In 1502 he was appointed his architect and chiejf-

engineer by Cesare Borgia, captain-general of the pope's

army, and he visited in that year many parts of the Roman
states in his official capacity ; but in 1503, after the death

of Pope Alexander VI., he was again in Florence, and
was employed by Soderini to paint one end of the council-

hall of the Palazzo Vecchio. Da Vinci selected for this

purpose the battle in which the Milanese general Nicolo
Picinino was defeated by the Florentines at Anghiari, near
Borgo San Sepulchro. This composition, of which Lio-

nardo made only the cartoon of a part, was called the

Battle of the Standard ; it represents a group of horse-

men contending for a standard, with various accessories.

Vasari praises the beauty and anatomical correctness of

the horses and the costume of the soldiers. Da Vinci is

said to have left this work unfinished, on account of jea-

lousy of the more masterly and interesting design of the

rival cartoon of the young Buonaroti for the same place.

[Tuscan School.] In 1507 Lionardo again visited Milan,
and painted in that year, in an apartment in the palace of

the Melzi at Vaprio, a large Madonna and Child, which is

in part still extant. He painted about the same time also

the portrait of the general of Louis XII. in Italy, Giangia-
copo Triulzio, which is now in the Dresden gallery. He
visited it again in 1512, and painted two portraits of the

ycung duke Maximilian, the son of Ludovico il Moro. He
again left it in 1514, with several of his companions, and
set out, by Florence, for Rome, on the 24th of September
of that year. He arrived at Rome in the train of the duke
Giuliano de' Medici, the brother of Leo X., by whom he
was introduced to the pope. Leo at first took little notice

of Lionardo, but upon seeing a picture of the Holy Family
which he had painted for Baldassare Turini da Pescia, the

pope's almoner, he gave him a commission to execute
some works for him. Seeing however ,a great apparatus,
and hearing that the painter was about to make varnishes,

Leo said, 'Dear me, this man will never do anything, for

he begins to think of the finishing of his work before the
commencement.' This want of courtesy in the pope, and
the circumstance of his sending for Michel Angelo to

Rome, offended Da Vinci, and he left Rome in disgust,

ami set out for Pavia to enter into the service of Francis I.

of Fiance, known to be a great patron cf the arts, and to

have a great esteem for Da Vinci, some of whose works he
possessed. Francis received him with the greatest kind-

ness, and took him into his service, with an annual salary

of 700 crowns. Da Vinci accompanied him to Bologna,
where he went to meet Leo X., and afterwards, in the be-
ginning of 1516, he went with him to France, whither, if

it had been possible, Francis would have also taken the
famed picture of the Last Supper, but it could not be re-

moved from the wall, upon which it was directly painted.

Da Vinci's health after he left Italy was so enfeebled
that he executed little or nothing more. Francis could
not prevail upon him to colour his cartoon of St. Anne,
which he had Drought with him ; nor did he show himself
at all disposed to commence any new work which woidd
require the exertion of his energies. His health gradually
grew worse, and he died at Fontainebleau on the 2nd of
May, 1519, aged sixty-seven, not seventy-five, as Vasari
and others after him have stated. Vasari relates, that

he died in the arms of Francis I., who happened to be
on a visit to him in his chamber, when he was seized

with a paroxysm wlvi .h ended in his death. Amorctti, in his

Life of Lionardo, has endeavoured to show that tin* story tt

Vasari's is a fiction, but the reasons he gives for ham opsin
do not in any way tend to prove it such. Leonardos «t!

and many other documents concerning him are still i

in the Ambrosian Library at Milan, where hia msmiarriA
are likewise preserved. Lionardo was a man ofprood &.
position, of very sumptuous habits, and of a remarks^
handsome person, which he always took great care I.

adorn with the most costly attire ; in his youth also h.

was a great horseman. From the manner in which h<

always lived, his means must have been great, jet the mi
of payment he received upon some occasions ra itn
small, his salary when employed by the gonfaloniae hi-

derini was fifteen gold florins per month ; but b* *t<

possessed of some property which he inherited front ha

family, from his father and an uncle ; the estate also «bc
was given to him by Ludovico il Moro, though small, n*.

still have been of considerable benefit to him ; he had hit-

wise an estate at Fiesole. Half of the former he lefl to i.u

servant Da Vilanis, and the other half, with the home.
Salii, his favourite assistant ; the latter to his brauWa
His library, manuscripts, his wardrobe at Cloux, aad *
things relating to his art, he bequeathed to his scholar ai
executor Francesco Melzi. The furniture of his boor l

Cloux near Amboise he bequeathed to Da Vilanis.
This great painter had three different styles of exeenbx.

His first was much in the dry manner of Verroecbio. hr
with a greater roundness of form : his second was that tf .

;

which particularly characterises what is termed the *cix
of Da Vinci ; it consists in an extreme softness of rus.-

tion, combined with great roundness and depth of ehne-
'scuro, together with a fullness of design ; in this style art tr
works which he executed in Milan : his third differed la»
in essentials from his second, but was characterised i>; i

greater freedom of execution and less formality of cos-

position ; of this style the best specimen is his own j>t

trait in the Florentine gallery, a work equal in e»tr

respect to the finest portraits of Titian.

No man borrowed less from other men than Lientrc
Da Vinci ; he might almost be called the invented t

chiaro'scuro, in which, and in design, he was, in the rn'i.

part of his career, without a rival. Both Fra BartoJaa--
m his tone and mellowness, and Michel Angelo in L
grandeur of design, were anticipated by Vinci. Pre\.u
to Fra Bartolomeo, Michel Angelo, and Raphael, with ;j»

exception perhaps of those of Masaccio, no worfcs ii
appeared that could in any respect be compared mt:
those of Da Vinci. Lionardo's works are not mm:
rous ; his occupations were too various to allow him '

paint many pictures. There can be no doubt that sx
of the works attributed to him in various galleries art fi>

£reductions of his scholars or imitators, as Beraardr
uino, Francesco Melzi, and Andrea Salii ; or Mar.

Oggioni, Gian Antonio Beltraffio, Cesare da Sesto. Pk~
Ricci, Lorenzo Lotto, Niccolo Appiano, and others. T
picture in the National Gallery, of Christ Disputing «-

'

the Doctors, is one of these doubtful works, or perba--
undoubtedly not the work of Lionardo.
Of Lionardo's numerous treatises few have been p«- -

lished. The best known is that on painting, • Tratr
della Pittura,' of which several editions have been pc:
lished ; it has been twice translated into English. In 1«C

a very splendid edition was published at Paris by I>.

Frcsne, with engravings from drawings by Nicholas Pousa..
The work is divided into 365 short chapters, and contu -

such a mass of instruction, that subsequent writers ha
had to do little more than reiterate in different word* :'.

precepts of Da Vinci. Lionardo's greatest literarv duf '

tion however is derived, says Mr. Hallam, * from tlv»
short fragments of his unpublished writings that appcv .'

not many years since ; and which, according at Iei»t '

our common estimate of the age in which he lived, it?

more like revelations of physical truths vouchsafed U »

single mind, than the superstructure of its reasoning up
any established basis. The discoveries which made GslJ.
and Kepler, and Maestlin, and Maurolicus, and Ca>U .

and other names illustrious, the system of Copernicus, r
very theories of recent geologers, are anticipated bv T«.

Vinci, within the compass of a few pages, not perhaps ::

the most precise language, or on the most conclusive pri-
soning, but so as to strike us with something like the s»<
of preternatural knowledge. In an age of so much doe-
raatism, he first laid down the grand principle of Bao-\
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t experiment and observation must be the guides to
theory in the investigation of nature. If any doubt
be harboured, not as to the light of Lionardo da
to stand as the first name of the fifteenth eeritury,

is beyond all doubt, but as to his originality in so
discoveries, which probably no one man, especially
*- circumstances, has ever made, it must be on an

not very untenable, that some parts of physical
had already attained a height which mere books
record.' The extracts alluded to above were pub-

ecl at Paris in 1797, by Venturi, in an essay entitled
sai sur les Ouvrages Physieo-Mathdmatiques de Leonard

da. Vinci, avec des Fragmens tires de ses Manuscrits ap-
porles de l'ltalie.' These manuscripts were afterwards

cd to Milan, where they are still preserved under the
name of the ' Codice Atlantico.' It is said that Napoleon

ed these and Petrarch's ' Virgil ' to his hotel himself,
allowing any one to touch them, exclaiming with de-

' Questi sono miei ' (these are mine). They were
cted together by the, Cavaliere Pompeo Leoni, who
urcd most of them from Mozzenta, who had them from
heirs of Francesco Melzi, to whom Lionardo bequeathed

They came eventually into the hands of Count
o Arconauti, to whom James I. of England is said

ve offered 3000 Spanish doubloons for them (nearly

0/.), but this patriotic nobleman refused the money,
presented them to the Ambrosian Library.

Vasari, Vile de' Pittori, &c. ; Lomazzo, Idea del Tem-
io delta Pitlura, &c. ; Amoretti, Memorie Storiche su la

gli Studi, e le Opere di Lionardo da Vinci ; Lanzi,

Pillorica, &c.
;
Gaye, Carteggio inedito d'Arlisti

;

Li/e of Leonardo da Vinci, &c. ; Hallam, Intro-

to the Literature of Europe, &c.)
/NCULUM, a name given in algebra to the line,

ikets, parentheses, or other symbol, by which various

is are compounded into one, or supposed to be so
compounded, in order that the result may be further ope-
rated on. As in

a+b+c x , (a +b+c)x , {a+b+c} x , &c,

which are, by the vinculum, prevented from being con-
founded with a+b+cx.

VINDE'LICI. [Vindelicia.]
INDELI'CIA, the antient name of a tract which con-

of the present countries of Suabia and Bavaria
Germany. It extended from the Lacus Bri-

now Lake of Constance, or Bodensee, to the

as far as the junction of the Inn with the Danube,
and from the northern frontier of Rhaetia in the south to

the Danube in the north. The adjoining provinces were
Helvetia in the south-west, Roman Germany in the west,

Independent Germany in the north, Noricum in the east,

and Rhaetia in the south. In the Roman division of the

provinces Vindelicia at first was a part of Rhaetia, which
was conquered by Tiberius during the reign of Augustus

;

from the time of Diocletian it was a separate province,

and was called Rhaetia Secunda, which name was gra-

dually supplanted by the name Vindelicia, which is first

mentioned by Sextus Rufus (c. 8). The name of Vin-

delicia is derived from the Vindelici, a warlike tribe in

the southern mountainous part of the country ; and it is

believed that this tribe had its name from the Vindo or

Vinda, also called Virdo, now Wertach, and the Licus,

now Lech, which were two of the principal rivers of the

country. The other rivers were the Danube, Oenus or

Aenus, now Inn : Isarus or Isargus, now Isar ; Ambro,
now Amber; Guntia, now Giinz ; and the Ilargus, now
Illcr, which separates Suabia from Bavaria.

The original inhabitants of Vindelicia were undoubtedly

of Celtic origin. The principal tribes were the Vindelici

;

I
the Isarii, on the Isar ; the Licates, on the Lech ; the Bri-

gantii, near the Lake of Constance ; and a great number
of Boii, who settled between the Inn and the Isar after

they had been driven from their homes in Bohemia by the

Marcomanni. The Romans founded many colonies in

Vindelicia, a great number of which still exist, and their

present names are generally corruptions of the Roman
names. The first in rank among them was Augusta Vin-

delicorum, now Augsburg, probably the ' splendidissima

Rhaetiae provinciae colonia' of Tacitus, for he mentions no

name {Germania, 41) ;
Campodunum, now Kempten

;

Guntia, now Giinzburg ; Brigantia, now Bregenz ; Vimania,

or Vemania, now Wangen ;
Juliomagus, now Diitlinge»(?j

;

Brigobanna, now Beyern (?) ;
Reginum, or Castra Regina,

now Ratisbon, or in German, Rcgensburg ; Batava Castra,

now Passau, at the confluence of the Inn and the Danube

;

Pons Oeni or Aeni, now Miihklorf, on the Inn, which
must not be confounded with Aeni Pons, or Oenipontum,
the Latinized name of Insbruck in the Tyrol. The mun: -

cipal rights given to these colonies by the Romans, which
some of them preserved during all the popular troubles of
the following centuries, were the cause of their afterwards

becoming free Imperial towns, the number of which was
greater in those provinces which were formerly occupied
by the Romans than in any other part of Germany. From
the third century Vindelicia was constantly invaded by
German tribes, and during the fourth and fifth centuries it

was entirely occupied by the Alemanni and Boioarii, and
the antient population was completely exterminated, ex-
cept perhaps some inhabitants who became serfs of the

conquerors, and were then Germanized.
(Strabo, p. 206-7, Cas. ;

Ptolemy, ii. 12, 13, ed. Basil.,

1541 ; Mannert, Geographic der Griechen und Rdmer

;

Cellarius, Notilia Orbis Antiqui ; D'Anville, Compendium
of Antient Geography-)
VINDEMI'ATRlX. [Virgo.]
VI'NDHYA MOUNTAINS. [Hindustan, xii., 211.]
VINE. rVrris.]

VINEGAR, a dilute acetic acid obtained by the vinous
fermentation. [Fermentation.] In countries which
produce wine, vinegar, as its name imports, is obtained
from the acetous fermentation of wine ; but in this country
it is usually procured from malt, and the process employed
resembles the first stages of the brewer's operations. [Brew-
ing.] The malt is ground and mashed with hot water.
The wort, after being cooled, is transferred to the ferment-
ing tun, where by the addition of yeast it undergoes the
acetous fermentation ; and when this is over, the liquor is

transferred to small vessels, which are kept warm by means
of a stove : in this it remains for a shorter or longer period,

according to the temperature of the stove and the strength
of the liquor. The process of acetification is assisted by
introducing into the casks with the wort what is called

rape, which is a quantity of the residuary fruit which has
served for making domestic wines, or has been preserved

by the vinegar-maker from one process to another in his

own factory. The use of the rape is to act as an acetous
ferment, and thus induce sourness in the wash, it being
well impregnated with vinegar and continually kept sour.

Acetification is sometimes carried on by transfernng the
wort, after it has undergone the vinous fermentation, into

casks, the bungholcs of which are left open and loosely

covered with tiles ; the casks are then exposed for a long
time to the air ; but the use of stoves has greatly super-

seded this mode, and has abridged the time of the opera-

tion and rendered it less liable to failure. The vinegar,

after it has reached its greatest degree of sourness, is ren-

dered clear and fit for use either by subsidence or the em-
ployment of isinglass. The manufacturer is allowed by
act of parliament to mix of its weight of sulphuric

acid With vinegar ; and what is termed by the Excise

proof vinegar contains 5 per cent, of real acetic acid.

Vinegar may be prepared in small quantities from the

fermentation of a solution of sugar mixed with yeast ; or it

may be obtained by the fermentation of various fruits

;

thus the juice of good apples contains a sufficiency of

sugar to afford tolerably good vinegar without any .

addition.

In France vinegar is made from poor wine : and there

are two kinds—the white, prepared from white wine ; and
the red, by the acetification of the red wine: these are

finer flavoured and somewhat stronger than the malt
vinegar of this country. (Donovan's Domestic Economy

;

Cabinet Cyclopaedia.)

VINEGAR, Medical Properties of. Vinegar produces

very different effects according to its degree of concentra-

tion ; its effects are also different on the dead and living

organic tissues. It acts as an effectual preservative from

the putrefactive fermentation of dead organic tissues, and is

hence employed as the means of forming pickles, or meat
in a dried state, by simply immersing the substance in it

for a few minutes. Wood vinegar, or pyroligneous acid,

is most efficacious for this purpose, owing to the creasote

present in it. Crude pyroligneous acid is one of the most
effectual applications to timber, both to prevent the dry-

rot and the ravages of insects. Concentrated acetic acid

Vol. XXVL—2 Y
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acts on the living tissues as a caustio poison
;
applied to

the skin it causes heat, redness, and rapid inflammation.

The same is the case when taken into the mouth or applied

to any mucous membrane, which it blackens like sulphuric

acid. When properly diluted and used in moderation, it

heightens the vitality of the stomach and greatlv promotes
the digestive powers. Indeed free acetic acid is one of

those always present in the stomach in a healthy state, and
the substitution of lactic acid for it in that organ is one of

the most common accompaniments of indigestion, espe-

cially in bilious persons. The peculiar property which
vinegar possesses of dissolving gelatine points out the pro-

priety of employing it as a condiment when veal or other

young meats, or fish, are taken. Its powers are heightened
by having aromatic or pungent principles dissolved in it,

such as chillies or taragon. In cases of slow digestion the

moderate use of vinegar impregnated with these is much
to be commended ; but their abuse of it is to be re-

probated, as productive of serious evils. This is seen

in the case of ladies who employ vinegar to retain a
slender figure, and who thereby induce organic diseases,

even cancer of the stomach. Vinegar assists the diges-

tion of crude vegetables, and is appropriately used for

salads. Its power over the nervous system is seen in cases

of poisoning with narcotic poisons and in cases of drunken-
ness. In the former case care must be paid that the nar-
cotic substance is completely evacuated from the stomach
before administering it, otherwise much injury may result

from a powerful acetate being formed. But after the re-

moval of the poison nothing combats more effectually the
secondary symptoms than vinegar, especially if coffee be
dissolved in it. Few things will restore a drunken man to

his senses more speedily than giving him vinegar to drink,

hence the popular custom of putting pickles into the
mouth of a drunken person.
Vinegar acts as a refrigerant and as a grateful drink in

fever. It may be applied externally likewise to the palms
of the hands of consumptive persons, to cool the hectic
flush and prevent the subsequent clammy perspirations.

In cases of commencing anasarca, or loss of tone of the
skin in advancing life, vinegar is a very useful wash. In
a concentrated form it is beneficial in some forms of ring-

worm of the scalp
; though crude pyroligneous acid is pre-

ferable, owing to the creasote which it contains. The
vapour of strong acetic acid, simple or aromatised, is a
powerful restorative when applied to the nostrils in impend-
ing fainting, or as a means of relieving headache. It was
formerly regarded as a disinfectant, or a protection against
plague and similar diseases, but it merely overpowers and
does not destroy unwholesome odours ; free ventilation is

therefore preferable. Acetic acid acts as a powerful sol-

vent both of gum resins, the action of which it thereby
increases, such as assaroetida and other vegetable prin-
ciples, such as those of colchicum, synil, Sec., and also of
metallic oxides, such as copper.

In case of poisoning by strong acetic acid, chalk should
be instantly administered. The vapour of acetic sether
carefully introduced by a suitable apparatus through the
Eustachian tube into the ear is very efficacious in restoring

hearing in cases of nervous deafness. (Pilcher, On the
Ear.) Strong acetic acid, either alone or having the
active principle of cantharides dissolved in it, furnishes a
ready means of forming a blister.

VINEYARD. The vine only thrives in particular
climates, where the autumns are not excessively hot,
nor the springs subject to late frosts. It has been ob-
served in France, that the line which marks the northern
boundary of the vineyards is not parallel to any circle of
latitude ; but that it lies obliquely, advancing more to
the north on the eastern boundary of the country than on
the western. It seems to depend more on the nature of
the climate in spring and autumn, than in summer and
winter. A hard frost at the time the sap is quiescent has
no bad effect on the vine, but rather the contrary ; while
a late frost in spring disappoints all the hopes of the vine-
grower. There was a time when the vine was cultivated
in England for the purpose of making wine ; and whether
the climate is altered, or the foreign wines have super-
seded the sour home-made wines, no one now attempts to
cultivate the vine except for the purpose of obtaining
grapes for the table, and the mode of cultivation is a
branch of horticulture.

It may however be interesting to know how the vine is

cultivated In the countries which produce pood wtae : tt

which France is one of the principal and nearest a
climate to England. The vine grows best in a soil *kr-»

few other shrubs or plants would thrive, and it s*cn» «

wise distribution of Providence, that where there » the tat

soil for wine, there it is the worst for wheat, and m
versd. The vine delights in a deep loose rocky soil, mhtrt

its roots can penetrate deep into fissures, so as to inmre %

supply of moisture when the surface is scorched by It*

sun s rays. On the steep slopes of hills towards the ssotfi

and sheltered from the north-east, the grapes attain the

greatest maturity, and the vintage is roost certain. V
great an influence has a favourable exposure, thai ia tt»

same vineyard the greatest difference exists between tt*

wine made from one part and that made from anotl*»

merely because there is a turn round the hill, and Ox
aspect varies a veiy few degrees. A change of s*

Produces a similar effect. The famous Rhine wine ealW
ohannisberg, when made from the grapes which era*

near the castle, is worth twice as much as that madt i

few hundred yards farther off. Here both soil and a*pe-s

change. The Clos de Vougeau, which produces the *a*
Burgundy, is confined to a few acres; beyond a certas

waifthe wine is a common Burgundy, good, bat wither

extraordinary merit.

The best vineyards in Europe formerly belonred »
monasteries, and the quality was then thought of mer-

importance than the quantity : of late the demand* c
commerce have made the quantity the principal object

.

and to this the quality is frequently sacrificed.

When a vine is first established on any spot where Beet

grew before, the first thing is to prepare the ground fr*

planting. In steep places, where the soil might be eamrt
away by rains in winter or spring, terraces are formed t»

building massive stone walls along the slope, and lerellnj;

the soil behind them. The walls serve to reflect the hor.

and form a shelter to the vine below. Thus a whole K-J

is sometimes covered with terraces from top to bcttra.

and there the wine is generally good, if the exposure ?

favourable. Limestone, gravel, or coarse sand, with i

small mixture of clay, forms a good soil for a nry
vegetable substances alone should be used to enrich it

such as the leaves and tendrils of the vine, the residue r'

the grape when pressed, and, failing these, the lesTes c

trees collected when green, and formed into a cotnfry
with earth. The ground should be well trenched, ii t

will admit of it, or loosened with the mattock and pickax-

as we should do a mass of gravel, which was to be sprrsv.

on a road, and which was too hard for the shovel or srskic

The different parts of the soil should be intimately mil*
keeping some fine earth or soil at top to set the plants _

When the ground is prepared, holes are dug in rows f.T
or five feet wide, at the same distance from each other. «

as to alternate ; some of the finest of the soil is put in
each hole, and the vine-plants, which have been rooted i.

a nursery, or else simple cuttings, are carefully inserts
pressing the mould round the roots and levelling the ear.*

round them. Rooted plants will bear the second or thi-
year, but cuttings take a much longer time. The tea*.

-

for planting is during the winter, when the weather ..

open. If cuttings are used, they are taken off? the vine .-

which they grew at the usual time of pruning after 'I.-

vintage ; a piece of the preceding year's wood is left a
the cutting, and when it is planted, the end where the ?' -

wood is left is bent or twisted to facilitate its striking : tbr«
or four eyes are buried, so that the end is a foot at less"

underground. If the plant is already rooted, care it Ul<
not to wound or bend the roots, but to spread them out
cover them with mould. During all the time thai i>

vine is growing, the ground must be regularly cultivate,
and kept perfectly clear of all weeds. The usual int'.r

ment of tillage in stony and rocky soils is a two-pronr^
fork fixed in a short handle, at an angle less than a rvi

angle with the prongs, which are a foot long, and vet;
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>nsr, like a double pickaxe (see figure). This is struck
> t he srround and then drawn towards the workman, while
handle is lifted, which acts as a lever in raising the soil.

roots are by thus means enabled to spread through
soil in search of moisture and food. The next year it

isuai to prune the young viue down to one or at most
0 eyes or buds; but some experienced vine-dressers

orumend deferring this operation to the second year,

which., although the vine will not be so forward in

lting, it will be much strengthened, and fully repay the

1 >arent loss of time in the end.
I n the third year the vine is trained, that is, the shoots
: tied to upright stakes planted at each root, or they
• laid in an arch and tied from one root to another along
srround. In southern climates trees are planted at a

; t ain distance from each other, and the vine, planted
their foot, is allowed to run up their branches, from
nch it' is led in festoons from tree to tree, while the
.id and branches of the tree are cut off to prevent too

I I ch shade. This is by far the most elegant mode of
nning the vine; but in France the stakes and the low
lining are the only methods suitable to the climate.
> f pruning is generally done in the beginning of winter.
W hen vineyards are established in the plains, where
nietimes, as those of Medoc, they produce very good
me, the intervals between the plants can be stirred by
i' plough, although forking and digging by hand is more
; union

; hoeing is as necessary in a vineyard to destroy
reds as it is in a field of turnips or any other crop sown
rows. Wherever a vineyard is overrun with weeds,
m may be sure that there is no good wine, and much
vorty in the proprietor. The pruning of a vine in bear-

lt. the object of which is to produce much fruit without
akening the plant, can only be learnt by experience and
notice; much of the success of a vineyard depends on
14 operation. In the best vineyards no manure is used,

.cept that which we mentioned before, of leaves and
ad nls ; but some soils require to be recruited, and with-

it manure would produce little or no wine. In this case
• re is no alternative, and composts must be formed,

. is done in common cultivation, with animal and vege-
i>le substances mixed and decomposed. Horse-dung
nild be avoided, if possible: cow-dung is cooler ana
>re nearly of a vegetable nature ; this should be mixed
.Hi as much virgin earth from pastures and meadows as

in be procured, and laid in small heaps in the intervals

iween the rows. It may be left a little while, if it has
i y rank smell, and then forked in round the roots ; the
i'">re it is decomposed the better. Many a vineyard has

-.t its reputation after having been abundantly manured.
mo Johannisberg was much reduced in value, after

: ving been dunged, while in the possession of General
,

. Herman, and it has not yet regained all its former
outation.

Alter a certain time, which differs in different situations,

'.n' vine becomes less productive from the exhaustion of
iu' soil, «s is the case when the same crops are repeatedly

own in the same ground : this depends on the depth of the
ii. All perennial plants shoot out their roots farther and
i t her every year in search of fresh earth, and it is by

:
:

i i«i means that trees flourish for a long time on the same
-,jot; but if the roots are prevented from spreading, or,

ve plants being too crowded, their roots interfere, a dimi-
< >i;ioa of vigour is the consequence. So it is with the

me. In some situations, where the roots strike in crevices
..!' rocks in which rich earth has accumulated, the vines

ill continue in vigour for many yean; but where their

..-tress is arrested by a solid rock or substratum, they
u ill' in time show signs of exhaustion. In this case the

: emedy is the same as for land bearing corn. A fallow, or

fst, as it is usually called, is necessary, together with the

> dition of such manures as shall restore the lost fertility,

i or this purpose a portion of the oldest roots are dug up
1 1 ery year, and the ground trenched or loosened two feet

u. i'p or more with the mattock, to expose it to thein-
Hu«nce of the atmosphere. A compost is prepared with
t-ods taken from pastures, or any virgin earth which can
ue procured ; this is mixed with some lime and turned
<<ver several times, to rot all the roots and grass which
:iuy be in it, and to make it a uniform and rich mould.
Holes are now made, exactly as when a new vine is

planted, and in each of them a basket or barrowful of

varth it thrown ; 4n this the new plants or cuttiags are

planted to produce new vines in due time : thus the viue-
yard is gradually renovated. The proportion thus fallowed
every year depends on the natural duration of the vine in
that particular situation. In inferior soils one-seventh is

thus renewed every year, in some a twentieth part is suffi-

cient, and there are vineyards which have never been
renewed in the memory of the present generation, but;
these are few in proportion to the rest.

VIOL, an anfieni musical instrument, which is traced
back as far as the eighth century, and may be considered
as the parent of all modern instruments of the violin
family.

The Viol was a fretted instrument, of three sorts

—

treble, tenor, and base, each furnished with six strings, and
played on by a bow. The Treble Viol was rather larger
than our violin, and the music for it was written in the
treble clef. The Tenor Viol was in length and breadth
about the size of the modern viola, but thicker in the
body, and its notation was in the soprano or c clef. The
Base Viol scarcely differed in dimensions from our violon-
cello : the music lor it was written in the base clef.

' Concerts of viols,' says Sir J. Hawkins (iv. 339), ' were
the usual entertainments after the practice of singing ma-
drigals grew into disuse ; and these latter (i.e. viols) were
so totally excluded by the introduction of the violin, that
at the beginning of the eighteenth century Dr. Tudway was
but just able to give, in a letter to his son, a description of
a Chest of Viols. He tells us that it ' was a large hutch
with several apartments and partitions in it, each lined
with green baize. Every instrument was sized in bigness
according to the part play ed upon it ; the least size played
the treble part,' &c. The humorous Thomas Mace, of
Cambridge, in his 'Music's Monument' (p. 245), says,

'Your best provision (and most complete) will be a good
chest of viols, six in number, viz. two bases, two tenors,

and two trebles, all truly and proportionably suited. Of
these the highest in esteem are by Bolles and Ross (one
bass of Bolles' I have known valued at 100/.). These were
old ; but we have now very excellent workmen, who (no
doubt) can work as well.'

VIOL DA GAMBA (or properly, Viola di Gamba), ijt.

the leg-viol, so called from being held between the legs,

was the last survivor of the family of viols, and did not
entirely fall into disuse till the latter part of the eighteenth
century. In form and dimensions it resembled the modern
violoncello, but had six strings. The tone was nasal and
disagreeable, and the instrument is so thoroughly sup-
planted by the violoncello, that in all likelihood its restora-

tion will never be attempted.

VIOLA, or TENOR-VIOLIN, a larger kind of violin, to

which the part between the second violin and base is

assigned. It has four gut strings, the two lowest covered
with silver wire, which are tuned a, d, g, and c, an octave
above the violoncello : or

P i
VI'OLA, a genus of plants, the type of the natural

order Violaceae. This name is derived from the Latin

word Viola. This genus has the following characters:

—Sepals uuequal, all more or less drawn out downwards
into ear-like appendages, erect after flowering; petals

unequal, convolute in estivation, with 3-nerved claws,

the lower one drawn out downwards into a hollow spur

;

stamens approximate or coarctate, inserted on the top

of the teeth of a pentagonal 5-toothed torus; the fila-

ments dilated at the base, oblong or triangular, bearing

the anthers low down, lobes of anthers spreading at the

base, the two anterior stamens bearing on their back two
nectariferous, lancet-shaped, rotund or linear appendages,

which are drawn in within the spur ; the ovary sometimes

superior, sometimes girded round at the base by a concave

torus, and in this case the ovary appears half inferior ; the

valves of the capsule are elastic, contracting when ripe and
ejecting the seeds ; seeds horizontal, carunculate, more or

less egg-shaped and shining ; the embryo oblong ; the ra-

dicle terete ; cotyledons flatfish, and scarcely longer than the

radicle. The species of this genus are exceedingly nume-
rous, above 160 having been described. They are elegant

low herbs, for the most part perennial, rarely annual. The
leaves are alternate. The peduncles are solitary, axillary,

272
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1 -flowered, furnished with two little bracteae. The flowers

are drooping.

In subdividing this large genus, many characters have
been taken ; that of M. Gingins, who arranges the species

according to the form of the stigmas, has been adopted by
Don in Niiller's * Dictionary.' Professor Edward Forbes, in a
paper in the first volume of the ' Transactions of the Bota-

nical Society,' has pointed out the value of the form of the
nectariferous appendages, in conjunction with other cha-
racters, in subdividing this genus. On this subject he
observes—« To group the violets according to the form of
the nectary, without considering the relation of that form
to the other characters of the plant, would be to arrange
them artificially and not naturally ; for then we should
have such violets as ochroleuca and prionantha associated

with the pansies, and other combinations of a similarly un-
natural character. But associating the form of the nectaries

with that of the leaf, with the colour and with the geogra-
phical distribution, we obtain a very natural arrangement of

the species. The odorous and hairy violets, presenting
short lancet-shaped nectaries, cordate leaves, often being
hairy, and frequently nearly orbicular, purple-blue flowers,

no stem, and a centralization of the species in North Ame-
rica, form a first group. The same form of appendage,
but usually more developed as to length, combined with a
cordate or lanceolate leaf, smooth, or slightly hairy ; a
stem, purple-blue or cerulean flowers, and an almost equal
distribution in the Old and New Worlds, indicate a second
equally natural, which may be represented by V. eanina.
V. palustris is the type of a third, and V. bijlora of a
fourth; the former associating a renifonn leaf with a
rotund appendage and a cerulean flower, and the latter a
similar leaf, with an abbreviated lancet-shaped appendage
and a yellow flower. The linear nectary, combined with
a yellow flower and cordate leaves, forms a fifth ; parallel
with which may be placed (sixth) such as have pinnate
leaves, blue flowers, and linear nectaries. Lastly, the
pansies {V. tricolor) form a most natural group (seventh)
of themselves, presenting us with flowers of all colours,
linear nectaries, leaves peculiar to themselves, lyrate sti-

pules, and a centralization in the mountainous countries of
the western portion of the Old World.' Professor Forbes
has not published his arrangement of the species, and we
shall here give a description of a few of the best known
and most remarkable, independent of any arrangement.

V. odorata, Common Sweet Violet, has no stem, a
hooked naked stigma ; crenated, smoothish, roundish-cor-
date leaves ; ovate, obtuse sepals, the two lateral petals
with a hairy line ; the spur very blunt ; the capsules turgid,
hairy; the seeds turbinate, whitish, the stoles creeping,
long, rooting. This plant is a native throughout the
whole of Europe, and in Siberia and China. It is com-
mon in England, but is a rare plant in Scotland and
Ireland. Wherever this plant grows, its delicious scent
•has made it a great favourite. Wine is said to have been
flavoured with its flowers by the Romans, and the sherbet
of the Turks is composed of syrup of violets mingled with
water. Although a rare plant now in Scotland, it appears
to have been used in that country at one time as a cos-
metic. Sir William Hooker observes, ' I do not know
where the Highland ladies of former times obtained their
violets to make a cosmetic' Yet it was known to them,
if the following lines given by Lightfoot are correctly
translated from the Gaelic : ' Anoint thy face with goats'
milk in which violets have been infused, and there is not
a young prince upon earth who will not be charmed with
thy beauty.' The violet is held in great estimation by the
Mohammedans. Their prophet has said of it, ' The excel-
lence of the extract of violets above all other extracts is
as the excellence of me above all the rest of creation.' It
is much cultivated on account of its scent in gardens, and
there arc several varieties known and described. Some of
them have double flowers, which is the case in the variety
known as the Neapolitan violet.

V. hirta, the Hairy Violet, has no stem, the whole plant
villous or pubescent ; the stigma hooked, acute, naked

;

the leaves cordate ; ovate, obtuse, ciliated sepals ; stipules
with glandular teeth ; the two lateral petals bearded along
the middle ; the spur somewhat conical ; the nectaries
glabrous, lancet-shaped ; the capsules turgid, hairy ; the
seeds turgid, brown. It is a native of thickets and groves
throughout the whole of Europe, and is not uncommon in
England, though rare in Scotland. It is chiefly found in

chalky or limestone soils. Its flowers are of a lighter bk*
colour than the last, and are scentless. It varies murk r.

habit, as well as in the shape of its leave*, sxcordmr v
soil and situation. Two or three varieties have tws
recorded. After flowering, its flower-stalks elongate, *uL

taking a downward direction, carry the ripening' carp*.?

two or three inches below the surface of the soil.

V. canina, Dog's Violet, has an herbaceous aaeco&u
channelled stem; cordate acute leaves; serrated orfisr.-v

jagged stipules ; entire awl-shaped bracts and srpL*
glabrous peduncles; elongated capsules, with acumior*.;
valves ana pearl-shaped brown seeds. This plant vtaa
mon in Britain, and is a native of hedges, thicket* ae.

heathy grounds throughout almost all Europe, in Jtqmx
Persia, the north-west coast of North America, and lv
Canary Islands. The flowers are blue and scemie<i

Several varieties are recorded. Many of the related sp«i~
have white or cream-coloured flowers.

V. paluslris, the Marsh Violet, has jointed scaly roots

a marginate stigma; smooth cordately kidney-shaped
leaves ; broad ovate-acuminate stipules ; oTste-otXm.
sepals; two lateral petals, with a hairy centra) line ; ohlox
trigonal capsules ; ovoid dark-greenish seeds. This phi-'

is a native throughout Europe in mossy bogs and lnuci:

meadows. It is more abundant in Scotland than F"s;t—

•

There is a variety found in North America with purptv
flowers and almost orbicular petals.

V. clandestina. Clandestine Violet, has jointed trxi
roots ; almost orbicular leaves, bluntish, crenato njnur.
with glandular serratures ; branched peduncles with froa

two to eight flowers ; linear petals scarcely longer tbu
the calyx ; nectaries rotund. This is an American specn,
and occurs on the high mountains of Pennsylvania, a
shady beech-woods among rotten wood and rich vegtUL*
mould. It is remarkable for producing its flowers uUr
the rotting leaves and light mould in which it fro".
The flowers are small, and of a chocolate-brown eotur.
The inhabitants of the districts where it grows call it fea-
all, and they are in the habit of using it as an applieatKi
in the cure of wounds and ulcers.

V. lactea, Cream-coloured Violet, has an ascetdr:
stem, with ovato-Ianceolate glabrous leaves, dentate »--

pules, and acuminate bracts. It is a native of bocr
heaths in Switzerland, France, and Britain. It is br tin
considered only a variety of V. palustris. V. bifton i.

:

native of Europe and North America, and has a 2-flomrr.
stem with small yellow flowers, the lip being streaked »:'

black.

V. Canadensis, Canadian Violet, is a smooth plant. ».

cordate, crenated, acuminate leaves, with downv nen^
lanceolate, entire, awl-shaped sepals; entire petals; \m
short saccate spur ; blunt capsules ; and roundish, oiii
chestnut-coloured seeds. It is a North American apeo^
from Canada to the Carolinas. The flowers are purpue
blue outside, white inside, elegantly veined, and »wtr-
scented.

V
,
tricolor. Three-coloured Violet, Hearts-ease, or Pass*

has a somewhat fusiform root ; diffuse branched stra-
lower leaves ovato-cordate, deeply crenate ; runcimurt>
pinnatifid stipules, with the middle lobe crenated

:

thick, obtuse ; nectaries linear. This plant is a native d
cultivated fields and gardens throughout Europe, Sihem.
and North America. The petals vary exceedingly c
colour and size, and this tendency has been taken adw-
tage of by the floriculturist for producing varieties of t.i*

flower, and at the present day there is no flower recto-.=r

more attention than the pansy. In consequence of thu. »
great number of varieties are known in gardens, bat e»rn
in their wild state they vary so much, that botanists hsw
described upwards of twentv wild varieties. Some he»-
ever of these varieties may, with more careful examinahji
turn out to deserve the rank of species. For the cuhhi-
tion of this plant see Pansy. Long before this plant »s»
so great a favourite with florists, it had received rauri
attention, as its popular names indicate. Our Englvi
name pansy is derived from the French paoaee, asfi *
considered a token of remembrance, shakspere sin.

\
There's pansies, that's for thoughts.' But in this mm

it always conveys a mournful impression. * May the* bt
far from thee,* is the motto which the French attach to bn*
packets of these flowers. Our English word hearts***
has a much more cheerful signification. Its three colon
obtained for it among Roman Catholics the
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trinity. It was at one time used in medicine, but is

scarcely ever employed now. It seems to possess the pro-

perties of the whole family, all of which possess more or

less activity as medicinal agents.

V. lutea, Yellow Mountain Violet, or Yellow Pansy, has
a fibrous slender root; simple triangular stems; ovate,

oblong, crenate, fringed leaves
;

lyrate subpalmato-pin-
natifid leaves. This plant is a native of moist mountain-
ous pastures in Wales, the north of England, and Scotland.
Its flowers are yellow, marked with blackish branched
radiating lines; the lateral petals are palest, the two
upper ones sometimes purple. "When all are purple,
Hooker thinks this is the V. amoena of authors. There
are several other species of Viola, of which V. tricolor

maybe considered the type, which have yellow and purple
flowers, and which, by cultivation, are susceptible of
change : these are mostly called pansies.

In their geographical distribution the species of violet

are materially influenced by climate. ' The species from
tropica] countries,' says Professor Forbes, • are mostly from
localities where the influence of elevation has neutralised

or modified the climatical influence. The various sections
of the genus have geographic centres, as may be seen in

the congregations of the allies of hirta in North America,
and of those of tricolor in Alpine Europe. North America
may be looked upon as the capital of the whole genus,
since we find there representatives of all its subdivisions.

In the following table the distribution of seventy-five
species, according to the form of their nectaries, is ex-
hibited:

—

America: " Ant-
Nectaries ' Europe. Ada. Africa. North. South. tralia. Total.

Lancet-shaped 19 4 1 22 1 1 48
Rotund .. 2 0 0 1 0 1 4
Linear. .. 12 4 1 6 0~0 23

There are hardly any species of violet that do not de-
serve cultivating on account of the beauty of their flowers,

but the varieties of odorata, the sweet-scented species, and
tricolor, are the great favourites. 'The hardy perennial

species are well adapted for ornamenting rockwork or the

front of flower-borders, but the smaller species should be-

grown in small pots in a mixture of loam, peat, and plenty
of sand. The American species do best in vegetable mould
or peat ; those speoies which are natives of woods are

well adapted for growing under trees, and those natives of
bogs or marshes should be planted in moist situations.

They are all readily increased by seeds and parting the

plants at the root. The annual species may be sown on
the open border or on rockwork. The greenhouse and
stove species should be grown in a mixture of loam and
peat, the herbaceous kinds of them should be increased by
dividing at the root or by seeds, and the shrubby kinds
should pe propagated by cuttings, which will root freely if

planted under a hand-glass ; those of the stove species, in

heat.' (G.Don.)
(Transactions of Botanical Society, vol. i. ; Hooker's

British Flora; Cyclopedia of Plants; Don's Miller's

Dictionary ; Bischoff, Lehrbuch.)
VIOLATE*, or VIOLAHIEjE, a natural order of

plants belonging to Lindley's parietose group of poly-
petalous Exogens. It has the following essential cha-
racters :—Sepals 5, persistent, with an imbricate aestivation,

usually elongated at the base. Petals 5, hypogynous,
equal or unequal, usually withering, and with an obliquely

convolute aestivation. Stamens 5, alternate, with the petals

occasionally opposite them, inserted on a hypogynous disk,

often unequal ; anthers bilocular, bursting inwards, either

separate or cohering, and lying close upon the ovary

;

filaments dilated, elongated beyond the anthers ; two in

the irregular flowers, generally furnished with an appen-
dage or gland at their base. Ovary 1-celled, many-seeded,
or rarely l-seeded, with 3 parietal placentae opposite the

3 outer sepals ; style single, usually declinate, with an
oblique hooded stigma. Capsule of 3 valves, bearing the
placentae in their axis. Seeds often with a tumour at their

base ;
embryo straight, erect in the axis of fleshy albumen.

(Lindley.) The species are herbs, undershrubs, or shrubs

with alternate rarely opposite leaves, simple, usually invo-

lute before expansion, and all furnished with stipules. The
flowers are erect or drooping, axillary, seated on pedun-
cles, which are 1-flowered, solitary or numerous, sometimes
branched.

Violaceae are related to Polygalaceae through a genus

called Hymenanthera, which Brown refers to the former
order, but Lindley to the latter. It is also closely related
to Droseraceae, but differs from that order in the style
being Military in their elongated embryo, involute verna-
tion, and stipulate leaves. From Passifloraceae it is dis-

tinguished by its capsular not baccate fruit, in its hypo-
gynous stamens and single stigmas. The order is divided
into two tribes, Violeae and Alsodineae. The former
chiefly inhabit Europe and America ; the latter, with the
exception of the genus Pentaloba, are natives of South
America and Africa.

" Viola pedeta

1, Entire plant ; % corolla and calyx of flower removed, to show the an&en
and nectary; S, stamen; e, section of capsule ; 5, section of seed ahenrisg
embryo.

All the Violaceae possess in a greater or less degree
emetic properties, which reside principally in their roots

:

the principle on which this property seems to depend has
been separated by Boullay from some species of Viola,

and has been called Violina. Its external characters are
similar to those of emeta, which is obtained from true Ipe-
cacuanha : hence it is that many of the plants belonging to
this order are used as substitutes for true Ipecacuanha. The
Viola odorata is admitted into the Edinburgh and Dublin
Pharmacopoeias for the purpose of making a syrup of the
flowers, which is used on account of its scent, and is admi-
nistered to children as a laxative : it is also used as a test

of acidity and alkalinity, being rendered green by alkalis

and red by acids. The genus Pombalia has the sepals

large, with prickly margins ; the lower petal long, some-
what gibbous at the base : the stamens free, and two of
the filaments with a nectarial gland. The capsule is like

Viola. There is but one species of this genus, the P.
Itubu, White Ipecacuanha. This plant was formerly called

Ionidium Itubu. Several varieties are recorded, some of
which have been placed under the genus Viola. In using
the roots of this plant as an emetic, from one to three
drachms must be administered, so that it is less active than
the brown Ipecacuanha of Callicocca and Cephaelis, and
of other plants used as substitutes. It is a native of
Brazil, where it goes by the name of Poaya da praia, or

Poaya branca, and is sold for the true Ipecacuan. Itubon

is the name of this plant in Guiana. It is used as a remedy
in dysentery and gout. .-«-.-

The genus Ionidium is known by possessing unequal
sepals, the lower petal large, rather gibbous, or concave at

the base ; the stamens approximate, the two anterior with

a nectary. There are about forty species of this genus : the

I. parviflorum and /. Poaya, the one a native of Peru, the

other of Brazil, are both used as substitutes for true Ipeca-

cuanha.
VIOLIN (Violino, It., a small viol), a musical instru-
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ment known, in some shape, as used with a bow, in nearly

all parts of the world, justly boasts of having existed in

very remote times. Medals of the highest antiquity, M.
Charles informs us {Court d~Acoustique), representing

Apollo playing on a three-stringed instrument closely

resembling the violin, still exist. We have never met with

any of these ; though it seems improbable that the antients

should not have discovered that the sounds of the lyre

admitted of uninterrupted prolongation, by means of that

kind of friction which so simple a machine as the bow pro-

duces ; and a lyre, or lute, acted on by a bow, instead of a
plectrum, may be considered as a violin, or, at least, as

the parent of all instruments of the violin tribe.

But a very diligent and trust-worthy antiquary, the

Abbfi le Beuf, has produced a strong proof that the violin

—

or perhaps rebec [Rebec]—acted on by a bow, was known
in France during the eighth century, and thus has left

little if any doubt of the use of the instrument from that

period, however uncertain we may be as to its previous

existence. The Welsh cruth, or crwth, or crowd, which
pretends to great antiquity, seems originally to have par-

taken more of the form and character of the harp than of

the violin. The cruth of a later period was however cer-

tainly a violin, with gut strings, and played on by a bow.
(See Hudibras, I. ii. 105.)

The modern violin has four gut strings, the last, or

lowest, covered with silver-wire. These are tuned in 5ths,

e, a, d, o ; or,

i
M. Baillot (lately deceased), one of the finest performers

of our time, in his Methode for the violin, adopted by the

Conservatoire de Musique, says that the compass of the

violin exceeds three octaves. Supposing this to signify three

octaves and a half, the legitimate extent of the instrument

will be from o, the fourth space in the base, to the octave

above the second added line in the treble. But we cannot
refrain from expressing our wish that violinists would con-
tine themselves within a more limited compass. The
highest sounds of the instrument are disagreeable to most
ears ; are often harsh, and almost always squeaking ; and
though they display a kind of mechanical skill in the per-

former, they, in most instances, betray his vanity and want
of true taste.

When complete, savs M. Otto (instrument-maker to the

court of Weimar), in his Treatise on the Construction, <J-c.

of the Violin, this instrument consists of fifty-eight differ-

ent parts, or pieces : but such small divisions are not in-

dispensably necessary, for in many instruments of a cheap
description the parts are not so minutely divided. ' The
wood is generally of three sorts. The back, neck, sides,

and circles are of sycamore : the belly, bass-bar, sound-
post, and six blocks, of deal : the finger-board and tail-

Eiece of ebony.' The finest violins now in use were made
y one family, living in Cremona. [Cremona..] The

oldest came from the hands of Hieronymus Amati, at the
commencement of the seventeenth centurv. He was fol-

lowed by Antonius Amati. about the middle of that cen-
tury ; and succeeded by Nicolas Amati, towards the end
of the same. To these is to be added Antonius Straduarius,

of Cremona also, who was contemporary with the two latter

of tlie Aruatis. And last, Joseph Guarnerius, at the be-
ginning of the eighteenth centuiy. 'All their instruments,'

M. Otto adds, ' were constructed after the simplest rules of
mathematics (?), and the six which came into my posses-

sion un&jxiilt, were made after the following proportions:
—The belly was thickest where the bridge rests ; then it

diminished about a third at that part where the/ holes are
cut ; and, where the belly rests on the sides, it was half as

thick as in the middle. The same proportion is observed
in the length. The thickness is equally maintained all

along that part on which the bass bar is fixed : thence to

the upper and under end blocks the thickness decreases
to one-half, so that the checks are three-fourths the thick-

ness of the breast, and the edges all round only one-half.

These proportions are best adapted for imparting a full,

powerful, and sonorous tone. The back is worked out
much in the same proportion as the belly.'

Steiner, ofApsam, is also celebrated for his violin*. 'They

differ,' M. Otto tells us, ' from the Cremonew, both in snaps

and tone. They are higher modelled, and their proporuoai
of strength are calculated quite differently. A Cremona*
has a strong, reedy tone, something like that of a cbuiocct,

while a Steiner approaches that of a flute.' The met
author also gives the names of many German violin-maker*

;

but as they are notgenerally known out of their own ecu-
try, we cannot afford any space to them, but refer our

readers to the translation of M. Otto's work, by Mr. Far-

deley of Leeds.
VIOLONCELLO (a diminutive of Violotse, IuL a

contra-basso, or double-base), a musical instrument of Imu
gut strings, the two lowest covered with silver-wire, and

tuned in 5tha, a, d, o, and c ; or,

This fine rich instrument is an improvement at the viol

da gamba, the latter having formed one of the Unity of

viols. [Viols,] England may justly claim the m*ni of

having given birth to the best performers on the violon-

cello that Europe has produced ; and still possesses ass

(Lindley), who, during a period of forty years, has wtU
maintained his country's supremacy in this department w
art.

VIOTTI, GIOVANNI-BATTISTA, the first violinist 4
his time, according to general opinion, and the acknow-
ledged founder of a school of w-hich Rode, Mori, Libea
Labarre, Pixis, Alday, &c. were disciples, was the sod <jC

the chief gardener to the Prince di Carignano, and born a
1755, at Fontanento, a village in Piedmont. His fsfbex

intended him for a line of life very different from thai

which his own inclination marked out ; but, as osnalW
happens in such cases, parental wishes were combated by
a natural propensity too strong to be resisted, and the

youthful enthusiast was placed under the instruction d
Pugnani, to whom all aspiring violinists looked up, ana
whose skill may be justly inferred from the celebrity wh>. a

his pupil attained. At the early age of twenty he was
chosen to fill the situation of first violin in the roval chapel
of Turin, an appointment of great professional rank, is

which he remained three years ; he then commenced his Eu-
ropean travels, and made a lengthened visit to Berlin. He
afterwards proceeded to Paris, where, by the grandeur and
elegance of his performance, and the originality and beaut

j

of his compositions, he speedily acquired a most brilliant

reputation, which never lost any of its lustre, and he sUil

ranks there as the father of tliat noble style which a vicious

thirst for novelty has, for the present, cast into the back-
ground

;
though, like all that is intrinsically good, it w-.il

revive when pure taste shall resume its sway ; or, pertunt
we ought to have said, when what is forgotten will appear
new.

In the early part of the French revolution, when it w«
deemed right that every class should be represented in the
legislative body, Viotti was elected into the Constituent
Assembly, for good sense, shrewdness, and firmness were
remarkable features in his character: but when the rei^a
of terror commenced, he, disgusted and alarmed, fled to
the English shores, and made a most successful debut at

one of Salomon's concerts. He afterwards took some share
in the general management of the King's Theatre, but
from this he soon retired ; his genius fitted him better for

the particular duty of leader of the band, in which office

he*superseded Mr. William Cramer, who had, during many
years, filled it in an entirely satisfactory manner. Viotti
however did not long enjoy this appointment, for some
envious, unknown enemy, by false representations to go-
vernment, caused his being ordered, in 1798, to quit the
country at a few hours' notice, and he retired to Hamburg
where he published his celebrated ' Six Duos Conccrtan*
Iiour deux Violons.' In 1801 he was allowed to return to

x>ndon, and, finally abandoning his profession, embarked
the whole of his small fortune in a partnership in the win*
trade, by which hasty unguarded step he lost all. LouU
XVIII. then offered lum the direction of the Acadian.-
Royale de Musique, and he repaired to Paris; but bt
round himself as little qualified to direct the French opera
as he had been to manage the Italian theatre in Lonoca

;

he therefore once more and finally settled in this country,
meeting with an hospitable reception and an agreeable
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homte in the house of & fHend, where he nixed in the best
society, including many persons of rank, literature, and
science, that the metropolis afforded. In such intercourse
he did not refuse to contribute occasionally hia talents to

the general stock of enjoyment, and even consented to

l>eOome an aetive member and director of the Philharmo-
nic Society, when in its palmy state, and while it conti-

nued ift its independent and disinterested form, appearing
as a dilettante in its orchestra, occasionally as a. principals,

but mdre frequently as a repieno, and uniting with Salo-
mon, F. Cramer, Yaniewicz, Spagnoletti, Vaccari, &c. to

produce such a musical phalanx as' never before was wit-

nessed, and probably will never again be assembled under
one roof. His losses and disappointments however gra-
dually affected his health, ana he sank under them at

Brighton on the 3rd of March, 1824.
v iotti was an accomplished, elegant man, and his talents,

his lively conversation, and his polished manners rendered
him a desirable acquisition in the best circles, to which he
chiefly confined himself. His compositions are, for the
present, laid aside, but, as we have above hinted, they
m&V come forth again when they shall have novelty, in

addition to their intrinsic merit, to recommend them.
VIPER- [VlPKRID*.]
VIPE'RIMS. Among the great natural groups of

VkktsArata, certain forms, with their concomitant habits,

must have attracted the attention of man at a very early

period. The broad line of distinction between the carni-

vorous and herbivorous mammals, and between birds of

prey and the fruit-eating, seed-eating, and insectivorous

tribes, must soon have been manifest ; while self-preserva-

tion would no less teach him to distinguish quickly be-
tween the poisonous and harmless serpents.

The place of both these last in the system, as laid down
by the highest zoological authorities, together with a ge-

neral view of their organization, will be found in the

articles Reptiles and Serpents. Under the present title

we propose to treat of terrestrial poisonous serpents gene-
rally.

The machinery which enables the venom-snakes to inflict

their, often, fatal bite, as explained by Professor Owen, is

stated at large in the last of the articles above referred to

[Vol. xxi., p. 276, et ten.]. Here therefore we shall only

give cuts explanatory of that machinery.

Tooth wj4 poieongland ofTrigonorephatiM mulus.

.0, potaon gland; b, duct; cfang; the letter indicates the poeition of tho

lilt, from which the poiiou pnaae* into the wound.

European Venom-Snakes.

Example, Peliut Berus, Merr. ; Vipera, Ray ; Vipera
vulgaris, Latr. ; Vipera communis, Leach ; The Common
Viper,

Description.—'The head,' says Mr. Bell, in his very ac-

curate British Reptiles, 'is somewhat depressed, almost
oval, slightly widening behind the eyes. Gape as long as

the head, extending behind. No teeth in the upper maxil-

lary hones excepting the poison-fangs; a row of small

teeth in the palatine bone on each side. Neck rather

smaller than the back of the head, from which the body
increase* to nearly the middle of the entire length ; the

rest of the body to the vent scarcely diminishing ; the tail

becoming almost abruptly smaller, and tapering to
its extremity, whieh is pointed: the tail varies in
proportion to the body, but is generally not more than
one-eighth of the total length, and in some even less.

The head is covered with small squamous plates, which in

some specimens are regularly formed and symmetrically
placed ; but in others they are very irregular. There are
three which are larger than the others—namely, the ver-
tical, and the pair of occipital plates. The scales of the
back and sides are semi-oval or somewhat lanceolate, im-
bricated, and distinctly carinated. They are disposed in

eighteen series. The plates of the abdomen have nothing
particular in their form ; they vary in number, but usually
consist of about one hundred and forty to about one hun-
dred and fifty, and those of the tail are about thirty-five

pairs,'

Read of the Viper. (Bell.)'

_
'The general ground-colour,' says Mr. Bell in continua-

tion, ' varies considerably. In some it is nearly olive, in
others a rich deep brown, and in others a dirty brownish
yellow ; and when in high health, and shortly after hav-
ing cast the skin, the surface is slightly iridescent in par-
ticular lights. A mark between the eyes, a spot on each

gular spots on each side, all of a much darker hue than the

f'ound-colour pf the body, and frequently almost black,

have a specimen in my collection which I received alive
from Hornsey Wood, the ground of which was almost per-
fectly white and all the markings jet black. The under
parts are plumbeous in some, with lighter or darker spots,

in others wholly black.' i

Mr. Bell well remarks that the tendency of this species

to vary in its colours has occasioned an erroneous multi-

plication of species by various authors, and he enumerates
the following varieties :

—

1. The Red Viper {Vipera communis, var. t. Jenyns).
2. The Black Viper (var. !. Jenyns).

3. (?) The Cserulean or Blue-bellied Viper (var. *. Jenyns;
Coluber cceruleus, Skeppard) : Mr. Bell thinks this hardly
deserving of being considered a distinct variety, the plum-
beous colour of the belly, by which it is characterized,

being rather a difference of degree than of hue.
4. The Variegated Viper—that described by Mr. Bell

from Hornsey Wood.
Dr. Leach, in his Zoological Miscellany, figures, but not

well, the black variety, and says that the following species

are to be referred to this :

—

berus, chersca, aspis, prester,

Linnsei ; cceruleus, Sheppard ; rufescens out rufus, Mus.
Brit.

The Common Viper or Adder.

This is, not improbably, the "Egic (Echis) of Aristotle and
the Greeks, and the Vipera of Virgil (fleorg., iii. 417), Pliny
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(Nat. Hist., viii. 39 ; x. 42 ; xi. 37), and the antient Italians.

It is the Marasso of the modem Italians ; Vipcre of the

French ; Hugg-orm of the Swedes ; and Adder (antiently

written nedre, and later eddre, with the loss of the initial

n, from the Anglo-Saxon needre) of the country-people

n many parts of England and Scotland.

Mr. Bell remarks that the Prince of Canino and Musig-

nano figures, in his Fauna Italica, as the true cherseea, a

small viper, considerably similar to our Red Viper, except-

ing in its colour, which is a light grey with darker mark-

ings. Mr. Bell notices in that figure the greater breadth

of the head which is observable in our animal, together

with a still more obtuse rostrum,;and says that the Prince's

figure is evidently taken from a young animal, which may
possibly belong to a different species. Mr. Bell then

adverts to the terms marasso palustre applied by the

Prince to Vipera bents, and marasso alpino to his Vipera

chersea, observing that this distinction is certainly not

sustained by our two varieties. 'After all,' says Mr. Bell

in conclusion, 'the question whether it be the Coluber

chersea of Linnaeus, and whether, if not so, this last-men-

tioned species be distinct from the Common Viper, is one
of considerable doubt and obscurity.' Doubtful it may be

;

but still the diligence, acuteness, and experience of the

Prince have long established a just confidence in his

accuracy; and he has been very successful in working
out the true specific forms indicated by Linnaeus and
others.

Geographical Distribution of the Common Viper.—
Europe generally, from the North of Russia to the South
of Italy and Spain. England and Scotland, but not Ire-

land.

Habits, fc.—' That the young Vipers,' says Brown, in

his Enquiries into Vulgar and Common Errors, ' force their

way through the bowels of their dam, or that the female

viper in the act of generation bites off the head of the

male, in revenge whereof the young ones eat through the

womb and belly of the female, is a very antient tradition.

In this sense entertained in the Hieroglyphicks of the

Egyptians, affirmed by Herodotus, Nicander, Pliny, Plu-

tarch, ^Blian, Jerome, Basil, Isidore ; and seems counte-

nanced by Aristotle and his scholar Theophrastus : from

hence is commonly assigned the reason why the Romans
punished parricides by drowning them in a sack with a
viper ; and so perhaps upon the same opinion the men of

Melita, when they saw a viper upon the hand of Paul, said

presently without conceit of any other sin, No doubt this

man is a murtherer ; who, though he have escaped the

sea, yet vengeance suffcreth him not to live. That is, he

is now paid in his own way, the parricidous animal and
punishment of murtherers is upon him. And though the

tradition were current amonjj the Greeks, to confirm the

same the Latine name is introduced, Vipera, quasi vi

pariat ; that passage also in the Gospel, 0 ye generation

of Vipers, hath found expositions which countenance this

conceit. Notwithstanding which authorities, transcribed

relations, and conjectures, upon enquiry we find the same
repugnant unto experience and reason.

The production of the young alive, so different from the

birth of the generality ot serpents, gave rise no doubt to

one part of this tradition.

Gilbert White thus writes to Pennant from Selborne, on
the 18th June, 1768 :—' Providence has been so indulgent

to us as to allow of but one venomous reptile of the serpent

kind in these kingdoms, and that is the viper. As you
propose the good of mankind to be an object of your pub-
lications, you will not omit to mention common salad-oil

as a sovereign remedy against the bite of the viper. A
neighbouring yeoman (to whom I am indebted for some
good hints) killed and opened a female viper about the
27th of May. He found her filled with a chain of eleven
eggs, about the size of those of a blackbird ; but none of
them were advanced so far towards a state of maturity as

to contain any rudiments of young. Though they are ovi-

parous, yet they are viviparous also, hatching their young
within their bellies, and then bringing them forth.

Whereas snakes lay chains of eggs every summer in my
melon-beds, in spite of all that my people can do to pre-
vent them, which eggs do not hatch till the spring follow-

ing, as I have otten experienced. Several intelligent

folks assure me that they nave seen the viper open her
mouth and admit her helpless young down her throat on
sudden surprises, just as the female opossum does her

brood into the pouch under her belly, upon the like <

gencies, and yet the London viper-catchers insist on i!

Mr. Barrington that no such thing ever happens.'
On the 29th April, 1776, he writes from the same' pUc*

to the Honourable Daines Barrington—' On August tiw

4th, 1775, we surprised a large viper, which seemed vxrj

heavy and bloated, as it lay in the grass banking in tit*

sun. When we came to cut it up, we found that the

abdomen was crowded with young, fifteen in number, th*

shortest of which measured full seven inches, and »«n_-

about the size of full-grown earth-worms. This little, fcj

issued into the world with the true viper-spirit about them,

showing great alertness as soon as disengaged from the

belly of the dam : they twisted and wriggled about, sa!

set themselves up, and gaped very wide when touched

with a stick, showing manifest tokens of menace and defi-

ance, though as yet they had no manner of fangs that «<
could find, even with the help of our glasses.'

White then proceeds with his usual happy power ui

turning his observations to account :—' To a thinking mini
nothing is more wonderful than that early instinct whici

impresses young animals with the notion of the situaticc

of their natural weapons, and of using them properly ti

their own defence, even before those weapons subsist

are formed. Thus a young cock will spur at hisadvemn
before his spurs are grown ; and a calf or lamb will pu*
with their heads before their horns are sprouted. In the

same manner did these young adders attempt to bite befur-

their fangs were in being. The dam however wa» fi-
nished with very formidable ones, which we Lifted up . for

they fold down when not used) and cut them off with th»

point of our scissors. There was little room to suppox
that this brood had ever been in the open air before, aod
that they were taken in for refuge at the mouth of th*

dam when she perceived that danger was approachins,
because then probably we should have found them some-
where in the neck, and not in the abdomen.'
Whether the young take refuge down the throat of tht

mother is a question not easily answered. There is bc
physiological reason against it. The young might live i?

such a situation for some time : it is well known that froo
will live and cry in the stomach of a serpent. But tht
evidence of the viper-catchers is strong against the fact,

and we have never met with any one who could state tha:
he had actually seen the young enter or issue from the
retreat, although we have conversed with several who ha»«
been assured by gamekeepers and gardeners that the tur.

had been witnessed by them. It is not improbable ths:
when female vipers in the last stage ofpregnancy have bet:
surprised, and on being opened have disclosed living younr.
the spectators, not aware of the extreme thinness of til-

membrane which encloses them, and which a very shea:
pressure will suffice to rupture, have leapt to the conclu-
sion that the young had entered the mouth for protection .

such a suspicion seems for a moment to have ctosmc
White's mind in the case last mentioned by him.
When a viper is about to strike, it is generally more >r

less coiled, and elevates the head and neck, which sre
drawn backwards, the former in a horizontal position. TK-
head is then suddenly darted at the object of attack, atti
the erected tooth plunged into it and withdrawn with a
motion almost too quick for the eye to follow. UdJwb
very much irritated the serpent will not immediate!}
repeat the bite, as if conscious that time is required for th:
renewal of the poisonous secretion, so as to make it sunv
ciently virulent. Neither will the snake waste its strength
on an invulnerable object a second time. A viper wi»
surprised and transfixed by a pitchfork. The agonurd
serpent instantly struck at the handle, but made no second
effort, although long retained in its painful position.
We are not aware of any well-authenticated case of »

person bitten by a viper terminating fatally ; but we would
by no means insure a person so wounded in the heats of
summer or autumn, especially if the wound be inflicted m
a naked part, and if he be of a bad habit of body. Tht
remedy used by the viper-catchers was that noticed tr»

White : they rubbed olive-oil on the part wounded, over i
chafing-dish of coals, and took it also internally. Some of
them would suffer themselves to be bitten by vipers fulJ o.
' sweltered venom,' confident in their remedy. Such case*
will be found in the work of Dr. Mead, who proved t>e
innocence of the poison when swallowed, by taking it

himself without the slightest ill effect, an example not U»
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• rashly followed, for any recent injury to the gums, or

e skin of the month or throat generally, would render

ch an experiment extremely hazardous from the vascu-

rity of the part. We do not attribute much virtue to the

tcroal taking of the oil. Externally it is a specific, and
ioald be aided by doses of ammonia administered inter-

illy.

IX>g» are very liable to be bitten by vipers, at which
"vntert will stand as if they were game, and so they will

snakes. We once saw a bad case, where a favourite

>e: received a bite in one of his hind-legs from a virulent

d viper, in very hot weather, and had a hard struggle for

s life.' The injury yielded to the external application of
i ve-oil and doses of castor-oil administered as purgatives.

As a general rule it may be considered improbable that

e viper uses his offensive weapons in disabling his prey,

Kich consists of frogs, lizards, mice, and (according to

r. Mead) even moles. Nevertheless in some refractory

tses it is very likely that the animal resorts to their use

arrest the struggles of the victim, especially as the

sisonisso speedily fatal to small animals. Vipers will

nr a long fast, and have been boxed up for six months
i thout abatement of their vivacity. Pennant states that

«y feed only a small part of the year, but never during
. n'e confinement ; for if mice, their favourite diet, should

tnat time be thrown into their box, though they will

)J, yet they never will eat them.
Even the last generation witnessed the great demand
r these poisonous serpents in consequence of the virtues

ipposed to reside in their flesh. The lingering belief in

e wonderfully invigorating qualities of ' viper broth ' is

it yet quite extinct in some places. Pliny, Galen, and
hers praise the efficacy of viper flesh in the cure of

cers, elephantiasis, and other disorders arising from a
>iTupt state of the system. By the antients the animal

as generally served to the patient boiled like fish, as

.-ing more efficacious than when taken in the form of a
nvder or other dried state. Sir Kenelm Digby's beau-

1'ul wife was fed on capons fattened with the flesh of

pers.

In England these reptiles were caught with a cleft or

rked stick, which the viper-catcher drove down imme-
ately behind the head, then seized the serpent by the tail,

id instantly put it into a bag. In this way the shops of

ie apothecaries were supplied ; and we remember near-

a: of the alarm produced in the house of one of these

-otessionals of the last age by the escape of a whole col-

ction from the ill-closed box in which they arrived. A
•eat black one was discovered coiled up between the

reets of one of the beds just as its occupant was about

• step into it.

Open copses, dry heaths, newly-cleared woodlands, and
indy wastes are the usual haunts of the viper, which, in

inter, is frequently found in its hybernaculum, intertwined

ith several of its own species, and in an almost torpid

late. These conglomerations may have given rise to the

lode in which the celebrated * ovum anguinum ' was pro-

uced. Pliny indeed (Nat. Hist., xxix., c. 3) attributes

s production to snakes convoluted together in the summer,
nd notices the statements of the Druids with regard to

his mystic creation. Mason has not omitted to take ad-

antage of this tradition in his ' Caractacus,' where the

)ruid sings

—

' From the grot of charms and spells,

Where our matron »Uter dwells,

;
Brennus, hat thy holy hand
Safely brought the Drnid wand.
And the potent Adder-stone
Gender'd 'fore the autumnal moon ?

When in undulating twine

The foaming snakes prolific join

;

When th(.y hiss and when they bear
Their wondrous egg aloof in air

;

Thence before to earth it fall.

The Druid in his hallow'd pall

Receives the prize.

And instant flies,

Pollow'd by the enrenom'd brood,
Till he cross the crystal flood.'

Pennant, who quotes these lines, as well as the passage

rom Pliny, says, ' Our modern druidesses give much the

ame account of the ovum anguinum, Glain Neidr, as

he Welsh call it, or the Adder-gem, as the Roman philo-

sopher does, but seem not to have so exalted an opinion

if its powers, using it only to assist children in cutting

heir teeth, or to cure the chin-cough, or to drive away an
*gue. We have some of these beads in our cabinet : they

P. C, No. 1660.

are made of glass, and of a very rich blue colour : soma
are plain, others streaked : we say nothing of the figure,
as the annexed plate will convey a stronger idea of it than
words.'

Adder-stones. (Pennant.)

Asiatic Venom-Snakes.

Example, Naia tripudians. [Naia.]

African Venom-Snakes.

Examples, Vipera (Cerastes) caudalis. Smith (Vipera
ocellata, Smith).

Dr. Smith describes this poisonous snake as being, above,
yellowish-red, spotted and variegated with other colours

;

and as of a pale rose-red, with a pearly lustre beneath.
Along the back the spots are disposed in three irregular

rows : those of the centre are obfong ; those of the other
two more or less circular. All are orange-brown, and some
of them are partially, others completely edged with straw-
yellow ; those of the middle row being in the first con-
dition, and only margined anteriorly and posteriorly ; and
those of the others mostly in the state last described, the
majority of them having moreover a lilac-coloured point
toward their centre. Sides of the body faintly freckled

with small nebulae, or irregular spots of the same colour as

those of the back ; but paler, without variegations, and
rarely having the same position in any two specimens.
Upper and lateral parts of the head similarly variegated,

but disposed in angular or arrow-shaped markings on the

top of the head, and in vertical bars on the sides. Those
on the top of the head are generally two in number, one
between the eyes and the other on the occiput, and both
are commonly margined anteriorly with cream-yellow.

The vertical bars are usually four on each side ; three of.

them cut the upper lip, and the fourth generally termi-

nates immediately behind the angle of the mouth. Besides

the arrow-shaped marks on the top of the head, there are

usually two or even more circular spots intermediate

between the specified markings : these also are frequently

edged with cream -yellow. Eyes reddish-orange.

Dr. Smith further states that the ground-colour of the

upper parts of some individuals is much darker than that

above stated, and differs but little from the tint of the

spots, which, in such cases, are seen indistinctly. In others

again the colour entirely differs, being steel or ashy grey,

with much darker spots tinted with the same hue. The
markings on the head, too, differ greatly.

Head, and Tail (under aide) of Vipera (Cerastes) caudalis. (SmithJ

The head is distinct ; the body thick in proportion to

its length ; the tail short, tapered, and pointed. Angles

of the jaws very divergent, giving greater width to the

hinder part of the head, the anterior portion of which is

narrower. Nose rounded ; nostrils near its apex, each in

the centre of a thick projecting scale. Eyebrows arched,

Vol. XXVI.—2 Z
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each armed near its middle with a slender, pointed, slightly

recurred spine, about a line or a line and a quarter in

length. Scales of anterior part of the head, particularly

round the eyes, very small : those between and imme-
diately behind the nostrils imperfectly carinated : on the

hinder part of the head they are oval, as on the body, and
distinctly carinated. On the back and sides they are

arranged in longitudinal rows ; and from the points of each
row overlapping the base of those immediately behind
them, the carinations form continuous ridges, about twenty-

seven in number generally. Dr. Smith then enters into

further minute details, for which we must refer the reader

to the accurate and interesting work itself. The length of

an adult is about fourteen inches.

Locality.—South Africa.

Habits, <£c.—' Dry sandy districts,' says the same author,
' constitute the favourite habitats of this viper, which ma-
nifests all that indolence of character so remarkable among
the various species of the genus, and on account of which
they are more dreaded by the native of South Africa
than even snakes possessed of more virulent poison, but
disposed to action on the approach of danger. According
to good testimony this species will continue for days to-

gether in one position ; and as it never seeks to avoid
danger, however imminent, its presence is rarely discovered
unless when trampled upon, and the offending parts
wounded by its fangs. Though generally inactive, it is by
no means so when injured : its movements are then per-
formed with activity ; and when once it seizes the obnoxious
object, it retains its hold with great determination, and
some considerable exertion is often required to detach it.

The same may be said of most of the vipers, in which
respect they differ materially from Naia. The various
species of the latter, immediately after they inflict a wound,
detach themselves, and fly to a place of concealment;
while the vipers, even when detached by force, continue
upon the spot where they fall, or remove but slowly froni

it.' {Zoology of South J/rica.)

Vipera (CcnstM) caudalu. (Smith )

Echidna inornata (Smith).

Description.—Back and . sides dark yellowish-brown ;

belly brownish-yellow, sparingly sprinkled with brownish
dots

; tail above, indistinctly marked with dull brown spots
or bars. Head oblong, heart-shaped. Length thirteen
inches and a quarter. (Smith.)

Locality.—The specimen from which Dr. Smith wrote
his desenption, which is minutely detailed in the work
above quoted, was killed in the Sneeubergen, or Snow-
mountains, immediately beliind the village of Graaff
Revnet.

Habits, .)?•«.—Dr. Smith states that little is known of the
habits of this snake, save that, like the other species of the
genus, it is indolent, and heedless of the approach of man.
He records six species of the genus Vipera as inhabitants
of South Africa, viz., Vipera arietans. Merr. ; V. atropos,
Latr. ; V. cornuta, Daud. ; V. inornata. Smith ; V. ocel-
latu (caudalis). Smith ; V. atropoides. Smith : or, if the
subdivisions of Men-em and Wagler be adopted. Echidna
arietans; E. atropos ; E. inornata; E. atropoides ; Ce-
rastes cornutw; and C. ocellatus {caudalis).

Echidna raonuta. (Smith .J

Dr. Smith here again notices the fact that the »ipw»

and one or two species of Elaps are the only snake* d
South Africa which permit themselves generally te W
closely approached without evincing any apparent coactrt
The others manifest a disposition to act on the offensive <•

to fly : even an unusual noise, without its cause heirz

visible, is sufficient, he remarks, to insure the retreat «
the innocuous ones.

The different species of Naia and the Elapt Ittbrtm
Merr., are, he observes, always ready for the light ; a»-t

when their haunts are invaded, they often advance upv
the intruder with the head and anterior part of the bc<f r

almost perpendicular, the neck expanded, and an exprt-
sion sufficiently indicative of the malignant purpose LVt
have in view. 'To witness such a proceeding, savs IK
Smith in continuation, ' once fell to my own lot. Walker
in the vicinity of Graham's Town, I happened to excite '*»

attention of a Naia Hcemachates, which itnmedisJr r

raised its head, and warned me of my danger by *i»

strength of its expiration ; it then commenced an »df»a*-»
and, had I not retired, I should in all probability b»v
suffered, provided I had not been fortunate enough to do-

able it, which possibly would not have happened, coobo
ing that the species, in common with others of the s»2-
genus, is extremely active. Even though I retired, 1 ?v
not satisfied the danger was past, as the flight of t .-

snake*s enemy does not always put a stop to
s
its adr.\- • -

when once commenced. An officer of the Cape c» -,-

upon whose accuracy the most implicit reliance was to •-

placed, informed me that he once was chased twice rot-'.

his waggon by an individual of the same specie*, and '

pursuit might have been prolonged, had not a IIotten< -

disabled the enraged reptile by a blow from a
stick.'

Hi}e (jwraf)—SmiA.

Dr. Smith figures three varieties of Naia Baje tn kaa
Zoology above alluded to ; and the young state of uW
serpent, with the synonyms Echidna /ova, Merr., ton
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nigra, Smith, Gcel copell. Bruin copell, and Spuugh
slang of the Cape colonists.

He describes the majority of the South African speci-
mens as either entirely yellow or purplish-brown, though
a considerable number occur also in which both these co-
lours exist more or less distinctly in the same individual.
The depth of the general colour, he says, varies consider-
ably in different specimens, particularly in the yellow
ones, in which every shade between straw yellow and
clear purplish brown may be observed. The general co-
lour of the young is pale straw yellow, with two brownish-
red collars on the throat, the extremities of each of which
are visible upon the neck above ; and those of the last

collar are generally connected by a narrow angular bar, of
the same colour as the collar itself. The eyes are light
chestnut-brown.

Dr. Smith remarks that if this reptile be specifically
different from the Naia Haje of Northern Africa, he had
not, after closely comparing them, been able to discover
the differences which, in his opinion, could justify hira in
regarding them as distinct. He had not been able to per-
c-< ive greater discrepancies between some of the Cape in-
dividuals and those collected in Egypt, than he had found

x en some of what may be regarded the more typical
examples of Southern Africa and others of the samecoun-
try, which may be viewed as presenting aberrant or less

common characters. The young of the Cape reptile ex-
'.ly corresponds, he observes, with the young of Naia

'

,
as figured by M. Geoffroy. (Egypte, Atlas, pi. 7,

The Sf-jm^Ii-s' ihl:. Colour unifnrm livid blackish brown, the livid tinjie

stroofeat on the under parti, forming almost a purplish slate^olour, which
i very dark and shining toward, the head. ^Smith.)

The variety most rarely met with, according to Dr.
Smith, is the Sjmitgh-slnng (spitting-snake) of the colo-

nists, so named from its supposed power of ejecting its

poison to a distance. All the cobra-de-cnpellas of South-
ern Africa, he remarks, distil poison from the points of
their fangs when they are much irritated, and are able to

eject a portion of it beyond the mouth by a forcible expi-

ration ; but that any power greater than that is possessed

by the Sputigh-slang, Dr. Smith is not disposed to be-

lieve : the contrary nevertheless is, he allows, strongly

maintained both by the European and native inhabitants.
' Both of these,' continues Dr. Smith, ' affirm that the
snake in question is able to cast its poison to a distance of

several feet, especially if the wind be blowing so as to

favour its object ; and that it often projects it into the

eyes of unwelcome intruders, and thereby occasions a de-

gree of inflammation which not uncommonly terminates in

loss of sight. In the Cape colony the varieties of the

cobra-de-capella are all regarded as highly dangerous

;

and many severe if not fatal consequences are the results

of their bite. They are all savage and bold, and when as-

sailed they generally resist rather than fly, and they not un-

frequently even act upon the offensive. They climb trees

with, great facility, and often take to the water out of

choice. In the liquid element their progress is rather

Whenever they are excited or irritated, they, like the com-
mon species of India, inflate the loose skin of the neck,
and extend it laterally, so as to exhibit an appearance as
if the neck was edged on each side with a thin semicir-
cular appendage. They feed upon small quadrupeds,
birds, and eggs, and in search of the latter they ascend
trees to rob nests.' The general length of the South
African Naia is between five and six feet.

American Venom-S.va.kks.

Crotalus, Linn.

Generic Character.—Scales on the head similar to those
on the back ; tail ending in a rattle ; head subtriangular.
Example, Crotalus horridus, the Rattle-snake.
Description.—Colour of the head brown; eye red;

upper part of the body yellowish-brown, transversely
marked with irregular, broad, black lists. Rattle brown,
composed of several horny, membranous cells, of an undu-
lated pyramidal figure, articulated one within the other,
so that the point of the first cell reaches as far as the basis
or protuberant ring of the third, and so on ; which articu-
lation, being very loose, gives liberty to the parts of the
cells that are inclosed within the outward rings, to strike
against the sides of them, and so to cause the rattling
noise which is heard when the snake shakes its tail.

(Catesby.)

slow, and during their residence in it the head and a por-

tion of the neck is always kept raised above the surface.

a. Rattle of twenty-four joints ; b, section of rattle. (CalMby.)

Locality.—Virginia, the Carolinas, and other parts of
America.

Habits, Food, #e.—Lawson, in his History (1714), says
' The Rattle-snakes are found in all the main of America
that I ever had any account of; being so called from the
rattle at the end of their tails, which is a connection of
jointed coverings of an excrementitious matter, betwixt the
substance of a nail and a horn, though each tegmen is very
thin. Nature seems to have designed these on purpose to

give warning of such an approaching danger as the venom-
ous bite of these snakes is. Some of them grow to a very
great bigness, as six feet in length, their middle being the
thickness of the small of a lusty man's leg. We have an
account of much larger serpents of this kind ; but I never
met them yet, although I have seen and killed abundance
in my time. They are of an orange tawny, and blackish

colour on the back
;

differing (as all snakes do) in colour
on the belly, being of an ash-colour inclining to lead.

The male is easily distinguished from the female by a
black velvet spot on his head; and, besides, his head is

smaller shaped and long. Their bite is venomous, if not
speedily remedied

;
especially if the wound be in a vein,

nerve, tendon, or sinew ; when it is very difficult to cure.

The Indians are the best physicians for the bite of these

and all other venomous creatures of this country. There
are four sorts of snake-roots already discovered, which
knowledge came from the Indians, who have performed
several great cures. The rattle-snakes are accounted the

peaceablest in the world ; for they never attack any one, or

injure them, unless they are trod upon or molested. The
most danger of being bit by these snakes is for those that

survey land in Carolina
;
yet I never heard of any sur-

veyor that was killed or hurt by them. I have myself gone
over several of this sort, and others

;
yet it pleased God I

never came to any harm. They have the power or art (I

know not which to call it) to charm squirrels, hares, par

fridges, ?r anr such thing, in such a manner, that they run

directly into their mouths. This I have seen by a squirrel

and one of these rattle-snakes ; and other snakes have in

some measure the same power. The rattle-snakes have
many small teeth, of which I cannot see they make any
use; for they swallow everything whole ; but the teeth

which poison are only four; two on each side of their

upper jaws. These are bent like a sickle, and hang loose

ns if by a joint. Towards the setting on of these, theie is,

in each tooth, a little hole wherein you may just get in the
2 Z 2
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point of a small needle. And here it' is that the poison

comes out (which is as green as grass) and follows the

wound made by the point of their teeth. They are much
more venomous in the months of June and July, than
they are in March, April, or September. The hotter the
weather the more poisonous. Neither may we suppose
that they can renew their poison as oft as they will ; for

we have had a person bit by one of these, who never
rightly recovered it, and very hardly escaped with life ; a
second person bit in the same place by the same snake,

and received no more harm than if bitten with a rat. They
cast their skins every year, and commonly abide near the

place where the old skin lies. These cast-skins are used
in physic, and the rattles are reckoned good to expedite the

birth. The gall is made up into pills with clay, and kept

for use, being given in pestilential levers and the small-

pox. It is accounted a noble remedy, known to few, and
held as a great arcanum. This snake has two nostrils on
each side of his nose. Their venom, I have reason to be-

lieve, effects no harm, any otherwise than when darted

into the wound by the serpent's teeth.'

Catesby thus notices this species in 1771. ' Of these

vipers,' says he, writing of all the American venom-snakes
under that name, ' the Rattle-snake is most formidable,

being the largest and most terrible of all the rest: the
largest I ever saw was one about eight feet in length,

weighing between eight and nine pounds. This monster
*-as gliding into the house of Colonel Blake of Carolina

;

and had certainly taken his abode there undiscovered, had
not the domestic animals alarmed the family with their

repeated outcries ; the hogs, dogs, and poultry united in

their hatred to him, showing the greatest consternation,

by erecting their bristles and feathers ; and expressing their

wrath and indignation, surrounded him, but carefully kept
their distance ; whilst he, regardless of their threats, glided
slowly along.

• It is not uncommon to have them come into houses, a
very extraordinary instance of which happened to myself
in the same gentleman's house, in the month of February,
1723 ; the servant in making the bed in a ground-room
(but a few minutes after I left it), on turning down the
clothes, discovered a rattle-snake lying coiled between the
sheets in the middle of the bed.

' They are the most inactive and slow-moving snake of
all others, and are never the aggressors, except in what they
prey upon ; for unless they are disturbed they will not
nite

; and, when provoked, they give warning by shaking
their rattles. These are commonly believed to be the
most deadlv venomous serpent of any in these parts ol

America ; I believe they are so, as being generally the
largest, and making a deeper wound, and injecting
greater quantity of poison

;
though I know not why anv ol

the other kinds of vipers may not be as venomous as a
nittle-snake, if as big, the structure of the deadly fangs
being alike in all. The most successful remedy the In-
dians seem to have is to suck the wound, which, in a slight
bite, has sometimes a good effect

; though the recovered
person never fails of having annual pains at the time they
were bit. They have likewise some roots which they pre-
tend will effect the cure ; particularly a kind of Assarum,
commonly called Heart Snake-roots, a kind of Chrysan-
themum called St. Anthony's Cross, and some others ; but
that which they rely on most, and which most of the Vir-
ginian and Carolina Indians carry dry in their pockets, is

a small tuberous root, which they procure from the remotf
parts of the country ; this they chew, and swallow the juice,
applying some to the wound. Having, by travelling mucli
with Indians, had frequent opportunities of seeing the dire-
ful effects of the bites of these snakes, it always seemed
and was apparent to me that the good effects usually
attributed to these their remedies is owing more to the
force of nature, or the slightness of the bite of a small
snake in a muscular part, ice. The person thus bit, 1 have
known to survive without any assistance for many hours;
but where a rattle-snake with full force penetrates with
his deadly fangs, and pricks a vein or artery, inevitable
death ensues ; and that, as I have often seen, in less than
two minutes. The Indians know their destiny, the minute
they are bit ; and w hen they perceive it mortal, apply no
remedy, concluding all efforts in vain. If the bite hap-
peneth in a fleshy part, they immediately cut it out to
stop the current of the poison. I could heartily wish that
oil of olives applied to the wound might have as good

success against the venom of these snakes as it hath been
found in England to have had against the poison of the

adder.' (Carolina.)
Lawson, it appears, was an eye-witness of the

tion, if so the effect of terror on the victim is to be I

of the rattle-snake ; and though Catesby never taw it, be
thus details the evidence of the fact known to him :—

' The charming, as it is commonly called, or attractive
power this snake is said to have of drawing to it **imm '»

and devouring them, is generally believed in Am«^«-«
: u

tor my own part, I never saw the action ; but * great many
from whom I have had it related, all agree in the manner
of the process; which is that the animals, particularly
birds and squirrels (which principally are their prey •„ no
sooner spy the snake,. than they skip from spray to sprat,
hovering and approaching gradually nearer their enemy,
regardless of any other danger ; but with distracted ges-
tures and outcries descend, though from the top of tht
loftiest trees, to the mouth of the snake, who openeth bit

jaws, takes them in, and in an instant swallows them.'
There can be little doubt that this supposed power a

greatly exaggerated. That a suddenly-surprised aninul
should be arrested by terror and easily fall a victim to the

serpent is highly probable ; but that it should to

its destruction from the top of the loftiest trees is almac
incredible.

That the secretion of the poison may be greatly increased
by local irritation would be expected, and Mr. Bell, in r»
History of British Reptiles, adduces the following as evi-

dence of the fact. He was dissecting very carefully u.
minutely the poison-apparatus of a large rattle-soalc
which had been dead lor some hours ; the head had bees
taken off immediately after death ; yet as Mr. Bell con-
tinued his dissection the poison continued to be secreted
so fast as to require to be occasionally dried off with a U:
of rag or sponge. He states his belief that there conk,
not have been less altogether than six or eight drops t:

the least.

The RaMe-iutkt.

The same scientific and entertaining author relates, u i

proof that the effect of wounds inflicted by venomous ttz-

Cents subsequently to the first is greatly lessened, eith/r

y the diminution of the quantity of venom or of knv
deterioration of its strength, the following anecdote -
A gentleman of his acquaintance had received a Una:
rattle-snake from America. Intending to try the effect o
its bite upon some rats, he introduced one of those animsii
into the cage with the serpent, which immediately strati
the rat and the latter died in two minutes. Another a:
was then placed in the cage, and ran to the farthest corar
from the snake, uttering cries of distress. The serpent d*i
not attack it immediately ; but after about half an hucr
on being irritated, struck the rat, which exhibited
symptoms of being poisoned for several minutes, nor d>J
it die till twenty minutes after the bite had been inflicted.
A third rat, remarkably large, was then introduced inSo
the cage, and exhibited no signs of terror, nor was it ap-
parently noticed by its dangerous companion. After
watching for the rest of the evening, Mr. Bell's friend re-
tired, leaving the rattle-snake and the rat together. Be
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rose early the next morning, and visited the cage : there
lay the snake dead, and the rat had supped upon the mus-
cular part of its backi Mr. Bell does not remember at
what time of the year this took place, but he expresses
his belief that it was not during very hot weather.
Hie length of time during which a man will linger after

being bitten by one of these deadly snakes was manifested
in a very distressing ease which will perhaps be remem-
bered by many of our readers. Some yean ago a car-
penter came to see a rattle-snake which was publicly
shown for money in London. The man endeavoured to
excite it, probably to hear its rattle, with his rule, which
he dropped into the serpent's cage. As he was trying to
recover it the snake bit him in Die hand. He was taken
to one of our hospitals, St. George's if we recollect right,
and bore up so long that hopes were entertained of his re-
covery ; but his constitution gave way at last, and after

many days he fell a victim to the poison.

Caudisona. (Fitzing.)

Subgeneric Character.—This form resembles the last,

but the head is protected by plates.

Example.

—

Caudisona muiaris. The Small Rattle-
snake.

Locality.—Same as that of Crotalus horridus.
Habits, &c.—The bite of this snake, though severe, does

not, according to Catesby, always prove mortal.

Tisiphone. (Fitzing.)

Generic Character.—Head covered with plates to be-
hind the eyes. Tail terminating in a spine.

Example.

—

Tisiphone Shawii.
This seems to be the Horn Snake, of which such mar-

vellous stories are told. ' Of the horn-snakes,' says Law-
son, 'I never saw but two that I remember. They are
like the rattle-snake in colour, but rather lighter. They
hiss exactly like a goose when anything approaches them.
They strike at their enemy with their tail, and kill what-
soever they wound with it, which is armed at the end with
a horny substance, like a cock's spur. This is their

weapon. I have heard it credibly reported by those who
said they were eye-witnesses, that a small locust-tree,

about the thickness of a man's arm, being struck by one of
these snakes at ten o'clock in the morning, then verdant
and nourishing, at four in the afternoon was dead, and the
leaves red and withered. Doubtless, be it how it will,

they are very venomous. I think the Indiana do not pre-
tend to cure their wound.'
From the last sentence but one it appears that Lawson

was not without his suspicions that fable hung about this

story. Catesby, writing much later, says in his account of
* The Water Viper,' ' The back and head of this serpent

are brown : the belly marked transversely with black and
yellow alternately, as are the sides of the neck : the neck
small: the head large, armed with the like destructive

weapons as the rattle-snake ; which, next to it, is reck-
oned the largest of any other viper in these parts ; and,
contrary to most other vipers, are very nimble, and par-

ticularly dexterous in catching fish. In summer great

numbers of these serpents are seen lying on the branches
of trees hanging over rivers, from which, at the approach
of a boat, they drop into the water, and often into the boat
on the men's heads : they lie in this manner to surprise

either birds or fish ; after these last they plunge, and pur-

sue them with great swiftness, and catch some of a large

size, which they carry on shore and swallow whole. One
of these serpents I surprised coming on shore with a large

Cat-fish having two sharp bones on each side of its gills,

which were so fixed in the jaws of the snake, that he could

not disengage himself with all his twists and distortions

;

and in that condition, being in danger of drowning, was
necessitated to swim ashore, where the murderer was slain.

This serpent in Carolina commonly goes by the name of

The Water Rattle-snake; not that it hath a rattle, but

many of them are very large, and coloured not much un-
like the rattle-snake, and their bite is said to be as mortal.

They frequent water, and are never seen at any great dis-

tance from it. The tail of this viper is small towards the

end, and terminates in a blunt horny point about half an
inch long. This harmless little point hath given a dread-

ful character to its owner, attributing to him another in-

strument of destruction besides that he had before ; im-
posing a bel'ef on the credulous, that he is the terrible

Horn Snake, armed with death at both ends, though in

reality of equal troth with that of the two-headed Amphis-

btena ; yet we are told that this fatal born, by a jerk of the
tail, not only mortally wounds men and other animals,
but if by chance struck into a young tree, whose bark is

more easily penetrable than in an old one, the tree in-
stantly withers, turns black, and dies.'

Such are a few examples of the poisonous serpents that
infest America.

Australian Vbnom-Snakks.

New South Wales is not without its share of these
deadly reptiles. There is one viper frequent in the brush
very like a burnt stick, which, as all the true vipers are
indolent and do not remove upon the approach of per-
sons, like others of the serpent tribe, makes it the more
dangerous and the more liable to be trodden on.

Mr. Bennett, in his Wanderings, observes that snakes
are very numerous in many parts of the colony. Those
known as the ' black and brown snakes ' are, he says, found
about the banks of the rivers or in swampy situations

:

the natives, who are not however the best authority for

the extent of danger produced by a venomous snake, ac-
cording to Mr. Bennett, say that its bite is not deadly, but
causes the person to feel sick and sleepy for a short time,

which passes off without producing any further ill effects,

even if no remedy be applied.
' It would be interesting,' continues Mr. Bennett, ' to

institute experiments, so that the extent of danger attend-

ing the bites of the venomous reptiles in the colony might
be ascertained with some degree of correctness. As far

as regards this snake, I am well informed by persons who
have been bitten, that the effects are as above stated;

bul still it would be interesting to know the degree of
violence the poison is capable of producing in each of the
venomous reptiles. I examined a " black snake," which
had been just killed at the farm of Gudarigby, upon a
" flat" near the river ; it was of a shining silvery black
colour above, the abdomen being dark red : it measured
three feet and a half in' length, and at its largest

circumference three inches: it was a male specimen.
The stomach was filled with a quantity of green frogs

with golden spots (the Rainette aorce of Peron?), some
having the appearance of being just swallowed, whilst

others were half digested; there was also a. mass of
digested matter in which the remains of frogs could be
distinctly seen. This snake appears to be a species of the
genus Acanthophis. By the natives of Yas the Black
Snake is called " Bulbuk."

' The " Brown Snake," which I examined, is also

venomous, and, according to popular opinion, the effect

very dangerous upon the human constitution. The spe-

cimen measured nearly five feet in length, and five inches

at its largest circumference ; the upper part of the body
was of a Drown colour (from which no doubt its name is

derived), with a few light shades of black ; the abdomen
was of a light bluish black. In the stomach were found
several half-digested lizards, and a quantity of worms,
which in some parts had even perforated the coats ; on a
further examination, the lungs were also found perforated

by, and had attached to them, a number of these worms,
varying from one and a half to two inches in length, and
of a bright red eolour. I preserved them, together with

the lungs, in spirits, and sent them to the Museum of the

Royal College of Surgeons in London.'

Mr. Bennett further observes that both the Black and
Brown Snakes take to the water on the appearance of

danger ; that they evidently procure their food from the

banks of streams, and that they may be considered both
land and water snakes.

The same author states that there is another dangerous

snake, called 'Yellow Snake' by the colonists, and
' Jaruk ' by the Yas natives, and describes its size as large

and its reputation as being very venomous, the bite pro-

ducing almost instant death. He relates the case of an
overseer at Mulgoa who had been bitten by a Yellow

Snake ' a few days since,' had undergone the operation of

having the piece cut out, but who was, at the date of the

account (Oct. 25, 1832), in a dangerous state.

'The most deadly snake in appearance,' says Mr.
Bennett, ' and I believe also in effect, is one of hideous

aspect, called by the colonists The Death Adder, and
by the natives Tammin, from having a small curved

process at the extremity of the tail, or, more correctly,

the tail terminating suddenly in a small curved ex-
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tremity, bearing some resemblance to a sting, it is

considered by popular rumour to inflict a deadly sting

with it.* This hideous reptile is thick in proportion

to its length; the eye is vivid yellow, with a black
longitudinal pupil ; the colour of the body is difficult to

be described, being a complication of dull colours, with
narrow blackish bands, shaded off into colours which com-
pose the back ; abdomen slightly tinged with red ; head
broad, thick, and flattened. The specimen I examined
measured two feet two inches in length, and five inches

in circumference. It is, I believe, an undescribed Species.

A dog that was bitten by one died in less than an hour.

The specimen I examined was found coiled up near the
banks of the Murrumbidgee river ; and being of a torpid

disposition, did not move when approached, but quietly

reposed in the pathway, with its head turned beneath the

beV
This amusing writer adds, that when cattle are bitten by

a venomous snake, they are said to resort immediately to
the water. A cow was found lying dead near the river,

at Gudarigby, during the time he was visiting the farm,

and from the appearances presented by the body the
stock-keepers were of opinion that its death was caused by
the bite of a venomous snake.

Acanthophis tortor, Less.

Formula :—ventral scales, entire, 190 ; anal, 2 ; caudal,
entire, 5 ; and lateral, 48—48.

M. Lesson, who gives the above formula, remarks, in the
Zoologie de la Coquille, that this serpent is not a true
Acanthophis because its tail does not terminate in an un-
guiculate point. It ought, he thinks, to be arranged
under the genus Trimerescnra of Lacepede ; but, never-
theless, he adds, it differs not in any of its other charac-
ters from the serpents with a spiny tail. He expresses his
opinion that it is the same species as Dr. Leach has figured
in his Zoological Miscellany (vol. i., tab. 3), under the
name of Acanthophis Brownii.

Acanthophii tortor. Leaa. AcanthophU Browail. Leach ? ,

«, liead. (Lena.)

Neither Dr. Leach's description nor figure agrees with
those of ALLesson- The colouring is very different, and
there is in Dr. Leach's figure a distinct uhguiculate spine
at the end of the tail. Dr. Leach says of Acanthophis
Brownti that it was first noticed at New Holland by Ro-
bert Brown, Esq., F.R.S., &c, who described it in his MS.
under the title of Boa ambiirna, and he adds that he named
the species after that gentleman as a tribute justly due to
him, not only as one of the first botanists in Europe, but
also as a gentleman realous for the promotion of every
branch of natural history. Dr. Loach states that the na-
tive-., according to the information of Mr. BcaliiMbd
Mr. A. Htiey, the latter of whom killed tl

which Dr. Leach figured at
be the most poisonous snake

If M. Lesson be right in thinking that bis serpent sad
that described and figured by Leach are identical, then
no excuse for changing the name. M. Lesson descritau

his Acanthophis tortor, or Acanthophis Bourreau, as re-

markable for its lively colours. A black velvetj biuc u
spread over the upper part of the body : roee-colou-

deepened into red takes its origin behind the jaws acd
extends along the sides to the vent. Pale yellow tinris

the lower part of the body, but a brown circle occupies

the centre of each ventral plate. The head and tail

are uniformly blue-black. The length, according to the

same author, reaches two feet nine inches, French. TU»
four poison-teeth, two on each side, are small and ttrj

sharp.

Locality, Habits, d>c.—M. Lesson states that this soak*

is very much diffused over New South Wales, where tht

colonists dread it much in consequence of the morui
wounds which it inflicts, and distinguish it by the nanw u
The Black Snake. Its bite, he says, has often killed c o-

victs in less than a quarter of an hour, if the reports of tie

inhabitants may be credited. It is, he adds, very comrovo
in the small woods and sandy heaths which iHirrwrxi

Botany Bay, where M. Lesson states that he ha* trfttn

seen it in his excursions.

Read and tail of AcanthophU Brownii (Leach).

VITtA. The fine paid for different crimes and trrnpasnri.
prescribed by the code of Novgorod, given by Yaroslaf I,
was called Vira. It was evidently of Teutonic origin. si>

the same fines were called Wera in the Saxoa and ad
English laws.

VIRE, a town in France, capital of an attoiidata*J**a*t
in the department of Calvados, 142 miles in a direct fiv
west of Paris, or 108 miles by the road through Errcoi.
Lisieux, and Caen ; in 48°51' N. lat. and 50'W. Ton*. The
town stands in a very pleasant situation on the right bank
of the river Vire, near its source. It is a handsome town
the principal public buildings are the courts of law. tbt
town-hall, and the new prison. The population, in KOI.
was 7T>00 for the town, or 8043 for the whole coaunuw .

in 1830 it was 7330 for the commune. The townscKt
manufacture woollen cloth, both fine and for array clethtn*

.

woollen stuffs, dyed woollen jam, coarse lace, paper, horn
and wooden wares, needles, &c. Tiere are tan-rants.
dye-hoUsos, and fulling-mills. There are four fairs In tb<
year. There are a subordinate court of justice, a tribunal
Of commerce, some fiscal government offices, a high school
for the commune, and a public library. There are iron-
works in the neighbourhood.

:nt comprehends 97 commune*, and i»
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divided into six cantons or districts, each under a justice

of the peace: the population, in 1831, was 90,395.

(Malte-Brun, GSographie; Dictiounaire Geographiquo
Univer*,!.

VI'REO. [Virkoni'n^.]
VIREONl'NAJ. [Muscicapidjj, vol. xvi., p. 11.] Mr.

G. R. Gray makes the Vireoninre the sixth and last sub-

family of the Mwtcicapidce ; and in his arrangement it is

immediately preceded by the extensive subfamily of

AtuscicapitHv. The Vireonince, according to Mr. Gray,
consist of the genera Vireo, Vieill., and Fireotylva,

Bonap. only.

VTRGI'LIA,asmall chieflytropical genus of the large na-
" family of Leguminosre, named by Lamarck in compli-

it to the great, poet and author of the ' Georgics.' The
ms is distinguished by having its calyx 5-cleft. Papiliona-

ms flowers with the petals about equal in length. Vexil-

lum flat. Stamens 10, unconnected. Legume continuous,

compressed, oblong, 2-valved, many seeded. Cotyledons
flat, leafy. Radicle bent upon the edge of their lobes.

Several species are natives of the Cape of Good Hope
;

V. aurea, of Abyssinia ; and V. lutea, of North America.
"V. aurea is frequently mentioned as being a native of In-

dia, but it is more probable that it has been long intro-

duced and acclimated, as no well-authenticated specimens
have been found in a wild state. The roots are said to

taste like liquorice, and the roots yield a yellow dye. V.
lutea is often cultivated in gardens, being an elegant and
hardy shrub, of which the bark, like that of V. aurea, yields

a yellow colouring-matter.

VIRGl'LIUS, or VERGILIUS, PUBLIUS MARO, was
born at Andes, a small place near Mantua, on the 15th of

October, b.c. 70, in the first consulship of Cn. Ponipeius

Magnus and M. Licinius Crassus. He was five years

older than Horace, who was born b.c. 65, and seven years

older than the emperor Augustus. His father, who pro-

bably possessed a landed estate, had his son instructed in

the neighbouring towns of Cremona and Mediolanum
(Milan). According to Donatus, he stayed at Cremona
till he assumed the toga virilis on the day on which he

entered on his sixteenth year, in the second consulship of

Cn. Pompeius Magnus and M. Licinius Crassus : this day,

according to the same authority, was the day on which the

poet Lucretius died. Virgil was taught Greek by the

grammarian Parthenius, and philosophy by the Epicurean

Syron. It is apparent from the writings of Virgil that he

had a learned education, and traces of Epicurean opinions

are obvious in his poetry. When a division of lands in

Italy was made among the veteran soldiers of Octavianus,

Virgil lost his patrimony at Mantua (b.c. 41), but it was
afterwards restored to him by Octavianus, through the in-

tercession of some powerful friends, among whom are

mentioned Alfenus Varus, Asinius Pollio, and Maecenas.

His first Eclogue is supposed to allude to the loss of his

lands and his recovery of them. Virgil probably after-

wards resided at Rome, and he was in favour with Mae-
cenas, who wished to pass for a patron of letters, and with

the emperor Augustus. He preceded Horace in acquiring

the patronage of Maecenas ; for Horace attributes his own
introduction to Maecenas to Virgil and Virgil's friend

Varius. Virgil also spent part of his time at Naples and
Tarenturo. In b.c. 19 he visited Greece, where he in-

tended to spend several years, for the purpose of perfect-

ing his epic poem, the ' jEneid.' It was on the occasion

of this voyage that Horace addressed to him one of his lyric

poems {Carm., i. 3). At Athens Virgil met with Augustus,

who was returning from the East, and he determined

to accompany Augustus back to Rome : but he fell

sick at Megara, which city he visited probably- on his road

to Rome, and his illness was increased by the voyage to

Italy. He lived however to reach Brundisium, where he

died in the autumn of the year b.c. 19. According to his

wish his body was taken to Naples, and interred on the

Via Puteolana, at the second milestone from Naples. He
is said to have written his own epitaph a short time before

his death in the two following lines, which were placed on

his tomb :-

.
' Mantua me genuit : Calahri rapuere ; tenet nunc

Partheooyc : cecini pascua, rura, duces.'

My birth'placc Mantua ; in Calabria death

Overtook me : and in Naple» now I lie.

I've, tune, of «hcpherdi. ficld«, and heroei' dcedi.'

The place of his burial is sti'l pointed out by tradition,

though the so-called tomb of Virgil at Posilipo has no
pretensions to be considered as the monument of tne
Roman poet. He left as heredes the emperor Augustus
and his friend Maecenas, the poet Lucius Varius and
Plotius Tucca. In person Virgil is said to have had a
clownish appearance, and to have been very shy and dif-
fident, and of feeble health. He was intimately ac-
quainted with all the distinguished persons of his age, and
his friend Horace has commemorated his virtues and
gentle disposition.

The principal poetical works of Virgil are his ' Bucolics,'
' Georgics,' and his '-Sneid,' an epic poem. The ' Bucolica *

are probably his earliest works : they consist of ten short
poems, which have also received the name of Eclogae, or
Selections, a title which probably belongs to a later period
than the age of the poet. The composition of these poems
is assigned to the period between u.c. 11 and b.c. 37. The
several poems were probably not written in the order in
which they generally appear in the MSS. and the editions

;

but critics are not agreed on the exact chronological order,
nor indeed can it be ascertained. These poems are not
strictly Bucolic in the sense in which the poems of Theo-
critus are called Bucolic. It has been justly observed that
they are rather allegorical poems with a Bucolic colouring.
So far as regards the versification these poems have some
merit, and Virgil has the credit of attempting to intro-
duce among the Romans a species of poetry with which
they were unacquainted. But this is all his merit : his
Bucolics are defective in construction, ill connected in the
parts, they have no distinct object, and arc consequently
obscure. The obscurity is owing both to the subject and
the manner of treating it. The circumstances of Italy and
of Virgil's time did not present the same materials for

Bucolic poetry w hich Theocritus had treated with so much
graphic power. Virgil, having undertaken to imitate his
Greek model, was obliged to keep to the form, though he
could not impress his copy with the same character. Ac-
cordingly we have shepherds who sing in alternate vei

like those of Theocritus, and a Corydon, who complain
unrequited love ; but we do not find the trutn wh
pervades the pure Bucolics of Theocritus. Virgil must
have felt the insipidity and unmeaningness of poems w hich
affected to be descriptive, and yet had no realities to

correspond to them. To introduce some variety he
treats of subjects [of present interest; and his own for-

tunes and the sufferings of his countrymen are sup-
posed to be depicted in his first and ninth Eclogues.
But Virgil had a delicate subject to handle : it was neces-
sary to be cautious in speaking of recent events, and he
has consequently so constructed these poems, especially

the first Eclogue, as to throw over it a mist of obscurity

which the commentators have never been able fully to

disperse. The first. Eclogue is full of incongruities which
render the interpretation most perplexing. All the other
Eclogues also abound in allusions to the circumstances and
persons of his own time ; but many of the allusions are as

obscure as the oracular responses of the Pythia. His
Pollio, the fourth Eclogue, has not a single line which ap-
propriately belongs to a Bucolic poem, nor indeed does
the poet, as appears from the introductory verses, consider

it as Bucolic in anything except the name. It is a per-

petual enigma for the critics, and its solution still requires

an (Edipus.

Virgil has borrowed numerous lines from the Greek
poets, especially from Theocritus, but we can hardly allow

him the merit of judicious adaptation. His Bucolics,

even when he attempts to approach nearest to the true

character of Bucolic poetry, give no real picture of rustic

manners. The reader never imagines that his shepherds
are really singing, like those of Theocritus; and all

poetic illusion is completely destroyed by the want of due
attention to the proprieties of place and person, both of

which, as already hinted at, were impracticable in the

circumstances under which he wrote. Julius Caesar

Scaliger, after a comparison between Virgil and Theo-
critus, prefers the Roman poet ; and a few scholars, who
are inferior to Scaliger in learning, have put themselves
on the same level with him in critical judgment.-
The 'Georgica' of Virgil arc a didactic poem, in four

books, addressed to his patron Maecenas. In the first book
he treats of the cultivation of the soil, in the second of the

management of fruit-trees, in the third of cattle, and in

the fourth of bees. His judgment and poetic taste were
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riper when he wrote the 'Georgics' than when he was em-
ployed on his Bucolics ; and if he began the 'Georgics' as

early as his Eclogues, it is clear that he must hare re-

vised and improved them at a later date. An argument
from which we might conclude that the first book was
written before b.c. 35, is mentioned by Clinton {Fasti) •

but the two facts on which this conclusion depends can
hardly be relied on. • If the concluding lines of the fourth

book of the 'Georgics' are genuine, Virgil was finishing

bis poem at Naples about the year B.C. 30. Originality is

no part of Virgil's merit, and the materials of this poem
are all borrowed; but in the handling of them he has
shown skill and taste. He has turned an unpromising
subject into a pleasing and even an instructive poem, for

the truth of many of his rule^ and precepts is confirmed
by other writers, both Roman and modern. He has re-

lieved the weariness inherent in didactic poetiy by judi-

cious ornament and occasional digression without ever

wandering far from his subject. It has been said that the

poem would have ended better with the third book, which
properly closes the poem ; and that the fourth, which
treats of the management of bees, hardly belongs to the
subject. There is some truth in this remark: and the
fourth book has the appearance of being an after-thought,

and not a part of the original design, though in the opening
of the first book, as we now have it, the management of bees
is announced as one of'the subjects. The treatment of bees
indeed seems hardly important enough for one book in four,

and the poet has given it a proportional length by closing

it with the story of Aristaeus. If Virgil has erred in the
choice of a poetic subject, he has at least redeemed his

fault by the mode in which he has treated it, and his re-

putation must mainly rest on the * Georgics.' He improved
the structure of the hexameter verse as we find it in Lu-
cretius ; and though he never attains the vigour of this

writer, whom he had carefully studied, he has avoided that

abruptness and harshness which often characterise the
lines of Lucretius, and remind us of the antiquated verses

of Ennius.

The ./Eneis of Virgil is the great national epic of the
Romans. It is said that Virgil in his will gave instructions

that the jEneid should be burnt, either because it was
imperfect, or for some other reason which is not known ; but
that on Tucca and Varius urging to him that Augustus
would not permit this, he bequeathed the work to them on
the condition that they should add nothing, and leave the
imperfect verses as they were. The jEneid was published
by Tucca and Varius after Virgil's death, and was univer-
sally admired. The poem consists of twelve books, which
contain the story of the wanderings of ./Eneas after the
fall of Troy, and his final settlement in Latium after the
defeat of Turnus and the Rutuli. The Homeric poems
are the model of the ^Eneid ; the merit of invention is

entirely wanting. The first six books are an imitation
of the * Odyssey ;' the last six books are founded on the
' Iliad.' Though the adventures of jEneas are the direct
subject of the /Eneid.the glories of Rome and the fortune
of the Julian House, to which Augustus belonged, are
skilfully interwoven in the texture of the poem. The
foundation of Alba Longa and the transfer of the seat of
empire from that city to Rome, are announced in the first

book of the jEneid, by Jupiter, to be the will of the Fates

;

and the great family of the Caesars is declared to be the
descendant of .(Eneas. The adventures of the Trojan hero
at the court of Dido, queen of Carthage, give occasion to
hint at the future rivalry between the Romans and the
Carthaginians, and the long contest which was destined to
end in the triumph of the descendants of the Trojan hero.
The numerous allusions to actual circumstances and to the
history of the republic were adapted to create or to confirm
a popular notion of the Trojan descent of the Romans.
Though the ^Eneid contains many fine passages, its poeti-
cal merits are greatly below those of the * Iliad ' and
• Odyssey.' The poem wants the unity of purpose and in-
tegrity of construction which so eminently characterize the
' Iliad,' and it is deficient in that truth and simplicity
which form the never-tiring charm of both the ' Iliad ' and
the ' Odyssey.' The Trojan heroes of the jEneid are in-
sipid personages ; and the chief actor ./Eneas fails to excite
our sympathy as much as his rival Turnus or the fierce Me-
centius. But Virgil had other models besidesHomer. The
poets of the Alexandrine school were his study, and parti-
cularly Apollonius of Rhodes, whom he has often imitated.

It must be admitted that Virgil's subject was barren, tad it

required considerable skill to invest it with poetic inter**.

He accomplished this indirectly by giving to it an m«a>
rical colouring and connecting the fortunes of Rone sad

of his great patron Augustus with the illustrious nsao of

Troy. He scattered over his work an abundance of anft-

quarian lore, in which he was well skilled; and the tmi
extent of his learning and his skilful adaptation of it ti>

his purpose are conspicuous all through the work. Vinpl

was pre-eminently a learned poet ; and if he had not onn-
nality and strong feeling, he had at least good taste. His

poem can bear no comparison with the 'Iliad ' as a com-
plete work. It does not abide in the memory as an entire

thing; yet numerous single passages are remembered
with pleasure—a clear proof that its merits are to be esti-

mated rather by an examination of the details thsvn by the

general effect, and consequently that it fails in satisfying

the highest conditions of art, which require such a narir

of parts as shall render them all subordinate to one geet-

ral conception. The iEneid contains many obscure pas-

sages ; and though Virgil is generally used for early in-

struction in schools, he is in fact one of the most di»cc>f

Roman writers.

The influence of Virgil on the literature of Rome mirtt

be the subject of a copious essay. His works were a text-

book for the Roman youth and amodel for the poets. Tbasf
who followed him as epic poets were certainly greatly in-

ferior to him. There are indeed many fine passage* m
Lucan and Silius Italicus, but a love of rhetorical omamea
always infected the literature of Rome, and in the Ulr.

a^es of the empire all good taste was sacrificed to i».

Virgil was also the great classical poet of the middle afjra.

From the time of Charlemagne to the present day we maj
trace him in innumerable imitators and admirers.

Several short poems attributed to Virgil are printed a
the collected editions of his works. 1, ' Culex, or the

Gnat,' a kind of Bucolic poem, in 412 hexameters, which
has little merit, and is probably founded on a genuine
poem of the same name by Virgil. 2, ' Ciris, or tbt

mythus of Nisus and Scylla.' This poem has been attri-

buted to Cornelius Gallus and others. 3, ' Copa.' a short

poem in elegiac verse, containing an invitation by a womsa
who is attached to a tavern, to persons to come in acj
make merry there. Critics have assigned the authorship
of this little poem to various persons. 4, ' Moretum.* m
123 verses, is probably a fragment of a larger poem whici
described the daily labour of a cultivator of the soil. Ttu
poem contains the description of the labours of the fine

part of the day only. The authorship of this poem is alac

uncertain. 5, * Catalecta,' a collection of fourteen smaller
poems.
The first edition of Virgil, which was printed abec*.

1469, in small folio, has the following title : ' P. Virgik
Maronis Opera et Catalecta, Romas, Conr. Suneynheym
et Am. Pannartz,' with a dedication by Giovanni Andres,
bishop of Aleria in Corsica, to Pope Paul II. The teii

was printed from bad MSS. This edition is very rare : e

was reprinted in 1471. Virgil was printed by Aldus s;

Venice, in 1501, 8vo. ; this edition also is very scam.
Virgil was often printed with the commentaries of Senriut
and others at the close of the fifteenth and the beginmnr
of the sixteenth centuries. The edition of Robert Stephen*.
Paris, 1532, fol., contains the commentary of Semns.
The edition of J. L. de la Cerda, which is valuable for the

commentary, appeared at Madrid, in 3 vols. fol. : the

several volumes were published in the years 1608, 1612
and 1617. The edition of Dan. Heinsius appeared s.'

Leiden in 1636, 12mo. ; that of Nicholas Heinsius, whu-i
is much better, was first published at Amsterdam in 167&
The edition of C. G. Heyne, on which great labour w»
bestowed, was published from the year 1767 to 1775. tt

Leipzig, in 4 vols. 8vo., with a very copious index : ths
edition was reprinted in 1788 with improvements. Tit
fourth edition of Heyne, by G. P. E. Wagner, has the fol-

lowing title :
• Publius Virgilius Maro. Varietate Lectiotu*

et perpetua Adnotatione illustratus a Christ. Gotti. Hern*,
Editio Quarts, curavit G. Phil. Eberard Wagner, Lipuar,
1830,' &c., 4 vols. 8vo. The text has been corrected after the
best MSS., the Mcdicean, Vatican, and others ; the punc-
tuation has been improved, and the orthography amended.
The text may be had separately, in a single volume entitled
' Publii Vergilii Maronis Carmina ad pristinam Orthog-x-
pbiam quoad ejus fieri potuit revocata, edidit Philippe*
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Wajjnpr,' Leipzig, 1831, 8vo. This volume also contains
t he ' Orthographia Vergiliana.'

The editions of the several parts of Virgil are very
A tolerably complete list of all the editions

itions is given by Schweigger, ' Handbuch der
n Bibliographie,' vol. ii., pp. 1145-1258. There
German translation of the Bucolics by J. H. Voss
jable notes : the second edition is by Abraham

_ Altona, 1830. J. H: Voss also translated the Geor-
ges : both the translation and the commentary of Voss are
I lighly esteemed. Martyn's prose English translations of
the Bucolics, London, 1749, and of the Georgics, 1741, are
valued for the commentaries. A complete translation of

i rgil by J. H. Voss appeared at Brunswick, in 3 vols.

-Svi!., 1799, and has gone through several editions. The
.-Dneid was translated into Scottish verse by Gawin

bishop of Dunkeld, and published at London in

The English versions of Virgil are numerous,
lby's translation into verse appeared at London in

1650. The verse translation of Dryden was pub-
lished by Tonson, London, 1697, with ' a hundred sculp-
t men.' There is a translation in blank verse by Dr. Joseph
Trapp, w ith notes : it is a very dull version. The /Eneid
translated by C. Pitt, and the Eclogues and Georgics by
Joseph Warton, with observations by Spence and others,

MM published by Uodsley, 4 vols. 8vo., London, 1753.
The materials for the life of Virgil are chiefly derived

lYotn the Life attributed to Tiberius Claudius Donatus,

lich, in its present form, is an uncritical performance,
has the appearance of being founded on good ma-
's. It is printed in Wagner's Virgil with notes, and in

other editions also. The works already referred to,

Baehr's Getchichte der Romischen Literatur, contain
abundant references to the editions, translations, and com-
mentaries on Virgil's poems.

VIRGI'LIUS, or VERGILIUS, POLYDO'RUS, was a
unlive of Urbino in Italy. He first made himself known
by ft small collection of Adagia, or proverbs, which he
published in 1498, and which was several times reprinted

in the course of the next half-century. Bayle quotes an
edition of it in his possession printed at Basle, in 8vo., in

U»41, which professed to be according to the author's fourth

i e vision. There is a great deal about this book of proverbs
the Letters of Erasmus, who, according to the notion

had behaved unfairly in omitting all men-
his own subsequent work of the same kind.

ius, very characteristically, when the booksellers

ted to suppress a preface of Polydore s to a new edi-

tion of his book in which he laid his complaint before the
public, would not hear of such a thing : and the two
authors continued excellent friends, as they had been
before. Polydore at last of his own accord withdrew the

obnoxious preface ; and we find him in after years one of

the \aiious persons by whom Erasmus was supplied with
money to buy a horse—an article which the great scholar

was constantly in want of. Virgilius also suppressed, at

the request of Erasmus, a reiteration of his complaint,

which he had put into a dedicatory epistle prefixed to his

next work, entitled 'De Rerum Inventoribus,' first pub-
lished in three books, in 1499, and again at Strasbourg in

L509. Being in holy orders, he was before 1503 sent over

to England by Pope Alexander VI. to collect the tax

called Peter-pence ; and he spent the greater part of the

remainder of his life in this country, continuing his resi-

dence long alter he lost his office, of which he was the

Uist holder. In 1517 he republished at London his work
' De Rerum Inventoribus,' extended to eight books. A
fourth edition of it was brought out at Basle, in 12ino., in

l.">3t5, and another in 8vo. in 1554 ; and there is a 12mo.
edition of it, printed at Amsterdam by Ludov. Elzevir so

late as 1071, along with another work by Virgilius, three

books of dialogues entitled ' De Prodigiis,' against divina-

tion, which he appears to have finished at London in 1520,

although the first edition mentioned by Gesner is one
printed at Basle in 1531. Bayle had another printed at

Basle, in 8vo., in 1545, and containing also two books ' Dc
r.nientia,' one ' De Vita Perfccta,' and one ' De Mendaciis,'

all by this author. Erasmus in one of his Letters also

speaks of a translation of the 'Monachus'of St. Chrys-

ostoin, which Virgilius had printed at Paris in 1528, and
dedicated to him.
Soon after he came to England, Virgilius obtained the

rectory of Church Langtou in Leicestershire ; and in 1507
'p. C., No. 1661.

he was made archdeacon of Wells, and was also collated

in the same year, first to the prebend of Nonnington in

the cathedral of Hereford, and then to that of Scamelsby
in the cathedral of Lincoln, which last he exchanged, in

1513, for that of Oxgate in St. Paul's. In 1525 he pub-
lished at London, in 8vo., but from a very imperfect and
corrupt copy, the first edition of the fragment of Gildas,
entitled ' De Calaniitate, Excidio, et Conquestu Britannije.'

He dedicated it to Bishop Tonstall ; and, according to
Nicolson, the same bad text was reprinted in 8vo. at Basle
in 1541, in 12mo. at London in 1568, and in the 5th volume
of the Paris ' Bibliotheca Patrum' of 1610, folio. Virgilius
finished his principal work, his 'Historia Anglica,' a history
of England from the earliest times to the end of the reign
of Henry VII., in twenty-six books, in 1533: the dedica-
tion to Henry VIII. is dated in August of that year, and
the first edition appears to have been published at Basle,
in folio, in 1534. It was reprinted at Basle in the same
form in 1536, 1556, 1570, and 1583; and in octavo at Ley-
den, under the care of Antonius Thysius, in 1549, and again
in 1557. For clearness of narrative and neatness of style

Polydore Virgil is perhaps the first of our Latin historians,

and there are also a good many things in his work which
are not to be found elsewhere ; but he does not stand high
as an authority. It is alleged that he destroyed numerous
original documents which he had made use of in preparing
his work, or, according to another version of the story,

sent them off to Rome. His ignorance of the language
and customs of the country has also no doubt betrayed him
into some mistakes. He is charged however with having
been principally misled by his prejudices in favour of the
old religion, although he was hardly accounted a good
Roman Catholic in all points. Various passages in his

work ' De Rerum Inventoribus' are condemned in the
' Indices Librorum Prohibitorum et Expurgatorum ;' and
John Bale states that he approved of the marriage of
ecclesiastics, and was opposed to the worship of images.
Nor was he deprived of his preferments either by Henry
VIII. or even by Edward VI.
He left England in 1550. Burnet, in his 'History of the

Reformation,' Part ii., says under that date, 1 This year
Polydore Virgil, who had been now almost forty [fifty ?]

years in England, growing old, desired leave to go nearer
the sun, which was granted ; and, in consideration of the
public service he was thought to have done the nation by
his History, he was permitted to hold his archdeaconry of
Wells and his prebend of Nonnington, notwithstanding
his absence out of the kingdom.' He is understood to
have returned to Urbino, and is commonly stated to have
died there in 1555. An opinion expressed by M. de la

Monnoye, in a note upon Baillet's ' Jugemens des Savans,'

ii. 160, that he must have died before 1540, appeal's to be
refuted by the above statement from Burnet, who quotes
as his authority the ' Rot. Pat.' 4 Ed. VI., 2 part.

VIRGIN'S BOWER. [Clematis.]
VIRGIN ISLANDS are an extensive group of small

islands, which form part of the Columbian Archipelago
commonly called the West Indies. They lie between
18° 5' and 18° 50' N. lat., and between 04° 10' and 05° 40'

W. long., exclusive of the island of Santa Cruz, or Saint
Croix, which properly does not belong to the group, but is

commonly considered as forming part of it, because it be-
longs to Denmark, which also is in possession of some
islands of the group itself. This island is about 50 miles
south of the centre of the Virgin Islands.

The Virgin Islands extend in nearly a straight line from
wust-south-west to east-north-east, and occupy a space of

about 100 miles in length, with an average width of 20
miles. The most western, Culebra, and Bicque. or Crab
Island, are separated from the island of Puerto Rico by a
narrow strait, beset with rocks and shoals. This group
consists of about 100 islands, islets, and rocks, of which
probably not more than 25 are inhabited and cultivated.

The most eastern islands belong to the British ; those in

the centre to Denmark ; and the most western are consi-

dered as an appendage of the Spanish island of Puerto
Rico, but the British and Danes have the right of culling

wood on Crab Island, which is uninhabited.

The British islands lie between 64° 10' and 64" 50' W.
long., and amount to about 50 in number; but most of

them are very small, and only a few of moderate extent.

They arc stated to cover a surface not exceeding 00.000

acres, or between 93 and 94 square miles, which is less

Vol. XXVI.-3 A
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than haVf the exteht of Rutlandshire, the smallest of the

English counties. The largest of these islands are, Ane-
gada. Virgin Gorda, Comance, Beef Island, Guana, Tortola,

Jost van Dyke's, and Peter's Island.

Anegada, which is the most north-easter* Island of the

whole group, is the largest 5 it contains 31,300 ac res, but

ha9 only a few inhabitants-, fAnegada.]
Virgin Gorda, also called Spanish Town, which is con-

sidered to be a corruption of Penniston, the original name
of the island, consists of a rocky mass, and two peninsulas

which project from the mountains to the east and south-

west. The rocky mass in the centre occupies a space

about two miles in every direction. Its summit is about

1500 feet high. On the north the high rocks extend to

the water's edge, but on the south they are separated from
the sea by a low narrow traet. The eastern peninsula is

about three miles long, but less than a mile wide, rocky,

and of moderate elevation. The other peninsula, which

is connected with the south-western extremity of the

mountains, is low, and nearly four miles long. At its

southern extremity are some low rocks, in which copper-

ore is found ; but it is not stated if these mines are worked

at present. The island is said to contain 9500 acres. The
soil is sandy and dry. The exports consist of sugar, rum,
tobacco, indigo, peas, and some cotton. There are three

places near the shores of the island which have good an-

chorage, and protect vessels against the swell of the sea

;

but thev are rarely visited by foreign vessels, the produce

of the island being sent to Tortola for exportation. At
St. Thomas Bay, on the southern peninsula, is a cluster

of houses, called The Town. The population of the island

is not stated, but probably does not exceed 2500 indivi-

duals, of whom two-thirds may be negroes. In the pro-

longation of the southern peninsula is a cluster of rocks,

exhibiting a great variety of fantastic figures, resembling

mined temples, columns, and arches. They are called the

Fallen City or Broken Jerusalem.
Between Virgin Gorda and Tortola, at a short distance

from the last-mentioned island, are—Great Comance, which
is about two miles from south to north, with an average
width of half a mile, very rocky and elevated, and thinly

inhabited ; and Beef Island, which is about a mile and a
half from east to west, and more than half a mile wide.

It is also rocky, but much lower than Great Comance, and
mostly used as pasture-ground. Each of these islands

contains an area of about 1500 acres. The island of Guana
lies north of the most eastern point of Tortola, and is about

two miles long, but on an average less than half a mile

wide. It contains 1 120 acres, and the soil is moderately

fertile.

Tortola, the most important of the British Virgin Islands,

extends nearly 12 miles from east-north-east to west-south-

west, but its width never exceeds two miles. Its area is

said to be 13,300 acres. It is a mountain-mass, broken up
and furrowed by glens and ravines in every direction, so

as to present a succession of undulating surfaces and pre-

cipitous eminences from one extremity to the other, with-

out any considerable portion of level land. The most ele-

vated part runs through the middle of the island from east

to west, but does not attain any very considerable

height. Sage Hill, the highest summit, which lies west of

Road Town, attains only 1650 feet above the level of the

sea. The descent is more precipitous to the north than

to the south, and high rocky masses advance to the water's

edge on the north-west, but at all other places the country

on the shores of the sea is of moderate elevation. The
shores are indented with bays, harbours, aud creeks, which,

together with the adjacent small rocks, afFord shelter and
anchorage for a great extent of shipping. The soil is dry,

and has little depth ; it is considered as having been nearly

exhausted by repeated crops. The capital of the island

is Road Town or Kingstown. It is built on the southern

side of the island, in the western bight of a deep bay,

which is five miles long, and three miles and a half wide,

and constitutes an excellent harbour, being perfectly land-

locked on all sides. The town consists of only one long

irrejruliir street, which encloses in a curve the base of a
projecting point of land, and lies close to the water's edge.

The houses are rather well-built, and consist mostly of two
stories. As the whole export and import trade of the

Virgin Islands Wunigini; to Great Britain concentrates in

tlu» place, we iiiM it the following table of the exports of

the produce of the island* in 1837:—

Description of Good*. Qtuntttiea.

Cotton-wool .... 4,950 lbs.

Fruits

Molasses 32.400 gall.

Salt (from Anegada) . . 1,180 bush.
Rum 9,240 gall.

Succades
Sugar 1,539,328 lbs.

Wood
Miscellaneous articles ,

The Import* consisted of a few articles of British 1

facture, but chiefly of various kinds of grain,

Indian corn, oats, and wheat-flour, and Indian-corn 1

which article amounted to 4468/. The next article of

importance was timber and wood, as staves. thing!**,

boards and planks, hoops, masts, and spars, which had a

value of 3377/. Wine was imported to the amount at

759/., spirits to 114/., and rice to 157/.: all other wwt
articles to an Inconsiderable amount.

In 1837 the harbour was entered by 280 vessels, of wtsrt

only 2 were from Great Britain, 16 from the British colo-

nies, 4 from the United States of North America, sad tSr

remainder (244) from other foreign countries. The iasv-

mentioned vessels contained 1943 tons, whilst the Bntws
had only 496 tons, those of the British colonies 804 lot*,

and the North American vessels 635 tons. The numb*'
of vessels which departed from Road Town was 156. rl

which 5 were British, 12 belonged to the British cotoaus.

1 to the United States, and 138 to foreign countries. TV»
import trade gave occupation to 837, and the export trad*

to 533 men. We do not find the population of the tows
stated, but that of the island amounts to somewhat mere
than 7000 individuals, of whom only about 300 are whit**
and the remainder mulattoes and negroes. In 1837 th*r*

were three schools on the island, which were altrain
by 198 children.

To the north-east of the western extremity of Tortola is

Jost van Dyke's Island, which is more than three nal«*

long and about a mile wide. It is of moderate height, bat

terminates in high rocks on the north. Otherwise it resem-
bles Tortola in soil and productions. It is stated to con-

tain 3200 acres, which however seems to be too roach.

To the south of Tortola, about four miles from the island,

extends a row of islands from Broken Jerusalem on the

cast-north-east to the western extremity of St John. Thev
are all rocky and elevated, but small, none of them con-
taining 1000 acres, with the exception of 8t. Peter's, what*
is stated to have an area of 1890 acres. The arm of the
sea which is situated between this row of islands ani
Tortola is called Sir Francis Drake's Channel, and is «f
difficult navigation on account of the numerous rarfa
and shoals, the strong tides, and the heavy swell of thr
sea.

The Danish Virgin Islands lie between 64* 40 and
65° 10' W. long., and consist of St. John, St. Thomas, Samt
Cruz, and a considerable number of islets. 8L John is sepa-
rated from Tortola by a strait, which is nearly six tnilei

long, but never more than a mile wide. The island
about eight miles long, and on an average three miles wide,
which gives a surface of about 24 square miles, so that it

is nearly equal to Tortola in extent. The surface is vm
uneven, a circumstance which here, as in Tortola, prevent*
cultivation extending over the steeper declivities of tht

mountains, which in elevation are at least equal to then*

of the last-mentioned island. Only towards the shores a'

the sea there are some more level tracts, on which sugar,
cotton, and some coffee are grown. In the interior thrrr
are many tracts where maize and ground provisions »rr

cultivated, so that the importation of grain is compara-
tively small. The soil is Very stony, but appears to t*
better than that of Tortola and 8t. Thomas. There ar»

several good anchorages about the island, but the beat u
Coral Bay, which lies towards the south-eastern side, and
is six miles long and above three wide : it is-safe, being sur-

rounded by high hills which shelter vessels against t.i

winds. In 1828 there were on this island ISO whites, 1*0

free coloured-people, and 2200 slaves, and the plantation!
produced 12.000 cwt. of sugar, 33.000 gallons of rum,
1 1,000 gallons of molasses, 3000 lbs. of cotton, and a anu.-J

quantity of tine coffee. At the western extremity is the
small town of St. John, which has a pretty good harbour.
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otton

St. Thomas west of St. John, is about 12 miles long
from east to west, with an average width of 2^ miles,

which gives a surface of about 30 square miles. It resem-
bles Tortola in the unevenness of its surface, which ren-

ders a considerable portion of it unfit for agriculture. The
mountains however rise higher, but their elevation has not

been ascertained. The most elevated are west of the har-

bour of St. Thomas. The soil consists mostly of a very
dry loam, and is of indifferent fertility. It is stated that

its productive powers have been diminished by repeated
crops. Most ot the white inhabitants of this island and of

St. John are of Dutch origin, and Dutch is the common
language. The population amounted, in 1828, according

to an estimate, to 7000 individuals, namely, 5000 slaves,

1500 free coloured-people, and 500 whites. The planta-

tions yielded in the same year 20,000 cwt. of sugar, 54,000
gallons of rum, 18,000 gallons of molasses, and some

But as large tracts are unfit for the production of

articles, maize, ground provisions, and fruits are
' to a considerable extent.

jf St. Thomas is built on the north shore of a

ch is about 3 miles long and 2 wide, and has

good anchorage for 200 vessels. It derives its importance
from being a free port, open to all nations, and conse-

quently a great entrepot for articles of plantation con-

sumption, such as timber, corn, and flour, which are

brought to it in large quantities from the United States.

The town is built on three conical hills of nearly equal

elevation, on which stand some well-constructed fortresses,

commanding the harbour and shipping. The houses are

built of stone or brick, several stories in height, and tiled

in the Dutch manner. The population is stated to exceed
"1 individuals, of whom 400 are whites.

ita Cruz, or St. Croix, is the most important of the

Jh possessions in the Columbian Archipelago. How-
it does not belong to the group of the virgin Islands,

separated from the island of St. John by an open
nearly 50 miles wide. It lies between 17° 40' and 17°

50' N. la't., and between 64° 30' and 65° W. long. Santa

Cruz is 24 miles long, and nearly 8 miles broad in the

widest part. Its surface is about 1 10 square miles, so that

it is larger than all the British Virgin Islands. No part

of the surface is mountainous, but along the northern

shores there is a chain of hills, the eastern extremity of

which spreads over the whole width of the island. The
larger portion of the surface is slightly undulating, and

I with a mould of considerable depth, which imparts

le island a great degree of fertility, which however
requently diminished by want of rain. The whole

id is divided into 346 plantations, each containing 150

is, of which number 155 are planted with the cane, and
the others produce cotton and provisions. The whole

is well cultivated, and resembles a garden. Three good
roads run through the whole length of the island from

east to west, one in the middle and the two others along

the shores. The average produce of the sugar-plantations

is 20,000 casks of sugar and 10,000 casks of rum. In 1828

were exported 278,000 cwt. of sugar, 750,000 gallons of rum,

250,000 gallons of molasses, and 800 cwt. of cotton. The
population was, in 1828, estimated at 32,000 individuals

;

namely, 2500 whites, 2500 free coloured-people, and 27,000

slaves. The greater number of the whites are of English

origin, and English is the most common language.

Christianstadt, also called the Basin, is the capital of

the island of Santa Cruz : it stands on the northern shore,

on a small bay which constitutes its harbour: the

entrance is shut up by a formidable reef of rocks, through

which there are only two narrow channels, which can-

not be passed without the assistance of a pilot. The
town is one of the best built in the West Indies. It is

on the gentle declivity of a hill, so that the streets, which

are parallel to the sen, rise like terraces- one above the

other. The streets are wide and straight, and intersect

each other at right angles. The houses are chiefly of

Btonc, and many of them in the principal streets exhibit

a considerable degree of elegance. They have piazzas in

front. Christianstadt is the seat of the governor of all the

Danish possessions in the West Indies, and the government-

house looks like a palace. Several other public buildings

have a respectable appearance. The population amounts

to 5000 individuals. There are four churches, Danish,

Dutch, English, and Roman Catholic; and there are

also two elementary schools for poor boys and girls. At

the western extremity of the island is Frederickstadt,

which has a population of 1500 individuals, and a good
roadstead for shipping within a small circular hay: it

carries on some commerce with the United States of
North America.
The Spanish Virgin Islands are at a short distance from

the eastern coast of Puerto Rico, and consist of two
islands of moderate extent, and of several islets. The
northern island is called Culebra (Snake Island), or Passage
Island. It is about 8 miles long, and on an average
little more than a mile wide. The surface is about 10
square miles. It is rocky, and rises to a moderate eleva-

tion. Some sugar and coffee are cultivated by a scanty
population of about 300 individuals. The southern island

is Bieque, or Crab Island. It extends from east to west
about 16 miles, and is between 3 and 4 miles wide. The
most eastern part, comprehending about two-thirds of the
surface, is low, level, and overgrown with trees and
bushes. On the northern side is a (Treat lagoon, which
however dries up at the end of the dry season. The
western part of the island is rocky and hilly, and in general
from 600 to 800 feet above the sea-level. There is no
harbour, but. there are several roadsteads which have
good anchorage. The island was till lately uninhabited,
and for a long time the British, Spaniards, and Danes had
the right of cutting wood and fishing on the island. Be-
fore the French revolution, when the sugar-plantations

yielded immense profits, the English and the Danes had
some idea of acquiring the exclusive property of this

island, and of forming settlements ; but the subsequent
changes in the political situation of most countries of
America prevented the execution of these designs, and
they were soon given up. Spain however, which, since the

loss of its continental possessions, has begun to appreciate
the value of its insular possessions in America, especially

that of Puerto Rico, perceiving the injurious consequences
to the commerce and safety of this island, if Bieque should
be in the hands of another maritime power, has lately tried to

induce England and Denmark to renounce their right, and
to permit the island to be settled by a Spanish colony.

We are not acquainted with the issue of these negotiations,

nor do we know if the island has been settled or not.

Climate.—These islands have two rainy and two dry

seasons. The short rainy season begins in May, and lasts

from 15 to 20 days. Tlie heat in this season'is equal to

that of the summer in Southern Europe. The months of

June and July are dry, and the heat increases consider-

ably during this time ;"the thermometer at noon generally

ranges between 86° and 90°, but in August it is still

greater, and at noon the thermometer usually marks 92".

At the same time the sky becomes covered with menacing
clouds, which announce the approach of the autumnal
rains, which commence in September like a deluge. The
rain conies down like an immense quantity of water
poured through a sieve, and in half an hour the whole sur-

face of the islands becomes a sheet of water. This rainy

season and the month preceding it are the period of the

year when the hurricanes occur, between July and October.

During the rains the weather becomes cooler, and when
they terminate in October the thermometer stands about
10° lower than in August. In November the north-east

and north winds set in, which in the beginning are accom-
panied by showers of rain and gales, but after some time

they abate, and the weather clears up, and the summer or

dry season sets in, which usually takes place in December.
In this and the following months, up to April, showers are

very rare, and the heat moderate, the thermometer ranging

between 72° and 80°. This is the most healthy and most

agreeable season of the year.

The Virgin Islands are subject to earthquakes, but the

shocks are^slight, and not attended with such dreadful con-

sequences as in the Antilles, which are farther to the south-

east. The northern shores of these islands are subject to

a very heavy swell of the sea, called ' the ground-sea,"

which rises, rages, and subsides while the air is calm,

while there has been no indication whatever of a previous

gale, and even while light breezes have for a considerable

period preceding come from the south of east. The waves

approach in gentle undulations, but suddenly swell against

the shore, and break with great impetuosity. The period

when the ground-sea sets in is generally October, and it

continues, though with some interruptions, till April anil

May : but it rises also occasionally crarinjj June, July, and
3 a a
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August. By this swell the lower parts of the islands along
their northern coast have been worn away, so that they
terminate with high rocks or cliffs, except at those places

where a reef lies before them, which breaks the force of the

ground-sea.

Productions.—Besides the staple articles mentioned
before, several plants are cultivated which yield occasion-

ally articles of exportation, as ginger, turmeric, tobacco,

pimento, and indigo. The grains of Europe are not grown,
but maize and guinea-corn (Holcus saccharatum) are cul-

tivated. The roots grown under the name of ground-
provisions are sweet potatoes, yams, cassava or maniocca,
and ground-nuts. In the kitchen-gardens are cultivated

tomatos, capsicum, asparagus, pumpkins, water-melons,
cucumbers, and several kinds of peas and beans. Two
kinds of arum, sagittaefolium and hastatum, are exten-
sively grown, and used as salad. Guinea-grass is grown as

fodder.

There are large plantations of plantains and bananas.
The cocoa-nut tree and the mountain-cabbage tree also

grow. There are cultivated the orange-tree, the bergamot-
orange (Citrus bergamia), the lime, the shaddock (or

forbidden fruit), the sweet lemon, and the citron ; the sour
sop (A. muricata), the sweet sop (A. squamosa), and the
custard-apple (A. reticulata). Two kinds of PassiAora
are cultivated, namely, the granadilla (P. quadrangularis)

and the water-lemon (P. laurifolia). Other fruit-trees are

the pine-apple, the sapote (Sapota mammosa), aguacates
(Laurus persea), the cashew-tree, the prickly pear, the
guava, and the papaya or papau-tree. The castor-oil

plant and the tamarind grow wild, but are also cultivated.

Other wild-growing and useful plants are the aloe per-
forata and the agave Americana. In the forests are many
useful trees, among which are mahogany and fustic trees.

A few domestic animals are kept, but most of them are
imported from the Spanish Main. There are no wild qua-
drupeds, and birds are rare ; but there are some kinds of
lizards, among which is the iguana. There are two or
three kinds of turtles. Fish is pretty plentiful, and many
poor families live on it. Scorpions and scolopendras are

frequent, but no mention is made of snakes.
Salt is obtained from several lagoons, which dry up in

summer. In Virgin Gorda copper-ore is found.
History.—Santa Cruz and the Virgin Islands were dis-

covered by Columbus on his second voyage, 1494. They
were then inhabited, and Santa Cruz was the most north-
ern island in which the Caribbees had established them-
selves. But towards the end of the sixteenth century no
inhabitants were found on them. In the seventeenth cen-
tury these islands became the resort of buccaneers ; some
Dutch buccaneers began to settle Tortola in 1648, but
were expelled from the island by the English in 1666, and
since that time the island has always been in their pos-
session. St. Thomas was settled by the Danes in 1672, and
some years afterwards St. John was also taken possession
of by them. The first settlers of Santa Cruz were the
Dutch, who arrived there in 1643, but were expelled by
the English in 1646. Some years afterwards the English
were driven out by the Spaniards, who again were expelled
by the French, who began to cultivate the island, but with
so little success that they abandoned it in 1695, pre-
serving however their rights to it. In 1733 they sold it to
the Danes for 75,0007. The good order established there
by the Danish government and the fertility of the island
attracted English planters and English capital, and in a
few years the island was flourishing, and remained so not-
withstanding the hurricanes, of which that of 1772 was
very destructive, and a drought of four years' continuance,
ending in 1791. The Danish islands were taken by the
British in 1801, but restored in the following year. They
surrendered again to the English in 1807, and remained in
their possession until 1815, when they were again restored
to the Danes. The British islands are under the authority
of the governor of St. Kitt's, but they have a separate le-
gislative assembly, which meets at Road Town. The
Danish islands are governed by the Danish governor re-
siding at Christianstadt, and the Spanish islands are ap-
pendages of Puerto Rico.

(West, Beytrage zur Beschreibung von St. Croix;
West India Sketch-Book ; and Waller, Voyage to the
West Indies.)

VIRGINAL, a musical instrument now entirely disused.
It is described by Dr. Buroey as ' a keyed instrument of

one string, jack, and quill to each note, like * spinet, tart

in shape resembling the present small piano-forte. it,* t*

adds, ' lias been imagined to have been invented in Eaj-

land during the reign of Elizabeth, and to have been thai

denominated in honour of that virgin princess; but i

drawing and description of it appeared in Luscintnt.
" Musurgia" before she was born.' (Hist, of Music, ia. $.

The compass of the virginal was from the second addtd

line below the base to the second added line abort tza

treble—or four octaves.

VIRGI'NIA, a Romart maiden, daughter of L. Virgram
whose name is famous in the early history of Rome. Bar

story is one of the most beautiful in Roman history. S*
Eossessed extraordinary beauty, and had been virtuouWi

rought up by her parents. She was betrothed to L
Icilius, a tribune of the people. Appius Claudius, one t»

the decemvirs, attempted to seduce her ; but finding ttuc

her virtue was stronger than his temptations, he had re-

course to fraud and violence. Her father Virginias n>
absent at Mount Algidus, where he commanded a dmwta
of the army against the /Equi. The decemvir thoorr.

this a favourable opportunity, and instigated M. CLsucLw.
one of his clients, to claim the girl as his slave. Aaxti-
ingly one day when, accompanied by her nurse, shen
going to the forum, where schools were then kept ia Mr
tabernse, the client of Appius Claudius seized her, mmtnrr
that she was the daughter of one of his slaves, and coa*r
quently was his property. The nurse raised loud cm
and called on the people for help. A crowd came together,

and the girl was rescued ; but the claimant declared the
he would establish his right before a court ofjustice- Tr»
case was accordingly brought before the tribunal of Appiu
Claudius himself, where the client stated that Virginia *w
the daughter of one of his slaves, and had been carried of
into the house of Virginius, as he would prove by the evi-

dence of Virginius himself ; and he added, that until t^
return of Virginius she should be kept in the house of h/r

lawful master. Great opposition was made by the frieafc

of the girl to this claim, hut Appius Claudius affected i
think the demand of his client just. Icilius now steppn.
forward and claimed the girl as his betrothed wife ; a*2
when threats were unavailing, he implored Claudhw ij

think of the consequences. Icilius was immediately sir-

rounded by the lictors of the decemvir, and declared »

disturber of the peace ; but in order to have at least ib»

appearance of justice on his side, Appius Claudiu
adjourned the case till the next day, adding that be wouk
then inforce the law whether Virginius returned or r»*
Two messengers were speedily sent to Virginius to infers
him of the danger ol his daughter. Appius Claudia
also sent a secret message to request his colleagues in ir*

camp to refuse Virginius leave of absence ; but l
1*

message came too late, for Virginius had already left tlx

camp. On the morning of the following day, when all tl»

city was in anxious expectation, Virginius, accompany,
by some matrons and numerous friends, led his daughter u
the forum, entreating the protection of his feUow-citiztfa.
Appius ascended the tribunal, and, without listening
Virginius or Icilius, declared the girl to be the slave of ha
client, M. Claudius. When Claudius pressed through thr
crowd to seize Virginia, he was at first prevented bv ti»
multitude ; but the threats of the decemvir overawed tltr

n

and his lictors made way for the client. Virginius. sen:.;
the impossibility of saving his child, asked permission t*

have some conversation with her before their «-?p»rv
tion. This being granted, he took Virginia aside t.> i

butcher's stall, and snatching up a knife, plunged it irA-

her breast, saying, ' This is the only way m which I c*j
deliver thee,' adding a curse on the head of Appnu
Claudius. The decemvir immediately ordered Virgiii;.*
to be seized, but sword in hand he fought his wav I© tlx
gate of the city. The friends of the unfortunate gijl in :t.c

city roused the people to shake off the yoke of tixi
haughty oppressors. Virginius in the camp appealed to um
soldiers, and the power of the decemvirs was abolished.

(Livy, hi. 44-48; Dionysius Hal, xi., p. 709, 718. 7K
ed. Sylburg : compare Decemvirs ; Appius Clavdoss. i

VIRGINIA one of the North American states, is *itD-
ated between 30° 30' and 40° 40' N. lat., and 75« 15* see
83° 30* W. long. Its greatest extent from north to south
is along 80° 30* W. long., where it is nearly 290 miles : frozs
east to west the greatest dimension is along 36* 35' N. 1st-
where it measures about 400 miles. The area, aocordinj
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ward

to the latest estimate, is 65,824 square miles, or larger than

that of England, Wales included, by about 7000 square

miles. It is the largest of the states of the Union.
Boundary.—The southern part of the peninsula which

separates Chesapeake Bay from the Atlantic belongs to

Virginia, and it is surrounded by the sea, except on the

north, where it borders on Maryland. The main body of

the State borders, on the north, on Maryland, from which
it is separated by the Potomac to its source, a distance of

more than 350 miles measured along the bends of the

river. From the source of the river the boundary between
Maryland and Virginia runs due north for 36 miles, when
it strikes the southern boundary-line of Pennsylvania.

From the point where the three states meet, the boundary-

line between Pennsylvania and Virginia runs due west

along 39° 43' N. lat. for 57 miles, when it turns due north

and runs along 80° 30' E. long., until it strikes the Ohio,

line of 64 miles in length. On the west of Virginia are

and Kentucky. It is divided from Ohio by the

of the Ohio river for 355 miles, following the bends
le river. Virginia is separated from Kentucky partly

le Big Sandy River, which constitutes the boundary-
for about 80 miles measured along the course of the

;r, and partly by the summit of the Cumberland Moun-
tains, along which the boundary runs about 100 miles.

Tenessee and North Carolina lie along the southern boun-
dary of Virginia. The boundary between Virginia and
Teiiessee runs along 36° 35' and is 90 miles long ; that

which separates Virginia from North Carolina is a straight

line, which begins on the west in 36° 32' 30", and termi-

on the shores of the Atlantic in 36" 30'. The
Ocean and the Chesapeake Bay wash the eastern

Virginia for about 1 10 miles.

ist.—A series of low sandy islands skirts the shores

[Carolina. From Cape Hatteras it extends north-

separating Pamlico, Albemarle, and Currituck

Sounds from the ocean. The north extremity of the Cur-

rituck Sound is included within the boundary of Virginia.

The narrow strip of land which divides it from the sea is

nily and low, and the coast north of it as far as Cape
Henry is of the same description. It constitutes an un-
broken line, which affords no shelter for vessels, and can
only be approached in small boats. It extends about 30
miles. Cape Henry rises to about 15 feet, and is a small sand-

hill. It is about 12 miles from Cape Charles, and between
these two capes is the entrance of Chesapeake Bay.

[Chesapeake Bay, vol. vii., p. 41.] From Cape Henry
to Windmill Point, a distance of about 45 miles, the coast

of Virginia presents a succession of projecting headlands,

enclosing many bays, some of which extend far inland,

and preserve a considerable width and depth to a distance

of 20 to 50 miles from the sea. These larger bays are the

wstuaries of rivers, and admit large vessels, so as to consti-

tute good harbours. The smaller bays are formed by in-

dentations of the shores, and most of them have safe

anchorage for coasting vessels. The headlands between
the bays have low and frequently swampy shores, but at

some distance from them the country rises from 15 to 20
feet. Between Windmill Point, which lies on the north of

the asstuary of the Rappahannoc river and Smith Point,

tuuth of the aestuary of the Potomac, which two points are

nearly 20 miles distant from one another, a low and narrow
beach is backed by a higher ground of moderate elevation,

and in this part there are only a few short inlets, which
afford shelter to boats and small coasting vessels.

That part of Virginia which lies east of the Chesapeake
Bay, arid is called trie ' eastern shore of Virginia,' is skirted

on"the side of the Atlantic by a number oflow sandy islands,

•which towards the north form one row, but towards Cape
Charles two or three parallel rows. They are inhabited by
it few fishermen, and the straits which separate these

islands from one another afford some passages for small

coasting vessels. The shores opposite these islands have
only a few short inlets, but two or three of them afford

shelter and good anchorage for vessels which draw five or

mx feet of water. The coast on the side of Chesapeake

Bay has manv indentations, most of which are from two to

three miles lbng, and constitute good harbours for small

vessels.

Surface, Soil, Climate, Agricultural Productions.—
Nearly one-half of the surface of Virginia is mountainous.

The Appalachian Mountains run through it obliquely

from south-west to north-east, spreading along the southern

boundary over the western, and towards the north over the
central districts of the state. The south-eastern boundary-
line of this mountain-region is marked by the Blue Ridge!
This chain enters Virginia on the south at 80° 30' W. long.,
and terminates on the banks of the Potomac east of Har-
per's Ferry, near 77°40'W. long. The north-western limit
of the mountain-region is formed towards the south by the
Cumberland Mountains and the boundary-line between
Virginia and Kentucky ; but east of the Big Sandy River
it may be marked by a straight line drawn from the point
where the river begins to separate Virginia from Ken-
tucky, to the confluence of the two principal branches of
the Monongahela in Pennsylvania. All the countries in-
cluded between this line and the Blue Ridge constitute the
mountain-region of Virginia. From the eastern base of
this region a plain extends to the shores of the Atlantic
and of Chesapeake Bay. This Atlantic slope presents
itself under two different aspects. Along the shores of the
sea it is a low undulating plain, and at the back of it a
higher hilly country, which reaches to the Blue Ridge.
These two plains constitute the maritime and the higher
slope of the Atlantic. That portion of Virginia which is

to the north-west of the mountain-region, between it and
the rivers Ohio and Big Sandy, is much more hilly than
the eastern plain, and may be called the hilly region of
the Ohio and of the Kanawha. The following table ex-
hibits a rough estimate of the respective areas of these four
regions :—

Square Mile*.

1. Maritime or Lower Slope of the Atlantic . 8,500
2. Hilly or Upper Slope of the Atlantic . .18,200
3. Mountain-region ot the Appalachians . . 28,400
4. Hilly Region of the Ohio and Kanawha . 10,500

65,600

1 The Maritime Slope of the Atlantic comprehends
also the eastern shore of Virginia, or that part which lies

east of Chesapeake Bay. This country consists of a tongue
of land, about 10 miles in width, the islands included, but
without them only 7 miles across. From north to south it

extends 70 miles. Along the shores it is mostly covered
with low sand-hills or swamps ; but this sterile tract is

hardly half a mile wide, and the interior is a level flat

country, with a pretty good soil ; for though the soil is

thin, lieht, and always mixed with sand, it generally rests

on a stiff clay, and the land is too level for the good soil

to be carried off by rains. The principal crops are

Indian-corn and oats, but there are also grown wheat,

cotton, peas, beans, potatoes, and other vegetables. There
are good orchards, in which the fig-trees and pomegranate-
trees attain a huge size, and yield abundant fruit. The
palma-christi. from which the castor-oil is obtained, is cul-

tivated to a considerable extent. The area of this tract is

about 500 square miles.

The Maritime Region west of Chesapeake Bay has its

western limit marked by the first waterfalls of the rivers

traversing it from west to cast, which occur where
the general level of the country has a considerable

rise. In the Potomac river the first falls occur at George-
town above Washington, on the Occoquan river, at Occo-
quan, 7 miles from its mouth, and on the Rappahannoc
above Fredericksburg. The western limit of the Maritime

Region, between Georgetown and Fredericksburg, runs

parallel to the great western beryl of the Potomac, and
about 7 miles from it. Further to the south the first falls

occur on the Pamunkey, the principal branch of York
River, between Woodsvilleand Hanover; in James River, at

Richmond ; in the Appomattox, an affluent of James River,

6 miles above Petersburg ; and in the Roanoke, at Weldon,
in North Carolina. Straight lines drawn between these

points mark tolerably well the western limit of the Mari-

time Region.
The south-eastern portion of this region, c: that which

lies south of Hampton Roads, the lower and w ider portion

of the aestuary ofJames River, is a flat country which rises

imperceptibly towards the south. The soil is a mixture

of sand and clay, but less fertile than the eastern shore,

and its productions are also the same. On some loiv

traets near the Dismal Swamp rice is cultivated, and this

is the most northern point where that grain is cultivated

on the Atlantic shore of the United States. The Dismal

Swamp extends from north to south nearly 30 miles, and

averages from cast to west nearly 10: it is partly in
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Virginia and partly in North Carolina. The soil of the
swamp is a complete quagmire, trembling under the feet,

and filling immediately the impression of every step with
water. Towards the south is a large tract overgrown with
reeds, without any trees, but intermixed with some ever-

greens. But the other parts are covered with cypress and
cedar trees, and on the western border with pines. From
these forests a large quantity of lumber is obtained. Near
the centre of the swamp, in Virginia, is Lake Drummond,
whioh extends about seven miles in every direction, and
varies in depth from 10 to 20 feet. The surface covers

about six square miles. In times of great drought this

lake is the only feeder of the Dismal Swamp Canal, and
when full its surface is 21$ feet above tide-water, and six

feet above the summit-level of the canal, which is 22
miles long. The low country just noticed occupies an area

of about 1550 square miles.

The remainder of the Maritime Region has not a level

surface. Along the testuaries level tracts of a moderate
width are common, and they are generally swampy. But
at a short distance from the rivers the country rises, and
presents an undulating surface, which towards the western
limits of the region is diversified with hills. The soil is

alluvial, and the greater part of the substrata is composed
of sand and pebbles

;
large masses of rock in their original

position are rare, except at great depth. The substrata

are covered with a mould, generally two or three inches

deep, consisting of sand and vegetable matter. It

constitutes by itself a poor soil, and as the surface is not
level, the better part of the soil is subject to be washed
away by the heavy rains. Some of the higher tracts are

nearly destitute of vegetation and barren, and others are

covered with forests of stunted pines, from which tar,

pitch, and rosin are extracted. The bottoms of the rivers

contain a much larger quantity of vegetable matter, and
the soil is deeper. Their fertility is consequently
much greater, and the crops are good. Cultivation does
not extend far bevond these bottoms, except in some tracts

between York River and James River. Wheat is not

much cultivated, the soil being too light for it ; but
Indian-corn, oats, potatoes, and sweet potatoes are ex-

tensively grown ; tobacco is also cultivated. The orchards

yield apples, pears, cherries, quinces, nectarines, apricots,

almonds, plums, pomegranates, figs, peaches, and mul-
berries. But there are very few tracts fit for the growth
of glasses.

The climate of this low region, if compared with that of
low countries on the east of the Atlantic, is distinguished

by great and sudden changes. There is no season in

which these changes do not occur, except October and
November, which in the regularity of the weather ap-

proach the climate of Europe. The winters are much
colder than in any part of Europe south of the Alps, and
also more severe than in the low countries north of the
Alps. Frosts are frequent, and sometimes very severe;
the rivers and actuaries are covered with ice, which is

sometimes strong enough to be crossed by men and horses.

But the frosts are generally of short duration, and followed
by very mild weather. Snow falls very often, but the
ground is seldom covered with snow for more than one or

two days. In general the winter is distinguished by that

fickleness which in Europe characterises the month of

April. Until the middle of May the weather presents one
incessant succession ofrain and drought, frost and heat

;

sometimes it is excessively damp, cloudy, and hazy. About
the latter part of May the air becomes dry and warm,
the showers of rain are less abundant, and the weather is

very pleasant during the month of June. In the two fol-

lowing months however the heat is very great, the ther-
mometer rising almost every year to 90°, and sometimes
to 90° and 98°. September has very heavy rains, but
they are not frequent in October and November, when the
weather is very mild. The approach of winter is gradual
and uniform ; there are indeed frequent light snows in

November, but the more severe weather does not set in

before the latter part of December. The following table,

exhibiting the results of meteorological observations made
at Richmond, during four years (1824-1827), will give a
pretty complete idea of the temperature of this region,

as that place, though near the Upper Slope of theAUanlic,
is situated near the middle of the Lower Sloj-ff

sake of comparison we have added the

London.

Mean Temperature of each Month of the Year, rtnlivtt

from the Meteoric Obeervationt made at Ritkmcmd.

1324. 1325. 1826. 1827. M«. Umt»
January . . 42* 34*6* 33 2° 25* 33-7* 36-W
February . 55 39 41 43-9 39-8 39»
March "

. . 43 50 49 6 40 47" 1 42 01

April ... 53 55 57-8 59 54-7 47-61

May . , . 64 4 04*4 68 64-5 65-4 53 *i

June . . . 75 73 6 73-3 73-6 73-8 59 38

July ... 79 80 74 8 768 776 62-97

August . . 74-3 7C-4 72-9 75 74-8 62-9)

September . 66'8 C5-7 68 9 67'2 07-1 57'7fl

October . . 57"3 80 56-8 56 57 3 »MJ
November . 47 2 418 44 43-8 44-2 42 40

December . 40 8 33 342 44*6 38 1 38 71

Mean of the

Year :}
56-5 56 55*7 56 5 56*2 SOS

Wintor. Spring. Snmnwr.
Place. Dec. ti Feb. Mann to May. Joat to Avr>

Richmond 37-2° 55'7° 75-40 56-3"

London. 3822 48-34 61-74 S0-3»

The winter in London is more temperate by one drr--'?

while the summer is less hot by 13$ degrees. The dfnV-
ence in latitude between the two places amount* •.:

13° 58'.

Though the number of rainy days is less in this rej-v-*

than in England, the mean annual quantity of rain :

much greater. According to Jefferson the trniu'
quantity of rain at Williamsburg amounts to 47'04 inert"
whilst at London it does not exceed 24-10 inches. Wi
liamsburg is nearer the sea than Richmond. The m»»r
annual temperature at Williamsburg is 57*21*.

The prevailing wind all the year round is the son**-^

west ; but in autumn and winter'the wind blows frequent.1 -

from the north-west, north, and north-east. South* -

winds are rare, and those from the south-east are r-
frequent. The southern winds are attended by t* Aim*-,
moisture, and hazy weather ; those from the north tr.
north-west bring cold and clear weather. The change
the wind produces sudden changes in the temperate-?
Jefferson states that the thermometer, on one ocrtui —
descended 45 degrees in thirteen hours, from 92° to -C'
in consequence of a change of the wind.

2. The Upper Slope of thi Atlantic extends from *>•

western limit of the Maritime Slope to the Blue Riic-
which traverses Virginia for 260 miles, in a direction fr- =
south-west to north-east, and, except where it is cru»jf-d '

,

the James River and Roanoke, is a continuous rasr
Fiom the base of the ridge the country descends to
falls of the rivers in an inclined plain. Where the fV
occur, a ledge of rocks extends across the state, rising f-vr.

100 to 200 feet above their base, which in most place- :

about 100 feet above the sea-level. From this ridg^
rise of the country towards the mountains is continual. J

•

irregular. lis general level, where it joins the mounts-
is from 500 to GOO feet above the sea: Lynchburg on •-

James River is 500 feet above it. The surface of t
l
:

region presents only a comparatively small number of hi!"
it generally extends in undulating plains, which in mi •

places have a gentle acclivity, but in others are brut
and uneven, and between these plains are the tke:
depressions, in which the rivers run. The hills r.

from 300 to 500 feet above their bases. Their *L: •

are generally not steep, but the soil is sometimes roct-..
and not fit for cultivation. They are generally oveism>» -

with trees, such as ash, beech, elm, hickory, chestnut, c-.-

and hemlock. The soil of the higher grounds between •!

bottoms of the rivers lias in general a moderate degree .

.

fertility, as gravel or sand is predominant, and onlv a ft.-,

tracts of moderate extent have a large proportion of c'
or loam mixed with the gravel. The cultivated tnu '•

yield moderate crops of wheat, Indian corn, tobacco, a _'

oats, and also rye and buckwheat. The orchard*
extensive, and all the trees mentioned in the forego:- .
region succeed, except pomegranates and alruonds. TV.
forests, which still cover a considerable part of the surfs -

•

,

are comprised of oak, hickory, gum, maple, logwood,
especially yellow pine. The bottoms along the nc.1. .--

't greatly in width, and are extensive aV-::^
lat of the James River is in o-r;< r

'

I miles wide, and extends from Richixto-

J
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^.ynchburg 125 miles. These bottoms are from 100 to

feet below the general level of the adjacent high
mis, and the slopes which enclose them are
:r steep and bold. The soil of the bottoms is

lerally excellent, and produces good crops of wheat,
lian corn, and oats, and the best sort of tooacco, which
intensively cultivated. Cotton is not cultivated to

great extent, except in the bottoms of the Roanoke.
Nearly all the cotton exported from Virginia is from
this district.

Tlie hills which are dispersed over this region are
isolated, and do not range themselves in a certain direc-

tion, except towards the south, where they are more fre-

lent, and where they commonly lie in the direction of
watercourses from west to east. But there extends
the whole width of the state a series of hills and short

,
nearly in a parallel line with the Blue Ridge, and at a
of from 15 to 30 miles east of it. This hilly tract

ces in North Carolina, enters Virginia some miles
80° W. long., is traversed by the Roanoke below

tonroe, and runs from this point to Lynchburg on the
James River. Lynchburg is built in the mountain-gap by
which the river passes the ridge. Thus far this ridge

consists only of isolated hills aud short ranges, and bears
no general name. But north of James River, which for

more than 30 miles flows alonsits eastern base, it is called

the South-West Mountain. It continues from the James
River in the same direction to the sources of the Pamun-
kev and North Anna, is traversed by the upper branches

"e Rappahannoc above their confluence, and termi-

on the banks of the Potomac, about 12 miles below
Ferry. Towards the northern extremity it is

the Bull Run and Kittoctan Mountains. This chain

from 300 to COO or 700 feet above its base, which is

about 500 feet above the sea-level. The hills are covered
with forests, consisting of oak, hickory, green maple,
white and yellow poplar, black and white walnut, ash,

sassafras, dogwood, chestnut, and chestnut-oak. The long
valley which extends between these hills and the Blue

is in general hilly ; for several offsets of the Blue
advance into it from 5 to 10 miles from the range,

contains many isolated hills. The soil is much
le than to the east of this ridge. There are com-

ply very few places covered with a barren sand or

It generally consists of a good mould lying on a
itumof red clay, which also constitutes the principal

ient of the upper soil. In the northern district it is

and contains a good proportion of sand or gravel,

ie principal objects of agriculture are Indian corn, wheat,

rye, oats, and potatoes. In the southern districts much
tobacco is grown, and hemp in several places. The or-

chards yield apples, peaches, cherries, plums, quinces, and
grapes. The general level of this valley is from 500 to

/OO feet above the sea, except towards "the north, where
it is lower.

We have no exact meteorological observations made in

this region. It is stated that the mean annual temperature

is from three to six degrees lower than in the maritime

region, otherwise there does not appear to be a great dif-

ference between these two regions. It is only observed,

that the climate, though equally hot in summer, is more
healthy, and that this region suffers less from droughts

than the countries along the coast.

3. The Mountain-region of the Appalachians lies west of

the upper region of the Atlantic Slope. Its eastern limit

is well marked on our maps by the Blue Ridge, but that is

not the case with the western boundary, probably because

on that side several offsets of the mountains extend north-

west into the hilly region of the Ohio and Kanawha. It

may however be defined as running from the southern

boundary of the state along the Cumberland Mountains

and the boundary-line to the Bi" Sandy River. From the

banks of this river it extends in a direction east-north-

east across Great Cherry-Pond Mountain to Sewell Mount
and the Greenbrier Ridge. From the termination of Green-

brier Mountains it extends north by east along Laurel

Range, which skirts Tygart's Valley on the west until it is

biokeu by Tygarfs Valley River near Leedsville. Hence
it continues in the same direction to Cheat River, which

breaks through it near 39° 20' N. lat. East of Cheat River

~>e ridge continues in the same direction until it enters

sylvania, where it goes by the name of the Laurel

The extensive region euclosed by this line and the

Blue Ridge is widest in the southern part ; for between the
southern boundary of the state and 37° 25' N. lat. it ex-
tends 150 miles east and west, but north of that parallel it

hardly ever exceeds or falls much short of 90 miles.
The Appalachian Mountains, at least that portion of

them which lies south of the Potomac River, are a moun-
tain-system belonging to the limestone formation, and may,
as to structure, be compared with the Jura Mountains in
Switzerland and Germany. The Appalachians are like a
huge embankment, raised by nature to separate two in-
clined planes, which slope from its base in opposite direc-
tions ; that on the east towards the south-east and the At-
lantic, and that on the west towards the north-west and
the Ohio. The upper level of this embankment, which is

nearly 100 miles wide, does not appear to be less than
1000 feet above the sea-level, except at the northern ex-
tremity towards the Potomac, and at a few places where
the rivers which collect the waters that originate in
this region have excavated deep beds at the points where
they escape from the mountain-system. A great portion
of the upper level however rises to a much higher eleva-
tion. Many ridges, from 1000 to 2000 feet above the ge-
neral level, traverse it longitudinally. In some parts eight
or ten of such ridges are laid down on the maps; and, if

we may judge from the course of the rivers, their number
must be still greater. These ridges in general run parallel
to one another, at least for a great distance, until they
unite. But as these junctions do not take place between
all the ridges in the same parallel of latitude, but fre-

quently at considerable distances from one another, the
transverse ridges which are formed by these junctions do
not run in straight lines across the mountain-system, but
in irregular lines. The elevation of these ridges above
their common level varies. If we except the most northern
tract, near the course of the Potomac, where the whole sys-

tem is considerably depressed, we find that the smallest ele-

vation which is know n occurs at Rockfish Gap, adepression
of the Blue Ridge,wcst of the university of \ irginia (north
of 38° N. lat.), which is traversed by a road leading from
Charlottesville to Staunton. The highest level of this road is

only 1200 feet above the sea-level, probably not more than
GOO feet above the country lying east of it, and hardly more
than 100 feet above the plain of Staunton, which extends
west of it : Staunton itself is 1152 feet above the sea. T»>e

most elevated points are the peaks of Otter, which
occur in the Blue Ridge near 37° 35' N. lat., and whose
highest summit is 42UO feet above the sea, and the White
Top Mountains, situated near the place where the three

states of Virginia, North Carolina, and Tenessee are con-
tiguous, and whose highest summit is supposed to rise

above the peaks of Otter. These however are single sum-
mits, which are not frequent in this mountain-system, ns

the upper edges of the ridges extend in nearly straight

lines, which at certain distances, usually from eight to ten
miles, are broken by narrow depressions, through which
gaps the roads run by w hich the valleys below the moun-
tains are connected. The general elevation of the ridges

seems to vary between 2500 and 3000 feet, except towards
the banks of the Potomac, where it sinks to between 1400
and 1000 feet above the sea. All these ridges however
are narrow, their bases in general not occupying more
than two or three miles in width, except where two ridges

join and form a small mountain-knot. They must also be
very narrow, if it be true, as it is stated, that these ridges

fill up only one-third of the surface of the region, and that

two-thirds are occupied by the intervening valleys.

In reviewing this extensive region we begin from the

south: that portion of it which lies south of 37° N. lat. is

drained by the upper branches of the Tenessee River.

There are here four large parallel ridges, besides several

smaller ones: they are called, from west to east, the Cum-
berland Mountains, Clinch Mountains, Iron Mountains,

and the Blue Ridge. About five miles north of 37" the

two first-named chains are connected by a transverse ridge,

running west and east, called the Great Ass Mountains.

By this ridge the sources of the Big Sandy River are se-

parated from those of the Clinch, an upper branch of the

Tenessee. The continuation of the transverse ridge runs

from north to south near 81
0 15' W. long., between Clinch

Mountains and Iron Mountains, and between the last-men-

tioned chain and Blue Ridge from north-east to south-

west. The last-named transverse ridge separates the wa-

ters which flow into the Kanawha from those which form
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the Holston River, an affluent of the Tenessee. This
section of the mountain-region appears to be more favoured

by nature than any other. The valleys are rather wide,

and the soil is black and of the best quality. Cultivation

is successfully carried on nearly to the northern extremi-

ties of the valleys. This circumstance, united to the fact

that the course of the rivers is so gentle, and uninterrupted

by rapids and falls, as to offer an easy navigation by boats

during the freshets, suggests the idea that the mean eleva-

tion of the valleys must be below 1000 feet above the sea-

level. The mountains enclosing them are steep, but al-

most entirely covered with large forest-trees, such as chest-

nut, beech, walnut, elm, black and white oak, maple, ash,

poplar, and buck-eye. The principal articles of cultivation

are maize, wheat, rye, oats, hemp, flax, and potatoes. The
orchards are generally planted with apple and peach trees

and vines, this being one of the best grape countries in

Virginia. On the mountains are good pastures, and many
horses, cattle, and hogs are reared.

North-east of this section lies that which is drained by
the Kanawha. It is also traversed by four larger ridges, of

which the two most southern preserve the names of the Blue
Ridge and Iron Mountains ; but the continuation of the
Clinch Mountains is called Walker's Mountains west of the

Kanawha, and east of the river Peter's Mountains. The
most northern ridge is called Great Flat Top, and is con-
nected with the Great Ass Mountains. A transverse ridge

running nearly due north and south, near 80" 15' W. long,

connects Peter's Mountains with the Iron Mountains, and
these with the Blue Ridge. It separates the upper branches
of the Kanawha from those of the Roanoke and James
River. This section is probably the most elevated part

of the mountain-system south of the Potomac, for at

the place where the Kanawha is joined by the Greenbrier
River its surface is 1333 feet above the sea. As the river

reaches it after a course of above 120 miles, those parts of
the region which lie near the sources of its numerous af-

fluents must rise to at least 2000 feet above the sea-level.

This supposition is fully confirmed by the great rapidity of
the river, which cannot be navigated even for a snort dis-

tance, and there are few places where it can be passed by
a ferry. The river runs sometimes for many miles between
high rocks rising almost perpendicularly from the water's

edge. In other places level tracts of some extent are

found near the banks, but they do not constitute what
is called a river bojttom, being many feet elevated
above its level in the time of the freshets. They are
hardly ever half a mile wide. These are the only tracts

which are fit for cultivation, and on which considerable
quantities of maize, potatoes, hemp, and flax are raised.

The mountains are generally covered with tall trees.

All the waters collected in the two sections already
described run off to the Ohio by the Tenessee and Great
Kanawha rivers, but farther north the greater part of the
drainage flows into the rivers which fall into the Atlantic.
The watershed between these rivers and those which run
to the Ohio is formed by a continuous ridge, which on the
banks of the Kanawha is called Peter's Mountain, but
farther north is known as the Alleghany Mountains. It

runs north-east until, approaching the "boundary-line of
Maryland and the source of the Potomac, it turns to
the west of north, and enters Maryland. This northern
extremity of the ridge in Virginia is called the Backbone
Mountains. The Alleghany Mountains do not constitute

the western edge of the mountain-system, which lies be-
tween 15 and 25 miles farther west, and is formed by a
ridge which, from south to north, bears three names,
Greenbrier Mountains, Laurel Range, and Laurel Hills.
The v/atcrs collected between this ridge and the Alle-
ghany Mountains join the Ohio by the channels of the
two Kanawhas and the Monongahela. The wide space
cast of the Alleghany Mountains and west of the Blue
Ridge is traversed in all its length by a chain, which
towards its southern extremity is interrupted by the James
River, but farther north continues without interruption
until it terminates on the banks of the Potomac east of
the mouth of the south branch of that river, at a place
which is nearly equally distant from the termination of the
Blue Ridge on the east, and the Alleghany Mountains at

the source of the Potomac on the west, rhe ridge just men-
tioned bears different names, but is best known bv that of
North Mountain ; others call ii the Great Kittati

A transverse ridge unites the

Kittatinny Chain between 38°30'and 38°2ry N. Iat.,ninr«r

from north-west to south-east, and another tnnirent nir,.

joins the last-mentioned chain to the Blue Ridge, mnar<

nearly north and south, between 38° 2D' and 38* N.k
These two ridges separate the waters of the James Jb*
from those of the Potomac. The Roanoke drains onh i

small portion cf the southern part, and the valley »fud

it drains is, at its lowest level, probably more than 900 Ire

above the sea, the town of Salem being at an elevate *

1006 feet. The larger part of this section is drained b,

the upper branches of the James River. Where thu rice-

issues from the mountains the valley is probably 7U0 fc,

above the sea, Pattonsburg being 806, and tbe moctfc t

Craig's Creek 925 feet above it. But farther «m &
country rises more rapidly, as the source of Craig's (rei

is 2408 feet and the warm springs on Low Pasture Riv

1782 feet above the sea. The western districts of thit *
tion are traversed by numerous ridges rising from 3Ci>

.

500 feet above their base, but between them along the hup

rivers are valleys from one to two miles wide, where bl*

wheat, rye, oats, barley, buckwheat, potatoes, flu. u
hemp are grown. But they are better adapted for pattj?

and live stock, with butter and wooL constitute the pr.v.

pal articles for the market. Those parts of this tttv.

which are contiguous to the Blue Ridge have wider valV,

and an equally good soil, which produces abundant w\>

of maize, wheat, and tobacco. There are also eitewt

orchards, which produce apples and peaches of £»!

quality.

The northern section of the mountain-region, or &
which lies within the basin of the Potomac in Vi

finia, is divided by the Kittatinny Chain into two niKi

ivisions, which gradually lower as they proceed hi

south to north. That division of it which is enclcwsi t
:

the Blue Ridge on the east and the Kittatinny Chab <-

the west, may be called the basin of the Shenandoah.

»

nearly the whole of it is drained by that river and iu ii.

ents. Harper's Ferry, which occupies the lowest pob'

this basin, is only 182 feet above highwater mark, ami '•'»

Shenandoah Falls, about five miles farther up the river, r

225 feet. This shows how much the surface of this b*

sinks on the banks of the Potomac. From the U"

of this river it gradually rises to the head-rivets of ''•

Shenandoah, where it is probably 1200 feet above the!*

as the town of Staunton is 1 152 feet above it. The c.

southern and most elevated portion of this basin is ti

most level tract within the mountain-range, and mi; '•

called the plain of Staunton. It extends about 30 mil*

in length at the base of the Blue Ridge, between 38* f-

38° 30' N. lat., and maybe about 10 miles or more aero* Tt

surface is far from being level, as it presents a sum*
of rising ground and declivities, and is in some pltf*-

hilly, but it is not, like all other sections of the mouiiUJ

regioo, traversed by continuous and steep mountain-nA.">

The soil is in most parts stoney, but, consisting aluxst c

tirely of limestone, it is generally fit for cultivation. »»

on the river bottoms it exhibits a considerable degr*

fertility. The crops of wheat, rye, maize, and oats v<

tolerably abundant. But as the colder climste of '•"

region favours the growth of grasses, the inhabitants hi"

lately paid more attention to the dairies and rearm;

domestic animals, so that live stock, with bacon, bee

.

butter, are sent to the eastern regions. North of the

of Staunton the true character of the Appalaches n-ir

pears. Between 38° 30' and 39" lO'N.lat. the whole sbk<

between the two principal ranges is filled upbyseversJ "
vated ridges, with their intervening valleys. The*:

rise as high as the Blue Ridge and run parallel to it.

valleys contain the best description of limestone-land. ^
are from two to three miles wide. They produce the a~

articles which are grown in the plain of Staunton, y
cultivation extends at some places over the lower dec

^
ties of the Blue Ridge, but the ridges west of it L '

-

for cultivation. The low tracts along the rivers are"'

fertile, but mostly used as grass-lands, for here tco
'"

rearing of cattle is more profitable than the cultivate

grain. The mountains are mostly covered with oak.

hickory, and chestnut. The mountain-ridges which

verse the central basin of the Shenandoah extend c>
'

ward to the banks of the Potomac, where they spread
_

the western districts, which contain only uarro*

bct'A.vri high ridges, so that this tract is better tdaptwj"

pasture than cultivation. But at the space between
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ridges and the Blue Ridge widens considerably north of
39° W, a plain occurs here, which extends to the banks of
the Potomac. Its surface is uneven and in some parts

hilly, but the slopes of the hills are not too steep for culti-

vation, and the soil is rather fertile, being what is called

limestone-land of the best description. Wheat, rye, maize,
and tobacco are extensively grown. The cultivation of
grasses is also carried on to some extent, and the orchards
are numerous. This tract is considered the most fertile

country in Virginia, and is very populous ; the county of
Jefferson contains 64 persons to a square mile.

The basin of the Upper Potomac, or the countrybetween
the Kittatinny Chain on the west and the Alleghany
Mountains on the east, may be considered as a terrace

considerably elevated above the basin of the Shenandoah.
The surface of the Potomac liver opposite Cumberland is

537 feet above the sea-level. This number indicates the
elevation of the lowest part of the basin. We have no
data to show the rise of the country as it proceeds south-
ward, but we think that Moorefield, which is built at the
confluence of the two great forks of the south branch of
the Potomac, can hardly be less than 1000 feet above the
sea-level, and the countries in which these two rivers

originate may attain an elevation of 2000 feet. The whole
basin is traversed longitudinally by several ridges, which
occupy its surface to such an extent as to leave only nar-

row valleys between them. The soil of the valleys is

either poor or of indifferent quality, much inferior to that
of the valleys in the basin of the Shenandoah, except a
fine tract of bottom ground on the south branch of the
Potomac, which is said to have yielded for thirty successive

years good crops of maize. As the climate is cold the
crops do not always succeed, and therefore the inhabitants

have turned their attention more to the rearing and fatten-

ing of cattle and keeping of other domestic animals, especi-

ally sheep. But in the country which approaches the north
branch of the Potomac cultivation is more attended to.

Maize does not succeed well. The other grains however,
with flax and hemp, are cultivated. Fruit-trees are scarce,

with the exception of apples and cherries. The vegetables
extensively grown in this basin and that of the Shenan-
doah river are peas, French and horse beans, parsnips,

carrots, onions, sweet and common potatoes, lettuce, and
cabbages. A great part of the low lands and the slopes

of the mountains are still in their natural state, being
covered with forests. On the top of the mountains and
more elevated portions of the slopes are cedars, and pitch,

spruce, and white pines ; in some places these trees have
attained their full growth, but in others they are stunted.

The less elevated grounds are overgrown with oak, beech,
elm, black walnut, and hickory ; and on the low grounds
along the banks of the rivers, which are subject to be in-

undated during the freshets, the woods consist mostly of
«ycamore-trees, plane-trees, and red or water maple.

Tl.at portion of the mountain-region which lies west of

the Alleghany Mountains contains the basin of the Green-
brier River, an affluent of the Great Kanawha, and the upper
basin of the Monongahela River. The valley of the Green-
brier is nearly 80 miles long, extending between 38° 35' and
37" 35* N. lat. Its lowest point, at the confluence of the

Greenbrier River with the Kanawha, is 1333 feet above the
sea-level ; and from this point the country rises continually

to the source of the river, where the country must be more
than 2000 feet above the sea. Its most elevated portion is

barren, even along the banks of the river, and affords only

indifferent pasture-ground for cattle and sheep ; but lower
down the valley increases in width and the soil is more
fruitful, and in this part cultivation is carried on to some
extent. The principal articles which are cultivated are

maize, oats, and buckwheat : cattle are rather numerous.
The upper basin of the Monongahela, lying between the
Alleghany Mountains on the east and the Laurel Ridge
on the west, is evidently much elevated above the sea-

level ; but we have no data to determine this point more
precisely. The eastern portion is drained by five or six

small rivers, which by their union form Cheat River, an
upper branch of the Monongahela: it is an elevated table-

land, whose surface is distinguished by extensive prairies,

ns considerable portions of it are quite free from timber

and covered with grass. Numerous herds of cattle find

pasture on these natural meadows. The western district,

or that which lies contiguous to the Laurel Ridge, is a
valley, called Tygart's Valley. It is about 30 miles long

P. C, No. 1662.

and two wide, possesses a fertile soil, and is well settled.

It produces maize, wheat, rye, oats, and several vegetables
in abundance : clover and timothy are extensively grown,
and cattle are numerous. The mountains surrounding the
valley are well stocked with fine timber—oak, poplar,
cherry, pine, fir, red cedar, &c.

It is obvious that the climate must greatly vary in the
mountain-region, which in some parts rises to 2500 feet
above the sea, and in others hardly attains an elevation of
300 feet We are however unable to form a more distinct

idea of it for want of observations. We are only informed
that the winters are more severe than in the countries east

of the Blue Ridge, and that they generally last three months
without interruption. The vegetation on the east side of
the Blue Ridge is usually two weeks earlier than on the
west side ; but the air is never so hot on the west side as
to dry up the grass during the summer months, which is

the case in the countries east of the Blue Ridge. The
mountain-region is however more subject to droughts than
the Upper Slope of the Atlantic, though less so thtfn the
Maritime Region.

4. The Hilly Region of the Ohio and Kanawha compre-
hends the north-western portion of the state, or that which
is enclosed by the north-west limit of the Mountain-Region,
the Sandy River and the Ohio, and the boundary of Penn-
sylvania. This region is considerably elevated above
the sea, as we may infer from the level of the Ohio,
which runs along the lowest portion of it. The mouth of
the Big Beaver River in Pennsylvania, only a few miles
from the boundary-line of Virginia, is 694 feet, and that of
the Great Kanawha 481 feet, above the sea. We have no
data to determine its elevation at the base of the Mountain-
Region, except the fact that the Kanawha, where it issues

from it. is about 1300 feet above the sea ; but the level of
the rivers, if they were known, would give a very vague
idea of the general level of the country, as that is several

hundred feet higher than the river-beds.

The most southern portion of this region is the most
elevated, and the surface is mountainous. It may be sup-
posed to be divided from the hilly section, which is north
of it, by a line commencing on the banks of the Big Sandy
River, where that stream is cut by 38° N. lat.. and running
thence to a point on the Great Kanawha River a little

above the salt-works, whence it continues in the same direc

tion to the salt-works on the Little Kanawha, where it

turns eastward, and joins the Laurel Ridge west of Beverly,
in Tygart's Valley. The whole country south of this line

consists of high masses of rocks, which generally rise to

the elevation of mountain-ridges. These ndges are united

to the western edge of the Mountain-Region at right

angles, as they generally extend from south-east to north-

west. They nil up all the spaces between the rivers, so

that there are no bottoms along their courses, except a few
small tracts hardly a quarter of a mile wide. The rocks,

which are generally contiguous to the banks, rise to 500
feetand more, and inmany placeswith a nearly perpendicular
acclivity. Where the acclivity is not too steep the moun -

tains are covered with soil, and along the watercourses

overgrown with bushes ; but in many parts the rocks are

bare. At some distance from the watercourses the high
grounds present a billy surface, usually covered with low
bushes or stunted trees. There are only a few tracts of
moderate extent, on which maize, oats, and potatoes are

grown ; and the pastures which the higher grounds afford

are too poor for cattle. The inhabitants obtain their live-

lihood partly by taking lumber to the lower country.

The remainder of this region is only hilly, with the

exception of the north-eastern country, where some short

ranges of mountains occur. The hills rise from 300 to 500
feet above the river bottoms, generally with a gentle accli-

vity, though in many places they are steep. The bottoms
differ greatly in width. Along the smaller rivers they

are only a quarter of a mile wide ; whilst along the Ka-
nawha and the Ohio they vary between one and two miles

in width. In most parts they nave a considerable degree of

fertility, but the higher grounds differ greatly in this point.

The least fertile part is that tract which lies between the

Big Sandy River and the Great Kanawha, where the hills

which form the higher grounds between the rivers consist

of sandstone, rise with a steepacclivity, and have flat tops

covered with low bushes. They are not cultivated, and
not even available as pasture-ground for sheep. In the

depressions between the hills the soil is also poor. Ther
Vol. XXVI.-3 B
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bottom of the Great Kanawha has many very fertile tracts,

and in general it yields good crops of maize, wheat, rye,

oats, and potatoes. The hills which enclose the bottoms of

this river and those of its affluents contain large trees,

especially lime, hickory, sugar-maple, laurel, hemlock, and
sumach : the sumach attains here the height of a stately

tree. North of the Great Kanawha the country grows
better. It is still hilly, but the slopes of the hills are not

so steep, and the soil rests on limestone, which gives it a

Seater degree of fertility ; but as this part of the country

a only been settled within the last fifty years, cultivation

is almost entirely limited to the fine tracts on the river-

bottoms. The higher grounds are overgrown with trees or

bushes. The best portion of this region is the basiri of the

Monongahela. Though the river-bottoms are not so wide
as those of the Ohio or Great Kanawha, they are very

fertile, and produce abundant crops of wheat, maize, rye,

oats, potatoes, and vegetables. In some places the higher
grounds rise into mountains. The most extensive of these

mountains is that called Chestnut Ridge, which runs nearly

parallel to the Laurel Chain of the Mountain-Region,
about 10 miles from it. This ridge and a few other moun-
tains are steep, and unfit for cultivation ; but in general

the hills on the higher ground, though broken, nave a
good soil, which produces maize, rye, and oats. The
higher grounds between the Laurel Chain and Chestnut
Ridge are destitute of trees, but in summer they are

covered with grass. They are better suited for grass than
grain, though small quantities of wheat and maize are

grown, and the crops of oats, rye, and buckwheat are good.
The most northern part of Virginia, or that narrow tract

which lies between the western boundary-line of Pennsyl-
vania and the Ohio, resembles the countries on the banks
of the Monongahela, being much broken, but equally

fertile.

We hare no information respecting the climate of this

region. But as that portion of it which extends along the
banks of the Ohio cannot materially differ in climate from
that part of the state of Ohio which is similarly situated,

we add here the result of the meteorological observations
made at Marietta in Ohio, in 1840. Marietta is about 550
feet above the sea-level.

Meteorological Observations made in Marietta in 1840.

Thermometer
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January . 25 00 43 -A 47 11 20 2 33

February . 41-00 74 -0 74 15 14 3 08

March

.

48-66 78 16 62 12 19 3 21

April . . 56-57 88 26 62 17 13 4 25

May . . 61-80 91 33 58 21 10 5 21

June . 08-66 89 43 46 19 11 4 25
July . . 71-25 92 51 41 23 8 2 17
August . 72-43 90 51 39 22 9 5 25
September 57-27 82 34 48 20 10 2 00

October . 52.83 82 19 63 19 12 3 92

November 40 60 68 22 46 14 16 1 92
December 32-14 58 6 52 11 20 1 50

Mean . 52-35
1

204 162 39 09

Prevailing
Windi.

W. N.W.
( w.sw.
1 S.E.
W.N. SE.
f S.W. N.
{ S.E.
S. S.E.
S. S.W.
S. S.W.
S. S.W.

8. S.E. N.
f S.W. S.

J N.W.
W. S.W.
W. N.W.

In comparing the mean temperature with that of London
[Vol. xiv., p. 110], it appears that on the banks of the
Ohio, in 39" 25' N. lat., the two first and the two last
months of the year are colder than at London ; but that
the other months are warmer, and three months (June,
July, and August) are nearly ten degrees warmer. The
mean temperature of the whole year however is only a
httle more than two degrees above that of London. The
annual quantity of rain is much greater, namely, 39 inches,
that of London amounting only to 24- 10. The monthly

range of the thermometer Is very great, especially abc^i

the equinoxes, where it amounts to more than 60 cc-

grees.

Rivers.—Virginia has numerous navigable rivers, TVc i

all originate within the Mountain-Region or on the rar. -

which foim the edges of that region. The greater nurr.--

run east and south-east, and flow into the Atlantic. 7..

others flow north or north-west into the Ohio.
The Potomac, from its source to its mouth, foinu V.

boundary between Maryland and Virginia. The uj} -

branches of this river drain the northern portion of u
Mountain-Region. Its north branch, which is gen*:* .

called simply the Potomac, rises in that part of the A.' •

ghany Mountains which is locally named the B.v.kb.:

Mountain, and it runs with many bends in a north -earf a-" -

east direction to its union with the South Branch. At Itu-

confluence the last-mentioned river has the gi eater * olur.,

of water. It rises with two branches, called the NcnL
Fork of South Branch and the South Fork of South Brat-!.,

near 38° 30' N. lat., and runs nearly 100 miles before .'.

unites with the north branch. The united river pa.-«-

through several ridges of the Mountain-Region with r .-

merous bends, and shortly before it issues from the mo- -.-

tains it is joined from the south by the Shenandoah. T>--

large river rises near 38° N. lat., and drains nearly 'J

whole of the Mountain-Region north of that parallel sr..

between the Kittatinny Chain and the Blue RiUee. I

flows 130 miles before it joins the Potomac. Immediate ;

after the junction of the two rivers, the Potomac tia^erv •

the Blue Ridge by a narrow gap bounded by rocks, ar i

enters the Atlantic Slope, through which it flows in a sou it. -

east direction until it meets the tide-water at Georgeto*-
Below tide-water the Potomac loses the features of a tin:
in that of a bay, which gradually widens as it appioatf * •

the Chesapeake Bay, and where it mingles its »a:r.-

with the Chesapeake it is seven miles and a half w i-i.

The Potomac may be navigated by the largest vessel i .

far as Alexandria, about 80 miles from its mouth, and i

vessels drawing not more than 20 feet water to the Fa -

which are 13 miles above Alexandria. These falls arc ;

miles in length, and have a considerable descent ; ab>^ .

the falls the navigation for boats is much interrupted, I .

yet the river is navigated as far as Cumberland, above -.:

:

junction of the North and South Branch. It doe* :

appear that the South Branch is navigated, but t:

Shenandoah is navigated for six months of the year
'

small craft as fat as Port Republic, a distance of abc

.

100 miles.

The Rappahannoc rises on the eastern declivity of ;r:

Blue Ridge, with two branches called the Hedgeruan t.i
Rapid Ann, which unite after a course of about 50 inil<

Alter the union of these streams the river becomes ca •

gable, but 10 miles farther down it has some falls, ax— .

short distance below them it meets the tide-water at I' r-

dericksburg. In approaching the sea it widens to a nar-i
bay, which at its lower extremity is about two n.:

\

across. It may be navigated by vessels of con»ideia. ..

burden, as it has two fathoms water up to FredtiickaLu;.
Its course is about 160 miles.

York River originates in the South-east Mountains, v.ih
two branches, the Pamunkey and Mattapony. The. Pi
munkey runs about 120 miles before it meets the Mat-
tapony, which runs about 100 miles above the place u
confluence. By their union the York River is foiic...
which is an sestuary from one to three miles across. Aru:
a course of 39 miles it falls into Chesapeake Bay. T...>

river is very important for navigation. It admit* tin

largest ships to Yorktown, 12 miles from the sea, where
forms an excellent harbour. Up to the union of its twj
branches it has a depth of three fathoms, and admits cod-
ing vessels. Though the Pamunkey has some small fai'i

above Hanover, it may be navigated by boats to its jui . •

tion with the North Ann River, 70 miles from its mout:.

:

and the Mattapony is also navigable for boats nearly to ti«:

same extent.

The James River rises in that part of the Mountain Re-
gion which lies between the Alleghany Mountains and t'..-

Kittatinny Chain, with two branches, which coinuurn*
near 38^ 30' N. lat., and run for nearly 30 miles soutlm ». J

and parallel to one another. They are called Jackson =

River and Cow-Pasture River. Jackson's River, tiavi
traversed a narrow gap between two ridges, turns eastux*
and is joined by the Cow-Pasture River about 10 mile* :"•
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ther down. Tlie James River thus formed runs with great
rapidity southward between high mountains, and turn* again
to the east above Pattonsburg, at which place it is 800
feet above the sea-level, and begins to be navigated. It

passes through the Blue Ridge at the Balcony Falls, which
impede the navigation, but are now avoided by a canal
about six miles long which runs parallel to the river. At
Lynchburg the level of the river is 500 feet above the sea.

Below Lynchburg it turns to the north-east and runs with
gTeat rapidity, but is navigable. Above Scotsville it

passes the South-east Mountains, and at that place its

level is only 255 feet above highwater mark, and at Co-
lumbia, at the mouth of the Rivanna, only 178 feet.

Lower down the current of the river is gentle until it ap-
proaches the falls above Richmond, where it descends 80
set within six miles, and immediately below the falls it

sects the tide-water. A canal connects the tide-water

elow and the navigable water above the falls. Below
be falls the river gradually widens and assumes the fea-

tures of a bay, and after a course of 90 miles farther it

merges in Chesapeake Bay. The wide expanse of its mouth
affords a harbour for vessels of any size, but it is not safe

in winter ; this wide expanse is called Hampton Roads.
Large vessels may sail up to James Town, more than 20
miles above Hampton Roads ; but farther up there are only
15 feet of water. Vessels of 250 tons sail up to Warwick,
and of 125 tons to Rockets, a mile below Richmond. From
the Rockets to Richmond there are only seven feet water.

The whole length of this river, the Jackson River included,

is 368 miles ; but along the bends it is probably 500 miles,

largest of the affluents of the James River is the Ap-
s at the base of the South-east Moun-
150 miles. About 20 miles from its

Jluence with the James it has some falls, up to which
tide-water comes. Near these falls is Petersburg, to

lich town vessels drawing seven feet water may sail ; and
navigation is continued above the falls by the Upper

Appomattox Canal. Two others of the affluents of James
Hiver are navigable. The Rivanna, which joins it from the

north, was always navigable for 22 miles from its mouth,
or the pjace Where it passes through the South-east

Mountains; but the navigation has lately been extended
to Pirams, within one mile and a quarter of Charlottesville.

The other navigable affluent is Willis River, which joins

the James River from the south a few miles below the em-
bouchure of the Rivanna. The Willis is a small river, and
resembles rather a canal than a river; still it is said to be
navigable for 25 miles from its mouth.
Nansemond River, which flows only 15 miles and falls

into Hampton Roads, is navigable for vessels of a hundred
tons as far as Suffolk, 10 miles from its mouth.
The Nottoway and Meherrin rivers drain a large part of

the country south of the James River, each of them run-

ning about 100 miles, and uniting, after having entered

.North Carolina, to form the Chowan River. Vessels of

considerable burden may navigate the Chowan, and sail

up the Meherrin to Murfriesboro, in Noith Carolina. The
two branches of the Chowan are navigable for boats in the

greater part of their course, but not in summer.
The upper course of the Roanoke lies within Virginia.

This river rises in the Mountain-Region, about 2000 feet

above the sea-level ; but at Salem, about 15 miles from its

source, it is only 1006 feet above it, which shows that the

first part of its course must be very rapid. After having

passed through the Blue Ridge and the South-east Moun-
tains, it becomes navigable below Monroe, and runs east-

south-east with numerous bends until it enters North Ca-

rolina, where the navigation is entirely interrupted by a

high cataract at Welden. Its largest affluent, the Dan,
rises on the eastern declivity of the Blue Ridge, and
drains the most southern portion of the Atlantic Slope. It

is navigable for boats as tar as Danville, near which town
some falls occur.

The Ohio divides Virginia from the state of Ohio, having

between these two states a course pf 355 miles. It is na-

vigable all this distance for vessels of thirty or forty tons

burden, though there is a rapid above the mouth of the

Great Kanawha River, called Letart's Rapids, over which

the river runs for about half a mile with great velocity
;

but it is only dangerous for persons who are not acquainted

with the navigation of the river. The vessels which gene-

rally navigate the river cannot go up to Pittsburg in Penn-

sylvania in summer, when the water is low, but only to

Wheeling in Virginia; and this circumstance has lately
much increased the population of Wheeling.
The Monongahela, one of the principal branches of the

Ohio, is formed by three rivers, Cheat River, Tygart's Val-
ley River, and West Fork. The two first-mentioned rivers
originate within the Mountain Region in the Greenbrier
Ridge and the Alleghany Mountains ; and the West Fork
in the hilly region west of the Laurel Mountains. The
West Fork and the Tygart's Valley River unite in Virginia,
but the Cheat River joins them in Pennsylvania- Cheat
River, a considerable stream, which brings down a great
volume of water, is very rapid and has several falls ; it is

only navigable as high as Jackson's Iron-works, a distance
of eight or ten miles from the point where it joins the
Monongahela. The Monongahela, nr the river formed by
the union of Tygart's Valley River and West Fork, affords
an easy navigation as far as Morgantown, about 10 miles
from the boundary of Pennsylvania, for steam-boats and flat

boats ; but above Morgantown the navigation can only be
effected in times of freshets. The West Fork is also navi-
gable for flat boats in times of freshets as far as Clarks-
burg ; and the Tygart's Valley River, for about 10 miles
from its confluence with the West Fork. By means of
these livers the produce of the country which is drained
by them finds its way to Pittsburg in Pennsylvania, and
eventually to the countries on the Mississippi.

The Little Kanawha, which joins the Ohio at Parkers-
burg, inns more than 100 miles, and does not appear to be
navigable for any great distance ; but its principal affluent,

Hughes River, which joins it about 15 miles above its con-
fluence with the Ohio, is large enough to float vessels of
considerable burden. Great quantities of lumber are carried

down this river.

The Great Kanawha has its most remote sources south
of the boundary-line of Virginia, in the valley enclosed by
the Blue Ridge and the Iron Mountains ; it traverses the
Mountain-Region by a course of 120 miles, running first

north-east and afterwards north-west. In these paits it is

called the New River, and its course is very rapid. Where
it is joined by the great branch, the Greenbrier River, it in

still 1333 feet above the sea-level. Soon afterwards it

leaves the Mountain-Region, but its rapidity increases. As
far down as the mouth of Gauley River the stream flows
between high rocks with such force as to render its crossing

very hazardous. From the place where the river is joined
by Gauley River it bears the name of Kanawha. Two
miles below that place are the Great Falls, a fine cataract

of 22 feet over a natural dam of rocks which spreads irre-

gularly across its bed. Below this place it becomes navi-

gable, and at Charleston, or Kanawha, as the place is also

called, it is 300 yards wide, 20 feet deep at low-water, and
navigable for large steam-boats. No obstruction to navi-

gation occurs to its confluence with the Ohio, a distance of

70 miles. Gauley River is ouly navigable for eight miles

from its mouth ; "but Elk River, which joins the Kanawha
at Charleston, is navigable to Union Mills, 10 miles above
Suttonville in Nicholas county, a distance of more than 40
miles from its mouth. The Coal River, which joins the Ka-
nawha 12 miles below Charleston, is navigable in the times

of freshets to a great distance, but in ordinary seasons only

to the Lower Falls, which are five miles from its mouth.
The Guyandotte, which runs about 100 miles, and the

Big Sandy River, which flows about 120 miles, and for 70
miles forms the boundary-line between Virginia and Ken-
tucky, are probably navigable for a great distance from
their mouths, but we find nothing mentioned respecting

this matter.

The most southern portion of the Mountain-Region is

drained by several rivers, which by their junction, which
takes place in the state of Tenessee, form the Tenessee
River. These rivers are called, from east to west, Holston,

Clinch, and Powell's. They are the only riven that drain

the Mountain-Region which are navigable in their natural

state. That is at least the case with the three branches of

Holston River and with Clinch River.

Productions.—The agricultural productions and most
common forest-trees have been already noticed. Though
the forests still occupy the largest part of Virginia, very

little timber is exported. The timber is of excellent qua-

lity in the Mountain-Region, but it cannot be brought to

any place where it can be shipped without raising the

price beyond the market-price of timber. The Hilly

Region of the Ohio has excellent timber-trees : and planks.

3 11 2
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board*, staves, &c. arc exported from that region by way
of the Ohio and the navigable rivers which drain it. In
this region ginseng is gathered. There are several

kinds of shrubs yielding berries, as gooseberries, and wild

vines.

Wild animals are now rare on the east side of the moun-
tains, but they are still common in the western districts.

The most common are bears, wolves, deer, the racoon,
squirrel, and opossum. The largest of the wild birds is the
wild turkey, which is still in the western districts and in

the Blue Ridge. There are also several kinds of water-fowl,

among which are the canvas-back duck of the Potomac,
and the sora, or American ortolan. Other remarkable birds

are the turkey-buzzard, the mocking-bird, the red-bird, and
the humming-bird. Partridges and quails, as they are

called, are common. All the rivers abound in fish in the
lower part of their course, and most of those that frequent
the rivers of the Atlantic Slope are of the same kind which
are found in Europe ; but in the rivers which fall into the
Ohio are several kinds of fish which are not found in Eu-
rope, as the black perch, the grennel, the blue cat, the buf-
falo, and the salmon-pike. There is also the soft-shell

turtle, which surpasses in flavour the fine green-fat turtle.

Oysters, lobsters, and other shell-fish are abundant on the
coast. Bees are reared to a considerable extent.

Virginia is very rich in minerals. In the Upper At-
lantic Slope, gold, iron, black-lead, copper, and limestone
are found. Gold is found in a tract which commences
near the Rappahannoc, south of Fredericksburg, and ex-
tends parallel to the Blue Ridge, crossing the James
River at its junction with the Rivanna, and passing thence
into North Carolina and Georgia. The quantity of gold
collected in Virginia, and deposited at the Mint of the
United States and its branches, between 1823 and 1840,

amounted in value to 578,595 dollars. Coal is found in

the neighbourhood of Richmond, especially between the
James and Appomattox Rivers, and is worked at several

Slaces. Iron-ore is abundant along the base of the Blue
idge. In the Mountain-Region iron-ore of very good

quality occurs, but it is not worked to any considerable ex-
tent. Lead-mines are worked in the Iron Mountains, near
Austinville, not far from the southern boundary of the
state. This region abounds also in limestone, sandstone,
slate, gypsum, and other useful minerals. The country
west of the Alleghany Mountains is richer in minerals than
the other parts of the state. Bituminous coal and iron-ore
are abundant, and several coal-mines are worked to a con-
siderable extent. Beds of limestone are extensively dis-

tributed, and the caverns, which are of frequent occurrence
in the limestone rocks, furnish large quantities of nitre.

The region west of the Blue Ridge contains several hot-
springs and other medicinal springs, which are resorted to
by invalids, and the inhabitants of the lower countries on
the Atlantic, during the summer heats. Salt-springs are
frequent, and almost every year new ones are discovered.
Salt is made at several places. The salt-works on the
banks of the Great Kanawha yield every year 1,200,000
bushels, and furnish with this article most of the countries
west of the Appalachian Mountains.

Western Virginia is a very picturesque country, though
the great quantity of forest often intercepts the view.
The various caves, especially Weir's Cave, near Port Re-
public on the Shenandoah, are much visited. The Natural
Bridge in Rockbridge county, near Fincastle, is a bridge of
solid limestone rock, which arches over a deep ravine, at
the bottom of which a small stream flows ; from the sur-
face of the water to the roadway over the bridge, the
height is above 200 feet. The passage of the Potomac
through the Blue Ridge at Harper's Ferry is one of the
most striking phenomena of a mountain-range, which has
apparently been interrupted by some violent convulsion.

(Jefferson's. Notet on the State of Virginia; Imlay's
Topographical Description of the Western Territory of
North America ; Parkinson's Tour in America ; Cornelius,
Tour in Virginia, Tenettee, &c. ; Birkbeck's Notes on
America ; Wood's Two Yeart' Residence in the Illinois
Country ; James's Account of Long's Expedition to the
Rocky Mountains; Martin's Gazetteer of Virginia and
the District of Columbia ; Darby's View of the United
States ; and the Boston American Almanacfor 1842.)

Legislature and Government.—The constitution of Vir-
ginia, originally formed and adopted in 1776, was amended
in 1830. The legislature consists of a Senate and a Hou«e

of Delegates, which are together called the Genm
Assembly of Virginia. The number of senators is 32,»>-,

are elected for four years, one-fourth being renewed ev-

year: they must be freeholders, and not lest than s
years of age. The House of Delegates consists of 13)

members, who are chosen annually by the people : ttr

must be at least 25 years of age. All election* art ti

open voting, and not by ballot. Persons holding lurnin-

state offices and ministers of the gospel are ineligible bot

for the Senate and the House of Delegates. All Inn em
originate in the House of Delegates.

The governor is elected by the General Ajsembl; <r

three years. His salary is 3333J dollars. He is atRtted tt

three counsellors, of whom the lieutenant-governor ii on-'.

The counsellors have a salary of 1000 dollars each.

Virginia returned to the last Congress (the 27th, *nidi

expired March 3, 1843) 21 representatives. To the pmn*

Congress (the 28th), according to an Act of Congress pi»!

in 1842, it returns 15 representatives. Virginia, like all -Jy

other states, returns two senators to the Congress.

Courts of Law, $-c.—The chief courts of Virginia arr-

a Court of Appeals, a General Court, Circuit Conru, ui

County Courts.

The Court of Appeals consists of a president, wfi i

salary of 2750 dollars, and 4 judges, with a salary of 250'

dollars each. This court holds two sessions annually.'::

at Lewisburg and one at Richmond.
The General Court is held at Richmond. It has if-

pellate jurisdiction in the last resort in criminal cases, ui

also original jurisdiction of probates and administratis

It is the duty of 15 of the judges who hold theCin-.-:

Courts to attend the General Court, 11 being required

form a quorum.
For the Circuit Courts the state is divided into 10

dicial districts, and each district into two circuits, ei«;i

the 4th, which comprises three. There are 21 judges. c>

for each circuit, each of whom has a salary of 1500 dollrv

and four dollars for every 20 miles of necessary travtHis:

The chancery and common law jurisdictions are Mem!?

in the same judge in all the circuits except the 3rd of"'

4th district, where there is a judge on the law side with .

salary of 1800 dollars, and one on the chancery side »f.

a salary of 2000 dollars ; but on the death of either oft!*

present two judges, his duties are to devolve on the oi(

without any increase of salary.
. ,

A Circuit Superior Court of Law and Chancery ii k i

twice every year in each county and corporation.

A Ceunty Court is held by tour or more justices of ft

peace every month in each county. These justice! an

country gentlemen and plain farmers, whose service* r

gratuitous. Their jurisdiction is very wide. At ti>

monthly and quarterly sessions of four or more jus!»»

deeds and wills may be proved, and both chanwrr ^-

common law cases determined, with right of lV?^
'

superior court. They try exclusively slaves for all offcn.i*

Free negroes and Indians are on the same footing as s»»*

They have also extensive authority in matters of con-

police. One justice can hold a court, with jurisdiction ;-

all causes in which the value does not exceed tnr-Tj

dollars.

Revenue, Debt, $-c.—The revenue obtained by taw-

the year ending Sept. 30, 1841, was 615,904 dollars, m
total amount of the resources of the state was estina r.

at 12,763,067 dollars, held by the commonwealth pn>£

the Board of Public Works, the N.W. Turnpike**'

Company, the Literary Fund, and the Sinking Fund, in-

total expenditure of the state in 1841 was 991,813 n"^
The aggregate debt is 6,994,307 dollars, the annual

paid on which is 409,069 dollars, 1,365,300 being at •>F
cent, and 5,284,707 at 6 per cent. . . . «,

In 1839 there were in Virginia 25 banks, of wnirn *

suspended specie payments entirely, and one in P*"- .

October and November, 1839, there being only

did not suspend.
. m t,'mm

The aggregate militia force of Virginia is ~Lj
Education, $c.—In 1809 the General Assembly v**£

an act by which all fines, escheats, and forfeitures'm
^

description were appropriated to a permanent fund

encouragement of learning generally, leaving the app

tion of it to future legislatures. In 1816 the sum due

Virginia from the general government for military «P^_

diture during the recent war with Great Britain was
jj

ferxed to this fund, which, thus augmented, w»i
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N17, to amount to more than 900,000 dollars, yielding an
nnual income of upwards of 50,000 dollars, exclusive of

ional accessions from fines and forfeitures. A per-

snt appropriation of 45,000 dollars a year was made
i education of the poor, and 15,000 dollars a year
: erection and support of a university. The perma-

capital of the Literary Fund now amounts to 1,437,065

•s. The revenue of 1841 was 84,313 dollars, which
surplus of 22,040 dollars to be applied, with the ori-

inal appropriation of 45,000 dollars, to 1842. In 1822

he number of poor children instructed was 3298; in

826 the number was 9865 ; in 1830 the number was
4,169. In 1841 the number was 27,329, the total number
f poor children being 48,193. The total expenditure for

uition and other expenses was 72,225 dollars. The num-
>•;.- of schools was 3253.

The University of Virginia was founded in 1819, in the

leighbourhood of Charlottesville. The venerable presi-

dent JetFerson, then nearly eighty years of age, planned the

mildings and superintended the"ir erection. In 1824 they

fere so far advanced that an agent was sent to England to

ng-age professors, preparatory to opening the university.

professors were brought from England, to whom were

ilded two American professors, and the university was
pened in April, 1825. In 1842 the University of Virginia

iad 9 professors, 200 alumni, and 170 students. The
nnual expense of instruction is 75 dollars, room-rent and
ther college expenses 23 dollars, the total college charges

mounting to 98 dollars ; board for 44 weeks (washing m-
luded), 110 dollars; wood and lights, 20 dollars ; total

xpense to each student, 228 dollars. The library contains

6,000 volumes, among which are many valuable works.

In 1842, Wiliam and Mary College, at Williamsburg,

sunded in 1693, had 4 instructors, 98 students, and a

ibrary of 5000 volumes ; it is under the Episcopalians,

"he total expense to each student is 205 dollars. Hamp-
en-Sidney College, in Prince Edward County, founded in

783, had 5 instructors, 65 students, and a library of 8000

olumes. Washington College, near Lexington, founded

\ 1812, had 6 instructors, 126 alumni, 136 students, and a

brary of 2700 volumes. The total expense to each stu-

ent is only 144 dollars. Randolph-Macon, at Boydton,

aunded in 1832, had 6 instructors and 98 students: it is

nder the Methodists. Emory and Henry College, at

Hade Spring, founded in 1839, had 4 instructors, 143

t udents, and a library of 1000 volumes : it is also under

lie Methodists. Rector College, in Harrison County,

aunded in 1839, had 50 students: it is under the Baptists.

In 1842 the Medical School attached to the University

f Virginia had 3 professors and 45 students. The Medical

)epartment of Hampden-Sidney College, at Richmond,
minded in 1838, had 6 professors, 50 students, and 14 gra-

[uates. The Episcopal Theological School, in Fairfax

bounty, founded in 1822, had 4 professors, 43 students,

.nd educated 126. They have a library of 4000 volumes.

[Tie Union Theological Seminary, in Prince Edward
L'ounty, founded in 1824, had 3 professors, 20 students,

ind educated 175 : it is under the Presbyterians. The
ibrary contains 4000 volumes. The Virginia Baptist

ieminary at Richmond, founded in 1832, had 3 professors,

17 students, and a library of 1000 volumes.

There are about 60 academies in Virginia, with from 30

o 40 students each, in which the Latin and Greek lan-

guages and the elements of mathematics are taught. There

ire probably about 200 grammar-schools, instituted and
ronducted solely by their respective teachers. But the

argest part of the youth of both sexes receive their ele-

nentary instruction in domestic schools, which are very

requently formed in this way:—a country gentleman

tngages a teacher at a moderate salary, and receives the

:hildren of his relations and neighbours as scholars. Many
if these schools are attended by children of both sexes,

>ut a great number of them are solely for females, who
ire instructed in polite literature, geography, &c, and fre-

juently in French, music, and drawing.

In 1841 there were published in Virginia 4 daily news-

wipers, 35 weekly, 12 twice and thrice a week, and 5

Periodicals.

Canals and Railroads.—In 1840 the canals of Virginia

rere—Alexandria Canal, from Georgetown to Alexandria,

'I miles ; James River and Kanawha Canal, from Rich-

nond to Buchanan, 175 miles ; Dismal Swamp Canal, from

3eep Creek to Joyce's Creek, 23 miles; and 11 miles of

Jianeh canals: total 2164 miles.

In 1840 the railroads were—the Richmond, Fredericks-
burg, and Potomac, from Richmond to Aquia Creek. 75
miles; the Louisa Branch, 24 miles from Richmond to

Gordonsville, 49 miles ; the Richmond and Petersburg,

from Richmond to Petersburg, 23 miles; the Petersburg
and Roanoke, from Petersburg to Weldon, 59 miles; the
Greensville, from near Hicksford to Gaston, in N. Caro-
lina, 18 miles ; the City Point, from Petersburg to City

Point, 12 miles ; the Chesterfield, from the coal-mines to

Richmond, 13J miles ; the Portsmouth and Roanoke, from
Portsmouth to Weldon, in N. Carolina, 80 miles ; the

Winchester and Potomac, from Harper's Ferry to Win-
chester, 32 miles. Total, 361J miles.

Population* Ac.—In 1642 the population of Virginia
was 20,000; in 1660, 30,000: in 1703, 60.606; in 1749,

85,000; in 1763, 170,000; in 1790, 747,610; in 1800,

880,200; in 1810,974,622; in 1820, 1,065,366; in 1830,

1,211,375; in 1840. 1,239,797, consisting of 740,968 whites,

448,987 slaves, and 49,842 free coloured. The number of

inhabitants to a square mile is 19J, being the 14th in rela-

tive density to the other states. In 1671 there were 2000
slaves; in 1700, 293,427; in 1830, 469.757. In the ten

years from 1830 to 1840 the number of slaves has been
reduced by 20,770, the free coloured have been increased

by 2494, and the whites have been increased by 46.668.

In 1841 the tax on slaves produced 99,239 dollars, from
which it appears that the annual tax on each slave is four-

tenths of a dollar.

Of insane and idiots, in 1840, there were 1048 whites and
348 coloured ; of blind, there were 426 whites and 460
coloured ; of deaf and dumb, there were 453 whites and
150 coloured.

Of the religious classes in Virginia the Baptists are the

most numerous
;
they have about 400 churches, 250 mi-

nisters, and 50,000 communicants. The Methodists have
about 100 ministers and 40,000 communicants. The Pres-

byterians have 120 churches. 120 ministers, and about
10,000 communicants. The Episcopalians, who include

the most wealthy part of the community, have 88 clergy-

men and 3722 communicants. Besides these, there are

Roman Catholics, Quakers, Jews, Sec., each with several

congregations.
Imports and Exports.—The imports into Virginia from

foreign countries, in the year ending September 30, 1841,

were of the value of 377,237 dollars, "the amount of 351,917

dollars being in American vessels and 25,320 in foreign

vessels. The exports were of the value of 5,630,286 dol-

lars, of which 5,628,910 dollars were domestic produce and
1376 foreign produce.

Statistics.—The following details of mineral, agricul-

tural, and manufactured produce are abstracted from a

series of tables given in the ' American Almanac' for 1843,

which are founded on official data collected in taking the

census of 1840.

Mineral Produce.—In the year ending June 1, 1840,

Virginia produced 18,810 tons of cast-iron from 42 forges,

and" 5886 tons of bar-iron ; 876,648 lbs. of lead
;
gold of

the value of 51,758 dollars; 5600 bushels of anthracite

coal ; 10,622,345 bushels of bituminous coal, employing
995 men ; 1,745.618 bushels of salt, employing 624 men

;

granite, marble, &c. of the value of 84,489 dollars.

Agricultural Produce.—In the year ending April 1,

1840, Virginia produced 10,109.716 bushels of wheat,

87,430 bushels jof barley, 13.151,002 bushels of oats,

1,482,799 bushels of rye, 243,822 bushels of buckwheat,

34,577.591 bushels of' Indian corn, 10,597 lbs. of hops,

65,020 lbs. of wax, 2,944.660 bushels of potatoes, 364,708

tons of hay, 25,594 tons of hemp and flax, 75,347,106 lbs.

of tobacco, 2956 lbs. of rice, 3,494,483 lbs. of cotton, 3191

lbs. of silk cocoons, 1,541,833 lbs. of sugar, 403,590 cords

of wood
;
dairy products of the value of 1,480.488 dollars :

products of the orchard of the value of 705.765 dollars ;

market-garden produce of the value of 92,359 dollars
;

13,911 gallons of wine; lumber of the value of 538,092

dollars
; tar, &c. 5809 barrels ; skins and furs of the value

of 23.214 dollars. The number of horses and mules was

326,438; of cattle, 1,024,148; of sheep, 1.293,772, which

yielded 2,538,374 lbs. of wool ; of swine. 1,992,155
;
poultry

of all kinds of the value of 754,698 dollars.

Manufactures.—In the year ending June 1, 1840, Vir-

ginia manufactured machinery of the value of 429.R58

dollars, employing 445 men ; hardware, cutlery, &c. of the

value of 50,504 dollars, employing 150 men ; 9330 small

arms, employing 262 men
;
precious metals of the value of
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41,000 dollars, employing 52 men. There were 47 fulling-

mills, 41 woollen manufactories employing 222 persons,

the goods manufactured being valued at 147.792 dollars.

There were 22 cotton manufactories employing 181C per-

sons, the goods manufactured being valued at 446,063

dollars. The flax manufactures were valued at 4873 dol-

lars, silk manufactures at 515 dollars, and mixed manufac-
tures at 227,861 dollars. The manufactured tobacco was
valued at 2,406,671 dollars, employing 3342 persons ; hats

and caps manufactured were valued at 155,778 dollars, and
straw bonnets at 14.700 dollars. There were 660 tanneries,

employing 1422 persons. Of manufactories of leather for

saddles, &c. there were 982, and the manufactures were

yalued at 826,597 dollars ; 126 persons made 1,200,308 lbs.

of soap, 463,525 lbs. of tallow candles, and 837 lbs. of

spermaceti and wax candles. Of distilleries there were
1454, which produced 865,725 gallons of spirits; of

breweries there were 5, which produced 32,960 gallons

;

1631 persons were employed in both. There were 10
powder-mills, but only 11 men were employed, who made
2850 lbs. of powder. There were 4 glass-houses and 2 for

glass-cutting, employing together 164 men, and 33 pot-

teries, employing 64 men ; 12 paper manufactories, em-
ploying 181 men ; 50 printing-offices and 13 bookbinding-
shops, employing together 310 men; 9 rope-walks, em-
ploying 60 men ; 1592 men were employed in making
carriages of various kinds. There were 764 flour-mills,

2714 grist-mills, 1987 saw-mills, 61 oil-mills, employing
altogether 3964 men ; and 675 men were employed in

manufacturing furniture. Of retail dry goods, grocery,

&c. there were 2736 stores, with an invested capital of

16,684,413 dollars. There were 31 commercial houses in

foreign trade and 64 commission houses, having together

an invested capital of 4,299,5110 dollars. The shipping
built was valued at 136,807 dollars.

Virginia is divided into 1 12 counties.

Towns, A,-c.—Richmond is the seat of government. It

is beautifully situated on the ascending slope of the north
bank of James River, in 37° 32' N. XaX. and 77° 26' W.
long., 130 miles from the entrance of Chesapeake Bay,
116 miles from Norfolk, 74 miles from the former site of

James Town, and 30 from City Point, which is the head of

the navigation for large vessels, but vessels drawing 15 feet

ascend to Warwick, 5 miles below Richmond, and vessels

drawing 10 feet to Rockets, a little below Richmond. Op-
posite the city are the James River Falls (or more properly

Rapids), which extend nearly six miles up the river, which
within this distance descends more than 80 feet ; but a canal
passes round the Falls, and the river is navigable nearly 200
miles above them. On the opposite bank of the river

is a small town called Manchester, which is connected
with Richmond by a bridge, over which runs the railroad

from Richmond to Petersburg. The ground on which
the city is built, though generally sloping upward from
the river, is bioken into several hills of different heights.
The plan of the city is regular, the principal streets running
parallel to the river, which are called A Street, B Street, &c,
and crossed at light angles by others, which are called First

Street, Second Street, &c. The streets are nearly all wide,
but badly paved, imperfectly drained, and never lighted.

The chief public building is the State House, or Capitol,

which is finely situated in the middle of a lawn, on the brow
of a hill which overlooks the city. It is a copy of the Maison
Carrie of Nimes, the plan of which was sent over by
Mr. Jefferson when he was ambassador in France. It con-
tains a statue of General Washington by Houdon. The
state penitentiary is on a rising ground to the west of the
city ; the prisoners work in company, but are not allowed to

speak to each other. There is a poorhouse and a female
orphan asylum. There are sixteen churches, three Me-
thodist, three Episcopalian, three BaptUt, two Presby-
terian, and one each Roman Catholic, Unitarian. Quaker,
Campbellite, and Jewish. The government of the city

is conducted by a mayor, a recorder, eleven aldermen,
and a council of fifteen. There are large beds of coal

within a few miles of the city, and the Falls of the river

afford water-power to any extent. There are several flour-

mills and one or two cotton-mills. The commerce consists

chiefly in the exportation of tobacco and flour. The
population in 1830 was 1C.0CO, of whom 7755 were whites,

0349 slaves, and 1965 free coloured. The population is

probably now al>out 20,000. There are two daily papers,

Rnd one throe times a week.
Abingdon, 309 utiles south-west from Richmond, has »

court-house and three churches. The inhabitants ur
about 2000, of whom only about 200 are blacks- A vu* . s

newspaper is published. In the neighbourhood arc
extensive salt-works.

Buchanan and Pat/onsburg, two increasing village >.-

opposite sides of the James River, and 181 mile* wtat i-ji

Richmond, have together about 600 inhabitant*.

Charlottesville is a small town, 81 miles we»t-non -

west from Richmond : it contains about 1000 inhabit*- .

400 of whom are slaves and 100 free coloured. T,«r«

is a court-house, four places of worship. Episcopal,^.
Baptist, Methodist, and Presbyterian ; a female acadeo.^
and a preparatory school for boys destined Cor the l^-

versity of Virginia, which is about a mile and a t-.

distant from this town. The buildings of the Univen.'*
occupy an oblong quadrangle about 500 feet long by Vju

wide. The principal building, called the Rotunda, u :

one end of the quadrangle, of brick. circular, with a Cii-

tened dome, and a Corinthian portico. It is a cop; of "he

Pantheon at Rome, and about one half of the diamettT .»

the original building. In the neighbourhood of Liaj-

lottesville is Monticello, formerly Jefferson's reudenc*. <.a

the summit of a hill about 500 feet above the Rivaciu.

It commands a magnificent view of the Blue Ridge aui
the surrounding country. [Chablottbsviiab.]

Fincastle, 176 miles west from Richmond, is a small to»i
with about 800 inhabitants, of whom 200 are negro**: J

has a court-house and four churches, and publish** *

weekly newspaper.
Fredericksburg, on the south bank of the Rappt-

hannoc, 1 10 miles from the mouth, and 66 mile* north ui

Richmond, is a flourishing commercial town in a hesvtij
and pleasant situation. It is near the head of the na\if~-

tion of the Rappahannoc, up to which town veasels of I

A

or 140 tons burthen can ascend. There is a tonn-fcot.«t-

a mansion-house, a market-house, two banks, a Lau«»
trian school, and four churches, Episcopalian, Bap'.>»
Presbyterian, and Methodist. It exports annually a larst

quantity of corn, flour, tobacco, &c. The port of tarsi

is at Tappahannoc, about 70 miles below Fredericlubu'j
The population is about 4000.
Of James Town, where the first colony was settled, a .

which was once a large place, not a single house rem: -

It was the chief seat of the colonial government from luT
till 1698, when Williamsburg was made the capital, j.-.

continued to be so till 1779, when Richmond becanu .

seat of the first American state government.
Lexington is seated near the North River, a tribute,

of the James River, 106 miles west by north from R:t
mond. It was built originally of wood, but having It--.

destroyed by fire in 1794, the houses are now most.; i

brick. Its public buildings are, Washington College.*
state arsenal, and three churches. The inhabitant* tt
about 1000.

Lynchburg, a flourishing commercial town, is on t>

south bank of James River, 20 miles below the fr.ti

Falls where the river passes through the Blue Rid*«,
120 miles west-south-west from Richmond. It has t-cc-

siderable trade, not only with western Virginia, but m;i>

North Carolina, Tenessee, Kentucky, and Ohio. The fw
duce brought to market, consisting of tobacco, wheat, net--,

hemp, &c, is conveyed in boats to Richmond, whence i:

is shipped to foreign markets. It has a court-house a>l
three churches. The population is between 5000 and 6UU
Mount I 'emon, the mansion of Washington, vt her* h*

died, and near which he was buried, stands on a bold pro-
montory overhanging the Potomac, which is here a mii<
and a half wide. The tomb is above ground, and bis re-

mains are deposited in a white marble sarcophagus. »i:b
a flat cover, on which is sculptured an eagle in relief, iht

American stars and stripes, and the name * Washington.
A similar sarcophagus near it contains the remains oi ha
wife, with the inscription • Martha, consort of Washing-
ton.'

Norfolk is situated on the north bank of Klixabtth
River, about eight miles from its junction with the J«jb<->

River, and 114 miles south-east from Richmond. Tb>
harbour is excellent, sheltered from all winds, has dept-i
of water for the largest vessels, shallow anchorage* fc.-

smaller ones,, and good holding-ground for alL T>«
town is built on a plain, the streets are broad »»1
well-paved, and the houses chiefly of brick. There i» a
court-house, a custom-house, an almshouse, a theatre, tad
eight churches, but none of these buUdiqga are (Latin-
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uished for architectural beauty. Norfolk, notwithstand-
ig the excellence of its harbour, has little commerce.
>n the opposite bank of Elizabeth River, distant about a
lile, is Portsmouth, almost adjoining; which is Gosport, at
*- : Bh is the Navy-yard. The population of Norfolk is

t 12,000, and Portsmouth and Gosport together about

,
consisting of about 8000 whites, 6000 slaves, and

i free coloured.

ttrSburg is situated on the south bank of the Appo-
tox, about 12 miles from its junction with James River

I City Point. The Appomattox is navigable for small
essels as far as Petersburg, which is 23 miles south by cast

cm Richmond. The town, originally built of wood, was
unit down in 1815, and has been since rebuilt with brick,

he plan of the town is regular and the houses substantial,

ut t tie streets are badly paved, dirty, and entirely without
imps. There are several public buildings—a City Hall,

Masonic Hall, a Female Orphan Asylum, and seven
lun ches belonging to Episcopalians, Baptists. Methodists,
nd Presbyterians. There is a newspaper published three
nioa a week. Manufactures and commerce are tolerably

risk. The Falls above the town, as at Richmond, are
sed for water-power, and a canal connects the river below
ic Falls with the River above, so as to continue the na-
igation. There are eight tobacco-manufactories, seven
otir-mills, and two oil-mills. The exports are about
9,000 bales of cotton, 5000 hogsheads of tobacco, and
30,000 bushels of wheat. The population is about
[).O00, of whom about 4000 are whites, 3000 slaves, aud
DOO feee coloured.

Springs.—The medicinal springs of Western Virginia

re in great repute, and have become watering-places
hich are resorted to from all parts of the state. The
ltd Sulphur Springs, 240 miles W. from Richmond, are

isrhtly sulphurous, of the temperature of 54° Fahrenheit,
nd perfectly transparent, the name having been given to

lemfrom a reddish deposit which is observed on the rock
t the bottom of the wells. There is a handsome csta-

lishment for visitors, the number ot whom is geue-
illy about 200. The Grey Sulphur Springs are about
ine miles E. from the Red Sulphur Springs. The visitors

re about 50, generally from South Carolina. The Salt

trlphur Springs are about 18 miles E. from the Red Sul-

hur Springs. The White Sulphur Springs deposit a
hite sediment : they are 38 miles N.E. from the Red Sul-

hmr Springs. There is a large establishment for visitors

ere, the number of whom is from 600 to 800. The
'greet Springs are 204 miles W. from Richmond. The
rater contains a small admixture of magnesia, soda, and
ron ; the temperature is about 74° Fahr. There are swind-

ling and plunging baths. The situation of all the springs is

eautiful, but this is most so. About 45 miles north-north-

ast from the Sweet Springs arc a warm spring ( 98° Fahr.),

.nd a hot spring (106° Fahr.\ both enclosed.

Staunton, 120 miles north-west by west from Richmond,
las two couit-houses—one for common law and one for

•quity cases, a market-house, four churches, and, new the

•ntrancc of the town, the Lunatic Asylum for Western
Virginia, a handsome edifice. The population is about 2000.

Wheeling, 357 miles north-nest from Richmond, is

ituated on a high bank of the Ohio, and on a strip

>f land so narrow as only to allow of three principal

itreets between the river, with which they arc parallel,

ind the steep hills at the back of the town, so that

ill further extension must be made at the ends; these

hree streets are of good breadth, with side-walks well-

javed, other streets crossing at right angles. There arc

teveral large manufactories of cotton and woollens. A
arge new court-house is probably now finished. There is

i bank in form resembling the United States Bank of

Philadelphia. There are five churches. Episcopal, Me-
:hodist. Catholic, Presbyterian, and Associate Reformed.

The inhabitants are about 10,000, of whom about 3000 are

negroes, chiefly slaves. Two weekly newspapers are

published. The great National Road passes through

Wheeling, which is projected to run from Cumberland, at

which the Philadelphia and Baltimore Roads meet, across

Maryland. Virginia. Ohio. Indiana, and Illinois, to Saint

• in Missouri : it is completed as far as Columbus in

Dhio. Eight stages daily arrive at and depart from

Wheeling, carrying nine to twelve passengers each, and
*> manv steamboats with from 50 to 100 passengers. Be-
tween Wheeling and the Ohio side of the river is a large

I cvel island, with a good navigable channel on each side
j

the Ohio channel is crossed by a bridge, and the Virginia
channel by a curious floating ferry.

Williamsburg, which lies inland between James River
and York River, was formerly the legislative capital of
the province, but is now a declining town, with about 1000
inhabitants. The only building or importance is the col-
lege of William and Mary. There are still remains of the
old government residence and the legislative hall. It is

60 miles east-south-east from Richmond.
History.—The early history of Virginia is the history of

the establishment of British colonies in North America.
The first discovery of the American coast by the English
had been made by Sebastian Cabot as early as 1497, and
further discoveries were afterwards made by nim, as well as

by Columbus and Vespucci. Frobisher was sent out in 1576
by Queen Elizabeth to seek a north-west passage, and on
his return was knighted. In 1583 Sir Humphrey Gilbert
reached Newfoundland, but died on his passage home.
The next expeditions were sent out chiefly through the
influence and partly at the expense of Sir Walter Raleigh.
In 1584 he obtained a patent, and sent out two small
vessels, which reached the coast of Florida, and sailed

north as far as the island of Roanoke, in which neigh-
bourhood they remained some time in friendly intercourse

with the natives. On their return the country was named
Virginia by Queen Elizabeth. In 1585 Sir Richard Gren-
ville sailed with seven vessels, and settled 108 persons
on the Wand of Roanoke, in the present state of North
Carolina. They suffered extreme hardships, and must
have perished if Sir Francis Drake had not fortunately ar-

rived, and taken them back to England in 1586. Mean-
time Sir Walter Raleigh had sent out a ship plentifully sup-
plied with necessaries, which were brought back to Eng-
land when the settlers could not be found. Sir Richard
Grenville, who had returned to England, also sailed, soon
after the former ship, with three vessels, and, not finding

the colony, left 50 more settlers. Relief and fresh emi-
grants were sent out in 1587 under Governor White, who,
on reaching Roanoke, found only the bones of one man.
He settled 1 15 more colonists, and returned to England,
and in 1590 reached Roanoke again with supplies and
recruits, but not one of the 115 settlers whom he had left

was found, either then or afterwards.

In 1606 James I. granted patents to two companies.
To the one, called the London Company, he granted
South Virginia; to the other, called the Plymouth Com-
pany, he granted New England. On the 1 9th of Decem-
ber. 1606, a small expedition of 105 men in three ships,

the largest not more than 100 tons burthen, having entered

a river which was then called Powhatan, now the James
River, they planted the first colony in the present state of

Virginia, May 13th, 1607, on a peninsula connected with

the north bank, and named the place James Town in

honour of King James. Before autumn, fifty men, half

the colony, had died, and such was the disunion among
the rest, that the whole would probably have perished if

the management had nut fallen into the hands of Captain
John Smith, whose courage and prudence preserved the

liltle colony from destruction.

John Smith was born in 1579, at Willoughby, in Lin-

colnshire. The adventures of this extraordinary man.
previously to his joining this expedition, in France, in

Flanders, in Italy, in the Levant, in Austria, in Russia, in

Germany, Spain, and Marocco, are more like a romance
than a biography. Afterwards, when compelled to leave

Virginia, and return to England, he commanded, in 1614
and 1615, two expeditions of trade and discovery to New
England. In 1624 he published ' The General! Historic

of Virginia, New England, and the Summer Isles,' folio,

London ; and in 1630 ' Th;> Tru-J Travels, Adventures, and
Observations of Captain Iohn Smith, in Europe, Asia,

Africke, and America, beginning about the yeere 1593 and
continued to this present 1629.' with a -Continuation' of

the History of Virginia, London, folio, both of which
works were reprinted at Richmond, in Virginia, in 1819,

in 2 vols. 8vo. He published also some works on Naviga-
tion, and some smaller works on America and other

matters. He died in London, in 1031, in his 52nd
year.

Smith, on an expedition up the James River and into

the interior, in 1607, was taken prisoner by the Indians, and
two men who accompanied him were slain. He himself,

after being several days in custody, was saved from the

tomahawk by the cntrcatien and interference of Pocahon-
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tas, the daughter of Powhatan, the principal chief, and he
was ultimately allowed to return to James Town, now
reduced to forty settlers. In 1608, 70 more emigrants

arrived. Smith began to establish friendly relations with

the natives, the country was gradually cleared, and under
his active superintendence James Town began to assume
the appearance of a fortified village.

In 1609 a new charter transferred to the London Com-
pany the powers which in the former the king had
reserved to himself. Lord Delaware was appointed

governor for life, and Sir Thomas Gates, Sir George
Somers, and Newport, admiral of the fleet of nine vessels

with 500 emigrants, were made commissioners to ad-

minister the affairs of the colony till Lord Delaware's

arrival. A storm separated the fleet, and only seven ships

reached Virginia. The new emigrants were for the most
part a dissolute set of impoverished gentlemen and broken
tradesmen. Smith however, with much difficulty, main-
tained his authority over them, till the accidental explo-

sion of a bag of gunpowder inflicted injuries on his person

which obliged him to return to England in 1609.

After Smith's departure the colony was soon abandoned
to improvidence and idleness; the store of provisions was
rapidly consumed ; attacks were made by the Indians,

stragglers were murdered, and plans laid to destroy the

whole colony. Smith had left nearly 500 persons ; in six

months the number was reduced to 60.

The three commissioners had embarked in the same
ship, and this ship was wrecked on the Bermudas. Out of

the wreck of their ship and the cedars which they felled

they built two vessels, in which they embarked for Vir-

ginia, where they arrived only to find a scene of extreme
scarcity and distress. The whole body of colonists now
resolved to embark for Newfoundland, and disperse them-
selves among the fishing-vessels, and before sailing down
the river would have set fire to James Town if they had
not been prevented by the firm resistance of Sir Thomas
Gates. Before they reached the mouth of the river they
met the long-boat of Lord Delaware, who had arrived in

Chesapeake Bay with supplies and emigrants.

The 10th of June, 1610, was the memorable day of the

restoration of the colony to its former seat. Sickness soon
obliged Lord Delaware to return ; but in the mean time
Sir Thomas Dale had been sent out with liberal supplies

;

and at the end of August, 1611, Sir Thomas Gates landed
300 emigrants from six ships. The colony now amounted
to 700 men. Gates was appointed governor, aud founded,
much farther up the river, a new 'plantation,' which he
called Henrico, in honour of Prince Henry.
From this time the colony advanced in security and

prosperity, which were especially promoted by the curious

circumstance of a marriage solemnized according to the

rites of the Church of England, between a respectable

young Englishman, John Rolfe, and Pocahontas, who
had more than once saved the life of Smith. The con-
sequence was a confirmed peace with her father Powhatan,
which he extended to other Indian tribes under his influ-

ence. Pocahontas sailed with her husband to England,
and became an object of admiration both at court and in

London, which her conduct as a wife and mother after-

wards confirmed and continued. There are families still

in Virginia who are proud of their descent from that union.

Sir Thomas Gates returned to England in March, 1614,

leaving the government in the hands of Sir Thomas Dale.
The use of tobacco, which had been introduced into Eng-
land by Sir Walter Raleigh several years before the settle-

ment of James Town, extended rapidly, perhaps more
rapidly from the attempts of King James to prejudice his

subjects against it ; and it was soon found that it might
be profitably cultivated in Virginia.
Few females had yet ventured to cross the Atlantic, but

in 1619 * ninety agreeable persons, young and incorrupt,'

were induced to embark, at the expense of the London
Company, on a marriage speculation. In August, 1620,
a Dutch ship of war entered James River, and landed
twenty negroes for sale, which was the first introduc-
tion of negro slaves into the English colonies. In 1621
sixty more females were sent out, * maids of virtuous
education, young and handsome.' The first lot of females
was bought by the colonists for 120 lbs. of tobacco
each, but the second brought 150 lbs. each. These sixty

females however only formed a portion of 1260 persons
whom the energy of Sir Edward Sandys, the treasurer of the
London Company, sent out in one year. Sandys was suc-

ceeded as treasurer of the Company by the art «t buh
ampton, the friend of Shakspere. and in July, MU. t

written constitution was bestowed on the colony, ate
was founded on the principles of the English cootutaaa

a governor and permanent council were to b* tspaaM
by the Company ; a general assembly was to be o»
vened yearly, which might exercise full legiilatrie w»t
subject to a negative by the governor and nunorm
by the London Company; ana the courts of jafe-

were to conform to the laws and manner of trial mrtr

England.
Powhatan had died in 1618, and was succeeded b» k<

younger brother, who was hostile to the Engbst' fc

1622 the Indians prepared to make a secret tad rat

taneous attack on the whole colony, preserving te U»

last moment the language of friendship. On the 2^.

of March, 1622, at midday and in the sane boot, JC

persons, children and women, as well as men, tattm

in distant villages extending 140 miles on both soo

the river, were murdered with every aggrmtioc .'

cruelty ; but the massacre was limited to the distant n-

lages. The night before the attack an Indian bsdirrabx

the plot to an Englishman whom he wished to tare, a
James Town and the nearest settlements were on the

guard. The Indians fled from every place where tlwy a:

with prepared resistance. A war of extermination *nW
and new supplies and assistance were promptly sent fa

England.
Soon after this a quarrel ensued between King Juw

and the London Company, the result of which was. thai

1624 the patents were cancelled and the company ab-

solved. The management of the colony yraseiitnituil 1
'

1

a governor and counsellors, who were limited to mtm
Charles I. attempted to obtain a monopoly of the prc<'>

of the tobacco trade, but he was resisted by the cilon*

and the new governor, Sir John Harvey, who was tot c-

popular, was ' thrust out of his government,' and (err

England, in 1635, to be tried for attempting to betm i
-

interests of the colonists. The commissioners sent v
with Harvey were not even allowed to state the datf"

against him, and he was sent back to occupy hn fort:

station, which he retained till 1639.

On the 18th of April, 1644, another attempt to uc

hilate the colony by a general massacre was made by" -

Indians. They killed about 300 on the frontier *H

ments, but were soon repulsed, and fled to a distance. T*

prosperity and population of the colony, though diKst-

for a time, afterwards advanced rapidly. In 1648 utn

were trading in Virginia ten ships from London, two to

Bristol, twelve Dutch, and seven from New England, u.

the number of colonists was about 20,000.

Virginia was disposed to resist the republican governn^

of England, but in 1652 was compelled to submit In

Charles II. granted the whole province of Virginia to w
lords Culpepperand Arden for thirty-one years ; and,bf*£<-

this ground of offence, parts of the Navigation Law»

deemed highly injurious to the interests of the ViigiwaB.

revolts took place in 1663, 1671. and 1675, but they wert«,--

pressed ; at length, in 1676, the colony broke out into p;<

rebellion under a leader called Bacon, and the insargr:--

pillaged the houses of the royalists and set fire to J'15"

Town, which was reduced to ashes. An arnuunent »»

sent out from England under Sir John Berry, but befm

arrived Bacon had fallen sick and died, and the in»ore«"

became dispirited, and were dispersed. From thi» 1;
*

till 1688 the Virginians were in a state of continual «u

sion with the king of England and the governor of

colony. In 1689, on the accession of William and Mr

a more liberal and conciliatory policy was adoptedl'0*^"

the colony, under which it continued to flourish""
'

when the Stamp Act was proposed, and the Amencan
«>

which broke out a few years afterwards, led to a xp^'

tion of all the North American colonies from the j»k

state. The first state constitution of Virginia was adoj^-

June 29, 1776. »

(Smith's Generall Historieof Virginia, far.
J**™]'

History of the United States; Buckingham's

of America, vol. ii.; Dickens's American Not** ;
»*"'

Gazetteer of Virginia; Tuckers KfeqfJeftrm U«£

ductory chapter) ; Journal of Education, vol. mw *^
cation in America ;' Encyclopaedia Americana {

Almanac. 1837, 1841, 1843.) „
•

VIRGINIAN SNAKE ROOT. [Poivoau «««'

•

VIRGI'NIUS. [Virginia.]
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VIRGI'NTUS RUFUS, a Roman rhetorician of the
time of Nero, who sent him into exile, as Tacitus says,

merely because he was a man of reputation. (Tacit.,

Annul., xv. 71 ; Dion Cass., Ixii. 27.) He appears to be
the same as the Virginius Flaccus who is mentioned in the
antient ' Life of Persius,' anil of whom this poet was a
pupil. From Quinctilian Cm. 1, $ 21 ;

compare iii. 6,

$ 44 ; iv. 1, $ 23 ; vii. 4, § 24 ; xi. 3, $ 126), who speaks
of him as his contemporary, we learn that he wrote a
Work on rhetoric, which was more accurate than those of
his predecessors ; but no fragments of this work are extant.

.Some modern critics have supposed Virginius Rufus to be
the author of the ' Rhetorica ad Herennium,' which is

usually printed among the works of Cicero ; but nothing
certain c an be said about the matter. (Schiitz's Prooemium
to his edition of Cicero's ' Opera Rhetorica.')

VIRGO ^Constellation), the sixth constellation in the
xodiac, surrounded by Libra, Bootes, Leo, and Corvus. It

i> best known by two remarkable stars : the first, Spica (

a

Vinrinis), a star ofthe first magnitude, is in the hand, which
holds ears of corn, typical of the harvest, which ap-
proached in the time of the Greeks as the sun neared this

st ar ; the other, Praevindemiatrix, or Vindemiatrix («

Virginis), took its name from the vintage. The star Spica
forms a remarkable triangle with Arcturus and /3 Leonis
(or Denebola) ; and of the bright stars in this triangle, Vin-

miatrix is the one nearest to the line joining Arcturus
'

/3 Leonis.

The principal stars are as follows :

—
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1 1363 6 6 51 1511 4 1 99 1619 4

2 1369 5 53 1514 4* \ 100 1624 4
3 1371 "> 55 1517 u «' 102 1626 S
4' 1372 (i 57 1519 8 !

. V* 103 1629 5

5 1376 i 58 1521 (i
•m 104 1638 6

0 1380 r, e 59 1520 6* 105 1640 4

7 1385 5i a 60 1522 5 !
(N») 106 1641 6

8 1386 .~> 61 1523 a\ 107 1665 4

9 1392 5 62 1528 a (Z) 109 1674 4
10 1397 i; 63 1530 6 110 1706 a
11 1399 6 («) 64 1529 a i (12) 1014 0
12 1405 6$ 65 1531 i; ! (16) 1516 6
13+ 1412 o 66 1532 OV (21) 1518 7
14 1413 B a 67 1533 l (22) 1617 6
15 1415 a ft 68 1535 8 (91) 1432 <iV

16 1417 ai :p) 69 1536 5} (95) 1540 7

17 1422 a (u>) 70 1538 a (95) 1434 7

20 1445 B 71 1541 e (104) 1438 64
21 1446 B 73 1543 ii fill) 1443 OA

25 1454 a /« 74 1545 a (126) 1364 7
26 1460 75 1546 a (142) 1458 7
27 1464 a A 76 1547 o (143) 1459 64
28 1467 a 77 1548 7 (148) 1367 ov
29 1465 3 78 1549 a (/)

(B)
(158) 1466 4

30 1468 a t 79 1550 4 (167) 1377 0

31 1469 a P 80 1551 0 (174) 1559 7
33 1472 6-i m 82 1550 6 (179) 1561

34 1475 a 83 1560 a (183) 1476
ft35 1477 6 0 84 1558 o (196) 1480 6*

37 1481 6 85 1564 6 (203) 1383 /

38 1484 a (O) 80 1565 0 (213)
( 222)

1388 7

40 1488 5 87 1567 a 1390 7
41 1487 6 88 1571 0 (230) 1393 7

42 1490 6 w 89 1574 54 (238)
(262)

1585 7

43 1491 '3 p 90 1584 0 1502 <U

44 1495 6 T 93 1598 5 (269) 1593 7
46* 1490 6 94 1604 0 (270) 1594 7

47 1499 3 95 1606 6 ( 286) 160U 64
48 1500 6 GO 90 1608 [6 (287) 1G01 7

49 1500 5 97 1613 7 (317) 1610 8

50 1510 a K 98 10154

• C«llfdpl>y Flf

«Un nurknl A by If

+ 1 tin ftir has hci

X IB. 19. and 45 V
t i UlC tUMtTCtU.

, C, No. 1663.

*Md, but evidently (according to Buily) the Unit of Ihc

marked » by mirtake.
ini5 ore tbe confluences of error, in copying. and do

Hesiod and Aratus unite in representing Virgo to bo
Justice, who retired to Heaven when the golden age came
to an end : the former makes her the daughter of Jupiter

and Themis ; the latter, of Astrieus and Aurora : others

make her to be Fortune, others Ceres, &c.
VIRIATHUS or V1RIATUS I Oi.pi'arOof), the leadei of

the Lusitanians, in Hispania, in their war with the Ro-
mans, about the middle of the second century b.c. He is

first mentioned on the occasion when the Roman praetor

Servius Galba treacherously massacred a large body of

the Lusitanians (b.c. 150). Viriathus was one of the ten
who escaped. In the year 149 B.C., a Lusitanian army
having been defeated by Caius Vetilius, the fugitives, who
were blockaded, were on the point of surrendering, when
Viriathus, who happened to be present, reminded them of

the treachery of Galba, and by a bold and skilful ma--

noeuvre released them, and was appointed their general. In

a battle which took place shortly afterwards, he defeated

and killed Vetilius. In the three following years he de-

feated successively the praetors C. Plautius, Claudius Uni-

manus, and C. Nigidius Figulus. The next year (b.c. 145)

the Romans sent against him the consul Q. Fabius Maxi-

mus Aemilianus, who checked his successful couree in

this and the following year. In 143 b.c. Viriathus was

again successful against the propraetor Q. Pompeius,

whose successor, Q. Fabius Maximus Servilianus, carried

on the war during the next two years with various success.

At length, in b.c. 140, the consul Q. Servilius Caepio ob-

tained the person of Viriathus by the treachery of some of

that chieftain's intimate friends, and put him to death,

after he had led the Lusitanians for eight years, or, as

others say, fourteen, reckoning from the beginning of the

Celtiberic war in b.c. 153.

The Roman writers say that Viriathus was first a shep-

herd and huntsman ; then a leader of robbers, by which

they mean what a modern Spaniard would call a Guerilla

chieftain ;
and at last a great commander, who, had fortune

favoured him, would have founded an empire much greater

than his native country, or, as Florus expresses it, would

have been the Romulus of Spain.

(Appian, De Reb. Hisp., 59-75 ;
Liv., Epit., Hi., Hv.

;

Diodorus Siculus, x., p. 72-80, 97 ; Valerius Maximus,

vi. 4, $ 2 ; ix. 6, y 4; Obsequens, 81, 82; Orosius, iv. 21

;

Florus, ii. 17 ;
Eutropius, iv. 16.)

VI'ROLA SEBI'FERA, a large tree of Guyana, which

belongs properly to the genus Myristica, and is in fact

by some called nutmeg of Cayenne, and has the same

properties as many of the other species of that genus.

When incisions are made into the bark, a reddish gluti-

nous juice exudes, which, when fresh, is used as a caustic,

and which concentrates in time. The mace is of a red

colour, and within il the kernel is of a whitish colour,

which, when powdered and put into boiling water, yields

a yellowish-coloured fatty substance which swims on the

surface; it is caustic in taste, and has a slight odour of

nutmeg. In the country candles are made of it, hence

Europeans call the tree Porte Suif. The natives of Oya-

poi call it voironche ;
theGalibis, ayapa and virola, which

was adopted as the generic name. M. Bonastre says it

yields by distillation only a small quantity of essential oil,

which is lighter than water. This vegetable fat or tallow

is sometimes met with in commerce in square loaves. It

is less fitted for affording light than ordinary tallow, be-

cause it melts at a lower temperature. It is unsuitable lor

plasters because it is caustic : semitransparent soap is how-

ever sometimes made with it. ...
VIRTUAL VELOCITIES. The name ofthe principle

of virtual velocities, which is given to what is perhaps the

most important generalization in mechanics, is very ill

fitted to express the idea which is to be conveyed. It will

take some space to prepare even the mathematical reader,

unless he be already acquainted with the subject, for the

reception of this principle as a real and physical conse-

quence of the laws of matter. As long as it is only treated

as a mathematical mode of expressing geometrical condi-

tions, its import is hardly seen, and its value is lessened by

a want of perfect conviction.

Our works on mechanics are now written in so very

cold a style, and mathematical deduction has so completely

taken the place of everything else, that little space is given

even to interpretation of results, and none to illustration

of first principles. The consequence is, a strong leaning

to purely mathematical definitions, which, though they

Vol. XXVI,—3 C
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place the student in the smallest possible time at the be-

ginning of his career of deduction, nevertheless make it

difficult for him ever to connect his first principles (first

equations we ought rather to call them) with the actual

properties of the matter around him, and with the phraseo-

logy which sight and touch make him feel to be justifiable.

We do not like the system of mechanics in which velocity

is only ds : dt, moving pressure but a name for m dv : dt,

and the principle of virtual velocities nothing but a nick-

name for YPrfp = 0. For a proper description of real facts,

we would rather that nature should abhor a vacuum, that

fluid should try to find its level, that the centre of gravity

should endeavour to descend as low as possible, and so on.

Of such language the mathematician must allow the use,

if the learner is to feel the truth of the results of mechanics

:

and in no case is such permission of more importance than

in the illustration of the principle before us.

When we say that any system whatever is in equilibrium,

under the action of forces, it is obvious that the word
equilibrium is only used for a state of rest, as opposed to

one of motion ; which last is possible to be imagined, and
might actually take place, if it were not that the impressed

forces mutually counteract each other's effects. If a sys-

tem could not move, if so many of its points were fixed

that, consistently with those points remaining fixed, no
geometrical possibility of motion was left, it would be use-

less to ask whether any given set of forces would keep that

system in equilibrium or not. For the answer would be
that the system must be in equilibrium, forces or no forces.

But when it is left possible that a system may move, it

then becomes a question whether a given set of forces will

entirely prevent all motion, or will cause one of the pos-

sible motions to begin : and the alternative may be re-

stricted by the use of as small a portion of time as we
please. What will take place during the first millionth of

a second after the forces are applied, rest or motion ? And
instead of the millionth of a second, any smaller fraction

may be used ; so that we may say the question of rest or
motion, the settlement which of the two is to take place,

may be considered as one which involves but an infinitely

small portion of time. We shall throughout this article

use the language of the infinitesimal calculus, leaving it

to the reader to reduce it to the stricter form, if he think
that there is such a thing.

Now all the different infinitely small motions of which
it is possible that a system mav take any one during the
infinitely small time dt which elapses after forces are ap-
plied to it—are called virtual motions. This word is not
used in the meaning which it commonly bears, as when
we say that a man who does not prosecute a claim vir-

tually (as good as) abandons it. When John Bernoulli

used this adjective (and we can find none prior to him
who did so) it was in a sense which it will not now bear

:

by a virtual velocity he meant amy infinitely small velo-
city, or increase of velocity. But in modern times, vir-

tual is used in the sense of potential, or possible : a virtual

motion is one which a system might take, whether it take
it or not : thus if forces keep a system at rest, it will not
take any one whatsoever of the virtual (or possible) mo-
tions ; but if they do not keep it at rest, it will, in the
time dt which elapses after the forces are applied, take
some one of the virtual motions, to the exclusion of the
rest. Nevertheless, as long as it is geometrically possible

that any one given motion might have taken place, we are
at liberty to suppose that that motion has taken place
(which is simply making an arbitrary displacement of the
system\ if by so doing, and noting the displacements which
the different parts receive, we can draw any conclusions as

to the conditions of equilibrium.
When we see a system in equilibrium, experience tells

us that there are efforts at motion which are counteracted,
Remove any one of the forces, or any part of one of them,
and motion immediately begins. It is true that friction

and other resistances prevent our having so good a per-
ception of this truth as we otherwise might have ; since,

when equilibrating forces are removed in whole or in part,

friction frequently supplies the place and maintains the
equilibrium. A little reflexion will however make it appa-
rent that when a system is once in equilibrium, no addition
or subtraction of forces can be made without producing
motion, unless the forces added or withdrawn be such as
by themselves would maintain equilibrium.
A system, then, at rest, makes efforts to move, which

efforts are counteracted ; and the mathematical confioRi

of equilibrium, whatever they may be, must exprea t^l

every force endeavours to produce motion ; mum coatni.

directly or indirectly, a measure of the energy of thi.

force ; and must show that a complete counteraction of «,',

the efforts at motion takes place. But here aruei a qu?>.

tion, and one which is of the utmost importance in tt»

comprehension of our principle. The number ofitrL-a.

motions is usually infinite :—Does any given tystta /

forces make an effort to produce every one of them, it

some only ? We know that, if the forces do not pnxbrt

equilibrium, one of the virtual motions ensues in tht 5rv.

dt following the application of the forces, to the eiclt>.<

of all the rest : it ought not therefore to surprise the in-

dent if he were told that, for every given set of form

given system being always understood\ some one root).:

prevented is every motion prevented. But in pint of Uc.

the direct contrary is true, in rigid systems at least: git*-

rally speaking, there is but one class of virtual motiot.

which a given set of forces has not a tendency to proJnti

and any one of the rest may be produced. Our meuurt

will appear in the following explanation :—We hart * -

[Rotation, p. 177] that every infinitely small motion it 1

rigid system may be produced by a screwlike motra'

namely, rotation round an axis, accompanied by a Ama:
up or down that axis. Take any line for an axis, anil » >
pose a screw, fitted to its receiving screw (the latter ir-

moveably fixed in space), to be described with that ai-:

suppose also that the system to which the force* art i;-

phed is fixed to the screw. Here then is every vtf'i

motion prevented, except one ; so that if the system btr.:

to move, it must take that one motion. Now appl;

given set of forces, and resolve them all in dircctir

parallel to the axis, and in planes perpendicular to 1

There must be motion unless the former forces dV'»

each other, and the latter have a resultant or resuhrr.

passing through the axis. Consequently, with certain r

ceptions (which, though infinite in number, are few tic

pared with the rest), a given set of forces, actio; on

.

given system, will produce any virtual motion, if others t.

excluded : but when there are various virtual motion? '

excluded, the system, if the forces do not balance <r

anothcr, will take one in preference to any of the «•

The preceding argument ought to be more developed. !•

we have not room for such an explanation as would .

intelligible to every one : most of the difficulty indeed !«•

in the purely geometrical conception of motion, and •

foreign to our article.

We are to expect, then, as the condition of equilitw
-

a collection of conditions, an infinite number, implu».'

that, of an infinite number of motions, possible a y ~

the given system of forces makes each and every one im-

possible. To make it appear in what the condition c;

probably consist, look at the following cases :—If one p-i

'

of the system be fixed, forces applied at that point i*

useless, for they only produce a pressure or strain on P

fixed point, and neither promote nor retard anyvirw

motion. If one point -be restrained to move upon a p1"

surface or curve, forces perpendicular to thai surface
'

curve are useless, for a similar reason. Thus suppose ">

point must be retained on a given horizontal plane :
*>";

weight added to that point has no effect on theeqw'

brium ; it is merely equivalent to so much weight 1=

upon the plane.t Generally then, a force produce) •

effect in equilibrium unless the point to which it is »pp>»

can move tn the direction of that force : thus weight pv

duces no effect when applied to a point of which all "l*

virtual motions are horizontal. But let the plane bee"

so little inclined to the horizon, and a point rwtricird t

move upon it has somewhat of vertical motion :
wir"'

applied at that point will have some effect in equilibri'jB

It would be natural to conclude (and let it be remerutW
that in these d priori views we are only stating f^-<:

probabilities) that the more freely a point may owe '

the direction of the force which acts upon it, the gin!"

the effect of that force in producing or disturbing opt-

brium. Now since it is sufficiently evident that, r«rf""

paribus, a force has more or less effect in proportion to i?

• Pimple truncation is the extreme case in which the thread h"'

becomes parallel to the axis; anil simple rotation the other tltrtsw

which the 6uct-i*s<i\c coils of the thrend coincide.

+ Here wr-iii the common ideas derived from frirUmi roust he abar****"

a wright att».iuil I., mch a point might help, by lha frktioa oath" H"r "

equilibrate the msUtd.
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itude, for instance, that, under given circumstances,

unds of pressure produce twice the effect ot' one
it seems that for any given virtual motion, the

: of each force varies jointly as the magnitude of the

and the length over which, in that virtual motion,
of application moves in the direction of the

at is, suppose A to be the point of application

force, and AQ to represent its direction and magni-
In one virtual or possible motion of the system, let

be transferred to R, infinitely near to A. Draw RS
perpendicular upon QA, then ASis the space moved over

in the direction of the force; and if the force contain P
unit* of pressure, PxASis the product on the value of

which the efficiency of the force seems to have some de-

duce. Here however the motion AS is in the direc-

1 of the force, and the force helps to produce that motion

;

i obviously easier, cteteris paribus, that the point A
move in the direction AR, when the force acts in

ection AQ, than it would have been if the same
acted in the opposite direction A T. But sup-

another virtual motion might bring A to V.

VW perpendicular to AT ; then AW is the space

over in the direction of the force, and Px AW is

product on which the efficiency of the force seems to

pend. But here the motion AW is in the direction

-;te to that of the force, and it is obviously less easy

lat the point A should move in the direction AV, when
Use force acts in the direction AQ, than it would have
been if the force had acted in the opposite direction AT.

ice, to what has preceded, we may probably add that

efficiency of a force, in promoting or preventing one
n kind of virtual motion, is to be considered as of one

or another according as, for that motion, the virtual

i of the point of application, estimated in the line of

of the force, is with the direction of the force, or

posite to it.

dese conjectures, for they are nothing more, will show
of the principle of virtual velocities, the moment it is

announced, that it is a highly reasonable and probable

principle. It may be announced as follows:—Let the

forces which are applied to a system, at different points,

P. Q, R, &c, each in an assigned direction. Let one

virtual (that is, possible) motions which the system

go in the infinitely small time dt succeeding the

application of the forces, be supposed to be

,
upon trial. Decompose the several motions of the

its of application of the forces each into two, one in

: line of the applied force, the other perpendicular to

liat line: let dp, dq, dr, &e. be the resolved motions in

the lines of the forces, and let those be reckoned positive

which are in the directions of the forces, and negative

which are in the contrary directions. Then Vdp + Qdq -f-

RJr -f ice. is a quantity on which it depends whether the

iven virtual motion can actually take place, or not. If

i 4- Qdq + Rdr + &c. = 0, that motion cannot be the

alt of the applied forces : but if Vdp + Qdq + Rdr +
, be not = 0, that motion may take place. And there is

librium, that is, no one of the possible motions can

lly take place, when Pdp + Qdq + Rdr + &c. is

ys = 0, for every virtual motion ; and there is not

librium when one or more virtual motions can be

signed, for which Vdp + Qdq + Rdr + &e. is not = 0.

is is the principle of virtual velocities, as to which per-

ps the first thing that will strike the reader is that the

ord velocity does not occur in the explanation of it. But

if w e suppose the virtual motion of the system to be actu-

ally performed in the time dt, then the velocities of the
~ arts of application, in the directions of the several forces,

dp : dt, dq : dt, dr : dt, &c, and the principle above

ea may be affirmed of

dp dq „ dr

instead of Pdp + Qdq + Rdr + Sec. But the latter is the
more convenient of the two. The product Vdp is called the
moment of the force P, which is not a well-chosen term,
since ' moment ' is used in other senses. It would be
much better (though we shall not here depart from esta-

blished usage) that Vdp should be called the measure of
the equilibrating power of the force P, or, in one word, the
power* of the force P: with reference, of course, to the
promotion or hindrance of those virtual motions only, in

which dp is the part of the motion which is in the line of
P's action. No perfectly general proof of this principle

has been given ; indeed to apply it demonstratively to the

cases of fluid and gaseous systems would require a know-
ledge of the constituent parts of matter, and of their con-
nection with each other, which we do not possess. But
the cases in which it can be strictly shown are very exten-
sive : all cases whatsoever in which the conditions of equi-
librium can be established admit of the truth of this prin-

ciple being shown d posteriori, with certain exceptions,

the reasons of which will presently appear ; and when it is

assumed, it always leads to results which are consistent with
the other known principles of mechanics. In the demon-
stration which we give, we shall confine ourselves to the case

of forces which act upon points, which are either independ-
ent of each other, or some or all of which are connected
by rigid rods without weight : and our limits require us to

speak but briefly of all the steps which are purely mathe-
matical. Ordinary works on mechanics give the simple

illustrations which the beginner wants : and it is impos-
sible to read anything like a general demonstration without
being well acquainted with the infinitesimal calculus and
with the principal formulae of algebraic geometry of three

dimensions.
First, let there be a single point A, the coordinates of

which are SB, y, and z. Let there act upon this point the

forces P, in a direction which makes with the axes, angles

a, fi, y ; P', the direction of which makes angles a', fi', y',

&c. Let the point A move to B, the coordinates of which
are x + dx, y + dy, z + dz, and let AB make the angles

X, ii, v with the axes. Then
AV=*/(.d.v*+dy*+dz*),
dx dy dz

cosX=AB' C03 /'=AB-
C0S "=AB-

Now the line AB decomposed in the direction of P, gives

AB X cos (angle made by P with AB) or

AB (cos X . cos a + cos ii . eos fi + cos v . cos y)
or cos a. dx + cos fi .dy + cos y . dz = dp.

Hence the moment of the force P is P cos a . dx + V
cos fi . dy + V eos y . dz, and the sum of the moments of

all the forces is dx S (P cos a) + dy2{V cos fi) + dz

S (P cos v), where 2 (.P cos it) stands for P cos a + V
cos a' + &c, and so on. But when there is equilibrium

2 (P cos a) s 0, since P cos a, V cos a', &c. are the com-
ponents of the several forces in the direction of x. For
similar reasons 2 (P cos fi) = 0, 2(P cos y) =0, whence
Vdp + V'dp' + &c. is =0 for every motion of which the

point is capable.

Let there be any number of points, and let each of them
be acted upon by any number of forces : but as all the

forces which act upon a given point may be reduced to

one, let Ri be the force which acts on the first, and

oi, fi\, y\ be the angles it makes with the axes : let

Ra ,
a3 , fir y,, stand in the same relations to the second

point ; and so on. Let xt , y\, zx, be the coordinates of the

first point, and so on. Let any of the points be connected

by rigid bars without weight : and suppose A to be one of

the points, and AB the bar connecting it with another

point B. The point A, then, besides other forces, is acted

on by a pressure called the tension of the bar, either in the

direction AB or BA : while B, besides the other forces, is

acted on by the same tension, but in a contrary direction.

Supposing AB to receive one of its virtual motions, and to

come into the position MN (which need not be in the

same plane with AB), then if MC and ND be drawn per-

M

pendicular to AB, and if the position MN be infinitely

near to AB, so that MC and ND need not be distinguished

(as far as small quantities of the first order are concerned)

• Either of the words H<llll, efficiency, energy, would do n» well s
nny

thiug bat moment, whichM ollit-r meanings.

3 C 2
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from arcs of circles with the centres B and A—it follows

that AC may be considered as the diminution of the line

if A only changed place, and came to M, while BD may
be considered as the quantity by which it would be
lengthened, if B only changed place, and came to N.
Hence, since the bar remains of the same length, we have

AC = BD, or at least the two only differ by an infinitely

small part of either. But AC gives the virtual velocity of

the tension at A, and BD that of the tension at B, and
these lines being equal, and the tensions equal, their mo-
ments are equal ; but these moments have different signs,

one of the virtual velocities being in the direction of its

force, and the other in the opposite direction. Hence the

sum of these two moments is = 0 ; and the same follows

for the two moments of any other of the tensions, exerted

by any other of the connecting bars. Let T, be the sum
of the moments of the tensions which act on the first point,

T„ T„ &c. of those which act on the second, third, &c.
points ; then, taking the principle as established above,

for each point separately, we have R, dr, -f T, = 0, R, drt+
T, = 0, &c. ;

by summing which we have R, dr, + R» dr,+
&c. +T, + T, + &c. =0. But T.+T.-f&c. =0; lor,

as shown, every term in each of T„ T„ &c. finds an equal

and contrary term in one of the others. Hence R, dr, +
R, dr, + &c. =r 0, or the principle is established for any
system consisting of forces applied to points connected by
rigid bars, and this whether there be connections enough
to ensure complete stability of form or not.

Various other cases may be examined in which the same
conclusion as the last will be arrived at, namely, that the

principle of virtual velocities is true of the external forces

only, and that those which arise from the internal forces

of the system may be neglected. If, for example, one of

the points to which a force is applied slide upon a string, in

the manner of a bead, the ends of the string being attached
to other points of the system, the two tensions are the
same on both sides of the bead, and any virtual motion of
the bead alone shortens one part of the string as much as

it lengthens the other. Those parts, by which one side is

lengthened and the other shortened, are, when the motion
is infinitely small, the spaces from which the virtual velo-

cities of the tensions are obtained, and they are of contrary
signs. The moments of the tensions are therefore equal
and contrary ; or the principle is true independently of
those tensions. Again, suppose one of the points of the
system is restrained to move upon a given surface or curve

;

being tied in such a manner as to slip freely upon the surface
or curve, without being able to leave it. The force which
retains the point thus attached is perpendicular to the sur-
face or curve, but every virtual motion of that point is

(when infinitely small) in the tangent plane of the surface
or tangent of the curve : so that there is no component in

the direction of the force, and the moment of the force
vanishes.

When questions occur in which friction is an element,
the principle of virtual velocities is not of very easy appli-
cation. Even in the ordinary modes of solving such pro-
blems, the formula? which must vanish when there is no
friction, are not required to vanish, but must lie between
certain positive and negative limits, depending on the
friction. A similar change must be predicated of the sum
of the moments of the impressed forces : but as even
Lagrange does not appear to have thought the principle
before us conveniently applicable to friction problems, we
may well dispense with the consideration of them here.
When elastic bodies are in question, the principle can be
applied, but only on condition that the elasticities of the
several parts of the system are considered as external, not in-
ternal forces : an hypothesis rendered necessary by our igno-
rance of the molecular constitution which gives nse to elas-
ticity. It may also be said that in its application to hydro-
statics there are mathematical conventions (expressive, no
doubt, of truths, but foreign to the mere enunciation of the
principle) which represent our ignorance of the molecular
constitution of a fluid. On this point we should recom-
mend the student who has enough of mathematics to have
recourse to the Mfcanique Analytique of Lagrange, the
standard work on virtual velocities : the demonstrations,
so called, given by all the elementary writers we know of
(even Poisson, see his Mecanique, vol. ii., p. 512, 2nd
edition) are mere illustrations conducted upon the most
limited suppositions. These are more than excusable,
considered with leference to the supposed mathematical

knowledge of the reader ; but it is not right to mis tis

believe that he is considering a subject geremjjr, «ln
nothing but a limited case is presented to bun. The

fault of the mathematical writers of our day is tbt n« '

avowal of incompleteness : and any one who looks in? b
son's table of contents for ' Demonstration du Prbopt
Vitesses Virtuelles dans l'Equilibre d'un liquid*,' c.

compares it with the article indicated, will teeanuu..

instance.

When we look at the preceding demonstration <i

principle, we see that it depends upon knnwkrin J
mode of compounding and decomposing force*; but Dr.

is an d priori proof of a most singular character, u tc»,

sive as can be given by the mode already uk-A Ti.

proof was prefixed by Lagrange to the ' Mecaniqui A_
lytique,' and judging from the slight degree o[ w*.
which it has obtained from succeeding wrilen oa r.

chanics, we should suppose that it was disputed ortb.-:

unsound. We have ourselves strong objection* u
form given by Lagrange ; but we believe that a mtuu
sufficient method of proof does exist in the priui.

which he has used ; and this we shall endeavour t« *

velope.
Suppose, first, that all the forces which are appii<4 r

equal to one another ; the case of unequal force »it

low very readily. As an instance, suppose thru 17.

forces applied at the points A, B, C, in the dirediooi A.

BM, CN ; ABC being a solid triangle without *tigU ;

A, B, C, attach rings * to the triangular system. *

!

M, N, attach rings to a solid frame unconnected wit'i

system, except by the flexible string now to be meniiu-

Let this string be made fast to the ring N at I, a

whence let it be carried through the ring C, and »r-

through the ring N at 4, from whence it is passed ihri' :

M at 5 ; being nowhere attached to the frame except
:'

Its course is then denoted by the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4. i-

and, when it emerges at 14, let a weight be attached, f

:

to the half of the force which is required to act at *»"'

the points A, B, C ; this force being P. the weight » i

The tension of the string being everywhere the

is everywhere equal to %P : and at the point A each
«'"-•

parts of the string, (10, 9) and (11, 12), applies a \r

equal to 4P, so that the force P is, from the tiro ih«

applied at A. The same may be said of the points B c

C. If then, at the outset, the system ABC were » p
1**

that forces P, P, P, applied at the three point* in «
given directions would produce equilibrium, it follow* 1-*

there will be no motion when the weight JP i» mtit
'

act on the string ; for equilibrating forces will *t •"»•
"

stant be applied to the system : and the weightjPcW1 -

move unless the triangle move.
• Pullejr«, in Lunnp ; but the wheel in the pullry U only » M*"*'^

an.l, a* we are at lilwrty lo dbpram with friction in oar thou**", •* *^

ml» deprhe the pulloy of iU wheel.
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Now it is obvious d priori that if any forces keep a sys-

tem in equilibrium, forces exactly opposite to those forces

will also Keep it in equilibrium : if P, Q, R, keep a system
in equilibrium, so will —P, —Q, and —R, forces equal

and opposite to the first three. For it is obvious that all

the six, P, —P, Q, —Q, R, —R, keep it in equilibrium,

being three sets of equilibrating forces. Take away the

set P, Q, R, which, by hypothesis, equilibrate the system,

. and the remaining set, — P, —Q, —R, will then equili-

brate it. But here it must be noticed that when the in-

version of directions is made, the inversion of the tensions

must also be possible : a force which before the inversion

pulls by a string, must, after the inversion, be supposed

to push that string : that is to say, the string must have
the property of a rigid bar as to pushing or pulling being

indifferent. The reader of theoretical mechanics must ac-

custom himself to the idea of a string which, though late-

rally flexible, can transmit a push or thrust in the direction

of its length. Imagine the direction * of gravity to be

changed in the machine, so that iP acts upwards, the

string being capable of transmitting the thrust through the

whole of its length. Nothing is then changed except the

directions of the forces acting at A, B, C, in such manner
t hat, if the original position be one of equilibrium, the

weight $P cannot ascend, any more than it could descend

in the first supposition.

When there is equilibrium, then, the weight $P, whether

it is supposed to pull downwards or thrust upwards, cannot

either ascend or descend. But what is to hinder *}P from

descending in the first case, or ascending in the second?

The weight is only counterbalanced at 1, which is made
l ast to the ring at N, and if more string can be drawn out

beyond (13) by the descent of £P, or pushed in by its as-

cent, there is no mechanical reason why such drawing out

or pushing in should not take place. The reason why the

ascent or descent cannot take place must be of a geome-
trical character,-and Lagrange reasons as follows:—It will

be sufficient that any infinitely small displacement of the

triangle ABC should produce no displacement of the

weight ; and this will also be necessary : for if any possible

infinitely small displacement of the system could let out

string and give motion to the weight, the tendency of the

weight to descend would produce that small displacement.

But (implies Lagrange) it is enough that any infinitely

small displacement ot the system should only produce a

displacement of the weight which is of an inferior order;

or it is enough that the second displacement should be an

infinitely small part of the first. Here we cannot follow

the reasoning: why should the weight not be capable of

descending because the first infinitely small motion of

ABC is attended by one of an inferior order in the weight

*P ? We could name any number of cases in which con-

tinued motions begin in this manner. We can only under-

stand Lagrange's argument to this extent : if there be a po-

sition of equilibrium at all, it must be that in which a given

infinitely small displacement produces the smallest effect

upon the weight ; so that, if there be one position in which

every displacement produces relatively an infinitely small

displacement of the weight, thatposition, or none, must

be the position of equilibrium. We shall however proceed

with Lagrange's reasoning, and shall then endeavour to

show that it may be saved from the preceding objection at

least, if not rendered absolutely rigorous. Let S be the

fixed ring to which D (moveable with the system) be-

longs ; and let the latter, in a certain infinitely small dis-

placement of the system, be removed to E. If SD be

greater than SE, the string SD is shortened by the removal,

and drawing the arc EK and the perpendicular EA, the

virtual velocity of the force acting in the direction DS is

AD (and is positive), while the quantity by which each

string is shortened is KD ; but if SE be longer than SD,

the virtual velocity is negative, and the string is lengthened.

Hence, if a, 0, y,"be the virtual velocities of the forces in

their own directions, the expression 2o + 20 + 2-/ is, if

positive, the quantity of string let out by the displace-

ment ; if negative* the quantity taken in. Or rather we

should say that 2a + 2/3 + 2y differs from the quantity let

out or taken in by an infinitely small quantity of the se-

cond order ; for AD and KD, even when E is infinitely

near to D, are not equal, but differ by a small quantity of

the second order. Lagrange, then, confounding an infi-

* Uaun avoids this second case byu appeal to mathematics, which not

only destroy! the elementary character of the proof, but ia of a character in-

c jTOOua with the other paint of it, and is moreover not always correct.

nitely small quantity of the second order with absolute
nothing, compared with one of the first order, takes
20+ 2/3 +2y = 0, or, multiplying by *P, Po-fP/i+Py=0,
as the condition that an infinitely small displacement of

the system will allow no displacement whatevei of the
weight ; from which, by the aid of the mathematical con-
sideration already alluded to, he completes what he gives
as the proof that Pa + P/3 + Py = 0 is the condition of

equilibrium : which is for this case the enunciation of the
principle of virtual velocities.

Before proceeding to give our view of the manner in

which this proof may be amended, we shall point out how
to proceed when the forces are not equal. In such case

they are either commensurable or incommensurable : let

them be commensurable, and let them be IP, mP, nP,
where /, ot, n, are integers. Instead of passing the string

twice only through each ring, pass it 2n times through C
and N, 2m times through B and M, 2t times throughA and
L. Then, the instant the weight $P is applied, there are

21 strings in the direction AL, each with the tension \P,
or altogether there is the force IP, applied to A in the

direction AL; and similarly of the rest. If then, a, j3,

y, be as before, we have 2la + 2mj3 4- 2ny, differing

only by an infinitely small quantity of the second order

from the quantity of string let out or taken in by an infi-

nitely small displacement of the system. The usual me-
thods apply for the extension of this reasoning to the case

in which the forces are incommensurable.
Let AL= a, BM = b, CN = c : theu the whole length

of the string as far as (13) is 2la+2mb+2nc+ a constant

made up of (4, 5), (8, 9), and (12, 13). Hence 2lda

+2mdb+2ndc is the infinitely small quantity taken in or

let out by an infinitely small displacement ; taken in when
positive, let out when negative ; so that da, db, dc, answer

to —a, — /3, —v, in the preceding. Now
1. It is established that, equilibrium existing, equili-

brium will remain when all the forces change their di-

rections.

2. Neither a, b, e, nor their differential coefficients, can

become infinite in any position of the system ; so that the

only way in which 2la +2mb+2nc can become a maximum
or a minimum is by 2lda+2mdb+2ndc becoming, in the

language of the differential calculus, nothing, that is, more
strictly, an infinitely small quantity of the second order.

Now let the weight *}P act downward*, and let it draw

out all the string possible, and then rest. There must

then be equilibrium, for every displacement makes the

weight rise; and the weight has no tendency to take

advantage, so to speak, of this power of rising. Conse-

quently there must be equilibrum when 2la+2mb-\-2nc is

a minimum, the weight acting downwards ; that is, when
2lda+2mdb+2ndc is always positive, and of the second

order; or when Pl.a+Pm.p+Pn.y is always negative,

and of the second order. And this equilibrium is stable

;

for any displacement makes the weight rise, and its ten-

dency is to descend, and restore the former state. Now
reverse the direction of the weight, and let the string com-

municate thrust, instead of pull, as before described. Then

there is still equilibrium (which is demonstrable independ-

ently) because only the directions ofthe forces are changed

:

but since the forces change direction, the virtual velocities

change sign, and Pl.a+, &c. is always positive, and of

the second order. Here then, though the weight (we call

\P weight always, whether it tend upwards or downwards)

tends to rise, and (geometrically speaking) can rise, it does

not rise : observe also that the rise would be an infinitely

small quantity of the second order. The equilibrium

in this case is unstable, for every displacement raises the

weight, which does not tend to return. Now let the

weight IP act upwards, and let it push in all the string

possible, and then rest. There must then be equilibrium,

for every displacement makes the weight fall, and the

weight has no tendency to take advantage of this power

of falling. Consequently there must be equilibrium when

2la+ &c. is a maximum, the weight acting upwards;

that is, when 2lda+ &c. -is always negative, and of the

second order; or when Pl.a+ &c. is always negative,*

and of the second order: and this equilibrium is stable,

for any displacement makes the weight fall, and its ten-

dency is to rise and restore the former state. Now reverse

the direction of the weight, and let the string pall, instead

a When the action of the Hrio« U that of a throat, it wM be eeen th»t o"» is

s=«. Sic, since the virtual velocities change sign.
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of thrust. There is still equilibrium (because only the

directions of the forces are changed) : the virtual velocities

change sign, and P/.a+, &c. is always positive, and of

the second order ; and in this last case, though the weight
tends to fall, and (geometrically speaking) can fall, it does

not fall : observe also that the fall would be an infinitely

small quantity of the second order ; and the equilibrium

in this case is unstable, for every displacement lowers the

weight, which does not tend to return.

Collecting these cases, it appears then that whenever
P/.n+ &c."is, for every infinitely small displacement, an
infinitely small quantity of one given sign, there is equi-

librium ; stable when that sign is negative, unstable when
it is positive. But supposing P/.a + , &c. to be of the

second order, sometimes of one sign, and sometimes of

the other, according to the displacement, the preceding

reasoning does not apply. Nor do we see how it can be
applied without the assumption that an equilibrium, which
is produced when all the displacements of the weight favour

the motion which it tends to take, is d fortiori produced
when some only do the same. Taking the case in which
the weight acts downwards, we have seen that there is

equilibrium when the descent of the weight is of the second
order, and always downwards : the circumstance of the

descent being of the second order produces equilibrium,

even though its direction is that which the weight can
take. Still more must there be equilibrium when all the

descents are of the second order at least, and some only
downwards ; and the more so because in this case, as the

mathematician knows, the descents are really of the third

order, that is, infinitely small compared with those of the

second order.

Hence, in every case, P/.a+, &c. = 0 (in the common
language of the differential calculus) gives a position of
equilibrium ; and we have now to prove the converse,

namely, that every position of equilibrium givesP/.a-f, &c.
= 0 (Lagrange proves this converse first). This converse
can be proved, we submit, without taking it for granted
at once, with Lagrange, that if any motion of JP, of the

first order were possible, the weight would, by its tendency
to descend, take that motion.*

Supposing the system to be at rest, and the weight to

act downwards, it is obviously physically possible that a
given finite velocity should be communicated to the

weight. Suppose a blow to be given to the weight in a
downward direction, snch as would communicate a finite

velocity. What would be the effect upon the system at

the instant when the weight receives the blow downwards?
An impulsive strain upon the string, which would only
communicate forces proportional to those already existing,*

and could not disturb the equilibrium. The system then
cannot move, neither therefore can the weight move.
Now as it is unquestionably physically possible that the
weight may take a finite velocity, the impossibility of
moving the system must be geometrical ; or a velocity

communicated to the system must, be it what it may, at

the first instant, communicate none to the weight ; and
the definition of velocity shows that this can only happen
when, the displacements of the system in the time dt

bearing a finite ratio to dt, that of the weight is infinitely

small compared with dt ; that is, when the displacement
of the weight is infinitely small compared with those of
the system. From this it follows that 2la+ &c. is infi-

nitely small as compared with a, &c.
We do not know how to make the preceding prove its

converse, and we object to the mode pursued by Lagrange.
Having proved that equilibrium gives 2la+ &c, that is,

having proved it on the distinct assumption that the weight
cannot descend in the first instant through a quantity com-
parable to a, &c, he then proceeds as follows:—Recipro-
cally 2la+ &c. = 0 gives a case of equilibrium ; for ' the
weight remaining immoveable under all displacements, the
powers which act upon the system remain in the same
state, and there is no more reason why they should produce
one of the two displacements than the other, of any two in

which a, &c. have contrary signs. It is the case of the
balance which remains in equilibrium, because there is no

• It Mmi to nt just as sound to say that If there be any motion of the
second order possible, the weight will take that motion, and lu au infinitely

small time acquire a velocity of the first order, which is exactly what takes
place in a lm.lv falling fr.-ely from re*L

t It U here assumed thai whatever force* keep a system at re*t, impulse*
proportional to those force*, ami applied in the same manner, w ill not disturb
the eouiUlirium.

more reason why it should incline on one side thin '|.

other.' Now, first, this reasoning might just u m., ,

applied to prove equilibrium when "2Ja+ &c. i> not =•>

secondly, it is not the case of the balanced letw of.',

chimedes, for there is not that same symmetry, tv •

geometrical or mechanical, which makes it impoauti'..

admit either motion in preference to the other [Staii.

Sufficient Reason]
;
thirdly, there is a mechanical rct»

why the one of the motions should be taken rather tv
the other, namely, that one in which the dkplacetmu'

.

the weight (even though supposed of the second order .

positive. This last will appear sufficiently in the set|u-

We shall now proceed to show that the momii; i

principle of virtual velocities is granted, a problem

statics becomes one of pure mathematics. This it »1: r.

can undertake to illustrate ; and for this purpose am r.

.

thematical result may be taken for grantee. First, let t-

force P be decomposed into three, X, Y, Z, in the dirt*.'

of x, y, and z ; and let the point of application move in

the coordinates are x+dx, y+dy, z+dz. Then a force ^ -

and opposite to P (of which the moment U— Pdp;tn}u.i-

X, Y, and Z ; so that the principle gives Xrfx+Yii'.r

Zdz + (-Pdp) = 0, or Pdp =r Xdc+Ydy+Zdz. Do
same with each of the forces, and we have £ (Frf/ -

£ (Xdx)+S (Ydy) + £ (Zdz). If the system be rigid, «»

*

virtual motion may be decomposed into two : a rooties .

translation of any one given point, and a motion ol tv.

tion round an axis passing through that point. Let i, .

«„ be the coordinates of any point which moves with t

system, and let this point move so that its coofdmi'.-

shall become x„ + dx0 , y0 + dyQ, zQ + dz„, at the n-

time that the system revolves through an angle d<p iU

an axis passing through the point (x0, yv z,\ and ma*, .

angles X, n, v with the three axes. If the consequent •

this motion be that the point whose coordinates are x, j.

:

moves so that its coordinates become x+dx, y+dg,
we have

dx = dx„ + {cos /t (z—z0) — cos v (y—y,) <ty

dy = dy0 -f {cos v (x—x„) — cos X (z—z,)
)
dp

dz= dz0 -f {cos X (y- y„) — cos /i(x-xt)\ <ty

from which we find for

£ (Pdp) or £ (Xdx) + X (Ydy) + 2 (Zdz),
the following expression :

—

2X.t*r„ +(z
t>
-S.Y-y

a?Z) cosKdd, + 2 (Zy- Y*).co»U*

-r-sY.dy, +(;r0£Z -2C£X) cos,, dip + £ (X*-Zr).cos>»;

+xZ.dzt -KyoSX-.r.SY) cos* d<j>+ £ [Yx-Xy).<:o»

and in the case of equilibrium this is always = 0. Sic>

dx„, dy
0,
dzm cos \d<p, cos fid<p, cos vd<f>, can each recti* r

any value we please independently of the rest, the p
ceding can only vanish when the six following ctmditi:'.

are fulfilled :

—

2X = 0 IY = 0 ZZ = 0

£(Zy-Y;r)=0 X(Xz-Zx) = 0 2(Yx-X>>=
which are the six well-known equations of equilibnunj ^

a rigid system.
We might give more examples, but our limits retji-"

us at once to enter upon a point which will require liw:

explanation, because the student will not find it in u;

elementary work. ' When £ (Pdp) is = 0 for every m'I^

motion, there must be equilibrium:' but the conn-'"*-

namely, that ' when there is equilibrium the equal >

£ (Pdj)) = 0 must be true for every virtual motion, U-

not the same universality as the direct proposition. It'
*•

look carefully at the proof, we shall sec that, taking v}

particular instance of virtual motion, the only reason »»;

we want £ (Pdp) to be = 0 for that particular motion. >•

that the forces may not be able to make the system «<

with that motion: or that the incapability might tij'

even though that motion were the only one which tl.i

system could take. If then there be in the nature a

the system itself any reason why a particular can <'i

virtual motion should be unattainable by the acl'o" '•

those forces, we have no longer any reason to »)' ''^

£ (Pdp) must be = 0 in that case.
As a general rule, if P, Q, R, &c. be the acting to**

and Pdp + Qdq + Kdr + &c, the sum of their mooi«t'

,

and if in one virtual motion dp =r a, dq = /3, dr = r»^
that one virtual motion has its opposite, in

dp = - o, dq = _ p, dr = -
r, &c . And we

presently see that if that one motion and iU oP?v
"

site be by proper restrictions made the only ooe» w**
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e, the system will begin to take
on if Pa-t-Qp+ R.? + &c. be positive, and
if P(-a) + Q(-|8) + R(-A) + &c. be

In fact, a system must set off from rest in such
ner that the sum of the initial moments id positive:

it is clear enough that either Pa + &c, or P (— a) +
must be positive unless both vanish. As a general
then, Pa + &c. must vanish

; for if not, either the
;al motion first named, or its opposite, has a positive

of moments, and can be, and (it no other motion can
; place) will be, an initial motion of the system. But if

( it should happen that there are cases in which a virtual

ion is possible, but its opposite motion is impossible,

"i all that is requisite is that for the possible one of the

r, 2 Pdp should be 0 or negative, not positive. There is

ther exception of a remarkable character, for which it

better to wait until we come to see the meaning of

of the moments in a dynamical point of view.

g this for the present, let a virtual motion which
opposite be called a double motion, and one which

not its opposite, a single motion : then the true state-

nt of the principle of virtual velocities is as follows :

—

t' i; Pdp be nothing for every double virtual motion, and
hing or negative for every single one, there is equi-

iuui : and if there be equilibrium, then S(Prfp)is
hing for every double virtual motion, and nothing or

;ative for every single one.

Ve ini^ht easily have incorporated the consideration of

ie exceptional cases of single virtual motions in the

tend proof. We shall now give a simple instance. Let

'eight be fastened to the middle of a string, at the end
which arc two rings ; these rings slide upon curves

ich have cusps as in the diagram. The weight is in equi-

Bum, and the weight is the only external acting force :

t its moment is not nothing ( that is, is not of the second

iler with reference to the displacement of the rings\ but is

gutive. The virtual motions of the rings are single, and
n only be upwards. The reader who compares the pre-

ding omission in the statement of the principle of

rtual velocities with Variations, Calculi's of, p. 141,

H see a remarkable likeness between the cases: in fact,

! errors and several others depend upon the same sort

n, which may be stated as follows :—If there be

oposition (A) which is true on condition that the

tity B is never positive ; and if, generally speaking,

•negative value of B be accompanied by a corre-

wnding positive one, then, generally speaking, (A) can-

»t he true if B be negative : that is. the truth of (A) re-

oires B = 0. But if there be exceptional or singular

in which negative values of B are not accompanied
sponding positive ones, then B = 0 is no longer

I ; it is enough that B should be negative. Now
which has run through the results of the dif-

calculus from book to book, from country to

, and from century to century, consists in taking
" and general case for universal, and forgetting

exception.

_he principle of virtual velocities is applied to dyna-

mos by means of the celebrated principle which goes by

he name of D'Alembeit, propounded by him in his

realise on dynamics, published in 1743. We have touched

ipon this principle in Forces, Impressed and Effective,

; we hive ed the complete development of it to

iresent article

I do for our present purpose to suppose a system

i connected together, each point being considered

ain mass of matter. Whatever may be the faults

s .ystem of Cavalikri for geometrical deduction, it is

sound enough, mechanically considered : a point may not
be taken to be one of the constituent parts of a length, but
there is no difficulty in considering it as endowed with
weight and impenetrability, or as rigidly connected with
other points. If we imagine a mass of matter to be
divided into an infinite number of infinitely small ele-

ments, each of which is an extended mass, though we may
not, for geometrical purposes, suppose each of these ele-

ments to have its bulk collected in any one of its points,

there is no difficulty in supposing its mass to be so col-

lected. If then we begin with the consideration of a finite

number of points, having various masses, we may, by in-

creasing the number of our points and diminishing their

masses, approach as near as we please to the case of a
continuous geometrical solid, all the parts of which have
weight, and of which the density varies according to any
law. Again, when a system moves, and when the law ot

its motion is known, we can determine, at any one instant

[Velocity, p. 196], the velocity of any one point in any
one direction, and the acceleration (or retardation, nega-
tive acceleration) at that one instant: that is to say, the
rate per second at which the motion is ieceiving accelera-

tion at the moment named. From this acceleration, as

in the place last cited, we can determine the pressure

which the mass of the point in question is actually experi-
encing at the moment ; for on one mass there is but one
pressure which can produce acceleration at one given rate.

In this way then we can determine the pressures which the
various points (or molecules *) of the system are under-
going ; and this determination is made in terms of the

motion, that is, in terms of the velocities and accelerations

of the molecules, the pressures being derived from the

accelerations by reference to the known masses of the

molecules. The pressures so obtained are called effective

forces, a sufficient and expressive name. But it by no
means follows that the forces applied at the different

molecules are those which are effective on those mole-
cules. Two molecules are inseparably joined by a rigid

bar without weight, and thrown into vacuous space. If

these molecules were thrown separately, each would describe

a parabola ; but as the case stands, the centre of gravity

of the molecules describes a parabola, and the bar revolves

round its centre of gravity [Translation and Rotation] :

the effective forces are very different from the impressed
forces. Now D'Aleinbert's principle is the expression of

this simple law, that force is never lost nor gained :t if a
force applied to any molecule of the system be not wholly
effective on that molecule, the part which is not effective

on the molecule of application is effective elsewhere ; and
if the motion gained by, or rate of acceleration show n by,

any given molecule, be greater than due to the force im-
pressed on that molecule, some other molecule of the

system must have less than is due to its impressed force.

Thus the motion of a system of connected molecules in-

volves a collection of debtor and creditor accounts, the

balances of which cannot show, when put together, the

smallest amount of momentum in any direction, except
what the system either had at the beginning or has received

from the impressed forces during the motion. The consi-

deration of the third law of motion [Motion, Laws of, p.

453] would make such a result appear extremely probable,

if not necessary ; but a specific demonstration of the truth

of the principle can be given.

Let the molecules have the masses m h m„ &c, and let

the impressed forces be such as, in their directions, would
give the rates of acceleration Pi, P2 , Sec, if these mole-
cules were free and unconnected. Then [Fohce ; Mass

;

Variation, p. 137; Velocity, p. 195] mJP,, to,P,, repre-

sent the pressures impressed, on the condition that the unit

of pressure is that which produces a unit of acceleration in

the unit of mass. Let the effective pressures, derived from

the velocities in the directions of the coordinates of x, y,

and r, and compounded into one force for each molecule,

be such as would produce the rates of acceleration Q,, Q,,

&c. ; so that the effective pressures are /«,Qi, MaQ,, &c.
When two forces act on a point, either is equivalent to the

other with a certain third force ; let »/,Pi be equivalent to

w,Q, and wiiRi ; let m,P2
be equivalent to m2Qt and MgR*

• A molecule, in jcomelricat mechanics. me;ms a point endowed with the

properties of » mass of mutter, liuito or infinitely small, an the ca«» may !«.

+ We here exclude friclion and resistances, but onlyon account of our igno-

rance or tlio iictiou of these forces. The forces loat (ihst is lost with respect

to the system) are here communicated lu other substances, to the man in con-

tact or to the air.
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and so on. Then the system (P) of impressed forces is

equivalent to the system (Q) of effective forces, together

with the system (R) : for (P) substitute (Q) and (R), and
the effect upon the system, in the infinitely small time fol-

lowing the moment of which we speak, is what it would
have been if (P) had continued. But that effect is pre-

cisely what is produced by (Q); for (Q) was nothing but

the pressures necessary to produce the actual effect of

which we are speaking. Therefore (R) has no effect, and
would of itself equilibrate the system : to suppose that (R)
would not equilibrate, or would produce some motion,

while (Q) is actually calculated to produce all that is to

take place, is to suppose that the system will, in the

infinitely small time next ensuing, have another motion
besides that which (Q) would produce, which is absurd.

Consequently (R) is a system of equilibrating forces,

which is expressed by saying that the forces lost and
gained balance one another: for if miPi, the force im-
pressed on mi, be equivalent to miQi and miRi, of which
miQi is enough to produce what takes place, it is obvious

that miRi, so far as the molecule mi is concerned, is lost.

It would be better to say that miRi is transferred, and that

all the forces transferred balance one another. Again,
since (R) is wholly without effect, it follows that (P) is

equivalent to (Q) ; or, at every instant of the motion, the

impressed forces are a set of equivalent statical powers
with the effective forces : so that if either set were applied

to the system at rest, and also the opposites of all the

forces in the other set, there would be equilibrium. Or
the impressed forces balance the effective forces with their

signs changed. Now the effective forces on mi, in the

directions of x, y, and z, are i»i m * d'z,
,

dF'
m W' mA

similarly for the rest ; while, if we decompose the rate of

acceleration P, into Xi, Yi, Z„ in the directions of x, y,

and r, the impressed pressures in these directions are miX,,
ifi,Y|t and m,Z,. And [Variations, Calculus or, p. 140]

to distinguish the virtual motion which the problem of

equilibrium requires, from the actually coming motion in

terms of which the effective forces are expressed, we may
use St, instead of dx, in the former, and so on. Hence,
changing the signs of the impressed forces and combining
them, so changed, with the effective forces, we have, for

the fundamental equation of every dynamical problem

—

i(£-x)-. + "(3-y)-> +

J (^f-z)ma, = o.

From which are obtained, as in a preceding process, the

following six equations of motion, abbreviating d'x : dtx

into x", and so on

—

J (jnx") = J (roX) J
{m {z"y -y"z) } = i {m (Zy-Yz)

}

3(my") = 2(mY) l{m(.x"z-z"x))=;l {m(X*-Zx)}
I imz") = J (roZ) i {m (y"x ~x"y) } = J

{m (Yx-Xy)

}

These equations express the property already mentioned
[Translation

J,
namely, that tne centre of gravity moves

as it would do if all the masses were collected there, and
all the pressures applied there. We shall merely enume-
rate the steps of the proof of this proposition. The co-

ordinates of the centre of gravity being x„, y„ zv we have

x„im — i(mx), Sec., whence x0"*m = s(mx") = J(mX),

&c, which are precisely the equations for the motion of a
molecule of the mass am, and to which the force 2 (mX) is-

applied. With regard to the initial velocity which ought
to be given to the centre of gravity, when the molecules

are there collected, observe that xt
' = J (ma/) -f- 3m =

{A + 3(finXdt))-~im, where A is the initial value of

3 (ma/). Consequently, at the commencement of the motion
xj should have the same value as z (mxO -r- zm), or we
should have x,'xm = i(m.r') at the outset ; that is, the mo-
mentum of the collected mass, in the direction of x, should
be the same as the sudi of the momenta of the molecules
in the system, and the same of the other coordinates. Again,
let C, ij, Z, be the coordinates, referred to the centre of
gravity, of the point whose original coordinates are x, y, z.

We have then x = x, + «, y = y,+ ij, z = z
t + Z ; also

2 . mi = 0, £mi) = 0, Xm{ = 0. Substitution gives

2{m(z»y-y»z)) = y.SmZ - z0XmY + 2 {m({", -,"?)}

= 2{mZ(y„+i,) - mY(z,+0}
whence 2 {m (?"<!- n"Z)) = J {"» (Z>j-Y;)}

which, with the two other equations similarly deduced, tt
precisely those which would determine the rootim if -It

centre of gravity were fixed and the forces then app'iri

We must refer to works on the subject for further aW
lopment of these conditions, and shall proceed to tui
more illustrative of the principle under consideration.

Among the virtual motions, one of course is the mob*
the system is actually about to take. In this caw h »

dx, &c, and the fundamental equation becomes

i{m (x"dx+y"dy+z"dz)) =I{m(X<ir+Y<Jj+Zd:

;

Now the first side of this equation is nothing but <jt

differential with respect to the time of^S {m (£*+(/'+.•'

or i'Smv*, v,, r„ &c. being the actual velocities of it«

molecules at the end of the time /. Hence we have

Xmv'=A+S {mf(Kdx+Ydy f Zdz)}

where A is the value of Xmv* at the commencement ufil<

motion, and the integral also begins at that commer,..-

ment. Suppose the system to be at rest at the eommern

ment of the motion, then A=0, since each of theinctrnci

velocities is nothing ; consequently at the end of the fir.

infinitely small element dt, xmv* has changed from n '•

m (Xdx+Ydy+Zdz). But this is precisely the sum*

the moments of the impressed forces in the principlt

virtual velocities; and 2mv* being m, t^'+m, rt
' + &<-.

must be a positive quantity. Hence the sum of the c--

ments must be positive, for the virtual motion which tl»

system actually tends to take : and this is the principle •<

which we have forestalled the use in completing the c-

rect enunciation of the principal of virtual velocities. !>•

might be suspected beforehand from the following crc

sideration :—The forces which have positive moments i-

those which tend, so far as they go, to produce the virtw

motion in question ; and those which have negative b>

ments to hinder it. Whatever motion the system tikes,

;

must be one in which the forces tending to produce tfx

motion predominate over those which tend to hinder
•

or the forces with positive moments must have those la-

ments together larger than the forces with negator

moments.
The choice which the system * makes among ill t'i

virtual motions, in which to begin its motion, is thai

which the sum of all the moments of the forces is » nut.

mum, in the sense which will presently be explaind

Since every motion of a system can be reduced to a Inf-

lation of the centre of gravity and rotation round an is-

passing through that centre, let us reduce the virtu

motion to terms of the motion of and round the centre <

gravity. If imX, &c. be P, Q, R, and if J{m(Z«r-V;

&c. be L, M, N, it follows from what has been shown re-

specting the motion of this centre that its first direction «.

translation (the system starting from rest) is such £»'

dx
p,

£ty
0, dz0 are in the proportion of P, Q, R, and that *

,

axis round which the system begins to turn make* arck

with the axes of x, y, and z, whose cosines are in the p-

portion of L, M, and N. Now suppose any motion ol ^
round the centre of gravity, and returning to the eip"

sions in which the sum of the moments is gUea in tew

of those motions, observe that we must write wX lor V

&c, because the pressures are now represented bymX.w-

which were then represented by X, &c. More*^

zt*mY — y0smZ, and the other terms corresponding, i

vanish, because zt= imZ— Jm, &c. We have then >

the sum of the moments,
Pdx»+Qdy0+Rdzt+(L cosX+M cos/«+N 008 *

'

rff

Let the displacement of the centre of gravity be dm »'

have then du= J(dx*+dy*+dz*). Now the theorem^

that for given values of du and dip, for a given amount a

translation and rotation, the direction of translation o-

the position of the axis of rotation, in the virtual b<««

which the initial effect of the forces actually can**. ^
such as to make the preceding expression a maximuni.

First, it must be shown by the common methodi

for a constant value of />*+g,+r* the expression Ar4

Bq+Cr, if then positive, is a maximum when p, ?. ' *rf •

the proportion of A, B, C. Now in the actual mown a

the system, Pdx.+Qrfy.+Rrfjr,,, and (L cosX + W-
*J

are positive quantities : for the first is the inl'*"5,

tained value of ivnv* when the system is all eollecW

the centre of gravity and all the forces are there sppi**

• We confine ounelTM bete to a rigid antral, thou*!" Uw t""/™*
11*

"

true unlTersallr. But the uniTeml proof would be too lo«|-
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and tlic second is the same when the centre of gravity is

fixed and the system begins to move about it. And since

the variables of the first and second are entirely inde-

pendent of each other, the sum of the two is a maximum
cli separately is a maximum. In the first, droi+
constant, being du1

, and therefore the first is a
m when dx0 , dy„, and dz„ are in the proportion of
R. But in the second, cos"X-f cos5

/»+ cos*v = l,

the second is a maximum when cos X, cos p, cos v

in the proportion of L, M, N. But these two sets of
idilions put together precisely represent the motion
ieh at the outset the system does take from the impressed
:es. Whence the theorem is true, as asserted.

We may now treat the exception of which we have
spoken in a preceding part of this article. Suppose that

the moment* in all the directions in which the system can
te are equal, or else that there is among them a set

;h are equal, and each of them greater than any of the
Which of all the virtual motions having these mo-
is the system to take ? It cannot prefer either, and
lain in equilibrium. As an instance, let the end of

be attached to a curve on which it can slide freely,

while the string supports a weight.

Let the curve have a cusp pointing up-
wards, with its tangent vertical, and
let the end of the string be placed at

the cusp, as in the diagram. There
will be equilibrium, but the principle

of virtual velocities will not be true,

even in the extended form which we
ive used. The moments belonging to the two possible

ions are positive, but they are equal. On which side

le descent to take place?

le mathematician has a warning in such cases, which
! be easily and biiefly expressed. The expression

before it is used, requires that the quantities pu
Id be reduced to the smallest number of inde-

pendent variables. Let q„ q, ... be these vaiiables, and let

the sum of the moments, when reduced to terms of these

variables, be Q,d</, + &c, or zQdq. The principle is

then intelligible when, for all the virtual motions, dp,, dq„
Sec. have finite ratios to one another. But if there be any
position in which for a certain virtual motion one or more
of the set dp,, dp,, &c. become infinite with respect to

those of the set dq,, dq„ &c. the equation becomes in-

capable of being used. For if we take the actual virtual

velocities, and attempt to reduce

, dq . . , „dp
sQ -g to its equivalent JP^ ,

the first side, which may be made finite, is equated to an
expression in which infinite terms occur, which is always

a warning to expect the possibility of cases of exception.

Circumstances of this sort have never received investiga-

1 Lpn, and in all probability there are numerous varieties of

the cases of equilibrium which arise out of them, and
which cannot be treated by the ordinary principle. So
much we may certainly say, that if there be different

virtual motions with the sums of the moments positive and
maxima, either there must be equilibrium, or the test for

determining which of the motions will ensue is wholly
unknown.
On the history* of virtual velocities, there is not much

to say. Guido Ubaldi saw it in some cases, Galileo in

some others ; Wallis adopted it as a principle, and after

Ivtn John Bernoulli, who gave it in the most general

form. Lagrange made it the foundation of his ' Mecanique
.Analytique,' and since his time it has formed part of every

well-constituted treatise on mechanics. It was in the
• Mecanique Analytique' that the principle given by
D'Alembert was first joined to that of virtual velocities in

such a manner as to give the science of dynamics its pre-

sent uniformity of system.
VIS VIVA, or living force, a name given in mechanics

to the following index of the state of a svstem in motion :—the sum of all the masses, each multiplied by the square

of its velocity. If the system be considered as composed
of a finite number of molecules, the vis viva may be ex-

pressed by the symbol imv* ; but if it be a continuous

mass, or a collection of continuous masses, byfv*dm, or

• Oa thi« point, and many others connected with the history of mechanic*, the

ier w ill fiuil apecifie accouuM and valuable rcfeTeucee hi WaHou'b ' Collec-

l of Problem*, cu Theorotie.nl Mechanics,' Cumbruljie, 1M2.

7. C, No. 1004.

I fvldm. It is enough that the mass of every particle be

found in the expression, multiplied l>y the square of its

velocity.

In the article Virtual Velocities we see the equa-
tion

—

s mv' = *™f (Xdx + Yrfy + Zdz),

the integral being taken for each molecule over the whole
path which it has described since the beginning of the
motion.
Presuming a knowledge of the article cited, we may de-

scribe the vis viva thus : Dividing the whole motion of
the system, from the beginning to the time under con-
sideration, into an infinite number of infinitely small
changes of place, each of those changes is one of the
virtual motions which comes under consideration in the
principle of virtual velocities. And each motion has,

generally speaking, its contrary ; and one of these two the
system would tend to take, and to refuse the other, if its

motion were for an instant restricted, so that it could only
choose between those two. The one which it would tend
to take is that for which s m (Xrfx + &c") is positive. Now
it appears in the preceding equation that whenever the

infinitely small motion which is taking place for the time
being is that which (when restricted as above) the system
would take, the vis viva is receiving increase : when that

which it could not take, decrease. And the vis viva is the
balance, so to speak, of all the sums of moments, each
with its proper sign, added, also with its proper sign, to the
vis viva at the beginning of the motion.
The preceding equation is sometimes said to express the

principle of the conservation of vis viva, which is to be
understood thus : the system never acquires nor loses any
quantity of vis viva from the action of its parts upon each
other, but only from the action of external forces. If

after a certain time all external forces cease, from that

moment 2 m (~Kdx -+• &c.) is = 0, or d (5 tin 1
) — 0, or 2 mv-

remains constant.

Another remarkable property of the vis viva is that, in

all the cases which occur in nature, the amount of vis viva

acquired in passing from one position to another depends
only on the coordinates which settle the initial and final

positions. If X &c. be functions of coordinates only, it

generally happens that Xdx + Yrfy + Zdx is an integrable

function, and depends on coordinates only. But the force

of this result is not easily seen by the beginner.

At the end of the seventeenth century a remarkable dis-

cussion took place on the question of the mechanical in-

terpretation of the vis viva. Leibnitz first gave this name

:

he considered force when it produces motion as vis viva,

or living force ; but when it is equilibrated, he called it

vis tnortua, or dead force ; and he measured the effect of

living force by the mass multiplied into the square of the

velocity. To take the simple case which was mostly
appealed to:—If two equal weights be thrown up in

vacuo, the one w ith a velocity double of that of the other,

it is well known that the one will rise, not twice, but four
times as high as the other

;
accordingly Leibnitz con-

sidered that the force which produces the double velocity

is four times as effective as the other force. Various other

instances were produced in which the duplication of the

velocity is the quadruplication of the effect produced. It

was accordingly argued that, for a given mass, the square

of the v elocity is the proper measure of the force necessary

to destroy or to create the velocity. But, on the other

hand, it was very well known that, whatever might be
adopted as the measure of force, it was certain that pres-

sures were, cceteris paribus, proportional to the simple

velocities produced by them in a given time. John Ber-

noulli adopted the opinion of Leibnitz, which was op-

posed by various other contemporaries; and the con-

troversy ( the history of which may be seen in Montucla)

continued until the publication of D'Alembert's work on
dynamics, in which the question was treated as being

purely one of words.

It was objected to the opinion of Leibnitz, that though
the double velocity would give four times the ascent, it

ought not to be forgotten that it required twice the time :

so that in a given time double the velocity would produce
only double the ascent, one part of the ascent with an-

other. This argument was never satisfactorily answered
;

and while we cannot help thinking that it ought to have
Vol. XXVI.—3 D
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been deci»ive of the question, we draw from it a conclusion

different from that of D'Alembert ; we cannot think the
dispute a mere question of words. It must be granted

that, for all purposes in which time is not an element, the

measure of the effect of a force may be the square of the

velocity ; as exemplified in the instance cited. But when
is it that a mechanical effect can be properly estimated
without reference to the time in which it is produced ?

The definitipn of the words measure and effect may thus
without doubt be accommodated either to the idea of Leib-

nitz or of his opponents ; and those who disputed on the
question without requiring exact definitions might degene-
rate into a mere question of words. But it ought to have
been a question as to what was the proper meaning of the
word effect, in the fundamental phase ' effect of a force,'

the proper explanation of which must precede all good
reasoning in mechanics. If pressure be defined as that

which produces a certain effect [Prksscrk] on our senses,

undoubtedly it is a known fact that uncounteracted pres-

sure produces motion ; but it is only when allowed to act
for a finite time : consequently the element of time is as
essential to the conception of the phenomenon as that of
pressure or motion. Height in a rectangle gives area, but
ft would not therefore be allowable to measure that area
by the height ; for there must be a base, or there is no
rectangle at all. But if pressure be merely considered as

the cause of motion, and called force in that sense, it is

very difficult to see why the cause, which is only known by
the effect, is to be measured by anything but the simple
effect. Probably this discussion gave rise to the chapter
of the ' Meeanique Celeste ' in which Laplace speculates
upon what the laws of motion would have been if force

had been as a function of the velocity, instead of as the
simple velocity. We have never met with any one who
could give us an intelligible account of the meaning of
this investigation.

VISCHER, PETER, a celebrated old German sculptor
and founder, born about the middle of the fifteenth

century. He lived several years in Italy, where he studied

his art. He first distinguished himself in Germany by
his monument to the Archbishop Ernest of Magdeburg,
erected in the cathedral of that plaoe in 1497. But his

master-piece is the tomb of St. Sebald, in the church of
that saint at Niirnberg, where Vischer ultimately settled.

Vischer, with his five sons, Peter, Hermann, Hans, Paul,

and Jacob, who with their wives and children lived in the
same house with him, was occupied over this monument
from 1506 until 1519, yet he was paid only 2402 florins,

which is at the rate of 20 florins per cwt. : the whole
monument weighed 120 cwt. 14 lbs. It is beautifully

designed and richly ornamented: among other figures

there are twelve small statues, eigjiteen inches high, of
the apostles, which are remarkably well drawn, and all

conspicuous for their fine expression. In one part ho has
introduced his own portrait in his working dress. It is a
monument, upon the whole, worthy of any time and any
nation. Vischer executed some other clever works at

Niirnberg : he died, according to Doppelmayr, in 1530.

Hermann Vischer studied likewise in Italy, and was
scarcely inferior to his father ; he was killed in 1540 by a
sledge, as he was going home one night with a friend.

Sanarart says that no prince or gentleman that visited

Niirnberg left it without having seen and conversed with
Vischer. He received many orders during these visits,

and he sent many works into Bohemia, Poland, and other
neighbouring countries.

(Sandrart, Teutsche Academie, Sec.
;
Doppelmayr, Niirn-

bergteche Kiinstlcr, Sec.)

VISCHER, CORNE'LIUS, a celebrated Dutch engraver,
born, probably at Haarlem, in 1610. He was the pupil of
P. Soulman, but he soon surpassed his master. Vischer's

works are among the finest specimens of art executed by
the graver ; Basan says that no master can be studied by
young engravers with more advantage. He engraved
prints of many descriptions, and some of his best are after

his own designs. Walelet says that no man ever painted
with the graver and the etching-needle together with
such effect as Vischer. Strutt, speaking of his style of
working with the graver, says, ' His mode of performance
with that-instrument was as singular as the effect he pro-

duced was picturesque and beautiful. His strokes are

clear and delicate, laid over the draperies and the back-

ground apparently just as the plate happened to He

before Mm, without any care or study which wsj ton

should turn, the one upon the other ; and he crowd vii

recrossed them, till such time as they produced wfimt
colour.'

The few following are of the rarest and most vtloaN* •

his prints ; good impressions of tome of them have 1*.

sold for from fifteen to twenty pounds :

—

Andreas Deonyszoon Winius, commonly called the Mi

with the Pistols ; Gellius de Bourna, minister of Zolo-
ft Cat sleeping upon a napkin ; the Rat-catcher: fr* PV
cake-woman ; and the Gipsy. Mariette posttsted i <

lection of 172 of Vischer's prints, which was sold for Hu
francs 12 sous. His portraits are the best of the pie-v,

which he engraved after other masters. The yew uf

:

death is not known, but it was probably about 1660

Cornelius's brother Johan Vischer was likewise a p.-

engraver and etcher, but, except in landscapes, hfrm-

his brother. He executed some good plates after Berr-
and Ostade. He was born at Amsterdam in 1636 ; i.t

1692, in his fifty-sixth year, says Houbraken, he ttr-

animal-painter. * He worked likewise with the needli \

the graver, but more with the needle.

Lambert Vischer was also a brother of Cornelius, U'

inferior merit. He lived some time in Rome.
There was also a Nicolaus or Claus Johan \t>. /

engraver and printseller, born at Amsterdam in 158), >.:

was probably of the same family. He excelled in

landscapes with figures ; but he engraved also porrv.

he engraved one of Charles I. of England ; and pullt-i

portraits of Archbishop Laud, Calvin, Erasmus, Juo» !.

of England, and the duke of Monmouth.
(Houbraken, Groote Schouburgh, &c. ; Bam I>

tionnaire det Graveurs ; Strutt, Dictionary offtijnn -.

Huber and Rost, Handbuchfur Kunttliebhabcr, sr.

VISCONTI, the name of a family in Lombard) «*«•'

rose to the rank of sovereign princes during the mi-V

ages. The Visconti begin to figure in history abort

middle of the thirteenth century. They belonged to

"

feudal nobility, and were possessed of considerable efiv

in the northern part of Lombardy, near the banks oi 'S

lake of Como and of the Lago Maggiore. In 1262 r

archdeacon Ottone Visconti was nominated aithbishi'p

Milan by Pope Urban IV. The see of Milan had

vacant ever since the death of Leone da Perego, in XZ-

because the chapter was divided into two parties, rw

which favoured a candidate from among the nobilin <-

the other gave its votes to a relative of Martino d- -

Torre, the popular leader, who had been appointed ..

ziano,' or ' elder,' of the people of Milan. The apjx.r'

ment of Ottone Visconti by the pope was consider^ r

encroachment on the rights of the electors ; and Ms v
della Ton e sequestrated the property of the see, anil :

bade the archbishop elect from appearing in Milan, t '">-

this the pope excommunicated the city of Milan. &
Martino della Torre and his successors Filippo and N»-

poleone della Torre continued to enjoy the popular u* :

and Ottone Visconti remained an emigrant for fitV

years, during which he carried on, at the head of hisfc--

dependants, joined by malcontents from Milan and <.:•

towns, a desultory and predatory warfare against the M

lanese. At last the popular feeling turned against Nv
leone della Torre, who was suspected of aspiring to '-

sovereign power, especially after ne had asked and obta. -

from Rudolf of Habsburg, the newly elected king of

many, the dignity of imperial vicar. Ottone Vis.'

seized this opportunity for striking a decisive blow.

put himself at the head of a large body of emigrant to! =•

and advanced towards Milan. Napoleone della Torre > •

his adherents went out to meet him, and a combat cr..<r.

in January, 1277, near the village of Desio, in which ' •

Torriani, as the partisans of Delia Torre were called.
«>

•

defeated with great slaughter, and Napoleone wa» ti"

prisoner. Ottone Visconti entered Milan amidst the :

mat ions of the people, who saluted him as archbishop j-

j)erj>etual lord of Milan. [Lombardy and Lokh>-

The Archbishop Ottone, after carrying on for jvif' *-'

almost uninterrupted warfare against the partisans o:"'"

Delia Torre, gave up the temporal government Id t."

nephew Matteo Visconti, whom he caused to be f)*;rt

' captain of the people ' for five years, in 12SS. >l»* !l '

was a prudent and temperate ruler, and he eujoied eea-*

favour among the people. He defeated the T«ri*M ««•
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their ally the Marquis of Monfei rato, in an irruption which
they made into the Milanese territory in 1290. After the
expiration of the five years of his office, he was confirmed
in it by the voice of the citizens, and in 121)4 was appointed,
by Adolf of Nassau, imperial vicar in Lombardy, which
dignity was confirmed to him by Albert of Austria, who
assumed the crow n of Germany after the death of Adolf
in 12U8. In the year 1300 Matteo married his eldest son
Galeazzo to Beatrice d'Este, sister of Azzo, lord of Modeua

marquis of Ferrara. Matteo entrusted Galeazzo with

of the militia of Milan, against the Delia
their partisans, who still kept Ihc field, and were
by the people of Pavia,. Cremona, Lodi, and other

which were jealous of Milan. Galeazzo was very
erent from his father ; he was young, inexperienced,
rash : he was repeatedly defeated, and at last the Tor-

-entcred Milan, in 1302, and Matteo Visconti with-

Nogarola near Verona, where he had a small pro-

perty. His son Galeazzo took refuge at Ferrara.

Guido della Torre was put in the place of Matteo
Visconti, as ' perpetual captain of the people,' and he con-
tinued in his office till 1311, when Henry of Luxemburg
having gone to Italy to be crowned emperor, Guido
opposed him, and was in consequence driven away from
* iJan by the imperial troops, assisted by the Visconti and

friends. From that time the Torriani remained exiles

tbeir country. Matteo Visconti resumed his authority

Milan, being appointed imperial vicar by Henry, to

a he paid 40,000 golden florins. His son Galeazzo
likewise appointed imperial vicar of Piacenza. Some

; after, Matteo, by a stratagem, obtained possession of

Pavia, w here he placed Luchino, another of his sons, as

governor. Alessandria, Tortona, Cremona, Bergamo, Lodi,

and other towns acknowledged in succession the rule of

Visconti.

Cassone della Torre, who had been elected archbishop

ot Milan in 1308, having become an exile with the rest of

his family, obtained of the pope his removal to the see of

Aquileia. The see of Milan having thus become vacant,

Matteo Visconti caused one of his sons, Giovanni, to be
elected by the chapter, according to the old cauonical

form. The pope, John XXII., refused to acknowledge the

new archbishop, and he appointed Aicardo, a Franciscan

friar. Matteo forbade Aicardo from going to Milan. The
pope then ordered proceedings to be instituted against

Matteo Visconti, on the charges of heresy, sacrilege, and
other crimes, and summoned him to Avignon to defend

himself. Robert of Anjou, king of Naples, was ap-

pointed by the pope imperial vicar in Lombardy, for the

pope assumed the right of appointing vicars during the

vacancy of the imperial crown, which was then contested

between Louis of Bavaria and Frederic of Austria. An
ru-uiy of Frenchmen, or Provencals, under the count of

Maine, crossed the Alps and marched against Milan. Mat-

teo sent his son Galeazzo with a stiong force to meet the

enemy on the river Sesia, ami he found means, by negotia-

tions and bribes, to induce the Count of Maine to retrace

his steps into France without coming to blows. The pope
however excommunicated Matteo and his sons, in 1321,

because he would not resign his authority and acknow-
ledge. King Robert as imperial vicar in Lombardy, and the

inquisitors appointed by the pope summoned him to ap-

pear before them at a church near Alessandria. Matteo

•vent in his place one of his sons, Marco, escorted by a body
of troops with flying colours, at the sight of which the in-

quisitors withdrew to the town of Valenza in Monferrato,

whence they issued their sentence of condemnation against

Matteo Visconti on twenty-five charges, several of which
oonsisted in his having laid taxes upon the clergy and
exercised temporal jurisdiction over them ; in having inter-

ceded for the abbess Mainfreda who had been burnt for

heresy at Milan, in the year 1300; in entertaining himself

heretical opinions, and being leagued with daemons. He
was in consequence condemned as a confirmed heretic, de-

braided from all honours and offices, and stigmatized as per-

petually infamous ; all his property was declared to be con-

fiscated, aud liis children and grandchildren were excluded

l .'.m every honoui, dignity, and office. This extraordinary

sentence was given on the 14th March, 1322, in the church

af Santa Maria of Valenza, and signed by Aicardo, arch-

buhop of Milan, and four Dominican Inquisitors, in pre-

of the cardinal legate, Bertrand du Poiet, who alter-
" from the neighbouring town ofAstia

plenary indulgence to all those who took up arms against
Mat lee Visconti and his adherents. Ravnaldus, in his con-
tinuation of the Annals of Baronius, acknowledges that
these violent proceedings against Visconti were instigated

by party spirit, and Pope Benedict XII., in his bull of the
/th May, 1341, denounced them as unjust and null.

At the time, however, Matteo'ssituation was very critical.

His enemies took the part of the legate, and the people in

general were horrorstruek at the solemn denunciations
against him. Matteo protested that he was no heretic,

and that he was falsely accused ; and having one day con-
voked the body of the" clergy in the cathedral of Milan, he
repeated loudly before them the creed, professing that he
believed and had ever believed in the tenets therein ex-
pressed. But the feeling of his danger and humiliation
preyed upon the old man's mind ^e was then seventy-two
years old), and he died after a short illness, in June of the

same year, three months after the sentence was pronounced
against him. All the chroniclers speak of him as a wise
and just man, the founder of the fortunes of his family, and
sonic have styled him ' the Great.' His son Galeazzo I,

was proclaimed lord of Milan. Upon this the pope issued

an interdict against the city of Milan, and ordered all the
clergy to leave the place, and he proclaimed a general
crusade agaiust the Visconti family. Numbers answered
the call, and the command of the crusaders was given to

Raymond of Cardoua, nephew of the cardinal -legate.

In June, 1323, the ' holy army,' as it was styled, approached
Milau, and took possession of the suburbs, killing the men,
violating the women, and burning the houses. But the

Visconti had a strong party within the city, and they de-
feuded themselves until they received assistance from with-

out. Marco Visconti, another son of Matteo, and a brave

and enterprising captain, still kept the field, hovering on
the flanks and rear of the crusaders. Louis of Bavaria,

meantime having conquered and taken prisoner his rival

Frederic of Austria, and being acknowledged king in Ger-

many, sent a body of troops into Italy to assist the Vis-

conti, who had incurred the wrath of the pope mainly
because they had striven to maintain their delegated

authority of imperial viears against the assumptions of the

pope, who would appoint his own vicars to the prejudice

of the imperial authority. This was at least the ostensible

ground which the Visconti took, and a plausible one it

was, and very convenient to the interests of the empire in

Italy. The aid of Louis of Bavaria and the exertions of

Marco Visconti saved Milan. The crusaders withdrew to

Monza. The pope, in July of that year, excommunicated
Louis of Bavaria for having assumed the title of King of

the Romans without the papal approbation, and also for

having assisted the heretical Visconti. Louis then held a

diet of the empire at Niirnberg, in which he protested

against the interference of the popes in the temporal con-

cerns of the empire, and appealed to a general council of

the church. In the year 1324 a battle "took place at the

bridge of Vavrio on the Adda, between the papal or cru-

sade troops and those of the Visconti, in which the former

were defeated. Caidona was taken prisoner, and those

who escaped shut themselves up in the town of Monza,

which, alter a siege of some months, surrendered to

Galeazzo Visconti.

In 1327 Louis of Bavaria went to Italy, and was crowned

at Milan with the iron crown of Lombardy, in May of that

year. He also recognised Galeazzo Visconti as imperial

vicar over Milan, Lodi, Pavia, and Vercelli. But a few

days after, a quarrel, the grounds of which are not ascer-

tained, broke out between Louis and Galeazzo, in»tigated,

it would seem, by Marco Visconti. who was envious of his

brother. About the same time Stefano Visconti, another

son of Matteo, died suddenly. Galeazzo, his son Azzo,

and his brothers Luchino and Giovanni, were arrested by

order of Louis, and shut up in the dungeons of Monza.

Alter eight months' confinement they were liberated, in

March, 1328, by the intercession of Castruccio Castracani,

lord of Lucca, and a favourite of Louis of Bavaria. Ga-

leazzo died soon after in exile, whilst Milan was tempo-

rarily governed by a council of 24 citizens. Louis of

Bavaria was crowned emperor at Rome, in May, 1328, by

the antipope Nicholas V„ w hom he had set up in opposi-

tion to John XXII. The people of Rome, tired of the

residence of the popes at Avignon, acknowledged Nicholas,

and the people of Milan did the same. Louis of Bavaria,

being in want of money, sold to Azzo Visconti, son of
re

' 3D 2
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Galeazzo I., the appointment of imperial vicar of Milan,

in January, 1329, for 60,000 golden florins ; and the anti-

pope Nicholas confirmed Giovanni Visconti, Azzo's uncle,

as archbishop of Milan, made him a cardinal, and ap-

pointed him apostolic legate in Lombardy. John XXII.,
perceiving that he was in danger of losing all influence in

Italy, came to terms with the Visconti through the media-
tion of the marquis of Este, and recognised Azzo as lord of

Milan, releasing him and the people of Milan from ex-

communication. This was in September, 1329.

Azzo Visconti, being acknowledged lord by the council

of the city of Milan, as well as by the pope, renounced all

connexion with Louis of Bavaria and the antipope Nicho-
las. He ruled Milan for 1 1 years, during which he applied

himself chiefly to improve the town, rebuild its walls, and
pave the streets ; he restored and embellished the palace

raised by his grandfather Matteo, and employed for the

purpose the painter Giotto of Florence and the sculptor

Giovanni Balducci of Pisa. Azzo Visconti was a good
prince, and when he died, in August, 1339, more than
three thousand citizens voluntarily put on mourning for

bim. He was the first lord of Milan who struck coin in

his own name, omitting that of the reigning emperor. He
left no issue, and the council-general, after his death, pro-

claimed joint lords of Milan his two remaining uncles,

Luchino and Giovanni Visconti. Giovanni however, being

a clergyman and of a quiet character, left to his brother

Luchino all the cares of government.
Luchino Visconti was an able, determined, and not

very scrupulous man. To the several towns besides Milan
which acknowledged the rule of his nephew Azzo, he
added the towns of Asti, Bobbio, Parma, Crema, Tortona,

Alessandria, and Novara, thus making himself lord of the

greater part of Lombardy and Monferrato. He obliged

also the Pisans to become tributaries to him. He esta-

blished a regular police, and severely punished all

offenders against the law, without distinction of party. He
appointed a judge of appeals at Milan, who was styled
1 Exgravaton/ who decided summarily. It was determined
that this magistrate should be a foreigner, without rela-

tions or connexions in Milan. In Luchino's time the
manufacture of silks was established at Milan, and agri-

culture, and especially the cultivation of the vine, was
improved, as well as the breed of horses and cattle. Lu-
chino however had vices which marred his good qualities

:

he was suspicious, lustful, and revengeful. He banished
his three nephews, sons of Stefano Visconti, and let them
wander abroad in poverty. He put to death Pusterla, a
Milanese noble, and his wife Margherita, because she
would not listen to his addresses. Isabella Fieschi, Lu-
chino's wife, was in this respect a match for her husband,
being notorious for her loose conduct. Luchino threatened
to punish her, but he died suddenly, in January, 1349, and
it is hinted by contemporary chroniclers that he died of
poison.

By the death of Luchino, the archbishop Giovanni Vis-
conti remained sole lord of Milan. He was a mild and
quiet disposition : he made peace with his neignbours the
marquis of Monferrato. the count of Savoy,and theGenoese ;

he recalled from exile his nephews Matteo, Barnabo, and
Galeazzo, sons of Stefano Visconti, and he obtained the
hand of Bianca of Savoy for Galeazzo, and that of Regina
della Seala for Barnabo. He purchased of Giovanni Pepoli

the dominion of Bologna, by the payment of 200,000
golden florins, in 1350. Pope Clement VI. claimed the
possession of Bologna as an old dependance of the Roman
see, and, as Giovanni refused to give it up, the pope ex-
communicated him, but soon after came to a compromise,
by which Giovanni retained Bologna, with the title of
Vicar of the Holy See.' Giovanni Visconti had been

elected Archbishop of Milan by the chapter, first in 1317,
and again in 1339, after the death of the friar Aicardo, and
in 1342 Clement VI. confirmed him in his see.

In 1353 the Genoese, having been defeated at sea near the
coast of Sardinia by tha Venetians, and their town being
blockaded by the forces of the king of Aragon, who was al-

lied with the Venetians, offered to the Archbishop Visconti
the lordship of their city, stipulating for the maintenance of
their municipal liberties. Visconti sent a garrison to protect

the town, and in the following year a new fleet sailed from
the harbour of Genoa bearing on its colours the arms of
the Visconti. This fleet, commanded by Pagano Doria,

obtained a complete victory over the Venetian fleet on

the coast of the Morea. In the same year rOddw,

1354) the Archbishop Giovanni Visconti died, lariat

Milan in peace and in a prosperous condition. He •»

the last good ruler of the Visconti line : those who ear*

after him were all bad, and some of them aoouinablt.

It was during the government of Giovanni Vuconti that

Petrarch repaired to Milan, where he was induced to it-

main by the archbishop, who paid him great respect

After the archbishop's death, his three nephews M>i-

tko, Galeazzo, and Barnabo, conjointly succeeded him a

the lordship of the town of Milan and its territory be.

they divided among them the other towns which hid be-

come subject to the Visconti. Matteo had for Ins ihir>

the towns south of the Po, namely, Bologna, Parma, Pii-

cenza, and Bobbio, besides Lodi ; Barnabo had the to>u

east of the Adda—Brescia, Bergamo, Crema, and Cre-

mona ; and Galeazzo took for himself Pavia, Am, Altv

sandria, Tortona, Vercelli, Novara, Vigevano, and Come.

In January, 1355, Charles IV. of Germany went to Iuh

to be crowned, and was received by the brotheis Vkwcti

with great magnificence, and he appointed them lut io-

periafvicars in their respective dominions. In 8eptembr

of the same year Matteo Visconti died suddenly, toi it

was said of poison administered by his brothen, »b»

divided his share of the territory between them. The Wj

of Bologna however was lost to the Visconti through th/

treachery of the governor Oleggio, who sold it to the pope'»

legate. Barnabo insisted upon having Bologna again, at

sent a body of troops for that object in 1360, but wudf

feated by the army of the pope, who at the same time o-

communicated Barnab6. Barnabo laughed at the exconios-

nication, and told the archbishop of Milan that he wi» de-

termined to act as pope and emperor in his own dominwcn

Innocent VI. sent legates to Barnabo to treat with bin.

but Barnabo obliged the legates to eat the Papal bolls oi

swallow them piece by piece. One of these lepdei in-

wards became pope under the name of Urban V., and 1»

preached a crusade against Barnabo in 1363, and again r?

a new bull in 1368. On this last occasion, the empew

the queen of Naples, the marquises of Ferrara, Monfemic

and Mantua, and other Italian princes, formed a lev*

with the pope against Barnabo, who however contri'«t>

avert the storm and to conclude a peace in 1369. He id

not recover Bologna, for which the pope paid him i «a

of money. Gregory XL, who succeeded Urban V, mu
attacked BarnabB, and prevailed upon the empeiwChirln

IV. to deprive both him and his brother Galeazzo of the

dignity of imperial vicars, in 1372. A desultory war™

carried on in Lombardy and Romagna for some yean

during which the papal officers and troops committed *

many excesses, that the Florentines, Pisans, and ouVr>

joined Barnabo in an alliance, which was styled

league against the iniquitous clericals.' The Vhm^-

made the clergy of their dominions pay the expos*

of the war. Two Franciscan monks, who dared to *•

monstrate with Barnabft for his extortion, were ha*

alive by his order. The stories that are told of BanuN"

ferocity are almost incredible, and yet many of twe

seem well attested. He was very fond of hunting. W
large packs of hounds, and was very cruel to any one *f»

killed game. He kept a number of concubines, by wbxn

he had many children. The only good quality mentioor.

of Barnabd is that he put down the factions and fort**

even the mention of the names of Guelphs and ^beliw

under pain of having the tongue cut off. His btw»'

Galeazzo, who had fixed his residence at Pavia, was no I*

cruel, though less impetuous and more calculating. H»

horrid penal edict against state prisoners is a fearful in-

stance of the ingenuity of man in tormenting hi* W' 0
*'

creatures. It was styled ' Galeazzo's Lenf,' because the w-

tures were so distributed as to last forty days before tr<

wretched victim received the death-blow. At ihe&*

time Galeazzo encouraged learning, which Barnabo «•

spised ; he opened the University of Pavia about the y»'

1362, and collected a considerable library. Galeazzo a*

ried his son Gian Galeazzo to Isabella, daughter of Kjk

John of France, and he gave his daughter Violantf

"

marriage to Lionel, son of Edward III. of England, w-

leazzo II. died at Pavia in 1378, and was succeeded by -»

son Gian Galeazzo, styled count of Vertu, from the nuw

of a fief in France which his wife Isabella brought him -

her dowry.
Barnab6 continued to rule Milan and the rest of hi» w-
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ritories till May, 1383, when his nephew Gian Galeazzo,
under pretence of having an interview with him, went to

Milan with a large escort, surprised Barnabo, and shut
liirn up in the castle of Trezzo, where he died seven months
after. Gian Galeazzo allowed the populace of Milan to

plunder the houses of Bamabb and of his sons, who were
all excluded from the succession by a decree of the general
council, and Gian Galeazzo was proclaimed sole lord of
Milan and its dependencies, which consisted of twenty-one
towns. But he aspired higher ; he aimed at making him-
self king of Italy, or at least of North Italy. With the
assistance of Francesco da Carrara, lord of Padua, he drove
away the Delia Scala from Verona and Vicenza, and after-

wards turned against his ally and took Padua, and he con-
fined Carrara in the dungeons of Monza, where he died.

Me seized Bologna by force, as well as part of Rornagna,
crossed the Apennines and took Perugia and Spoleto.

He bought the dominion of Pisa from Gherardo Appiani,
who was lord of it ; Siena gave itself up to him, and he
repeatedly attacked Florence, the only Italian state that
successfully opposed his ambitious career. Gian Galeazzo
had in ltis pay the best mercenary troops in Italy, com-
manded by Jacopo del Verme and other celebrated con-
dottieri. In May, 1395, Gian Galeazzo obtained of the
emperor Wenceslas, for the sum of 100,000 golden florins,

si diploma, creating him duke of Milan ; and by a subse-
quent imperial diploma, dated October of the same year,

the boundaries of the duchy of Milan were defined, and
made to include 25 towns, from Verona, Vicenza, and Bel-
luno on the east, to Alessandria and Tortona on the west.

On the 5th of September, 1395, Gian Galeazzo was crowned
with the ducal crown in the square of San Ambrogio, in

presence of a vast multitude. He soon after began to
build the new cathedral of Milan.

The German princes, indignant at the cession made by
Wenceslas of the fair regions of Lombardy, deposed that

weak emperor, and elected Robert count palatine as king
of Germany, a.d. 1400. Robert went to Italy with some
troops, and summoned Gian Galeazzo to restore to the em-
pire the towns which he occupied. Gian Galeazzo sent
Alberico da Barbiano, who defeated Robert near Brescia,

and obliged him to recross the Alps into Germany. In

1402 Alberico was besieging Florence, and Gian Galeazzo
was only waiting for the surrender of that city to declare
himself king of Italy, when he was attacked by the plague
which then prevailed in Lombardy, and died in the castle

of Marignano in September of the same year. Thus was
lost another chance for the union of Italy under a native
prince.

Gian Galeazzo left two sons, both minors. The eldest,

Giovanni Maria Visconti, fourteen years old, wasproclaimed
duke. The duchy however was reduced to very narrow
limits by the revolt of most of the towns, and the con-
quests of the Venetians on one side, and of the pope and
the marquis of Monferrato on the other. The young duke,
when he came of age, proved pusillanimous, suspicious,

and cruel. His cruelty partook of insanity. He delighted

in seeing men, and even children, torn to pieces by large

mastiffs which he kept for the purpose. A wretch called

Squarcia Giramo, who had charge of his kennel, was
his confidential friend and minister. Giovanni Maria is

said to have caused his own mother to be poisoned. At
last a conspiracy was formed against him, and he was
stabbed to death on the 16th of May, 1412, at Milan, while
on his way to church. Squarcia Giramo was torn to pieces

by the people. The conspirators, among whom were se-

veral of the collateral branches of the Visconti, kept pos-

session of Milan for * few weeks.

Filippo Maria Visconti, at that time twenty years of age,

and brother to the late duke, was then staying at Pavia. He
was heir to the ducal crown, asGiovanni Maria had left no
issue. He was of a timorous, suspicious, and vindictive

disposition, but not madly ferocious like his brother.

Facino Cane, one of the generals of his father, and who, in

the scramble that took place after the death of Gian
Galeazzo, bad made himself master of Piacenza, Alessan-

dria, Tortona, Novara, and other places, died about the

same time as the Duke Giovanni Maria. Beatrice Tends,

Facino's widow, had the command of his territories and of
his veteran band of soldiers. It was suggested to Filippo

Maria to marry the widow as the means of securing the

ducal crown. He did so, and Filippo Maria at the head

of Facino's soldiers entered Milan in triumph on the 16th

June, a month after the death of Giovanni Maria. Among
the officers of Facino Cane was a native of Carmagnola in
Piedmont, named Francesco Bussone, to whom the new
Duke Filippo Maria entrusted the command of his troops.

The result was, that Bussone recovered for the duke Lodi,
Crema, Vigevano, Bergamo, Brescia, Parma, and also

took Genoa, which had thrown off the yoke of the Visconti
ever since 1356. Francesco Maria afterwards quarrelled
with his general, who went into the Venetian service.

[Carmagnola, Francisco Bussonb di.] But a worse
act of ingratitude was perpetrated by Filippo Maria against
his wife Beatrice, the maker of his fortune, who was much
older than himself, and whom, upon some most improbable
charge of infidelity, he caused to be beheaded, in Septem-
ber, 1418. After this Duke Filippo Maria lived until the
time of his death with Agnese del Maino, a Milanese
woman, by whom he had one daughter, Bianca, whom he
gave in marriage to Francesco Sforza.

After the defection of Carmagnola, Filippo Maria re-

mained shut up in his ducal residence in the castle of
Milan, unseen by his subjects, of whom he was afraid, and
surrounded by abject and wily favourites. He had how-
ever the discernment to employ able commanders, though
not equal to Carmagnola, at the head of his troops, and
thus he managed to preserve the greater part of his domi-
nions against the attacks of the Venetians and the Floren-
tines. On one occasion the duke behaved with unex-
pected magnanimity to Alfonso of Aragon and Naples, who
happened to be his prisoner in 1435, and whom he released

with presents and even assisted in the recovery of his

kingdom of Naples. [Alfonso V. op Aragon.] There
was some political shrewdness in the character of Filippo
Maria, who seems to have had that kind of circumspection
and penetration, joined with utter want of principle, for

which Italian statesmen were beginning to be noted, and
which has been vulgarly styled Machiavellism, because
Machiavelli happened to expound the common policy
which he saw practised in his lifetime and which had been
in practice for a century before him.

Filippo Maria reigned thirty-five years. He died at

Milan in the year 1447. The events of the latter years of

his life are briefly noticed under Sforza, Francesco, his son-
in-law, who succeeded him as duke of Milan. The dynasty
of the Visconti, which may be considered as having begun
with Matteo, a.d. 1288, ended with Filippo Maria, and it

constituted one of the most powerful Italian principalities

of the middle ages.

(Verri, Storia di Milano ; Muratori, Annali d'Italia.)

VISCONTI, ETOJIO QUIRI'NO, born at Rome in

1751, was the eldest son of Giovanni Batista Visconti, a
native of Sarzana, who, being settled at Rome, where he
married a lady of noble birth, became a great proficient

in the science of archseology, and succeeded Winckelman
as prefect of the antiquities of Rome. He was commis-
sioned by Clement XIV. to collect works of antient art for

the new museum of the Vatican, an office in which he was
confirmed by Pius VI. Giovanni Batista intended his

eldest son, who gave very precocious evidence of extra-

ordinary talents, for the church, in which he was sure of
patronage; and he made him study the law, in which
young Visconti took a doctor's degree in 1771. The pope
appointed Ennio Visconti to an honorary situation in his

household, and made him sub-librarian of the Vatican.

The young man however felt no inclination for a life of
celibacy, as he had conceived an attachment for a young
lady of the name of Doria. His father was greatly disap-

pointed at this, and, in order to conquer his son's op-
position, he induced the pope to remove him from the

office of sub-librarian, and deprive him also of a pension
which he had granted him. Young Visconti however
bore this without complaint, while Prince Sigismondo
Chigi, who had become acquainted with him, appointed
him his own librarian, and gave him board and lodging in

his palace. It was Ennio Visconti who recommended to

the prince, for the post of under-librarian, Carlo Fea, who
became afterwards a distinguished antiquarian. In 1778
the elder Visconti was commissioned to write the text or

letterpress which was to accompany the series of en-

gravings of the Museum of the Vatican, or * Museo Pio
Clementine' as it was called, in honour of the two popes

who contributed to form that splendid collection. Gio-

vanni Batista, being old and infirm, found himself insuf-

ficient for the task, and he called his son Ennio to his as*
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eps(

v. 7, p. 171, ed. Kosen) he is mentioned as guarding a

certain sacrifice lor the Maruts, or the winds; and his

Dame occurs for the most part in invocations to India and
other elemental deities; but in a capacity apparently in-

terior to theirs. (Simar>etta-SanhitS, i, iv. 10, v. 4 ; li. 2,

v. 19 ; li. fi, v. 11 ;
Ibid., v. 19 ; ii. 13, v. 18.) Sometimes

. lion ever we find him addressed as a mighty God ( Ibid. i.

",, viii. 6), who has the power to impart supernatural

knowledge and superior strength of intellect, and in other

passages (Ibid., ii. 17, v. 4; i. 3, iii. v. 9; ii. 18, v. 5;
SUgved. Sank., i. 1, v. 4) he is supposed to have nume-

- forms and to assume a superiority over the other gods,

saying: 'I am all-glorious:' the mystic word with which
hi-> worshipper is directed to address him is

1 vashat.' He
is also stated to have traversed the world with three steps,

in order to uphold the performance of sacrificial rites, and
the following injunction is given :

—
' Regard well the worUs

of V'ishn'u ; for on their account are you allowed to put

your hand to sacred rites. The glorious Bages look to the

of Vishn u, as to the radiance spread through the

(Sdinav.-Sanhita, p. 253, transl. Stephenson.)
ourney throughout the seven regions of the universe,

eti alludes to the Viimana Avatara, has occasioned the

thet I'ruftrama, with which he is distinguished in a pas-

of the RIgveda (p. 179, ed. Rosen'), and which
(Essays, i. p. 78) translates—'He whose step

.' In another text of the Vedas, adduced by Cole-

in his 'Essay on the Religious Ceremonies of the

us ' (Ibid., p. 27\ Vishn'u is termed ' the lord of moun-
But from all these and numerous other passages of

•he same kind it is scarcely possible to determine what
had been assigned to Vishn'u in the original my-

ilogy of the Vedas ; and the only conclusion we arrive

is that legends concerning him must have been current

ng the Hindus even in the earliest age of their exist-

and that these must certainly have contained the

of the fantastic and elaborate biography which in the

nt day forms the sum of the Vaishn'ava religion.

There is no trace of V'ishn'u or anything relating to him
the Institutes of Manu, although the allusions which are

e to idolaters and the worship of inferior gods (book
v. 152, 164) might possibly have some reference to

him also. However we might be led to expect that more
notice would have been taken of him by Manu, since the

two heroic poems, the Mahibharata and the Ramayan'a,
which are generally believed to belong to the same period

of Hindu literature as the Dharmma-S'fistra, or Institutes,

have for their subjects two of the latest incarnations of this

god, who therein assumes the attributes of the one supreme
sjod. He is stated to have appealed before the other ce-

lestials, and to have agreed, at their humble request, to be-

come man for the purpose of destroying the daemon R5-
van'a [Sanscrit Language and Literature, p. 3'J8],

and to remain incarnate among men for the space of

eleven thousand years in order to protect the world alter

saving it. (Ratntayaria, book i., sect, xiii., s'l. 23, ed. Seram-
pore.) From the numerous allusions which both these

poems make to the other Avataras, descents or incarna-

tions of Vishn'u (Ibid., i., xxiv. 22; xxvii. 2; lxvii. 15,

#cc.\ we may safely conclude that at the time of their

composition his history had already been brought into a
system, where the miraculous deeds which he performs
seem calculated to call forth the special adoration of the

Hindus.
The order in which these different Avataras are supposed

to have taken place is by no means fixed, and the discre-

pancy in the different authorities with regard to Vishn'u 's

actions ou earth is sometimes very great; we shall how-
ever follow the popular belief, and enumerate the descents

of VSsudeva accordingly.

His first incarnation was that of a fish, when, in order to

save a righteous king named Manu, and to preserve the

sacred Vedas, he appeared before him and warned him of

an impending Pralaya, or universal destruction of the

world at the end of a Kalpa, or age, by means of a flood.

He at the same time ordered Vaivas'wata Manu to build

an ark wherein he was to gather the seeds of all things.

The king does his bidding, and when the earth is overspread

with the inundation, the fish ties a rope to the ark and
draws it after him until he arrives at a peak of the Himavat,
io which he binds it. This mountain-top is hence called

Naubandhana, from nuu, a ship, and bandhana, binding.

'diyano, s'l. 49, p. <i, ed. Bopp.) This is the

most primitive account of the MatsySvatfira, or descent

in the shape of a fish, as told in the MahSbhSrata : sub-

sequent embellishments have been added to it, and the

form in which it now is current is the following:—Vishn'u
is said to have assumed the figure of a fish, in order to re-

cover from the bottom of the ocean the books of sacred

law, which had been stolen from heaven by a daemon.
( Kindereley, Specimens nf Hindoo Literature, 14 ; El
phinstone's History nf India, vol. i., p. 171.) The Gita-

govinda (i. i. v. 51, though a production of later date, men-
tions only his having held the Vedas in his custody during

the period of a Pralaya.

The second AvatSra was that of a tortoise, when Vishn'u
placed himself under the mountain Mandara, when the

gods and dsetnons churned the Milky Sea for ambrosia.

Of the gifts which proceeded from the ocean, S'rf, the

goddess of beauty and prosperity, and Kaustubha, a
miraculous jewel, fell to the lot of Vishn'u. This in-

carnation is called the Karma.
The third AvatSra, or the Varnha. was occasioned by the

world's having, at the close or a Kalpa. sunk to the bottom
of the waters (wlrtf). in which the Spirit of God (nara)

had his first place of motion (ayana), and whence he is

named NarSyan'a, or ' moving on the waters." (Sir W.
Jones, Manu, i. 8, p. 2.) Nirayan'a, i.e. Vishn'u. being
desirous to raise it up, created another form for that

purpose, and as in preceding Kalpas he had assumed the

shape of a fish or a tortoise, so in this he took the figure

of a boar (vara/ia). and plunged into the ocean, and up-
lifted the earth upon his tusks. He then raised it up, and
placed it on the summit of the ocean, where, in the words
of the Puran'as, it floats like a mighty vessel, and from its

expansive force does not sink beneath the waters. He
also levelled it, and divided it into seven continents for

the general good and the habitation of created beings.

(Vishn'u Purdn'a, book i., ch. 4, Trans, pp. 27-33.) This

Avatara is related in different manners, and, like all the

other, has been adapted to the peculiar doctrine of certain

sects : in the Deccan, for instance, where the S'aivas [S'iva,

p. 67, b], are numerous, it is asserted that Vishn'u dug up
the foundations of the earth, that he might reach the sight

of Si'va's feet.

The fourth Avatara is the NrTsinha, which has more
of a human interest than the preceding. Hiran'ya-

kas'ipu, a king, enemy of the gods, had brought the

three worlds under his "authority, and usurped even the

sovereignty of Indra, the first of the gods of the second

order, by means of a boon which Brahma had bestowed

upon him, and which was, that he should not he

slain by any being then existing. His sou Prahlfida

did not however share the feelings of hatred which

his father entertained towards the immortals ; he had

through the favour of Vishn'u obtained a perfect know-

ledge of divine matters, and was a faithful worshipper of

Naiayan'a. This caused Hiran'yakas'ipu to persecute him
without mercy, and at last to determine to put him to

death. In their last interview, the king, in derision of the

omnipresence of Vishn'u, which Prahlada had been main-

taining, asked him, whether his favourite divinity was in

a certain pillar which supported the hall. The answer

was in the affirmative : and Hiran'yakas'ipu, enraged at this

was about to order his son's execution, when Vishn'u, in

the shape of a man (nrt ), with the head and paws of a

lion (sinfia), burst from the pillar, and tore him to pieces.

This form of Vishn'u, the only one under w hich he could

punish the infidel tyrant, forms one of the mast conspicuous

ornaments in Hindu architecture.

Vishn'u descended on earth for the fifth time as a

Brahman dwarf (vAnana\ when his object was to recover

for the gods the supremacy over created things which they

had lost by neglecting certain rites, and which Bali, the

son of Virochan'a, a Daitya, like Hiran'yakas'ipu. had

obtained by force of sacrifices and austerities :—the heavens

alone had not yet fallen into his hands, and the gods were

waiting in dread till the conclusion of his last sacrifice,

which was to put them into his possession. During the

performance of this yajna, or sacrifice, a dwarf appeared,

who, applying to Bali for alms, was promised by the

prince whatever he might demand, notwithstanding that

the preceptor of the Daityas (the Titans of Hindu my-
thology) had apprised him whom he had to deal with.

! The dwarf demanded as much space as he could step over

I at three steps ; and upon the assent of Bali, enlarged bim-
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selfto such dimensions as to stride over the three worlds,

which he gave, free from all embarrassment, to Indra. But
as Bali was a descendant of Prahiada, the virtuous son of
Hiran'yakas'ipu, and as he consented to worship him,
Vishn'u conceded to him the sovereignty of PatSla, or Hell

.

(Vuhn'u-Pur., p. 265, note.) In the Rdmayan'a (i. xxvii.

2, p. 302) it is stated that before this Avatara Vishn'u had
been performing penance for one hundred Yugas, or ages

in the hermitage of SiddhfU'rama, practising sacred aus-

terities as a model to all other devotees, probably because
Bali could only be vanquished by a power similar to that

by which he had obtained his supremacy—the power
which is to be acquired through sacrifice and penance.
It has been observed before, that this AvatSra is alluded

to in the Vedas ; it is told at. length in the RamSyan'a (sect,

xxvii.), and forms a conspicuous episode in most of the

Purdn'as.

The sixth incarnation of Vishn'u was that of Paras'u-

Rama, who washed off the sins of the earth with the blood of

the Kshattriya race. Paras'u-Rilma, or Iumadagnya, seems
however to be an historical personage, and is one of those

deified heroes who are said to be portions of Vishn'u.

His genealogy is related in the Vishn'upurfin'a (book iv.,

ch. vii., p. 398). RYchika, a Brahman, and a descendant
of Bhrtgu, married Satyavatl, the daughter of G&d'hi ; in

order to effect the birth of n son, he prepared a certain

dish for his wife, which was to infuse into her offspring

the qualities suited to a Brahman, gentleness, knowledge,
and resignation ; but at the same time he had been cook-

ing a dish for his mother-in-law. Satyavatt took the

wrong mess, and when reprimanded for her inadvertence,

she begged that the opposite qualities might not belong
to her son, but to her grandson. Accordingly in due season

she gave birth to Jamadagni, who married Ren'ukS, and
had by her the destroyer of the Kshattriya race, Paras'u-

Rama, who was a portion of Narayan'a.
The story of the son of Jamadagni is told in the Vana-

Parva of the MahabhSrata, and a summary of it is given,
in Jumadagnva's own person, in the RamSyan'a (l. lxii.

s'l, 25-33). His first act was that of cutting off his

mother's head at the command of his father, whom he
however entreated to restore her to life : and this was
granted to him, together with the boon of invincibility in

single combat. Some time afterwards a mighty monarch
of the name of Kfirttavtrya, who had a thousand arms,

came to the hermitage of Jamadagni, and carried off the

calf of the milch cow of the sacred oblation. Rama
assailed Karttavtrya Arjun'a, and overthrew him in battle

;

but the sons of his foe attacked the hermitage of his

father during liis absence, and slew the pious sage. Upon
this the son of Jamadagni made a vow that he would ex-

tirpate the whole Kshattriya race. Thrice seven times

did he clear the earth of the caste which he wished to

destroy ; and he filled with their blood the five large

lakes of Samanta-panchaka, from which he offered liba-

tions to the race of Bhrtgu. He then gave the earth to

Kas'yapa, the muni, and retired to the mountain Mahendra.
Some authorities say that Mahendra was an island, which
the Ocean had granted to him after he had given up the

whole earth, and deprived himself of the privilege of

living in it Again other books state that, after destroy-

ing the military caste, he determined to retire from the

world and lay down his arms ; for this purpose he went to

the sea-shore, and threw his weapons into the waves,
which immediately rushed back to the place where they
fell, and left a promontory, upon which he finally settled.

He acquired his name of Paras'u-Rama on account of a
battle-axe (parat'u), which he had obtained from S iva

for having vanquished in single combat Kurttikeya, the

god of war.

The seventh Avatira was Rlma. [Sanscrit Language
AND Literature—RAmayan'a, p. 398.]

The descent which usually follows this in the enume-
rations of them which occur in Sanscrit books of the hist

period of literature is that of Bala-Rfima, the younger
brother of Krtshn'a, who was also a portion of Vishn'u.

The histories of these two heroes are so blended together

that we shall give an account of Bala-Rama in speaking of

Krtshn'a.

Vishn'u, perceiving that the enemies of the gods took

care not to transgress the precepts of the Vedas, and thereby

became powerful, emitted from his body, as his

lira, an illusory form, which immediately procei

and taught the Daityas a false doctrine. Instead of U>i

it inculcated discriminative knowledge, exe'uminc 'i

them, ' Know !' (Budhyadwam) ; and they replied, • 1' >,

known ' (Budhyate). Hence this great delusion «»j ai'A

Buddha ; and the Daityas were soon induced by the am-
deceiver to deviate from their religious duties and it is

to become so perverted that none of them admitted

authority of the Vedas. But when they had thu» decline

from the path of the holy writings, the deities took coon-,

and gathered together for battle. Hostilities wen; n

newed ; but the armour of religion, which had fornwri'

protected the Daityas, had been discarded by them, u!

upon its abandonment followed their destruction. > i'uk» i-

Pur., hi., ch. 18, p. 338.)

The tenth Avatara is yet to come. It is thus related hi iK

Vishn'u-PurSn'a : * When the practices taught by the V«!

and the institutes of law shall nearly have ceased, and i
:

close of the Kali age shall be nigh, a portion of that din:

being who exists of his own spiritual nature in the charr

ter of Brahma, and who is- the beginning and the end.

who comprehends all things, shall descend upon earth: I

will be born in the family of Vishn'uyas'as, an emuir

Brahman of Sambhala village, as Kalki, endowed with tl-

eight superhuman faculties. By his irresistible miehM-

wfll destroy all the Mlechhas (or barbarians') and thu-.r-

and all whose minds are devoted to iniquity. He will tin-

re-establish righteousness upon earth ; and the mind-

those who live at the end of the Kali age shall be awskfiH

and shall be as pellucid as crystal. The men who are th

changed by virtue of that peculiar time shall be a» I!

seeds of human beings, and shall give birth to a raw ?K

shall follow the laws of the KiTta age, or age of pun-

As it is said : " When the sun and moon, and the Inn

asterism Tishya (its chief star is ! in Oncer':, and

planet Jupiter, are in one mansion, the Krlta age

return."' (Wilson's Vithn'u-Pur., p. 483.)

One of the earliest writers on Hindu antiquities eiprew

himself in the following words with respect to th-t

Avatslras : * It is sufficient to observe that those inrarj

tions represent the deity descending in a human ihapr-

either to accomplish certain awful and important tint:

as in the instance of the three first ; to confound !>!»•

pheming vice, to subvert gigantic tyranny, and to avens*

oppressed innocence, as in the five following; or final'"

as in the tenth, to establish a glorious system of bint-

volent institutions upon the ruins of a gloomy and I-
-

guinary superstition. These surely are noble actio*

these are worthy of a god ; and it is principally to the

different descents of Vishn'u that most of the allegonci

sculpture and paintings of India have reference.' (Maunn

Indian Antiquities, vol. v., p. 855.) We shall ho<iev-

observe that, with the exception of the three first, and th'

of the Kalki, the Avataras of Vishn'u are merely hero-

who in times of emergency had distinguished themjeltf-

so as to merit deification. The story of
_

Paraau-R^

points to a struggle between the two principal castes,™

Brahmans and the Kshattriyas, which is frequently alludf-

to in works of all periods of Hindu literature, and whertu

the priesthood gained the victory. In the same niannn i'

the Brahmans had RAma, the son of Jamadagni, to iP'-

for them and to restore them to their supremacy, so h>'

the Kshattriyas Rama, the son of Das'aratha, forth'.'

champion ; and however strange or inconsistent it

appear, both these heroes, who are said to be portion-f'

Vishn'u, are not only represented as the chiefs of '** Cl '3
.'

tending parties, who may have lived at two dinner

periods, but they are brought together (as in the i""
1™''

yana, i. lxii.), and Rama the Kshattriya is made to ol-

eoma Rama the BrShmana. The ninth Avatara w '>•'

dently intended for a warning to all orthodox Hinu-'

against Buddha and his sect, who are diametrically OPI**
-

to the tenets of the Brahmanical religion. But of all

Avataras, those of Rdma and Krtshn'a have in the pr<*

day the greatest share of adoration: they are not w>

considered as mere incarnations of Vishn'u—they aw
•

god himself; and before we proceed to describe uw >

deified mortals, we shall give an account of the .

which the Vaishn'avas, or followers of Vishn'u, h»»*

their god. We take as our authority the Vishn'u-r"""

Vishn'u is the same with Brahma and S iva, raj

though he is only the preserver, he has neverthclc*

qualities attributed both to the creator and the o"'^'
lor the Trimurti is essentially one, and therefore ever) P"
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lion ofit must be the same/although, when taken individu-
ally, it is different from the others. The world was pro-
duced from Vishn'u ; it exists in him ; he is the cause of
its continuance and cessation ; he is the world. His essence
is both single and manifold (Ek&nekarvpd), both discrete
and indiscrete {vyaktdvyahta) ; that is, he is the indiscrete
cause of the world, as well as the discrete effect. Tne four
forms by which Vishnu produces the phenomena of crea-
tion, preservation, and destruction, are—1, PradhAna, or
primary matter ; 2, Purusha, or spirit; 3, Vyakta, or visi-

ble substance
; 4, KSla, or time (p. 9) ; at the same time

the performer of the rites of devotion ; he is the rite;

fruit which it bestows ; he is the implement by
lit is performed (p. 216). However these are only

le qualities which distinguish him as the universal spirit,

which is void of form ; but as Hari, Vishn'u is described in

the following manner : Vishn'u, the glorious, the lord of
t he world, arrayed in yellow, with hand ornaments of glow-
ing gold, riding on Vainateya, as the sun on a cloud,
arrived with his conch, his discus, and his club in Ids

hand (ltdinayan'a, p. 184, v. 23, 24) ; on his breast he wears
the? kaustubha gem, which was produced at the churning
of the ocean. But all these arms and ornaments are,

according to the Vishn'u-Puriin'a (p. 158;, types of the
universe :

' The glorious Hari wears the soul of the uni-
verse, undefiled, and void of qualities like the kaustubha

u. Intellect abides in Madhava, in the form of his
~5. The lord supports egotism (Ahankara) in its two-

division into elements and organs of sense, in the
emblems of his conch-shcD and his bow. In his hand
Vishn'u holds, in the form of Ids discus, the mind, whose
thoughts (like the weapon) fly swifter than the winds.
Tlie necklace of the deity, composed of pearl, ruby,
emerald, sapphire, and diamond, is the aggregate of the
five rudimental elements. The bright sword of Achyuta
i= holy wisdom, concealed at some seasons in the scabbard
of ignorance," &e. In this capacity of Vishn'u, as the only
;lih1 supreme lord of the world, he Is the husband of Sit, or
Lakshmi, who is his perfect counterpart. She is the
mother of the world, she is eternal ; in like manner as he
is all-pervading, so is she omnipresent. Vishn'u is mean-
ing, she is speech ; Hari is understanding, she is intellect;

he is righteousness, she is devotion. The deity is content,
Lakslimi is resignation ; he is desire, she is wish ; Hari is

all that is called male, S'ri is all that is called female;
there is nothing else than they. {Vishn'u-Puranu, p. CC'.)

However in the usual mythology, as noticed before in

speaking of the second AvatSra, S'ri is said to have arisen

from the Milky Sea, when it was churned for ambrosia, and
to be the goddess of prosperity and beauty. The king of
birds, Garud'a, born of Kas'yapa, by Vinata, and hence
called Vainateya, or son of Vinata, serves him as the per-
vader of all, and is generally mentioned in connection with
Vishn'u when this god is represented in the above cha-
racter.

We have hitherto purposely abstained from mentioning
Vishn'u's Aval lira as Krishn'a ; for although it is probably
as antient as the others, it has facilitated, as it were, the
transition from the elder belief of the Hindus to that

which we find them professing in our days, and serves for

the foundation cf the worship of deified heroes. Krishn'a
was a portion of Vishn'u, who had consented to be born of
Devaki, the wife of Vasudeva. When the portion of

Vishn'u had taken his abode in the womb of a w oman,
the planetary bodies moved in brilliant order in the
heavens, and the seasons were regular and genial ; the

virtuous experienced new delight, the strong winds were
hushed, and the rivers glided tranquilly, when Janfirddan'a

was about to be born. At midnight," when the supporter
of all was about to be born, the clouds emitted low
pleasing sounds, and poured down rain of flowers. Kans'a,

a mighty daemon, being however apprised that a child

would be born that was Tor ever to overthrow their power,
summoned all his principal Asuras, or infidels, and told

them : ' Let active search be made for whatever young
children there may be upon earth, and let every boy in

whom there arc signs of unusual vigour be slain witnout

remorse.* But at the time that this order was given there

was near the town of Mathuru, the capital of Kans'a, a
cowherd of the name of Nanda, whose wife had borne
him a child, also a portion of Vishn'u, at the same hour as

DevaVf . To him VSsudeva, the father of Krishn'a. repaired,

and delivered into his hands his son, that he might be
P. C, No. 1665.

brought up with the offspring of the cowherd. Nanda
departed speedily with the other cowherds, and settled in
Vrlndavana ; and here Krishna and Bala-Rama, accom-
panied by the cow-boys, traversed the forests, that echoed
with the hum of bees and the peacock's cry; and at

evening-tide the two immortals, having come to the cow-
pens, joined heartily in whatever sports amused the sons
of the Herdsmen. One day Xrlshn'a came to the Yamuna,
which was flowing in sportive undulations and sparkling
with foam, as if with smiles, as the waves dashed against
the borders. Within its bed however was the fearful

pool of the serpent Kaliya. Krishn'a jumped boldly into
the lake of the snake-king ; a fearful combat ensued, w hich
ended in the victory of the divine child, who commanded
the snake-king to depart from the YamunS river to the
ocean. About the same time his brother Rama destroyed
the daemon Dhenuka, who had assumed the form of an ass,

and kicked Rtima on the breast with his hinder heels.

Rama however seized him by both hind-legs, and whirling
him round until he expired, tossed his carcass to the top
of a palm-tree. Shortly afterwards he killed the daemon
Pralamba, who sought to devour both the brothers, and
had for that purpose assumed the shape of a cow-boy, that

he might have an opportunity of effecting his purpose by
mixing in their pastimes. Krishn'a, as a boy, was natu-
rally fond of annoying and playing tricks upon his elders,

and he resolved to put the god Indra, whom the herdsmen
worshipped, into a great passion. He persuaded his adop-
tive father Nanda to cease to offer sacrifices to India, from
whom they had no benefit ; but much rather to worship
the mountain Govarddhan'a, which offered shelter to

themselves and pasture to their cattle. Accordingly the
inhabitants of Vraja worshipped the mountain, presenting

to it curds and milk and flesh. Krishn'a had the satisfac-

tion of obtaining his object ; for Indra, offended by the
loss of his offerings, caused heavy rain to deluge Gokula

;

but even his revenge proved vain. Krishn'a uplifted the

mountain to shelter the cowherds and their cattle. For
seven days and nights did Indra rain upon the Gokula of

Nanda to destroy its inhabitants ; but, foiled in his purpose,

he commanded the clouds to cease, and descended from
his heaven to praise Krishn'a, whom he had recognised as

the supporter of all, and to make him prince over the cattle.

Meanwhile the young cowherd had grown, and he felt

inclined to join with the Gopis, or shepherdesses, in sport.

Accordingly he instituted a kind of round dance, called the

Rasa, when, by means of a miraculous power, he managed,
although alone, to be the simultaneous partner of all those

who joined in it. But the happiness of Krishn'a and Bala-

Rama in Vrlndavana was interrupted by the tyrant Kans'a,

who had been apprised of their existence, and had sent

the formidable dasmon Kes'in to destroy them. Krishna
however slew him, and Kans'a was obliged to have re-

course to perfidy. He sent a messenger to them, that they

might be induced to go to MathurS, where public games had
been instituted. Krishn'a and Balarama went there, and
slew two mighty daemons, Chan'flra and Musht'ika, and at

last Kans'a himself; but their history is of too great a

length, and we refer the reader to the fifth book of the

Vishn'upman'a, p. 401, of Professor Wilson's elegant trans-

lation. It will be sufficient to observe that in the course

of his adventures Krishn'a builds the town of DwarakS
;

marries Rukmini and seven other wives; and besides these

he had sixteen thousand more, by whom he had one hun-

dred and eighty thousand sons. At last he was killed by

a hunter; and then, in the words of the Puran'a, the

illustrious Krishn'a, having united himself with his own
pure, spiritual, inexhaustible, inconceivable, unborn, un-

decaying, imperishable, and universal spirit, which is one
with VSsudeva, abandoned his mortal body and the con-

dition of the threefold qualities. We have dwelt so long

on the juvenilities of Krishn'a, because they form the

groundwork of the tenets of a particular class of Vaishn"-

avas, whom we shall notice in the sequel.

Vishn'u's heaven is called Vaikun't'a : lor a description

of which we refer to the first volume of Ward's ' View of

the Religion, Literature, &c. of India.'

His names are as numerous as those of S'iva, and may
be found enumerated in the Krishn'a-namasahasram, or

• the thousand names of Krishn a :' they are also partly

given in the Amarakosha I i. i. 1, si. 12-17.!,and of these we
shall adduce those which occur most frequently, and are

sometimes the cause of a good deal of confusion. They
Vol. XXVI.—3 E
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are Kesava, Ddmodara, Hrtshtkes'a, Madhava and Mad-
huripu, Janarddan'a, Achyuta, Govinda, Fadmanftbhi. VI-
sudeva, Trivikrsma, Puryshottama, &c.
By his wife Lakshmt, the goddess of beauty, h# had

Kama or Manmatha, the god of love. The Puran'as,

which are the text-books for the Vaishn'avas, are the

Vishn'u, Naxadtya, Bh«gavats, Gflrud'a, Pfidma, and V«-
rflha, which are called Sfltwika, or pure and true.

Sect* of Vaishn'avat.-~-The first authentic records we
have of the different worshippers of Vishn'u date from the

eighth or ninth century of our sera. At that time the two
great divisions of Vaishn'avas and S'aivas were in a flou-

rishing condition, and each embraced six subdivisions;

those which belgnged to the Vaishn'ava faith are the toU

lowing:—
1. The BhSktas, who worshipped Vishn'u as Vlsudeva,

and wore no characteristic marks ; their worship was that

of the one supreme lord of the universe.

2. The Bhagavatas, who thus called themselves from a
name of Vishn'u, and impressed upon their persons the

Vaishn'ava insignia, representing the discus, club, conch,

Sfc. of their divinity. But they had an admixture of su-

perstition in their religious creed, and reverenced the 7V
lasi plant and the mlagr&ma stone, of which more will

be said hereafter. The authorities of both these sects

were the Upanishada and the BhagavaxMJft J.

3. The Vaishn'avas differed only from the preceding

sect by promising themselves a sort of sensual paradise

after death in VaTkun't'a.

4. The Panchar&trakas, who worshipped the female
personifications of Vishn'u,

Besides these there were, 5, the Vaikhdnas'as, and, 6, the

Karmmahfafa, who abstained from all ritual observances.

These six sects, of which some have disappeared,

have given rise to about twenty different schools, which
for the greater part exist to this day. Amongst other di-

visions of less importance, the Vaishn'avas are usually dis-

tinguished into four principal Sampradiyos, or sects, of

which the most antient and respectable is the S'rT Sam-
prad&ya, founded by the Vaishn ava reformer RSmSnuja
Acharya, who lived about the middle of the twelfth oen-
tury. The establishments of the Rdm$nufiyis are still

numerous in the Deccan, and the same country compre-
hends the site of the Gaddi, or the pillow-seat of the pri-

mitive teacher ; his spiritual throne, to which his disciples

are successively elevated ; and this circumstance gives a
superiority to the AchSryas of the south over those of the
north of India. The worship of this sect is addressed to

Vishn'u and to Lakshmt, and their respective incarnations,

either singly or conjointly ; and this causes many sub-

divisions according as these Vaishn'avas adore either Nflrd-

yan'a or Lakshmt, or Lakshmt NarSyan'a, or Rama or
Sitf, or Btta-RSma, &c. Images of metal or stone are
usually set up in the houses of the private members of this

sect, which are daily worshipped, and the temples and
dwellings are all decorated with the Silagrama stone and
the Tulast plant. A peculiarity of this sect is that they
always cook for themselves, and observe the most scru-

pulous privacy in earing their meals ; if their food attracts

even the looks of a stranger, the operation, whether of pre-

paring or eating it. is immediately stopped, and the viands
are buried in the ground.
The chief ceremony of initiation in all Hindu sects is

the communication by the teacher to the disciple of the
Mantra, which generally consists of the name of some
deity, or a short address to him. It is communicated in a
whisper ; that of the Rdmsnuia sect is, On RAraaya. nv
mah, |. «., Om Salutation to Ritma!
The Hindu sects are usually discriminated from each

other by various streaks (Rhaktichchheda) on their faces,

breast*, and arms ; for this purpose all the Vaishn'avas
employ a white earth called Gepi-chandana, which should
be brought from Dwarakg, it being said to be the soil of

a pool at that place, iq »mch the Gopts drowned them-
selves when they heard of KrTshn'a's death, (This word
means the ' sandal-wood of the Gopts,' and is nothing but a
kind of calcareous clay.} The followers of RSminuia have
for their authorities the SVi Bhfohya, the G\ta-BhUkya,
the VedAtht'a-Sartgraha, and the eight Sitwjka PuraVas

;

besides numerous other works which are still current in
various parts of India. The doctrine contained in these
books is called the ' Vis'ishtddwaita,' or doctrine of unity
with attributes ; for although the RSmSnujas maintain that

VUhn*n and the mlvers* an one, yet, in sppesWsa tons

VedAnta school of philosophy, they deny that the <Uuj

void of form or quality, and regard hiss as endows* ss*

all good qualities, ana with a twofold form—tin mom*
spirit, Param&imll, or cause, and the gross ens, tat «aVt

the universe : and in these assertions tnsy srs Wwsl

by most of the Vaishn'ava sects. But basklss VlnVrt

primary and secondary form as the creator sad swats,

he is worshipped in five different modifications: sstasth

his ArchfL, objects of worship, as images, Its.; is ks

AvatSras ; in certain forms called Vy&Aai, whisk n
Vflsudeva, Balarflma, Pradyumna, and Aniruddha; fswttd,

in the 8Hkshma, or subtile form. Every ens ef law
forms requires a different mode of worship i thaw Mist
Abhigamana, or cleaning and purifyinr the (task
images, &c. ; the Up&da'na, or providing flowers isJsb-

fumes for religions rites ; the Ijyo\ or the prssentttfet «f

such offerings, blood-offerings being uniformly peeh&W
by all the Vaishn'avas ; the SuAdhycim,punting tKs n>

sary, and repeating the names of the divinity or ssj tf b
forms; and lastly the Yoga, the effort to unite vritfa tht

deity : the reward of these acts is elevation to the «st i

Vishn'u, and enjoyment of like state with ms owi a i

condition of pure extasy and eternal rapture.

The members of this sect are in the north of IwHsolM

8'rt-Vaishn'avas, and are decidedly hostile to the Store,

nor are they on friendly terms with those Vaishn'sntirin

worship Krlshn'a, although they acknowledge that set;

to be an incarnation of Vumh'u.
Towards the end of the thirteenth century of oar en,

RamAnanda, originally one of the earliest teachcn of lit

tenets professea by tne preceding sect, retired froo &
society, and established a schism of his own at Bentra

The principal object of worship of Ramlnands'i (blkwm

is Vishn'u as Rdmachandra : they of course reverence tsi

the other Avat&ras, but they maintain the saperiemtt

R9raa in the present or Kali yuga ; hence they trt cs)-

lectively known as Rdmavats. They also reverence Ik

84Jagr9ma stone and the Tulast plant, and their form 4

worship correspond with those of the Hindus in fewnJ

,

but some mendicant members of the sect cooadr

all forms of adoration superfluous, beyond the into**

invocation of the name or Krlshn'a and Rims. Thrj ei

known as VairSgis or Viraktas. There are m»nj si

divisions of this school, which it would be tedious *

enumerate.
Amongst the twelve disciples of RtoiSnands, the

qelebrated of all was Kabtr, who established a suivrto

sect who are called Kabir Panthis, for a descriplitc i

which we refer to the ' Asiatic Researches,' vol. xv-, p a

A sect of great Influence, to which the most epulrf

part of the population of India belongs, is that of 1*

Rudra-SampradSya, or VallabhfichSris, They attach thi";

selves to the worship of KrTshn'a and his mistress Ridhi

one of the Gopts ofVrtndSvana, either singly or conjoin^

as in the case of Vishn'u and Lakshmt among th«Ri»
nuj as, and Sttd and Rama among the RSmavaU. Then t

however another form which is more popular still, sluW
much interwoven with the other. This is tbsBilsGopi*

or the Infant Gopfila (Cowherd—a name of Krishna). t!»

worship of whom is very widely diffused amongst all

of Hindu society, and which originated with the four*^

of the Rudra Sampradfiya, Vallabha Acharya. The w-
ship of Krlshn'a as one with Vishn'u dates evidently In*

the Maha-Bhfirata, and hisjuvenile forms are broujnt pn

eminently to notice in the account of his infancy in *
Vishn'u and other Puran'as; but none of these worknk

criminate him from Vishn'u, nor do they recommesd t>

infantine or adolescent state to peculiar veneration. *

the same time some hints may have been derived fc*

them for the institution of this division of the Hindu ni£

According to the Brahma-Vaivartta-Purfina, whicfc a »
most decided in claiming supremacy for Krhhn's, the r<-

sidence of Krlshn'a is denominated Goloka (or the ***

of cows) ; it is far above the three worlds, and ass, si «"

hundred millions of yqjanas below it, the separate W»»

«

Vishn'u and S iva, that is. Vaikun fa and KsilHa. Tbtn^

was that he created all things : Nirfiyan'a or Visho"n Pr5
'

ceeded from his right hand, 8*iva from his left, Bnaw
from his head, Pharmma (the god ofjustice) fomlmbrrt1*

Saraswatt (the goddess of speech} from his raouth, ur
shmi from his mind, and Diirgu (the wife of S'ivaJ tm »
understanding, and Radha (his own mistress) Irani asw
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*ide. Three hundred millions of GopTs (female cowherds),
or companions of Radhfi, exude from the pores of her
skin ; and a like number of Gopas, or companions of

Krtshn'a, from the pores of his skin : the very cows and
their calves, properly the tenants of Goloka, but destined

to inhabit the groves of VrTndSvana, are produced from
the same exalted source. Yet in this description of crea-

i the deity is still spoken of as a young man, and the
'
fa therefore affords only indirect authority for Mb

a child. However the VallabhSchSris refer to

practices are of a similar character with those

er regular worshippers ; their temples and houses
.re images of Gopflla, who is represented as a chubby

>y of the dark hue of Vishn'u, and who receives eight

times a day the homage of his votaries. Besides these

diurnal ceremonials, there are several annual festivals of
great repute observed throughout India ; of those in Ben-
gal and Oriasa, the Ratha-ydtrd, or procession of Jagannfitha
in his car, is the most celebrated ; but it is rarely held in

Upper India, and then only by natives of Bengal. The
st popular festival at Benares is the Janamash-t'amT, the

ivity of Krishna, on the eighth day of Bhadra (Au-
t). Another is the Rflsa-yiltra, or annual commemora-
of the dance of the frolicksome deity with the sixteen

This last is a very popular festival, and is celebrated

the greatest solemnity.

The Brahma Sampradflya is a sect instituted in the south

of India by MSdhava Acharva, who was born in the Saka
year 1121 (a.d. 1199). The doctrine of the members of

this sect is similar to that of the Rudra Sampradfiya, with
the exception that they denv the Moksha, or final emanci-
pation

;
they also hold the Yoga [Yoga] to be impracti-

cable : for according to them life is one and eternal, de-

pendent upon the Supreme (Vishn'u), and indissolubly con-
' with, but not the same with him

;
they quote the

|
line from the Mahopanishad : As the bird and

' as juices and trees, as rivers and oceans, as fresh

1 salt, as the thief and his booty, as man and ob-

of sense—so are God and life distinct, and both are

;r indefinable;' and this one from the Garud'a-Puritn'a

:

>m the difference between omniscience and partial

knowledge, omnipotence and inferior power, supremacy
and subservience, the union of God and life cannot lake

place.' This division of the Vaishn'avas is however con-

fined to the peninsula, and is altogether unknown in Gan-
jelic Hindostan.

Besides these sects, which are the most conspicuous, the

Vaishn'avas comprehend the KhSkis, Maluk Dasis, Senais,

Mira-Bais, Nimflvats. Charan'a-Dasis, &c.
This account of the Vaishn'ava sects has been chiefly

derived from Professor Wilson's valuable paper in the

fifteenth volume of the ' Asiatic Researches," to which we
refer the reader for fuller information.

Most of these religious sects are divided into clerical and
lay members, as it were: the bulk of the votaries, though
not always, belong to the latter ; while the rest, or clerical

class, are sometimes monastic and sometimes secular. Of
the coenobitic members of the different communities most
pursue a wandering and mendicant life ; indeed all of them
at some period have led such a life : but when old and in-

firm they sit down in some previously existing math, or

monastery, or establish one of their own.
The Maths, Asthals, or AkSras, the residences of the

monastic communities, are scattered over the whole coun-
try : they generally comprehend a set of huts or chambers
for the Mahanta, or superior, and his permanent pupils

;

a temple sacred to the deity whom they worship, or the

SnmSah, or shrine of the founder of the sect, or some emi-
nent teacher; and a Dharma Siila, one or more sheds or

buildings for the accommodation of the mendicants or tra-

vellers, who are constantly visiting the Math. Ingress and
egress are free to all : and indeed a restraint upon personal

liberty seems never to have entered into the conception of

any of the religious legislators of the Hindus.

Of the inanimate objects sacred to Vishn'u the Sala-

grSma stone is the principal ; it forms a profitable object

of traffie, and enjoys the highest veneration of most of the

Vaishn'avas. The SSIagrSmas are mostly ammonites, found

in the bed of the Gandhakt river, of the size of an orange.

The reasons why this stone is worshipped are very contra-

dictory and by no means satisfactory. We refer to the

most plausible ones in the 1 As. Res.,' vol. xii., p. 264

;

W. Hamilton, ' Description of Hindostan,' vol, i., p. 620

;

Forbes, 'Oriental Memoirs,' vol. hi., p. 340; Tavernier,
Voyages,' hi., ch. 5 ; and Kilter, ' Erdkunde,' vol. iv., p.

14. A mythological story is given by Colonel Wilford in t he
14th vol. of the 'Asiatic Researches,' but it is highly
absurd.

(Wilson, Vishn'u Purdn'a, Atialic Researches, vols. xv.
and xvi.)

VISIER. [Vizir.]

V18IN, or VON VISIN, DEN 18 IVANOVITCH,
one of the most eminent Russian writers of the eighteenth
century, and in his own peculiar walk the most eminent
of them all, was bom at Moscow, April 3rd, 1745, of
parents in eaty circumstances. Except in regard to moral
instruction, to which point hiu parents were very attentive,

his early education was a common one. He was Bent first

to the Gymnasium, afterwards to the University of Moscow,
and while studying there was selected as one of the pupils to

accompany the rector to St. Petersburg, to be presented
to Count Shuvalov (the founder and patron of the establish-

ment), as worthy of notice for their promising abilities.

Their reception was flattering, and the splendour of the
court and the more refined tone of the northern capital

made a strong impression upon Von Visin. The theatre
more especially appeared to him a region of enchantment,
and he had an opportunity of becoming personally ac-
quainted with Volkov [Volkov] and other leading actors
of that time, a circumstance that contributed to encourage
his taste for the drama. It was also his good fortune to

meet with Lomonosov, whom merely to have seen was an
event in his life, and from him he received some sound
advice on the importance of pursuing his studies syste-

matically. On his return to Moscow, and while he still

continued at the university, he made his first essays in

literature by translating Holberg's Fables, not from" the
original, but the German, and Terrasson's philosophical
romance of ' Sethos,' which were followed by a version of
Voltaire's 'Alzire'—a writer whom he then as greatly ad-
mired as he afterwards detested. Though these pro-
ductions were reckoned by himself among the indiscretions

of his youth, they served to make him known, and his

Alzira more especially recommended him to the notice

of the minister Count Panin. who bestowed on him an
appointment in his own department, the duties of which
were made little more than nominal, in order that he
might prosecute his literary studies. Notwithstanding the

apparent enviableness of a position that seemed to give

both present, enjoyment and a brilliant prospect for the

future, Von Visin quarrelled with his good fortune, perhaps
because it had come too easily, and, in consequence of

jealousies and misunderstandings between himself and
another protege of the count's, quitted his employment
and his patron. After this precipitate step he seems to

have led for awhile a rather unsettled life, associating with

companions who were of very libertine principles, and of

by no means irreproachable conduct. From the ill-effects

of their example he was partly preserved by infirmity of
constitution, and by his being subject at that time to

almost continual headaches ; and it was moreover his

good fortune to be reclaimed from such dangerous con-
nections by an intimacy whichhe shortly afterwards formed
with an amiable family at Moscow.
Warned by the pant and encouraged for the future, Von

Visin began again to apply himself to study, and became
ambitious of not merely succeeding as an author, but of

enriching the literature of his country with productions

of an original and national character. On surveying what,

had up to that time been done in the language, he perceived

that a wrong course had been pursued—that instead of being
allowed to show itself at will, native talent had been both
misdirected and checked by imitation. The literature was
in danger of becoming one of mere routine

;
epics, odes,

tragedies, were all after established and ' approved models,'

and though correct as to mere pattern, they were cold,

colourless, and feeble.

He accordingly determined to give his countrymen a
specimen of comedy— not a drama of the kind at second-

hand, but such as should be, and should be felt to be,

thoroughly Russian in every respect. The result was most
successful: the ' Brigadier ' (written and first performed

in 1764, though not printed till nearly twenty years after-

wards) conferred on him immediate popularity. Never-
less he showed himself in no hurry to obtain a second

triumph of the kind, for it was not until eighteen

3E 2
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years afterward* that he produced his second piece, the
* Nedorosl,' or Spoiled Youth. In fact he seemed well

content to live upon the fame of his ' Brigadier,' and the

reputation it acquired for him both at - court and with the

public. He did not indeed lay aside his pen, but em-
ploying it chiefly in translating from the French, and
among other things Barthelemy's ' Amours de Charitfi et

de Polydore,' and BitaubeVs ' Joseph.'

In 1777 he visited France for the benefit of his health ;

and his residence at Paris seems to have greatly abated
his admiration of the French people, and more especially

of French philosophers. Unfortunately only six letters of
his correspondence from that capital, with Counts Panin
and Orlov, have been preserved, a circumstance the more
to be regretted because, besides being interesting in them-
selves, they are superior specimens ofstyle ; and in fact Von
Visin was by far the best Russian prose-writer of the last

century. Restored to health and cured of his French pre-

dilections, he returned to St. Petersburg, where, after pass-

ing some time in inactivity, he produced, in 1782, his

second and still more successful comedy, the ' Nedorosl.'

This piece seems now an exaggerated picture of manners,
even m Russia itself

;
yet that such is the case is rather an

honour than a reproach to Von Visin, for by correcting the

extravagances to wliich his satire was applied, he himself

has destroyed the verisimilitude of his own picture. The
' Nedorosl ' was his last dramatic production, for he seemed
disposed to take Potcmkin's compliment on the occasion

as serious advice. ' Denis,' said the prince to him, after

the first representation, ' there is now nothing left for you
to do but go home and die, since, were you to live for ever,

never again would you write anything half so good 1' That
celerity of composition and fertility of invention which
distinguished Lope de Vega, Goldom, and many other dra-

matic writers, were certainly not possessed by Von Visin
;

and, as has been further remarked by his critic Prince Via-
zemsky, his talent was rather that of a powerful comic
satirist than that of a dramatic genius. Though he con-
tinued to write from that time, he produced nothing of
importance—chiefly miscellaneous pieces for various jour-

nals, which would now be forgotten, but for the interest

which they derive from the author's name. From this re-

mark however must be excepted one production of per-

manent value, his ' Ispovied,' or Confessions, a sort of au-
tobiography, from which it appears that he had long re-

nounced the principles which he had imbibed at his first

outset in life, and patiently submitted, as to salutary chas-

tisement, to the affliction of almost uninterrupted ill

health. He again recovered however in some degree, and
once more applied to his literary occupations. His very
lost production of all was another comedy, entitled the
' Hofmeister,' which only the day before his death he put
into the hands of Derzhavin and Dmitriev, who are said to

have agreed with him that it was still belter than his

former ones. Nevertheless we are told that the MS. was
lost, and could never afterwards be traced anywhere—so
very strange a story, as to- be scarcely credible. Von
Visin died Oct. 1 (13), 1792, at the age of 47. Of his

complete works two editions have since been published
;

yet it must be owned that although he did much for the
lit erat tire of his country, it lies within a very small compaw,
and all the rest that he did does not appear to correspond
to his reputation.

(Plakan, in the Entziklopediicheskii Lehsihon ; Snigerev,
Storar, &c.

;
Viazemsky, in the Sovremennik.)

VISION. [Eye; Sight.]
VISITATION. [Archdeacon ; Bishop.]
VISITOR. [Schools, Endowed.]
VISTULA (in Polish, Wisla; in German, Weichtel) is

the principal river of Poland, though neither its source nor
its mouth is in that kingdom. It rises at the foot of the
Carpathians, near the village of Skotschau, in the circle of
Teschen in Austrian Silesia. Taking partly an eastern course,

it enters the kingdom of Poland at the south-western ex-
tremity, passes the antient capital, Cracow, forming the
southernboundary of the republic. LeavingCracow it turns
to the north-east, dividing the kingdom of Poland from
Galicia as far asSandomir, where it turns first to the north,

then to the north-west to Warsaw, then in a nearly westerly

and north-westerly course till it leaves the Polish territory

and enters Prussia a little above Thorn, below which it

flows northwards to the Baltic. Before it reaches the

Bfcltoi U divide* at Monlau, below Marienwerder, julo

two branches, the smaller of which, called the Not*
discharges itself into the Frische Haff. The kiw <r

western branch, after flowing about thirty-five orfotiy ai*»

farther, again divides at Fiirstenwerder, nine mile* ftt

Danzig, into two branches, the smaller Of which hum \

the east, and empties itself into the Frische Haff. and %
main stream taking the opposite direction discharge* en

the Baltic at Weichselmunde, north of Daniig. la t,

course through Poland it isjoined by the following mr?»

I. on the left by—1, the Nida ; 2, the Pilka, whit* rca

near the town of the same name, and falls into thtVuitt

twenty-five miles above Warsaw ; 3, the Bzura. II . tt

the right—1, the Save, one of the auger affluents «(U» \ >
tula, which comes from Galicia, and runs along the (rutin

of the kingdom for a short distance from Krceuow ta ut
Sandimir; 2, the Wieprz,which risesin the district ofZsbm
3, the Bug, the largest of the tributaries of the V«w
which however flows for a considerable distance aloof 1>

eastern frontier of the kingdom, dividing it from Ru»u

turns to the west, and falls into the Vistula near Wtrto

not far from Nowidwor and the fortress of Modlin im

called New Georgiewsk). The Bug having received id

course many rivers, among others the Narew, at t ikr

distance from its junction with the Vistula, is almost

to that river, which becomes by this addition one a &
great European rivers. The whole course of the Vistula i

about 400 miles, for above 300 of which, viz. from five,

it is navigable. The Bromberg canal connects tbeVsiai

with the Oder. The Vistula becomes navigable by It?

barges at Cracow; the Narew, at Tykoczin ; the Be
which is joined by the Narew at Sierock, up to Bm*
Littewski ; the Bober, which falls into the Narew, up >>

Goniondz, and the Wieprz up to Kranistau. Higher 'f

than the above-named places on the Bug and the Vtfiu

the two rivers are navigable only by boats that go <!«

the stream, but do not return. These are square iat-to-

tomed boats, and are called galleys or ' bicks ;' they ctn

seven, eight, and up to fifteen hundred cwt. For the*? Ut>

the Bug is navigable up to Dubienka, and the Viatula up

Cracow, but only when these rivers are swollen, u u i

case in the spring, at midsummer, and in the autumn :

«

other times they cannot perform these voyages, ami i;

period of high water at the above seasons is taken aim-

tage of with as little loss of time as possible. The sa^v

are generally sold very cheap at Danzig. The \ ulu-

being connected with so many navigable rivers, utp>
channel for the conveyance of the productions of Puk.

especially com and timber, from the interior of the b:

dom to the sea-coast. At the junction of the Bos

the Vistula stands the important fortress of Mol:

at Warsaw the river is commanded by Alexsali"

citadel.

(Hassel, Das Rustitche Reich in Europa; Stein. OV

graphisch-Statistitche* Lexicon; Brockhaus, Co*w>-

lions Lexicon.)
VISUAL, that which accompanies vision : at, the <»-

angle, under which a body is seen ; the visual ray* f

which it is seen, &c.
VITA'CEjE, or VINITERjE, a natural order of K

belonging to Lindleys albuminous group of Poly jx-:»'"

Exogens. The species of this oidtr are composed o/v

mentose and climbing shrubs, and hence the order is *»
times called Sarmentacess, of which the grape-vine i<

'•

type. Kunth has named the whole order Ampelide*. inJ

dmpeio* (afiT(Xoc), the vine. Jussieu, in the »r»t edii> t ••

the 'Genera Plantarum,' called this order Vites. Thewl"

is small, with an entire or toothed margin. The petals -l
l

"

5, inserted on the outside of the disk, turned in«ani»
>'

the edge in aestivation in a somewhat valvate manner, u-

the apex often inflexed. The stamens are equal in nw
ber to the petals, and placed opposite them, sonxii«p

sterile by abortion ; the filaments are distinct, or did'

cohering at the base ; the anthers ovate and vetsw*

The ovary is superior, 2-celled ; the style single, very*!*"1

the stigma simple; the ovules definite and erect. ?
fruit a globose berry, younger ones 2-celled, older otr-

frequently 1-celled by abortion. Seeds 4 or 5, or ie»"

albumen hard
; embryo erect, half the length of the all-

men ; the radicle terete ; the cotyledons lanceolate- ^'

lower leaves are opposite, and the upper ones ahvnu!'-

stalked, simple, lobed, or compound, furnished with »»

pules at the base. The peduncles are racemose, thrm»-

corymbose, cymose, or umbellate, opposite (fas Jw***
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netimes changed into tendrils. The flowers arc
I, insignificant ; the colour greenish or greenish yellow,
times purple.

le order thus constituted has been variously placed by
nists. On account of its albuminous seeds, Lindley
t it in his group Albuminosae. With many orders in
roup it has affinities. It has acid properties, in com-

mon with Grossulaceae and fierberaeeas. Its affinities to
Umbelliferae may be seen through the species of Cissus
and Leea : and Vitis has a strong resemblance to Alalia,'
especially A. racemosa. The tumid and articulated joints of
Vltaceae, with other points of resemblance, exhibit a rela-
tion with Geraniaceae.

1, Cutting, with a bunch or fruit; 2, inflorescence : 3, transverse seclion

of b*»rrv in young state
; 4, vortical section of the same

; 5, section of ripe

trait ; o, section of seed, showing embryo.

This order includes G genera, which for the most part

inhabit the warmer parts of the northern temperate zone,

and are found in both the Old anil New worlds. Most of

them are natives of Asia, one of New Holland, and none
in Europe. The most characteristic property of this order

is acidity, which is most fully developed in the grape-vine.

fVrrw.] The acid present is chiefly the tartaric, but
inalic acid has also been found. In addition to the acid,

sugar is present in the fruit, which is of a peculiar kind,'

and is called grape-sugar. Some of the species of Cissus:

are used in medicine. This genus is known by its nearly

entire calyx, 4 petals, 4 stamens, 4-celled ovary, and 1- to

4-seeded "berry. Some of the species, as C. cordata and
C. setosa, have acrid properties, and are used by the na-

tives of Hindustan as an external application for indolent

suppurating tumours. The berries of most of the species

are too acrid to allow of their being eaten, but those of

C. ovata, a native of Jamaica and the West Indian Islands,

are eaten by the natives. The roots of C. salntaris, a na-

tive of New Andalusia, are employed as a remedy in

dropsy. All the species are climbing plants, and some of

Uiem are supplied with remarkable hooked tendrils, by

which they lay hold of the branches of trees, and thus de-
rate themselves above their summits. In cultivation they

e the saint; general treatment as the grape-vine, but

are seldom seen in this country except in botanical col-

lections.

The genus Ampelopsis has a nearly entire calyx, 5 pe-
tals, 5 stamens, a single style crowned by a capitate stigma,
the ovary not immersed in the disk. This genus is inter-

mediate between Cissus and Vitis. The species are found
in North America, the north of Africa, in China, and the
Himalaya. They are all climbing shrubs, of easy propa-
gation and culture, and are very ornamental. The A. he-
deracea is the 5-leaved or American ivy. It has been long
known in the gardens of Europe. It is a native of North
America, from Pennsylvania to the Carolinas. It is known
by its digitate leaves with 5 leaflets. It grows freely in

cities, and often runs up in the front of houses in and near
London to the height of 50 or 60 feet. The leaves are
a lively green in summer, and in autumn change to a
bright red. Several other species bear cultivation in the
open air in this climate, but none are more worthy of atten-
tion than the above.
The genus Leea was named after James Lee, the foun-

der of the extensive nursery at Hammersmith, and author
of an 'Introduction to the Linnu?an System of Botany.'
Together with the genus Lasianlhera, it is distinguished from
the other genera of the order by the possession of a monope-
talous corolla, and by its peduncles never being converted
into tendrils. On account of these differences Bartling
has separated these two genera from Vitaceae, and formed
them into a small order with the name Leeaeere. The
species of Leea are large rough shrubs, with cymes of small
greenish or yellow insignificant flowers, with pinnate or
bi-piunate leaves. They are not worth cultivating as orna-
mental shrubs.

(Lindley, Natural System ; Bisehoff, Lehrbuch der Bo-
tanih ; Hons Gardener'* Dictionary.)
VITALIA'NUS, a native of Sigma, succeeded Eugenius

I. in the see of Rome, a.d. 6">7. He sent envoys to Con-
stantinople to signify his election to the emperor Conslans
II. , called by some Constitutive, who received them favour-
ably and confirmed the privileges of the Roman See, and
sent back the envoys with presents to Rome. Aribert I.,

son of Guntwald of Boioaria, and nephew of Queen Theu-
tlelinda, was at the time king of the Longobards, but the
duchy of Rome bore allegiance to the Eastern empire, and
was included in the administrative jurisdiction of the

exarch of Ravenna. About the year 6C3 the emperor
Constans landed at Tarentum with a large force, invaded
the duchy of Beneventum and laid siege to that town,
whose duke, Grimwald, had gone to Pavia, w here he had by
treachery seized the crown of the Longobards. Grimwald,
who had left his son Romuald as duke of Beneventum,
upon hearing of the invasion of the Byzantines hastened
to relieve Beneventum, when Constans was obliged to

raise the siege and withdraw to Naples, from whence he
repaired to Rome. Vitalianus went at the head of his

clergy to meet the emperor outside of the walls, and con-
ducted him to St. Peter's church. Constans afterwards

visited the Lateran and the other principal churches of
Rome, and after remaining twelve days in that city he re-

turned to Naples. But before he left Rome he ordered
the principal monuments of the city to be stripped of their

bronzes and other ornaments, and the Pantheon among
the rest, not sparing even the external bronze covering of
the dome. The booty was shipped for Syracuse, whither
Constans repaired, ami where he intended to fix his resi-

dence. Most of the bronzes were afterwards seized by the
Saracens when they plundered Syracuse.

In the year GGG a controversy took place between Vita-

lianus, and Maurus, archbishop of Ravenna, who refused to

acknowledge the supremacy of the see of Rome, and to

receive the pallium from the hands of its bishop. Vita-
lianus summoned Maurus to Rome under pain of excom-
munication, and the archbishop retorted by sending him a
letter in which he anathematized Vitalianus. Both Vita-

lianus and Maurus appealed to the emperor Constans, who
by a diploma, dated Syracuse, on the Calends of March, in

the year xxv. of Constantine the elder, emperor, decreed
'that the church of Ravenna should be ever after inde-
pendent of every other ecclesiastical authority, and espe-

cially of that of the patiiareh of old Rome, and should
enjoy the privilege of being Autocephalos ;' and he in-

formed the archbishop of his having w ritten to that purpose
to the exarch Gregory. Muratori quotes this diploma,

which he found »» the library of Modena.
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In the year 668 Vitalianus consecrated Theodore of
Tarsus as archbishop of Canterbury, and sent him to Eng-
land with instructions to establish and enforce unity of

discipline In the churches of Britain, an object whichTheo-
dore effected, though not without much difficulty, at the

council of Hertford, a.d. 673.

In the year 672 Vitalianus died at Home, and was suc-

ceeded by Deodatus or Deusdedit II.

(Muratori, Annali <f Italia ; Platina, De Viti* Pon-
tificum ; Agnellus, Liber Pontilkalie.)

VITEBSK. [Vitbpsic.]

VITE'LLIU8, AULU8, a Roman emperor, whose reign

lasted little more than ten months, a.d. 69. He was of

a noble family, and his father Lucius Vitelline had
been honoured several times with the consulship (a.d.

34, 43, and 47), and afterwards appointed praefect or Syria.

He was a man of effeminate ana luxurious habits, ana his

son Aulus inherited these qualities from his father : he was
also prodigiously fond of the pleasures of the table. His
manners were probably pleasing, as he enjoyed the favour
of three successive emperors, Caligula, Claudius, and Nero.
He was first made consul in a.d. 48. After Galba had
been elevated to the imperial dignity, in a.d. 68, he or-

dered Fonteius Capito, the commander of the legions in

Germany, to be put to death, and appointed Aulus Vitel-

lius in hir stead. Galba was unpopular with the soldiers,

as he did not attempt to win their favour by rich dona-
tives : Vitellius, on the other hand, was the idol of his

troops, whom he attached to himself by liberal gifts, and
by still more liberal promises ; and at the beginning of the
year a.d. 60, Vitellius was proclaimed emperor. On the
arrival of this news at Rome, Galba adopted L. Piso Lici-

niamis, a noble and unassuming youth ; but the prae-
torians were discontented with Galba's stinginess, and a
conspiracy was formed against him, which was headed by
L. Salvius Otho Titianus, who was himself proclaimed em-
peror by the soldiers, and ordered Galba and his friends to

be put to death (January 15th, 69). The Roman empire
had now two emperors, whose rival claims could only be
settled by the sword. Vitellius sent two of his generals
to occupy the Pennine Alps and the part of Italy north of
the Po (GalliaTranspadana). Otho marched against them,
and met the enemy near Bedriacum ; but his army being
defeated, he despaired of success, and put an end to his
life about the middle of April. His army recognised Vitel-
lius as emperor, who now came to Rome. He had scarcely
arrived there when Flavius Vespasianus, who was then
engaged in the war against the Jews, was urged by his
friends to assume the imperial dignity, and was actually
proclaimed emperor on the 1st of July, at Alexandria, by
Tiberius Alexander, the praefect of Egypt. Vespasian
was immediately recognised by the legions in Judaea and
Syria, and soon afterwards also by those of Moesia and
Pannonia. Antonius Primus, the commander of the latter,

marched into Italy without waiting for the commands of
Vespasian. The defensive plans of Vitellius were betrayed
by his own general Caecina ; and his army, though far
superior in numbers to that of the enemy, was routed in
an engagement which took place during Ihc night between
Bedriacum and Cremona. His camp near Cremona was
taken by the enemy, the soldiers surrendered, and Cremona
was burnt. The victorious army slowly advanced towards
Rome: the garrisons stationed in the various towns on
their road surrendered at the approach of Antonius, and
Vitellius at Rome, wavering between fear and hope, could
not come to any resolution, but allowed his adherents to
act as they pleased. On the arrival of the hostile army in
the city, and during the civil bloodshed which ensued,
Vitellius concealed himself: but he was dragged from his
hiding-place and murdered at the age of 57. His body was
thrown into the Tiber. This was about the end of Decem-
ber, a.d. 69. His brother Lucius Vitellius was likewise put
to death, and the rest of his adherents surrendered.

(Suetonius, A. Vitellius ; Tacitus, Historic ; S. Aure-
lius Victor, De Catar.9', Eutropius, vii. 12.)
VITELLO, commonly, but incorrectly, VITELLIO, was

a native of Poland, ana was commonly thought to have
lived in the tenth century, till it was shown, from his own
work, that he lived in the thirteenth. He wrote his work
on optics near Cracow, as is supposed; but it appears that
he had lived some time in Italy. Nothing more is known
of him except some unimportant facts relative to his family,

which may be found in the ' Biographic Universelle.'

There are said to be works of Vitelilo rtmilsiai a
manuscript, but the only one which has been jrSi >

that on optics, which has had three editions. Tin 1st

was ' Vitellioms Perspective Libri Decern,' NUrss;
1533, in folio, edited by Tanstetter and Apjsa. %
second, ' Vitellionls Mathematiei Doctissimi de OntaV
fcc., Niirnberg, 1561, folio. The third, • Optis* ITaes*.

Alhazeni, &c. Item Vitellionls Thuringo-Pokai Us
Decern,' Basle, 1572, folio, edited by Risner. Tbiimts
admitted, by all who have consulted it, to show a pnkmt
knowledge of the ancient geometry. Montucls lad sk
Libes say that in optics it is little more than a tiaasksat

of Alhazen ; this is wholly denied by the writer of the I*
in the ' Biographie Universelle,' who does not hovrn-

five any information on the points in which the two *oti

iffer, and does not precisely specify the points is «tus

he considers Vitellio to have augmented the existing taw

ledge of optics. But Libes asserts that Vitellio distrait

attributes the rainbow to combined reflexion and rehi-

tion ; as also that he accounts for the lununooi ran

which are seen round the sun and moon by the refrufa

of light in haze or vapour, and for parhelia, fee. Iw s>

flexion from clouds. Dr. Young states his theory of rela-

tion to be more correct than that of Alhazen, sad rtfenx

him as the constructor of an original table of rrfndm

powers.
VITEPSK, or VITEBSK, is a government intheiofr

west of European Russia, and with that of Mobile* k4a

part of Poland which fell to Russia at the first psrotxne!

that kingdom in 1772. Catherine II. divided it into tn

governments, which she united in 1796 under the

White Russia ; but in 1802 it was again divided into tw

when Vitepsk was organised as at present. It Bel dim
54s 42' and 57° 21' N. lat. and 25* 45* and 31* AO' E. ka

and is bounded on the north-west by Livonis. «
north-east by Pskow, on the east by Smolerwk, on 1

south-east by Mohilew, on the south-west by Miratei

on the west by Wilna and Courland. Its ares U led

square miles, and it is divided into twelve circles.

This government is a vast plain without mountains, s

almost without hills, diversified only by the banla of i

rivers, which rise a little above the general level. 1

soil is sand mixed with clay, and with a very thin eorai

of vegetable mould. The principal river is the D*n
which enters the government from Pskow, mskei » «n

circular bend to Desna, from which place it runt aloer'

western frontier, and is joined in its course by roost of

rivers of the province * among these are the Metht.

Kasplia, the Ula, the Polota, the Drissa, the Druji.

Saryja, the Feananka, and the Ewest. There are nuoxfl

small lakes, but not one of any considerable tin

largest are that of Lubahn or Luban, towards the north,

the frontier of Livonia, and the Unnyn, Usmiat, Nevehs

Szelai, Sebesh, Lizno, Osweija, and Rama, about
*

centre. The abundance of water causes the rlii

to be rather damp, but it is temperate and not

variable.

Though the soil is poor, and needs much mum
periodical fallow, agriculture is the chief occujstwe

the inhabitants, and, on account of the facility of tip

tion, very profitable. They cultivate rye, wheat, barley,* i

and some pulse, but the last only on the lands of the ad

flax and hemp are grown in great abundance; hopil

in small quantities. Horticulture is pretty well sots

to, and the gardens both of the peasants and nobto'

.nish the vegetables common in Russia, but there a

fruit except cherries, because apples, pears, and phm»

quire too much care. The bird-cherry is very comae"

well as all sorts of wild berries (bilberries, «»"^
&c), and these supply the want of stone-fruit Tat i

mense forests, consisting both of pines and other tis*

trees, afford ample employment to the inhabitants in ft™

and squaring timber : ' yet,' says Hassel, • no potash it

nor is any pitch or tar boiled for exportation. The

lands are very extensive, and horned cattle and nor**

bred in great numbers, but the former are small ; the

are partly ofthe strong Russian race and partly of the Si

Polish breed. There are large flocks of sheep, tbs

of which is coarse. The inhabitants have *^**~||
of goats, swine and poultry, and bees; but thsbseff I

• ThU rim U called bv the Rueaians «d PolaeDwiaa; M**1
!fjUi I

Courland and Livonia, as well aa in Germany, that it U«M HftlEZ 1

laUer nana eartne preferable, to prerrot rte Mat eoaSnaM eSSSw**™*
which falli into the White Sea near Archanfal.
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of bad quality. In the forests there we bean, wolves,
foxes, stags, wild boars, flying squirrels, hares, and
frame. The lakes and rivers produce various kinds of fish,

especially smelts, of which immense quantities are dried
and exported. The minerals are iron-ore, freestone, lime,

marl, and fbllers'-earth.

It mar be almost said that there are no manufactures

:

in 1808 there was not one of any kind; the official table

for 1838 mentions thirty-nine, of which only four were
of woollen cloths, one of earthenware, one of glass, one of
candles, and thirty-one tanneries ; in 1831 only twenty-
eight are enumerated, and these had altogether but 182
workmen.
The commerce of the government Is greatly facilitated

by the Diina, by which all its surplus produce is conveyed
in light boats to Riga and Pemau; hemp is sent in

hedges to St. Petersburg, and dried smelts (nailed snetki)

to the neighbouring governments. Greater facilities

have been riven to commerce by the Berezina canal, which
connects the Dfina and the Dnieper. The principal arti-

cles of export are hemp, dried Ash, corn, flour, bristles,

horses, square timber, marts, linseed, flax, oxen, wool,

hides, tallow, honey, and wax.
The population is probably near 940,000, but authors

differ very considerably in their statements. One reason

of this may be that the great majority are Rusniaks. who
belong either to the Roman Catholic or United Greek
church, and, acknowledging the pope, are not noticed in

the publications of the Synod of the orthodox Russian
church. The orthodox Russians are few in number ; the

clergy and the nobility are chiefly Poles. Next to the

Rusniaks, the Lettonians are the most numerous; the
Tews are about 15,000, and there are some hundreds ofgyp-
-ies and Germans. The Roman Catholics are under the arch-
bishop of Mohilew

;
they have sixty-three parishes and

forty convents : the United Greeks are under the bishop

of Polotsk, and have one hundred and thirty-five churches

and thirty-three convents. The orthodox Greeks, who are

almost eii Great Russians, have sixty-five parishes, and are

under the bishop of Mohilew. The Lithuanians, Letto-

nians. and Germans are mostly Protestants. The Jews
have their synagogues and schools.

With respect to education, Sohnitaler says he cannot
u'ive a general account for want of information respecting

the schools of the Roman Catholic clergy, and also of
t hose of the Greek clergy, which are united with those of

the whole diocese of Mohilew ; but he gives the following

state of the lay-schools at two different times !

—

School* Masters. PuptU. Ojrfe

1826 19 85 1110 of whom 23
1832 at 04 071 130

It must be observed that the government had at that
time three gymnasia, a lyceum, and seven private esta-

blishments, whence it may be inferred that public education
in not neglected. There is however no printlng-oflee

except the two belonging to the crown.

M. Krusenstern says that the number of pupils in the

government of Vitepsk was, in 1824, 1 133 ; in 1833, 871

:

and in 1835, 1282.

V rrupsK, the capital of the government, to which it

irives its name, is situated on the Diina, at its confluence
with the Viteba, in 55* 8' N. lat. and 30* 6' E. long.

The name of Vitepsk is mentioned by Constantine Por-

phyrogenitus in the tenth century, though, as he places

the city on the Dnieper instead of the Diina, he seems to

have had in view a different place from the present Vi-
tepsk, which however appears to have been in existence at

t hat time. The town is surrounded with antient walls and
towers. It is built on both banks of the Diina. The part

on the left bank is the most considerable: beyond the
Viteba is the old castle, surrounded with a very lofty ram-
part, and the handsomest buildings. The streets are on
t he whole narrow and irregular, and there are only a few
-tone houses. One of the finest edifices is the convent of
<i reek monks of the order of 8t. Basil. There are fourteen

churches; eight monasteries, of which six are Roman
Catholic and two Greek ; and two nunneries. Vitepsk
has many hospitals, poor-houses, and orphan-asylums, and
a large bazaar. Of the four, manufactories of woollen-
cloth mentioned above, three are in this city: there are

-everal tanneries, but no manufactories of any importance.

Almost the whole commerce of the government is in the

hinds of the merchants of Vitepsk : it is chiefly with Rira,

Memel, Danzig, and St. Petersburg ; with the three last
places by means of the Diina, which becomes navigable
at Vitepsk.
Welisch (in Polish, ff'Miz), a town with 6800 inha-

bitants, of whom 1000 are Jews, situated on the two bank*
of the Diina, has a considerable trade in the produce of the
country. The public buildings are one Roman Catholic
and eight United Greek churches, a synagogue, and a
citadel.

Polotsk is mentioned in the antient Scandinavian tra-
ditions anterior to Rnrik, who sent thither one of his com-
panions in arms to govern in his name. The present city
is far from being what it was formerly. It is fortified, but
the fortifications are of little importance, and the citadel
has fallen into decay. There are three United Greek
churches, two Roman Catholic oonvents of the Dominicans
and Franolseans, one United and one Greek convent, one
Lutheran chapel, a synagogue, and an hospital. The
handsomest building in the town is the former college ot
the Jesuits, with a beautiful church. Population 10,000.
The other towns, capitals of the several oireles, do not
require any particular notice.

(Schnitiler, La Su**i*, la Finland*, et la Pologne

;

Hassel, Da* Ru**i*cke Reich in Europa ; Stein, Geogr.
Lexicon ; Horsohelmann, Handbuch der Geographic)
VITERBO E CI'VITAVE'CCHIA, DELEGAZIO'NE

DI, a province of the Papal State, situated between the
Tiber, the sea, and the frontiers of Tuscany. It is bounded
on the south by the comarca or administrative province
of Rome, which extends on both banks of the Tiber ; on
the east partly by the same and partly by the province of
Spoleto, from which last it is separated by the bed of the
Tiber ; on the north partly by the province ofPerugia, from
which it is separated by the river Chiana, and partly by the
Tuscan province of Siena ; and on the west partly by the
Tuscan province of Grosseto and partly by the Mediter-
ranean Sea. The eastern part of the province lies in the
basin of the Tiber ; the central part consists of the basin of
the lake of Bolsena, and its outlet the river Marti ; and the
western part consists of the lower valley of the river Flora,
which, after rising in the Tuscan territory, enters the
Papal State, and after a course of nearly 60 miles enters
the sea below Montalto. These three basins or valleys
slope southwards towards the sea, and merge in the un-
healthy maritime plain of the Maremma, which extends
along the sea-coast.

The ridge called Cimino, the antient Cimimis, of volcanic
formation, runs from north to south for a length of about 30
miles, from Monte Soriano, north-east of Viterbo, which is

its highest summit, being 4000 feet above the sea, to

Monte Virginio near the lake of Bracclano, and divides the
basin of the Tiber from that of the lake of Bolsena. The
Cimimis and its impervious forest arrested for many years
the progress of Roman conquest on the side of Etruria. The
Cimino, which is still a welf-woeded and picturesque moun-
tain, is crossed between Roneiglione and Viterbo by the

high road from Rome to Florence. A succession of lower
hilts encloses the lake of Bolsena on three sides, leaving

an opening to the southward, through which flows the
river Marta. [Bolsena, Laoo diJ On the south-east,

between the lake and the ridge of Cimino, is a wide plain,

at the south-eastern end of whioh is the town of Viterbo.

Viterbo, the capital of the province and a bishop's see,

and the residence of the delegate or governor, is pleasantly

situated at the northern base of the ridge of Monte Cimino,
which is here vulgarly called Montagna di Viterbo, and
on the high road from Rome to Florence, and 40 miles

north-west of Rome. Viterbo lies about 1000 feet above
the sea. It is a large though not very populous town, is

enelosed by walls and towers; it has more than fifty

ehurehes, several convents, and other considerable build-

ings ; the streets are well paved, and adorned with hand-
some fountains. The cathedral is adomed with some good
paintings, and with the monuments of several popes, who
during the middle ages made Viterbo their residence,

being driven out of Rome by the factions and insurrections

common in those times. The episcopal palace annexed
to the cathedral is of the thirteenth century ; it contains

the great hall where the conclave was held, after the death

of Nicholas III., a.d. 1281, which sat for many months
without being able to agree about the election of a new
pope. At last Charles of Anjou, king of Naples, who was
also senator of Rome, and who wished to have a French
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pope, persuaded the people and the municipal authorities of

Viterbo to starve out the cardinals, and even to take away
the roof of the building, in order to oblige them to hasten
the election, which took place at last in the person of
Simon de Brie, a French cardinal, who assumed the name
of Martin IV. In another apartment of the same palace
Pope John XXI. was killed by the falling in of a wall,

a.d. 1277. The other churches worthy of notice are

—

1, Santa Rosa, where the body of the* saint is preserved,

dried up like a mummy. Rosa was a young female en-

thusiast of the thirteenth century, who was set up as a
leader of the Guelph party against the emperor Frederic II.

She is the patroness of Viterbo, and a yearly festival takes

place in her honour, in the month of September, when
numbers of people flock to Viterbo to visit her sanctuary.

2, The church of Santa Maria della Verita, outside of the

walls, has a very good fresco painting, which has been little

noticed, representing the ' Sposalizio,' or Marriage of the
Virgin Mary, by Lorenzo di Giacorno of Viterbo, a pupil of
Masaccio : he is said to have worked at it for a nutnber of

years, and to have introduced in it the portraits of the prin-

cipal contemporary persons of Viterbo. 3, S. Angelo in

Spata has a Roman sarcophagus with a basso-rilievo, and a

modern inscription, which says that it was used as a sepul-

chral urn for the fair Giuliana, an historical character of

the twelfth century, who is said to have been the cause of
one of the frequent wars in those ages between the people
of Rome and those of Viterbo, in which the Romans were
defeated.

The communal or town palace, begun in the thirteenth

century, has some good paintings by Romanelli and
Cavarozzi, both natives of Viterbo, and a collection of

Etruscan sepulchral monuments and other antiquities.

The old palace of the Farnese family is now a foundling

hospital.

Viterbo is, after Rome, the largest town of the Southern
division of the Papal State. Its population is about 13,000.

(Calindri, Saggio Stalittico dello Stato Pontificio.) It is

said to have been built, or rather enclosed, by Desiderius,

the last king of the Longobards, and to have been peopled
by the inhabitants of several ruined towns of the neigh-
bourhood. It governed itself for a long time during the
middle ages as a free municipality, was often at war with
the people of Rome, to which it was obliged at last to

make its submission about the year 1200, and to deliver

up to the Romans its great bell and the iron chain which
served to fasten its principal gate. In the fourteenth

century it had its petty native tyrants, first of the family
of Gatti, and afterwards of the family of Vico. Giovanni
Vico, being defeated in 1354 by Albornoz, the papal
legate, gave up Viterbo to the pope, and was made
governor of Corneto. [Albornoz, Gil Carrillo ok.]

During the French revolutionary invasion of 1796, Viterbo
revolted against the invaders, and the people seized a
number of French civil and military officers, who were
rescued from the popular fury by the exertions of the
bishop and of some of the nobility of the place.

The population of Viterbo and its neighbourhood are
supported chiefly by agriculture ; wine and oil are the
principal produce of the country. There are however
some manufactures of common woollens. Many of the
landed proprietors and local nobility reside at Viterbo.

At Bagnaia, not far from Viterbo, is the Villa Lante,

belonging to the Roman family of that name, a delightful

residence, with terraces, gardens, and waterfalls. The
palace S. Marti no, belonging to the Doria family, in the
same neighbourhood, was once the residence of D. Olimpia
Maidalchini, the powerful sister-in-law of Pope Inno-
cent X. Her portrait and several articles of her toilette

are preserved in the palace. To the east of Bagnaia is

Soriano, a small town of 2700 inhabitants, which is an
estate of the Albani family, who have a mansion on the
summit of a cliff commanding a splendid view over the
range of the Cimino and the valley of the Tiber. In the
81am between the Cimino and the Tiber, and not far from
rta, the antient Horta, now a town of 1800 inhabitants, is

the small lake of Bassano or Bassanello, the antient
Vadimonis, on the banks of which the Etruscans were
defeated by the Romans, B.C. 308. At Urta are seen
the remains of a fine antient bridge on the Tiber, which
the people call Ponte di Augusto. In the same plain

is Vitorchiano, a town of 1400 inhabitants, known for

its having been in the middle ages a faithful ally of

Rome against the people of Viterbo. To the twiW,
on a ridge of calcareous hills which intervran lr.

tween the lake of Bolsena and the Tiber, is tht to'«t (
Bacnoria ; and six miles farther north, on a sleep tail ..

volcanic formation near the confluence of the Pagiia u
the Tiber, is the town of Orvieto. Asceodine the hi*
of the Paglia, to the westward wc find the two ^

AcquapknEkxtk near the borders of Tuscan*.

On a conical hill which rises to the south-east of '

»

lake of Bolsena is Montefiascone, said to have beta a •

a town of the Falisci ; it is now a bishop's see. ha* i»i

inhabitants, and is chiefly known for the excellent mime

wine which is made in its territory. The cathedral .

Montefiascone, and the church of San Flaviaoo, bunt

,

the eleventh century, are worthy of notice. The lar, t

contains the sepulchre of John de Fugger, a Genii,

bishop, who died in this place from having drunk too mar.

of the muscat wine ; so at least says the local tradito-.

supported by the received interpretation of his epitaph

South of Viterbo, and on the high road to Rome, bRa-

ciglione, built on a bed of lava at the southern but tilt

Cimino, and on the border of the great plain of the ('*»

pagna. It has about 4000 inhabitants, and iron and c.c-

per works and paper-mills. Near Ronciglione, in a <•

mantic valley (once a crater) of the Cimino, is the pre?;

lake of Vico, surrounded by thick woods. An e»u*arr

constructed by the Farnese dukes of Castro and Rok-v

lione, carries off the superabundant water, which, nVr.-

through a narrow ravine, sets in motion a number of it. •

Farther on, and on the northern slope of the Cimino m>
overlooking the valley of the river Marti, is the m.
town of Bieda, the antient Blera, mentioned in the hui.i

of the incursions of the Longobards against Rome. Fint

north, and on the same ridge, is Vetralla, a town of at>.

3000 inhabitants. On the opposite or southern slope

.

the Cimino, and a few miles from Ronciglione, but k
of the main road, is the decayed town of Sutri, with alt •

1500 inhabitants, the antient Sutrium, having a lair

amphitheatre cut in the rock, with six ranks of seals,

.

very good preservation, believed to be the work ol u
Etruscans previous to the Roman conquests. There «
also tombs cut in the rock, like those of Tarquinii. T-

modern town of Sutri is often mentioned in the hirton i

the popes during the middle ages. About five aul« of

of Ronciglione is Caprarola, a town of 3000 inhabit

celebrated for the magnificent country-residence of t>

Farnese family, built by Vignola. The apartment* a-

painted with historical subjects by the brothers Zuca.-,

The gardens, laid out on the slopes of the Cimino, an .

the Italian architectural style, with marble terraces, 4«»

of steps, balustrades, fountains and statues, presentiw s

grand and imposing scene. Caprarola now belong*, to ik

king of Naples as heir of the Farnese.

South-east of Caprarola, towards the Tiber, is IW
Castellana, a bishop's see, and a town of 2300 inhabit*;''

in a strong situation, with a regular fortress built

Julius II. A viaduct of two ranks of arches carries vrm

a deep ravine the high road leading from Rome to Nan

Terni, and Spoleto, which was made by Pius VI. TV u

tient walls of Falerii are seen in goodpreservation at •

short distance from Civita Castellana. They are m*Ji •

large volcanic stones without cement, and are above thr*

feet high in some parts. The place is a desolate wiVk

ness, and is called Santa Maria di Faleri. from a chu»'

built in its enclosure in honour of the Virgin, but »tf.

has been long since in ruins. (Tournon, Etudet f «'

liquet sur Rome.) South-east of Civita Castellana rise.:

the middle of the plain of the Tiber, the insulated &>*

tain of Sant' Oreste, the Soracte of the antients. 2SW '•<

high, abrupt and naked. The mountain is of the «w

calcareous stone as the mountains of the Sabinum on
'

opposite or eastern bank of the Tiber. In antient tin-*

Soracte had a temple dedicated to Apollo. Afterward-^

Christian monk or hermit of the name of Orestes went
'

reside on the mountain, where he built a conrenL t

gave it his name. Carloman, son of Charles Martel. a:,

elder brother of Pepin le Bref, Charlemagne"s father, bo-

weary of the world, resigned his government of Awt*^
about a.d. 745, went to Rome on a pilgrimage. a»-

lastly, retired to the convent on Mount Soracte, «b«* "

died.

A few miles south-west of Civita Castellana, on *
liigh road to Rome, is the small town of Nepi, thcaouis-
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epete, a town of the Etruscans, and afterwards a Roman
lony. In the middle ages Nepi was a duchy belonging
the Colonna family. It. is now a poor place, with about
~* inhabitants.

ig basin of the lake of Bracciano, which discharges its

iter into the sea through the river Arrone, is included in

the boundaries of the comarca or province of Rome.
[Bracciano, Lago di.] West of the lake of Bracciano is

a ridge which is a lower projection of the Cimino, and
upon which is the town ot La Toll'a, with 2200 inhabit-
ants, and a manufacture of alum, which is extracted from
the neighbouring rocks. A few miles west of La Tolfa,

on the sea-coast, is the town of Civitavecchia, the prin-
cipal, we might say the only port of the Papal state on the
Mediterranean.

Following the coast northward of Civitavecchia, we find

Coraeto on the river Marta, about two miles distant from
the sea. Its high walls, towers, and spires give the town
an imposing appearance, but it is deserted during the sum-
mer months on account of the malaria. In winter it

reckons between 3000 and 4000 inhabitants. Its territory

produces abundance of corn, pulse, and hemp, and nume-
rous herds of cattle feed in the wide pasture-grounds. The
system of cultivation of the large limns of this region is

id under Campagna di Roma. On the coast near
are extensive ' saline,' or salt-pans, in which some
of galley-slaves are employed. Shelter is af-

1 to coasting vessels by a mole, which encloses a
if artificial harbour called Porto Ulementino. About
les inland north-east of Corneto is the town of Tos-
near the river Maria, with about 3000 inhabitants,

whom leave their houses in the summer months,
lella was a town of some importance in the middle

s; it was taken by storm by Charles VIII. of France,
in bis hurried retreat from Naples, a.d. 1495, and was plun-

dered. In a glen near Toscanella are many sepulchres cut

in the rock, but Micali doubts their belonging to the Etrus-

can times. The antient Tuscania was however in this

mrhood.
_ Corneto are the ruins of Tarquinii, one of the prin-

towns of Etruria. Its interesting remains, as well as

of Vulcia near Canino, of Axia near Viterbo, and of

Etruscan towns with which the country was once
ed, are noticed under Etruria and Etruscan Archi-

About eight miles north-west of Corneto is Mont-
village with about 500 inhabitants, situated on the

Fiora, near the sea, in a plain fertile in corn and pas-

Large flocks of Merino sheep graze here in the

inter. The sea-coast is lined with thick forests inter-

spersed with marshy pools. Numerous herds of pigs feed

in the forests. A few miles north of Montalto, near the

banks of the Fiora, is the site of the ruined town of Castro.

nnocknt X.] To the east of Castro is the village of
ino, a fief of Luciano Bonaparte, who has discovered

ius Etruscan remains in the neighbourhood,
ridge of hills, which is an offset of the Tuscan group

Montamiata or Santa Fiora, rises on the cast of Mont-
alto, and running to the northward divides the valley of

the Fiora from the basin of the lake of Bolsena. On these

bill» is Valentano, with about 2000 inhabitants, and in the

neighbourhood are the villages of Ischia and Farnese, from
the last of which the princely family which was once
sovereign of Castro and of Parma derived its name.
The united province of Viterbo and Civitavecchia is

altogether one of the mo.-t important and interesting

in the Papal state. It funned part of antient Etruria.

Ia the middle ages it formed part of the extensive

dominions of the famous Countess Matilda, who be-

queathed it to the see of Rome, ami it was then called by
the name of * Patrimonio di San Pietro." In course of

time it was divided into two administrative provinces, Vi-

terbo and Civitavecchia, until Pope Leo XII., by a new
organization which he decreed in 1824, united the two
into one province, adding to it the small district of Orvieto,

which was formerly included in the division of Umbria.
Tliu united province of Viterbo and Civitavecchia contains

10 ' citta." or walled towns, and 72 ' tcrrc," oi towns having
a communal council, besides villages and hamlets. The
population amounted in 1833 to 157,519 inhabitants.

(Scrristori, Statistica dell' Italia ; Calindri, Kiggin Sla-

tittico dello Stato Pontificio ; Tournon, Etudes Statistiques

Roni* et la Partic Ckcidenlale des Etals Romuim ; Va-
r ; ij/jkj en lLalie.)

-\ 0, No. 1660.

VITEX, a genus of plants of the natural family of Ver
benaceae, which is so named from the suppleness of the
twigs of the principal species, which was well known to the
antients, being a native of the south of Europe ; the other
species are found in India and its islands, China, and a few
in the New World. The genus is characterized by having
a short campanulate 5-toothed calyx. The corolla is invgu-
Ia:, somewhat labiate, divided into 5 lobes. Stamens4, didv-
namous, inserted into the corol. Ovary superior, roundish :

style the length of the stamens ; two pointed and diverging
stigmas. The fruit is a globular berry, a little hard, with
its base covered by the calyx, and divided into four single-
seeded cells. I ilex agnus castus, the longest-known
species, and a native of the south of Europe, has digitate
leaves of 5 or 7 nearly entire leaflets, something resem-
bling those of the hemp-plant, and it forms a shrub of
about 12 feet in height. The flowers are arranged in

spiked whorls, and have an agreeable fragrance. The
fruit is globular, rather smaller than black pepper, with an
acrid and aromatic taste, whence it is called petit poivre
and poivre sauvage in the south of France. It was well
known to the antients, and forms the Piper agrestis of
some authors. In India the fruits of the species /-". tri-

phylla and Negundo, which are indigenous there, have the
same properties ascribed to them, and are called filjilburrer,

wild pepper. The antients considered the Vitex anti-
aphrodisiac, but the berries, from their warm aromatic
taste, must be possessed rather of stimulant properties. The
leaves of the Indian species are mucilaginous and demul-
cent, and are much employed as cataplasms, emollient
fomentations, and medicated baths. The leaves of the
European species must have similar properties, and pro-
bably gave origin to the idea of the fruits being similar in

eft'ect. They were strewed upon beds, and supposed to
preserve chastity. Some of the species which attain con-
siderable size in hot countries, as Vitex altissima and
V. arborca, vield valuable timber; that of the latter is

chocolate-coloured and very hard. The author of this

article was at one time inclined to think that the Vitex
agnus castus might be the mustard-tree of the New Testa-
ment, as it has acrid-tasted berries with small seeds, is

called wild-pepper, and grows to the height of 12 feet. It

has sometimes been confounded with Elaagnus angusti-
folia, from some of the antients having called it Elaeagnus.
VITIS, a genus of plants, the type of the natural order

Vitacem. It possesses the following characters :—Calyx
usually 5-toothed

;
petals 5, cohering at the top, resem-

bling a calyptia, separating at the base and deciduous;
5 stamens; style none; berry 2-celled, 4-seeded ; cells

and seeds often abortive. The species are climbing shrubs,
with simple lobed, cut or toothed, rarely compound leaves,

and thyrsoid racemes of small greenish-yellow flowers.

Don, in the ' Gardener's Dictionary,' gives descriptions of
forty species of the genus Vitis. They are found princi-
pally in Asia and America.
The best known of the species of Vitis, and perhaps one

of the most extensively cultivated and useful of plants, is

the Vitis vinifcra, the Common Vine or Grape-vine. It

is characterized among the other species by possessing
lobed, sinuately toothed, naked or downy leaves. A mul-
titude of varieties of this plant have been recorded, both
occurring wild and resulting from its Very extensive cul-

tivation.

Like most extensively cultivated plants, it is very diffi-

cult to ascertain of what country the vine is originally a
native. It is among the plants of which we have the
earliest records in the Books of Moses, and from which it

appears to have been made use of in the same manner as

at the present day. Although the vine is found in many
places wild, it may still be doubted whether it is indige-
nous there, on account of its frequent cultivation. There
can be little doubt of its being truly indigenous in the
East, in the district between the Black and Caspian seas.

In the forests of Mingrelia and Imirctia it flourishes in all

its magnificence, climbing to the tops of the highest trees,

and bearing bunches of fruit of delicious flavour. In these
districts no cultivation of the vine exists, and the inhabit-

ants seldom harvest the abundance of fruit that is pro-
duced. It is not probable that these vines are the remains
of former vineyards, as plants mostly degenerate when
they become wild alter cultivation, which is not at all the

case with these grape-vines. It is probable that the wild

vines found along the borders of the Caspian Sea, th rough
Vol. XXVI.-3 F
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out Persia, in the north of China, and in the Deecan and
Cashmere, are all indigenous, although the plant is culti-

vated in these districts. In many spots in France, Ger-

many, Portugal, and Italy, the vine is found wild, but the

fruit is very generally of an inferior kind, and it may be
doubted whether it is truly indigenous in any parts of

Europe. We have no accounts of the introduction of the

vine into Greece ; it was evidently cultivated there before

the time of Homer, and is supposed to have been later in-

troduced into Italy, and the 'Romans probably spread it

through the north of Europe, and introduced it into

Great Britain. Bede, writing in 731, says there are vine-

yards growing in several places. These vineyards in Great

Britain were generally connected with monasteries, as the

inhabitants of those places paid great attention to the

cultivation of fruit. When monastic institutions were
abolished, vineyards very generally disappeared in this

country, probably both on account of their being no monks
to attend to them, and better wine being obtained from the

fruit of other countries. Much has been written about
the re-introduction of vineyards into<xreat Britain. There
can be no doubt that grapes could be produced in abun-
dance, and acquire a certain degree of ripeness in this

country; but our clouded skies and high latitude must
prevent the production of fruit in this country equal to

that of the lower latitudes and under the brighter skies of

the continent of Europe.
The cultivation of the vine extends from near 55° north

latitude to the equator, but in south latitudes it only ex-

tends as far south as 40". It is cultivated at various

elevations. In middle Germany it ceases from about 1000
to 1500 feet above the level of the sea. On the south side

of the Alps it reaches 2000 feet ; in the Apennines and
Sicily 5000 feet ; and on the Himalaya as high as 10,000

feet above the level of the sea. The point of the greatest

importance in the ripening of the fruit of the vine is the

length of the summer. Thus, although the maximum of

summer heat is as great at Moscow as in Paris, yet the

vine will not ripen its fruit in the former place, and this

arises from the fact that although the greatest heat of the

mouths of June and July are as great as that of Paris, the

months of August and September are several degrees

below. Nor will the mean temperature serve as a rule to

indicate where the vine maybe cultivated. England has a
mean temperature as high as many parts of the world,

where the vine flourishes in the greatest perfection ; but
it will be found that although England is warmer than
these countries in the winter, it is not so warm in the months
of September and October, at which time the vine is ripen-

ing its fruit. The vine will bear any degree of heat, and
is cultivated in some districts close to the equator. It will

not however bear heat combined with moisture, and the

fruit in European countries is never so good in wet seasons.

This then will account for the different points of latitude

at which the vine ceases to be cultivated in Europe. In
France it extends as far as 49° N. lat., on the western bor-
ders of the Seine. In England, although much cultivated,

the fruit seldom ripens properly in the open air. At Ber-
lin, in 53° N. lat., the fruit is poor. Konigsberg has a
north latitude of 54° 42*, and is the extremcst point at

which the vine can ripen fruit. On the Rhine its cultiva-

tion extends down to Cologne and even Diisseldorf.

Throughout the middle and south of Europe to the borders

of the Mediterranean, between the Black and Caspian
seas, in Astrachan, in the north of China, in Hindostan,
throughout Persia, along the borders of the Euphrates, in

Syria, Lower Egypt, Abyssinia, and in Barbary, the vine is

cultivated. In the New World, both in North and South
America, the vine flourishes. In South America it is cul-

tivated, and used for making brandy and wine at Gnya-
quil, Pisco, in the northern provinces of Chili, at Valpa-
raiso, and is found at Valdivia, in the 40th degree S. lat.

On the other side of the continent, at Buenos Ayres, and
in various parts of Brazil, it is extensively cultivated. In
North America its culture is known to extend as far as
37° N. lat., on the Ohio, and on the north-west coast as

far as St. Francesco, in 38* N. lat. The vine is also grow-
ing now in the southern parts of New Holland, and
has been introduced from America into the Sandwich
Islands.

The fruit of the vine is used as an article of diet in

several ways. Its agreeable sweet acid flavour when ripe

has always rendered it a very desirable food when fresh.

The antients also, there can be little doobt, were n >;-.

habit of dnnking the expressed juice of the gnu* Mr?
fermentation. Grapes are also dried and used nndn ">

name of raisins. The drying is generally effected i,

cutting half through the fruit-stalk whilst thev art t -

pended on the tree. Grapes thus dried are called Mukii-

raisins, and are principally brought from Spain and •••

Levant. There is another dried grape used much ir it

country, called currants, or Corinths, but which aw in
different things from the common currant of our garl-

and are the produce of a vine which grows in Zantr u:

Cephalonia. Raisins and currants contain less waleiS
fresh grapes, and when eaten alone they are lisbl* tn r -

duce indigestion. The most extensive use of the gn;-

for the purpose of making wine. [Wink.] In as up-

state the juice of the grape contains malic, citric, and <:

taric acids, bi-tartrate of potash, sulphates of potaih i-

lime, with other inorganic salts in less proportion, a r
tannin, and extractive matter. As the fruit ripens r •

makes its appearance, and grape-sugar is formed at "•

expense probably of the citric and tartaric acids. ff>-

ripe the principal ingredients are sugar, gum, maKe v.:

and bi-tartrate of potash.

With its extensive cultivation, it is not to be mtin*
at that a great number of varieties should be detent-

;

The lists from the vineyards of the Continent and from ft

forcing-houses of England give several hundreds. In a-
of them the principal difference consists in the form »•

colour of the fruit, and the shape and clothing of

leaves. So great is the difference in some cases, trial P

lessor Link of Berlin is of opinion that all our eolhn»

grapes are the products of the hybridization of »nri

species. Independent however of any externally difff-
-

characters, there is great variety observed in tht *n •

which they produce, which depend on causes that ta>

hitherto escaped observation. There are instance] of

'

same variety of vine being planted on the side of a bin

mountain, and the wine which is the produce of the»ri[~

from the highest parts of the mountain will differ t*r

tially from the wine which is the produce of the grapfl

the lower parts of the mountain. The wines known h •'•

names of Johannisberg and Rudescheimer in Gennsnt v-

the produce of vines growing close together, and re*erot>-'

each other in external characters. The vineyards al» '- •

produce the Leistenwein, Wiirzberger, and Steinwein. r»

very near to each other. It is probable that this diffw
is owing to the composition of the soil.

Several attempts nave been made to classify the raw •'

of the grape-vine, but not with much success'. In roo»i

the English and French catalogues the shape and «
of the fruit alone have been taken into considro.':<

•

Thus in Hervey*s catalogue of the Luxembourg collecti*

which was published in 1802, there are 267 sorts nam -

of which 37 were vines with black oval fruits, * ••

black round fruits, 44 with white oval fruits, 73 *
white round fruits, 5 with grey or violet oval fruits,

with grey or violet round fruits. Don de RoiasClnw''

y Rubio, librarian to the Royal Botanic Garden st Man-

nas published an arrangement of Spanish vines, which i

includes the consideration of the structure of the In*

•

branches, &c. He divides the whole into two secti'

the one with tomentose leaves, the other with pile*

nearly smooth leaves. As this is perhaps the beit awi"-

ment hitherto published, and proceeds on the princjp
1
'

a natural classification, we shall give here the prim

subdivisions, not giving the names of the vines, as thfv >

probably little known or cultivated in this country.

Section I. Leaves tomentose.
Tribe 1. Forenses. Branches prostrate, long, ind'='

der; leaves palmate, with the recesses cordate or*--'

cordate ; berries round, firm, sweet, and early.

Tribe 2. Fissiles. Branches prostrate, long, and teff'
•'

leaves palmate, with cordate recesses; berries black. «>

and sweetish.

Tribe 3. Pensiles. Branches firm, white, with lone

ternodes ; leaves lobed or palmate ; berries firm '-

sapid.

Tribe 4. Duracins. Branches rather erect, brf/-

peduncles woody ; berries crowded, firm, with veryf •
•

skin.

Tribe 5. Helvola?. Branches tender; leares \vr

roundish, nearly entire or a little toothed, scft; i» n •'

large, round, very soft, and sapid.
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6. Dapsiles. Branches prostrate, long, tender

;

es small, dark-green ; racemes rather cylindrical

;

'es crowded, soft.

-tion 11. Leaves pilose or nearly smooth,
be 7. Ximeneciae. Branches erect and horizontal

;

ves acutely sinuated, greenish-yellow, rather pilose
;

berries rather crowded, middle-sized, white.

Tribe 8. Flaventes. Branches tirm and brittle ; leaves

lowish ; berries crowded, middle-sized, roundish,

ibe 9. Prostratse. Branches prostrate, very tender

;

i yellowish ; berries large, soil,

ibe 10. Oxycai pa;. Leaves deep-green ; berries

i
round and large, oblong, rather acid.

11. Pergulame. Branches prostrate; leaves

yellow ; berries rather crowded, round, firm, and

ibe 12. Bumasli. Berries large, ovately conical.

Tribe 13. Oleagineae. Leaves deep green ; berries

middle-sized, and large, oblong, firm, austere, or very

sapid.
Tribe 14. Dactylides. Branches prostrate ; berries ob-

.forig, firm, and sweet.

Tube 1"). Apiana. Berries musky.
Of the varieties cultivated in hothouses in Great Britain,

catalogues of between two and three hundred have been
published. Although our climate does not permit of the

prape attaining its greatest perfection in the open air, yet

in the forcing system of cultivating grapes by heat Great
Britain probably produces the most delicious grapes in the

world. But even in the open air in the southern counties

of England, if proper care is taken, very good fruit may
'ned; and although not so delicious for eating as

produced by forcing, yet in all seasons a very eatable

it may be obtained, and in warm dry seasons a very de-

licious one. But were the art of wine-making better

understood in this country, vinos thus grown might be
used fur this purpose. M -Culloeh says:—' Chemical ex-

amination has proved that the young shoots, the tendrils,

} leaves of the vine, jxissess properties and contain
-

l exactly similar to the crude liuit. It was no
conclusion that they might equally be used for

of making wine. Experiments were accord-

ituted in France for this purpose, and they have
here with success. From vine-leaves, water,

wines have been thus pioduced in no respect

from the produce of the immature fruit, and con-

resembling wines of foreign growth.' If the

of making wine was generally followed, there

thousands and tens of thousands of square feet of walls

WBft roofs in the cottages and houses in the southern pro-^H of England on which the vine might be successfully

livated. The great drawback that has hitherto existed

le increased cultivation of the vine in the open air in

country has been ignorance of the proper mode of

-] it, and the allowing it to be overcropped. We
from a work of Mr. Hoare, on the cultivation of

on open walls, the following scale of the

quantity of grapes which any vine can perfectly

in proportion to the circumference of its stem,
T just above the ground :

—

Km.

45
50
55
CO
65
70
75

I varieties of grapes recommended by Mr. Hoare for

in the open air are the following :— 1, Black

2, Black Prince ; 3, Esperione ; 4, Black
ne ; 5, Miller's Burgundy; 6, Claret Grape; 7,

ck Frontignac ; 8, Grizzly Frontignac ; 9, White Fron-

nac ; 10, White Muscadine; 11, Malmsey Muscadine;
White Sweetwater ; 13, Early Black July. These sorts

brace almost every variation in flavour, colour, and
of berry that can be peifectly ripened in the open

' the grapes grown mostly in houses, the most esteemed
round black grapes are—the Damascus, the Black

, the Muscat, or Purple Constantia, and the Black

Ci rcum forencv lb.. Circtimfereuce.

1 inches • . 5 7 inches .

. 10 7i
4 „ • . 15 8 »» •

44 ,, . 20 8 V ?» •

5 „ • . 25 9 »» •

5* „ . 30 9* »»

6 „ . 35 10 »» •

6* „ . 40

Morocco. Of the long black grapes, the Muscadel, the

Burgundy, the Purple Hamburg, the Black Palestine, nnd
the Black Raisin are the best. Of the round white grapes,

the Amber Muscadine, the Malmsey Muscadine, the White
Muscadine, the Pearl-drop, and the White Constantia are

all good. Of long white grapes, the White Sokars, the
White Muscat, and the Morillon, or genuine Tokay, are

esteemed highly.

Some of the species of Vitis have been introduced into

our shrubberies and gardens as ornamental climbers ; and for

this purpose the following are recommended, by Loudon,
in the 'Arboretum Britanni urn :'

—

V. Labrusca, the Wild Vine, or Fox Grape, has heart-
shaped leaves, rather 3-lobed, acutely toothed beneath;
the peduncles tomentose and rather rusty. It is a native
of America, and is cultivated there in vineyards, and i»

said to make a very pleasant wine. There are two varieties,

one with white and the other with red berries. It grows
to about the same height as the common vine. When cul-

tivated the berries have a pleasant flavour, but are rough
and acid when wild. The whole plant has a foxy smell

;

hence its name.
V. cordi/olia, Heart-leaved Vine, or Chicken Grape, has

heart-shaped leaves, acuminate, toothed in the mode of

incisions, smooth on both surfaces ; racemes loosely many-
flowered ; berries small, greenish, ripened late. A native
of North America from Canada to Florida, on the borders
of rivers and to woods, where it is called Winter-grape, from
the late period at which it ripens its fruit.

V. riparia. River-side or Sweet-scented Vine, has heart-
shaped leaves, shallowly 3-cleft, toothed in the mode of
incisions and unequally; the footstalk and the margin of
the nerves pubescent. This is also a native of North
America, on the gravelly shores of islands and banks of
rivers, and was found by Dr. Richardson at the south end
of Lake Winipeg. It extends from Pennsylvania to the

Carolinas. It is worthy of cultivation on account of its

flowers, which have au exquisitely sweet smell resembling
mignouette.

V. Caribara, the Carib Vine, has heart-shaped acumi-
nate leaves, toothed with acute and rather projecting teeth,

rather glabrous above, tomentose beneath, peduncles to-

mentose ; flowers small and white ; berries small brownish-
green, watery and acid, but eatable. It is a native of

Jamaica. The fruit, according to Sloane, is about the size

of currants, of a red colour, and agreeably acid, as well as

astringent. They would probably make a good red wine.

When it grows luxuriantly it is so full of juice that a piece

of a shoot three feet long will give out a pint of clear

tasteless water ; and persons wandering in the woods have
often recourse to it as a means of supplying drink. It is

called in Jamaica Water-vine. Several other species of

Vitis have been introduced at various times, especially of

those from India, of which Wallich enumerates fifty, but

none of them have presented any extraordinary recom-
mendations.

[Grape-Vine; Vineyard; Raisins; Wink.]

( Cyclopaedia of Plants ; Bischofi', Lehrbuch der Bota-
nik ; Loudon, Arb. et Frut. Brit.; Burnett, Outlines of
Botany ; Hoare, Practical Treatise on the Fine ; Meyen,
Geographie der Pflanzen ; Don, Gardener's Diction-

ary.)

VITO'RIA, a city which derives its chief interest for

Englishmen from the victory gained by the Duke of

Wellington, in its vicinity, over the French army. It

is the capital of the province of Alava under the most

recent constitutional division of Spain. It is 26 miles

south-south-east from Bilbao, and 156 miles north-north-

east from Madrid on the road from that capital to Bay-

onne. Vitoria is built on an eminence which overlooks

an extensive plain to the north. The climate is agreeable

in summer, but very cold in winter. The frosts and snow
however are of brief continuance. With some exceptions

the streets are regular, well built, and kept clean. The
principal square has stone houses of considerable archi-

tectural pretensions, with piazzas under which are shops

and storehouses. The town-hall forms the southern side

of the square, and a market is held in the open space.

Among the more remarkable buildings are—the Hall of

the Biscayan Society ; the Orphan Hospital ; the General

Hospital ; one collegiate and four parochial churches ; six

chapels; three convents for monks, and two for nuns; a

school of design ; a library ; and a museum containing a
3 F 2
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number of Roman antiquities. The manufactures of

Vitoria are—leather ; candles ; chairs of reeds, Which have
a reputation throughout Spain ; household furniture

;

copper vessels for culinary uses
;
pottery ; table-linen, &c.

Trade is carried on with Navarre, Old Castile (of which
Vitoria is one of the principal depots), and the ports of

St. Sebastian and Bilbao, in bar and manufactured iron,

chocolate, sweetmeats, wool, cloths, silks, shoes, and hats.

The population in 1833 amounted to 12,000. The town is

very old, and local tradition assigns its origin to the Ro-
mans. Sancho the Wise built a castle, and surrounded the

town with walls, part of which are still standing. In 1431

John II. raised it to the rank of a city ; and the title was
confirmed in 1476 by Ferdinand the Catholic. The French
occupied it from 1808 till they were driven out of it by the

Duke of Wellington's army, on the 21st of June, 1813.

(Dictionnaire G£ographique.)
VITRE'. [Illk et Vilainb.]
VITRIFICATION. [Glass.]
VITRIFIED FORTS is a name that has been given to

certain remarkable stone enclosures existing in various

parts of Scotland, which appear to have been subjected to

the action of fire. Attention was first called to the subject

by Mr. John Williams, a civil engineer of the last century,

who had examined some of them while conducting certain

mining operations in the Highlands under the orders of
the Board' of Annexed (or forfeited) Estates in 1773, and
who, in 1777, published a disquisition about them under
the title of ' An Account of some remarkable antient

Ruins lately discovered in the Highlands and Northern
Parts of Scotland ; in a Series of Letters [13] to G. C. M.
Esq.,' 8vo. Edinburgh. Williams gave these piles the name
of vitrified forts, unhesitatingly assuming that they were
artificial structures. In a letter to Lord Karnes, prefixed

to his pamphlet, and dated 10th March, 1777, he says,

' About a year ago, a copy of my paper concerning the

vitrified forts was sent to London to be disposed of to the
booksellers ; but they looked upon it as a fiction.' Kames
writes in answer, ' This discovery of yours will serve to

detect an error that several ingenious naturalists have
fallen into, of burning mountains formerly in Scotland

—

verified, say they, by the burnt remains still to be traced.

I suspect that these remains are no other than the debris of
the vitrified forts you mention.' Nevertheless this idea,

that the so-called forts were of volcanic origin, was soon
after started anew by Pennant, who had seen one of them,
and was taken up by other speculators ; in particular it

was attempted to De established by the Honourable Daines
Barrington in a paper read before the Antiquarian So-
ciety in 1781, and publishod in the sixth volume of the
' Archaeologia ' the following year. But this notion may
be said to be now given upon all hands. The subject
has also been discussed by Dr. James Anderson, in the
fifth and sixth volumes of the ' Archaiologia,' and in the
tenth volume of his periodical publication called the ' Bee ;'

by Mr. Fraser Tytler (afterwards Lord Woodhouselee) in

the second volume of the 'Transactions of the Royal
Society of Scotland ;' by various writers in Sir John Sin-
clair's ' Statistical Account of Scotland ;' by Dr. John
M'Culloch in the second volume of the ' Transactions of
the Geological Society of London,' and in his ' Highlands
and Western Isles of Scotland ;' by Dr. Hibbert in various
papers read before the Society of Scottish Antiquaries in

1S31, and published in the fourth volume of their ' Trans-
actions ;' by Dr. Robert Jamieson of Edinburgh in the
first volume of the ' Memoirs of the Wernerian Society;'
by Sir George Mackenzie in the ' Edinburgh Encyclo-
px<;lia ;' and by the writer of a long article in the new
edition of the ' Encyclopaedia Britannica,' signed R. R. R.
The original description of the general nature of the

vitrified forts given by Williams has not been corrected
or contradicted in any material point by subsequent ob-
servers. And his views were supported at the time, on
chemical and other considerations, by Dr. Black, and also
by James Watt, who apparently before the subject had
attracted the attention of Williams) had personally and
carefully examined the same fort (that on the hill of Craig
Phaidrick, or Craig Patrick, near Inverness) which Pennant
hod hastily inspected. A description of this fort by Watt
ami a letter from Black are subjoined to Williams's account.

Every vitrified fort Williams had seen was situated on
the Hp of a small hill, overlooking and commanding a
surrounding valley or plain, always having at the summit a

level area of greater or less extent, and for the mod t*-.

inaccessible or very steep, at least on one side. InflVf ' i»

asserts that the hills are always difficult of acccs, ntt;

in one place, which has everywhere been strenslherir:

additional works, of which he gives a description. V i
is called the fort consists of a wall enclosing the It-.f

summit, generally, in part at least, rectilineal and nt-i;

gular, but sometimes having one or more of the %tr>

curved to suit the shape of the area. Exterior to tin .

sometimes a second circuravallation, which in loin* i:

stances approaches within a few yards of the first, in oi>»n

is removed from it to a considerable distance; but i\i

outer enclosure is merely constructed of loose blocVi •!

stone ; it is the inner wall only which is entirely or p--

tially vitrified. Williams's account is that the nuW.
have been ' run and compacted together by the font •-.

fire ; and that so effectually that most of the *tonn lot

been melted down ; and any part of the stones not ij r

run to gla^s has been entirely enveloped by the vitnlr..

matter; and in some places the vitrification tou ben

•

complete, that the ruins appear now like vast m*»K-

fragments of coarse glass or slags.' Generally how<v-

•

would appear that the vitrification is not so complete s-i.

.

description would seem to imply, though it may bt ai

ciently applicable to the more perfect specimens: in n.i-

cases the fire has only given the wall a coating of glta r.

some, only one side of the wall is vitrified. The *i\

appear to be, in almost all the forts that have been iti-

mined, partially thrown down; in some, 'thevitiAi

ruins,' Williams states, ' are nearly all grown over •>"

heath and grass, and often appear at first sight like ".-

ruins of some earth or sod buildings :' from the initio::,

in which the structure seems to be most entire, it nuv

conjectured that its original height was commonly
twelve feet.

About fifty of these vitrified forts in all have V-

found, dispersed over the shires of Inverness (in »t

they are most numerous), Ross, Cromarty, Banff. M:t

Argyle, Aberdeen, Perth, Farfar, Kincardine, and B: •

Two or three have also been discovered in the km!
1 '"

counties of Wigton, Kirkcudbright, and Berwick. Tv

most celebrated are that on the hill of Knockfirril.

Knockfarril na Phian, that is, the Place of Flmtil
•

Knockfarril, on the south side of the valley of Strath;-**''

two miles to the west of Dingwall in Ross-shire:''-'

already mentioned, on the hill of Craig Phaidncl. t-

miles west of Inverness ; that on the hill of Noth,in A!»

deenshire ; that on Dun MacSniochain, in Argylf^-

that on the hill of Dunadeer, in Aberdeenshire : Out

Creich, in Sutherland ; that near the church of Am»
'

:

in Kirkcudbright; that on the hill ofDunskeig.it Ik--

trance of Loch Tarbert, in Argyleshire ; that on the a-.

hill of Finhaven, four miles to the cast of the tow

Forfar; that on the hill of Laws, near the viUv>

Drumsturdymuir, a few miles to the north-east of Ducii*

that at the entrance of the bay of Carradale, in Cant;"

that in the parish of Kingarth, in the Isle of Bute «-

(very slightly vitrified) on Barryhill, in the psry'

Meigle, Perthshire ; those on Castle Finlay and Dunt>:

in Nairnshire ; that called Tordun Castle, about t!r

•

miles from Fort Augustus ; that on the west side r>i C_-:

eves, in Lochaber, about three miles south from t.

William.
Setting aside the theory of the volcanic or other"*.-

accidental origin of the vitrified forts, which appear*

untenable, seeing that they are manifestly artificial «*•"•

tures, we have still two suppositions between wM^
choose in accounting for the appearance they P"*;"

The vitrification may have been part of the process of

erection, and designed as a substitute for the ordinal? <

ment; or it may have been the result of accident »f "

wards. The latter view was suggested by Lord \VoooV-*

lee so early as 1783, and has since been supported bv >

Hibbert and Sir George Mackenzie ; the former. »b

was that taken by Williams and other early invest'*"1'*

hasheen ably defended in recent times by the Ui« 1

John Macculloch. It is impossible for us here to
-

length into the considerations which have been *",*r'^,

on both sides : they amount for the most part to vny*?'

and unsatisfactory probabilities. Dr. Hibbert'* noW" *

that the inclosures were intended for the protection ol »

con fnes; and he has endeavoured to showthstthe'j 1
'"

tions on which they are erected are so chosen as «*•
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these signals could always be seen from another. Dr.
eculloch, on the other hand, maintains that this is not
fact. Besides, he observes that the extent of most of

e enclosures is far beyond what could have been required
or any beacon fire : the area of that at Amwoth, for in-

stance, is not less than '2700 square yards. How also, it is

asked, should it have happened, as is generally the case,

that the walls should be vitrified on both surfaces, the ex-
terior as well as the interior, if the effect was produced
merely by the flame of a beacon lighted up within the in-

closure ? That they were intended for defensive military

posts. Dr. Macculloch further contends, is manifest from
the whole character of the works—both the vitrified walls

. the surrounding defences, all of which, he says, ' vary
form and size according to the ground they stand on,

are so contrived, just as a military work would be in

hands of a modern engineer, that they may command
all the points of access, and prevent the enemy from
advancing anywhere under cover.' Lord VVoodhouselee,
admitting them to have been really forts, or posts of de-

fence, contends that the vitrification is most likely to have
lieen occasioned by the application of fire to effect their

ction. But perhaps the most decisive fact, if it may
relied upon, which has been advanced in the course of
controversy, is that stated by Macculloch, namely,
the material of which the mysterious walls are built

evidently been selected with a view to its capability

being vitrified. He particularly mentions that, both at

n MacSniochain and at Dilnadeer, 'the forts are not
cted out of the materials nearest at hand, which are in-
r

ble, but [out of materials] collected with considerable
our from a distance.' The materials that have been

commonly used are granite or moorstone, limestone, sand-
stone, and what is called pudding-stone, all of which have
the quality of being more or less easily fusible by fire.

VITREOUS HUMOUR. [Eyk.]
VITRI'NA, Drapamaud's name for a genus of Helicid.k

i., p. 107).

ric Character.— Animal elongated, cylindrical,

ng the turbinated part small, a fleshy collar sunound-
: neck, and furnished in front with a sort of append-

which extends upon it in the form of a cuirass, and
tain other linguiform retractile appendages, capable of

covering nearly the whole shell. Tentacles four, cylindri-

cal and retractile ; the two upper ones ocellated at their

summit. The foot separated from the body by a small

furrow. Orifice of the pulmonary cavity on the right

upon the collar, at the origin of the cuirass. Organs of

generation united, and presenting their orifice near the right

tacle : sometimes a mucous pore at the posterior part.

"ell very small, spiral, delicate, transparent, and fragile,

easing rapidly in a horizontal direction
;

spire short,

last whorl very large ; aperture vast, with a solid

ill columella, losing itself almost always in the last

orl. (Rang.)
The species of this very delicate somewhat flattened

i have no umbilicus, and the lip of the large aperture

reflected. The body of the animal is generally too

to enter the shell entirely, and the mantle has a
ble border, or, as M. de F£russac terms it, une cuirasse

tin collier. The upper border, which is divided into

-y lobes, can extend itself far beyond the shell, and
itself back upon it, so as to rub and polish it.

graphical Distribution and Habits.—The genus is

both in Europe and warmer climates. The European
ies inhabit moist places, and are very small : those

'ch occur in warmer countries are larger. Both are

enerally to be found on plants, under dead leaves, and in

the hollows of rocks.

M. de Kerussac has divided the genus into the genera
Uelicolimax and Helicarion. The last-named subgenus

oiwsls of exotic species, which seemed to him to approxi-

gfl more nearly to Parmacella. [Limax, vol. xiii., p. 487.]

The number of species recorded by M. Deshayes in his

les is five recent: no fossil species is mentioned,

ther he nor M. Rang consider the distinctions relied

by De Ferussac sufficient to warrant the adoption of

genera. The author last named, who divided Limax
uto two genera merely on account of the existence or

absence of a mucous pore at the posterior extremity,

applied the same test to the Vitriiue. Helixarion, or

Helicarion, consists of the species having a terminal

ucous pore ; Helicolimax, of those which have it not.

Now the interna) organization, observes M. Deshayes, of
those Limaces which are without a mucous pore and those
which have it is the same ; and, according to the prin-
ciples of zoologists and of M. de Ferussac himself, genera
ought to represent important modifications in the interna]
structure. These genera do not fulfil those necessary
conditions, and therefore must be considered as artificial

genera which ought not to be introduced into the system.
MM. Quoy and Gaimard have thrown some additional
light on the genus Vitrina, and have recorded some species
whose shell resembles that of Helix, and which can entirely
enter into it.

Helieolimas jeUucula. Shell magnified. Animal uat. sire.

a (•

a, Shell of Helicarion Cuvieri
; 6, Helicarion FrejrincUi.

Seven species are noticed in the last edition of Lamarck,
three of which are European, one from Teneriffe, one from
Port Western (New Holland), and two <rom the island
0(? 1 t*bcs

VITRINGA, CAMPE'GIUS, an eminent Dutch theo-
logian, was born on the 16th of May, 1G50, at Leeuwarden,
in Friesland. He studied at Franecker and Leyden, and,
after having obtained in the latter place the degree of
doctor of divinity at the unusually early age of twenty, he
was appointed, in 1681, professor of Oriental literature at
Franecker. Two years later he obtained the chair of
theology, and in 1633 that of sacred history also. In 1698
he was invited to a professorship in the university of
Utrecht, with the high salary of 2000 thalers, but he mo-
destly declined the otfer, in consequence of which his
salary was raised at Franecker to the same amount, and
he remained in that place until his death, on the 21st of
March, 1722. He left two sons, Campegius and Horatius
the former of whom likewise acquired some reputation as

a theological writer, though he was much inferior to his

father. Horatius died in 1696, at the age of eighteen.
Campegius Vitringa was one of the greatest divines of

his time, and in learning he was not inferior to any. His
works, nearly all of which are in Latin, are still valued
very highly by theologians, but more especially his com-
mentaries on portions of the Scriptures, among which that

on Isaiah is one of the best that was ever written. The
following works still deserve the attention of theological

students :— 1, Uommentarius in Jesaiam,' 2 vols. fol.

;

2, ' Anacrisis Apocalypseos Johannis Apostoli,' 1719, 4to.

;

3, ' Commentarius in Zachariam Propnetam ;' 4, ' Typus
Theologiae Practicae,' 1 vol. 8vo. ; 5, ' Observationcs
Sacrae,' 1711, 4to. ; 6, 'Doctiina Religionis Christianae

per Aphorismos descripta ;' 7, ' Verklaring over de Evan-
gelische Parabolen ;' and 8, ' Aenleiding tot het rechle
Verstand van den Tempel Ezechielis.'

(Vriemot, Series Prqfessorum Franequeranorum ; Nice-
ron, Memoires des Hommes Illustres, vols. xxx. and xxxv.)
VITRIOL, BLUE. [Copper.]
VITRIOL, GREEN. [Iron.]

VITRIOL, OIL OF. [Sulphur.]
VITRIOL, WHITE. [Zinc]
VITRU'VIUS PO'LLIO, MARCUS, a Roman archi-

tect, well known for his work on architecture, ' De Archi-

tectural in ten books. The history of Vitruvius is known
only by what he casually says of himself in his treatise.

He is noticed only by two antient writers: by Pliny, who
enumerates him among the writers from whose works he
ei mpiled ; and by Frontinus, in his treatise on aqueducts,
' I e Aquaeductibus,' who mentions him as the inventor of
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the Quinarian measure. Neither the time nor place of

his birth is known, but he is generally supposed to have
been born at Formiae (Mola di Gaeta) in Campania, from
several inscriptions relating to the Vitruvia family which
have been found there. As he dedicated his work to the
emperor Augustus when he was already old, and as it was
written before the theatres of Marcellus and Balbus were
built, which was in the year 13 b.c. (for when Vitruvius
wrote, the theatre of Pompey was the only stone theatre in

Rome), it follows that he must have been born about 80
b.c, or a little earlier. From what he says in the prefaces

to his third and sixth books, it would seem that he was
not very successful in his profession; he executed only
one public work that is mentioned, a basilica at Fanum.
He was however, at the time that he wrote, one of the

superintendants of the engines of war, the others being
Marcus Aurelius, P. Numisius, and Cn. Cornelius : a place
which he had obtained through the recommendation of
the emperor's sister ; and it was on account of this ap-

pointment, as he himself says, that he dedicated his work
to the emperor. He states that he had received a good
education, and was fond of literary and philosophic sub-
jects ; that riches were no object with him, and that he
was possessed of very little ; but that he hoped to acquire
a reputation with posterity for the treatise he was then
writing. He mentions in the preface to his seventh book
the architectural writers to whom he was chiefly indebted
for information, namely, Agatharchus, Democritus and
Anaxagoras, Silenus, Theodorus, Ctesiphon and Meta-
genes, Phileos, Ictinus and Carpion, Theodorus Phoceus,
Philo, Hermogenes, Argelius, and Satyrus and Phyteus.
He mentions also many other writers who wrote upon sub-
jects more or less bearing upon architecture.

Vitruvius treats of many things in his work besides archi-

tecture or building, strictly speaking. The first book is

divided into seven chapters, as follows:—Chapter 1 treats

of the science of architecture generally, and of the educa-
tion of an architect ; and he mentions in it the origin of
Caryatides and the Persian order, in illustration that a cer-

tain knowledge of history is requisite for an architect. He
recommends also to architects, to a certain degree as almost
indispensable, the study of writing, drawing, geometry,
arithmetic, the principles of natural and moral philosophy,
law, physic, music, and astronomy : and he continues
to show how fur each may be applied : chapter 2, on
what architecture depends, or the various qualities which
regulate its principles, as disposition {itadiais), proportion
or dimensions (rcxrorijc), and economy or arrangement ac-
cording to the uses for which the building is required (o/ko-

vopm), &c. : chapter 3, of the different branches of archi-
tecture ; of building, of dialling, and of mechanics : chap-
ter 4, of the choice of situations for buildings, in which
healthiness should be the chief consideration : chap. 5, of
the foundations of walls and towers, and their security

:

chap. 6, of the situations of the buildings of the town within
the walls, which should be so disposed as to be sheltered
from the winds ; and of the winds, which were eight prin-
cipal among the Greeks, but there were many other names
for the various winds coming from different directions, of
which, together with the eight principal, Vitruvius has
made a diagram or <rx<ma, naming altogether twenty-four:
chap. 7, of the situations of public buildings, in which he
states that the temples of Venus, Vulcan, Mars, and Ceres
should be without the city.

Book II. In the introduction he relates an anecdote
of Alexander and Dinocrates, and the proposition of Di-
nocrates to convert Mount Athos into a statue of Alex-
ander, &c. Chap. 1 treats of the origin of building, of the
first appearance of fire, &c. : chap. 2, of the origin of all

things according to the opinions of the philosophers:
chap. 3, of bricks, of the earth of which they ought to be
made, and of their dimensions : chap. 4, of sand : chap. 5,
of lime : chap. C, of Pozzolana : chap. 7, of stone-quarries

:

chap. 8, of the different kinds of walls, of the reticulatum
and the vwerium, and of the isodomum, the pseudiso-
domum, and the emphctum ; also of cramping ; brick walls
are recommended in preference to stone ; of the city of
Halicarnnssus and of the fountain of Salmacis, &c. : chap. 9,
of timber : chap. 10, of the Apennines, and of the firs

called iitfarnae and supernae.
Book III. In the introduction he mentions a few suc-

cessful and unsuccessful artists, and various causes of suc-
cess. Chap. 1 treats of the design and symmetry of tem-

ples, of ' perfect numbers,' and of the names of templet t>—in antts, prostylos, peripterot, pteudodiptent, dq,t"\.

hypaethrot : chap. 2, of the five species of templu-
pycnostylot, systylos, diastylot, araeottulot, auiy'.i

chap. 3, of foundations, and of columns and their unuuc;'.

Book IV. Chap. 1, of the origin of the tliree iiaU

.

columns, Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian ; and of the w.u
of the Corinthian capital : chap. 2, of the oroioeuii u

columns : chap. 3, of the Doric proportions : chip, i, j
the proportions of the cell and of the arrangement of ;u

pronaos of a temple : chap. 5, of the aspect* df ten^n
chap. 6, of the proportions of doors of temples: chip ',

of Tuscan temples : chap. 8, of the altars of the pxa.

Book V. Of Public Buildings. Chap. 1, of the fu-.a

and basilica : chap. 2, of the treasury, prison, and cum
chap. 3, of the theatre and its situation : chap. 4, of u-

mony, of the doctrine of Aristoxenus : chap. 5, oi u
brazen vases (ijx«<«) used in theatres for increauor, '.v

sound : chap. 6, of the shape of a theatre : chap. 7.

the portico and other parts of a theatre : chap. K, u,

the three sorts of scenes, the tragic, the comic ud u>

satyric; and of the theatres of the Greeks: ch»p. 9, i'

the porticoes and passages behind the scenes; so! >

walks: chap. 10, of baths: chap. U, of the palsau

chap. 12, of harbours and other buildings in water.

Book VI. Of the arrangement and symmetry of pcmii

buildings. In the introduction he speaks of the adtanttrc

of learning, and relates an anecdote of Arisupptu, L>

philosopher. Chapter 1 treats of the situations of bin.-!

ings, according to the nature and climate of ditfrm:

places : chap. 2, of their proportions, according to the r*

ture of their sites : chap. 3, of courts (cavaedia), the 2V>

can, the Corinthian, the ietrastylon, the dupkruliz
and the testxtdinaium : chap. 4, of courts (atria), mm -

aisles (alae), the tablinum and the perutylium : chif I

of triclinia, oeci, exedrae, pinacothecae, and their dia.

sions : chap. 6, of the oeci (halls) of the Greeks (wjinp-

chap. 7, of the aspects of different kinds of builds
chap. 8, of houses suited to persons of various run
chap. 9, of the proportions of country-house* : chap. In •

the arrangement and parts of Grecian house*; ot *n
Greek customs ; of pictures called Xenia ; of tome ->

crepancies in Greek and Roman names of apartment*. &
and of the origin of the representation of Atla* wiu .

globe upon his shoulders : chap. 11, of the strength i

buildings.

Book VII. Of the finishing and decoration of Prut/

Buildings. In the introduction, he speak* of boob, lilo-

ries, and of book-making ; of many writers on the art) »*.

sciences, and also of some of the principal building) of tt.

Greeks, and their architects—as the temple of Disai

Ephesus, of Apollo at Miletus, of Ceres and Prostrptr* »

Eleusis, of Jupiter Olympius at Athens, and of Hoi...

and Virtue at Rome. Chap. 1 treats of pevemet:.

chap. 2, of stucco: chap. 3, of stucco-work', and tlirw

thod of preparing walls for painting or colouring in fiw-

and of the excellence ofGreek plaster : chap. 4. of »f<>"

work in damp places, and of pavements for tnciii.

chap. 5, of the use of painting in buildings, and the <M<'

ent Kinds of pictures proper for various apartments; of 'N

inferiority of such decorations in the time of Vltrui™
•

those of the antient Greeks, and an anecdote of » *f
painter of Alabanda : chap. 6, of the preparation of art-
tor plastering for painting : chap. 7, of natural colw^ •

such as are found in the earth : chap. 8, of vermilion «;

quicksilver, and of anthrax ; and of the method of "

covering gold from old gold embroidery: chap. 9.

the preparation of vermilion, and a test of its run''

chap. 10, of artificial colours and of black : ch»p. I

'

Alexandrian blue, and of burnt yellow : chap. 12. of

lead, of verdigris, and of red-lead : chap. 13, of puip*

chap. 14, of factitious colours, purples, attic ochre, u-

indigo.

Book VIII. Of Water. In the introduction some sntu;

opinions concerning water are noticed. Chap. 1 tre*t>

the methods of finding water : chap. 2, of rain »»!«•
"

climates, and of rivers : chap. 3, of the nature of wrw
waters, of hot-springs, of mineral-waters, of poisonoui w.

of acid waters, and of remarkable fountains, &c. : ch*M
the same subject continued, the water of the Balearic W«
good for singing : chap. 5, of methods ofjudgiacof «>!«

chap. 6, of levelling, and of the instruments used to^
puiposc, the dioptra, the level (libra aquari*), sad the
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bates : chap. 7, of conducting water, which was done
three ways, in streams or channels, in leaden pipes,

in earthen tubes—Vitruvius recommends the last

;

' wells and of cisterns.

. IX. On the principles of enomonics and the rules

, dialling. In the introduction he makes a few remarks
in praise of the great services of many of the Greek philo-

sophers. Chap. 1 treats of Plato's method of doubling

the area of a square : chap. 2, of Pythagoras's method of

constructing a right-angled triangle : chap. 3, of Archi-
medes's method of detecting silver when mixed with gold,

i of discoveries of Archytas of Tarentum and of Eratos-

nes of Cyrene, &c: chap. 4, of the universe and of

; planets: chap. 5, of the sun's course through the twelve

is: chap. 0, of the northern constellations: chap. 7, of

southern constellations; of the Chaldaeans, and of

ral Greek astronomers: chap. 8, of the construction of

by the Analemma: chap. 9, of various dials and their

ors.

: X. Of Machines. In the introduction Vitruvius

a salutary law of Ephesus, which kept architects

[ others to their contracts, and regrets that no such law
i in force at Rome. Chap. 1 treats of machines and

engines generally, as scaling-machines, machines set iii

otion by the wind, and draught machines ; also of the

and other machines : chaps. 2, 3, 4, and 5, of roa-

i of draught, of the wheel and axle, pulley, &c, and
^Bpaston : chap. 6, of Ctesiphon's contrivance for remov-
'great weights, when he removed from the quarry the

_
i of the columns for the temple of Diana at Ephesus

:

»,p. 7, of the discovery of the quarry whence stone was
cured for the construction of the temple of Diana at

liesus : chap. 8, of the principles of mechanics

:

liaps. 9 and 10, of engines for raising water, of the

tympanum, and of water-mills: chap. 11, of the water-

men w : chap. 12, of the machine of Ctesibius for raising

water to a considerable height: chap. 13, of the water-

man, a very complex machine, which Vitruvius has done
utmost, he says, to explain: chap. 14, of machines for

suring the distance you travel by land or by water:

i. 15, of catapultae and scorpions : chaps. 16, 17, and 18,

.listaeandcatapultae: chap. 19, of machines for attack,

1 ram and the tower : chap. 20, of »he tortoise for

ditches : chap. 21, of other tortoises : chap. 22, of
'

lies for defence,

here have been many editions of Vitruvius ; the Editio

jirinceps was printed, without date or name of printer or

place, about 1480, at Rome, by George Herolt, in folio,

under the superintendence of Sulpitius. It commences,
without a title, with ' Io. Sulpitius Lectori salutem. Cum
dn mum opus Vitruvii,' &c. The small work of Frontinus,

on Aqueducts, was printed with it. The next edition was
published at Florence, in 1496, with some other treatises,

also in folio ; it is equally scarce with the Editio prin-

There have been many others : at Venice, in 1497,

and agnin, in folio, with wood-cuts, in 1511; the

la edition, in octavo, at Florence, in 1513, also with

tl-euts
;
reprinted in 1522 ;

again in 1523, without place

ate ; at Strasburg, in quarto, in 1543
;
reprinted in 1550,

i the notes cf Philander, which were first published at

e, in 1544, without the text ; at Lyon, by Philander, in

1552, in quarto, ' M. Vitruvii Pollionis de Architecture

Libri Decern ad C*sarem Augustum, omnibus omnium
editoribus longe emendatiores, eollatis veteribus exem-
pli-.' &c. ; in 1567. in folio, at Venice, by Barbara; at

Lyon, in quarto, in 1586; at Amsterdam, printed by
evir, in 1649, in folio, with additional notes and com-
itates, and some other treatises, edited by John de

aet ; at Naples, in 1758, in folio, with an Italian trans-

.tion by the Marquis Galiani ; at Berlin, in 2 vols, quarto,

i
with a glossary in German, Italian, French, and

; at Strasbure, in 1807, in 8vo ; and in the same
ar, by Schneider, at Leipzig, in 3 vols. 8vo., which is the

at edition that has appeared, but it is without plates.

M. Quatremere de Quincy (Biographic Utiiverselle)

Ivs that the first manuscript of Vitruvius was found in

tie library of the Benedictine abbey of Monte Cassino,

near Naples, and that the best is in the library of Franeckcr.

The translations of Vitruvius into various languages are

likewise numerous: the following are into French; by Jan.

tin, in 1547, folio, Paris; reprinted in 1572; by Jean
in 1618, quarto, Geneva; by Perrault, with

i

in 1673, folio, Paris ; another edition, by the

same translator, in 1684 ; bv Le Bioul, in 1816, quarto,
Brussels ; into German, by Rivius, in 1548, folio, Niirn-
berg, reprinted in 1575 at Basle, and again at the same
place in 1614; by Rode, in 1796, 2 vols, quarto, Leipzig;
the first volume contains a Life of Vitruvius : into Italian,

in 1521, by Benedict Jovius and Csesar Caasarianus, one
of the architects of the cathedral of Milan, folio, Como

;

reprinted at Venice in 1524, but without the notes of
Caesarianus ; and again, with a less copious index, in 1535.
The first five books, by Caporali, in 1536, folio, Pe-
rugia

; by Barbara, in 1556, folio, Venice ; and again, by
Barbara, in quarto, in 1567, reprinted in quarto in 1584,
and in small folio in 1629 and in 1641 ; and by the Mar-
chese Galiani, with the Latin text, in 1758 ; in folio, at

Naples, and, without the Latin, in 1790 ; into Spanish, in

1602, by Urrea, folio, Alcala de Henarez ; and at Madrid,
in 1787, by Ortiz y Sanz, large folio, with plates : into

English, by W. Newton, in 1771-91, with plates, folio,

"London
;
by W. Wilkins, R.A., in 1812, ' The Civil Archi-

tecture of Vitruvius,' in two parts, 4to., being a translation

of the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth books only; but the
text is not entire and the introductions are omitted ; and
in 1826, in royal 8vo., by Joseph Gwilt, London, to which
is prefixed a list of the several editions and versions of
Vitruvius, of which the one here given is an abstract. His
work was translated into Flemish by Peter Koek.
VITRY-SUR-MARNE. [Marne.]
VITM:, in Botany, a term most frequently applied to

the receptacles of oil which are found in the fruits ol'Um-
belliferous plants. The vittte in the pericarps of these

plants are found in two positions, either in the depressions

between the ridges of the pericarp or in the seed itself.

In the former case they are called vittte dorsales, and in

the latter vitlce commissuridps. The vittse have the same
general characters as the receptacles of oris, resins, &c. in

plants. Their sides are composed of condensed cellular

tissue, and they always contain a volatile oil. All the

volatile oils produced by the natural order Umbellifera?, as

those of anise, dill, fennel, carraway, &c., are obtained
from the fruits of these plants, commonly called the seeds,

and in which the oils have existed in the vittae, and do not
occur in any other part of the plant.

The term vittae is also sometimes applied to the various

stripes which are found upon leaves, and which either

arise from irregular distribution or entire deficiency of

colouring-matter in the tissues of the leaves of plants.

VITTEAUX. [Cote d'Or.]

VITTIE-VAYR, the Tamool name, sometimes written
Woetiicear, of the highly fragrant roots of a grass which
is found in many parts of India. These roots are sold in this

country by perfumers, and employed in making brushes

for velvet. They are much more extensively employed in

India for making tattees, or the framework for doors and
windows, which is thatched with this fragrant grass, and
which, being kept constantly wet while the hot winds arc

blowing outside, allow the air to enter the house only after

it has been cooled down by the evaporation of the water.

This carries with it a portion of the fragrance for which
the roots are so remarkable. A French author has made
out of the plant which yields this root a new genus, which
he calls Vetiveria, and the species V. odoratissima ; but

the plant is well known, and was first described by Relz,

in 1785, under the name of Andropogon muricatum. It

is sometimes formed with a few other species into the

genus Anatherum. This is however now usually con-
sidered only a subdivision of Andropogon, many ot which
species are remackable for the fragrance of their leaves, as

Lemon-grass, Andropogon Schcenanthus, A. Calamus aro-

maticus, and others. Messrs. Vauquelin and Henry each
analyzed these roots, though from their different names
they supposed the plants must be distinct ; but the analyses

confirmed each other. A resin of a brownish-red colour,

having the odour of myrrh, was obtained
;

colouring-

matter soluble in water, a free organic acid, with salts of

lime, magnesia, alumina, an oxide of iron, with starch

and lignine. M. Cass obtained by distillation from these

roots a volatile oil lighter than water, with some very fra-

grant distilled water. It is now used to a considerable ex-

tent by perfumers under a variety of names.
VIVARAIS, LE, or VIVARE2, LE. a province of flie

government of Languedoc in France, bounded on the north

by I* Forez, a subdivision of the government of Le
Lyonais; on the cast by the government of Dauphin;,
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from which it is separated by the RhOne ; on the south by
L'Uzfigeois, or bishopric of UzSs ; on the south-west by Les
Cevennes; on the west by Le Gevaudan; and on the

north-west by Le Velay—all four provinces of the govern-

ment of Languedoe. Le Vivarais took its name from the

city of Viviers : it was antiently included in the country of

the Helvii, the Segalauni, and the Allobroges, all Celtic

nations, and now forms the department of Ardeche [Ar-
i>eche], of which Privas is the chief town. [Privas.]

Le Vivarais was divided into Le Haut Vivarais in the

north, and Le Bas Vivarais in the south. The mountains
of the north-west part are volcanie and rest on the high pri-

mitive table-land of central France. [Velay, Le.] The
table-land slopes rapidly to the south-eastdown into the val-

ley of the Rh5ne, wnere the primitive rocks are covered by
later formations. Red sandstone, probably corresponding to

the old red sandstone of England, rests on the primitive

rocks, and is in turn covered by the Jura limestone which
occupies the valley of the Rhflne. The volcanic rocks

produced by the action of which Mont Mezene was the

centre, extend nearly to the banks of the Rhdne opposite

Montelimart. [Velay, Le.] Viviers is a small town, on
the right or west bank of the Rhdne. Its streets are nar-

row, dirty, and ill-built; and the cathedral has nothing re-

markable except its elevated site. The bishop's house and
the seminary for the priesthood are the principal buildings

in the town. The population in 1831 was 1584 for the
town, or 2336 for the whole commune. The townsmen
manufacture thrown silk and woollen cloths, and trade in

corn, wine, and silk. There are three yearly fairs. There
is an observatory. The diocese of Viviers comprehends
the department of Ardeche : the bishop is a suffragan of
the archbishop of Avignon.. (Scrope, Memoir on the

Geology qf Central France.)
VrVARES, FRANQOIS, a celebrated engraver, born

at Lodeve, near Montpellier, in 1712, and died in London
in 1782. He was, it is said, originally a tailor, but he did
not keep long to that occupation. He came early to Eng-
land, and learned landscape-engraving here from J. B.
Chatelain, but being possessed of great ability, he studied
from nature direct, and formed a style of his own. His
great excellence was in foliage, ana he was one of the
best engravers after Claude, ' and preserved,' says Strutt,
' as much of the picturesque beauties of that admirable
painter as could be expressed by two colours only.' Strutt

continues, ' He kept a print-shop in Newport Street, near
Newport Market, for a considerable length of time, where
he died some few years since. His widow still continues
in the same shop (1786), and carries on the print-selling

business.'

Vivares etched also with great freedom. His prints are
not uncommon : Huber, in his ' Manuel des Amateurs,' &c,
mentions fifty-seven, many of which are English land-
scapes. Strutt notices only four, all after Claude Lorraine.
His works are unequal ; some are hard, and are totally de-
ficient in aerial perspective—a defect perhaps of the pic-
tures engraved, for in his works after Claude, who was a
great master in this respect, the aerial perspective is well
expressed.

VIVARI'NI, the name of a celebrated family of painters
in the fifteenth century, of the island of Murano atVenice.
The oldest of this family, the reputed Luigi Vivarini the

Elder, lived about 1414, according to a picture in the
church of Santi Giovanni e Paolo at Venice, inscribed
with his name and this date ; but as this is the only work
attributed to him, Lanzi doubts whether there were two
Luigis; and, as the inscription is not an autograph, he
concludes that there is an error in the' name or in the
date, and that the picture may be the work of'Luigi Viva-
rini called the Younger, who lived towards the close of the
fifteenth century.

Ridolfi and Zanetti mention, after Luigi, a Giovanni
and an Antonio Vivarini, or Da Murano ; but Lanzi has
shown that this Giovanni was a German, known as Joannes
de Alemania, or Johann Alamanus. [Venetian School.]
There is mention of Antonio as late as 1451 ; he painted
several works in company with Johan Alamanus and his
own brother Bartolomeo Vivarini. Some of his pictures
are still in a good state of preservation

; they are richly
coloured, and, lor the period, well drawn : there is one of
these works in the Venetian Academy, inscribed ' Joannes
de Alemania et Antonius de Muriano pinxit.'

Barto'oaeo was a more distinguished punter; be was

the first Venetian who painted what is called in oB ; h..

first picture in this manner is dated 1473: it is do» n tt«

church of Santi Giovanni e Paolo at Venice. He ptku-.

several pictures in oil and a tempera, in the Gothic stw,

and generally in various compartments, but in exctiU-

taste for that style.

Luigi dei Vivarini the Younger was likewise a ct<^

painter for his period, 1490. His masterpiece is St J&b.
caressing a Lion, from which some monks are (Ijtoi .-.

fear, in the Scuola di San Girolamo at Venice. In tv

Sala delle Antiche Pitture, in the Venetian Actdra;,

there are several pieces by Bartolomeo and Luigi Viunr'i.

(Zanetti, Delia Pittura Veneziana; Lanzi, Storm Pi:u

rica, &e.)
VIVERRA. [VrvKRRiDJE.]
VIVE'RRELW. Linnaeus thus defines his geaui H-

verra :—
Denies primoret vi : intennediis brevioribus. MoLmi

plus quam tres. Lingua retrorsum, saepe aculeaU. (V
goes exserti.

The species comprised under this genus, in the t*elP>>

edition of the Systema Natures, are ichneumon, noiuj.

narica, putorius, zibetha, and genetta.

Linnaeus places the genus between Felit and Mwttk.

The Civettes (Viverra) of Cuvier are arranged, in u
last edition of the Rigne Animal, between the lV?

(Canis) and the Hyaenas, which are immediately follovci

by the Cats.

The Civets are subdivided into, 1, The Civets, proptf i

so called (Viverra, Cuv.) ; 2, The Genets {Genetta, IV
3, The Paradoxure (Paradoxurus, F. Cuv.) ; 4, The Mv
goustes (Herpestes, 111.) ; 5, The Suricates (Ryztena, HI-

;

and, 6, The Manguet (Crossarchus, F. Cuv.).

Cuvier says of this group that the genera compoiv

it have three false molars above, and four below, the in-

terior of which sometimes fall out ; two rather larji

tuberculous teeth above, a single one below, and t<.

projecting tubercles on the inside of their lower an.:.

anteriorly, the rest of that tooth being more or U»tuL<:-

culous. Their tongue he describes as beset with ilur,

and rough papillae ; their claws are raised more or lea i

walking ; and there is near their anus a more or less

pouch, where particular glands secrete an unctuous u-i

often odoriferous substance.
Mr. Swainson gives the family Mustelida a posUir.

between the Felidee and the Didelphidee.
At the head of the Mustelida he places the gene*

Ryzeena, 111., and Crossarchus, Cuv., and then come i*

following subfamilies :

—

Viverrinas. Musk-Weasels.
Characters.—Three false grinders above, four belo>

the anterior lower ones not always permanent ; two nib*

large tuberculous teeth above, one below ; on the isi"

side of the lower carnivorous tooth are two projecto

tubercles ; tongue prickly ; pouch beneath the tail.

Genera :

—

Cynictis, Ogilby
;

Herpestes, III. ; f'tvm.

Linn. ; Genetta, Desm. ; Cryptoprocta, Bennett ; P<">

doxurus, F. Cuv.

Mustelines. Martens, &c.
6 1—1 . .

Characters.—Cutting-teeth,^; canines, j—^ ;
gnmlw

4—4 5—5
or g^g. one of which only is tuberculous; htii

small, oval; ears short, round ; body long, slender;

short.

Genera:—Putorius, Cuv.; Maries, Cuv.; Jfrp*""-

Cuv. ; Mydaus, F. Cuv. ; Lutra, Ray, with the subgmu

Enhydra, Flem. ; Gulo, Storr ; Ratelus, F. Cuv.

For the last subfamily, Ursina>, see Ursid*.
The Viverrina, Mr. J. E. Gray's third family of

is the first of his second subdivision of that famih/, ,i:

Necrophaga.
The Viverrina comprise the following
Genera :

—

Viverra ; Proteles ; Prionodon ; Gen/In-

Galidia; Galictis; Herpestes; Mungoz; Atilas;

ncumia ; Uva ; Crossarchus ; Ryzeena ; Hemigd* ;
"•>

radoxurus; Paguma; Arctictis; Cynogale; Cryf>'-

procla ; and Bassaris.

The Viverrina in Mr. Gray's arrangement stand bet»« c

the Hycenina and the Canina.

Viverra (Cuv.).
Generic Character,—The deep pouch situated I**"*"
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the anus and the sexual organs, divided into two bags
rilled with an abundant concrete section of the consistence
of pomade exhaling a strong musky odour, secreted by
glands which surround the pouch. Pupil of the eye round
during the day. Claws only half retractile.

6-6
6-6' canines,

1—1
1-1 ;

molars.Dental formula :—Incisors,

fi-6

M. F. Cuvier remarks that this system of dentition, a
c uL of which will be found in the article Ichneumon, is

common to the Civets, Mangousts, Genets, and Para-
•loxures, and that it is specially characterised by the
number of tuberculous molars, viz. two in the upper jaw
mid a single one in the lower jaw. These animals there-
lore, he observes, would seem to take their station in the
order of mammiferous Camivora before the Dogs, which
have two tuberculous molars in each jaw ; but the Civets,

having their canine teeth much less sharp and much more
approximated to the form of the tuberculous teeth than the
Cogs, are really less carnivorous than them, and con-
sequently come nearer to the Raccoons and the Bears, by
which M. F. Cuvier, in common with most zoologists, ter-

minates the series of Carnivorous Mammals properly so

called.

Mr. E. T. Bennett, in his Tower Menagerie, observes
that the group of animals comprised under the generic
name of Viverra by Linnaeus is, perhaps, the most puzzling,

and certainly the least understood, amongst the true
Camivora, and hence there is no little difficulty in defin-

ing its limits and distinguishing the species which com-
pose it. Under the genus Viverra, he remarks, Linnaeus
comprehended a series, or, to speak more properly, a
congeries, of quadrupeds, differing from each other so
remarkably in form, in structure, and in habits, as to

render it absolutely impossible to find characters by which
they might be circumscribed and isolated from their

fallows. Linnets definition of the genus, therefore, says

Mr. Bennett in continuation, although purposely expressed
in terms the most vague and indistinct, does not exclude
such animals as from their obvious affinities he could not
retrain from referring to other groups, whilst it does not
include one half of the species which he has arranged
under it The Ichneumon of the Nile, the Suricate of the
< 'ape, the Coati of South America, the Stinking Weasels of
t he north, the Civet of Barbary, the Genet of the East, the
Katel of South Africa, and others equally distant in

affinity, were swept into this common receptacle.

This arrangement, as Mr. Bennett states, brought to-

gether animals truly digitigrade, with retactile claws,
tongues covered with sharp papillae, canine teeth of great
power and molars formed for tearing flesh, consequently
in a high degree sanguinary and carnivorous in their

habits, into close contact with others positively planti-

grade, having exserted claws, smooth tongues, and teeth

of little power for lacerating animal food—in short with
animals more or less, in some instances entirely, vegetable
feeders.

' The genus thus formed,' Mr. Bennett adds, « presented
so heterogeneous a combination, that the difficulty was
lather where to stop in the dispersion of the dissimilar

materials of which it was composed, than where to com-
mence the necessary operation; and in consequence
nearly a dozen genera, not hanging together in one con-
tinued series, but scattered through various parts of the
system, and most of them essentially distinct, have been
i he result of the dismemberment of this single group.

* The true Civets, to which the genus Viverra is now
restricted, yield in the extent of their carnivorous propen-
sities to the cats alone, whom they approach very closely

in many points of their zoological character, as well as in

their predatory, sanguinary, and nocturnal habits. In
addition to the six incisors and two canines which are

common to the whole of the true Camivora, they have on
each side and in each jaw six molars, one of which is pe-
culiarly adapted for lacerating flesh, while the rest are

more or less of the ordinary form. Their tongues are fur-

nished with the same elevated and pointed papillae which
t;ive so remarkable an asperity to those of the cats, and
their claws are half retractile. The toes are five in num-
ber on each of their feet, and their extremities alone are

applied to the ground in walking ; the animals are conse-

P. C, No. 16C7.

quently completely digitigrade. But the most distinctive

character of the group consists in an opening near the tail,

leading into a double cavity of considerable size, furnished
with glands and follicles for the secretion of the peculiar
odoriferous substance so well known as the produce of the
civet, and from which the animal derives its name.'

In the museum of the Royal College of Surgeons in
London, No. 2514 of the Physiological Series exhibits the
male organs of generation, with the perinaeal integument,
scent-glands, scrotum, rectum, and anus of the zibet

(Viverra Zibetha, Linn.). The testes are concealed in the
scrotum, from which the spermatic chords may be seen
ascending to the sides of the bladder, where the vasa defe-

rentia quit the chords to pass to the base of the small
prostate : there are no vesicate seminalcs. The muscular
part of the urethra is of great length : Cowpers glands are
situated on each side of its termination : that on the left

side is exposed immediately behind the left cms penis,

which, in the preparation, has been detached from its bony
connection. The penis is continued from the junction of
the two crura forwards in front of the pubis to the small

preputium, which is situated at the anterior part of the
enlargement caused by the scent-glands : the glans penis,

which has a pointed form, is bent downwards. The large

orifices of the two lateral scent-glands are situated just

within a longitudinal fissure bounded by two labia, which
have been divaricated in the specimen, and a section has
been removed from the right gland : the fissure is situated

between the preputium and scrotum. No. 2515 is a pre-
paration of the prostatic and muscular parts of the urethra,

penis, scrotum, anus, and anal glands of a Viverrine quad-
ruped. No. 2797 shows the female organs of a zibet.

This preparation is suspended by the peritoneal capsules

of the ovaria, which loosely surround those parts, but have
been here reflected from them. The ovarian ligaments
are seen passing upon the posterior parts of the cornua
uteri; the fallopian tubes run in a tortuous direction

along the anterior part of the ovarian capsules
;

they ter-

minate, not at the apex, but by the side of the extremity
of the uterine comu, which forms a small ctecum. The
broad peritoneal and the round fibrous ligaments are

attached to the outer side of the cornua uteri. The body
of the uterus as well as the comua are preserved entire

:

the vagina is laid open, showing its longitudinally wrinkled

inner surface and its inflected course. The urinary blad-

der and rectum, the vulva and anus, the large intervening

peritoneal glandular pouch, and the anal glands, are also

severally here shown. No. 2708 exhibits the female
organs, with the large intestine and urinary bladder, of a
civet (Viverra eivetta, Schreb.) The ovaria approach
nearer to the globular form than usual. They are situated

in shallow capsules, on one side of which the oviduct com-
mences by a large elongated aperture. The cornua uteri

are long, slender, compressed, straight canals. The corpus
uteri is equally simple, but very short : the vagina is long.

The urethro-sexual canal opens externally on a prominent
vulva, above which there is a semilunar cutaneous de-
pression, which receives the ducts of two large scent-glands

:

a section is removed from the right gland to show its fol-

licular structure. A similar section has been removed
from the anal gland, and bristles are inserted into the

orifices of both these secreting organs. (Cat.)

Example, Viverra eivetta.

Description.—Length of the elongated body from two
to three feet ; tail about half as long as the body. Height
from ten inches to a foot. Hair of the body long, brownish-
grey, with numerous interrupted transverse black bands or
spots of the same colour. The hairs on the ridge or

middle line of the back from between the shoulders are

longer, and can be raised or depressed at the pleasure of
the animal. Legs and most part of tail black ; upper lip

and sides of the neck almost white. Eyes surrounded each
by a black patch. Two or three black bands pass from
the base of the ears obliquely towards the shoulder and
neck, which last has a broad black patch.

Locality.—North of Africa.
Habits, 4-c.—The civet approaches in its habits nearest

to the foxes and smaller cats, preferring to make its pre-

datory excursions against birds and smaller quadrupeds
in the night, although, like these camivora, it will occa-

sionally attack its prey in the daytime.

In a state of captivity it becomes in a degree tame, but
never familiar, and is dangerous to handle. The young

Vol. XXVI.—3 G
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are fed on farinaceous food, millet-pap for instance, with a

little flesh or fish ; and, when old, on raw flesh. Many of

_ them are kept in North Africa to obtain the perfume

which bears the name of the animal, and brings a high

price. The civet is procured by scraping the inside of the

Eouch with an iron spatula at intervals about twice a week,

f the animal is in good condition and a male, especially

if he has been irritated, a dram or thereabouts is obtained

each time. The quantity collected from the female does

not equal that secreted by the male. Civet, like most

other articles of this nature, is much adulterated, and it is

rare to get it quite pure. The adulteration is effected

with suet or oil to make it heavier.

Among the ' Portraits de Quelques Animaux, poissons,

serpents, herbes et arbres, hommes et femmes <r Arabic,

Egypte, et Asie, observer par P. Belon du Mans' (1557) is

one of ' La Civette, qu'on nommoit anciennement Hysena,'

with the following quatrain :

—

' Voyant cecy, tu vuy tic la Civelte

Le Tray portrait : qui rcntl abouriiimmcnt

Par ton conduit le Muse, pour oxeremeut,
Oueur, que plus a senbr en souhaite.'

The civet in the Tower, from which Mr. Bennett took

his description and figure, never produced any civet there,

although it was a male, and, when Mr. Bennett Wrote, had

been a year in that menagerie.

Dr. Horsfleld, in his Zoological Researches, figures and
describes two Javanese Viverra?, viz. Viverra Musanga,
var. Javanica, and Virerra raise.

Of the flrst, the Luwak of the Javanese, Musang-hulan
of the Malays, he says, that it so nearly resembles the

Viverra genetla in sire and colour that several authors

have described it under that name. It also, he states,

resembles the Genet in its manners and habits. ' If taken

white young, it becomes patient and gentle during con-

finement, and receives readily animal and vegetable food.

It requires little attention, and even contents itself with the
scanty remains of the meals of the natives, with fish, eggs,

rice, potatoes, &c, the structure of its teeth being par-
ticularly adapted to a vegetable diet. It prefers however
delicate and pulpy fruits ; but when pressed by hunger,
also attacks fowls and birds. It is most abundant near
the villages situated at the confines of large forests. It

constructs a simple nest in the manner of squirrels, of dry

leaves, grass, or small twigs, in the forks of large branches
•r in the hollows of trees. From these it sallies forth at

night to visit the sheds and hen-roosts of the natives, in

search of eggs, chickens, &c. Its rambles are also par-

ticularly directed to the gardens and plantations, where
fruits of every description within its reach, and particularly

pine-apples, suffer extremely from its depredations. The
coffee-plantations in Java are greatly infested by the Vi-

verra Musanga ; in some parts of the island it has on this

account obtained the name of the coffee-rat. It devours
the berries in large quantities, and its visits are soon dis-

covered by parcels of seeds which it discharges unchanged.
It selects only the ripest and most perfect fruits, and the

seeds are eagerly collected by the natives, as the coffee is

thus obtained without the tedious process of removing its

membranaceous arillus. The injurious effects occasioned

by the ravages of the Luwak in the coffee-plantations are

however fully counterbalanced by its propagating the
plant in various parts of the forests, and particularly on
the declivities ot the fertile hills: these spontaneous
groves of a valuable fruit in various parts of the western
districts of Java afford to the natives no inconsiderable

harvest, while the accidental discovery of them turpi*
and delights the traveller in the most sequestered parts t.

the island.' (Zoological Researches in Java.)

Viverra rasse, and Viverra zibetha.

Description of Viverra rasse.—Hair stiff, conndrn^S
long, with a downy appendage at the base. Grtu .

colour tawny-grey, variegated with dark brown line*;-.:

spots. Eight dark lines extend longitudinally from i.v

shoulders to the root of the tail. Intermetliate lino c-
tinued and regular, exterior lines slightly interrupted .-

the brown of them varied with lighter shades of Uv„
Sides marked with several interrupted lines which ip^-I-

also on the shoulders and thighs. Head above and ay--

parts of the neck banded alternately with tawm ii

brown. A black spot on the anterior canthus of t£e v<

and at the base of the ear ;
extremity of the auricle r;?.

externally, its internal surface furnished with seven! tci!

tufts of whitish hairs. Lips, cheeks, and under side of Mx

neck lighter, greyish slightly diversified with tawnj. A

longitudinal line from the ears along the sides of tber/.'i

towards the shoulders. Several transverse band* oc t
; -

anterior part of the neck : two of these mark the s«:',

with a figure resembling the letter "Y. Lower part nf tti

extremities, breast, and inner side of the thighs sarars\!

blackish brown with an obscure reddish lustre. Abdon--

beneath blackish grey with a tawny hue. Tail with eir"

blackish rings, the intermediate rings grey, the colour :~

coming gradually more diluted and whitish towards t;

extremity. The tawny predominates generally overt*

grey in the young, in which the lines and bands are

scurely marked. Entire length from end of muzzle to ».'

of tail one foot eleven inches : tail twelve inches.

This is the Rasse of the Javanese, who term the odcfi/^

rous secretion dedes orjibet.

Dr. Horsfleld, from whose work we have drawn thi»?-

scription, says that a very perfect specimen of the Ftf-

zibetha, the Tanggalung of the Malays, fonnr:-

from Sumatra by Sir Stamford Raffles, afforded them<r

of showing more distinctly the peculiarities of the

by a careful comparison. The Tanggalung was two !•

six inches long, and the tail eleven inches. The prop

tions of the parts of the body in the two animals r-

very different. Viverra Zibetha is comparatively rti--'

the neck short and thick, and the breast full snd

tended. The head is regularly attenuated and wedr

shaped in the Rasse : in the Tanggalung it is swell"'

rounded, and bulging before the ears ; then contru'

very abruptly to a short muzzle. The ears are tea !ir-

distant in the Rasse and two inches in the Zibetha, vrtu:

gives a very different physiognomy to the two arnuu-

The tail is nearly cylindrical in the Tanggalung; in i'-

Rasse it is regularly attenuated to a point. The for of''
-

two quadrupeds is very different : rigid, coarse, and n'.l

scanty in the Rasse; close, soft, and with muchdownst"'

base in the Tanggalung, its thickness giving a peculii."'

to the tail of the latter. Viverra zibetha has a sir-
- '

black line of considerable breadth in the highest par

the back, bounded on each side by a white line ; crtr

to this is an interrupted line of a dark colour, and the

of the back and sides is covered with smaller spots «
posed as to give the appearance of transverse undnl»' ;

to those parts. In the Rasse eight regular parallel h" r

are clearly marked. There is no difference between '.'

two animals in the upper parts of the head and neck

:

'"

the marks on the lateral and anterior parts of the neck

very dark in the Zibet, while they are faint and inoV'

in the Rasse, around whose tail the rings are strom:

marked, whilst in the Zibet they are irregularly defied

and scarcely perceptible on the under side.

Dr. Horsfleld states that the name Rasse, like t'-

other Javanese names,' is derived from the 8anscrit; it
•

as employed by the Javanese, a modification of Ran. »"

is applied to the Viverra as producing an odoriferous su^

stance. In the original, Dr. Horsfleld observes, R&* I"'

various significations, of which flavour or taste appear*

be the primary meaning; the others, he ados, re!»'*

chiefly to the senses, or to emotions arising from tl"',
.

fluids or juices are comprised among its meaning*.

manv applications of the word Rasa and its connwi"*

to odoriferous substances, perfumes, &c, might, he tell'

be adduced. '

,

The specific names Civetta and Zibetha are derivo.

from the Arabic.
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• The Viverra Rouse,' says Dr. Horsfield in continu-

ation, ' supplies in Java the place which the Viverra

eivetta holds in Africa, and the Viverra zibetha on the

Asiatic continent from Arabia to Malabar, and in the

He islands of the Indian Archipelago. I have endea-
'
to show that, by its form and marks, it is essentially

" from the Viverra zibetha ; and it differs as much
tural disposition as in external characters. The

i zibetha is an animal comparatively of a mild

ion ; it is often found among the Arabs and
which inhabit the maritime parts of Borneo,

_ ir, and other islands, in a state of partial domcsti-

ion, and, by the account of the natives, becomes recon-

to its confinement, and in habits and degree of

neness resembles the common domestic cat. The
on the contrary, preserves in confinement the

iral ferocity of its disposition undiminished. As the

fume is greatly valued by the natives, it is frequently

pt in cages ; but, as far as I have observed, must always

I obtained for this purpose from a wild state, never pro-

atingin a state of confinement.

"The Basse is not unfrequently found in Java, in forests

, moderate elevation above the level of the ocean.

| it preys on small birds and animals of every deserip-

It possesses the sanguinary appetite of,animals of

i

family in a high degree, and the structure of its teeth

esponds strictly with the habits and modes of life. In

incinent. it will devour a mixed diet, and is fed on

i

fish, flesh, and rice. Salt is reported by the natives

ie a poison to it. The odoriferous substance is collected

riodically ; the animal is placed in a narrow cage, in

ich the head and anterior extremities are confined ; the

sterior parts are then easily secured, while the civet is

oved by a simple spatula.'

s substance obtained from the Rasse agrees with the

afforded by the Viverra civelta and zibetha in

,
consistence, and odour. It is a very favourite per-

imong the Javanese, and applied both to their

, and, by means of various unguents and mixtures of

vers, to their persons. Even the apartments and the

triture of the natives of rank are generally scented with

» such a degree as to be offensive to Europeans ; and
heir feasts and public processions the air is widely

1 with this odour.' {Zoological Researches.)

Good Hope, and says that it differs in the size and number
of the patches, the bands along the shoulder and neck, the
lines on the nape, &c.

Locality, habits, df-c.—The Genet loves lowlands, parti-

cularly the banks of rivers and the neighbourhood ol

springs. In Constantinople it is domesticated, and kept
in the houses, where it is said to catch mice as well as a

cat.

Belon, in the work above cited, gives a very fair cut of
it, with the following quatrain :

—

• Bl<m que ie toi» iu*ci wiuvftge hette.

t> nonobjtaut on Knit ra' «]iprivoiser,

Kt de moo coijw, comme dun chat user,

Kd roc rendaut domctliquo OmeUe.'

Vh«rn nu*'. (II.u»r.)

Genetta, Cuv.

vie Character.—Odoriferous pouches reduced

to a slight depression formed by the projection of the

elands, and without any perceptible excretion, although

the odour is manifest. The pupil has a vertical slit, and

th.6 claws are entirely retractile, as in the Cats.

Example, Genetta vulgaris, the Common Genet, Vi-

verra genetta. Linn.

Description.—Grey, spotted with small black or brown

patches, which are sometimes round and sometimes

">long; the tail, which is as long as the body, is ringed

"l black and white, the black rings being to the number

jne or eleven. There are white spots on the eyebrow,

cheek, and on each side of the end of the nose.

leographical Distribution.—Cuvier states that this

is found from the south of France to the Cape of

Paradoxurus. (F. Cuv.)

Generic Character, generally, that of the Civets and
Genets. Tail capable of being rolled from above down-
wards to its base, but not prehensile. Toes five, nearly

palmated ; sole of the foot tuberculous, applied throughout

its surface to the ground ; claws semi-retractile. Eyes

with the pupil slit longitudinally. No pouch.

Dental formula :—Incisors, ^ ;
canines, ! molars

— = 40.o—

G

Kxample, Paradorurus typtis.

l'tnutoxnyn* typiu- (P. Cuv.)

The Paradoxure was confounded by Buffon with the

Common Genet, a confusion which M, F. Cuvier dissi-

pated: in form and habits, indeed, it does not differ much,

and the toes and claws closely asrree in number and re-

tractility. The secretory pouch is absent. The tail is

very peculiar : as long as the body, and depressed, not to

say" flattened, above and below; the extreme or more dis-

tant half is, w hen extended, turned over, so that the lower

side is uppermost, and the animal can roll it up spirally

from above, downwards, and from the extremity to the

base.

Description.—Grevish-black, tinged with yellow, tho

3 G 2
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colour varying ir» different lights. One broad dorsal and
two or three lateral narrower indistinct black lines. Lower
iaw, legs, and tail, for the most part, black. Above and
below each eye a whitish spot. Length, including the

tail, upwards of three feet.

This is La Marte des palmiers of the French at Pondi-

cheny.
Geographical Distribution and Habits.—The large

islands of Asia. Its natural habits do not seem to be well

known. Those that have been kept in captivity have
manifested anything but a sociable disposition, receiving

all attentions with peevish irritation or sullen insensibility.

Mangusta, Olivier.

(Ichneumon, Lacep. Herpeses, 111.)

Under the title Ichneumon a general sketch of the

genus and a particular one of the Egyptian Ichneumon
will be found. Dr. Horsfield has given a very interesting

account of the •
Mangusta Javanica.
Description.—Ear bearing considerable resemblance to

that of man. Pouch very extensive. Hair long^ on the

body and tail, but short on the head and extremities, rigid

and glossy. Length, including the tail, about two feet

and a half.

Dr. Horsfield states that the Javanese Mangusta is

chiefly distinguished from the other Indian species, and
particularly from the Mangouste de Malacca of M. F.

Cuvier, by its darker colour. A ground of deep brown,
passing with obscure undulations into black, is variegated
with very numerous short longitudinal lines of a tawny
colour. The upper parts of the back are more intensely

coloured ; the under parts scarcely perceptibly lighter.

Habits, $c.—Rumphius gives a curious account of this

species, which is the Garangan of the natives, who greatly

admire its agility. It attacks and kills serpents with the
greatest boldness ; and Rumphius speaks of its value in

performing this service and its method of encountering
those reptiles. The Javanese nobles, he says, pay a con-
siderable price for it, that they may amuse themselves with
the sport of these fights. When the two enemies are

opposed to each other, the serpent endeavours to twine
round the quadruped and kill it. The latter submits to

this, but inflates itself to turgescence ; and when the ser-

pent enfolds it and advances its head to give the deadly
bite, the Mangouste contracts his body, slips out of the
folds, seizes the serpent by the neck and kills it. The
mode of attack of the Garangan was stated to Dr. Hors-
field by the natives precisely as it is related by Rum-
phius ; "but the doctor adds that the story regarding the
antidote which is afforded by the Ophioxylum serpentinum
to an animal which may have been wounded in the combat,
was not reported to him ; and he adds that it is one of
those stories which, being founded on superficial observa-
tion, has too readily been credited and copied from one
writer to another.

c***—

i

MiDgviU Javanica. (Hortf.)

Dr. Horsfield states that the Mangusta Javanica is

found most abundant in the large teak-forests, and that it

is very expert in burrowing in the ground in pursuit of
rats. ' It possesses,' says our author in continuation,
•great natural sagacity ; and from the peculiarities of its

character, it willingly seeks the protection of man. It is

readily tamed, and in a domestic state it is docile and
attached to its master, whom it follows like a dog ; it is

fond of caresses, and frequently places itself erect m .

,

hind-legs, regarding everything that passes with ^
attention. It is of a very restless disposition, andiW
carries its food to the most retired place in which it it

to consume it. It is very cleanly in its habit*. It a
clusively carnivorous, and very destructive to pout*

employing great artifice in the surprising of chicl-i.

For this reason it is rarely found in a domestic >m:-

among the natives, as one of their principal irtic!t> .<

food is the common fowl, and great quantities ire rav.

in all the villages. The Javanese also, like the Mohi:

medans in general, have a great partiality for csu lx

they are unwilling in most cases to be deprived of Or.,

society for the purpose of introducing the Garangu. i

has also been observed that its sanguinary character ihc-.

itself occasionally in a manner that renders it dan^emu

:

a family as a domestic animal, and it indulges at mlen-j

in fits of excessive violence.'

Ryzaena, 111.

Generic Character.—F«et rather long; toes four, trsri

with robust but not retractile claws proper for burrow-^

Tongue furnished with horny papilla. Ears small. P...

leading into the anus. Tail long, slender, and pointed

6 1-1
Dental formula :—incisors jr ; canines, 5—; : md

5-5
5-5

1-T

= 30.

Teeth or Rrtcna. (P. Cot.)

This genus resembles the Ichneumons in the tinlia?
>'

stripes of the coat ; but the legs are longer and then

only four toes on each foot. The dentition too difff

for they are without the small molar immediately b»l» :

the canine.

Example, Ryzcena capensis.
l

Description.—Length about four feet, includiM 1

tail. Fur a mixture of brown, white, yellowish, and bW>

The colour of the hairs is brown at the bottom, black «
the tips, and hoary at the points: those on the bsdic

dulated: inside of the legs yellowish-brown: tail

with black.

This is The Suricale, Viverra tetradactyla. Gin.

Geographical Distribution.—Africa, Cape of

Hope. Cuvier remarks that the Zenik of Sonnerst's «<*•

voyage does not appear to differ from ;he Suricate, ew<?

that it is coarsely designed. Pennant says that it »^
found in Java, where toe Javanese styit it Jupt, ind '-•

Dutch Suracatje.
t

Habits, $c.—At the Cape, Pennant testes that t."

species is called Meer-rat. In habits and manner 11
»

said to resemble the Mangoustes, and its urine » u"

fetid. It feeds on flesh, preys on mice, and U » l™**
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enemy to Blatter. Pennant says that it makes a grunting
noise, is much in motion, sits quite erect, dropping its fore

legs on its breast, moving its head with great case, as if

on a pivot, and appearing as if it listened, or had just spied
Bomething new. When pleased, he adds, it makes a
rattling noise with its tail, for which reason the Dutch

Cape call it Klapper-maus. (Pallas, Miscell. Zool.)
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The Suriculc-.

Crossarchus, F. Cuv.

remarks that the Mangues (Crossarchus) have
zle, the teeth, the pouch, and the walk of the

, but the toes and genitals of the Mangousles or

nons.

M. Lesson observes, that the animal which serves as

the type of this genus ought to be placed between the

p and the Suricates, although its walk is plan-

. it has the general physiognomy of both
Afarignustes and i

^because,

Generic Character.—Head more rounded than that of

the Ichneumons, and the muzzle larger. The pupil round.

The muzzle moveable. The ears small, round, and bilo-

The tongue smooth on its edges, but papillose and
horny at the centre. The tail flattened. Five toes on

ch foot. Pouch secreting an unctuous fetid matter.

Example, Crossarchus obscurus.

description.—Length nearly two feet, including the

, which is about eight inches. Fur consisting of two
"

i of hair ; the external rather harsh and of a uniform

n, a little brighter on the head, cheeks pale.

cality.—Coast of Africa. Sierra Leone.
Habits, $c.—Resembling much those of the Mangoustcs.

It feeds on flesh, and is cleanly and well behaved in con-

tinent.

Cryptoprocta, Bennett.

Bennett observes that this genus belongs to the
'

" e, having the prickly tongue, the two tubercular

teeth in the upper jaw, and the other characters by
the Civets are distinguished from the Cats on the

, and from the Dogs on the other. It approaches,

he remarks, more nearly than most of the other forms of
this family to the Felidte, having the claws on both feet

truly retractile, and furnished with the retractile ligaments

;

those of the anterior limbs being also acute, both at their

points and edges. In these respects, he allows that it

agrees with Paradoxurus ; as it does also in the nakedness
of the soles of the feet, and in the union of the toes almost to

their extremities by an interdigital membrane ; but it differs

from that genus by its short, smooth, and adpressed fur,

by the uniformly haired coat of its slender cylindrical tail,

the equal covering of which on all its surfaces appears to

indicate that it is not capable of being curled in the man-
ner so remarkable in the Paradoxure, and especially by the
possession of a pouch.
Example, Cryptoprocta ferox.
Description.—Body slender, limbs robust and of mode-

rate length; head narrow and slightly elongated
;
glandu-

lar muzzle small ; nostrils with a deep lateral sinus; whis-
kers numerous and stiff, the longest exceeding the head in

length
;
eyes rather small, placed above the angle of the

mouth, the opening of which is not much prolonged back-
wards ; ears unusually large, rounded, with a fold on the
posterior margin and one or two sinuosities within, hairy

both within and without, except in the auditory passage ;

neck slender ; anterior limbs somewhat shorter than "the

posterior ; tail (which appeared to be mutilated at the ex-
tremity) as long as the body, reaching, when retroverted,

to between the ears, cylindrical, and uniformly hairy ; soles

of anterior feet naked to the whole extent of the carpus

;

of the posterior, nearly to the heel : claws retractile, five

on each foot ; on the anterior, sharp-pointed and edged,
compressed, curved, short, and cat-like ; on the posterior,

rather larger, compressed, less curved, and obtuse. The
toes united nearly to the tips; on the fore-feet the middle
the longest ; those on each side scarcely shorter and nearly

equal to each other ; innermost and outermost also nearly

equal to each other, but still shorter than the adjoining

ones : on the posterior feet, third and fourth toes nearly

equal and rather longer than the second and fifth, thumb
considerably shorter.

Colour of the whole upper and outer surfaces inclining

to light brownish red, from a mixture of brown and straw-

colour, in rings of greater or less extent on each hair ; be-
low and internally less deep, the individual hairs being
more uniform in colour. Hairs short, smooth, soft to the
touch, slightly crisped. Whiskers black at the base, some-
what lighter at the tips. Length from tip of nose to root

of tail 13^ inches, of tail \\^ inches, but this organ was
probably not entire. (Bennett.)

Mr. Bennett observes that this animal approaches the

cats in its internal anatomy as well as its external cha-

racters.

The teeth were of the deciduous class only, and conse-

quently, as Mr. Bennett remarks, could not furnish perma-
nent characters. They consisted, in the upper jaw, of six

closely-set incisors, of which the four intermediate were
small, with their crowns a little flattened, and somewhat
impressed transversely : the outer incisors were much
larger than the intermediate, and had on their external

surface somewhat the appearance of canines, and they had
an internal process against which the crowns of the cor-

responding teeth closed. The canines were distant from

the incisors, and projected from the jaw about twice the

length of the outer incisors : they were curved backwards.

Close to the canine on each side were two false molars
;

the first nearly cylindrical, with a slight process on the

outer and posterior part of the crown ; the second with a

slender lengthened crown and two roots, A space, equal

in length to the second molar, intervened between it and
the third, which was large, and composed of three sharp

longitudinally-disposed tubercles; the anterior having a

small process behind ; the second, twice the length of the

preceding one, was simple, and directed somewhat back-

wards ; the third formed a long transverse ridge : the

middle tubercle was, at its base, somewhat lengthened in-

wards, but was without process or spur in that direction.

The fourth molar adjoining the third was irregularly tri-

angular ; its outer and broadest portion was flat, the inner

was much smaller, and was considerably lower in the

crown than the outer. Behind this was a closed cavity in

the jaw, containing the rudiment of a fifth, or second tu-

bercular molar tooth. In the lower jaw the six incisors

were nearly of equal size, the outer one on each side being
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acute at its top. The canine adjoined the external in-

cisor, was more than twice its length, strong and broad at

the base, narrower upwards, and curved somewhat back-
wards. Two false molars succeeded placed close to each
other, similar to those of the upper jaw, and separated by
a small interval from the canine anteriorly and the third

molar posteriorly. The third molar had four acute tuber-

cles succeeding each other longitudinally ; the first was
small and short, ranging scarcely higher than the second
false molar ; the second much stronger and twice the

length of the first ; the third corresponding nearly with

the first and separated by & notch from the fourth, which
was smaller and much lower. The fourth molar had also

four sharp tubercles, of which the first two were strong

and cutting, the second being the largest, and having 6e-
hind it, and somewhat internally, the third, which was
small and acute ; the fourth resembled the fourth tubercle

of the third molar. An enlargement of the bone behind
this tooth showed that the pulp of a fifth molar was in-

closed within the jaw.
Locality, Habits, &c.—Mr. Telfair, President of the

Mauritius Natural History Society, who presented the

animal to the Zoological Society of London, received it

from the interior and southern part of Madagascar, and
stated that it was the most savage creature of its size he
ever met with: its motions and power and activity were
those of a tiger, and it had the same appetite for blood
and destruction of animal life. Its muscular force was
very great, and the muscles of the limbs were remarkably
full and thick. It lived with Mr. Telfair for some
months.
Mr. Bennett, in conclusion, remarks that it is not im-

Sossible that this species maybe identical with the animal
escribed and figured by M. F. Cuvier in the ' Memoires

du Mus6um d'Histoire Naturelle' (torn, ix., p. 46, tab. 4,

fig. inf.), as a species of Paradoxurus, with the trivial

name of aureus : the anal pouch which distinguishes it

from Paradoxurus having, perhaps, Mr. Bennett ob-
serves, been overlooked by that distinguished zoologist.

The colours, form, and proportions, he adds, appear to be
the same. M. F. Cuvier's specimen was young, but not
so young as that from which Mr. Bennett's description
was taken : the country from which it was brought was
not recorded. (Zool. Trans.)

CryptoprocU fcrox.

ILtc we shall notioe the genus

Nasua, Storr.

Generic Character.—Feet pentadactyle, furnished with
sharp claws. Tail long, pointed, not prehensile. Nose
very much elongated, and very moveable. No anal fol-

licles. Six vential teats.

Dental Formula :—incisors, -jr ; canines,-y^-j
;
molars,

6-6

A cut of this dentition, stated by M. F. Cuvier '.o be

common to the Raccoons and Coatis, will be found in tW
article Vbsidm, vol. xxvi., p. 57.

Mr. Bennett observes that the Coatis are essential!* i.
tinguished from the Bears by the general form of the L'j

which in some measure approaches that of the Vivtir

group; by their physiognomy, which is altogether ptc.

liar ; and by their elongated tail, which is nearly r.

length to their body. From the Raccoons they Mr: i:

their generally lengthened form, and especially in tin-

produced and flexible snout. Their size nearly «fpu!>

that of the common fox.

Geographical Distribution of the Genu* and Habit -
South America, where they inhabit the woods, feeding pr.r»

cipally on fruits, insects,and reptiles. They are easily t«n.-i

to a certain point, but do not become particularly atticM
No less than three species have been described. T«;

only however are generally admitted, and, even with rejvJ

to these, doubts exist whether they are more than vsrietin.

Description.—Male.—Length 3 feet 7 inches ; tail 3'i)

inches. Muzzle trumpet-shaped and slightly moveable -

all directions ; the nostrils placed at its extremity; thrr

opening vertical ; on their external sides a deep inctsuc

A small whitish spot below the eye, another behind i'. i

third of the same colour originating at the back put t

the eye, turns and descends from the upper part of t>

muzzle to its middle. The remaining part of the opv
half of the muzzle is black, and this colour appean in '

white spot upon the inner angle of the eye. Low .:

black, parts beneath the jaw white, which prevails on li-

the upper lip at the corner of the mouth. The white c.r

tinues from this corner to beneath the ear, vaminc v.:

yellowish, and so it does beneath the throat. Hairs of

'

under part of the body dark at the tips and tamuV.

orange on the remaining parts. Forehead yello**'

white, like the rest of the hair of the body and sides. t>

'

dark at the tips. Tail ringed with dark and white, ft.

black, as well as the ear, except its white edges awl e-

terior. Hairs of the tail longest and most erect. Imi

duals vary in colour, some having the hairs of the uW'

and of the upper parts white with black tips, the fartt**

and all the upper parts and sides whitish, also tipp-

with black ; the feet very black, and also the bain s

ternally.

Female.—Of the same colour aa the mala, but i'

inches shorter ; individuals varying in like manner.

According to D'Azara, Cuati or Coatimondi sre t)<

names given by the Guaranese to this animal.
Locality.—The same author states that the Costs l-

only met with in the woods of Paraguay and as far u tb

river La Plata.

Habits.—D'Azara observes that the Coatimondi it

»

tary, or goes in pairs and small bands : that is, two or tLv

females with their young are in the habit of coturegtbt:

He says that it climbs more expertly than a monkey m'.i

out using its tail, and relates that it is said of these «•'•'

mals that a troop of them will drop to the ground 6""

high trees when the latter are struck with a hatchet

stake. He adds that the habits of the fox are attributed

the Coati, but the elongated muzzle, in his opinion, remit"

it unfitted for preying upon animals generally ; and !•

thinks that it can at the utmost only surprise birds on tl>

nest, and devour their eggs and young.
To a domesticated one this observing Spanish zoolor.-'

brought mice, and it did not notice them ; but he «» i;

catch some passing chickens and kill them, content:--'

itself however with only eating a small portion of the S«'

near the collar-bone. No doubt remained on his

that it feeds chiefly on fruits and insects, and onlv

sionally hunts birds. In continuation, he says that'-

Coatis are easily reared about houses, but are alwati «

cured, for they ramble about if suffered to be at Vr
upsetting and breaking whatever comes in their »»,

Untractable, it is not to be controlled even by blow-

will indeed amuse itself, and give signs of pleawre »r*-

scratched, but attachment, or even preference, he »?'

seems unknown to it. Its food in a state of domestics'*-"

is bread, sugar-cane, flesh raw or cooked, truits ; in A*
it is omnivorous. In the act of feeding, it place*

paws upon the food, and holding it steady with it* W
paw, hollows or tears it out with its right : the fraga*""

so procured it devours without conveying them to in*

mouth with its paws. On the approach of a man m »«
it snaps up the food and removes it as far at its entinw
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mit. It drinks often and laps more rapidly than a dog,
ling the while its long muzzle upwards to avoid wet-

ig it. The day is passed in paceing to and fro as far as

its chain will allow, stopping in its walk only to eat or

drink. When it turns it does not perform that evolution

like a dog and most other animals, but raising its fore-

tws turns upon its hind legs as upon a pivot. D'Azara
een it playing with cats and young dogs, and sleeping

I embrace of one of the latter. The whole night was
in repose, but it seldom slept during the day. It

itself with the muzzle, scratched itself with the

its and hind-feet ; rested on its heels and uttered a
bird-like ory when pressed by hunger or annoyance,

i dogs the Coati defends itself with its two-edged
les, sometimes inflicting mortal wounds. D'Azara saw

a domesticated individual with a tumour on its abdomen,
which did not appear to occasion inconvenience to the
animal : when this tumour was ripe, the animal extracted

(he matter through a hole which it scratched. For six

ft the wound remained open without apparently affect-

he animal, for it fed and moved about as if it had
in complete health ; but on the seventh day, in the

», the Coati began again to scratch till it broke
>e abdomen. The animal continued to tear out its

lines as long as life remained.

Fossil Viverrid.e.

isil forms belonging to this family have been found
in the tertiary series, occurring in the bone caverns and
bone breccias, the gypsum of Montmartre, &c. From the
latter locality comes Vivcrra Parisiensis (Genelta, Cuv.).

icimens have also been collected in Bengal and Aus-

VES, JOHN LOUIS, commonlv called Ludovicus
is born at Valencia in Spain, in March, 1492. He
his early education in his native country, and

to the University of Paris to study dialectic. He
afterwards went to the University of Louvain, and there
devoted himself to the study of the antient languages,
and ultimately became professor of humanity or the Latin
language at Louvain. He had, at Paris, been a zealous
disciple of the scholastic philosophy, but he had now be-
come disgusted with it, and, in 1519, he published a book
gainst the schoolmen, entitled * Liber in Pseudo-Dialec-

At Louvain Vives formed an intimate friendship
Erasmus and Budaeus. He undertook to edit, for the
of works of the Fathers set on foot by Erasmus.
<Hn ' De Civitate Dei ;' and this edition was published

, and dedicated to Henry VIII., king of England,
[enry very soon after invited Vives to England, and gave

him the charge of the education of the princess Man-.
"it of his royal pupil Vives wrote two little

essavB on education, published under the title 'De Ratione
Studii Puerilis Epistolae Duaa.' Vives resided, while he
was in England, principally at Oxford, was admitted in

that university to the degree of doctor of laws, and read
lectures on law and humanity. Henry VIII. went with
his queen to Oxford, in order to be present at some of his

lectures. Vives however soon lost the favour of the king
by making open opposition to the divorce of Catherine of
Aragon ; he was put into prison by the king's order, and
remained imprisoned for six months. When released, he
left England, and went to visit his native country. He
soon went from thence again into the Netherlands, and
settled at Bruges, where he married, and devoted himself
assiduously to study. The greatest number of his works
were composed between his taking up his '.residence at

Bruges and his death. He died on the 6th of May, 1540,

at the age of 48.

Vives has a distinguished place among the philosophen'
who, towards the close of the sixteenth century, under
mined the hitherto supreme influence of the schoolmen
and gave an impulse to the study of classical literature

He is spoken of as having been one of a triumvirate in the

republic of letters, of which Erasmus and Budaeus are the
two other members, all three being equally distinguished

for learning, while Erasmus had the pre-eminence in elo-

quence, Budseus in wit, and Vives in soundness of judg-
ment. The works of Vives are very numerous, and com-
prehend a wide range of subjects, philology, mental and
moral philosophy, and divinity. Those which are best

known are— ' De Causis Conuptarum Artium ;' 1 De Initiis

Sectis et Laudibus Philosophorum ;' ' De Veritate Fidei

Christiana; ;' and ' Do Anima et Vita.' A complete edi-

tion of his works was published at Basle, in 2 vols, fol.,

in 1555, and another at Valencia, his birthplace, in 1782.

A list of his works may be found in Niceron, ' Mcmoires
pour servir,' &c, torn, xxi., p. 172.

VIVIA'NI, VINCE'NTIO, a learned mathematician of

Italy, who was born of a noble family at Florence, on the
5th of April, 1622 : he received in that city a good general
education, but having a decided inclination for mathe-
matical researches, he applied himself diligently to the
study of the antient geometry in the works of Euclid and
Pappus, and he is said to have acquired a complete know-
ledge of the four first books of Euclid's ' Elements ' with-
out the assistance of a teacher.

In the seventeenth year of his age, Viviani became a
pupil of Galilei, who was living in retirement at Arcetri,

and who, though then blind and infirm, rendered him a
proficient in the higher branches of mathematical science.

After the death of that distinguished philosopher he con-
tinued during several years to prosecute his studies under
the direction of Torricelli, who had previously been his

fellow-pupil, and for whom, as well as for Galilei, he ex-
pressed to the end of his life the highest esteem and gra-

titude.

Before he was twenty-four years of age he formed the
project of restoring the lost treatise of Aristaeus entitled,

in Latin, ' De Locis Solidis,' and he actually began the
work : other occupations however prevented him for a long
time from proceeding with it, and it was not completed
till near the end of his life, though a first edition was pub-
lished in 1673, at Florence. The treatise of the Greek
geometer, who was nearly contemporary w ith Euclid, con-
sisted of five books, and' contained the demonstrations of
certain properties of the conic sections ; but nothing
remains of it except the enunciations of the propositions,

which have been preserved in the ' Mathematical Collec-

tions ' of Pappus.
The work ' De Locis' being suspended, Viviani employed

some of the leisure which his duties in the service of the

grand-duke of Tuscany afforded, in the attempt to restore

the fifth book of Apollonius of Perga on the conic sec-

tions, which, with the three remaining books of that writer,

was then supposed to be lost. It was well known that the

subject of that fifth book was the determination of the

longest and shortest right lines in the conic sections ; and
Viviani had already made great progress in the work
when, in 1656, Borelli discovered, among the MSS. in the

Laurentian Library at Florence, a translation in Arabic of

the conies of Apollonius, with a Latin inscription denoting
that it contained the eight books of the treatise ; the last

book was how ever wanting. Having obtained permission,

he carried the manuscript to Rome, and caused it to te
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translated into Latin by a learned Syrian named Abrahamus
Ecchellensis : this translation was published in 1659, and
Viviani, who had not then completed his work, appre-

hending that his labours might become fruitless, obtained

a certificate to the effect that he had not been aware of

the existence of the manuscript, and that he was unac-
quainted with the Arabic language. His ' Restoration

'

was published in the same year, under the title ' De Maxi-
mis et Minimis Geometrica Divinatio in quintum Coni-

corum Apollonii Pergsei adhuc desideratum,' fol., Flo-

rence ; aud when the work was compared with the transla-

tion, it was acknowledged that Vivani had pursued the

subject beyond the point to which it had been carried by
Apollonius himself.

From this circumstance Viviani immediately attracted

the particular notice of his prince, and acquired a high
reputation among the mathematicians of Europe. In

1672 the grand-duke Ferdinand gave him the title of
chief engineer, and appointed him to proceed to the

frontier of the Papal States for the purpose of consulting

with Cassini, who was sent from Rome to meet him, con-
cerning the navigation of the Chiana and the means of
preventing the inundations of the Tiber. The measures
proposed by the two mathematicians were not put in exe-
cution by the governments, but Viviani availed himself of

the opportunity which his connection with Cassini afforded

to join the latter in making astronomical observations, and
even of carrying on some researches in natural history. In
1664, at the request of M. Chapelain, Colbert recom-
mended Viviani to the king of France, Louis XIV., who
assigned him a pension, and five years afterwards appointed
him one of the foreign associates in the Acadeinie Royale
des Sciences. In 1066 he became a member of the Acca-
deroia del' Ciraento at Florence, and in 1696 he was elected

a Fellow of the Royal Society of London.
About the year 1666 Viviani commenced a tract on the

resistance of solid bodies against the strains to which they
are subject, but his numerous occupations preventing him
from immediately completing it, he was anticipated by
Marchetti, who, in 1669, published a work on the same
subject. As in this work the right of Galilei to the dis-

covery of the law of the resistance was denied, Viviani
took advantage of the delay to introduce into his tract a
defence of his friend and preceptor ; and in every respect
his work appears to have been far superior to that of his

opponent.
In 1674 he published a work entitled ' Quinto Libro

degli Element! d'Euclide, overro la Scienza Universale
delle Proportion! spiegata col la Dottrina di Galilei,' to
which he joined a tract designated ' Diporto Geometrico

'

(geometrical amusements), the latter consisting of the
solutions, in the spirit of the antient geometry, of twelve
problems which had been anonymously proposed : and
some propositions of a like kind, which were proposed by
Couriers having been sent to him, he published, in 1677,
solutions of them in a work entitled ' Enodatio Pro-
blematum universis Propositorum a Claudio Comiers;
prtemissis tentamentis van is ad solutionem illustris veterum
problematis de anguli trisectione.' This work is dedicated
to the memory of his friend Chapelain ; and in the preface
he expresses a distaste for such challenges, observing that
the problems are enigmas which are seldom proposed
except by persons who have previously discovered their

solutions
; yet fifteen years afterwards he proposed as a

challenge to the mathematicians of Europe a problem
whose enunciation was fancifully stated in the following
manner:—'Among the antient monuments of Greece
there is a temple dedicated to geometry ; its plan is cir-

cular, and it is covered by a hemispherical dome, in which
are four equal apertures of such magnitude that the re-

mainder of the superficies is accurately quadrable : it is

required to determine the magnitude and the positions of
the apertures.' The challenge appeared in the 'Acta
Eruditorum,' under a designation which is an anagram of
the words 'A postremo Galilei Discipulo,' a title of which
Viviani appears to have been always proud. Solutions
were almost immediately given, hy the aia of the infinitesi-

mal calculus, by Leibnitz and James Bernoulli in Ger-
many, by the Marquis de l'HSpital in France, and by
Wal lis and David Gregory ii^England : the solution given
hy Viviani himself is very simple, and it was published by
him, but without a demonstration, in a small work entitled
* Formazione 6 Misura di tutti i Cieli, con la Struttura e

Quadrature esatta d'un nuovo Cielo ammirabile,* 4!o.

Firenze, 1692.

In 1701 he published, at Florence, a second and enlaign!

edition of his restitution of Aristseus, under the title- li,

Locis Solidis Secunda Divinatio Geometrica in Qmt^u
Libras amissos Aristaei Senioris, Opus Conicum, contiora

Elementa Tractatuum ejusdem Viviani, quibus tone rp*

multa in Mathesi Theoremata demonstrare coriurtrru'

The work is dedicated to Louis XIV., and the author ttkii

himself of the occasion to express his gratitude to hit pre-

ceptor Galilei. The subject is treated with great ele^t
and simplicity, and according to the methods of the Mint
geometers ; it must be admitted however that the &&
culty of the work would have been much diminished tt

the employment of the modern analysis.

Viviani was solicited by Casimir, king of Poland, to n-

side in that country ; but from attachment to his rativ

land, he declined the request, as he did the offer of Lou
XIV. to make him his first astronomer. He built for him-

self, at Florence, a mansion, on the front of which he Li-

scribed the words, sEdes d Deo data : and from respect h
the memory of Galilei, he adomed the entrance with thr

bust of that philosopher. He died Sept 22, 1703, in the

82nd year of his age, leaving behind him the character of

having been a man of simple manners and a faithful ftieci

(JUoge de Viviani, by Fbntcnelle, in the 'Histoire di

l'Acadcmie des Sciences,' lor 1703.)
VIVIANITE. [Ikon.]
VIVIERS. [Vivarais.]
VIZAGAPATAM. [Circars, Northern.]
VIZI'R, or VEZI'R, is the name of the miniate™ of tbt

sultan of the Turkish empire, and is also given at t title- a

honour to several other nigh functionaries, civil as well a

military. The word is of Arabic origin, and means literal,;

'the bearer of a burden,' as ' vezr designates 'the artw.

of bearing or carrying a burden.' Some write ' wariV it

' vazlr,' but this is not correct. From ' vizar,' a sub«tan'i>:

which expresses the action of supporting a prince in tt*

administration of his empire, is formed * vizaxet.' the fc-

nity or function of a vizir, which we generally call 'ruin:

There are two plurals of vizir, the Turkish plural ' vixMr

'

which is the common, and the Arabic plural 'vuatl

which occurs in imperial decrees, as, for instance, is

zerai 'izimi zevi-1-ihtiram,' 'the illustrious grand ruin

The post of a prime minister, who directs state tftn»

when the sovereign either will not or is prevented fne

doing it, is a very antient institution in the East; and 'J»

lieutenant of a king was called vizir by the Arabs Wr:

before this title was adopted by the Turks-Osmanlis. T*

first Turkish viztr was the celebrated 'Ala-ed-dtn, the v
of Osman, founder of the Turkish empire, who was ij-

pointed to the post of prime minister by nis brother, Sul'u

Urkhan, in a.h. 726 (a.d. 1326). At first there was mh

one vizir. But Timur-Tash (Ironstone), a general of Mu-

red I., having gained a great victory over the Turks-Seljub

of Caramania in a.h. 788 (a.d. 1386), his master gave be

the title of vizir, and the then vizir, 'Ali Pasha, wa« crta'rt

' viztr 'azim,' that is, the great or illustrious vizir. Fioe

this time the number of vizirs was gradually augmcntrj

Mohammed II. had seven ; Mured III., six ; Murad P.

nine ; but from the time of Ahmed III. there were «!;

seven vizirs who were real ministers. These vizin u>

called vizirs of the cupola, and they form the diwan of ti»

grand vizir. The title of vizir is likewise given to tb*

Beyler-Beys, or governors, of Rumelia, Anatolia, Dana-'"

and Cairo, to the four high judges, the grand equerry, t-<

sirdar, or field-marshal, the chief master of the forest*, is!

to several other high functionaries ; and in former times*

was given to the silihdar, or armbearer of the sultan, aii

to the agha of the janissaries, two dignities which are w
abolished. Sometimes also this title is conferred up*

governors of sanjaks, as was the case with the famous X
Pasha of Janina, after his victories over the French c

1798. The insignia of a vizir are a splendid dress of vel«t-

embroidered with gold, pearls, and precious stones, » tic-

ban with an ornament of diamonds, and a standard, to &
top of which are attached three horsetails, and which »

carried before them by an officer: hence the title ofp*»hi

of three tails, which is identical with vizir. The die* '

the grand vizir is still more magnificent than that of th<

common vizirs, from whom he is distinguished by several

privileges: he receives the solemn visits of all the h«*

functionaries, including the common vizirs; he cosb-t--
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the centre of the army in battle ; and, except the sultan,

he is the only person who is saluted with the ' alkish,' a
kind of benediction pronounced by those who appear in

the presence of the grand vizir. The words of the 'alkish'

are ' Allah omerler were efendiimiize !' (God give a locg
life to our master!') The public functions of all the vizirs

are described under Turkey, pp. 393-4.

(Hammer, Des Osmanischen Retches Staalsrerfussuirji;,

Stc. ; Getchichtp des Osmanischen Reiches ; Thornton, T/te

Turkish Empire; Kieffer et Bianchi, Dictionnuire Turk-
Franfait, sub voc. ' Vizir' and 'Alkish.')

VLACQ, ADRIAN, a Dutch mathematician of the

seventeenth century, who distinguished himself by his la-

bours in the computation of logarithms. Being a book-
seller or printer, he superintended the printing of the tables

which he had composed, as well as of almost the first of
those which were computed by the mathematicians of this

country.

Logarithms had then been recently invented, and while

the employment of them was becoming general in Britain

through the labours of Brings, Gunter, and other indefati-

gable computers, Vlacq, in Holland, contributed greatly

to extend their use and a knowledge of the principles of

"heir construction on the Continent. In 1028 he pub-
at Gouda an edition of the ' Arithmetica Logarith-

' of Briggs, which contained the logarithms of num-
tween 1 and 20,000, and also between 90,000 and
. to fourteen places of decimals ; but, having cora-

I the logarithms of the 70,000 intermediate numbers,
published at the same place, in folio, a French transla-

n of the above work, including in it the seventy chiliads,

the title of ' Arithmetique Logarithmetique :' all the

ithms are given to ten places of decimals. It ap-

pears that part of the edition of the 'Arithmetica Loga-
rithmica,' which had been published by Vlacq, was sold in

England, contrary to the intention of the author ; for Nor-
wood, in his ' Trigonometria,' which was published in

1631, complains of such sale, and designates it an unfair

practice.

Briggs having just before his death completed his great

table of logarithmic sines and tangents, his friend Gel-
librand wrote for it a preface and an account of the ap-

plication of the logarithms to the purposes of plane and
spherical trigonometry. This work, which was designated
'Trigonometrica Britannica,' was printed at Gouda by
"Vlacq in 1633. In the same year Vlacq printed a work,

composed by himself, which is entitled 'Trigonometria
Artificialis, sive magnus canon Triangulorum Logarith-

micus, ad dena sciupula secunda,' &c. : it contains the

logarithmic sines and tangents to ten places of figures,

with differences, and to these is added Briggs s table of the

20,000 logarithms with their applications, chiefly ex-

ed from the ' Trigonometrica Britannica.'

In 1636 Vlacq published an abridgment of the 'Trigo-

~etria Artificialis,' under the title of 'Tabulae Sinuum,
angentium.et Secantium, et Logarithmorum Sinuum, Tan-
entium, et Numerorum ab 1 ad 10,000,' in 8vo. These
les have passed through several editions in French and
rman ; and, on the Continent, they continued long to

a manual for persons employed in making trigonometri-

1 computations.
VLAARDINGEN is a market-town in the south part

of the province of Holland, in the district of Rotterdam,

on the river Maas. It is the rendezvous of the Dutch
herring-fleet : the population is about 6500 inhabitants,

who subsist by the fisheries.

VLADIMIR 'formerly Voiodimir) was part of the go-
vernment of Moscow, till by an imperial ukase of 1st of

September, 1778, it was formed into a separate govern-
ment. It lies in the centre of European Russia, between
54° 58' and 57* 11' N. lat., and between 37° 42' and 43° 20*

E. long. It is bounded on the north-west by Twer, on the

north by Yaroslaw, on the north-east by Costroma, on the

east by Nischnei-Novgorod, on the south by Riiisan, and
on the west by Moscow. Its area is 17,500 square miles,

divided into thirteen circles. The face of the country is

an undulating plain, without mountains, diversified by low

hills (none being 500 feet above the level of the sea), by the

steep banks of the rivers, and extensive forests ; there are

also many heaths and morasses.

The principal river is the Oka, which however only

traverses the government for a short distance on the south-

west. It is joined by the Kliazma, which comes from the

P. C, No. 1668.

government of Moscow, crosses this province nearly in the

middle, and joins the Oka in Nischnei-Novgorod. Its

affluents are the Nerl, Sudogda, Schilka, Kdlokscha, Ka-
manka, Tesa, and some others. On the whole there are
twenty-two large and small rivers, all of which have very
pure water, and abound in fish. Among the numerous
fakes, the two largest and most remarkable are the Pega-
nowoe, in which floating islands are sometimes seen ; and
the Plestschejewo, which is about 5 miles long and 4h
broad, and is celebrated on account of the nautical exer-
cises of Peter the Great.
The climate is as temperate as in Moscow : the rivers

do not freeze till the middle of November, and they thaw in

March. The winter however is very cold ; the summer
very hot ; the spring and autumn variable, with an alter-

nation of snow, rain, and fine weather : night-frosts do
not cease till May, and return at the end of September.
Intermitting fevers are endemic; otherwise the climate
is healthy.

Agriculture is the chief occupation of the inhabitants;
but though the soil is in some parts fertile when well
manured, the heaths, marshes, sandy tracts, and forests

cover so great an extent of surface, that the produce of the
harvest is not sufficient on an average for the homo con-
sumption, and importation from the neighbouring go-
vernments is always necessary. Wheat, rye, barley, oats,

millet, and peas are cultivated; but little flax and hemp,
the soil in most parts not being suitable to them. The
gardens produce all kinds of vegetables common in Russia,

and most of them are full of apple and cherry trees
;

amongst the former is the beautiful transparent apple
called Nakiwni. Here and there are some hop-gardens.
The forests, formerly impenetrable, thoughstill considerable,

are greatly thinned and diminished : there are no oaks.

Game, except hares and partridges, is rare ; but bears,

wolves, and lynxes are still met with. Wild berries of va-
rious kinds abound. The breed of horned cattle is merely
sufficient for the wants of the province, and might be much
improved and extended : the breed of horses however is ex-
cellent ; there are two large studs belonging to the crown,
and several belonging to private individuals. The peasants

breed plenty of domestic poultry, but do not keep so many
bees as in other parts. The fisheries in the lakes and
rivers are of little importance ; the principal fish are the

sturgeon and shad : what is not consumed in the province
is sent to Moscow. The minerals are iron, alabaster, good
potters'-clay, and freestone.

The country-people, besides their agricultural occupa-
tions, spin thread and worsted, and manufacture coarse

linen for their own use, for which they have good bleaching-

grounds. The chief resource of this province is its manu-
factures, in which it is second only to that of Moscow.
The principal manufactures are those of linen and cotton,

leather, iron wares, glass, and crystal. The articles ex-
ported are the above-mentioned manufactures, paper, soap,

and potashes ; and of the natural productions, only fruit,

timber, fire-wood, stone for building and millstones, and
lime. All goes to Moscow by waggons or sledges : the

Oka and the Kliazma, though both navigable, are not

much used for the conveyance of goods. The towns of

Pereslawl, Gorochavez, and Viiiniki derive much profit

from the transit and commission trade.

The inhabitants, amounting to 1,400,000, are all Russians

of the Greek religion, with the exception of a few con-
verted Mordwins and Tartars, and some Germans and
Poles.

With respect to public education, this government is

under the University of Moscow. The number of children

attending the schools increases every year. In 1836 there

was 1 pupil for every 234 inhabitants ; at present the pro-

portion of pupils is doubtless much greater.

Vladimir, the capital, is situated in the centre of the

government, in 56° 17' N. lat. and 40° 20' E. iong. It is

built on a group of hills which rise in a fertile plain and
decline towards the left bank of the Kliazma, which,

making a bend, flows under the walls. It is one of the

oldest cities in Russia, and from 1157 to 1328 was the

residence of the grand-dukes and the capital of Great

Russia. With the" exception of its numerous churches

and stone houses, Vladimir has few traces of its former

greatness; there are no vestiges of the palace of the

princes, and the Golden Gate has nothing magnificent

except its name. The city is still large, but ill built,

Vol. XXVI.—3 H
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and has six gates, terminating the six principal streets.

Of the 25 churches, the Cathedral of St. Mary, of which
historians give pompous descriptions, to which its present

appearance does not at all correspond, and the Cathedral

of Demetrius, are remarkable in the history of Russia.

There are two convents, an ecclesiastical seminary, and
several crown buildings. It is the see of the bishop of

Vladimir and Susdal, who has a palace, and the seat of the

public authorities of the government. The inhabitants

manufacture silk veils and handkerchiefs, and have some
tanneries and soap manufactories

;
they derive their chief

subsistence from the cultivation and sale of fruit, and of

garden-vegetables. There are annual fairs, but otherwise

little trade.

Pereslawl-Zaleskoe, is situated on the river Trubesch,
where it empties itself into lake Plestschejews. It is

an old town, and the houses are almost mean, but the
25 churches give it a striking appearance ; there are also

several convents which add to the effect. The population

is 4000 inhabitants, who manufacture linen, silks, and
woollen cloths. They have a profitable transit and com-
mission trade, and have dealings with the Ukraine, Oren-
burg, and Siberia. The fairs are very well attended.

Murom, with 6900 inhabitants, an antient town, was
once the capital of the Mordwins, and afterwards the resi-

dence of Russian princes ; it has still 3 convents, 18 stone

and 7 wooden churches, and several crown buildings. The
inhabitants have some manufactures and considerable

trade. The other towns, capitals of the circles, have
nothing worthy of particular notice.

(Hansel, Das Russische Reich in Europe ; Schnitzler,

La Russie, la Finlande, et la Pologne ; Krusenstern, VIn-

struction Publique en Russie; Stein, Lehrbuck, by Hiir-

schelmann.)
VLADIMIR (the First), grand-duke of Russia, surnamed

the Great, was the son of Sviatoslav by a slave, or at least

a woman of low condition.

His father, meditating the conquest of Bulgaria, divided,

in 970, his empire between his two legitimate sons Yaro-
polk and Oleg. Vladimir was sent to Novgorod, as that

unruly place, disdained by the legitimate princes, was
considered a government only fit for an illegitimate

son.

After Sviatoslav's death, 972, his sons remained at peace
for five years, but in 977 Yaropolk, who ruled at Kiev,
quarrelled with his younger brother Oleg, and, having
slain him in battle, took his share of the paternal heritage.

Vladimir, expecting an attack from his brother, fled beyond
the sea to the Varingians, i.e. the Scandinavians, and Yaro-
polk occupied Novgorod by his officers.

Vladimir returned after two years from Scandinavia,
with a formidable body of adventurers, and was joined by
the inhabitants of Novgorod. He formally declared war
against his brother, and demanded the hand of Rogneda,
daughter of the Varingian Rogvold, prince of Polotsk.

Rogneda, who was betrothed to nis brother, rejected Vla-
dimer's suit, saying, that she would not marry the son of a
slave. Vladimir attacked Polotsk

;
Rogvold was killed

with his two sons, and Rogneda was compelled to marry
Vladimir. •

Vladimir marched on Kiev, and Yaropolk, perceiving
that he was betrayed by his own people, fled from his

capital, but being soon afterwards induced to surrender,

he was treacherously murdered by his brother's command.
Vladimir now became monarch of the empire of his father,

which extended from the vicinity of the Baltic to that of
the Black Sea. It was however by no means a regularly
constituted empire, like that of the Western monarchs of
that time. The sovereignity of the grand-dukes of Russia,
who had established their capital at Kiev, was limited to a
tribute levied on the various Slavonian and Finnish popu-
lations spread over the immense tract of land which they
considered as subject to their rule. This tribute was levied
either by the sovereigns themselves, who travelled for
that purpose about the country, or by their delegates

;

and their authority was respected only where they had
a sufficient force to maintain it. Vladimir established a
more regular and efficient system of government. He
subjected all the populations which had recovered their
independence during the preceding reign, and built many
towns in order to maintain them in subjection. He also

seems to have conceived the idea of cementing his vast

and heterogeneous empire by the powerful bond of a reli-

gious centre, and he erected at Kiev the idol of Perm
(thunder), the supreme divinity of the Slavonians, asi

those of the inferior deities, Khors, Dsjboe, Srribor;. S».

margla, and Mokosh. The first three of these deities »m
Slavonian, and the last two Finnish, a circumstance which

seems to imply the notion of uniting the religious wgnhj

of the two different races. To these deities were offered

human sacrifices, chosen by lot, and the Chromcles relale

that two Christian Varingians, father and son, fell nrtia.

to that bloody superstition.

Vladimir got nd of his Scandinavian allies by peneafcf

them to pass into the service of the Greek emperor, uj
endeavoured to effect an amalgamation between the Vw-
gians and Slavonians. He gave continual entertainmenti

to his subjects, and the memory of the splendour of h>

court is still alive in the popular songs of Russia.

The Chronicles, which extol Vladimir's wisdom ml
valour, accuse him of great laxity of morals. Bfsdt.

Rogneda, he had married the widow of his brother Y«ro-

polk, a beautiful Greek nun, who was a captive of Mi
father, and three other wives. He had a great number rt

concubines who lived in different places ; as, for instirw,

at Vishgorod 300, at Belgorod the same number, a! B~

restov 200, and no woman in the country was secure frra

him. If such was really the case, the Chronicle! hut

reason to say that he was fond of women, like Solomon.

Kiev had already for more than a century frequent rater-

course with Constantinople, where Vladimir's grandmoihr

Olga was baptized in 955. Her example, although it ha.

not been followed by her son, found many imitators am;t:

his subjects, and the trade which was carried on bet«eea

these two cities had undoubtedly attracted many Greeh i>

Kiev. It was also natural that missionaries of the Wetfri

church should be attracted by the renown of Vladimir frtm

Poland and Germany. The Bulgarians, a Mohammedi:

nation, inhabiting the banks of the Volga, in the preset:

government of Kazan, and celebrated for their commertii

spirit, had, after a short war, concluded a solemn treaty
"<

peace with Vladimir ; and the powerful nation of the

sars, which occupied the country between the Caspu;

and Black seas northwards to the Caucasus, and borderav-

on Vladimir's empire, contained many Jews; even tif

kings had for some time followed the Jewish relicior.

although at the time of Vladimir they were ChrutiM*

This will explain the circumstance that all these tthpau

professions tried to convert Vladimir to their retpedx

creeds. It is said that the polygamy permitted by tic

Koran and the sensual paradise promised to its diKip!e-

had greatly pleased him, but that he would not contest'-

give up wine. The religion of the Jews, who were eii'r-

from tneir own country, could not produce a fsvounb*

impression upon a warlike prince. The Greek church,

which already numbered many converts in Russia, 1*1 ;

great advantage over that of Rome, whose missioiiiw

were strangers in that country, and Vladimir ans«er*

their exhortations by saying, • Our ancestors h»ve

known you.' When Vladimir consulted his nobles on ta-

same subject, the answer which they gave him was, 'U™
Greek religion was not good, thy grandmother Olga

not have adopted it.'

Besides this circumstance Vladimir had motives of as-

bition which prompted him to become a convert to uk

Eastern church. Tnis was a matrimonial alliance with tbf

Imperial house of Constantinople, which was then

rally sought by the rulers of the barbarian nations bow-

ing on the empire. In order to insure the success of to

object, he began by an attack on the frontiers oftw

empire, and having besieged the important town of Cwi"

son in the present Crimea, he demanded the hand of U
princess Anna, daughter of the emperor Romania *

Second, and sister of the then reigning emperors Co"**"

tine and Basilius, and of Theophania, empress of Ottw ,c'

Second of Germany. He promised, if hi* remie»t «*

granted, to receive baptism with all hi* subject*, ac<J-

become an ally of the empire, which he threatened «'

war in case of a refusal. His demand was F*""*
1^

was baptized with his followers at Cherson, and mun«

the Greek princess in a.d. 988. He immediately spj>««

himself with great zeal to the establishment of t*"* 1T;
in his dominions ; all the idols were destroyed b.v -

orders, and the inhabitants were baptized in crowds,

built churches, established schools, and bis 'stert*"'

greatly facilitated by the circumstance that there
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already a Slavonian version of the Scriptures by Cyrillus

and Methodius [Slavonians], as well as liturgical works
in the same language. An ordinance on the ecclesiastical

tribunals, taken from the Greek Nomocanon, was published

by Vladimir, and he became so strongly penetrated with

the spirit of Christian meekness, that he would no longer

punish with death even the greatest criminals, and was
content to fine them. This ill-judged lenity produced
great disorders, and the clergy themselves were obliged to

remonstrate against it, and to induce Vladimir to restore

public order by capital punishments. He is said to have
entirely amended his former licentious manners, and his

charity to the poor was unbounded. He divided the

government of his empire among his eleven sons, whom
he had by several wives, and his stepson Sviatopolk, with

whom his murdered brother's widow was pregnant when
he married her. After his conversion he had some wars
with his neighbours, but they did not produce any conse-

quences; and his reign was chiefly spent in promoting the

civilization of his subjects, for which he received ample
means from Constantinople, then the only seat of arts and
literature in Christian Europe.
The end of his life was disturbed by the growing spirit

of liberty at Novgorod. The citizens of Novgorod refused

to pay the annual tribute sent by that city to Kiev. His
son Yaroslav, who was established by him at Novgorod,
took the part of the inhabitants, at least he did it appa-
rently, as some suppose. Vladimir assembled an army in

order to coerce his refractory subjects, but he died on his

march not far from Kiev, in 1014. His wife Anna died

in 1011, as it seems without issue. The Russian church
has placed him amongst her saints, and given him a rank

equal to that of the apostles.

VLADIMIR MONO'MACHOS, grand-duke of Kiev, is

one of the most remarkable persons of the middle ages,

whose life and writings present an interesting picture of

the social state of Russia during the eleventh and twelfth

centuries. He is extolled by the Chronicles as a most
virtuous prince, and considered by them almost a saint.

He was undoubtedly a man of superior character and abi-

lities, but by no means free from the faults of his barbarous
age.

Vladimir was born in 1052. He was the son of Vsevolod,
the grandson of Vladimir the Great. The division of the

empire made by Vladimir's grandfather Yaroslav the
Great, in 1054, produced incessant wars among his suc-

cessors, who continued to subdivide their heritages
among their children. By the same arrangement of Ya-
roslav, the sovereignty over all the other princes belonged
to the grand-dukes of Kiev, who succeeded to that dignity,

not according to the law of primogeniture, but according
to that of seniority, or as being the oldest of all the princes
of Russia. This arrangement, customary at that time
with all the Slavonian nations, led unavoidably to quarrels

among all those who either had any right to or possessed

the means of claiming the throne of Kiev. This unfor-

tunate state of Russia was rendered still worse by the

i of the Polovtzee, or Comanes of the Byzan-
nes, a nomadic nation, who arrived from the deserts of

Central Asia and encamped in the country extending
northward from the shores of the Black Sea and that of

AzofF, about the middle of the eleventh century. These
nomadic people made continual inroads into the territories

of the Russian princes, but were also frequently employed
by them as auxiliaries in their internal and foreign wars.

Vladimir made his first campaign under his relative

Boleslav the Second, or the Dauntless, king of Poland,
whom he joined with an auxiliary force in a war against
Bohemia in 1076. He afterwards took an active part in

the domestic quarrels among the Russian princes, and re-

ceived from his father, who became grand-duke of Kiev in

1078, the principality of Chernigoff, which was the lawful

heritage of his cousin Oleg, having on a former occasion
obtained, in an equally illegal manner, that of Smolensk,
which was given him by the father of the same Oleg whom
he now spoiled. This circumstance created a deadly
hatred between the two cousins, established an hereditary

feud between their descendants, and entailed for a long
time great disasters on the country. Having taken during
these wars the town of Minsk, he did not spare either

man or beast ;' and when his cousin Oleg was marching
with the Polovtzee to recover his principality, Vladimir

bribed those barbarians, who carried back the prince

w hom they came to assist as a captive, and murdered hi«
brother. He also compelled the legitimate prince of Nov-
gorod to cede it to his son, and to content himself with a
small principality. This proves that he was no more scru-
pulous than his contemporaries in the means of attaining
his objects.

Vsevolod died in 1093, but Vladimir, who was the real
sovereign during the reign of his father, did not venture to
break the law of seniority, and he called to the throne of
Kiev .his cousin Sviatopolk, prince of Turov, the eldest of
the family. Sviatopolk confirmed the possessions usurped •
by Vladimir during his father's life ; but both these princes
being defeated by the Polovtzee, Oleg, who since his ex-
pulsion had lived in exile, chiefly in Greece, returned to
the country, and compelled Vladimir to restore Chcrnigoff
and Smolensk to him and his brother. The differences
among the princes were settled by a congress held at
Lubech and at Kiev, on which occasions Vladimir dis-
played, in the prosecution of his interests, great diploma-
tic talents. He also defeated, with the assistance of
other princes, the terrible Polovtzee on several occasions,
by which he secured for some time the country from their
devastations, and justly acquired great popularity. In 1112
he became, on the death of Sviatopolk, grand-duke of
Kiev, being already sixty years old. He reigned thirteen
years till 1125, and he proved himself during this time a
really great prince. Internal peace was maintained by his

authority, and foreign enemies were repelled with uninter-
rupted success. New towns were built, old ones improved,
and the country enjoyed general peace and prosperity.

His character, his views, and his principles are displayed
by his testament, or his last instructions to his children,

which also gives an insight into the manners, the state of
civilization, and the prevailing opinions of that period.

After having expatiated on the glory of God, chiefly in

words taken from the Psalmist, he says :
' O my children

!

love God ! love also mankind ! It is neither fast, nor
seclusion, nor monastic life which may save you, but good
works. Do not forget the poor ; feed them and think that
all goods belong to God, and are intrusted to you only for

a time. Do not conceal treasures in the bowels of the

earth, for this is contrary to the Christian religion. Be
fathers to the orphans; judge yourselves the widows, and
do not permit the sbonger to oppress the weaker. Do not

take the life either of the innocent or of the guilty: the
life and the soul of a Christian are sacred.' He then re-

commends them to keep their oaths, to respect the clergy,

to avoid pride and every kind of profligacy, and continues— 1 In your household look yourselves to everything, with-

out relying on your stewards and servants, and the guests

will not find fault either with your house or with your
dinner. In time of war be active and be an example to

your officers. It is not then the time to think of banquets

and enjoyment. Repose after having established the

nightly watch. Men may suddenly perish, therefore do
not lay aside the armour where danger may happen, and
mount your horses early. Above all, respect a stranger, be
he a great or a common man, a merchant or an ambassa-
dor; and if you cannot give him presents, satisfy him with

meat and drink, because strangers spread in foreign coun-

tries good and bad report of us. Salute every one whom
you meet. Love your wives, but give them no power over

yourselves. Remember every good thing which you have
learnt, and learn what you do not know. My father,

having never been abroad, spoke five languages, for which
we are praised by foreigners.' This is certainly a curious

fact, and which perhaps was not common at that time in

western Europe. The languages alluded to were probably

the Greek—as the higher clergy, who had the education of

the princes, were generally of that nation—the Scandina-

vian, the Slavonian of Russia, and perhaps the Hungarian

and that of the Polovtzee, with whom the Russians tttie

in daily intercourse. It is also not unlikely that Latin,

which was cultivated by the learned Greeks, was one of

the languages alluded to. 'Avoid idleness, it is the

mother of all vices. On a journey on horseback, when you
have no occupation, instead of indulging in idle thoughts,

repeat prayers, at least the shortest and the best of them

—

" Kyrie eleyson." Never go to sleep without an earthly

prostration ; and when you do not feel well, do it three

times. Rise before the sun and go early to church. So

have done my father and all the good men. Alter which

thev held a council with their officers, or judged the
ft II 2
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people, or went to hunt ; and at midday they slept, be-

cause God has assigned the midday hour for repose, not
only to man, but also to animals and birds.' It is remark-
able that this habit is still prevalent among the common
people in Russia. 'Your father lived also in that manner.
I have done myself all that I could have ordered a servant

to do : in hunting and in war, at day and at night, during
the heat of summer and the cold of winter, 1 have not
known any repose. I have never relied on magistrates and
officers. I never allowed the poor and the widows to be

• oppressed by the strong. I superintended myself the
church, the Divine service, the household, the stables, the

hunt, the hawks, and the falcons.' Having enumerated his

various feats of arms, he says, ' I have undertaken eighty-

three expeditions, without mentioning many insignificant

ones. I have concluded with the Polovtzee nineteen trea-

ties. I took prisoners more than a hundred of their best
chieftains, whom I released afterwards, and I punished and
drowned in rivers more than 200 of them. Who travelled

more rapidly than I did ? On leaving Chernigoff in the
morning, I arrived at Kiev, where my father was, before
vespers (a distance of 100 English miles). Being fond of

rrts, we often hunted wild animals with your grandfather,

lidst thick forests I have bound with my own hands
several wild horses at once. I was twice tossed on the
horns of a buffalo ; a deer struck me with his horns, and
an elk trampled me under his feet ; a wild boar tore the
sword from my side ; a bear bit through my saddle, and a
wild animal attacked and overthrew the horse which I

rode. How many times have I fallen from my horse ! I

twice broke my head, and many times injured my arms
and legs, sparing not my life during my youth. But the
Lord has watched over me. And you, my children, do not
fear death, nor combat, nor wild animals ; but act as men
on every occasion which may come from God. When
Providence has decreed a man's death, neither his father,

nor his mother, nor his brethren may save him.' It is very
probable that the observation of the rules of prudence
and external piety laid down in these instructions greatly
contributed to the establishment of his reputation.

Vladimir was surnamed Monomachos by his mother, a
daughter of the empeior Constantine IX., Monomachos.
His first wife was Gyda, daughter of Harold, the last Saxon
king of England, who had found, after the death of her
father, a refuge at the court of Swen the Second, king of
Denmark. Marriages between the Russian princes and
those of western Europe, particularly of Scandinavia, were
very common during that period. Thus Vladimir's aunts
were married to Henri I. of France, and to Harold Hard-
rade, king of Norway, who perished in 1066, at the battle

of Stamford Bridge. The celebrated Danish king Waide-

mar the First was the son of one of his granddaughters,
and probably received his Slavonian name in honour of his
ancestor. After the death of Gyda he was twice married,
but the Chronicles do not mention the names of his wives.
The crown used at the coronation of the monarchs of

Russia is called the golden cap of Monomachos, and is

supposed to have been presented to Vladimir, with the
sceptre and some other regalia used on the same occasion,
by the Greek emperor Alexius Comnenos, as having be-
longed to his grandfather Constantine Monomachos. These
objects are undoubtedly of Byzantine workmanship, but the
history of their origin is considered by many as a modern
invention made during the fifteenth century, when Ivan
the Third, of Moscow, having married the Greek princess
Sophia Palaeologos, assumed the pretensions of a successor
to the emperors of the East.
VLIE8SINGEN. [Flushing.]
VOANDZEIA, a plant of the natural family of Legu-

minosse, which has been so named from its Madagascar
name, which is also written Voandzou. It has been formed
into a distinct genus by Du Petit Thouars

; though for-

merly called Glycine subterranca, it is more closely allied

to Arachis hypogsea, or the Earth-Nut of the coast of
Africa and of Asia. The genus is characterised by having
the flowers polygamous. Calyx campanulate. Wings of
the papilionaceous flowers horizontal. Stamens diadel-
phous. Legume subterraneous, roundish, fleshy, one-
seeded. The only species of the genus is V. subterranea,
which is so called in consequence of its peduncles bending
down and sinking into the ground, where the pods ripen.

It is a tufted creeping herb with yellow flowers ; the leaves
are radical, trifoliate, on long petioles, the leaflets oblong,

the terminal one being stalked. This plant, tataatiat

from the mode in which it ripens its seed, is celebrated •
an article of diet along the western coast of Africa, where

it is eaten both in a ripe state, and when unripe after bear

boiled. The plant has been introduced into Surinam ui
Brazil, it is supposed, by the slave* from the coast si

Africa. It is called mandobi by the Brazilians.

VOCHYA'CEiB, or VOCHY8IA'CR*. a natural order

of plants belonging to Lindley's parietose group of pdt-

petalous Exogens. The species belonging to this order an
trees, with opposite branches, which, when young, an

4-cornered. The leaves are entire, mostly opposite, aatat-

times .towards the extremities of the branches titty an
alternate, and are supplied with two stipules at their taw.

The inflorescence is usually terminal, in parades

racemes, the pedicels bracteate, and the flowers angular

and united. The calyx is either free or slightly adheres!

to the ovary, with 4 or 5 sepals, and imbricate in utira-

tion. The sepals are combined at the base; the una
one calcarate, and often large and irregular in form. Tat

petals are unequal, 1, 2, 3, or 5 in number, alternator;

with the segments of the calyx and inserted into umr

base. The stamens are from 1 to & in number, oauallr

opposite the petals, in some cases alternate, arising frna

the bottom of the calyx, and for the most part sterile,

generally only one being fertile, and bearing a anflt

large ovate 4-celled anther. The ovary is superior or halt-

inferior, 3-celled ; the style and stigma single. The bat

is capsular, being 3-comered, 3-celled, 3-valved, the vaha
bursting along the middle. The seed is erect and withsat

albumen ; the embryo is straight inverted ; the cotyledon

are convoluted, large, leafy, and plaited ; the redid* a

short and superior.

De Candolle remarks on this order that it is ' at presta

but ill-understood ; in habit and flower somewhat allied to

Guttiferte or Marcgraaviaceee, but distinct from both a
the stamens being inserted into the calyx; perhaps mm
directly connected with Combretacese, on account of the

convolute cotyledons and inverted seeds ; and even per-

haps allied to some OnagraceK, on account of the ahorUrt

solitary stamen.' Lindley suggests its affinity to Violate*:,

as seen in its irregular flowers, 3-1ocular ovarium, and *>

pules ; and also to Polygalaceae, from which the cakante

flowers and ascending ovules principally distinguish it

There are about forty species of this family altogether;

they are all natives of equinoctial America, where they an

found inhabiting antient forests, the banks of stream, asd

sometimes the sides of mountains to a very considerable

elevation. None of these trees are remarkable for the*

beauty or for their uses, but the striking irreguknlf

of the structure of their flowers renders them object! *f

great interest to the botanist. The following synosat

of the genera, the descriptions of which are from Dos,

indicate the more important variations in the structure of

the floral organs of these plants.

Section I.—Ovarium free. Calyx 5-parted.

1. Colliithene (after Callisthenes, an antient philoso-

pher). Upper sepal drawn out into a large spur at toe

base. Petal 1, obcordate. Stamen 1, without any rai-

ments of sterile ones. Valves of the capsule without >

dissepiment ; cells 1-2 seeded.
2. Amphilochia (after Araphilochus, an Athenian, *b°

wrote on agriculture\ Upper sepal drawn out into s abort

spur at the base. Petal 1, obcordate. Fertile stamen L

usually without any rudiments of sterile ones. VaWe* <d

capsules bent so much as to form dissepiments; cells 1-1

seeded.

. 3. Voehysia (from Vochya, a Guiana name for ton* of

the species). Upper sepal drawn out into a long «pur<

Petals 3, middle one the largest. Stamens 3, lateral ooo

sterile. Valves of capsule opening in the middle. Stri

solitary in the cells, winged.
4. Salvertia. Upper lobe of calyx furnished with sijw

at the base. Petals 5, 2 upper ones very narrow. 8Uik<»

3, lateral ones sterile. Valves of capsule opening in •»

middle ; cells 2-seeded.

5. Qualea (a Guiana name for some species), 'iff'

sepal furnished with a spur at the base. Petal* acmj *•

rarely 2. Stamens mostly 1, sometimes 2. Valve* of cap-

sule opening in the middle. Seeds winged.
Section II.—Ovary adnate to the calyx. Calyx

4-parted.

6. Eritma. One of the lobes of the calyx furnished w»
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at the base. Petal 1. Stamens 5, 4 sterile and 1

le.

Doubtful genera.

7. Lozonia. Calyx with a ventricose tube and a
5-parted permanent limb. Petals wanting. Disk quadran-
gular, filling the bottom of the calyx. Stamen 1, small,

inserted under the ovary. Capsule trigonal, 3-celled,

3-valved. Seeds 6. Stigmas 3, small, capitate.

8. Agardhia (after Charles Agardh, a distinguished

Swedish botanist, author of a ' Synopsis Algarum," &c.).

Calyx of 3 sepals. Petals 5, convolute. Stamen 1, bear-

ing large 2-celled anther. Style 1. Fruit a drupe, oval,

3-celled, 3-valved.

9. Schweiggeria (after J. F. Schweigger, author of
' Flora Erlangeusis'). Calyx of 3 sepals. Petals 3, one of

which is spurred. Stamen 1. Pistil none.

Some of the species of Qualea and Salvertia bear flowers

which give out a delicious odour. A species of Callisthene

has also been observed to secrete a resinous fluid, which
has not been analyzed.

VOET, GISBERT, the father, and Paul and Daniel,

the sons, and John, the grandson, were distinguished mem-
bers of the University of Utrecht, in the seventeenth cen-

tury.

Gisbert Voet was born at Heusde on the 3rd of March,
1 593 ; he studied at Leyden, with the character of a young
man of great promise ; and having taken orders, discharged

the functions of minister in his native town till 1634. In

that year he was appointed professor of theology and
Oriental languages in the seminary of Utrecht, which was
converted into a university two years later. Voet became
the zealous advocate of the doctrines adopted by the Synod
of Dort, nor did his controversial predilections confine

themselves to this narrow field. He attacked vehemently
the philosophy ofDescartes, whom he designated alternately

an atheist and a Jesuit, and whom he even went the length

of accusing before the civil magistrate. His controversies

with Cocceius, professor at Leyden, divided the Dutch theo-

logicians into Voetians and Cocceians. In short no pole-

mical adversary came amiss to him : Roman Catholic,

philosopher, Arminian—he was ready to break a lance

with any man who did not subscribe to the Calvinistic

creed. He had on his arms at once Desmarets, Wolzogen,
Kegius, Schoockius, Dumoulin, Oesterga, &c. The inces-

sant excitement of controversy appears to have agreed
with him, for he lived to the advanced age of 87. out-

living by several years all the other members of the Synod
of Dort. A full list of his numerous publications, chiefly

works of polemical theology, is given by Caspar Burman,
in his ' Trajectum Eruditum the principal are, ' Selects;

I>isputationes Theologica-,' 5 vols. 4to., Utrecht and Am-
sterdam, 1648-69 ; and 4 Politica Ecclesiatica,' 4 vols. 4to.,

Amsterdam, 1663-76.

Paul Voet was also born at Heusde, on the 7th of June,

1619. He taught, at different times, logic, metaphysics,

Greek, and civil law in the University of Utrecht. He
published in 1654 a Harmony of the Gospels ; and in

1655-57, ' Theologia Naturalis reformata.' Of his juridi-

cal works the most valuable, at least that which has carried

with it the greatest authority, is the treatise ' De Statutis

eorumque Concursu.' His other legal publications are

—

• De Duellis Licitis et Ulicitis,' Utrecht, 1646 ;
' Dc Usu

Juris Civilis et Canonici in Belgio Unito,' Utrecht, 1657;
' Disquisitio Juridica de Mobilibus et Immobilibus,' Utrecht,

1666, ' Commentarius ad Institutiones Juris,' Gorcum,
1668. It is in part owing to the time at which he lived,

rendering his works the text-books of the voung Scotch
lawyers, the contemporaries of Stair and Mackenzie, that

we find them so frequently quoted by the ablest Scotch

lawyers previous to the commencement of the present cen-

tury. Paul Voet published, in Dutch, a history of the

family of Brederode, which has been translated into French

;

some controversial pamphlets defending his father; and
notes on Musaeus, Callimachus, and Herodian.

Daniel Voet, son of Gisbert, and brother of Paul, wa«
born at Heusde on the 31st of December, 1629, and died

at Utrecht on the 3rd of October, 1660. He was professor

of philosophy at Utrecht. He published several text-

books : his ' Meletcmeta Philosophical and his ' Physiolo-

gica, sive de Rerum Natura Libri vi.,' appeared at Amster-

dam the year after his death, and were republished, with

cotes by Vries, in 1668.

of Paul, was born at Utrecht on the

3rd of October, 1647. He was professor of law at Herboro
afterwards at Utrecht, and ultimately at Leyden, where h«
died on the 11th of September, 1714. His most esteemed
work is his * Commentarius in Pandectas,' published at

Leyden in 1698, in 2 folio volumes. In 1670 he published
a tract ' De Jure Militari ;' in 1673 another, ' De Familia
erciscunda;' and in 1683, at Leyden, a 'Compendium
Juris.' He too, as well as his father, took the field in

defence of Gisbert, the founder of the family.

John Euseuius Voet, inspector of the octrois at the

Hague, and a Dutch physician, died there in 1778. He is

mentioned with praise as a poet in Vries's history of Dutch
poetry. His poems arc lyrical in their form, and rather

mystical in their contents. It does not appear that he be-
longed to the same family as the theologian, the jurists, and
the philosopher.

VOGEL, THEODOR, a botanist of great promise, who
perished in the expedition to the Niger, in the year 1841.

He early devoted himself to the study of botany, and was
a student at the University of Berlin, where he took his

degree of doctor of philosophy. One of his earliest con-
tributions to botanical science was a paper published, con-
jointly with Dr. Schleiden, on the development of albumen
in leguminous plants. This paper bears the high charac-
ter of all the later labours of Dr. Schleiden, and at the
same time affords evidence that Vogel belonged to that
school of physiological botanists who, from their minute
knowledge of structure, are doing so much at the present
day for the advancement of scientific botany. In a subse-

quent paper, entitled a ' Monograph of the Genus Cassia,'

Vogel displayed his intimate knowledge of structure, as

well as his powers of analysis, in unravelling the intricacies

of that difficult genus of plants. In 1840, when it was
determined to fit out an expedition to Africa, Captain
Washington visited Germany for the sake of gaining co-

operation, and Vogel was there recommended to him as a

botanist likely to be of great service in the expedition.

Vogel, who was then at Bonn, in the university of which
place he had been appointed a teacher of botany, no sooner
had the offer made him than lie anxiously embraced it as

affording him an opportunity of pursuing his favourite

science in an unexplored region. After having visited

England, where his knowledge of botany excited in the

minds of those who knew him the warmest interest for his

prosperous return, he sailed with the expedition for Africa,

in July, 1841. The disastrous events of that ill-fated expe-

tion are well known. Vogel was an early sufferer from
the fever which carried off the majority of those who
sailed, and although he recovered so far as to be able to

reach Fernando Po, he sunk there from the effects of

dysentery about six months after the time he had sailed

from this country. He made the best use of the little time

that he had health to collect plants, whilst on the coast of

Africa, and his death seems to have been hastened by his

anxiety to arrange and study them whilst in a convales-

cent state at Fernando Po. The results of these labours

have not yet appeared. He was buried by the side of

Captain Bud Allen, another of the unfortunate victims of

this expedition.

VOGHE'RA, PROVINCIA DI, a Province of the Sar-

dinian States, bounded on the north by the Po, which
divides it from the province of Mortara and also from
Austrian Lombardy, cast by the duchy of Parma and Pia-

cenza, south by the provinces of Tortona and Bobbin, and
west by the province of Tortona. Its length from east to

west is about 20 miles, and its breadth is about 15 miles.

It lies mostly in the plain of the Po, but the southern part

of the province stretches over the northern slope of the

Ligurian Apennines, from which the StafTora and other

torrents descend and cross the plain to join the Po. The
population of the province of Voghera is about 92,000,

distributed among 77 communes. The country produces
much silk. (Semstori, Statist ica.) The head town, Vog-
hera (Vicus Iritej, originated in a suburb of the antient

town of Iria, which in the course of time superseded the

I
town. Voghera was for a long time a dependency of Tor-

tona, and a fief belonging to the family Del Pozzo. Chvles
Emmanuel III., king of Sardinia, purchased Voghera, and
jiade it the capital of a province. Voghera has 11,000

inhabitants; it is an uninteresting-looking town ; the only

building in it worthy of notice is the collegiate church,

which is of good architecture. Voghera is in a plain on
the high road from Turin to Piacenza, Parma, and Mu-
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dena, which follows the southern bank Of the Po. The
road from Genoa to Milan by Pavia leads also through
Voghera.
The other towns of the province of Voghera are, 1, Stra-

della, with 5000 inhabitants, situated on the high road from
Voghera to Piacenza, and near the borders of the duchy of
Parma ; 2, Broni, or Bronni, a post-town on the same line

of road, has 3000 inhabitants; 3, Catteggio, which has

2500 inhabitants. (Calendario Sardo.)

VOGULES. [Russian Empire ; Siberia.]

VOICE. The voice (from the Latin vox) is an audible

sound produced in the larynx. The very different expla-

nations which have been given of the manner in which the

breath is vocalized in the larynx are accounted for by the

circumstance of its being impossible to view the inside of

the larynx when in an unmutilated state during vocaliza-

tion. In the absence then of that positive, complete, and
exact knowledge which such observation alone can fur-

nish, we must be content with that approximation to truth

which is arrived at by means of the present advanced
knowledge of the production and modification of sound
with which acoustic science supplies us [Acoustics], ap-

f
lied to explain the minute mechanism of the larynx.

Larynx.]
The design of the present article is to treat of the sounds

of the human voice in its two great functions of Song and
Speech. The nomenclature and notation of music [Music]
are here adopted, with such an extension, based upon the

same principles, as is necessary for the purpose.

The infinite varieties of sounds heard in the human voice

are all embraced under the general terms Pitch, Loudness,
Quality, and Duration.

The scale of the human voice, from the lowest aoat of

the bass to the highest note of the soprano, within which
limits composers write vocal music, is four octaves in «-

tent, viz. from mi, e,
2E

:3
in the bass cliff to mi

! in the treble cliff. There have bee* in-

stances, but they are very rare, of voices capable of de-

scending lower, and others of ascending higher than tnosr

limits. This scale of sounds is divided into mm mateAil*
(male voice), which extends from mi (e) in the baas to «t

(c*) in the treble cliff ; and voctfeminiU, or two* toweas
(female voice), which extends from fa (r>) to est (•) ia

the treble cliff.

The lower or male voice part of the scale as snbshvisVd
into Bass and Tenor, each containing two octavos : the

bass extends from mi (b) tofa (**) ; and the tenor i lis ail i

from do (c l

) to do (c*).

The upper or female voice part of the scale is subdivided
into Contralto and Soprano, eaeh containing two octave*
the contralto extends fromfa (f1

) to fa (*) ; mod the as-

prano extends from do (c*) to mi («). These are the low
scales within which musicians compose vooal music for

each class of voice. The following diagram exhibits ta*

scale of the human voice and the relation of Its i

visions :—

-

3t r=3

. * -r
» r * t.r -rfc

Soprano.|. . . . |
Alto. •

CDS F H A U C 1 D 1 E 1 F 1 O 1 A 1 Bl C* D* E* F* G* A« B" C* D' K* T* O* A» B* C* D» a*
I |

Bass.
| Tenor.

N.B. The terms Alto, Contralto, and Counter-tenor are the same.

Intermediate between the bass and tenor is another
male voice, extending from la (a) tofa (r*), and termed the
Barytone. And between the Contralto and the Soprano is

another female voice, extending from la (a 1

) to la (a*), and
termed the Mezzo-Soprano. The voices of eunuchs and
boys are classed with female voices.

By reference to the diagram it will be seen that the

scales of the several voices overlap each other in the great

compass of the human voice; thus the bass overlaps the

tenor eleven notes, so that the tenor descends to within

five notes as low as the bass ; while the bass ascends to

within four notes as high as the tenor. Eleven notes are

common to both bass and tenor scales, and any music
whose variations of pitch are within the range of those
eleven notes can be sung either by a tenor or a bass voice.

It appears also by the diagram that a tenor voice reaches
to within three notes as high as the contralto, and mid-
way up the soprano compass ; giving twelve notes com-
mon to the tenor and contralto, and eight notes common
to the tenor and soprano scales, which explains the wide
range of music which tenor voices can sing.

The ordinary compass of a voice is about twelve notes.
Many singers' voices however extend to two octaves ; some
even beyond two, and some have reached three octaves.
Catalani s compass is said to have been three and a half
octaves.

Q-_
=Z±IThe compass of Miss Dolby's voice is

--=r

>3-

The compass of Mrs. Alfred Shaw's
voice is

The compass of Miss Clara Novello's
voice is

T5-

The compass of Malibran's voice wasm5-

The eompass of Mr. H. Phillips's Qf-
voice is

The compass of soprano and some other voices ore di-

vided into registers, of which there are two, via. the aoloral
and the falsetto. The former is termed in the Jtnlaoa
school voce di petto, which means chest voice ; sstd the
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Jatter voce di testa, which means head vojee. To these
the Italians add another, which joins the two registers, and
which somewhat partakes of the character of both; it is

named the mezzo fatso, or middle falsetto. The extreme
upper notes of the falsetto are by some termed theflautino,
or flute register, but this appears to be an unnecessary sub-
division. The following table exhibits at a view the voices
and their registers :

—

Bass . .

Barytone
Tenor. . .

Contralto .

Mezzo-So-
prano. .

Soprano . .

Chest
Chest
Chest.
Chest.

Chest.

Chest

.

Mezzo-Falso

.

Mezzo-Falso.
Mezzo-Falso.

Mezzo-Falso

.

Falsetto

Falsetto

Falsetto

Falsetto Flautino.

In this musical distribution of the registers of the voices
there is no falsetto given to the basses. The bass and
baritone voices however are both capable of extending
their compass by running up into a falsetto, and hence
they must each have a mezzo-falso register also. The fal-

setto is commonly adopted by bass singers to imitate a
woman's voice in the opera buifa.

There is also a feigned lower voice by which voices of
'- : nds are able to descend lower in pitch than in the

I register. The term basso falsetto has been pro-
posed to designate this voice, but the term lower falsetto

u more accurate.

The Quci/ itij of the Voice.—Each person's voice has
.i distinct quality or tone (timbre of French authors),
by which it is recognised, even when singing in unison
with others. The vagueness of the terms which are
adopted to describe the qualities of the voice is much to

be lamented : they are descriptive, such as nasal, guttural

;

descriptive by comparison with other sounds, as silvery,

flute-like, musical ; and metaphorically descriptive, as
pure, clear, deep, brilliant, flexible, attractive, mellow, &c.
These terms are too lax in their signification to be satis-

factory to the philosophical student of sound. Attempts
have been made to connect certain qualities of the voice,
as fulness with the bass, brilliancy with the soprano, &c,
but without success. It is however quite true that those
who are accustomed to hear much singing would mostly
recognise any voice to be a bass, tenor, &c, although sing-
ing in unison with contraltos or sopranos. The essential
distinction however between voices, as the bass and tenor,
in not the quality, as stated by some physiological writers

;

for a voice is classed among basses or contraltos, as the
case may be, solely in consequence of its compass lying
within the limits of the bass or contralto scales.

Each voice has its natural and falsetto qualities, which
belong respectively to the natural and falsetto registers.

Besides these there is in song an improved quality named
pure tone, and in speech a corresponding improved qua-
lity named the oratorical tone.

Song-voice.—The song-note is a musical sound of some
li ved pitch in the musical scale. When a clear resonant
voice produces a song-note, the accompanying harmonic
sound may be heard just as it is with the sound of a vibra-
ting string. The song-sounds of the human voice are ar-
ranged in the diatonic, chromatic, and enharmonic scales.

[Music]
Speech-note.—The speech-note is not a true musical

sound, because its pitch varies throughout its duration.
These notes are termed slides, accents, and inflexions ; and
they may be imitated on the violin by sliding a finger up
the finger-board while the bow is applied. These notes
may have an ascending or descending course in pitch, and
sometimes they have both on a syllable. The varying
pitch of a speech-note will be illustrated if the reader,
with an intense feeling of inquiry utter aloud Hamlet's
interrogatory, 'Pale, or red?' The speech-note on the
word 'pale' will consist of an upward movement of the
voice ; while that on ' red ' will be a downward movement,
and in both words the voice will traverse so wide an in-

terval of pitch as to be conspicuous to ordinary ears ; while
the cultivated perception of the musician will detect the
voice moving through a less interval of pitch w hile he is ut-
tering the word ' or' of the same sentence. And he who can
record in musical notation the sounds which he hears will

1 interval traversed in these vocal
dace also of these speech-notes on

I staff.

Speech-notes are of two kinds, viz. simple and com
pound. The simple consist of a single rising or falling
movement of the voice. These movements may be of any
extent from a semitone up to an octave. These dif-

ferences of extent give eight simple rising speech-notes,
viz. semitone, tone, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh!
octave, a-'l as many simple falling speech-notes, making
a total of sixteen distinct simple speech-notes. Mr. Steele
accurately represented these notes by diagonal lines on
the musical staff. The length of the line indicates the
interval or dimension of the note ; and its situation on the
staff indicates its local pitch, as in the annexed diag
Nos. 1 and 2, where the eight notes ascending and
scending are in accordance with Mr. Steele's notation.

No. li No. 2. No. 3.

2 ——

—

In these notes the sliding movement of the voice is

equable, that is, it passes through equal spaces in equal

times. The voice however in some notes is retarded in

some part of its course, so that it passes through unequal
spaces in equal times. Mr. Steele noted this retardation

of the voice by slightly curving the diagonal line at the

part, as in the above diagram, No. 3. Now the voice may-

be retarded at the beginning, at the middle, or at the end
of a speech -note. And the voice may be accelerated in

each of those parts. It will be seen that these modifica-

tions of pitch greatly multiply the number of speech-

notes. And this number can be again greatly increased

by successively giving to each note all the various forms

of loudness of voice of which it is capable.

The compound speech-notes consist of both the simple

vocal movements combined in a variety of circumflexes.

Mr. Steele first noted them on the staff, from whose ' Pro-

sodia Rationalis' the following diagram is copied :

—

Numerous as are the varieties of circumflexes, they
admit of classification, of which the following, partly taken
from Dr. Rush, is adopted :

—

The number of constituent vocal movements.
1. Simple circumflex consists of two movements.
2. Compound circumflex consists of three movements.
3. Continuous circumflex consists of more than three

movements.
The direction of the fist vocal movement.

1. Direct circumflex has the first an upward movement.
2. Inverted circumflex has the first a downward move-

ment.
The dimension of the vocal movements.

1. Equal circumflex, each irovement of equal dimen-
sion.

2. Unequal circumflex, each movement of unequal di-

mension.
In forming a circumflex speech-note, the voice may be

retarded or accelerated in parts, as well as move equably
through its course. The possible varieties of circumflex
are almost infinite, and the number in ordinary use is far

beyond what would be anticipated. This will account
for the immense variety of sounds which are heard in

human utterance, and which has been more a subject of
declaration than thoughtful inquiry.

The Compass of the Speech-voice.—Several of the rhe-

toricians of antiquity speak of the changes of pitch of the

voice seldom exceeding a fifth on any one syllable.

Observations conducted for twenty years" on the leading
public speakers of the oeriod have convinced the author
of th's article cf the accuracy of this antienl statement. It

is true that higher intervals are used, even up to the octave,

but very sparingly, and the fifth itself is of less common
occurrence in oratory than the third.

Speech melodies seldom exceed the limits of an octave
and a half. Whatever the speaker's key note may be, he
seldom rises more than a fifth above it, or descends more
than a fifth below it in pitch. A person's key note is

generally somewhat below the middle of his compass;
which circumstance enables most speakers to ascend an
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,
octave if required for the purpose of expression. The fol-
lowing notation of Mr. Steele's speaking compass, taken
from the ' Prosodia Rationalis,' is interesting :—
Height of Impassioned m

Coramoo lend • • • '

-2- Lowest note of

The voice of song (i.e. a song note) has been described
as continuing throughout its duration on one level line of
pitch. This description was necessary at the outset in
order to state the essential distinction between song (musi-
cal) sounds and speech sounds.

Close observation however of the song notes of singers,
especially in dramatic music, will show that many of the
notes are not of uniform pitch, but that the voice rapidly
slides through some interval, commonly of a tone, and the
son;; note is produced at its summit. Let the slide be
equal to a semiquaver, and the song note a minim, or rather
to a minim minus the semiquaver slide, which is stolen
from the quantity of the song note : many singers reach
the several degrees of the scale by these slides according
to the subjoined notation :

—

1
&J

In taking the intervals from a fundamental note, it is
not uncommon to hear a rapid slide through the entire
interval, producing slide thirds, fourths, Sec., and the song
note at the summit of the slide, according to the subjoined
notation :

—

Similar notes often occur in the passionate intonation
of the wide intervals of operatic music.
These song notes closely approximate to those speech

notes in which the movement of the voice is retarded at
the upper part of its ascent ; and the approximation is the
nearer in proportion to the greater retardation.
Sometimes the song note is preceded by a rapidly

descending slide, which may be of the interval of a tone, as
in the subjoined diagram :

—

3
The slide is however frequently heard of greater inter-

vals, especially in the musical expression of high excite-
ment of feeling, as in the subjoined diagram :

In song a rapid slide is occasionally heard after the song
note. The slide may either rise or fall in_pitch, and fi
may be of a tone or of a higher interval. The subjoined
diagram is a notation of such notes, with a tone, 3rd, 5th,
and 8ve, respectively, ascending and descending :—

SET

Ascending. Descending.

The after-note of song (Nachschlag of the Germans)
being always on the weak part of the measure, the slur
from its principal to it produces a slide as above noted.
These however are rarely heard.
A slur in song binds two or more notes into one conti-

nuous sound by a rapid slide of the voice, and thus
approximates to a speech-note. In the following illus-

tration, taken from CalJcott's ' Grammar of Musk/ r. n
the effect of the first slur is similar to a circumsei spues,
note, of equal intervals and inverted flexure; sada.
second slur is in effect similar to an unequal inverted n
cumflex:— *

1 Out limpid streams.'

The preceding illustrations are given with a Tit* of

indicating, and not of exhausting the subject.

Of Recitative.—The notes of song, of speech, sad U*
mixed notes above described, are aH to be heard in reciu-

tive. The speech and the mixed notes predominate o\«
the pure notes of song.
Op Chant.—-In chant also are to be heard the Dots of

song, speech, and the mixed. The rapid part of the eta
consists of speech-notes, and the concluding ivlkWr. rf

the clausular divisions are sung on song and mixed nota

Of the kind* of Melody in Song, Speech, Recilatwt,a»i

Chant.

Song.—A succession of single sounds form* a mcldi
or tune. [Music] A melody is said to proceed by ±
greet when its successive notes are in proximate dtgiw
of the scale ; and a melody proceeds by »Jtipi wbea t

omits or leaps over one or more degrees of the scale. Ir

general degrees and skips are intermixed, as in the meWi
of the Easter Hymn, taken from Callcott's ' Gramnai:-

' Jesus Christ is rites to-day.'

Ait

In the incantation scene of the opera of 1 DerFratdnt:
Weber has produced an effective melody, consisting ol -

repetition of the same sound. For the rhythmical amaft-

ment of the sounds in song, see Music, Rhythm, 'ix

Prosody.
Speech.—In speech, as in sons, a succession of tat;

>

sounds constitutes a melody. A speech-melody fen*

of speech-notes may proceed in all the varieties above eV-

scribed of song. [Elocution.] In vocal must tl»

rhythmus of the language bends to that of the music. I'

is musical rhythmus. In speech-melodies however &
rhythmus is that of the language.

Recitative.—Recitative melodies also proceed in i

the varieties of song. In accompanied recitative, aKkoap

the musical rhythmus takes the lead, yet the anger ho

much latitude, and in a great degree controls the nrosa
1

rhythmus. In unaccompanied recitative the musnl

rhythmus entirely yields to the singer's ideas of «h»t

»

appropriate to the required expression.
Chant.—Chant melodies also proceed in all thevariel**

of song. The ordinary melody however consists ofarspi

iteration of the same note through a clause to the ex-

cluding four or five syllables, which are set in an ipp
priate succession. The following notation from the Litis;

as arranged by the Rev. P. Penson, of Durham CatheW
is quoted from the Leeds church-service, edited by V>

Hill, the choir-master :

—

181—m
Remember not. Lord, oar oOeweee, nor thrv

offences of our forefathers, neither take thou I

Ten«eauee of our sins; spare us, good Lord, > with us fee I- 1"'

spare thy people, whom thou hast redeemed!
with thy most precious blood, and he notangry}

The first note, tol, o, is rapidly reiterated on each fr-

iable to the last five. The rhythmus is left to the tan

and feeling of the chanter. In both recitative and cast:

the words are more distinctly uttered than in song. ftjj

arises from the structure of the notes, which art dues'

either speech-notes or those song-notes which appron"*'

to them, in both of which distinct utterance a inflate?

easier than in the notes of song.
Of the Voice at a Natural Language cfthtBmtHi^-

The voice, whether it be or be not united with ratal to-
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guage, is expressive of the feelings. The voice is the lan-

guage of the feelings, by which they manifest themselves
to the ear without previous teaching ; and when heard, are

recognised and felt without teaching. The scream of

terror, the shout of joy, the laugh of satisfaction, the
laugh of sarcasm, the laugh of ridicule, are made by man
and understood by his fellow-man wherever the one may
he born and whatever may be the speech of the other.

The voice is a natural, a universal language. Each
mental attribute has its voice, which is in relation to that

attribute ; and whether that attribute forms part of the

mind of man or brute, it instantly recognises the voice.

The piercing cry of pain, the affrighting scream of terror,

the voice of joy, are common to all, and recognised by all.

The voices of the feelings, so far as pitch, duration, and
loudness are concerned, are capable of notation. Dr.

Colombat has attempted the notation of cries arising from
various pains : and Dr. Burney has noted the song of

several birds. The changes of pitch present the most re-

markable changes in the voice ; and on these mainly
depend the voices of the feelings. The mind adopts
changes of pitch to express its condition, and the inter-

val of music is but a means of measuring, and thence
imitating, that expression. A higher intensity of feeling

increases the interval. Composers know this fact, and
avail themselves of it in dramatic music. The pages ot

Handel, Mozart, Beethoven, Weber, and Rossini are full

of illustrations of it. The 'Messiah,' the greatest of all

musical compositions, abounds with degrees of intensity of

the same feeling.

Music is language ; it is tone-language ; and besides ex-

pressing feeling, it is capable of conveying ideas with a
greater or less degree of precision. It is not necessary to

lie a musician to know the approaching conclusion of a
piece of music ; nor to know at the end of a section that

the end of the piece has not yet arrived, because the

melody expresses it. The tone or melody of a question is

familiar to us all in common discourse. The melody is

imitated in music, of which several instances occur in the
' Messiah.' It must however be remarked that where the

language assumes the grammatical form of interrogation,

the melody of speech is of a less decided interrogative

character. And these are the instances which occur in

the ' Messiah.' The first five measures of the air, • But
•who may abide the day of his coming ?

' and the four

opening measures of 'Why do the nations so furiously

rage together?' are both interrogative, and composed
on the same general principle. These examples are

quoted not to exhaust the instances, but to illustrate the

subject.

The imperative character of the melody on the sen-

tences, ' Lilt it up : be not afraid : Behold your God ;' in

the air, 'O thou that tellest glad tidings to Zion,' will be

at once perceived. We have not space to discuss and illus-

trate fully the conveyance of ideas by tone-language, and
merely wish to state sufficient to draw attention to it as an
important branch of musical expression. The high pro-

vince of music is the expression of sentiment, and when
it conveys ideas, they are not cold ones, but are warm,
bright, and glowing with intensity of feeling. The theo-

ries of the conveyance of ideas and of the expression of

feeling by music are yet wanting, and can be formed only

upon a wide induction of facts selected from the works of

those composers who have succeeded in those branches of

music. That the minor mode and slow time are appropriate

to pathetic subjects, and the major mode with quick time

forjoyful and vivacious subjects, are facts familiar to all who
liave studied music, so that ordinary composers are able

to give a general cast of feeling ; but it is the man of

high genius only who can produce a musical whole which
is composed of appropriately expressive parts. It is from
the works of such men as Pureed, Handel, Haydn, Mozart,

Beethoven, and Weber that such an induction should be
made. In this way the few principles of composition

would be increased and true music advanced ; but it is

beyond the power of principles and written rules in any
art to equalize unequal natural abilities.

Music is both an oral and a written language, and as a
language it can be acquired by the multitude. Those who
can read music (play or sing; are in a position in respect

to music, like that in which those who can read verbal

language are to verbal language. Those who know the

science of music so as to be able to compose music

P. C., No. 1669.

correctly arc in an analogous position to those who know
the grammar of verbal language so as to be able to write
the language with grammatical correctness. Now multi-
tudes know enough both of music and of grammar for this
purpose ; but something more is required to produce good
music and a good book. Proper and well connected ideas,
with appropriate and regulated feelings on the proposed
subject, must exist, and a rhetorical wielding of music
and language to convey those ideas and feelings with
perspicuity and elegance. These high excellencies are
rarely met with in an eminent degree

;
they are found in

the highest excellence in Handel and Shakspere.
On the Improvement and Preservation of the Voice.

In the improvement, of the song-voice the great objects to
accomplish arc, 1, To improve its quality in clearness and
resonance. 2, To make every note in its compass equally
pure. 3, To extend its compass both above and below.
4, To obtain power to produce a prolonged note on each
degree of its compass. The accurate intonation of the
scales is presupposed, for without that all training is musi-
cally useless. To effect these objects various systems of
discipline are proposed, but none would be successful
without the governing ear and voice of a master. The
work however of Signor Urivelli stands in the foremost
rank.

For the preservation of the song-voice the two great
principles are, 1, To be temperate in all things, as eating,
drinking, &c.

;
and, 2, Daily practice in the scales of

music.

In the improvement of the speech-voice, the first great
requisite is so to produce voice that it may not be injurious
either to the general health or to the throat in particular.

2, To improve its quality in clearness and resonance
throughout its compass. 3, To extend its compass both
above and below. 4, To produce a prolonged speech-note
on each degree of its compass. Hitherto these have not
been systematically attempted, and not only have many
orators been limited in their success by the defects of their

voices, but many have been obliged to discontinue their

avocations, especially the clergy, either from the injury to

the throat or to the general health which public speaking
produced. The primary object of elocutionary science,
like that of physical, is to produce the greatest possible

effect with the least expenditure of power
;
but, as in song-

training, no system can be successful without the governing
ear and voice of a master. The work entitled ' Cull on
Public Heading ' contains an outline of speech-voice
training which has been eminently successful.

For the preservation of the speech-voice, as for the song-
voice, temperance in all things is required. 2, Daily prac-
tice in the several forms of speech-note. By this means
public speaking may become a pleasurable and healthful

exercise.

The antient orators were accustomed to exercise their

voices daily in preparatory declamations, and to ascend
and descend through the compass of their voices by re-

peating about .
r;0O lines of verse from memory. "The

antients adopted various medicaments and diets as be-
neficial to the voice, and certain nostrums are recom-
mended at the present day ; but let the orator depend
more on a proper exercise of his organs, as the singer

does on his, and he will be rewarded with cheerfulness

and health.

VOID. [Vacuum.]
VOIGTLAND, or VOGTLAND (in Latin, Terra Adva-

catorum), is the land formerly possessed by the officers

called Voigte (advocates) of the empire, the predecessors

of the present princes and counts of Keuss. Their country
comprehended the present circle of Voigtland in the
kingdom of Saxony, the bailiwick of Weyda in the grand-
duchy of Saxe-Weimar, the possessions of the princes and
counts of Keuss, the lordship of Hof, now belonging to

Bavaria, and the bailiwick of Ronncburg in the duchy of

Saxe-Altenburg. From the eleventh century there were
in this country officers called Voigte (i.e. advocates) of

the Holy Roman empire. They were descended from

Count Eckcbrecht of Osterode, who lived from !)50 to 971),

and acquired the possession of Voigtland. AS1 his suc-

cessors took the name of Henry, and called themselves

Voigte and lords of the Holy Roman empire, with the

name of their territories, voigt and lord of Plauen, of

Weyda, &c. Henry III. (the Ked, 1086-1 15(5) possessed

the whole of Voigtland, winch on his death was divided

Vol. XXVI,—3 I
,
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between his four sons, the founds s of the four lines or

branches of his house, all of whic > soon became extinct

except that of Plauen, which in 1237 was divided into

two lines, the elder und the younger. The latter is the
still-flourishing house of Reuss. [Reuss.] Henry the
Elder, of the elder line (which became extinct in 1572),
voigt of Plauen, received in 1426 from the emperor Sigis-

mund the rank of prince and the burgraviate of Meissen,
which however with its dependencies was sold in 1434 by
his son Henry II. to the margrave of Meissen. The de-
scendants of Henry sold or mortgaged various portions of
these possessions ; and at length, in consequence of such
a mortgage, the elector Augustus of Saxony, who in 1560
had acquired by purchase the bailiwick of Weyda, Arns-
haugk, and Ziegenriick, purchased in 1069 the lordships

of Plauen, VoigUberg, and Pausa. They were formed into

two circles : that of Neustadt, which was ceded to Prussia
by the treaty between Prussia and Saxony concluded at

Presburg, May 18, 1815; and the circle of Voigtland,
which remained to 6a.xony. This circle has an area of
556 square miles and 103,500 inhabitants. It is divided into

two bailiwicks - 1, Voigtsberg, and, 2, Plauen with Pausa.
According to the nature of the country, it is divided into

two portions, the mountain and forest region, and the land
region. The first is the mountainous and thickly wooded
tract on both sides of the Mulda next the circle of the
Erzgebirge, which it greatly resembles. The climate is

cold and the soil stony; the only kind of grain pro-
duced is oats, and the only vegetables are potatoes, the
cultivation of which has been much extended of late years.

In the other portion, called the Land Region, the surface of
the ground is covered with a rich mould, the climate is

milder, and the weather and temperature much less vari-

able. The highest mountains are the Schneekenstein and
the Rammelsberg, on the frontiers of Bohemia : the prin-
cipal rivers are the Elster, the Mulda, and the Golsc-h. In
the mountainous region agriculture is very limited, but in

the valleys the industrious Saxons pursue most branches
of agriculture ; yet the country is on the whole too
mountainous to produce sufficient corn and fruit for

the population. Flax alone is raised in sufficient

quantity. The circle has a very fine breed of horned
cattle and sheep. Game and fish abound, and pearls are

found in the Elster. One of the chief productions is

timber, of which large quantities are exported. The mine-
rals are copper, iron, alum, lime, and slate. The chief
occupation of the inhabitants is the manufacture of linen,

cotton, and woollen cloth, and especially of muslin, in
which it is said that 30,000 workmen are employed.
[PlJlUSlf.]

(Hassel, Erdbeschreibung, vol. iv. ; Das Konigreich
Sachsen ; W. von Schlieben ; Das Konigreich Sachsen, in
Schiitz, Erdkunde, vol. xx. ; Brockhaus, Conversations
Lexicon ; K. H. Ludwig Politz, Das Konigreich Sachsen.)
VOIRON. [Isers.J
VOISENON, CLAUDE HENRI FUSE'E DE, was

born at the Chateau de Voisenon, near Melun, on the 8th
of January, 1708. He was a younger son, and his delicate
constitution rendering him unfit for a military career, his

parents made him enter the church. -

The future priest made his literary debut by addressing
in his eleventh year a poetical epistle to Voltaire, who
complimented the author in return. A dramatic piece in

one act, ' L'Heureuse Ressemblance,' which he produced
in his twentieth year, meeting with a favourable reception,
encouraged him to write for the stage. Three pieces,
' L'Ecole du Monde,' ' L'Ombre de Moliere,' and 4 Retour
de l'Ombre de Moliere,' were brought upon the stage by
him with varying success. About this time he was in-
volved in a duel with an officer whom he had offended by
some joke. Hitherto Voisenon had refused to comply
with the wish of his family that be should tike orders

:

the conviction that he was in fault in this quarrel, and had
wounded his innocent antagonist, pressed so heavily on his
mind, that he entered a seminary.
He was barely ordained, when his relative M. Henriot,

bishop of Boulogne, appointed him grand-vicar. On the
death of the bishop, in 1741, the see was offered to Voise-
non, who declined it on the ground that he who was unable
to control himself was unfit to manage a bishopric. Car-
dinal Fleury, pleased with this disinterestedness, bestowed
upon him the abbey of Jard, in which residence was not
requi -ed. Voisenon, thus made possessor ofa competency,

gave himself up for the rest of his life to the world tod ju

pleasures.

Voltaire introduced him to the Marquise du ChaitwL

The wits who frequented the houses of the Comu di

Caylus and the actress Quinault Dufresne received hm
with open arms. The Due de la Valliere eagerly wupe
his company. His former success in writing for the tU{t

led his friends to wish that he would resume hu pen; la
two years elapsed before the entreaties of MadeBoutu
Quinault could cvercome the misgivings of the'inu;:

grand-vicaire ' of Boulogne. She triumphed at length,

and the ' Manages assort!*,' a comedy in verte, in tlm

acts, was produced at the Italiens in 1744.

From 1744 to 1755 he composed a number of plijk,o.

which ' La Coquette fixee,' which had a run of twenty-thm

successive nights, was the best. He produced on the tivt

or in print operas, oratorios, profane and licentious lynu

and at least one religious tract. In the midst of bit im
lute life Voisenon was haunted incessantly with relipo*

scruples. His naturally weak constitution broke down u

last under his libertine indulgences. Apprehewn <*

death, he made a general confession ; his confessor reiwv

him absolution : Voisenon appealed to the pope, sad ii
some difficulty, after paying a thousand crowns, md o
gaging to repeat his breviary every morning, he «»

absolved. He kept his promise, but the regularity oi t.

devotion contrasted strangely with the equal reguisntj «

his dissipation.

In 1762 he became a candidate for admission into iU

Academie : he was elected, and delivered his insure,

address on the 22nd of January, 1763. He attended lix

meetings of that body with punctuality, and his wit ir<l

liveliness made him a lavourite. In 1766 he was deputed u

do the honours of the Academy to the duke of Bnuwiti.

and in 1768 to the king of Denmark. In 1771 he »«»u

director who admitted M. Roquelaure, bishop of Sealis,n
a few days later the prince of Beauveau ana the haUnt

Gaillard. On all these occasions he gave free vent to tu

petulant wit. His face and figure, which have been «&
pared to those of an ape, pointed his jests, sad thcx

solemnities elicited peals of laughter from the audience

Notwithstanding his effrontery, the Abbe Voisenon hti

long without enemies. He was perfectly good-ailirol

and appears to have acted among his irritable nwciito

the part of a reconciler-general. He lost himself hoot"

after the fall of the Due de Choiseul, who had palmu»*

him, by his servile flattery of Madame du Barry and t»

ungrateful sarcasms against his former benefector. ^ ca-

non's friends fell off from him in disgust The dale u

Orleans refused to receive, and the prince of Conti tumu-

lus back upon him. He was insulted at the meetioet a.

the Academy. He withdrew to his paternal chitcu

where he died on the 22nd of November, 1775.

Besides his dramatic pieces and fugitive poetry, YW
non published a number of tales, ' Anecdotes Litems

and ' Fragmens Historiques.' Madame de Turpin, »k*

he was accustomed to call his secretary, was to Utcnn

executor. She published the complete works of Voseo*

prefaced by a eulogistic biography, in five 8vo. volume*-

Laharpe, who said that these volumes reminded Iub «'

'

butterfly crushed in a folio, published a selection, is cnx

small volume, in 18mo. There is both point and elet>ra

in the wit of Voisenon, though his mind was scswj

vigorous enough for a work of any extent Notwithsu*

ing his libertinism, he was unostentatiously btnww*1

and on some occasions self-denying. His disgraceful cce-

duct towards the Due de Choiseul may be chants*!

ascribed to dotage.
(Biographie Univertelle.) ,

VOITURE, VINCENT, a French writer in pro* »•

verse, formerly of gre»t reputation, was a native of Aim«*

where he was born iii 1598. His lather was a wine-mf

chant, but, beside* boing a lover of good choer, wss «

attendant upon the co art, and well known to aH the p"""

cipal people there. Vo,ture himselfwas educated *,r*"'

two poems by him, one in Latin, the other in French

the assassination of Hemy IV., were publishsd f
°*

lection of pieces by menbers of the College of Car"' 0

1612; the same year appeared his 'Hymnus Virgin)*-
*"

Astrese ;' and it was at the College de Boncourthst ten**

the acquaintance of M. d'Avaux,whoafteiwsids,wW"!*
became superintendent of the finances, gave his to*™ r
valuable place of one of his first clerks, making it m
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anie time a sinecure, the better to suit Voiture's tastes

.nd habits. It is said to have been at the celebrated hotel

it' Madame de RamboiiHlet, where he was introduced by
if. de Chaudebonne, t-hat his wit and talent were first ap-

ireciated: Mademoiselle de Rambouillet is the Madame
:e Montausier who is'so frequently celebrated in his letters

.nd verses. He soon became a distinguished figure at

ourt ; and he spent the rest of his life in the society of

he great, occasionally visiting foreign countries on some
ourt mission. He appears to have been in England in

633 ; one of his published letters in that year is dated

rom Dover. Before this he had been in Spain, where he

taa received with great distinction, and where he de-

ighted the literary and fashionable circles of Madrid by
lenning verses in their own language, of such purity and
pparent facility of style, that they were at first univer-

ally ascribed to Lope de Vega. From Spain he pro-

ecded to Africa, to satisfy his curiosity by a view of that

oast. He is stated to have paid two visits to Rome ; and
n 1638 he had the honour of being sent to Florence to

nnounce to the grand-duke the birth of the dauphin,

fterwards Louis XIV. Among the places he enjoyed at

ourt were those of maTtre d'hfitel to the kinc, and intro-

lucteur des ambassadeurs to the duke of Orleans. He
•as elected a member of the French Academy in 1634. and
f t hat of the Umoristi at Rome in 1638. He died in 1648.

With the exception of the early pieces already mentioned,

nd some stanzas addressed to Gaston of Orleans in 1614,

oiture printed nothing in his lifetime; but his French
writings were collected after his death, and published at

'am in a quarto volume in 1650, by his nephew M.
itienne Martin de Pinchesne ; and they have since been

reprinted. They consist of letters, poems, and a

of a prose romance entitled ' LHistoire d'Aci-

de Zelide.' His Latin verses were first added in

of his works published at Paris, in 2 vols. 12mo.,

He is also said to have written easily and cor-

in the Italian language, as well as in French and

sh. In his own day and for a long time after Voiture

universally regarded as the model of grace and
pirit in wiiting ; the inclination of more recent criticism

las generally been to depreciate him, perhaps unduly.

Voltaire remarks (Siecla de Louis XIV.) that hewasthefirst

xample in France of what is called a bel-esprit ; but that

lis writings have scarcely any other merit. He admits

mwever that that sort of merit was then extremely rare
;

ind he adds that some of Voiture's verses are very fine,

hough those deserving to be so styled are but few. The
Vbbe de Castres (Steele* Litttraires) allows that some of

lis letters may still be read with pleasure, but not the

*hoTc continuously. He complains that the wit is too am-
>itious and manifestly elaborate, as well as lavished with

ueh prodigality as to daizle and fatigue more than to

(lease. The writer's constant affectation, the Abb6 con-

reives, is such as to deprive him of all the charm of nature

ind variety. On the other hand, our own Pope, in a
inished encomium on Voiture, sent along with a copy of

lis works to his friend Miss Blount, has said

—

Hii caiy nrt may h*m nature wem ;

Trifle* lhem>elYii arc elegant iu liim.'

De Castres admits nevertheless that Voiture does not
lierit all the contempt which it had come to be customary
o express for him ; and that few writers furnish more

iplea of fineness and delicacy of thought. Boileau
ardent admirer of Voiture, and has celebrated him

is the ereat example of elegance of style in the preceding
kge. He must indeed be regarded as one of the reformers

>f French poetry—which he had the taste to seek to re-

store to the simple and cordial style of Marot from the pe-

lantry and affectation into which it had subsequently de-

generated
;
adding at the same time a polish and compa-

rative exactness till then unexampled. He may in this

ivay be considered as the founder of the style which was
afterwards carried to perfection by La Fontaine. We had
certainly nothing so good of the same kind in English

poetry till Prior appeared. In his prose, his wit is often

very brilliant and happy, and the diction is probably

more flowing and regular than that of any preceding
French writer. A conclusion to Voiture's unfinished

romance has been written by the Sieur des Barres

:

it first appeared by itself at Paris in 1677 ; and it

may be seen in an edition of his ' Lettres et autres

CEuvrea,' 2 vols. 12mo., Amsterdam, 1700, although the

' Biographie Universelle' says it was first published along
with Voiture's romance in the Paris edition of 1713. There
are at least two English translations of Voiture's Letters

:

one entitled ' Letters of Affairs, Love, and Courtship,
written to several persons of honour and quality by the
exquisite pen of M. de Voiture

;
Englished by J.'D.' (i.e.

J. Davies, as appears from the dedications 2 vols. 8vo.,

London, 1637; the other, entitled 'The Works of Mon-
sieur Voiture, translated by Mr. Dryden, Mr. Dennis,
Dr. Drake, Mr. Cromwell, Mr. Cheke, Mr. Brown, Mr.
Ozell, Mr. Webster; the third edition, revised and cor-
rected throughout by the last edition printed at Paris;
addressed to Miss Blount by Mr. Pope," 2 vols. 12mo.,
London, 1736. But this is one of Curll's lying title-

pages, and the book contains translations of only a very
few of Voiture's poems. Among the translations how-
ever is one attributed to Pope, which could scarcely
have been written by any one else (' Verses occasioned by
Mr. Durfy's adding an &c. at the end of his name, in imi-
tation of Voiture's verses on Neuf-Germain '). This trans-
lation of the Letters does not seem to be so good as that by
Davies. Some of the best of Voiture's poems, preceded by
a short sketch of his life, with several curious anecdotes il-

lustrative of his character and habits, may be seen in the
5th volume fpp. 193-258) of the collection entitled ' Recueil
des plus belles Pieces des Poetes Francais,' 6 tomes, 12mo.,
Pans, 1752. So lately as in 1806 there was published at Paris,

in 2 vols. 12mo., a collection entitled ' Lettres Choisies de
Voiture, Balsac, Montreuil, Pelisson, et Boursault.' The
letters are preceded by a preliminary discourse and a bio-
graphical account of the writers; both anonymous, but
known to be, the former by M. Vincent Campenon, the
latter by M. Auger ; and several both of his Letters and
Poems are given in a 12mo. volume, entitled ' CEuvres
Choisies de Marot, Malherbe, Voiture, et Segrais,' Paris,
1810. See also the ' Liste Alphabetique des Auteurs,' pre-
fixed to Richelet's Dictionnaire ; and Baillet, ' Jugemeris
des Savans,' iv. 248-250.

VOLA'NUS, A'NDREAS, a Polish Protestant author,
who acquired great celebrity by his controversy with the
Jesuits, and by whom he was attacked with the most bitter

violence. He was born in 1530, i-n the province of Posen,
but lived chiefly at Vilna, where he was pastor of the
Reformed church, and where he died in 1610, at the age of

eighty. Besides his controversy with the Jesuits, he wrote
against the Socinians, and had theological disputations
with the Lutherans, in which he displayed great talent and
learning, but failed in his object, which was to bring about
a union between the Augustan and the Helvetian con-
fessions in Poland. Besides a great number of contro-
versial works which he published, and which had in their

time a great run in the country, as well as abroad, Volamw
is advantageously known as a poliiical writer by his work
' De Libcrtate Politiea seu Civili,' Cracow, 1582.
VOLATILE OILS, &c. [Oils.]

VOLCA'NO. The situations on the globe where sub-
terranean fires have made or found channels to the surface

of the land or to the bed of the sea, are termed volcanoes.

A volcano is merely the channel of upward communica-
tion from the subterranean fires; the mountain in which
the volcano acts, and the extensive mounds and masses
of ashes, lava, &c. which surround it. are the effect and
the measure of the expansive mechanical forces which are

relieved by the pouring forth of the streams of melted
rocks, the showers of ashes, torrents of water, and jets of

steam and gases which constitute the eruptions. By con-
sidering the nature of these solid, liquid, and gaseous sub-
stances, and the circumstances of their ejection, some pro-

gress may be made towards a chemical theory of the

nature and origin of the subterranean fires ; but to gain a
proper notion of the mechanical forces set in action during
volcanic excitement we must enter upon a larger inquiry :

—

the connection of earthquakes and volcanic eruptions, the

relations of one volcanic district with another, especially

as to coincidence or reciprocity in the times of their violent

activity or remarkable repose ; and the history not oniv of

volcanic phenomena which are now in progress or have
formerly happened in particular situations, but the general

history of the effects of the disturbance of the internal

heat during all geological periods and over all parts of the

globe.

Has this extensive inquiry been followed out so com-
pletely and methodically as to justify a belief that the hue

3 I 2
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theory of volcanoes is reduced, as several other branches of
the great theory of nature have been, to a plain pro-
cess of induction ? That many geologists suppose so is evi-

dent from the decision with which their general speculations
are advanced ; but the student who desires to possess clear

and systematic inferences without being troubled with con-
tending hypotheses will find it necessary to class the phe-
nomena as if the inquiry were very far from completion.
The following views may aid his researches into this large

and interesting subject.

Succession of Volcanic Phenomena.

A complete history of any one volcano, by showing us
its origin, its alternations of rest and activity, its progress to

decay and its final extinction, would furnish a sufficient

base for a general theory of volcanic action : for the analogies
among all burning mountains, as to form, structure, com-
position, and associated phenomena, are such as to warrant
the application of a few general laws and one theory to

them all. But we know not completely the succession of
phenomena which have happened in any one volcano. We
have indeed examples in abundance of new islands and
new mountains being raised in our own days and giving
forth flames : we have the history of Vesuvius as an
intermitting volcano for nearly eighteen hundred, and
that of iEtna for above two thousand three hundred
years ; and we may contemplate on the banks of the
Rhine, in Hungary, and in Auvergne, the aspect of a
country from which the subterranean fires appear to have
withdrawn their forces before the origin of history. The
birth, continued activity, decay, and extinction of vol-
canoes are phenomena seen in separate parts of the earth's

surface, and acquire unity and consistence only by being
rightly combined into a correct general view of volcanic
action.

Earthquakes.—Previous to volcanic eruptions generally,
whether these happen in old craters or burst up in new
situations, earthquakes prevail, sometimes for a consider-
able period, in the vicinity of the volcano, and extend their
terrors to considerable distances from it. Near to the
centre of future violence springs have been known to fail

and others to burst forth, and unusual noises have been
heard. Previous to the year 1038 the Neapolitan shore
had been disturbed by earthquakes for two years ; and
these symptoms of subterranean disturbance were suc-
ceeded by the rising of the Monte Nuovo (over the an-
tient site of the Lucrine Lake) in the space of forty-eight
hours.

Among the effects of great earthquakes are fissures in
the crust of the earth, both in volcanic regions and in dis-

lant situations. In 1811 and 1812 the movements of the
ground in the Valley of the Mississippi and in Caracas
caused vast depressions and elevations, some of which re-
mained so as permanently to affect the drainage and
change the form of the surface. Some of the numerous
fissures produced in Calabria by the earthquake of 1783
assumed a radiating form, and it is conjectured by Mr.
Lycll that in these situations the ground was permanently
raised. In 16C9 the flanks of M\x\k were fissured, and
through the opening the Monte Kossi was raised, by ejec-
tions of ashes, &c., to the height of 450 feet. In 1759 the
new volcano of Jorullo was formed on the plains west of
Mexico, first by the swelling up of the ground, according
to the account of Humboldt, 'in the shape of a bladder,'
and then by the accumulation of ejected materials, into a
mountain 1695 feet high.
By these instances, taken from situations far from other

volcanoes (Jorullo), at points in the vicinity of active and
extinct volcanoes (the Monte Nuovo), and on the slopes of
a frequently burning cone (the Monte Rossi), it appears
that generally the earliest observable fact in the history of
volcanic phenomena is the opening of the ground

—

a, Along a line of fissure, b. In a system of intersect-
ing fissures, c. Or in a general tumefaction, precisely as
happens among the effects of ordinary earthquakes. Such
openings, when happening on land, constitute subaerial
volcanoes ; and when occurring in the bed of the sea they
produce submarine volcanoes.

Volcanic action thus appears a local consequence of
earthquakes, which are themselves the effect of a disturb-
ance of the conditions of equilibrium among the masses
which compose the globe for some depth from its surface.
To determine a cause for such disturbances, and by con-

sequence the true nature of earthquakes, is the great rtcp

to a general theory of volcanoes.
Eruptions.—When by some movement of the croon* •

channel is opened from the interior to the surface of tin

earth, a paroxysm of volcanic excitement follow*, and tc,

eruption happens through the new opening. There t*a<

be a slow outpouring of melted rock, pressed upsrarii

against gravity by some internal force (as steam): or i

violent upburst of clouds of scoriae and ashes, raised «r:
larger stones ; or a torrent of the same materials mixH
with water, and constituting mod ; or volumes of clean

and gases of different sorts. But these are exactly ttv

fnroducts, singly or in combination, which are deliver**! H
ong-established vents, and, as far as we can judge. ti«

same have been yielded by volcanoes which probably tx-

came extinct before the historic sera of the human rao
moreover, the volcanoes of all regions agree generally n
this respect. Evidently, therefore, the condition of the in-

terior parts of the earth, which are under the influence c:

volcanic excitement, is of a general and continuous us

ture, and must be supposed capable of interpretation t <

examination of the products and the circumstances of tbrt:

extrication.

Mass of Volcanic Product*.—Now the first thing: vrhvfc

arrests the attention in regard to the circumstances wmct
accompany the products of volcanic eruptions, rs ire

enormous mass of materials ejected at particular poin*<

In 48 hours, in 1538, the Monte Nuovo, 440 feet high a-

8000 feet in circumference, was thrown up in a place whi .

-

may be regarded as a new vent of the Neapolitan volar >

region ; in 1759 a new vent was opened west of Mexir
a new mountain (Jorullo) was thrown up to the height c

1G95 feet, and an area of three or four miles was swells!

up like a bladder. Between July and August, in 1KU
the island of Sciacca had been raised from the sea-bed. )>>

fathoms deep, to a height of 107 feet above the sea, «.t

a circumference of 3240 feet ; in September its height»
100 to 230 feet, and its circumference 2300. In the win'-
of 1831-2 the whole vast heap of ashes had been duper*. .

by the waves, and nothing now remains of this shortiivr.

volcano but a dangerous shoal. The lava currents fior

many volcanoes are of the same gigantic proportions. !•

1737 Vesuvius poured forth 33,587,058 cubic feet ; in 17.*
46,098,7(50 cubic feet ; and jEtna, in 1669, gave for
93,838,950 cubic feet, which would make a considers!
hill : for it would cover a space of ground one-quarter «: i

mile across, with a conical mound 180 feet high. The is

cumulated effects of two years' eruptions of Skaptaa Jot
in Iceland, appear to have filled valleys and lakes a'

broad plains with floods of melted rock. The lava is v.::

to have flowed in one direction 50 and in another 40 raiir-

with breadths of 15 and 7 miles respectively, and with >

depth averaging about 100 feet, but in places reachir.-
C00 feet. If these data have any claim to be regarded «
fair approximations (they are so regarded by Mr. Lj«
and other writers), the mass of lava poured out in r»

years by this modern volcano exceeds a hundredfold tl
.•

of the Plutonic rocks which appear in the chain of lir

Malvern Hills. It would cover all the coal-fields of »V
British Islands with a plateau of basaltic rock 20 f« '.

thick, or bury London under a mountain rivalling tt«

cone of Teneriffe. The volume of muddy and wa!m
eruptions from volcanoes can seldom be accurately ton-
sured. Humboldt speaks of mud eruptions, called * Nov-
as frequent in the volcanic system of the Andes, and tr<\
are abundant enough to fill valleys and stop the chamwU
of rivers.

From such data as can be collected there appears no sir?
of any general decay in the magnitude of the volcar.i:
eruptions taken generally, though in respect to any parti-
cular volcano the contrary may be inferred.
Eruptive Forces.—It the quantity of matter ejected It

volcanoes be taken as a measure of the amount of un-
balanced pressure which required and obtained relief, the
force with which it was ejected may be regarded as s
measure of the intensity of this pressure. Accurate ob-
servations on this point are needed. If, as recorded ov Sir
W. Hamilton, stones were thrown so high above Vesuviu*
as to occupy 1 1 seconds of time in falling to the level cf
the crater, this gives an upward velocity of 350 feet in a
second at the level of the erater, and a height of about
2000 feet ; but the mountain being above 3000 feet hiyt

.

we must estimate the pressure at the level of the tea as
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competent to sustain a column of matter of the ordinary
weight of lava (say twice and a half that of water) nearly
a mile in height. This would equal the pressure of be-
tween 300 and 400 atmospheres.
Lava which had flowed in 1798,was traced by Humboldt

to the summit of the Peak of Tenetiffe, and must there-
fore have been sustained (unless the lava were, as ispro-
bable, of a lighter kind) by double the pressure. These
pressures appear great, but in no d»gree improbable if

judged by the well-known etfects of fteara. A tempera-
ture of 800° Fahr. would give the steam pressure for a
height 2000 feet above the cone of Vesuvius ; and so ra-

pidly does this power augment with additional heat, that

ess than 1000" Fahr. may be sufficient to give steam a
force equal to balance the whole column of lava in the
Peak of Teneriffe. Now these are temperatures which
appear to fall within the observed heats of some of the
Java currents, for these have beef\ found to melt silver and
to perform heating effects great, r than those of red-hot
iron. Steam-power, generated by the admission of water
to the hot interior parts of the earth, appears entirely ade-
quate to the * eruptive forces' actually witnessed in vol-

canoes. It is much in favour of this being really the agency
employed, that we find in explosive eruptions such consi-

derable bodies of aqueous vapour erupted during most
parts of the paroxysm ; that some eruptions have yielded
little else than steam, and others chiefly hot water. More-
over, on considering attentively the distribution of vol-

canoes over the globe, we find the active volcanoes most
frequently by the side of the sea, or by other considerable
bodies of water ; and the extinct volcanoes in the vicinity of
antient lakes, or desiccated branches of the antient

ocean.

The general type of a volcanic eruption appears to be
as follows :—The ground is rocked by frequent earthquakes

;

special movements and noises happen in and about the
volcanic mountain ; clouds of steam rise from the crater,

followed and mixed with showers of ashes and scoriae

driven up by the exploding vapour and expanding gases

;

the tube of the crater becomes filled by melted matter,

which undulates upward and downward with the irregular

pressure of the steam and gases ; these burst in large bub-
bles through it, scattering it into granular dust and ashes,

till the lava overtops or breaks through the loose conical

walls of the crater, and flows abundantly, so as partially or

wholly to relieve for a time the unbalanced internal

pressure.

Volcanic Products.—The substances thrown out during
volcanic eruptions, whether stony, liquid, or gaseous, dis-

close more or less completely the nature and condition of

the interior masses of the globe. The lava or melted rock
is generally referrible to a very small number of aggrega-
tions, in which felspar, augite (or hornblende), and oxide
of iron are the most important ingredients, the mass being
modified by additional minerals, as leucite, idocrase, oli-

vine, garnet, epidote, stilbite, heulandite, and many others.

Uranium, copper, lead, arsenic, manganese, and sulphur
also occur in various proportions. The same substances

compose the ashes and scoriae, the most prolific repositories

of the rarer minerals being always in cavities of the lava or

scoriform aggregations.

In these particulars modern lava will bear comparison
with antient Plutonic rocks, for they are composed of

similar mineral aggregates, modified by many of the same
rarer crystallizations, which mostly occur in tne cavities of
their mass. The difference of most importance between
Plutonic rocks (granite, &c.) and volcanic rocks (trachyte,

&c.) is in the degree of their consolidation ; and this differ-

ence appears quite intelligible by a comparison of the

various appearance and character of lava which has
cooled and become solid under different circumstances.

Lava cooled in air under slight pressure is often cellular ;

cooled under the pressure of water (as in the case of the

current which passed through Torre del Greco into the

sea), it is more compact ; much distended by gases and
steam, it becomes vesicular pumice. We may therefore

believe that lavas which remain and grow solid under
great pressure about the internal base of the volcano are of

a more dense nature than those which come to the surface,

and may thus closely resemble, or be even identical with,

some of the older Plutonic rocks, which thus regarded,

and from other evidence, appear to be ia fact unerupted
lavas.

Besides abundance of water, the liquid products of
volcanoes contain rarely sulphuric and muriatic acids ; and
among the substances of most interest in aiding to
complete the theory of the chemical actions, are sublima-
tions of common salt, and muriate of ammonia. The
origin of these where the volcanoes are situated by the
seaside cannot be doubtful. Boracic acid is another
product of tliis kind, occurring in the crater of volcanoes.
(Daubeny.)
The gaseous products of volcanoes are important in the

investigation of the chemical theory of the igneous action.

Besides the clouds of vapour of water (so abundant in

eruptions, and so often productive of local rains), chlorine,

azote, sulphuretted hydrogen, sulphurous acid, and car-
bonic acid, are the most common. The evolution of
sulphuretted hydrogen (depositing sulphur), continues
under various circumstances after other signs of activity

have ceased in particular volcanic regions ; and even after

the craters have fallen in and become full of water, mineral
springs, and springs rich in carbonic acid, flow with little

variation for centuries, while azotized waters, rising to the
surface along the lines of fissures more antient than any
known volcanic systems, demonstrate the almost inter-

minably slow process by which subterranean heat is ex-
cluded from the surface of the earth.

Chemical Hypothesis of Volcanic Action.—The nature of
these various products, and the order in which they suc-
cessively make their appearance, have been the basis for

speculations as to the chemical processes going on in the
interior of volcanic regions. Sir H. Davy's discovery of
the metallic bases of the earths and alkalis, and of the
extraordinary appetency for oxygen of several of these
bases (potassium, sodium, &c), suggested to that great
chemical philosopher a new and ingenious hypothesis of
volcanic action. Water admitted to some of the metallic

bodies alluded to is instantly decomposed, and its oxygen
absorbed, with an immediate and very remarkable evolu-
tion of heat and light, while the metals become earths or
alkalis. The substances most abundant in volcanic pro-

ducts contain these earths, and these alkalis, viz. potash,

soda, lime, silica, alumina, &c, in various combinations,

evidently the result of successive crystallizations from a
fluid mass. In this hypothesis it is assumed that the
interior portions of the earth consist in part of the metallic

bases of the earths and alkalis ; that water is from time
to time admitted to these, that violent combustion and
great heat follow, that the oxides generated are melted
together, constituting lava, while the hydrogen, and some
of the water undecomposed, go off to form new combina-
tions with sulphur, chlorine, carbonic acid, &c, which are

liberated from previous states by the heat and the .various

chemical agencies set in activity. The power which
raises the lava, and throws out the clouds of ashes and
scoria1

, is the undecomposed and confined steam.

Whoever looks carefully at this hypothesis will find in

it much that is admirable, and little that is open to strong

objection, if it be regarded merely as a theory of the

eruption of volcanoes, not as a theory of the changes in the

condition of the interior parts of the globe of which vol-

canic action is one of the visible exponents.

It is some recommendation of this view that it seems to

unite itself with a general and not improbable speculation

regarding the origin of the more antient, Plutonic rocks,

which certainly must be supposed to have passed through

a very similar series of changes to those which lava has

undergone. Those rocks have the same bases as lava ; it

is the natural result of chemical reasoning, that the

elements which are now combined in them existed at

some earlier time in a separate state ; the oxidated and
melted granite crust of the earth is formed by the union of

these elements, and, according to the hypothesis of Davy,*

the new rocks which volcanoes yield are produced by a
somewhat similar process of oxidation and fusion.

But this hypothesis was nevertheless neglected by its

author for reasons which do not appear to have been fully

stated by himself. It was taken up by Dr. Daubeny, and

has been maintained by him with much perseverance and
ingenuity of research as a sufficient * Chemical Theory of

Volcanoes.' We may call it the ' Hypothesis of Subterra-

nean Oxidation,' and develop it, according to Dr.Daubeny,

as follows :

—

Below the surface, at a depth of a few miles, the interior
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of the earth is assumed to contain the earthy and alkaline

metalloids, iron and other metals, sulphur and sulphu-

retted salts. Slow combustion happening amongst them,
even under the continents, by slight additions of moisture

and air, generates particular, gases (nitrogen, carbonic

acid, sulphuretted hydrogen, &e.) ; these rise and combine
with springs which issue along lines of natural fissures, or

are discovered in artificial wells, often giving to them a
temperature higher than that of the country where they

occur. tJnder the sea or large bodies of water, and
especially along lines ofsea-coast (where fissures may be
supposed more numerous than elsewhere), water may be
admitted to the interior more easily and in greater quan-
tity, and may occasion phenomena of the same order,

accompanied by other effects more powerful, rapid, and
characteristic, until the process ceases for a while by the

chokeing of the passages which admitted the water.

The water, decomposed by contact with the metalloids,

yields its oxygen to tnem ; 'he hydrogen is liberated, but
not allowed to escape in great quantity alone, for it readily,

under the influence of the heat, combines with sulphur
info sulphuretted hydrogen, or, with the oxygen of atmo-
spheric air (if any be present), reconstitutes water. Nitro-
gen is thus liberated, and may be conceived to pass off

partly free, partly combined with hydrogen, so as to con-
stitute ammonia, which again unites with chlorine (derived
from the sea-water), and constitutes sal-ammoniac. While
oxygen (derived from atmospheric air) is plentiful in the vol-
canic channels, the hydrogen will not unite with sulphur,

which accordingly combines with oxygen into sulphurous
acid. When the oxygen is consumed, sulphuretted hydro-
gen is formed in abundance, and predominates towards the

close of the eruption, and even, by the aid of the residual

internal heat, operating on sulphur, is evolved for centuries

after the volcanic violence is spent.

The evolution of chlorine is easily traced to a double
decomposition of sea-salt ; carbonic acid is supposed to

rise from calcined limestone rocks ; and specular iron-ore

(fer oligiste) is a product of sublimation. Thus, in the
opinion of Dr. Daubeny, all the main phenomena conco-
mitant upon volcanic action seem to admit of explanation
if we suppose, first, sea-water, and afterwards atmospheric
air, admitted to considerable masses of metals, metalloids,

sulphur, &c, the basis of the whole speculation being the

abundant decomposition of water at a moderate depth
below the surface of the earth. The views of Dr. Daubeny
have been controverted by very eminent writers (as Dr.
Davy, Prof. Bischof, and others) on particular points ; but
we are not aware of any attempt upon other assumptions
quite so satisfactory as this of Dr. Daubeny to explain gene-
rally the chemical products of volcanic eruptions in the
order of their occurrence.

Perhaps therefore we may concede to this hypothesis
the probability that in the interior of the earth the metal-
loids exist in quantity sufficient to cause an abundant de-
composition of water, and thus originate a given series of
chemical changes such as are witnessed in volcanic erup-
tions. But before we accept it as a general explanation
of volcanic disturbances, other classes of data than those
furnished by chemical analysis must be brought into the
reasoning.

An important circumstance in the general theory of
volcanoes is the connection and reciprocal activity which
exists underground between volcanic regions entirely sepa-
rated on the surface, as between Sicily and Naples ; between
the Mediterranean volcanic region, taken generally, and
the region of extinct (or long suspended) volcanic action in
Asia. To this we must add another and larger scries of
i'acts regarding the extent and distribution of volcanic
action on the surface.

Volcanic Regions and their Connection.— Volcanic
regions, if estimated by the area over which the lava and
ashes have been dispersed, constitute but a small portion
(perhaps less than nfoth part) of the surface of the globe

;

but in a survey of these regions we must include not only
the active vents and extinct craters, but also ' large inter-

mediate spaces where there is abundant evidence that the
subterranean fire is at work continuously, for the ground
is convulsed from time to time by earthquakes

; gaseous
vapours, especially carbonic acid gas, are disengaged
plentifully from the soil

; springs often issue at a very high
temperature, and their waters are usually impregnated
with the same mineral matters as are discharged by vol-

canoes during eruptions.' (Lyell, Princ. of Geology, book

ii., ch. he.)

To describe these districts would be entirely foreign u
the purpose of this essay, but we may by a limple clusfi-

cation snow how much of the grandest features of physio,

geography is due to volcanic disturbance.

European Volcanic Districts.—The Icelandic voloioo

remarkable for abundant lava streams ; the Azores, »moc^
which new islands have been thrown up ; Sicily, inductor

JEAntL and the vanished island of Sciacca ; the Lipan lilts

with Stromboll always burning ; the Neapolitan tract, in-

cluding Vesuvius ; fschia and the Ponza Isles ; Sutorm
and some neighbouring islets. The above are all con-

sidered as active volcanic centres, and have beeasubjt.t

to eruptions in historical times. The extinct volcust

systems of Europe are the trachytic domes in the centre i>f

Fiance (Auvergne, the Vivarais, &c), the Eifel countrr

the Seven Mountains, and other trachytic and baal'i

parts along the Rhine ; the Westerwald, Vogelsgebtrje,

Rhongebirge, Kaiserstuhl, and many other scattered ba-

saltic hills in the middle of Germany ; Hungary, Train;:-

vania, both remarkably rich in trachytes and pearlstocn.

the Gleichenberg in Styria. In Italy, the Euzanean hilli

and other smaller points appear in the north of talr,

while between Rome and Naples large antient cratm

occur, and connect Mount Albano with Vesuvius. [Dm-

beny.)

African Volcanic Districts.—These are chiefly in tn;

islands, which are nearly all volcanic, though, as in S.

Helena, the action has long been extinct ; or, ts in th

Canary Isles, the localities once devastated now enjoy id-

inunity through the great safety-valve of Teneriffe. (Vos

Buch.) On the continent the traces of volcanic acta

appear in the mountainous tracts adjoining the RedSci

and in the chain of the Atlas.

Asiatic Volcanic Districts.—Mixed active and eitirat

volcanic mountains occur about the Persian Gulf. i!"

Red Sea, and the Dead Sea, in the vicinity of Smyrna, it

the Caucasus (especially in Mount Ararat), and in tht

Elburz Mountains, including Demavend. These «rt."t

appear, detached points of more or less decayed, tbourt

once powerful action, fed by inland seas. On the souths

and eastern shores of Asia the subterranean enerpet an

still unsubdued, and constitute a long chain of Jofty

islands and promontories from Barren Island in the Baj

of Bengal, through the length of Sumatra and Jan. t)

Bally, Sumbawa, Flores, Celebes, Sangir, Mindanao, Fsw

Lucon, Formosa, Loochoo, Japan, the Kurilian Isle*. «"

magnificent mountains of Kamchatka examined by &•

man, and the line of the Aleutian Isles, to Alatchb.

the western coast of North America.
American Volcanic Districts.—The Rocky Mountain

show many marks of antient volcanic action, and *rv(

incompletely to connect the lon^ Asiatic line just descriM

with another enormous volcanic system running Ihroutf

California and Mexico, interrupted at the isthmus >>i

Darien, but continued through Pasto, Popayan, Qui'*.

Peru, and Chili, to Tierra del Fuego. This mighty raw

of mountains is everywhere parallel to the set, bt>n»

only crossed by the line of Mexican volcanoes, *h;i

includes the new mountain of Jorullo, and passe*

haps from the West Indies to the Revillagigedo 1>W

The volcanic vents are unequally distributed along w
great Cordillera: one in California, five in Mexico.'--

above twenty between this and the isthmus of Da:> 5 -

South of this point the volcanoes are few, but mostly of f"--

digious grandeur and frequent activity, the fire is-" : -

from one or other of the mountains, which, accordwc u

Humboldt and Darwin, are all parts of one grand swul i
-

up mass—supporting Cotopaxi, Antisana, Tungurar •>•

and other huge cones. Only one active volcano occurs' 1

Peru, but nineteen are active at frequent intervals in Oy-'j

and one (Villarica) bums almost uninterruptedly. ''^

of the West Indian Islands are volcanic, or partly vok**

and partly calcareous, the limestone being mostly due

«

the growth of corals, perhaps on the craters or round I'

»

slopes of volcanic mounds. A similar view appears 'IT.
1 '

cable to the numerous groups of islands in the rw c

Ocean, some of which, as the Ladrone Isles and Ha**"-

are lofty and active volcanoes.

In general the Banda Isles, New Guinea,
the New Hebrides, Norfolk Island and St. Ph' li

P-.
1

Friendly, the Society, and the Sandwich Island* ve J"*'"
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pally of volcanic origin. The low lagoon islands, described

by Mr. Stutchbury (.Journal of the Bristol Institution)

as deriving this form from the growth of coral, have been
thought to be so many points of volcanic mounds, but it

has been suggested by Darwin (Geoi. Proceedings) that

they are points of subsided land, on which the zoophyta

attached themselves. Western Australia contains basaltic

and other volcanic accumulations.

The philosophic investigator of the volcanic system

of the Canaries (Von Bueh) has arranged the groups

of volcanoes, which have thus been briefly sketched,

into two systems. 1, Central Volcanic Systems, where
the vents are grouped round some principal cone, as

MttM, or arranged in an expanded area, as Iceland. 2,

Linear Volcanic Systems, as the grand chain of Asiatic

Isles and the lofty range of the Andes; and this view is

perhaps of the more importance, because it is applicable

to the antient Plutonic rocks, which, from other considera-

tions, we have inferred to be of the nature of unerupted

lava. Thus the Sienitio line of the Malvern Hills may
be contrasted with the scattered groups of traps about

C'harnwood Forest and the country north of the Cheviot

Hills.

In the one ease the crust of the earth has yielded to

pressure and has been broken in many places near a cer-

tain point ; in the other it has yielded along a certain line

of weakness in the reeks. Von Bueh imagined that the

central volcanic systems, like those of the Mont d'Or and

the Plombdu Cental in France, had been originally formed

by an uplifting of the ground in a rudely dome-shaped

elevation (ErKebvngs-craterey-, while along the linear

volcanoes a great fault had occurred. Exactly similar

suppositions have been employed for the more antient

examples of unerupted Plutonic rocks; but in each case

there is a part certain, viz. the fracture along the line, and

a part disputable, viz. the upheaval in a dome. Mr.

Lyell is indisposed to admit in any case the origin of a

volcanic vent by. upheaval in a dome-like figure ; he even

dissents from the opinion or narration of Humboldt already

mentioned respecting JoruUo, and from the conclusion of

De Beaumont and Dufrenoy regarding the Mont d'Or and

the Plomb du Cantal. This is a point which would be of

little consequence, but for the interest justly attached to

any inference concerning the origin of volcanic pheno-

mena. That there have been some rudely dome-shaped

elevations in the older strata, in connection with disturb-

ances of the interior of the globe, is evident to anv one

who has studied the strata in the vicinity of Waolbope,

described by Mr. Murchisoa, of which the subjoined cut

gives a gross-section. That the structure of such strati-

Monte Noon,m (act.

Dyke*.

Woolhope Elevation.

1. l.ln« of the Aymcstry Hnwtloue-: 2. line of the Wenlock limeetuue;

5. Us* w€ the Woolbope limctow ; 4. Hoe of the Cormloc sandstone.

fied domes of elevation is entirely different from that
of a volcanic cone of eruption is evident by contrast-

ing with the former figure the section across Vesuvius
and the profile of the crateriform Monte Nuovo. Some
further information on this head appears under the article

Stratification, and upon the whole it is certain that

in respect of a volcanic mountain or region, whose internal

structure is sufficiently exposed, there are characteristic

marks by which the existence of 'craters of elevation'

can be affirmatively proved, if any such craters exist. Von
Bueh, De Beaumont, Professor Forbes, and others agree in

ascribing this origin to some of the mountains in central

France, and apparently on sufficient evidence. It is how-
ever not a phenomenon admitting of frequent citation.

Now the districts thus classed together are not only
related by geographical proximity, but have some real

subterranean as well as apparent superficial connec-
tion. Humboldt and Darwin speak confidently of the

great volcanic regions of the Andes as one grand system
of subterranean activity

;
though the manifestations of this'

at the surface offer local peculiarities, both as to time and
circumstances. Mr. Darwin has been led by the investiga-

tion of the volcanoes and earthquakes of the Cordilleras of

the Andes to regard them all as depending primarily on
the disturbance of a vast internal sea of melted rock spread

below a large part of South America.
Other conclusions, equally on a large scale, which hare

been drawn by M. de Beaumont from other classes of

phenomena, have a direct bearing on this subject. M. de
Beaumont has inferred that the principal mountain-ranges
throughout the world have their several geological dates

determinable by comparing the positions of the disturbed

and the undisturbed strata in and around them : that to

each great period of fractures in the earth's crust belongs

a certain prevalent direction in which those fractures hap-
pened ; and though this view may be subject to particular

objections and restrictions, there is this great truth in it,

that the several systematic fractures which it professes to

refer to one certain geological date have each an assign-

able date. This date being assigned, we find that the

earth's crust has in antient geological times been broken
by lines of fracture or bent into flexures, 10, 50, 100, or

several hundred miles long, and this often (there are many
examples in the British Isles) with no unusual exhibition

of really volcanic rock on the line, and even with little

appearance of unerupted granite or sienite. These great

fractures traverse nearly all regions, with no special refer-

ence to active or extinct volcanoes, and it is clear that they

are due to a general cause, which has been in operation

through all past geological periods, and which produced

effects exactly comparable in kind, if greater ip degree, to

those now performed by modern earthquakes. But if we
consider the account of the effects of the great Lisbon

earthquake in 1755, which extended over Europe, chang-

ing momentarily the level of the land, raising waves 60 feet

high at Cadiz, and 18 fee£ at Madeira, and sensible disturb-

ance in the West Indies and Loch Fyne ; or the narratives

of the Chilian earthquakes in 1822 and 1835, the former of

which raised the sea-shore for 100 miles, and the latter

rent and shattered the entire provinces of Canqueres and
Concepcion in every direction—it will remain very doubtful

in our minds whether the internal power to which earth-

quakes owe their force has really decreased, or the violence

of the earthquake been moderated and relieved by the in-

termitting action of volcanoes. Mr. Darwin speaks con-

fidently of earthquakes and volcanic eruptions in South
America as parts of the same phenomenon, now one and
then the other, or both together, but at different points,

relieving the pressure on the 'internal sea of molten rock;'

and this view, which is the largest, appears at the same
time the simplest, and best founded, of all the postulates

for a general theory of volcanoes.

This able writer has indeed by a simple inference

brought us at once to the basis of this theory. He has in-

ferred that the primary shock of an earthquake is caused

by a violent rending of the strata, which on the coast of.

Cnili and Peru seems generally to occur at the bottom of

the neighbouring sea.

Here then we take our basis of a general theory of vol-

canic actions. The earth's crust is subject to fractures,

and has always been subject to fractures on a great scale

:

below the surface of the earth is now, and was in antient

geological periods, an internal sea of molten rock ; this sea
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is agitated and thrown bodily from its place by the rend-

ing of the strata : a wave of translation (not an ordinary

undulation) is generated in the liquid mass, which passes

rapidly onwards and mores the land on its crest, in a given
direction ; this is the earthquake. A portion of the melted
rock is forced by the general pressure into cavities of the

rocks, or spread out in irregular sheets on the bed of t he sea

;

these are the dykes and interposed beds of Plutonic rock

:

to some part of the internal not fluid water finds access,

and the steam which is generated and confined supports
local columns of melted rock, in particular fissures of the

earth's crust, till the lava finds vent and flows to the sur-

face, or is driven up in dust and scoriae by the violent

extrication of the vapour ; this is the local volcanic action.

As to the composition of that internal sea of melted rock,

we may admit it to contain unoxidized metalloids, if by
Ihis means we can better explain the peculiar chemical
nature of the products which come to the surface ; and

• thus we find at last only one condition remaining to be
satisfied, viz. the condition of a continual and progressive

destruction of the equilibrium of the internal masses of the

earth, which causes the violent rending of the strata ante-

cedent to earthquakes and volcanoes. On this point we
need not enlarge. The general progress of geological and
physical science has rendered it very probable that the
disturbance of the equilibrium of the earth's internal

masses, which has at so many geological epochs been
exalted to an intensity equal to sink and raise hundreds
of miles square, and to told into complicated contortions

the seemingly solid crust of the globe, is due simply to a
slow change and gradual diminution of the earth's internal

heat. Great fractures, Plutonic rocks, and volcanic accu-
mulations are of all geological ages ; but as our existing

land is, in respect of a very large part of its surface,

of very recent date, and volcanic cones of loose materials

cannot withstand the wasting action of the sea, it is no
wonder that the antiquity of volcanoes, if judged only by
the relation of volcanic products visible on the land to the
stratified crust of the earth, appears much inferior to that

of the Plutonic rocks, which were formed among the

strata of every age, under circumstances which admitted
of their being preserved. But if we more closely study
this matter, and compare marine volcanic sediments, such
as have been spread by the waves round the base of
Sciacca or Sabrina, with the ' trappean ' sandstones de-
scribed by Mr. Murchison interposed amongst the Silu-

rian strata, we shall perceive that local volcanic excite-

ment consequent on general changes in the internal con-
dition of the earth is a phenomenon of all geological
periods.

(The reader may consult Daubeny On Volcanoes ; Lyell,

Principles of Geology; Darwin, Geological Proceedings,
*c. ; De la Beche, Geological Manual ; Caldcl eugh, in Phi-
losophical Transactions ; Humboldt's Travels and Trea-
tise on Rocks; Von Buch On the Canary Islands; De
Beaumont and Dufrenoy On Auvergne ; Beudant, Hun-
gary ; D'Aubuisson's Geology; Bischof On Mineral Wa-
ters ; Rogers, ' On the ApaJlachian Chain.' in Reports of
Brit. Assoc., 1842; Mitchell, 'On Earthquakes,' Phil.

Trans., 1760.)

VOLGA THE, called by the Tartars Ethel, that is, ' the
bountiful,' is the longest river, and, with the exception of
the Danube, has the largest volume of water of any river
in Europe ; and its entire course is within the Russian
empire. Geographers differ considerably respecting the
length of its course. Hassel states it as about 1900 miles

;

Hurschelmann and others as 2000; and Schubert 2600.
It rises in 57° N. lat., on the frontier of the governments
of Twer and Novgorod, near the village of Wochina-
Werchowie, issuing from a small lake formed by several
springs, and it flows through the lakes of Oselok, Plain, and
V olga, which it quits about 00 miles above Twer. Near
Ostuschkof it receives the Selicharowka, which issues from
lake Seeliger, and attains the breadth of 150 feet ; at Rshew-
Vladimirow it becomes navigable for small boats, and at
Twer, where it is 700 feet broad, for large barges. Having
traversed the government of Twer in an easterly direction,

it turns to the north-east to Yaroslaw, then south-eastwards
to Kostroma and to Nischnci-Novgorod, where it receives

the Oka ; thence to Casan, where, having been joined by
the Kama, it becomes 1000 yards broad, and having passed
Simbirsk, Saratow, and Astrachan, it divides into eight
branches, which enclose 70 islands, and discharges itselfby

63 mouths into the Caspian Sea, to which it is computed to

bring, says Stein, 1,000,000,000 cubic feet of water a u
hour. The rivers which join it, with the exception of tht

Oka, before it reaches Casan, are of no great magtrikior

but the Kama, which joins it at Casan, after a cow* U
1000 miles, makes a vast accession to its water*.

The Volga is of the utmost importance for the faritoy

which it affords to the trade of the interior of til

empire, and also to its foreign commerce; the Rum
government having, by a judicious system of caul ne-

gation, so connected the various navigable riven, IU
the Polar Sea communicates with the Caspian bv t u li-

gation of 4000 miles on the Dwina, the Volga, and cuaii,

and thus goods may be sent by water from St. Pettnit-;

to Selenginsk, in the government of Irkutsk, in Sibnu

(about the same distance), with only a short intemiptu:

beyond Yakutsk.
The banks of the Volga are extremely fertile, even tfn

yet uncultivated parts ; and there is no other pd <*

Russia where so much oak timber grows as in the viciuit)

of this river. The navigation of the Volga is much in-

structed, in the dry season of the year, by shallow

islands ; but in May and June the melting of tht on
and ice swells its waters, and often causes extensive am-

dations. At this season its depth is so increased that li-jt

ships can pass over the sand-banks and low islands (»bi.-i

are then completely under water), and descend it in *tti

from Twer to Astrachan. The Volga, especially from Attn-

chan to the Caspian, is more abundant in fish than perhu«

any other river in the world. Immense number* pew-

trate from the Caspian Sea to a considerable distance it'.,

the several mouths of the Volga, and many thenar

small vessels are employed in The fisheries. Tht W
taken in the largest quantities are sturgeon, carp, in!

pike of extraordinary size. Caviar is made of trie r*

of one species of sturgeon, and isinglass from the ifci

and entrails of another, which is called. by the Rueu.1

Beluga. Seals also come from the Caspian into tht emi.i

of the Volga, where they are taken.

(Hassel, Das Riissiscne Reich in Europa ; Stein's frW
buch, by Horschelmann ; Brockhaus, Contrrialioni I-.'.

con ; Stein's Lexicon.)
VOLGSK. [Saratow.]
VOLHYNIA (in Polish, IVolyntk), a government <•'

West Russia, comprehends the antient Polish province <s

that name, which was taken from Poland in 1799

1795, and some portions of the antient palatinate
'

Kicw. It is one of the few governments of Kuaia »!>'

'

have retained the provincial name, and are not calW

after a town. It lies between 49° 40* and 52* N. lat. i*~

23° 40' and 29° 24' E. long. It is bounded on the norti-

west by Grodno, on the north by Minsk, on the east

Kiew, and on the south by Podolia, and on the wH :<

Galicia and Poland. Its area is 28,300 square mi'.r,

divided into twelve circles.

The country is an elevated level extending at tl<

foot of the Carpathian chain. The northern anil lanr

portion has no mountains, but on the northern froni.r

there are extensive peat moors and morasses, and »hc

there are hills they are clothed with the finest forests. chuB'

of pine, though there are some which consist entire!; J

oaks, beeches, and limes. The southern portion is un*'

lating, and has two small mountain-ridges which entc; i*

from Podolia and decline towards the centre of the jr.-

vince. These chains of mountains, or rather hill*. k
'

their highest points are not 300 feet above the level of

"

sea, are covered with forests, and are to be considered

the extreme offsets of the Carpathians on this side.
'•

the southern district they rise to the plateau called, t.'

Eichwald, Awratyn, which he considers as the hiirbest re

of Volhynia, to which some give an elevation of 1000 !«'

This plateau extends from Awratyn to Bieloserla

the north to the south-west) for about one degree ;
l»!

•''

breadth is small ; its importance however, says

wald, may be judged of when we know that it forms t r.

watershed between the Baltic and the Euxine : the nu->

that rise on its northern declivity flow to the Baltic, t."

those rising on the south declivity, to the Euxine ; the
'J"' r

are the more considerable, but there is no {Treat river »

the government. The largest lakes arc in the vicinity l

j

Syak ; but even these are of small importance, and n™j
resemble large ponds, of which there are great «n»btB-

There are several mineral-springs, of which bow** *
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made. The climate resembles that of Southern
ny, and the seasons are the same, only that .the

«.jr is rather more severe, and the night frosts pro-
icted to a later period, so that the rivers are every year
>zen. Epidemic diseases are rare, and there are no
jvalent endemics except the Plica Polonica ; but a

lurrain often prevails among the cattle, and swarms of
rusts periodically desolate extensive tracts.

Productions, Agriculture, Manufactures, and Trade.—
Volhynia is one of the most fertile provinces of the Russian

ire, and there is perhaps no other in which agriculture
general and so flourishing; ample harvests constantly
d the labour of the farmer; a general failure of the
scarcely occurs twice or thrice in a century ; and
or local failures have no influence, since, notwith-

lg the great consumption lor the people, the cattle,

the distilleries, there is still a large annual surplus,

it is not to be inferred that the people are good
rmers

; they do not manure and till their fields any
:tter than the Poles in general ; their farming imple-

ments are equally rude, and the only advantage they have
->ver them is perhaps that their cattle are better fed. The

}h crops of grain are to be attributed to the fertile soil,

i the northern border, where there are many marshes, there
e the most luxuriant pastures, in which the' grass is so

as almost to hide the smaller cattle (sheep and goats)
feed in them. Hassel says that in ordinary years the

id yields tenfold. Besides rye, barley of several kinds,
its, millet (which thrives especially in the heavy marsh-
nds), the fanners cultivate several species of wheat of the

finest quality, which is heavier and more farinaceous than
that produced in any other part of Poland (meaning
Poland in itsantient extent). The annual produce is about
four and in some years five millions of chetwerts : the sur-

plus, after deducting the seed-corn for the following year
and that consumed in the province, is seldom much less than
a million of chetwerts, and sometimes more. Flax and
hemp are grown in great abundance, and here and there
rapeseed, tobacco, and pulse, but only for home con-

dition: linseed, henipseed, and oil are exported,
iculture is not much attended to ; however all the

vegetables are cultivated in the gardens, and in

of the nobles all such kinds of vegetables as are pro-
lced in Germany. In some parts mustard, saffron, and
ipsicum are grown

;
hops are generally cultivated,

ibacco in the gardens, and in the fields and meadows the
?ople gather chamomile, creeping panic-grass (Panicum

dactylon, Manne tie Pologne), and wild asparagus. Most
kinds of fruits would suit the climate, but the better kinds
are seen only in the gardens of the nobles : the peasants
have apples, pears, cherries, and plums, from which
!hey obtain liqueurs and brandy ; but they are of inferior

inds.

The forests, especially in the north and north-eastern

!

are very extensive
;
they are partly of firs, partly of

trees. Great quantities of timber and fire-wood
iiveyed to the Dnieper, partly by rafts, partly by
triage ; the forests also furnish much pitch, tar,

rcoal, and potash. The wild animals found in them
stags, elks, fallow-deer, wild boars, hares, squirrels,

martens, polecats, weasels, beavers, and otters, a few bears,

lynxes, and wild-cats, and many wolves and foxes. It is

said that the European bison is still occasionally seen in

the north-western forests. [Bison.] Wild berries of
various kinds abound, and truffles and mushrooms are

ommonly met with.

The rich pastures are very favourable to the breeding
~ cattle. The Volhynian oxen are fine animals, and great

» are exported. The management of the dairy is

understood, and. the butter and cheese pro-

are scarcely sufficient. The horse, when proper
tention is paid to it, is larger and stronger than the

ither Polish horses, though of the same breed ; the studs

the nobility furnish horses for the heavy cavalry, but

horses of the peasants and poor Jews are in general

far inferior. The sheep are of the Polish or German
breed, and some rich landowners have introduced

merinos with great advantage. The farmer has fewer
goats than swine ; the poultry is of the ordinary kinds

;

they have very great numbers of bees, and the honey is

celebrated for its good quality. The rivers furnish abund-
ace offish, and on all the eetates there am regular carp-

P. C, JNo, 1670.

The only mineral is bog-iron : there are saltpetre, stone
for building, and millstones, all which are exported

;

potters' clay, porcelain clay, and limestone.
Though Volhynia is naturally an agricultural country, it

is further advanced in many branches of manufacturing
industry than any other of the dismembered Polish
provinces. Not only do the women in the villages knit,

spin, and make coarse linen and woollen cloth, while the
men prepare potash, pitch, tar, and charcoal, but the
number of manufactories, properly so called, which in
1808 was 07, and in ia34 (according to Schnitzler) 211,
is now (1843) nearly 300. The principal articles are
linen, leather, woollen-cloths, earthenware, porcelain,
and paper.

Volhynia is not favourably siluated for commerce, as it

has no large navigable rivers ; but the Dnieper is near
enough to afford an easy communication with Odessa. The
articles exported are the natural productions, which have
been already enumerated, and some manufactured goods.
The cattle, horses, honey, and wax find a ready market in
Austria and Poland, whither they are conveyed by the
Jews, who have the whole trade of the province in their

hands. There are great fail's at Dubno and Ostrog.

The population consists of—1. Rusniaks, who are the
majority, almost all the peasants being of that branch,
which, though evidently Russian, cannot well be com-
prehended either in the Great or Little Russians. 2. Poles,

comprising the nobles and most of the citizens. 3. Jews,
of whom there are above 40,000. Disseminated among
those three nations there are some Great Russians,

Germans, Moldavians, Tartars, and gypsies. The great

majority belong to the Russian-Greek Church, and are

under the bishop of Volhynia. who has 1570 churches,

including 12 cathedrals, in his diocese ; his residence is at

Zitomir. The Roman Catholics have a bishop of their

own at Luzk, 94 churches, and several convents. The
United Greeks have some convents, and the Jews their

synagogues. Public education is more general thatt in

many other governments of the Russian empire, but the

number of schools and scholars cannot be stated with any
degree of accuracy. The principal towns arc—Schitomir
(in Polish, Zitomierz), the capital of the government,
situated on the river Teterow. Before it came under the

dominion of Russia it was an insignificant place, with less

than 2000 inhabitants. It has now 8500, or, according to

some accounts, 11,500, who have a considerable trade in

woollen-cloths, linen, silks, calicoes, leather, wax, and
honej', and Moldavian and Hungarian wines, with the

adjoining provinces. Berdykziew, an ugly ill-built town, is

one of the most considerable in the country; it has several

churches, and a large fortified Carmelite convent. The
population, which we have set down at 9000 [Russia], is

stated in a recent Russian official journal to be now between

30,000 and 40,000, of whom a great proportion are Jews ;

there are several respectable Christian merchants, who cany
on a considerable trade in the productions of the country.

Iaslau, with 5000 inhabitants, is built like most antient

Polish towns, but is not so dull ; it has four Greek churches

and one Roman Catholic church, a monastery, and a syna-

gogue. The inhabitants have some manufactories, six

annual fairs, and a brisk trade in the produce and manu-
factures of the country. Ostrog, on the Wellija, consists

of the old and the new towns ; it contains an antient

castle, several Greek and Roman Catholic churches, a

Basilian convent and school. The inhabitants, of whom
many are Jews, carry on a considerable trade : the annual

fairs are well attended. Ostrog is celebrated as having

very early possessed a Russian press, where the first com-
plete Bible in the Russian language was printed in 1581.

Kremenetz (in Polish, Krzemieniec) is situated at the

foot of a high mountain, on which there is a castle or

citadel. It has several Greek churches, a monastery, a

school, and 8000 inhabitants. It was besieged and taken

by the Mongols in 1240.

(Brockhaus, Conversations Lexicon ; Schnitzler, La
Russie, la Pologne, et la Finlande ; Hassel, Das Russische

Reich in Euruya ; Stein, Statistisches Lexicon.)

VOLKAME'RIA, a genus of the natural family of Ver-

benaceae, so called in honour of John George Volkamer, a

physician of Niimberg, who published the ' Flora Nori-

bergensis,' in 1700. To this genus a great number o.'

Asiatic plants have been referred by different botanists, but

tl>es« am now considered to bo ktnctly species of Cleiodeu-

Vol. SXVI.-3 K
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dron. The genus now contains only a single West Indian

species, V. aculeata, which is one of the most common
plants in the low lands of Jamaica, in a dry gravelly soil,

and is abundant in most of the other islands, growing to

the height of 5 or 6 feet, with oblong acute, quite entire

leaves, with spines from the rudiments of the petioles. The
flowers come out from the side of the stalk, five or six on
the same peduncle, almost in form of an umbel, in shape
somewhat like those of the common jasmine, but with a
curved tube.

VOLKONSKOITE, a mineral containing oxide of

chromium. Occurs amorphous. Fracture conchoidal or

uneven. Very soft; feels smooth. Colour fine grass

green. Dull ; assumes a polish when rubbed by the

lingers. When heated in a glass tube, loses water, and
becomes of a brown colour

; by calcination loses about

one-third of its weight, and becomes of a dark brown
colour.

It was found in Mount Jessmictski, in the government
of Perm, Siberia : occurs in thin veins and nests.

Analysis by Berthier :

—

Silica 27-2
» Green Oxide of Chromium . 34 -0
Peroxide of Iron . . . . 7'2
Magnesia 7*2
Water 23*2

98'8

VOLKOV, PHEDOIt GRIGORIEVITCH, the founder

of the Russian theatre, and son of a merchant of Kostroma,
was born February 2nd, 1729. He lost his lather while

young, and his mother married again, but her second hus-

band, Polushkin, a merchant at Yaroslav, proved a kind

stepfather to her children. He was more particularly

attached to Phedor, her eldest son, and sent him to the

Zaikonaspassky Academy at Moscow to learn mathematics
and German, and prepare himself for theological studies :

but there Volkov was thrown in the way of pursuits very dif-

ferent and far more congenial with his disposition. It was
the practice at that seminary for the scholars to get up
dramatic recitations and performances, acting s imetimes

religious pieces or mysteries, and sometimes comedies
taken from Molicre. Except that he displayed general

cleverness, we are not told what progress he made in his

other learning, but in the dramatic art he was no sooner a
scholar than he showed himself to be a master, and also

made rapid proficiency in painting, music, singing, and
other accomplishments of that kind. The idea of his

studying theology was now given up, while that of his

taking to the stage as a profession did not suggest itself

cither to him or his friends, because there was then no
such profession—no public stage in Russia. He was
therefore placed by.his stepfather, in 174G, in the counting-
house of a merchant at St. Petersburg, with whom he soon
became a favourite, and who took him to see the Italian

operas at the court theatre. To say that Volkov was de-

lighted would but coldly express the rapturous enthusiasm
with which he was seized ; nor was it at all abated when
he afterwards saw some of Sumarokov's pieces performed
or recited by the pupils of the ' Cadet Corps.' One of his

first objects was to become acquainted with some of the

actors of the Court Theatre, to make himself master of
Italian, and to obtain a thorough insight into all the busi-

ness of the stage, with its machinery and various appur-
tenances. Not least of all is it to his credit that though
he was thus engrossed by his theatrical passion, he did
not, distasteful as they were to him, neglect his counting-
house duties, or the afTairs which his stepfather had en-
trusted to his management.

Whatever it might have cost him at the time, for this

he was amply rewarded by the affectionate reception with
which he was greeted by his worthy stepfather Polushkin
and his whole family on his return to Yaroslav. Instead
of being lectured for his theatrical passion, he was per-
mitted to get up a theatrical performance, after he had suf-

ficiently trained his brothers and some of their acquaint-
ance, and a barn had been converted into a stage with
' real scenes.' All Yaroslav was invited, and all Yaroslav
went away in raptures—which were more than mere com-
pliments, for some of the principal inhabitants imme-
diately set on foot a subscription to erect a permanent
theatre, of which Volkov was appointed architect, de-

corator, scene-painter, machinist, manager, director «i%
orchestra, purveyor of novelties, and dramatic nmt<;,

This was the first Russian theatre, the progenitor of tt,>-

magnificent and colossal edifices of which that eounttj

can now boast.

It was not long before the fame of the Ytrodav thct'i

reache'd St. Petersburg, and the empress EUiabuth *UW
to witness a performance by the \ aroslav actors on h<r

own private stage. They accordingly repaired to Peltt.

burg, and played before the empress Sumarokov'i dram

of 'Sinav andTruvor.' Their success was complete, u;

the whole company of youthful actors was retarl

although several of them were placed in the'CadtUV]*.'

in order to perfect their education, and some irere v-rr

abroad to study the dramatic art and improve thru

talents.

In 175C Volkov was ordered to proceed to Moseo*, rl

establish a theatre in that capital ; which communon fc<

executed with so much zeal and ability, that within '.•>(

course of two years the stage was there put upon i i<n

respectable footing both in point of talent and of <cir..

representation. Standing high in the favour of the >ia-

press, he enjoyed that of the court, and afterwards of V
successor Catherine II., who would have conferred on ho

the rank of nobility, had he not declined that distwevi

for himself, begging that it might be transferred to I

married brother Gabriel. But he did not enjoy Catherine

favour very long, for at the time of her coronation at V^-

cow, on which occasion he was charged with the ts;.--

intending the arrangements of some part of the ptiM,.

festivities, he caught a cold that was succeeded br inflis-

matory fever, which carried him off, April 4th, 1<63.

Volkov is said to have translated several niece* for IV

stage, and also to have written some original onei ;
but

none of them have been preserved, or if in existence hi"

not yet been brought to light, his fame as a dramathi :>

only traditional. He also made a collection of the bioW

dramas of St. Demetrius, metropolitan of Rostov ;l(-v

1709), which he presented to Catherine, who besto*.!

them on Prince Orlov, who was a great admirer of fittra."

relics and antiquities ; but what afterwards beran^
•'

the manuscripts is not known. (Entziklopedxtthc* '..

Leltsikon.")

VOLKHOW, River. [Russia* Empire.]
VOLNEY, CONSTANTIN - FRANQ0I8 CHA^

BOETJF, COMTE DE, was born 3rd February, 175'

Craon in Anjou, where his father was a distinguished >•

vocate. He was educated at the colleges of Ancena r.

Angers. At this time, and till he reached his t*erT-

fourth year, he bore the name of Boisgfrais, invented ^

his father, to whom the ancestral Chasseboeuf had a!«n

been matter of annoyance. His father's wish wa* 11*'
'J

should study the law ; and with this view he came \<n
'

Paris in his seventeenth year, having already a smw

come of 1100 livres (about 45/.) of his own, left him t"
"-•

mother : but he soon exchanged the study of the la* 1

'

that of medicine ; and eventually, on succeeding
'"

:

further independent revenue of 6000 livres (2A01.X he n«

up the thought of following any profession. He no* p

1783, set out for the East. After shutting himself up

eight months in an Egyptian convent to study the A»r

language, he spent above two years more in travcro:

Lower Egypt and Syria ; and on his return to Franri

r

1787 he published, in 2 vols. 8vo., his account of the

sical and political condition of these countries, and oft!"?

ceography and antiquities, under the title of '>oy*?r f
Svrie et en Esrvpte pendant les annces 1783. W. Hl

The first edition of Larcher's translation of and comW

tary on Herodotus had been published at Paris the y/c

bcl ore, and had probably done something to a
"w

"!f

r\
general interest about the subject of Volney'a w*
Volney also, with the advantages of personal obserrafii 7-

with very considerable learning, and with more scotrw*

than Larcher, came to support the same view of the lr*

worthiness of Herodotus which that writer had enforw-

On the whole Volney's was universally received «s*t

by far the most graphic and spirited, and the most f

and complete description of Egypt and Syria which .

yet appeared. A third edition or the work, with

able additions, appeared in 1800; and there is« Enf *;

translation of it in 2 vols. Rvo. It was followed
"J*"

*

year by a short tract on the war then carrying on

Turkey and Russia (' Considerations sur la Gum*
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s et des Tares'), remarkable for its anticipation of

seizure of Egypt by the French, attempted ten years

; and also for the indiscretion or unusual frankness
which certain facts and questions of the diplomacy
day were discussed in it ; so that it was christened

e wits 1 Inconsiderations sur la Guerre,' &c. This tract
' ited in the 1800 edition of the ' Voyage ;' and
itself in 1808. Volney, who had some sanguine

ons upon new modes of farming, which he wished to
have an opportunity of trying on a property he proposed
purchasing in Corsica, now got himself appointed by the
French government director of the agriculture and com-

ol that recently acquired island ; but being elected
deputy of the tiers £tat to the National Assembly for the
si'ntchaussce of Anjou, he remained for the present in

ice to take part in the great events about to be trans-

there ; and he soon after resigned his government
In the Constituent Assembly, and afterwards in

Convention, of which he was also a member, Volney
generally with the party of the Girondists, assisting

iward movement till the establishment of the reign of
ir in 1703 ; when, like many of his associates, he began

to think that matters had been carried too far ; but having
a weak voice, he was no orator, and his personal influence
in the House was inconsiderable. His history accordingly
still continues to be principally that of his literary career.

It appears that in 1788 he had commenced at Kennes a
paper called ' La Sentinelle.' In 1790 he gave in to the

I 'mie des Inscriptions an essay for a proposed prize on
•abject of the Chronology of the Twelve Centuries

ling the invasion of Greece by Xerxes. Although
no competitor, the prize was not awarded to him

;

was afterwards published by Naigeon in the

le Methodique.' In September, 1701, he pre-

to' the National Assembly his famous ' Ruines, ou
Meditations sur les Revolutions des Empires ;' the work in

which he first announced those peculiar views as to the

symbolical character of the Christian and other religions

I similar, as has been observed, to those developed by
Dupuis in his ' Origine des Cultes,' probably known to

Volney, though not yet published), to which his name
principally owes it* popular notoriety. There are numerous
French edit ions of the ' Ruines,' and there is also a wretched
English translation of the work, which has been often

printed. It contains many striking and ingenious views

-ome eloquent writing, though extravagant and
*beui'd in its leading principles. Soon after it appeared
Volney retired to Corsica to cultivate a property which he

purchased there ; but the insurrection headed by
compelled him to leave the island in the spring of

It was during this visit to Corsica that he first be-

acquaiuted with Napoleon Bonaparte, then an officer

illery. On his return to Paris fie published, in the

'oniteur' of the 20th and 31st of March, a ' Precis de

TF.tat de la Corse.' In 1793 he published his well-known
jrochure (generally printed with his 'Ruines'), entitled

La Loi Naturelle, ou Cateehisme du Citoyen Franeais,' or

jtherwise ' Principes Physiques de la Morale,' a title which
sufficiently explains its spirit and object. It is a clear and
comprehensive exposition of such a system of ethics as can

be reared on the theory of materialism. Volney was now
sent to prison by Robespierre as a royalist, and remained in

confinement for about ten months : he regained his liberty

nn the overthrow of Robespierre by what is called the revolu-

tion of the 9th Thcrmidor (27th July, 1704). Soon after he

was appointed professor of history in the newly established

Ecole Normale ; and here for about a year he delighted

crowded audiences by his brilliant lectures, which were

taken down as they were delivered, and have been several

times printed. In 1705 he drew up, at the request of the

vernmcnt, a series of 'Questions de Statistique ii l'Usage

oyageurs," which were reprinted in 1813. This year

dsohe publi-hedthe first of his works on a subject which

"or the rest of his life engaged much of his attention, a

Lract entitled ' Simplification des Langues Orientales, ou
Lodenouvfllc et facile d'apprendre les Langues Arabe,

Pereane, et Turke, avec des Caraeteres Europeens.' His

notions upon this subject were opposed by Langles, Sil-

restrc de Sacy, and other Orientalists ; but he never him-

iclf relinquished them ; and he had the satisfaction, a few

rears after this, of having an important testimony borne at

least to the learning and ingenuity he had shown in ex-

plaining and applying them, by the Asiatic Society at

Calcutta, which in 1798 elected him one of its honorary
members.
The Ecole Normale was suppressed in 1705

; upon which
Volney proceeded to the United States of America. He
was well received by Washington, then president ; but his
residence became less comfortable after the commence-
ment, in 1707, of the presidency of John Adams, whom he
is said to have offended by some severe things he had said
of his work on the ' Constitution of the United States ;' and
in the spring of 1708 he quitted America and returned to
France. While residing in New England he had been at-
tacked by Priestley in his ' Observations on the Progress
of Infidelity ;' and he replied in a pungent letter, which
he caused to be translated into English and sent to the
press. During his absence he had been elected a member
of the Institute. Ever since they became acquainted in

Corsica, Volney and Bonaparte had been good friends ; it

is said that it was by Volney's advice that Bonaparte was
dissuaded from going, in the beginning of 1794, to offer
his services as a military man to Turkey or Russia ; and
Volney is supposed to have had, soon after his return
from America, a share in the contrivance and prepara-
tion of the revolution of the 18th Brurnaire (Oth of

November, 1790), which placed Bonaparte at the head
of affairs. Bonaparte wished him to be one of his col-
leagues in the consulate ; but he refused both that
and the ministry of the interior, and would only con-
sent to be nominated to a seat in the senate. From this

date an alienation began to take place between the two ;

their first open difference was on the subject of the church,
the restoration of which as one of the establishments of
the state Volney conceived to be a very foolish proceed-
ing ; but their notions upon all other matters also ran in
opposite directions. When Bonaparte assumed the im-
perial title, Volney offered the resignation of his sena-
torial dignity ; he was prevailed upon to retain his seat,

but he seldom attended after this, and when he did he
joined the small minority of the body wliich Napoleon
contemptuously called the ' ideologues,' ' hommes specu-
latifs,' and other such names. He subsequently however
accepted the titles of comte and commandant of the Le-
gion of Honour. In 1803 he published, in 2 vols, h'vo.,

his ' Tableau du Climat et du Sol des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique,' a work which sustained the reputation
he had acquired by his "Travels in Egypt and Syria,'

though it is now of no value. His next work was a
' Ran port fait a l'Academie Celtique sur l'Ouvrage Russe
de M. le Professeur Pallas, Vocabulaires compares des
I>angues de toute la Terre,' which appeared in 1805.
In 1808 he recast his ' Essay on the Chronology of the
Early Ages,' and republished it under the title of ' Sup-
plement a l'Herodote de Larcher.' This is a tract of
only 80 pages, in which be fixes the date (625 B.C.) of the
great solar eclipse stated to have been foretold by Thalcs
[Ai.yatiks

;
Thai.es] : and also that of the capture of

Sardis and fall of the Lydian kingdom (557 b.c.'i. That
and another work, entitled ' Chronologie d'H6rodote,'

which he published the following year, involved Volney
in a controversy with Larcher, whom he had attacked

with much asperity, provoked perhaps in part by the

complete change of opinion as to religion which lurcher,

formerly as decided an infidel as himself, had avowed in

the second edition of his 'Herodotus,' published a few
years before. Volney however suppressed most of the
personalities originally contained in these two works when
he reprinted them in 2 vols. 8vo., in 1814, along with an
examination of the antiquities of Persia, India, and
Babylon, under the title of ' Recherches Nouvelles sur

l'Histoire Ancienne.' In 1810 Volney married his cousin,

formerly Mademoiselle de Chasseboeuf, between whom
and himself there had existed an early attachment, but
who had married while her lover was abroad, and was now
a widow. Upon this occasion he removed from the small

house in the Rue de la Rochefoucauld, in which he had
resided since his return from America, to a fashionable

mansion, with a large garden, which he bought in the Rue
de Vaugirard. Volney was one of the senators who voted
in favour of the decree passed 2nd April, 1814, for the

deposition of Bonaparte ; and on the 4th of June follow-

ing he was elevated to the peerage by Louis XVIII. It

may be conceived from all this that his early political ardour

had now considerably abated. But he showed that some
of his old opinions were still the same as ever by a pam-
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phlet entitled 'Histoirede Samuel, Inventeur du Sacre des

Rois,' which lie published in 1819, when preparations

were making for the coronation of Louis at Rheims, and

in which he treated the character of Samuel and of the

Hebrew Scriptures in general with equal freedom. It is

said that Louis himself, who in private used to profess a

very easy liberalism, both in religion and in politics, read

this inquiry with not a little relish. Volney's last publica-

tion appeared the same year, a tract which he dedicated

to the Asiatic Society, entitled ' L'Alphabet Europeen ap-

plique aux Langues Asiatiques.' He also read to tne

Academy, in 1819, a ' Discours sur l'Etude Philosophique

des Langues ;' and the collection of his ' (Euvres Com-
pletes,' published in 8 vols. 1820-1826, contains two letters

to M. le Comte Lanjuinais, ' Sur l'Antiquitfi de 1'Alphabet

Phenicien,' dated also in that year. The last work he pre-

pared for the press was an octavo volume, entitled ' L'He-

breu simpliftf,' which appeared immediately after his

death. All his acknowledged writings have now been
mentioned except a paper entitled ' Vues Nouvelles sur

l'Enseignement des Langues Orientales,' and another en-

titled ' Etat Physique de la Corse,' both printed in the

eighth volume of his collected works. But he was also a

considerable contributor anonymously to the ' Moniteur

'

and the ' Revue Encylop£dique.'

Volney died on the 23rd of April, 1820. The above
facts are chiefly abstracted from an excellent though
somewhat partial memoir of him, in the ' Biographie Uni-

verselle,' by M. Durozoir.

VOLOGDA, an extensive government of European
Russia, extends from 58" 30' to 64° 40'N.lat., and from 38°

20' to 59° 40' E. long. It is bounded on the north by
Archangel, on the north-east by Tobolsk, on the south-east

by Perm and Viatka, on the south by Costroma, on the

south-west by Yaroslaw, on the west by Novgorod, and
on the north-west by Olonetz, comprising an area of

161,000 square miles.

Face of the Country, Soil, and Climate:—The surface

of this government is an immense plain, which extends

on the east to the Ural Mountains, and is only traversed

by a lateral branch of that chain, which crosses the north-

eastern part : it contains vast forests, extensive morasses,

and some lakes. The soil is very various : there are clay,

loam, marl, much peat, and extensive sandy heaths ; but
there are large tracts in which the surface is covered with
a rich mould, and in most parts the soil is susceptible of
cultivation. The most fertile part is the south-west.

Besides the Ural and its north-western offset, which runs
along the bank of the Pctchora, there is here and there a
hill, which is called a mountain. The north-eastern chain,

here called Pojaes-Kamennoi, or the Stony Girdle, evi-

dently forms the watershed between the Dwina and the

Petschora. It is thickly wooded, about seven miles broad,

and continues to rise as it runs to the north.

The principal rivers are :—1, The Dwina, which is

formed by the union of the Jug and the Suchona. It

receives afterwards the Wytschewa, a considerable river

which rises at the foot of a branch of the Ural Mountains,
and is joined by the Sysola, the Wym, and the Keltma.
2, The Vaga, which issues from a morass, where it is

already above 1200 feet in breadth, and is navigable in

the spring by small vessels. It joins the Dwina in the
government of Archangel. 3, The Petschora, which rises

in the Ural Mountains at the point where the governments
of Vologda, Tobolsk, and Perm meet : it is from 14 to 20
feet deep, and is navigable throughout the summer. This
province has also a canal, called the North Catherine
Canal, begun in 1786 and completed in 1817. It is 12
miles in length. It unites two rivers, both called Keltma,
one a tributary of the Wytschegda, and the other of the
Kama, a tributary of the Volga, by which the Wytschegda
communicates with the Kama, or the Dwina, and the
Frozen Ocean with the Caspian.
The most considerable lakes are :—1, The Kubenskoe,

which receives the Kubana and twenty other small rivers,

and from which one branch of the Suchona issues. The
island of Kamennoi is on this lake. 2, The two lakes
called Piiitisorskoi, are very deep. 3, Lake Sandor, 10
miles long and 3 broad, the waters of which are said to
heal wounds and ulcers. 4, Lake Kondas. There are
numerous morasses in this government, some of which are
25 to 45 miles in circumference.

. The Climate is colder than at St. Petersburg, which is

three-quarters of a degree more to the north tha th«

capital, Vologda, but it is very salubrious: it howtur

varies considerably in different parts of the'province. Ttu»

the greatest heat is of longer continuance in Vologda tic

beyond the Dwina ; and whereas at Ustiug and Jurttu

the mercury is often frozen for three days together, it it set

frozen at Vologda for more than a few hours : the vultr

is much longer in the north-eastern than in the Muttr

western portion. The rivers generally freeze betun.

the 13th and the 24th of November, and thaw betmu
the 19th of April and the 19th of May. In spring t><.~

are late frosts and intervals of cold weather; in some?

many gloomy, foggy, and rainy days, and often night-fiuM.

The autumn is frequently serene and bright, fa Ami*'

the leaves fall from the trees, and the birds of passage iui

their departure.

Agriculture ; Industry; Trade.—Agriculture itqturp

the utmost care, and the ground must be well minund

The corn that succeeds the best is rye, which yields 6i«

or six-fold ; whereas barley and oats yield only threefold

Flax and hemp are extensively cultivated ; and like»»:

some hops, peas, and beans. In the south-western circln

the produce is sufficient for the home consumption ; I::

towards the north and north-east it gradually diminidxv

and a considerable quantity must be imported. No (mi

is grown in the north-east, but cabbages, turnip* t:i

garlic thrive ; and in the south-west the gardens prodtt -

not only most of the vegetables common in Rush*, b.

also apples and cherries. The immense forests coostitji

the wealth of the province, and furnish a great part of it;

inhabitants with occupation and the means of subsiftr&«

The trees attain a great height, and the forests prodm-

berries of various kinds in great abundance. The chvr

is very profitable, and furnishes many valuable artic'i

both for the inland and foreign trade. The wild inunu

are elks, reindeer, ermines, martens, weasels, Muim'v

hares, gluttons, bears, -wolves, lynxes, foxes ana *tH

cats, various kinds of birds and water-fowl, among wk:.

are twelve species of ducks. Horses, oxen, ami.

goats, and swine are numerous. The small cattle a-

of the best kind in the western, the larger in f-

eastern half of the province. The rich pastures east ^

the Dwina and the many salt-springs are so favounblf

'

the cattle, and the breed both of horses and oxen u"
good, that great numbers of them are sold at high pner

at St. Petersburg and Moscow. The inhabitants have :
•

poultry except the common barn-door fowl, and beet it.

seen only occasionally in the southern circles. Tbow-

the province is so well watered, fish are scarce, and ca:

siderable quantities of herrings, salmon, and stockfish c
imported from Archangel, sturgeons from the Volga, t'-

other fish from Novgorod.
The Minerals are iron, copper, granite, freestone, quirt-

felspar, whetstones, limestone, ana salt. The salt-sprop

are very important, and supply almost the whole as-

sumption of the province.

Manufactures and Trade.—There are few manuitcttm<>

in this government, but the number is gradually inctb-

ing. There are manufactories of woollen cloth, uw
glass, iron-ware, and paper. There are also brsadr 6-

tilleries, tanneries, and manufactories of candies, which v
highly esteemed all over Russia. The commerce of tt>

province- is not unimportant. Vologda may be regar&i

as the centre of the trade of Siberia with Archangel, ben-'

situated on the great road between them, and there u •-

very active trade, which is carried on in the summer <rc

the rivers, and in the winter on sledges. The prince

trading towns are Vologda, Totma, and Ustiug. The sew
annual fairs are very well attended.
The population ot this government, amounting to 830X0'

inhabitants, consists of Russians, who are the majority; ^

Syrianes, who are a remnant of the antient Finnish inhal-

ants ; and of some SamoTedes who lead a wandering W<

in the inhospitable deserts of the north-east, on the bank'

of the Petschora. The Syrianes, who have embraced th-

Greek religion, differ from the Russians only in spealun:

their own dialect, and by their stupidity, indolence, «*•

uncleanliness. Education is in a backward slate; th<

schools are few, but some progress has been made in tlx

foundation of new schools, ana in increasing the numbs

of teachers and scholars.

Vologda, the seat of government, and the see of

the bishop, is situated in 09° '2* N. '*!. and Vf W
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~E. long., "on both sides of the river Vologda. It is an
open town, consisting of two principal parts, each of
•which is divided into four quarters. The public buildings
and institutions are—61 churches, six of which are of
stone ; 1 monks' convent ; 1 nunnery ; 1 theological semi-
nary for 6D0 priests' sons ; a gymnasium ; a district school

;

several charitable institutions; and many buildings and
magazines belonging to the crown. The inhabitants,
14,000 in number, manufacture linen, silks, leather, seal-
ing-wax, white-lead, colours, vitriol, and have very exten-
sive tanneries and candle manufactories

;
they likewise

make very superior articles in gold, silver, enamel, and
lacquered ware. Their commercial connections are very
extensive. The merchants trade with St. Petersburg and
Archangel, to which they send hemp, tallow, Russia
leather, linen, candles, linseed, bristles, salted and frozen
fish; they receive in return colonial and other foreign
merchandise, with which they carry on a profitable retail

trade. They likewise trade direct with China and the
Aleutian Islands, to which they send Russian productions
and manufactures, and receive in return furs and all sorts

of Chinese articles. They are also connected with British

and Hanseatic merchants. The city is surrounded with
gardens, which produce good vegetables and some fruit.

Totma, on the Suchona, consists of three broad streets,

lias 17 churches, 3 convents, several magazines, and 3000
Inhabitants, among whom are many artisans and intelli-

gent merchants, who have not only a very profitable retail

trade, but also a considerable commerce with Archangel
and Siberia. The salt-works produce annually from 30,000
to 40,000 poods of salt.

Ustiug-Velliki has been described in a separate article.

[Ustiug-Velliki.]
(Hassel, Dag Russitche Reich in Europa ; Schnitzler,

La Russie, la Pologne, el la Finlande ; Stein, Geog. Lexi-
con ; Stein's Handbucfi, edited by Hurschelmann.)
VOLOGE'SES. [Parthu.]
VOLPATO, GIOVA'NNI, a distinguished Italian en-

graver, bom at Bassano in 1738. He was first employed in

tapestry embroidery, an art which he learnt from his

mother ; but he at the same time occasionally occupied
himself with engraving, which he acquired without in-

struction, and he published some prints under the assumed
name of Renard. The success of these prints was suffi-

cient to induce him to adopt engraving as a profession,

and he accordingly fixed himself in Venice, where he
became the pupil of the celebrated' Bartolozzi. Volpato
engraved many good prints after several Venetian masters,

but his best works were engraved after Raphael and other
masters at Rome, where he finally settled. He was em-
ployed as its principal engraver by a society of dilettanti

which undertook to re-engrave all the works of Raphael
in the Vatican. Volpato engraved on a large scale seven
of the great works of Raphael in the so-called stanze

;

nn eighth, 'The Mess of Bolsena,' was engraved by his

pupil and son-in-law Raphael Morghen. The prints were
published coloured as well as plain, and are a very valu-

able set of engravings. He published in the same stvle

the Farnese gallery by Annibal Carracci ; and many otner

celebrated works of the great Italian masters. He pub-
lished also many coloured landscape etchings of Roman
views, &c, in partnership with P. du Cros. Another of his

great works is a set of fourteen views of the galleries of

the Museo Clementino, with all its works of art. He en-

graved also two prophets and two sibyls from those of

Michael Angelo in the Sistine Chapel. His prints are re-

markably numerous considering their scalo and the style

in which they are executed. Huber, who wrote before the

death of Volpato, enumerates, as his principal works, 166

engravings. He and his son-in-law Morghen were the

best engravers in Italy at the end of the eighteenth cen-

tury. Volpato died at Rome in 1803.

(Huber, Manuel de* Amateur*, &c. ; Heller, Praktitches

Handbitchfur Kupferttiehsammler.)

VOLTA, ALESSANDRO, was bom at Como, in 1745,

of a noble family, and was educated in that city ; in 1774

he was appointed professor of natural philosophy in the

University of Pavia ; and while he held that chair he made
the discoveries which have immortalized his name.

It appears that in his youth he had a taste for letters

;

and among his effusions is a poem, in Italian, on Saussure's

journey to Mont Blanc : he also composed one in Latin,

which treats of the principal, phenomena of chemistry.

This taste did not however continue, and the bent of his
mind was afterwards decidedly in favour of the sciences
connected with electricity.

In 1777 Volta made an excursion into Switzerland, and
three years afterwards he travelled through Tuscany.
During the latter journey he observed and drew up a
description of the .flame which appears to issue from the
ground about 40 miles from Florence, on the road to
Bologna. In 1782 he travelled through Germany and
Holland, and made a visit to England, where he became
known to Sir Joseph Banks and the most distinguished
philosophers of the country : he returned through France,
and he is said to have then introduced into Lombardy the
culture of the potato, which he had observed in Savoy.
When Bonaparte first entered Italy, in 1796, Volta was

one of the persons appointed by his fellow-citizens la
solicit the protection ot that general, who afterwards took
every opportunity of conferring honours upon him. He
caused him to be named a deputy from the University of
Pavia to a congress which was held at Lyon for the pur-
pose of electing a president of the Italian republic ; and
in 1801 he invited him to Paris in order that he might
repeat before the members of the Institute his experiments
with the pile which he had invented. On this occasion
that learned body presented Volta with a gold medal and
elected him one of its foreign associates. Bonaparte also
made him a member of the Legion of Honour, and con-
ferred on him the order of the Iron Crown, with the titles

of count and senator of the kingdom of Italy. He had
been elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of London in

1791.

In 1804 Volta was allowed to resign his professorship

;

and, giving up- his studies, he spent the rest of his life at
his native town, Como. Here he was seized with a fever,

which, after an illness of only two days, terminated fatally

on the 5th of March, 1826.

He married in 1794, and by his wife he had three chil-

dren, whose education he himself superintended. His
life was one of uniform piety, and ne died sincerely

lamented by every friend of science ; particularly by his

fellow-citizens, who struck a medal ana erected a monu- '

ment to his memory.
In proof of the inclination of Volta in favour of the phy-

sical sciences it may be observed, that when he was only
eighteen years of age he corresponded with the Abb6
Nollet on the subject of electrical phenomena, and that

six years afterwards (1769) he addressed to Beccaria a
dissertation in Latin, entitled ' De Vi AttractivS ignis Erec-

trici.'

In 1775, while pursuing some experiments on the non-
conducting property of wood when impregnated with oil,

he was led to the construction of his ' electrophorus,'

an instrument consisting of two circular plates of metal
having between [them one of resin : the upper plate was
furnished with an isolating handle of glass, by which it

was to be raised from the plate of resin ; and the latter

being excited by friction, the whole constituted a kind of

electrical machine. An account of it was given in Rosier's

Journal de Physique ' for 1776 ; and Dr. Ingenhouz after-

wards explained its principles on the Franklin theory

of positive and negative electricity. (Phil. Trant. 1778.)

The efforts of Volta to improve the electrophorus led

him in 1782 to the discovery of the instrument which he
designated an electrical condenser. This is, rather, a varia-

tion of the former instrument, a plate of marble or var-

nished wood being substituted for the resin between the

conductors. A wire being brought to the upper conductor
from the object in which a faint degree of electricity exists,

after a time the conductor, on being lifted up by the glass

handle, is found to have received from the object a con-

siderable quantity of electricity. An account of this in-

strument was given by Volta himself, in the 'Philosophical

Transactions' for the same year (vol. 72) ; and it is there

stated that he had succeeded in ascertaining by it the

existence of negative electricity in the vapour of water, in

the smoke of burning coals, and in the gas produced by a

solution of iron in weak sulphuric acid. With this instru-

ment Volta employed an, electrometer consisting of two

pieces of straw suspended in a glass jar, from the stopper

;

these diverged from each other on bringing an electrified

body in contact with a ball of metal connected with the

stopper; and by means of a graduated scale, the intensity

of the electricity was measured.
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In 1777 Volta invented the elegant apparatus which is

called the hydrogen lamp ; it is constituted by a stream

of hydrogen gas which is made to issue through a small

aperture by means of the pressure of a column of water,

and the gas is fired by the spark from an electrophorus

placed below it. About the same time he discovered a

process for determining the proportions* between the two
gases, oxygen and azote, which constitute common atmo-
spherical air ; this is accomplished by introducing a given

quantity of hydrogen gas into a glass tube with a certain

quantity of atmospherical air, and firing it by the electrical

spark : the quantity of oxygen was indicated by the dimi-

nution of the volume. He also invented the instrument

which has been called the electrical pistol.

But the discovery by which the name of Volta is chiefly

distinguished is that of the development of electricity in

metallic bodies. A series of experiments judiciously

devised and skilfully conducted led nim to the knowledge

of this principle, the applications of which have since pro-

duced such important consequences.

Galvani had given the name of animal electricity to the

power which caused spontaneous convulsions in the limbs

of frogs when the divided nerves were connected by a
metallic wire [Galvani] ; but Volta observing that the

effects were far greater when the connecting medium con-

sisted of two different kinds of metal, inferred from thence

that the principle of excitation existed in the metals, and
not in the nerves of the animal ; and he assumed that, by
their contact, there was developed a small quantity of the

electrical fluid, which, being transmitted through the

organs of the frog, produced the convulsive movements.
These discoveries Volta communicated to the Royal So-

ciety of London in two letters addressed to Mr. Cavallo,

which were published in the ' Philosophical Transactions

'

for 1793 ; and in the following year he had the honour of

receiving the Copley medal, in gold, which was awarded
to him by the Society. In the first letter it is stated that

when different metals are placed near each other, with a
saline liquid between them, there is produced a disturb-

ance of electrical equilibrium, one metal giving a por-

tion of its natural electricity to the other, so that the latter

becomes positively, and the former negatively electrical

;

the use of the liquid being to transfer the electricity from
one metal to the other. But in the second letter Volta states

that he considers all conductors of electricity to be divided

into two classes, one dry and the other moist; and he
assumes that electricity is excited when two conductors of

cither of these classes are in contact with one of the other

class : an idea apparently at variance with that of the sup-
posed actions of unlike metals on one another.

Repeated experiments, followed up during seven years,

led Volta at length to the invention of what is designated
an electrical battery : it consisted of a series of cups dis-

posed in the circumference of a circle ; each cup contained
a saline liquid, in which were placed, on their edges, a
plate of line and one of silver ; and the upper edge of the

silver plate in each cup was connected by a wire with that

of the zinc plate in the next. This apparatus, which was
called a ' corona,' was superseded by one formed on the

same principle with respect to the alternations of metal
plates, which is called the galvanic or Voltaic pile. [Gal-
vanism.] Volta's account of his researches concerning
the development of electricity by the pile was scut to

the Royal Society in the year 1800 : but, in consequence
of the war between Great Britain and France, one portion

of the account could not be sent till some months after the
first had been received ; and, in the interval, the pile was
constructed, and many experiments were made with it in

this country. The paper appeared however in the ' Phi-
losophical Transactions' for that year (vol. 90), in the form
of two letters addressed to Sir Joseph Banks.

It is remarkable that Volta, during the remainder of his

life, confined his experiments with the pile to such as con-
cern its action on the animal body, and he does not ap-
pear to have made any use of it as an instrument of che-
mical analysis ; even the decomposition of water by it was
first effected by Messrs. Nicholson and Carlisle. He al-

ways maintained the opinion that an electrical process

took place in the pile, and that a chemical action was
merely incidental ; while the English experimentalists in

general considered the latter as essential to the production
of the effects, and to arise from the oxidation of the metals
by the saline liquid : they found that the pile does not act

when pure water is interposed between the piste*, ml
that its action ceases when the apparatus don not t«a-

tinue to receive a supply of oxygen. The latest rejejn.hu

have shown that the effects of the pile are partly tier: n't

and electro-raagnetical, and partly chemical : to the far-

mer class are referred muscular contractions and t.
k
t

deviations of magnetized needles ; and to the Inter t>

decompositions of material substances. It mat t* (.'.-

served here, that Volta supposed the heart and the othn

involuntary muscles to be incapable of being exciW tj

galvanic action—an opinion which has been found tu '.<

erroneous.

By the faculty of skilfully combining experiments, tai a

profound sagacity in perceiving the consequences nb.fc

might be deduced from them, Volta was enabled to miit

many important discoveries ; but it is remarkable ths I*

often held unfounded opinions of the causes of the jiw-

nomena, and he does not appear to have pursued my i

his researches so far as to arrive at mathematical pntisiji

in his results. Thus he erroneously ascribed the probi-

ties of his electrophorus and condenser to the effect* ofu

electrical atmospnere which he supposed to exist «b '.

the surfaces of bodies ; and he deceived himself in

sidering his electrometer to be capable of measuring s:h

accuracy the intensity of electricity in bodies; when, (.:

this purpose, it was m reality far inferior to the tan!.:

balance of Coulomb. By a series of experiments he su-

ceeded in discovering the influence of conductors on

preservation and transmission of electricity; but Un-
reserved for the last-mentioned philosopher to dettnt^

by experiment and by mathematical analysis the eu'
laws of the dissipation of electricity from bodies in &

tact with air, its density in spheres of different magnituJ'i

and also at different parts of an imperfectly imuiliiir.;

body, and the influence of points in facilitating its in>
mission. An inattention to accuracy of investigation >

considered as the cause that Volta lost the opportuni^ .

discovering the true cause of the development of c.u-

tricity in the evaporation of water, which is the most im-

portant circumstance in the electrical phenomena of t

atmosphere.
A collection of the works of Volta, dedicated to rYiL-

nand III., grand-duke of Tuscany, was published, in K"
at Florence, under the title, ' Collezione delle Opere,'

in 5 vols. 8vo.

VOLTAGRAPHY. An important application of a
i>'

;

sieal principle having been made since this Cyclop*!:,

was too far advanced to admit of its being described u&i:

a more appropriate title, the present is from Dcce*-',.

coined for tne purpose.
Under the article Voltaism will be found an acciu.:

of the principle of what are termed batteries, or tmszf

ments for generating and sustaining electro-chemicil i -•

rents. If the wire connected with the zinc element i
.' i

compound battery have a plate or surface of any cooii^ :•

ing substance attached to it, moulded into any tana. >'

having any design or pattern cut upon it, while tic oJ«J

wire terminate in a copper plate of equal surface v«i'Ji ! ->-

former, both being placed near and parallel to each Mv
but not in contact, and be immersed in a saturated so<"'<

'•

of sulphate of copper, this solution will undergo det.w-i -

sition, and the metallic copper will be slowly ami c-ji-j

deposited on the plate, and will form an exact ivucli.'-

part or cast of the form or pattern. It is the power th--

obtained of copying in metals deposited by eleetroV-'

action any form or pattern which is made the oep!'1

surface of a voltaic circuit which constitutes what we U'i

termed voltagraphy : and it now remains to explain f-"'.'

by an example the mode of manipulation to be empl") 1
'

Let the object to be copied be asmall bat-reti'f oU'.'-

six inches by four, executed iu a material such as mait'.

ivory, or plaster of Paris, which will aUmit of a wax nwi'-

being taken from it by the usual processes: to do this.'-'

original, if of the last-named materia), must be well oiW >'

its surface, to prevent the wax adhering to it ; but the -

must be allowed time thoroughly to soak into the pb>-V

the wax, wliich should be of the finest white kind, mu»!

poured on, well melted, and the plaster should be

viously warmed to prevent the wax being suddenly

by the contact before the whole surface is covered ['

when perfectly cold, the mould may be detached from
1 1

original without injury to cither. That this mould »} f*

employed as the conducting-plate of a voltaic area'- it'
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•nrface mast be rendered conducting, which Ihe wax itself

is not: for this purpose the surface is covered over with the
' powdered plumbago*, equally and lightly nibbed in

ns of a camel-hair pencil ; and it must be distinctly

erstood that the success of the operation entirely de-
on the surface of this mould being perfectly and

_ covered in every part of its face only with the
plumbago, the back and edges remaining as they were.
A vessel of any convenient form, capable of holding the

mould and a copper plate of the same size at half an inch
from it, so that they may be quite immersed in the solution
of sulphate of copper, must be prepared : it is better if the
mould and plate be vertical in the vessel ; and further,
this must not be made of any metal : earthenware, or wood
lined with cement to make it water-tight, are preferable.
The copper plate must have a wire soldered to its upper

•.for the purpose of connecting it with that of the
batter)-, both plates of which should consequently be pro-
vided with what are termed binding-screws^ to allow of
these connections bein? made and broken at pleasure,

wax mould must also be connected with the zinc ele-

, of the battery by an intermediate wire, and care
be taken that this wire be in perfect contact at the

int of union with the conducting surface on the wax
while it obviously must not be so connected as to

ire that surface or disfigure it: the plumbago accord-
:glymust be accumulated round the part where the wire
put into the edge of the mould, and continued to the
int in a narrow well-defined band.
The mould and the plate being placed parallel and very

icar to each other, face to face, but not in contact, they
ist be retained in that position in any convenient man-
t; but care must again be taken in so doing that there
no contact by any conductor made between them. The
issel may then be filled with the saturated solution of the

•ulphate of copper and the wires connected with the
battery, the precise size and form of which are immaterial.
The whole must now be left undisturbed from twenty-four
to thirty-six hours, at the end of which time, the mould,
being detached from the battery and withdrawn, will be
found covered over with pure bright metallic copper,
rough on the outer surface ; but when separated from the
wax by gently heating, it will, if the operation has been
successful, present a perfect copy of the bas-relief, every
line of whic h, to the most delicate markings, will be found
transferred to the metal with more precision and delicacy
than could have been produced by a cast made with the
copper in a state of fusion. Perhaps few facts connected
with the laws of aggregation of homogeneous matter are
more striking than the one under consideration, and few
facts indirectly afford a more remarkable instance of the
chemical divisibility of matter. The infinite gradations

" tint produced on a silvered surface coated with vapour
iodine, and acted on by light, in the process called the
gucrreotvpe, can be copied with the most perfect accu-
kj by voltagraphy; and it must be remembered that
ae gradations solely depend on variations in the mole-
lar arrangement of a coating of mercury, with which

silver has been amalgamated, by exposing it to the
ipour of that metal, too thin to be measured, and defying
icroscopic power to detect.

order to admit of the copper durirnr its deposition
ging itself so as to assume a malleable or true me-
texture, it is necessary that the electrolytic action be

too rapid
;

accordingly the battery should be weak in

'ion: in short, every part of the process requires the
iipulous care and nicety to ensure perfect success,

can only be acquired by practice. Among other
.utions which should be mentioned is that of not re-

rsing the connections, if at any time during the process

they should be broken, to allow of the progress of the
work being ascertained ; for if this should be done, the
current being reversed, the copper previously deposited
on the mould will be re-absorbed. And in order to keep up
the equable and constant deposit which is necessary to

ensure homogeneity in the metallic deposit, the liquid

solution, both in the vessel containing the mould and in

tz '
'

• rum arton is the lx*jt contactor, next to llic metals, »nJ indeed superior
some of them.
These simply consist of a piece of hnws perforated In two directions

:

*i one bole Ihe wire is passed, while ihc other is tapped to receive a
new, the end of which, pressing 00 the wire, establishes an intimate

<tion between the surface of the wire and the plate of the battery, to

I the v" -

the battery, must be kept constantly saturated by the
addition of fresh solid crystals of sulphate of copper: but
in putting these into the former vessel, care must be taken
not to let the crystals touch the mould; and indeed the
fluid in this vessel should not be disturbed if possible
during the process, which is easily insured by placing a
sufficient quantity of the salt in the vessel before the com-
mencement of the operation.

The modifications in the mode of manipulation, rendered
necessary by the nature of the object to be copied, are too
numerous to be even alluded to, as well as the essential

variations when another metal, as silver or gold, is to be
deposited ; but it must be here observed that it is only
those metals which are perfectly malleable that can be
employed in the process, such as silver, gold, and copper,
and the last far surpasses the others in adaptation to this

purpose.

In conclusion it must be mentioned that if the process
of voltagraphy were only capable of affording amusement
in copying medals, casts, seals, and similar objects,

although well deserving notice, it would not have found a
place in this work ; but already there are factories esta-

blished in Birmingham and elsewhere where the process
is employed, economically, as we are informed (1843), in
plating articles of considerable size, and as yet the practical
application of the art is in its infancy. The process has
been also most successfully employed to produce copies
of valuable and expensive copper-plates, from which copies
impressions may be taken as from the original plate, and
not distinguishable from them ; and thus the luxury of
fine works of art is brought within the attainment of large
numbers formerly debarred from it by the cost of elaborate
engravings.

A most curious instance of the extensive applicability
of the art of voltagraphy is the fact of calico having been
firinted by means of it. The linen, steeped in proper
iquids, is made to pass between rollers, one of which has
patterns formed in it of different metals inserted into its

substance, and connected with the zinc of a battery : the
other roller is a simple metallic conductor: the current
between these surfaces produces different colours by the
difference in their action on the common fluid, and thus
the pattern is imparted to the calico. If as yet this process
is rude, we think there are the elements in it of a valuable
improvement of an important branch of manufactures.
VOLTAIRE, FKANgOIS-MARIE AROUET DE,

was born at Ch:ltenay, near Sceaux, on the 20th of Feb-
ruary, 1694. His baptism was deferred to the 22nd of
November in the same year, on account of his feeble
health. His father Francois Arouet was Trcsorier de la

Chambre des'Comptes, and his mother Marguerite Dau-
mart belonged to a noble family of Poitou. Voltaire was
the younger of two sons. He was educated at the college
of Louis le Grand, then under the direction of the Jesuits.

His character must have already developed itself, if the
story is true that Father Lejay, one of his instructors,

predicted that he would be the Coryphaeus of deism in

France. On leaving college he was introduced by his

godfather, the Abbe Chateauneuf, to Ninon de l'Enclos,

who was much pleased w ith his lively manners, and be-

queathed him a legacy of two thousand francs for the
purchase of books. The abbfi also introduced him to that

brilliant society in Paris, consisting of the Due de Sully,

the prince of Conti, the grand-prior of Vendome, the abbe
de Chaulieu and others, whose conversation confirmed
the youth in those loose principles which he had already
imbibed. But he was not entirely engrossed by the
pleasures of Paris ; he had already sketched his tragedy of
' (Edipe,' and in 1712 he was an unsuccessful candidate
for a poetical prize which was awarded by the French
Academy. In order to detach him from the society of

Paris, his father sent Voltaire, in 1713, with the marquis de
Chateauneuf, who was ambassador in Holland. Here he
fell in love with a daughter of Madame Dunover, an in-

triguing woman, who had left France for Holland to

escape from her husband, and had embraced the Pro-
testant religion. It is not clearly stated why the mother
disapproved of the mutual affection of her daughter and
Voltaire, but she complained to the ambassador, and
printed the correspondence of the two lovers. Voltaire

was sent back to France, and with difficulty reconciled to

his father, who complained of the libertinism of his younger
son as much as of the Jansenist opinions of the elder.
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Voltaire was now placed with a procureur, but the

practice of the law was intolerable to a man of his tastes

and temperament, and he soon left it. A friend of the

family. M. de Caumartin, obtained his father's consent to

take Voltaire with him to Saint-Ange. Here he met with

the father of M. de Caumartin, who had been familiar

with the court of Henri IV. and the distinguished persons

of that king's reign. Voltaire was delighted with his anec-

dotes and conversation, out of which grew the idea of

the 'Henriade.' He returned to Paris with his project

of an epic poem, and his next step was into the Bastille.

Louis XIV. had just died, and his memory was attacked
by numerous satirical verses. Voltaire, who was then
twenty-two years of age, was well enough known to be
suspected as the author of some of these verses, and with-

out further evidence he was imprisoned. In his confine-

ment he sketched his poem of the ' Henriade,' under the
title of « La Ligue,' and completed his tragedy of * GEdipe.'

He was soon released by the Regent Duke of Orleans,

who was satisfied of his innocence. It is said that about
this time he took the name of Voltaire. The tragedy

of 'CEdipe' was played in 1718, and was successful, but
the author was first compelled by the judgment of the

actors to insert a frigid love episode in the 'CEdipe,' in

compliance with the taste of the times. In this, his

earliest work that is worthy of his reputation, Voltaire

commenced that war against the priesthood which he
maintained with unabating perseverance to his dying day.

The two following verses nave been quoted as the mani-
festation of that hostility to the ministers of religion which
became his ruling passion :

—
* Nm pretres ne eont pas ce qu'un Tain peuple pens* ;

Notre credulite fait toute leur science.'
(

In 1721 Voltaire accompanied Madame de Rupelmonde
to Holland, and on the way visited Jean Baptiste Rousseau,
who was then at Brussels. Voltaire took the opinion of

Rousseau on his poem of the ' Ligue,' and read to him the
' Epttre & Uranie.' Rousseau repaid the compliment by
reciting his 'Ode to Posterity,' which Voltaire told him
would never reach its address. This story may not be true,

but it is at least characteristic of Voltaire. They parted

bitter enemies; and from that time Voltaire was the object

of Rousseau's implacable hatred.

In 1724 the play of ' Mariamne ' appeared, and shortly

after the 'Henriade,' under the title of 'La Ligue,' but
without the author's consent. The poem had been read
by Voltaire to his friends, in order to have the benefit of

their criticism, and an imperfect copy of it had been
surreptitiously obtained by the Abbe Desfontaines, and
printed with some additional verses. The author however
could not obtain permission to print it himself, for there

were various passages which gave offence to the priest-

hood. This is the statement in the 'Biogi-aphie Uni-
versale,' but it is said in Marmontel's preface to the
'Henriade,' that the first edition of it was printed at

London in 1723, and that as Voltaire could not see it

through the press, it is full of blunders and transpositions,

and also contains considerable blanks (lacunes). It is not
suggested that this edition was surreptitious, though it

may have been.
A personal adventure, the particulars of which are un-

important in a general sketch like this, led to a quarrel
with his friend the Due de Sully, . and shortly after to a
second visit to the Bastille, where Voltaire was confined
some months. On being released, he was ordered to
leave the country, and he came to England, where he
found a state of opinion more congenial to his own than
in France. The writings of Woolston, Tindal, Collins, and
others of the same class, were then in vogue ; freethink-
ing opinions were generally diffused ; and besides this, the
discoveries of Newton and the philosophy of Locke had
given an impulse to men's minds in England, which
placed this country at that time in a higher position with
respect to the rest of Europe than she has ever occupied
since. Voltaire had suffered injustice in France from the
arbitrary exercise of power ; and he had a foretaste of
what he might expect from the intolerance of the church.
In England he saw a country in which personal liberty

was secure, and in which the priesthood had lost the power
of persecution. His residence in England, and the society

which he saw, exercised a strong influence on him, but it

was the religious rather than the political freedom of
England which b« admired. His notion of liberty was

the liberty of writing against priests and religion. I*

England he wrote his tragedy of ' Brutus,' and in itx
according to Marmontel's preface, appeared the fat

edition of the ' Henriade,' which the author hrmsu
superintended. It was printed at London, with a deten-

tion in Enelisti, by the author, to Queen Caroline, the «iit

ofGeorge II. The edition bears the date 1728, and tat

1726, which is a manifest mistake of MarmontcL The

work was published by subscription, and produced the

author a considerable sum of money. In England she be

sketched the ' Lettres Philosophiques,' calked tin tV
' Lettres sur les Anglais,' which appeared some lime after.

His residence in England was about three yean.

Voltaire returned to Paris, and for some time lited i

quiet life, dividing his time between literary labour tat

commercial speculations, which turned out profitable.

He also gained some money in a lottery. In 1730 ibe

celebrated actress Adrienne Lecouvreur died, and lie

usual rites of sepulture were refused to her because the

was an actress. Voltaire wrote some verses on the mode

in which she was buried, full of indignant invectrre, lai

immediately withdrew to Rouen, pretending that heir*

going to England, in order to avoid a third visit to the

Bastille, which he apprehended. At Rouen he printed hit

' History of Charles XII. of Sweden,' for which he bsi

collected materials during his residence in England; mi
also his ' Lettres Philosophiques.' The publication of the

Lettres raised a fresh storm, the violence of which mm
to have been quite disproportionate to the occasion : thrj

are not the works of Voltaire which even his enemiu

could most complain of. Voltaire got out of the nty a

order to avoid a fresh exile, which was denounced tgtM
him. His friends however convinced those in tulhonlj

that the publication of the Lettres was owing to tie

treachery of a binder, and Voltaire obtained pennutiontt

return to Paris. But the ' Epttre a Uranie,' which hag

been long in MS., was now printed, and the author *u

threatened with a fresh prosecution, which he avoided hi

disingenuously disavowing it, and attributing the work te

the Abb6 de Chaulieu, who had been dead for some tine.

To escape all further trouble, Voltaire determined to retire

for a time from Paris. His own successful speculitioo,

and what he had inherited from his father and nit brother,

had given him a handsome fortune. He had also fornri

a connection with Madame du Chastelet, the wife of it*

Marquis du Chastelet, a woman, though fond of pleasure,

possessing acquirements which are very unusual in tar

own sex, and not common in the other. [Chastiu:]

Her studies were geometry and metaphysics, but she cotii

relish poetry and polite literature. She retired with Vol-

taire to Cirey, on the borders of Champagne and Lomue.

where they fed a life of study and retirement, interrupt^

and varied by an occasional quarrel. At Cirey Voltwe

wrote several of his plays, ' Alzire,' ' Mahomet,' ' Metope,'

and others ; and he collected materials for the ' Eoai «r

les Mceurs et l'Esprit des Nations,' which, with all ii»

defects, is one of his best works. Here also he finuW

his * Pucelle,' which he had commenced some time before.

Several fragments of it had been circulated before he W
Paris.

It was ihthe year 1736, during his residence at Cirer,

that a correspondence commenced between Prince Fre-

derick, the son of Frederick William, king of Prussia, ubI

Voltaire ; it began by Frederick writing to him to eiprea

his admiration, and to solicit the favour of Voltaire * lite-

rary counsel. Voltaire's residence at Cirey was not unin-

terrupted. He visited Paris, and also on several occshob

left France, but his movements are not easily tncei

Voltaire was at Brussels with Madame du Chastelet, a

1740, when Frederick William died, and he soon rtcei'«

an invitation from his successor Frederick to visit tun.

The first meeting of the new king of Prussia and Voltaire

took place at a small chSteau near Cleveland isdescnW

by Voltaire in his amusing Memoires. When Fredericli w>

prince-royal, he had written a treatise entitled ' Ant>

Machiavel,' which he sent to Voltaire, who was then «!

Brussels, to correct and get it printed. Voltaire had p" a

it to a Dutch bookseller, but on the accession of Frederick,

seeing what his political schemes were, and anticipate*,

as he says, the invasion of Silesia, he suggested to t»

majesty that this was not precisely the time for the '
An'

-

Machiavel ' to appear, ana he obtained the king'* pern- 1
*-

sion to stop the publication, tor which purpose be
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Holland. But the bookseller's demands were high ; and the
king, who did not like parting with his money, and was at
least not sorry to see his work printed, preferred having it

published for nothing to paying anything in order to
stop the publication. This is Voltaire's account of the
transaction. While Voltaire was in Holland the emperor
Charles VI. died, and Frederick began to make preparations
for his campaigns. Voltaire visited him at Berlin, but on
Frederick's setting out for Silesia, he returned to Brussels.

Brussels he went to Lille, where his tragedy of
omet' was acted (1741), but though he had at first

1 the permission of the Cardinal de Fleury to have
at Paris, the representation was prevented by the

snl i i^ues of some zealots, w ho saw or affected to see in it

an irreligious tendency. ' Mahomet ' was not acted at Paris
till 1751.

On the death of Cardinal de Fleury, in 1743, Voltaire
aspired to fill his place in the Academie Francaise. The
k ing Louis XV., his mistress the duchess of Chateauroux,
and the public were in his favour; but Maurepas, the secre-
tary of state, was opposed to him, and successfully in-
trigued with Boyer, afterwards bishop of Mirepoix, to ex-
clude Voltaire from the Academie. Boyer represented to
the king that it would be a scandal for such a profane man
as Voltaire to succeed a cardinal ; and the king yielded
to his representations.

At this crisis France was threatened both by Austria and
England, and it was thought prudent to secure the alliance
of i he king of Prussia. The Due de Richelieu and the
fax uurite mistress conceived the design of sending Vol-
taire to him, and, the better to conceal the object of the
mission, Voltaire made his quarrel with Boyer a pretext
for leaving France. The king approved of the scheme,
and Voltaire, who was well furnished with money for his

journey, set out for Berlin by way of Holland. ' He was
will received by Frederick, who was then living at Pots-
dam, the kind of life which he continued ever after his

secession to the throne, and which Voltaire has depicted
so inimitably in his Memoires. His mission was to sound
Frederick as to his views, and he succeeded in drawing from
him a favourable declaration. Voltaire returned to Paris,
having executed his commission better than most diplo-
matists, as the event showed : in the following spring
Frederick made a new treaty with Louis and advanced
into Bohemia with one hundred thousand men, while the
Austrians were engaged in Alsace. But Voltaire was left

without his reward. The mistress was vexed that all Vol-
taire's letters from Berlin had passed through the hands of
Madame du Chastelet, instead of her own : she revenged
herself by causing the dismissal of M. Amelot, the minis-
ter for foreign affairs, from whom Voltaire had received his

instructions, and Voltaire's hopes were thus disappointed.
The mistress herself was soon dismissed ; and on her

death, which followed shortly after, it was necessary for

Louis to have a new favourite, and Mademoiselle Poisson,
subsequently known as Madame de Pompadour, filled the
vacant place. Voltaire was already acquainted with her,

and, as he says, was in her confidence. Through her
interest he was made one of the forty members of the
Academic, in the place of Bouhier (1746) : and he was
also appointed historiographer of France, and received the
place of gentilhomme ordinaire de la chambre du roi. ' I

concluded,' says Voltaire, ' that to make the smallest for-

tune, it was better to say four words to the mistress of a
king than to write a hundred volumes.'
During their residence at Cirey, Voltaire and Madame

du Chastelet occasionally visited king Stanislaus at his little

court of Luneville, which Voltaire has sketched in his usual

happy way. Madame du Chastelet died in the palace of
Stanislaus (August, 1749), a few days after having been
brought to bed. Voltaire returned to Paris, and resumed his

literary labours. King Frederick, who had not been able to

induce him to visit Prussia during the lifetime of Madame
du Chastelet, now renewed his invitation, and after some
hesitation Voltaire went to him in 1750. He had apart-

ments assigned to him at Potsdam, a pension of 20,000
francs, a chamberlain's gold key, and a cross of merit.

His duties w ere to correc t his majesty's writings, which was
rather an irksome occupation. The professions of Frederick
were not sincere ; and Voltaire could not always prevent
expressions escaping him w hich w ere reported to the king,

and were far from complimentary. To correct Frederick's

French verses without laughing at them wa3 impossi-

P. C, No. 1071.

ble. The history of his residence in Prussia is briefly
sketched in Voltaire's 1 Memoires.' Voltaire at last got
away, 'with a promise,' as he says, 'to return, and the
firm resolution never to sec him again :' his residence in
Prussia was three year*. On his return, an odd adventure
befel him at Frankfort. He was arrested by a person
named Freytag. the resident of the king of Prussia at
Frankfort, who demanded of "him, in his barbarous French,
'l'oeuvre de poe'shie' of the king his master. A few-

copies of this precious volume of Frederick's poetry had
been printed privately and distributed by the king anions
his favourites : Voltaire had been honoured with one. The
poetry had been left behind at Leipzig, and Voltaire was
obliged to wait at Frankfort till it came, when it was de-
livered up to the resident. Frederick probably feared
that Voltaire would make some use of the book of
poetry to his prejudice, as it contained many satirical re-

flections on crowned heads and other persons. Even after

the surrender of the book, Voltaire and his niece Madame
Denis, who had joined him at Frankfort, were detained bv
Freytag on some miserable pretexts, and kept prisoner in

an hotel for twelve days. He was robbed of part of his

property, and compelled to pay the expenses of his de-
tention. At last orders came from Berlin, and Voltaire
and his niece were allowed to continue their journey to

Mayence. It was not long after this adventure of Frank-
fort, while the memory of the treatment which he had re-

ceived from the king of Prussia was fresh, that Voltaire
wrote those ' Memoires' which are disgraceful to himself, and
affix infamy on the name of Frederick. It is said that he kept
the manuscript by him, but that two copies were made w ith-

out his knowledge, a statement which is not very credible.

Upon his subsequent reconciliation with the king, it is

said that he burnt the manuscript ; but one of the two
copies, thus surreptitiously obtained, was printed among
his posthumous works.

After a short time Voltaire fixed himself at Colmar for

a few months (1754), while Madame Denis was at Paris

for the purpose of ascertaining if he could safely return

there. A new trouble now befel him. A Dutch book-
seller, who had obtained in some way, but it is not said

how, an unfinished MS. of the ' Essai sur les Mceurs et

l'Esprit des Nations,' published it under the title of

'Abrege d'Histoire Universelle, par M. de Voltaire.' Some
parts which had been purposely suppressed by the Dutch
publisher made the work appear an attack on crowned
heads and priests. Voltaire got the genuine MS. from
Paris, and showed by a comparison of the two MSS., for-

mally drawn up by a notary, that the passages had been
suppressed with a malignant design to injure him. This

story is in many respects very improbable : Volfaire had
never had any scruples about publishing his works under
assumed names, or denying the authorship of anything

when it suited his purpose ; and it is not easy to conjecture

how his manuscript should get abroad without his con-
sent, or that the real manuscript should have been left at

Paris and that he should be able to recover it. The diffi-

culty is hardly diminished if we assume that Voltaire had
possessed two copies of the MS. In fact, the mode in

which this MS. fell, as it is said, into the hands of the

Dutch publisher is left unexplained.

At length wearied with his rambling, unsettled life, after

spending a few years in the territory of Lausanne and in

that of Geneva, he bought an estate at Tourney and another

at Ferney, both in the Pays de Gex, and he finally settled

at Ferney, where he spent the last twenty years of his life in

as much tranquillity as his character would allow. He re-

built the house, laid out gardens, kept a good table, anil

had crowds of visitors from all parts of Europe. His
passion for the slage was unabated. He had a small

theatre, in which he sometimes acted himself, and occa-

sionally procured the services of the first actors of the day.

He was also a benefactor to the neighbourhood. A little

town grew up around him out of a miserable village ; new-

houses were built at his own cost ; and he encouraged
and produced a body of skilful artisans who became ce-

lebrated through all Europe. He even rebuilt the

church at his own expense. But his hasty proceedings in

this matter brought him into difficulties. He had ne-

glected certain necessary forms in his demolition of the old

church, and had ordered a large wooden crucifix, which
stood in front of the porch, to be thrown down. He even

went so far as to preach a sermon in the church against

Vol. XXV I.—3 L
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theft. Complaint was made to the bishop of the diocese -

of these irregularities, and Voltaire, in order to quiet mat-

ters, went through the ceremony of taking the communion
in the church of Feraey ; an act of undoubted hypocrisy,

which however was not the only one of which ne was
guilty. In the following year, 1769, the bishop of Annecy
bad forbidden all priests to confess him, give him absolu-

tion, or allow him to take the communion. Upon this

Voltaire took to his bed, pretended he was dying, and
compelled a Capuchin to administer to him all the offices

of the Roman Catholic Church which a true believer could

claim. The whole farce was certified on the spot by a
notary. The philosophers of Paris, whose anti-religious

opinions went beyond those of Voltaire, looked on him
with contempt, and all pious Christians were shocked by
the hypocritical impiety of an old man who was now up-

wards of seventy years of age.

During his long residence at Ferney, Voltaire's literary

activity was untiring. His rancour against priests and the

Christian religion was now grown inveterate ; and in the

retirement of nis old age he poured forth an unceasing tor-

rent of ridicule, invective, and ribaldry against all that

believers in revelation hold most sacred, and which those

who refuse their belief generally treat with decent respect.

His works appeared under various names, and he never

scrupled to disavow them when he found it convenient,

though such disavowals must have been useless, inasmuch
as nobody can mistake the authorship of anything that

Voltaire has written. The poem of the ' Pucelle,' which
he had commenced about 1730, added to the number of

his enemies. Its indecency and the ridicule of sacred

things shocked all sober people ; but it was the satirical

allusions to living persons that raised up the most active

enmity against the author. It is probable enough, as he

says, that he never intended to print it in its original form ;

but it was well known to his friends, who had copies of

some cantos, and parts of it had been recited in various

companies. About 1755 it appeared in print at Frankfort,

though with the title of Louvain, and Voltaire disavowed

it. As usual, it had been printed from a copy which had
been stolen from the author or his friends (Avertissement

des editeurt de f'edition de Kehl), a misfortune to which
the works of Voltaire seem to have been peculiarly ex-

posed ; it is also said that it contained verses which Vol-

taire had not written, and, what is more probable, 'other

verses which he could not allow to stand, because the cir-

cumstances to which these verses alluded were changed.'

Several other editions appeared without Voltaire's consent

;

one at London in 1757. and another at Paris in 1759. It

was not till 1762 that Voltaire published an edition of the
' Pucelle,' which was very different from all the others,

and purged of much that was offensive : it was reprinted

in 1774, with some alterations and considerable additions,

and this is the text of the ' Pucelle ' which now appears in

the best editions.

His literary quarrels and his extensive correspondence
also furnished the old age of Voltaire with constant em-
ployment. He had created a host of enemies, and he had
to defend himself against their incessant attacks. He
poured upon them invective and ridicule, without measure
and without shame. He had generously offered Rousseau
an asylum in his house, while he was persecuted for his

' Emile.' Rousseau refused the offer with his usual

brutality, and Voltaire repaid him with a torrent of abuse.

His correspondence during his residence at Ferney forms
a valuable part of his works. He contributed some
literary articles to the ' Encyclopetlie,' which was then
publishing at Paris under the direction of D'Alembert
and Diderot. His correspondence with D'Alembert on
the ' EncyclopWie ' is exceedingly interesting ; it assists

us in forming some idea of the state of France at that

time, in which a so-called philosophic party, inconsiderable

in numbers, was opposed to a large majority of ignorant
bigots and hypocritical libertines. There was enough of

superstition and intolerance to excite the contempt and
rouse the indignation of all reflecting men, and in esti-

mating the character of Voltaire it should never be for-

gotten what the state of society then was. He had be-

come reconciled to his old pupil Frederick, and kept up a
correspondence with him, though he forgot to burn the
unfortunate * Mlmoires.* He also corres|>onded with the

empress Catherine II. of Russia, whose letters to Voltaire

are some of the most agreeable in the whole collection.

But he had other occupations in his retireaent, etarj

show us another and more pleasing side of his chtntfo.

He heard that a grand-niece of the dramatist Corneiie

was in distress. She was invited to Ferney, when ut

received a good, and it is said ' even a Christian edW
tion,' though the exact meaning of this expression nut bt

doubtful. To render her in some measure independent

him, Voltaire undertook an edition of her ancestor*! pl»n

with notes ; and the profits of the undertaking were cm
to her for her marriage portion. The affair of CiLli >

well known. This unfortunate old man, who to i

Calvinist, was convicted at Toulouse (1762) of murdeaf
his son, and the alleged motive was to prevent bin to-

bracing the Roman Catholic faith. The lather WMttoio
on the wheel, and the family came to Geneva for rrfip.

Voltaire received them kindly. He made tumult k-

quainted with the facts of this horrible case, and wai con-

vinced that Calas was innocent. He resolved that jut»

should be done to the unfortunate family, and he nou

rested till he had accomplished this. His person*] «
ertions, his purse, and his pen were employed in t cum

which was worthy of his best powers. If his hatrtd »

fanaticism stimulated his exertions, it must be allo«p:

that his generous feelings also were abundantly jiwti

The sentence of the parliament of Toulouse waianntilmi

and the due de Choiseul, who was then in power, nait

amends to the family of Calas, so far as reparation taii

be made, out of the public treasury, for the wroDgt das

to them by an ignorant and bigoted tribunal.

Voltaire was now eighty-four years of age. Hij mm
Madame Denis, who was weary of her long retirement c

Ferney, persuaded him to visit Paris. He arrived that ''

the 10th of February, 1778, and was received with entii*

siasm by all ranks, except by the court and the clem;. A

succession of visitors crowded his apartments, and hen
kept in a state of constant excitement. A violent bene-

rhage came on and threatened his life, and be sought i re-

conciliation with the church : he said he did not wi>h b
body to be deprived of Christian burial. The Attr

Gauthier obtained from him a declaration that he wo-J

die in the Roman Catholic faith, and that he asked paniu

of God and the church for his sins. His disorder iW
and he transferred his thoughts from the church to 'f

theatre, where he had been a frequent visitor trace k»

arrival at Paris. On the evening of the day on which V

was present at a sitting of the Acaderoie, he attended t>

sixth representation of his tragedy of ' Irene.' Betwtc

the two pieces his bust was placed on the stage «*

crowned by all the actors. Prom the theatre be wu «-

companiea to his hotel by crowds, who cheered ire

loudly, and called out the titles of his principal *orb

among which the 'Pucelle 'was not forgotten. Tunis

to them, he said, 'You will stifle me with rose*.' He «»

detained at Paris longer than he intended, chieflj o*r.,-

to the management of nis niece, who could not bear Id re-

turn to the solitude of Ferney ; but the delay was fin,

Voltaire's feeble frame was exhausted by this roani >'

excitement ; and his literary labours, which be still ne-

tinued, and the immoderate use of coffee, brought on •

strangury, to which he had been subject Seeing tt*

his strength was failing, the Abbe Mignot, bis nephr*.

brought to him the cure of St. Sulptce and the Att>

Gauthier. The details of his death-bed are contradido^

he seems to have been exhausted, and only to havewtAei

to die quietly. The Abbe Gauthier signed a pap« 1

which he declared that he was sent for at the requt*
v

Voltaire, but found him too far gone to be confessed- b-

died on the 30th May, 1778. The cure of St. Suit"*

officially refused to inter the body of Voltaire, bat at *
same time he renounced all his rights in the matter. 1*

body was taken by night to the abbey of Scdheres. »'""'

Mignot had in coromendam, where it was buried, os U-

production of the renunciation of the cure' of St. Sole**

the certificate of the Abbe Gauthier, and a profesoo r

'faith Catholic, Apostolic, and Roman,' made by Voliw

about six weeks before his death. The bishop of Trc**

Joseph de Banal, hearing that it was intended to ho*1

Voltaire in the abbey of Sceilieres, issued an order, d*<

the 2nd June, 1778, to the prior, by which be fotbsde'-**

interment. The order came too late, for the nmenJ '*

over ; but the prior lost his place. The letter of the «n*

in reply to the bishop, states all the circumstances «*
funeral, and the grounds on which, he considered the Wl
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cntifedto Qatietie* burial. The bene* of Votodre re-
msjoed uiidsstiirbed W the Revolution, when th»y were
brought back toPari* and interred in the Pantheon.
The works of Voltaire are thus arranged in the edition

«•* teemcBt Paris, IflBO, 7fl volumes, Svcv, of which, the
lest" tfanuna nonsiets ef a. capkroa index. ' Vie de Voltaire
pear le) Marasrii «b Ooadorcet. Memories,' See., vol. i.

;

* TMItoe,' van. ii.-ix., ooatainrng his tragedies and co-
metis*; • Dkooors car la TragedW addressed to Lord
Boflrigferoke; the translation of Shakspere's « Julias
CsesesVfcc.

J.
* Le Henriade,' vol. with the prefaces of

tWs fcaof of Prussia and Marmontel ; ' Pucelle,* vol. xi.

;

4
IVifiskis,' vols. xic.-odv., containing his odes and his

mnseaUaneoue poems, which em very numerous ; ' Fins in

eta he Mowr*,1
vole, xr^xviii. ; ' Siecie dc Louis XIV.'

rokjj «c. xx. ; 'Secle de Louis XV.' voL xxi. ; • Histoire
dei Charles XII.,' vok xxii. ; ' Histoire de Ruasie,' vol.
xxm. ;

i Annates de l'Empire,' vol. xxiv. ; ' Histoire do
Pejeeewnt,' voL xxv. ; ' Melanges Historiques,' vols.

xxvL, xxvii. ; • Politique* et Legislation,' vols, xxviii.

xxkft, of whsefc the latter contains a full account of the
aJkur of Caias ; * Physique,' vol. xxx., which contains his
physical writings, which were composed during his in-

riieewy with Madame du Chastelet. Among these is his
* EMmtes de le, Philosophic de Newton,' dedicated to

Madame du Chastelet. At the time when this work was
written almost aE the French philosophers were Cartesians

;

Sfavpertuis and Churaut, both of whom were then- very
young, were exceptions; ' Philosophie,' vols, xxxi.-xxxiv.,
containing his metaphysical writings ; ' L«i Bible expli-

queev* &c. His attacks on Christianity are not expressed
with decency, and he is guilty of gross perversion of facta.

His judgment of the philosophical writings of others is

neither exact nor profound. He calls Spinosa an atheist,

which he was not. Voltaire, though a deist, professed a
great horror of atheism ; and in reading all bis philo-

sophical and anti-religious works, it is necessary to bear
this m mind. It is a great mistake to confound him with
the prefcssed atheists of his day, whom he hated, or at
least affected to hate, and who viewed his deism with
contempt. ' Dialogues,' vol. xxxv. ; ' Dictioanaire Phi-
loaophique,' vols, xxxvi.-xlii., a work which shows his

extensive and discursive reading, his fertility of invention,
and his inveterate prejudices ; 'Romans,' xliii xliv., which
are among his most amusing works, though in many
respects far from being unexceptionable; * Faceties,' vol.

xW., containing, among other things, ' Les Questions sur
lee Miracles,' in letters, the first of which appeared in 1765,
and after the essay of Hume. There is nothing new in

the objections of Voltaire, which' ace in substance that

God governs by unchangeable laws, and that we cannot
suppose that he permits any deviations from them. (This
subject is discussed in the article Mikaclbs.) ' Melanges
Literaires,' vols, xlvi., xlvii; ' Commentaries sur Corneille,'

vols, xlviii., xhx. ; ' Correspondence avec le Roi de
Prusse,' vole, l.-lii. ; the first letter is from the Prince-

Royal, dated Berlin, 8th August, 1736 ; the last is this

collection is from Voltaire, dated Paris, 1st of April, 1778,

about two months before his death. ' Correspondance
avec I'Imperatrice de Russie Catherine II.,' vol. fiii. ; Cor-
respondance avec D'Alembert,' vols. liv. Iv. : these three

volumes are perhaps the most amusing part of his cor-

respondence. * Correspondance Generate,' vols, lvi.-lxix.

;

containing letters to and from a great number of persons

of rank and literary distinction.

To estimate the character of Voltaire correctly, and his

influence on the age in which he lived, would furnish ma-
terials for a huge volume. He has been the subject of

almost unqualified panegyric and of unqualified abuse,

but he*Jfeserves neither. Education, temperament, and
ciicumetances placed him in opposition to established

institutions : his labours were directed to destroy, not

to reform or rebuild. No man. saw more clearly the

vicious and absued parts of existing institutions; but

he could not appreciate the value of that which bad
been tested by experience. He had no veneration for

antiquity. His habit of viewing the ridiculous side of

things became so strong as to close his eyes to palpable

truth*. He was the great Coryphaws of deism, and he
fulfilled the prophecy of hie preceptor. It is not true,

as it has been sometimes said, that his object was solely to

root out superstition and to annihilate the power of the

church. His panegyrist, Condoreet distinctly states that

his avowed object was to destroy Christianity, and hm
sceptical writings render such avowal unnecessary : this is

their manifest design. He had no deep convictions, ex-
cept we allow to be such his belief that a man could not
perpetrate the crime that Calas was charged with, and a
vague indefinite notion that human nature was better than
priests and bigots supposed it to be. He had not the sim-
plicity and sincerity of character that belong to truly great
minds, and he was apparently incapable of friendship or
of strong attachmen t, though some instances are alleged
in which he retained his friendships to the close of his life.

His moral character partook of the vices of the age to which
he belonged ; his intellectual was above it The faults of
his character pervade his writings. As a poet, he fails to
move the passions strongly, nor does he touch the more
delicate sympathies of our nature. His dramatic writings
are defective as dramas, ifwe measure them by our standard
of excellence. He had studied Shakspere, and he allowed
huu some merit, but he preferred Corneille ; and some of
the most undoubted characteristics of Shakspere's great
dramatic art appeared to the poet of the age of Louis XV.
merely the traits of a barbaric age. Yet his dramatic con-
ception is often just and vigorous

; many of his scenes
have great artistic merit, and he abounds in lofty truths
and generous sentiments. But an affectation of philosophy
is the fault of all his writings ; he would always be incul-
cating what he considered to be great truths, and thus we
have Voltaire always before us. It is an essential of dra-
matic art that the author shall never appear ; but in all
his writings Voltaire is always apparent.
The ' Henriade

1

of Voltaire is still the only French epic.
The subject is the siege of Paris, which was commenced
by Henri HI., and Henri of Navarre, afterwards Henri IV.,
who finally entered the city. The action is confined to
Paris and the field of Ivry, which decided the fortunes of
Henri IV. It has accordingly an historical basis, and the
main events are made conformable to historic truth ; its

poetic part consists of fictions intended to aid the develop-
ment of the action, and of allegories, which are feeble

aids, such as the journey of Discord to Rome, and the
Temple of Love. Its machinery is neither original nor
grand, and it is deficient iu striking events. It contains a
love episode, the amours of Henri and La belle Gabrielle,

which might as well have been a separate poem for any
connection it has with the main subject. The ' Henriade'
has been variously judged even by French critics, and the
rest of Europe has pronounced on the whole an unfavour-
able opinion. The author worked much and long upon it

;

for he had the ambition of raising a monument which
should stand by the side of the epic poems of Greece and
Italy. To deny it all merit would be absurd : it contains
many fine ami vigorous passages, but of all the longer
works of Voltaire it is perhaps that which, to a foreigner

at least, is the most tedious, except the ' Guerre Civile de
Geneve,' the dullest of all his productions.

His 'Pucelle d'Orleana' has been already mentioned.
The subject, if one can describe such a subject in a few
words, is Jeanne d'Arc, the Maid of Orleans. The poem
commences with the loves of king Charles VII. and Agnes
Sorel, and the siege of Orleans by the English. Jeanne is

armed by St. Dionysius, and goes to King Charles at

Tours. The poem concludes, after many adventures, with
the triumph of Charles. Voltaire aimed to rival Ariosto,

but it is universally agreed that he has not approached
him. Even in its present form the 'Pucelle' is one of the

most licentious poems of modern times, for the corrections

of the author principally related to the satirical allusions.

AH things serious and sacred are treated with ridicule.

The poet riots in his licence, and seems to exult in his con-
tempt of decencies and religion. Proprieties of time, place,

and circumstance—all are disregarded ; the ' Pucelle ' is

the reflection of Voltaire in his most lively ant. most ex-
travagant mood. The poem has great merits in detail

;

the versification is easy, and many of the descriptions are

beautiful : the exordiums of each canto are justly admired.

But the 4 Pucelle' has fixed a stain on the moral character

of Voltaire, for which all its beauties cannot atone.

The fertility and facility of Voltaire were unequalled.

His great and discursive reading supplied him with an
infinite variety of matter, which he moulded into 'every

variety of form. His satire and his sarcasm, and his sneer,

were always ready and always effective. He seldom rises

to eloquence, because he is not impassioned and sincere.

3 L 2
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But he never sinks into triviality ; he is never tiresome

;

he is always lively and amusing. Clearness and precision

characterize all his writings. When he is superficial,

which is often the case, it is rather for want of taking

pains to examine his subject with sufficient care, than from
want of power to comprehend it. We must except the

cases where his passions were concerned, and where preju-

dices had become inveterate. Passion filled him with
malice and bitterness, and prejudice made him blind.

His historical writings and essays have great merit. He
sketched with rapidity and force : he selected what was
pertinent and characteristic ; he omitted what was trivial

and useless. He set the example of a better handling of
the materials of history: he was judiciously sceptical,

though sometimes, from deficient knowledge and prejudice,

unwisely incredulous. He had no exact knowledge of
antiquity, or even of the middle ages ; yet his criticism

sometimes sheds a ray of light where the dullness of mere
learning has left nothing but darkness. His writings con-
tributed greatly to the amendment of the penal law of
France, and to the destruction of many absurd pre-

judices. That they tended to destroy also many of
those notions on which society repose's for its safety,

is not and cannot be denied. The prodigious activity

and unwearied industry of Voltaire, his long and brilliant

career of literary success, and the influence which he ex-
ercised on his own generation and that which imme-
diately followed, have made him one of the most con-
spicuous personages of the eighteenth century. He has

still many readers, and probably will always have some.
His best writings please by the mere charm of form, inde-

pendent of the matter, and they are stamped with the

impress which genius alone can give. The influence of
his opinions is probably not great at present. He is not
the writer for all ages : he belonged to his own age, and
that is passed.

{Vie de Voltaire, par M. le Marquis de Condorcet ; Mi-
moires pour servir d la Vie de M. de Voltaire, Merits par
lui-m6me ; Eloge de Voltaire, par M. de la Harpe ; Bio-
graphie Universelle, art. ' Voltaire ;' CEuvres Completes
de Voltaire, Paris, 1820, 70 vols. 8vo.)

VOLTAISM. The leading facts and principles of electri-

cal science have been given in the several articles Elec-
tricity; Electro-Chbmistry ; Galvavism ;

Magnetism;
&c. ; but so rapid is our progress in this branch of know-
ledge, that the present title has been retained to allow

this subject being further elucidated : for this purpose the

general phenomena of Voltaic or electro-chemical action
will be recapitulated.

If two flat pieces or plates, one of zinc, the other of
copper or platinum, be immersed, without touching each
other, in diluted sulphuric acid, chemical action, as it is

termed, will take place between the zinc and fluid ; the
water of the latter undergoing decomposition, its oxygen
unites with the metal to form a protoxide, while the equi-
valent of hydrogen is set free, but adheres to the surface
of the plate in small bubbles, which gradually coalescing
into larger, detach themselves and rise to the surface from
their specific levity ; the protoxide combines with an equi-
valent of acid, forming a soluble salt, which, being conse-
quently removed, allows of renewed and continuous action

on the metal. In time however the fluid becomes satu-

rated with the sulphate of zinc, which is then thrown
down undissolved, and is also deposited on the surface of

the plate, acting mechanically to prevent that intimate
contact between the pure metal and the water which is

essential to chemical action ; this obstruction is also in some
measure occasioned from the beginning by the adhesion
of the bubbles of hydrogen, and consequently that action
is gradually retarded and finally ceases. During this time
the copper or platinum plate is perfectly inactive, neither
of these metals being affected by sulphuric acid, or more
properly, owing to the affinity, as it may at present be still

called, between those metals and oxygen, being weaker than
that which exists between the hydrogen and that element.
Under these circumstances, if a perfect communication

be made between the two metals, by causing a wire sol-

dered to the one, to touch that connected with the other,

a remarkable change takes place in the phenomenon, the
chemical action between the zinc and fluid becomes more
energetic, but the hydrogen, instead of being liberated at

the surface of that metal, appears solely at that of the
other, although not the slightest effect is produced on the

copper or platinum itself ; while the connecting wire* mil

be found to exhibit, by their increased temperature uA
their magnetic state, the usual indications of, what

»

termed, an electrical current passing along them, and. t>

is well known, an electric spark is visible at the instut of

separating the wires, provided the plates be sufficienUyhip

It is now generally admitted that all chemical it con-

nected with electrical action, and that they bear i dim-

relation to each other, that is, a certain constant quailtr

of electricity is evolved by the decomposition of each

valent of any compound, though that quantity varus It

different bodies ; but it is not clearly known whether fx

electricity is the cause or the effect of the chemical aetift.

they being perfectly contemporaneous and co-exutent tot!)

our means of observation. It follows therefore that tlx

quantity of electricity varies with the extent of sufito

between which the action takes place, as well at villi thr

nature of those surfaces ; but with the same two meti'i

and fluid this quantity depends solely on the extent i
surface, that is, on the size of the zinc-plate.

It has been proved by Professor Darnell that under then

circumstances our power of collecting or retaining the tin-

tricity evolved from any given surface of metal, depeodi

on the extent of that of the other, or conducting mui
for in the arrangements under consideration the coppci a

platinum plate simply acts in this capacity, and that tin

second plate cannot be too large in proportion to the kmc,

to prevent the loss of any of the evolved electricity, wlmi.

if it do not meet with a good conductor in ib imse

diate proximity, passes off to some other.* The font u

our arrangements puts a limit to this inequality in tb

extent of surfaces of the generating ana conductor

metals, but a more important principle still further cut

tracts this limit, which must be briefly adverted to.

All electrical action is most easily and consistently ex-

plained as the effects of induction [Polarity
J,

or of v

action exerted by matter, itself in a polar state, produnti

polarity in surrounding matter ; what is commonly caW

an electrical current is, on this hypothesis, the momenii-

neous destruction and reproduction of polar force*, acta

along a chain of particles sufficiently approximated I

admit of the intensity of the forces in that line exceediw

that produced on contiguous particles in other and late*

directions. In the voltaic circuit the particles of the iid

form a part of the chain through which the induetm

originated by the zinc on the fluid, is propagated, the cix-

mical decomposition is connected with or occasioned h

this polarity, the hydrogen of one particle of wattr ouiUiK

its equivalent of oxygen to combine with that of thee*

tiguous particle, and so on throughout till the hydrogen «

the particles in contact with the conducting plate, h»>iK

no oxygen wherewith to combine, is liberated at thai

face in its gaseous state ; the metallic part of the circa

undergoes no chemical change except at the surface >

contact with the fluid, where the polar force* prod"'

oxidation of the metal, and consequent decompoatioa c

that fluid.

If this chain of polarized particles be broken, ind t»

interposed matter be a nonconductor, the currents'-

once arrested, and the chemical action between the n«

and the fluid nearly ceases ; but even a diminution u it"

conducting power of any part of the circuit occasion! i

diminution or retardation of that action. The fluid of 'w

arrangement is an imperfect conductor, compared wiU>»"

metallic part, and if the distance between the metals t*

increased, the increase of the intervening portion «

perfect conducting matter may occasion a cessation «y\

action, and always diminishes it in an inverse rauo to w
distance. Hence the necessity in all forms of mAjk *1

teriet for diminishing as much as possible the q#oii')

.

fluid between the metallic elements: consequently »

magnitude of the negative or conducting plate cauiw' i<

indefinitely increased, if by so doing it becomes new**;'

owing to the peculiar form of the arrangement, to wow
the distance between the two plates. ...

Although we are warranted in inferring by analor) ^
there may be other chemical sources of eJectro-pwnr

^

duction than oxidation of a metal, yet at pre*"1'

not acquainted with any other that can at all be

with it in- energy ; and, of all combinations by wbi"1 "'

• If a large electrical machine wore prrmded wiUi a ma» jJ°KJ^,''
might become charjjrd by hatfa turn ofthe handle. «»d n"ar^l
laterally to the qrarest condoctort before it could reeetre » B«* "*T
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oxidation may be produced, the most efficient is that of a
metal and a solution of a metallic salt, the acid of which
has a greater affinity for the former metal than it has for

ttiatVith which it is combined. If therefore a solution

of sulphate of copper be used, instead of the simple diluted

sulphuric acid of the arrangement, it becomes far more
powerful ; but this substitution necessitates a precaution to

preterit the deposition on the surface of the zinc plate

of file metallic copper liberated by the decomposition,

which deposition would otherwise almost instantly take

placfc ana thus, by causing both surfaces to consist of the

same metal, polar currents would be produced in opposite

directions, which would neutralize each other's action.

The precaution alluded to consists in interposing be-

tween the decomposing plate and the metallic solution a
substance which, while it admits of the passage of the

current, and even that of the pure fluid under the influence

of that current [Endosmose], mechanically intercepts the

solid copper; the arrangement of the 'constant battery,'

as it is technically termed, for which we are indebted to

Professor Daniell, consists of a small rod of amalgamated
zinc, that is, of zinc the surface of which is coated over

with mercury, placed in a membranous bag, or in a porous

earthenware cjrtinder, filled with dilute sulphuric acid, this

cylinder or bag being again placed in a copper one filled

with a saturated solution of sulphate of copper ; this ex-

ternal copper vessel constitutes the conducting plate, and
has the connecting wire soldered to it, while the other

wire is attached in any convenient mode to the zinc rod.

It must be observed that the membrane or porous cylinder

must be perfectly continuous : the least fissure would ad-

mit of the passage of the copper to the zinc, and destroy

the effect.

As long as the two wires do not touch, this battery is

nearly quiescent, except the slight local action which
takes place between the zinc and its surrounding fluid ;*

but when the circuit is completed by making the ends of

the wires touch, the action becomes energetic, the solu-

tion of the sulphate of copper is decomposed, the reduced

metal being deposited on the surface of the copper vessel

;

it is consequently necessary to keep up the supply by

adding from time to time solid sulphate to the solution, so

as to Seep it always saturated ; for it must be distinctly

understood as a fundamental principle, that, without con-

tinuous chemical decomposition and recomposition, no
current or circle of electro-polar forces can be main-

tained.

Let the ends of the two wires, not in contact, be
plunged into a liquid compound, such as sulphate of cop-

per in solution, for example, which, being an imperfect

conductor, is capable of decomposition ;
decomposition of

it will accordingly take place, and in the same direction

as that in which it occurs in the fluid of the battery ; that

is, the copper of the solution wijl be determined to or

precipitatea on the wire connected with the zinc plate,

while the other wire will be dissolved, uniting with the

free acid to produce a sulphate. It may be asked how
it happens that the copper wire is dissolved while the plate

of that metal in the battery is not acted on, and what be-

comes of the hydrogen which was liberated in a free state,

when dilute acid alone was employed. This apparent

contradiction is explained by an attentive consideration of

the constant direction of the current, and the consequences

cf its passing through the two portions of fluids in op-

posite directions as regards them. At the zinc plate the

action is the same as before, but by virtue of the current-

crfinity the copper is determined to the conducting plate

instead of the nydrogen, which plate therefore remains

unacted on ; in the other portion of fluid the wire con-

rected%ith the copper plate becomes the analogue of the

zinc, and the water undersroing decomposition at its sur-

face, the oxygen unites with the copper of the wire to

form a protoxide, which combines with the free sulphuric

arid, while the copper of the sulphate is again determined

in the direction of the current, in preference to the hydro-

gen, to the surface of the other wire.

• T1m object of amalyamntisG the sine rod is to prevent this local action,

« liich arises from the inevitable want of perfect homogeneity in life metal

;

anv die slightest difference in two portions of which will eauw them to act as

pciitira and naratire elements of a small circuit, and a «reat number of these

causes that action on the zinc which takes place before the great or principal

circuit is completed ; tha perfect conducting power of the mercury appears to

>lr«n>y or neutralize these paiUal currents, as that of the lattery itself would
l>» destroyed if she two pistes wen connected within the Anid by a perfect con-

• Iihiot, instead of having an imperfect one interposed between them.

This example explains why, during electrolytic- decom-
position, the elements of a compound are determined in
definite directions to one or other pole of the battery : and
hence the classification of those elements into electro-po-
sitive, or electro-negative, or into Cathions and Anions, ac-
cording to the nomenclature proposed by Professor Fara-
day. [Electro-chemistry.]
When the elements of a voltaic arrangement are single;

or when it consists of a pair of plates only, the current,

however abundant as regards what may be called quantity,
is deficient in tension, or in that quality which pre-emi-
nently characterizes electricity of friction : an increase of
tension, as well as of quantity, is obtained by combining
two or more single batteries, the copper element of the
one being connected with the zinc of the next by a perfect
conductor, and so on in continued succession. In con-
structing such compound arrangements, or batteries, it

must not be inferred that the quantity and tension depend
simply on the extent of the surface of the plates taken
collectively, and on their number ; it has been proved by
Professors Daniell, Faraday, and others, that the maximum
effect is obtained from a given amount of surface and a
given number of combinations, when all the plates are
exactly equal ; and that if one pair of the series is much
larger or smaller than the rest, there will be no additional

power gained in the first case, and a considerable loss in

the second nearly equal to what would have been produced
if all the plates had been reduced to the size of the smaller.

The term tension, as applied to the property imparted
to the voltaic current by compound combinations, is, per-
haps, an injudicious one ; since it suggests the idea of some
resemblance to the quality of frietional electricity alluded
to, which, as will be presently stated, is not precisely the
case, but that a very decided modification of the active
qualities of the current is produced by these combinations
is 9hown by the fact that the decomposition of a fluid elec-

trolyte into its constituent elements cannot be effected by
a single pair of plates, however extensive their surface

;

while this decomposition becomes energetic by means of a
combination of four or five small batteries the total surface

of the plates of which is far less than that of the single

one.

The most energetic form of small constant battery is that

suggested by Mr. Grove, the elements of which are amal-
gamated zinc and sheet platinum, the latter being immersed
m concentrated nitrous acid, while the zinc element is

plunged in dilute hydrochloric and isolated by porous
chambers. The platinum is not acted on, and consequently

the plates are lasting, although costly at first. The zinc is

of course rapidly destroyed, as it must be in aH energetic

arrangements, for reasons before given.

In constructing the science of electricity, the mind has,

as in other sciences, proceeded from first observed facts to

simple generalizations, or theory, which have again served

as guides to new observations and more comprehensive ge-

neralizations. Small as the progress yet made, and slight

as our knowledge is, when compared with what remains to

be acquired, we are warranted in concluding, from the

steady adherence to the principles of inductive philosophy
which has long characterized our investigations, that the

present theory of this science will be an admitted one,

divested as it is, and ought to be, of any attempt to explain

ultimate causes, and limited to comprising in general

expressions the combined results of past observations, to be
tested by its accordance with new ones as they occur.

What electricity is, or more correctly speaking, what is the
nature of that unknown agent which is the cause of elec-

trical action in the most comprehensive sense of this term,

we arc utterly, and probably ever shall be, ignorant : but
this agent appears to be as inseparable from matter as rrra-

vitation, and polarity appears to be the consequence of its

presence in an active state. It can be elicited, or brought
into this active state, by different causes, and what is re-

markable, it presents some striking modifications in its

sensible properties, according to the cause which has ifir-

mediately called it into action ; it was these modrflcatiofrs

which prevented its recognition when first obtained by
chemical action, or by other than mechanical mearw.1 and
caused it to be denominated galvanism, or voltaism, and
yet longer concealed the constant connexion, if not iden-

tity, between it and magnetism.

That the ultimate cause of these modified modes of

action is identical, we are warranted in inferring from the
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identity ef the phenomena which they -all produce, and
from the interchangeable relation of cause and effect that

exists between these various sources of electrical excita-

tion ; thus we infer that the unknown agent alluded to is

the cause of electricity, voltaism, magnetism, and heat,

for each of these may be produced, and each in its turn is

capable of producing the others. Friction is the source of
an electrical action which produces light, heat, chemical
action, and magnetism, but chemical action is the most
abundant source of this agent, and all these phenomena are

produced more freely by it than by the others ; neverthe-
less the presence, even in the least appreciable degree, of
any on* of them, warrants us in admitting the identity of

the cause. Magnetism is always co-existent with the
agent alluded to, but under certain conditions of direction

of the electrical and magnetic polarities. Whether that

agent be elicited by mechanical or chemical action, or by
changes ol temperature in different metals [Thsbmo-Elxc-
tbkxtv}, and conversely by employing magnetism as the
immediate exciting cause, chemical action, heat, light, and
magnetism itself may be produced. [Magneto-Elec-
tricity.]

The most remarkable and obvious of the modifications

which have been above alluded to are those which have
given rise to the terms electricity of tension, and current-

electricity, the former characterising frictional or me-
chanical, the latter chemico-, thermo-, and magneto-elec-
tricity ; but it is now acknowledged that these terms are

only expressive of the highest and lowest degrees of a
common property. The spontaneous disruptive discharge

which takes place through very imperfect conducting
media, such as dry gases, from a body supercharged with
frictional electricity, has never yet been produced by the

most redundant quantity of chemico-electricity. Contact
must be made by some good conductor before the current

can pass
; although the current will continue for a short

time after that contact is again broken, but only through
a small intervening space, never exceeding an inch or two,

between the anode and cathode, the continuity of the cur-

rent under these circumstance being indicated by the

intense arc of flame between the points terminating the
connecting wires of an extensive compound battery ; and
in the ease of thermo- or magneto-electricity it is only at

the instant of breaking the contact that the spark appears,
indicating the momentary transit through an unappreci-
able distance of the current, which is instantly arrested

when that distance becomes sensible : yet that the elec-

tricity from these three sources possesses some tension has
been proved by the charge imparted to a Leyden jar from
a voltaic battery, and by other indications of the presence
of that quality in feeble degrees, both in thermo- and mag-
neto-electrical currents, as for example by the decomposi-
tion of solution of iodide of potassium when the anode and
cathode are very near to each other.

That power to which the name of induction is given, and
which is the consequence of the more comprehensive
agency termed polarity, is another and universal charac-
teristic of electrical action. The inductive power of fric-

tional electricity and of magnetism were the earliest ob-
served facts in the science, but it is only within a few years
that the same power has been shown to accompany the
other sources of excitation, owing to the low degree in

which they possess it when compared with the former : but
now by means of the multiplier or coil, the inductive power
of the current from a single pair of plates may be made
manifest, especially by the physiological action called the

electrical shock, which thus modified cannot be dis-

tinguished from, that obtained from a charged Leyden
jar.

In conclusion we must briefly notice another source of
electricity, namely vitality ; are we yet warranted in as-

signing this as another effect of the same agent ? This ques-
tion cannot be answered ; all we as yet know is, that animal
electricity as exerted at volition by the Gymnotus, Torpedo,
mud perhaps other animals, is capable of producing induc-
tion, and therefore attraction, heat, light, chemical action,

and magnetism, and the physiological action on living

bodies, identically in..the same manner as the electricity

from inorganic sources.

VOLTERRA, the antient Volaterrte, a town of Tuscany,
is built on the site of one ofthe most antient of the Etruscan
cities. Volaterrte is first mentioned by Livy (x. 12) under
the year b.c. 296, wheu the people fought bravely against

the consul L. Cornelius Scipio. It became evestaaDy t

municipium, and furnished the commissariat with the pro-

visions and stores for the army which Scipio led amu
Carthage. It was probably after this that they struck upon
with the elephant and moor's head on the obterw, u cooi-

memorative of Soipio's victory over the Carthaginian*, li

has been conjectured however that this coin ceanstmaita

the defeat of Hannibal, in which many of the Etruscan cums

took part. The people of Volaterro, having espoused itt

party of Marius, were besieged by Sulla two whole jtia.

The city suffered severely from the invasion of the Vudu
and after them it came under the dominion of the Us-
bards, who were driven out in the eighth century by Chu*-

magne. In the division of the cities of Tuscany beta**,

the empire and the church, Volterra fell to the fonur

and was governed by the counts, marquisses, or oficmcf

the emperors, who often deputed the bishops ot tin

diocese to administer the government. This mode bot-

ever gave rise to fierce disputes and disorder*, in whitk

sometimes the bishops lost their life. Like other cities d

Italy, Volterra was torn by the contending nvcuou t

the Guelfs and Ghibellines. The former having pmulat

the Volterrani were induced to unite themselves to lU

Pisan republic. From 1252 to 1531 the history of Volte

m

is a series of intestine commotions and civil wan, thitt

were common in that period of Italian history.

Volterra is 50 miles from Leghorn, about 40 (ran

Florence, and 30 from Siena. The city, or rather torn, *

situated on a mountain, the west sides of which are «
tremely precipitous, and, owing to the soft nature of tin

material, a species of mar), are continually wearing ini

and encroaching on the site of the town. From the tam-

ing height on which the town stands an extensive tract oi

barren hilly country is visible, worn with the action of mi

on a loose soil into numerous ravines extending short t>

far as the eye can reach, and abounding in fossils. It&tfc

circumstance which makes the approach to Volterra to ai-

cuitous ; the nearer you approach, the farther you seem i»

recede. On the north and east side, below the pwcipitct.-

parts on which the town is built, the landscape conssb t

gentle slopes divided by ravines and covered with obi-

Uees ; beyond these are chains of nigged mountaim. Oo tt»

north, and precisely on these slopes, consisting of tufa-toA

covered with a thin coat of earth, are found the numeiw

sepulchral chambers, called by the Italians
|
Ippogei' it

which Volterra owes its remarkable and unique museun

of cinerary urns or sarcophagi. From these urns some b»»-

ledge of Etruscan customs may be collected. On the wot!)

side of the city there is an extensive view of the Marenuu

of Volterra ; in the distance is Monte Catiuo, famoui le

its copper-mines, and in the same direction is seen tl»

smoke arising from a volcano. All the country in ft*

direction produces large quantities of salt, which it moot

polised by the government.
A most interesting public museum, but extreme!' «*

cult of access, consisting of cinerary sarcophagi, gow <ma-

ments, gems, weights, bronzes, coins, and objects in ten*

cotta, has long been formed in Volterra. Some fragnw*

of walls and columns and an arched gateway of Etnwu

workmanship are all that now remain of the aatient ob-

structions. The gate is probably a part of the earliest we-

stsucted wall, which probably enclosed only the M"-
part of the antient city, forming an acropolis. The oil*"

fragments of walls were possibly parts of a later const"";

tion, or a second enclosure consequent on the inci***-

prosperity of the city, though from their massive style t«!

must be considered Etruscan. The huge blocks of **

in both instances are uncemented. The Etruscan arc"

»

decorated with three human heads ; one adorns the

stone, and two are carved on the springing stop* of £
arch above the impost ; the impost itself retains its m<«*

ings in excellent preservation. A good representation

this §ate and the walls is given on one of the cat^t

urns in the museum at Volterra. There may haw ok-

something mystic about these heads, as we find tnc?
1

r<
?I

sented with the arch on a large gold fibula, or buckle,
«*

covered in one of the sepulchres. . .

The modern city is walled, and possesses *
'"J**

partly constructed on the site of the antient Br»*

walls. Within the fortress is a circular tower
""J*™,

Mastio, which has served as a state prison, l
0*"!""^

Tuscany for its horrible dungeons, in one of which
^

Lorenani, the mathematician, was confined fron *B '
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1683, and where also he wrote his treatise on geometry, in

twelve books.
Volterra contains also a cathedral, several churches, a

theatre, two inns, several palaces, a Monte di Pieta, or

public pawnbroker}-, an antiquated town-hall, called the
Palazzo de' Priori, begun in 1208 and finished in 1257.
In this building, on the ground-floor, is the museum of
sarcophagi found in the tombs, and above is placed the
public library. A gloomy palace, constructed in the
tenth century, was the residence of the Capitano di

Giustizia, when Volterra wss a free and independent
city: it afterwards became tt-e residence of the podesta,
or mayor. This building has been the theatre of many
nceoes of violence. In 1472 Paoti Inghirami, Capi-
tano di Giustizia, and his companions or party, having
•luring an insurrection shut themselves up in the higher
lower, which still exists, with its four columns on the top,

similar to the Tower of the Traitors at Florence, were there

suffocated with the fumes of sulphur and bitumen, and
their dead bodies were thrown down into the square below,
where they were torn to pieces by their fellow-citizens.

( Torrini, Guida per la OUta di Volterra, 1832.) The
streets are narrow, and, except the main streets, badly
paved; the houses are often of great antiquity, consisting

in many instances of towers modernized. The population
may be about 5000.

The climate is more temperate than that of Leghorn or
Florence.

Volterra, like Chiusi, has been the great depository of
cinerary urns. The Etruscans generally burnt the bodies
of their dead, and placed the ashes in boxes or sarcophagi
of tufa, alabaster, or terra-cotta ; the two former, and
. specially the alabaster, are found in abundance at Vol-

t ei-ra. These boxes are formed with a lid, which may be
'.'ken off, and are often adorned with bas-reliefs in front

;

on the lid itself is often represented a recumbent figure,

u ith a patera in one of the hands, or a fan similar to those

depicted on small fictile vases. These boxes or urns were
ranged round the interior of the ' Ippogei,' or vaults cut

out of the solid rock; the vaults are sometimes circular

and sometimes square on the plan, and generally consist

of one room ; small recesses are occasionally found formed
in the sides of the vault. The urns were/placed on steps

lining one above another round the vault, whilst in the
centre a column or pilaster was left in the tufa, against

which were often placed other cinerary urns. As many as

forty and even fifty sarcophagi have been found in one of
these caves.

A more particular description of one qf these will give
some idea of the manner in which the sarcophagi were
disposed. The entrance to the vault was down steps cut
in the rock, leading to a doorway, which was closed witn a
l:uge stone. At the entrance was placed an upright
Mune or cippus, on which is often found an Etruscan
inscription.

Many of the urns, independent of their sculpture, have
been decorated with gilding and colour, especially in their

architectural ornaments. With the urns are found terra-

cotta and bronze vases, lamps, candelabra of iron and lead,

^'old ornaments, and brass utensils, as well as the arms of

the warrior.

In the same Ippogeo are found urns with both Etruscan
and Latin inscriptions, by which it is ascertained to what
Roman family some of them eventually belonged. Sar-

copliagi have also been found of a large size, with the

entire skeleton, instead of the burnt ashes. These may be
contemporary with the Scipios, as we know from the tomb
of Scipio at Home that the bodies deposited there were not

burnt.

The museum at Volterra contains more than four hun-
dred of these urns ; forty-four are deposited in the museum
at Florence, and a vast number have been dispersed

among private museums. In addition to these, a great

many were destroyed or allowed to perish during and after

t lie early excavations. Though the urns are principally of

alabaster and tufa, yet there are also a few rare examples
of terra-cotta. The covers of tome of the urns are made
in the shape of the roof of a house, having the representa-

tion of tiles. The subjects of the bas-reliefs are mostly
mythological, and ore often designed and executed in a
masterly manner. An antient Etruscan bas-relief of a

large size, preserved in the museum, is remarkable for its

close resemblance to the figures of the Persians carved on

the frieze brought from Persepolis, and now in the British
Museum. '

•

The chief business of the Voltermni is the carving of
alabaster

; but though they have these singular and beau*
tiful monuments before them, we have never heard of
their copying or adapting them to the vast quantities of
carved ware with which they supply the markets of
Florence, Leghorn, and Pisa.
VOLTERRA, DANIEL DI. [Kicciabelli.1
VOLTZITE. [Zinc.]
VOLUME. This word, as meaning a part of a book, is

derived from the old form of a book, a roll (of parchment).
But our language takes from the French a sense of which
the Latin knows nothing ; and volume Means bulk, size, or
solid content. Thus the volume of a sphere is two-third*
of that of its circumscribed cylinder : the volume of a cone
is one-third of that of a cylinder of the same base and alti-

tude, and so on.

Under the various words, Prism, Cylinder, Cone,
Sprbrb, &c. will be found the modes of ascertaining their
volumes. The mode of finding the volume which is con-
tained under a given surface is a process of the integral
calculus, which it would be useless to attempt describing
within any limits we could afford.

VOLUNTARY SETTLEMENT. {"Settlement. 1
VOLUTA; [Volutid*.]
VOLUTE, a rolling or spiral curve, a name particularly

given to the spirals wnich appear in architectural columns,
as ornaments of the capitals. The Ionic volute (figured in

Column, p. 384) is that which is of most interest. There
has been, we believe, some discussion aa to what the form
df this curve really was. Whether the architect of a Greek
temple employed anything but his eye to give an agree-
able form, we do not know ; but a mathematician would
say beforehand that it would be hardly possible to draw
such a number of concentric spirals not interfering with
each other as are seen in the diagram above cited, union
each of them was tolerably near to a logarithmic spiral, in

which the tangent always makes the same angle with the
radius. We examined with particular attention a catt

made at Athens by Professor Donaldson, and found the

following result t—Taking the diagram in Column (p. 386 ),

we found that each spiral, as far as C, or thereabouts, was
remarkably true to the logarithmic spiral : but that from
C the law of the curve changed, and the acute angle made
by the tangent with the radius vector began to increase,

until it became a right angle at A.
VOLUTELLA. [Volutidjb.]

VOLUTID/E, the name of a family of testaceous gas-

tropodous molluscs, whose shells are prized by collectors

above most others for their beauty and rarity ; and which,
from their numbers and carni vorous habits, are powerful
agents in keeping other mollutoa and conchifera within

due limits.

The genus Voluta stands, in the last edition of the Sys-

tema Naturte, revised by Linnseus, between the. genera
Bulla and Buccinum, with the following definition :

—

Animal, a Limax or Slug. Shell unilocular, spiral.

Aperture ecaudate, subeffuse. Columella or Pillar plaited.

No labium nor umbilicus.

Linnaeus thus subdivides the genus :

—

* Aperture entire.

Species :

—

Auris Micks ; Aurit Juda , tornatilis ; toiir

aula ; liuida ; coffea.
* * Cylindroid (subcylindrical and emarginate)..

Species :—]>orphyriu ; ohm; ispidula.
* * * Ovate (obovate, effuse, emarginate).

Species :

—

dactylus ; miliaria : monilu ; persieula ;

pallida ; faba : glabella ; reticulata ; mercatoria ; ruttka ;

paupercula; mendicaria; cincellata.
* * * * Fusiform.

Species :

—

tringa ; comicutata ; virgo ; teabricula »

ruffina; sanguituga ; eaffra, morio ; vulpecula ; plkaria;
pertuta ; mitra ; mutica; vespertilio ; ebrcea; turainellut;

capiteUum; ceramica ; pyrum; iapponiea.
***** Ventricose.

Species:

—

athiopica; eymbium ; olio.

In GmehVa edition the number of species is increased

to one hundred and forty-five, and these additions will aU
bear the test laid down by Linnaeus as characteristic of the

genus Voluta, for they have all plaits upon the pillar.*

* • Volutamm bellihag dtiUngultai columella p«e»tt.' (fty*. Nit., vL
IS, y. UttO
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Lamarck, in his Animaux sans Vertebres, truly observes

that the genus Voluta of Linnaeus, although characterised

in a manner sufficiently distinct by the plaits on the pillar

of the shell, is far from natural ; for it unites shells of dif-

ferent families, which ought to be separated because they

do not approximate at all. It comprises, says Lamarck, 1

in fact, shells with an entire aperture, as the Auriculee,

others with an aperture which is canaliculated at the base,

as the Fasciolarite, and the Turbinellee, which approach
the Murices ; others again whose aperture is simply notched
at the base, like that of the Buceina : this gives an ex-
tremely considerable extent to the genus, injurious to the

study of species, and defective in regard to the relationship

of the component forms.

Mr. Broderip, in his introduction to the monograph of

the subgenus Vymba, in the Species Conchyliorum, remarks,

that if any disciple of Linnaeus should be disposed to con-
sider the French naturalist somewhat severe, he should
remember that, at the time when Lamarck wrote (1822),

the number of recent species of VoluUe, strictly Linnean,
had increased from forty-five to two hundred and eighty-

eight, viz. Voluta, Lam., 44 ; Mitra, 80 ;
Marginella, 22

;

Turbinella, 25 ; Columbella, 18 ; Auricula, 14 ; Cancel-
laria, 12 ; Tornatella, 6 ; Volvaria, 5 ; Oliva, 62.

Since the appearance of Lamarck's work, the researches

of naturalists have brought to light such numbers to swell

the catalogue, that the species of many of these genera had,

when Mr. Broderip wrote (1830), increased two-fold and
even three-fold; and the last twelve years have added
greatly to that amount.
The first effectual reformer of the Linnean genus Voluta

was Bruguieres, who separated from it all the species

which were without a notch at the base. Lamarck carried

the reformation further, and separated from it the genera
Mitra, Columbella, Marginella, Cancellaria, and Turbi-
nella, leaving only those shells that constitute his ^enus
Voluta, an assemblage of Trachelipods, all marine, carni-

vorous, and breathing through the medium of sea-water
only ; with plaits on the pillar of the shell, and a notch at

its base, but destitute of an operculum. Of the genus thus
modified, Linnwus recorded seven species only and
Lamarck forty-four ; the increase since has been great.

Lamarck thus divided his genus Voluta :—
a. Shell ventricose, convex (bombce).

Les Gondolieres (Cymbiolae).
The species of this section belong mostly to the sub-

genera Cymba and Melo of Broderip.
b. Shell oval, spiny or tuberculous.

Muricinae.

Comprising Volutce imperialis, vespertilio, mitts, nivosa,

&c.
c. Shell oval, tuberculous.

Musicales, the Music Shells.

Consisting of Volutes ebrcea, musica, &c.
d. Shell elongated, ventricose, nearly fusiform.

Fusoideae.

Consisting of Voluta magnifica, ancilla, pacifica,juno-
nia, lapponica, &c.
Cuvier observes that the Volutes {Voluta, Linn.) vary in

the form of the shell and that of the aperture ; but are to

be recognised by the notch without a canal which termi-

nates it, and by the projecting and oblique plaits on the
pillar. The following subdivisions appear in Cuvier's

work :

—

The Olives (Oliva, Brug.).
These are named from the oblong or elliptical form of

their shell, whose aperture is narrow, long, notched at the
end opposite to the spire, which last is short. The plaits

of the pillar are numerous and resembling striae. The
whorls are hollowed into a furrow. The shells of this

genus do not yield in beauty to those of the Cowries.
The animal of Oliva has a large foot, whose interior part

(in front of the head) is separated by an incision on each
side ; the tentacles are slender and carry the eyes on the
side, about the middle of their length. The proboscis, the
siphon, and the penis are long. There is no true oper-
culum. MM. Quoy and Oaimard observed at the pos-
terior part an appendage which is introduced into the fur-

row of the whorls.

Volvaria, Lam.
These much resemble the Olives in their oblong or

cylindrical form ; but their aperture is narrow, and its an-
tedor border ascends above the spire, whichis excessively

short. One or more plates at the lower part of tb« sitir:

The polish and whiteness of these shells cause their n-
ployment as necklaces on some coasts.

The Volutes properly so called {Voluta, Lam.;.

Cuvier characterises the genus Voluta, Lam., ai bin::

a shell with an ample aperture, and the columella markr.

by large plaits, of which that which .is farthest from i.v

spire is largest. The spire, he observes, varies much s

the extent of its projection.

Some of this genus, continues Cuvier (Cumbiun, Moo1
!

Cymba, Brod.), have the last whorl ventricose. TV-
animal has a large, thick, fleshy foot, without an opera,

lum, and on the head a veil, at the sides of which art u
tentacles. The proboscis is rather long and its wpboo tm

an appendage on each side of its base. The sheik gn»

to a large size, and many are very beautiful.

Others {Voluta, Montf.) have the last whorl coma,

narrowing towards the end opposite to the spire. TW
animal has not so large a foot as the preceding: tbcr

shells are also often very remarkable for the beauty of Um:

colours or the patterns traced thereon.
Marginella, Lam.

With the form of the Volutes properly so called tin*

have the external lip of the aperture furnished win-, i

bourrelet. Their notch is but little marked. AccotcV*

to Adanson, their animal, also, has the foot Terr lm>,

and wants the operculum ; it partially covers the shell U
raising the lobes of the mantle. The tentacles can; \U

eyes on the external side of the base.

Columbella, Lam.
The plaits of the pillar are numerous, and the bcumm

of the external lip is convex or swollen as it were on &
middle. These seem to have no operculum.

Mitra, Lam.
These have the aperture oblong with some large pln:<

on the pillar ; the plaits nearest to the spire are ttt

largest. The spire is generally pointed and elongated

some of the species are beautifully spotted with ted c

a white ground. Their animal has a small foot; theic-

tacles, of moderate length, carrying the eyes on the a*

about the lower third : there is also a siphon of mode*

I length ; but there is often a proboscis longer thin u»

shell.

Cancellaria, Lam.
The last whorl of these is ventricose, the apeito

ample and round, and the internal lip forms a plate tw
the pillar. Their spire is projecting, pointed, sod tu<

surface generally marked with cancellations.

Animal.)
In Cuvier's system the Volutes are placed between 7Vn-

bellum and Buccinum.
Of the Gastropods now usually arranged under the fun

'

Valutidee, M. de Blainville places Oltva next to Trreim-

lum. Ancillaria, Mitra, Voluta, and Marginella ac
in succession after Oliva. All these genera belong 1

M. de Blainville's third family, Angyostomata.
The genus Oliva is divided by this zoologist into " -•

following sections :

—

A. Oval species, with the spire scarcely projectia^-

Example, Oliva undata.
B. Species a little more elongated, with tbe »p

more projecting.

Example, Oliva litterata.

C. Species still more elongated (elancces), with a "<]

projecting spire.

Example, Oliva subulata.
Ancillaria is divided by him into the following k»"

tions :

—

A. Species with the spire sufficiently elevated ar.

bucciniform.
Example, Ancillaria buccinoides.

B. Species with the spire almost null.

Example, Ancillaria cinnamomea.
Mitra is thus subdivided :

—

A. Species elongated, turriculate, ribbed ; the

ture very narrow, long, subcanaliculate, will 1 '

plait. (Genus Minaret, Montf.)
Example, Mitra teeniata.

B. Turriculate species, with large spiral wborfa. tn

aperture effuse anteriorly.

Example, Mitra episcopalis.

C. Suboval species, with a shorter spire, orinawj

tuberculous.
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Example, Milra mi'crozonias.

D. Oval species, with a very short spire, and ordinarily

trellised.

Example, Mitra daclylus.

Voluta consists of the following sections :

—

A. Elongated and subturriculate species.

Example, Voluta rnagellanica.

B. Oval species more or less tuberculous. (Genus
Turbinellus, Oken.)

Example, Voluta imperialis.

C. Oval species, coroneted or not.

Example, Volutafulva and Valuta nivosa.

D. Oval, convex, ventricose species. (The Gondo-
licres, Cymbium, Montf.)

Example, Voluta mthiopica.

Margimlla is sulxlivided as follows :

—

A. Species' with the aperture less long than the shell,

and with the spire apparent. (Marginella,
Lam.)

Example, Marginella /aba.
B. Species with the aperture as long as the shell, with

no spire, and sometimes with it sunk or umbili-

cated.

Example, Marginella lineata.

C. Species which are still more involved ; the aper-
ture still narrower and longer ; folds on the an-
terior part of the columellar lip ; external lip

delicate.

Example, Mitra monilis.

M. Rang thus defines the family of Volutes, which he
makes his eighth family, placing it between the Enroules

of Lamarck and the Sigareti, thus :

—

Animal furnished with triangular and flattened tentacles,

carrying the eyes on the hinder part of them on the ex-
ternal side.

Sltell oblong, with a large aperture, and furnished with
plaits on the pillar.

."Marine.

Genera Voluta and Cymbium.
The genus Voluta is thus defined :

—

Animal oval ; the head distinct, furnished with trian-

c-iilar and rather short tentacles, with sessile eyes at their

i >ase, placed a little backwards; mouth at the extremity
1 1 1 a thick proboscis furnished with hooked teeth ; foot very
liirjre and spreading, on all sides, beyond the shell, folding

!<>nsritudiiially in order to re-enter it; branchiae composed
.•I tivo pectinations; anus sessile.

Shell oval, rather ventricose, with the spire rather ele-

vntcd and mammillated
;
aperture large, longer than it is

w ide, notched anteriorly
;
right lip arched ; columella ex-

• .-ivated, furnished with oblique plaits, the anterior of which
;ire the greatest.

Following the example of Lamarck, M. Rang subdivides
• )»e genus into three groups :— 1. The Muricines—Voluta
•rnpfrialis, &c. 2. The Musicales— Voluta ebreea, &c.
i. The Fusoidcs, Valuta magnifica, &c.
The genus Cymbium, Adans.—M. Rang defines thus :

—

Animal oval, very convex, hardly capable of re-entering

lie shell, and spreading beyond it on all sides with its

loot, which is very large: head furnished with a veil,

a hence issue two triangular and flattened tentacles with
>. es situated at the external base of those organs, a little

• • uvards their external parts ; an advanced proboscis with
: )-,,> mouth at its extremity.

Shell oblong oval, very ventricose, rather delicate ; spire

-•nerally short and mammillated; aperture very large,

. -tiger than it is wide, notched anteriorly
;
right lip arched,

\unchant ; left or columellar lip excavated, furnished a
! ttle anteriorly to its middle with oblique plaits.

M. Rang remarks that this genus approaches closely to

! i<? preceding ; but, at the same time, he states that he
•(Hild find no veil in the animal of the Volutes, and that

. f Cymbium is evidently provided with it. Upon this

.-round alone M. Rang separates the genera; for, if the
i limals were the same, the species of Cymbium ought not
.-« form more than a subgenus of Voluta. M. R:.ng fur-

'riLT observes that Lamarck reckons fourteen species, a
i Minber which, he thinks, ought to be reduced rather than
srimentsd, for the young individuals offer sometimes in

• fir shell characters which disappear with age.

The genera Mitra, Ancillaria, Oliva, Valvuria, and Mar-
- 'nella, are arranged by M. Kang under the family of
S-'iroulet, in company with Terebra, Cyprcea, and Ocula.

P. U, No. 1672.

Mr. Brodcrip subdivides the genus Voluta of Lamarck
into Cymba (Cymbium having been used by Gualtieri to
designate the Arganauta; long previous to De Montfort's
application of the word to a section of Volutes\ Melo, and
Voluta. Cymba has been also used by MM. Quoy and
Gaimard as the name for a genus of naked Mollusks.
Mr. Broderip notices Lamarck's assertion that it does not
appear that any of the Volutes are provided with an
epidermis, and observes that a careful collection of those
testaceans (now in the British Museum) has enabled
him to state his belief that few if any of the species oi
Cymba, Melo, or Voluta are entirely without it. The
species of Cymba have not only this 'drap marin,' but.

also the additional protection of a glaze, or vitreous pellicle,

secreted by the animal, and more or less extended over
the shell. This last is increased as the animal advances
in age ; and in some species, Cymbce proboscidalis,
porcina, rubiginosa, &c., forms a complete surtout, which,
in old specimens, has such an appearance as has led more
than one uninitiated spectator to inquire whether a thick
coating of enamel had not been poured over the shell.

(Sowerby's Genera, Species Conchyliorum.')
Mr. Swainson considers the Volutidee to be one of the

most interesting and beautiful families of the spiral Tet-
tacea, whether in regard to the elegance of the shells

themselves, or as exhibiting a principle of variation in
their structure hardly to be excelled. He remarks that
our knowledge of the animals has been much increased
by the French zoologists, and the drawings of Guilding.
To generalise these discoveries so as to assign some un-
deviating character to the whole is, he says, almost im-
possible. The only peculiarity, he observes, appears to
be the absence of any operculum :* in the majority, he
adds, the eyes are sessile, placed at the base of two short
tentacula, and as much developed in the typical volutes
as they are in the Strombidte ; the mouth is probos-
cidiform and extensile ; and the foot, in the typical group,
of enormous size.

' The shells, however,' continues Mr. Swainson, * pre-
sont us with more tangible characters. The base is never
prolonged ; although in some Mitres (Tiara) it is con-
tracted : in all others it is truncated, as in the Buccinince,

and deeply notched. The truncated base at once sepa-
rates this family from the Turbine!!inee, as there is no
instance of a volute with an elongated channel. The
plaits upon the pillar, again, are always at the base—not
in the middle only—of the aperture

;
although in the

aberrant groups of Oliva, Ancillaria, and Marginella
they assume peculiar modifications. The proportion of
the spire to the aperture varies in almost every genus, and
is, therefore, but a subordinate character. Numerous as

is this family, nearly all the species are confined to warm
latitudes, particularly those of the tropics. It is hardly
necessary to add that the whole are predaceous, and con-
sequently carnivorous.'

Mr. Swainson then arranges the family into the follow-

ing five primary groups :

—

1. Volutinee, or typical Volutes, having a short spire

more or less papillary, and the lower plaits upon the

pillar largest ; the foot excessively large and enveloping
the sides of the shell.

2. Mitrince, or Mitres, having the spire always acute,

generally longer than the aperture, and the lower plaits

smallest ; the foot small, not dilated on the sides, and the
siphon long.

3. OliointB, or Olives, cylindrical in shape ; the aper-

ture linear, and the pillar thickened and confusedly
plaited.

4. Ancillarince : the aperture wide, and the base of the
pillar alone thickened and striated.

5. Marginellince, or Date-shells, having plaits upon the

pillar, and crenated teeth on the thickened outer hp ; the

foot very large, but the mantle not lobed nor reflected.

1. Volutins?.

Genera :—1. Voluta, Linn. Shell large, ventricose ; the

spire extremely short, very obtuse, and papillary: the

terminal whorls, where they exist, being smooth and un-
sculptured.

This genus is subdivided into five sections, viz.:

1. Tnrbiricll'form Type.

Shell melon-shaped, spire very short, sometimes nearly

obsolete. Tliis consists of Cymba and Melo, Brod.

• But sec iKttt, p. 447.

Vol. XXVI.-3 M
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Examples, Valuta (Cymba), Nepiuni, and Valuta (Melo),

/Ethioptca.

2. Muriciform Type.

Shell heavy, less ventricose, coronated with cylindrical

or vaulted spines ; spire more produced.
• Example, Voluta imperialis.

3. Strombiform Type.

Outer lip dilated and angulated above.

Example, Voluta scapha.

4. Ancilliform Type.

Aperture very wide
;
spire pointed.

Example, Voluta angulata.
5. Marginelli/orm Type.

Shell partially polished ; ventricose.

Examples, Voluta magnijica and Voluta fulgetrum.
2. Cymbiola, Sw. Spire more produced, but not more

than half as long as the aperture ; the terminal whorls

regular and sculptured ;
plaits on the pillar four.

Examples, Type ? Voluta ancilla ; Voluta vespertilio

;

Vol. paciflca ; Vol. /estiva f ; Vol. mitis ; Vol. brasi-

liana.

3. Harpula, Sw. Spire developed as in the last, but
the tip is generally more slender, and the plaits are

numerous.
Examples, Voluta vexillum, Vol. ebrepa, &c.
4. Volutilithes, Sw. Spire acutely pointed ; plaits

generally faint, sometimes obsolete.

Examples, Volutilithes spinosa. musicalis, muricina,
rarispina, cithara, bicornna, crenulata, eostaria, lyra.

5. Scaphella, Sw. Shell smooth, almost polished ; outer

lip thickened internally ; suture enamelled ; lower plaits

the smallest ; apex of the spire various.

Examples, Voluta?fusiformis. undulala, volvacea, zebra,

junonia, strombo'ides, and papillosa.

II. Mitrinaj.

Genera :

—

Mitra. No internal channel or groove at the
upper extremity of the aperture ; outer lip curved from
its two extremities ; the base of the aperture not con-
tracted, the interior always smooth

;
spire lengthened,

acute ; shell without coronating tubercles, but not polished.

Representing the Volutce and Turbinellidee.

The following subgenera are arranged by Mr. Swainson
under this genus :

—

1.

Mitra, Sw.
Shell entirely smooth, or with the sutures very slightly

crenated ; aperture very effuse at the base.

Example, Mitra episcopalis, &c.
2.

Thiarella, Sw.
Shell smooth, with the whorls coronated ; the body-

whorl less ventricose.

Example, Thiarella papalis, &c.
3.

Scabricola, Sw.
Shell rough, with transverse elevated ridges and lon-

gitudinal striae ; suture not coronated
;
aperture effuse

;

outer lip crenated.

Example, Scabricola serpentina, Sic.

4.

Nebularia, Sw.
Shell generally marked with transverse grooves ; outer

lip contracted above, effuse below ; the margin smooth

;

base of the body-whorl narrowed.
Example, Nebularia contractu, &c.

5.

Strigatil/a, Sw.
Size very small

; spire thick, obtuse ; outer lip thickened,
and often reflected m the middle

;
aperture smooth.

Example, Strigatel/a Z'bra, &c.
2. Tiara, Sw. Aperture narrow, linear, or of equal

breadth throughout; outer lip and base of the body-whorl
contracted, the former generally striated ; an internal
canal at the upper part of the aperture ; shell (typically)
turreted, and equally fusiform ; representing the MiiriciatB
and Cymbiola.
The following subgenera come under this genus in Mr.

Svvainson's arrangement :—
1.

Tiara, Sw.
Shell turreted, fusiform, costated, and semi-coronated

;

spire and aperture of equal length; internal s'rue slight

or obsolete.

Example, Ttara vtrgo, &c.
2.

Costellaria, Sw.
Unequally fusiform ; the spire longer than the aptrtnir

body-whorl slightly ventricose, but suddenly contracted

near the base ; internal strise distinct ; whorls comn,
rarely angulated ; the ribs reaching to the suture.

Example, Costellaria rigida.

3.

Callithea, Sw.
Spire and aperture of nearly equal length ; intern;

channel nearly obsolete ; shell with longitudinal lints

ribs, crossed with transverse striae and bands ; base con-

tracted.

Example, Callithea sanguisuga, &c.
4.

Concilia, Sw.
General shape of the last ; but the whorls croswd i-.

transverse linear ribs or elevated ridges ; internal cm',

wanting
;

plaits very oblique ; form slender ; outer l.j,

thin.

Example, Cancilla Isabella, &c.
5.

Pusia, 8w.
Size very small ; spire thick, obtuse ; outer lip thuk-

ened, and often reflected
;
aperture striated, with as inv

nal canal.

Example, Pusia microzonis.
3. Mitreola, Sw. Small

;
unequally fusiform ; the ti»

obtuse ; inner lip, typically, thickened, inflected, it

either toothed or tuberculated ; plaits on the pillar di-

tinct, the inferior largest ; tip of the spire sometime* [>

pillary
;
aperture without either striae or groove.

Example, Mitreola monodonta.
4. Conwlix, Sw. Small

;
cylindrical or couic ; «r

generally short and thick ; plaits on the pillar numeMi'

.

exterior often decussated.

Example, Concelix conulus.
5. Mitrella, Sw. Rather small

;
olive-shaped; miens'

fusiform
;

always smooth and polished, and someiif.f

covered with an epidermis; base obtuse and effuse; s;

nearly or quite equal to the aperture
;

plaits of the pi V
few, oblique, and extending beyond the aperture, whur.

:

smooth internally.

Example, Mitrella bicolor, &c.
III. Olivine.

Shell smooth, highly polished
; spire very short ;i

suture channelled ; inner lip much thickened ;
plaits num -

rous, crowded, extending, in the typical genus, the

length of the aperture.

1. Lamprodoma,8w. Mitriform
;
spire produced, tw«

resembling Mitrella in shape, but the suture ischanneiV

the aperture effuse at the base, contracted above; !<•"

half of the pillar with 6-7 plaits.

Example, Lamprodoma volutella.

2. Oliva. Cylindrical
;
spire very short, pointed ;

p->

with numerous slender plaits
;
aperture narrow ; the re

not effuse.

Example, Oliva maura.
3. Scaphula, Sw. Spire very short, thick, obtuse. i

r
'

not defined
; aperture very wide, with only two or tlin-

oblique plaits at the base.

Example, Scaphula patula.

4. Hiatula, Sw. General shape of Oliva, but the up?1

part of the pillar is not thickened ; the lower tumid, y-

marked with a few oblique plaits ; the aperture wide, ^
base effuse.

Example, Hiatula Lamarckii, &c.
5. Olivet/a, Sw. Oliviform

;
spire (typically) ralfc-

produced ; the tip acute ; inner lip not thickened ;

«>''

lip straight ; base of the pillar curved inwards, and mail

by two strong plaits; upper plaits obsolete, or wartti::

aperture effused at the base only.

Example, Olifella biplicata.

Mr. Swainson observes that the union of the Vol*'-- "
and Turbi?iellid(e is so intimately effected by Otir-

biplicata and Pseudoliva plumben, that the two p'»i' -

the pillar of the former shell alone separate l!w
'

families.

IV.
Ancillaiimr.

Genus Ancillaiia, Lam. Shell oliviform, h«M>

lished
;

aperture very effuse ; suture conceaM I?
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enamel ; base with one or two strong grooves, which form

'ttle tooth at the edge of the outer hp ; inner lip want-

; base of the pillar thick, vitreous, obliquely striated,

turned outwards.
Swainson makes the characters of the subfamily

the genus identical, ' as the genera have not been
:ed out.' For species, see Sowerby's Species Conchy-

V.
Marginellinae.

enera :—1. Volutella, Sw. Bulliform ; ovate oblong

;

either entirely or almost coneealed
;

ique plaits at the base ; aperture not

oth, thickened ; inner lip wanting,

sample, Volutella bullala.

Persicola, Schum. General form of Volutella, but

spire always concealed ;
plaits numerous, and extend-

nearly over the whole of the pillar ; the aperture

»ted : inner lip thickened, spreading,

sample, Persicola avellana.

Gihberula, Sw. Suboval
;
spire slightly prominent

;

p of the outer lip dilated and gibbous ; base of the inner

vith plaits; inner lip broad, spreading,

sample, Gihberula zonula.

Margiiiellu, Lam. Oval
;
spire slightly prominent

;

bt lip very much developed, and forming a tumid rim

und the aperture.

nple, Marginella lactea.

Glabella, Sw. Volutiform ; the spire more or less

trie, and well developed
;
pillar with basal plaits ; inner

obsolete; outei»)ip thick, toothed, or crenated
;
rarely

smooth.
"Example, Glabella ruffina.

The characters above given are Mr. Svvainson's ; and he

places the Volutidre between the Strombidte and the Cy-

'"'Mr. J. ~E. Gray observes that the family of Volutes have

a recurved siphon, and only a nick in the front of the

mouth of the shell, like some of the other genera {Harpa,

Sic.) ; but the front of the pillar of the shell is regularly

and obliquely plaited. The foot of the animal is very large,

partly hiding the shell, and generally deeply nicked on

each side in front. In general the shell is covered with a

distinct periostraca (epidermis of old authors), as in Mitra,

Valuta, and Musica : but in a few, as Cymbium {Cymba,

Brod.), the animal, when any sand or other matter gets

between the shell and the upper surface of the foot,

secretes a quantity of shelly matter, and covers the adven-

titious substance with a glassy coat, so as to prevent the

extraneous particles from irritating it. In some, Mr. Gray
remarks, as in Voluta angulata, one of the sides, and in

others, as in Marginella, both sides of the mantle are pro-

il need and reflected over the back of the shell, and the

slielly matter secreted by these parts covers the outer sur-

face "of the shell with a polished coat like the cowries.

Only a few species, as Voluta musica, and some of the

smaller Mitres, are provided with a horny operculum, which

is entirely deficient in the other kinds. The animals of

the genus Cymbium are, he says, ovoviviparous ; the shell

of the newly-born animal is very large, and the apex of

the spire of many of these shells is very irregularly

twisted. The Vulpecuhr, according to Mr.' Gray, differ

from Mitra in the outer lip being striated within. The
Imbrtcarice are obconic shells, with a linear mouth and

many plaits on the pillar. The Hyalina, he remarks in

conclusion, differ from the MargimJIce in the spire being

short and the outer lip only slightly thickened ; and the

Persiculm in the outer lip not being thickened externally,

and in the inner lip being cross-grooved.

The Volutida form the fourth family of Mr. J. E. Gray's

Zoophagous Gastropods [Ctennbranchintu''.and are placed

\>f him between the Buccinidce and the Cyprteidce.

t'nder this family Mr. Gray arranges the following

Gfnera:

—

Cymbium; Volutella; Valuta; Mitra; Vul-

pecula ; Tunis; Volcaria ; Imbricaria ; Marginella;

Hyalinaj* and Persicula. (Synopsis Brit. Mas., 1842.)

We now proceed to lay before the reader some of the

forms of this extensive carnivorous group, as far as the

limits of this work will allow.

Cymba.
Example, Cymba neptuni.

Description.— Shell obovate, tumid, ventricose, of a

* Too near to Huiilctn*

447 VOL
brownish-red, covered with a strong brown epidermis, over

which an enamel-like glaze is extended from the pillar

over about a fourth part of the shell, leaving the epidermis

of the back uncoated. In full-grown specimens the spire

and apex are entirely concealed, and the upper border of

the body-whorl, which is carinated and somewhat re-

flected, overhangs both, so as to form an open somewhat
round concavity. Pillar four-plaited.

Locality.—African coasts.

Cymba, of which there are several species, has hem
found in shallow water on sands and mud.

Cymba rwptuni.

a. *rm from below, «l.o»ln? Ihr pl»i«» of pillar; b, st-.n Irom nbovoi

c, youn;. f«n from above.

Melo.

Example, Mela ccthiopicu*.

Description.—Animal.—General form of the body indi-

3 M 2
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eated by that of the shell. The mantle which envelops it

is in general rather delicate, except on the borders, espe-

cially on the right, where it is a little thickened, but
without any trace of cirrhi or lobules. Below the anterior

part a very considerable and very thick respiratory canal,

at the posterior root of which is a tentacular appendage.
The foot is enormous relatively to its thickness and extent

;

its form is oval, very convex above, without any trace of
a transverse or a longitudinal furrow : it re-enters in great

part into the shell by folding longitudinally, and its pedicle

of insertion, or columellar fascia, has this direction ; it is

very thick and large, but less than in the cones. The
head forms a considerable mass, flattened and bordered on

Animal of Mulo atthiopicus. ( Urame.)

• SaelUfMelo.

' Back and front view.

its circumference by a sort of veil with thick e-lzt; • .

ceptible, doubtless, of great extension. The tentaelo- 1

.

lateral, very distant from each other, conical, rather c! .

gated, and contractile. The eyes, remarkable for u

size, are equally very distant, entirely sessile, and ]>'.-.

behind the tentacles : there was remarked in these or.v

a white envelope, probably fibrous, through which the )

.

colour of the choroid was observable : the orifice of • •

pupil was also seen ; and an enormous crystalline K

filling the whole cavity and offering an anterior projeri r

a little like what is to be seen in the Sepia : there seo r :

to be two small muscles behind. The skin becomes del: .••

in front of the eye, and forms a rather convex transp-.

cornea. Below the head issues a sort of probosci>.

.

thick, subcylindrical, with a small aperture and vctfi. :

slit. The branchial cavity is, as the form of the shell i

cates, extremely extended ; it occupies the whole o; i

last whorl : it was seen to communicate with the an! ;

fluid by means of a very thick muscular siphon. Tt-

were two considerable branchial combs; theripht hv
than the left, formed by a single row of denticles, v
the latter consisted of two. Behind is the orifice of

anus, which is rather small, oval, and sessile, and y>.

in front of an oblique zone of great folds formed I
•.

'

external projection of the depuratory organ. The i

vidua! examined was a male ; and on the right side m 1

neck, or at the anterior part of the pedicle of the fern'.'

exciting organ of generation was seen in an auricular,

narrow, flattened, and directed from before bacU;

(JJranie.)-

Shell obovate, ventricose, of an orange-cinnamon co'

the spire coroneted with thick-set short-vaulted <?i

pillar 4-plaited.

Locality.—The African Ocean, Lamarck. East h

'

seas. The specimen from which the description r.

Zoologie of the Uranie was taken, is stated to hate !

found at Shark's Bay, Australia.

Melo, many species of which have been described

:

been found in shallow water on sands and mud.

Voluta.

Example, Voluta undulata.
Description.—Shell ovate-fusiform, smooth, yelloi':-

white, clouded with fulvous or purple-black spots, la-

mented with numerous bay or brown longitudinal un- ,

tingly flexuous lines ; principal plaits on the pillar i -

sometimes two smaller additionaf ones.
Locality.—Coasts of New Holland, Port Western, Bi=>

Strait, the Island Maria, &c.
Voluta pacifica.

Description.—Shell ovate-fusiform, anteriorly tntar;. •

ferous. pale yellow or flesh-colour ornamented with I « •

spotted bands, and bay vein-like markings; pillar

plaited.

Locality.—New Zealand. Bay of Islands.
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Valuta uudulata. (Ann n.il .in.l Sliell.)

Tlic wliolc «cen from below, (Aitrufolc.)

tant acute tubercles, white, yellowish, or reddish, painted
with angularly flexuous spots

;
spire muriented, the apex

with small tubercles
;

lip with a sinus above
;
pillar tour-

plaited.

Locality.—Indian Seas, Ambojma, Moluccas, &c.

[
Votula vcspeTtilio. (Astrolabe.)

The varieties of this species are almost endless, both in

colour and markings. Some are armed with strong pro-

jecting spines, some with tubercles, and others again arc

smooth.
Vnluta has been found at depths ranging from seven to

fourteen fathoms. The species are very numerous and
very beautiful. M. Deshayes gives the number as sixty-

two, and notes one species, Valuta Lamberti, as found
recent and fossil (tertiary).* This number of recent species

is probably below the mark, especially when we consider
that, under the name I'oluta, M. Deshayes in all probabi-
lity includes the subgenera Cymba and Melo.

Mitra.

Examples, Mitra episcopalis.

Description.—The animal has a narrow foot, compressed
and channelled at its root, nearly square and slightly auri-

culated in front with a marginal furrow, and pointed
behind. The head is very small, rounded, with two tenta-

cles, which are scarcely a line and a half in length ; the

eyes sessile at their base. An enormous proboscis, which
is sometimes double the length of the shell.

The respiratory siphon does not project beyond the

canal ; it is marked with black at the point: the rest of

the animal is yellowish. The proboscis is white.

Voluta pacitica. (AitrolaU.)

t'nluta vetpertilio.

Description.-SheU turbinated, armed with strong dis-

Mitia oplKopalu MM f>om below, with iU lon» i>roW!». (.L.'rj/.itO

• Qna»,u to tl.il identity.
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The ovary is placed on the side of the liver ; the uterus

is very large, attached to the rectum, which is above it

;

its aperture, instead of being terminal, is situated a little

within. These two organs are placed, as they are ordina-

rily, on the right side of the branchial cavity.

The penis of the male is very small, short, and pointed.

Length of animal and shell, from two inches to six or

eight.

Shell turreted, smooth, white, spotted with bright red
;

pillar four-plaited ; outer lip denticulated at its lower part

;

epidermis thin.

Loratity.—East Indian seas ; islands of the South Sea,
Tonsataboo.

Shell of Mitra episcopal!!, showing tho plaits on the pillar.

Mitra adusta.

Description.—Shell fusiform turreted, albido-lutescent,

ornamented with longitudinal rufous brown spots ; the
striae transverse, impressed, rather remote, and dotted ; the
sutures crenulate ; the pillar five-plaited.

Locality.—Timor, Vanikoro.
There are at least two varieties.

I

Mill a adusta seen from below. (Aslrolahr.)

Mitra corrugala.
Description.—Shell ovate-fusiform, longitudinally pli-

cated, transversely rugous, whitish ; bands and belts brown ;

whorls angulated" above ; the last whorls with a submuri-
catcd angle; pillar four-plaited.

Locality.—Indian Occ-m, New Guinea.

Mitra c>rri!Ra*a. (Aftn-lalc.)

Mitra has been found at depths varying from the sur-

face to seventeen fathoms, on reefs, sandy mud, and .sands.

The species are all inhabitants of warm count vies. The
number of recent species recorded by M. Deshayes, in his

tables, is one hundred and twelve ; and of these Mitra

lutescens and cornea are stated to have been found boh

recent and fossil (tertiary).

Oliva.

Animal involved, compressed, with a small head la-

minated by a proboscis ; tentacles approximated, enlarcxi

at their base and subulate at their extremity, carrying il,

eyes on small convexities about their middle part m.

ternally ; foot very large, oblong, and slit transversely a-

teriorly ; mantle with a single lateral lobe covennc't-

shell in great part, with two tongue-like processes at *.'•

side of the branchial opening, and forming in front a nr,

elongated siphon; a single branchial pectination; itj>

organ very voluminous, on the anterior part of the re '".

side.

Operculum horny, elongated, very small, with i m::

ginal apex.
M. Rang, whose descriptions we have selected, obw-i>

that this genus forms a part of a small number of ll'

which prove that the operculum cannot be taken *> \

character to divide the Pectinibranchiata into fV-.--

stomes and Apomastomes ; for if, on account of its preso

,

the olives should be arranged in the first of these divi-

sions, the result would be to separate at a distance trr

each other mollusks which it would be impossible to m; -,-

rate, not only on account of their organization, but a .

on account of the general characters of their shell. Not-

withstanding the absence of an operculum, it is nece<^r

to keep the Harp-shells near the Buccina, and htfj

near Phasianella.

M. Rang further states that the ejenus O/i'ro h one t

the richest in the colour and brilliancy of the shell sr.;

variety of species ; and he refers to the beautiful collide";

of M. Duclos, who had made the genus his parties .-:

study. In that collection there were about forty i..

species; but, on the other hand, some of Lamarck; l.->

been eliminated by M. Duclos, in consequence of tit

having been established on varieties dependent on a,-'-

M. Duclos divided the species into four groups :—

1. The Ancilloi'd.

These bear some relationship to Ancillariu in form, v.:

their columellar plaits are twisted.

Example, Oliva hiatula, &c.
2. The Cylindroi'd.

Cylindrical, the spire very pointed, with very mimerou

plaits on the pillar occupying ne arly the whole of the let*

lip.

Example, Olwa subulala, &c.
3. The Glandiform.

Globular, ventricose, with a very shoit >; iu\

Example, Olira porphyria.
4. The Volutellse.

Spire niucronate, and the canal obliterated towardi!
1

!

commencement of the last whorl.
Example, Olira brusiliana. &c.
M. Rang remarks that the last species of this grwr

Olira auriculuriu, leads to the Volutes by its mucroiu''

spire, the development of the right lip, and the tin.

total absence of columellar plaits.

Examples, Olira tc.rtil.ua.

Description.—Shell cinereous white, subreticulftted

flexuous dotted lines, with two brown bands inscribed
•

it were with characters ; the callus of the canal pn«'

nent.

Locality.—The ocean of the Antilles, accordin:
'

Lamarck. New Guinea, according to the voyage1''

Astrolabe.

Olira textilm i. (AttnJair.)

Olira mnuri.
Description.—Shell cylindrical, the apex retu*. M**

•

;

lip subplicate externally ; aperture white.
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Oliva niaura. (dttnlabe.)

D! fa sattguinoleiitd.

Description.—Shell cylindrical, very delicately reticu-
lated, with rufous brown small lines, girt with two brown
tones; the pillar orange-red.
Looifity.—Eimt Indian Ocean. Coast of Timor.

Oliva sangilinolcnta. (AMrolabcA

Shrll «cn frum below ; 4. animal out of tlic shell, uliou-n as when
creeping on its largo foot.

'iva has been found at depths varying from the surface

to twelve fathoms, on mud, sandy-mud, coarse sand, &c.
The species are fond of flesh, but they only suck the
juices; and at the Mauritius they are taken with that
bait in the following manner, according to Lieut. Harford,
who was for some time there, brought home some very
tine Mauritian shells, and gave the information to Mr.
Brodcrip. The fishery was carried on by menus of a line

made to run parallel with the bottom of the sea, to which
line small nooses, each containing a piece of the anus of a
cuttle-fish {Sepia), were appended so that the bait touched
the bottom. To one end of the line a chain shot was
attached by way of mooring ; and over it were a buoy and
a flag. The other end of the line swung with the tide,

and that end was also marked by a buoy and a small flag.

The sport was carried on in deep water over sand-banks,

and the best times were the morning and the evening.
Tlic apparatus was occasionally cautiously drawn up and
the Olives which were found adhering to the bait were
ta'ri.-n into the boat in which the fishermen were.

The number of species recorded by M. Deshayes in his

tables is seventy-eight recent, and, of" these, O/ir'tr hiahtla

and rfammulaia are stated to be found both living and
fossil 'tertiary).

The number of recent species of Marginalia (which has

been found at depths varying from the surface to nine

fathoms, on sand and sandy mud), recorded by M. Deshayes
jn his tables, is forty-eight; and of these, Marginella'
ctjprceola, miliacea, and monilis arc stated to be found
both living and fossil (tertiary).

Only one recent species of Volvaria is recorded by that

author.
CojiffiLrx has been found on coral reefs.

Nine recent species of Ancillaria, which has been
dredged up in moderately deep water at New Zealand, are

>rded by M. Deshayes.
'umbel-la is described and figured in the article Sipho-

•a, Vol. xxii., p. 53.

VON
Fossil Volutid.e.

The number of Fossil Volutee from the tertiary beds,
given by M. Deshayes in his tables, is thirty-two. Mr.
Broderip has described and figured one from St. Peter's
Mountain, near Maastricht, in the third volume of the
Zoologictu Journal; and Dr. Mantell notices a species
(luctator) from the blue clay of Bracklesham and the
arenaceous limestone or sandstone of Boguor. Mr. Lee
enumerates seven species from the tertiary of Alabama.
The number of fossil Mitra (tertiary) stated in the ta-

bles of M. Deshayes is sixty-six ; of Olira, thirteen ; of
Ancillaria, nine ; of Marginella, seventeen ; of Volvaria,
two ; and of Columbella, four.

Mr. Lea records from the tertiary of Alabama (Claiborne
beds) live species of Mitra

;
eight of Marginella; and six

of Oliva.

VOLUTILITHES (Fossil). [Voixtid.-k.]

VOLVA, in Botany, is the external membranous or

fleshy covering which encloses the stipes and pileus of the
young state of many of the order Fungi. As the parts of
the plant grow, they burst through this covering, and it is

generally found in a torn state at the base of the stipes.

The most perfect examples of the volva are seen in the

Phallus impudicus and the Agaricus volvaceus.

VOLVA'RIA. [VoLuriD*.]
VOLVIC. [Puy de Dome.]
VON VISIN. rVisiK, VOH.1
VONDEL, JOOST VON DEN, the great national poet

of Holland, was born Nov. 17th, 1587, at Cologne, to which
city his parents had retired from Antwerp, in order to

avoid the persecution to which, being Anabaptists, they
were exposed from the religious severity and jealousy of

the Austrian-Spanish government. As soon however as

the republic of the United Provinces was established, the

family removed to Amsterdam, where Vondel continued to

reside during his very long life. The education he re-

ceived from his parents did not extend beyond the ordinary
acquirement of rending and writing ; for his father was
only a tradesman, as he was afterwards himself, dealing in

hosiery as his ostensible business, though making poetry
his serious occupation. How he contrived to reconcile

literary study with business so well as he did we are not

informed ; but there is reason for supposing that his atten-

tion to the first rather checked his success in the latter,

since he seems to have been far from prosperous in trade as a
hosier. For poetry he is said to have evinced a taste very

early, and even to nave given evidence of his poetic talent

when he was no more than thirteen. It was not however
until he had reached double that age that he began to

study Latin. Not only was his proficiency in the language
rapid, but a decided improvement, both as to style and
ideas, it is said, soon began to manifest itself in his com-
positions ; yet in proportion as he caught the tone as well

as the spirit of the antients, he probably lost originality

of invention and freshness of feeling. His tragedies,

which form so considerable a portion and so important a

class of his productions, show him to have possessed far

higher genius as a lyric poet than as a dramatist ; lor they

owe their chief attraction to the ' Reien,' or chorusses,

with which they are interspersed, and many of which nie

most splendid lyrical effusions ; it is these, in fact, which
give us the loftiest flights of Vondel's genius, and w hich

constitute his chief attractions for modern readers. A se-

lection of them was made by Dc Vries, who published it

in 1820. Among the more celebrated of his dramatic

poems are his ' Palamedes,' ' Gijsbrecht von Amstel,' and
' Lucifer.' The first of these, which was a direct allusion

to the late of the grand-pensionary Barneveldt [Barne-
veldt], obtained for its author both political and literary

distinction ; for though not published till after Prince

Maurice's death, in 1625, it was prosecuted by those in

power as treasonable, and as libellous on the memory of

that prince, and it was only with great difficulty that

Vondel escaped severer punishment than a fine of 300
guldens. On the other hand it obtained for him the

highest renown both as a patriot and a poet, and passed

through thirty editions in the course of a few years. The
' Gijsbrecht,' which was written by him for the open-

ing of the new theatre at Amsterdam, in 1637, is justly

considered one of his masterpieces, and is also, of all his

dramas, that which is most national in its subject. That
however which possesses for us as Englishmen almost tliu
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charm of nationality, is the ' Lucifer,' for it may be con-
sidered the precursor of our • Paradise Lost,' which it an-
ticipated by fourteen years

;
consequently for its Miltonic

grandeur and inspiration it is not at all indebted to the
work of the English bard, nor is there reason to suppose
that Milton kindled his flame at that of his illustrious con-
temporary. Milton and Yondel were kindred spirits.

To enumerate here chronologically all the productions

of Vondel, not in the drama alone, but in almost every
other species of poetical composition, would be useless.

We will therefore specify one performance, which, had he
completed it, might alone have secured for him the reputa-

tion of an epic poet ; namely, a poem ofwhich Constantine
the Great was the hero, and which he began in 1632 ; but
I he death of his wife shortly afterwards caused him to aban-
don the subject, and, lest he should be tempted to resume
it, he destroyed the manuscript. The loss of his wife was
indeed a severe blow to him, for it was she who had chiefly

attended to the concerns of their business. From that

time his circumstances grew worse, and his embarrassments
were afterwards so much increased by the conduct of a
spendthrift son, that at the age of seventy-two he was
glad to obtain a situation with a small salary in a bank at

Amsterdam. We compassionate the reverses of the au-
thor of 'Waverley,' yet what were they in comparison
with the ten years of drudgery to which the author of
'Lucifer' was doomed in keeping accounts? Even there
however neither his energy nor his genius deserted him,
for it was at this period that he composed, besides several

other things, his ' Jephtha,' one of the best and the most
regular of his tragedies. At length, in 16G8, he was per-

mitted to retire, retaining his salary as a pension for life
;

and, notwithstanding his then advanced age, he lived to

enjoy it many years, for he did not die until February 5,

1670, when he had attained a length of days that entitles

him to be classed among the patriarchs of literature and art.

(Eichhorn, Geschichle tier Litleratur ; Von Kampen,
Geschiedenis der Letteren.)

VONO'NES. [Parthia.]
VOORN is an island of the province of South Holland,

in the kingdom of the Netherlands, between the mouths
of the Maas, and is divided into East and West Voorn

;

it is about twenty miles long and four broad, and produces
a considerable quantity of corn. The town and fortress of

Briel are on this island. [Brikl.]
rStein; Hassel : Cannabich.")

VOPISCUS. FLA'VIUS. [Augusta Historia.]
VORONETZ, or WOttONESCH, a government in the

interior of Russia in Europe, is situated between 48° 35'

and 52° 507 N. lat. and between 37° 45' and 43° E. long.

It is bounded on the north by Tambow, on the north-east
by Saratow, on the east and south-east by the country of
the Don Cossacks, on the south-west by Ekaterinoslaw,
and on the west by Slobodsk-Ukraine. Its area is 29,400
square miles, and it is divided into thirteen circles.

The face of the country is an undulating plain, without
picturesque or interesting scenery, traversed by low ridges
and chalk hills. In most of the circles there are woods or
groups of trees ; in several, extensive commons, but only a
few morasses and bogs. The soil consists partly of clay,

1
artly of sand, for the most part covered with a pretty

tii -k layer of vegetable mould, which is so fertile that it

requires no manure, but only a periodical fallow.

The principal river is the Don, which comes from Tam-
bow, and, traversing the government from north to south,
receives most of the other rivers, such as the Voronetz,
which is navigable by large barges ; the Sosna, the Ikoretz,
the Donez, and some others. There are no great lakes,
morasses, or bogs. The former do not abound in fish;
their course in the summer is slow, and in the larger ones
there are many sandy islands. The climate, as may be
supposed, under this latitude is temperate and healthy,
and the inhabitants live to a great age, and the produc-
tions of the temperate climates flourish : the rivers do
not freeze till December, and thaw in the beginning of
March.

Agriculture, Manufactures, and Trade.—Voronetz is

one of the corn provinces of the empire ; the fertile soil

requires little or no manure ; it is only suffered to lie fal-

low one vear in five or six. The farmers grow wheat of
different kinds, barley, oats, buckwheat, millet, and maize

;

the last however only in gardens: poppies, lentils, peas,

flax and hemp are likewise grown in the fields. General

failures of the crops are very rare, local failure* not frt-

quent, but on the whole agricultural operations in con-

ducted in a very negligent manner. Horticulture uroy
carefully attended to : the gardens produce all the tan-h

of vegetables that are grown in Germany. Hops, but onk

in small quantities, are grown in most gardens. The mat
common fruits are cherries and some plums

;
applet ami

pears are more scarce. Vines grow only in sheltered atct-

tions, but the grape does not ripen, except in the time
years. The forests afford on the whole sufficient timtw

for the use of the inhabitants, and some firewood for ti

portation, but they are very nearly thinned. Finn air

rare ; there are remarkably fine oaks. The rich paaotti

on the banks of the rivers and the extensive comuwu
are favourable to the breeding of cattle, which ii i im
general occupation of the inhabitants. There in mo.-t

numerous flocks of sheep and herds of swine than in lb»

more northern provinces. Oxen suffice only for the bow
consumption : there are many small studs of hones of tr*

Russian race. The most common domestic poultry ir«

geese and barn-door fowls : bees arc very generally krpt

:

the chace and fishery are quite unimportant. The mii*-

rals are, iron (but no other metal), chalk, limestone, fm-

stone, and saltpetre.

Hassel, in 1821, says that the manufactures of the pr>

vince were quite unimportant, and did not supply one v-

tide for exportation ; but Schnitzler, in 1830, myi tta:

very great progress had been made in this respect, ril

doubtless further improvement has since taken place. Tit

exports are the natural productions of the country, cut.

cattle, hides, timber, bristles, some coarse cloth. *iHi»-'it,

honey, and wax. The chief commercial cities are Vur-

netz and Ostrogohsk ; but there is too great want of

water-carriage, because the Don is navigable only in tl-r

spring, when the water is high, and the Donei mertl;

touches the frontier, and has not one town on its bank*.

The population of this government is 1,508,000. Tit

inhabitants are in the northern part Great Russian*, aj.il

in the southern Little Russians. Among the latter art in-

cluded the Cossacks, or Tscherkassians, as they are Ik t

called, after their ancient capital ; there are alto ton-

gypsies, and in the neighbourhood of Ostrogohsk a Ger-

man colony. With respect to public education, Vorow''

is under the university of Moscow. The number <

scholars in the parish schools is about 1500, and ratV;

more than that number in the ecclesiastical schools. The.

is also a military school for 400 cadets at VoroneU-
Voronetz, the capital of the government to vthirh f-

gives its name, the residence of the governor and of l!.-

bishop of Voronetz, is situated in 51°40'N.lat. and3/i'
E. long., on the river Voronetz, which falls into the Don l»

miles below the city. Voronetz is built on a very slri

rock, ' to which,' says Dr. Clarke, ' nature has given tl«-

appearance of a rampart, so that viewed from the n.t:

below it looks like a prodigious fortification raised by

It is one of the oldest cities in the empire, and is mention!

in 1177. Peter the Great had a dockyard here for bin
1
.!

ing ships, with which he intended to descend the Dm
to the sea. He often resided here, and built him»lf»

palace, no vestige of which now remains.
The city consists of three parts, the upper town. '«

lower town, and the suburbs. The upper town cantarf'

the residence of the governor and the public office*, the

bishops palace, the cathedral, the bazaar, and the to»>

hall. In the three parts there are 18stone churches. 2 c.v

vents, a poor-house, a gymnasium, an ecclesiastical senuM'-

an arsenal, and several schools. This is the statement
.'

Hassel in 1821, and is copied by Schnitzler in 1835. b.:

considering the very great increase in the population, n a

highly probable that the number of the public buildiro

must be now greater. Stein, in 1821, makes the pop
lation 12,000; Hassel, in 1821, doubts whether it imoun''

to 15,000; but the official accounts in 1841 make it no !

~

than 43,800. It may be observed that Dr. Clarke, speal'--'

of Voronetz, says, ' It has become a very handsome ci!j

it is remarkable for its commerce, the Don affording « a'

easy communication with the Black Sea. The sitio'i
f-

of Voronetz would render it fit to become a great capr^

and again, 4 New houses are building in all parb o: i'

;

the suburbs appear so extensive that it is difficult to fa-
llow far the city may yet increase.' The strei-ts a/v » '•

broad, but not yet paved. The manufacture* anr, d'' 1
'

for the array, leather, soap, and vitriol. There art mat
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•.vciies and brandy-distilleries. The merchants of Vo-

ronetz trade with all parts of the empire.
Ostrogohsk, a small commercial town, with several

Churches, bus -1000 inhabitants, who carry on an extensive
trade ; the three annual fairs are visited by merchants from
the most distant parts, and even by Greeks, who bring

ny Turkish goocb. About 10 miles off there is a small
iyof Germans, whose chief occupation is agriculture,

towns of the government are of small import-other

Das Russische Reich in Europa; Stein, Geog.
icon ; Schnitzler.Za Riissie, laFinlande, etla Pologne

;

r. E. Clarke, Travels in Russia.)
VORONIKHIN, ANDREI NIKOPHOROVITCH, a

Russian architect, born in 1760, among the peasantry of
Count Alexander Stroganov, who, having heard of his
talent for drawing, sent him, in 1777, to >toscow in order
to be properly educated as an artist, and he there received
some instruction from Bazhenov and Kazakov, two emi-

it architects. He was then sent to travel with his

i's son, Count Paul Stroganov, and after visiting the
lern provinces of Russia, Germany, and Switzerland,
id for some time at Paris, diligently profiting by the

jortuiiities there afforded of pursuing his architectural
idies. In 1790 he returned to St. "Petersburg, where

Stroganov's protection soon brought him into notice, and
obtained for him employment. Mere employment how-
ever, without, more than ordinary opportunities, can hardly

lo architectural fame ; it was therefore fortunate for

Voronikhin that such opportunity was given him in the
erection of what is still one of the finest monuments of the
northern capital of Russia. It was in 1800 that the em-
peror Paul conceived the idea of building a magnificent
cat hedral in the ' Nevskii Prospect,' to be dedicated to ' Our
Lady of Kazan ;' and Voronikhin, who was then professor
at the Academy of Arts, was appointed architect. In the
following year the first stone was laid by the emperor Alex-
ander, and the edifice was completed and solemnly conse-
crated in September, 1811. Criticism has not been sparing
of its remarks—some of them exceedingly captious—on this

piece of architecture : for no other reason than because the
principal facade is extended by a semicircular colonnade,
it has been called a copy of St. Peter's at Rome on a re-

duced scale, whereas there is no one point of similarity be-
tween the two buildings in any other respect. To note but
one or two trifling differences : the front of St. Peter's has
no prostyle or portico, and the pediment is a mere sham
one of most insignificant proportions ; the colonnades
again are there neither on the same scale nor of the same
order as the church itself, nor are they combined with it.

What degree of resemblance there is even thus far between
tbe two designs may therefore easily be judged by refer-

ring to Portico, fig. 8, which represents the plan of the
polystyle prostyle of the Kazan church with a portion of
the lateral colonnades.

Although Voronikhin is said to have erected a great
many other buildings, both public and private, we have no
sufficient account nor even a complete list of them

;
among

them however are said to be the colonnade in the gardens
at Peterhof, the terraces, &c. at Strelna, and several villas

at Gatchina and Pavlovsky. Voronikhin died rather sud-
'/, Feb. 21 (March 5), 1814.

Jestor Kukolnik, in Entziklnfieditsheskii Lehsikon.)
~)RST, or, Latinized, VO'RSTIUS, CONRAD, a cele-

1 German divine, was born at Cologne on the 19th

/, 1569. At the time of his birth his family belonged
Kbman Catholic church, but some years after his

ler, with his whole family, consisting of his wife and
ten children, secretly embraced the Protestant religion.

After having received his preparatory education in a vil-

lage near Cologne, Conrad was sent to Diisseldorf. where
he studied from 1583 till 1586. He continued his studies

at Cologne, but was prevented taking his degree, partly

because he could not subscribe the decisions of the

Council of Trent, and partly because his father's means
were not sufficient to allow his son to go to a Protestant

university. For a time therefore his learned pursuits were
abandoned, and Vorstius began to prepare himself for a
mercantile life. What enabled him afterwards to continue

his studies is not said, but in 1589 he went to Herborn,
where he devoted himself with great success to the study

of theology under the famous Piscator. During his stay

there he gained his living principally by giving private

P. C., No. 1673.

instruction, and in 1593 he went with some of his pupils
to Heidelberg, where he was honoured the year after with
the degree of Doctor of Divinity. In 1595 he visited the

universities of Switzerland, where he took a part in some
of the theological controversies which were then carried

on there. For some time he delivered lectures at Geneva,
which were so well received, that the regular professorship

of divinity was offered to him in that university. But
about this time Count Arnold of Bentheim had founded a
great school of divinity at Steinfurt, and he invited Vors-
tius to a professorship, which he accepted. He soon ac-

quired a great reputation, and received very honourable
invitations from several universities ; but all offers were
refused, partly because his own family did not wish him to

go to any great distance from them, and partly because
Count Arnold was unwilling to part with him. The readi-

ness with which Vorstius complied with the count's request

was afterwards very honourably rewarded, for Vorstius was
raised to the highest ecclesiastical office in the count's

dominions. About the year 1598 a report got abroad that

Vorstius had expressed himself in favour of the doctrines

of Socinus. The count hearing of it. began to be alarmed,

and requested Vorstius to go to Heidelberg and clear

himself of the charge before the faculty, which had con-
ferred upon him the degree of Doctor of Divinity. Vorstius

succeeded in clearing himself of Socinianism, but was
obliged to own that he had used expressions which might
seem to justify the charge. After having expressed his

regret, and solemnly declared his abhorrence of the opi-

nions of Socinus, he returned to Steinfurt. Although he
had thus outwardly cleared himself, the suspicion which
had once been raised could not be .allayed. The matter
was brought to a crisis when, in 1610, he received an in-

vitation to the professorship of theology at Leyden, which
had become vacant by the death of Arminius. Vorstius,

after some consideration, accepted the offer, although he
was well aware of the difficulties which he would have to

encounter ; but he was very much pressed by the followers

of Arminius, and he also hoped to find a wider field for

the free exercise of his powers than in the small principality

of Bentheim. He went to Leyden provided with the most
satisfactory testimonials respecting his orthodoxy and his

conduct ; but his appointment alarmed the Calvinistic

party at Leyden and in Holland generally. They protested

most vehemently against the appointment, and even soli-

cited the interference of foreign universities, and ofJames I.,

king of England. The work of Vorstius on which their

fears and accusations were chiefly founded was a collection

of dissertations which he had published at Steinfurt, in

1610, u.ider the title ' De Deo, sen Disputationes decern de

Natura et Attributis Dei, diverso tempore Steinfurt) habitae.'

This book was attacked more fiercely than even the Koran

had been by any Christian writer. "King James I., after

having read the book, found it full of heresies, and had it

publicly burnt at Oxford, Cambridge, and London ; and

he recommended the States of Holland not to tolerate such

a heretic within their territory. The States instituted an

investigation, and as the contest grew hotter every day,

Vorstius was obliged to quit Holland and wait for the

final decision in another country. The king of England

in the mean time wrote a tract against the unfortunate

professor, declared that burning was much too mild a

punishment for him, and threatened to cause all orthodox

Protestants to unite their strength against the Arminian

heresies. The synod of Dortrecht at length, in 1619,

brought the matter to a close ; and it is said to have been

chiefly owing to the influence of the English deputies at

this synod that Vorstius was declared unworthy of the

office to which he had been appointed, and exiled from

Holland for ever. For two years Vorstius and his family

lived in concealment, and his life was threatened more

than once by persons who thought it a religious duty to

kill a man who was capable of doing so much injury to

the Christian religion. At last the duke of Holstein

offered Vorstius and the scattered remnants of the Armi-

nians a place of refuge in his own duchy, and assigned to

them a tract of land, on which they built the town of

Friedrichstadt. Vorstius arrived in Holstein in the summer

of 1622, but he was taken ill soon alter, and died on the

29th of September of the same year at Tonningen. His

body was carried to Friedrichstadt, and buried honourably.

Vorstius was a pious and devout man. There is no

evidence whatever that he had adopted the Arminian doc-
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trines previous to his going to Leyden. Bayle justly

remarks that the persecutions of his enemies for errors of

which he was not guilty drove him into them ; for that he
was an Arminian during the last period of his life is attested

by his own evidence. Vorstius was a man of considerable

learning, great independence of mind, and of sound judg-

ment. He wrote a great number of works, most of which
are of a controversial nature, and directed partly against

the doctrines of the Church of Rome, and partly against

his opponents among the Protestants. Some few are of a
devotional and religious character. Most of them are

written in Latin, some in German, and some in Dutch.
Lists ofthem are given in Jocher's ' Allgemeines Gelehrten-
texicuii,' and in Bayle's 'Dictionnaire Historique et Cri-

tique.'

(Sandius, Bibliotheca Antitrinitariorum ; Gualterus,

Oratio in obitum Conradi Vorstii.)

VORTEX. The theory of Descartes on the formation
and mechanical laws of the universe was first published in

1637, in his ' Principia Philosophise.' One part of this

theory, namely, the hypothesis of vortices, is almost the
only one which generally passes by the name of Des Cartes.

But it should be remembered that this is only a part, and a
small part, of the system which rendered tne Newtonian
view of astronomy for a long time unacceptable to the

continental philosophers. The metaphysics, the mechanics,
and the astronomy, of the once celebrated Cartesian system,

combined as they were by one writer, and that writer a
most skilful and elegant proposer of his own views, are to

be looked at together as that which Newton's philosophy
had to meet. Perhaps we should not be wrong in saying
that the impossibility of a vacuum, maintained by Des
Cartes as self-evident, was a greater obstacle in the way of
the theory of gravitation, with which it seemed incom-
patible, than the theory of vortices, which Des Cartes pro-

prosed as an hypothesis, and which did not necessarily

contradict Newton's deductions. We shall here present a
brief sketch of the system, so far as is necessary, from the
third book of the ' Principia Philosophise :' this sketch is,

as far as it goes, only a table of contents of the work itself,

and Descartes may be supposed to be the speaker. Such
comments as we add are in parentheses.

The human imagination must not either limit, the power
of God or unduly exalt its own : and it must not supjx>se

that all things were made for man's use only. In enumerat-
ing phenomenaDescartes prefers rather to deduce them from
causes than to make them serve in finding causes. He
then describes the relative distances of the planets, and
asserts the immensity of the distances of the fixed stare.

After the usual statements relative to the light of the sun,

planets, and fixed stars, he rejects the Ptolemaic hypo-
thesis, and observes that those of Copernicus and Tycho
Brah6 differ very little as hypotheses, and explain pheno-
mena in the same manner. He says also that the latter,

though he denies the motion of the earth, yet in reality

S'ves it more motion than the former (with Descartes, re-

tive motion was a most absolute idea)
; whence, differing

from both, he will, with more truth than Tycho, and more
care than Copernicus, take away the motion of the earth.

To this end he proposes an hypothesis, which will be very
fit to explain phenomena ; but only as an hypothesis, not
as an absolute truth. The fixed stars are exceedingly dis-

tant ; the sun consists of a fluid and mobile matter, which
would carry the circumjacent parts of the heavens with it,

but which does not change its place in the heavens : the
solar matter does not need aliment. Each one of the fixed
stars has an immense space about it, in which there is no
other fixed star. The heavens are filled with fluid matter,
as astronomers commonly suppose, because they do not
see how the phenomena of the planets can be otherwise
explained. Each* of the heavens carries with it all bodies
therein contained. The earth and every planet is at rest

in its heaven, though it may be carried with that heaven

:

the earth therefore, or any one planet, may be said not to
move, but all the others must be said to move. The whole
heaven of the sun is moved round it in the manner of a
whirlpool, 'in modum cujusdam vorticis,' the more distant
parts moving more slowly than the nearer; and the planets
are carried round with this heaven. And as in the larger
whirlpool are sometimes seen smaller ones, which are car-
ried round in the larger ; so each planet is the centre of a

* Tlx matter ia the tfmrr ahout a planet, or «t»i, which li under tin influ-

ence of thai planet, it railed it» kum.

smaller vortex, in which its satellites an carried mi
their primary. The sun and planets are carried rooaj

their axes by the motion of their vortices (the inclinuieta

of the planetary orbits to the ecliptic have an obvkma-
planatton : the inequalities in longitude are meituM
without explanation). It can hardly be that aa hypotfo,

which thus explains phenomena can be false: tonjua
would seem to be an imputation upon the Deity, Math,

the supposition that he made us so imperfect, that a npi

use of reason might lead us to deceive ourselves (.Detctno

is not the only one who has used this sort of aigameri

.

Nevertheless, he is willing that it should be pat (omri

only as an hypothesis. And though both religion ai

reason teach that God made the world complete, that td

only the seeds of plants were formed, but pltntt ihto-

selves, Sec, yet the nature of things will be bettet a-

plained if it can be shown how, as from seed, tlx ids

system was produced (Descartes here fears the inputtim

which was afterwards cast upon the author of the ukiv
hypothesis [Solar System, p. 190]). All matter ongimjj

consisted of particles, forming numbers of fluid hewtu,

revolving about their several axes. These particle* wereca-

ginally equal in size and motion
;
they also became sphena.

when the corners had been worn down by rubbing tgiiot

each other. And since no portion of space can be item

[Vacuum], the interstices of these spheres must be iliei

by matter, of form perpetually changing, denied from tot

parts worn off the angles : this last kind of matter u»ib

more quickly than the other. Besides this there ui'M
sort of particles of matter, more solid, or else of fern aw
adapted to motion : of this planets and comets are ms-

posed. There are three classes of celestial heavem: tat

first, that of our sun and its system ; the second, the nn-

ous heavens of the fixed stars immediately adjoining; iu

third including all which are beyond, and which neter cu

be seen in this life. The primary particles, it those in

called which are obtained by attrition from the tecoulei

particles, at last become more than enough to fill the *
tervening spaces (how this could be Descartes doe* n*

say), and the residue, as fast as it arises, was forced to tat

centres of the vortices, where it formed certain vety tu.

spherical bodies : these are the sun and fixed stan. Tk<

secondary particles receded from the centres to make roc

The efflux of these primary particles from the fluid boc»

just described is light. The centrifugal force of parocja

in motion round a centre is then dwelt on, and the cuts*

form of the sun and fixed stars is attributed to it ft»

motion of the vortices must be such that their conhp*

parts may have a common motion. The primary partes

flow from the poles of each vortex towards the cenut,*

from the centre towards the other parts. But the «n

must not be said of the secondary or spherical particle* to

reasons given are fanciful in the extreme, consittinr «•

tirely in different motive powers given to the two ipeuo

of particles).

The preceding may give a sufficient idea of the tort a

foundation which Descartes builds upon, and hu mux*
-

of raising the structure. He proceeds through what he sf

poses to be explanations of all the phenomena of hfto. *

the formation of planets and comets, and of all thevirw-*

of conformation which are seen in the solar system-

comets have tails and planets none ; how the primary ar-

ticles of other vortices find their way into ours, w tail

«

can see the fixed stars ; how the planets obtained la-

first motions of projection ; how the spots ontbe»»»*

formed, and so on, are all explained by the poweti « ™

two species of particles : an hypothesis on thw,
|

"'^
being always ready when wanted. A reader woo m
looked into this book of -Descartes's ' Principia'^^r
understand two things better than before : first, the «w"

on philosophical explanations contained at the end c

Moheres ' Malade Imaginaire,' written a few year* •»*

the death of Descartes; next, the declaration of N'^
Hypotheses non fingo. ,

(

As the hypothesis of vortices is usually "P"*"^,
has a certain reasonableness of appearance, which

makes many wonder why it should be so universally co
j

'

te rimed. If a fluid mass were whirled round the **

would carry the planets with it: and the wPPosI""j.

minor vortices, one round each planet which has s_•»

lite, is perfectly consistent with the laws of hT
^f°*~L

When Newton proposed to refute the system °<>**%L
he was obliged to nave recourse to numerical com*""
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have.

tions : he could not but admit that a planet, in one of
Descartes's vortices, would have an orbit ; but he showed,
from the nature of fluid motion, that it could not have the
orbit which, from the time of Kepler, it was known to

The quality of a phenomenon is known before its

measured ; and it is natural to expect, in the
philosophy, that explanations which serve to

for the nature of a phenomenon, but are irrecon-
with its amount, should precede those which are
from consideration of both. The possibility of the

motions finding their proximate cause in the
ition of a fluid mass which fills the solar system, is a

ing which did suggest itself, and ought to have suggested
itself, to the inquirers of the time which elapsed between
Copernicus and Newton. Descartes says expressly, ' pu-
tandum est, non tantum Solis et Fixarum, sed totius etiam
coeli materiam fluidam esse

;
quodjam vulgo omnes astro-

it concedunt, quia vident phenomena planetarum vix
isse explicari.' No mechanical difficulty stood in

in their time ; and those who had seen particles

whirled about by the air would have no difficulty

ning the hypothesis of a vortex. Now we find

: with the common notion of Descartes's system :

ement which belongs to it as a whole—to the
secondary particles which, though obtained

the same original particles, yet have different laws ot

ion, and to the gratuitous deduction of everything from
this fancy—is conveyed to their readers by writers who
only present the most rational extract which could be
made, namely, the idea of a vortex. This is the sort of

syllogism on which such writers proceed : Descartes's sys-

tem is ridiculous ; all I know of that system is its vortices,

•refore I must laugh at the vortices. Yet not only was
obliged to have recourse to his most powerful
to refute these vortices, but it is not at all a set-

point that his refutation is sound ; that is, his mathe-
cal refutation. His remark that comets could not
their way through the vortex is much more to the

>, though Descartes has his way out of this difficulty,

out of every other.

VORTICIA'LIS, Lamarck's name for a genus of micro-
scopic FoRAMINIFERA.

VOS, MARTIN DE, one of the most remarkable
painters of his time, was born at Antwerp in 1520, or more
probably 1531. His father, Peter de Vos, who was like-

>ainter and a member of the Academy of Antwerp,
tI the first instruction in his art, and he afterwards

the school of the celebrated Frans Floris. From
)1 of Floris he went to Italy, where he studied

le at Rome, and at Venice with Tintoretto, whose
le he adopted, and for whom he painted several land-

tcapes as backgrounds to some of his pictures. He
ristinguished himself in history and portrait, and painted

nany portraits for the house of Medici. After a stay of

light years in Italy he returned to Antwerp, and brought

iome with him, besides other studies, a large collection of

Irawings from antient vases, &c, from Greek and Roman
oonumenU, which he made use of to great advantage in

everal pictures of feasts and such subjects. In 1559,

ly after his return, he was made a member of the

lemy of Antwerp. He executed an immense number
works : there are more than six hundred prints after his

Iesigns ; he painted more pictures than any man of his

ime. He amassed a considerable fortune, and died in

IC03, aged 72, or, according to the common account, in

[604, aged 84.

De Vos had great ability, and many of his great pictures

ure composed, designed, and coloured in a masterly style,

'et his figures, like those of his model Tintoretto, are

rften forced and exaggerated in their attitudes. He
ormed a good school, and educated several excellent

cholars ; the most distinguished were his nephew William

Le Vos, and Wenceslaus Koeberger or Conbergher.

William de Vos was one of the painters whose portraits

rere painted by Vandyck for the collection of the distin-

uished artists of his time. There were several other

•ainters of this name, of the same and of different families,

"here was a Peter de Vos, the brother of Martin ; a Simon
« Vos (born at Antwerp in 1C03, and died in 1662), the

cholar of Rubens, who excelled in portrait and in animal

ainting ; a Paul de Vos (born at Aelst about 1600, died

l 1054), a celebrated battle painter, and his son Cornelius,

rho was a good historical painter ; he died at Antwerp in
|

1751, aged 61. There was another Cornelius de Vos, who
studied under and imitated Vandyck ; and there was also

a Lambert de Vos of Mechlin, who, in 1574, went to Tur-
key and made many excellent water-colour drawings of
Turkish eostume. A volume of these drawings upon
Turkish paper is or was in the gymnasium library of

Mi i I
Bremen.
(Van Mander

; Descamps ; 1 u=

VOSGES, a department in the eastern part of France,
bounded on the north by the department of Meurthe, on
the north-east by that of Bas Rhin, on the east and south-
east by that of Haut Rhin, on the south by that of Haute
Saflne, on the west by that of Haute Mame, and on the
north-west by that of Meuse. Its form is that of an ir-

regular quadrangle, having its northern side 85 miles long,
measured in a straight line from the junction of the three
departments of Haute Marne, Meuse, and Vosges, to the
bank of the little river Bruche at the spot where it quits

the department ; and the southern side 45 miles longlrom
Chatillon-sur-Sa6ne to the junction of the three departments
of Haute Saone, Haut Rhin, and Vosges. Of the remain-
ing two sides, one, 53 miles long, faces the east, or east by
south ; the other, 41 miles long, faces the south-west. The
department is comprehended between 47° 48' and 48' 33'

N. lat. and between 5" 27' and 7" 2C E. long. Its area is

estimated at 2268 miles, which is a little under the average
area of the French departments, and rather less than the
conjoint areas of the English counties of Cumberland and
Westmoreland. The population in 1826 was 379,839 ; in

1831, 307,987; and in 1836, 411,034; showing in the last

five years an increase of 13,047, or about 3 - 3 per cent.,

and giving about 181 inhabitants to a square mile. In
amount and density of population it is above the average
of the departments of France, and very far above the
English counties with which we have compared it. EpinaJ,

the chief town, is 189 miles in a direct line east-south-east

of Paris, or 232 miles by the road though Meaux, Chfiteau-

Thierry, Epernay, Chalons-sur-Marne, Vitry-sur-Marne,

Bar-le-Duc, Neuiehateau, and Mirecourt : in 48° 11' N. lat.

and 6° 27' E. long.

The department is altogether mountainous, at least

hilly : though it is usual to distinguish the eastern part as

the Mountain, and to call the western part the Plain.

The Vosges, from which it takes its name, extend along
the eastern boundary ; and the Faucilles traverse the de-

partment from west to east, and unite with the branches
of the Vosges about Plombiires, in the south-eastern part

of the department. The Vosges present a great variety of
picturesque and delightful scenery. The Ballon d'Alsace,

one of their highest summits, at the point where the branch
which joins the Faucilles diverges from the main chain, is

4124 feet high ; Le Bressoir, a neighbouring summit, is

4049 feet ; and Le Grand Donnon, farther north, is &J14
feet.

The Vosges, and that part of the Faucilles which is

nearest to the Vosges, are composed chiefly of granitic

rocks. Upon the granite rests the red and the variegated
sandstone; upon these sandstones the thick limestone

rock called the muschelkalk, and the keiiper, or martics

irisfies (variegated marls'); and upon these, the lias and the

lower oolitic rocks. These formations cover the whole of
the department; the upper formation, the oolitic, occupy-
ing the western side, ana the others successively cropping
out as we advance eastward. The mineral treasures ol the

department arc considerable. Granite, porphyry, freestone

of a black colour, capable of receiving a good polish, mill-

stones, slates, gypsum, and agates are found. A little coal

is procured. There were in 1834 two coal-pits, but only
one of them was worked : it gave employment to 54 la-

bourers, and yielded 2168 tons of coal, valued at 929/. In

1835 the produce was 1356 tons. Iron-stone is procured.

There were in 1834 twenty-seven iron-works of various

kinds ; in which were 8 furnaces for making pig-iron ; 58
forges for making wrought-iron, and 5 forges for making
steel. The furnaces were chiefly in the western part of

the department, where the fuel employed in them was
.

charcoal, together with coal, coke, turf, or wood. In

the eastern part, where two of the furnaces and nearly all

the forges were situated, the fuel exclusively employed
was charcoal. Some of our authorities speak of copper,

silver, and manganese mines ; but, as the government re-

turns for 1836 do not notice them, it is probable they are

no longer worked.
3N 2
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The department belongs chiefly to the basin of the Rhine.

A small portion, which extends in the north-eastern corner,

just across the ridge of the Yosges, is drained by the

Bruche, which rises in those mountains and flows down

.

into the 111 near Strasbourg. The central parts are drained

by the Moselle, one of the largest affluents of the Rhine,
and its tributaries. The Moselle rises in the south-eastern

comer of the department, near the Ballon d'Alsace, and
flows north-westward by Remiremont, Epinal, and Charmes
into the department of Meurthe. It receives the Vologne
and Durbion on the right bank. The Meurthe rises in the

slopes of the Vosges, on the eastern side of the department,
and flows north-west into the adjacent department of

Meurthe, where it joins the Moselle. The Mortagne, a
feeder of the Meurthe, and the Madon, a feeder of the Mo-
selle, rise in the department of Vosges, but do not join

their principal streams till they reach the department of
Meurthe. The Plaine and the Rabodot, feeders of the

Meurthe, rise in other departments, but join their prin-

cipal stream in this.

The north-western side of the department belongs to the

basin of the Meuse, and is drained by the Meuse, which
crosses it from south to north ; and by the Lainger or

Ainger, the Mouzon, the Vair, the Deuil, and the Saunel,

feeders of the Meuse. A very small part, just at the

north-western corner, is drained by the Ornain, which
belongs to the system of the Seine.

The southern border of the department belongs to the

basin of the Rhone, and is drained by the Saone, which
rises on the southern slopes of the Faucilles, and by the

Coney, the Angronne, and the Combaute, which flow
directly or ultimately into the Sadne.
None of these rivers are navigable ; nor are there any

navigable canals. Irrigation is well managed ; and con-
siderable skill is shown in applying streams and falls ofwater
as a moving-power to the purposes of manufacture. There
are some mineral-springs. Those of Bussang, five in num-
ber, near the sources of the Moselle, rise from the primi-
tive rocks of the Vosges : they are chalybeate and purga-
tive : the water is not much used on the spot, but 20,000
bottles are sent yearly to Plombieres or other places. The
waters of Contrexeville on the Vair, not far from its source,

are chalybeate and diurectic
;
they are recommended for

persons afflicted with the stone and gravel : 4000 bottles of
the water are sent yearly to Paris. Those of Bains near
Fontenois, in the southern part of the department, are

warm and saline ; their temperature is 32° of Reaumur, or
104° of Fahrenheit. Those of Plombieres are also warm
and saline ; and are recommended for complaints of the
stomach and for nervous affections ; their temperature is

38° of Reaumur, or 117° or 118° of Fahrenheit.
There are several small lakes or meres, chiefly in the

eastern part of the department : the principal are those of
G£rardmer, of Retournemer, and of Longemer ; all in the
neighbourhood of the town of Gerardmer.
There were, on 1st January, 1837, six Routes Royales, or

government roads, having an aggregate length of 178 miles,
of which 148 miles were in good repair and 30 miles, out of
repair. One of the roads from Paris to Bile, or Basel, enters
the department near Domremi, runs by NeufchSteau, ChSte-
nois, Mirecourt, Dompaire, Epinal, and Remiremont, and
crosses the Vosges into the department of Haut Rhin. A
road from Besancon to Nancy and Metz runs through the
department, entering on the south side by Plombieres,
crossing the Faucilles and passing by Epinal and Charmes.
A road from Dijon to Nancy crosses the north-western part
of the county through NeufchSteau ; and a road from
Paris by Nancy to Schelestat, and so to Strasbourg on the
one hand or Colmar on the other, passes through Raon
1'Etape and St. Diey in the north-eastern part, and across
the Vosges into the department of Haut Rhin. The de-
partmental roads had, on 1st January, 1837, an aggregate
length of 414 miles, of which 199 miles were in good repair,

167 miles out of repair, and 48 miles unfinished. The
vicinal roads had, at the same time, an aggregate length
of more than 2500 miles.

The area of the department is about 1,450,000 acres, of
which about 600,000 acres are under the plough. The
•oil of the Plain is tolerably fertile ; but, on the whole, the
produce of the department in grain is below the average
of France, and quite inadequate to the supply of the dense
population. The principal crop is of oats, in wliich the
department exceeds the average produce of the depart-

ments in the proportion of three to one ; bat in btrity, sad

still more in wheat, rye, and maslin (wheat and rye outd
it falls short of the average. Buckwheat is but littlepw.
and maize and potatoes were, in 1827, not groin) it *L
Of the crop of oats, the superabundance is sent into v*

department of Meuse. Turnips and a considerable quiau.,

of nemp are grown, and hops in the neighbourhood oT Hu>
bervillers, or Remberviller : of the hops about SCO c«u
are sent to Paris ; some are also sent to Strasbourg, hi
grass-lands amount to 180,000 acres, and the heathi ui
open pastures to about 90,000. They are chiefly id tit

mountains. The number of horned cattle is ibtnt 3c

average number in the other departments, especial!) u
cows and heifers. The dairy is much attended lu,'i&d

above 150,000 kilogrammes, or about 30,000 cwU, u
cheese are made annually. The cheeses resemble tin* r

Gruy&re ; the best are made in and round Gfaidnt:

.

those of Bresse, Cornimont, Ventrou, Bussang. St. Mice*.,

Ramonchamp, Mesnil, Saulxure, and Vcrgney rink teii

A considerable quantity of butter is also made, and sr.

into the neighbouring departments. The breed oi ha*i

cattle is small, as well as that of horses, which are war.*

ous. There are but few sheep, and they are chidtt a i

small native breed. The Merino sheep had not, m'lC
been introduced into the department. Pigs are suae
ous.

The vineyards comprehend about 11,000 acres, and ;:.

orchards and gardens occupy about the same space. H
produce of the vineyards is great in proportion to 'ii

extent of ground, ana the temperate habits of thetxo^

render much importation of wine unnecessary. Tm h.

wines of Charmes, Xaronval, and Ubexy are the best,
'&.*

none of them rank higher than good common wines. T>

quantity of stone-fruits grown is considerable ; among tlx:

are the Quetch or German plum, and the chenj £r.;

which kirschenwasser is made.
The woodlands have an area of above 300,000 ice.

and the forests and wastes 170,000 acres ; their pn>k'

especially in deals and staves for casks, constitute] m
the most important sources of wealth in the departa*-'.

More than a hundred saw-mills, moved by water, are «-

ployed in sawing deals, of which a million are madejw
they are floated down the Meurthe, and then do«n £•

Moselle to Metz. The staves, of which half a million i-

made yearly, are floated down the Coney, or Conor, u'.

the Sabne.
Game is tolerably plentiful : the wild boar, the oV

the hare, the partridge, the lark, and the heath-coii

»

found. The rivers produce fish of various sorts; snv.*

them are some excellent trout.

The department is divided into five arrondissemects -

follows :

—

Situ- Area in Cora- Can- Totala**
Amrouiasement. ation. 3q. Mite*. muuoa. ton*. 1451. I*

Epinal • • •

Mirecourt , .

Central 669 6 129 91.57S

in. 414 G 143 ;o.iS7
griNeufchateaii W. 5 133

ltomiremont . . SB. 4J1 4 36 HW an
St. Diey . . . ME. 9 107 107.SM li-jf

2308~ ~30 «T
In the arrondissement of Epinal are—Epinal, on Ii'

Moselle, population in 1826,7951 for the commune: i

1831, 8670 for the town, or 9070 for the whole coma**

in 1836, 9526 for the commune [Epinal] ; Archftle, on

Moselle, above Epinal ; Chalet, distinguished at fht'

sur Moselle, at the junction of the Durbion with the M.-

selle ; Remberviller, or Rambervillers, population

for the town, or 4990 for the whole commune, on t-'

Mortagne ; and Bruyeres, population 2070 for the lovt- <'

2328 for the whole commune, near the source of tbe Art-'-

telle, a feeder of the Mortagne. Archette has a pV'
manufacture of high reputation. Remberviller i» on

right bank of the Mortagne, over which is a stone bntr

communicating with a suburb on the opposite bank. Tt*"

are some remains of the walls with which, in 1125, Bke"

de Bar, bishop of Metz, surrounded the town. The tow*

men manufacture coarse woollen cloth, linens, p»t«
r

leather, earthenware, madder, iron, and jewellery.

paper-mill employed, a few years since, a hundred

men. Considerable trade is carried on in com and ^-7-

There are an hospital and a public library of 9000 rolua^

In the arrondissement of Mirecourt are— Mirecourt.

the Madon, population, in 1826, 5608 for the comar^*
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1831, 5205 for the town, or 5574 for the whole com-
me ; in 1836, 5684 for the commune : Dompaire, on a

stream flowing into the Madon ; Ville sur lllon, on
on, a small feeder of the Madon ; Charmes (pop.

r the town, or 2962 for the commune), on the Mo-
le; Fontenois, on the Coney or Coney; Darney and
inthureux, on the Saone; and Wittel, on a 'small

flowing into the Vaire. Mirecourt was called in

Latin of the middle ages Mercurii Curtis ; but there

no remains of antiquity or tokens of the worship of

!ercury, which some have supposed, from the name, 1o
lave been practised. It belonged in the fifteenth century

to the counts of Vaudemont, and was defended by a wall

and by a castle, which latter was taken by La Hire, one of
iptains of Charles VII. of France. The town is in a
it and highly cultivated district, but is ill built. The

are chiefly engaged in the manufacture of mu-
iments ; a great number of church organs and

l-organs, and of base-viols, violins, guitars, and other
instruments are made. Lace, leather, and wooden

are also manufactured ; and trade is carried on in

brandy, and sheep. There are four yearly fairs,

[irecourt has several fountains, a handsome hospital, and
a public library of 6000 volumes. There are some govern-
ment offices. Dompaire was formerly of greater import-
ance than it is now : it was taken and burned by the duke
of Bourgogne (Burgundy) in 1475, and has never recovered
its prosperity. Charmes is on the left bank of the Moselle,
>ver which is a handsome bridge. Trade is carried on in

wine, wood, hides, gypsum, and lace : there are a
corn-market and four yearly fairs. Fontenois, dis-

led as Fontenois-le-Chateau, was in the middle ages
of great strength : it belonged to the dukes of

igne (Burgundy). Darney was formerly a place of

th : it has some manufactures of iron-wares and pot-

there are six yearly fairs. Wittel or Vittel has four

yearly fairs, and is the centre of a lace manufacture of

ime importance.
In the arrondissement ofNeufchateau are—NeufchStean,
the Mouzon, near its junction with the Meuse ; popula-
of the commune, in 1826, 3667; in 1831, 3524; and

1836, 3645 : Morvillier, or Liff'ol le Grand (pop. 1656),

the Saunel ; Dommartin, on the Vraine, a feeder of the

; Vicherey, on the Deuil ; Chatenois or Chatenoy, in

country between the Vair and the Mouzon ; Bulgne-
;, in the country between the Vair and the Lainger or

inger ; Vrficour or Vrecouit, on the Mouzon ; Le Grand,
>ar the sources of the Ornain ; La Marc-he (pop. 1625),

on a small feeder of the Mouzon ; Damblain, close to the
south-west border of the department ; and Chatillon-sur-
Saone, on the Saone. NeufchSteau is a well-built town
on a small eminence surrounded by loftier hills. It has an
hospital, a communal school, a public library of 7200
volumes, a subordinate court of justice, and one or two
fiscal or administrative government offices. The towns-
men manufacture coarse woollen cloth, swanskin, cotton
counterpanes, wicker wares, and nails and brads ; and
trade in wood, iron, and hardwares : there are five yearly
fairs. Dommartin, distinguished as Dommartin-sur-Vraine,
has four yearly fairs for cattle, corn, linen, woollen cloth,

baskets, and hardwares. At Chatenois or ChStenoy bird-

organs and other organs are made. Vrecouit has some
iron-works and tan-yards, and a manufacture of cotton
cloth. There are four yearly fairs. Le Grand has con-
siderable nail-factories, and three yearly fairs for cattle,

corn, and the linens of the district. La Marche has
wrought-iron works and oil-mills or presses. It was the
native place of Guillaume or William de la Marche,
who founded the college of La Marche at Paris. The
town has suffered much in various wars, and by pes-
tilence in 1636. The village of Domremi, on the lett bank
of the Meuse, close to the north-west border of the depart-

ment, possesses historical interest as the birth-place of

Jeanne orJoan of Arc: it takes from this circumstance the
distinctive epithet of Domremi-la-Pucelle. The house in

which Jeanne was born is still standing near the church,

and is easily recognised by its Gothic doorway surmounted
e> escutcheons with fleurs-de-lis, and by an antient

representing the maid covered with her armour,
late proprietor of the house, named Gerardin, after

'_ 6000 francs, or 240/., for it, offered by a Prussian
who wished to purchase the place, sold it to the

of the department for a third of that sum, in

order that it might become national property. Louis
XVIII. granted him, in reward of his patriotic conduct, the

grand cross of the legion of honour, and gave 8000 francs

:320/.) for the establishment of a free-school in the house
of Jeanne for the girls of Domremi and the neighbouring
communes, 8000 for an endowment to maintain a Sister of
Charity as teacher of the school ; and 1 2,000 (480/.) to erect
a monument in honour of Jeanne. This monument, which
was solemnly inaugurated in 1820, consists of a fountain

with a quadrangular base, from which rise four isolated

pilasters supporting an entablature with two fronts, and
surmounted by a bust of the heroine. It stands in the

public place of the village, and has this simple inscription :

'A la mfimoire de Jeanne d'Arc'—'To the memory of

Joan of Arc' In the house where Jeanne was born is a
picture, painted by order of Louis XVIII., and given by
him to adorn the interior.

In the arrondissement of Remiremont are—Remire-
mont, on the Moselle

;
population, in 1826, 4148 for

the commune ; in 1831, 4246 for the town, or 4686
for the whole commune; in 1836, 5055 for the com-
mune : Plombidres (pop. in 1826, 1309), on the An-
gronne ; Vagney, on a feeder of the Moselle, and the

village of Vald Ajol (pop. 5958), on theCombautd; Belle-

fontaine, and Ruaux, near Plombifires, and Bussang and
Le Tillot, on the Moselle. Remiremont takes its name
from Romaric, a noble of the early Frankish period, who
had a castle on a eminence near the town (Romaiici

Mons, Romarimont), and was a favourite of Queen Brune-

haut. Falling into disgrace, and becoming weary of the

world, he founded on the eminence two abbeys (a.d.

620), one for monks, the other for nuns, and endowed
them with all his possessions. These abbeys having
been destroyed by the Hungarians in the tenth century,

were rebuilt in the plain. The most important of the

two was that for lady-canonesses. The inmates were not
bound by a monastic vow, and none were admitted who
could not prove the nobility of their family for four gene-

rations: the abbess was a princess of the empire, and

enjoyed the prerogatives and maintained the state of a

sovereign. The abbey was rebuilt in 1752, by Anne
Charlotte of Lorraine, then abbess ; it is now applied to

other purposes, and is still the handsomest building in

the town. The principal streets of Remiremont are

watered by a brook which flows into the Moselle : the

houses are old and not well built, but there are some plea-

sant promenades. There are a communal school, a public

library of 4000 volumes, an hospital, and some fiscal or

administrative government offices. The townsmen manu-
facture cottons, paper, leather, wrought-iron, potash, and

excellent kirschwasser ; and trade in wood, iron, hemp,

cattle, cheese, which has a good reputation, and medicinal

herbs gathered on the surrounding hills: there are

eighteen yearly fairs. PlombiSres, celebrated for its

mineral waters, has an hospital and a beautiful church,

built by Stanislas Leckzinski, then duke of Lorraine.

Cutlery, remarkable for being well-finished, iron-wares,

and paper are manufactured : there are four yearly fairs.

Plombiikes was destroyed by fire in 1498, by an^earth-

quake in 1682, and was almost buried in mud in 1//1 by

an inundation. Vagney has some iron-works, and good

cheese is made in the valley in which it stands : there are

twelve yearly fairs. There are iron-works at Belle-fon-

taine, and a manufacture of cutlery ; and at Ruaux iron-

works and a manufacture of cotton. Bussang has mineral

waters, and Le Tillot, or Tliillot, a manufacture of cotton

goods.

In the arrondissement of St. Diey are—St. Diey or St.

Die, on the Meurthe ;
population in 1826, 7339 for the com-

mune ; in 1831, 5560 for the town, or 7707 for the whole

commune; in ia36,7906 for the commune [Die, or Diey,

St.] ; Raon l'Etape, population 3160 for the town, or

3244 for the whole commune, on the Meurthe, at the

junction of the Plaine ; Senones, population 1932 for the

town, or 2366 for the whole commune, on the Rabodot

;

and Gdrardmer or G6rome, population 1580 for the town,

or 5701 for the whole commune, on the Valogne. Raon
l'Etape is an old town, poorly built, at the foot of a hill.

The townsmen manufacture calico, bed-ticking, awls and

brads, and potash; and trade in timber: there are two

yearly fairs. The remains of an old castle of Ferri III.,

duke of Lorraine, are on a hill near the town. Senones

suffered great injury from fire in 1811 : there are manu-
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mctures of cottori-yarn, calico and dimity, iron-works, dye-

houses for cotton, and a pottery : there are eight yearly

fairs. Gerardmer or Gerom6 has considerable trade in

cheese, which is the best in the department, and in

wooden wares and wooden shoes made in the neighbour-

hood : there are six fairs for timber, cattle, and other mer-

chandize.
The village of Waldbach or Valderback, in the Stein-

thal or Ban de la Roche, the scene of the pastoral labours

of the pious and benevolent Oberlin, is in the valley of

the Bruche, in this arrondissement. [Obbrlin.]

The population, when not otherwise described, is that of

the commune, and from the census of 1831.

The department of Vosges is one of the principal manu-
facturing departments in France ; it possesses a more than

average number of establishments for producing articles

for exportation. In the arrondissemehtof Epinalare iron-

works, paper-mills (there were thirty-three In the whole
department, in 1827), saw-mills, potteries and tanneries

;

in the arrondissement of Mirecourt are glass-houses and
iron-works, and a considerable manufacture of lace and
musical instruments ; in that of Neufchsteau are oil-mills

or presses, paper-mills, saw-mills, iron-works, and a manu-
facture of musical instruments, and shoes, of which 60,000

pairs are exported yearly ; in that of Remiremont, potash

and other chemical products, kirsohwasser, and paper are

made ; and in that of St. Die wooden shoes, wooden wares,

cotton-yarn and other cotton goods, paper, and wrought
iron. The exportation of cheese and timber from the de-

partment is very great.

The department constitutes the diocese of St. Die, the

bishop of which is a suffragan of the archbishop of Be-
sancon : it is in the jurisdiction of the Cour Royale of

Nancy, and in the district of the Academie Universitaire

of the same city, and is comprehended in the third mili-

tary division, of which the head-quarters are at Mett. It

returns five deputies to the Chamber. In respect of edu-

cation it is considerably above the average of France ; of

the young men enrolled in the military census of 1828-29,

sixty-two in every hundred could read and write ; the ave-

rage of France being little more than thirty-nine. There
is a consistory of the Reformed church at Saint Diey, and
there are some few Baptists (or, as the French term them,
Anabaptists) in the department.

The department antiently formed part of the territories

of the Leuci (AeOcot, Strabo ; Atvcoi, Ptolemy), and the
Sequani (Sifcotniyoi, Strabo ; Xitcoavo), Ptolemy), two Celtic

nations. The Faucillesmay be considered as their common
boundary ; the Leuci being to the north, and the Sequani
to the south of those mountains. The small portion of
the department which extends across the ridge of the

Vosges into the valley of the Bruche was perhaps included

in the country of the Tribocci or Triboci (TpljSorxot, Strabo

;

TpiVfam, Ptolemy), a German people : and possibly a very

small portion of the south-western part may have belonged
to the Lingones (Afyyewc, Strabo) or Longones (Aiyyovtc,

Ptolemy), who were Celts. The Vosges appear in an
antient inscription under the name Vosegus ; Caesar writes

the name in the same manner, but Lucan has Vogesus

:

and from Caesar's describing the Meuse as rising in Mount
Vosegus, it appears that the Faucilles, in which that river

has its source, were also included under the same name.
The antient names of the rivers Meuse, Moselle, and
Sadne, were Mosa, Mosella (i.e. little Mosa), and Arar re-

spectively.

In the division of Gaul made by Augustus all the above-
mentioned nations were comprehended in the province
Belgica, but on the subdivision of Gaul by later emperors,
the Leuci were included in the province of Belgica Prima

;

the Lingones in Lugdunensis Prima, the Tribocci in Ger-
mania Superior, and the Sequani in Maxima Sequanorum.
The towns of Solimariaca and NovimaguB, belonging to the

Leuci (the first mentioned in the Antonine Itinerary, the
second in the Peutinger Table), and the Dittatium (Airra-

nov) of Ptolemy belonging to the Sequani, were within

the limits of the department ; Solimariaca is identified by
D'Anville with a position on the Vaire called 8oulo*se, not
far from Neufchfiteau ; Novimagus with Neufchateau

;

and Dittatium with a position a little to the east of Pass-

avant-en-Vosges, near the southern border of the depart-

ment, called Cit£, where a number of Roman remains nave
been discovered. An amphitheatre near the little town
of Le Grand, in the arrondissement of Neufchateau,

popularly called the amphitheatre of Julian, was <

out in 1821.

On the downfall of the Roman empire, this part of Gsai

passed into the hands of the Franks, and in the divincm vt

the Frankish territories under the Merovingian prism
was included in Austrasia. When the empire of Claris

magne was dismembered, it was included in the terato

of the emperor Lothaire, and subsequently formed tvi

of the duchy, and still later of the government of Le-

raine.

The greater portion of the department was known. wh?»

comprehended in the government of Lorraine, as Le Pu,
des Vosges, and was subdivided into the bailiwick* If

Kpinal, St. Diey, Bruyeres, Remiremont, Damey, Ner.-

chateau, Mirecourt, Channel, and Chalet sur Moselle. A

small part about Senones, in the arrondissement of St. D:r

.

constituted the principality of Salm, which belonged '

the empire of Germany till 1793, when it was occupied h
the French and united to France. The neighbourhood i<

La Marche, Domremi, and Chfitillon-sur-SaSne eonsnUite-l

the bailiwick of La Marche, which was part of Le Bern*

or the Duchy of Bar. Remberviller was one of the lori-

ships held by the bishop of Metz, and Vicherey wis ii-

uluded in the possessions of the chapter of Tool, in U
Toulois, part of Le Pays des Trois Kveches.

(Malte Bran, GfograpMe UniferteUe ; Dupm, Fbrm
Productive* de la France ; D'Anville, Notice detAKmv
Gauie ; Dictionnaire Gtograpfiique Vnieenel; Hi-

iittique de la Prance, printed by the French government.'

VOSGES, in German VOGE8EN, or WA8GAU, i

chain of mountains bounding the valley of the Rhine n
the west firom the neighbourhood of Miihlhausen, or

hausen, to that of Mayence. The chain is partly in France

and partly in the Rhenish province of Bavaria, and in l!»

territory of Hesse Darmstadt in Germany.
There is some difficulty in defining exactly the eit*

of the range. In most maps the Vosges are made to w't

on the south-west with the Faucilles, and so with theWj
d'Or, and ultimately with the Ccvennea ; and on the w.'r

they are made to unite with the Jura. The junction, i! /

can be so called, is formed by heights of such trifling com-

parative elevation, that ' if the bed of the sea,* sen M
Elie de Beaumont, ' were raised from 300 to 400 nnls.

the Vosges would form an island or archipelago, which,

very narrow about Saveme, would have a breadth of 6 or

8 myriametres (40 to 60 miles) in the parallel of Remirt

mont, and again in that of Bitche.* Caesar, one of tJv

earliest, if not the earliest writer who has mentioned At

Vosges, which he calls Moris Vosegus, evidently inclwW

the Faucilles under the designation, since he places -

them the source of the Mosa, or Meuse, which is far "re-

ward of the Vosges in the present more limited aecepttbrc

of the name. We shall consider the Vosges as eitendict

in length more than 170 miles from the depression throng

which the Rhdne and Rhine Canal, formerly the Cam! <-.

Monsieur, passes, near Dannemarie, between Befort trt

Altkirch, (and which depression we regard as separjlrf

the Vosges from the Jura,) northward, or, more exsetlr. i:

a direction north by east to the valley of the Rhine, at th

elbow formed by that river between Mayence and Binvr?-

The breadth of the range varies. In the northern r«r*.

about Mont Tonnerre, between the valley of the

and that of the Glan, a feeder of the Nahe, it is near); »
miles ; but this breadth comprehends the lower slope*, u

well as the higher parts of the range. West of Strtsboirt

between the valleys of the Rhine and the Saar orSarre."1 '

breadth is about 20 miles. Between Colmar and Plf*

bidres, where a branch extends westward from the prim-

pa] range, the breadth is nearly 40 miles. The bread''

assigned to the range by M. Klie de Beaumont can be

assigned to it only by including in the parallel of Bitche

the hills west of the Sarre about Sarreguemines: and a

the parallel of Remiremont, those which extend west «

Epinal and Plombidres to the valley of the Meuse. An-

other branch extends in a south-western direction from tN

southern extremity of the main chain in the direction «

Vesoul.

The loftiest summits of the range are in a toJersWj

direct line, extending from Mont Tonnerre, in GennaJ

Donnersberg, in the Rhenish province of Bavaria, to '!»

Ballon d'Alsace, near Giromagny and Masvaux, in the de-

partment of Haut Rhin in France ; and in a line extendw*

nearly at right angles to the foregoing, from Uk Bum
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ce towards Plombieres. The following are some of

ncipal summits :

—

Feci.

3™] Near the sources and

londAlsace 412*f ^erJ?^LtheMb"

Bhrenkopf 3004J
*elle and Oignon.

on de Soultz, or ")

4695
de Guebwiller J
Haut d'Honec 4391
Chaumes 4203

,.„..,> [Near the source of the

Meurthe.
3337 Near Schirmeck.

3314
|At the source of the Soar

Le Bressoir

Le Champ de Feu

Grand Donnon
or Sarre.

Sources of Rivers.

Oignon
Safine

Moselle
Saar

2270
1299.

2379
1765

be source of the Sa3ne can be considered as belonging
"

r by comprehending under that name
; of Epinal and Plombieres.

rt or the range which is north of the valley of the

s sometimes termed Les Basses-Vosges, or Lower
and is known to the Germans by the name of

lie line joining the principal summits is nearer to the

eastern side of the mountains, on which side the descent

towards the valley of the Rhine is much steeper than on
the western side toward Lorraine. The side towards the

Rhine consists of a succession of steep slopes, extending
with little Interruption from the valley of Thann to the

neighbourhood of Landau. The valleys on this side of

the range are deeper than those of the west side, where a
slightly undulated surface gradually descends into the
plain of Lorraine.

The highest summits are comprehended in a triangular

space, of which the apex may be fixed at Schirmeck, in

trie valley of the Bruche, in the north-eastern corner of the

department of Vosges, and the angles of the base at Plom-
bieres, in the department of Vosges, and Masvaux, in that

of Haut Rhin. In this triangular space the rocks are cris-

talline, connected and intermingled with others which
contain organic remains. Botli classes of the rocks thus

mingled together are considered by M. Elie de Beaumont as

belonging to the transition series: they comprehend granite,

gneiss, mica slate (but in small quantity), sienite, porphyry,
serpentine, talcose slate, clay-slate, grauwackf, saccharoid

and compact limestone, and the formations of the carbo-
niferous group. They ordinarily present rounded summits,
called by the inhabitants of the district ' Ballons ' (or balls),

a form owing, in part at least, to the facility of disinte-

gration which most of them possess. They abound with
springs and with deposits of peat, which are met with at

various elevations. The transition rocks appear but rarely

beyond the limits of the space defined above. The beds
of slate and the masses of unstratified rock have their prin-

cipal extension east and west between Plombieres and the

Ballon d'Alsace, and north and south between the Ballon
d'Alsace and Schirmeck.
The three sides of the triangle occupied by the granitic

rocks are skirted by ranges, more or less continuous, of
mountains of a character altogether different, of square

form and more horizontal outline. These are composed of

a reddish quartzose sandstone, known as the sandstone of

the Vosges, in the wider application of that name, of more
recent origin th&.i the carboniferous rocks, on which in

some places it is found to rest, but not conformably. On
the south side of the triangle occupied by the transition

rocks, the sandstone range is narrow and much interrupted.

On the east side of the transition rocks this sandstone is

deeply intersected by valleys opening into the great valley

of the Rhine, to which valley it presents steep escarpments.

On the north-west of the triangle the sandstone occupies a
much larger space and descends more gradually toward the

plain of Lorraine. North of Schirmeck, as far as the

parallel of Mannheim, this sandstone forms the mass of the

Vosges, and presents a range of heights of tolerably uni-

form elevation, but of unequal breadth. The strata in

this part dip gradually to the north-north-west until they
are covered by the more recent formations which con-
stitute the undulated plains of Lorraine ; while on the

eastern side, toward the Rhine, they still present the steep

escarpment characteristic of that side of the Vosges,
broken by deep and narrow valleys. The sandstone of the

Vosges contains no organic remains. The lower beds have
a close resemblance to the rothe-todte-liegende of the Ger-
man geologists and to the conglomerate of Exeter in

Devonshire : the upper beds gradually become finer in

grain and of greater solidity ; and to these the name of

sandstone of the Vosges in a more special and limited

application of the term is given. These upper beds in

their mineralogical character hold an intermediate station

between the lower beds on which they rest and the gres

bigarre which rests upon them, and present some analogies

with the new red-sandstone of Cheshire, Lancashire, and
Cumberland.
Towards the foot of the mountains the sandstone of the

Vosges is covered by the grcs bigarr£, or variegated sand-

stone, this by the muschelkalk, and this again by the mame
iris6e, or variegated marl : all these formations belong to

the same group as the new red-sandstone and red marl

of the English geologists. They occupy an undulating

district extending on the east not very far from the moun-
tains, being covered by the tertiary deposits and the

alluvium of the valley of the Rhine ; but on the west

they extend a considerable distance from the principal

range, until they are covered by the lias, which forms

a range of hills extending from Luxembourg to Bour-

bonne-les-Bains. The variegated sandstone generally

forms low rounded hills at the foot of the loftier elevations

formed by the sandstone of the Vosges ; but where the latter

does not attain any great height, it is sometimes covered to

the very summit by the variegated sandstone, which seems

to rest upon it unconformably. The lower beds of the varie-

gated sandstone are very thick, and consist of a fine-grained

sandstone of a reddish purple tint. The upper beds are

not so thick, and are quarried for grindstones ; the upper-

most beds are still thinner, and are quarried for paving

and for roofing houses. They sometimes lose their con-

sistence, and pass into a variegated clay, which is used for

brick-making. Masses of gypsum are frequently found.

The upper beds of the variegated sandstone sometimes
resemble the lower beds in colour, but are more often than

these of a bluish grey. Organic remains, especially of

vegetables, are common in these formations.

The upper part of the variegated sandstone series offers

thin beds of calcareous marl or of dolomite, which form

the commencement of the muschelkalk series ; these beds

become closer as we ascend, until the sandstone entirely

disappears. The muschelkalk is generally composed of a

grey or smoke-coloured compact limestone, frequently of

conchoidal fracture, at other times of a fracture even when
regarded on a large scale, but uneven when minutely ex-

amined. The upper beds of the muschelkalk series often

consist of a schistose grey marl, which, as we ascend, gra-

dually assumes a greenish tint; still higher the schistose

structure diminishes, and the green tint becomes more

decided, and is frequently marked by patches of red.

The marne irisee, or variegated marl series, consists of

beds of marl of a red colour like that of wine-lees varie-

gated with a greenish or bluish grey. About the middle

of the series is constantly found a small group of strata

comprehending a blackish schistose clay; a fine-grained,

earthy sandstone, of a bluish-grey or reddish-purple colour;

and a greyish or yellowish compact magnesian-limestone

;

in this group the magnesian-limestone frequently con-

stitutes the uppermost member, resting on the sandstone

and schistose clay, which alternate with each other or with

the red marl. The sandstone and schistose clays contain

impressions of vegetable remains, and frequently beds of a

combustible substance, which has been worked on a small

scale. Gypmm and rock-salt are found in the variegated

marl, below the group just described, and gypsum occa-

sionally appears above it. The uppermost beds of the

variegated marl frequently assume a greenish tint, which

distinguishes them from the rest of the mass. Thin beds

of black schistose clay and of quartzose sandstone, almost

without any cementing matter, appear: these gradually

suppl...,t the green marl, and form the commencement
of the sandstone (belonging to the quadersandstein of
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the German geologists) which forms the lowest member
of the lias group.
The Vosges yield a variety of valuable minerals, but they

are not worked to any great extent, at least in France.

Coal is found in various parts ; but all the departments ad-

jacent to the principal range (Moselle, Meurthe, Vosges,
Haute Sadne, Haut Rhin, Bas Rhin) had not, in 1834, more
than 11 coal-pits, of which only 9 were at work : the pro-

duce was about 40,000 tons, nine-tenths of which came
from the single department of Haute Sadne. In 1835 the

produce was little more than 21,000 tons. Iron-ore is ob-

tained, and a number of iron-works are established in the

neighbouring country. There were, in 1834, 95 establish-

ments of all Kinds (furnaces, forges, &c.) in the departments
just mentioned. Other metallic ores are found ;

copper in

the department of Haut Rhin ; lead in the departments of

Vosges and Haut Rhin
;
manganese in that of Vosges

;

and arsenic in that of Haut Rhin. But these ores are

scarcely worked, if at all.

•The summits of the Vosges,' says Malte-Brun, 'covered

with snow during a part of the year, extend their influence

over the different parts of the neighbouring country in

proportion to the distance which separates them from it.

. . . The greater part of these mountains are wooded
only to a certain height ; their summits are covered with

large spaces of green turf, to which, during six months of

the year, herds of cows, hired for the season in the vil-

lages, are led to graze. The men who follow this occupa-
tion rarely descend into the plain ; they dwell in huts, and
make cheeses like those of GruySre.' The forests are

chiefly composed of firs, pines, oaks, and chestnut-trees.

The variety of vegetation which the mountains present

renders them interesting to the botanist : and though little

visited by the picturesque tourist, they present, in spots

remote from the principal roads, scenery which may vie

with that of Switzerland. Wine is grown in those parts of

the mountains which present a favourable aspect.

A great number of streams rise in the Vosges. Those
which rise on the eastern slope of the principal range fall

into the Rhine or its feeder the 111 ; and, from the prox-
imity of the mountains to those rivers, have commonly but
a short course. .The Techt, or Fecht, the Brut-he, the

Zorn, the Moder, the Sarbach or Surbach, the Lauter, the

Speyer or Speyerbach, the Eiss, and the Selz, are the prin-

cipal. Most of the streams which arise on the western

side also belong to the system of the Rhine. The Moselle,

with its feeders the Meurthe and the Saar or Sarre, are the
most important. The Vologne also flows into the Moselle

;

the Mortagne, the Fines, and the Vezouze, into the Meurthe.
The Erbach joins the Sarre. The Glan and the Alsen flow

into the Nahe, an affluent of the Rhine, which joins that

river at Bingen. The Vosges may be regarded as separa-

ting the basin of the Rhine proper from the sub-basin of the

Moselle. The streams which flow from the western side

of the range near its southern extremity, and those which
rise on the southern slope of the branch range, leading
from that extremity toward Plombieres, belong to the
system of the Rhone, the basin of which is divided by the

branch range from the sub-basin of the Moselle. The
Saone, the most important tributary which the Rh&ne re-

ceives, rises in the branch range : as do the Coney or

Coney, the Angronne, the Lantenne, and the Oignon,
which flow into the Saone, and the Savoureuse, which flows

into the Doubs, a principal affluent of the Sadne.

(Elie de Beaumont, Sur les Terrains Secondaires du
Systeme des Vosges, in the first volume of the Memoires
pour servir d une Description Giolngique de la France

;

Encyclopedic MHhodique (Geographie Physique, art,

Vosges) ; Malte-Brun, Gcographie Universelle ; Diction-
naire Giographique Universel. The heights are from a
table given in the sixth volume of the Companion to the
Almanac.)
VOSS, JOHANN HEINRICH, was born on the 20th

• of February, 1751, at Sommersdorf, near Wahren in Meck-
lenburg. His father was originally a farmer; but, soon
after the birth of his son, he got the office of collector of the

tolls for Count Malzahn in the little town of Penzlin, and
had a house and the privilege of brewing and distilling.

In this place Johann Heinrich received his first education.

He showed such an extraordinary memory and such a de-

sire to learn, that his father, although his circumstances

were continually growing worse, sent him to the public

school at Neu-Brandenburg. Benevolent friends and rela-

tives contributed towards the expenses of his edocaliri.H

he showed all the signs of extraordinary talent. Grets iu
then taught at Neu-Brandenburg in a very unsatisfactory

way. Voss felt it ; and being already charmed with (i«

beauties of that language, he and some of hfeschooMowi
had their weekly meetings, in which they communialfd

to one another what they had learned in private, and lh»

studied the Greek writers themselves. German pa-try

also was read and discussed at these roeetinip, and Yqh

already commenced writing German poetry which attracted

the attention of his friends and acquaintances. After lin-

ing been at Neu-Brandenburg for two years, he saw thai i

longer stay would be useless ; and as he had no menu of

continuing his studies at a university, he gladly accepted

a place as private tutor in the family of a country leotli-

man near Penzlin. He entered this situation in 17C9. A»

he had not yet been at a university, his salary was lea tiaa

that of the cook in the family ; and he had to endure nut;

humiliations which might have broken his spirits if he Ui

not thought it his duty to hold out in order to get * «r.il

sum which might enable him at least to begin his ini-

mical career. Another circumstance which helped him

over the difficulties of his position was the friendship of

»

neighbouring clergyman, who saw the great talents cf

Voss, made him acquainted with the German potU, vA

drew his attention to Shakspere, to understand whose work

Voss immediately began to learn English. Boic, who»u
then the editor of the ' Gottinger Musenalmanach,' re-

ceived some of Voss's poems as contributions, and *as *

pleased with them, that he invited the author to come 'j>

Gottingen, where he promised him all the assistance in b>

power. After repeated invitations Voss went, in 1772. t»

Gottingen, where, through the mediation of Boie. he u>

tained free board (Freitischl, and also the means ofmsiin

a small income. Here Voss became acquainted «itl

Heyne, who received him as a member of the philolojjo!

seminary. The influence of Boie and of the nnmi-Mi

circle of aspiring young men then assembled at Gottineen,

who formed a society under the name of Hainbund, for tie

purpose of cultivating poetry and improving the aauoal

taste, soon drew out the genius of Voss, and he tool i

very prominent part in the proceedings of the society. Ht

had come to Gottingen with a view to study theology, kl

he changed his views and devoted himself to the stud) <i

philology, with the hope of obtaining the office of teat ha

in some public school. In his critical exercises in t«

philological seminary he occasionally differed from Hem-

and thus excited his ill-will ; the consequence was lW

Voss did not attend the seminary so regularly as to tv

pected, though he continued his studies the more lealottf

in private. This ill-feeling between Heyne and Vossms

the foundation of all their subsequent disputes and emr.it}-

During his stay at Gottingen Voss made the acqnairrtaa«

of Klopstock and Claudius; and in 1774, when Boie

Gottingen, the editorship of the ' Musenalmanach
-

given to him. In 1775 Voss also left the university, sr*'*

some time at Hamburg, and then went to his friend Claw.!*

at Wandsbeck. In 1777 he married Boie's youneest >i>H

and the year after he was appointed rector of the pu^> :

school at Otterndorf, in the country of Hadeln. Soon »•
'•'

settling there he announced his intention of publishing

«

German translation of the 'Odyssey' in hexameter uiv.

and in order to convince the world of his competencf. •*

published, in 1780, a dissertation on the island ofOr*y£»

m the ' Deutsches Museum,' and another on the Oew *

the antients, in the 'Gottinger Magazin,' which^ ffi
by Forster and Lichtenberg. The peculiar mode whit"

»

adopted of writing Greek names drew upon him the sot.

censure and sneers of Lichtenberg, who was a'
, .

time one of the champions of Heyne. This complete"

breach between Voss and Heyne, and the dlsPu 'cs

"'J.

Lichtenberg continued for several years, and becam

last mixed up with such personalities, that Voss rouno

to write an essay in vindication of his own

the 'Deutsches Museum.' In 1781 Voss

hich'
Ifof

necessary

racter in

lished his German translation of the • Odyssey,'

received with the unanimous approbation of all ^
0BP,

fln.

judges. The marshy district of Otterndorf being o

mental to the health of Voss, through the influence «
^

friend Count Frederic Leopold Stolbere he was
LJ

m"£
(1
i

the rectorship of the gymnasium of Eutin. «e
,..i

et^
here in 1782, and his circumstances, which had n ^
been extremely limited, were soon greatly taproTe0'
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he was further honoured with the title of ' Hofrath.' Being
"thus in easy circumstances, he devoted his time to the dis-
charge of his duties and to the study of the antients, whose
works it was his pride to nationalize among his country-
men. At the same time he continued to write original
poems, which are among the best in the literature of Ger-
many. In 1789 he published his edition of Virgil's
* Georgics,' with a German translation, a commentary, and
several engravings representing various forms of antient
ploughs. A new and much improved edition appeared in

1800. 2 vols. 8vo. In 1793 he published his translation of
1 he ' Iliad ' and ' Odyssey,' in 4 vols., in 8vo. and 4to. That
of the 'Odyssey' was an improvement upon the edition
already published ; but although it is more correct, its

character is less simple than that of the first edition.
During this time he wa3 also engaged with researches on
antient geography and mythology; and in order to coun-
teract the views on mythology proposed by G. Hermann,
in his 'Handbuch der Mythologie,' which was extrava-
gantly praised by Heyne and his friends, Voss wrote an
essay on Apollo, which was soon after followed by his

Letters on Mythology (' Mythologische Briefe,' Konigs-
Ijerg, 1794, 2 vols. 8vo.), which were mainly directed
against Heyne. A second and enlarged edition of these

ers appeared at Stuttgard, 1827, 3 vols. 8vo. No year
ed without proofs of the genius and learning of Voss.

1797 there appeared, in 2 vols., his edition of Virgil's

logues,' which, like the ' Georgics,' was accompanied
a German translation and an excellent commentary,
o years later he published his translation of all the

works of Virgil, but without a commentary. The nu-
merous original poems, which had appeared either in small
collections or in periodicals, were now collected and pub-
,: Med in 1802, in 4 vols. 8vo. This collection contains,

appendix, an essay on German prosody (' Zeitmes-
der Deutschen Sprache '). In this year he also pro-
" a new edition of his translation of Homer, to which
"
:d a map of the Homeric world, and a plan of the

.ce of Odysseus.
His intense study and incessant literary activity, toge-

ther with his heavy duties as rector and teacher of the

gj innasium of Eutin, and various other painful occur-
rences, had so much weakened his constitution that it was
impossible for him to continue in his office. His physician
urged the necessity of a residence in Southern Germany.
Duke Peter Frederic of Holstein-Gottorp, though with
^Teat reluctance, not only allowed Voss to resign his office,

but granted him an annual pension of 600 thafers. In the
autumn of 1802 Voss went to Jena, where he lived for

sume years in private, enjoying the friendship and esteem
of the professors in that university, and of all the illustrious

personages then assembled at Weimar.
It was during his stay at Jena that he wrote the review

of Heyne's edition of Homer, which created a general sen-

sation in Germany (' Jenaer Allgem. Litcraturzeitung,' for

May, 1803). In 1805 Voss received a letter expressing
the desire of the elector of Baden that he should come to

Heidelberg, and give a few lectures in the university
; or,

if his health should not permit him to lecture, the elector

offered him a pension of 500 florins if he would merely
settle at Heidelberg. While Voss was hesitating whether
he should leave all his friends at Jena and Weimar, a se-

cond letter arrived, offering him an annual pension of 1000
florins if he would settle at Heidelberg, and by his mere
presence give lustre to the university. This generous offer,

which raised him above all want, was gratefully accepted

:

and in the summer of 1805 Voss arrived at Heidelberg.

The mild climate of this place, with its beautiful environs,

produced a great change in him. He felt himself again

cheerful and young, and with renewed ardour he devoted
himself to his literary pursuits. The results were improved
editions of his earlier works, as well as many new ones.

His fourth and last edition of Homer appeared in 1814, in

4 vols., and a revised edition of his translation of Virgil

in 1821. Among the new translations of antient writers

:ared during his residence at Heidelberg, were
orace (1806 and 1821), Hesiod (1806), Theo-

ion, and Moschus (1808), Tibullus and Lygdamus
of which, in 1811, he also published the ' original

text, corrected from MSS., his translation of Aristophanes

(1821), and Aratus (1824). Voss had occasionally trans-

lated works from the English and French into German : in

J819 he determined, in conjunction with his two sons,

P. C, No. 1674.
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Henry and Abraham, to translate Shakspere. The work
was not completed till several years after the death of
Voss. This translation is not quite what it should be, but
it is a proof of the bold spirit and of the unwearied activity
of Voss. In 1823 he published the first volume of a wort
entitled ' Antisymbolik,' which was directed against the
mythological work of Creuzer. The second volume was
edited after his father's death by Abraham Voss. Frederic
Stolberg, who had once been a kind and sincere friend to
Voss, had become a convert to the Roman Catholic reli-

gion in the year 1800 ; and many years afterwards, in 1819,
Voss, seeing the intrigues employed by the Mystics and the
Roman Catholics in Germany, wrote an essay called ' Wie
ward Fritz Stolberg ein Unfreier' (in Paulus's Sophro-
nizon, part iii.). This was the opening of a literary cam-
paign against Roman Catholicism, the Protestant Mystics
of Germany, and despotism and aristocratic haughtiness,
for these were the causes to which Voss attributed the con-
version of Stolberg. The sensation which these attacks
created divided all Germany into two parties ; but both
agreed that Voss treated the friend of his youth too se
verely, and they condemned the personalities in which he
indulged. The truth is that Voss and Stolberg were such
opposite natures that they could not understand each
other : Voss was unable to comprehend the real causes of
Stolberg's conduct, as has since been made evident by the
letters of Stolberg. Voss died at Heidelberg, on the 30th
of March; 1826.

Johann HeinrichVoss is one of the most remarkable
men of modern times. He possessed a generous, upright
character, without the least affectation. In his family and
in his relations to his friends there was a kind of patri-

archal simplicity and cordiality. But it cannot be denied
that his own opinions of what was right and wrong rendered
him frequently blind to what was good in others, and
made him appear obstinate and quarrelsome. As a writer

Voss ranks among the first that Germany can boast of.

His knowledge of antiquity was immense, and the life of
the antients was nearly as familiar to him as that of his

contemporaries. His commentaries on Virgil's Georgics
and Eclogues are among the best that have been written

on any antient author, and Niebuhr used to say that

nothing was left for any future commentator on those
poems, for Voss had done all that could be desired. He
is one of the great fathers of modern philology, and worthy
to stand by the side of Lessing ancl F. A. Wolf. As a
translator Voss is unrivalled, and the principles which he
laid down are still followed by the best translators in Ger-
many. No nation of modern Europe can boast of transla-

tions of Homer, Virgil, Hesiod, and Theocritus equal to

those of Voss, which are real substitutes for the originals.

It was the consequence of his own peculiar nature that he
was more successful in his translations of epic and idyllic,

than of lyric and dramatic poetry. As a poet he must be
classed among the first of his country. His expression is

strong and vigorous, his sentiments true and pure, and
the amiable part of the German character is perhaps not

seen in any modern poet more clearly than in the poems
of Voss. The simplicity and the natural charms of his

idyllic poems have never been equalled by any German
poet, and his epico-idyllic poem, 'Luise.'is the most beau-
tiful production of its kind in any language. His essays

have been collected under the title 'Kritische Blatter,

nebst Gcographischen Abhandlungen,' Stuttgard, 1829, 2
vols. 8vo.

(Paulus, Lebens- und Todeskunden von J. H. Voss, Hei-
delberg, 1826 ; Briefe von J. H. Voss, nebst crlauternden
Beilagen, edited by Abraham Voss, Halberstadt, 1820-33,

3 vols. 8vo. ; Leben des Dichters J. H. Voss, by F. E. Th.
Schmid, in the last edition of Voss's Poetical Works, Leip-

zig, 1835, p. i.-xxxix.)

VO'SSIUS. GERARD. As his fathers name was Jo-
hannes Vossius, he called himself Gerardus Johannis

Vossius, that is, Gerard Vossius, the son of John. His
real family name was Vos, which he Latinized into

Vossius. He was born in 1577, in the neighbourhood of

Heidelberg, whither his father, who had once resided at

Roermonde, in Holland, had gone after he had em-
braced the Protestant religion. In the year after the birth

of his son Johannes Vossius returned to Holland, and
settled finally at Dortrecht. Gerard was only seven years

old at the time of his fathers death. He began his studies

at Dortrecht, and, after having acquired a considerable

Vol. XXVI.-3 O
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knowledge of Latin and Greek and of the elements of phi-

losophy, be went, in 1595, to the university of Leyaen,
where the range of bis studies ws» considerably extended.

In 1908 he took his degree in philosophy, and began to

devote himself with great zeal to the study of theology,

ecclesiastical history, and the Hebrew language. About
the year 1600 the university of Leyden was on the point

of giving Vossius a professorship, when he left the place,

being invited by the town of Dortrecht to undertake the

head-mastership of the public school there. Soon after

his arrival at Dortrecht he married. His wife died in 1607,

after having borne him three children. In about six

months he married his second wife, who bore him five sons

and two daughters. Of all his children none survived him
except his son Isaac. Gerard Vossius was an intimate

friend of Hugo Grotius. Grotius had severely chastised

the Dutch clergy in his work ' Pietas Ordinom Hollandiae,'

and Vossius, although he took the pains to avoid being en-
tangled in the theological disputes then going on in Holland,

was suspected of entertaining heretical opinions. In 1614
the professorship of theology at Steinfurt was offered to

him, and, owing to the hostility which some of the Dutch
clergy evinced towards him, he was inclined to accept the

invitation ; but at the same time the rectorship of the

theological college at Leyden was offered to him. Vossius

accepted this distinguished post to which, some years after,

the professorship of eloquence and chronology in the uni-
versity was added. In 1618 he published a history of the
Pelagian controversy (* Historia Pelagiana '), from which
his enemies inferred that he was guilty of that heresy. A
report also was spread that he was an Arminian, and a
secret friend of C. Vorstius. All this increased the num-
ber and bitterness of his enemies, and the synod of Tergou
was prevailed upon, in 1620, to deprive Vossius of the rec-

torship of the theological college at Leyden. The synod
of Rotterdam however restored him, in 1621, to his office,

on condition that he should neither say nor write anything
against the synod of Dortrecht, which had condemned Ar-
minianism. During these troubles Vossius tranquilly con-
tinued his studies and literary labours. In 1624 the uni-
versity of Cambridge offered him a professorship, but
be yielded to the wishes of the curators of the uni-
versity of Leyden, not to quit the place, and the States

of Holland showed him their esteem and confidence by
commissioning him to write a Latin and a Greek grammar
for the use of the public schools in Holland. In 1620
another unsuccessful attempt was made to get Vossius
over to England ; but he continued at Leyden, where his

lectures and the reputation of his learning attracted crowds
of students. The work on Pelagianism, which had called

forth so many enemies in Holland, gained him the favour
of Archbishop Laud, who procured Vossius a prebend in

the cathedral of Canterbury, the emoluments of which
were to be transmitted to him at Leyden. In 1629 he
came over to England to be installed, and after having
been honoured with the degree of doctor of laws at
Oxford, he returned to Holland. In 1630 the city of Am-
sterdam founded a gymnasium, and invited Vossius to the
chair of history. Notwithstanding the opposition of the
university of Leyden, Vossius accepted the offer, partly
because the new office afforded him more leisure, and
better opportunity for the education of his children.

In 1633 Vossius went to Amsterdam, where he exerted
himself to raise the new establishment. Although the
successive losses of his children caused him deep and last-

ing grief, he did not allow these family afflictions to inter-
fere with his official duties or to interrupt his literary

activity. He died at Amsterdam in 1649. One day when
he was ascending the ladder in his library, the ladder
broke, and Vossius was found dead, and buried under
his books. Vossius was a man of extraordinary learning,
and had a powerful memory; he boasted that he never
forgot anything. He was an humble and devout man, and
always ready to serve others. He was extremely careful
in employing his time, and scarcely ever allowed a friend
to stay with him more than ft quarter of an hour. He
hated nothing more cordially than the theological squab-
bles and the calumnies with which the scholars of that
time assailed one another. His writings, most of which
relate to classical antiquity, are very numerous, and some
of them necessary to a scholar. They were collected at
Amsterdam, 169(3-1701, in 6 vols. fol. The following list

contains those which are still of great value:—1, 'Aris-

tarchus, sh e de Arte Grammatics Libri VII.,' Aaiaim,
1633, 4to., and often reprinted ; 2. * De Historic* Ix.-*

Libri Tres,' Leyden, 1627, 4to. ; a second edition ippru>4

at Leyden, in 1631. It contains an account of ill -.

writers that ever wrote on historical subjects in the U';»

language, down to his own time. 3, 'De BW.-,
Graecis Libri Tres.' Of this work a most useful edition «u

published by A. Westermann, Leipzig, 1838, 8ro.. *U.L.

contains many additions and corrections. It gites u ic-

count of all the Greek historians down to the Ultmr, c!

Constantinople by the Turks. 4, ' De Veterum Pocirta

Temporibus Libri duo qui sunt de Poetis Graeca « U-

tinis/ Amsterdam, 1652, 4to. ; 5, ' De Logicet et

toricae NaturA et Constitutione Libri Duo,' Hagae, lf>

4to. ; 6, ' De Philosophorum Sectis Liber,' Hagae. IK5T,

4to.

(Niceron, Mimoiret de* Homme* Bluttru, vol ail. ; IV

lomesii Eputolae O. J. VotriU London, 1690.)

VOSSIUS, ISAAC, ason ofGerard Vossius by hkieani

wife, was born at Leyden, in 1618. His education. &
that of all his brothers and sisters, was conducted <u :-

sively by his father. After he had completed bis «oc»

he travelled for three years through Italy, France, i-J

England, during which time he collected many vimt
MSS. of antient writers. Queen Christina invited him.

•

1648, to Sweden, and Vossiuc enjoyed for many tub t<:

esteem and friendship, and had also the honour of rmn
her instruction in the Greek language. On his fstbr:>

death the professorship of history at Amsterdam wasoSV".

to him, but he refused it, and although he occuioo^.'

visited his native country, yet he spent the greater put i

his time in Sweden. Salmasius (Saumaise) was om o( it'

scholars whom Christina drew to her court, and for *la

she entertained a very high regard. But Salmaaui «1«:;>

treated Vossius in an insolent manner, and when at '»'

the queen was informed that Vossius was going to rr.

X'nst him, she refused to admit him to her prt*o«.

reupon Vossius immediately went back to HolUsd. ;•

1658, and never returned to Sweden. In 1663 King U-
XTV. of Prance sent him a handsome letter, accompt-jr:

by a considerable sum of money, partly as an acltwi-

lodgment of the great merits of his father Gerard Vo* *

and partly as an encouragement to Isaac to continue t>

literary labours. Shortly after this the States of Hollu-

requested Vossius to write a history of the war bet*w

England and Holland, and on his refusal, he wasdep'-

of the pension which he had hitherto enjoyed. Tim ap-

pears to have induced him to leave his country,
•'

1670 he arrived in England. At Oxford hew >

doctor of laws, and in 1673 King Charles II. made hn»

canon of Windsor, and assigned to him apartments w

castle, where he remained until his death, on the MJ»

February, 1688. The splendid library of books ami

which hie had collected, and which was considered om c-

the most complete private collections in Europe, F'
chased by the university of Leyden.

,

Isaac Vossius was almost as learned as his father, but .->

character was not so blameless. When he attended iiw

service in the chapel at Windsor, it is said that he «n "

read Ovid's ' Amores ' and ' Ars Amandi,' instead of

prayer-book, and he was much given to women. He »w '

all the European languages without being able to

one of them correctly. He was familiar with the n» r
' f

and customs of the antients, but profoundly ignorant oi »•

world and of the affairs of ordinary life. Although »

of Windsor, he did not believe in the divine origin o) "

Christian religion, and he treated religious matters with <

tempt, although in all other things he was *Jfj,;
credulous. Charles II. on one occasion said, 'This w^;
divine is a strange man : he will believe anything " c '.'

the Bible.' On his deathbed he refused the sacrament, u

was only prevailed upon to take it by the remark of om >•

his colleagues, that it he would not do it for the love oi i«

he ought to do it for the honour of the chapter to s^-

he belonged. His literary merits are great, thoogn

works are not so valuable as those of his father.
^ J"

4
'

(

lowing list contains his principal works:—L ' •£"f^

Scylacis Caryandensis et Anonymi Periplus Poo *jT^
with a Latin translation and notes, Amsterdam, IKS*

2, ' Justinus, Historia Philippics,' with notes, Wy.
1640, 12mo. 3, ' Ignatii Epistolae, et Barnabae Vp*
with a Latin translation and notes, Amsterdam. 16**

(

4, ' Pomponius Mela, de Situ Orbis,' Hags* 164*«*
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sond edition appeared in 1700, at Franecker. His notes
Mela are chiefly directed against Salmasius. 5, ' Dis-
tatio do vera Aetate Mundi,' Hagae, 1659, 4to. In this

>rk he endeavours to establish the chronology of the
rtuagint in opposition to that of the Hebrew text. This
-ol\fd him in various disputes with other divines, espe-

Home. 6, ' De Septuaginta Interpretibus, eorum-
itione et Chronologia, Dissertationes,' 1663, 4to.

! Sibyllinis, aliisque quae Christi Natalem praecessere
iculis,' Oxford, 1679. 8, ' Catullus, et in eum Isaaci

'os-sii Observationes,' London, 1684, 4to. 9, ' Variarum
>bservationum Liber,' London, 1685, 4to. This volume

contains a number of dissertations, some of which had been
printed separately, but most of them show that he had
no critical spirit. 10, ' Observationum ad Pomponium
Melam Appendix, &c.,' London, 1686, 4to. This appendix
is an attack upon Jacob Gronovius, who had censured

ius's edition of Mela. Isaac also edited the ' Annales
et Zelandiae, Sexcentorum fere Annorum a

krico I. usque ad Ti-anslatum a Jacobo in Philippum
iperium,' which had been written by his brother Matthias

Vossius, who died before the work was completed.
(NiceVon, Memoires des Homines Illustres, vol. iii. ; An-

drcae, Bibliotheca Bclgica ; Wood, Athenae Oxomenseg.^
YOTIAKES. [Russian Empire, p. 247-]
^ OUET, SIMON, commonly considered the founder of

Ihe French school of painting, was born at Paris in 1582.
He was instructed by his father Laurent Vouet, a painter
of moderate ability, and distinguished himself at a very
early age. Baron de Sancy, French ambassador to the
Porte, took Vouet with him to Constantinople in 1611,
where he painted from memory, after a single interview,

an excellent portrait of the Sultan Achmet I. From Con-
stantinople he went to Venice, and from that place, in

!13, to Rome. In Venice he was attracted by the works
" Veronese, but in Rome he forsook for a time his

for that of Carravaggio. His reputation procured
a pension from Louis XIII. while he was in Rome,

where he was made president of the Academy of St. Luke
;

and in 1627 Louis recalled him to Paris, gave him the title

of principal painter to the king, and apartments in the
Louvre. In Paris lie had so much to do that he found
occupation for a numerous school of young painters,

long whom were Le Brun, Le Sueur, Mignard, Du Fres-

Testelin, Perricr, the elder Dorigny, and several

His commissions were so numerous that he was
to entrust nearly the entire execution of many of

cs to these painters. He painted ceilings, galleries,

irpieces, small religious pieces and other easel pictures,

well as portraits both in oil and in crayons. He painted
great facility in a style peculiar to himself; it was

/, yet feeble in colouring, owing to a want of harmony
j

the composition of colour : he was mannered likewise in
[

his drawing, especially in the hands and in the heads,

which he painted too frequently in profile ; he was also

deficient in invention and expression, and there is little

merit in his compositions. Vet notwithstanding these

defects, Vouet greatly improved the French school of
painting, and he is allowed by the French historians of

art to have done as much for painting as Corneille did for

the drama in France. He is however more distinguished

for the several excellent painters who were educated by
him than for his paintings. He died in Paris in 1641.

There are about 200 prints after his works, the principal

of which are—the chapel and gallery of the Palais Royal :

some works in the Hotel de Bullion ; a ceiling in the

Hotel de Bretonvilliers, &c. ; also altarpieces in St. Eus-
tache, St. Nicholas des Champs, St. Merry, and in the

chapel of St. Francois de Paule, Place Royale ; there is

likewise a good picture by him in the Academy of

Painting.

(D Argenville ; Watelet and Levesque ; Abbs' de Fon-
tenai.)

VOUSSOIR, one of the stones of an arch. [Akch,
p. 261.1

VOUZIERS. [Ardennes.]
VOW (from tne Latin ' votum,' through the French),

a promise to perform some future act, or to pursue some
future line of conduct, confirmed by an appeal to the

Supreme Being, or at least to some supernatural power, to

punish or be propitious to the maker of the promise,

according as he breaks or keeps his word. The idolatrous

vinity if he should escape some impending danger, and the
seaman of some Roman Catholic countries still vows in a si-

milar emergency to present a candle or an image to the shrine
of his patron saint. The vow in these instances has some-
thing of the character of a bargain : a piece of service is

asked, and a reward promised in the event of the service
being performed. Abraham made his steward swear that
he would faithfully discharge the mission to seek out a
wife for Isaac : this is an example of the vow which is

supposed to bind a man to perform one definite act or incur
some supernatural punishment ; and the oath taken by wit-
nesses, in courts of justice, at the present day, to speak the
truth, belongs to the same class. [Oath.] Some vows again
are understood to bind those wtio make them to the per-
formance of certain limited duties for the whole of tneir
future life—such are the marriage vow, as contemplated
by the Church of Rome and the law of England, and the
coronation oaths of kings. Some vows are even intended
to give a particular form and direction to the whole of a
man's future emotions, thoughts, and actions—such are
the priestly and monastic vows. The view entertained of
the character and operation of a vow has differed materi-
ally at different stages of civilization. The vow originated
in a religious conception, in the recognition of some un-
seen power superior to and exercising a control over visible

nature and man's destinies. But it originated also in

a vague and perhaps unworthy conception of this power,
as either having no fixed deliberate purpose of its own or

a purpose so wavering and unsettled that men by gifts or

flattery might turn it as they wished. As the intellectual

and moral faculties of society expanded, men began to

entertain more worthy notions of the Divinity. The vow
came in consequence to be regarded no longer as a means
which could modify or alter the councils of eternal wisdom

;

but as a solemn form of making a promise, in which the
appeal to the Divinity was not understood to have the
power of influencing his predetermined councils, but was
meant to remind the utterer of the oath of what men are
too apt to forget, that the eye of God was upon him, and
that his universal and unfailing law punishes crime and
falsehood. The operation of a vow is different upon two
different classes of minds. To the ignorant and supersti-

tious it affords a motive (their fears) for adhering to a
course of action that their fickleness or dishonesty might
have tempted them to swerve from. In the more en-
lightened it awakens a stronger sense of the importance of
the act they are about to undertake, renders thein more
cautious to pledge themselves beforehand, more resolute in

performing a promise once made.
The instances in which, in a rude state of society, advan-

tages are derived from vows or promissory oaths adminis-
tered in the first sense, are perhaps not few in number, but
they are still exceptional. The bad influence of the super-
stitious view of the nature of a vow is permanent : it perverts

men's moral opinions by leading them to regard actions as

vicious and virtuous, not because of their own inherent
character, but because of their being consistent or incon-
sistent with a promise made beforehand. Men have thus
been led to see criminality in the non-performance of a
crime they had pledged themselves to commit. The
danger with regard to vows, understood in the more
rational sense, consists in their too frequent use, or in their

employment upon trivial occasions. The public promise
of a king ascending the throne to govern w ith equity—the

pledge of man and wife to know one undivided interest

till death—the promise to give true and faithful evidence
where the property, life, or honour of a fellow-being are

at stake— are worthily and usefully accompanied by an
appeal to the Divinity, that reminds the makers of tnese

promises of the importance of the engagement they have
taken upon them, and brings the religious sentiment to

strengthen and confirm the dictates of expediency. But
custom-house oaths, masonic vows, and such trivialities

and mummeries, degrade the vow to the level of a mere
theatrical show, or of the thoughtless habit of interjectional

swearing in common discourse. The addition of a vow
does not render a promise more binding, or alter the

reason why it is binding. A promise affords a ground of

belief that a man will act in a certain pre-determined

manner, instead of being carried away by the whim of the

moment. It is of advantage to the individual who makes
promises that he should, except in extreme cases, contract

seaman vowed to dedicate some gift to the altar of his di- the habit of adhering to them, because it imparts con
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sistcncy and power to his character ; and it is of advantage

to all with whom he may have dealings that he should

contract this habit, for it renders their transactions with

him safe. Hence the universal feeling that, except in very

extreme cases, promises ought to be kept, even to the

maker's disadvantage. Vows are exactly on the same
footing : the superadded appeal to the Divinity is merely

of use in so far as by its solemnity it renders men
more cautious in binding themselves, and more earnest

and unwavering in the performance of their promise. The
danger of making vows frequently and on trivial occasions

has been inferred from the nature of the religious senti-

ment called into play : a further restriction of their ad-

missibility may be deduced from the nature of the simple

promise. It limits man's freedom of action, and so far is

a disadvantage. It ought to be confined to actions : for

a man to pledge himself to feel and think only in a certain

manner is to undertake an impossibility. It pledges him
to an unhealthy life-long struggle against the order of

nature. The promise ought moreover to be restricted to

actions meritorious in themselves, and ofsome consequence.

If to commit a crime is bad, to promise to commit one, and
deliberately to keep the promise when aware of the crimi-

nality of the act, is worse. To tie a man's self up by a
promise from the commission of an action indifferent

in itself is a wilful waste of the power of self-denial, of

which man at the best has no more than barely serves his

necessities: the mind worn out with struggling against

harmless propensities falls an easy prey to temptation in

more important matters. The whole history of the mo-
nastic orders, a history attractive from the grandeur of its

irregular and imaginative struggles, is an illustration of

these views. With regard to simple promises, the rule of

action is to make as few as possible, and exert every effort

to keep them, unless convinced that to do so would be a

crime. Withregard tovows, the same rule holds if possible

with more force, because fickleness in regard to them
implies a profane trifling with the most sublime emotions
of our nature.
VOWEL. [Alphabet.]
VRIES, JOHN, or HANS FREDEMAN DE, a Dutch

architectural and perspective painter, born in 1527, at

Leeuwaarden in Friesland. He was bound for five

years at Leeuwaarden, to a painter of Amsterdam, of the
name of Gerritsz, and designed becoming a glass-painter.

He painted some time at Mechlin, and settled for a time
at Antwerp, where, in 1549, he was employed with other
painters to paint the triumphal arches erected in honour of

the entry of Charles V. and his son Philip. He afterwards

visited many cities of Germany, in all of which he added
to his reputation by his works. De Vries was a complete
master of perspective ; he published a treatise upon the
science, which was afterwards enlarged by Samuel Maro-
lois. His paintings, large and small, are very true

;
they

consist of gardens, exteriors and interiors of buildings ; and
some of them are embellished with fi gures by other masters.

His drawings and designs were very numerous. There
have been published twenty-six books of prints by him,
illustrating various styles of architecture, with views of
buildings, villas, &c. He was a great admirer of the
works of Vitruvius and Serlio, which he studied in the
Flemish translations of Peter Koek. Hans had two sons,

Paul and Solomon de Vries, who painted in the same style

as their father ; but though well, with less success. Solo-
mon died in the Hague in 1604, before his father, the date
of whose death is not known ; the date 1588, in Pilking-
ton's 'Dictionary' (ed. 1829), is an error. Paul executed
some extensive works at Prague. When he died is also

unknown ; he was living at Amsterdam in 1604, according
to Van Mander ; the date therefore of 1598, given in Pifc

kington's ' Dictionary' as the year of his death, is also an
error.

Hans de Vries is called sometimes Frisius. There is a
portrait of him in Van Mander"s work Leven der Sehil-
dert, <£e.

VRIES, MARTIN GERRITZON. a Dutch navigator
of the 17th century. In 1643, Van Diemen, at that time
fovernor-general of the Dutch possessions in India, gave
im the command of an expedition destined to examine

the countries north of Japan, and the west coast of Tar-
tary as far north as the 56th degree of latitude. Vries
hoisted his flag on board the Kastricum, and had under
turn Henrik Corneliszen Schacp, in command of the Bres-

kens. The two vessels sailed from Batari&on theJnH
February, 1643. They were separated on the 28th tf Mi>

in a storm off Niphon, and did not meet again till Sr>

teraber. During the interim, the Kastricnm partially >"•-

amined the islands in the vicinity of Perouse'* Struts, c.

some were accurately delineated by that mrieator i\

Krusenstem. When Vries rejoined the Brtskem. :
found the captain and part of the crew had been im:-

soned by the Japanese, on a suspicion of their hit •

smuggled some Portuguese priests into the bland. T-

prisoners were not released till the 24th of Juh, 1644.

brief account of the voyage of Vries was published »l A:

sterdam in 1646. Thevenot inserted an abstract of it
-

his collection of voyages ; the instructions giten to V>
have been printed in the ninth volume of the ' Phflow^.

cal Transactions.' D'Anville corrected a part of the c-*..-

line of the Jesuits' map of China from a large MS. cU-

of the track of the Kastricum which came into hu tax

A copy of part of this chart on a reduced scale wa» re-

lished in the account of La Perouse's voyage. Both l>.

senstern and La Perouse speak with great respect of Vr., ,

talents as a navigator ; his astronomical obsenaticn i
•

wonderfully accurate, considering the state of instmnc

in his time. The narrative of his voyage contains i.r>

graphic details respecting the appearance of the ni-

tty he visited and the customs of the inhabitant!. Bui:

.

who was not acquainted with the Dutch language, a
Vries by mistake tlries, and the error has been perpeio.''

in the Voyage of La Perouse. Of the historj of Tr-

prior and subsequently to his voyage, nothing appear,

be known.
VULCAN (Latin, 'Vulcanus;' Greek, •Hephapo

"n^aurrot), the god of fire,-especially so far as it maw'"-

itself as one of the elementary powers of nature in w!rr

districts, and so far as it is an indispensable means fir

working in metal and prosecuting the pursuits of inoV-

in general. The name Vulcanus therefore probably cm'j-'j

the same element (fulg) as ' fulgere,' * fulgur,' "and •!:

men.' According to Homer, he was the son of Zeus k;

ter) and Hera (Juno), and was from his birth so weitf

and ugly, that his mother, wishing to get rid of In-

dropped him from Olympus. But Thetis and Eum»
two marine divinities, received him falling, and with th

"

he dwelled concealed for nine years, during which pen.',

he made various beautiful ornaments for the two goddev

Whenever he remembered the cruel act of his mothw. !•

felt indignant at her shameful treatment, but otherww

'

was kind and obedient to her, and on one occasion

he took her part against his father, Zeus seired him by",

foot and hurled him from Olympus. He fell for a it
•

•

day, and came down on the island of Lemnos, when !

was kindly received by the Sintians. He a/tem-

returned to Olympus, where he inhabited a paltw !r

by himself. Here he had his workshop with its an«l i

twenty bellows which worked at his bidding, and he in-

duced the most exquisite specimens of art both for f-''

and men. His wife is called in the • Iliad' Chans, be r.

the 'Odyssey' it is Aphrodite (Venus), who how*"-
- *

faithless to him. She favoured Ares (Mars), and »

being informed of it by Helios (the Sim), caught the !i»f

'

together in a net, and called all the gods together few-

ness the spectacle. At the request of Poseidon 'Nejptu--

however he liberated them. In the Trojan war>»'<*

sided with the Greeks, though he had a tempi* i*

priests at Troy also. This is an outline of the sto?"

Vulcan, as far as it can be gathered from 'he Hoiwrt

poems. Other traditions mentioned by later writers

that he had no father, and that he was born of Hera ««

out her having had any connection with a god or ra<

being, in the same manner as Zeus gave birth to At"<=

(Minerva). Others called Vulcan a son of Talus, l<*™

Nilus, or Menanus, but these are foreign tradition* W*
ferred into Greece. Some legends describe Vula",

h
having become lame from his fall from Olynrpns upon *

island of Lemnos, whereas according to Homer he

weak and lame from his birth. According to " B£vr|
others, Vulcan does not produce his wonderful

art alone, but is assisted by the Cyclopes, and to5**©
is not in Olympus, but in some volcanic ^{"Jv^
favourite island was Lemnos, but other volcanic, rasn*

such as Lipara, Hiera, Imbros, and Mount .*tna in wfv

are described as places in which Vulcan lived ""^JL.
The antient epic poets abound in descriptions of wow8""
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works of art said to have been made by Vulcan. Like
Athena, he is the divinity that rives skill to mortals, and
teaches them the arts which gladden and adorn human
life. That both divinities were looked upon as somewhat

in to each other, is clear not only from several legends,
also from the fact that at Athens they had common
ivals and temples. The festivals celebrated at Athens
lis honour were the Hephaestia and Chalcia, the former
vhieh was particularly splendid on account of the torch
bs (lampadephoria).

The worship of Vulcan seems to belong to the oldest
ligious institutions of the antient world, and undoubtedly

from the worship of fire, so common among uncivi-

nations and in the East. Later poets therefore, in

plying the name of Vulcan or Hephaestus to fire in

leral, returned in some manner to the original idea of
the god. In Samothrace, where remnants of the antient
Pelasgian religion continued to exist long after the intro-

duction of the Hellenic religion into Greece, Vulcan was
first among the Cabiri. In Etruria he was one of the

eat national gods; and we find his worship esta-

at Rome from the earliest times. A temple of

situated close by the Comitium, is mentioned as

y as the reign of Romulus and Tatius, and from the
les and rites connected with his worship at Rome, we
»t infer that his temple was viewed in a similar light to

at of Vesta, that is, as a place of union, or the central

point of the state. The Fornacalia (iromfornax, a furnace),

which festival was celebrated at Rome on the 17th of
February, was probably an antient festival of Vulcan ; his

at festival however, which was celebrated every year on
23rd of August, with games in the Circus Flaminius,

( in later times the great festival of the god. The Ro-
often dedicated "to him the arms taken from an

they were piled up and burnt. The Romans fre-

f designate Vulcan by the name Mulciber, which
io have been given to him as a propitiating name,
might not destroy the habitations and property of

i by fire, but that he might be a beneficent and mild

, using his powers only to serve the human race. Vul-
was not unfrequently represented in works of art, the

lost antient of which seem to have been the dwarfish

figures which were placed in private houses near the hearth.

His most celebrated statue was that by Alcamenes at

A. thens, representing the god in a standing position, and
slightly indicating his lameness. His attributes are the

instruments of the art of working in metal, as the hammer
and the like, the Samothracian oval cap, and the chiton

which leaves the right shoulder and arm uncovered.
(Jacobi, Handwbrterbuch der Griechisch. uvdRdm.My-

ion derthologie, under ' Hephaestus ;' Hartung, Die UH>i
R'otncr, ii., p. 106, &c. ; Hirt, Mythologisches Bilderbuch,

p. 42, &c.)
' YULCA'NO. [Lipari Islands.]
VULGATE. The Vulgate (Vulgata versio), or com-

mon version, is the name sometimes given by St. Jerome
to what he elsewhere calls the Vetus, or antient version,

and what St. Augustine calls the Vetus Itala, or Old
Italian Version, being the most generally received of those

early Latin translations of the Scriptures distinguished by
biblical critics as the ante-Hieronymian, al. which are now
lost, with the exception of some parts of this Vetus Itala, and
such fragments of the others as are quoted in the writings

of the Fathers. Jerome's first labours as a translator of

the Scriptures consisted in a revision and correction of this

original Vulgate, which he completed about a.d. 390.

Before this date however he had commenced an entirely

new translation from the original Greek and Hebrew ; and
it is this to which the name of the Vulgate is now given.

The earlier Vulgate, as revised by Jerome, has all perished,

except only the Book of Psalms and the Book of Job, and
the apocryphal Books of Maccabees, Baruch, Ecclesiasticus,

and Wisdom. The use of Jerome's new version appears

to have been gradually introduced ; but ever since the

seventh century, when it was sanctioned by Pope Gregory
I., it has been exclusively adopted by the Romish church.

The Council of Trent, in" the sixteenth century, even con-

ferred upon it an authority superior to that of the original

texts, by ordaining that ' the Vulgate alone should be es-

teemed authentic in the public reading of the Scriptures,

in disputations, in preacning, and in expounding, and that

no one should dare to reject it under any pretext what-

ever,' Accordingly all the Romish translations of the

4G5 V tJ L

Bible
made
gate.

The

profess to have been
brew, but from the Vul-

rue text of Jerome's version however has been at
all times matter of doubt and controversy. It very early
got mixed with that of the Vetus Itala ; and the restora-
tion of its purity employed the labours of Alcuin, by
direction of Charlemagne, towards the close of the eighth
century ; of Lanfranc, archbishop of Canterbury, in the
eleventh; of Cardinal Nicholas and others, in the twelfth
and thirteenth. After the invention of printing, the Latin
Bible was the first considerable work that was sent to the
press ; but the earliest editions exhibited a very corrupt
text. The first critical editions were those produced at
Paris, by Robert Stephens (Etienne), in 1528, 1532, 1534,
1540, 1545, and 1546. Of these the edition of 1540 is

accounted the best. Other corrected editions are those of
John Hentenius, a divine of Louvain, first printed at Lou-
vain, in folio, in 1547, reprinted by the Plantins, at Ant-
werp, in 5 vols. 8vo., 1565 and 1574 ; and that of Lucas
Brugensis, and other divines of Louvain, printed at Louvain,
in 3 vols. 8vo., in 1573 ; and again, both in 8vo. and 4to., in

1586.

The first revised edition of the Vulgate promulgated by
authority in the Romish church was issued at Rome from
the press of the Vatican, in three volumes, folio, in 1590,
under the title of ' Biblia Sacra Latina, Vulgatae editionis,

jussu Sixti V. recognita et edita.' This edition, the pre-
paration of which had been begun under Pius IV., was
declared by Pope Sixtus to be the authentic text, and is

known as the Sixtine Vulgate, or the Bible of Sixtus V.
Yet it had been no sooner published than it was discovered-
to be full of misprints and other errors, which were ver;

insufficiently corrected by the necessary emendatio
printed upon separate strips of paper, being here and the
stuck over the original word where the passage had I

most grossly disfigured. Gregory XIV., who succc
Sixtus V., ordered it to be suppressed, and the true Sixtine
Vulgate is now of excessive rarity. A new edition of it,

in the same form, was brought out in 1592, under the
authority of Gregory's successor Clement VIII., and this

is called the Clementine Vulgate, or more frequently
Roman Catholic writers the corrected Bible of Sixtus

"

It is now the authorized edition in the Romish church
;

the Vulgate as since printed being commonly entitled
'Biblia Sacra Latina, "Vulgatae editionis Sixti V. et de-
mentis VIII.' Protestant controversialists have, naturally
enough, made the most of the variations to be found be-
tween the Sixtine and Clementine Vulgates, each pub-
lished and declared to be the only true edition by an au-
thority professing to be infallible.

(Home's Introduction to the Study of the Holy Scrip-
tures, 8th edition, vol. ii., part i., pp. 234-240 ; De Bure,
Bibliographie Instructive, i., 32-69.)

VULPE'CULA ET ANSER (the Fox and the Goose),
a constellation of Hevelius, situated immediately above
Aquila and Sagitta. The principal stars are as follows :

—

I

No, in

Catalogue of Caulogiieof

*!zs
1 a

Oz

it

II Ii
Moga

i

Hide

w 2

i e
A 0
UZ

lj 11
ii

M«gaitu<U

l 2235 5 / 21 2383 5J
3 2259 6 m 22 2385 5
4 2269 6 n 23 2389 44

b 6 2277 4 0 24 2392 5
8 2279 6 25 2400 6
9 2292 6 P 27 2431 5

d 10 2314 6 28 2438 6
e 12 2332 5 s 29 2436 5

13 2338 44 30 2447 6

/ 14 2350 5 r 31 2473 6
15 2357 44 1 32 2478 5

f 10 2359 5 X 33 2488 6
i 17 2370 4* (163) 2283 6

18 2377 5| [2510] 2315 6
19 2379 6 [2559] 2358 5

k 20 2380 54

VULPES. [Fox.]
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VULPILIN, or VULPINIC ACID. This substance *

obtained from evernia vulpina of Achard, or the lichen

vulpinut of Linneus.
The properties of this body are, that it has the form of

rectangular prisms, which are of a fine yellow colour ; it

is transparent, not altered by exposure to the air, melting

when heated u>d reassumes the crystalline state on cool-

ing. It is little soluble in cold, but very soluble in boil-

ing water, and in hot alcohol and aether. It may be vola-

tilized without decomposition, and it is not affected either

by concentrated nitric, hydrochloric, or sulphuric acid. It

is stated that it reddens vegetable blues, and is therefore

considered as an acid, and this property is further evinced
by its combining with ammonia to form a salt It does
not appear to have been analyzed.

VULSELLA. [Mallsacea ;
Maroarixacea.]

VULTURE. rVuLTuaiD*.]
VULTUHIDjB, a family of Raptorial Birds [Rap-

tores], whose geographical distribution is confined to

warm climates, where they act as scavengers to purify the
earth from the putrid carcasses with which it would other-
wise be encumbered.

It has been matter of dispute whether they are directed

to their fetid food, for they seldom prey on living animals,

by the eye or by the nasal organ, and this controversy is

noticed in the articles Birds (vol. iv., p. 429) ; Turkey
Buzzard ; and Condor. There can however in our opinion
be little doubt that both the senses are made to contribute
to the discovery of the carcass. The lofty flight and tele-

scopic eye are well adapted to detect any dying or dead
animal, and, as the action of one vulture may Be, in all

probability is, watched by another, a sort of telegraphic

communication as to the position of the object is kept up.
Among late writers we know of none who has more accu-
rately or graphically recorded his observations on the
habits of this unclean but useful group than Mr. Darwin.
These observations may, we know, be safely depended on;
and we proceed to lay before our readers his highly in-

teresting remarks upon the Condor, which were not pub-
lished till after the appearance of our article on that bird.

In Patagonia, Mr. Darwin, on the 27th of April, 1834,
shot a Condor which measured from tip to tip of the
wings, eight and a half feet, and from beak to tail four
feet. ' It is,' says he, ' a magnificent spectacle to behold
several of these great birds seated on the edge of some
steep precipice.' He then describes all he had observed of
the habits of this enormous vulture.

The geographical range of the species, according to Mr.
Darwin, is wide, for it is found on the west coast ofSouth
America, from the strait of Magalhaens throughout the
entire range of the Cordillera. On the Patagonian shore,

the steep diff near the mouth of the Rio Negro, in lat. 41°,

was the most northern point where he saw these birds, or
heard of their existence, and there, he observes, they have
wandered about four hundred miles from the great central
tine of their habitation in the Andes. Farther south,
among the bold precipices which form the head of Port
Desire, they were pot uncommon ; but. he adds, that only a
few stragglers occasionally visit the sea-coast. A line of cliff

near the mouth of the Santa Cruz was frequented by those
birds, and about eighty miles up the river, where first the
sides of the valley were formed by steep basaltic preci-
pices, they again appeared, although in the intermediate
space not one had been seen. From these and similar
facts, the presence of the bird seemed to Mr. Darwin
chiefly to be determined by the occurrence of perpendicu-
lar cliffs. In Patagonia the Condors slept and bred either
in pairs or many together on the same overhanging ledges.
In Chile, he tens us, during the greater part of the year,
thev haunt the lower country near the shores of the Pacific,
ana, at night, several roost m one tree ; but in early sum-
mer they retire te the most inaccessible parts of the inner
Cordillera, there to breed in peace.
With respect to their propagation, Mr. Darwin was told

by the country-people in Chile, that the Condor makes no
sort of nest, but, in the months of November and Decem-
ber, lays two large white eggs on a shelf of bare rock. On
the Patagonian coast he could not see any sort of nest
among the cliffs, where the young ones were standing, and
he adds, that it is said that the young Condors cannot fly

for an entire year. At Conception, on the 5th of March
(corresponding to our September), he saw a young bird,

which, though in size little inferior to an old one, was

completely covered by down like that of a goaliag, tat erf

a blackish colour ; and he felt sure that it could not tx uk
to use its wings for many months. But, the bird mi; >

seenhunting for itself before the ruffround its neck » hint
white ; ana Mr. Darwin further relates that, at the mac
of the Santa Cruz, during part of April and May, a put j

old birds might be seen every day, either perched on i re-

tain ledge, or sailing about in company with a angtt at.

which, though full fledged, had not its ruff white. L
thinks, especially when recollecting the state in which 'j*

Conception bird was on the previous month, that ttu

young Condor had not been batched from an egg of tk

summer. As there were no otheryoung birds, itmam pro-

bable to him that the Condor only lays once in two jean

The same observing author states that these bink Ru-
rally, live in pairs ; but among the inland basaltic drB

.

the Santa Cruz, he found a spot where scores most uu.

haunted. ' On coming suddenly to the brow of tht

pice, it was a fine sight to see between twenty sod lir.;

of these great birds start heavily from their restinf-puu

and wheel away in majestic circles.' From the qutui

of dung on the rocks, Mr. Darwin concludes that net

must long have frequented this din?, and that, protect

they both roost and breed there. Having gorged th&

selves with carrion on the plains below, they rrtin.

says, to these favourite ledges to digest their food. Fnc

these facts he also concludes that the Condor aiuti i

certain degree be considered, like the Gallioaxo, ajptpr.-

ous bird. In this part of the country, Mr. Darwin itue

that they live altogether on the Guanacoss, which tiur

have died a natural death, or, as more commonly happm

have been killed by the Pumas. He believes, bom «u

he saw in Patagonia, that the Condors do not on order

occasions, extend their daily excursions to any girt t»

tance from their regular sleeping-places.
« The Condors,' says Mr. Darwin in continuation, '»

oftentimes be seen at a great height soaring over a ccx

spot in the most graceful spires and circles. On wat

occasions I am sure that they do this for sport, bat, c

others, the Chileno countrymen tell you that the} r
watching a dying animal, or the Puma devouring iti [«j

If the Condors glide down, and then suddenly all »
together, the Chfleno knows that it is the Puma. «>k:

watching the carcass, has sprung out to drive any u»

robbers. Besides feeding on carrion, the Condon »-

frequently attack young goats and lambs. Hence tk

shepherd dogs are trained, the moment the enemy pl-

over, to run out, and, looking upward*, to bark vm*-\

The Chileno* destroy and catch numbers. Two metis*'

are used : one is to place a carcass within an endow*

sticks on a level piece of ground, and when the Condor*

are gorged, to gallop up on horseback to the entrance, a-

thus enclose them : for, when this bird has not if"
run, it cannot give its body sufficient momentum to w
from the ground. The second method is to mark the w*

in which, frequently to the number of five or ax, t».

roost together, and then, at night, to climb up and

them. They are such heavy sleepers, as I bate my*-

witnessed, that this is not a difficult task. At Vslpw*

I have seen a living Condor sold for sixpence, but tw

common price is eight or ten shillings. One which 1
•»

brought in, had been lashed with rope, and was mccti*

jured
; yet the moment the line was cut by which ii>

was secured, although surrounded by people, ft b"*j

ravenously to tear a piece of carrion. In a garden * *

same place, between twenty and thirty were kept at'*

They were fed only once a week, but they spp*"*"^

pretty good health. The Chileno countrymen saert us

the Condor will live and retain its powers between »"

and six weeks without eating. I cannot answer fa *

truth of this, but it w a cruel experiment, which veryW
has been tried.' .

Mr. Darwin noticed that several hours befort snf « •*

Condors died, all the lice with which they art

crawled to the outside of the feathers ; and be «* w
that this was always the case. .

With reference to the question whether sight **r
directs the Vultures to their food, Mr. Darwin ne*»

that when an animal is killed, it is well known tWW
Condors, like other carrion-vultures, soon gain ^f^Z
of it, and congregate in an inexplicable manner. 1°*
cases it must not, he observes, be overlooked,. Jr
birds have discovered their prey, and ban P«

w
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eton clean before the flesh is in the least tainted. He
. in the garden mentioned in the last paragraph but
the following experiment :—The Condors were tied

by a rope, in a long row at the bottom of a wall,

ng folded up a piece of meat in white paper, he
ked backwards and forwards, carrying it in his hand at

distance of about three yards ; but no notice whatever
i taken. He then threw it on the ground within one

ard of an old cock bird, which looked at it for a moment
rrth attention, but then regarded it no more. With a
tick Mr. Darwin pushed it closer and closer, until at last

he Condor touched it with his beak : the paper was then
Tatantly torn off with fury, and at the same moment every
ird in the long row began struggling and flapping its

i n srs. Mr. Darwin observes, that under the same circum-
iices it would not have been possible to have deceived

Although he refers however to Mr. Audubon's
8 as to the small power of smelling in vultures, he

,
after noticing Professor Owen's dissection, that the

i related by Mr. Sells, and stated, together with Mr.
n's account, in our article on the Turkey Buzzard, are

aire as to the birds having obtained the intelligence
' death by the sense of smell alone ; and he comes to the

oticlusion, from the various facts recorded, that carrion-

eeding hawks possess both the sense of sight and smell in

n eminent degree.
With regard to the telegraphing above alluded to, and

he probable powers of the eye of the Vultures, Mr. Darwin
.tes that often, when lying down to rest on the open

and looking upwards, he has seen carrion-hawks

through the air at a great height. Where the

is level, he expresses his belief that a space of the

of not more than 15° above the horizon is com-
viewed with any attention by a person either walk-

• on horseback. If such be the case, and the Vulture

on the wing at a height of between three and four

housand feet, before it could come within the above range

£ vision, its distance in a straight line from the beholder's

ye would be rather more, he observes, than two British

Biles : and he asks whether the bird might not thus be
eadily overlooked? When an animal is killed by the

"sman in a lonely valley, may not that sportsman, he

's, all the while be watched from above by the

lighted bird? And will not the manner of its de-

claim throughout the district to the whole family

:-feeders that their prey is at hand ?

and and graceful flight of one of the largest of

torial birds is thus graphically placed before the

I's eye by this painter with the pen :

—

• When the Condors in a flock are wheeling round and
crand any spot, their flight is beautiful. Except when
ising from the ground, I do not recollect ever having seen

ne of these birds flap its wings. Near Lima, I watched
everal for nearly half an hour, without once taking off

ny eyes. They moved in large curves, sweeping in circles,

lesoending and ascending without once flapping. As
hey glided close over my head, I intently watched from
n oblique position the outlines of the separate and ter-

ninal feathers of the wing; if there had been the least

ibratory movement, these would have been blended toge-

her, but they were seen distinct, against the blue sky. The
lead and neck were moved frequently, and apparently
> ith force ; and it appeared as if the extended wings
bmied the fulcrum on which the movements of the neck,

>ody, and tail acted. If the bird wished to descend, the

rings were for a moment collapsed ; and then, when again
expanded with an altered inclination, the momentum
rained by the rapid descent seemed to urge the bird up-
tards, with the even and steady movement of a paper
[ite. In the case of any bird soaring, its motion must be
ufficiently rapid, so that the action of the inclined surface

if its body on the atmosphere may counterbalance its

rravity. The force to keep up the momentum of a body
xioving in a horizontal plane in that fluid (in which there

b so little friction) cannot be great ; and this force is all

hat is wanted. The movement of the neck and body of

the Condor, we must suppose, is sufficient for this. How-
Ster this may be, it is truly wonderful and beautiful to see

io great a bird, hour after hour, without any apparent

Exertion, wheeling and gliding over mountain and river.'

' Danvin, Journal, 1839.)

The bill of the Vulture is admirably formed for dissect-

ing and tearing out its food. The preparation, No. 309, in

the ' Physiological Series' of the museum of the Royal Col-
lege of Surgeons in London, displays the head of the King
of the Vultures (

Vuliur papa, Linn.
;
Sarcoramphtu papa,

Auct.), showing a beak fitted by its strength, sharpness,

and hooked form to tear the flesh of animals. No. 1485
of the same series exhibits the tongue and larynx of the
same vulture, showing the series of small retraverted opines
along the lateral margins of the tongue, of which the
sides are raised so as to render the dorsum concave.

lit l^&ri'J

V>r-»irtA r<i , ijmoH '> ,i>\o\

Head of Griffon Vulture.

Systematic Arrangement.

The genus Vvltur of Linnaeus stands first in his first order,

Accipitres, and consists of the following species :

—

gry-
phus, harpyja, papa, monachus, aura, barbatut, percnop-
terus, and albtcilla. (Syst. Nat., ed. 12.)

In Latham's system the genus occupies the same posi-
tion.

In the method of M. de Lacepede the birds of prey form
the seventh order, and are placed under the fin* sub-
division (with strong and very crooked talons) of his

second division of his first subclass of birds, viz. those with
three toes anteriorly, and one toe or none posteriorly.

Vultur, the thirteenth genus in his arrangement, is

the first of this order, and is immediately followed by
Gypa'ctos.

'M. Dumeril's first order is formed by the Rapacious
Birds (Rapaces), and the first family of this order consists

of the Nudicolles or Ptiladeres, which comprise the genera
Sarcoramphus and Vultur. The second family, the Pltimi-
colles or Cruphoderes, comprise the Griffon, the Kite, the
Eagle, &c.

Illiger makes the Raptatores his third order.

The Vultures (Vautours, Vultur, Linn.) form the first

great genus of the Diurnal Birds of Prey of Cuvier, who
remarks that Linnaeus divided those birds into two very
natural divisions, the Vultures and the Falcons, a division

followed by Cuvier himself, who says of the Vultures that

their eyes are placed <i fieur de tele, and that their tarsi are

reticulated, that is to say, covered with small scales ; their

bill is elongated, curved only at the end, and a more or

less considerable part of the head, or even of the neck,
is denuded of feathers. The power of their talons, he
observes, does not correspond to their size, and they make
use of their bill rather than their claws. Their wings are
so long, that in walking they carry them half extended.
They are, he says, a cowardly race, and feed more fre-

quently on carrion than living prey. When they have
finished their repast, their crop forms a great projection

above the fork-liKc bone, a fetid humour distils from their

nostrils, and they are reduced almost to a state of stu-

pidity.

Cuvier divides this great genus into the following sub-
genera :

—

The Vultures properly so called, Vultur, Cuv.
These have a large and strong beak, with the nostrils

placed diagonally at its base ; the head and the neck with-

out feathers and without caruncles ; a collar of long feathers

or of down at the bottom of the neck.

Locality.—The antient Continent.

Example, Vulturfulvus, &c.

Sarcoramphus, Dumeril.
America, Cuvier remarks, produces Vultures remarkable

for the caruncles which surmount the membrane of the
base of their beak, which is as large as that of the preced-
ing genus, but the nostrils are oval and longitudinal. These
are the Sarcoramphi of Dumeril.

Example, Sarcoramphus papa.
Cathartes, Cuv. (Gallinazos or Catharistes, Veill.)

These have the beak of the Sarcoramphi, that is to say,

it is stout, and the nostrils are oval and longitudinal ; but
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there is no fleshy crest, although their head and neck are
plumeless.

Example, Cathartes californianus, &c.
Percnopterus, Cuv. (Gypaetos, Bechst. ; Neophron, Say.)
The bill in this group is slender, long, a little convex

above its curvature, the nostrils oval and longitudinal, and
the head, but not the neck, denuded of feathers. These
are birds of moderate size, and which do not approach the
Vultures properly so called in extent of power : they are
therefore more ravenous after carrion and all kinds of im-
purities which attract them from afar : even excrements
are palatable to this filthy race. Illiger comprises both
this and the preceding subgenera under his Cathartes.

Example, Percnopterus sEgyptiacus, Neophron perc-
nopterus, Sav.
Under this subgenus Cuvier places the Urubu, Vultur

Iota, C. Bonap., of America.
The Griffons. {Gypa'etos, Storr ; Phene, Sav.)

These, Cuvier observes, are arranged by Gmelin under
the genus Falco, but approximate more closely to the
Vultures in their habits and conformation. Their eyes are

placed d fleur de ttte, their claws are proportionally weak,
their wings are half opened in their state of repose, their

crop projects from the bottom of the neck when it is full,

but their head is entirely covered with feathers. Their
distinguishing characters consist, of a very strong beak,
which is straight, hooked at the point, and convex at the
hooked part, of nostrils covered with stiff bristles directed

forwards, and a pencil of similar bristles under the beak.

Their tarsi are short and feathered down to the toes ; their

wings are long, and the third quill is the longest.

Example, Gypa'etos barbatus.

Vieillot's order Aceipitres stands first in his arrange-
ment. His first family ( Vautourins\ containing the Vul-
tures generally, and the Caracara, is immediately succeeded
by the family of Gypaetes, consisting of the genus Phene
only.

The Rapaces form M. Temminck's first order of birds,

and comprise the genera Vultur, Cathartes, Milvus, Falco,

and Strix.
' If,* says Mr. Vigors, m his paper on the Natural Affini-

ties that connect the Orders and Families of Birds, ' we
admit the Gypoobranus among the Raptores, we may
arrange it, I conceive, next the Vultures, to which family

it bears a nearer affinity than the Falconidee, in its naked
cheeks and the looseness of the plumage about the head.

The construction of the feet, also, brings it more close to

the Vultures, while the comparative straightness and
bluntness of its toes distinguish them from the hooked and
pointed talons of the Falcons. The greater development
of the membrane which connects the toes affords an addi-

tional reason for placing it near the Vulturidee. Its

natural station therefore appears to be immediately preced-
ing this family, from which indeed it seems only to deviate

in the length of its tarsi and its reptile food.
' Passing on now to the succeeding families of the

order,—the affinity between the Vulturidee and Falconidce

may with equal confidence be asserted, from the circum-
stance of several species of each being indiscriminately

arranged in both families by different systematic writers.

The external characters of these neighbouring groups are

indeed considerably blended together. The long bills of

the Vultures, straight at the base and hooked only at the

point pass over into many group of the Falconidee ; while

some species of the latter family, which from their man-
ners cannot be separated from it, exhibit the naked face

and loose plumage that characterize the Vultures. Of this,

the Falco Nova? Zealandiee ofDr. Latham affords a notable

instance; and more particularly his Falco Braziliensis,

another of the fishing Eagles, forming the genus Polyborus
of M. Vieillot, where the throat is devoid of feathers, as

well -as the cheeks. The genus Gypaetos of Storr, of which
the bearded Vulture of the Alps presents the type, appears

to form the connecting link between the families. Here,

not merely the details of the bird's structure partially cor-

respond with those of the conterminous groups, but in

manners also it agrees with each : the bird being occasion-

ally observed, like the Vultures, to feed upon carrion, and
at other times, like the Falcons, to pursue a living prey.'

(Linn. Trans.)

In the second volume of the Zoological Journal Mr.
Vigors observes, that if we fix our attention on the dis-

tinguishing characters of the Vultures, and at the same

time take into consideration the size and strength tad

consequent powers of body that separate the Vultures fan

other groups in ornithology, we may at once detenu*

that the birds in which these characters are most state i

conspicuous, will form the typical group of the be;
These species therefore, he remaiks, may be selected u

forming the Normal group of the VnUuridee, in which Ui

powers of the bill and legs are most apparent, the It*

and neck most devoid of feathers, and the organt of «su.

most fully developed. This group, he observes, will t»

found chiefly to inhabit the torrid regions, and their to
to be, almost exclusively, carrion, •which they prty ap*

for the most part in large flocks. On the other haid.

Aberrant group will comprise those birds which exhtc >

comparative weakness in the bill and legs, a less tittasr.

of the organs of smell, and a smaller portion of tin h<x

and neck devoid of plumage ; or where, althouzh

degree of the size and strength of the more typical bira 5

preserved, the greater part of the head and neck Honor:

with feathers. This group, Mr. Vigors adds, mav bt u
served to spread itself over the higher and colder liiiiiun

more extensively than the typical Vultures, and to *n

occasionally a living prey, which they frequently pus*

either singly or by pairs. Here follows his propw.

arrangement.

f Norma] group. General conformation pouttf*.

head and neck bare of feathers ; organ* ^
strongly developed.

Genera :

—

Sarcoramphus, Dum. ; Vultur, Auct

$ Aberrant group. General conformatkm xtata

head and neck less bare of feathers; cagtv

smell legs developed.

Genera:

—

Gypdetus, Storr; Neophron, Sav. ; Githv*

M. Latreille makes the Vultures ( Vautauruu) hi* £?•

family of his first tribe (Diurnesjot his first order B«po"-

and includes under it the genera Sarcoramplau, i mix

Percnopterus, and Gypa'etus.

Mr. Swainson, in his ' Classification of Birds.' obtcr."

that in such tribes as feed upon carrion or small snici-

the tooth on the bill, which marks the diurnal bird dp
that attacks the living, being no longer essential, is «'••

obsolete or entirely wanting. ' The slothful vulture sr.

the cowardly hyaena glut themselves upon carrion:
'

bold and majestic lions, like the noble falcons, feast cp'

no other prey than what their own courage has procure ;

while the owls and the stoats prowl during the night an-

the same feeble and ignoble game.' Of the Viiv's

Mr. Swainson says that the filthiness of their food ifflp-'

to their whole body a fetid odour, which nature lus or-

dered a means of defence ; for, if seized during the ton-

inactivity which succeeds their meals, they inmate'

disgorge the nauseous contents of their stomach over

:

luckless captor, who is thus, by a sudden impute

loathing, obliged to relinquish his hold. But. be «t>

that those parts of the bird which come in contact «r

its offensive food should not be soiled and matted togrtrx

the whole of the head (and frequently a great part o»

y
neck) is entirely destitute of feathers ; while those « '-""

rest of the body have a certain elasticity and g'°*:r
"

which enables the bird, by a few sudden shakes, to at**

itself at once from any fragments that remain upon '-"

plumage.
' The vultures,' says Mr. Swainson in continuation. ^'

the great scavengers of nature in hot latitudes. «k"

putrefaction is most rapid, and most injurious to bur

and the disposition of their numbers is regulated bv as

wise Creator according to their usefulness. Tnev c-

sparingly scattered over the south of Europe : in *C

they are more numerous ; but in tropical America, altbw

the species are fewer, the individuals are much more pi-

tiful. No sooner is an animal dead than its cares*

surrounded by numbers of these birds, who
appear, coming from all quarters, in situations where :•

one had just Defore been seen. The nakedness of '''

head, and frequently of the neck, is most apparent in « *

whose geographic range is limited to the New Vi
i

the head of which division stand two remarkable

the celebrated Condor of the Andes, and the Puf*

King Vulture, of the Brazilian forests. The first
» »'

known for the loftiness of its flight and its amazing strciv •

while the latter » the only species whose colouring » J*

dark or sombre.'
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lead and part of the neck
Bill and general construe-

Bill much lengthened and

following is Mr. Swainson
-

s arrangement :

—

Order 1. Raptores. Rapacious Birds.
Family Vulturidne. The Vultures.

lze large. Body thick, heavy. Bill and legs very
ong ; the former hooked, but not toothed. Claws but
ightly curved, and hardly retractile. Head and neck in

ral more or less naked.
sera and Subgenera :—Genus Vullur. Linn. Nostrils
', transverse. Wings with the fourth quill longest,

and bill destitute of caruncles. Tail-feathers 12-14.

abits the Old World.
Example, Vulturfulvus.
Genus Catkartes, 111. Nostrils naked, longitudinal.

Bus with the third quill equal to the fourth, and longest.
" abits, with one exception, the New World. Typical.
Under the genus Catkartes I\Ir. Swainson arranges the
"owing subgenera :

—

bgenns Sarcoramphus, Dum. Head and neck naked,
and feet strong; the former with an elevated fleshy

ncle.

Example, Sarcoramphus paj

Subgenus Cathartet, 111. 1

1, but without caruncles,

weaker than in the last.

Example, Catkartes aura.
Genus Neophron, Savigny.
arkably slender. Nostrils longitudinal, nearly medial

;

cere occupying two-thirds the length of the bill. Face
and part of the neck naked. Tail-feathers 14. The tenui-

">tral type.

Example, Neop/von percnopterus.
Genus Catketurus, S\v. Bill short, thick, curved ahncst
m the base, but the tip not hooked. Nostrils basal and
rnbranaccous ; the aperture large, round, central, and
ly naked. Head and neck with only a few scattered

thers. Wings short, rounded. Tail broad, of eighteen
thers. Feet strong; anterior scales irregularly hex-
onal ; toes large ; the lateral of equal length, and very

"ttle shorter than the middle toe ; all the claws long and
lender. The rasorial typo.

Example, Catketurus austral;'?.

Genus Gypaetus, Storr. Bill strong, lengthened
; upper

dible elevated near the end, which is hooked ; under
provided beneath with a bunch of setaceous

es directed forwards. Nostrils oval, covered and dc-
ended by bristles. Feet short: the three anterior toes

united to their bar-e by a membrane ; the middle toe very
long: claws but slightly curved. Wings long; the fust

Tnll rather shorter than the second," the thiid longest,
he fissirostral type.
With reference to Catketurus, Mr. Swainson remarks
t it is the Aleclurus of Mr. Gray ; but this name having
en previously given by Vicillot to a very distinct group
flycatchers, which Air. Swainson had ascertained, it

e necessary for him to propose another. This sup-
vulture however is, as we have already shown in the

cle Talegalla, a bird of very different habits from any
L
e birds of prey.

Prince of Canino and Musignano makes the Vultu-
the first family of his first order, Accipitrcs, and
the following subfamilies and genera.

a. Vulturina.

Neophron; Catkartes; Sarcoramphus; Vul-
and Gyps.

b. Gypactinie.
Genus, Gypaetos.
It must be remembered that none but European and
merican birds are admitted into this arrangement.
The I'ulturidce of Mr. G. R. Gray form the first family

of his first suborder (Accipitres Dittrni) of his first order
(Accipitrcs). The following subfamilies and genera are

placed by Mr. Gray under this family :

—

Subfam. 1. Gypactina?.

s: Gypaetos.

Subfam. 2. Cathartimv.

tl Neophron; Catkartes; and Sarcoramphus.
Subfam. :j. Yuiturinsc.

Genera: Gyps (Sav.l
;

Vultur; and Otogyps rG. R.
Gray..

Subfam. 4. Racaminae.
Genus: Gupkoieivx, Hupp.

;
Iiacama, J. E. Gray

—

mt^^a^olcnsis.

European Vultures.

Example, Vulturfidmis. the Griffon Vulture^
Description.—Adult.—Head and neck covered with

close-set, shor\ white, downy feathers; lower part of the
neck surrounded with a ruff of long, slender, white fea-
thers, sometimes with a slight tinge. On the middle of
the breast a space furnished with white down. The whole
of the body, the wings, and the origin of the tail yellow-
brown or Isabella colour

; quills and tail-feathers blackish-
brown

; beak livid yellow, cere darker ;• iris hazel ; feet
grey or light brown. Total length exceeding four feet.

T he female is larger than the male.
The young have a whitish down varied with brown on

the head and neck ; the rest of the body very bright
yellow, marked with great spots of grey or white.

This is h' Griffon of the French : IVeissk'dpJiger Geir.r
of the Germans ; Avoltoio di color castagno of the
Italians.

Geographical Distribution.—The mountainous parts of
the north of Europe, Silesia, the Tyrol, Dalmatia (where it

is very numerous), Spain (abundant near Gibraltar), )'

Alps, the Pyrenees, Turkey, the Grecian Archipelago, t

north of Persia, the north of Africa.

Tlic GrilTnu Vulture.

Nest, Habits, —The nest of this vulture is generally
formed upon the most elevated and inaccessible rocks, but
it often builds on the highest forest-trees, and, in Siudinia,

on the loftiest oaks, where the nest of brushwood and roots

is more than three feet in diameter. The eggs, which are

generally two in number, though some state that it occa-
sionally lays a; many as four, are of a dull greenish or

greyish white, slightly marked with pale reddish spots, and
with a rough surface. 'Like all the other birds of its

tribe,' says Mr. Bennett, in his Gardens and Menagerie of
the Zoological Society, ' it feeds principally upon dead
carcasses, to w hic h it is frequently attracted in very con-
siderable numbers. When it has once made a lodgment
upon its prey, it rarely quits the banquet w hile a morsel
of flesh remains, so that it is not uncommon to see it

perched upon a putrefying corpse for several successive

days. It never attempts to carry off a portion even to sa-

tisfy its young, but feeds them by disgorging the half-

digested moi^el from its maw. Sometimes, but very

rarely, it makes its prey of living victims, and even then
• Toaunhick describes it:n flosh-clonred.
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of such only as are incapable of offering the smallest re-
sistance

; for in a contest for superiority it has not that ad-
vantage which is possessed by the Falcon tribes, of lace-
rating its enemy with its talons, and must therefore rely
upon its beak alone. It is only however when no other
mode of satiating its appetite presents itself, that it has
recourse to the destruction of other animals for its subsist-
ence. After feeding, it is seen fixed for hours in one un-
varied posture, patiently waiting until the work of digestion
is completed, and the stimulus of hunger is renewed, to
enable and to urge it to mount again into the upper re-
gions of the air, and fly about in quest of its necessary
tood. If violently disturbed after a full meal, it is inca-
pable of flight until it has disgorged the contents of its
stomach

;
lightened of which, and freed from their debili-

tating effects, it is immediately in a condition to soar to
such a pitch as, in spite of its magnitude, to become in-
visible to human sight. In captivity it seems to have no
other desire than that of obtaining its regular supply of
food. So long as that is afforded it, it manifests a perfect
indifference to the circumstances in which it is placed.'

Vultur cinereus. •

Descripton.—Old Male.—Posterior part of the head and
nape denuded of feathers, the skin of a bluish cast • on
the rest of the neck a yellow down ; sides of the neck fur-
nished with curled feathers. At the insertion of the wings
rises an ample tuft of long loose feathers. General colour
of the plumage chocolate-brown, or brown verging
towards black and sometimes to fulvous; cere bluish
flesh-colour; iris deep brown; tarsus half-plumed, the
naked part, as well as the toes, dirty white

; claws black
Total length exceeding three feet six inches.
Female rather larger, and with the colours of the plu-

mage more sombre.
Voung with the whole of the neck furnished with down •

all the feathers of the upper parts terminated by a brighter
colour. °

This appears to be the Vautottr arrian and Vautour
noxr of the French

; Cinereous or Ash Vulture and Bengal
Vuhure of Latham ; and Graver Geier of the Germans
Geographical Distribution and Habits.—In Europe

lofty mountains, and the vast forests of Hungary the
Tyrol, and the Pyrenees ; trre south of Spain and Italy
accidentally in Dalmatia ; more etrtnmon in Sardinia In
Sicily

; rarely in Italy, and never in the forests. Very ac-
cidentally in Germany. M. Temminck, writing in 1*535
says that an individual was killed more than six yeats Ago
at Bayreuth. M. Tscharner de Bellerive remarks, that fie
does not believe that it has ever been toiled in Switeer-
land.

M. Temminck states that its food consists ofdead animals
and carrion, but never of living animals, of which it shows
fear

;
the least animal, he savs, terrifies it. BeehsteinVs

account is very different. According to him the CihereousVu ture is chiefly seen in the plains in winter, where it at-
tacks not only hares, sheep, and goats, but even deer. The
farmers are said to suffer severely from its depredations,
for it will frequently pick out the eves of a sheep • but it
is not shy, and suffers the approach" of the hunter, who is
well paid for shooting the destroyer.
The nidification of this species appears to be unknown

to ornithologists. M. Temminck, who states that there
exists no well-marked differences between the individuals
of India, Egypt, and Europe, thinks that it probably breeds
in the mountainous countries of Asia.

This is the genus Gyps of Savigny. Mr. Gould, in his
great work on the Birds of Europe, notices a deviation in

w»^'.k
S <I

'0n
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?f I™6 or more ^'P'™1 vultures, mani-

™h 11^ i
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a,,y bare neck, open ears, curved claws,and poweriUl beak. These striking features, he remarks,were not passed over by the discriminating eye of Mr

Bennett while engaged ,n describing the Vultur auricu-
lar,, of Daudin, which in general form and structure
strictly resembles Vultur cinereus. « In The Gardens andMenagerje of the Zoological Society delineated,' says MrGould, 'that gen leman intimates that, in his opinion, thebird he hasdescnbed from a fine living example in theSociety* gardens would be found to possess character
sufficiently prominent and different from the rest of theVultures to form the type of a new genus. Although theCinereous Vulture has not the longitudinal fold Sf theakin which is so prominent a feature in Vultur annularis,
still we should regard that more as a specific character^

than as having any influence over its natural econom
and we fully concur in Mr. Bennett's views in coraidtrrt

a further subdivision of the family to be necesarj. TV.

two birds in question, with the Vultur pondiceriaiw u '.

type, would constitute a very natural division.'

Vuhar (Gyp») rioerero.

Gypaetus barbatus.
Description.—Old.—Head and upper part of the

dirty white; a black stripe extends from the base of-

beak, and passes above the eyes
; another, arising befci

the eyes, passes over the ears; lower part of the m
breast, and belly, orange-red

; mantle, back, and
coverts deep grey-brown, but on the centre of etch la-

ther is a white longitudinal stripe
; wings and tail-feath—

ashy-grey, the shafts white ; tail long, very much pv
duated

; beak and claws black ; feet blue : iris omw,
eye surrounded by a red lid. Length about four feet kv :

inches.

According to the age of the bird the plumage vane »
follows: -there are brown feathers more or lest en th
top of the head ; those of the lower part of the rtetl

breast, and belly often terminated with black ; the whitr

stnpe on the middle of the feathers of the back and \h
coverts of the wings more or less developed ; the bri!'

often of a grey brown or variegated with white : iris of a

more or less deep orange colour.
The Young in the first two years have the held ini

neck of a brown-black ; the lower part of the body errv-

brown with spots of dirty white ; on the upper part u(lk
back are great white spots ; the mantle and the wire-
coverts are blackish with brighter spots

; quills blackish
brown ; iris brown ; feet lividi

This is the celebrated Lammergeier. It is the Arollor
barbulo of the Italians ; the TVeisskhpfige Geier Adlrr. mi
BartadJer of the Germans ; and Bearded Vulture of Iht

English.

Geographical Distribution.—The highest mountains"
Europe, Asia, and Africa, the chain of the Pyrenees. kA
the Helvetian Alps, Sardinia, Greece, and the Tyrol, h
Asia, the chain of the Caucasus, the Himalaya Mountains
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Siberian and Persian Mountains. The most lofty

titains ofCentral Africa and towards the borders of the
Sea, principally in the most inaccessible parts of those
otains, and where there is plenty of the larger sort of

woe. But it becomes more and more rare in proportion

H man advances upon the uncultivated regions which it

kvea to haunt. M. Temminck remarks, that it is now one
f the rarest birds of Europe

;
whereas, formerly, all the

i gh mountains of the Tyrol, Switzerland, and Germany
ere peopled with the species. It is on record that hunters
f the eighteenth century had killed their forty, fifty,

sixty Liemmer-geyers. The chasseur Andreas Durner
" killed sixty with his own hand. It is still far from un-

in Sardinia. M. Temminck adds that he has
individuals from the north of Africa, and a con-

le number from the Cape of Good Hope ; none of
iffeied from the individuals belonging to the Euro-

ke the typical vultures,' says Mr. Gould,
guished by their bare necks, indicative

f their propensity for feeding on carrion, the I.semmer-
eyer has the neck thickly covered with feathers, reseni-

hug those of the true eagles, with which it also accords
|

i its bold and predatory habits, pouncing with violent
fctuosity on animals exceeding iUelf in size ; hence the

g Chamois, the Wild Goat, the Mountain Hare, and
ius species of birds find in it a formidable and ferocious
ly. Having seized its prey, the Laemmer-geyer de-
i it upou the spot, the straight form of their talons

bliug them from carrying it to a distance.* It refuses

esh in a state of putrefaction, unless sharply pressed by
linger ; hence nature has limited this species as to num-
ers : while, on the other hand, to the Vultures, who are
estined to clear the earth from animal matter in a state

F decomposition, and thus render the utmost service to

lain in the countries where they abound, she has given an
I -must illimitable increase.'

Temminck, besides the animals above noticed, says that
tiey will attack young deer, sheep, and calves.

e two white eggs marked with brown blotches are
laid on the naked summits of precipitous rocks
almost inaccessible.

_ has given a very graphic account of the death of
ne of these birds in the fifth volume of his Travels in

?gypt, Arabia, Abyssinia, and Nubia. It is, he says,

ailed by the vulgar Abou Dach'n, or Father Long-Beard,
.-Inch, he supposes, originated from the tuft of hair, as

Iruce terras it, under the chin, and he figures it under the
itle of Nisser, its Ethiopic appellation, which is only ge-
leric, and imports no more than the English name Eagle.

1 This noble bird,' writes the African traveller, ' was
lot an object of any chace or pursuit, nor stood in need
1 any stratagem to bring hini within our reach. Upon
he highest top of the mountain Lamalraon, while my
ervants were refreshing themselves from that toilsome
ugged ascent, and enjoying the pleasure uf a must delight-

ul climate, eating their dinner in the outer air with
everal large dishes of boiled goat's flesh before them, this

incmy, as he turned put to be tQ them, appeared, suddenly

;

te did not stoop rapidly from a height, but came flying
lowly along the ground), and sat down close to the nieat.

vithiu the ring the men had made round it. A flreat

ihout, or rather cry of distress, called me to the place. 1

aw the Eaglef stand fcr a minute, as. if to recollect him-
ielf. while the servants ran for their lances and. aluVM-,. I

Talked up nearly to him, as I had time to do. atten-
ion was fully fixed upon the flesh. I saw l.im put his

bot into the pan, where was a large piece in water pre-

jared for boiling, but finding the smart which he had pot ex-
pected, he withdrew it, and forsook the piece which he held.

' There were two large pieces, a leg and a shoulder,

ying upon a wooden platter, into these he trussed both his

.-laws, and earned them off, but I thought he looked wist-

fully at the large piece which remained in the warm water.

A.way he went slowly along the ground, as he had come.
The face of the cliff over which criminals are thrown took

him from our sight. The Mahometans that drove the

asses, who had, as we have already observed, in the course
of the journey suffered from the hyaena, were much
alarmed, and assured me of his return.

"

' As I had myself a desire of more intimate acquaintance

• But mo poit, Brticc'i account,

t Bruce uamu it AW /f'.r* nuu Q<Adc* Baste.

with him, I loaded a rifle-gun with ball, and sat down
close to the platter by the meat. It was not many minutes
before he came, and a prodigious shout was raised by my
attendants—" He is coming, he is coming"—enough to
have discouraged a less courageous animal. Whether he
was not quite so hungry as at his first visit, or suspected
something from my appearance, I know not : but he made a
small turn, and sat. down about ten yards from me, the pan
with the meat being between me and him. As the field

was clear before me, and I did not know but his next
move might bring him opposite to some of my people,
and so that he might actually get the rest of the meat and
make off, I shot him with the ball through the middle of
his body, about two inches below the wing, so that he lay
down upon the grass without a single flutter. Upon laying
hold of his monstrous carcass, I was not a little surprised
at seeing my hands covered and tinged with yellow powder
or dust. Upon turning him upon his belly, and examining
the feathers of his back, they produced a brown dust, the
colour of the feathers there. This dust was not in small
quantities, for upon striking his breast the yellow

|

Hew in fully greater quantity than from a hair-d

powder-puff.'

The following were the dimensions of this bird. From
wing to wing, eight feet four inches. From the tip of the
tail to the point of the beak when dead, four feet seven
inches. From the joining of the foot to where the leg
joins the thigh, four inches only ; and from the joint of the
thigh to the joining of the body, six inches. Thickness of
the extending muscular thigh little less than four inches.
Middle claw about two inches and a half long, not very
sharp at the point, but extremely strong. From the root

of the bill to the point, three inches and a quarter ; and one
inch and three-quarters in breadth at the root. ' A forked
brush of long hair, divided at the point into two, proceeded
from the cavity of his lower jaw at the beginning of his

throat. He had the smallest eye I ever remember to have
seen in a large bird, the aperture being scarcely half an
inch. The crown of the head was bare or bald, so was the
front where the bill and skull joined.' Weight twenty-two
pounds. (Bruce, Appendix.)

The LBnuocr-geytr,

We now have to call the reader's attention to the only
Vulture which, as far as we can find, has ever been found
in a wild state in Britain.

Neophron percnopterus.

.Description.—Old.—Head and only the front of the neck
covered with a naked shin of a livid yellowish colour ; the

3 P 2
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whole plumage pure white, except the great quill-feathers,

which are black ; feathers of the occiput long and loose
;

cere orange, iris yellow, mandibles blackish ; feet livid

yellow, claws black, tail very much graduated. Length
two feet and a few inches.

According to age, the bird varies in its plumage, being

either deep brown spotted with rusty, or bright grey-brown
varied with white and yellow feathers. In this state the

naked part of the head is livid, the cere white slightly

tinted with orange, the iris brown, and the feet livid white.

The Young in the first year have the naked part of the

head livid, covered with a thin grey down ; cere and feet

grey ash ; the whole plumage deep brown varied with
yellowish-brown spots ; greater quill-feathers black ; iris

brown.
This is the Vautour Ourigourap of Le Vaillant, the

Rhachamah or Pharaoh's Hen of Bruce and others, A voltoio

aquilino and Caporaccajo of the Italians, and Maltese
Vulture of Latham.
Geographical Distribution.—Found (very rarely) in the

north of Europe, in Switzerland in the neighbourhood of

Geneva. Very common in Spain on the Pyrenees, Por-
tugal, Malta, Turkey, and in the Archipelago. Nowhere
so abundant as in Africa. Russia as far north as Astracan,

Arabia, Persia ; the Deccan (Col. Sykes). M. Temminck
states that individuals from the south of Africa are always
larger those those of Egypt and Europe ; and that it is

very common in the Isle of Elba and Tuscany.
In October, 1825, one of these birds was killed near Kilve

in Somersetshire, and is now in the possession of the Rev.
A. Matthew, of that place. It was, when first seen, feeding
upon a dead sheep, and had so gorged itself with flesh,

that it was either incapable of flight or indisposed for

exertion, and was easily shot. At the same time, another
bird, apparently of the same species, was seen in the
neighbourhood, but escaped.

sS
V"

Egyptian Vulture. (Could.)

Habits, $-c.—This vulture does not congregate, except
when the all-attractive carcass calls them together, but
goes in pairs, the male and female seldom parting com-
pany. * In the districts which this species inhabits.' says
Mr. Yarrell, ' every group of the natives has a pair of these
vultures attached to it. The birds roost on the trees in the
vicinity, or on the fences which bound the enclosures
formed for their cattle. They are to a certain degree
domiciled and harmless. The people do them no injury

:

on the contrary, they are glad to see and entowigethn,
because they clean the premises of all the offal and fiti

they can find. In default of other food they est frt-v

lizards, and snakes. They make their nests among rot
and the Hottentots assured M. le Vaillant that they ini

three and sometimes four eggs : but this he had no oppor-

tunity of verifying. The eggs are white.' The young

assiduously attended and fed by the parents for the fa
four months. In Cairo these vultures are so much pnoj

for their scavengering services, for no excrement or filth

comes amiss to them, that it is a breach of order to ki;

them. Col. Sykes states that in the Deccan they a
always found in cantonments and camps. For theWs
part of the day they continue on the wing, toarinr. a

circles. When on the ground, they walk with a ptcdu

gait, lifting their legs very high.
Kolbe's Vulture has also been found in Europe, am! »,

it is said, has the Sociable Vulture. (See post.,

Asiatic Vultures.

Example, Vultur ponticerianus, the Pondich^rry IV-

ture.

Description.—Adult.—Size of a goose; a long W
naked membrane or wattle takes its origin about in irr;

below the meatus auditorius, and widens into a roundrJ

form in the middle. The whole head and neck naked a:

:

flesh-coloured, but there are some short scattered bur-

thereon. Crop covered with a small brown do»n. i.m

round it is a longer white down. All the upper par!
•'

the bottom of the neck, as well as its sides, are tip]*-:

with a ruff of short rounded feathers ; the plumage jtn

rally is of a blackish-brown tint
;

quilfs black. B;i

bluish-black, cere yellow. Feet deep yellow. Lcsfi

two feet five inches.

Young with the head and neck more or leas cloth?!

with short down. (Temm.)
Locality.—Bengal ; probably spread over the contin:-:

of India : Java, and Sumatra.

The I'ondirherry Vulture.

Vultur Tndicus, the Indian Vulture. . .

Description.— Adult.— Head and neck d*»wW
"J

feathers. All the upper plumage Isabella ash-co»

varied with brown and whitish ; lower parts spotless ve

bright yellow. A slight short deep brown down, closf

and very smooth, covers the breast. Bill black, but

point lighter ; naked skin of the head rusty ash- . ^
Sonnerat, Temminck observes, says that the iris * K°l
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but that he had found it whitish in a living bird. Feet

ashy-black or bluish. Tail rather longer than the wings,

the feathers of equal length, and the colour blackish.

Size of a turkey : total length three feet three inches.

The luuiuu Vulture.

Young with the head and neck covered with light brown
down, the whole upper plumage sooty black bordered

with dirty grey ; all the lower parts of the same colour as

the back, but each feather marked along the shafts by a

whitish stripe, which enlarges towards the end of the

feathers. In some individuals similar marks are to be seen

upon the upper feathers. Bill marbled with black and
yellow: length not exceeding two feet ten inches.

Temm.)
Locality.—India and Ceylon.

The CliLiew Vallure

M. Temminck say3 that the Chagouin of Le Vaillant

{African Ornithology, pi. 11) is the young of this species.

Habits.—Very voracious. It lingers all day near the

sea-shore to prey on the dead fish thrown up by the waves.

The species lives generally on carrion, and is said to dis-

inter corpses. The flight of these vultures is heavy, and,

like their congeners, they sometimes assemble in vast

numbers on the battle-field.

A cut of Vultur leuconotus, the Chinese Vulture, now
in the garden of the Zoological Society in the Regent's

Park, is given in the preceding column.
Descrtption.—Brownish black ; lower part of the back

white, as are the wings beneath and the inside of the
thighs. When the wings are closed, the white on the back
is not seen. Head brownish black with short dark hairs.

Back of the neck covered with whitish down, the front of
it livid flesh-colour and bare. At the bottom of the back
of the neck is a dirty white ruff. On each side white
feathers lap over the bottom of the neck and the crop.

The cere is blackish, the bill horn-colour, black at the tip.

Iris dark. Legs dirty brown-white with black scales

;

claws black. Size of a turkey.

African Vultures.

Example, Vultur Kolbii, Kolbe's Vulture.

Descrtption.—Head covered with downy ferruginous

feathers, which are whitish on the back of the neck. A
ruff of loose ferruginous or dirty white feathers round the

back of the neck. Cere blackish, iris black. Back and
wings ferruginous or grey-brown, quills black. Belly

rather lighter ferruginous. Feet brownish, claws black.

Size less than that of the Griffon Vulture, but in general

aspect and plumage very like that species. It is however
easily distinguished. In Kolbe's Vulture the feathers of
the wings and of the lower parts are all rounded at the

end. In the Griffon Vulture they are long and acumi-
nated. In Kolbe's Vulture the run is neither so long nor
so abundant as in the Griffon, and the adult is nearly en-

tirely of a whitish Isabella colour. The adult Griffon is

uniform bright brown throughout.

This is the StrontrJager of Kolbe, and the Chasse-fiente

of Temminck.

Kolbo1
! Vulture.

Geographical Distribution.—Barbary and different parts
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of Africa, India, and Java. Several have been lulled in

Sardinia.

Vultur auricularis, the Sociable Vulture.

Description.—Adult.—Head and greater portion of the
neck red and naked, with the exception of a few hardly
discernible hairs. Beak horn-coloured, tinged with yellow

at its base. Iris chestnut. The folds of red naked skin

originate behind the ears, surround the upper part of them,
and then descend several inches, being irregular in their

outline and nearly an inch broad at their widest part.

Throat covered with hairs inclining to black. The lower
and back part of the neck clothed with a ruff of blackish

curling feathers. Plumage of the body, wings, and tail

nearly uniform blackish-brown, rather lighter beneath than
above, and on their edges than in the middle. Feathers
of the breast, belly, and sides beneath, narrow, long,

pointed, projecting from the body so as to discover the

nearly pure white down which everywhere closely covers

it, and extends beyond the feathers on the lower and
anterior parts of the neck, marking the limits of the pro-

minent crop. A similar down, but brownish in colour,

appeal's upon the legs, which are also brownish, and the

claws light brown. Size equal to that of the condor.

Across the expanded wings upwards of ten feet.

Young, at its exclusion from the egg, covered with
whitish down ; on quitting the nest, plumage light brown,
the feathers bordered with a reddish tinge ; those of the
cheit and abdomen not elongated as in the adult: head
and neck entirely covered by a fine close down, so that the
ears are scarcely visible through it.

This is the Oricou of Le Vaillant and the French ; and
Ghaip, with the preceding clapping sound, of the Namaqua
Hottentots.

Habits, i$-c.—This gigantic species, a fit machine for

assisting in the clearance of the soil of Africa from the
putrid bodies of elephants, hippopotami, rhinoceroses, and
giraffes, haunts the caverns of rocks, and is altogether a
mountain bird. There its night is passed, and there among
the lofty crags it retires to repose when it has sated its

appetite. Le Vaillant saw large flocks of them perched
at sun-rise on the precipitous entrances to their abodes,
and sometimes the extent of the rocky region was marked
by a continued chain of these birds. Their tails are worn
down by friction against their craggy haunts and by the
soil of the plains, in consequence ol the laborious efforts

which they make to raise themselves into the air : when
once on the wing however, their flight is grand and powerful.
They rise higher and higher till their enormous bulk is lost

to human ken ; but though beyond the sphere of man's
vision, the telescopic eye of the bird is at work. The
moment any animal sinks to the earth in death, the imper-
ceptible Yulture detects it. Does the hunter bring down
some large quadruped beyond his powers to remove, and
leave it to obtain assistance?—on his return, however
speedy, he finds it surrounded by a. band of vultures where
not one was to be seen a quarter of an hour before.
Le Vaillant first possessed himself of this grand vulture

in an island in the Orange River, which, from the number
of those animals that frequented it, he named the Isle of
Hippopotami. One of these beasts was shot there ; and
the enterprising French zoologist and his party, after
cutting some steaks from it, quitted the island and repaired
to the right bank of the river, out of the reach of those
sudden floods which make a bivouac near it or on the
island so dangerous. It was Le Vaillaut's intention to
return to the island next morning ; but at sun-rise He per-
ceived an immense troop of elephants, which he pursued,
not without wounding some oJ the herd. Thus the day
was spent ; and the sun was low before they could reach
the bank of the river, where they passed the night, In
the morning they again went to the island, and as soon as
they lauded went straight to the slain hippopotamus, with
the intention of procuring more provision from it. On
the carcass was sitting a magnificent vulture, eagerly
occupied in devouring it. Le Vaillant had never seen one
of such size, and his joy was great. But that very joy
rendered his aim so unsteady, that, in his haste, he only
slightly wounded the bird.

Jn spite of the wound, the vulture, even while endeavour-
ing to fly away, still snatched at its prey with its beak, as
if it would fain have carried it off; but the weight of the
flesh which it had gorged sat heavy on it, and prevented
its taking flight so easily. Le Vaillant and his party had

time to come up before it could clear the giound, *zi

endeavoured to kill it with repeated blows ; but it tm-lr 1

long and valiant resistance, defending itself with the grta' -•

intrepidity. It snapped at or struck their fire-arms

its beak, and its force was still so great, that at each »

it left a mark on their gun-barrels. It yielded to its \y

at last, and Le Vaillant declares that the poateswoa u-

amply repaid him for all the difficulties and fatigues ol r.

excursion. This was the Oricou, the species nuv» i.-..'

consideration ; and when Le Vaillant proceeded to sk.

he found six pounds and a half of flesh in iu stonu

Notwithstanding this enormous quantity, we may cone'

that its hunger was still keen, from its unwillingne*!

quit the body of the hippopotamus, and its ravenous dt p
ment when at last it was obliged to leave : we thus perci.

with what celerity these btrds will clear away huge >.- •

casses.

The nest is bu,itt in the fissures of rocks, and there

female lays t\(o, rajely three eggs. While she U sit' .

the male keeus. watch at the entrance of the cave, a t».

which leads, to Election. The spot selected howev.:
generally 90 inaccewible, that advantage can rareh -

taken of the mdicfttiorv. When it is reached, the abuit
sickening to the sight and smell : the stench i» descr..

as insupportable, Le Vaillant however ate their n.-
They seem to he gregarious, living in considerable c.

.

panies, and agreeing well together. One mountain •.<

sometimes conceal as many nests as there are approj.r

cavities ; and occasionally two or three nests are plan-- .

the game cavern side by side.

Locality.—South Africa. The Namaqua country <.-:

cially, where it appears to have been first observed - -

described by Le Vaillant. North and South Ai'n:.

(Teram.) Temminck states that it is also found in Gif
in the neighbourhood of Athens, and must be then.:

added to the catalogue of European birds ; but it does
appear in Mr. Gould's grand work of the ' Birds of Euii

;.

The Sociable Vulture.

American Vulturjm.

An account of the Concur and Turkey-Buzzard,
will be found under those articles, and we must here lira.:

ourselves to a description of
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Sarcoramphus papa, the King Vulture, or King of the

Vultures.
Description.—Adult.—Naked skin of the head and neck

brilliantly coloured. Beak reddish, with a shade of black

;

cere bright orange, prolonged between the nostrils into ft

< omb about an inch and a half long, loose in texture, and
. Hlling on either side of the bill when the head is erect.

Hound the eye a scarlet circle ; iris nearly colourless

;

-i Jc of the head purplish black. Back of the head covered
vith short down inclining to black. On each side behind

' ho eye several broad and deep wrinkles of the skin, whence
1 1 ses a thick and prominent fold extending obliquely

downwards along the neck, reddish-brown mixed with
' 'ne, and marked with many lines of small black hairs.

> i'om the bright red upper part of the neck the colour

gradually lessens in intensity, fading into orange and
. ellow towards the lower part. Round the bottom of the
ieck is a broad ruff of soft, downy, deep ashy-grey fea-

iiers. Back and tail-coverts bright fawn, becoming
i:;hter and lighter as the bird grows older; quills, greater

mg-coverts, and tail-feathers glossy black. Legs and
iaws dusky black, sometimes dirty yellowish-white. Total

; a<rth, about two feet and a half. Across the expanded
. u!gs, more than five feet.

Young of the Fear, <$*c.—Deep bluish, with the exception
r the abdomen and lateral tail-coverts, which are white,

i the next year the young becomes dusky, marked with
' iiritudinal white spots, and up to that time the greater

ortion of the head and neck is blackish violet. The
• louring which marks the adult is assumed in the third

far, excepting a few black feathers among the upper
o\ erts of the wing.
This is the Cozcaquauhtli (Queen of the Vultures) of

1 10 Mexicans (Hernandez). Mr. Bennett remarks that its

lore usual name in that country appears to be Tzopi-
>.'l ; but this Mexican term, according to Hernandez and
he description given, appears to be applicable to the

.' 'u/tur aura, Linn., and not to the Papa. Indeed the

li^iire in that work appears to have crept in by mistake,

or it accords not at all with the description of the Tzo-
ikitl, and appears more like a parrot, especially in the

,-ft, than a vulture of any kind. The description of the

''/zquauhtli in John de Laet agrees more with the Vultur
> ura, Linn. : he also mentions the Tzopilotl. According
0 Sonnini, the last appellation is given to it in Guiana

;

!id in Paraguay its name is Iruburubicha, or King of the

1 tilturet.

Habits, <£c.—With a highly developed sense of smelling
and a piercing sight, the expanse and strength of the wing
of the King Vulture enables it to reach a lofty height, and
ihere remain, bringing its powers of observation to bear
over a wide tract of country. Patient under hunger, this

vulture is said never to attack birds and quadrupeds, how-
ever small, while they are alive; though, when pressed
v. iih hunger from the want of its favourite carrion, it will

i". i'd upon snakes and lizards. A plentiful and inviting

table is spread for it during the summer in the dried up
lakes reeking with the putrid fish which have there
perished. Perched on the highest trees, it is most fre-

quently to be seen alone or in pairs ; but in Mexico tra-

vellers state that they have seen it in large flocks. The
story that the other vultures stand patiently by till this,

their monarch, has finished his repast, appears to be not
without foundation, and may be easily accounted for by
the superior strength and courage of this species. The
general opinion seems to be that these vultures make their
nests in the hollows of trees, and that they lay two eggs.

Geographical Distribution.—Wide. Occasionally in Flo-
rida, in the United States, which is probably the northern
limit. Common in Paraguay, but, according to DAzara,
not going beyond 32° S. lat. Between the limits, espe-
cially towards the central parts of America, it appears to
be abundant.

The King VnHurc. Vultur papa.

VULVULPNA. [Foraminifera, vol. x., p. 348.]

INDEX TO THE LETTER V.

VOLUME XXVI.
V (letter), page 73
Vaals [Limlmrg]
\ acariiu, 73
Vaccinicea, 74
Vaccination [Jenner ; Small
Pox]

Vacciniutn, 7-1

Vacuum, or Void, 75
Yadder, Louis de, 76
Wiga, Perino de), 76

\ agabond [Vagrant]
\ .lunulas [Limax, xiii , 485]
Vagmulina. 77
\ i;rrant, 77
Y'lhea, 81

Vaiil, Martin, 81

Y'Oil-.a, 81

V .ill.inr, J. F., 81

\ ,»i lant, J. F. F.. 82
Vniilant. S.. 82
\ .ullant. F. !e, 83
\ ai»eshica. jt Vaincshika [San-

scrit Language and 1 itera-

tive, p. <102

Vaison [Vauclimi;]

Vakhtang, 81

Vakhusta, 8.'.

Val de Penan, 85
Valats. 85
Valangay, or Valunray [IndreJ
Valckenaer, L. ('.. 86
Valckenaer, Jan. 8(:

Valdai [Russia]

Valdenses [Vaudois]
Valdes, or Valdesso, G., 87
ValcKvia, 87
Valence, 87
Valence [Tarn]
Valencia, 88
Valencia del Ci.l, 88
Valenciennes, 89
Valens, Flavius, 81
Valentin, Mui'se, 90
Valentinian I., Flavins, 90

Valentinian II., Flavius. 90
Valentinian III., Plarfdius, 9
Valcnxa, 91
Valerian [Valeriana]

Valeriana, 91

Valeriana Officinalis, 92
Valerianacea*, 92
Valerianella, 93
Valerianic Acid, 94
Valerianic, P. L., 9-1

Valerius A'ntias. Q.. 94

Valerius Flaccus [Flaccus]
Valerius Mixiimis, 94

Valerias Poplfcula [Publicola]

Valerius Prolms, M., 95
Valery-en-Caux, St. [Seine. In-

ferieure]

Valery-en-Somme. St. rSomrac]
Valesius [Valois]

Valetta [Malta]
Valla, Lorenzo, 95

Valladolld, 96

Valladolid [Mexican Stales]

Valliris, 96
Valle, Pietro delle, 9(i

Valleys, 97
Vallievo [Servia]

Valliioeri, or Vallisniui, A., 9'J

Vallisneria. 100
Valmiki [Sanscrit Language
and Literattue]

Valmont de Bonil>are, J. C, IPC'

Valognes [Manche]
Valois, Le, 100

Valois, Henri <!e. 100
Valois, Adrien de, 101

Valparaiso. 101

Valsalva, A. M., 101
ValteWna. 102

Value. 10 5

Vulval a, 104
Valve, 104
Valve (Botany). 105

Valvulln a [ Forain inilv . a"
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vol. xxvi. ;

Vampire, 105

Vampire (Zoology), 106

Van [Armenia, p. 360]
Van Achrn. Hans, 10b

Vanlilium, 106

Vanbrugh, Sir John. 107

Van Ceulen, or Keulen, Lu-
•lulph, 108

Vancouver, George, 108

Vancouver Island [North M'est-

ern Territory]

Vando, 109

Van Dale, Anton, 109
Vandals [Teutonic Nations]

Vandelti, Dominic, 109

Vandellia, 109

Vander Heist, B.. 109

Vander Heyden, Jan, 110

Vander Meer, J in, 1 10

Vaudermeulen, A. F., 1 10

Vandermonde, 1 1

1

Vander Velde, A., Ill

Vonder Velde, W., Ill

Vander Velde, W. Younger, 1 1

1

Vander Werff, Adrian, 1 1

1

Vander Weyde, R., 112

Van Diemen's Land[Tusmania]
Vandyck, Sir Antunv, 112

Vane, Sir Henry, 114
Van Eifen, Justus, 1 15

Vanellus [Plovers, xviii., 231]
Vanga, 1 15

Vangueria, 1 15

Van Helmont, S. J , 115

Van Helmont [Chemistry]
Vanilla, 115
Vanilliceae, 117
Vanfni, Lurflio, 117

Vanish (Mathematics), 117

Vanishing Fractions [Fractions,

Vanishing]
Vanishing Point, Line, &c.

[Perspective]

Vanloo, Charles Andre, 117

Vauloo, Jean Baptiste, 1 1

8

Vanmander, Caret, 1 18

Vannes, 1 19

Vanni, Cavaliere Francesco, 119
Vauni, Giovanni Uattista, 1 20

Van Oost, Jacob, 120
Van Oost, Jacob, Younger, 120
Van Os, Pictcr Gerard, 120
Vansleb [Wansleb-n]
Vansomer, Paul, 120
VanSwieten [Swieten]

Vanticchi [SartoJ

Vanuden, Lucas, 120
Van Utrecht, Adrian, 121

Van Veen, or Vaaniux.Otho, 121

Vauvitelli, Luigi, 121

Vapour, 122
Vapour Bath [Bath]
Var, 123
Varallo [Sesia, Vol di]

Variniaus [Varatiidai]

Varanids, 125

Various [Monitors
;
Varanidas]

Varchi [Segni]

Varchi, Benedetto, 134
Vorenius, Bernhardus, 131
Varese [Como]
Vargas, Luis de, 135
Vari, 136
Variable, 136
Variation, 136
Variation of the Compass, 137
Variation of the Moon [Moon]
Variations, Calculus of, 140
Varicella, 142

Varicose Veins [Veins]

Variegation, nr Marking, 142
Varieties, 142
Variation, Pierre, 141
Yarillas, Antoine, 144
Varin^liians, 14")

Yiiriiila [Small Pox]
Variolar.a, 145

V'iritis, Lucius, 143
Vari*, 1 l(i

Vuri» [Veins, Difa*»s of]

VOL. XXVI.
Varley, John,

s
146

Varnish, 147
Varnish-Trees, 147
Varotiri, Alcssandro, 147
Varro.M.T., 147

Varro, P. T., 143
Varvicite [Manganese]
Varus, Quintllius [Hermann]
Vasa, Gustavus [Gustavus

Erickson]

Vasa [Tissues, Vegetable]

Vasin, Giorgio, 148

Vascular Tissue [Tissues, Ve-
getable]

Vasculare", 149
Vases, 149
Vassal [Feudal System]
Vassy [Marae, Hante]
Vater, Johann Severin, 152
Vateria, 152
Vatican, 152
Vatlnius [Cicero]

Vattel, Emmerich, 154
Vatlier, Pierre, 154

Vauban, S. le Prestre de, 155
Voucher, Jean Pierre, 157

Vaucheria, 157
Vaucluse, 158
Vaud, Canton dc, 160
Vaudville, 162
Vaudois, 162

Vaults [Tombs]
Vauquelin, Nicolas-Louis, 167

Vauvilliers, Jean Francois, 167

Vavassor. 167

Vecehi, Giovanni de', 168

Vecchia, Pietro, 168
Vecillio, Tiziano, 168

Vectllio, Francesco, 170
Vecellio, Orazio, 170
Vecillio, Marco, 170
Vecht [Rhiue]
Vector, 171

Veda, 171

Vedanta [Sanscrit Language
and Literature]

Veering, or Wearing, 177
Vega Carpio, F. L. F. de, 177

Vega, George, 179

Vegetable Butters [Butters,

Vegetable]
Vegetable Ivory, 179

Vegetable Wax, 180

Vegetables, Vegetable King-
dom, 180

Vegetation, 18i
Vcgetius, F. It., 184
Veins [Circulation ; Heart]

Veins, Diseases of, 185
Veins, Mineral, 186

Velani, or Valonia [Quercus, p.

214]
Velates [Turbinidse, xxv. 383]
Vclay, or Veltai, Le, 168
Velazquez, 189
Veleia. 191

Velella [Cirrhograda, rii. 200]
Velez-Malaga, 193
Veiino [Rieto]

VelhStri [Catnpagna di Roma]
Vellore [Velore]

Vellum [Parchment]
Velly, Paul-Francois, 193
Velocity, 193
Velocities, Virtual [Virtual Ve-

locities]

Velore, 197
Velum, 197

Velutina. 197

Velvet, 197
Vena Contractu [Hydrodyna-

mics, xii. 390, 391]
Venafro [Lavoro, Terra di]

Venaissin, Le Comtat [Cointat

d'Avignon ; Cointat Venais-
sin]

Venant, St. [Pas de Calais]

Vence [Var]
Vendean War [Vendee]
Vendee, 198

VOL. XXVI.
Vendome [Loir et Cher]
Vendome, Dues de, 201
Vendor and Purchaser, 203
Vends, or Wends, 305
Veneering, 206
Veneric&rdia [Submytilacea,

xiiii. 195]
Venerides, 206
Venertipis, or Venerirupis [Li-

thophagidas ; Veneridrc]

Veneti [Morbihan]
Venetian School of Painting, 211
Venezia [Venice]
Veneziino, Antonio, 215
Veneziano, Domfnico, 216
Veneziino, Agostino, 216
Venezuela, 2IG
Venice, town. 229
Venice, Republic of, 233
Veniero, Domenico, 244
Venire facias. 245
Venloo, 245

'

Venfisa [Basilicata]

Ventiligo, 245
Ventilation [Warming and Ven-

tilation]

Ventimiglia [San Remo]
Ventricle [Heart]
Ventriculites, 245
Ventriloquism, 245
Veuue, 248
Venus, planet, 248
Venus, Transit of [Transits of
Mercury and Venus]

Venus (Malacology) [V cneridzs]
Venus de' Medici, 249
Venusti, Marcello, 250
Vera Cruz, 250
Vera Paz [Guatemala]
Vtragua [Panama]
Veranda, 251
Veratria, 251
Veratric Acid, 251
Veratrum, 251
Veritrum Album, 251
Verb, 252
Verbascfne, 253
Verbascum [Vcrbascinss]
Verbena, 254
Verben&cesB, 254
Vercelli, 255
Verchnei Udinsk [Siberia, 472]
Verchoturie, 255
Vercingelorix JCsjsar]
Verde, Cape, Islands, 256
Verdegris [Copper]
Vcrden, principality, 250
Verden, town, 256
Verdeter [Copper]
Verdic Acid, 250
Verdict [Jury]

Verdun, 256
Vere, Sir Francis, 256
Vere, Horace, 257
Verelius, Olius, 257
Vergennes, Comte de, 258
Verheyen, Philip|ius, 1:59

Vermandois, Le, i59
Vermes, 260
Vermetus, 260
Vermicelli, 260
Vermiculite, 261
Vermllia, 261
Vermilion [Mercury]
Vermland [Sweden, p. 391]
Vermont, 261
Vernal, Vernal Equinox. 2G 1

Vernation, 264
Vemi't, Claude Joseph, 26

1

Verneuil [Eure]
Vernicia, 265
Vernier, 265
Vernon, Kdward, 268
Vernon [Eure]
Vcrninia, 26S
Vernoniaceae, 268
Ven'ma, Delegaziunc <li, 2*i3

Vir6iia, lown, 209
Vrrou6-c, Alcsvnml.o, 271
Veronese, Paul| C.igliari, Paolo]

VfJt. xxn.
Veronica, 27

1

Verri, Pietro. 2*2

Verri, Alcssandro, 271

Vtrrio, AntSoio, Vi
Verrius, Fiaceus. 273
Verfcchio, Andrea del, iTJ

Verruca, 273
Verrucaria. 274
Versailles, 374
Versed Sine [Trigonoajrtr.]

Version, 275
Verstegan, Richard, 177

Vertebra [Skelrtin]

Vertebraltna fFonusiaifcri, i_

318]
Vertebrita. 277
Vertex, 277
Vertical, 277
Verticillus, 278
Vertigo, 273
Vertigo (Zoo'ogj}.2"8
Vertot, R. A. de. 2;8

Vertue, George, 279
Verus, Lucius, 2SU
Vervain [Verbena]
Verviers, 280
Vesilius, Andreas, ISO

Vesicants [Blisters]

Vesoul [Saone, Hanf.]
Vespatianue, T. F.. 28t

Vespertili6niila>, 2*2

Vespida, 2S3
Vespucci, Amerigo, 2SI

Vesta, 285
Vesta (planet), 2SS
Vestal, 286
Vestibule, 286
Vestry, 287
Vesuvian [Idoerase]
Vesuvius, 283
Vetch [Tares; Vicier]

Vetton, Ptftro. 289
Vevay [Vaud]
Vexin [Normandy]
Viaduct, 289
Vidua [Entre Dueroe V:'
Viareggio [Lucca]
Viatka, 290
ViStka, History of, 291

Vibration, 291
Viburnum, 393
Vicar, 294
Vice [English Drams]
Vicente [Porrtural)

Vicente, Gil [Gil Vicente

Vicenza, Delegatione di. t *

Vicenza, town, 295
Vici, Andrea, 295
VIcia [Vices? ; Tare*]

Viciea;, 296
Vico, Giovanni Batlttti. tS :

Vic6a, 299
Vicq d'Azyr, Felix. 299

Vicramaditya fHioilu>tan '•

225]
Victor I., II., HI, IV.. CS?

Victor, Amadeus [SanUu

States]

Victor, Sextns Aureuut [.tut-

litis Victor]

Vict6ria [Venezuela]
Vicuna, or Vicugna [ban.

xiv. 73, 74]
Vida, Marco (iirdlamo, 30"

Video, Monte [Montevideo

Vidua, 301
Vieche, or VieUa, 302
Vienna, 303
Vienna, Treaty of [Treaty]

Vicnne, river [Lvi e]

Vieuue, department,M
Vienne, Haute, 30s
Vicnne, town, 310
Vicrzou. 31

1

Vi.ta.311
Vina Cianita, 313
Vig.in. Le [Gard]
Viccvano [Murtara]
Vtgllius, 3'2o

\ igiirila, U. B. 326
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VOL. XXVI.
Vignolot, AlphonM des, 027
Vigo, 337
Vigors. N. A., 327
Vija Ganita [Viga Ganita]
Viji Islands, 327
ViUine, river [France ; llle tt

Vilaiue]
Villa de Leon [Meiican States]
Villa Franca [Nice
Villa Franca di Piemonte

[Pignerol]

V.lla Herman [M.
States]

Villaeidro [Sardegna]
Villach, circle, 328
Villae*, town, 328
ViUAni, Giovanni, 328
Villaret, Claude, 323
Villara, Louis Hectt . 329

Villars, Dominique, 331
Villarsia, 331
Villa [Rhin Bas]
Villerranche [Garonne, Haute

;

Pyrantel Orientales; Rhone,
department]

Villel'ranche-sur-Aveyron, 332
Villein, or Villain, 332
Vi Menage, 333
\ illeneuve (several), 333
\ illeneuve d'Agen [Lot et Ga-

ronne]
\ illeneuve-les-Avignon [GardJ
\ illeneuve-sur-Tfonue [Xoune]
V Ulien [Buckingham, dukesut]
V i Hers, C. F. D. de, 334
V i lloison, 335
Vilri* [YVilna]
'. imoutiers [Oroe]
Viuago [Columbida>, vii., 367]
V inca,336
\ ince, Samnel, 336
Vincennes [Seine, department]

Vincent, St., 337
Vincent, Earl St. [Jervis, John]
Vincent, William, D.D., 337
\~mci, Lionirdo da, 33S
Vinculum, 341
\ mdelici [Vindeliciu]

\ indelfcia, 311
V indemiitrix [Virgo]

V mdhya Mountain [Hindus-

tan, zii. 211]
Vine [Vitis]

Vinegar, 341
Vinegar, Medical Properties of,

341
Vineyard, 342
Viol, 343
Viol da Gamba, 343

VOL. XXVI.
Viola, or Tenor Violin, 343
Viola (botany). 343
Violacere, or Violariex, 345
Violin, 345
Violoncello, 346
Viotti, Giovanni-Battisla, 346
Viper [Vipeririss]

Viperidw, 347
Vira, 354
Vire, 3)4
VIreo [Vireonina;]

Vireonins, 355
Virgilia, 355
Virgilius, or Vergilius, P. M.,
355

Virgilius, or VergiliuB, Poly-
Aorns, 357

Virgin's Bower [Clematis]
Virgin Islands, 357
Virginal, 360
Virginia, 360
Virginia, state, 360
Virginian Snake-lioot [Poly-

gala Senega]
Virgfahu [Virginia]

Virghiius Rufus, 373
Virgo, 373
Viriathus, or Viriitus, 373
Virola Sebifera, 373
Virtual Velocities, 373
Vis Viva, 381
Vischer, Peter, 332
Vischer, Cornelius, 382
Visconti, dukes, 382
Viscouti, K. Q., 385
Visconti, F. A., 386
Viscount, 386
Viscum [Misseltoe]

Viseu, 386
Vishn'u, 3S6
Visier [Vizir]

Visin, or Von Visin, 391
Vision [Kye; Sight]
Visitation [Archdeacon; Bishop]
Visitor [Schools, Endowed]
Vistula, 392
Visual, 392
Viticeffi, or Viniferie, 392
Vitali&nus, 393
Vitebsk [Vitepsk]

Vitellius, Aulus, 394
Vitello, 394
Vilepslc, 394
Viterbo e Civitavecchia, Dele-

gazioue di, 395
Vilerbo, town [Viterbo, Dele-

gazioue]

Vitex, 397
Vitis, 397
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Vit6ria, 399
Vitre [Illeet Vilaine]

Vitrification [Glass]
VitriHed Forts, 400
Vitreous Humour [Eye]
Vitrina, 401
Vitringa, Campegius, 401
Vitriol, Blue [Copper]
Vitriol, Green [Iron]

Vitriol, Oil of [Sulphur]
Vitriul, White [Zinc]
Vitruvius, P. M., 401
Vitry-sur-Marne [Mariie]

Vitta;, 403
Vitteaux [Cote d'Or]
Vittie-Vayr, 403
Vivarais, Le, 403
Vivares, Francois, 40

1

Vivarlni, 404
Vtverra [Viverridee]

Viverrida), 401
Vives, John Louis, 411
Viviani, Vincentio, 411
Viviauite [Iron]

Viviers [Vivarais]

Vizagapatam [Circars, North-
ern]

Vizir, or Vezir, 412
Vlacq, Adrian, 413
Vlaardingen, 413
Vladimir, government, 413
Vladimir I., 414
Vladimir Monomachos. 415
Vliessingen [Flushing]
Voandzeia, 416
Vochyacea1 , 416
Voet, Gisbert, 417
Vogel, Theodor, 417
Voghera, Provmcia di, 417
Vogules [Russian Empire; Si-

beria]

Voice, 4 18

Void [Vacuum]
Voigtlnnd, or Vogthnd, 421
Voiron [Isf re]

Voisenon, C. H. F. de, 422
Voiture, Vincent, 422
Vulanus, Andreas, 423
Volatile Oils, &c. [Oils]

Volcano, 423
Volga, I2S

Volg»k [Saratow]
Volhyni.1, 428
Volk.irneria, 429
Vulkonskoite, 430
Volkov, P. G., 430
Volkhow, river [Russian Em-

pire]

Volney, Comte de, 430
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Vologda, 432
Vologeses [Parthia]

Volpato, Giovanni, 433
Volta, Alessandro, 433
Voltagraphy, 434
Voltaire, 435
Voltaism, 440
Volterra, 442 '

Volterra, Daniel di [Ricciarelli
j

Voltzite [Zinc]

Volume, 443
Voluntary Settlement [Settle-

ment]
Volfita [Volutid*]
Volute, 443
Volntella [Volutidffi]

Volfitida, 443
Volutilithes (Fossil) [Volutidaj]

Volva,451
Volvaria [Vo!utida>]

Volvic [Puy de DAme I

Von Visin [Visin, Von]
Vondel, Joust von den, 451
Vonfines [Parthia]
Voorn, 452
Voplscus, Flaviua [August*

Historia]

Voronetz, or \

Voronikhin, A.
Vorst, 453
Vortex, 454
Vorticialis, 455
Vos, Martin de, 455
Vusges, department, 455
Vosges, mountains, 453
Voss, J. H., 460
Votsiu*, Gerard, 461
Vossius, Isaac, 462
Votiakes [Russian Empire, p

247]
Vouet, Simon, 463
Voussoir [Arcb, p. 261]
Vow, 163
Vowel [Alphabet]
Vries, H. F. de, 464
Vries, M. G., 464
Vulcan, 464
Vulcino [Lipari Islands]

Vulgate, 465
Vul; ccula et Anser, 465
Vulpes [Fox]

VulpUin, 465
Vulsella [Malleacea

;
Margari-

taeaa]

Vulture [Vulturida)]

Vulturida?, 466
Vulvulina [Foramicifei a, x.,

318]
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W is a letter which performs the double office of a con-
sonant and a vowel. According to the decisive experi-

ments of Professor Willis (Cambridge Phil. Trans., iii.

231), the natural order of the vowels is i, e, a, o, u, or the

reverse, in which the sounds must be understood to be
those'.which prevail on the Continent. The sounds then
of t, that is ee, and u, that is oo, are the most remote, and
the attempt to pass with rapidity from either of these to

the others, more particularly to the other extreme, gives

an initial breathing which has the character of a con-

sonant, viz. in the one case ee-oo, or you ; in the other

oo~ee, or we. Hence it is that the letters y and to appear
as the representatives, sometimes of a consonant, some-
times of a vowel. The English character w is formed by
the repetition of a v, which itself is only a variety of the

symbol u, and that again has in all probability grown out
of the letter o. [Alphabet.] The Anglo-Saxon alphabet
employs the symbol j>. In Latin the v or u consonant had
probably the power of a to, a supposition which at once
accounts for the use of a common character for the vowel
and consonant. The Greek and Hebrew alphabets ha<f

also a single symbol for this consonant, which occupied
the sixth place, and is called digamma in the former, vau
or waf in the latter. But in the Greek alphabet the letter

went out of use, and is therefore commonly omitted in our
Grammars of that language, although the gap at this point in

the alphabetical designation ofnumbers still bears evidence

.o the original position of the letter. [Digamma.] Most of

the modem languagesofEurope are deficient in a symbol for

this letter. The French employ what is a sufficient though
a clumsy equivalent, the diphthong ou prefixed to a vowel,
as in the common particle oui ; the Spaniards prefer Am, as

in huevo, hueso. In this way the map of the New World
often gives testimony as to the race of Europeans who
originally settled in the country. Thus the Indian tribe

which lias furnished a name to the territory belonging to

the United States now called Wisconsin, in the old maps
is written Ouisconsin, that country having been first visited

by the French. So again in Mexico, the town Chihuahua
(pronounced Chiwawa) tells us that its name was first

written by Spaniards ; and the same may be said in the
map of Peru of the river Huallaga ; and the numerous
towns commencing with the same syllable, as Huanca-
velica, Huancayo, Huanuco, Huancabamba, &e. At other
times the Spaniards have employed the letters gu, as may
be seen in the different rivers of Spain Proper, which have
prefixed the Arabic word guud, denoting water ; and this

mode too of representing a to is to be traced in Spanish
America in Guamanga, Guanca, Guancarama, Guatemala,
&c. The antient Greeks again often prefixed a simple o

to represent a ir, as in oiSa, &c. [Digamma.] We have
hitherto spoken of the consonantal power of the letter ; its

use as a vowel, so far as our own language is concerned, is

confined to the end of syllables ; and there is always an-

other vowel prefixed to it, as in new, law, show, but in the
Welsh language it is employed by itself, and in the middle
of syllables with the power of a vowel. The map of

Wales will furnish abundant examples, as Pwlheli, Cwm-
tydr, Bettws, Llwchwr, often written Loughor, &c.
Many nations have a difficulty in pronouncing the con-

sonantal w. This is more particularly the case in some
parts of Germany, where the people are unable to appre-
ciate the difference between a w and a v, almost always
substjtuting the latter sound, or what nearly approaches to

it. Hence it is important for the philologist to distrust

the evidence and criticism of a German scholar when
these sounds are in question ; and this caution may be
more particularly given in reference to German writings
upon the Sanscrit language. London too is remarkable
for the confusion of the sounds, though this confusion does
not seem to arise from any inability to pronounce either a
w or a v, each being substituted for the other with a most
amusing perversity.

The other interchanges of this letter have been already

r'ven under the preceding letters. See C, $ 4 and 7 ; G,
6; H,§7; M, $5; O, $ 11; R,§8; S,$U; and Dp-

gamma. We believe there rue languages in which the

consonant y is interchanged with w, but we cannot it ft»

moment recall any instances.

WAADT. [Vaud.1
WAAGE, ISLANDS OF. [Trondhibm.]
WAAL. [Netherlands

;
Rhine.]

WABASH. [Mississippi, River.]

WACHENDOHFIA, a genus of plants named afte I
J. Wachendorf, professor of medicine and botaur t

Utrecht. He published, in 1747, a work entitled *fi=r.

Ultrajectani Index.' Under this modest title be projertal

a new system of classification of plants, in which he v-

ranged the vegetable kingdom in families, acccrdinj b

the structure of the calyx, corolla, stamens, andoirtils u

the genera and species he followed Linnaeus. In 1743 U
published an oration on the wisdom of God as dtspktj

in the vegetable creation. He died in 1738, aged ihv

six.

The genus Wachendorfia belongs to the mtnril imlc

Haemodoraceee. It has an inferior flower, with sii pc

manent, withering, irregular, oblong parts; thethreetiMr

ones most erect, of which the two lateral ones hart «m
spur at the base ; the three lower ones widely apteadi^:

The stamens are three, with thread-shaped, divaricstti

declining filaments, shorter than the corolla ; the antbr

oblong, incumbent. The ovary is superior, roundi»h, »r?

three furrows; style thread-shaped, declining; thestirm

simple, tubular. The fruit is a three-lobed, trianyiJi.

obtuse, compressed capsule, with three valves, and lim>

cells. The seeds are solitary, rough or hairy, and cm-

pressed.

IV. thyrsifolia, tall-flowering Wachendorfia, has pttc-

nial smooth leaves, with a close oblong panicle. It s

:

native of the Cape of Good Hope, and thrive! »e!l c

greenhouses in this country, and it will grow in Ui« o|<:

air in fine seasons in May and June. The flowei* are oil

fine golden colour. The root is perennial, and of auffe

or red colour. Many of the plants belonging to H*aiwJ>

raceae yield a matter used for dyeing, and De Cunlel'

remarks that it is probable the species of Wachtndc&
might be used for the same purpose.

IV. paniculata, spreading-panicled Wachenddrflt-

the scape many-spiked, the panicle spreading, the In"

annual, sword-shaped, 3-nerved, plaited, smooth. Iti"'
1-

a native of the Cape of Good Hope. From the colon'

its root it is sometimes called Red-bulb. This p'»

seldom flowers in this country. Its flowers are larger 'Ja

the last, and of a deeper orange tinge on the outside.

TV. hirsuta, hairy Wachendorfia, has a many-H^r
scape, a spreading panicle, and sword-shaped, lint*/.

nerved, plaited, villous leaves. It was found at the Of
by Thunberg. It is distinguished from the other iY-' y

by its narrow leaves covered with long white hairs. I!

flowers are large and of a bright yellow colour.

The species of Wachendorfia may be propagated 1
1

offsets, taken from the heads of the roots in the becinr-'

of autumn, and planted in pots containing loam ntv

with a little sea-sand.

WACHTER, JOHN GEORGE, a distinguished

and archeeologist, was born at Memmingen in SusbiJ. •

1673. He studied classical, oriental, and modern !»•>

guages, and became early known for his learning ; Ik
*'

thoroughly acquainted with numismatics. Comfes.

great sagacity and a sound judgment with an extern

stock of knowledge, he was able to produce works sobk

which are still among the best of their kind. For **

time he was employed in the Museum of Antiquity

Berlin, and was chosen member of the Royal Acadeim

Sciences of that city. However, the first kings of Pru* !

Frederic I. and William I., showed little disposition

'

promote the arts and sciences, and Wachte» 'eft Piw^

for Leipzig, where he was appointed first librarian

director of the Museum of Antiquities. He died in IP'

His principal works are :—1, 'Glossarii Germanici&cS;-
cimen ex ampliore Farragine decerptum,' Leipiig- IT-.

8vo. ; this work was the forerunner of ' Glossarium GV-

manicum, continens Origines et Antiquitates toti'»
!
J0'

guae Germanicae,' Leipaig, 1736-37, 2 vols. foJ. Td»»
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his principal work, and is still considered a standard book.
Wachter understood all the dialects of the High and Low
German languages, and he had also a complete knowledge

' iian language, which enabled him to establish

g and etymology of a great number of words,
was one of the most distinguished founders of the

ool of comparative grammar. 3, ' Archaeologia Num-
i,' in ' Nova Acta Eruditorum,' and separately,

:ig, 1740, 4to. The chief object of this work was the
tion of the difficulties connected with the study of

numismatics. In the last chapter the author discusses

several passages of Pliny (Hist. I\
r
at.), concerning coins,

and although these passages had already been illustrated

r eminent nien, such as Father Hardouiu and others, the re-

of W achter were much more satisfactory. 4, ' Naturae
:ripturae Concordia. Commentario de Liteiis ac Nuineris
levis illustrata et Tabulis Aeueis depicta,' Leipzig,

i
4to., without the author's name. Besides these and

sr works on similar subjects, Wachter wrote a great

aber of valuable memoirs for the ' Miscellanea Bero-
osia' (first series) and the 'Nova Acta Eruditorum,'
; as • Tyrannus in Veteri Gemma monstroso et porten-

t embleruate repraesentatus ;'
' De Alphabeto Naturae et

Litcrarum non Naturalium i Naturalibus Originc Anihiad-
versiones;' 'Ad Dissertationem Eruditam Viri Clarissimi

Swentoni de Lingua Etruriae, &c. Annotatiuncula,' &c.
his la=t will Wachter left the MS. of his great Glossary,

deli he had enriched with notes and numerous additions,

: library of his native town, Memmingen, where it is

it. Other valuable linguistic dissertations in MS.
he Royal Library at Dresden,
"leinsius, Teut., vol. iv., p. 453, &c.

;
Ebert, All-

s Bibliographuches Lexicon.)
3DING, LUKE, a Roman Catholic priest of great

rting and ability, was born at Waterford, in Ireland,

October, 1588. Having been sent abroad in his fif-

teenth year to complete his education for the ecclesiastical

profession, he first spent six months at an Irish seminary
belonging to the Jesuits at Lisbon ; and then, having
ji uned the order of the Franciscans in 1605, he continued
his studies in their convents at Liria, at Lisbon, and at

bn. On taking priest's orders he went to Salamanca,
after residing for some time in that, university, was
superintendant of the students and lecturer in di-

In. these offices he acquitted himself so much to

satisfaction of the heads of his order, that, in 1018,

ny-i-Trejo, the vicar-general of the Francis-

promoted to the bishopric of Cartagena, and
sent as legate from Philip III. of Spain to Pope

Paul V. for tiie settlement of the dispute which divided

the Homish Church about the immaculate conception of

the Virgin Mary, he took Wadding with him to Home as

chaplain to the embassy, an appointment of distinction

and influence, which was coveted by the most eminent
members of the order. Wadding did not spend his time

in idleness while holding this office : the result of his

researches in the libraries not only of Rome, but of Assisi,

Perugia, Naples, and many other cities, was the publica-

tion at Louvain, in 1024, of a history of the embassy, in a
folio volume, entitled ' Legatio Philippi III. et IV., His-

thonium-a-Trejo.' He had also, before, this great worl
appeared, written three pamphlets on the point in contro-

versy; and although, after the bishop of Cartagena

icturned to Spain, the whole weight of the negotiation,

de over nominally to the Spanish ambassador, the duke
lbuquerque, rested upon his shoulders, he found leisure

cany through the press, and to write a learned intro-

on to, the great Hebrew Concordance of Marius de

iio, which accordingly appeared at Rome, in 4 vols.

. in 1621. De Calasio had died at Rome after com-
pleting his manuscript, and the funds for printing the work
were obtained on the application of Wadding from Paul

V. and Benignus-a-Genua, the general of the Franciscans.

A second and superior edition of this Concordance was
published at London, in 4 vols, folio, in 1747 and following

years, under the care of the Rev. William Romaine.
Wadding also prepared an edition of certain writings of

St. Francis from manuscripts in the libraries at Rome,
which was brought out at Antwerp in 1023, under the

til It of ' Sancti Francisci Libri Tres.' He spent the rest ol

his life at Rome, where, in 1625, he founded the college
of St. Isidore, for the education of Irish students of the
Franciscan order, and where he was also instrumental in

procuring fhe establishment and endowment of various
other institutions for the advancement of theological

learning. From 1030 to 1034 he held the appointment of

procurator for the Franciscans at Rome ; and in 1645 he
was appointed vice-commissary of his order, but resigned
that dignity in 1648. Of several other works which he
edited, the most important is a complete collection of the
writings of Duns Scotus, which appeared at Lyon in 1639,
in 12 vols, folio, now of great rarity. Of his original works,
the greatest is his ' Annales Minorum, seu Historia Trium
Ordinum a S. Francisco institutorum,' which was printed
in 8 vols, folio, the first seven at Lyon, in 1047 and following
years, the eighth at Rome in 1054. There is a second and
improved edition of this work, brought out under the care
of Joseph Maria Fonseca, in 19 vols, folio, at Rome, 1731-

1744 ; and a Supplement to this was published in one
volume, folio, at Rome, in 1806, a posthumous work of a
Franciscan named Joannes Ilyacinthus Sbaralea. Wadding
also published at Rome, in 1 vol. folio, in 1050, a valuable
bibliographical history of the Franciscans, under the title

of ' Scriptores Ordinis Minorum.' To this a supplement
was published, in 1 vol. 4to., at Salamanca, in 1728, by
Friar Joannes a Divo Antonio. Wadding, after declining
the ofl'er of a cardinal's hat, died at Rome, 18th November,
1057.

WADERS, or WADING BIRDS. [Grallas ; Gralla-
TORES.j

WADHAM COLLEGE, OXFORD, was founded by
Nicholas Wndham, of Merifield in Somersetshire, and
Dorothy his wife, in 1012, for a warden, fifteen fellows,

fifteen scholars, two chaplaias, and two clerks.

The Fellows are elected from the Scholars, and are su-

perannuated on the completion of eighteen years from the
expiration of their regency. The Scholars must be natives
of some county of Great Britain, and not have exceeded
their nineteenth year at the time of their election ; natives
of Essex and Somersetshire, and persons of kin to the
Founder, if duly qualified, are, in certain cases, entitled to

a preference.

There are ten exhibitions founded by Dr. Humphrey
Hody ; four for the study of Hebrew, and six for the study
of Greek. The exhibitioners are examined once in every
Term by the Regius Professors of those languages. There
are also other Exhibitions given by Bishop LisTc, Sir Ben-
jamin Maddox, &.C., together with one for the study of

Botany, bequeathed by Richard Warner, Esq. But the
greatest benefactor to the college was the Kev. John
Wills, D.D., Warden, who died in 1800, and left by his

will, subject to legacy-tax. besides considerable sums for

the augmentation ot the Wardenship, and the improve-
ment of the Warden's lodgings ; 100/. a year for a Law
Exhibition for a Fellow; 20/. a year for a Law Exhibition
to a Scholar; 100/. a year for a Medical Exhibition to a
Fellow ; and 20/. a year for a Medical Exhibition to a
Scholar. He also bequeathed 31/. 10*. a year to a Divinity

Lecturer and Preacher ; 75/. a year to one superannuated
Fellow ; and 50/. a year to a second ; and appointed the
college his residuary legatee.

The patronage of Wadham College consists in the rec-

tories of Bromley parva, and Fiyerning alias Ginge Hos-
pital, with the vicarage of Hockleigh in Essex ; the rec-

tory of Bourton on the Water, with the chupeliies of Clap-
ton and Lower Slaughter, and the vicarage of Southiopp
in Gloucestershire : the rectories of Maperton and Lim-
mington in Somerset ; the rectory of Esher in Surrey ; the
vicarage of Wadhurst in Sussex ; and the rectory of Orches-
ton St. George in Wiltshire.

Among the more distinguished members of this College
were the bishops Wilkins, Sprat, and Seth Ward, Sir Chris-

topher Wren,Wilmot earl of Rochester. Humphrey Hody,
already mentioned, Dr. Benjamin Kennicoil the collator

of the Hebrew manuscripts of the Old Testament, Harrir

the author of 'Hermes,' Frofessor White, and Riehardsor
the author of the Persian Dictionary.

The buildings of this College, the most, uniform of any in

the University, are comprised in an extensive quadrangle,
about one hundred and thirty feet square, of modern Gothic,

entered through a gate under a tower. Three sides of

this quadrangle contain chambers for the Society and the
Warden's lodgings, and on the east side aie the hall and

:: Q 2
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chapel. The Library and Chapel, extending eastward,

form two sides of an inner or garden court. A portico in

the centre of the east side of the great quadrangle is orna-

mented by the royal arms in sculpture, and statues of king

James I. and of Nicholas and Dorothy Wadham, Nicholas

in armour, holding a model of the college in his hand.

The expense of building this college is recorded in a
manuscript folio of about two hundred and fifty pages.

The cost of building was 10,816/. 7s. 8d. The sum total,

including the kitchen-furniture and college plate, 11,360/.

The whole was defrayed by the foundress.

This college was built upon the site of the antient house

of the Augustine Friars. The Royal Society had its origin

in this college, and held its earliest sittings, from 1652 to

1659, in the great room over the gateway, then part of the

Warden's, Dr. Wilkins's, lodgings.

The number of Members on the books of this College,

Dec. 31, 1842, was 279.

(Gutch's Hist, of the Colleges and Halls; Chalmers,

College and Halls of Oxford, ii., 403-416 ;
Ingram's Me-

morials of Oxford, vol. ii.
;
Oxford University Calendar

for 1843. pp. 333-339.)

WADSTENA. [Sweden.]
WADSTROEM, CARL BERNS, was born at Stock-

holm, in the year 1746. He entered the Swedish service

as an engineer. His acquirements in mineralogy and
mechanics procured for him (1767-8) the direction of the

works at Trolhsetta on the Wener canal. In 1769 he was
appointed superintendant of the copper-mines at Atveda-
berg. He was subsequently promoted to be chief director

of the Royal Assay and Refining Office, and enjoyed the

confidence of the king.

While thus steadily advancing in his professional

career, Wadstroem found leisure at intervals to visit

many parts of Europe. He had contracted that prejudice

against commerce and commercial men, so natural to an
individual who has been highly educated, and whose ex-

perience of practical life has been gained principally in

the disciplined service of a government. His enthusiastic

and imaginative turn of mind had adopted many of the

views of Raynal and Rousseau. It is also alleged—with

what degree of truth is uncertain—that the tenets of

Swedenborg had made some impression upon Wadstroem.
Be this as it may, he conceived, about the beginning

of 1787, the idea of a journey into the interior of Africa.

The botanist Span-man and the mineralogist Arrhenius

were persuaded to accompany him ; and Gustavus III.

advanced funds for the expedition. M. de Stael, Swedish
minister at Paris, entered zealously into the project, and,

mainly through his instrumentality, a free passage in a
French ship from Havre to Senegal was obtained for the

three associates. They sailed in August, 1787.

After their arrival at Senegal they made several excur-

sions in the vicinity of St. Louis, but finding the obstacles

in the way of their advance into the interior insurmount-
able, they repaired to the English settlement at Sierra

Leone, in hopes of finding there the means of carrying

their intentions into effect. Here again they were dis-

appointed, and they left the colony for England towards

the close of 1788.

The question of the abolition of the slave-trade was
anxiously discussed at the moment of their arrival.

Wadstroem had visited London two years earlier, and con-

tracted some acquaintances. As soon as it was known
that he and his companion Sparrniann were just returned

from the coast of Africa, they were invited to give evi-

dence, in the first place, before the privy council, and
afterwards before a committee of the House of Commons.
Wadstroem now set himself for the first time to study the
slavje question with earnestness and attention. As might
have been anticipated from his turn of mind, the inquiry

terminated in his becoming a zealous advocate of the
views of Clarkson, Granville Sharpe, and Wilberforce. In
the course of the year 1789 he published ' Observations on
the Slave Trade, and a Description of some part of the

Coast of Guinea during a Voyage made in 1787 and 1788,

in company with Dr. A. Sparrman and Captain Arrhenius.'

This is a mere occasional pamphlet, published to promote
the views of the slave-trade abolitionists. From an adver-

tisement at the end, we leam that the author had already

given to the world 'Two Views of the Coast of Guinea,
with separate Descriptions, embellished with four small

prints j' and from an incidental remark in the body of the

pamphlet we learn that he contemplated pubuihtng tat

whole of his voyage. This latter undertaking wa or.e

realised.

In his ' Observations on the Slave Trifle,' the idet £
establishing colonies on the west coast of Africa u i

means of civilizing the natives and ultimately destroy
the slave-trade, appears to have been thrown out for D*
first time. The hint was acted upon, and to it we art ia

debted for the British settlement at Sierra Leone (to its

present footing), and for that on the island of Balm.
To the discussions which arose in the course of reslinif

the project we are in all probability indebted for 'A;

Essay on Colonization, particularly applied to the Western

Coast of Africa, with some free Thoughts on Colomnfiog

and Commerce ; also brief Descriptions of the Colomo

already formed or contemplated in Africa, including tin*

of Sierra Leone and Bulama.' The first part of thiiwork ip-

peared in 1794, the second part early in 1796. The boot it

not without signs of talent ; it bears ample traces of emlo-

siastic benevolence, but its views are crude in the last de-

gree. The early prejudices of the author against coo-

merce had been modified by conversation with betv

economists, but not obliterated. His old and new pa-

ciples contend for mastery in the most bewildering not

ner. He contradicts himself in many places.

The devastation of Sierra Leone by a French tqnsdnr;

(1794) appears to have supplied the inducement »tu6

carried Wadstroem to Pans in 1795. He menoritlin^

the Directory and the legislative body in that year, unj«
an agreement between France and England to tteofux

in future Sierra Leone, Bulama, and any similar kU)c

ments that might be made in Africa as neutral territory

In 1796 Wadstroem induced his old friend De StiS w

strengthen his representations by a letter to Ltcroix, t>t

minister for foreign affairs. Their united representation

were fruitless. The accession of Talleyrand to efict

whose predilection for colonizing was known, appew u

have stimulated Wadstroem to another effort. In IT*

he published a brief sketch of the history of Sierra Lw
and Bulama, appended to it De Stacl's letter, and one frets

Afzelius, a Swedish naturalist, who had been in &m
Leone at the time the colony was attacked by the Freari

and also an abstract of his own essay on colonization, w
dedicated the whole to the minister. The only effect <i

this publication appears to haye been the exciting tfe

Chief Consul's curiosity to see Wadstroem's esssj. H»
interruption of all communication with England renderr:

it impossible to procure his book from this count?,

and Wadstroem had the gratification (to him it «* >

gratification, for he admired Bonaparte) of presenting it

the French ruler the only copy in France.
Wadstroem did not long survive this incident : be did

of a pulmonary consumption in the spring of 1799. H»

only publications are the works mentioned above. Fno

them, from some passages in his evidence before the tl>"-

trade committee of the House of Commons, from a notxi

of his life, by Helen Maria Williams, in the * Annual 6V

trraphy' for 1799, and from a memoir in the ' Bic*r»pk'

Universelle,' by Jacob, this sketch has been compiled.

WAEL, or WAAL, CORNE'LIUS DE, a cleverW>
painter, born at Antwerp in 1594. He was the ton «!

pupil of John de Wael, a good figure-painter. Ccnt\\*

went with his brother Lucas, a landscape-painter, to Grwa.

with the intention of remaining only a snort time thrrt.

and then of visiting Rome to prosecute his studies. Sow

of his pieces however being very much admired in Gen*,

he was induced to remain there, and he found emp'<?

ment for sixteen years. He painted pictures of vine*

descriptions, but he excelled chiefly in land- sod »•

fights, in which he always introduced a great man)' 'en

excellent figures of a small size. De Wael at last visfinJ

Rome, but found the climate disagree with him, and 1" *
turned to Genoa after a year. He was induced bow*"

to try a second visit ; and after returning a second timt *

Genoa for a short period, he went a third time to Rot*-

where, says Soprani, he died a few days after bis arrival. :«

1662. His best pieces, says Houbraken, were painted 'a

Philip III. of Spain, and for the duke of Aarechot
Lucas de Wael was born likewise at Antwerp, in 1591

After he had received some instruction from his rathe- !*

studied with John Breugel, and painted many picture 11

his style. Lucas lived in Italy with his brother. «**

painted in Genoa many excellent landscapes both in f*«
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in oil. Lucas returned to Antwerp about 1660;

i he died, Houbraken has not mentioned. Pilking-
' Dictionary' (ed. 1829) gives 1676 as the date of his

de Wael etched many good plates after his

t, a small round piece of dried paste, which is

to fasten letters. The piece of consecrated cake
which is given by the Roman Catholic priest in extreme
unction is also called a wafer, and thin cake formed into a
roll, and called wafers, is si ill sold by pastrycooks. In
fact the word was used in England to signify a thin cake
long before wafers for sealing letters were invented. A

trycook was called a wafirer :

—

* A wnfiier well ye wj I, and Krre manv lor<le».'

Pitrt Plotmun.

is the name given by the Germans to a thin cake
! with flour, eggs, sugar, &c. ; the Dutch call such a

cuke wafel, and the Danes vaffel. The French call it

gnufre, and this word is incorrectly given in some French
dictionaries as the translation of the English word wafer.
The French name for a wafer is pain d cacheter, and wafers
are pains a cacheler. The Anglo-Saxons also had the
name waffel. By the following extract, given in Peck's

etiderata Curiosa, vol. ii., p. 549, it appears that the
cake called wafers was given with wine at funeral

ainments :— ' 1671, Jan. 2, died Mr. Cornelius Bee,
Her in Little Britain ; buried 4 Jan. at St. Bartholo-
without sermon, without wine or wafers ; onely

ves and rosemary.'
To make common wafers, a liquid paste is made with
or and cold water, very smooth, and colouring-matter

io then mixed with it. The baking is done with an instru-

ment similar to that which is used to make gavfres and
waffelti. It consists of two thin plates of iron ; the upper
plate closes upon the lower, which is made with a ledge,

and thus forms a mould for the paste. Both plates having
been warmed, and greased to prevent adhesion, some of the
liquid paste is poured into the lower plate, and the upper
plate is then shut down, which forces out any superfluous
paste and forms the rest into a thin and even layer. The
instrument, which is held by a handle like that of a frying-

pan, is placed for a few moments over a fire, and the sheet
•>f baked paste is then taken out and dried in the air, when
W becomes firm and brittle, and is cut with a suitable in-

strument into wafers.

Fancy wafers are made of gelatine, in a variety of forms

;

and large coarse wafers are mixed with poison to destroy
black beetles.

( Dictionnaire Technnloeique ; and other Dictionaries.)
WAGEL, or WAGEL GULL, the name by which the

young of the Cobb, Larm marinwt, is designated.
WAGENSEIL, JOHN CHRISTOPHER, a learned

German, whose reputation however was much greater than
his real merit. He was born at Nurnbcrg, in 1633, and
educated in Sweden : he finished his academical studies

at Rostock and Greifswald. Gifted with a prodigious

memory, he made himself a name by showing what he
had learned. In 1657 he accompanied some young Ger-
man noblemen as tutor, on a tour through Western
Europe ; the party remained six years abroad. During
their stay in Italy Wagenseil was chosen member of the

Academies of Literature and Sciences of Padua and Turin,

rid in Turin he discovered, in the Museum of Antiquities

! duke of Savoy, the celebrated Table of Isis, which
)rmerly in possession of the duke of Mantua, from
i library it disappeared in 1630, and nobody knew
liad carried it off. The faculty of law at Orleans

conferred upon him the degree of doctor in law ; and Col-

bert, according to the system of bribery then adopted by
France with respect to German philosophers and scholars

of reputation, gave him a pension of 1500 livres, in order

that he might ' blow the trumpet of glory for King Louis
XIV. in Spain,' whither Wagenseil and his pupils were
going. In 1667 Wagenseil became professor of history in

the university of Altdorf ; he also lectured on canon law
". Oriental languages : he knew Hebrew well. In 1673

professorship of Oriental languages at Leiden was
red to him. but he declined it. In 1676 he was ap-

inted chisf tutor of the young counts palatine. He died

1705. His daughter Helena Sibylla, married to pro-

Mollern, was renowned for her learning, and was

en member of the Academy of Padua. Wagenseil

published a great number of works and treatises on very
different subjects. The principal are :— 1, 'Sota : hoc est,

Liber Mischnicus de Uxore Adulterii suspecta,' Altdorf,

1674, 4to. ; a large volume, containing the Hebrew text and
a Latin translation of the Mishna and Ghemara : the au-
thor's notes are much esteemed by Hebrew scholars.

2, ' Tela Ignea Satanae : hoc est, Arcani et Horribiles Ju-
daeomm adversus Christum Deum et Christianam Religi-

onem 'Avtrforoi,' Altdorf, 1681, 2 vols. 4to. This is a col-

lection of the principal works written by Jews against the
Christian faith, with a Latin translation of Wagenseil, who
refutes the Jews in his notes. 3, ' De Re Monetali Veterum
Romanorum Dissertatio,' Altdorf, 1691, 12mo. 4, 'De
CenaTrimalcionisnuper sub Petronii Nomine vulgata Dis-

sertationcs H. Valesii et J. C. Wagenseilii,' Pans, 1666,

8vo. 5, ' Exercitationes Varii Argument!,' 1719, 4to., pub-
lished after the author's death by Roth-Scholtzius, who has
added a biography of Wagenseil. The greater part of the

works of Wagenseil are in the Library of tne British

Museum. A ' Vita J. C. Wagenseilii,' with a catalogue of
his works and an analytical examination of them, was pub-
lished at Niirnberg, 1719. 4to.

(Jocher, Allgemcincs Gelehrten Lexicon.)

WAGER. In a wager or bet, two parties stake money
against each other on the happening or failure of a certain

event : A is to pay a certain sum to B if the event happen
one way ; and B is to pay a certain sum to A if the event
happen the other way. 'Thus, if John bet Thomas three

to one (in pounds) that he will win the game, and it turn

out that he does win the game, he (John) is to receive one
pound from Thomas ; but if John should not win the

game, Thomas is to receive three pounds from John.
The principle of a wager exists in a great multitude of

transactions which do not bear the name : in fact, every

commercial affair in which money is risked upon a possi-

bility of receiving more than legal interest in consideration

of that risk, is a wager. Thus, if John lend Thomas 100/.

to engage in an adventure, knowing that he can receive

nothing if it fail, and in consideration of 150/. if it succeed,

it is a wager of the following kind. If the money be out

a year, and John could safely make five per cent, of it, he
risks 105/. in case of loss, and is to receive 45/. in that of

gain ; so that in fact it is as if John bet Thomas 105 to 45,

that the speculation would succeed. For if we were to

suppose that John lends Thomas 100/. for a year at five

per cent., on good security, and makes the above wager
besides, they will be found to be in exactly the position

originally described.

A fire insurance is a simple wager between the office

and the party ; and a life assurance is a collection of

wagers. There is something of the principle of a wager
in every transaction in which the results of a future event

are to bring gain or loss. And in ever)' game of chance,

we have a wager or a collection of wagers, whenever
money is staked.

Much has been written and said upon the morality of

wagers, in which the word is understood in its common
acceptation, namely, that there is nothing but a stake of

money, made in a manner which has no reference to com-
mercial advantage, and no tendency to promote the physi-

cal well-being of the community. It is however exceed-

ingly difficult to draw the line between the pure wager,

which is nothing else, and the commercial wager. The loan

of John to Thomas, above described, may be a useful

transaction : it may give the country a new mine or a new
market. But. it does not follow that the pure wager, or a

case which is generally so considered, may not be also

useful. It were to be wished that, in considering this

matter, the right and wrong of the transaction itself should

be always carefully separated from the tendency of the

collateral circumstances connected with it. One or two
instances will explain our meaning.
A horse-racer and a stock-jobber are two of the charac-

ters which are set down in public opinion as mere gam-
blers, and so are a billiard-player and a hazard-player. All

four are considered to belong to the same class. Now it

is true that the occupations of aH but the second are gene-

rally connected with much that is objectionable, and which,

though not necessarily attached to their mode of life, are

so frequently consequent upon it, that the strentrth of the

tendency is sufficient to justify the warning which writers

upon morals give against the pursuit of gambling. And
among all the four' descriptions of characters are to be
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found (he full proportion of those whose society -is not
coveted by a very respectable minority of the nation. But
though many a man born to better things has been ruined

by each of the four pursuits, it would be unjust to say that

there is no distinction between them. We doubt whether
billiards or hazard ever were the cause of any benefit to

society ; the wager which ends in a wager seems to be the

proper description of both. But horse-racing has at least

improved the breed of horses ; and, as business is now trans-

acted, it is due to the stock-jobber that funded property

can be turned into money, or vice veraA, at any time of the

year. We do not mean to 6ay that the money which
changes hands on the course might not be much more
effectively employed in the improvement of horses, or that

it might not be practicable to effect modes of rapidly realiz-

ing or investing without the concomitant of gambling. All

we wish to illustrate is, the fact, that innumerable classes

of wagers are mixed up with the transactions of society,

from those which are essential to its existence, through
those which are of mixed harm and good, up to those

which are but dubious in their very best cases.

A wager is fairly laid when the odds are proportional to

the probabilities of the event happening or failing. Thus
if it be four to one against the happening of an event, the

better who bets that it will not happen should offer four

to one. In the long run such an event will fail four times
where it happens once, and the better will receive a pound
tour times for every occasion on which he pays fourpounds
once. But suppose a person should continually offer only

Lhree to one upon a contingency on which it is four to one
lie wins. In the long run he will, upon every five bets,

receive one pound four times, and pay three pounds once

;

lie will therefore win one pound on every five bets. Alge-
braically thus :—let the odds for his winning be a to b, while
these which he offers are m to n ; in a+o trials, one set

with another, he will win n pounds a times, or £na, while
he will lose m pounds b times, or £mi. If na equals mb,
ilte wager is fair on both sides ; if na be greater than mb,
it is unduly favourable to the better ; if na be less than mb,
it is unduly against him.
There are many cases in which doubt may arise as to

whether a wager is fair, and also as to how it is to be in-

terpreted. With respect to the latter, it is or ought to be
clear, that if both parties understood the wager in one
sense, that one sense is the fair interpretation : but that if

either of the parties understood the wager in one certain

sense, and the other party knew that he understood it in

I hat sense, no subsequent attempt at a different interpre-

tation should be admitted on the part of that other party.

Wc are told that this rule is widely departed from ; and
that under cover of adherence to literal signification of
words, interpretations are permitted which offer induce-
ments to what we must call attempts at fraud. Thus, it is

said, that when the better undertook to run across a bridge
in an incredibly small time, and had his bet accepted, he
was permitted to win by running from one parapet to the
other, which was held to be crossing the bridge, in the
same manner as going from one footpath to the other, is

held to be crossing a street. Here it is clear, that the party
accepting the bet understood that the other was to cross

the water upon the bridge, which is the true meaning of
going across a bridge ; and it is also clear that the
better knew he was taken in that sense. An adherence to

the literal meaning of a wager is, of course, necessary in

all cases of doubtful meaning, but there is no language in

which the literal meaning of a sentence is always made
up of those of the words put together.

A wager is not fair unless the point in doubt is clearly

the same to both parties, and there is no concealed know-
ledge in the possession of either. The latter is included
in the former, as an instance will show. John bets
Thomas that the ship Hope is arrived in dock from Ja-
maica before the time at which the bet is laid ; his manner
implies that he has formed the conclusion from his know-
ledge of the time at which the Hope was to sail, of the
properties of the vessel, of the prevailing weather, &c. : if

his manner tell truth, the wager is fair. Or his manner im-
plies that he may be in possession of particular informa-
tion, that he may have seen the captain, &c. ; it says,
' Mind, I do not tell you what my reasons are, all I tell

you is the fact :' still the wager is fair. If Thomas dispute,

he knows in either case what he disputes, be it the question

of the Hope's rate of sail.ng, or the goodness of John's

inference from his particular knowledge. Bat if J««
actually knowing of the Hope's arrival, should «
Thomas into a wager on the probabilities of the ^
having arrived, when he knows that it actually has snW
the wager is unfair. In all matters of skill, indeed, tit

mere oner of the wager is an assertion of skill, and t!t

acceptance of the wager is the denial of this aamtio-.

this is understood, so that there is no occasion (or t*

party who offers the wager to make any declaration c

skill, other than is implied in the wager itself.

There is one case, and that a common one, in which lu

immorality of the wager is not easy to expose, ihoop -

is, we think, sufficiently certain : it is where a ptara. h
offering different wagers to different people, tecum tm
self a certainty of gain, let the event happen which m
it will. Thus, one of three things must happen, A B.

a person bets 4 to 4 against A, 6 to 4 against B.fiu-

against C, with three different persons : he most to &.

for two of his opponents must lose : he cannot par on
than 6, for one only can win ; he is therefore, on the na'

unfavourable supposition, a gainer of 2. As against art

of his opponents the wager may be fair : these may not t.

known to each other, and each one may consider that br

has the best of the wager. Whom then does he injure

If it be admitted that a man has a right to lay u; le

which he can get taken, provided the event betted on t»

perfectly understood, he can then injure no one, and u
exception can be taken to the proceeding. But if U ta

not allowed that a man has a right to lay any odds, txctf

those which, to the best of his knowledge and beliei. tt-

present the state of the chances, he must then offer a hr

which he believes to be unfair, to some one or other of*.*

preceding persons. By betting 4 to 4 against A Ik it-

clares his belief that the chance of A's arrival is |: ax.

larly by betting 5 to 4 against B, he declares bis bti.t

that the chance of B's arrival is f. Consequently he i

plies a declaration that his belief of the chance of l

arrival is

—

I or —
2 9 18

Consequently he ought to lay 17 to 1 against the arm:

of C, whereas he lays 3 to 1 or 6 to 4. He 'is then tti'm.

contradictory stories to different people, and is saved «<

conviction only by the fact of each party not know.!,

what he has stated to others. If there were a posu"

mode of fighting in which the weapon of each oppor <

should be armour against those of the rest, we imip: •

.

would not be considered either brave or honest that >m
should provoke the combat with several enemies, in au

a manner that he should be sure to kill, and sure no)
'

be killed : and we suppose that if wagering be penning

at all among men of honour, it is under the ides to -

who makes another risk his money also risks his own.

This possibility of securing certain gain by betu"-"

against belief (for against belief it must be) seems to ui t

be enough, were there no other reason, to show th»

wager is not right, unless the odds really represent ':<

opinion of the better : for to maintain that such a rue

is a fair one, is also to maintain that it is fair to du»

others meet risk without sharing it.

WAGER (Law), a bet ; something staked by each of f»

parties in support of his own opinion concerning a tut

or an unknown event. The party whose opinion pn».

correct receives what has been staked by both. «'ac ..-

generally are not illegal, and the amount won nu? 1

recovered in a court of law. Indeed where a ititr

issue is directed by the Court of Chancery, that is. *(*••

that court sends a question of fact to be decided >»

<

court of common law, the practice has been that ttx

pleadings between the parties should state that i

had been laid between them as to the matter of '-

in question ; and the court of common law tne» 1

question so raised. The legality, under certain resbvti-*

of wagers seems to have been recognised from a very n.'-|

period, and the same doctrines respecting them pmailt'

also in the civil law. The character of those restrict;^'

was inquired into and explained at some length bv U
Mansfield in the case of Da Costa v. Jones. (Cowp, 7>-

That was a case which not only excited great intwwt »

this country, but also ' made a great noise all over Eurcf<.

being a wager laid for the purpose of ascertaining tlx »'

of the Chevalier d'E'on. His lordship there seem* te ntw
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regretted that wagers had ever been treated in courts of
law as legal contracts, but still laid it down distinctly that
Indifferent wagers upon indifferent matters, without

interest to either of the parties, are certainly allowed by
the law of this country, in so far as they have not been
restrained by particular acts of parliament.' He further
stated however, that no wagers were legal which operated
as an incitement to a breach of the peace, or of morality,
or were contra bonos mores, or affected the feelings or the
interests of a third party, or disturbed the peace of society

:

to these may be added, or such as are against public
policy, or involve exposures prejudicial to the realm. The
court held in that case that the wager was illegal. The
whole subject was again very fully discussed in Good v.

Klliott, 3 T. R., 69, 3. Judges moreover, though they
have not the power absolutely to refuse the trial ofa cause
depending on a wager, have in some instances postponed
it, especially where the wager was upon a trivial or ridi-

culous matter. In addition to these restrictions arising on
general grounds- of law, certain wagers have been abso-
lutely prohibited. By the 7 Ann. c. 16, all wagers con-
cerning the existing war with France were declared void.
By the 9 Ann. c. 14, all securities, &c. for wagers on
gambling transactions are declared void ; aud wagers for

more than 10/. on games of chance, &c. are made illegal,

and subject the winners to certain penalties. This last

provision has been held to apply to horse-races. Formerly,
while the stat. 13 Geo. II., c. 19. which prohibited horse-
races for a less amount than 50/. was in force, all wagers
on the subject of such horse-races were illegal ; but that
statute has been repealed by 3 & 4 Vic, c. 5. Moreover
a wager of more than 10/., made after a race has concluded,
as to which horse has actually won, has been held not to

be illegal, being a wager not on the race itself, but on the
accuracy of knowledge of the parties concerning it. (Pugh
v. Jenkins ; 1 A. & E., N. 8., 63.) Where the amount
of an illegal wager has been deposited in the hands of a
.stake-holder, it may be recovered back from him by the
party depositing it, provided the stake-holder has notice of
the claim before he pays it over. If however he has paid
it over without notice of claim or dispute, he is no longer
responsible for it ; and if in such case the payment has
been made with the consent of the loser, he cannot after-

wards recover the money from the winner.

In this term (Trinity, 1843) a case came on for the con-
sideration of the court of Queen's Bench upon demurrer as

to a wager made by the defendant, an articled clerk

to an attorney, and about to undergo the usual exami-
nation previous to admission as an attorney, that he would
not pass his examination. The wager was for eight bottles

of wine, and the declaration alleged that the defendant had
passed his examination, &c.
The judgment of the court was delivered by Lord Den-

man in these words :

—

' It is a pity our time should be occupied with such
stuff ; but it seems to me that the bet is a bad bet, because
the defendant had the event in his own command (by not
going through his examination), as 10 to 1 not to go to St.

Paul's would be bad. It is absurd.'

WAGER OF BATTLE. [Appeal
;
Trial.]

WAGER OF LAW was a mode of trial where the
defendant was permitted, as it was said, ' to make his law,'

that was, ' to take an oath (for example) that he oweth
not the debt demanded of him upon a simple contract, nor
any penny thereof;' ' but he ought to bring with him
eleven persons of his neighbours that will avow upon their

oath that in their consciences he saith truth ; so that he
himself must be sworn de fidelitate, and the eleven de crc-

dulitate.' This form of trial was not allowed save when
the debt arose by word only, and might have been satisfied

in secret without witnesses : it was not permitted as to any
debt arising on specialty, or where a contempt, trespass,

deceit, or injury was supposed in the defendant ; but only

in some cases, in debt, detinue, or account ; and also in a
real action where the tenant alleged that he was not legally

summoned. Neither was it permitted to an infant, nor to

a person outlawed or infamous, nor in a suit on behalf of

or for the benefit of the king, nor to executors or admi-
nistrators in matters relating to the debts of their testator.

Where admitted however, it was conclusive, and barred

the party for ever. This mode of trial seems to have

existed at a very early period in the history of nations.

It was port of the law of Moses, that ' If a man deliver

unto his neighbour an ass, or an ox, or a sheep, or an)
beast to keep, and it die, or be hurt, or driven away, no
man seeing it ; then shall an oath of the Lord be between
them both that he hath not put his hand unto his neigh
hour's goods, and the owner of it shall accept thereof,

and he shall not make it good.' (Exod., xx. 10.) The
practice of trying by the oaths of the parties to a suit

prevailed in the civil law, where either of the parties might
refer the matter to the oath of his adversary ; and if he did
not accept it, or justify his refusal of it, the judge decided
against him. The whole proceeding is prescribed at length
in Cod. Justin., 4, 1, 12. The clergy also in the earlier

ages were generally admitted to this mode of defence. In
this country it early gave dissatisfaction. Men's con-
sciences, as Lord Coke says, ' grew so large,' that the pre-
sumption of law that no man would forswear himself ceased
to be much relied on. Other forms of actions were
brought, such as assumpsit and trover, in which the wager
of law could not be had ; and eventually, by3 Ss 4 W. IV.,

c. 42, s. 83, the whole proceeding was abolished. (1 Ins/.,

294 b, 295 a; 3 Bl., Com., 341.) [Trial.]
WAGER-POLICY is a name given to a policy of insur-

ance made by persons having no interest in the event about
which they insure. Such insurances, formerly common,
were found to be ' productive of many pernicious practices,'

and therefore the statute 19 G. II., c. 37, was passed, by
which it was enacted that no assurances should be made
on any ship belonging to his Majesty or any of his subjects,

or on any goods, &c. laden on board, ' interest or no
interest, or without further proof of interest than the
policy, or by way of gaming or wagering, or without benefit

of salvage to the assurer ; and that every such assurance
shall be null and void to all intents and purposes.' [In-
surance.]
WAGER, SIR CHARLES, ADMIRAL, was born in

1666. He was appointed captain of a fireship in 1692,
and was promoted in 1697 to the command of a ship
of war. Having been sent out in 1707 to the We^l
Indies as commodore, in May, 1708, with only four

ships of war, he attacked seventeen Spanish galleon.,

which were sailing close along shore from Carthagena to

Porto Bello in South America. The battle began at sui>
set. Soon after dark the Spanish admiral's ship blew up.

and the cargo, which was very valuable, was entirely lost.

About two in the morning the rear-admiral struck hi?

colours. The vice-admiral escaped in a shattered condi-

tion, and some of the other galleons were saved by runni ns;

them behind a dangerous shoal off Carthagena. More
property was lost than taken, yet Commodore Wager'j

share of the prize-money was said to have amounted to

100,000/. For his conduct in this action he was knighted
by Queen Anne, and promoted to the rank of rear-

admiral.

Sir Charles Wager afterwards commanded a fleet in tlw

Mediterranean till the peace of Utrecht in 1713, when lie

was made vice-admiral, and was also elected a member o;

the House of Commons. In 1726 he was sent willi n
squadron to the Baltic, to keep the Russians in check ami .

to support the Swedes and Danes, and completely effected

the objects for which he was sent out. In 1731, having
been advanced to the rank of admiral, he escorted Don
Carlos, the infant of Spain, to Leghorn, and was soon after-

wards appointed First Lord of the Admiralty.

Sir Charles Wager and Lord Sundon had been the re-

presentatives of the city of Westminster in the parliament

which terminated in 1741, and it was expected that thej

would have been triumphantly re-elected ; but Admiral
Vernon and Mr. Edwin were proposed by the opposition,

and in the meantime Admiral Wager was summoned by
the king to convoy him to Holland. The contest was se-

vere, and the tumult so great on the day of election, that

Lord Sundon imprudently got the magistrates to sanction

the calling out of a party of soldiers, and while the mili-

tary surrounded the hustings, the high-bailiff returned Lord
Sundon and Sir Charles Wager as duly elected. The re-

turn was opposed in the new parliament, the new mem-
bers were unseated, the magistrates were summoned before

the House to be reprimanded, and a resolution was passed
that the presence of armed soldiers at an election of mem-
bers of parliament is a manifest violation of the freedom
of election, and an open defiance of the laws and consti-

tution.

In 1742, on the defeat of Sir Robert Walpole's ministry.
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Sir Charles Wager resigned his office of Pint Lord of the

Admiralty, which he had held about nine Tears. He died

at his house at Chelsea, Jane 4, 1743, and was buried in

Westmincer Abbejr.

' Sir Charles Wager had some reputation for mathematical

and physical knowledge, and had devoted a good deal of

attention to ship-building. In private life he was much
esteemed; his political influence was considerable, and

he died with a character more unblemished than falls to

the lot of most public men.
(Coxes Memoiri of Sir Robert Walpole; Pictorial Hit-

tory of England; Charnock's Biographia Navalit.)

WAGES are the price paid for labour. The labour of

man, being an object of purchase and sale, has, like other

commodities, a natural or cost price, and a market price.

Its natural price is that which suffices to maintain the

labourer ana his family, and to perpetuate the race of

labourers. The rate of wages cannot be permanently be-

low this natural price, for if in any country labourers could

not be maintained, they must cease to exist ; they must be
oxtemunated by famine, or be removed to some other

country. If the price paid were only sufficient to main-

tain the labourer himself, without any family, he would be

unable to marry, or his children would die of want. By
these distressing causes the supply of labour would be

reduced until the competition of employers had raised the

price of labour to its natural level. But although the na-

tural price would thus appear to be that which only wards

off starvation, there is, happily for mankind, a principle

which tends to raise it to a much higher standard. Every
man desires to improve his condition, to enjoy more of the

comforts and luxuries of life than have fallen to his lot,

and to raise himself in the estimation of others. If he has

accomplished this, he acquires habits of living which it is

painful for him to forego. He endeavours to bring up his

children with the same views and habits as his own, and
feels it a degradation if they fall below the standard which
he has himself attained. The necessary consequence of

this tendency to social improvement is to cause prudence
and forethought in marrying, and undertaking the support
and settlement of a family. If a labourer had been accus-

tomed to abundance of nourishing food, to decent clothing,

and to a comfortable home, he would be restrained from
marriage by a fear of losing these comforts himself, and of
bringing want upon his wife and family. He would thus

be induced to defer the responsibilities of marriage until

ne should be better able to Dear them. This is a sound
and wholesome principle as regards an individual, and is

conducive to the welfare of himself and his family. It is

not less advantageous to society at large, and to the class

of labourers in particular. The sufferings and demoraliza-
tion of poverty are avoided, and the population being re-

strained within reasonable limits, the supply of labour does
not exceed the demand. A labourer cannot have too

many wants. He should desire good food, good clothing,

a cleanly and comfortable home, and education for his

children. If the standard of wants could be universally

raised, the natural price of labour would rise in propor-
tion ; for if each labourer were determined not to render
himself unable to gratify these wants, all could command
the wages that would supply them. The degree in which
this principle operates determines the natural rate of wages
and the condition of the working classes. Where it has no
influence, as in Ireland and many parts of Asia, the wages
are only sufficient to support life upon the commonest
food, and to provide the most squalid clothing and habita-

tions. In more civilized countries, the wants and prudence
of the middle classes extend lower in the scale of society,

and the labourers want more and enjoy more of the com-
forts and decencies of life. Happy indeed is that country
in which the natural price of labour is the highest ! In
investigating the principles of population in reference to

wages and to the condition of the labouring classes, Mr.
Malthus did no more than apply the common and recog-
nised maxims of individual prudence to the social state of
the poor. He laid down rules for their guidance, which
every richer man would require to be observed by his

chileiren ; and yet he has been ignorantly and vulgarly
defamed by many of that class who have only acquired
and maintained their present station by acting upon the

very principles which he neither suggested nor discovered,

but the consequences of which he lias only more scienti-

fically explained. -

The general market-rate of wages depends opera &>

ratio which the capital applied to the employsT*

of labour bears to the number of labourers, u thu

ratio be great, the competition of capitalists most iw
wages ; if small, the competition or labourers amonc:
each other, for employment, must reduce them. Who-
ever the accumulation of capital is proceedinc trn
rapidly than the increase of population, wages will bt o»

the increase, and the condition of the working clsssa vili

be continually improving; until some check has bat
given to the increase of capital, or until the growth of po-

pulation (which is naturally encouraged by high »«o
has altered the relative proportion of capital to Ubourev
and reduced the market-rate of wages to the natural nf-.

While the general rate of wages is regulated by the*?

causes, there are various circumstances which, by menu-

ing or decreasing competition for employment, trad ii

raise or depress the wages paid to persons engaged c
particular occupations. Some of the principal of these vt

1. The agreeableness or disagreeableness of the employ-

ments.
2. The easiness or cheapness, or the difficulty and n-

pense of learning them.
3. Their constancy or inconstancy.
4. The small or great trust that must be reposed is uVn»

who carry them on.

5. The probability or improbability of succeeding :j

them.
It is not uncommon to hear these circumstances sttirf

as the direct and immediate causes of high or low »w
in particular employments ; as if in some case* emplovo
voluntarily gave high wages, or the labourer could roe-

mand them merely on account of the nature of the en-

ployment. But the relation of supply to demand *l

influence wages in particular employment*, as it does it*

price of labour generally, and of other commodities; id
the circumstances stated above will obviously tend to in-

crease or diminish the number of competitors for psrtict-

lar employments. More will naturally seek an agreeik*

trade, easily learned, than one of a disagreeable character

and difficult to learn. All descriptions of skilled lata.:

bear a higher price than unskilled labour. The expert

of acquiring the knowledge of any art or trade would net

be acquired at all, unless the person who had incurred i

were better remunerated than others who have nothing >.«

offer except their natural strength and intelligence, whici

is common to all men : but many cannot incur the exptnv

of learning a trade if they would ; others are too indole at.

too careless, or too awkward ; and thus the class of ikillrd

workmen are not open to the same unlimited competi'.scc

as other classes of labourers, and are in a condition '

command higher wages. Wherever uncommon stiii

talent, or other advantages are required, the number
persons actually practising and living by an emplorme^
must be comparatively limited. Most persons are deterrK

from attempting to learn it by the fear of failure, i*
many who attempt it do not succeed in gaining their li'e-

lihood by it. The few who are really successful can thn

command an extraordinary reward for the exercise ofth/-

peculiar talents or acquirements. The world will en;i;

the advantage of them at any price, not being satufsei

with any less degree of excellence. Even if an unusx
influx of skilled labourers into any employment thocM

lower the rate of wages, this lower rate is not likely to ror-

tinue very long, as the superfluous number would *M
other employments which offered a higher reward. Tk*

result is facilitated by the fact, that the ordinarily hwa

price of skilled labour causes a much more expens"
mode of living, and thus raises the natural rate of w*gt>

of skilled labourers ; or, in other words, induces them (<

regard as necessaries a variety of comforts which are be-

yond the reach of common workmen.
Wages are usually calculated in money, and are csIW

high or low according to the money price actually pud:

but the condition of the labourer is obviously affected bt

the price of commodities as well as by the amount of hi

wages. If the necessaries of life be cheap, low none;

wages will maintain him in comfort ; ifthey become detrrr,

higher wages will not improve his condition, but will let"

him as he was. Hence it becomes a most important ob-

ject to inquire whether the price of provisions affect* the

rate of wages. The disputes which nave arisen upon th»

question would seem to be chiefly caused by attempts to
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apply a universal law to countries and employments under
totally different circumstances. Some contend that as
wages_ are regulated by supply and demand, the price of
provisions cannot affect them ; while others maintain that
the average prices of labour and of food must always, for

long periods of years, conform one with the other. " It is

evident, at the outset, that the former are speaking of the
market rate of wages, and the latter of the natural rate

;

and if this distinction be borne in mind, the two proposi-
tions may easily be reconciled. If the market rate of
wages be high, it is because the demand for labour is

greater than the immediate supply. A fall in the price of
provisions could not then lower the rate of wages, because
the supply of labour would still be the same ; but if the
fall were permanent, the condition of the labourer would
become so easy, that population would increase, and the
supply of labour would be more abundant. The market
rate would thus be brought down to the natural rate, un-
less capital should be increasing in the same proportion as

the supply of labour; and any increase in the price of
food must then check the growth of population, limit the
supply of labour, and ultimately raise wages. There is

the same tendency in the market price of labour to con-
form to the natural price, as there is in the market value
of commodities to conform to their real value. Both
labour and commodities are equally capable of increase

and diminution, and the varying causes which encourage
otr check production adjust the proportion between the
natural or cost price and the market price. But in some
countries the market rate of wages may be very much
above the natural rate, and in others nearly the same. In
one country capital may be increasing more rapidly than
population, and in another not so fast. It is clear that a
liseorfall in the price of food cannot influence the rate

of wages alike in all these countries. Where the wages
are high, and capital is rapidly accumulated, any reduc-
tion in the price of food and other.commodities is a clear

iziun to the labourer, and can have only a very remote, if

anv, effect in lowering wages ; but where wages are already

reduced to the natural rate, and capital is not increasing

lister than population, wages will undoubtedly rise and
fail with any permanent increase or diminution in the cost

of subsistence.

The question is further affected by the differences

which exist in the natural rate of wages in various coun-
tries. Where the natural rate is so low as only to afford

the bare means of existence, the least rise in the price of
food must be fatal to numbers of the labouring population,

ami, by thus limiting the' supply of labour, must raise its

price ; but where the natural rate is high, the labourers

differ indeed from a rise in the price of food, but their

existence is not endangered, the supply of labour is not
diminished, and their wages consequently do not rise.

From these circumstances it is evident that the precise

condition of a country in respect to capital, population,

and wages must be ascertained before it can be deter-

mined whether the price of food will affect the money
rate of wages. It may however be generally affirmed,

that in proportion as the market rate approaches to the

natural rate, and the latter to the mere cost of the com-
monest subsistence, will the price of the necessaries of life

affect the rate of wages.
When the causes which regulate the price of labour are

understood, the folly and injustice of any legislation to fix

the rate of wages are obvious. The seller of an article

will always endeavour to obtain a high price for it, which
the purchaser will only give if he be unable to obtain it

!or less. Labour is the most important object that man
has to buy or to sell. Each will make . the best bargain

he can, and in this no law ought to restrain him.

Laws mav purpose to affect wages either directly or indi-

rectly, birect interference with the rate of wages has

boon frequently resorted to. By several acts of parliament

a legal rate of wages in particular employments was or-

dered to be settled, from which any deviations either on
t he part of the employer or labourer were punishable. (See

S> Edw. III., stat. 1; 34 Edw. III., c. 11; 13 Rich. II.,

r. 8 ; 11 Hen. VII., c. 22; 5 Eliz., c. 4 ; 1 James I., c. 6.)

I n] ess all the causes of high or low wages already ex-

plained be visionary, it is plain that no law can overrule

iliem and establish a legal rate different from that which
natural causes would have produced. It may embarrass

the operations of trade, and mischievously disturb the free-

1

P. C, No. 1677.

dora of the labour market ; but it cannot attain its imme-
diate end—a compulsory rate of wages. The experience
of this fact has long since put an end to any such legisla-
tion in this country ; but the indirect effect of laws upon
wages is still felt. The most pernicious interference with
wages ever effected by the indirect operation of a law,
resulted from the mode of administering the laws for the
relief of the poor. Before these laws were altered in 1834,
it was the practice in most parishes, especially in the south
of England, to give relief from the poor-rate to labourers
in proportion to the number of their children. The effect
of such a system of relief was to remove the ordinary
inducements to prudence in regard to marriage, and even
to encourage improvidence. The farmers, taking advan-
tage of the addition made to wages from the poor-rate,
offered lower wages than would have sustained a family,
and the labourer accepted them, because he was indifferent

whether he received his pay from his employer or from the
parish. The rate of wages thus became fixed, in agricul-
tural districts, so low as barely to support an unmarried
labourer ; and as the parish would maintain a family, every
man saw that by remaining single he would have no chance
of improving his condition, and that by marriage he would
be equally well and often better provided for. This system
of relief injuriously affected both the market rate and the
natural rate of wages. The market rate was completely
disturbed ; for a man was paid not according to the value
and demand for his services, but in proportion to the num-
ber of his family. lie natural rate was continually un-
dergoing depression, because marriages being encouraged
without reference to the sufficiency of wages to support a
family, population was extraordinarily promoted. At the
same time, the property destined to support it was suffering

diminution, by being taxed heavily for the payment of com-
paratively unproductive labour.

The only sound mode of raising wages and improving
the condition of a people is to promote and encourage the
increase of the general wealth of a country [Wealth], by
every means which legislative science points out as best

suited to that end ; and at the same time to remove ob-
structions, and give facilities to the moral and intellectual

improvement of the working classes. By these means
capital will be increasing with the nature) growth of popu-
lation ; while the labourers, with better habits, will be less

prone to reckless improvidence, and consequently not so
likely to outrun the increase of capital.

It is not unusual for persons in particular employments
to desire higher wages, and to enter into combinations
against their masters in order to obtain them. Such com-
binations were formerly prohibited both by the common
and statute law of this country ; but since the 5th Geo. IV.,

c. 93, if unattended with violence or intimidation, they are

not unlawful. Unless he has bound himself by a contract,

every man has a right to give or withhold his own labour
as he pleases ; but he has no right to prevent others from
disposing of their labour. But the only mode of rendering
a combination effectual is to exclude fresh workmen, which
frequently can only be done by molestation and threats,

which are subversive of the freedom and peace of society.

Strikes, temperately conducted, cannot m principle be
condemned: being often a necessary protection to the

working classes. When masters are not dealing fairly

with their workmen, the fear of a strike may often control

them ; especially as, when acting unjustly, they would find

a difficulty in obtaining new hands. But where the cause

of a strike or combination is not an occasional dispute

concerning wages, but an attempt to limit the number of

workmen by compulsory regulations and bye-laws, and
to dictate to their employers, it is injurious to trade,

and ultimately to the parties themselves. To the

labouring classes at large such combinations cannot

be beneficial. Whenever they are successful, it is by
excluding many competitors, who are, of course, in-

jured by the exclusion. The labour market must be-

come clogged by a mass of exclusive trades, which ren-

der it difficult to find employment. The injury suffered

by trade in consequence of the artificial limits to the sup-

ply of labour and the unnaturally high wages, must also

nave the effect of diminishing capital, ana consequently

the means of employing labour.

(Adam Smith's Wealth of Nation* ; Ricardo's Political

Economy and Taxation ; M'Culloch's Principle* of Poli-

tical Economy; Malthus, Estay on Population.)
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WAGTAILS, Motacillinee. The views of 20ologists

with regard to the place of these birds in the system will

be found in the article Sylviad^s. They are an active,

graceful race, tripping it along the smooth shaven grass-

plots, edges of ponds, and sandy river-shores in unwearied
search for their insect-food, and with tails which never
cease to vibrate as long as their restless little bodies are

in action.

Geographical Distribution of the subgenus.—The Old
World only. Europe, Asia, and Africa. At least the form
doeB not appear to have been hitherto detected in America,
and that continent has now been much searched by zoolo-

gists.

The genus Motacilla, as it was left by Linnseus, in his

last edition of the Systema Natures, comprised the follow-

ing species:

—

luscinia, calidris, modularis, schcenobenus,

campestris, curruca, hippolais, salicaria, sylvia, ficedula,

alba, flava, tiphia, stapazina, cenanlhe, ruoetra, rubicola,

atricapilla, pennsylvanica, chrysoptera, coronata, sene-

galensis, varia, capensis, icterocephala, dominica, cana-
densis, maderaspatana, aurocapilla, petechia, dumetorum,
cinnamomea, caparata, phcenicurus, erithacus, guira,
suecica, stalls, fulicata, cat/ana, velia, canadensis, ccsrulea,

sibilla, rubecula, troglodytes, calendula, regulus, and tro-

chilus.

Here we find assembled with the true Wagtails, the
Nightingale, the Redstart, the Robin, the Wren, the
Whitethroat, the Black-cap, the Stjnechat, the Blue-bird,

the Hedge and other warblers, and the Golden-crested

Wren.
It may well be supposed that many a group, not to say

family, has been formed at the expense of this genus Mota-
cilla ; and in the course of this work the arrangements of
more modem ornithologists will be found under the title

Sylviada, and the various articles dedicated to the War-
BLKH5.

In the present article we propose to restrict ourselves to

the True Wagtails.
These have been thus subdivided by Cuvier :

—

Les Hochequeues {Motacilla, Bechst.).

The Wagtails, according to Cuvier, join to a bill still

more slender than that of the Fauvettes, a long tail which
they elevate and depress incessantly, lengthened legs, and,

especially, scapular feathers long enough to cover the end
of the wing when folded, which gives them a certain degree

of approximation to the greater part of the Waders.
The following are Cuvier's subdivisions :

—

The Wagtails properly so called, or Lavandieres. (Mota-
cilla, Cuv.)

These have still the claw of the hind-toe curved like the
other Bec-fins. They live near the water-side.

Example, Motacilla alba.

The Bergeronettes. (Budytes, Cuv.)
The Bergeronettes have, with the other characters of

the Lavandieres, the claw of the hind-toe elongated and
but little arched, which approximates them to the Pipits
(Anthus, Bechst. ; Titlarks) and the true Larks. They
haunt pastures and seek for insects among the flocks,

whence their French name.
Example.—Motacilla (Budytes)Jlava.
The genus Motacilla thus limited, including the sub-

genus Budytes, may be thus characterized :

—

Bill slender, nearly straight, cylindrical, the upper man-
dible angiilated between the nostrils, and the tip laci-
niated. Scapulars long. Hind-claw nearly straight,
shorter than the toe. Tarsi rather long. Tail lengthened.

European Wagtails.

,
Example.—Motacilla alba. Linn. ; the Pied Wagtail.
Description

.— Spring Plumage.— Male.— Forehead,
cheeks, sides of the neck, and lower parts pure white ; oc-
ciput, nape, throat, breast, feathers of the middle of the
tail and its upper coverts deep black ; back and sides ash-
colour, coverts of the wings blackish bordered with white

;

the two external tail-feathers white. Length rather more
than seven inches.

Female.—Forehead and cheeks of a less clear white

,

the black patch on the occiput less, and the borders of the
wing-coverts verging to grey.

Complete Winter Plumage.—Throat and front of the
neck pure white, spotless ; on the lower part of the neck a
deep black band, the sides of which ascend towards the

throat. The ash-colour of the upper parts less deep Uao

it is in summer.
Young.—Lower parts dirty white ; on the breast a cm-

cent, more or less large, of a brown ash-colour, h
autumn the young begin to put on the lively of tlx

adults ; those of the second hatch quit oar climate, mn
M. Temminck, in their youthful garb, and even coa-

back sometimes in the same state at the return of iprar

In this state it is the Motacilla cinerea of Gmelia, fym
cinerea of Latham, and Bergeronette grue of Bufon

(Temm.)
Geographical Distribution.—Common and statioun

over the whole of the southern part of the European con-

tinent, remaining during winter dispersed over the tooths?,

counties of England. ' Yet,' says Mr. Gould, in oontima-

tion, ' we learn from Mr. Selby and Bewick, that, ettn k

far north only as Durham, it migrates southward is Oc-

tober, and does not again make its appearance till tlx fc •

lowing March ; and Mr. Low, in his " Natural Buton >*

Orkney," tells us that it continues there the shorted tin'

of any of the migratory birds that come to build, too n

never to be seen after the end of May. It is alto lw-
to migrate still farther north ; but, as might be eipec'ec.

the higher the degree of latitude attained, the shorter f

the duration of the visit.' (Birds of Europe.)
The same author however, in the 4 Magazine of Nttun

History' (1837), thus writes of the genus MotacilU

-

' While engaged upon this tribe of birds during the cow
of my work on the Birds of Europe, I was equally re-

prised to find that the sprightly and Pied Wagtail f

abundant in our islands at all seasons, could not be refer',

to any described species ; and that it waa equally as lumv.

in its habitat ; for, besides the British Islands, Norm
and Sweden are the only parts of Europe where I U><

been able to procure examples identical with our tut

whose place in the temperate portions of Europe ii s' ?-

plied by a nearly allied but distinct species, the trot

tacilla alba of Linnaeus ; which, although abundini r

France, particularly in the neighbourhood of Calais. '»•

never yet been discovered on the opposite shores of Kr
or in any part of England. As therefore our bird.»!'

has always been considered as identical with the M. t'-t

proves to be a distinct species, I have named it after n.

friend W. Yarrell, Esq., as a just tribute to tun varied i

quirements as a naturalist.'

Mr. Gould then proceeds to point out the character*y
which these two species, as he terms them, may be rwo

.

distinguished. The Pied Wagtail of England, he obseri*

M. Yarrellii, is somewhat more robust in form, and it •'>

full summer dress has the whole of the head, cherf. «
back of a full deep jet black ; while in the White Waetu,

M. alba, at the same period, the throat and the head tin"

are of this colour, the back and the rest of the upper

face being of a light ash-grey. In winter, he remark's

two species more nearly assimilate in their colouring;

this circumstance has, in his opinion, been the ctxm •

their having been hitherto considered identical ; the bit"

back of M. Yarrellii being grey at this season, althwr

never so light as in M. alba. Additional evidence of tt><
'

being distinct is, he adds, that the female of our rV<-

Wagtail never has the back black, as in the tn»l«:

part even in summer being dark grey, in which retpec1

closely resembles the other species. This colouriM cf t>r

female, Mr. Gould observes, has doubtless contributed
'

the confusion.

Mr. Yarrell, although he concurs in opinion with »'

Gould, that these birds are distinct, gives figures and de-

scriptions of both birds in their summer and winter plu-

mage to invite investigation to the subject ; and he qo*-

the"Supplement of Temminck's * Manual,' in which tw

ornithologist refers to Mr. Gould's figure in the ' Bird*
»

Europe,' and also to that in Werner's Atlas of Illustrttiow

to the ' Manual,' which, Mr. Yarrell says, although thw

called Motacilla lugubris, is certainly our Pied Wagw
as representations of varieties of Motacilla albt- "*

Prince of Canino and Musignano, he remarks, hu ees-

sidered our Pied Wagtail to be distinct from Jf.attft u°

has admitted it as a species in his ' Geographical and Co&

parative List of the Birds of Europe and North Am*"*
(British Birds, 1838.)

M. Temminck, in the fourth part of his 'Manual '(In-

states, under the head of Motacilla Yarrellii (BViap-

that recent observations upon this black variety, snd ^
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certainty that it forma a constant race habitually found in

England, where the continental Molacilla alba is never

seen, determine him to arrange it as a local variety or race,

v. Inch he characterises as having the wings of a complete

black, and all the coverts bordered with pure white. He
al»o details the summer and winter plumage.

Belon thinks that the Motacilla alba of the Continent is

the cvitoX<>7oc of Aristotle {Hist. Arum., viii. 3). It is

the Cotremola, Codetta, Codetta di Pecore, Ballarina, Mo-
nachina, and Cuttretola of the Italians ; Lavandiere of the

French ; Die Weisss Bachstelze and Weiss und Schwartze

Biichstelze of the Germans ; Aria of the Swedes
;
Vip-stiert

and Havre-Sceer of the Danes ; Erie axiALin-Erle of the Nor-

» egians ; Kwihstnart of the Netherlanders ; Brith yfyches

and Tituigly gvyt (probably our Pied variety only) of

the ancient British; and (our Pied variety) Dish-washer

:u»d Washerwoman of the modern British.

The figure in Belon's folio work, as well as that in the

Portraits dOyscaux, evidently refers to the continental

variety. The French names which are placed over the

figure" in the last-named book are, Lavandiere, Batte-

•jueu'e, Battelesiue, and Ilaussequeuc. Below it is the fol-

lowing quatrain :—
• La Lavandiere faante lebord de l'eau,

Hoehant touvtoursla queui- et It- dfrriere,

tiy plus ny moius que fait la lavandit-re

Laiaut son liujje anprcs d'uu clair ruusean.'

Habits, &c. of the British Pied Wagtail.—'It is,' says

Mr. YarrelT, ' ever in motion, running with facility by a

rapid succession of steps in pursuit of its insect food,

moving from place to place by short undulating flights,

uttering a cheerful chirping note while on the wing,

alighting again on the ground with a sylph-like buoyancy,

and a graceful fanning motion of the tail, from which it de-

rives its name. It frequents the vicinity of ponds and

breams, moist pastures, and the grass plots of pleasure-

grounds •; may be frequently seen wading in shallow water,

socking for various aquatic insects or their larva; : and a

portion of a letter sent me lately by W. Rayner, Esq., of

Uxbridge, who keeps a variety of birds in a large aviary

rear his parlour window, for the pleasure of observing

their habits, seems to prove that partiality to other prey,

l.esides aquatic insects, has some influence on the constant

visits of Wagtails to water :—" I had also during the sum-

mer and autumn of 1837 several Wagtails,. the Pied and

Yellow, both of which were very expert in catching and

feeding on minnows which were in a fountain in the centre

of the aviary. These birds hover over the water, and, as

they skim the surface, catch the minnow as it approachesV

the top of the water in the most dexterous manner ; and
I was much surprised at the wariness and cunning of some
Blackbirds and Thrushes, in watching the Wagtails catch

the minnows, and immediately seizing the prize for their

own dinner."

'

The nest of the British Pied Wagtail is made up of root-

fibres, withered grass, and moss ; the lining consists of
hair and a few feathers. A bank, a hole in some old wall,

the thatch of a cart-shed or other farm-building, faggot-

piles or woodstacks, and hayricks, are all localities where
it is generally placed, and almost always near water; but
Mr. Jesse mentions in his Oleaningt the nest of a Water
Wagtail in one of the workshops of a manufactory at

Taunton, amid the incessant din of braziers who occupied
the apartment. It was built near the wheel of a lathe

which revolved within a foot of it, and here the bird

hatched four young ones. She was perfectly familiar with
the well-known faces of the workmen, and flew in and nut

without fear of them ; but if a stranger entered, or any
other persons belonging to the same factory, but not t»

what may be called her shop, she quitted her nest in-

stantly, and returned not till they were gone. The male
however had less confidence, and would not come into the

room, but brought the usual supplies of food to a certain

spot on the roof, whence it was brought in to the nest by
his mate. The eggs are from four to five, white with ash-

coloured speckles.

'While the cows are feeding,' says White, ' in the moist
low pastures, broods of wagtails, wriite and grey, run round
them, close up to their noses, and under their very bellies,

availing themselves of the flies that settle on their legs,

and probably finding worms and larvtv that are roused by
the trampling of their feet. Nature is such an economist,
that the most incongruous animals can avail themselves of
each other! Interest makes strange friendships.'

The habits of the Continental Motacilla alba are similar

to those of our Pied variety.

The British species figured and described by Yarrell are

four in number:—the Pied Wagtail {Motacilla alba;
Molacilla Yarrellii, Bonap.) ; the Grey Wagtail (Motacilla
boarula); the Grey-headed Wagtail (Motacilla neglecta,

Gould ; Motacilla jfava, Temm.
;
Budytes of the Prince of

Canino's Comparative List) ; and Ray's Wagtail (Yellow
Wagtail of Pennant ; Budytes Rayi of the Prince's Com-
parative List).

Asiatic Wagtails.

Example, Motacilla alba (La Bergeronetle grise) ; the
true or Continental White Wagtail).

Geographical Distribution.—Europe. High lands of
India. Africa.

Eggs about six in number, bluish-white spotted with
black. Nest very variously placed : in fissures of rocks,

in old towers, under arches of bridges, about hollow
trees.

>alb» fUritUh).

r plumage; Una, summtr. Wliitc Wiglail of Euiop^t India, and Afno.
3 R 2
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Motacilla tpectosa (genus Enicurut, Temm.).
Generic Character.—Bill rather strong, lengthened, very

straight, abruptly bent and notched. Culmen straight

from the base. Gonys thickened, ascending. Rictus

bristled. Wings rather short ; the three first quills gradu-

ated. Tail lengthened, deeply forked, teet strong.

Tarsus lengthened ; the scales entire. Middle toe shorter

than the tarsus; outer toe longest. Legs pale. (Sw.)

Description of Enicurtu speciosus.—Crest, lower part of

the back, rump, belly, vent, two exterior tail-feathers en-

tirely, and other tail-feathers at their extremity, a broad

band extending obliquely across the wings, and the axillae

white ; head, exceptthe crest, breast, back, and greatest part

ofwingsand tail black. The white is the purest snow-white

;

the black is of different shades,more intense on the head and
breast, having a slight reflection of dark blue, inclining to

purple on the extremity of the wings tinted with brown.
A few minute black plumes bound the crest behind and at

the sides, extending to the base of the bill. Three or four

of the last secondary feathers with a narrow band of white,

but the succession not regular. Plumes of the Hypochon-
driae elongated and delicately villous. Length of body
and head 4J, of tail 6 inches ; of bill, which is black, 10
lines. Tarsi nearly twice as long as the middle toe, pale

flesh-coloured with a yellow tint. (Horsf.)

This is the Chenginging or Kingking of the Ja-
vanese.

Locality and Habits.—Dr. Horsfield states that this

species in its habits and manners resembles several Eu-
ropean species of the genus Motacilla. ' It is,' says he,
' found near small rivulets ; in the beds of these, particu-

larly where they abound with rocks and gravel, it is seen
running along with alacrity, moving its tail incessantly,

and picking up worms and insects. It is very locally dis-

tributed, and uniformly deserts the neighbourhood of po-
pulous villages. It is almost entirely confined to the
southern coast of Java, which abounds in small streams,

descending rapidly from the southern hills, and shaded by
luxuriant shrubs. Here I first discovered this bird, in the

district of Pajittan, in the year 1809. I afterwards met
with it again along this coast, in the district of Karang-
bollong, and in the provinces south of Kediri. Among
more central situations it frequents the banks of an ele-

vated lake near the declivities of the mountain Prahu,
where I found it more numerous than in any other part of

Java. In the extensive forests of Pugar and Blambangan
I never noticed it, although I devoted a considerable

time to their examination.'

—

(Zoological Researches in

Java.)

Motacilla (Eoicurm) spcciou. (Monf.)

African Wagtails.

Example, Motacilla lugubris (Pallas) ; the White-
winged Wagtail; Schwarze Bachstelze of the Ger-
mans.
Summer Plumage.—Back of head and neck, line from

bill to eye and from eve to hinder part of the head, back,
rump, six middle tail-feathers, throat, and chest black

;

shoulders, tips, and outer edges of the primaries, dark
greyish-brown ; remainder of wings white, except the ter-

tianes, which are brown in the centre; bill and feet

black.

Winter Plumage.—Upper part of throat pure white ;

back and scapulars uniform grey, instead of black. (Gould.)

M. Temminck states that individuals which are turU
with black and grey on all the upper parts are pwkt
from one state of plumage to the other.

Young of the Year.—-Lore and stripe behind the no
black, but very narrow. Top of the head and all \u

upper parts, to the upper tail-coverts, grey-tsb ; noca
collar very narrow, indicated, in great part, by black spou.

Coverts of the wings always pure white. Length of rot

species about seven inches eight lines. (Temm.)
Geographical Distribution.—Eastern Europe, teWco

advancing farther west than the central parts. Rum,
Southern Siberia, Egypt. Hungary. The Crimes, Aia

Minor probably. Scarce in Italy, Provence, and Kesri;.

Very common in Japan, especially in winter, where it u

called Sekirei, and frequents the streams of mountaiiiou

valleys.

Motacilla lugubris.

WAHABEES, or, more correctly, WAHHABIS, is the

name of the adherents of a Mohammedan sect in AnUi
The origin of this sect is intimately connected with ii>-

following circumstances. When Sultan Selim I. hid che-

quered Egypt and deposed the last khalifof Cairo, AJ-muU-

wakkel in a.h. 922 (a.d. 1517), he was acknowledged »

successor of the khalifs by Berekiat, the grand sherif

«

Mecca, who presented him with the keys of the Katai-

From this time the sultans of the Osmanlis were the f'
1'

tectors of the Mohammedan faith, though only recogiu>«!

as such by the Sun nites
;
they were the guardian* of tlx

holy cities, Mecca and Medina ; and they bad the pri-

vilege and the duty of protecting the numerous caw*
of hijis, or pilgrims, which annually travel to Mecca. A

Turkish pasha resided at Jidda, and sometimes also

»

!

Mocha, and while the fertile provinces of Hejai

Yemen in Western Arabia seemed to obey the Sultan, it*

pashas of Baghdad and Basrah made frequent attempt'' to

establish the Turkish authority in the province ol £•

Hassa in Eastern Arabia. The Mohammedan reliirw»

had generally departed from its primitive purity, and *«

particularly corrupted among the Turks. The MohiB-

medans had introduced novelties into their religion, »h>«

were rather calculated to please the senses, and *lu'"

found favour among people who have always loved ,J

follow the bent of their imagination. Mohammed frug-

ally received honours like God himself; virtuous W
became saints, and the miracles they were said to 'a,<

performed were eagerly believed by the people; wjf
austere rules of the Koran were forgotten or left to t"

extravagances ' of a few denvishes and fakirs ;' and ti»
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places of worship were adorned by the princes and the
rich with the arts and luxuries of the East, while the
poorer Mohammedans indulged their passion for reli-

gious buildings by erecting a rude tomb to some un-
known saint, surmounted by a cupola of painted brick-
work. To this we must add that the Koran ceased to
be the sole source of religious knowledge, and that tra-

ditions concerning Mohammed were considered by his
disciples as pure and trustworthy as the Koran itself.

Although the Arabs had deviated from the rule of the
Koran, there was a striking difference between them
and the Turks. The Turks used opium and wine ; not
satisfied with polygamy, they had intercourse with
prostitutes; they were addicted to practices against
nature, which are strictly prohibited by the Koran, and
more than once holy hajis of the Turkish caravans had
polluted the sacred cities with their scandalous conduct.
The caravans especially, those congregations of pious men
assembled for the purpose of performing one of the most
sacred duties of their faith, presented a revolting aspect to

the simple and uncorrupted believers among the Beduins
of the desert. Their leaders gave full licence to de-
bauchery, and although it was generally their riches which
tempted the Beduins, and excited them to predatory
attacks, it often happened that the Son of the Desert un-
sheathed his sword indignant at the pride and vices of
men who, from the moment they reached Mecca, proudly
assumed the holy title of ' haji.'

Such was the state of the Islam, when, in the beginning
of the last century, a Mohammedan sheikh conceived the
project of reforming the religion of Mohammed, and
restoring it to its primitive purity.

This sheikh was 'Abdu-l-Wahhab (' the servant of Him
who gives (us) every thing'), who, according to Burck-
hardt, was born at El-Hauta, a village five or six days'

journey south of Der'aiyeh, the capital of the province of
Nejd, on the road from this town to the district called

Wftdi Dowasir. In the life of 'Abdu-l-Wuhhab, in the
' Universal Biographical Dictionary,' his birth-place is

called 'Al-Aynah, in Nejd ; and in the ' Annals of the
Turkish Empire,' by Izf, Constantinople and Skutari, a.h.
1198 (a.d. 1784), p. 207, in fine, it is called Aiyineh, w hich
seems to be El-Ayeyneh, near Der'aiyeh. Scott Waring
calls it Ujunu, a bad orthography for Ajana. 'Abdu-l-
Wahhab was born at the beginning of the twelfth century
of the Hijra, which corresponds to the end of the seven-
teenth century of our aera. His father was the sheikh or
chief of the Beni WahhSb, a branch of the great tribe of
Temlm, which occupies a considerable part of Nejd.
'Abdu-l-Wahhab received his education in the schools of
Basrah, where he studied divinity. He made the usual
pilgrimages to Mecca and Medina, and he lived several
years at Damascus, where he had frequent disputations
with (he divines on religion, but as he displayed great zeal
in the abolition of abuses, his doctrine was considered as
schismatic, and being exposed to persecutions, he fled to
Mosul. After some time he returned to Arabia, but the
doctrines which he preached to the natives, and his violent
attacks on Turkish tyranny and vice, became so many
causes for new persecutions, and he led a wandering life

till he settled at Der'aiyeh, the residence of the sheikh
Mohammed Ibn Sa'ud. This intelligent chief listened to
the words of the reformer. He became his disciple ; he
married his daughter ; and soon drew his sword to pro-
pagate the new doctrine among the tribes of Arabia.
Mohammed Ibn Sa'ud thus laid the foundations of a
Powerful empire on theocratical principles, of which his
descendants remained masters for nearly a century.
When Sa'ud, the grandson of Mohammed Ibn Sa'uJ,

conquered Mecca, he ordered a kind of confession ofj
faith to be published, the substance of which is as fol-
lows :

—

, 'Abdu-l-Wahhab's doctrine teaches the salvation of mat.-
kind. It is divided into three parts : I., the knowledge of
«od

; II., the knowledge of religion ; III., the knowledge of
the prophet. In the first part, God, it is said, isone Almighty,
and we acquire the knowledge of him by adoring him. The
second part, knowledge of religion, is threefold, and con-
tains- 1 ,The Islam, or resignation to the will ofGod ; 2, faith

;

3, good works. The Islam contains five things :—l.The belief
hat there is only one God, and that Mohammed is his pro-
phet

; 2, the five daily prayers ; 3, alms, one-fifth of the an-
nualincome; 4, fastsduring the month of Ramazan ; 5, the

image to Mecca. The faith contains six things, viz. :

—

1, The belief in God; 2, in his angels; 3, in his Holy
Scripture ; 4, in his prophets j 5, in his divine and perfect

qualities
; 6, in the day of judgment. Good works are

only the consequence of the rule that we should adore God
as if he were present to our eyes ; and though we cannot
see him, we must know that he sees us. The knowledge
of the prophet, which is the most important part ot Wah-
habism, is based on very positive principles. Mohammed,
the prophet, was a mortal like all other men, and he
preached for all the nations of the world, and not for one
only, the Arabs ; no religion is perfect and true in all its

parts except his, and after him no otherprophet will come

;

Moses and Jesus were virtuous men, though inferior to

Mohammed, notwithstanding he was not of divine nature.
Those who do not fulfil their religious duties are to be
severely punished. The reformed religion shall be propa-
gated with the sword, and all those who refuse to adopt it

are to be exterminated. 'Abdu-l-Wahhab not only forbade

the adoration of Mohammed and of saints, but he also

ordered their splendid tombs to be destroyed, and he de-
clared tradition to be an impure source. He made seve-
ral other prohibitions concerning social and religious

abuses, such as the habit of using wine, opium, and
tobacco, the use of the rosary for prayers, and he preached
strongly against those unnatural practices which were and
are still so frequent among the Turks.
The doctrine of 'Abdu-l-Wahhab was no new religion

:

it was Mohammedanism reduced to a pure deism, and so
little did it deviate from the Koran, that even to the
present day many theologians of Syria and Egypt do not
venture to say that it is schismatic. Yet this reformer
maintained that there had never been any man directly in-

spired by God, and that there was no scripture or book
whatsoever which was entitled to be called divine. Hence
it follows that according to 'Abdu-l-Wahhab there is no re-

vealed religion ; and if he calls the Mohammedan a divine

religion, it is not because he believed that it had been
tiansmitted directly from God to man, but merely on the

ground of its perfection.

The reformed Mohammedanism made rapid progress,

especially among the nomadic Arabs, or Beduins, who had
never adored Mohammed as a divine person, nor viewed
the Koran as a divine book, although they considered

themselves to be as orthodox Mohammedans as any of the
other nations which have adopted the Islam.

The inhabitants of the towns were less inclined to adopt
Wahhabisra, but Mohammed Ibn Sa'iid nevertheless

succeeded in conquering the greater part of Nejd, of
which he was the temporal chief, while 'Abdu-l-Wahhab
was the spiritual chief. The system of government
established by these two men was strictly conformable to the

political prescriptions of the Koran, and very like that of
the first Khalifa. The chief authority lay in the hands of
the temporal chief, but this authority was confined to the

direction of important affairs ; the governors of the

provinces and the under-governors were kept in strict

obedience to the orders of the prince, but their authority

over the Arabs was not very great. The ulema of the

capital, Der'aiyeh, who generally belonged to the clan or

family of Sa'iid, formed a council or ministry for religious

and legislative affairs, and in time of war the governors

used to assemble in Der'aiyeh for the purpose of concert-

ing the plan of the campaign. Trade and agriculture

were well protected. The revenues of the Wahhabi
empire were composed of :—1. One-fifth of the booty
taken from heretics,; the four remaining fifths were for the

soldiers. 2. The tribute, called * alms' in the Koran: it

was a certain part of the property, which varied according
to the nature of the property : for fields watered by rain

or rivers it was one-tenth of the yearly produce ; for fields

watered artificially, one-twentieth only ; merchants paid

one and a half per cent, of their capital. The Beduins,

who had always been tax-free, disliked these ' alms ' very

much, but they were indemnified by the frequent occasions

of plunder. 3. Revenue from the chiefs or prince's own
estates, and from the plunder of rebellious towns. The
punishment for a first rebellion was a general plunder, one-

fifth of which belonged to the flscus ; in case of a second
rebellion, all the grounds belonging to the town were con-

fiscated and became the property of the reigning chief

;

and as such rebellions were very frequent, the chief acquired

immense estates. The greater part of them were after-
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wards confiscated by Mehmed 'AH, the pasha of Egypt.
Except a few hundred men who formed the prince's life-

guard at Der'aiyeh, the WahhabJs had no standing army,
but assembled when the prince designed some expedition.

Two or three great expeditions were made every year.

The name of the WahhabJs soon became known in the

Turkish provinces adjacent to Arabia. The Turkish go-

vernment was not aware that this sect had as much war-
like and reugious energy as the Arabs under the first

khalifs, but it is unjust to accuse the diwan, as Rousseau,
the French consul-general at Baghdad did, of looking at

the memorable events in Arabia ' with a stupid eye, as

usual.' As early as a.h. 1161 and 1162 (a.d. 1748 and

. 1749) Ahmed El-Hajl, pasha of Baghdad and formerly

grand-vizir, displayed great activity against the adherents

of a famous fanatic, Mohammed Ibn'Abdu-l-Wahhab,
whose ' impious doctrine sapped the fundamental principles

of Islam, and who set himself up as the head of a new
religion.' (Izi, cited above ; Universal Biographical
Dictionary, 'Life of Ahmed Pasha El-Haji.') The
simple fact that, if Wahhabism had become predomi-
nant, the sultan would have ceased to be the ' visible' chief

of the believers, leads us to conclude that the diwan had
never looked with a stupid eye on the religious reform in

Arabia.

Mohammed Ibn Sa'iid died in a.h. 1170 (a.d. 17C5),

and 'Abdu-l-Wahhab died on the 29th of Shawwal, a.h.

1206 (14th of June, a.d. 1787).

The successor of Mohammed Ibn Sa'iid was his son,

'Abdu-l-Aziz, under whom the power of the Wahhabis
was extended over the greater part of Arabia and became
the terror of Turkey. As early as 1792-93 the Wahhabis
made a successful campaign against Ghaleb, the grand
sheikh of Mecca.
The provinces of Basrah and Baghdad, adjacent to Nejd,

had suffered from the incursions of the Wahhabis from the

time of their coming into political power. In 1797 Soli-

man, pasha of Baghdad, made a fruitless attempt to attack
them in the province of El-Hassa ; his troops were obliged
to retreat, the victorious Arabs overran the neighbourhood
of Basrah, and took the holy town of Imam Husein, where
they destroyed the famous temple and robbed it of the im-
mense treasures which had been deposited there by the pious
generosity of the sultans of the Osmanlis and the shahs of

Persia. Another Turkish army, reinforced by a strong

body of Arabs from Irak Arabi, entered Nejd in 1801, and
was only five or six journeys from Der'aiyeh, when Thoeni,
the sheikh of the Beni Montefik and commander of the

Arab auxiliaries of the Turks, was murdered by a fanatical

Wahhabi. It is said that the other chiefs of the Turks
were bribed by 'Abdu-l-Aziz, for they retreated suddenly,

but were nevertheless attacked on their march, and the

whole Turkish army was destroyed. In the same year,

1801, 'Abdu-l-Aziz, at the head of more than a hundred
thousand men, made a fresh expedition against Mecca.
Othm4n-el-Medhayfah, the brother of Ghaleb, the sheikh of
Mecca, joined the Wahhabis, and having been put at the
head of a considerable body by 'Abdu-l-Aziz, he took
Tayef, a large town east of Mecca, and Konfodah, a port

on the Red Sea. The rest of Hejaz was conquered by
'Abdu-l-Aziz, who took Mecca early in 1803, after an
obstinate siege. He would have taken Mecca earlier, but
for the arrival of the great caravan of Damascus, com-
manded by the pasha of Damascus, which was allowed to

remain in Mecca for three days, after which the Wahhabis
entered the town without resistance. They killed many
sheikhs and other believers who refused to adopt Wahha-
bism ;

they robbed the splendid tombs of the Mohamme-
dan saints who were interred there ; and their fanatical zeal

did not even spare the famous mosque, which they robbed
of the immense treasures and costly furniture to which
each Mohammedan prince of Europe, Asia, and Africa
had contributed his snare. The fall of Mecca was followed
by that of Medina in 1804, and the tomb of Mohammed
was robbed and destroyed. 'Abdu-l-Mayn, a brother of
Ghaleb, was appointed governor of Mecca, but he soon
lost his post, Ghaleb, who had fled to Jidda, having bribed
the chief of the Wahhabis, and succeeded in being ap-
pointed governor on promising to adopt Wahhabism,
which he did. Previously to the fall of Medina, and as

early as 1803, 'Abdu-l-Aziz was murdered by a fanatical

Shiite, a native of Persia ; his successor was his eldest son,

Sa'iid, whose complete name was Sa'iid Ibn 'Abdu-l-Aziz.

Ghaleb, anxious to obtain his former dignity tod inde-

pendence, intrigued against Sa'iid. In the nope of laodiin;

a general war between Turkey and Arabia, trom which k«

might derive advantage, he persuaded Sa'ud to forbid U*

khotbah, or public prayers, to be said in the name of uV

Sultan. Sa'ud gave the order, and from that moment U<

Sultan, in the eyes of the people, ceased to be tlx protes-

tor of the holy towns and the visible chief of their nit-

gion.

If during the course of the Thirty Years' War a Protee-

ant army had taken possession of Rome and put a mam,i

priest on the seat of St. Peter, the scandal and confimm

produced by such an event among the Roman CatWio
could not have been greater than the horror and leotni

consternation which spread throughout the East when tx
people heard tliat the tomb of the prophet had been it-

spoiled, and that the first temple in the Mohammedr.
world was in the hands of heretics. The pilgrimages *<rt

stopped ; from 1803 to 1809 no great caravan ventuwl to

cross Arabia : and from the Atlantic to the banks of

Ganges and the frontiers ofChina every pious Mohamnuxla
felt deeply grieved at the thought that henceforth he »uuM

be prevented from performing a duty which he consider

most sacred. Persia was unable to give aid, ar.d ue

diwan, absorbed by the danger to Turkey from the wars

Europe, was compelled to resignation.

In the time that followed the conquest of Mecca id

Medina, Sa (id, the greatest chief of the Wahhabb, etu

blished his authority in the remainder of Arabia, net?

Hadhramaut and Oman, where he found a formidable aJ.n-

sary in the Imam of Maskat. Sa'iid conquered the whole ;rc-

vince of El-Hassa, the islands of Bahrein, and several AiaV
towns on the coast of Persia. The Gulf of Persia was then ir-

fested by Arab pirates, who, after Sa'ud had taken pen-
sion of the greater part of the coasts, were either Wahru'i'

or at least made common cause with them. The Bin-'

commerce in those seas was greatly injured by these pin'.i-

who were severely chastised by the British forces otdf

Captain Wainwright, the commander of the fleet, v>.

Colonel (afterwards General) Sir Lionel Smith. TheBrtah.

troops acted in concert with the forces of the Imam il

Maskat, and the war was finished early in 1809.

The very existence of Turkey being menaced by th;

Wahhabis, who overran Syria and concluded an aUia='-

with Yusuf, the rebellious pasha of Baghdad, the di«ui >•

last found a man who was able to subject these lento

enemies. This man was Mehmed 'Ali, the present pt!i

of Egypt.
Mehmed 'Ali made his first preparations in 1809. To

save his army from marching round the northern gulf, if

the Red Sea, he ordered the timber for a flotilla of twenty

eight vessels to be got ready at Bulak, the port of Cum
whence it was carried on camels to Suez, where \u

ships were constructed. The commander of the eitx-

dition was Tuziin-Bey, the second son of Mehmed Ax

then eighteen years old, who was seconded by Alinui

Agha, surnamed Napoleon or Bonaparte. Turin-Be)' <»

tered Arabia in 1811; in 1812 he was beaten by i.V

Wahhabis near Medina, but he took this town in ti*

course of the same year, a conquest which was mainlvd'''

to the impetuous courage of Thomas Keith, a Scotch n-

negade, known as Ibrahim Agha, who took the out*on>»

of Medina by storm. Mecca was taken in 1813,

Ghaleb, notwithstanding he had favoured the Egypto»!c

vasion, was made prisoner, and sent to Salonica in

ropean Turkey, where he died in 1816.

In 1814 Sa'iid died, and was succeeded by his eldest »j.

'Abdullah. The death of Sa'iid was the forerunner of t«

ruin of the Wahhabis. In 1815 the Egyptian* saifernl »

defeat at Zohran, but they obtained a signal victory"

Bissel. Tuzun-Bey paid six dollars for every bead oi

»

Wahhabi ; and having obtained six thousand head*. I*

ordered them to be piled up in a pyramid. Peace

concluded during the course of the same year il81»i *

unfavourable conditions to 'Abdullah, who sent an amb»-

sador to Cairo, named 'Abdu-l-Aziz, a learned shcuA

whose further negotiations were interrupted by thesiw*"

outbreak of fresh hostilities.

The commander of the new Egyptian expedition ^'J
1'

celebrated Ibrahim Pasha, the son of Mehmed 'Ah, »w

entered Arabia in 1816. Alter an obstinate resUance, j«

Wahhabis retreated to Der'aiyeh in 1818, where Abduiw

was besieged by Ibrahim. The siege was long.W **
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carried on by Ibrahim with skill, boldness, and admirable
perseverance till the month of December, 1818, when 'Ab-
dullah surrendered. He and several ofhis family were sent to

Constantinople, and after having been promenaded through
the streets for three days, they were beheaded, and their

bodies were exposed to the outrages of the mob. The
create? part of the territories conquered by the Wahhabls
fell under the authority of Mehmed 'Ali. •

Thus the power of the Wahhabls was broken, but they
were not exterminated. Some of their chiefe resisted the

Kiryptians in the south-eastern part of Neid, in El-Yama-
mah, and in El-Harik, and they occasionally retreated to

t he countries south of these provinces, which are generally

considered to be a barren desert.* In 1827 the Wahhabls
caused considerable trouble to Mehmed 'Ali ; they were
probably not without some influence on the inhabitants of

S'emen, who opposed such a vigorous resistance to the
Egyptians in 1834 ; and in 1838 and 1839 there were such
dangerous symptoms of rebellion in the eastern part of

IX ejd, that Mehmed 'AH sent an army there, which made
rapid progress. This army was about to conquer El Hassa,
nnd to establish Egyptian authority on the shores of the

Persian Gulf, when, by the sudden attack of the Turks on
Syria, Mehmed 'Ali was forced to open that campaign
which began so unfortunately for the Turks with the loss

of the battle of Nizibi, but in consequence of which
Mehmed 'Ali was dispossessed of Syria. There was a party

in the diwan who, availing themselves of the victories

gained by the British troops in Syria, intended to dis-

possess Mehmed 'Ali of Arabia also ; but fortunately they
did not succeed. We say fortunately, for if ever Egypt
should cease to be ruled by a vigorous government, the

"Wahhabls would raise their heads : they would overrun
Arabia, being weakened neither in numbers nor in fana-

t icism, and Turkey would be unable to protect the holy

towns. The consequences of such an event would pro-

duce discontent in the whole East, and the greatest danger
to the existence of the Ottoman empire. These considera-

tions will perhaps serve to show that, though young, the

Egyptian power is already intimately connected with the

liistory of the East, and that its overthrow would be a vital

Mow to all those nations that follow the Mohammedan
creed.

(Cawten Niebuhr, Description de VArabie, p. 298, &c.
Among European writers, Niebuhr is the first who men-
tions the Wahhabls; Voyages d'Ali Bey: 'Ali Bey was
present at the conquest of Mecca by the AVahhabis, and
srives an interesting description of their army; Ed. Scott

Waring, A Tour to Sheeraz, p. 119, &c.
;
Description du

Pashalik de Bagkddd, suivie d 'une Notice Historique stir

les Wahabis, by Rousseau, formerly French consul-
general at Baghdad. This sketch is interesting, but con-
tains many errors, especially with regard to the doctrine of
Abdu-l-Wahhab ; IVIengin, Histoire de I'Egypte sous le

tlmtvernement de Mohammed Aly, Paris, 1823, gives an
excellent account of the conquest of Der'aiyeh by Ibrahim
Pa^ha ; Burckhardt, Notes on the Bedouins and Wdhabys.
This is the best work on Wahh&bi history till 18i5;
Sir Harford Jones Brydges, An Account of the Trans-
irtions of His Majesty's Mission to the Court qf Persia

;

to which is appended a brief History of the fVahauby
in vol.ii.). This is a most valuable account, partly taken
from Mengin, cited above, but for the greater part the
fruit of the author's own observations during his long
residence at Baghdad and other places in the East;
Mengin, Histoire sommaire de PEgypte sous le Gouvertie-
: ient de Mohammed Aly, Paris, 1839. This work contains
the excellent observations of jomard on Arabia, and also

a French translation of a short Arabic MS. on the cam-
paign of the Wahhabls in Hejftz against Mehmed 'Ali.

The author of the MS. is the sheik 'Aus, who was in the
head-quarters of 'Abii-Noktah, one of the principal chiefs

of the Wahhabls; Corancez, Histoire des Wahabis; the
maps of Planat, Berghaus, and Jomard.)
VVAHLENBETtGIA, a genus of plants named after

George Wahlenberg, M.D., author of the 'Flora Ja-
ponic*' and other works. It belongs to the natural order

* In the map of Berzhaua this region Is called Roba-el-Khaly. a name
ilVrwards adopted by Jomard. Robs-l-Khali, that is. • an empty dwellin;;-

;-l .<••»,* seaam to be an unsuitable name Air a barren desert : the name was per-

Utrs ifiven to Uie country after some destructive war. Powerful armies have
rroteed the Rolei-t- Klisli, as was the caw under 'Ab'i-Bekr. the successor of
Mohammed, who ordered 'Oman to be attacked from this side.
wr listed intended to proceed from 'Oman to Der'aiyeh, but was unfortu-

nately prevented from doing so.

Campanulacess, and many of the species embraced in it

were formerly included under the genus Campanula. The
species consists chiefly of herbs, which are for the most
part annual. The leaves are mostly alternate, sometimes
opposite, and are generally found in greatest abundance
at the lower pait of the plant. The flowers are seated on
long peduncles, drooping at first, but erect in fruit. The
calyx is 3-5 cleft ; the corolla 3-5 lobed at the apex, rarely

divided to the middle. The stamens 3-5 in number, free,

the filaments broadest at the base. The style inclosed,

pilose, especially at the upper part; stigmas 2-5. The
ovary combined with the tube of the calyx. The capsule

2-5 celled, opening by as many valves as cells at the apex,
each bearing a dissepiment in the middle. The seeds very
numerous and minute. Above fifty species of plants be-
longing to this genus have been described. They are

most abundant in the southern hemisphere, and are par-

ticularly numerous at the Cape of Good Hope. The fol-

lowing are a few of the most remarkable forms presented

by the species.

W. graminifolia, Grass-leaved Wahlenbergia, has the

stems and leaves clothed with soft down, the leaves entire,

the radical ones linear or linear-spatulate, those of the
stem linear and somewhat clasping ; the bracts ovate,

acute, entire, rather downy ; the tube of the calyx
smoothish, the lobes downy, and the sinuses toothless.

This plant is a native of Sicily and of the south of Italy as

far as Rome, and of the island of Zante. It has a blue
corolla, white filaments, yellow anthers, and the flowers

are aggregated together.

W. capensis, Cape Wahlenbergia, has an erect simple
or branched stem, pilose at the bottom, the leaves ovato-
lanceolate, pilose, unequally toothed ; the tube of the
calyx ovate, hairy; the corolla 5-cleft, hardly one-half
longer than the lobes of the calyx ; the capsule ovular and
pilose. This plant, with many others of the genus, is a
native of the Cape of Good Hope. It has large flowers,

with a corolla bluish-green outside, dark blue inside at the

bottom, but greenish at the commencement of the lobes

;

the lobes themselves are violaceous and spotted with
black within at the recesses.

W. hederacea, Ivy-like Wahlenbergia, is a glabrous
plant with slender ascending stems ; the leaves are placed
on long petioles, cordate, and bluntly 5-7 angled ; the
corolla 5-lobed at the apex, four times longer than the
lobes of the calyx ; the capsule hemispherical. This
plant is a native of the west of Europe and of North
America : it is abundant in Great Britain in Cornwall and
Sussex, and is also found in Epping Forest. It is also a
native of Scotland and Ireland. This plant was called

Aikinia hedcraeea by Salisbury, in honour of John Aikin,

a British botanist. It is the Campanula hederacea of

Linnaeus, who was followed by Smith, Hooker, and
others.

W. gracilis, Weak Wahlenbergia, has a simple or
branched, glabrous or pilose stem ; alternate or nearly op-
posite, linear-lanceolate, toothed, glabrous leaves ; smooth
calyx with an ovoid tube ; the corolla funnel-shaped, 5-

cleft ; the capsule obovate. This plant is a native of New
Holland about Port Jackson, of van Diemen's Land, of
New Caledonia, and New Zealand. Four or five varieties

of this species have been recorded.
W. Cervicinn, Throat-wort, is a small plant ; the stem

much branched, the branches diverging, pilose ; the leaves

linear-lanceolate, a little denticulated ; the tube of the
calyx lather pilose ; the corolla tubular, longer than the
segments of the calyx ; the capsule spherical. It is a
native of Egypt, also of Senegal, in dry sandy places. Its

leaves have white margins. Its flowers are very nu-
merous, solitary from the axils of all the leaves and the
tops of the branches.
W. foliosa. Leafy Wahlenbergia, has a woody erect

stem, very leafy in every part ; the leaves linear-acute, ser-

rated, glabrous or pilose on the middle nerve ; the tube of
the calyx glabrous obconical, the lobes subserrated ; the
corolla cylindrical, semi 5-cleft, one half longer than the
lobes of the calyx ; the capsule turbinate. This plant is one
of a group of the species named Nesophila, on account of
their inhabiting islands. It is found on the islands of St.

Helena and Ascension. It has reddish flowers.

In the cultivation of these plants the seeds of those
which are annual should be sown on the hot-bed, and when
the plants are of sufficient size they may be placed out in
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Hie open border in awarm sheltered situation in the month
of May. The hardy perennial species may be grown in

pots in a mixture of peat and loam, and should be kept
rather moist. They are easily increased by division.

(Don's Gardener's Dictionary.)
WAHLSTATT, a large village in Prussian Silesia, is

situated on the Katzbach near Liegnitz, on the spot where
Henry II., duke of Silesia, fought on the 9th of April,

1241, a dreadful battle with the Mongol Tartars, in which
he lost his life, and the Tartars were victorious. No Ger-
man knights fled, nor was any one taken prisoner ; all had
fallen : among them were thirty-four of the family of Roth-
kirch. The village afterwards built on this spot was called

Wahlstatt (the battle-field) in commemoration of this

event. Wahlstatt is derived from the antient word ' Wal,'
signifying battle, dead body, corpse ; and ' Statt,' place

;

hence Walhalla.
On the 26th of August, 1813, Field-Marshal Blucher

obtained at this place a signal victory over the French
army, for which, and his other great deeds, he received
from King William Frederick III. the title of prince of

Wahlstatt.

(Brockhaus, Conversations Lexicon ; Miiller, Qeogra-
phisrhes Wbrterbuch des PreussiSihen Staates.)

WAIF. If the goods of any person were stolen, and
the felon, thinking that pursuit was made after him, fled,

and during his flight waived or abandoned the goods, they
became waif, and were forfeited to the king. The king of
course had the power to grant the right to waif to others

;

and many lords of manors were entitled to waif by prescrip-

tion, or presumption of an antient grant to that effect. No
goods could become waif which were not in possession of

the felon at the time of his flight. Therefore if he con-
cealed the goods, or placed them in a house, or, for in-

stance, left a horse at an inn in pledge for his meat, and
afterwards fled, the goods did not Decome waif.

It was necessary, in order to complete the title of the

king or lord of the manor to waif, that it should be taken
possession of by some one on his behalf; otherwise the
original owner was not barred from recovering his goods
at any period of time, and if he seized them first, they re-

mained his property. The forfeiture of goods waived was
instituted for the purpose of stimulating the person robbed
to make fresh pursuit after the felon, and so, if possible,

catch him with the goods upon him. And in further

encouragement of such pursuit, it was part of the law
of waif, that if the owner of the goods succeeded, within

a year and a day, but not after that time, in attainting

[Attainder] the thief for the felony in question, he
was entitled again to recover his goods from the king
or the lord, even though they had been reduced into

possession by him. The restriction of the character

of waif to goods waived during the flight was because
goods which had been concealed by the felon would
afford no tracks of his course, and might very pos-

sibly escape the search of the owner, even though he did

make fresh pursuit. It is said also that the goods of
foreign merchants could not become the subject of waif,

because a foreigner, ignorant of our language and usages,

could not be expected to act with the same dispatch and
effect as a native. Lord Coke distinguishes between waif
which was stolen property, and the goods which were
the property of a person v. ho fled for a felony. These
latter were always forfeited on proof and finding by a jury

of that fact, even though the party were acquitted of the

felony. Part of the inquiry, therefore, on the trial of a
prisoner for felony, was whether or not he fled for it. If

the jury found that he did, his goods were forfeited, what-
ever might be the verdict as to his guilt. This was either

because of the presumption which his flight raised, that he
really had committed the offence, though it could not be
legally proved against him ; or, according to Mr. Justice

Forster, because his flight tended to stop or embarrass the

course of justice against the real offender. If he was
killed during his flight, the coroners jury inquired as to

his flight, as well as respecting the cause of his death. By
7 & 8 Geo. IV., c. 29, s. 57, the court before whom a pri-

soner is convicted has power in all cases, without restric-

tion as to time, to make restitution of stolen property to

the owner, except as to negotiable instruments in the

hands of parties who, without notice, have given value for

them : and by 7 & 8 Geo. IV., c. 28, s. 5, the jury are no
longer to be charged to inquire whether a prisoner fled for

treason or felony. The consequence is that no i

can now be incurred by such flight.

(5 Co., 109; Com., Dig., tit ' Waife.')

WAIN, CHARLES'S. [Ursa Major.]
WAINFLEET, [Lincolnshire.]
WAITS is a name now applied only to those kaemr!

musicians who, in most of the large towns of Eoghnd, es-

pecially London, go round the principal streets at eight

for some time before Christmas, play two or three hmr,

call the hour, then remove to a suitable distance, whtr-

they go through the same ceremony, and so on till for <r

Ave o'clock in the morning.
The word, which was formerly spelled teaygkit at

tcaighte, is'common to all the Teutonic language! (Ger-

man, tcacht ; Dutch, tcagt ; Danish, vaght ; SmtSxK

teakt) ; and the root is the same as the Anglo-Sum

weccan, to wake, and teaeian (pronounced wakian), lo

watch, and the English wake and teatch.

The wayghte, or wayte, was originally a minstrel wit*

man, and the kings of England, as well as the maywitf

large corporate cities and towns, seem to have emptorri

them in preference to common watchmen. By a docu-

ment in Rymer's ' Fcedera,' vol. ix., * De Minstrieilis prcf

ter Solatium Regis providendis,' it appears that in tlx

reign of Edward IV., ' a wayte that nightelye from Mych&-

mas to Shreve Thorsday pipethe the watehe within l>»

courte fowertymes, in the somerc nyghtes three times, is

makethe bon gayte at every chambere doare and oflki, u

well as for feare of pyckeres and pillers; he eateth iota

halle with the mynstrielles;' it then goes on to Mi
his allowance of bread, ale, coals, and so forth, for m*.

night. By the same document it appears that there ts

a 'yeoman-waighte at the makinge of knightes of ttv

Bathe,' who, ' for his attendance upon them by irrgtrtr

tyme, in watchinge in the chappelle, hathe to hi k»

all the watchinge clothing that the knight shall wen

uppou him.'

The waits seem to have been always distinct from tt»

common watch, which was called the marching watca.

and never, we believe, the waits. At a later period. tlx

term Waits seems to have been restricted to the bind d

minstrels kept by the city of London and other large citio

and towns. We read of the City Waits frequently, free

their attendance on the City pageants, and of the Wtitirf

Southwark and other places. In ' The Tatler,' No. 22. i

writer from Nottingham complains that the young an

of fashion there ' make love with the town music' »"i

that ' the waits often help him through his courtship-' Ttf

waits, or stipendiary town-musicians, have for many ytu*

we believe, ceased to exist in every corporate city uJ

town in England.
(Brand s Popular Antiquities, by Ellis ; Strutt's Sp*u

and Pastimes, by Hone ;
Penny Magazine, No. 563.)

WAIWODE. [Waywode.]
WAKE, WILLIAM, D.D., a distinguished EnrM

prelate, was born in 1657. at Blandford in DoneWict

where his father, William Wake, Esq., the descendant^

an old family, possessed considerable property. In 1ST-

he was admitted a student of Christ Churcn, Oxford ;
a»i

having taken his degree of B.A. in 1676, and that of M.A

in 1679, he resolved to enter the church, although Its

father is said to have designed him for a commercial hit

Having accordingly taken holy orders, he went in 1682!"

Paris as chaplain, with Viscount Preston, dispatched u

envoy extraordinary to that court. Returning home

his lordship in 1685, he was soon after elected preacher t»

Gray's Inn. His first publication appears to have btca

' A Preparation for Death, being a Letter to a vounr

Gentlewoman in France,' a fourth edition of which ap-

peared in 1688. In 1686 he published a tract in 4to-

entitled ' Exposition of the Doctrine of the Chinch «

England,' in answer to Bossuet's recently publi»h'»

* Exposition of the Roman Catholic Faith'—which

charged the author with having found himself compel*-1

by the objections of the doctors of the Sorbonne toaf'f

materially from the form in which he had original!?

written it, and in which it had not only been eiter-

sively circulated in manuscript, but actually printr-

This tract, which is commonly called ' Wake's Catechism

gave rise to a long controversy, in the course of when

Wake published ' A Defence ' of his Exposition in 16*

and * A Second Defence,' in two parts, in 1688. He ah)

took an active part in the general controversy between
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the Romish and Protestant churches, which was carried
on in England through the press in 1687 and 1688. In
October of the latter year he married Miss Ethelred Hovel,
daughter of Sir 'William Hovel, of Illington in Norfolk.
Immediately after the Revolution he was appointed
deputy clerk of the closet to King William ; and in June,
1089, he was preferred to a canonry of Christ Church,
Oxford. He now either accumulated his degrees in

divinity, or, according to another account, was created
D.D. In 1693 he obtained the rectory of St. James's,
Westminster ; and the same year he published one of
his principal works, 'An English Version of the Genuine
Kpistles of the Apostolical Fathers, with a Preliminary
Discourse concermng the use of those Fathers.' He
greatly improved this work in a second edition of it, which
he brought out in 1710; and it was afterwards twice
reprinted during his life-time. The next subject in the

public discussion of which he engaged was that of the
power* of the Convocation ; in the controversy respecting

which he published, irr 1697, an octavo tract entitled ' The
Authority of Christian Princes over their Ecclesiastical

Synods asserted ;' in 1698, ' An Appeal to all the true

meuiben of the Church of England in behalf of the King's

Ecclesiastical Supremacy ;' and finally, in 1703, a folio

volume entitled 'The State of the Church and Clergy of

Kngland, in their Councils, Synods, Convocations, Con-
ventions, and other public assemblies, historically deduced
from the Conversion of the Saxons to the present times.'

To this elaborate work no answer was attempted by Atter-

l»ury or any of his fellow-disputants on the other side.

In 1701 Wale had been made dean of Exeter, and in 1705
lie was raised to the bishopric of Lincoln. In the earlier

years of his episcopacy he continued to adhere to what
w as called the Low Church party ; but he afterwards be-

came more conservative at least, and if he did not actually

change his principles, and go over to the other side, he
w as thrown in opposition to those who were now the

eadereof the party with which he had originally acted.

In January, 1716, on the death of Archbishop Tenison, he
u as translated to Canterbury ; and in 1718 he exerted

himself in the House of Lords to prevent the repeal of the

Schism and Occasional Conformity Bill, and the year

following, more successfully, against the attempt to repeal

the Test and Corporation Acts. About the same time his

•oal broke out in a Latin letter directed against Bishop
I loadly and his partisans, which he addressed to the super-
mtendant of Zurich, and which was immediately published
in that city. It exposed him to some severe strictures.

In 1721 also he got into a controversy with Whiston,
whom he had formerly endeavoured to protect, by the

part he took in support of the bill for the more effectual

suppression of blasphemy and profaneness, brought into

the House of Lords by the carl of Nottingham, which was
miderstood to be chiefly levelled against Arianism, but
ilid not pass. The most remarkable affair, however, in

which Archbishop Wake was involved was the negotiation

which he entered into with M. Dupin and some of the
I icads of the Jansenist party in France, for the bringing
„bout of a union between the church of that country and
the Church of England. The correspondence upon this

subject, which commenced on the part of Dupin in 1718,
i> most fully given in an appendix to Maclaine's transla-

t ion of Mosbeim's ' Ecclesiastical History,' published in

17CS. The part which Wake took subjected him long
afterwards, while the facts were but imperfectly known, to

much obloquy—especially from Archdeacon Blackburne,
i u * The Confessional,' published in 1766 ; but it does not
appear that he really made any concession of principle to

ins Romish correspondents, or indeed went farther than
u.erely to express his willingness to assist in bringing
about the proposed union if it could be managed without
any such concession. The last years of Archbishop
Wake's life were clouded by great infirmity ; and he died

at Lambeth, 24th January, 1737. He bequeathed his

library and his collection of coins, together valued at

10,000/., to Christ Church College, Oxford. A collection

of his 'Sermons and Charges,' in 3 vols. 8vo., was pub-
lished alter his death. By his wife, who died in 1731, he
kit six daughters, who all made good marriages. He was
succeeded in the primacy by Dr. John Potter.

WAKEFIELD, a market-town and parliamentary bo-
rough, situated on the left bank of Die river Calder, in the
wapentake of Agbrigg, in the West Riding of the county

P. C, No. 1C78.

of York: it is 9 miles from Leeds, 10 from Bamsley, 13
from Huddersfield, and 187 from London by Nottingham
and Sheffield. The parish comprises an area of 9390 acres,

and consists of the township of Wakefield (630 acres),

which is nearly in the centre of the parish ; the townships
of Alverthorpe-with-Thornes, 2390 acres; Stanley-with-
Wrenthorpe, 4700 acres ; and the chapelry of Horbury,
1130 acres. Alverthorpe and Horbury are chiefly manu-
facturing districts. The boundary of the manor or lordship

of Wakefield stretches westward to the borders of Lanca-
shire and Cheshire, and several miles eastward of the town,
and,' in 1821, comprised one-eighth of the population
of Yorkshire.

Wakefield is mentioned in ' Domesday Book.' The
Romans had probably a station in the township of Stanley,
and some years since a number of moulds for coining their
money (in some of which the coin was still remaining in

the matrix) were found in a field here, and are now depo-
sited in the British Museum. The manor was a possession
of the crown until it was granted by Henry I. (1100-35) to

William, Earl Warren. From the middle of the fourteenth
century it was again in the hands of the crown, until the
reign of Charles I., who granted it to Henry, earl of
Holland. In 1700 it was purchased by the family of the
duke of Leeds : the present lord is S. W. Lane Fox, Esq.,
son-in-law of the late duke. Sandal Castle, near Wakefield,
built by the last Earl Warren, about 1320, is now in utter ruin.

The manor courts are now held once in three weeks at the
Moot Hall in Kirkgate, within the town, when the steward
of the manor disposes of petty causes and actions for debt
under 5/. A bloody battle was fought at Wakefield in
1460, between the Yorkists and Lancastrians, at which
Richard, duke of York, father of Edward IV., was slain.

Leland, in his ' Itinerary,' written about 1536, describes
Wakefield as ' a very quick market-towne and meately
large ; well served of flesch and fisch, both from the se and
by rivers, whereof divers be thereabout at hande, so that
al vitaile is very gode chepe there. A right honest man
shal fare well for two pens a meale.' Leland adds :—' The
building of the town is meately faire, most of tynibre, but
some of stone.' He then notices the fair bridge of stone

over the Calder, ' and on the est side of the bridge is a
right goodly chapel of our Ladye.' This chapel is the most
interesting feature of the antient town. It stands upon
the site of one built by Edward III. (1327-77). which
appears to have been pulled down and rebuilt by Edward
IV. (1461-83) in memory of his father. The architectmc
is in the elaborate Gothic style which prevailed in the

fifteenth century ; but as the endowments were withdrawn
at the dissolution, it fell into decay, and was for some
time used as a corn-factor's counting-house, though fortu-

nately steps are now taking for its restoration at a cost

of 2500/., and it is to be used for divine worship. The
building projects over and partly rests on the starlings of
the bridge. The bridge has eight arches, and was built in

the reign of Edward III. There is an old mansion within
the town, called Heselden Hall, erected in the reign of

Henry VI. (1422-61). At the present time Wakefield is

a place of respectable appearance, and deficient in none
of the requisites of an opulent town. It is paved, lighted

with gas, and well supplied with water. On the south-

west the buildings of the town advance into the neigh-

bouring township of Alverthorpe in a continuous sheet

;

and on the north-east, in the township of Stanley, there is

a spot called the East Moor, which also forms pait of (he
town. The suburb called St. John's, at the northern ex-
tremity of the town, consists of very handsome houses,

with shrubberies, &c. Most of the houses in the town are

built of brick. The principal buildings of a public cha-
racter are a market-cross of the Doric order, erected early

in the last century, with an open colonnade supporting a
dome, the interior of which contains a spacious room, used

for the transaction of public business ; the public rooms in

Wood Street, built by subscription, comprise a library and
news-room, with apartments in the upper story for lectures,

concerts, and assemblies. A Corn Exchange was erected

in 1823, and another on a larger scale has been recently

built, and was opened for business in 1837: the upper
story comprises a room used for public meetings, &c,
which is one of the largest in the county. The theatre was
built by Tate Wilkinson. The Tammy Hall, 210 feet long

and 30 broad, erected many years ago as a place of sale

for the manufacturers of light woollen stuffs, is now con-
Vol. XXVI.—3 S
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verted into a power-loom factory for stuffs. The most
important public buildings are those belonging to the

county and West Riding. The Register-Office was esta-

blished in 1704, for the registry of deeds relating to landed

property. The court-house was erected in 1806. The
House of Correction is a very extensive pile, constructed

on the improved plan of county prisons, and is now being

still further enlarged : the number of prisoners confined at

one time during 1842 averaged 784, and the number some-
times exceeds 900. The clerk of the peace for the West
Riding has his offices at Wakefield. About a mile north-

east of the town is the West-Riding Lunatic Asylum,
erected in 1817, for 250 patients ; but it has been more
than once enlarged, and the number of patients now
averages 400.

The parish church, erected in 1470, is 156 feet long and
69 wide, with a tower 22 feet wide inside, surmounted by
a spire, the total height being 228 feet. The Bouth front

was re-edified in 1724; and other parts have been so

extensively repaired, that few external remains exist of the

original building. The living is a vicarage in the gift of

the crown, and the gross as well as net annual income for

the years 1828-29-30 was 537/. In 1652 a lectureship, now
of the value of 100/. a year, and in the gift of the Mercers'

Company of London, was founded by Lady Camden. A
second lectureship, supported by voluntary contributions,

was established in 1801. St. John's Church, erected at a

cost of about 10,000?., was opened in 1795, and was made
parochial in 1815. The vicar presents, and there is a
bequest of 1000/. for endowing the officiating minister.

Trinity Church, in the town, was opened in 1839. The
livings of Stanley, worth 85/. a year, and of Alverthorpe,

valued at 72/., are also in the gift of the vicar ; but the

living of Horbury, the average value of which is 225/. a
year, is in the gift of the crown. A new church was opened
in 1830 in the township of Thornes. The Independents
and the Wesleyan Methodists have each two chapels ; and
the Quakers, Unitarians, Roman Catholics, and Primitive

Methodists one each. The grammar-school, founded by
Queen Elizabeth in 1592, possesses endowments which
produce about 300/. a year. The trustees, who are a cor-

porate body, appoint a head master, who has a salary of

160/., and a second master who has 80/. a year. The
children of all resident parishioners are admitted into the

school, and receive a free classical education : a separate

master is appointed to teach writing and arithmetic, for

which he receives a quarterly payment from the parents

of the scholars. There are exhibitions from the grammar-
school to Clare Hall, Cambridge, and Queen's College,

Oxford, one to each ; and three, each of 50/., to either

Oxford or Cambridge. Bentley, Archbishop Potter, and
Dr. Radcliffe, the founder of the great library at Oxford,

were educated at the school. The school-room is com-
modious, and the number of boys who receive a classical

education is usually from thirty to forty. The Green-Coat
Charity, which clothes and educates about 125 children of

both sexes, was founded in 1707, and has an income of
600/., of which 500/. arise from lands bequeathed in 1674.

There is also a Lancasterian and two national schools, one
for boys and the other for girls. In 1823 a proprietary

school was established at Wakefield, with a capital of

15,000/. In 1833 there were three infant-schools in the

parish, attended by 270 children. In the parish the num-
ber of children attending day-schools in 1833 was 2100,

and Sunday-schools 1946. A literary and philosophical

society was established in 1827, and there is a mechanics'
institute. There are almshouses for men and women,
which are very liberally endowed. The property belonging
to them is vested in the hands of the trustees of the gram-
mar-school, who have the control of charitable funds

amounting altogether to about 1000/. per annum. There
is a dispensary and house of recovery, supported by sub-,

scription.

In the middle of the sixteenth century Leland stated

that « al the hole profite of the towne standeth by course

draperie.' The manufacture of woollen stuffs, which was
once extensively pursued at Wakefield, is now almost
entirely removed to Bradford and Halifax, but the woollen
cloth manufacture, though not on any large scale, and the
spinning of woollen and worsted yarn, are carried on

:

the dyeing of woollen stuffs is a very important branch of

industry. There are also roperies, iron-founderies, brew-
eries, snip-yards, starch-works, and copperas-works. The

most marked feature of the industry of the town in

present day has arisen from its situation between t u,«

population of consumers and an extensive dktrict cf

production, with both of which it is connected by ttr,

complete lines of river and canal navigation. Hi*
was rendered navigable to the Ouse in 1699, before wtnA
period manufactured goods were conveyed for ddpowrl i

distance of 30 miles by land-carriage. [Caidhl] The

Aire and Calder navigation is perhaps one of the fln«

lines of inland navigation in the kingdom, and by it »t
going vessels of one hundred tons burthen reach Wuet'ld
from the Humber. Goods shipped at Wakefield retch the

port of Goole, in the river Ouse, in eight hour*. Thttwi-

gable communication between Wakefield and the mm,
factoring districts of Yorkshire and Lancashire h man-

tained by the Calder and Hebble navigation, which, t.

a short distance from Wakefield, is divided into two

branches, the Huddersfield canal and the Rochdale cam'

the latter having a short branch to Halifax. At A*U-
under-Lyne the Huddersfield canal is joined by the PnV
Forest canal ; and from Manchester the comraumtt-

tion with Wakefield, by the Huddersfield and Rotbdai;

canals, is extended to Bolton, Bury, and other towns n

Lancashire, and by the Duke of Bridgwater's canal «f.i

the Mersey, thus uniting the eastern and western coiA

The Barnsley canal and others which join it connect ft

towns of Barnsley, Sheffield, and Rotherhatn with Vua«-

field. The North Midland railway from Derby to L«t

passes within a mile and a half of the town ; the Leeds vi

Manchester railway passes through the town, and is ran*:

over the Calder by an iron bridge ; at Normanton, ftv

miles from Wakefield, it joins the North Midland ; and
.'

Methley, a mile and a half farther, the North Midland !K-

is joined by the York and North Midland railway, mafcr.

continuous line from London to Darlington, with many is-

portant branches. From the agricultural districts Wi' :

field receives large quantities of corn and wool ; and c:

from the extensive colleries in the parish, and other nr.-

modities are exported to Lincolnshire, Norfolk. andSutVt

and recently coal has been sent to London. The colliepr-

in the parish gave employment to 300 adult males in !S3I

The corn trade of Wakefield employs about three hundrfi

vessels of from fifty to ninety tons each. The com-martr*.

held on Friday, is second only to that of London, and t!

frequently happens that for many weeks in succession tfc

quantity sold is greater than at Mark Lane. There are res:*

of large corn-warehouses ou the banks of the river. Mr'

which was formerly brought from other districts, is n-'

made at Wakefield to a very large extent. The wool-fin

are also on a large scale ; and every other Wednesday tbr

is a great cattle and sheep fair. There are fairs in Ji;

and November for horses, cattle, and pedlery. An inh-'i

bonding warehouse would add still more to the impwtaw.

of Wakefield as an entrepot.

The population of the parish of Wakefield was 16391 E

1801 ; 18,474, in 1811 ; 22,307. in 1821 ; 24,538, in 1(01

and 28,321, in 1841. In 1831 the population of Ahr

thorpe was 4859; Horbury, 2400; 8tanley, 3M7: »
Wakefield, 12,232: the population of the latter towwtu

was 20,000, in 1841, including the prison, asylum. &
The town does not possess a municipal corpontie.

A chief constable is appointed by the inhabitants. »ht

is sworn in by the steward of the lord of the mr."

at a court leet. Wakefield returns one meaaber to

liament under the Reform Act, which first confer^

upon it the privilege. The number of elector* in If**-
11

was 809. The parliamentary borough comprises the to**

ship of Wakefield and parts of Alverthorpe and Stanlr;-

The chief constable is the returning officer. Wakefield *

also the place of election for the members for the Wef

Riding.

(Baines's Yorkihire Directory; Boundary Rip**1

Parliamentary Papert ; Private Communication.)
WAKEFIELD, REV. GILBERT, was bom 22nd Fe-

bruary, 1756, in (he parsonage-house of St. Nieolai a

Nottingham, and was the third son of the Rev. Gewjt

Wakefield, then rector of that parish. His paternal «
cestors had been for many generations proprietori of 1

small estate at Stakenhi 11 in Derbyshire, which was d»

sipated by his grandfather's elder brother ; his mofVr'

family, whose name was Russell, had been long aettW <*

the town of Nottingham. His father, who afterwards t«-

came vicar of Kingston-upon-Thames, died it Rkhmos"
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Surrey, in 1T76, in his fifty-sixth year'; hU mother survived
till 1800, when she died at Hackney, aged seventy-nine.
His eldest brother Thomas, who succeeded his father as
vicar of Kingston, held that living till his death in 1806.

After having been taught to read at home, Gilbert was
sent, in May, 1759, to a school kept by an old lady at Not-
tingham ; in his fifth year he was put to a writing-school

;

from that he went at the age of seven to the Nottingham
free grammar-school ; which two years after he exchanged
for that of VVilford, in the neighbourhood of his native
town.

In 1767, on his father's removal to Kingston, or rather

to Richmond, where he took up his residence, that cha-
pelry being annexed to the vicarage, he was put to a
school kept by his father's curate, under whom he began
the study of Greek ; from this teacher, whom he describes

as miserably incompetent, he was transferred two years
after to the charge of the Rev. Richard Wooddeson, at

Kingston, with whom he remained till that gentleman
crave up his school and removed to Chelsea in 1772 ; when
Wakefield, now in his seventeenth year, was sent to Jesus
College, Cambridge.

Here he applied himself almost exclusively to classical

studies. 'Our college lectures in algebra and logic,' he
says in his Memoirs, ' were odious to me beyond descrip-

tion;' adding however, 'As to the elements of geometry
and algebra, these are in themselves so extremely plain, so

accessible to every capacity, and carry with them such
beautiful and engaging evidence—truth in her very es-

sence—that I can scarcely account for an indisposition to

such theories but from a defect of judgment or dexterity

i n the teacher.' In the third year of his residence he wrote
tor Dr. Brown's three medals; and, although he admits
t hat his Greek Ode and his two epigrams (one Greek, the
other Latin) were worthless, he maintains that his Hora-
t ian Latin ode, which also failed, deserved a better fate.

In 1775 he commenced the study of Hebrew ; having acci-

dentally discovered what he calls 'the abominable stu-

pidity—a stupidity which no words can sufficiently stig-

matise—of learning that language with the points,' and
obtained a Masclcf 's Grammar, which enabled him, he
&ays, in the eourse of ten days, by the help only of Bux-
torf's 'Lexicon,' to read nine or ten of the first chapters
in Genesis, 'without much difficulty and with infinite

delight.'

In January, 1776, he took his Bachelor's degree, and in

April following he was elected to a fellowship in his col-

lege. In the same year appeared his first publication, a
->mall 4to. volume of Latin poems, ' Poemata Latine partim
.scripts, partim reddita,' which was printed at the Uni-
versity press.

In March, 1778, Wakefield was ordained deacon by Dr.
Hinebcliffe, bishop of Peterborough. He had been from
his earliest years, as he continued to the end of his life,

strongly attached to the study of theology ; but his opinions
had already begun to take that deviation from the common
standard which ultimately carried him out of the pale of
the church in which . he had been born and educated.
' Even then,' he says, speaking of his entering into holy
orders, ' I was so little satisfied with the requisition of sub-
scription, and the subjeets of that subscription themselves,
that I have since regarded this as the most disingenuous
action of my whole life, utterly incapable of palliation or

apology *, and I hold it out accordingly to the severest re-

probation of every honest reader.' About three weeks
alter his ordination he left the University for the curacy of
Stockport in Cheshire, of which the Rev. John Watson
was incumbent ; but he remained in this situation only for

a few months, quitting it before the end of the year for

the curacy of St. Peters at Liverpool,—
'
principally,' he

states, ' with a view of establishing a day-school in that

town, if a suitable opportunity should present itself.' In
March, 1779, he married Miss Watson, the niece of his

late rector. 'While I continued at Liverpool,' he says,

'I persevered in reading the New and Old Testaments
with all possible attention and assiduity. My objections

to the creed ofmy forefathers were daily multiplying, and
my determination was already made to quit the church
for some other line of life on the first opportunity. My
attachment however to theology would never suffer me to

think with tranquillity of transferring myself to any other

profession, independently of additional objections of a very

serious nature to such an alteration in my plan of life.'

In August, 1779, on the invitation of the trustees of the
Dissenting Academy at Warrington, he removed thither to
fill the situation of classical master in that establishment.
While here, he published, in 1781, his first theological
work, 'A New Translation of the First Epistle of Paul the
Apostle to the Thessalonians,' 8vo. This was followed in
the same year by ' A Plain and Short Aocount of the Na-
ture of Baptism,' 12mo. ; and an ' Essay on Inspiration,'
8vo. All. three publications were brought out at the
Warrington press, as was also 'A New Translation of the
Gospel of St. Matthew,' 4to., which he produced in the
following year. For the first six years after his leaving col-
lege, he intimates, the Greek and Roman writers received
a very small portion of his attention ; but while at War-
rington he prosecuted the study of Hebrew, learned Syriac
and Chaldee, acquired a perfect knowledge of the Sama-
ritan and Syro-Clialdaic, formed some acquaintance with
the yEthiopic, Arabic, and Persian, and read the Coptic
version of the New Testament. He remained at Warring-
ton till the Academy was broken up in 1783, after it had
existed twenty-six years. On this he retired in the firbt

instance to the village of Bramcoate in Nottinghamshire,
with the intention of taking pupils into his house ; but he
did not succeed in procuring any. While here he pub-
lished anonymously, at London, a small tract in 12mo., en-
titled 'Directions for the Student in Theology,' and also
the first volume, in 8vo., of his * Enquiry into the Opinions
of the Christian Writers of the Three First Centuries con-
cerning the Person of Jesus Christ,' a work which he never
carried farther. In May, 1784, he removed to his brother's
parish of Richmond in Surrey, and advertised for pupils
there, but was as unsuccessful as at Bramcoate ; and at

Michaelmas in the same year he took up his residence in
his native town of Nottingham. L'p to this time he had
continued to preach occasionally ; a sermon which he
preached at Richmond on 2i)lli July, 1784, the thanks-
giving-day on account of the peace, was soon alter

printed ; and he also appeared two or three times in the
Nottingham pulpits in 1785 and 1780. But from that last

date he became not only wholly alienated from the esta-

blished church, but its open and bitter assailant, although
he never joined any body of dissenters. Indeed he came
at last to the conclusion that public worship in any form
was wrong.
He got some pupils at Nottingham, and remained there

for six years. During this period his publications were

—

an edition of 'The Poems of Mr. Gray, with Notes,' 8vo.,

Lond., 178C; an edition of Virgil's 'Georgics,' 8vo., 1788,
from the Cambridge University press ;

' Remarks on Dr.
Horsley's Ordination Sermon,' 12mo., Lond., 17bH ;

1 Four
Marks of Antichrist,' 8vo. Lond., 1788 ;

' A New Transla-

tion of those parts of the New Testament which are

wrongly translated in our Common Version,' 8vo., Lond.,

1789 ; ' An Address to the Inhabitants of Nottingham' (on
the Test Laws), 8vo., Lond., 1789; 'Remarks on the In-

ternal Evidence of the Christian Religion,' 8vo., Lond.,

1789 ;
' Silva Critica, sive in Auctores Sacros Profanosque

Commentaiius Fhilologus, Pais prima,' 8vo., 1789, from
the Cambridge University press ;

' An Address to Dr. Hors-
ley. Bishop of St. David's, on the Liturgy of the Church of

England,' 8vo., Birmingham, 1790 ; ' Silva Critica, Pars
secunda,' 8vo., Cambridge, 1790 ; and ' Cursor)' Reflections

on the Corporation and Test Acts,' 8vo., Birmingham,
1790. He always wrote w ith extraordinary rapidity, and
certainly often with very little consideration, and he gene-
rally rushed to the press with his manuscript before the

ink was dry. He was however a hard 6tudent, methodical,
punctual, and a great economist of his time. In this way
he found leisure for a good deal of society, and also for

some rather singular indulgences. ' During my abode at

Nottingham,' he relates, ' I never failed to attend all the

capital punishments that took place there ; courting at all

times every circumstance which might read me a whole-
some lecture on mortality, or suggest an additional motive
of gratitude to God for the comforts of my own con-
dition.'

In July, 1790, however, he was induced to leave this and
the other attractions of Nottingham by an invitation to

become classical tutor in the dissenting academy at Hack-
ney. But this situation he only held till June, 1791. A
quarrel with his colleagues finally induced him to give in
his resignation, after some minor causes had contributed
to make him dissatisfied with his position.

3S J*
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Towards the end of the year 1781 he published at Lon-

don one of his most considerable works, his ' Translation

of the New Testament, with Notes,' in 3 vols. 8vo. This
performance, in which he had the good taste to adheTe to

the words of the existing translation wherever he thought
they conveyed the correct sense, was not unfavourably
received, and he produced a second edition of it, in 2 vols.,

in 1795. Its first publication was immediately followed by
' An Enquiry into the Expediency and Propriety of Public
or Social Worship,' 8vo., Lond., 1791, a tract which made
some noise, was twice reprinted in this and the next year,

and drew forth several answers, to which he replied in

two additional expositions of his views published in 1792.

In 1792 also appeared a third part of his ' Silva Critica,'

printed, like the two former parts, at the Cambridge Uni-
versity press. And in the same year he published, in one
vol. 8vo., his ' Memoirs ' of his own life, which he is said

to have written in twelve days. The work certainly has

the appearance of having been rather rapidly composed.
For the next six years nis biography is merely the history

of the appearance of his successive publications : for, con-
tinuing to reside at Hackney, he now sought no other em-
ployment except writing for the booksellers. In 1793 he
brought out a fourth part of his 1 Silva Critica,' at London,
at his own expense, the curators refusing him the further

use of the Cambridge press. The same year he published,

in 8vo., a treatise on the ' Evidences of Christianity,' being
an enlarged edition of the tract on the same subject he
hnd published in 1789. He now turned for the 61*1 time

to politics, or to theologico-political discussion, and in

1794 published three pamphlets : ' The Spirit of Christi-

anity compared with the Spirit of the Times in Great

Britain,' which went through three editions ; an answer to

Paine, under the title of ' An Examination of the Age of

Reason,' of which a second edition was called for the

same year ; and a vehement philippic against the war with
France, in the form of ' Remarks on the General Orders
of the Duke of York to his Army.' Then, striking into

another new path, he produced his first complete edition

of an antient classic—a Horace, with notes, and what he
called an amended text— in 2 vols. 12mo., Lond., 1794.

It is renowned for a proposed conversion of ' O beate

Sexti,' in the 4th ode of the 1st book, into ' O bea te,

Sexti,' which is set down without a thought being given
to the inadmissibility of such a reading on the most ob-
vious metrical grounds. The Horace was followed the
same year by a selection of Greek Tragedies, in 2 vols.

8vo., and that by a first volume of an edition of the
' Works of Pope,' 8vo., Warrington, which was not con-
tinued. A fifth part of the ' Silva Critica,' 8vo., Lond., a
12rao. volume of ' Poetical Translations from the Antients,'

an edition, in a volume of the same size, of the remains

of Bion and Moschus, and a ' Reply to the Second Part

of Paine's Age of Reason,' 8vo., all appeared in 1795. His
publications of the next year were :—an edition of Virgil,

with a few notes, in 2 vols. 12mo. ; an 8vo. volume of
' Observations on Pope ;' 'A Reply to the Letter of Ed-
mund Burke, Esq., to a Noble Lord,' which went through
three editions ; and a new edition, with notes, of Pope's
Translation of the Iliad, in 1 1 vols. 8vo. This year also

appeared the first volume, in 4to., of his Lucretius, of all

his editions of antient authors the one that was most
wanted and upon which he has bestowed the greatest

pains, and the only one that remains in any estimation.

The second and third volumes followed in the course of
the succeeding year, 1797 ; which gave birth besides to a
Latin pamphlet—'Diatribe Extemporalis,' as he entitled
it—on Poreon's new edition of the ' Hecuba ;' ' A Letter to
Jacob Bryant, Esq., concerning his Dissertation on the
War of Troy,' 4to. ; and 'A Letter to William Wilberforce,

Esq., on the subject of his late Publication' (his 'Practical
View of Christianity'). The last-mentioned publication
reached a second edition.

In January, 1798, Dr. Watson, bishop of Llandaff, came
forward in the new character of a champion of the war, in
a pamphlet which he entitled ' An Address to the People
of Great Britain.' Both the drift of this address, and what
aeemed to him the apostasy of the writer, kindled Wake-
field's very combustible temper ; and on the evening of
the day on which it eame into his hands he finished a very
vehement ' Reply to some parts of the Bishop of Llandaff's
Address,' which he immediately sent to the press. It was
published by Mr. John Cuthell, of Middle Kow, Holborn,

a dealer in old books, to whom he brought it without in
intimatipn of its nature. Cuthell was thereupon iadkbj

for the publication of a seditious libel ; and being tnrf

before Lord Kenyon and a special jury at Westminster, t«

the 21st of February, 1799, was found guilty, and on tts

18th of April following was sentenced to pay a 6m a
thirty marks. Wakefield repaid Cuthell all theexprun

to which he had been put, amounting to 153/. 4t. Si. 1

sum which he afterwards described as equal to tbt dm
annual income of all he was worth. Wakefield himsrK

was also tried at Westminster the same day with Cuthell

:

and Johnson, a bookseller, who had sold some copin 01

the pamphlet, a few days after before the same jodpti

Guildhall: we are not informed what was Johnson 1 to-

tence ; but Wakefield, who, in the interim between tt*

conviction of Johnson and his being himself brought or

for judgment, published ' A Letter to Sir John Scott, bo

Majesty 's attorney-general, on the subject of a late trial n

Guildhall' (that of Johnson), was sentenced by Mr. Jostier

Grose, on the 30th of May, to be imprisoned in Dorchotrr

jail for two years, and to give security for his ro&l

behaviour for five years after the expiration of that torn,

himself in 500/., and two others in 250/. each. A tubcer;-

tion was immediately raised for him among the lriendic!

opposition politics, which ultimately amounted to tbw!

5000/. He printed and gave away, but did not reguWi

publish, his ' Defence,' and two subsequent addresses 1

the court of King's Bench, one actually delivered, the rtlr

only intended to have been delivered ; and he bore

fortitude and good humour his two years' incarcerate

which, with the exception of some impositions in mow;

matters by the jailor, does not appear to have been attends!

with any unusual hardship. While in prison he pnntrf

an imitation, in English verse, of the Tenth Satire «

Juvenal, 12mo., 1800 ; and also the same year a tntoU

tion, in an 8vo. pamphlet, of ' Some Essays of Dion Chn-

sostom, with Notes.' In 1801 he published a small 12nc

tract on some discoveries he supposed he had made at t'

the laws of Greek hexameter verse, under the titlt

' Noctes Carcerariae.' His release took place on the 29t»

of May, 1801 ; upon which he immediately hurried >

London, and commenced a course of lectures on the Sew
Book of the jEneid, the delivery of which occupied h:r

till the beginning of July. On the 27th of August he «*

taken ill of what turned out to be typhus fever, whits

carried him ofF on the 9th of September. He left, besid'-.

his widow, four sons and two daughters.

All Wakefield's publications have been mentioned r

the above sketch, except ' An Essay on the Origin of A'-

phabetical Characters' (endeavouring to prove that the

must have been revealed from Heaven), which he cobD'.-

nicated, in 1784, to the Literary and Philosophical Socio

of Manchester, and which is printed in the second voter

of their Transactions, and, in an enlarged and amend*

form, with the second edition of his Memoirs; and tcv

papers which he contributed to various periodical publics-

tions, especially the 'Theological Repository' and t*»

' Monthly Magazine' He had also made connderal !

collections for a Greek and English Lexicon, which re-

mained after his death in possession of his family. A r*»

edition of his Memoirs, extended to two volumes. v>-

brought down to the close of his life, was published It ^
friends, Messrs. John Towill Rutt and Arnold W«inewns#.

in 1804 ; and a ' Collection of Letters ' that passed betven

him and Charles Fox, chiefly upon points of classcii

criticism, has since been published.

His scholarship, in its amount and character, has bet-

ably estimated by Dr. Parr, in a letter printed in the t*ro-«

edition of his Memoirs, vol. ii., pp. 437-453, although !>'

deficiencies may perhaps be thought to be touched by I-

friend and admirer with a lenient hand. He had evident.'

read rapidly a great deal of Greek and Latin, and, br t>

help of a memory which he used to complain of **

good, had retained an unusually large proportion of >'<

miscellaneous intellectual sustenance which he had l!*1

taken in ; but, partly from imperfections in the manner -

which he had been educated, partly from defects of menO'

character, he was not and never could have become elite

a profound or a refined scholar. Both his Latin style

his English are vicious and* barbarous in the extreme. <'

his moral nature a very able dissection is quoted. «pj»

rently from the ' British Critic,' in the article about him >'

Chalmers's * Biographical Dictionary.' Honest and I
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minded he certainly was, as well ns warm-hearted ; but
his ardour became intemperance and ferocity whenever it

• n countered opposition, and his honesty only made him
ilie more intolerant of difference of opinion upon any
Mibject in another, a thing for which he had no name
except only knavery or imbecility. No man ever adhered
io the most maturely considered conclusions with more
pertinacity than he did to judgments which he would form
in the most precipitate manner.
WAKES, holiday festivals which are kept once a year

in some of the rural districts of England. They are the
i emains of certain religious wakes, wakings, or vigils, fol-

'•uved by a festival, which were once held in all the
i Jimtry parishes. Previous to the Reformation in Eng-
i.ind, every church, when it was consecrated, was dedicated
! u some particular saint or martyr, and every rural parish
ad its wake every year, and most of them had two wakes,

on the day of dedication, the 'dies dedications,' and
.mother on the birth-day of the saint, the 'propria fes-

i:\itas sancti.' These church festivals seem to have been
• published by the early popes and bishops soon after the
ulroduction of Christianity into England, in the place of

' tie heathen festivals to which the people had been accus-
' -ined. Bede (Eccl. Hist., lib. i., cap. 30) states that Pope
i Memory, in his letter to Melitus, a British abbot, says,

Whereas the people were accustomed to sacrifice many
xen in honour of daemons, let them celebrate a religious

(I solemn festival, and not slay the animals diaboio, to

ie devil, but to be eaten by themselves ad laudemDei, to

ie praise of God;' and in the same letter the people
' ere directed to make booths and tents with the boughs

I trees adjoining to the churches, ' circa easdem eccle-
-IJS,'

Iii the Saxon times the church method of reckoning the
iv was from sunset to sunset, so that the Sunday and

< clival and fast days began about six o'clock on the even-

< preceding the day itself, and the eve was in fact the

mmencement of the sacred day, when the people were
customed to repair to the church and to join in the reli-

j'jus exercises. These night devotions were called in

\"?]o-Saxon wseccan, wakes, and the night itself was
tiled the eve (the Anglo-Saxon sefyn or seven), which
plains why Christmas-eve and other eves of sacred days

recede the day itself. On these occasions the floor of
ie church was strewed with rushes and sweet-smelling
erhs [Rush-bearing], the altar and pulpit were adorned

• ith green boughs and flowers, and tents were erected
n the churchyard, which were supplied with provisions

n<l ale. The eve was dedicated to devotion ; the follow-

day to festivity. These festivals gradually deviated in

n ist parishes from the original purposes for which they were
diluted. The inhabitants of neighbouring parishes at-

wuled each other's festivals, and others came from a dis-

ance, especially if the saint was of high reputation

;

inkers and pedlars frequented them with their wares,
' d the religious wakes were converted into fairs and
nes of dissolute indulgence. The wakes continued to

" kept in this way till 1536, when Henry VIII., by an act
i convocation, ordered the festival of the saint's day to be
liolished, and that of the dedication of the church to be
••pt on the first Sunday in October in all the parishes,
in the saint's day was the favourite festival of the people;
l ev gradually ceased to attend the festival of the dedica-
>n, and it has long been entirely discontinued, while the

nut's day festival still subsists in the altered form of a
oiintry wake.

•Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, by Hone ; Brand's Po-
<'<"• Antiquities, by Ellis. "i

WALAFRI'DUS, or WALHAFRE'DUS, surnamed
Strabo' or ' Strabus,' because his eyes were awry, was a
icrman monk who lived in the first part of the ninth
•iitury. Some writers have thought that he was an
\n?lo-Saxon, and a brother of Bede, but Fabricius proves
>y the monk's own words that he was a native of Suabia
'i Germany, an opinion which now seems to be general.
Ie received his education in the monastery of St. Gallen,
•inch was then one of the most famous schools in
" i many, and he finished his studies in the monastery of
i; Ida, under the celebrated Rabanus Maurus. After

•i\ ing taken orders, he became dean of St. Gallen, and
n H42 he was chosen abbot of Reichenau (Augia Dives)
n the diocese of Constance. It is said that for some time
ne was head master of the school in the monastery of

Hirsfeld. He died in 849, in France, where he was tra-

velling on some business. Walafridus was a learned man
for his time ; he is the author of several works on divinity,

ecclesiastical history, and botany ; the most remarkable
arc :—

' De Officiis Divinis, sive de Exordiiset Incrementis
Rerum Ecclesiasticarum,' which is contained in the
' Bibliotheca Patrum Maxima,' and in several other col-

lections of early writers on divinity ; ' Vita B. Galli Con-
fessoris,'' in Goldast's ' Scriptores Rerum Alemannicarum ;'

'Vita S. Othmari Abbatis,' in Goldast's 'Vita S. Blait-

maici Abbatis, Hiiensis, et Martyris,' in ' Acta Sanctorum,**
* Bibliotheca Patrum Maxima,' and in several other col-*

lections ;
' Hortulus'—this little work on botany, which was

much esteemed, is written in Latin verse ; it was pub-
lished at Niirnberg, 1512, 4to. ; Freiburg im Breisgau,

1530, 8vo. ; Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1564, 1571, 8vo.

;

Venice, 1547; Basel, 1627; it is likewise contained in se-

veral collections, as in the ' Bibliotheca Patrum Maxima,'
in the ' Bibliotheca Patrum Coloniensis,' &c. ; ' Glossae
Latino-Barbaricae de Partibus Humani Corporis rursum ex
Doctrina Rabani Mauri per Walafridum descriptae,' in

Goldast cited above. ' Glossae ordinariae interlineares

in Scripturam Sacram:' it has been supposed that

Rabanus Maurus is the author of it, and that Walafridus
only put it together. Editions of it are contained in the
different ' Bibliothecae Patrum,' as well as in some other
collections cited above. The first edition is a large finely-

printed folio, without date or place, and supposed to have
been printed at Venice about 1480. (Catalogue of the
Library of the Duke of Sussex, vol. i. pt. 2.) Some
French writers attribute to Walafridus the beginning of
the celebrated ' Annates Fuldenses.' A complete catalogue
of the works and other literary productions of Walafridus'
is contained in Fabricius, Bibliotheca Lalina Mediae et

Infimae Aetatis ; 3'6cheT,Allgeineines Gelehrten-Lexicon ,

sub voc. ' Strabo (Walafridus) ;' Biographie Universelle.

WALAN, the name of a tree in Amboyna, which was
first described and figured by Rumphius, in his ' Herbarium
Amboinense,' and called by him Ichthyoctonos montana.
It is a large tree, and much valued by the natives of the
island in which it grows. It i&ery rare, and the descrip-

tion of Rumphius is too imperfect to allow at present of
its being assigned to any particular division of the vege-
table kingdom. It has a straight trunk, very high, covered
with a thick fragile bark, of a pale reddisn colour above,

but a darker red at the lower part ; the wood is white, but
brown in the centre of old trunks, and is very solid and
compact ; the roots are large and of a bright red colour,

the same as the base of the trunk ; the branches are thick,

cylindrical, alternate, knotty, tuberculated, and furnished

with petiolated leaves, which are alternate, seated close

together, and are thick, oval, pointed, eight or ten inches
long, and three or four wide. The flowers do not appear
to have been seen by Rumphius, although he has repre-

sented them in his figure as solitary and axillary, and con-
sisting simply of four sepals. The fruit is a pome and as

large as an orange, and having the same form, but some-
what more elongated. At the base it is surrounded by a
permanent calyx with 5 lobes ; from this circumstance it is

probable that the flowers in the figure are altogether hypo-
thetical. The fruit is at first yellow, but on drying becomes
red and finally black. Its interior is filled with a dry and
fungous pulp of a pale yellow colour and an insipid taste,

which envelops four or five seeds or nuts, which are at-

tached to the summit of the fruit by an equal number of
long cords. Each seed is two inches long and one
broad, compressed, roughish, and of a fine brown colour.

The inhabitants, of the isle of Amboyna use the bark of

the roots of the Walan for catching fish. Before it is used

for this purpose it is powdered, and this process by the na-

tives is always attended with a peculiar ceremony. The bark

of the root is the part of the tree employed, and when it is

collected for fishing, a large party attends. It is powdered
by a single individual with a large stone, and whilst this

process is going on, the rest lie round the stone in a circle

;

when all is over, a signal is given by one of them crowing
like a cock

;
they then arise and collect the powder into

little baskets which is reserved for use. In catching the

fish other ceremonies are employed. The party goes in

the morning early, and after throwing the powder upon
the water and mixing it till it foams, they cast a net over

the river, and then retire from the river maintaining a
death-like silence till the poison has acted on the t3sh. In
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the course of an hour the net is generally found full of
half-dead fish. The fish will recover from the effect of

the poison if thrown into fresh water, and are quite whole-
some as food, although they will not keep so long as fish

eaught by other means. Rumphius procured some of the

bark, and, omitting the ceremonies, found it a very success-

ful mode of fishing. The bark of this tree does not seem
to be an active poison ; the powder affects the eyes very

much, and produces inflammation. The use of the powder
amongst the natives is confined to particular families, and
;fhere is a belief that any others who should use it would be
afflicted with various diseases. This will account perhaps
fur the eeremony with which it is used. Persons who bathe
in water impregnated with the powder of the tree experi-

ence a tingling sensation of the skin.

(Rumphius, Herbarium Amboinense, vol. iii., p. 214.)

WALCH, JOHANN GEORG, a distinguished German
divine, was born at Meiningen, in 1693. His father was gene-
mi superintendent of the Protestant church in the duchy of

Saxe-Weimar. In 1710 he went to the university of Jena,
where he studied divinity and philology, and of which he
became afterwards one of the first ornaments. In 1724 he
was appointed extraordinary professor of divinity in the

university of Jena; and in 1726 he took hisdegree of P.D.,
and was appointed ordinary professor of divinity, an office

which he held till his death in 1775.
Walch distinguished himself as a scholar at a very early

age. In 1712, when he was only nineteen, he published a
good edition of VelleiusPatercufus, which he accompanied
with an index and valuable notes ; in 1714 he published
* Diatriba de Vita et Stilo C. Cornelii Taciti,' a work cha-
racterized by sound judgment, though the production of a
youth of twenty-one. His works are numerous, the prin-

cipal are :—1, ' Philosophisches Lexicon, darin die in alien

Theilen der Philosophie furkommenden Materien und
Kunstworter erklart werden,' Leipzig, 8vo., 1726. This
work ran through four editions, and was a standard book
tijl new philosophical terms came in use, together with
the establishment of the school of Kant, which in its turn
was superseded by the systems of Fichte, Hegel, and Schel-

ling. 2, ' Histona Critica Latins Lingua;,' Leipzig, 8vo.,

1716 ; ran through four editions. 3, ' Histonsche und
Theologkche Einleitung in die vornehmsten Religions-

Streitigkeiten,' 5 vols. 8vo., Jena, 1724-36. 4, ' Historische

und Theologische Einleitung in die vornehmsten Religions-

Streitigkeiten der Evangelischen Kirche, 5 vols. 8vo., Jena,
1730-39. 5, ' Bibliotheca Patristica literarijs Adnotationi-
bus instructa,' 8vo., Jena, 1720 ; 2nd edition, Jena, 1834,

by Professor Danz. 6, ' Bibliotheca Theologica selecta,

literariis Adnotationibus instructa,' 4 vols. 8vo., Jena,
1757-65.* 7, Dr. Martin Luther's ' Siimmtliche Schriften,'

24 vols. 4to., Halle, 1740-50. A carefully revised edition

of the works of Luther ; the 14th volume contains Luther's
Latin version of the Bible, which was separately published
by Walch in 1745. Walch also published an edition of
Lactantius, Leipzig, 1715; 2nd edition, 1735. His princi-
pal works are in the library of the British Museum. Walch
was the father of three sons, Johann Ernst Immanuel,
Christian Wilhelm Franz, and Karl Fricdrich, each of
whom attained a high rank in the learned literature of Ger-
many.

(Brucker, Bilder-tal keutiges Taxes lebendcr und (lurch
Gelcftrtheit beriihmter Schriflsteller (with portraits by
Haid), the fifth biography in the fourth ' Zehnt.' This
splendid work is divided into ten zehnts. or ' tenths,' and 1

without pages. Comp. Gossen, Das Gelehrte Europa.)
WALCH, CHRISTIAN WILHELM FRANZ, one of

the greatest divines of Germany, was the second son of

'

Johann Gcorg Walch. and the brother of Johann Ernst ,

Immanuel Walch. He was born at Jena in 1726, and
after having studied divinity in that university, travelled
with his brother Immanuel in France and Italy. The
learned Italian Gori invited him and his brother to contri-
bute to his ' Symbola Literaria,' and Gori wrote several
memoirs for the ' Transactions' of the Societas Latina at i

Jena. In 1750 Walch was appointed extraordinary profes-
sor of philosophy in the university of Jena ; in 1753 he
was chosen president of the Societas Latina in this town

;

in 1754 he went to Gottingen as extraordinary professor of
divinity ; he became ordinary professor of divinity in 1757-

'

He died suddenly in 1784, whilst talking with his wife and
children.

Walch wrote many works on classical literature, divinity,

and ecclesiastical history, many of which are among t!y

best of their kind, and they all bear the marks cf t

superior mind and extensive learning. A complete epi-

logue of his works is given in the authority cited U>i

,

and the greater part of them are in the library of the Br.-

tish Museum. The following are the principal KorV» -

1, ' Antiquitates Pallii Philosophici veterum Christum
rum,' Jena, 1746. The first section of this book trait gi

the pallium of the antient philosophers; and the second g!

thej>allium assumed by Christian philosopher*. 2, 'Oral:-

de Eloquent ia Latina veterum Germanorum,' 1720; a.i in-

teresting little book, in which the author shows that a cos-

siderable number of antient Germans, among whom ti-

Arminius, the conqueror of Varus, were well acquimv:

with tHe Roman language and literature : there art c.

hypotheses or opinions in this book ; it is founded on fc»

stated by Roman authors. 3, ' Historia Patriarrkn_

Judaeorum quorum in Libris Juris Romani fit Mciti;

1751. The object of this work is to show that even dur.^

the later period of the Roman empire the Jews contirx .

to live under the moral inspection of ' patriarch!,' a Gr>..

word translated from the Hebrew, and which, accordir..- :

<

Walch, was first used by the ' Seventy' of Alexandria ; ft

Roman laws referred to by the author are the tituli, • I>

Judaeis,' ' Coelicolis,' and ' Samaritanis,' in the Codrs .:

Theodosius and Justinian. 4, ' Compendium Hiit<.:<

Ecclesiasticae reccntissimae,' Gottingen, 1757. 5, 'rjitw.

einer vollstiindigen Historie der Kirchen-Ventammlurcr.
Leipzig, 1759. 6, ' Monimenta Medii Aevi ex Bit/, -

theca Regia Hanoverana,' 2 vols. 8vo., Gottingen, \>
7, ' Grundsiitae der Kirchcngeschichte des Neuen T.>--

ments,' 4 vols. 8vo.. 2nd edition, Gottingen, \7iil-

8, ' Grundsatze der Natiirliehen Gottesgelehrsamkeit.'

edition, Gottingen, 177."). 9, ' Kritische Untermrf. .

:

vom Gebrauch der Heiligen Schrift unter den alten I li-

sten in den ersten vier Jahrhunderten,' Leipzig, 1~

10, ' Neueste Religions Geschichte,' 9 vols. 8vo., Uc:
1771-83. 11, ' Bibliotheca Symbolica vetus ex Momm
tis Quinque priorum Saeeulorum maxime collects.'

Lemgo, 1770. 12, ' Bibliotheca Philologica,' 3 vols, n
Gottingen, 1770-77. 13, ' Entwurf eiher volldai ii

Historie der Ketzereien, Spaltunge.n und ReligionvS:.

tigkeiten, bis auf die Zeiten der Reformation,' 11 >

8vo., Leipzig, 1762-85. This work made great sen:.*,

throughout all Europe, and the Germans call it* s-' •

generally, Der Ketzer-Walch (Ketzer signifies a hereti.

.

order to distinguish him from his brothers, his father.

.

so many other writers whose name is Walch. Wild
also the author of an excellent biography of Cathennc <•

Bora, the wife of Luther, which is preceded by her jo

trait engraved after the original painting of Lucas Crou...

The younger brother of Walch, Karl Friedrich, bora i*

1734, was professor of law at Gottingen, and afternani-

Jena, where he died in 1799. He is the author of w*<

;

distinguished works on jiuisprudence, such as, • Glo»3r .

Germanicum Interpretation! Constitutions Criminali>( ••

linae intereerviens,' Jena, 1790. The ' Constitute
nalis Carolina," or the Criminal Code issued by the

peior Charles V., is still in use in some parts of Gwu*
as the duchy of Brunswick and the kingdom of Hani".

(Strodtniann, Das JSeue Gelehrte Europa, part U •

vol. iv., p. 455, &c.
; Catalogues of the Library of

'

British Museum.)
WALCH. JOHANN ERNST IMMANUEL, «a» U

et Jeua on the 29th of August, 1725. His father^

Johann Georg Walch, a divine, and his mother *a>

daughter of the learned Budreus (Budf). He studied din.'

at Jena, and in 1747 undertook a long journey
brother Christian Wilhelm Franz, to France, Italy, a

1

several other countries. Though the two brothers

rather young, the name of their father procured
everywhere a favourable reception. They thus
intimate terms with Assemani, the cardinals Maffti t~

Passionei, as well as with several other celebrated roeo

»

Rome. It is said that they were presented to pope Bt'j-

dict XIV., who asked them if they were the sons oi 'b<

celebrated heretic J. G. Walch. In 1759 J. E.I. Wi-.
was appointed professor of divinity at Jena, his name bra:

already known by several works on ecclesiastical hi»t' :
"'

Next to divinity, natural history was his favourite sew-'-

which he cultivated with great success, as may be ^
from his works on natural history, cited below. "He »* :

member of many learned societies in Italy, German) a-
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other countries. He died on the 1st of December, 1778.

His principal works are—1, 'De Christianorum sub Dio-
cletiano in Hispania Persecutione,' 8vo., Jena, 1751

;

2, ' Marmor Hispaniae antiquum Vexationis Christianorum
Neronianae insigne Documentum illustratum,' 4to., Jena,

1750 ; 2nd edition, under the title ' Persequutionis Christi-

anae Neronianae in Hispania ex antique Monumento pro-
handae uberior Explanatio,' 4to., Jena, 1753 ; 3, 'Acta
Societatis Lntinae Jenensis, edita,' 4 vols. 8vo., Jena, 1752-
55. The Transactions of this Society, which were under the

care of Walch for several years, contain many of his minor
productions

; 4, 'Dissertationesin Acta Apostolorum,' 3 vols,

•lto., Jena, 1756-61
; 5, ' De Arte critica veterum Roma-

norum Literaria,' 3rd edition, Jena, 1771 ;
6, 'DasSteinreich

sptematisch entworfen' (a system of mineralogy), 2 vols.

8vo., 2nd edition, Halle, 1769; 7, ' Antiquitates Medicae
selectae,' 8vo., Jena, 1772 ; 8, ' Sigillum Medici Ocularii

Romani nuper in Agro Jenensi repertum et Observationibus
illustratum,' 4to., Jena, 1763 ;

9, ' Georg Wolfgang Knorr's
Sammlung von Merkwiirdigkeiten der Natur und den
Alterthiimern des Erdbodens welcher petrificirte Corper
enthalt, herauszegeben mit Classifications-Tabellen, &c,
von J. E. I. Walch, mit illuminirten Kupfertafeln, etc.,'

7 parts, in 3 vols, fol., Niirnberg, 1768-73. This col-

lection of Knorr's was celebrated all over Europe.
Siatius Muller had published a catalogue of it, with a de-
scription of the different objects, but this work was incom-
plete and without any systematical order. The work of
Walch however is still considered a model for similar

works : a French translation of it was published in 1775,
and a Dutch in 1779- The principal works of Walch are

in the library of the British Museum.
(ljtbi>nigeschichte des tcohlseligen Herrn Hofraths

J'lhann Ernst hnmanuel Walch, Jena, 1780, 8vo., con-
tains a complete catalogue of his works and minor pro-
ductions.)

WALCHEREN. [Zealand.]
WALCK-VOGEL, or WALGH-VOGEL. [Dodo; Stru-

WALDECK, a principality in the north of Germany,
consists of two parts: 1, the principality or county of
Waldeck, properly so called, which is situated between
51° 4' and 51°3PN. lat., and between 8° 31' and 9° 12'

E. long. ; it is bounded on the west and north by the
Prussian province of Westphalia, on the east and south by
Hesse-Darmstadt ; 2, the county of Pyrmont, which is

situated on the left bank of the We«er. between the terri-

tories of Lippe, Hanover, and Prussia. The area of the
whole is 450 square miles, and it is divided into four baili-

wicks, three of which belong to Waldeck, the former
county of Pyrmont being the fourth. The county of

Waldeck has an area of 424 square miles. It is a moun-
tainous country, consisting of chains or of detached masses,
without any wide valleys ; it is perhaps the most ele-

ated region of western Germany. There is not one
frrsje river, but there are several small streams. The
climate is colder than that of Hesse under the same
latitude ; but the air is pure and healthy. The soii is in

•z<neral stony and sterile, and not well suited to tillage,

yet lhe indefatigable industry of the inhabitants raises all

Kinds of com and flax sufficient for their own consumption,
: ud in veiy good years a supply for exportation. Potatoes
•re grown in abundance, and in unfavourable seasons are

the chief subsistence of the poorer classes. There is a
sreat quantity of timber, but there is no opportunity for

exporting it. In some parts of the country there are good
pastures, in which numerous herds of horned cattle are
t"l and fattened for exportation, and considerable quanti-
fies of butter and cheese are made. Sheep and swine are
kept in great numbers. The minerals are copper, iron,

lead, alabaster, marble, slate, very fine freestone, and salt.

There are no manufactures ; the inhabitants make some
coarse woollen cloths, plush stockings, and sufficient linen
Icr their own use, but none for exportation. In Pyrmont
there are five villages, the inhabitants of which derive
I heir principal subsistence from the manufacture of thread
stockings, which they export in large quantities. The ex-
ports of theprincipality are the natural productions of the

country. The population amounts to 57,000 souls. The
prince and the great majority of the subjects are Lu-
therans; there are about 800 Roman Catholics, 600 Cal-
vinists, 500 Jews, and a few Quakers. The revenue
' f the prince is about 45,000/. sterling, and the public

debt 180,000/. The prince is a member of the German
Confederation, and has in the Diet, with Hohenzollern,
Lippe, Reuss, and Liechtenstein, a collective vote (the

16th), and in the general assembly a separate vote. His
contingent is 518 men, forming part of the first corps,

[Pyrmont.]
(Brockhaus, Conversations-Lexicon ; W. v. Schlieben,

Die Drutschen Bundesstaaten ; Hassel ; Cannabich.)
WALDECK, PRINCES OP. The house of Waldeck

is one of the oldest dynasties of northern Germany. It is

of Saxon origin, and is descended from one of those power-
ful dukes of antient Saxony who commanded in the wars
against Charlemagne, perhaps from Wittekind, although
this cannot be historically established. They were for-

merly counts, but the title of prince was conferred upon
Count George Frederic in 1682. This prince, born in

1620, was a celebrated general of the emperor Leopold I.,

and obtained several signal victories over the Turks and
the French. Delille, the French poet, has addressed to

him his ode ' De la PitieV praising him for his humane
conduct towards the French. The republic of the United
Provinces of the Netherlands appointed him commander-
in-chief of the Dutch armies. He died in 1692. His bro-

ther, Count Josias, had equal military reputation. The
republic of Venice put him at the head of her armies, and
after his death, in 1711, had a splendid monument erected
to his memory in the church or Wildungen, in the prin-

cipality of Waldeck. Josias was the founder of a younger
branch of the house of Waldeck, upon which however
the title of prince has not been conferred. Prince Chris-

tian Augustus, born in 1744, signalized himself as an able

general in the wars against the French during the Revo-
lution. He commanded a part of the Imperial armies.

In 1793 he directed the passage of the Imperial troops

over the Rhine near Selz, for the pnrpose of attacking

the rear of the famous lines of Weissenburg, defended
by the French : they were assailed in front by Field-

Marshal Wurmser, the Austrian commander-in-chief, and
Field-Marshal Kalckreuth, the Prussia generalissimo.

Thir combined attack, which resulted in the taking
of the lines, and was followed by a general rout of

the French, is considered one of the most brilliant

manoeuvres executed in modern times. It is said that the

prince of Waldeck, who had the most difficult share in

this undertaking, also conceived the idea of the whole plan.

He also took the fortress of Kehl, opposite Strasburg, and
afterwards commanded in Flanders, displaying such supe-

rior talents, that the emperor of Germany appointed him
member of the military council at Vienna, ana commander-
in-chief of the militia of Bohemia. In 1797 the prince-

regent of Portugal addressed himself to the emperor for

the purpose of obtaining his permission to put the prince

of Waldeck at the head of his armies, which were in a very

disorganized state. The permission having been granted,

the prince went to Lisbon, but died in 1798, before he
had carried into effect his plans for reorganizing the Por-

tuguese troops. His grandson, Henry Frederic George,

the present reigning prince, was born in 1789, and suc-

ceeded his father, prince George, in 1813.

{Almanack de Gotha ; Conversations-Lexicon; Biogra-
phic Vniverselle.)

WALDEGRAVE, JAMES WALDEGRAVE, SECOND
EARL, was the son of James, first earl Waldegrave, K.G.,
who was descended from ancestors originally settled

at Walgrave in Northamptonshire, and in later times dis-

tinguished for their attachment to the Roman Cntholic

faith. The first Earl Waldegrave derived his oldest title

of Baron Waldegrave ofChewton.in the county of Somerset,
from his father Henry, who, having married Henrietta, na-

tural daughter ofJames II., by Arabella Churchill, sister .if

the Duke of Marlborough, was raised to the peerage in

and, following his father-in-law to Paris on the Revomtioa,

died there in 1689. The Earl had conformed to the estu

blished church in 1722, and served under Sir Robert Wai
pole, who placed great confidence in him, as ambassador,

first at Pans and afterwards at Vienna, from 1725 to 1740.

He was created Viscount Chewton and Earl Waldegrave
in 1729, and died in 1741, at the age of fifty-seven, six

months after he had obtained leave to return to England
for the recovery of his health. He had married, in 1714,

Mary, daughter of Sir John Webbe of Hatherop, in the

county of Gloucester, Baronet.

James, who was his eldest son, was born 14th March,
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1715. Attaching himself to the court, and becoming a

favourite of George II., he was in 1743 appointed a lord of

the bedchamber ; and in April, 1751, among the changes

which took place on the death of Frederick, prince of,

Wales, he was made steward and warden (or master) of

the Stannaries, ' in room,' says Horace Walpole, of ' T •

P , a bad man ; never was ill-nature so dull as his,

never dullness so vain: Lord Waldegrave, on the con-

trary, had complaisance enough to have covered folly or

ill-nature, though in him it only concealed a very good
understanding, and made his good-nature the less observed.'

{Memoires of George II, i. 79.)

About a year and a half after this, in December, 1752,

Lord Waldegrave, at the earnest request of the king, was
prevailed upon to accept the office of governor to the

young Prince of Wales, which Lord Harcourt had resigned.
' The Earl,' says Walpole, * was very averse to it : he was
a man of pleasure, understood the court, was firm in the

king's favour, easy in his circumstances, and at once un-

desirous of rising and afraid to fall.' He adds however,
' A man of stricter honour, or of more reasonable sense,

could not have been selected for the employment.' {Me-
moires, i. 255.)

In 1750 Lord Waldegrave obtained a grant of the rever-

sion of one of the tellerships of the exchequer, and in less

than two months after he came into possession of this lucra-

tive appointment by the death of Horace, lord Walpole.
In 1759 he married Maria, the second of the three natural

daughters of Sir Edward Walpole, K.B. (second son of Sir

Robert), by Maria Clements, a milliner's apprentice, whose
father was postmaster at Darlington. This lady, equally
distinguished by her beauty ana her virtues, was twenty
years younger than the earl ; and in 1766, after his death,
remarried William Henry, duke of Gloucester, brother of
George III., whom she also survived, dying in 1807, at the

age of seventy-two. She was the mother of the late Duke
of Gloucester, and of the Princess Sophia Matilda of Glou-
cester.

The most important political transaction in which Earl
Waldegrave was engaged, was the attempt into which he
was forced by the king, in June, 1757, to form a ministry,

with himself at its head. He was actually appointed first

lord of the treasury. ' The public,' says VValpole, ' was
not more astonished at that designation than the earl him-
self. Though no man knew the secrets of government
belter, no man knew the manoeuvre of business less. He
was no speaker in parliament, had no interest there, and,

though universally beloved and respected where known,
was by no means familiarized to the eyes of the nation,

lie declined as long as modesty became him
;
engaged

with spirit the moment he felt the abandoned state in

which liis master and benefactoi stood.' Of the negotia-

tions connected with this project, which was abandoned
after a few days, a sketch is given by Walpole (Memoiret,
ii. 220-223), but the most ample details have been pre-

served by the earl himself.

Proposals were also made to him to take office in the
last days of Lord Bute's administration, in the end of

March, 1763. The day after he had finally declined these

overtures, on the 1st of April, he was attacked by small-

pox, and his death followed on the 28th of that month.
Leaving only three daughters, he was succeeded in the

earldom by his brother John.
An account of the political and court transactions of a

portion of his own time by Earl Waldegrave was published

under the title of ' Memoirs from 1754 to 1758,' in a quarto

volume, in 1821. This work, which had evidently been
prepared with the intention that it should be given to the
public, is a very clear, full, and perfectly trustworthy narra-

tive, and throws much light upon the restless and com-

f
Heated intrigues of the latter part of the reign of George
I. It leaves a very favourable impression of the writer,

of his clear-headedness, as well as of his sincerity and
frankness, although it has nothing of the manner of an
anxious or systematic defence of his conduct.

WALDEMAR I., King of Denmark, reigned from a.d.

1157 till 1181. He was the son of Knud, or Canut, duke
of Sleswig, and king of the Obotrites in Mecklenburg, a
prince of the first royal dynasty of Denmark. He was born
on the 15th of January, 1131, eight days after the murder
of liis father, who perished during the civil troubles which
then desolated Denmark. To save her son from a similar

fate, his mother^Ingeborg, a Russian princess, fled with him

to her native country, where the young prince lived Asuuf

the earlier part of his youth. He afterwards returned loDen-

mark, and on the death of king Erik IV., Emund, in 113ft.

Waldemar was chosen king, but on account of his youth he

was put under the guardianship of Erik, sumamed Lam. tb>

son-in-law of the Tate king Erik III., Eiegod. Erik Lin.

disregarding the rights of his ward, usurped the roiil

authority and reigned as Erik V., till 1 147, when be reaped

and retired to a convent. The guardianship of young Vl i!-

demar was now disputed between Svend Enksen tod Knvd

Magnusen, both royal princes, and the contest having beet,

terminated by a decision of the emperor Frederic_U Ik'-

barossa, which was favourable to.Svend, that prince u-

sumed the title of king, and in 1156 murdered Knud. nho

had likewise styled himself king, and reigned in a part n!

Denmark as Knud or Canut V. Svend also intended to

murder Waldemar, who however escaped and made »»r

on Svend, commonly called Sueno IV., whom lie de-

feated in the battle of Viborg, when the usurper was ikn

by some plundering peasants. This battle was fought n
the 22nd of September, 1 157, and from t his day dates it*

reign of Waldemar, whose rights to the crown were u>

longer disputed.

During the first years of his reign Waldemar m occu-

pied witli restoring domestic peace to his kingdom. In

1168 he made an alliance with Henry the lion, duke <<

Saxony, for the purpose of subjugating the Obotrite* uul

other Wendish or Slavonian nations in the north-eastm

part of Germany, over which the kings of Denmark sod tl*

emperors of Germany had hitherto exercised a nomtu
authority. The Danish array and navy were comnunrW
by Absalon, the warlike archbishop of Roeskild, who took

Arcona, the capital of the Wendish empire, in the island t.f

Riigen, and broke the idols of Swantewit and other godsrt

the heathen Wendes. In 1170 he took Julin, the Consttir

tinople of the north (Krantz, Wandalia, lib. hi.}, and the

northern limit of an overland trade with Asia Minor, Perot

and India, the direction of which we may now trace. a«f

the discovery of numerous Arabic coins, along the banUo.'

the Duiepr and the Volga. (Rasmussen, De Oritntii Vom-

mercio cum Russia et Scandinavia Medio Aero ; a ni-

book, extracts from which are given in Journal Ariatiqi :

vol. v. (1824), p. 340, &c.)
After these defeats the Wendes of Riigen, Mecklenbu-j

and the most western part of Pomerania recognised tk<

Danish king as their sovereign, and Waldemar did homaet

for his conquests to the emperor Frederic I., whom he at.

at Lons-le-Saulnier, in the present Franche-Comt*. It I*

been said that he also did homage for his kingdom of Pen-

mark, and this opinion, which has roused the national pni<

of so many Danish historians, is not without foundation.

The title of King of the Wendes, which is still retain*:

among the other titles of the kings of Denmark, date* froi

the conquests of bishop Absalon. Waldemar also acquind

the most southern part of Norway, which he took from law

Erling. The latter years of his reign were troubled bt

»

rebellion of Eskild, bishop of Lund, in Scania, which pro-

vince belonged to Denmark at that time. Waldemar died

on the 12th of May, 1 181 (some say 1182), at Wordinebi«.

and it was said that he was poisoned. Waldemar I. **

not a warrior only, he is equally distinguished as a leju-

lator ; he ordered the laws of several of his province* to be

collected, and he added his own, which are still preterm

in the great collections of the Danish law. The Danes call

him ' the Great ;' but, without prejudice to his merits th»

title is more than he deserves. Waldemar's successor «*

his eldest son Knud or Canut VI., whom he had by Sopbi*.

princess of Pomerania.
(Holberg, Baron af, Dannemark't Riget Hislorir, vol. u

p. 208-247; Krantz, Saxonia; H-'andalia ; Mallet, Hi*

toire du Danemark.)
WALDEMAR II., sumamed Seier, or 'the Victonovu.

king of Denmark, who reigned from 1202 till 1241, wat the

second son of Waldemar I. His brother, King Knud. or

Canut VI., conferred upon him the duchy of Sleswi«. and

was assisted by him in the consolidation of the Danuh

government in the Baltic provinces, which had been con-

quered by Waldemar I. [Waldemar I.], and in those ol

which some parts were conquered during the rei?o «

Knud VL, namely, Esthland, Kurland, and Li»o.-.u-

During the rebellion of Waldemar, bishop of Sleswiy. »[*

likewise belonged to the royal house of Denmark, aitd»w

was assisted by Adolphus III., count of HoUtein, be W»
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the field for his brother, and they succeeded in conquer-
ing Holstein, and in driving out the rebellious prelate, who
fijd to Germany (1200). After the death of Knud in !203,
Waldemar ascended the throne, and his subjects, as well as
Hs neighbours, soon found that Denmark was ruled by a
-Teat king. He finally established the Danish authority
in the Wendish provinces, the population of which, a
headstrong but not uncivilized race, was still ready for re-
bellion. The Danish possessions in Esthland, Kurland,
>Mid Livonia having been menaced by the natives, Wal-
'itmar availed himself of the occasion to carry a plan into
r xecution which, if not his own idea, was at feast realized
f'Y him. This was to found a Baltic empire, consisting of
'Denmark, the key and centre of the whole, Holstein,
'>!ecklenburg, all Pomerania, Kurland, Livonia, Esthland,
i he large islands in the middle part of the Baltic, and the
southern parts of Sweden and Norway. The same plan
was afterwards conceived and partly realized by the great
fJustavus Adolphus of Sweden, and similar empires were
••unded by the Carthaginians in the Mediterranean, by
^lithridates round the Pontus, and on a smaller scale by
Venice round the Adriatic Sea and the Archipelago. If
'•his Danish empire was of short duration, it was the result

' f two causes which have been and always will be equally
ibngerous to such empires. The immense extent of narrow
tiiicta along the sea-shore afford innumerable points of
attack to the continental nations who are excluded from
the coast by those tracts, and they can only be defended by
a arreat navy, the chief condition of whicn is an extensive

>mmerce. Now Denmark being the centre and key of
that empire, only the military condition of its existence
«as fulfilled, while the commercial condition existed only
temporally. The Sound was not then, as it is now, fre-

quented by ships of all nations, for the commerce in the
lialtic had a more southerly direction from Russia to-

wards the coasts of Pomerania and Holstein, whence the
merchandize was carried overland to Germany and
France. However, for a short period Waldemar, being
in possession of Wisby, Julin (or at least the mouth of
the Oder, for the town is said to have been entirely (?)

destroyed by Bishop Absalon), and also of Liibeck, was
enabled, by the advantages which he derived from the
commerce of those towns, to raise that formidable force,
the greater part of which he employed in the conquest of
Livonia and the adjoining provinces. His army consisted
'•f 160,000 men, and he had a navy of 1200 ships. He
sailed for Livonia in 1219. The main body of the army,
consisting of Danes, and commanded by Andreas, bishop
>'i' Lund, was surprised by the natives and in danger of
being cut to pieces, when it was relieved by the king's

Wendish and German auxiliaries, who won the day. Tra-
'lition says that in the midst of danger a flag fell from
heaven, at the sight of which the Danes recovered their
courage. This was the 'Danebrog,' in memory of which
the Order of the Danebrog was founded. The campaign
resulted in the conquest of Esthland, Livonia, and Kur-
land, and a Danish bishop took up his residence at Riga.
During the Contest of Frederic II. and Otho of Brunswick
lor the imperial crown, Waldemar assisted Frederic, who
in his turn acknowledged him as king of the Slavonians or
Wends, a title which had already been assumed by Wal-
ilemar I. Waldemar was now the ruler of the North, but
his greatness was humbled by the treachery of a petty
German count. Henry, count of Schwerin, had some
reason to complain of the king, and not having obtained
satisfaction, he treacherously seized him in the island of
Laaland, brought him on board a vessel ready for that
purpose, and carried him to Schwerin. The numerous
enemies of the king protected the count, and even Frederic
II. acted in a way which clearly showed that he was
pleased with the fate of his rival in the North. Pope
Honorius 1H. alone took the part of the captive king,
"hose assistance he wished to have in his contest with the
emperor ; and by his mediation Waldemar was released in
1225, on condition of paying 45,000 marks of silver, an
enormous sum for the time, ceding Holstein to its legal
possessor Count Adolphus IV., and renouncing the sove-
reignty of Mecklenburg, which from that time was go-
verned by the descendants of its antient Slavonic kings,
the progenitors of the present house of Mecklenburg, who
"id homage to the emperor. No sooner was Waldemar
restored to liberty, than he forgot his promises, and aimed
at recovering those provinces which he had ceded, and

P. C, No. 1679.

which had been occupied by his enemies. The first in
importance among his enemies were count Adolphus IV.
of Holstein, and the citizens of Liibeck, who, during the
military government ofWaldemar, had prudently attracted
to their town the commerce of the Baltic. Waldemar
had now to learn that all power is transient which owe*
its existence merely to the military genius of a king, and
is not the result of the well-directed activity of the com-
munity. The king was powerful, without having the
means of preserving his power, and those industrious citi-

zens, being possessed of such means, were formidable even
before they knew it. In the battle of Bomhovd, a village
not far from Eutin in Holstein, the Danish army was totally

routed by the united forces of Liibeck, Holstein, and some
neighbouring princes, and the king narrowly escaped death
or captivity. He concluded peace in 1229, and was for*

tunate in escaping new humiliations. He renewed the war
with Liibeck m 1234, but his navy was destroyed, and he
was compelled to grant extensive privileges to the com-
merce of this town, which soon became known as the head
of the Hanseatic confederation. Waldemar employed the
rest of his life in the peaceful government of the remainder
of his empire. During his reign the clergy and nobility

rose to great influence, and the freemen gradually lost

their political rights, which we may conclude from the
circumstance that the antient ' things,' Or ' dings,' that is,

meetings of the whole community, were changed into
' herredage,' or ' lords' days,' that is, assemblies' of the lords

temporal and spiritual. Waldemar ordered the laws of
Jutland to be collected : this is the ' Jydske Lov,' which is

still in use in Jutland. It is contained in the great col-

lections of the Danish laws, and there are also several

separate editions of it. Waldemar II., sometimes called

the Great, and with more justice than his father, died on
the 28th of March, 1241. His first wife was Margaretha
Dankmar, daughter of Przemisl Ottokar I., king of Bo-
hemia. After her death he married Berengaria, daughter
of Sancho I., king of Portugal. His eldest son Waldemar,
who was married to Eleonora, daughter of Alphonso II.,

king of Portugal, died before his father, without leaving

issue. He was duke of Sleswig, and is often called king
Waldemar III., but he never reigned. The successor of

Waldemar II. was his second son, Erik VI., Plogpenning.

(Holberg, Baron af, Dannemark's Urges Hietorie,\o\. i.,

p. 270-300; Krantz, Saxonia ; Wandalia; Mallet, Hit-
toire da Danemarh.)
WALDEMAR III. (IV.), surnamed Atterdag, was the

son of king Christopher, who was deposed and banished in

1326. Waldemar was chosen king in his stead, but on ac-

count of his youth he was placed under the guardianship

of Gerd or Gerhard, count of Holstein, of the house of

Schauenburg, surnamed the Arbiter of the North. The
Danes, having been oppressed by Gerd, recalled Christopher,

in whose hands young Waldemar voluntarily placed his

authority. Gerd forced the king to cede him naif of his

kingdom, and after the death of Christopher, in 1331, he
again became guardian ofWaldemar, and continued so for

nine years. His pupil however was not in Denmark, but

was educated at the court of Louis of Bavaria, emperor of

Germany. After the murder of Gerd, in 1340, the Danes
recalled Waldemar, who made his peace with the sons of

Gerd, and sold the province of Scania to Magnus, king of

Sweden. In 1347 he also sold Esthland, Kurland, and Li-

vonia, which had been conquered by Waldemar II., to the

grand-master of the Teutonic Order in Prussia, for 18.000

marks of silver. It seems however that it was not cowardice

which led him to dispose of provinces which for the time

he was unable to defend ; for with the money he raised an
army, and although he renounced Livonia and the sister-

provinces, he attacked king Magnus of 8weden, in 1361,

and forced him to cede Scania. He also conquered the

island of Gothland, which remained a Danish province

till 1645. He was less successful in two wars with the

Hanseatic towns, and he did not obtain peace until he had

given up almost the whole commerce ofDenmark into the

hands of those powerful citizens, who treated the king with

great haughtiness. The treaty by which the second war was

finished, in 1364, was particularly humiliating for the king:

the treaty of peace begins:—'We, the burgomasters,

aldermen, and citizens of the towns of Liibeck, &e.,

Sromise to grant an eternal peace to Waldemar, king of

>enmark. the Wends, and Goths.' This is the first in-

stance of the title of king of the Goths having been given

Vol. XXVI.-3 T
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to the king of Denmark, and it seems that Waldemar as-

sumed it after the conquest of the island of Gothland. The
title is still used in Denmark. In 1363 Waldemar gave

his daughter Margaretha in marriage to Hagen or Hakon,
the son and heir of Magnus, king of Norway. In 1369 he

was again involved in war with the Hanseatic towns, and
after the destruction cf his navy, as well as his army, he

begged for peace, in 1370, and ceded to these towns the

province of Scania for fifteen years.

Waldemar III. died in 1373, the last of the first Danish

dynasty, which had ruled in Denmark from the beginning

of Danish history. «He left two daughters : Ingeborg, mar-

ried to Henry, duke of Mecklenburg ; and Margaretha,

married to Hakon of Norway, as already observed. After

the death of Waldemar, one part of the Danes wished to

chose Albrecht, duke of Mecklenburg, the son of Ingcborg,

for their king, while another part voted for Olaus, the son

of Margaretha. A civil war broke out, which however
wag soon terminated by an agreement that Olaus should be
king. But on account of his youth, Olaus was put under

the guardianship of his mother Margaretha, who after-

wards succeeded in uniting the three Scandinavian king-

doms by the Union of Kalmar.
(Holberg, Baron af, Dannemark's Riget Hittorie, vol. i.,

p. 428-469 ; Krantz, Saxonia ; Mallet, Hisloire du Dane-
mark.)
WALDEN, SAFFRON. [Essex.]

WALDENBURG. [Schonburg.]
WALDENSES. [Vaudois.]

'

WALDO, PETER. [Vaudois.]

WALDSTATTEN and WALDSTATTER SEE. [Lu-
zbrn; Switzerland.]
WALES, a principality of Great Britain, lies on the west

side of that island, between 51° 20* and 53" 25' N. lat.

and 2° 41' and 4° 56' W. long. It is bounded on the west
and north by St. Georges Channel, on the east by the
English counties of Chester, Salop, Hereford, and Mon-
mouth, and on the south and south-east by the Bristol

Channel. Its greatest length from north to south is about
180 miles, and its breadth from east to west varies from 50
to 80 miles. It contains 7425 square miles. In the third

report of the Committee on Emigration, in 1829, the distri-

bution of land was stated as follows :

—

Acres.

Cultivated 3,117,000
Uncultivated, capable of improvement 530,000

„ unprofitable . . 1,105,000

Total 4,752,000

The general physical features of Wales are given in

detail in the article Great Britain.
History.—The origin of the names Wales and Welsh

has been much questioned and discussed. Some writers

make them a derivation from Gael or Gaul (which names
are by the same authorities derived from GuetheJ and
Gathel, all signifying Woodlanders). G and W at the be-
ginning of words are often interchanged, and so far there
is no difficulty in considering Gael and Wales as identical.

Od the other hand, some writers observe that Walsh in the

northern languages of Europe signifies a stranger, and that

the Britons, being unlike the Saxons and Angles in speech
and customs, were therefore called Welsh, and their country

Wales. Other antiquarians, adopting the same derivation,

assign other reasons for the application of the term. The
Saxon Chronicle speaks of the Wealas, Wylishe, or Welsh

;

and Taliesin, a Welsh bard of the sixth century, styles his

own country Wallia. This is an argument against the

supposition that the name was other than national.

fhe term Cambria, which is another and frequent name
for Wales, is evidently derived from Cyumry or Cymri,
one of the two great families into which the Celtae appear

to have been divided.

The history of the island of Great Britain previous to

and during the period of the Roman domination is given

in the article Britannia, and as there are no materials for a
history of Wales during that period distinct from the nar-

rative of events in the island generally, wc shall refer to

that article and to England, and proceed to give briefly

the principal events connected with Wales lrom the time

of the establishment of the Saxons, Angles, ami other

tribes in England, by which the autient inhabitants of the

island were gradually driven to the west.

Down to the Roman conquest the Welsh, under a

variety of princes, were engaged in almost constant *i>
fare with the Saxons and Angles. During the rixth ai
seventh centuries, the country appears to have been divuktt

into a number of petty kingdoms or principalities. Ai
many as fourteen co-existing kingdoms are mentioned.
' The condition of the Cambro-Britons at this juncture a*
says Sharon Turner, ' for our most compassionate anxittT.

They had been driven out of their antient country
;

tl*j

had retired to those parts of the island by mountain*

woods, marshes, and rivers secluded from the rest; yet in

this retreat they lived with their hands against every sua
and every man s hand against them. They were the com-

mon butt of enterprise to the Angles of Bernicia, and Ekin.

and Mercia; to trie Saxons of Wessex; and totheGame-
liansof Ireland : and they were always as eager to awn. u
to defend. The wild prophecies of enthusiasts, who ci*

took hope for inspiration, naving promised to them is tu

long period the enjoyment of the soil from which they U:
been exiled, produced in them a perpetual appetite for* v.

In the commencement of the seventh century, Ethel-

frith, king of Bernicia, and the grandson of Id*,

attacked the Welsh, assembled under Brochmael, Ida; •>'

Powys, gained a decisive victory, and put 1200 priests m
death, who had assembled to offer their prayers for the mh-

cess of their countrymen. About the same time IV-
walph, from Wessex, penetrated into the province >.

Glamorgan; but the inhabitants, under Tewdric, it*.,

former king, drove the invaders across the Severn. Bi<ir

sovereign of Deira and Bernicia, subdued Anglesey an<! t

considerable part of North Wales, and drove Caduailo:,

the sovereign of North Wales, and whose father had \»i

the protector of Edwin in early life, into Ireland.

wallon defeated and slew Edwin in 633, and penetn:.J

into and desolated Northumbria. Successful infourUr-.

great battles and sixty skirmishes, Cadwallon was regtuM
by the Cyumry or Welsh as the deliverer of their count:;,

He was however slain, with the flower of his army, in u
engagement with Oswald of Northumbria.

Ethelbald, king of Mercia, endeavoured in the early psr.

of the eighth century to annex the region lying bet»<<n

the Severn and the Wye to his territories, and with tint

view entered Wales with a powerful army, but the Welsn,

in a battle fought near Abergavenny, checked hisprogii*

Ethelbald however, uniting with the king of Wessex,*' c-

powered them. Dissensions between Mercia and WV*-i

soon followed, which led to a successful confederation ••

tween Roderic Molwynoc, the Welsh leader, and Cuthn*.

king of Wessex, against the king of Mercia, whom ti>.

defeated in battle at Hereford. The alliance was oi J '•

duration, and Cuthred in turn took up arm* «.."•>'

and defeated the Welsh, and in 753 Roderic Mol*}.—

•

abandoned the south-western district of Wales ami -

drew into North Wales. Towards the end of the tu'.
'

century the Mercians succeeded in driving the Welsh ti'.c

the border territory, and Offa, king of Mercia, made *

artificial boundary from the mouth of the river Dee on l!..'

north to the river Wye on the south, known by tlie naa;-

of Clawdd Offa, or Offa's Dyke, traces of which arc -

to be found along a great part of the line. With

exception, no permanent footing was gained in Vtc-

although Egbert, king of Wessex, gained some import <:

victories in 828, and penetrated as far as Snowdon ; !

'

the incursions of the Danes, by calling away tlie Sii

left the country for some time in tranquillity. Rod'' -

who had acquired the sovereignty of nearly all Walo, 1
'

843 divided his dominions into three principalities,
'-

which his three sons succeeded. One of these prin'.i[i
;•

ties was called by the Welsh, Gwynedd, and correspond-

nearly to the present North Wales; another, Cercdu-'

and Dyved, or South Wales ; and the third Powys, conip'-

ing parts of Montgomeryshire, Shropshire, and lUdt.

shire.

Other smaller tracts were occupied by various prino-

who, suffering from the attacks of Roderic's sons, tov^ 1

and obtained the protection of Alfred, king of EbiW
and Anarawd, one of the three sons of Roderic before mo-

tioned, subsequently did the same, and became siibju':

'

the Saxon king. In 877 Meifyn (another of the ton> : '

Roderic;. being deposed by his brother Cadell, the (!u»»w»

of Powys and South Wales were united under tlii-- '»"';

prince, at whose death, in U07, his son Howel Dda fliccfrW

to the sovereignty. Anarawd survived his brother Cadi-

only six \< .-.: s, and was succeeded by his son Edward !«
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Bald ; but this prince was slain in an engagement between
the English and the Danes. In this way the three subdivi-

cions oi* Wales became reunited under the sceptre of one
king, Howel, who was surnamed Dda, the Good. He appears
to have been an excellent king, and he reformed and
digested the laws of his country. At a subsequent period
Wales was divided into two principalities, North and South
Wales, but tlw former seems to have had some predomi-
unoe over the latter. During all these changes however
>me district; appear to have had their separate petty

;>:inees.

The Danes, in 875, appear to have ravaged & great part
.if South Wales.

In the tenth century a fine or annual tribute of money
as imposed on the Welsh, by Athelstan, king of Englana,
1 10 had obtained the nominal dominion of Wales. This
ivment was subsequently changed by Edgar into an
niual tribute of three hundred heads of wolves, which
lien infested the country. As the wolves were extirpated,
hich is stated to have been the case within three or four

1 1 iirs from the imposition of this tribute, the payment in

money was resumed. On the occasion of a visit by Edgar
:<> Chester, Macchus of Anglesey and the Isles, and three
petty Welsh kings did homage. This Macchus, or Hiring,
us son of the king of Denmark, and having been sent by

;>;s fjfher to England, had conquered Anglesey.
Oq the accession of William the Conqueror, the Welsh

reused to pay tribute. The Norman conqueror invaded
'

1 'fir country with a considerable army, reduced them to
Emission, and compelled their princes to do homage and
'««J an oath of allegiance as his vassals, and from this

i'-'riod the English Kings preferred a claim to Wales
•> their dominion. On the accession of William Rufus,
no Welsh, uniting with some discontented English barons,
'mmitted devastations and outrages on the English

; >rJer. At the same time Eineon, Jestyn ap Gvvrgaint,
111 other chieftains of South Wales rose in rebellion
-unstRhys ap Tudor, their king, and with the assistance

>i Robert Fltznamon, and a body of Normans, defeated
''Mr prince. Jestyn refusing however to fulfil a pro-
oc fie had made to Eineon, namely, to give the latter

1 » (laughter in marriage, the Normans assisted Eineon
in "resting from Jestyn the territory of Morganwg, the
. uueipal part of which Fitzhamon retained for himself and
i> knights, leaving only the barren mountains for Eineon.
i this manner, and by grants from William the Conqueror
:il his son to their Norman dependents of all lands they
ii<;lit acquire possession of in Wales, originated the Lords
larchers. « Among the foremost was Bernard de New-

i.iarche, with a train of followers, who subdued and took
^session of Brecknockshire. Roger de Montgomery did

William the First homage forCardigan; as did also Arnulph,
* youngest son, for the great lordship of Pembroke.

Nor were the northern parts of the country long secure
om the encroaching spirit of the times. The Earl of

^iirewsbury, having paid homage for PoWys-land, proceeded
'o subdue that region; Hugh Lupus, earl of Chester, did
he same for Engletield and Rhyvonioc

;
Ralph Mortimer,

tor the district of Elvel
; Hugh de Lacie, for the lands of

' ias and Eustace ; and Omer, for Inold and Hopedale.
In the year 1102 Henry I. bestowed several other lordships
tiid castles in Wales on Englishmen and Normans ; and
lor the purpose of still further breaking the high spirit of
lie Cambrians, he introduced, in the year 1108, into Pem-
i'lokeshire, a numerous colony of Flemings.' (Rev. J.
I'-vans.) The principality of South Wales was for a time

st roved
;
Powys-land was also possessed by the English

;

nil North Wales alone retained its independence.
In 1237, Gryffyth, the eldest son of Llewellyn ap Jorweth,
ince of North Wales, rebelling against his father, that

;
mice applied for the protection of Henry III. of England,

11 Inch he received upon the disgraceful terms of yielding
^ssalage to the English crown. David, the eldest son of
Llewellyn, on the death of his father, renewed the homage

England, and taking his brother Gryffyth prisoner,
'ielivered him to Henry, who imprisoned him in the Tower,
v tiere he lost his life in an attempt to regain his free-
1

- ra. After the death of Gryffyth, Henry gave the prin-
cipality of Wales to his eldest son Edward, afterwards
f-itward I. David now sought the aid of the pope,
offering as an inducement that the sovereignty of Wales
>tiould in future be held under the church of Rome. The
pope absolved David from his oath of allegiance to

Henry, and his commissioners cited the English king to
appear before them to answer to the charge of David.
Henry, it is said, quieted the pope with large sums of
money. Llewellyn, the youngest son of Gryffyth, suc-
ceeded to the throne of North Wales on the death of hit
uncle David, and his brother Owen Goch to that of 8outh
Wales, and was obliged to renew the homage, which waa
now claimed by England as an established right He
however entered into a confederacy with Simon de Mont-
fort, earl of Leicester, and invading England with an army
of 30,000 men, ravaged the lands of Roger de Mortimer
and all the neighbouring barons adhering to Henry.
Prince Edward repulsed him and forced him back into the
mountains of North Wales. Llewellyn contrived notwith-
standing to give his support to the enemies of Henry,
but when that king was at last securely seated on his

throne, peace was established between the two countries.

After the accession of Edward I. to the English throne,
the Welsh prince was summoned to do homage, which
he declined doing without having hostages for his safe

conduct, and demanded that his consort, who was Ed-
ward's prisoner, should be restored. This Edward re-

fused to comply with, and immediately proceeded to levy
war against him, assisted by David and Roderic, brothers
of Llewellyn, who had dispossessed them of their inherit-

ance. The Welsh prince defended himself among the
inaccessible mountains of Carnarvonshire, but Edward
blocked up Llewellyn and his array so effectually, that after

sustaining all the horrors of a siege, they were obliged to

yield to the wary English king. The terms imposed by
Edward were—a payment of 50,000/.

;
Llewellyn and

the Welsh barons to do homage and swear fealty to the
English crown ; to surrender a portion of their territory

;

to make pecuniary compensation to Llewellyn's brothers,

and to deliver hostages for future obedience. TheEng'
lish however, rendered insolent by this victory, harassed
and oppressed the inhabitants of the border; severer terms
were imposed on Llewellyn, followed by other insults and
indignities. The brave mountaineers once more deter-

mined to give battle to their oppressors. In this campaign
Llewellyn was joined by his brother David, but Llewellyn
was slain in or immediately after an engagement with the
earl of Mortimer, near Builth in Breconshire. This hap-
pened in 1284. David, who succeeded him in the princi-

pality, was soon after executed at Shrewsbury as a traitor

for defending by arms the liberties of his native country
and his own hereditary authority. As an appropriate
sequel, a massacre of the Welsh bards by Edward's orders

soon followed. The nobility of Wales submitted to the
conqueror, and by the statute of Rothelan, passed in the
12th year of Edward's reign, Wales was incorporated and
united with England.
Thus ended the existence of the Welsh as an indepen-

dent nation, after having retained their freedom from
foreign yoke for nine hundred years longer than the rest

of England. The title of Prince of Wales was bestowed
by Edward upoh his son, afterwards Edward II., and has
ever since been the title conferred on the king of Eng-
land's eldest son. [Wales, Prince of.]

In 1295 insurrections broke out in various parts of

Wales. 4 The inhabitants of West Wales took up amis
under their leader Maelgwyn Vychan, and carried devas-
tation over the counties of Pembroke and Cardigan. The
southern parts revolted under the command of Morgan, a
descendant of the lords of Morganwg ; and Madoc, an
illegitimate son of Llewellyn, was at the head of the in-

surgents of North Wales. Their proceedings, although
conducted without any common principle or purpose,

became so formidable as to require the presence of Ed-
ward in person to reduce them to submission. A subse-

quent revolt by Sir Gryffyd Lloyd was put down. Edward
built castles at Rhuddlan, Conway, Beaumaris, Carnarvon,

Harlech, and Aberystwith. These castles were erected in

those counties which Edward had really subdued, and in

which alone the statute of Rothelan could be immediately
enforced. The last effort by the Welsh to maintain an
independent existence was under Owen Glendwr [Gtrnf-

dwr, Owen], in the commencement of the fifteenth cen-

tury. His career and brilliant success in opposmgthe Eng-
lish army are intimately connected with English history.

The Welsh for many ages kept up a strong feeling df

hatred for the English, which some of the English

statutes relating to the Welsh were little calculated to
3T2
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remove, but which time and the subsequent assimilation

of the laws of the country to those of England ameliorated

;

so that it may be said at last to have worn itself down to

mere prejudice and a little national feeling ofjealousy on
both sides, which still exists. It was a considerable time

however before the Welsh were put on the same footing

with English subjects. Severe laws were passed in

the reigns of the fourth and sixth Henries, the former

containing provisions directed against the bards, who
kept up the national feeling of discontent by songs of

former glory and narratives of English wrongs; but in

spite of the attempts to suppress them, the bards con-

tinued to flourish. Other provisions of the same sta-

tute enacted that no Welshmen should hold any offices

in Wales, except they happened to be bishops ; that thty

should not have any castle, fortress, or house of defence

;

and even marrying a Welsh woman equally incapacitated

an Englishman. By a statute of Henry VIII. (26 Hen.
VIII., c. 6) no person in Wales or the Marches was allowed
to carry without licence to any sessions or court there, or

within two miles of the same, or to any town, church, fair,

market, or congregation, any ' bill, low-bow, cross-bow,

hand-gun, sword, staff, dagger, halbert, morespike, spear,

or any other weapon, privy coat or armour ;' and by the

same statute games of running, wrestling, leaping, and all

other games, ' the game of shooting only excepted,' were
prohibited on pain of a year's imprisonment and tine. By
a statute however passed in a subsequent period of the

same reign it was declared that persons born in Wales
should enjoy all the liberties of English subjects ; but a
clause in the same statute declared that no one using the
Welsh language should have or enjoy any office or fees in

any of the king's dominions, but should forfeit them unless

he used English ; and it appears that the provisions of the
26th of Henry VIII. were revived by a later statute. The
proceedings in all law and other courts were also directed

to be conducted in the English language.
By the statute of Rothelan (12 Edward I., c. 5) a part

of Wales was formed into the counties of Anglesey,
Carnarvon, Merioneth, and Flint ; and by a statute

passed in the 27th year of the reign of Henry VIII., va-
rious lordships in the Marches were united to English or

Welsh counties, and the remainder were divided into new
counties, viz. Monmouth, Brecknock, Radnor, Mont-
gomery, and Denbigh ; and by this statute one knight was
directed to be chosen for each county in Wales, and a
burgi'ss for every borough being a county town, except the
comity town of Merioneth, and a member was subsequently

given to Haverfordwest. By the 2 Wm. IV., c. 45 (Re-
form Act), an additional member was given to the counties

of Carmarthen, Denbigh, and Glamorgan ; a member was
cncn to Merthyr Tydvil, and one to Swansea, and nume-
rous places were made contributory boroughs to each of
the undent boroughs returning members.

<\>*ilitntwii. Government, Laws, and Customs.—The
and chief features of the constitution of the Britons

• lion matter* of the whole island seem to have been pre-

w rxed in Wale* for a considerable time ; many of them
n.ilcvd remained in full force until their abolition or

*j 1 1 mt ion by express statutes at a comparatively recent

jm-itkI. The government from the earliest period appears

\. i*x «> been monarchical, but not following a strict rule

w <w.»i'i>(. The successor was nominated in many in-

»».... i» ttv the reigning king; and although generally

». .,•!«! fi.itn the royal luinily, was not necessarily the next
A,. <.l.| code of laws compiled from those of Howel

. ... ».,..-. •(•Jt no one is an ' edung' (a heir to the throne)

. . ... (*r*on to whom the king shall give hope of

.<.*ii(nation.' No power but the regal could
. _.,„• y, r.,gate a law. Traces of a popular re-

... v. t» found in the formation of a digest

- «,«•« bt Howel dda, in the tenth century.

Vf the most intelligent and powerful

I out of every cymwd, or hundred,

, and principal clergy, to assist

of legislation. By these

revised, others enacted, and
code, ami » declaration

Hoed, except by means of

TBrr* !»vs* not appear however
•.his mode of proceeding

e been subsequently

Welsh laws by

Bleddyn, prince of North Wales in the 11th century, sod b;

others. On the contrary, all the witnesses examined bj tt

commissioners appointed by Edward I. to inquire istu Me

laws and customs existing in Wales, agreed the tlr

princes of Wales could alter the laws at their pltinm.

nor do they make the least mention of a parliament a
even a council. • (Barrington's Observation* o/i JJU

tutes.) The laws of Howel Dda, at first enforced throng
out the whole of Wales, were afterwards, on account

local customs, formed into three independent codes.hu:;;

force respectively in Venedotia or North Wales, Dime" ;

or South Wales, and Gwent or South-east Wales. • k
mediately below the sovereign ranked the Uckdrr.

or great men, holding their lands from the crown, v.
'

each presiding as lord over his particular domain. A>

immediate tenants of the king, they were obliged t..

perform certain services. Some held their lands by t
1 -

tenure «of personal attendance on the king's court i
.

'

the majority retained their estates by the guoeth m/iy.

or military service, being bound on summons to site:.,

their sovereign with a certain number of men in inr.-.

and follow him to the war; to aid in the repair

the royal castles ; and were also assessed with certi<i

stated rents, payable in money or kind.' (Rev. J. Evir>

Under this reserve of tribute the lands were inherits!''t

by the family.

The great body of the people were composed of t» <

classes, both holding under and subject to the Vehtlirn

those of the first class holding their lands at discretion, sr..

possessing the power of buying and selling, and »!u>-

seignorial service was the least degrading of the me;-

.

kind. Those of the other class, denominated Caet/u. wt

considered the property ofthe lord, attached to the soil •'.
.

:

saleable with the estate. Both were subject, like the chwi.

to military attendance in time of war, and to contribute ::•

in money or kind. Lands descended to all sons eqm'J; •

the youngest son divided them, and the portions were (;.<:

chosen according to seniority. The king was the ultiirs'-

heir, and took all lands where the owner left no hrir

his body or co-heir as near as a third cousin.' llleplmiv

offspring inherited, but legitimate of the same degree

consanguinity had the preference ; subject however tc tr.-

strange law, that if an owner of land had an heir with"

bodily blemish, and another who was blemished (such v

one blind, or deaf, or crippled), the unblemished was to'.-

heir to the whole land, whether he was legitimate or il

gitimate ; and the reason assigned was, that no one * 1

was blemished could accomplish the service of the !«

due to the king in the court and in the army. Females''

excluded until all the males were extinct. This law c-

nued in force until the reign of Henry VIII., as resort

.

the equal right of sons, but the exclusion of females *

abolished and the exclusion of illegitimate offspnnr

forced by Edward I., in the statute of Rothelan befort

:

ferred to. By the statute 27 Henry VIII., c. 2G. it
'•'

enacted that land in Wales should descend according :

the English laws, and that the laws and statutes of

'

realm, and none other, should be there executed. T -

declaration was repeated in subsequent statutes in ;

same reign, and power given to persons to alien la -

in Wales from them and their heirs to any per*.-''
'

fee simple, fee tail, for life or years, according to in-

laws of England, notwithstanding any Welsh law or (
torn to the contrary. The statute 34 and 33 Hen. Mil

continued the court of the president and council of V
and the Marches, which had originated with the posst-

of the border districts by English noblemen, and b.

re-established by Edward IV., and seems to liave cv •

cised an equitable and undefined jurisdiction. Kegulati. -

for the administration of justice in North Wales

been effected by Edward I., and by the last-mention--

statute of Henry VIII. Justices were appointed
'

hold sessions, to be called the king's sessions, twice t" .'

I year in all the counties of Wales, which was divided !.•'

that purpose into four districts of three counties ear'

Thesejustices had power equal to the English judges in i--

actions, real, personal, and mixed, and for the tnsl of »J

criminal offences." They also had an equitable jurisdictua

and held courts of chancery on the circuits. The pn**
Origin of this branch of their power seems obscure. T*
statute of Henry did not confer the power in precise tf™*

but it probably did in effect by the clause giving the t^-

tody of the seal for the counties to the diambtrUio «
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steward of the circuit, who constituted a part of the court. It
has also bei n suggested that the abolition of the court of
the president and council ofthe Marches, which waseffected
in the reign of William and Mary, threw a considerable
portion of their equitable jurisdiction into the courts of great
sessions. Most of the pleadings at common law were drawn
and filed during the continuance of the sessions at one town
(the statute of Henry directing that six courts, on as
many days, should be held in each county), and it very fre-

quently happened that a cause was carried on from its com-
mencement to the close during those six days. Eight days'
notice of action was however required to be given to a
defendant. From the common law side, an appeal lay to

the Court of Queen's Bench ; and from the equity side, to

the House of Lords. After the appointment of "a second
justice for each circuit, by a statute of Elizabeth, all the
trials took place before the two judges, in the same man-
ner as a trial at bar in England. Parties had the power
however, in most actions, of so framing the record, as to
enable them to try the causes at the assizes in the nearest
English county—a power which was frequently exercised.
The judges of these courts of great sessions were gene-
rally barristers, practising in England, their official station

only lasting dunng the circuit. These courts were only
reeently abolished (1830) by the 11 Geo. IV. and 1 Wm.
IV., c. 70, and Wales divided into two circuits, North and
South Wales.
The number of justices of the peace in each county was

restricted by the 34 and 33 of Henry VIII. to eight, in ad-
dition to the president, council, and justices of the Lord Pre-
sident's Court ; but this clause was repealed in the reign of
William and Mary.
The practice of the sheriffs' courts for pleas under forty

shillings was by the 34th and 35th of Henry VIII. assimi-

lated to that of England, and trials in these courts were to

be decided by wager of law, or verdict of six men, at the
election of the plaintiff or defendant.
A variety of other enactments respecting the administra-

tion of justice are to be met with in the statutes of Henry
VIII., above referred to, most ofthem corresponding with
the English laws of that period.

Antiquities.—Wales abounds in memorials of its past

history. The cromlechs, and carnedds, and barrows [Tu-
mulus], relics of the Druids [Britannia] and bards

;
camps,

British and Roman ; abbeys and castles of later periods

;

are all to be met with in various parts of the principality.

Detailed notices of these will be found in this work in ar-

ticles treating of each county.

For a notice of Welsh literature and language, see the

articles Great Britain, Bard, and Welsh Language
and Literature.

Divisions, Population, Occupations, $c.—Wales is di-

vided into North and South Wales, each containing six

counties. The following table gives their names, popula-
tion in 1841, area, and number of parishes :

—

North Wales.
Anglesey .

Caernarvonshire .

Denbighshire . .

Flintshire . . .

Merionethshire .

Montgomeryshire

.

South Wales.
Brecknockshire .

Cardiganshire .

Caermarthenshire

.

Glamorganshire ,

Pembrokeshire
Radnorshire . .

Population
in 1841.

Area in

Square MUea.

50,890
81,068
80,291

G6,547
39,238
69,220

53,295
68,380
106,482

173,462
88,262
25,186

7425

No. of
Parishea.

67
71
59
27
34
54

67
65
76
127
145
52

844Total . 911,321
Since the passing of the 11 Geo. IV. and 1 Wm. IV.,

c. 70, Wales has no jurisdiction in legal matters distinct

from England. It is divided into two circuits—North and
South Wales, and one judge travels each.

It contains four bishoprics— those of Bangor and St.

Asaph in North Wales, and of St. David's and Llandaff in

South Wales. The boundaries however of the Welsh and
English bishoprics adjoining are not determined by any
reference to the boundaries of the principality, any more
than they are by the divisions of counties.

Many details respecting the amount and employment of

the population of Wales are given in the article Great
Britain ; but the census of 1841 affords data and materials

for some further particulars.

The population in 1841 was—males, 447,533 ; females,

403,788: total, 911,321. The total population in 1831
was 80C.182, showing an increase in the ten years of

105,130, or 13 per cent., being 1-5 per cent, less than the

rate of increase in England during the same period. The
average number of inhabitants to every square mile in

1841 was a fraction less than 123, while the returns for

England in the same year give a population of nearly 300
to every square mile. The number of inhabited houses in

1841 was 188,106; uninhabited, 10,133; building, 1769.

The inhabitants are chiefly engaged in agriculture, as

will be seen by the following enumeration, taken from the
returns of 1831, the returns of 1841 in these particulars not
having yet been published. Number of families employed
in agricultural pursuits, 73,195 ;

employed in trade, ma-
nufactures, &c, 44,702 ; all other families, 48,641. The
centesimal proportions therefore were—agriculture, 43-9;
trade, manufactures, Sec, 26*9; all others, 29*2: total,

100.

The farms are generally speaking small, and more than
one half of them are cultivated by the occupiers without
the assistance of labourers. The returns of 1831 gave the
number of occupiers engaged in agriculture and employing
labourers at 19,728, and those not employing labourers at

19,966. A considerable number of the latter are either

owners as well as occupiers of the small portion of soil

they cultivate, or hold it from the lord of the manor at a
nominal or reduced rent.

The principal manufacture in Wales is that of iron, and
this is chiefly confined to Glamorganshire. Immense
quantities of ore are raised in that county, where the
most extensive smelting-furnaces in the empire are to be
met with. In the year 1830 the quantity of iron made in

South Wales was estimated at 277,000 tons, nearly equal

to the whole quantity produced in Staffordshire and the

rest of England. The iron is shipped at Newport, Swan-
sea, Llanelly, and other ports on the Glamorganshire and
Monmouthshire coasts ; and the latter county, as forming

part of the South Wales coal-basin and mining-districts,

must be included in the estimates of the amount of iron

and coal produced.
Copper-ore, brought from Cornwall and other parts of

England, from Ireland, and foreign countries, is smelted in

large quantities at Swansea. The total quantity of ore

smelted there in the year ending June, 1840, was 56,285 tons.

The great coal-field of South Wales affords employment
to a number of hands. The quantity of coal and culm ex-
ported at the different ports of South Wales and Mon-
mouthshire, in 1839, was 1,376,217 tons, and in 1840,

1,438,276 tons. North Wales also yields some coal and
iron, from the vicinities of Wrexham and Ruabon in Den-
bighshire. Lead (with some silver-ore) and copper are

raised in Anglesey, Cardiganshire, and other parts of
Wales, as well as large quantities of slate, limestone, and
marble. Various manufactures in lead, iron, copper, and
brass are carried on at Holywell in Flintshire. Flannel,

coarse cloth, and stockings are manufactured in Montgo-
meryshire and other parts of North Wales, the first-men-

tioned article in considerable quantities, but the trade in

all of them has decreased considerably of late years. The
shipping, &c. at Pembroke, Milford, Swansea, Caernar-

von, Bangor, Port Madoc, and other ports also afford em-
ployment to many persons. The number of persons en-

gaged in manufacture and in making machinery, in 1831,

was 6218; and the number of labourers employed in la-

bour not agricultural, 31,571. The latter class comprises

those occupied in raising iron-ore and coal, and labour

connected with them, and the other sources of employment
just enumerated.

Education.—To say that the state of the people in re-

gard to education is very low, is only to state a defect

common to England and Wales ; but the latter country is

even less advanced than the former. There are a great

number of Sunday-schools in connection with the Church
and dissenters, and these form at once the commencement
and end of the education of a great portion of the commu-
nity. These Sunday-schools are almost all supported by
subscription, without endowment or payment by the scho-

lars. A table of the various classes of schools and the
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number of scholars will be found in the article Great
Britain, taken from the returns laid before parliament in

1834. The number of marriages in the Welsh division of

the Registrar-General (which includes Monmouthshire), in

the year ending June 3D, 1841, was 7565. Of this num-
ber 3530 men and 5171 women signed the marriage re-

gister with niarks. The mean proportion per cent, of per-

sons married in Wale's, in the three years ending June 30,

1841, who signed with niarks—or in other words, those un-

able to write—was, 47 *6 men, and 69-0 women ; while the

mean centesimal proportion in England and Wales of per-

sons marrying in the same years, who signed with marks,
was 33*28 men and 49*29 women. This_ is a very safe,

fair, and simple test of the state of education. * The par-

ties are neither asked whether they can write or read, nor
formally requested to write ; but sign the marriage regis-

ters with their name or their mark in attesting "the marr
riage. The parties who marry are on an average about
25 years of age ; so the test shows the state of education
teii or twenty years ago, and the subsequent inducements
to the retaining of the information and sMll then acquired.'

{Fourth Report of the Registrar- General.)

Religion.—Dissenters of various creeds abound in

Wales. The Independents or Congregationalisms are I>ro-

bably the most numerous. Particular or Calvinistic Bap-
tists, arid Primitive, Wesleyan, and Welsh Calvinistic

Methodists compose the remainder or the great body of
dissenters in Wales. The number of buildings registered

in Wales for the solemnization of marriages, up to the
30th of June, 1842, was 192; but this is not a safe guide
in estimating the proportion of dissenters, as many of the
latter (the Methodists especially) have not as yet availed
themselves of the late act ; and in one county in Wales,
where the dissenters certainly form the majority of inha-
bitants, there is not one building registered for mar-
riages.

Pauperism.—The number of paupers receiving relief in

Wales (with the exception of a small portion not then

placed under the provisions of the Poor Law Amendment
Act), at Lady.-day, 1839, was 68\S24; and at Ladr-day,

1840, 73,254. The proportion of paupers at the last-named

period to the population, taken from the returns of 1831

(and excluding the population of the parts not under the

operation of the act) was 9*4 per cent. In England the

proportion of paupers at the same period to the population

was 8*6. These figures somewhat exceed the actual pro-

portion, as no allowance is made for the increase of popu-

lation between 1831 arid 1840. The expenditure for the

relief of the poor (exclusive of incidental charge? and ex-

penses), in 1831, was 289,422/., and in 1841; .266,001V.

These respective sums, if equally apportioned among th«

whole population according to the census of each orthwe

years, would amount in the first-named year (1831 . to

7s. 2d., and in the last year (1841) to 5#. 1(M. per heai

In England the rate of expenditure per head in 1831 «u
9*. Il3., and in 1841, 6s. The result shows that, white

the proportion of persons receiving relief in Wales i>

somewhat greater than in England, the proportionate ex-

penditure is less in the former country than in the latter;

and that in Wales, as well as in England, the Pour

Law Amendment Act has beneficially affected the rale-

payers. . .

Crime.—The number of persons charged and convicted

in Wales for offences have been as follows:

—

Year. Convicted. Acqtittod. Total.

1834 283 159 442
1837 292 186 478
1840 414 236 850

Of those charged in 1840 there were, for offences against

the person, 66; against property with violence, 43,

against property without violence, 462 ; malicious of-

fences against property, 2 ;
forgery and offences again*;

the currency, 22 ; other offences, 53 : total 650. df tM-

number 141 were females. Or the total number 43 to m

read and write well.

End of Volukx thb Twknty-sixth.
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